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PREFACE

The system of transliteration used is the same as in former

volumes and need not be given here. With the exception of the

alphabetical list of villages, towns and local sub-divisions in the

Himalaya of the North-Western Provinces, this volume concludes

all that I have undertaken to prepare. Since April, 1876, I have

not been in charge of the North-Western Provinces Gazetteer, and

what I have done has been accomplished in the few hours of lei-

sure that I could secure for the task and without assistance of any

kind. The present volume was prepared for printing during my
absence on furlough in 1882-83, and had the disadvantage of being

carried through the press in India whilst I was far away from any

references. Still, it is hoped that its contents will be found sug-

gestive to many, of the lines that they should take up, not only for

the higher aim of aiding in the great work of diffusing a know-

ledge of India and its peoples, but for the personal aim of follow-

ing out some study which may give to the student a fresh interest

in life and help to dissipate the "general dissatisfaction " which an

eternal round of hearing petty cases and going through drills and

parades, added to climatic influences, is certain to effect. The mate-

rials lie around in abundance whichever way one's tastes may lie,

and it has been my principal object in all that has been written, to

suggest to the rising generation of officials what they can do, and

help them on the way.

The chapter on Zoology is local as far as the Insectse, but for

that division my work reviews the major portion of what has been

written regarding the insects of India, excluding British Biirmah.

It is an attempt for the first time in any European language to

take stock, as a whole, of the species that have been described as

occurring in India, and is necessarily full of omissions; for it is not

in the power of any one to examine thoroughly the vast literature

on the subject. Such as they are, these lists are offered as an aid

to the student of our Indian fauna, and have been made more use-

ful by a short introduction to each order and a reference to works

where the subject will be found explained and illustrated more
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fully. A work of this kind is necessary to induce those with time

and tastes for investigating our exceedingly rich fauna to proceed

with their work, and it is hoped that the publication of these lists

will induce many to take to the study of some particular branch of

natural history the materials for which have been indicated by me.

I am indebted to Mr. Greig, Conservator of Forests, North-West-

ern Provinces, for his interesting notes on the mammalia ; to Major

G. F. L. Marshall for the list of birds, and to Mr. Theobald for

aid in compiling the list of reptiles and land and fresh-water shells.

The authorities consulted in the remaining orders are fully noticed

by me in the ' References ' at foot of each, and the whole repre-

sents the outcome of notes made during the last twenty years. The

history of the Khasiyas of Kumaon and its rulers up to the pub-

lication of this volume has no existence, and what I now give may be

fairly taken as an example of what can be done by piecing toge-

ther facts gathered here and there from writers in Latin, Greek and

Sanskrit. Pursuing the Khasiyas or Khasas wherever they have

been named by these writers, and all allusions to the Himalaya of

the North-Western Provinces and the sacred world-famed shrines

of Badarinath and Kedarnath, we have a fairly-connected history

of the people and the country from the very earliest times. The

local inscriptions and the records of the neighbouring country of

Nepal fill up many a gap and confirm or explain tradition. For

tradition, I have had the valuable notes of the late Rudradatta

Pant, a learned Brahman of Almora, the results of whose inquiries

were transmitted to me by Sir John Strachey. I also examined the

records of all suits for revenue-free grants of land, chiefly decided

by Mr. Traill, the first (]!ommissioner of Kumaon, and from them

obtained copies of the grants made by the earlier rulers, which aiford

a fair series from the fifteenth century onwards, and confirm in a

great measure or correct the data arrived at from traditional sources.

They also explain in many instances the reasons for the grants,

and thus afibrd valuable materials for history, and with the local

genealogies give a fairly exhaustive and accurate list of the rulers.

The travels of Hwen Thsang have been examined and confirmed,

and the sites of Brahmapura and the Amazonian kingdom of the

' Queens of the East,' the StH Rdjya of the Puranas, have been

ascertained. Tradition connected Kumaon with the celebrated
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Vikramaditya, but I have shown that the popular story of that Kaja

and his era cannot be accepted ; that the Salia era was really estab-

lished in 79 A.D., to mark the consecration of the Buddhist Saka

king Kanishka: but the Vikramdditya era was not used until the

eighth century, though dating from 56 H. C, and was the invention

of the anti- Buddhist faction. Neither of these eras is connected

with the local history of Kumaon.

Another important bye-examination is the question of the

connection between the Khasas and Katyuri rulers in Kumaon

and the K ho people and Kator rulers in Kashkara at the western

end of the Himalaya beyond Kashmir. This connection was

suggested by the late Sir H. M. Elliot, and I have examined it so

far as my materials allowed, and have afforded the inquirer, by

references, means for judging for himself of the correctness or

otherwise of the conclusions at which I have arrived (p. 438). One

outcome of this digression is the conviction that the time has

passed for attributing to the small Aryan immigration to which we

owe the Vedas, the origin of all the races who are assumed to be

of Aryan blood, and even for holding that all so-called Rajpiits are

of Aryan descent. What Aryans were, and how to tribes of com-

mon origin the name has been denied, has been noticed ; and it

would not be difficult to show that some of our oldest Rajput

tribes are of Baktrian, Parthian or Skythian origin. Indeed, no

result of my researches is of more importance than this, that the

Aryans of the Vedas were soon absorbed by the indigenous popu-

lations and the never-ceasing waves of immigrants, and have left

behind them a language and a literature as their most lasting

remains. The Khasiyas of Kumaon have as much right to be

called an Aryan race in its widest sense as many others with a
more established name, but the fact that they have not yet come
up to their plains brethren in caste and religious observances still

excludes them from the ranks of the twice-born. A close observer
cpm still see amongst them the working of those laws which have in
the course of centuries transmuted many a similarly-situated tribe

into good Hindus. A prosperous Kumaoni Dom stonemason can
command a wife from the lower Rajpiit Khasiyas, and a successful
Khasiya can buy a wife from a descendant of a family of pure plains
pedigree. Year by year the Br^hmanising influence proceeds, and
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people are becoming more orthodox in their religious observaflces

and the fanes of the dii mmores are becoming somewhat neglected.

No more powerful influence in this direction exists than the teach-

ings of our educational department, strange as it may seem ; but

with education comes a fitness for higher employment, and with us

in Kumaon, higher emoluments means respectability, and this in

turn ensures orthodoxy. The few prayers of the hard-worked cul-

tivator are improved into the lengthened ostentatious services of

the well-paid leisure-loving clerk or contractor.

The chapters on religion^ open up a new survey of the subject..

We commence with religion as it is, and work upwards. We
have before us a census of nearly one thousand temples, and the

analysis of the forms worshipped in them gives us an accurate

grasp of the existing phenomena. This accoroplishedj the historic

method is adopted and the history of each form, or rather class of

forms, is traced with the result that we find that Buddhism,,

though nominally dead, yet lives and is still the faith of the masses j

for the existing ceremonies and services can be traced back as

readily to corrupted Buddhism as to Sivaism. This explains the

apparent disappearance of Buddhism in the tenth to the twelfth

century, and answers the query which has often arisen in the

mind of the thoughtful observer,—how did Buddhism disappear j

what were the influences at work which led to the downfall of a

religion which for fifteen centuries occupied the thoughts and held

the affections of a great section of the Indian people ? The answer

is clearly, that Buddhism has been absorbed by Sivaism and that

both have been influenced to such a degree by the polydsemonistiG

cults of the aboriginal tribes as to preserve little of their original

structure. This mingling of the pre-Brahmanical, Buddhistic and

Animistic conceptions has given us the existing Hinduism of the

masses, and has had even a considerable influence in moulding the

tenets of the more esoteric schools.

Our examination of the religious festivals observed in Kumaon
supports these conclusions. The more popular of these are re-

gulated by the solar calendar and the Saka year, and where

held according to the luni-solar year, are by no means of Brah-

manical origin. They are the festivals at the two harvests

;

' These form, witli considerable local additions, the su'bstanoe of a paper read by
me before th« Asiatic Society of Bengal,
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those in honor of the NAgas at the Jeth Dasahra and Nag-p^n-

chami, the great Saiva Sfikta services of the first nine nights of

Chait and Asoj, and the festivals in honor of the rural deities,

Ghantakarn, Goril, Chaumu, &c. The sacrifice of kids is a part of

almost all the ceremonies on these occasions, young male bufialoes

are also offered, and in former times human sacrifices were not

uncommon at the temples of the dark half of the consort of Siva.

All these facts mark the non-Brahmanical origin of the more popular

festivals of the mass of the people. An examination of the san-

dhya or daily prayers aad of the services given in the Dasakar-

mddipaddhati or ' manual of the ten rites, &c.,' also shows that the

solid portion of the ritual is borrowed from the Tantras, the

acknowledged fifth Veda of both Saiva and Bauddha in the tenth

century. Most of us have seen the natives of India at their daily

devotions and have doubtless wondered what their meditations

were, and what the curious movements of the hands within the

prayer-bag {gaumukh) and muttered words intended, I am not

aware that these have ever been the subject of inquiry, or that

they have ever been recorded and explained, and now record the

prdndydm and its preikces after a lengthened practice of them

myself. The other portions of the ritual have never been given in

such detail, and without them the services cannot be either correctly

appreciated or properly understood. Ifearly all these ceremonies

possess more or less ornate rituals which are full of those mystical

formulae, dharanis, mantras, vijas and mddrag which appear to

have been the fashion all over the world when the Tantras were

written—^for India has its dark middle ages quite as much as Eu-
rope. In nothing is the kinship of race more distinctly shown
than in the history ofthought in India and in Europe ; almost every

theory advanced by Greek and Eoman thinkers has its parallel in

India ; and in the kaleidoscopic mass of beliefs to be studied in any

considerable Indian town, we can find curious and startling

analogies with the broad beliefs of the inhabitants of our European

cities. Let this real union help us in our efforts to know each

other, and to this end I offer this portion of my last contribution

to our knowledge of the North-Western Provinces.

Calcutta; ) E. T. ATKINSON.
20th March, 1884J
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CHAPTEK I.

Zoology (Verteh^ata).

CONTENTS.
Mammals ^ Domestic cattle : Sheep : Shawl-wool : References. Tibetan fauna.

Birds : References. Reptiles : References. Fishes : References.

The f&una of Kumaun is as varied as its flora, but up to the

present, with the exception of the mammalia, birds, fishes, and

butterflies, it has not received the attention to which its interesting

character and position entitle it. The materials for the two follow-

ing chapters were collected with a view to give an account of the

fauna of the North-Western Provinces, and the portion comprising

the mammals and birds of the plains has already appeared in the

third volume of the Gazetteer. We shall here confine ourselves to

the mammals, birds, reptiles, and fishes of the hills. For the

remaining orders it has not been possible (except in the case of but-

terflies) to separate the species common to the hills and plains from

those only found in the hills and those only found in the plains, or

indeed to distinguish clearly between the species proper to upper

India and those found in other parts of India. This difficulty

arises chiefly from the careless notation of locality adopted by the

older writers on natural history, who were the first to describe many

species, and whose names therefore stand to the present day and

cannot be ignored. The word ' India' or ' Indes-orientales' attach-

ed as the locality to the descriptions of species, up to very recent

1
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times, comprises widely different places. From indications it would

appear to include in some instances the Phillipine islands, the

islands of the Malay archipelago and other countries which the

writer placed without specification in his ideal Indian region. In

the same manner the words ' North-India' and ' North-Bengal'

sometimes mean Asam and sometimes the North-Western Provin-

ces and the Panjab, so that to rediscover these species and assign

them to their proper localities remains one of the objects which the

present generation of observers should place before themselves.

In the words of Wallace' :—" It is admitted that a knowledge of

the exact area occupied by a species or a group is a real portion of

its natural history, of as much importance as its habits, its struc-

ture or its affinities ; and that we can never arrive at any trustworthy

conclusions as to how the present state of the organic world was

brought about, until we have ascertained with some accuracy the ge-

neral laws of the distribution of living things over the earth's surface."

Mr. W. Blanford has divided India into a series of provinces which

would suit our purpose with the addition of the precise locality.

They are (1) the Panjab province or sub-region, including the Panjab,

Bind, Kachh and western Bajputana : (2) the Indian province,

including the rest ofthe Peninsula and northern Ceylon, except the

Malabar and Eastern-Bengal province : (3) the Malabar province,

comprising the low country on the west coast of India from Cape

Comorin to a little north of Bombay and the range of hills along

the same coast a» far north possibly as the Tapti river and also the

hill tracts of southern Ceylon : (4) the Asam (Eastern-Bengal)

province, limited by a line drawn northwards from the head of the

bay of Bengal. The Indian province is further divided into sub-

provinces :— (1) the Gangetic sub-province or Hindustan extend-

ing south as far as the Narmada, and in its eastern portion compris-

ing only the valley of the Son and that of the Ganges as far as

Benares : (2) tlie Deccan sub-province stretching from the Nar-

mada to the Krishna ; bounded on the east by a line drawn north

and south a little east of Nagpur, and on the west by a line drawn

a little east of the crest of the Western Ghats or Sahyadri range..:

. (3) the Bengal sub-province, bounded on the west by the preceding

and extending as far south as the Godavari : (4) the Madras sub-

>-Islflnd life, p. is.
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jprovince includes the remainder of southern India and the plains of

northern Ceylon. An insect caught at Allahabad should be labelled

" Plind. (All'd.)," by -which the province and precise locality is

at once distinguished. We need hardly remark that the geogra-

phical distribution of animals is one of the most interesting

branches of natural history and one that leads indirectly to results

bearing on the most important biological questions of the day.

In the following pages, with the exception of the birds and

butterflies, the lists do not pretend to be exhaustive or to be in all

cases quite up to the most recent and approved systematic arrange-

ment. With the small leisure and the smaller materials for refer-

ence at my command it would be hopeless to attempt completeness.

The lists of the Arachnida and Insecta are compiled from my note-

books and include the jottings-down of many years. Where the

word ' India' has been given as the locality from which a recorded

species was received, no mention of the locality is given in the lists
;

but where any part of India is distinctly indicated, it is noted in

brackets.^ Many of these localities may have been given in error,

but for this the list is not responsible. The references at the foot of

each section include the authorities from which many of the names

of Indian species have been taken, and a short notice under each

order will give a very general idea of the animals belonging to it and

the sources of my information. It is with much reluctance that

these imperfect notes are submitted in their present form, but the

knowledge that opportunity for revision and completion will probably

never occur and that they are the only ones of their kind yet available

has wrung an unwilling consent to their publication, in the hope that

• The following abbreviationa hare been used :

—

As. for Asam, including Silhat, Kachar, Sikkim, Niga hills.

Ben. ,, Bengal : evidently used in a broad sense.

Bom. „ Bombay :^ includes the presidency.

Cal. „ Calcutta.

Cen. In „ Central India : used loosely.

Dec. „ Deccan, especially Puna.
Him. „ Himalaya.
In. „ All India: used where the insect is recorded from Mad., Boiti,Q i.

Mad. „ Madras : includes Carnatic, Coromandel coast.

Mai. „ Malabar.

Mus. „ MusBooree.

Sep. „ Nepal.

N. I. „ North India : either Hindastan or Asam.
N. B. „ Nirth Bengal : cliiefly N.-W. Provinces and Oudh.
Nil „ Nilgiris, in Madras.

Panj. „ Panjab.
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they maj induce others with more time and better materials i&

give us a complete history of the lesser forms of animal life in India,

MAMMALIA.

So much has been written about the mammals of India that in

the present list of the principal species that
Mammals. p x t t

are found in Kumaun, a reference to Jerdon

or some other authoTity is alone made, which with the notes on the

papers of Hodgson and others at the end of the section will suifi-

ciently indicate the sources of more precise information. For the

local notes on the Mammalia I am indebted toMr. G, Grreig, Conser-

vator of Forests, who has kindly placed the results of some Mieen

years' observation of the wild animals of these bills in my hands.

SiMiADiE—Monkeys.

Presbytis schistaceous,Hodgson—Himalayan Langoor

—

Gani"

lanff'dr. Jerdon, 6 ; Hodgson, J. A. S. Ben,, IX,, 1211.

Large herds of this handsome monkey are commonly to be met

with throughout the wooded portions of the hills, from the dense

jungles of the submontane tract up to the oak and fir forests at

12,000 feet above the level of the sea. The lang4r feeds on wild-

fruits and flowers and on the buds and young leaves of many tree»

and plants, but acorns form its chief food from August to Febru-

ary, and during those months it is found in aU the great oak forests.

Potatoes, when procurable, are greedily eaten, but it seldom attacks

other cultivated crops. It may, however, occasionally be seen steal-

ing into a garden to feed on the buds and tender leaves of the rose.

The langur is very common about Naini Tal and Mussooree and in

the mixed forests of the Bhabar, where it often falls a prey to the

stealthy leopard that lies in wait for it at the foot of a tree. It is

probable that the species which frequents the forests of the sub-

montane tract in the cold season migrates to the outer range ia

summer, but it does not go far into the interior, and the species that

is found to the north of the outer range of hills appears to be per-

manently resident there and is found there at all seasons of the

year. It is a curious fact that the deer known as sdmhar, chital, and

aural are frequently seen near a herd of langiirs. The two former

may keep near the monkeys for the sake of the fruit that is shaken

from the trees, but the gural cannot have such an object in view as
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it does not eat fruit. He may, however, desire tte society of the

lang4rs for protection, since there is no animal more quick of

hearing. The langiir is frequently the first to give notice of the

approach of a leopard or tiger. In evidence of the friendly feeling

that exists between these monkeys and the deer tribe it may be

worth recording that a herd of cMtal has been seen feeding under

a tree, whilst the lang4rs, hanging from the branches, playfully

touched the backs of the deer with their fore-hands. Langiirs are

easily tamed and differ from the Bengal monkey in not being mis-

chievous or vicious. One had the run of a vegetable garden and

used to feed on the peas without doing any further damage, finish-

ing one pod before taking another. He was very amiable and in-

dolent, resting on a branch all day after his meals until he got

hungry again. He was never angry with anyone or anything and

never appeared to imagine that dogs or men could attempt to do

him any harm. The Himalayan langAr is easily distinguished from

the Bengal langiir (P. Entellus) by its hands being concolorous with

its body and by its loud grunting note of alarm, whilst the hands of

the latter are jet black and its voice is more of a deep bass mourn-
ful bellow.

Inuus Rhesus, Desm. ; I. erythrcms, Schr. ; Pithew oinops,

Hodgson—The Bengal monkey

—

Bandar. Jerdon, 11 : Hodgson,

J. A. S. Ben., IX., 1211.

This is the common red-faced and red-callositied montey found
all over these provinces and extending in the Himalaya up to 7 000
feet. It feeds on many sorts of grain, fruits, flowers, buds and
leaves and even insects, such as locusts and grasshoppers. The
herds generally establish themselves on a steep bank in a mango-
grove near a village or in forest or precipitous ground near out-

lying cultivation, whence they emerge when xmohserved and do
immense damage to cultivated crops. They are mischievous

treacherous and dirty in their habits and do not form desirable

pets.

Inuus Pelops, Horsfield—Hill monkey. Jerdon, 11.

Major Hutton obtained this monkey from the interior of the
Mussooree hills, where it replaces /. Bhesits at high elevations,

but the difference between the two species is not well established.
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Chieopteka.

Pteropus medius, Tem. : P. Edwardsii, Geofl. : leucocephalus,

Hodgs. : assamensis, M'Call.—Flying-fox

—

Changidari. Jerdon,

18 : Hodgson, J. A. S. Ben., IV., 700 : Tickell, Cal. J. N. H., III.,

29 : Dobson, 18.

This species is common throughout the Tarai and feeds on fruits,

wild and cultivated.

Cynopterus marginatus, Geoff. ; Pteropus pyrivorus, Hodgs.

—

Small fox-bat

—

Chhoti changidari. Jerdon, 20 : Hodgson, J. A. S.,

Ben., IV., 700 : Dobson, 24.

Common throughout all India, fe^eding on fruits, wild and cul-

tivated.

Rhinolophus luctus, Tem.—Large leaf-bat. Jerdon, 23 : Hodg-

-son, J. A. S., Ben., XII., 414 : (R. pemiger f), Dobson, 39.

Procured from Mussooree, Nepal, Darjlling.

Rhinolophus mitratus, Blyth— Mitred leaf-bat. Jerdon, 24 :

Blyth, J. A. S., Ben., XIII , 483 : Dobson, 42.

Procured from Mussooree.

Rhinolophus ferrum-equinus, Schreb.;im(/a«M«, Hodgs.—Dark-

brown leaf-bat. Jerdon, 24 : Hodgson, I.e., IV., 699 : Dobson, 53.

Procured from Mussooree and Central Nepal.

Rhinolophus Pearsonii, Horsf.—Pearson's leaf-bat. Jerdon,

25 : Dobson, 43.

Common about Mussooree, procured at Daijlling.

Rhinolophus affinis, Horsf. ; Eouaiii, Tem.—Allied leaf-bat.

Jerdon, 25 : Dobson, 47.

Procured at Mussooree.

Rhinolophus garoensis, Dobson. Mon., 48.

Procured at Mussooree.

Rhinolophus macrotis, Hodgs. Large-eared leaf-bat. Jerdon,

26 : Hodgson, I.e., XIII., 485 : Dobson, 45.

Procured from Nep6.1 and Mussooree, but rare.

Phyllorhina armiger, Hodgson—Large horse-ishoe bat. Jerdon,

27 : Hodgson, I.e., IV., 699 : Dobson, 64.

Procm-ed from Mussooree, Nepal, Darjiling.
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Phyllorhina diadema, GeofF. ; H. noUUs, Cantor. Dobson, 61.

Procured from Dehra Dun.

Phyllorhina speoris, Schneider.^—Indian horse-shoe bat. Jer-

don, 27 : Dobson, 67.

Procured in Dehra Diin and near Piina.

Phyllorhina bicolor, Tern. Dobson, 70.

Procured in Dehra Diin.

Phyllorhina fulva, Gray. Dobson, 72.

Procured at Hardwar.

Megaderma Lyra, Geoff. ; M. camatica, Ell. ; M. scMstacea,

Hodgs.—Large-eared vampire bat. Jerdon, 22 : Hodgson, J. A. S.,

Ben., XVI., 889 : Blyth, Ihid., XI., 225 : Dobson, 78.

Not uncommon in the submontane tract. Blyth has shown

that this species sucks the blood from other bats. Attaching itself

firmly behind the ear it sucks the blood during flight and when its

victim falls exhausted, devours it.

PlecotUS auritUS, Linn. ; P. Jwmochrous and darjilingensis,

Hodgs.—Long-eared bat. Jerdon, 47 ; Hodgson, I.e., XVI., 894 :

Dobson, 84.

Same as the European species ; found throughout the hills,

Simla, Mussooree.

Vesperugo noctula, Schreb. ; VespertUio laUata, Hodgson.

Jerdon, 36 ; Hodgson, I.e., IV., 700 : Dobson, 89.

Procured from the central region of Nepal.

Vesperugo serotinus, Schreb. ; Fespev'iiiio noctula, Geoff.—Silky

bat. Jerdon, 34 : Dobson, 109.

Procured beyond Mussooree, rare.

Vesperugo Leisleri, Kuhl—Hairy-armed bat. Jerdon, 34 :

Dobson, 91.

Common in the valleys beyond Mussooree.

Scotophilus Temminckii, Horsf. ; V. castaneus, Gray—Com-

mon yellow bat. .Jerdon, 38 : Dobson,120: J. A. S., Ben., XX., 157.

Found all over India and reported from Dehra Ddn and the

Tar4i.
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Vespertilio mystacinus, Leis. Dobson, 133»

Found throughout the Himalaya.

Vespertilio murinus, Schreb. Dobson, 137.

Found throughout the north-west Himalaya.

Vespertilio murinoides, Dobson. Mon., 138 : J. A. S., Ben.,

XLII., ii., 205 : Jerdon, 46.

Found in Chamba and Mussooree.

Vespertilio nipalensis, Dobson. Mon., 141.

Procured from Nepal.

Harpiocephalus griseus, Hutton. Dobson, 154,

Found in Mussooree.

Harpiocephalus leucogaster, Edw. Dobson, 157.

Found in the north-west Himalaya and Tibet.

Murina formosa, Hodgs.; Nyctkejus TicMlU, Blyth—Beautiful

bat. Jerdon, 42 ; Hodgson, J. A. S., Ben., IV, 700.

This beautiful yellow bat has been procured from Sikkim.

Nepal, and the Himalaya, also from Central India.

Talpid^.

Talpa micrura, Hodgs. ; T. cryptura, Blyth—Short-tailed mole.

Jerdon, 51 ; Hodgson, J. A. S., Ben., X., 910 ; XIX., 217.

Procured from Darjiling, Nepal, and Kumaun.

Talpa macrura, Hodgs.—Long-tailed mole. Jerdon, 51 ; Hodg-
son, J. A. S., Ben., XXVII., 176.

Procured from Sikkim, doubtful in Kumaun.

SoKICICffi!.

Pachyura indica, Ani. ; Sorex cceruhscens, Shaw—Musk-shrew,

musk-rat

—

Chachundar. Jerdon, 53.

Common throughout the hills and plains, procured at Naini Tal

Almora and Mussooree, possibly imported in baggage.

Sorex Tytleri, Blyth^Dehra shrew. Jerdon, 56.

Procured from Dehra Diin.

Sorex soccatus, Hodgs.—Hairy-footed shrew. Jerdon, 57 :

Hodgson, Ann. Mag., N. H., XV., 270.

Procured from Sikkim, Darjiling, Nepdl, and Mussooree.
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Crocidura pygmoeoides, And. ; Sorex micronyx, Blyth—Small-

clawed pigmy shrew, Jerdon, 58 : Blyth, J. A. S., Ben., XXIV.,

33 : Anderson, Ihid,, XLVI., ii,, 27'9.

Procured from Kuniaun and Mussooree.

Erinaceus Grayii, And. ; E. cellaris, Gray—North Indian

hedge-hog. Jerdon, 62,

Doubtfully in Dehra Diin : for synonymy of the Indian hedge-

hogs see Anderson ia J, A. S., Ben., XLYIL, ii., 195.

JJnsnaM.

Ursus IsabiellitlUS, Hoi«f.—Brown bear

—

Ldl-^hdlu, bhurd,

Jefdoa, 6S,

This is the fed, gray, or silver or snow bear of Sportsmen. It

is found in Udrma and Bydns, but, strange to say, it has not been

distinctly noticed between the Pindar and Trijogi-Narliyan on th6

tidge separating the Mandakini from the Bhilang. To th« west it

Occurs throughout native Garhwal and Bisahr to Kashmir and also

across the passes in Tibet. As a rule it seeks the upper ranges,

living &.long or abote the lipper limit of forest far away from the

hsiunts of man and feeds on roots, weeds, grasses and even insects,

liziatds aild snakes. It trusts almost entirely to its sense of smell

to detect the presence of an eneiHy, and -with a favourable wind will

distinguish a man fully a quarter of a mile off. Its powers of sight

are, however, so weak that it is one of the easiest of the larger

animals to stalk and shoot. In one cas6, the wind being favourable

a sportsman was able to creep up to within fifteen feet of a brown
bear that was feeding on a slope without alarming it. In soma
jplaces this bear visits the maize plantations and the orchards and
in many places solitary males take to sheep-stealing and commit
gr^at havoc aimOngst the mountain flocks. Owing to the formation

of its claws, it is a bad climber and seldom mounts a tree. As a

rule, the brown bear is a timid animal and disinclined to fio-ht but

instances are not wanting in which it has shown considerable deter-

mination and colirage. It hybernates from December to March
retiring to a hollow in the rocks or under the roots of a large tree.

The fat that has accumulated in the summer is all absorbed during

the long sleep, and in April the bear awakes thin and ragged the

stomach quite empty and the fur full of scurf. The brown boar

2
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pairs about August, and the young ones, generally two, are pra-

duced in April or May. It is very partial to raw flesh and readily

eats one of its own kind when the skin has been removed, as well as

the carrion of cows that have died from disease or accident. See

note on HorsfielJ's description in Cal. J. N. H., III., 268.

Ursus tibetanus, Cuv. : torquaius, Sehinz.—Himalayan black

bear

—

Rkhh, hhdlu. Jerdon, 70.

This bear is very commonly met with all through the bills frona

the Tons to the Sarda and from the upper limits of vegetation do^n

to as low as 3,000 feat. It has been procured at Gorighat on the

Ganges about eight miles above Hardwar, but is, however, seldom

seen in the lower hills except during winter. It climbs trees far

better than the brown bear and frequently mounts them to plunder

the combs of the honey-bee. The black bear is very destructive

to such crops as maize, mandua, buckwheat and gourds. It is also

exceedingly fond of fruit, such as apricots, peaches, apples and wal-

nuts, and occasionally grazes on green wheat and barley when they

are young and succulent and before the ear has formed. At times,

when cultivated fodder is not procurable, it feeds on acorns, the

young shoots of the ningdl (hill bambu) and other jungle fruits,

roots and grasses. Both the black and the brown bear devour

beetles, grasshoppers and locusts and eat flesh both fresh and putrid.

Occasionally one takes to killing and eating sheep, but an old resi-

dent well acquainted with these hills declares that in his experience

he has only known of one case in which a black bear had become

a confirmed sheep-stealer. This was a very large old male covered

with scars and bearing the marks of three bullet wounds. He cared

neither for men nor dogs and died fighting bravely to the last.

The black bears of the upper ranges hybernate, but those of the

lower hills do not. They show more fight than the brown bear and

many villagers are mauled by them every year. As a rule, the

black bear will never touch a man if the man shows a bold front,

but if he is come upon suddenly and at close quarters and the man

turns to run, the courage of the bear rises to the occasion and he

follows the man and claws him on the head and face.

The bear usually charges on all fours at a gallop like a great

dogj with its mouth open and emitting a loud angry grunt -at almost
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fevery stride. Those that live in the upper ranges produce their

cubs, usually two at a time, in April-May, but those frequenting

the lower i^nges are not so regular in their habits. All make their

dens in naturally-formed caves, and to these the female retires

during the period of gestation and old and young seek a refuge in

them when pursued. The black bear has almost if not quite as

inferior a sense of sight as the brown bear and an equally keen

sense of smell. It is more intelligent and can easily be tamed, but,

strange to say, if noosed by the foot in a trap and unable to break

away by force, it never attempts to sever the rope or sapling to

which the gin is attached and remains a prisoner until it dies or is

killed. This fact is vouched for by a well-known sportsman.

Black bears are sometimes killed by tigers, and specimens have been

procured which bore unmistakeably the marks of a tiger's claws

and teeth. It is doubtful whether Ailurus fulgens, Cuv., the red

cat bear, the wdh of Nepal and bhauna riclili of the west, occurs in

these provinces. It has been procured in Nepal and may be easily

recognised from the deep ochreous red colour of the head, and its

face, chin and ears within being white. It is reported as having been

found to the west and east of our limits and may possibly occur with-

in them. See Jerdon, 74 : Hodgson in J. A. R., Ben,, VI., 560.

Ursus labiatUS, Blain ; Bradypus tirsinus, Shaw ; Melursus

lyhicus, Meyer—Sloth bear

—

Jdhar. Jerdon, 72.

This bear hardly bears out its English appellation, for it can run

fairly fast and is not of slothful habits. It is found all through

the sal forests of the lower hills and in the Tarai, where it is

frequently met with in swampy ground and marshes and is much

feared by elephants. Its principal food is ants, beetles, grass-

hoppers, fruits, roots, and honey, and it probably also consumes

frogs, fish and flesh when it can lay hold of them. Its powers of

suction and propelling wind from its mouth are remarkable. With

its powerful claws it scrapes a large hole at the base of a white-ant's

nest, then blows away the dust and sucks out the larva. It is

especially fond of the fruit of the mahua, jdman, and D. Melanoxylon.

The young are produced at various times, but usually about Decem-

ber to Januaiy, and in March they are able to accompany their

mother in her travels. They are easily tamed and become quite

tractable. See Tickell's paper, Cal. J. N. H., I., 199.
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Melidii>^~.

Mellivora indica, Shaw ; Ursitaxus inauritus, Hodgs.—IndiaC

badger

—

Biju. Jerdon, 78 ; Hodgson, As. Res,, XIX., 60 5 J. A. ^,
Ben., Y., &71.

This species is not uncommon in the submontane tract and

lower outer hills. Specimens have been ppocnred at E-amnagar

and in the Patli Diin. It feeds on rats, mice, birds, frogs and insects,

and is often very destructive to poultry It probably also feeds

on honey when procurable.

MuSTELIDiB.

Martes flavigula, Bodd. ; Hardwichei, Horsf.—Black-capped

marten

—

CMtrola, titarola. Jerdon, 82.

This very common animal is very destructive to game in Ku-
maun and occurs almost from the southern boundary up to the

limits of vegetation. It is on the move all hours of the day and

generally hunts in pairs, though as many as ten have been seen

hunting together at the same time. It is a very fair rurmer on th©

ground and as active as a squirrel in trees amd is perhaps the boldest

of all the minor carnivora. Some dogs chased a pair and caught

one whilst the other took refuge in a tree ; although the owner of

the dogs was standing by encouraging them to kill the one that had

been caught^ the other came down from the tree and vigorously

attacking the dogs perished in defence of its companion. Natives

say that martens kill small deer and they are certainly very destruc-

tive to poultry. They travel great distances and are constantly

changing their ground, so that it is difficult to meet with them.

Mustela sub-hemachalana,Hodgs.;lf. humeralis,Bljih.—Hima-

layan weasel. Jerdon, 83 : Hodgson, J. A. S., Ben., VI., 563.

This small animal frequents the walls of terraces and houses

that have been built of dry masonry, but is nowhere common.

Mustela Kathiah, Hodgs.—Yellow-bellied weasel

—

Kdthiya-

ny&la. Jerdon, 83 : Hodgson, J. A. S., Ben., lY., 702.

Said to occur in eastern Kumaun.

Mustela Enuinra—Stoat, ermine.

Specimens have been procured from Jaunsar and Bisahr and it

is common in Lahiil, Spiti, and Tibet. Jerdon, 84,
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Lutra Nair, Cuv. ; tarayends, Hodgs.; chinensis, indica, Gray^
Common Indian otter— Ud, ud-hillao,pan-ud. Jerdon, 86 : Hodgson,

J. A. S., Ben., VIII., 319.

This otter is found throughout the Tarai and in all the larger

streams along the foot of the hills, ascending the rivers to thirty miles

and perhaps more. It is difficult to determine where it gives place

to the hill otter. It usually hunts in parties of five or six, though as

many as twelve have been seen together in the Ramganga in the

Patli Diin and twenty in the Siiswa in Dehra Dun. The skin must

be ' plucked' before becoming the beautiful otter fur so popular for

the trimming of ladies' dresses. It is better to pluck the skin

before it is taken off, an operation which can usually be done by

relays of men in about six hours, as the long hairs come out very

easily, leaving the under fur exposed. The fur of the Indian otter

is very good, though somewhat inferior in texture to that_^of the

European species. It is in great request with the Tibetans and

Bhotiyas, who use it as ear lappets for their caps.

Lutra vulgaris, Erx. ; L. monticola, Hodgs.—Hill otter. Jerdon,

88 : Hodgson, J. A. S., Ben., VIII., 319.

It is not clear whether this otter occurs in the Kumaun Hima-

laya. It is the common otter of Europe, and, so far as is known, is

restricted to the interior of the Himalaya.

Aonyx l&^\,OTays.,'Rors.;indigitata,sikimensia,'iloAg. \Horiifieldiif

Gray—Clawless otter. Jerdon, 89 : Hodgson., I. c, VIII., 319.

This small otter is of an earthy brown or chestnut-brown above
and has been procured in the Sarda at Barmdeo, above the junction

of the Alaknanda and Pindar near Karnprayag, in the Nandakini
above Nandprayag and in the Bhilang The claws are very minute
and hence its English name. Otters are easily tamed and become
very much attached to their owners.

Felid^,

Felis Tigris, Linn.—Tiger—SAer, shu, bdgh. Jerdon, 92.

The tiger is found from the Tarai up to 10-11,000 feet and is

believed occasionally to cross the passes into Tibet. Those which
are found on the outer ranges doubtless migrate to the Bhabar and
Tar^i, but those found in the interior never leave the hills. They
are quite different in appearance, being more bulky, with longer and
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more furry hair and shorter and thicker tails. Twenty jeats ago tigeM

were very numerous in the Bhabar, the Tardi and the hills, but owing

to the extension of cultivation, the increase of population and the

greater use of arms of precision, their numbers have considerably

diminished. The hill tiger is a quarrelsome animal and often

attacks one of its own species that trespasses on its domain. In

1870 a dead tiger was brought into camp that had apparently been

killed by another tiger, and about three years ago an officer found

a very old male tiger in the Jaunsar hills that had been killed and

partially eaten by another tiger. The tiger does not confine itself

to animals killed by it in the chase. It has been known to eat the

putrid carcase of a buffalo that had died by accident, and in the

hills the common bait for the dead-fall trap is a dead sheep or goat.

The pairing time is from -December to January, when the m iles

may be heard 'making their peculiar sighing-bellowing noise to

attract the females. The females appear to breed every second or

third year, producing, generally in the cold weather, from two to

five and sometimes six cubs at a birth. It is very rarely, however,

that more than three survive, and generally there are only two and

often only one. The largest skins have been procured from the

Bhagirathi valley and one over 9 '9" from the nose to the tip of

the tail in Jaunsar. Several over ten feet have been obtained in the

Tarai. Tigers always kill large animals, such as a full-grown buffalo

or buUock, by seizing the throat from below ; but with smaller animals,

such as sheep, deer and man, they usually grip from above and break

the neck. It will be useful here to summarise the information that

we possess regarding the statistics of deaths from the attacks of

wild animals. These, though now some sixty per cent, less than

they were thirty years ago, are still sufficiently numerous to place

the hill-districts of these provinces at the head of the list both for

deaths of human beings from tigers, leopards and bears and for the

numbers of these animals destroyed in order to claim the rewards.

In the earlier years of British rule Katyiir and Gangoli were

almost deserted on account of the presence of numerous " man-

eating" tigers. As late as 1848, Mr. Batten, writing of G-angoli,

describes Pattis Bel, Athagaon and Kamsyar as excessively jungly

and harassed by tigers :
—

' In some of the tracts near the rivers

notorious ' man-eaters' are hardly ever absent and at times the
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loss of human life is considerable.' In the Bhabar, as at present,

tigers were numerous. Pargana Chandpur and the Pdtli Diin in

GarhwaP as well as the whole of the Tarai district long held an

unenviable notoriety as well for the insalubrity of their climate as

for the number of tigers that they harboured. In the twenty years

between January, 1860, and January, 1880, the records of the

Kumaun district show that S92 persons were killed by wild-beasts

or snakes, without reckoning those where the cause of death was.

not ascertained or not reported, which may safely be estimated at

one-fourth more. Fifty human lives are thus lost every year in

the Kumaun district alone. During the same period, in the same

district, 624 tigers, 2,718 leopards,' 4,666 bears and 27 wild-dogs

were destroyed and rewards were paid for their capture amounting

to Rs. 30,812. This return does not give the entire number of

these wild animals killed, as in many cases the reward is not claimed

or the skin gets spoiled before it can be taken in or the animal

perishes in some place where it is not possible to follow it and obtain

evidence of its death. From a return of inquests held in Grarhw^l

between 1850 and 1863, the number of deaths from the attacks of

wild animals was recorded at 276 during that period, and Rs. 13,784

were paid as rewards for the destruction of 91 tigers, 1,300 leopards

and 2,602 bears. Taking the decade 1870-79, the returns show

that 211 persons (123 males) were killed by wild animals and

Rs. 9,317 were paid as rewards for destroying 62 tigers, 905 leo-

pards and 1,740 bears. A similar series of returns for the Tarai

district show that between 1867 and 1869 the mortality from the

attacks of wild animals amounted to 54. Between 1871 and 1879,

the deaths of 289 persons (157 males) were recorded and Rs. 357

were disbursed in rewards for the destruction of 43 tigers, 43 leo-;

pards and 4 bears. In many cases, however, the reward was not

claimed, and the returns must be considered as only approximate.

The statistics of the Dehra Diin district for the years 1875-79

show the deaths from the attacks of wild animals to be 34, the

majority of which were caused by wild elephants. During the same
1 Mr. Traill writes thus of Nagpur in Garhwal (26th June, 1818) :—" While

the rest of Kumaun everywhere exhibits an astonishing increase of cultivation,
this pargana remains a solitary instance of non-improvement ; the causes of this
are to be found in the ravages annually committed thereon by tigers, a circum-
stance which, while it prompts the desertion of existing villages, prevents the
occupation of new. The tigers in this province are formidable rather from the
nature of the country than froc: their numbtis."
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five years Us. 647 were disbursed on account of the destruction

of 30 tigerS) 53 leopardsj 25 bears and 4 wolves. In the appendix

will be found a detailed account of the number of persons killed and

animals destroyed in each district for five years. This return is

avowedlyimperfecta as it only includes the deaths reported to the autho-

rities and the animals killed for which rewards have been claimedi

Fells pardus, Linn.; leopardus, Schreb.—Pard, panther, leopard

'—Golddr, haghera, lakar-hdgha, Jerdon, 97.

It is still a matter of discussion whether there are two distinct

species of leopards, for it is difficult to believe that the insignificant

cat-like, round-headed little anitual of from 5 '^-6'' in length is the

same as the powerful, handsome panther measuriiig 1^-^' ^ud

almost as bulky as a small tigress. A specimen 7 '9^ long took

the'nnited efforts of three strong men to place it on an elephant.

In the hills, at least, the larger variety does not appear to be slighter

in build than the smaller, still there is some ground for the state-

ment that the larger variety is the more slender even there.

A specimen procured in the P^tli Diin appeared to be a very

different form from that observed in the western Himalaya. It

was taller than the ordinary leopard, very slightly built, had a

rather long head and was very savage. It is, however, very

uncommon. The ordinary leopard, both the large and the small

variety, is very common all over the hills and in parts very destruc-

tive. The natives kill a great number in dead-fall traps baited

with a dead sheep, goat or dog In western GrarhwAl they use a

trap that catches the leopard alive and which is much better in

every way, as there is Uo fear of killing dogs in it, and a live bait is

used which is quite safe from the leopard. This trap consists of

a narrow passage built with big stones with a rough frame-Work of

wood at the entrance, in which is fitted a sliding bar to serve as a

door. At the other end of the trap is a small space for the kid or

puppy ; and this is partitioned off by a stoiie slab with holes bored in

it. The sliding bar is raised and then the trap is set in exactly the

same manner as the dead-faU trap. The leopard creeps in to attack

the bait, the door falls down behind him, and he is at once secured

in such a cramped position that he is unable to exert his strength in

trying to get free and remains there until the trapper kills him. The

leopard is particularly fond of dogs and has been known to carry
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them off in broad daylight from houses in Naini Tal and Almora

and in the evening from the public roads in presence of the

owners.

Felis Uncia, Sch. ; uncioides, Hodg. ; Irbis, Ehr.—Ounce, snow-

leopard

—

Barhal-hai. Jerdon, 101.

The snow-leopard is nowhere common to the south of the snowy

range, but there are generally one or two on all hills where the blue

sheep (Ovis Nahura) are found. As a rule they do not frequent

the wooded parts of the hills, though a female and two cubs were

procured in the forest near Jhala in the Bh4girathi valley* The

ounce feeds on the blue-sheep, musk-deer and other animals found

near its haunts, and it will kill domestic sheep and goats if it finds

the opportunity for catching a stray one. It is a very timid animal

and in these hills does not appear to carry off dogs. The fur is of

a pale-yellowish ground with dark gray marks all over the body

except on the stomach which is pure white. The skin is rare and

valuable.

Felis viverrina, Benn, ; viverriceps, Hodgs. 5 celidogaster^

Tem. ; himalaycma, Jerd.—Large tiger-cat

—

Janglirbilli. Jerdon,

loa.

A fine specimen of this powerful cat was procured at the foot

of the hills in western Garhwal, but it is very rare.

Pells bengalensis, Desm. ; nipalensis and pardichrous, Hodgs.—

Leopard cat

—

Baghera-billi. Jerdon, 105.

This very handsome cat is found all over these hills at eleva-

tions 6-11,000 feet up to the limits of forest. It does not appear

to frequent the lower ranges or the jungles of the submontane

tract. Its principal food is rats and mice, but it is also very destruc-

tive to young birds of all kinds, particularly to young pheasants.

It is a good climber and always seeks a tree when pursued by dogs.

The markings seem to vary with the locality and its altitude and

differ much in specimens from the same district. It is doubtful

whether F. aurata, Tem. {F. moormensis, Hod^s.), the bay cat

(Jerdon, 107), occurs west of the Kdli.

Fells Ghaus, Guld. ; affinis, Gray ; Lynchus erythrotis, Hodgs.

;

Chaus lybicus, Gray—Common jungle-cat

—

Ban-billi—Jerdon, 111,

3
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and Blyth's note on wild types of the domestic cat. J. A. S., Ben.j

XXV., 439.

This cat is very common in the forests of the submontane tract

and in the hills of the lower range up to 6,000 feet. It lives in

grass or high crops, such as sugarcane, maize, and the millets, and

feeds on rats, mice, birds, and leverets. It produces its young

above ground in thick cover and does not frequent caves or boles.

It breeds twice a year, producing two or three young at a birth,

A kitten of this species grew up to be a very tame and affectionate

pet. When first secured it was kept alive by forcing goat's milk

down its throat with a spoon, and afterwards a few bits of cooked

meat were placed on a saucer with the milk, and it would then take

a bit of the meat in its mouth and suck the milk through the meat.

It never attempted to lap like the young of the domestic cat. There

is a black species unnoticed by Jerdon, not uncommon in the forests

oi the submontane tract below Garhwal. At a distance of 15-20

paces it looks quite black, but on closer inspection its colour is black-

ish brown -with indistinct dark spots, the tips of the hairs being

felack. It is about the size of the common jungle cat and a true

Felis in regard to its rounded head, short and strong jaws, cutting

teeth, powerful limbs, and retracted claws. Mr. Greig has seen

four specimens and is in possession of the skins of two.

Felis Caracal, Sch.; Caracal melanotis, Gray—Bed lynx

—

Siydh-ghosh. Jerdon, 113 : Blyth, J. A. S., Ben., XI., 740.

The red lynx has been found in the Dehra Dun and probably

exists in the forests below the Garhwal and Knmaun hills, which

are of a character similar to those of the Dehra Dun and are only

separated from them by the Ganges.

VlVEREID^.

Hyoena striata, Zim.—Hyaena

—

Bhagidr, lahar-hdgJi. Jerdon,
118.

The hy^na is common in the submontane tract, but it seldom

enters these hills. Below the hills it frequents broken, raviny

ground where there is plenty of cover, sometimes in forest and
sometimes in thorny jungle, and sandy watercourses where there

is plenty of long grass. It is a skulking cowardly animal and

never shows fight, even when wounded, if it has strength left to

crawl away. It is said to be very partial to donkeys and dogs and
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will kill domestic sheep and goats if it comes across stray ones, but

its principal food is carrion and old bones. It is almost quite noc-

turnal in its habits, leaving its lair at dusk and returning before

break of day. In the Panjab, it is found in the hills at Sabathu,

Dagsh&i, and Kasauli.

Viverra Zibetha, Linn. ; V. orimtalis, melanums and civettoides,

Hodgs —Large civet-cat.

This civet yields the drug of that name and is said to occur in

the Tarai and hills. See Hodgson's description, Cal. J. N. H., II.,

47, 61 ; Jerdon, 120.

Viverra malaccensis, Gmelin ; V. indica, Geoff. ; V. pallida,

Gray ; V. Basse, Horsf.—Lesser civet-cat. Jerdon, 122.

This civet-cat is very common in the scrub jungle all along the

submontane tract, but it seldom enters the hills. It is generally

found in the thorny thickets of the jujube {ber) or in grass jungle

or sandy ground where rats are numerous. It has an exceedingly

-strong scent, and dogs are very fond of hunting it. The civet,

though occasionally extracted, is of little value.

Frionodon pardicolor, Hodgson (Cal. J. N. H,, II., 57, and

Jerdon, 124), the tiger spotted civet, does not appear to occur in

Kumaun, though found in Nepal, where it is said to be common.

Paradoxurus Bondar, Gray ; P. Mrsutus, Hodg.—Tarai tree-

cat Jerdon, 128, Hodgson, As. Res., XIX., 72.

This tree or bear-cat is said to be found throughout the Tarai

below the hills extending into Bengal and Behar. There are two

other allied species, apparently undescribed, which have been pro-

cured by Mr. Greig. Of one he has seen five specimens and de-

scribes it as about 40 inches long, the tail being about halfthat length

and very broad at the base : colour, a fine, bright dark grey through-

out, with the exception of the feet and ears, which are black. This

species is generally found in pairs. It climbs trees well and seems

extremely fond of apples and other fruit. It has been procured at

Binsar and in Naini Tal and as far west as Kulu. In shape it

resembles an otter : hence its vernacular name ban-dd (forest-otter)

in Kulu and khar-Ad (grass-otter) in Kumaun. Of the second

species Mr. Greig procured a single specimen of a female at Naini

Tal. which was of a much duller gray j its tail was shorter and at
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the base not more than half the breadth of the tail of the former,

and it had altogether a different appearance.

Paguma laniger, Gray, the Marte» lamger of Hodgson, found

in Tibet and the adjoining snowy region of the Himalaya and pro-

cured in Nepal ; may occur in Kumaun. Jerdon, 129.

Herpestes malaccensis, Ouv. ; H.Nyula, Hodgs.—Bengal mun-

goose

—

NyAla. Jerdon, 134

This little animal is found in the submontane tract and Dehra

Diin and is replaced in the hills by the next.

Herpestes nipalensis, Gray ; H. auro-punctatus, Hodgs.—Gold-

spotted mungoose. Jerdon, 136.

This species is found all over the lower Himalaya from Sikkim

to Kashmir and also in the submontane tract.

Canid^.

Canis pallipes, Sykes—W<df

—

Bheriya. Jerdon, IS9.

The wolf is found throughout the submontane tract and in the

Dehra Dun, where a reward is given for its destruction. It does

not seem to enter the hills.

Canis aureus, Linn.—Jackal

—

Gidhar, sMyM. Jerdon, 142.

Jackals are nowhere more common than in the Tarai and the

scrub jungle along the foot of the hills. They ascend the valleys

communicating with the plains, but are seldom found above 6-7,000

feet. Their ordinary food is carrion, but they kill a great mairy

young deer and often catch pea-fowl and are very fond of maize.

They are very persistent in following a wounded deer, but they

rarely venture near it until it is so exhausted as to be obliged to lie

down. One seen pursuing a wounded doe antelope was observed to

bring her to bay several times, but it never dared to touch her until

she fell exhausted by the loss of blood from her wounds. On
another occasion two jackals were pursuing a ravine deer, but they

never attempted to fix it until it had fallen. Two hounds were, on

another occasion, worrying a jackal when suddenly another came

up and joined them in tearing the animal to pieces. The dogs did

not seem to notice the stranger and he did not appear to be afraid of

them. It was not until the master of the dogs showed himself that

the jackal left off his task and slunk away, whilst the dogs showed
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no desire to follow him. Jackals frequently go mad and are then

' more dangerous than mad dogs, as they attack all living beings that

they meet. Their fur if taken in December-February and properly

cured makes excellent carriage rugs. It is very difficult to capture

them as they will not enter any description of box trap no matter

how skilfully baited, and they are not often caught in dead-fall traps.

The gin-trap when skilfully used is alone successful.

Cuon rutilans, Tem. ; C. primcevus, Hodgs, ; C dukhunmsis,

Sykes—Wild-dog

—

Bhaunsa; hdsi (Tibet). Jerdon, 145.

The wild-dog is found in all parts of the hills between the Tons

and the Sarda, and, whether they have increased in numbers or not

of late, are now included in the list of animals for whose destruc-

tion the State pays a reward. They live chiefly on deer and their

favourite prey is the sdmbhar, which is more easily run down than

other deer. They kill a good number of cattle where deer are

"scarce and appear to hunt by scent just like a pack of hounds.

They have very powerful jaws, and when they bring an animal to

bay, they continue to spring at its hind quarters and stomach, taking

'out a mouthful at each bite, until the beast drops from exhaustion,

when they go in and soon leave nothing but the bones. A dozen

of them have been known to eat up a full-grown sdmbhar in little

.more thaaiive minutes. In the valley of the Bhagirathi they are

sometimes found close to the snows, hunting the blue-she^ (barhal).

The wild-dog is of a bright rusty-red colour with black tips to his

ears and tail, height about 19 inches, length of body 35 inches and

of tail 16 inches. Mr. Greig notes the existence of another wild

' dog in Kashmir which has apparently not been noticed by Jerdon.

He describes it as not so large as the bhaunsa and of exactly the same

colour as a jackal. As many as twenty hunt together in a pack,

uttering a snarling, cackling noise when disturbed. They prey on

the ibex and musk-deer and do not disdain to eat carrion, having

been seen to feed on the carcase of a bear d'om which the skin had

been taken the previous day. Mr. Wilson has noticed that during

the breeding season the wildrdog will drive its prey towards its lair

before closing in and killing it, evidently in order to save itself the

trouble of conveying the carcase to its young. See Hodson's paper

in Cal. J. N. H., II., 205, and Campbell's note on the osteology of
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the Canidffi in Ibid, 209. Kinloch gives a photograph of a heaJ,

p. 17.

Vulpes bengalensis, Shaw. ; Guonchrysurus, xanthuTUi, and rujes-

cens, Gray; C. Kokree, Sykes—Indian fox- -Lomri. Jerdonjl49;

Blyth's note, J. A. S., Ben., XXHL, 279.

This pretty little animal is only found occasionally in the Tarai

and low country at the foot of the hills. It does not appear to enter

the hills, where it is replaced by the following. It is easily tamed

if taken young and makes a faithful, affectionate pet.

Vulpes montanus, Pearson ; V. Inmalaicus, Ogilvy—Hill fox

—

Kuniya sAij/ai (Kumaun; ; wdmu (Nepal) iloh (Kashmir). Jerdon,

152.

This handsome fox is found all over the hills from the Tons to

the Sarda, 4-12,000 feet. Its principal food is rats and offal, but it

will take poultry when it has the opportunity, and doubtless con-

stantly kills young pheasants and partridges. It is a very poor run-

ner on level ground, and even on open hill sides an ordinary half-

bred greyhound can easily catch it. It carries a very fine fur and

its skin is in great demand for making rugs.

Delphinid^.

Platanista gaugetica, Lebeck—Gangetic porpoise

—

S^s. Jer-

don, 158.

This porpoise is said to have been captured at Hardwar.

SciURID-ffi.

Sciurus palmaruiu, Gmelin ; S. penicillatus, Leach— Common
striped squirrel

—

Galheri, Jerdon, 170.

This little squirrel is found throughout the submontane tract

and Diins, ascending the lower valleys to a short distance.

Pteromys petaurista, Pallas : P. Oral, Tickell—Brown flying

squirrel

—

Kartuwa-kiural. Jerdon, 174 ; Tickell, Cal., J. N. H,,

II., t. 11.

This curious squirrel is common in all large forests in the hills

above 5,000 feet. It feeds on walnuts, hazel-nuts, acorns, and the

bark and tender shoots of many trees. It is quite nocturnal in its

habits, living in hollow trees during the day and coming out to feed
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at dusk. A bonfire in the forest .will bring niimbers to the neigh-

bouring trees at dusk. Its fur is very good, but the skin is so very

fine that it is difficult to cure it without tearing it. It travels about

the forest by climbing to a top of a tree and then sailing off down-
wards in a diagonal direction to another some thirty or forty yards

off. It rarely descends to the ground. It is very timid and can

easily be tamed.

Pteromys inornatus, Geoff".—White-bellied flying squirrel. Jer-

don, 176.

This squirrel occurs in situations similar to the preceding, 6-10 000
feet, and has frequently been procured near Landour and in Kumaun.

Arctomyshemachalanus,Hodg.; A. Bobac,8ch.; A.tibetanus,

Hodgs.—Tibetan marmot. Jerdon, 181.

This marmot is found all along the perpetual snow line in places

which are suitable for its burrows. Mr. Greig notes that he has

seen marmots in such places that would answer to the description-

of either Jerdon ''s Tibetan marmot or his red marmot, sitting side

by side and sometimes a black one along with them, so that it is

probable Blandford has been right in uniting them. They live at

an elevation 12-16,000 feet and emerge from their burrows in May,

when the snow melts. Their food consists of roots and vegetables,

but it is not known for certain whether they hybernate during the

winter or store up a sufficient supply of food to last them for the

six months during which they are snowed up. For synonymy

see J. A. S. Ben., XII., 410, and XLIV., ii., 122, containing Blan-

ford's review of the genus.

MURID^.

Mus Blythianus, And. Nesokia indica, Blyth—Indian mole-rat.'

Jerdon, 187 ; Anderson in J. A. S., Ben., XLVIL, ii., 227.

This burrowing rodent has been procured in Dehra Dun, where

it does considerable damage in the plantations.

Mus Hardwickii, Gray—Short-tailed mole-rat. Jerdon, 190
;

Anderson, J. A. S., Ben., XLVII., ii., 221.

Occurs doubtfully in the Diin, ascending the lower hills.

Mus decumanus, Pallas

—

M. norveyicus, Buff'on. Brown-rat.

Jerdon, 195.

Common everywhere in the hills and plains.
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Mus plurimammis, Hodg.—Ne^M-rat. Jeirdon, 196 : Hodgsoin,

Ann, Mag. Nat. Hist., I. c.

This Species occurs in the Tarai and adjacent plains.

Mus brunneus, Hndg., M. nemoralis, Bljth.- -Tree-rsit Jerdon,

198, Hodgson ; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., XV., 1st Sef., 266.

This rat occurs commonly in houses and near cultivation.

Mus niviventer, Hodg.—White-bellied house rat. Jerdon, 200 ;

Hodgson, I. c.

Specimens of this rat have been procured from Mussooree and
Naini Tal.

Musoleraceus,Sykes; M.dumetieolaa,nip0vensis,JIodgs.—Long-

tailed tree-mouse. Jerdon, 202.

This pretty small mouse is commonly found in the thatch and

amongst the beams of houses from the hill southwards.

Mus homourus, Hodg.—Hill mouse. Jerdon, 204.

This is the common mouse of hill stations from the Panjab to

Darjiling.

Mus craSsipes, Blyth—Large-footed mouse. Jerdon, 204.

Procured from Mussooree.

Mus Tytleri, Blyth—Long-haired mouse. Jerdon, 205.

Specimens of this mouse have been procured from Dehra

Dun.

Leggada Jerdoni, Blyth—Himalayan spiny field-mouse. Jer-

don, 209.

This species occurs at high elevations throughout the hills.

Procured from Darjiling and Kunaor.

Ehizomys Badius, Hodgson.—Bay bambu rat. Jerdon, 214.

This rat is said to have been procured in the upper Pattis of

Kumaon. See Hodgson's description, Gal. J. N. H., II., 60.

Arvicala Roylei, Gray.—Himalayan vole. Jerdon, 216.

This vole has been procured at high elevations in Western G-arh-s

•w4l and from Chini in Kunaor.
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Hystricid^.

Hystrix Leucura, Sykes ; H.cristata indicayQvaj iH. zeylanensiSf

Blyth—Indian porcupine

—

Bahi. Jerdon, 218.

The porcupine commonly occurs throughout the submontane

tract and in the hills up to 8,000 feet. In the level country at the

foot of the hills it make its own burrows, and when beating with

elephants through long grass, the presence of these burrows is felt

when the elephant sinks into one up to his chest and gives itself

and its rider a troublesome shake. In the hills the porcupine makea

its home in natural caves and crevices in the rocks. It is nocturnal

in its habits and a great pest to potato-growers, gardeners, and cul-

tivators generally. The best way to kill it is to find its cave and

suffocate it by burning wetted straw in the entrance. It may also

be taken in the ordinary dead-fall trap {jiwd la) baited with mango-

stones, potatoes or beet-root and the like. If caught in the gin trap,

it generally bites off the trapped leg and escapes. It has the power

of throwing its quills with great force, but is not able to direct

them. In one case a porcupine pursued by terriers raised his quills

and expelled a dozen or more with such force that two of them were

picked out of a tree close by at more than three feet from the

ground. These had pierced through the bark and were tightly

fixed in the wood. They frequently injure dogs severely, but the

wounds usually heal without festering. Natives are very fond- of

porcupine's flesh and young ones make excellent curries, and baked

in a paste of flour they are very delicately flavoured. For Euro-

pean tastes, however, the adult animal is somewhat rank and

coarsely flavoured.

Lepoeid^ .

Lepus ruficaudatus, Geoff ; L. indicus and macrotus, Hodg.—
Common Indian hare

—

Kharghosh. Jerdon, 224 : Hodgson, J. A.

S., Ben., IX., 1,183 ; XVI., 572.

The hare occurs throughout the submontane tract and outer

ranges up to 7,000 feet and has been procured on Badkot above

8,000 feet. It is doubtful whether L. hispidus, Pearson, the hispid

hare of the sal forests of the Gorakpur submontane tract, extends

as far westwards as Kumaon : see Hodgson, I. c.

4
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Lagomys Roylei, Ogilvy ; L. nipalemis, Hodg. ; L. Hodgsoni,

Blyth.—Himalayan mouse-hare

—

Kang-Mni (Kundor), Jerdon,

226 : Hodgson, J. A. S., Ben , X., 854.

An ordinary observer would not take this tailless rat-like animal

for a hare. In appearance it is like a guinea-pig, but much smaller

and is very common on all the upper hills at the edge of the forest

at 9-16,000 feet.

Elephantid^.

Elephas indicus, Cuv.—Indian elephant

—

Hdthi. Jerdon, 229.

At the present time there are about 150 wild elephants in the

tract between the Sarda and the Ganges, and about 50 in the Diin

and Siwalik tract between the Ganges and the Jumna. They do

much damage to the cultivation on the border of the forest, and the

number of young trees and bambus destroyed by them is very

great. In former years, elephants were caught inpits {ogi), but

these caused such loss of cattle that the practice was prohibited in

1817. Subsequently it was ordered that all pits should be destroy-

ed and that any elephants found in them should be confiscated and

sold on behalf of Government, and any person, in future, digging

pits for the purpose of catching elephants should not only be fined,

but also be held liable for any loss that ensued.^ The annual cess

levied on the capture of elephants never exceeded one thousand rupees

in any year, whilst the grazing dues in the tract between the Ram-
ganga and the Sarda exceeded thirty thousand rupees. The rela-

tive value of the two sources of revenue, therefore, offered no in-

ducement to continue permission for the establishment of elephant

pits, and the difficulty found in procuring redress for losses caused

by cattle falling into the pits led to the strict enforcement of the

rule forbidding their excavation. Looked on in another point of

view, the pit system of catching elephants was highly uneconomi-

cal, as fully three-fourths of the animals captured were either fatally

or seriously injured. Accordingly, in 1824, several elephants

found in pits were seized and sold, and the proceeds were credited

to Government. In 1827, the restriction was removed, and rules

were framed for the digging of pits and the collection of dues ou

1 To Board, dated 7-12-18. From Mr. Shore, dated 14-3-27.

„ ditto, 30-5-21. „ Gorerument, „ 19-4-27.

„ ditto, 21-3-27. „ ditto, „ 21-6-27.

„ ditto, 22-5-27.
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the capture of elephants, which subsequently received the sanction

of Grovernment. But little advantage, however, accrued from this^

permission to either the persons engaged in catching the elephants

or to GovernmenL After the mutiny, for some time, a regular

kheddah was estatlished at the foot of the hills for the purpose of

catching elephants for the public service, but was soon abandoned.

By a recent Act of the Legislative Council no one is allowed ta

kill or capture an elephant without special permission of the local

authorities. In 1&73, the Maharaja of Balrampur captured thirty

head, and in 1879 he secured twenty-eight head. The plan of

driving the herds into fenced enclosures is not practised here, where

the system is either to run the wild elephants down in the open

and lasso them, or to surround them in a gorge by placing fifty or

sixty tame elephants in a narrow place where the hills on either

side are precipitous and then drive down towards them the wild

herd. The men engaged in driving are armed with guns or they

beat drums and cymbals and blow horns and keep up a perpetual

din. So soon as the wild herd approaches near enough,, the tame

elephants are rushed at them, and if the ground be favourable and

the kheddah be well managed very few, except the large males

escape. The tame elephants have a rope securely fastened around

their necks^ to which is attached a second rope ending in a running

noose. Five or six of them surround and hustle the wild animal

until the phanet» (noose-men) are able to- attach at least two of the

nooses, when the remainder retire whilst the wild elephant com-

mences the series of struggles that ends in its complete submission.

The running noose is then loosened and so tied that it cannot slip

and strangle the captive. It is only where there is not much scrub

or jungle that the attempt to run down wild elephants in the open

ever succeeds. In favourable places the wild animal is captured

after a fair chase of about a mile."^^

{Solitary old males are sometimes met with, and are very dan-

gerous to those who have to frequent the haunts affected by them.

' An. account of elephant shooting and elephant catching in Dehra Diin will

befonndin Daulop's 'Hunting in the Himalaya,' London, 1860. J'rom the
game work the following vocabulary of the raahauta or elephant-drivers is

taken:—' iliaiZ ' (pronounced, ' mile,") 'get up' or 'goon:': ' baith,' 'sit

down:' ' dut,' 'stop:' 'dut-dut,' « go backwards:' 'dug,' 'step over:' ' Idmba
dug,' ' take a long step :' 'turalh:' 'break:' ' beri' 'let go' or 'stop feeding:'

'chai,' 'turn' and 'ehai-dut,' 'turn round.' These phrases are in coiuraoa

use by elephant-drivers all over the North-Western Provinces.
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In the Diin, where they appear to be more numerous, the pathways

made by them may be easily recognized, being on plain land about

four feet wide and on hilly ground about half that width, well-

marked, and bearing the signs of haYing been formed by some

animal of great weight.

SuiD^,

Sas indicus, Sch.—S. Scropha, Linn. ; S. vittatus, Schl.

—

Wild pig

—

S'&war, janaur. Jerdon, 241.

The wild pig occurs in numbers throughout the tract between

the Tons and the Sdrda from the plains up to 10,000 feet. In the

lower hills they are to be found in every place where there is good

cover, and in the upper hills in the oak forests especially. They

feed on acorns, wild fruits, and roots, but also do much damage to

sugarcane, maize, and rice, when opportunity occurs. Occasionally

fhey eat carrion. An old wild boar is the most fearless of all wild

animals. No leopard dare attack him, and he has been known to

beat off a tiger; whilst men, and elephants even, are often attacked

by him without having given any provocation. As a rule, the largest

boars are found far up in the oak forests. See Hodgson in J. A. S.,

Ben., XVI., 423.

Porculia salvania, Hodgs.—Pigmy hog. Jerdon, 244 : Hodg-

son, J. A. S., Ben., XVI., 573.

This miniature pig is of a blackish brown colour and seldom

weighs more than ten pounds. It occurs in the Tarai and is

greatly prized by the Bhuksas and Tharus, but is nowhere very

common.

Cebvin^.

Rucervus Duvaucelii, Cuv.: elaphoides and Eahraiya, Hodgs.;

euryceros, K. M.—Swamp deer— Gond, Jerdon, 254.

The swamp deer was formerly very plentiful all through the

Tarai, but the clearances of the last quarter of a century have re-

duced its numbers considerably. It is now seldom found west of

the Dhabka river except in the eastern Ihin of Dehra, and even be-

tween that river and the S4rda is nowhere common. It chiefly

affects swampy ground well covered with reeds and tall grass,

hence the ordinary name j bat it is also found at certain seasons in
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dry tracts where there .ore patches of long grass along the edge of

the sdl forests. The stags shed their horns in March, and few are

seen with them after the 1st of April. The horns are particularly-

handsome, carrying from ten to fifteen or more points. See Hodg-

son's note, J. A. S. Ben. V., 240.

Rasa Aristotelis, Ouv. : kippelapkus, equinus, LeschenauUii, Ouv.

:

Jarai and Jieterocerctis, Hodgs.: Saumur, Ogilby—Sambhar, sam-

bar

—

Jarau. Jerdon, 256 : Hodgson, J. A. S. Ben., I., ^Q, 115.

The sAmbhar still exists in nearly all the great forests from the

plains up to 10,000 feet, but in very small numbers compared with

twenty years ago. It is the finest of the deer tribe, and is much

prized by sportsmen for its magnificent horns and the difficulty in

obtaining them. Those that permanently frequent the upper hills

possess more massive horns and thicker and longer hair, and ar©

more robust in build than those found in the lower hills and the

Tar^i. In the rains they descend from the lower hills and return

when the grass dries up in April. Very few remain permanently

in the Tarai. Natives run down a large number every year with

dogs, and when snow is on the ground the deer are soon caught, but

at other times they generally run a mile or two before being brought

to bay. When hard pressed, the sambhar always runs down the

hill and makes for water : the dogs then surround it and keep it at

bay until the hunters arrive. The sambhar aff"ords good sport to a

hunter on foot, as it has very keen powers of sight, scent, and smell

;

but to the hunter mounted on an elephant it falls an easy prey,

being so accustomed to wild elephants as to feel no alarm on the

approach of a tame one. Each horn has three tines including the

brow antler and two at the tap of the beam. The horns are shed

during May and the ratting season occurs in October-November.

Axis maculatus, Gray : major and medius, Hodgs.: Cervus Axis,

Erx. : C. nudipalpebra, Ogilby—Spotted deev—Chital. Jerdon,

261.

Hodgson has distinguished two varieties of this species under

the names A. major and A. medius, but this difference requires con-

firmation. The spotted deer is the most common of all its tribe

found in the forest along the foot of the hills. When the jungle

is dense it occurs in herds of from ten to twenty, but when the grass
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has been burned down it crowds together for mutaal protectian, and

herds numbering several hundreds may be seen. These are very

difficult to approach and easily alarmed. The spotted deer is no-

where to be found north of the second range, of low hills. The stags

shed their horns at irregular times from October until March,

chiefly, however, in October-November. The rutting season is

equally irregular, since the stags commence to rut so soon as their

new horns are perfect. Each horn has three tines, the brow antler

and two at the extremity of the beam, like the sambhar,, and fre-

quently ' sports' occur at the base of the brow antler.

Hyelaphus porcinus, Zim.: Germs oryzeu», Kel.: Dodur, Eoyler

niger, Bach. Hog-deer

—

Para. Jerdon, 262.

The hog-deer is found within the same limits as the spotted

deer, from the jungles along the foot of the Himalaya to the second

range of low hills. It afi"ects grassy swamps or grass jungle along

the banks of streams, and only retires into forest when much dis-

turbed. It affords excellent sport for elephant beating, for none but

a skilful shot could secure a hog-deer as it dashes across a small

opening in the forest when running away. The rutting season

occurs October-February, and the horns are shed in March and early

April. The horns are like those of a sambhar in miniature, except

that they generally curve in more towards the tip.

Cervulus aureus, Ham.; C. vaginalis, Bod.; C. Batwa, Hodgs.;

C. styloceros, Ogilby ; C. albipes, Wag. ; C. Muntjae, Elliot

;

C. moschatus, Blain. ; Muntjacus vaginalis, Gray. Barking-deer

—

Kdkar. Jerdon, 264.

The rib-faced or barking-deer is common throughout the tract

between the Tons and the Sarda up to 10,000 feet, wherever there

are extensive forests. Its hard bark is constantly heard at all

times of the day and night, but being a very poor runner on level

ground, it seldom ventures out into the open. It is generally a

solitary animal, except during the rutting season, when two or three

may be seen feeding together. The upper jaw of the male is arm-

ed with two formidable tusks, with which it can inflict very severe

wounds. Cases are known in which dogs have been killed or

severely wounded by the male kdkar. Colonel Markham says that

"as it runs a curious rattling noise may often be heard like that
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from two pieces of loose bone knocked together sharply," but it

would appear that this phenomenon is confined to the female. The

males shed their horns in May and rut during October-November.

The barking deer is quite helpless in the snow, and consequently

great numbers are killed every year. The venison is seldom fat,

but is very good if hung up for a few days before being cooked.

Moschus moschiferns, Linn. ; M. saturatus, chrysogaster and

leucogaster, Hodgson. Musk-deer

—

Kasfiira, bena, raus. Jerdon,

266.

The musk-deer is found in the upper ranges from 8,000 feet to

the limits of forest, but it is so much sought after for its valuable

perfume-bearing pods that it is now becoming rare all through

these hills. The pods and even the dung of this deer smell strongly

of musk, though its flesh is not in the least tainted and makes very

good venison. The female has no musk. An ordinary pod weighs

about two tolas, but sometimes they are twice that weight, and are

worth from ten to fifteen rupees per tola. The more common

variety of the musk deer is of a brownish grey colour varying in

shades on the back where it is darkest. The hair is coarse and

very brittle so that it is difficult to obtain a good skin. Musk-deer

are nearly always solitary and are only found in the forest, where

they prefer rocky, precipitous ground. They are very active and

sure-footed, and bound from ledge to ledge with the most graceful

facility. Both sexes are destitute of horns, but the males have long

Blender tusks in the upper jaw (about 3 inches long) that grow

downwards and then slightly backwards. The musk-deer is one of

the smallest of its family being seldom more than twenty inches

high at the shoulder. It is frequently taken in a simple snare by

the hill-men, who, for this purpose, make a low hedge along the

ridge of a spur sometimes a mile in length or more and just suffi-

ciently high and thick to tempt the game to save themselves the

trouble of jumping or flying over. Openings are left in the hedge

at intervals of thirty feet in which the snares are set. These are

laid flat on the ground, the upper end being attached to a stout

sapling bent over so as to form a strong spring. When the musk-

deer approaches the hedge, he turns aside until he discovers an open-

ing, through which he walks and puts his foot in the snare. The

end of the sapling is thus released and instantly springs up,
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suspending th<^ deer by the ieg. Many pheasants are captured in

these snares in the same manner. See Hodgson's notes, J. A. S.,

Ben., VIII., 202 : X., 795 : Kinloch gives a photograph of a head,

41.

Antilopin^.

Fortax pictus, Pallas ; Damalis Risia, Smith ; Tragelaphus

kippelaphus, Ogilby. Blue cow

—

Nil-gdi. Jerdon, 272,

The nil-gdi is only found in certain patches of forest along the

foot of the hills, and usually close to cultivation. It does much

damage to young wheat, and no ordinary fence will keep it out.

The female has no horns, and gives excellent venison or rather

beef.

Tetraceros quadricornis, Blain. : iodes and paccerois, Hodgs. :

ttriaticornis, Leach : Antilope Chickara, Hard. : sub-quadricornutus,

Elliott—Four-horned Antelope

—

Chausingha, Jerdon, 127: Hodg-

son, Cal. J. K H., VIII., 88.

This graceful little animal is found throughout thelow plateaux

and hills covered with sdl forest and the dry jungle between them

and the Tarai. It is generally seen alone or in pairs. It does not

seem to suffer from the heat, for except during May-June it never

seeks a shady place to lie in, and is usually found in a patch of

grass or a her {Z. Jujuha) bush, and in the hills it frequents grassy

glades in the forest. It is a rather difficult animal to hit as it bounds

away. The two pairs of horns are quite separate from each other ;

the posterior pair are A"-5" long and the anterior pair l"-2." The

female has no horns. It rarely carries any fat, and the venison is

poor and dry.

Antilope cervicapra, Pallas lA. bezoartica, AX^.—l-aAi&n Ante-

lope

—

Haran. Jerdon, 276.

The Indian antelope commonly known as the blaek-buck occurs

only in the tract along the southern boundary bordering on the

plains. It is found in open plains or in low grass or light scrub

jungle and rarely enters the forest. The horns of those found in

this division are small, eighteen inches being rather above than

under the average. See on the synonymy, Blanford in J. A. S.,

Ben., XLIV., ii., 18.
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Neinorh<»das bubalina, Hodgson ; Antilope Tlmr and N.procli-

vus, Hodg.—Forest goat

—

Tdhr, sarau, aimu. Jerdon, 284.

The sarau is found in most of the rough, rocky hill forests

3,000-9,000 feet. It affects precipitous, densely-wooded places, is

solitary in its habits, and is rarely seen in the open except at dusk

and daydawn. It is a very fierce animal when brought to bay by

wild or tame dogs, and generally succeeds in killing one or two with

its short, sharp horns. Its flesh is very caurse, strong, and unpala-

table. The horns of both males and females are 9"-10'' long, taper-

ing to a point and curved backwards. The skin is very tough and

strong and makes good leather. Although it has an awkward gait,

it can cross precipitous ground with great ease and descend slopes

with marvellous rapidity. The female produces one kid, generally

in March-April. For Hodgson's description see J. A. S., Ben., IV.,

489.

Nemorhoedus Goral, Hard. ; Antilope Duvauceln, Smith : A,

Ghoral, Hodgs.—Himalayan chamois

—

Gural. Jerdon, 285.

This pretty animal is found throughout the outer ranges 3,000-

9,000 feet. Both sexes have horns ; those of the male are 6"-9" long

aned those of the female are 4"-6" long and considerably thinner.

They generally occur in parties of three and four, but where they

are abundant herds of ten and twelve are met with. The largest

males are usually solitary. They feed up to 9-10 A.M. and again

from 2-3 p.m. during the hot weather, but in the cold weather they

wander about all day. Chamois shooting is the best possible prac-

tice for the young sportsman, enabling him to learn stalking, to

walk across steep ground, and to use his rifle satisfactorily. The

female produces her young, generally one, though sometimes two,

during April-May. A kid, if caught when young, makes a very

tame and amusing pet. For Hodgson's description see J. A. S.,

Ben., IV., 488.

HemitragUS jemlaicus, Smith ; Capra Jharal and C. quadri-

mammis, Hodgson—Himalayan wild goat— Tehr, jula (male),

jhdral. Jerdon, 286.

This true wild goat is found in the most precipitous parts of the

upper Himalaya, 7,000-12,000 feet, though it also occurs at 6,000

feet in suitable places. Those found at low elevations are calle d

5
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' khar-telit' by the hill men : they are exactly the same as the others,

but do not possess such fine coats nor such long horns. Both sexes

have horns, but those of the female are neither so massive nor so

long as those of the male. The horns touch at the base and are

sub-compressed, sub-triangular and curve backwards considerablyi.

Those of the male measure 10"-15" along the curve and are 9"-12"

in circumference at the base. The rutting season commences about

the second week in October and the young are produced in April-

May. The oldest males will be found close up to the snow-line in

August-September and the females are often seen above the forest

limit. As the &now falls they descend to the valleys, but never

leave the precipices except to graze on grassy slopes close by. To

enjoy tehr shooting a man must be an expert cragsman and must

have a very good head. The ground affected by them is always

very dangerous, and no one should venture on it without a good

guide. For Hodgson's description see J. A. S., Ben., IV.,

491.

Ovis Nahura, Hodgson; 0. Nahoor, Hodg.; 0. Burhel, Blyth

—Blue wild sheep

—

Barhal. Jerdon, 296.

This mid sheep is very plentiful about Nlti and Laphkhel, and

there are a few at the head of the Pindar river and some are said

to occur in the D4rma and other valleys to the eastward. They

frequent the grassy slopes and rocky ground between the upper

limit of forest and the snow-line 10,000-16,000 feet. The old males

leave the females from June until September and live by themselves

in parties of three to twelve or more. In October they begin to

join the females and in November their rutting season commences.

The lambing season occurs in May-June. The old males are very

fat in September-October and then yield excellent venison. Barhal

shooting gives fine sport, but entails hard walking and often very

difBcult climbing. Both sexes possess horns ; those of the male

measure 20"-30" along the curve and 10"-13" around the base.

The female is a smaller animal than the male, and has small, de-

pressed horns only slightly recurved. The bluish-brown coat of

the old males, with its band of jet black on the lower part of the

neck and chest and along the flanks and its pure white stomach,

makes a very handsome rug. Mr. Wilson notes that the males are

'seldom seen far from some rocky ground, to which tiiey retire when
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alarmed, and that all are accustomed to place sentries on some

commanding positions whilst the rest of the flock is feeding. For

Hodgson's description see J. A. S., Ben., IV., 492 i Lyddeker, Ibidf

XLIX., ii., 131 : Kinloch gives a photograph of the head of a

male, 25.

The wild buffalo- and the rhinpeeros are no longer found west of

the Sarda, and must be definitively excluded
Tibetan fauna. „ , ,. „ -„ i tj. •

from the list of Kumaon mammals. It xs^

now only necessary very briefly to indicate the principal animals of

that portion of Tibet adjoining Ktrmaon and G-arhwal. There we

have the eh4s or Tibetan antelope (M^emas Hodffsoni) on the slopes-

near lake Manasarowar and along the head-waters of the Satlaj, and

the pretty Tibetan gazelle (JPiocapra picticcmdata), the gawa of the

Hiimyas^ But the most conspicuous and mpst common amongst

the larger mammalia is the Kyang- or wild-ass {A. Kyang). It

roams all over the country in troops of ten to twenty. Solitary

males are, however, met with and frequently bear the marks of the

conflict that has led to their expulsion from the drove. Their sum-

mer coat is close and shining, above clear antelopine-red ; below

with the entire limbs and muzzle flavescent-white : mane, tuft of

tail and a dorsal line connecting them brown-black. The winter

coat is rough like that of a camel and the rufous hue is more pro-'-

nounced. Almost all writers notice the occurrence in numbers of

this animal beyond the passes from British territory into Tibet.

The chdnko or chdngu, Tibetan wolf {Canis laniger) is not uncom-

mon, though from its habits it is seldom seen. It is very fierce and

bold, and does considerable damage to the flocks of the Hiiniyas.

Hodgson states that F. Diardi, Desm. (Jerdon, 102), the clouded

leopard, occurs in T^bet, but it is doubtful. The more common lynx

is the ee of the Hiiniyas, the Felis isahellma of Blyih,. but there is a

second smaller cat-like animal, F. Manul, Pallas {F. nigripectus,

Hodgs.). There are several species of badger, a pole-cat, martens,

weasels, numerous marmots and leporine animals,, a description of

which will be found in the works noticed in the ' References' at-

tached to this chapter. The ban-chaur or wild yak (Bos grunniens,

Lin.) is found in the valleys around the head-waters of the Satlaj

and in similar localities the nydn or nan
(
Ovis Ammon, Lin.) is met

with, though in no great numbers. Dunlop procured a specimenfo the
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yak on the Tibetan side of the snows, in the tract between the Nfti

and the Unta-dhiira pass and a specimen of the nydn near the same

locality. Both these animals are of great size. The tame ya&

exceeds in bulk the ordinary bullock of the plains, and in the expsess-

ive language of the hill-men, " the liyer of a wild yak is a load for

a tame one." Dunlop shot one measuring nine feet around the

chest, while his horns were sixteen inches in circumference at the

base and eleven inches half way up. A specimen of the nydn is

said to have stood thirteen hands high, but the usual height is

36"-4:4.''' One measuring 42" high was 14/' in length : tail with

the hair 8"
; ear 6" : horns along the curve 40" and circumference

at the base 11." A head with horns attached will weigh 40R).,

a fair load for a porter in the hills. The mdrkhor {Capra megaceros,

Hut.), the ibex {Capra sibirica, Meyer) and the uridl {Ovis cycloce-

ros, Hut.) are not found in the Kumaon Himalaya nor in the por-

tion of Tibet between the sources of the Satlaj and those of the

Kamali.

The domestic cattle indigenous to the province are small in size

and usually red or black in colour, resembling
Domestic cattle.

, ,
"L^ . -n imuch the Kerry cow m appearance. Jljarly

every morning the village herds are driven to the ridges of the

ighbouring hills for pasture, and are again collected before sunset

and housed either in the lower story of the dwelling-house or in a

temporary shed erected close to the village site. As a rule, the

milch cattle are not fed on grain or chaiF,

but are only pastured, and after the harvest

are allowed to eat down the stalks remaining in the fields. During

the early winter and summer, when the grass is dry and worthless,

the cattle from the lower hills of Kumaon are drive n to the Bhabar

for pasturage where they remain from October until May. Whilst

there, the inhabitants of neighbouring villages in the hills usually

canton together and construct for themselves temporary sheds of

boughs of trees with roofs of thatch or leaves. The cattle of the

upper hills and of the greater part of Garhwal and westward to the

Tons find pasturage all the year round in the upper hills. Neither

bullocks nor buff'aloes are used for commercial transport, but they

share with ponies and women the duty of carrying their owners'

baggage in the annual migration to and from the Bhabar. No
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census of domestic cattle has been taken of late years, but in 1822

a rough estimate gave 241,314 head distributed as follows :

—

District.
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been particiiiarly severe in Kumann. It is sai'l to be a variety of

rinderpest for which no effectual remedy has yet been discovered,

though, according to some, the leaves of the common Potentilla

dried and powdered and administered internally are said to possess

prophylactic properties in these cases. Buffaloes are kept in con-

siderable^numbers for milking purposes and manure, and those bred

in the Bh4bar often attain to an enormous size. There are several

local breeds varying in value from 20 to 60 rupees each.

In the Bhotiya mahals or villages north of the culminating

range of the Himalaya the chanra-g&i or yak

{Bos grunniens, Lin.) imported from Tibet

and the hybrids between that animal and the kine of the country

are used'for carrying purposes. When the sire is a yak and the

dam a hill cow, the hybrid* is called jubd ; when the parentage i»

reversed, the prodace is called garjo. The jub^ is found mor&

valuable than the other hybrid or than either of the pure stocks.

It will carry from two to three maunds and is also used for riding

in the snows. It is very sure-footed, hardy and docile and cap-

able of enduring great fatigue. Its price is from 30 to 60 rupees.

Both varieties breed freely together and with the pure stock ; in

the former case the race degenerates, but in the latter the offspring

gradually resumes the characteristics of the pure breed. The yak

is seldom brought down lower than the summer residence of the

Bhotiyas, though the juhA goes as far as Ramnagar without appre-

ciable injury. Those used in the local traffic are bred for the most

part in Bisahr.

The sheep and goats used by the Bhotiyas for carrying purposes

are not bred by them, but arc purchased in
Sheep and goats.

^^^ villages of the Daapur and Badhangarh

parganaS or are imported from the Chamba district of the Panjab

Himalaya. The latter is the usual course, and in order to keep the

trade in their own hands, the importers bring only ewes. Traill's

description still holds good :
—"The pasture on the upper ranges

of the Himalaya are foand to yield a grass in a peculiar degree

nutritive to sheep. On the melting of the winter snows, towards

the end of March, these mountains which, though lofty, are by

no means precipitous, become covered with verdure, and are then

1 In Tibetan dzhobu.
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resorted to by the flocks of the neighbourhood. A few days are

said to suffice to restore the animals to condition, though ever so

much reduced by the fasts and rigors of the preceding winter.

The grass of these pastures is distinguished by the shepherds under

a particular name, and has the universal reputation of being in-

exhaustible, the growth during the night being said to compensate

fully for the consumption of the day. The flocks continue here till

the commencement of the rains, when they are driven to less rich

pastures on the more southern ridges ; with the setting in of winter,

they return to the villages. During this season, the sheep are com-

pelled tobrowse with the goats; branches, chiefly of the oak, being

cut down for them, and hay, though stored in small quantities for

cattle, is never given to sheep. In some parts of Grarhwal the leaves

of trees, particularly of the mulberry, are dried and stocked in

autumn, to serve as fodder for the winter. The himu or mulberry

is there, consequently, much valued, and the property in its

foliage forms an object of sale and purchase distinct from the land.

While on the mountains, the flocks are secured during the night

in folds ; these are situated along the ridges, and being intended

for annual resort, are substantially built with layers of dry stone

:

the wall is raised to nine or ten feet, so as to exclude beasts of prey

:

only a single door of entrance is left, and that of the smallest dimen-

sions, with the same view, as the leopards, when the door is high,

break it down without difficulty by leaping against it. In the

interior, sloping chhappars are erected along one or more sides,

according to the number of animals to be sheltered. Every village

has commonly its separate fold at each of the periodical pastures ;

the ridges in question, consequently, exhibit the appearance of a

chain of fortified posts, the resemblance being increased by the

individual sites of these erections, which, with a view to facility of

draining, are placed on the summits of rising grounds."

The hill sheep are small with wiry brownish-grey wool, short tails

and large horns. They are not good for the tableand are kept for the

sakeofthe wool, out ofwhich coarse blankets are made. Attempts have

been made to improve the breed by the importation of Tibetan,

English and Australian rams, but hitherto the results are imper-

ceptible. The common diseases of sheep, such as rot, mange, small-

pox, &c. are all here prevalent and, in some years, extremely
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destractive ; the goats are further liable, in wet weather, to a disease

called hhari, which frequently terminates in the loss of the

hoofs. The casualties are further augmented by exposure and

fatigue, by accidents, and by wild beasts ; and as the females—even

those with young at their feet—are not exempted from labor, it

can be a matter of no surprise that the Bhotiya annually finds

himself called on to make a fresh outlay for keeping up his stock.

The common description of sheep carries from ten to sixteen

pounds and is worth about three rupees. The Tibetan sheep are

also employed by the Bhotiyas in their carrying trade and are taller,

stronger and more active than the Kumaon breed. They carry

from thirty to forty pounds, but being unable to bear the heat of

the Cis-Himalayan tract are usually kept by their owners at some

adjoining village in Tibet and are brought into use when the passes

open. The regular day's journey is about five miles in consequence

of the great time required for pasture which is their only subsist-

ence.

Goats both those bred in Kumaon and those imported from

Tihet are also used in the carrying trade. They bear burdens of

from twelve to twenty-four pounds and are worth four to five ru-

pees. They are usually chosen from their superior boldness and

activity as leaders of the flock and are furnished with bells. It is

chiefly by means of these goats and sheep that the salt and borax

of Tibet are brought to the lowland markets and there exchanged

for the commodities of the plains. The salt and borax are carried

in a sort of pack made of worsted with a pair of pockets called

karhaj {phancha in Garhwal) slung across the animal's back. These

pockets are partly covered with leather to protect the contents from

moisture when travelling or when piled on the ground in camp.

The pack is girthed underneath the body and a band around the

chest and another crupper-wise under the tail render it perfectly

safe when moving up or down hill. It is marvellous to observe the

business-like way in which these little beasts of burden carry their

loads. Coming upon them on the very narrowest, steepest and

most slippy ascent or on the brink of a precipice, they seem intent

only on pursuing their way, not turning aside for anything or any

one, their obstinacy often causing the traveller uneasiness and al-

ways teaching him patience. And not the.less curious is to observe
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flocks of them numbering many hundreds meeting in a narrow path,

each going the contrary way and yet none make a mistake, but per-

sist in following their own leader and patiently overcome all obsta-

cles in doing so. Goats are sometimes imported from Tibet for

food or sacrifice, but their flesh is very strong and ill-flavoured.

The indigenous breed is raised in the same places and by the same

people who keep the indigenous sheep. Goats are, as a rule, low

sized and stoutly made, although those bred in the more northern

pattis often attain fair proportions. They are subject to the same

diseases as sheep and are frequently poisoned by eating the rank

herbage that springs up in the rains. The leaves of the aydr {Andro-

meda ovali/olia) so common about Naini Tal are also said to be fatal

to goats. The hill-goat is useless for miUc-giving purposes and is

bred chiefly for the carrying trade or for food and sacrifice.

Large flocks of sheep and goats arrive in the Tarai from the plains

about the end of October for pasture. They consist for the most

part of ewes, and as soon as the Iambs are sufiioiently strong, they

are again taken to the plains. The sheep brought for the supply

of the Mussooree and Naini Tal markets usually come from the

Kangra and Kulu districts of the Panj4b Himalaya, though the dis-

tricts of the middle Duab also supply a large number, smaller in

size, but, when fed on gram for some time, yielding excellent mutton.

From the earliest years of British rule much attention has

been paid to collecting information regard-

ing the pushm or shawl-wool trade with

Tibet, but with little practical result. The papers by Raper and

Moorcroft in the earlier records and that drawn up by Captain E.

Smyth in 1853 are now obsolete, but still present some features of

interest. Pushm is procurable at all the Tibetan marts at from

ten to twelve annas per pound, to which has to be added the cost of

carriage. There are two sorts, the black and white ; the latter being

more valuable and more common than the former. The pushm of

the yak is also produced in large quantities, but is much coarser

than goat pushm. It is not much sought after for export and is

consumed on the spot for making ropes, cloth for tents and coarse

blankets for wear. Riiduk and Gartok are the principal marts

for the sale of shawl-wool, which is procurable also at Taklakh^r,

Chaprdng, Gangri and from Haurba, Chhyulithol Banbuwathol,

6
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D^baling and Magana. The export trade ia principally confined to

Ladak and Kashmir. The goat-shearing season commences about

the beginning of June and the hair is not separated from the ptishm

or under-wool by the Huniyas, but is sold as sheared and is subse'-

quently sorted by the purchasers. For some years all the wool

produced to the north of Grartok and also that from the districts to

the east and south has, by order of the Chinese authorities, been

concentrated there and sold only to Lad^ki and Kashmiri merchants

or their agents. Still the Kumaoni traders have always been able

to smuggle some shawl-wool into Kumaon, but the demand is so

restricted and the market for this class of wool having been already

well established at Rampur in Bisahr, the quantity has never been

considerable. The Kumaoni traders are also put to some disad--

vantage by the lateness of the season at which the passes are open;

The road from Kunaor to Tibet along the valley of the Satlaj by

which much of the pushm is imported opens very early and the

traders have time to push up to Taklakh^r to the east of the Byans

pass before our Bhotiyas have begun to cross their passes. Of late

years a trade in wool, both raw and manufactured, has sprung up,

but is subject to many vicissitudes. The imports through the

passes into British territory have been as follows :

—

Year. Haw wool. Blankeli. Value.

Maunda. Maunds, Bs.

1877-78 ... 6,225 1,072 1,09,845

1878-79 ... 2,049 266 64,142

1879-80 ... 2,373 311 51,275

This trade is almost entirely in sheep's wool and can hardly be

considered well-established. The Huniyas bring their earliest ven-

tures to Milam and have their sheep sheared there, selling the pro-

duce to our Bhotiyas. A certain small amount is also brought by

the Bhotiyas from Gartok, but only, so it appears, sufficient to give

them and their women employment in the manufacture of the thick

woollen blankets known as thalmas and chaptas and the coarse

gowns known as chaugas or bakus.^ These are distinguished from

the local woollen manufactures by their having the wool on one side

combed up so as to resemble a fleece. A Bhotiya is hardly ever to be

seen without a string of this wool spinning by the simple means of

a leaden weight and the torsion given by his fingers. The women
» Fuller In Eep., 1878-79.
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weave the thread into blankets, which sell at Bageswar fair at from

five to eight rupees each. The Tibetan wool can be delivered at

Bageswar at about twenty rupees for 82R). The coarser wool of

the Bhotiya sheep is known as hagidli and is entirely consumed

locally for local wants. There does not seem to be much prospect

of any important trade arising in wool with Tibet. The pushm is

limited in supply and fetches uncleaned from Rs. 60 to Rs. 70 per'

82R). at B&geswar, and the trade is still practically a monopoly in

the hands of the agents of the Kashmir and Ludhiana manufac-

turers. The supply of sheep's wool from all this portion of Tibet

can hardly exceed 15,000 maunds or 550 tons, quite insufficient to

establish a special industry and the supply from the carrying sheep.'

is consumed locally. Those who are interested in the] qnestfon of

the wool-trade with Tibet will find some accurate information on

the subject in the annual reports of the Department of CommBrce.

The Tibetan or hill pony is imported from Tibet by the Bhotiyas

and is generally known under the name gtint. Those brought from

the Chhamurti district are held in high repute and fetch very high

prices. The price of the ordinary gunt ranges from Rs. 150 to Rs-

300. They are clumsy, rough and small, but sagacious, strong,

active, very sure-footed and docile. The pony in more common

use amongst the hill people is the banjdra variety, bred in large

numbers along the foot of the hills. It is a very hardy, useful small

sized animal and does most of the carrying work between the plains

and the hill sanitaria. It is worth from twenty to forty rupees.

Grass, gram, barley-meal, urd and bhat are used as fodder for ponies,

and the last is the only grain procurable for them in the upper pattis.

There are two varieties of the domestic dog—^the Tibetan mas-

tiff, vyhich is large, strong with a shaggy coat, very fierce and well

adapted to defend the flocks of its owner from beasts of prey and

robbers ; and the hill variety of the common pariah dog of the plains.

The former will not stand well the heat of the plains and owing to

its fierce disposition is an undesirable pet ; the latter is a finer and

more handsome animal than his brother of the plains and becomes

an attached and faithful companion. Both are much subject to

hydrophobia, and few years pass without its occurrence being

brought to notice unpleasantly. I have, heard of Tibetan terriers,

but have never seen them.
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BIRDS. 1

The hill districts of the North-Western Provinces are about

equally distant from the Brahmaputra ou the one hand and the

Indus on the other, and occupy the central portion of the Himdlayan

range proper. The birds of the Eastern

Himalaya approximate to the Indo- Malayan

forms in the lower hills; and in Nepal, espeoinlly to the north,

the fauna is characterised by many peculiar and striking forms,

but few of which are as yet known to cross the Kali into Kumaun.

In the Western Himalaya, the fauna approaches to that of the

western pal^arctic region, and stragglers from among some of

the more typical forms find their way as far as Grarhwal. On
the north the mountain-haunting species of the Eastern palsearctic

region are found, while to the south is the Indian region proper,

with its fairly distinctive fauna. The commoner birds of this tract

are those which are found throughout the Himalayan range, but

situated as it is, many stragglers from the surrounding regions are

found among the rarer birds. On the west such species as Coracias

garrula, Calacanthis burtoni, and others, extend into Garhwal

;

on the north stragglers from Tibet, such as Corvus tibetanus,

Syrrhaptes tibetanus, Perdix hodgsonice, &c., are occasionally met

with ; on the east, Nepalese forms, such as Palceornis javanicut,

Oriolus traillii, Cissa sinensis, Henicurus schistaceus, Yuhina occipi-

talis, &c., are found in Kumaun. Stragglers from the lower

Bengal and Indo-Malayan forms, such as Eurystomus orientalis,

Psarisomus dalhousice, &c., are found in the lower bills and sub-

Himalayan tracts ; while many of the species inhabiting the plains

of Northern India extend into the Duns and outer ranges.

' This list of the birds found in the Himalaya between the Kali and the Tons
has been kindly prepared by Captain G. Marshall, b.b.
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But little has as yet been recorded of natural history researches

in this tract, and further observations would probably greatly

extend the list of birds now given. Probably some fifty more of

the eastern forms among the vultures, eagles, owls, kingfishers,

liornbills, piculets, barbets, cuckoos, sunbirds, treecreepers, wood-

shrikes, minivets, flycatchers, wrens, shortwings, ant thrushes, tima-

line birds, bulbuls, chata, warblers, pipits, hilltits, &c., will be found to

extend into Kumaun, In the Duns Megalurus palustris, Chcelornis

striatus, several Lotnstellas, Burnesia gracilis, Acridotheris gingi~

nianus, Porzana maruetta ; JRallus striatus and RMus indicus

may almost certainly be found, though tbeir occurrence has not as

yet been recorded. Similariy, on the northern limits, Grandala

cwlicolor ; Accentor altaious, A. strophiatus, A. rubeeuloides ; Pica

bottanensis, Pyrrhocorax alpinns ; and Tetraogallus tibetanus, though

not yet recxjrded, will probably be found ; several species oiDume-

iicola and Proparus vinipectus have been found both east and west

of this tract, but not as yet within its limits. A large number of

the birds included in this list among the harriers, reedwarbiers,

rubythroats, warblers, willow-wrens, wagtails, pipits, pigeons, quail,

snipe, sandpiper*, and others, are regular migrants, to be found in

spring and autumn, and probably other birds of these classes will be

found from time to time ; and many of the permanent residents,

which pass the summer in the higher ranges, are found in winter

in the glens and warm valleys.

AVES.
(Note.—The numbers prefixed are those of Jerdon's "Birds of India"; for birds

not included in Jerdon's book the number of the most nearly allied species is given, with

the addition of "bis," '•ter," §-c., as the case may be. The references in bracketsfollow-

ing the English name are to detailed descriptions of the species'),

1. Vultur monachua, the great brown vulture (Jerdon I., 6). 5,000 to 10,000

feet ; rare.

2. Otogyps calFus, the black king vulture (Jerdon I., 7). ComiDon up to

about 3,000 feet.

3. iter). Gyps himalayensia, the grifEon vulture (S. F. VII., 323). From

4,000 to 10,000 feet ; common.

4. Gyps iiidieus, the long-billed vulture (S. F. VII., 165). In the Duns and

Bub- Himalayan tracts.

6. Gyps bengalensis, the white-backed vulture (Jerdon 1,10) Common up

to about 5,000 feet.

7
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.6. Neophron ginginlanus, the white scavenger yultBre (Jerdon I. 12). Com-

mon up to S,OOQ feet.

f, Gypaetns barbatus, the Lammergeyer, or bearded vnltnre. (Jerdon I., 13).

5,000 to 10,000 feet.

.8. FbIco peregrinns, the peregrine falcon (Jerdon I., 21). In the Dun, rare ; a

cold weather migrant.

9. Falco peregrinator, the shahin falcon (Jerd«n I., 2&). From 3,000 to

10,00U feet ; a permanent resident,

11. Falco jugger, the lagger falcon (Jerdon I., So). The Dun, Knmaun, at

low elevations ; rare.
'

13. Falco subbuteo, the hobby (Jerdon I., 33). A cold-weather visitant; rare,

at all elevations.

14, Falco severus, the Indian hobby (Jerdon I., 34) Kniaaun and East Garh-

wal ; at low elevations ; rare.

J6. Fsleo cbiquera ; the red-headed merlin (Jerdon I., 36). Tlie Dun and warm
valleys ; not uncommon.

17. Cerchneis tinnunculns, the kestril (Jerdon I., 38). Common at all eleva-

tions in winter ; breeds at 5,000 feet.

1». (bis) Cerchneis amurensis, the eastern red-footed kestril (S. F. II., 527).

Bare.

20. Microhierax ccerulescens, the white-naped pigmy falcon (Jerdon I., 42>,

Kumaun ; 4,000 feet. Rare.

'21. Astur palumbarius, the goshawk (Jerdon L, 45). 9,000 to 15,000 feet

permanent resident.

23. Astur badius, the shikra (Jerdon I., 48), Not uncommon at low eleva-

tions.

24. Accipiter nisus, the sparrowhawk (Jerdon I., 5i), Common at all ele-

vations ; breeds at 5,000 to 10,000,

S6. Accipiter virgatus, the Besra sparrowhawk (Jerdon I., 52). Bare.

26. Aquila chrysaetos, the golden eagle (Jerdon I., 56). Bare; at great ele-

vations near the snows,

27. Aquila mogilnik, the imperial eagle (S. F. I., 290). The Dun in the cold

weather ; rare.

28. Aquila cl.anga, the spotted eagle (Jerdon I., 69). The Dim j permanent

resident ; not uncommon.

29. Aquila viudhyana, the Indian tawny eagle (Jerdon I., 60). The Dun ; per-j

manent resident ; not uncommon.

30. Aquila hastata, the long-legged eagle (Jerdon I,, 62). The Ddnj perma-

nent resident ; not uncommon.

81. Hieraetus pennatus, the booted eagle (Jerdon I., 63). In the Dun and

warm valleys ; very rare.

52. Neopus malaiensis, the black eagle (Jerdon I., 66). 6,000 to 10,000 feet

;

rare,

53, Nisaetus fasciatus, Bonelli's eagle (Jerdon 1 , 67). At all elevations, but

rare.

34. Limnaetus caligatus, the changeable hawk-eagle (Jerdon I., 70). The

Dun and warm valleys.
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96. Limnaetus nipalensis, the Nepal hawk-eagle (Jerdon I., 73). 6,000 to

8,000 feet ; rare.

88, Circaetus gallicus, the Bhort-toed eagle (Jerdon I,, 76). The Dfin and

warm valleys ; rare.

39. 'Spilornls cheela, the crested-serpent eagle (Jerdon I., 77,). The Ddn and

lower hills ; not uncommon.

40. Pandion haliaetns, the osprey (Jerdon I., 80). The Dun and valleys o£

big rivers.

.41 (,bis) Polioaetus plumbeus, the Himalayan fishing eagle (S. F. III. 386).

The Dun and valleys of big rivers.

* 42. Haliaetns leucoryphus, the ring-tailed fishing eagle (Jerdon I., 82). The

Duns only.

46. Buteo ferox, the long-legged buzzard (Jerdon I., 88). The Dun in winter

;

not very common.

46. Buteo leucocephalus, the upland buzzard (Jerdon I., 90). At great ele-

vations ; extremely rare.

' 47. Buteo plUmipes; the harrier buzzard (Jerdon I., 91). Not uncommon from

5,000 to 8,000 feet.

' 48. Butastur teesa, the White-eyed buezard (Jerdon I., 92). The Duna only

;

rather rare.

60. Circus cyaneus, the hen harrier (Jerdon I., 95). The lower hills in winter

only; rare.

' 61. Circus macrurug, the pale harrier (Jerdon I., 96). The Duns ; common
in winter only.

52. Circus cineraceus, Montague's harrier (Jerdon I., 97). The Dfins and

lower hills, in winter only.

53. Circus melanoleucue., the- pied harrier (Jerdon I., 98). The Duns and lower

hills in winter only ; very rare.

• S4. Circus asruginosua, the marsh harrier (Jerdon I., 99). The Duns only

;

common in winter.

' fiS. Haliastur indus, the brahminykite (Jerdon I., 101). TheDuns; only per-

manent ; not common,

56. Milvus afflnis, the common pariah kite (Jerdon I., 104). Common up

to 7,000 feet.

66. (6i») Milvus govinda, the larger Indian kite (Hume's rough notes, I>

p. 336) . Not uncommon at all elevations.

57. Pernis ptilorhynchus, the crested honey buzzard (Jerdon I., 108). The
Diins and warm valleys.

' &9. Elanus coeruleus, the black-winged kite (Jerdon L, 112), The Duns and

warm valleys,

f 61. Striicahdidai the grass owl (JerdOh I., 118), The Dlins and outer hills j

not uncommon.

63. Syrnium newarense, the Nepal brown wood owl (Jerdon I., 122). About

6,000 to 8,000 feet } rare.

' 66. Syrnium ocellatum, the mottled wood owl (Jerdon 1 , 123). The Duns'and

warm valleys.
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66. Syniinm nivioolum, the Himalayan wood owl .(Jerdon I,, 124). 6,000 fe«*

and upwards ; rare

67. Aslo otus, the long-eared owl (.'"erdon I., 125). At all elevations iu the

winter; rare.

68. Asio accipitrinus, the short-eared owl (Jerdon I., 12C). At all elevations

in the winter; rare.

69. Bubo bengalensis, the rock horned owl CJerdon I. 128), The Duns and

warm valleys only.

70. Bubo coromandus, the dusky horned owl (Jerdon I., ISO). The Duns and

warm Talleys.

72. Ketupa ceylonensis, the brown fish owl (Jerden I., ISS). The Duns, and

warm valleys.

74, Scops pennatus, the Indian scopa owl (Jerdon I., 136). At moderate ele-

vations ; not common.

74, (bis') Scops Simla, the Indian red scops owl (Jerdon I., 137). At moderate-

elevations ; not common.

74. (ter) Scops spiloGepbalue, the bare-foot scops owl (S, F. VII., 352). 6,pO»

to 8,0(10 feet; common

IS. Scopsi lettia, the Nepal scops owl (Jeidon I., 139). Kumaun only; SyOOtf

feet ; rare.

75. (its) Scops plBmipes,theplum«-footscopftowl(S. P. VII,357). Gaihwal

only J rare.

76. (ter.) Scops bakkamoena, Tennant's acopa owl (.Terdonl., 139., S. F. VII.,

859). The Duns and warm valleys.

76. Carine brama, the spotted awlet (Jerdon I., 141). The Duns only 5 mot

common.

77. Glancidium radiatum, the jungle owlet (Jerdea I., 143>. The Dfins-

common.

79, Glauoidium cucnloides, the large barred owlet (Jerdon I., 145), The lowei*

hills up to 6,000 feet.

80. Glancidium brodiei, the collared pigmy owlet (Jerdon I., 146). From 4,000

to 10,003 feet ; tolerably common.

61. Ninox lugubris, the dusky hawk owl (Jerdon I,, 147, in p. S.F. IV., 286X
The Duns and warm valleys ; very rare.

82. Hirundo rnstica, the common swallow (Jerdon I., 157). Not uncommon at

5,000 to 10,000 feet.

84. Hirundo filifera, the wire-tailed swallow (Jerdon I., 169). The Dons oiriy;

common.

85. (.bisy Hirundo nipalensis, the Himalayan mosque swallow (S. F. V. 2S2\
Common up to 8,000 feet.

86. Hirundo flavicola, the Indian cliff swallow (Jerdon I, 161> The IXins

only ; very local.

89. Cotyle sinensis, the Chinese sand martin (Jerdon I., I64)i TheDunsoalyt
common,

91. Ptigonoprogne rupestris, the crag martin. (Jerdon I,, 166). From 7,000 to

10,000 feet ; rare.
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93. Chelidon kashmirensis, the Kashmir martin (Jerdon I., 167). From 7,000

to 10,000 feet ; not common.

98. Cypselus melba, the alpine swift (Jerdon I., 175). Common at 3,000 to

8,000 feet.

99. Cypselus apus, the European swift (Jerdon I., 177). At 6,000 to 10,000

feet ; very rare.

100. Cypselus affinis, the common Indian swift (Jerdon I., 177). Very com-

mon up to 8,000 feet,

103. Collocalia unicolor, the Indian swiftlet (Jerdon I., 182). At 5,000 to 9,000

feet; not uncommon.

104. Dendrochelidcn coronatus, the Indian crested swift (Jerdon I., IBS). The

Duns only ; very rare.

107 Caprimulgus indicus. The jungle nightjar (Jerdon I., 192). Up to ahout

4,000 feet ; not common.

109. Caprimulgus albonotatus, the large Bengal nightjar (Jerdon I., 194). Up
to about 4,000 feet ; common.

IIS. Caprimulgus asiaticus, the common Indian nightjar (Jerdon I., 197). Up
to 6,000 feet ; not common.

114. Caprimulgus monticolus, Franklin's nightjar (Jerdon I., 198). The Duna

and up to 6,000 feet ; common.

117. Merops viridis, the common bee-eater (Jerdon I., 20S). The Duns only;

very common.

1 18. Merops philippensis, the blue-tailed bee-eater (Jerdon I., 207). The Duns

and warm valleys ; local.

119. Merops swainsoni, the chesnut-headed bee-eater (Jerdon I,, 208; S. F. II.

163). The Duns ; local.

122. Nyctiornis athertoni, the blue-ruffed bee-eater (Jerdon I., 21
1
). The D&na;

local.

123. Coracias indica, the common roller (Jerdon L, 214). The Duns; common.
136. Coracia garrula, the European roller (Jerdon I., 218). The Bhagirati val-

ley ; a very rare straggler.

126, EnrystomuB crientalis, the broad-billed roller (Jerdon I., 219). Kumaun
Bhabar j very rare.

127, Pelargopsis gurial, the Indian stork-billed kingfisher (Jerdon I., 822). The
Duns; rare,

129. Halcyon smyrnensis, the white-breasted kingfisher (Jerdon I., 224). The
Dfins ; common,

134. Alcedo bengalensis, the little Indian kingfisher (Jerdon I,, 2.''0), Common
along the big rivers,

136. Ceryle rudis, the pied kingfisher (Jerdon I., 232). The Duns only ; com-
mon.

137. Ceryle guttala, the large-crested pied kingfisher (Jerdon I., 334): The Duns
and warm valleys.

138. Psarisoraus dalhousise, the yellow-throated broad-bill (Jerdon I., 236).

From 3,000 to 8,000 feet.

140, Dichoceros cavatus, the great hombill (Jerdon I., 242), The Diins and
gub-Himalayan forests.
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' 143. Hydrocissa affinis, the Dehra Dfin hornbill (Jerdon I., 247), ihe Dfins

only ; not uncommon.
' 144, Ocyceros birostris, the common grey hornbill (Jerdon I., 248), The Dung

only.

147. Palaeornis nipalensis, the northern rose-barred paroquet (S. F. I., 335, and

II., 10). The Dfius only; common.

148. Pklaeornis torqnatus, the rose-winged paroquet (Jerdon I., 257). The Duns

and warm valleys ; common.

149. Palaeornis purpureus, the rose-headed paroquet (S. F. II., 15). The Duns

and warm valleys ; common.

16o, PalsBornis schisticeps, the slaty-headed paroquet (Jerdon I., 261). From

4,000 to 8,000 feet ; common.

162. P.aIaeornis javanicus, the red-breasted paroquet (Jerdon T., 262). In the

•vfarm valleys ; not common.

154. Pious himalayensis, the Himal«yan pied woodpecker (Jerdon- I., 269).

From 5,000 o 10,000 feet.

'

167. Picus macei, the Indian spotted Woodpecker. (Jerdon I,, 272). From the

Duns to 6,000 feet.

' 189, Picas bmnneifrons, the brown-fronted woodpecker (Jerdon I., 273). The

D6ns to 6,000 feet.

160, PicuB mabrattensls, the yellow-fronted woodpecker (Jerdon I, 274). The

Duns only.

161. Hypopious hyperythruB, the rufous-bellied pied woodpecker (Jerdon L, 276).

From 4,000 to 8,000 feet,

'

163. Tungipicus pygmosus, the Himalayan pigmy woodpecker (Jerdon I'., 277).

From 2,000 to 6,000 feet.

164. Yungipious nanus, the southern pigmy woodpecker (Jerdon I,, 278). The

DGns only.

166. Chrysocolaptes snltaneus, the golden-backed woodpecker (Jerdon I., 281).

From 3,000 to 9,000 feet ; rare.

168. Muelleripicus pulverulentus, the large slaty woodpecker (Jerdon I,, 284).

The Duns only, very rare.

170. Geoinus squamatus, the scaly-bellied green woodpecker (Jerdon I ,. 286).

From 4,000 to 8,000 feet ; common.

171. Geoijius striolatus,. the lesser Indian green woodpecker (Jerdon I., 287).

The Duns only ; rare.

172. Gecinus occipitalis, the black-napcd green woodpecker (Jerdon I., 287).

From 4,000 to 8,000 feet; common.

178. Chrysophlegma flavinucha, the large yellbw-naped" woodpecker (Jerdon

I. 289). From 2,000 to 6,000 feet.

174. Chrysophlegma cblorolophus, the lesser yellow-naped woodpecker (Jer-

don I., 289). The Duns and warm valleys ; rare.

178. Micropternus phffiooeps, the Bengal rufous woodpecker (JerdonJ., 294)..

The Duns and warm valleys ; rare,

f 180. Brochypteruus aurantius, the common goldback woodpecker (Jerdon L, S95),

The Dfins only ; very common.
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168. Tiga shorii, the large three-toed woodpecker (Jerdon I., 298). The Dfins

and warm valleys ; rare.

186. Vivia innominata, the speckled piculet (Jerdon I., 300). From 2,000 to

6,000 feet; not uncommon.

188. Yunx torquilla, the wryneck (Jerdon I., 303). The Diins only; not unooni-

mon.

191. Megalffima marshallorum, the Marshall's barhet (Jerdon I., 308). From

4,000 to 8,000 feet 5 common.

192. Megalsema hodgsoni, Hodgson's green barbel (Jerdon 1 , 309). The warm

valleys; common.

193. Megalsema caniceps, Frankin's green barbet (Jerdon I., 310). The Sewalifcs

and Bhabar only.

196. Megalsema asiatica, the blue-throated barbet (Jerdon I., 313). The warm

valleys only.

197. Xantholsema hsemacephala, the crimson-breasted barbet (Jerdon I., 316).

The Duns only ; common.

199. Cuculns canorus, the common cuckoo (Jerdon I.. 322). A summer migrant.

200. Cuculus striatus, the Himalayan cuckoo (Jerdon I., 323). Common from

3,000 to 7,000 feet.

201. Cuculus poliooephalus, the hoary-headed cuckoo (Jerdon I., 324). Com-

mon up to 6,000 feet.

203. Cuculus micropterus, the Indian cuckoo (Jerdon I., 326). Common up to
'

about 6,000 feet.

205. Hierococcyx varius, the common hawk-cuckoD, (Jerdon I., 329), The

DCins only ; common.

207. Hierococcyx sparverioides, the large hawk-cuckoo (Jerdon I., 331). From

8,000 to 6,000 feet ; common. -

208. Cacomantls passerinus, the Indian plaintive cuckoo (Jerdon I., 333). The

Duns and warm valleys ; rare.

210. Surniculus lugubris, the Drongo cuckoo (Jerdon I., 336) The Duns

and warm valleys ; rare.

211. Chrysococcyx maculatus, the emerald cuckoo, (Jerdon I, 333., S. F. "VI.,

161). From 3,ooo to 5,000 feet; rare.

212. Coccystes jacobinus, the pied-crested cuckoo (.Terdon I., 339). Up to 4,000

feet ; common in the rains.

214. Eudynamis honorata, the koel (Jerdon I., 342). The Duns only ; common

in the hot weather.

217. Centrococcyx ruflpennis, the common coucal (Jerdon I., 348). The Dfins

only.

220. Taccocua sirkee, the Bengal sirkeer (Jerdon I., 363). The Dlins only.

226. .ffithopyga miles, the Himalayan red honey-Bucker (Jerdon I., 362). The

warm valleys only.

227. .ffithopyga gouldise, the purple-tailed red honey-sucker (Jerdon I., 364).

The warm valleys only.

228. ..aithopyga ignicauda, the flre-tailed red honey-sucker (Jerdon I., 365).

The warm valleys only.
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229. ^thopyga nipalensis, the maroon-baoked honey-sucker (Jerdon T, 366).

From 2,000 to 6,ooo feet.

230. .aithopyga horsfieldii, the green.backed honey-sucker Jerdon I., 367),

The warm valleys only.

231. .ffithopyga saturata, the black-breasted honey-sucker (.lerdon I, 367).

From 2,000 to 5,000 feet.

234. Cinnyris asiatica, the purple honey-sucker (Jerdon 1 , 370), Up to 3,000

feet; common.

253. Cinnyris loteula, the large purple honey-sucker (Jerdon I, 372), The
Dehra Dun ; a rare straggler.

238. Dicaeum erythrorhynchus, Tickell's flower-pecker (Jerdon I., 37<). The
Duns only; not common.

240. Piprisoma agile, the thick-billed flower-pecker (Jerdon I., 376). The
Diins and warm valleys,

841. Myzanthe ignipectus, the fire-breasted flower-pecker (Jerdon I., 377).

Knmaun only ; very rare.

243. Certhia himalayana, the Himalayan tree-creeper (Jerdon I.j 380). Prom
4,000 to 8,000 feet; common.

246. Salpornis spilonota, the spotted grey-oreeper (Jerdon 1 , 382). Tlie Diins

only ; rare,

247. Tichodromji. muriaria, the red-winged wall-creeper (Jerdon I., 383). Not
uncommon.

248. Sitta himalayensis, the white-tailed nuthatch (Jerdon I„ 385). From
5,000 to 8,000 feet ; common.

250. Sitta castaneoventris ; the chesnut- bellied nuthatch (Jerdon I., 3b6)

The Duas only.

251. Sitta cinnaraomeoventris, the cinnamon-bellied nuthatch (Jerdon I.,.')"?).

From 2,000 to 4,000 feet.

253. Dendrophila frontalis, the velvet-fronted blue nuthatch (Jerdon I., 388)

From 3,000 to 5,000 feet.

264. Upupa epops, the European hoopoe (.Terdon I., 390) Not very c"mmoiT,

265. Upupa ceylonensis, the Indian hoopoe (Jerdon 1 , 392). The Duni and

warm valleys ; common.

266. Lanius lahtora, the Indian grey shrike (Jerdon I., 400), The l)ui\s only;

rare,

257. Lanius erythonotus, the rufous-backed shrike (Jerdon I., 402). Up to 4,000

feet ; common.

257. Lanius caniceps, the pale rufous-backed shrike (S. F. VII , 37 1). The
(iis.) Dehra Dun ; rare.

258. Lanius tephronotus, the grey-backed shrike (Jerdon I., 403). From 2,000

to 4,000 feet; common.

259. Lanius nigriceps, the black-headed shrike (Jerdon I., 404). From 2,ooo to

6,000 feet ; rare.

260. Lanius vittatus, the bay-backed shrike (Jerdon I, 406). The Duns and

warm valleys,

261. Lanius cristatus, the brown shrike (Jerdon I., 406). In the cold weather

only ; not common.
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265. Tephrpdornis pondiceriana, the common woodahrike (Jerdon ., 4io).

The Duns only.

MT. (4is) HemipuB capitalia, the Himalayan pied shrike (S. F. I., 436). The
Dtins and up to 5,000 feet ; rare.

268. Volvooivora aykesii, the black-beaded cuckoo shrike (Jerdon I., 4 j 4) Thj
Duds and warm valleys ; rare.

2^9. Volvociirora melaschista, the dark srrey cuckoo shrike (Jerdon I,, 415).

Up to 7,000 feet; not common.
270. Graucalns macei, the large cuckoo shrike (Jerdon I., 417). The Dfins

only ; rare.

871. Pericrocotus speciosus, the large minivet (Jerdon I., 419). Up to 8,000

feet ; not uncommon.

873, Periprooofus brerirostris, the short-billed minivet (JprdoD I„ 421). Up
to 8,000 feel ; cominon.

875, Pericrocotus roseus, tho ropy mlQivet (Jerdon L, 432). The Dfins and

warm valleys.

S76. Fericrocotus peregrinuB, the small minlret (Jerdon I,, 428). The Ddna
only ; common.

278. Buchanga atra, the common drongo-shrike (Jerdon I. 427), Up to 4,000

feet ; common.

;!79. Dicrur us annectans, the crow-billed droDgo (Jerdon I., 430). In the warm
valleys ; rare.

SSO, Bpchanga loqgicaudata, the long-tailed drongo (Jerdon I., 430). Fro^l 4,000

to 7,000 feet ; common,

281, Bachanga coerulescens, the white-bellied drongo (Jerdon I., 4SS), The

Duns and warm valleys ; rare,

282, Chaptia senea, the hrouzed drongo (Jerdon I,, 433). In the warm valleys ;

very rare.

284. Dissemurus grandis, the large racket-tailed drongo (Jerdon I,, 435). In the

warm valleys ; rare.

S86. Chibla hottentotta, the hair-crested drongo (Jetdon I., 439), In the

warm valleys ; rare.

887, ArtamuB fuscus, the ashy swallow ekrike (Jerdon I., 441), From 3,000 to

5,000 feet ; common,

S83. Muscipeta paradisii, the paradise flypatcher (Jerdon I., 445), In J;he Duns

and warm valleys ; common.

290. JiJyiagra azurea, the hlack-naped blue flycatcher (Jerdon I,, 450), In the

warm valleys ; rare.

891. Leucocerca albicoljis, the white-throated fantail (Jerdon I., 451), Fronj

2,000 to 5,000 feet ; common.

892. Leucocerca aureola, the white-browed fantail (Jerdon I., 452). The Dfins

only J common.

294. Chelidorhynx hypoxantha, the yellow-bellied fantail (Jerdon I., 466).

The warm valleys ; rare.

895, Culicicapa ceylpnensis, the grey-headed flycatcher (Jerdon I., 456), Up

to 8,000 feet ; very common.

8
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296. Hemichelidon sibirieus, the sooty flycatcher (Jerdon I,, 458). From
6,000 to 10,000 feet; common.

297. Alseonax latirostris, the southern hrown flycatcher (Jerdon I., 469).

From 3,000 to 8,000 feet ; common.

301. Stoporala melanops, the verditer flycatcher (Jerdon I., 463). From 4,000

to 8,000 feet ; common.

304. Cyornis rubeculoides, the blue-throated redbreast (Jerdon I., 466). ITp

to 6,000 feet J not common,
310. Muscicapula superciliaris, the white-browed blue flycatcher (Je rdon I.,

470). Up to 8,000 feet ; common.
314. Niltava sundara, the rufous-bellied fairy bluechat (Jerdon I.,473). Up

to 5,000 feet; not common.

319. Siphia strophiata, the orange gorgetted flycatcher (Jerdon I., 479). From

5,000 to 8,000 feet ; very rare.

320. Siphia leuoomelanura, the slaty flycatcher (Jerdon I., 479) From 5,000

to 7,000 feet ; rare.

323. (bis), Erythrosterna parva, the white-tailed robin flycatcher (Jerdon I.,

481. S. F. v., 471). The Duns ; common.

823. (ter.) Erythrosterna hyperythra, the rufous-bellied robin flycatcher (S,

F. v., 471). The Diins ; rare.

"326. Erythrosterna maoulata, the little pied flycatcher (Jerdon I,, 483). From

3,000 to 6,000 feet ; rare.

333. Troglodytes nipalensis, the Nepal wren (Jerdon I., 491). From 4,000 to

10,000 feet ; rare.

342. Myiophouus temminckii, the yellow-bellied whistling thrush (Jerdon I.,

600). Common up to 8,000 feet.

346. Pitta brachyura, the yellow-breasted ground thrush (Jerdon I., 603).

Not rare up to 6,000 feet.

"347. Cinclus asiaticus, the brown water ouzel (Jerdon I., 606). Common up

to 6,000 feet.

350. Zoothera monticola, the large brown thrush (Jerdon I., 809). Bare, 6,00D

to 8,000 feet.

351. Cyanooinclua cyanus, the blue rock thrush (Jerdon I., 611). In the Budb

and low hills in the cold weather.

362. Petrophlla erythrogaster, the chesnut-bellied thrush (Jerdon I. 614). 6,000

to 8,000 feet; common.

353. Fetrophila cinclorhyncha, the blue-headed chat thrush (Jerdon I., 6l5).

3,000 to 8,000 feet ; common.

365. Geocichla citrina, the orange-headed ground thrush (Jerdon I., 617). Up
to 5 000 feet ; not common.

356. Geocichla unicolor, the dusky ground thrush (Jerdon I., 619). Up to

8,000 feet ; common.

357. Turdulus wardii, Ward's pied-blackbird (Jerdon I,, 620), 6,000 to 8,000

feet ; common,

358. Geocichla disaimilis, the variable pied-blackbird (Jerdon I., 521). 7,000

feet ; very rare.
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861. Merula boulboul, the grey-winged blackbird (Jerdon I., 826). Up to

8,000 feet ; common,

362. Merula albocincta, the white-collared ouzel (Jerdoa I,, 626). 6,000 to

8,000 feet ; not rare.

363. Merula castanea, the grey-headed ouzel (Jerdon I., 626). 6,000 to 8,000

feet ; rare,

866. Turdus atrogularis, the black-throated thrush (Jerdon I., 629). Common
in the cold weather.

368. Turdus viaoivorus, the missel thrush (Jerdon I., 831). 6,000 to 10,000.

feet J not common.

370. Oreocincla moUissima, the plain-backed mountain thrush (Jerdon I., 633).

Very rare.

371. Oreocincla dauma, the small-billed mountain thrush (Jerdon I., 833). Up
to 8,000 feet ; common.

382. Grammatoptila striata, the striated jay thrush (Jerdon II., 11). 8,000 to

8,000 feet ; not common.

88. Pyctorhis sinensis, the yellow-eyed babbler (Jerdon II., 16). Up to 3,000

feet; common.

392. Stachyris pyrrhops, the red-billed wren babbler (Jerdon II., 22). 3,000

6,000 feet ; rare.

403. Pomatorhinus leucogaster, Gould's scimitar babbler (Jerdon II., 30); The
DQns and warm valleys ; rare.

408. Pomatorhinus erythrogenys, the rusty-cheeked scimitar babbler (Jerdon

II., 31). 3,000 to 6,000 feet ; common.

407. Garrulax leucolophus, the white-crested laughing thrush (Jerdon II,, 33).

The Duns and warm valleys.

411. Garrulax albogularis, the white-throated laughing thrush (Jerdon II., 38).

6,000 to 8j000 feet ; common.

418. Trochalopteron erythrocephalum, the red-headed laughing thrush (Jer-

don II., 43). 6,000 to 8,000 feet ; common.

418. Trochalopteron variegatum, the variegated laughing thrush (Jerdon II.,

45). 2,000 to 5,000 feet ; rare.

421. Trochalopteron rufogulare, the fufous-chinned laughing thrush (Jerdon

II., 47). 2,000 to 5,000 feet ; rare.

425. Trochalopteron lineatum, the streaked laughing thrush (Jerdon II., 5o),

4,000 to 8,000 feet ; very common.

427. Actinodara egertoni, the rufous bar-wing (Jerdon II,, 62). 8,000 tor 8,000

feet ; rare.

429. Sibia capistrata, the black-headed sibia (Jerdon II., 64). 4,000 to 8,000

feet ; very common.

432. Malacocircus terricolor, the Bengal babbler (Jerdon II,, 69). The Duns

only.

436. Argya malcolmi, the large grey babbler (Jerdon II., 64). The Duns only.

438. Chatarrhoea caudata, the striated bush-babbler (Jerdon II., 67). The Duns

only.

439. Chatarrhoea earlii, the striated reed-babbler (Jerdon II., 68), The Du u

only.
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444. Hyptipetea pgaroides, the Himalayan biack bulbul (Jerdan II,, 77). SflOO'

to 8,01)0 feet ; common

447. Hypsip^tes mclellandi, the rnfoas-bellied bulbnl (Jerdon IL, 79). Fronr

8,000 to 8,000 feet ; common.

456. Bubigula fiaviventria, the black-crested yellow balbnl (Jerdon II., 88).

3,C00 to 8,000 feet ; rare.

468, Otocompsa leuoogenys, the white-cheeked creeted bulbul (Jerdon II., 90)."

Up to 8,000 feet ; common.

461. FycnoDotus pygseus, the common Bengal bnlbul (Jerdon II , 93). dp to

7,000 feet ; common.

462, Fycnonotus haemorrbous, the common Madras bulbul (Jerdon II., 94)."

The Duns only.

465, Fhyllornis anrifrons, the gold-fronted green bulbul (Jerdon II., 99) The

DiinB and warm valleys.

466, Fhyllornig hardwickil, the blue-winged green bulbul (Jerdon II., 100);

Up to 6,00u feet, not rare.

468. lora typhia, the white-winged green bulbul (Jerdon II., 103). The Duns

and warm valleys.

470. Oriolus kundoo, the Indian golden oriole (Jerdon II,, 107). Up to

4,000 feet ; common.

471. OrioIuB indicus, the black-naped Indian oriole (Jerdon 11., 109). The

Duds only; rare.

472. Oriolus melaiiocephalus, the black-headed oriole (Jerdon II,, 110). The

Dfins and warm valleys.

474. Oriolus traiUii, the mai-onne oriole (Jerdon IL, 112). Kumaon onlyj rare.

476. Copsychus saularis, the magpie robin (Jerdon II., 114). Up to 4,000 feet 5

common.

476, Kittacincla macroura, the shama (Jerdon II., 116). In the Duns only;

very rare.

477. Myiomela leucura, the white-tailed blue-chat (Jerdon II., 118). 6,000 to

9,000 feet; very rare.

480, Thamnobia cambaiensia, the brown-backed Indian robin (Jerdon II. , 122).

The Duns only j common,

481. Pratincola caprata, the white-winged black robin (Jerdon II., 123). Up
to 5,000 feet ; common.

483, tratincola indicus, the Indian bush-chat (Jerdon II,, 124). Up to 5,000

feet ; common,

486. Pratincola ferreus, the dark-grey bush-chat (Jerdon II., 127). Up to

8,000 feet; common.

497 Eutioilla ruflventris, the Indian redstart (Jerdon II., 187), The Dfins

and warm valleys,

498, Kutiuilla hodgsoni, Hodgson's redstart (Jerdon II,, 138). Near the snows;

rare.

499. Kuticilla erythogastra, the white-winged redstart (Jerdon II„ 139). Near

the snows ; rare.

633. Rnticilla frontalis, the blue-fronted redstart (Jerdon II., 141), Near tbe

snows; common.
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504. Bnticilla coeruleocephala, the blue-headed redstart (Jerdon II , 141), In

the higher valleys ; common.

505. Bhyacornis fnliglaosus, the plumbeous water-robin (Jerdon II,, 142). Up
to the snow level ; common.

606. Choemarrornis leucocephalua, the white-capped redstart (Jerdon II,, 143).

Up to the snow level ; common.

607. Larvivora supercillaris, the blue woodchat (Jerdon II„ ] 45). In valleys,

3,000 to 6,000 feet.

608. lanthia cyanura, the white-breasted blue woodchat (Jerdon II., 146).

From 4,000 to 8,000 feet,

612. Calliope kamtachatkensis, the common ruby-throat (Jerdon II., 15 0).

The Duns in the cold weather.

613. Calliope pectoralis, the white-tailed ruby-throat (Jerdon II., I Si). In'the

elevated valleys.

6U. Cyanecula siiecica, the Indian blue-throat (Jerdon II,, I62). In the DdoB
in winter.

61S. Acrocephalua stentorius, the large red-warbler (Jerdon II., 164): In tlie

Duns in winter.

615. Aerocephalns dametoram, the lesser red-warbler (Jerdon II., 166), The
valleys and lower hills.

516. Aorocephalus agricolus, the paddy-field warbler (Jerdon II., 166). The
valleys and lower hills.

627. (^j».) Horornis pallidus, the pale hill-warbler (S. F. III., 241). From
4,000 to 8,000 feet ; rare.

630. Orthotomus siitoria, the Indian tailor-bird (Jerdon II., 165). The Duns
and warm valleys.

636. Prinia stewarti, Stewart's wren-warbler (Jerdon II., 171). The Duns

only ; common.

636. Prinia gracilis, Franklin's wren-warbler (Jerdon II., 172). Common at

moderate elevations.

637. Prinia cinereo-capilla, Hodgsons' wren-warbler (Jerdon II., 172). The

Diins and lower hills.

638r Prinia hodgsoni, the Malabar wren-warbler (Jerdon II., 173). Probably

identical with No. 536.

639. Cistioola cursitans, the rufous grass-warbler (Jerdon II , 174), The Duns

only ; rare.

643, Drymoeca inornata, the common wren-warbler (Jerdon II., 178). The

Ddns only ; common.

644. (6«« ) Drymoeca rnfescens, the great rufous wren -warbler (S. F. I., 437).

The Duns only ; rare.

347. Suya crinigera, the brown mountain wren-warbler (Jrdon II., 183).

At 8,000 to 3,800 feet. ,

649. Suya atrigularis, the black-breasted wren-warbler (Jerdon II., 184). From

4,000 to 6,000 feet ; rare.

651. Franklinia buehanani, the rufous-fronted wren-warbler (Jerdon II., 18e).

The Duns only ; rare.
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653. Hypolaia rama, Sykes' warbler (Jerdon II., 139). The Duns onTy ; not

common.

^54. Phylloscopus tristis, the brown tree-warbler (JerdoQ II., 190). The Duns

in the cold weather.

55t. Phylloscopus magnirostris, the large-billed tree-warbler (Jerdon II., 191)'

Not uncommon.

669. PhyUi>.scopiis nitidus, the bright-green tree-warbler (Jerdon II., 198).

Not common.

S60. Phylloscopus viridanus, the greenish tree-warbler (Jerdon II., 193).

Common in the cold-weather.

660. (.bis.) Phylloscopus tytleri, Tytler's tree-warbler (S. F. III., 243N).

Kumaun only ; rare.

,611. Phylloscopus afflnis, Tickell's tree.warbler (Jerdon II., 194). In the cold •

weather ; not common.

662. Phylloscopus indicus, the olivaceous tree-warbler (Jerdon II , 194). In

the cold-weather ; rare

563. RegaLiides occipitalis, the large crowned warbler (Jerdon II., 1 96). Dehra

Dun J very rare,

665. (bis.') Reguloides humii, Brook's tree-warbler (S. F. VII., 131). In the

Duns only ; common in winter.

566. Eegnloides proregulus, the yellow-rumped warbler (Jerdon II., 197).

Not uncommon.

667, Reguloides viridipennis, the green-wiuged warbler (Jerdon II,, 198). Not
uncommon.

569. Colioepeta burkii, the black-browed warbler (Jerdon II,, 199). In the

higher valleys j rare.

671. Abrornis schisticeps, the black-eared warbler (Jerdon II., 201). 6,ocO to

8,000 feet ; common.

673. Abrornis albosuperciliaris, the white-browed warbler (Jerdon II., 202).

Viry common

680. Regains himalayensis. the Himalayan fire-crest (Jerdon II., 206) 8,000

to 1 0,000 feet ; rare.

682. Sylvia afflnis, the allied grey warbler (Jerdon II., 2o9). The Duns only

in the cold-weather.

684. Henicurus maculatus, the spotted forktail (Jerdon II., 212\ Up to 6,000

feet ; common.

586. Henicurus schistaceus, the slaty-backed forktail (Jerdon II, 214).

Kumaun only ; rare.

58?. Henicurus scouleri, the short-tailed forktail (Jerdon II., 214). 2,000 to

6,000 feet ; common.

689 Motacilla madraspatensis, the pied wagtail (Jerdon II., 217). The Dun»
only ; common.

689. (bis.) Motaoilla hodgsoni, Hodgson's pied wagtail (S. F. I., 26). Up to

10,000 feet ; not common.

691. Motacilla personata, the black-faced wagtail (Jerdon 11,, 218). The Duns
only in the winter.
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B92. Calobateg melanope, the grey and yellow wagtail (Jerdon II., 220). Up
to 10,000 feet ; common.

693. Bndytes fiinereocapilla, the grey-capped field wagtail (Jerdon II, 222;

S.F. VI., 363) The Duns only.

593. (6i».) Budytes melanocephala, the black-headed field wagtail (S £". VI.,

863). The Diins only.

893. ((fr.) Budytes flava ; the yellow wagtail (S. F. VI., 3G3). The Duns

only ; common.

594. Budytes calcarata i the black and yellow wagtail (S. F. VII., 401). Dp to

8,000 feet ; not common.

594. (his ) Budytes citreola, the grey-headed yellow wagtail (S. V. VII., 401).

The Duus in winter.

596. AnthuB maculatus ; the Indian tree-pipit (Jerdon II., 228). Up to 8,000

feet ; not rare.

697. Anthus arboreus ; the tree pipit (Jerdon II„ 229). In the Duns in the cold

weather.

600. Corydalla rufnla, the Indian titlark (Jerdon II,, 232). The Duns and

warm valleys.

€04. Agrodroma sordida ; the brown rock-pipit (Jerdon II., 236). Up to 3,000

feet ; not common,

606. Anthus rosaceus, the vinous-throated pipit (Jerdon If , 237). 8,000 to

12,000 feet ; common.

606. Heterura sylrana, the upland pipit (Jerdon II., 239). 3,000 to 8,000 feet

common.

607. Cochoa purpurea, the purple thrush-tit (Jerdon II, 2'13). 8,000 to 9,O0O

feet ; rare.

608. Cochoa viridis, the green thrush-tit (Jerdon II , 243). 3,000 to 8,noo feet •

rare.

609. Pteruthius erythropterus, the red-winged shrike-tit (Jerdon II., 245).

4,000 to 8,000 feel ; rare.

614. Leiothrix lutea, the red-billed hill-tit (Jerdon II., 250). Up to 8,000 feet •

not uncommon.

616. Siva strigula, the stripe-throated hill-tit (Jerdun II., 262). 6,000 to 9,ooo

feet ;not common.

€17. Siva cyanouroptera, the blue-winged hill-tit (Jerdon 11,253). Kumao
7.000 feet ; rare,

623. IxuluB flavicollis, yellow-naped flowerpecker (Jerdon II,, 268) 6,000 to

3,000 feet ; not rare,

626. Yuhina occipitalis,' the slatey-headed bill-tit (Jerdon II., 261). Kumaon,
8,000 feet ; rare.

631. Zosterops palpebrosus, the white-eyed tit (Jerdon II., 266). Common up

to 7,000 feet.

682. Pylviparus modestus, the yellow-browed flowerpecker (Jerdon II,, 267).

4,000 to 8,0(10 feet ; not common.

634. Egithaliscus erythrocephalus, the red-hoaded tit (Jerdon II., 270). 4,000

to 8,000 feet i very common.
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688. LopUophanes melaiiolophus, the crested black-tit (Jerdon II , 273). ,6,000

to 8,000 feet ; common.

640. Loph phanes rufonuchalis, the Simla black-tit (Jerdon II., 274). 9,000 to

12,"00 feet ; not rare.

644. Parus monticoliis, the green-backed tit (Jerdon II., 277). 4,000 to 8.000

feet ; very common.

645 Parus nipalensis, the Indian grey-tit, (Jerdon II., 278 ; S.K. VII., 220N). Up
to 7,0u0 feet, not common.

647. Machlolophus xanthogenys, the yellow-cheeteil tit (Jerdon II., 279). 4,000

to 8,000 feet ; not very eommoQ.

658. C rvus tibetanus, the Thibet raven (Jerdon II., 294). At great eleva-

tions ; rare.

• 660. Corvus culminatus, the Indian corbie (Jerdon II., 295). The Duns only;

common

661. Corvus intermedius, the blackhill crow (Jerdon II., 297). 4,000 to 9,000

feet ; common.

663. Corvus splendens, the common Indian crow (Jerdon II., 298). Up to 6,000

feet ; common.

666. Nucifraga hemispila, the Himalayan nut-cracker (Jerdon II , 304). 6,000

to 10,000 feet ; common.

669. Garrulus bispeoularis, the Himalayan jay (Jerdon II., 8U7). 5 000 to 8,000

feet ; common.

670. Garrulus lanceolatus, the black-throated jay (Jerdon II., 308). 4,000 to

8,f 00 feet ! very common.

67 1

.

UrociBsa occipitalis, the red.billed blue magpie (Jerdon II , 309). 3,000 to

6,000 feet; common.

673. Cissa chinenais, the green jay (Jerdon II., 312). In Kumaon only ; up to

7,000 feet ; rare.

674. Dendrocitta rufs, the common Indian magpie (Jerdon II , 314). The Diina

only ; common.

676. Dendrocitta himalayensis, the Himalayan magpie (Jerdon II., 316). Up to

5,000 feet ! common.

679. Fregilus faimalayanus, the Himalayan chough (Jerdon II, 319). At high

elevations ; rare.

681. Sturnus vulgaris, the common starling (Jerdon II, 321). The Duos ia

winter only ; rare.

663. Sturnopastor contra, the pied starling (Jerdon II,, 328). The DfioB only ;

common.

684. Acridotheres tristis, the common mynah (Jerdon II., 825). Up to 7,000

feet ; common,

686. Acridotheres fuscus, the jungle mynah (Jerdon II., 327). Up to 7,000 feet {

common.

687. Sturnia pagodarum, the Brahminy mynah (Jerdon II,, 329). The Duns

only ; not common.

- 688. Sturnia mslabarica, the grey-headed mynah (Jerdon II., 380). The lower

hills; rare
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690. Pastor roseus, the rose-cloured starling (Jerdon II,, 333). The Dfias

only ; common.

691. Saraglossa spiloptera, the epotted-winged stare (Jerdon 11., 336). Up to

6,000 feet; common,

693. Enlabes intermedia, the Nepal hill mynah (Jerdon II., 339), The Kumaon
bhabar ; rare.

694. Ploceua philippinus, the common weaver-bird (Jerdon II., 343 ; S, F. VI.

399), The Dii^s ; common,

694. ibis) Ploceus megarhynchus, the great billed' weaver-bird (S. F III., 4U6),

Eumaun bhabar ; rare.

69S Ploceua manyar, the striated weaver-bird (Jierdon II., 348). The Duns
only ; common.

698. Munia rubronlgra, the chestnut -bellied munia (Jerdon II., 36S)-. The DuhB
only J rare.

699. Munia punctulata, the spotted munia (Jerdon 11'., 354); Up to. 6,000 feet ;;

not uncommon.

702. Munia acuticauda, the Himalayan munia (Jerdon II., 356). Up to 5,000

feet ; not common.

?u3. Munia malabarica,,the plain brown munia (Jierdon II., 367). The D6ns

only
J
common.

704. Estrelda amandaya, thered wax bill (Jerdon II., 369). The Duns to warm.

Talleys ; rare,

foe. Passer indious, the Indian house-sparrow (Jeedon II , 862). Up to 7,000

feet J
very common.

708. Passer cinnamomeuSi.the cinnamon-headed sparrow (Jerdon II,, 366). 4,000

to 7,000 feet ; common.

TIO. Passer montanus,,the mountain sparrow (Jerdon II., 866). From 3,000 to

7,000 feet ; rare.

711. Gymnoris flavicollis, the yellow-throated sparrow (Jerdon II., 368). Up to

4,000 feet ; common.

714. Embtrizastracheyi, the white-necked bunting (Jerdon IL, 372). From 6,080

to 10,000 feet ; rare.

716. Emberiaa huttoni, the grey-necked bunting- (Jerdon II., 373), Bhagirathi

valley ; rare.

719, Emberiza fucata, the greyheaded bunting (Jerdon II., 375), Kalsi on the

Jumna ; not rare.

720. Emberiza pusilla, the dwarf buntiag (Jerdon II,, 376); Inserted on Jerdon'a

authority.

724. Melophus melanicterus. the crested black bunting (Jerdon II., 381). The

Duns and warm valleys.

726, Hesperiphona ioteriodesj the black and yellow grossbeak (Jerdon II., 884.)

Garhvral, near the snows.

726, Hesperiphona a£aniB,.the allied grossbeak (Jerdon II., 885), Eumaon, near

the snows.

727, Mycerobas melanoxanthus,. the spotted winged grossbeak (Jerdon II., 386).

Dehra Dfin, up to 1 0,000 feet ; rare.

9
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728. Mycerobas camipes, the white-winged grossbeak (Jerdon II., 887).

Kumaon, near the snows ; rare.

7S9. Pyrrhula erythrocephal.1, the red-headed bullfinch (Jerdon II., 389). 6,000

to 10,000 feet ; rare.

788. Carpodacus erythrinus, the common rosefinch (Jerdon II, 398). Up to

10,000 feet ; not rare.

739. Propasser rhodopeplus, the spotted-winged roseflnoh (Jerdon II., 400),

Mussoorle ; rare.

740. Propasser rhodochlamys, the red-mantled rosefinch (Jerdon II., 401),

Garhwal ; rare.

742, Propasser rhodochrous, the pink-browed rosefinch (Jerdon II., 402). 5,000'

to 10,000 feet ; not rare.

748. Propasser pulcherrlmus, the beautiful rosefinch (Jerdon II., 402), Kumaon
(teste Jerdon).

743. (bis.) Propasser ambiguus, Wilson's rcsefinch (S. F. II., 326). GarhwSl

6,000 to 10,000 feet.

748. Callacanthis burtoui, the red-browed finch (Jerdon II., 407). The Interior

of Garhwal ; rare.

749. Carduelis canioeps, the Himalayan goldfinch (Jerdon II., 408). 6,000 ta

10,000 feet ;. common.

7fiO. Hypaoauthis spiuoides, the Him&layan siskin (Jerdon II., 409), 4,000 to

9,000 feet ; not common.

61. Metoponia pusilla, the gold-headed finch (Jerdon II,, 410) Common in the

interior of Garhwal.

752. Fringilla montifringiUa, the mountain finch (Jerdou II., 412). Mussoorie-

(tesie Hutton); doubtful.

763. (bis) Fringillauda sordida, the Himalayan larkfiuch (S. F, 1 , 41), In the

interior of Garhwal.

754. Mirafra assamica, the Bengal bushlark (Jerdon II,, 416). In the Diinaf

v«ry local.

764. (4i«) .Mirafra immaculata, the mountain bushlark (S. F. T., 4
1 ). Near Chak-

rata (Marshall) ; rare.

J66. Mirafra erythroptera, the red-winged bushlark (Jerdon II., 418). In the
Duns only ; not common.

760, Pyrrhnlauda grisea, the black-bellied finch lark (Jerdon II., 424). In the

D&ns only ; common.

761. Calaudrella brachydaotyla, the short-toed lark (Jerdon II„ 426). The Duns
only, in winter ; rare.

763. Otocoris penicillata, the horned lark (Jerdon II., 429), In the interior of
Kumaon.

766. Alauda dulcivox, the Himalayan skylark (Jerdon II., 433 ; S. F. I. 39). At
all elevatious ; not common,

767. Alauda gulgula, the Indian skylark (Jerdon II., 434). The Duns only ;

rare.

772. Crocopus phcenicopterus, the Bengal green pigeon (Jerdon IIL, 447). The
Diins only ; not common.
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1 73. Crocopns clilorigaster, the southern green pigeon (Jerdon III., 448). The
Duns only ; not common,

778. Sphenooerons sphenurus, the kokla green pigeon (Jerdon III., 453). 4,000

to 8,000 ftet ; common.

778. (A/s.) Sphenocercus minor, the lesser kolila (S, F. III., 255). In the warm
valleys of Garhwal.

783. Alsocomus hodgsoni, the speckled wood pigeon (Jerdon III,, 463). Interior

of Kumaon and Garhwdl ; rare.

784. Palumbus casiotis, the Himalayan cushat (Jerdon III., 404). Interior of

Kumaon and Garhwal ; rare.

787. Palumboena eversmanni, the Indian stock pigeon (Jerdon III., 467). The
Duns only, in winter ; rare.

788 Columba intermedia, the Indian rock pigeon (Jerdon III., 469). The Duns

only
J
common.

789, Columba rupestris, the blue hill pigeon (Jerdon III., 470). Rare
; probably

migratory.

790. Columba leuoonota, the white-bellied pigeon (Jerdon III., 471). Near the

snows.

792. Turtur pulchratus, the ashy turtle Aore (Jerdon III,, 476 ; S. F. VI., 421),

6,000 to 10,000 feet ; common

794. Turtur cambaiensis, the brown turtle dove (Jerdon III., 478), The Dfins

and lower hills ; common.

796. Turtur suratensis, the spotted dove (Jerdon III,, 479). Up to 6,000 feet ;

common.

796. Turtur risoria, the common ring dove (Jerdon III., 481) Up to 4,000

feet ; common.

797. Turtur humllis, the red turtle dove (Jerdon III,, 482). The Duns and

warm valleys ; rare.

798. Chalcophaps indica, the bronze-winged dove (Jerdon III., 484). Up to

4,000 feet ; not common.

802. Pterocles exustus, the common sandgrouse (Jerdon III , 602). The Duns

only ; rare.

802. {bis.) Syrrhaptes tibetanus, the Tibetan sandgrouse (S. F. VII., 425). On
the northern borders,

803. Pavo cristatus, the common peacock (Jerdon III., 506), The Dutis only •

common.

804. Lophophorus impeyanug, the monal (Jerdon III., 510). From 8,000 to

12,000 feet ; not uncommon.

805. Ceriornis satyra, the Sikkim horned pheasant (Jerdon III., 516). From

9,000 feet to snow line,

808. Pucrasia macrolopha, the koklas pheasant (Jerdon III., 524). 6,000 to

10,000 feet; not rare,

809. Phasianus wallichil, the chir pheasant (Jerdon III., 527). 5,ooo to 10,000

feet ; scarce.

810. Euplocomus albocristatus, the white-crested kalij pheasant (Jerdou 1U.»

532). Up to 4,000 feet ! common.
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812. Gallus fernigineus, the red jungle fowl (Jerdon III., «36>. The Duns and
warm Talleys.

816. Tetraogallus himalayensis, the Himalayan snowcock (Jerdon III , 549).

At great eleyations.

817. Lerwa nivicola, the snow partridge (Jerdon III., 565). Near the snow

line.

818. Francolinus vulgaris, the black partridge (Jerdon III., 558). Up to 5,000

feet ; common.

820. Caccabi3 chukor, the chukor (Jerdon III., 564). 6,000 to 9,000 feet ; not

common.

822. Ortygornis ponticeriana, the grey partridge (Jerdon III , 669). In the Duns

only ; common.

828. Ortygornis gularis, the kyah partridge (Jerdon III., 672). Kumaon Tarai t

rare.

823. (bis) Perdix hodgsoniae, Mrs. Hodgson's partridge (S, F. VII., 432). Abore

17,000 feet ; very rare.

824. Arboricola torqueolus, the black-throated hill partridge (Jerdon III., 577).

4,000 to 9,000 feet ; common.

826. Arboricola rufogularis, the rufous-throated hill partridge (Jerdon III.,

678). Kumaon only ; rare.

836. Ferdlcula asiatica, the jungle bush-quail (Jerdon III., 581). The Duns and

warm valleys.

829. Cotumix communis, the com quail (Jerdon III , 686). Up to 4,000 feet

;

common.

830. Coturnix coromandelica, the rain quail (Jerdon III., 688). The Ddns only
;

common.

831. Excalfatoria chinensis, the blue-throated quail (Jerdon III., 591). The
Duns only ; rare.

832. Tnrnix taigoor, the black-breasted bustard quail (Jerdon III , 595). The

Dtos ; common.

834. Turnix joudera, the larger button quail (Jerdon III., 699). Kumaon ; lower

hUls.

835. Turnix dussumieri, the button quail (Jerdon III , 600). The Dehra Dun

only ; not common.

838. Sypheotides bengalensis, the florikin (Jerdon III., 616). The Duns only
;

not rare.

839. Sypheotides aurita, the lesser florikin (Jerdon III., 619). The Duns only ;

rare.

843. Glareola lactea, the small swallow plover (Jerdon III., 632). The Duna

only ; not common.

849. jEgialitis curonica, the Indian ringed plover (Jerdon III., 640). The Duna

only J rare.

852 Chettusia gregaria, the black-sided lapwing (Jerdon III., 644). Rare ;

migratory.

8S3. Chettusia lencnra, the white-tailed lapwing (Jerdon III., 646). The Duns ;

rare ; migratory.
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855. Lobiranelds indicus, the red wattled lapwing (Jerdon III., 648). lip to

4,000 feet ; common.

856. Sarciophorus bilobua, the yellow wattled lapwing (Jerdon III., 649). The

Duns ; a rare straggler.

8B7. Hoploptsrua Tentralls, the spur-wlnged lapwing (Jerdon III., 650). By
the hig rivers.

•«58. Esacus recurvirostris, the great stone-plover (Jerdon III., 652). The
D&ns ; a rare straggleT.

859. CEdicnemus crepitans, the stone-plover (Jerdon III. 654). The Diins only ;

not common.

864. Grua leucogeranus, the toge white crane (Jerdon III., 663), Migrating j a

rare straggler.

665. Grus cinerea, the common crane (Jerdon III., 66»). An occasional cold-

weather migrant.

866. Anthropoidea virgo, the demoiselle crane (Jerdon III., 666) . An occasional

cold'weather migrant,

867. Scolopax rustioola, the woodcock I^Jerdon III., 670). Up to 18,000 feet ;

not common.

8fi8. Gallinago nemoricola, the wood snipe (Jerdon III., 672). The Duns ; not

coQimuB.

869. Gallinago solitaria, the Hiradlayan solitary snipe (Jerdon III., 673). Up to

12,000 feet ; rare.

871. Gallinago scolopaeinus, the common snipe (Jerdon 111 , 674). The Duns ;

common in winter.

872. Gallinago galliuula, the jack snipe (Jerdon III., 676). the Duns ; common
in winter.

873. Bhynchsaa hengalensia, the painted snipe (Jerdon III.. 677). The Duns
only ; not rare.

879 Ibidorhynohua strnthersii, the red-billed curlew <Jerdon III,, 686). In the

interior j rare.

880. Machetes pugnax, the ruff (Jerdon III,, 687). The Duns only ; in the

winter,

884. Tringa miuita, the little stint (Jerdon III., 690). In the Duns in winter ;

occasionally.

885. Tringa temminckii, the white tailed stint (Jerdon III., 691). In the Dlins,

in winter ; occasionally.

891. Aotitis glareola, the spotted sandpiper (Jerdon 111., 697). In the Duns in

winter ; occasionally.

892. Actitis ochropus, the green sandpiper (Jerdon III., 698). An occasional

migrant.

893. Actitis hypoleucos, the common sandpiper (Jerdon III., 699). Along the

shores of rivers.

894. Tetanus glottis, the greenshanks (Jerdon III , 700). An occasional

migrant.

895. Tetanus stagnatilia, the little greenshanks (Jerdon 111., 701). A rare

migrant.
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896. Totanua fnscus, the spotted redshanks (Jerdon III., 702). A rare

migrant.

897. Totan\is calidrig, the redshanks (Jerdon III. 702). A rare migrant.

898. Himantopus candidus, the stilt (Jerdon III., 704). A rare migrant in the

Diins.

900 Metopidus indicus, the bronze-winged jacana (Jerdoa III , 708). The
Kumaun Tarai and Diins.

901. Hydrophasianua chirurgns, the pheasant-tailed jacana (Jerdon III., 709).

The Duns and warm valleys.

903. Fulica atra, the baldooot (Jerdon III., 715). The Dfins and warm

valleys.

905. Gallinula chloropus, the water-hen (Jerdon 111,718). Up to S,000 feet ;

common.

907. Erythra phoenicura, the white-breasted water-hen (Jerdon III., 720). In

the Duns ; common.

908. Porzana akool, the brown rail (Jerdon III., 7S2). The Diins ; rather

rare.

910. Porzana bailloni, Baillon's crake (Jerdon III., 723). Up to 5,000 feet ; not

common.

911. Porzana fusea, the ruddy rail (Jerdon III., 724). Bhira Til ; rare.

916. Leptoptilus javanicus, the hair-crested stork (Jerdon III, 732). The Duns

only ; rare.

917. Myeteria australls, the black-necked stork (Jerdon III., 734). The Diins

only ; rare.

918. Ciconia nigra, the black stork (Jerdon III., 735). The Duns only
j

rare,

919. Ciconia alba, the white stork (Jerdon III, 736). The Diins only;

rare.

920. Ciconia episcopa, the white-necked Btork (Jerdon III., 737). 'Xiie Diins

only ; rare.

923. Ardt-a cinerea, the blue heron (Jerdon III., 741), The Diins and lower

hills ; rare.

924. Ardea purpurea, the purple heron (Jerdon III., 743). The Diins only ;

rare.

926. Herodias alba, the large egret (Jerdon III., 744). The Diins only;

ra'e.

926. Herodias intermedia, the smaller egret (Jerdon III., 746). The Duns

only.

927. Herodias garzetta, the little egret (Jerdon III., 746). The Diins only
;

rare.

929. Buphus coromandus, the cattle egret (Jerdon III., 749). The Duns

only.

930. Ardeola grayi, the pond heron (Jerdon III., 751). The Duns only;

common.

931. Batorides javanioa, the little green heron (Jerdon III., 75 J). The Duns

only.
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9SS. Ardetta cinnamomea, the chestnut bittern (Jerdon III,, 766). Bhim Tal
;

common.

936. Botaurua stellaris, the bittern (Jerdon III., 757) The Diins only j

rare.

937. Nycticorax griseua, the uight heron (Jerdon III., 758). The Diins and warm

valleys j rare.

938. Tantalus leucocephalus, the pelican ibis (Jerdon III., 76 1 ) The Ddns only ;

rare,>

941. Threskiornis melanocephalua, the white ibis (Jerdon III., 768). The Duns

only ; rare.

913. Gcronticus papillosus, the black ibis (Jerdon III , 769). The D&as only;

rare.

946. Anser cinereus, the grayleg goose (Jerdon III., 779). Migratory ; notcom-
mon.

949. Anser indicus, the barred-headed goose (Jerdon III., 782). An occasional

migrant.

950. Sarkidiornis melanotus, the black-backed goose (Jerdon III., 786). The
Diins only.

961. Nettapus coromandelianus, the cotton tenl (Jerdon III., 786). The Duns
only.

952. Dendrocygna javanica, the whistling teal (Jerdon III., 789). The Diins

only.

953. Dendrocygna fulra, the large whistling teal (Jerdon III ,790). A straggler

from the east.

954. Casarca rutila, the ruddy sheldrake (Jerdon III , 791) An occasional mi-

grant

957. Spatula clypeata,- the shoveller (Jerdon III., 796). A cold weather
migrant.

958. Anas bosohas, the mallard (Jerdon III., 798). An occasional

migrant.

959. Anas poecilorhyncha, the spotted-billed duck (Jerdon III., 799). The Dflna

only.

961. Chaulelasmus streperus, the gadwall (Jerdon III., 802). An occasional mi.

grant.

962. Dafila acuta, the pin-tailed duck (Jerdon III., 803). An occasional

migrant.

964. Querqiiedula crecca, the common teal (Jerdon III., 806), A regular

migrant.

965. Querquedula circia, the blue-winged teal (Jerdon III., 807). A regular mi-
grant.

967. Branta ruflna, the red-crested pochard (Jerdon III., 811). An occasional

migrant.

968. Fuligula ferina, the red-headed pochard (Jerdon III., 812). A rare

migrant.

969. Fuligula nyroca,tbe white-eyed duck (Jerdon III, 813). An occasional mi-
grant.
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972. Mergus mergaoBer, the merganser (Jerdon III., 8 1 r). On the large river?

;

common.

974. Podioeps cristatus, the crested grebe (Jerdon III., 821), A rare straggler

from the east.

975. fodiceps minor, the little grebe (Jerdon lit, 822). Up to 4,000 feet ; com-

mon.

985, Sterua seena, the large river tern (Jerdon III., 838). The Duns only;

rare.

987. Sterna jaranica, the black-bellied tern fJerdon III , 840). The Duns only

;

not common.

1003. Pelecanus javanicus, the lesser white pelican (Jerdon 111.^867). An occa-

sional migrant.

1001. Pelecanus philippensis, the grey pelican (Jerdon III., 858). An occasional-

migrant.

1006. Graculus carbo, the large cormorant (Jerdon III., 861). On the large

rivers j common.

1007. Graculus javanicus, tb£ little cormoi'ant (Jerdon. III., 863), The Dung.

only ; not rare.

1008. Plotus melanogaster, the Indian snake-bird (Jerdon 11I,,.865). The Duns

only,

Befebbkoeb.
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REPTILES.

Reptiles are vertebrate animals that breathe by lungs and are

cold-blooded and for the most part oviparous. They include frogs,

toads, lizards, chameleons, salamanders, tortoises, turtles and ser-

pents and are very widely and commonly distributed throughout

India. When Dr. Giinther wrote his great work (1864) on Indian

.
reptiles, 282 species of snakes were recorded

from India including British Burma, ofwhich

79 species were venomous, but of the latter 44 were marine snakes

{ff^drophidai) and of the remainder 17 were arboreal species,

10
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reducing the venomous teirestrial snakes to 18, of which only six sse

at all common. Theobald in his " Catalogue of the reptiles of

British India," published in 1876, omits the marine snakes and

describes 188 species, of which only 33 are venomous. The follow-

ing list only includes species actually collected by Dr. Watson in

Kumaon and of the 23 recorded, eight are venomous, a proportion

not found in the plains of India, A reference is given under each

species to Theobald's woi-k, where a description will be found.

REPTILIA.

Order Sauria or Land Lizards.

Group LeptoglosscB.

Varanus Dracaena, Linn.: common water lizard, attains to four

feet in length, brownish olive colour, dotted with black scales :

common near rivers. Th. 38.

Mocoa Mmalayana, Ounth. : four inches long, of which tail is half:

colour above greenish olive, with a few interrupted series of dark

and whitish dots ; a dark lateral band from nose through eyes, mar-

gined above with white : common. Th. 57.

Mocoa sacra, Stol.: body 1"37, tail 2 inches : colour light bronze

brown, with a few dark brown spots accompanied by one or two in-

distinct pale spots scattered on head and body : very common.

Th. 57.

Group Pachyglossee.

Hemidactylus maculatus, D. et B. : length SJ inches : colour

brownish olive or dark brown above, with darker spots, bands or

streaks : occurs at low levels. Th. 75.

Gymnodactylus Lawderanus, Stol. : length about 4 inches : colour

greenish brown, densely marbled and spotted with dark brown :

rare, occurs in Almora. Th. 81.

Sitana pondiceriana, Cuv. : about 5^ inches, fawn-coloured with

rhomboidal dark spots on the back and a pale yellowish streak from

below the eye through the ear to the loins : frequent. Th. 102.

Calotes versicolor, Baud.: the blood-sucker; grows 14 to 16

inches ; m summer, the males have the body red, head and neck

yellowish picked out with red : very common up to 4,000 feet,

Th. 109,
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Stellio tuberculatus, Gray : body 5 and tail 8^ inches : colour dark

olive : very common up to 5,000 feet. Th. 116.

Stellio melanurus, Elyth : body 3"7 and tail 7"7 inches : colour

olive grey : somewhat rare. Th. 117.

Stellio Dai/anus, Stol.: body 6 and tail 12 inches : colour in adults

blackish : found in the Bhabar. Th. 117.

Order Ophidia or Snakes.

Group 1.

—

Harmless coluhrine snake».

Typhlops bothnorhynch^s, Gunth.: grows to 11 inches ; browa

above and below or with the terminal half of scales slightly paler :.

occurs in Bhabar. Th. 122.

Typlilops tenuicollis, Peters : colour olive, browner above, yel-

lowish below : Bhabar. Th. 123.

TypMops porrectus, Stol.:. grows to 11 inches : colour above pale

chocolate or leaden brown above shading into paler below : Bhabar.

Th. 124.

Simotes Russellii, Daud.: grows to 27 inches : colour brownish

olive with three dark arrow-shaped bands on the head very distinct

and body crossed with about twenty white-edged black bars : belly

yellow : very common on grassy slopes. Th. 150.

Simotes punctulatus, Giinth. : grows to 36 inches : colour brown

either crossed by numerous straight light, black edged bands, about

two scales broad or crossed by irregular lines- formed by the black

edges of some scales or with some twenty-two pairs of pale black-

edged spots down the back, more or less confluent : rare. Th. 152.

Ahlabes tenuiceps, Blyth : grows to 14 inches : colour above uni-

form blackish ash, below whitish : frequent. Th. 154.

Ahlabes Rappii, Giinth. : grows to 23 inches : colour uniform dark

bronze brown or blackish above, whitish below r common. Th. 154.

Ahlahes collaris, Gray : grows to 32 inches r colour brown above,

white below with black dots ; a black collar yellow margined behind

on the nape sometimes with a number of black dots : common.

Th. 156.

Compsosoma semifasciatum, Blyth : colour above pale olive grey

transversely dark barred and spotted j a horse-shoe mark with the
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ends directed backwards on the occipitals ; a pale, elongate, lateral

ocellus on each occipital : belly whitish or with a slight dusky tinge:

common. Th. 164.

Compsosoma Hodgsonii, Giinth. : grows to 63^ inches : colour

uniform brownish olive : skin and margin of some scales black ;

lower parts yellowish : common. Th. 166.

Ptyas mucosus, Linn. : the rat-snake or dhdman of the plains ;

grows to 91 inches ; colour light brownish alive ; scales with dusky

margins producing a reticulated appearance on the hind part of the

body and the pointed tail : very common. This with S. Russellii

comprise nineteen-twentieths of all the snakes killed in the hills.

Th. 168.

Tropidonotus platyceps, Blyth : grows to 30 inches : colour in

males above, dark brown, with a long elliptical mark on the neck

and two rows of small blackish spots along the back anteriorly :

below yellowish finely mottled with dusky green and a distinct

blackish band on each side : a coral red band along the ends of the

ventrals : common on ground under trees. Th. 174.

Psammophis condanarus, Merr. : grows to 40 inches r colour buff

oryellowish : isabelline brown with a dark stripe, two broad scales

down either side of the back from head to tail and a broader dark

stripe on either side of the belly which is yellowish : common. Th.

187.

Lycodon striatus, Shaw : brown or black barred with yellow, the

bars being broken up on the sides and a bright yellow collar on the

neck : grows to about 20 inches ; frequent. Th. 199.

Pytlion molunis, Linn. : ajgar, chardo in Kumaun ; grows to

about 30 feet, but specimens over 20 feet are rare ; have seen one

of 25 feet killed in the Eastern Diin of Dehra ; coloration like the

Daboia, but several shields on the head and scales in 65 rows round

the middle of the body : common up to 5,000 feet : seen in Bhiibar,

at Ukhimath and below Tdngnath. Th. 206.

Group 2.— Venomous coliibrine snaJces.

Naja tripudians, Merr.: cobra, known as kobra, ndg, kdla-samp,

pkanwala ; grows to 70 inches and is very common in the hills.

Ueck dilatable into a hood ; scales smooth in 15 rows on the body,
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but more numerous on the neck : nostril between two shields.

Colour very variable from pale yellowish to pale and dark brown

and black. The spectacle marks on the hood also vary in develop-

ment and are sometimes replaced by a pale oval eye-shaped mark

with a dark centre. Th. 208.

Naja Elwps, Schl. : the ashuriya of the plains ; grows up to 200

inches, has been identified from Pithoragarh and K^ladhiingi and

occurs also in the eastern Bhabar. It is difHcult to distinguish be-

tween young specimens and the cobra ; they are, however, of a pure

jet black. The adult female is olive brown with paler cross bands

deeply edged with black : beneath white mottled with black about

the tail ; throat yellow. Th. 209.

Callophis MacClellandii, Reinh.: grows to about 30 inches and

is rare in Kumaon. Body and tail reddish brown with generally a

black vertebral line from the nape to the tip of the tail : head and

neck black, with a yellow bar behind the eyes ; belly yellowish

with black cross bands or quadrangular spots. Sometimes the belly

bars are alternately short and long, giving the appearance of a chain

of supra-abdominal spots. Tail black ringed or sometimes without

rings and belly only spotted and sometimes the vertebral line is

absent and the body encircled with black rings. Th. 214.

Bungarus cceruleus, Schn. : the karait of the plains and here fre-

quent in the valleys. Colour above deep lustrous blue-black uni-

form or streaked and reticulated with white ; below white ; grows

to 54 inches. Compared with the cobra it is a sluggish snake and

does not possess a hood but like most snakes, however, it has the

power, when irritated of compressing laterally the anterior six inches

of its body. Th. 215.

Group 3.— Venomous viperine snakes.

Daboia Russellii, Shaw : grows to 54 inches and is common in

the hills. Colour above greyish or reddish brown with three rows

of blackish-brown annular ocelli each surrounded by an inner white

and an outer black ring down the back and sides : the vertebral

series ovate, the others circular and sometimes with supplementary

ocelli of small size interspersed below between the others. A broad

arrow mark on the head formed by two pale lines from the snout

over the eyes to the temporal region. Eostral and labials, yellowish
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with brown margins. Belly yellowiah or marbled with brown.

Th. 217.

Group 4.— Venomous pitted vipers.

Trimesurus carinatus, Gray : colour above uniform grass green

paler below or whitish : tail yellowish or rusty : grows to 37 inches

This is one of the handsomest of the arboreal species and is frequent

in the hills, Siwaliks and Bhabar. It is easily lecognised by its

head being much thicker than its neck or body. Th. 221.

Trimesurus monticola, Gray : colour in males blackish ash, in

females and young pale brown. Two rows of square black spots

along the back, alternately placed or confluent : sides black or brown

spotted : a yellow or white streak from the eye to the neck with a

Y-like mark on the neck : belly densely marbled brown : grows to 21

inches : rare, occurs in valleys. Th. 220.

Halys himalayanus, Giinth.: colour dark brown, indistinctly

spotted with darker spots transverse, edged with black : belly black,

marbled with yellowish : a blackish band from the eye to the gape :

grows to 25 inches : very common above 10,000 feet : found on Bin-

sar. Th. 225.
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FISHES.

Fishes form the fourth division of the Vertebratae. Like the

mammals, birds and reptiles, they possess a

vertebra, but they are cold-blooded and

breathe by means of gills. The body may be divided into the head,

trunt and tail and is provided with fins which according to their

position are called pectoral, ventral, anal, caudal, adipose, and dorsal

fins. For the fishes of India we fortunately possess Day's great

M'ork which will enable the local student at once to distinguish his

captures. The following list is extracted from Dr. Day's articles^

on the " Geographical distribution of Indian fresh-water fishes" and

gives a reference to the description of each species in his ' Fishes of

India.' There are sixteen families comprising- eighty-seven genera

of fresh-water fishes found in India and Burma. Of these two only

are common to Africa and India only (not being Malayan) both

being likewise Palsearctic : 32 extend to the islands of the Malayan

archipelago and 12 are common to the Indian, African and Malayan

regions, of which six are likewise Palsearctic. Further, if the 369

species comprised in the Indian genera be taken, two only are Afri-

can and not Malayan, but they are also Palsearctic : 27 are common

to India and the Malayan archipelago and two to India, Africa

and the Malayan region. In the Himalaya there are two great

classes, the Tartarian fauna from the Palsearctic regions and the

Hindustan forms and amongst the latter, the hill Barbels have a well-

marked distinct position. Altogether the Himalayan region con-

tains recorded representatives of some eighteen genera, bat much

still remains to be done by local workers in accurately recording the

distribution of species. Every one knows the bewildering mass of

vernacular names for fishes that obtain in every district, but a care-

ful study of Day will enable the naturalist with a fresh specimen

> Journ. Linn. Soc, XIII., 138,338: XIV., 534,1878-79: from which tlie

facts as to distribution are taken: see also " i ishes of YarJiand," Progs. Zol. Soc,

1876, p. 781.
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before him to determine the names of the following amongst others

that are said to occur in the Kumaun Division :

—

selo, haldyan,

kalonji, gulydl, gadMla, ndi, bain, gadera, bakulo, kanaluwa, kotuwa,

jydhu, pharkato, mingaro, unero, hhagtera, sanero, damaruwa, aro,

balsulo, dudhilo, gauro, hhegi, saulya,- kano, gdlar, kdli-karndl, kar-

gato, paparuwa, cMlaluwa and the dry-fish known as ashidla.

Some of these fishes are found in shallow pools near the sources

of the great rivers and such are provided with a transverse inferior

mouth and a sucker behind the lower jaw with which they attach

themselves to the rocks in order to resist the force of the current.

The cold in winter in these elevated regions is intense and in tho

southern tract abutting on the plains the waters are ever warm.

In the Tarai, the Bhuksas and the Tharus catch fish chiefly for

their own consumption and in the hills the Doms are the principal

fishermen. All classes in the hills except a few Brahmans and

Baniyas eat fish at all times. No sustained and systematic eff'orts

have ever been made to protect fish from poachers and the wanton

destruction of fry and mature fish goes on almost unchecked. In

the tract along the foot of the hills between the Sarda and the Gan-

ges, nets with meshes 5-f" are used and the great fishing season takes

place in the cold weather. In the hills spearing fish by torch-light

is sometimes resorted to and in GarhwAl they are often snared in

nooses made of white horse-hair which are attached to a line strech-

ed across a river and near each group of nooses, a brightly-coloured

flower or piece of cloth is fastened. The line is kept in its position

by a leaden weight and the curious fish attracted by the novel object

presented to them come swimming around it and are easily entangled

in the nooses.

The Superintendent of Dehra Dun reported on the state of fish-

conservancy in his district in the following terms and there is reason

to believe that what was writteii in 1871 is true of 1881 :

—

" Breeding fish are destroyed in great numbers and the small

fry are also largely captured. The former are taken in the com-

mencement of the rains in every conceivable manner. At that time,

they run up small streams and are then killed with sticks, are caught

in nets, in baskets, by hooks fastened on lines and in many other

ways. Small fry are taken at the end of the rains in baskets placed

in fields at the outlets for irrigation-water and in the cold-weather
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they are captured wholesale in small-meshed nets. From the month

of March up to the beginning of the rains, streams are dammed and

turned. In the districts along the foot of the hills the mountain

torrents, when they burst from the hills, have three or four different

beds, all of which are full during the rains, but afterwards only one.

One year the stream is in one of these beds and another year in

another. The poachers choose a spot where the stream and an old

bed are in close proximity and both have good pools in them. They

then fix nets right across the stream about a mile, or more, below

this spot : first, nets with large meshes, and then nets with smaller

meshes which are kept in position by heavy stones placed on their

lower edge and floats above. When the nets are all ready the

operators dam up the stream, and open a water-way into the old bed,

§0 that the force of the water soon cuts a deep way for itself, and

then the late bed of the stream is left dry, except in the deep holes.

All fish that try to escape down are stopped by the nets. The

poachers then take away all the fish they want, and leave the rest

to perish gradually as the pools dry up. Small fry may sometimes

be seen lying dead, six and eight inches deep, in these holes. The

poachers, in a day or two, go through the same process somewhere

else lower down, and after a month or so when the fish have become

accustomed to the new bed, they commence at the top again, and

return the stream into its late bed, catching all the fish in the new

bed.' This is one of the most deadly modes of poaching, but, in

addition to. this process during the same period, the poachers are in

the habit of using nets of very small meshes, with which they catch

the young fry of the larger kinds of fish where damming the stream

is impracticable."

Some improvement has of late been effected in Dehra D6n with

the co-operation of the landholders by limiting the size of the mesh

in common use to one and a half inch between knot and knot ; by

prohibiting the sale of young fry in the markets and by establishing

a close season during the first two months of the rains, but it is

found that something more than private influence is required to

check the wasteful use of this great food resource. In the hills

some action should be taken to protect the mahdser. This fish so

good for food and sport commences to run up the smaller streams

' See further Day's official report on Indian fisheries.

11
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a;bout the end of March or beginning of April, and in June-July

large specimens weighing ten to fifteen pounds may be seen in little

streams not more than a few yards wide. These are all heavy with

spawn and fall easy victims to the poacher. Where the streams

narrow and run between rocks, the Doms fasten a series of strings

with sharp strong barbed hooks every three inches to the rocks on

each side and in this way secure a vast number of the larger fish.

In the hills also the poisoning of pools with various vegetable drugs

is a common practice and could easily be discouraged. The portions

of plants more commonly used for this purpose are the bark of

Zanthoxylon hostile, Wall., the tini'ir and tejbal of Kumaon, com-

mon throughout the hills : the fruit of Casearia tomentosa, Eoxb.,

the cMla of the Siwalik tract and Anagallis arvensis, Linn., the

jonkhmdra and jaighani of Kumaon, of which the whole plant tritu-

rated is used to poison fish or to expel leeches from the nostrils

hence its vernacular name. It is plausibly stated that fish are not

such a common article of food as to need conservation, but it is pre-

cisely for this reason that they should be protected. Fish are

universally eaten by the casteless classes that form the majority of

the population and who are also the first to sufl^er in times of scarcity.

It is not so necessary to protect the food-resources of the rich and

powerful as to conserve those which might be made available for

the poor labouring man and his family when famine is abroad. I

would, therefore, strongly urge the prohibition of poaching and the

introduction of a close season for the carp tribe : in fact the intro-

duction of Ross' Ddn rules by legislative enactment.

PISCES.

ORDER PHYSOSTOMI.

Family

—

Silurid^.

Silurus Afghana, Gunth. Day, 481. Procured from Afghfin-

istdn, Kashmir, Darjiling.

Amblyceps Mangois, Buch. Day, 490. Procured from Kangra

and Darjiling and found in the upper Jumna.

Bagarius Yarrellii, Buch. Day, 495. The g4nch found near

Hardwar and called the fresh-water shark. It attains a length of

six feet or more.
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Glyptosternum Lonab, Sykes. Day, 496. Procured in th&

head-waters of the Jumna.

Glyptosternum trilineatum, Blyth. Day, 497. Procured from

Nepdl.

Glyptosternum conirostre, Stein.. Day^ 497. Him^Iayalt

streams.

Glyptosternum Botia, Buch. Day, 497. A mountain stream-

species found in the upper Jumna.

Glyptosternum pectinopterum, Day, 499. Found in tho-

Himalaya from Kangra to Darjiling.

Eiuglyptostemum lineatum, Day, 500. Found in the upper

Jumna.

Family.

—

Ctprinid^. Carps.

Homaloptera maculata, Gray. Day, 525. Found in the Hi-

m^aya, also in the WynM and Bhaw4ni rivers, Madras.

Discognathus Lamta, Buch. Day, 527. Pathar-chata, com-

mon in the great rivers having their origin in the hills ; taken in

Chamba in the Himalaya.

Oreinns sinuatus, Heckel. Day, 529. Occurs in the rivers

within the hills and attaches itself by a sucker to the rocks and

boulders and thus resists the action of the current. The species of

this genus with ScMzopygopsis, Schizothorax, Ptycoharbus, and Bip-

tychus are strictly residents of the hilly regions of the Himalaya,

though a few descend to the plains. The genus Oreinus extends

from Afghanistan along the Himalaya to the frontiers of China.

They also descend a short distance into the rivers of the plains and

are absent from the level plateaus on the summit of the Hima-

laya.

Oreinus Richardsonii, Gray. Day, 530. This is the so-called

mountain-trout of Kumaon, of which a figure is given by McClelland

in J. A. S., Ben., IV., 39.

Oreinus plagiostomus, Heckel. Day, 530. This species occurs

throughout the Himalaya from Afghanistan to Bhutan.

Schizopygopsis Stoliczkse, Steind. Day, 531. Found in the

cold waters of the Himalaya about the source of the Indus, Tibet

;
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where the rivers are snow-fed and many of them never reach the
isea.

Schizothoraxprogastus.McClell. Day, 532. The dindwa of
these Provinces : occurs from the head-waters of the Ganges eas^
wards.

Bchizothorax esocinus, Heckel, ;Day, 533. Procured in Kash-
mir and Laddk.

Ptycobarbus comrostris, Steind. Day, 533. Procured in the

head-waters of the Indus and Tibet.

Diptychus maculatus, Steiud. Day, 534. Procured in the

head- waters of the Indus and Ydrkand rivers, Tibet and Nepal.

Labeo diplostomus, Heckel. Day, 540. The muheli of Hard-

war occurs in the Himalayan rivers from the Panjab to. Asam, in-

cluding the rivers at their bases.

Labeo dyocheilus, M'Clell. Day, 540. The buwdla of these

Provinces : occurs in the same localities as the preceding.

Labeo Pangusia, Buch. Day, 541. Occurs throughout the,

Himalayan range and descends to the delta of the Ganges.

Labeo microphthalmns, Day, 542. Occurs in the Him^aya..

Labeo sindensi^, Day, 544. Occurs at Hardwar.

Cirrhina Latia, Buch, Day, 548. Occurs along the Himalaya

in the hUl rivers.

Barbus chilinoides, M'ClelL Day, 563. Occurs throughout

the Him&laya as far east as As4m and descends into the Ganges.

Barbus Tor, Buch. Day, 564. Occurs throughout the hUl

rivers : the mahdser of fishermen.

Barbus hexastichus, M'CIelt. Day, 565» Occurs commonly

in all rivers on and around the Himalaya.

Apidoparia Jaya, Buch. Day, 585. The paihruioa of Hard-

wfir : occurs also at Rajpur on the Jumna.

Barilius Vagra, Buch. Day, 589. Common in the rivers of

the Himalayan and sub-Himalayan ranges. The fishes of the genus

Barilius prefer rapid streams and frequently ascend the rivers of the

hills.
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Barilius Schacra, Buch. Day, 590. Procured from Hard-

Barilius Bendelisis, Buch. Day, 590. Found in the Hima-
layan rivers and also in the plains (except Sind and the Malabar

coast) and Ceylon.

Danio sequipinnatus, M'Clell. Day, 596. Hitherto received

only from the Himalayan rivers eastward of Nepal.

Danio Dangila, Buch. Day, 596. Procured in the hills near

Darjiling and in the Gangetic delta.

Botia nebulosa, Blyth. Day, 606. Hitherto only from Darji-

ling.

Botia DarioBuch. Day, 606. Procured at Hardwar.

Botia Geto, Buch. Day, 606. Found from Sind through the

Panjdb and Himalaya to Asam.

Botia almorhse, Gray. Day, 607. Found in the Bnkl river

below Almqra, also in Kashmir.

Leptocephalichthys Guntea, Buch. Day, 609. From the Pan-

j4b to Asdm, including several of the Himalayan rivers.

Nemacheilus rupicola, M'Clell. Day, 616. Occurs in the

rivers of the upper Him^aya and (?) Tibet at 16,000 feet above the

level of the sea.

Nemacheilus montanus, M'Clell. Day, 616. Occurs through-

out the Himalaya.

Nemacheilus zonatus, M'Clell. Day, 618. Occurs in the Jum-

na, Ganges and their affluents : taken in Dehra Diin.

Nemacheilus ladacensis. Giinth. Day, 618. Tibet.

Nemacheilus spilopterus, Cuv. Day, 620. Recorded from

the Himalaya.

Nemacheilus marmoratus, Heckel. Day, 620. Recorded from

the Kashmir lake.

Nemacheilus Stoliczkse, Steind. Day, 620. Taken in the

Indus near Leh and in the Ydrkand river.

Nemacheilus gracilis, Day. Day, 621. Taken in the head-

waters of the Indus."
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Zoology {Invertebrata).

CONTENTS.
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MOLLUSCA.

The section of this order found in the Himalaya is confined to

Terrestrial and fluvia- land and fresh-water shells. No special

tile shells. work on the hill species has yet heen written,

but they are incidentally noticed in the catalogues quoted amongst

the references at foot. The animals of this class possess a head fur-

nished with organs of touch and vision and sometimes of hearing.

Some live on land, but most live in water and little has yet been

done to describe the animals themselves apart from their shells. My
thanks are due to Mr. W. Theobald for placing his lists at my
disposal. I have again to repeat that these lists are neither exhaust-

ive nor up to the present state of science, but are merely suggestive

notes which will aid those who desire thoroughly to investigate the

local fauna.

Class GASTEROPODA.

Family Melaniidce.

Melania, Lam.—scabra, Miill. 0. 1. 1. 73 ; /. 1-7 : tuberculata,

Miill. C.I. t. 74;/. 1-4.

Family Ampullaridce.

Ampullaria, Lam,—globosa, Swain. ; 0. 1., t. 113 ;/. 3-5. ?

Family Viviparidoe.

Vivipara, Lam.—bengalensis, Lam. ; 0. 1, t. 76. /. 8-10 : dissi-

milis, Mull. ; C. I., t.' 100 ; /. 3, 4.

Family Eissoidce.

Bithynia, Lam.—cerameopoma, Benson ; C. I. t. 38. /. 1, 4. ? :

pulchella, Benson; 0. 1, t. 38 ; /. 5, 6.

Tricula, Benson.—montana, Benson ; An. Mag. N. H. 1862,

p. 415.
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Family Zonitidm

Macrochlamys, Benson.—chloroplax, Benson; C. 1. 1. 32 ;/. 1, 4,

glauca, Benson ; C. I. t. 63 j /. 10 : indica, Benson ; C. I. <. 87 ; .

7, 10 : splendens, Huttm; C. 1. 1. 51 ;/. 7, 10 : nuda, Pf. C. 1. 1. 31

;

/. 7, 10 : vesicula, Benson; 0. 1. «. 63 ;/. 4-6 : ornatissima, Benson;

C. I. i. 60 ;/. 4 : planiuscula, Benson; C. I. t. 32 ;/. 7, 10 : prona

Nee. Moll. Yark. Mis.

Sitala, Adams.—^Bullula, Hutton ; C. I. t, 61
; /. 2, 3 : Nana,

Huttm ; C. I. <• 61 ;/. 7-9 : radicicola, Benson ; C. 1. 1. 62 ; /. 10.

Kaliella, W. J3/an/.—barakporensis, Pf. ; C. I. t. 87 ; /. 7 :

fastigiata, Hutton ; 0. 1. /. 16 ; /. 5.

Hemiplecta, Albers.—monticola, Hutton ; 0. 1, t. 52 ; /. 3.

Ariophanta, JDesmo.—cjcloirema, Benson ; C. I. *., 28 ; /. 10.

Helicarion, Ferussac.—monticola, Benson ; Pf. Mon. II., 497 :

scutella, Benson ; G. I. t. 66 ; /. 1, 4 : cassida, Hutton ; J. A. S.

Bene., VII., 214 ; Flemingii, Pf. ; C.I. t. 66 ; /. 5, 6 : ovatas, H.

Blanf.; J. A. S. Ben. 1871, ii., 44.

Family Heliddce : Snails.

Fraticola, Hildreth.—Huttoni, Pf.

Vallonia, Risso.—humilis, Hutton ; C. 1. 1. 61 ;/. 4-6,

Peronseus, Albers.—csenopictus, Hutton.

Napasus, Albers.—arcuatus, Hutton ; C. I. t., 20 ;./. 2, 7 : Boy-

sianus, Benson ; 0. 1, f. 22 ; /. 6 : ceratinus, Benson ; 0. 1, t. 80 ;

/. 2 : caelebs, Benson; C. I. «. 80 ;/. 1 : fallaciosus, Stol.; kunawa-

rensis, Hutton; C.I. <. 19 ; /. 3 : pretiosus, Cantor; C. 1. 1. 23 ; /.

7 : rufistrigatus, Benson; C. I. f. 20 ;/. 4 ; t. 23, f. 10 : segregatus,

Benson; C. I. t. 80 ; /. 10 : Smithii, Benson; C. I. «. 20 ; /. 6 :

vibex, Hutton ; C. I, t. 20 ; /., 5 : f. 23, /. 2.

Opeas, Albers.—gracilis, Hutton ; Pf. ii., 157 : latebricola, Ben-

son; C,I t. 79,f 7.

Glessula, Albers.—^balanus, Benson ; Gl. in So. I. i. 8, / 12 :

iota, Benson ; leptospira, Benson ; C. I. t. 35, /. 2 ?

Cylindrus, -Pite.—^insularis, Eh. ; C. 1. 1. 22, f. 10.

Pupa, Drapar.—eurina, Benson; C.I. i. 101, /. 10: orcula,

Benson ; C. I.t. 87 ; /. 1, 4 : plicidens, Benson ; C. I. ft 100 ; fj 8 :

tutula, Benson ; Conch. Icon, 625, t. 84.
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Buccinea, Draper.—Bensoni, P/. ,• C. I. t, 67; /. 9 : indica, P/!,

C. I. t. 67, /. 1, 4.

Clausilia, Z^rapen—^cylindrica, Gray ; C I. (. 24, / i.

Ennea, Adams.—bicolor, liictton ; C. I. t. 100, /. 6.

Order LIMNOFHILA.

t'amily AurmtlMcE.

Carychium, Mall.—indicum, Benson ; An. Mag. N. H., 1849j

p. 194 : Boysianum, Benson, tbid, 1864, p. 210.

Coilostele, Benson—^scalaris, Benson, ; An. Mag. N. H., 1864,

p. 136.

l*amily Limnceidce—Pond-shells.

Limnsea, Lam.; acuminata, Lam, ; C. I. t. 69 ;/. 8, 9 : luteolaj

Lam. ; C.I. t. 70,/ 5, 6.

Planorbis, Guett.—csenosus, Ben.; C. I. i. 39, /. 7-9 : calathrus,

Ben. ; 0. 1, t. 39, /. 1-3 : compressus, Ben. ; C. I. t. 99, /. 1, 4 :

convexiusculus, Hutton; C. I. i. 99,/. 8-10 : eJcilstus, Desk. ; C. 1.

t. 39,/. 10 ; t. 40,/. 10 : labiatus, Ben. ; J. A. S. Ben., 1850, p. 350

J

rotula, Ben. ; 0. 1, t. 99,/ 2, 3.

Ancylus, Geqff.—verruca, Ben, ; C. 1. t. 81, / 2, 3.

Order ECTOPHTHALMA.
Family CyclophoridcB.

Cycloptorus, Montfort—exul, Benson ; C. I. t. 47 ; /. T.

Alycseus, (Tnjz/—strangulatus, Hutton ; C. I. t. 93 ; f. 2, 3.

Family Diplommatinidce.

Diplommatina, Benson—costata, Hutton; An. Mag. N. H. 1849,

p. 194 : foUiculus, P/.; Ibid, p. 193 : Httttoni, P/; Progs. Z. S.,

1852, p. 157.

CLASS FELECVFODA.

Order Veneracea.

Family Cyrenidw,

Corbicula, Megerle—occidens, Benson ; C. I. ti 138 ; / 8, 9.

Pisidium, Pfdffer—Neyellianum, Theoh* ; Progs. As. Soc. Bea.,

1875.

12
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Order Lucinacea.

Family Unionidce.

Unio^ Philipsson—marginalis, Lafn. ; 0. 1, t. 43, /. 2 ; t. 44, /.

3 : corrugatu*, Mull.; C. I. t. 45,/. 2-5 i cseruleus, iea; C. I. t.,12;

/.3.

i?c/crencc».

Hanlcy, S. and Theobald, W.—Conchologia Indica,. Illustrations of the land

and fresh-water shells of British India, London, 1876. Beferred to aa C. I. in

the list above.

Theobald,W. Catalogue of the land and fresh-water shells of British India.

Calcutta, 1876.

Nevill, G. Handlist of the shells in the Indian Museum, Calcutta.

There are also several very interesting papers in the Journal of the Asiatic

Society, Calcutta, on Indian shells by Messrs. Theobald, W. Blanford and'

G. Nevill.

ARACHNIDA—Mites, Scorpions, Spiders.

The Araclmida form a class of the great sub-kingdom Articulata,

which also includes the Annelidte, Crustacea,

Myriapoda and Insecta. They have no pro-

per metamorphosis, though during the several moultings that some

pass through, structural changes take place, which approach in cha-

racter the incomplete metamorphosis of certain orders of insects.

In the Arachnida, the head and the thorax are soldered together in

one piece known as the cephalo-thorax, and to the lower surface of

this, as a rule, the legs are attached. The head is furnished with a

pair of jaws called maxillae and the mandibles of insects are repre-

sented by falces, orgaiis intended for seizing and compressing the

insects or other substances on which the arachnids prey. There is

also a part of variable form representing the labium in insects and

in many a liffula or tongue. In some, these different portions are

soldered together to form a sucking apparatus. Nearly every species

possesses simple eye& varying in number from two to twelve and of

first importance amongst the spiders in the most received system of

classification. The abdomen is joined to the thorax by its entire

breadth or by a pedicel and is either unsegmented or segmented.

It is sometimes, as in the scorpions, prolonged into a segmented tail

or in others into a button or a more or less hair-like appendage or

is furnished with spinners and spinnerets. Arachnids are either
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oviparous or ovo-viviparous. They are distributed into the follow-

ing oixlers :

—

I.

—

Acaridea, mites.

II.

—

Pycnogonidea, marine parasites.

III.

—

Phaiangidea, Harvest-meu : includes the family Pha-

langides-

IV.

—

Solpugidea : contains the family Galeodides.

V.

—

Scorpionidea, scorpions : contains the families Pseudo-

scorpiones, Androctonoides, Pandinoides.

VI.

—

Tlielyphonidea : contains the families Thelyphonides and

Phrynidee.

VIL

—

Araneidea, spiders : contains some thirty-two families

and some 260 genera.

The Acaridea comprise mites of all kinds and are common un-

der the bark of trees, in the ground, in water and on decomposing

animal and vegetable matter. They include the Indian itch insect

{Sarcoptes indica) and the mites of cheese and sugar and are fre-

quently found as parasites. The Pycnogonidea are marine parasites,

of which a,n Indian species {P. Kroyeri) has lately been described'

by Mr. Wood-Mason. The Phaiangidea live on the young of other

spiders, certain Acaridea and small insects. The Solpugidea com-

prise certain spidei--like animals which differ from the true spiders

in several structural details. To this order belongs the Galeodes

fatalis, Herbst i(=«ora«, Hutton), of which the late Captain Hutton

has left us an interesting account. He tells us that it was his cus-

tom during the rainy season to spread a sheet on the ground any

fine evening and placing a lamp near it, to collect the numerous in-

sects that assembled. One evening two or three of these spiders

made their appearance and no sooner did a moth or beetle alight

than they snapped it up and devoured it. He secured one and

placed it in a vessel, the bottom of which was well supplied with

earth which had been hardened by pouring water on it and then

allowing it to dry. The Galeodes soon began to dig a hole and in

a very short time succeeded in making itself a subterranean retreat

in which it usually resided, seldom coming out beyond the mouth

of its den. It proceeded to dig out the earth at first with its strong

jaws, cutting it away in a circle, and having thus loosened the soil,

>J, A. S.Ben.,XLII.,ii., 171.
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it gathered it together into a heap with its anterior palpi and threw

it out behind as a dog does in scratching a hole. When it had by

this means succeeded in excavating a hole sufficiently large first to

enter, instead of throwing out the loose earth as at first, it gathered

a quantity together and surrounding or embracing it with the an-

terior palpi, shoved the load by main force before it up to the mouth

of the cave and then returned for more. Having completed its

task, it remained for a few days stationary and then refused to feed.

It proved to be a female and deposited its ova, which appeared to be

of about the size of a somewhat large mustard-seed and of a whitish

hue. These hatched in about a fortnight and the young in about

three weeks cast their first skin, when the jaws and palpi became a

deep brown. They now commenced to move about, but at the first

sight of danger invariably fled for refuge to their mother, who was

able to distinguish between them and insects given to her as food.

She was always ready for food, consuming at a single effort a lizard

three inches long exclusive of the tail and being able to destroy a

young bird and the young of a musk rat introduced to her den : but

these she did not eat, One has been known to kill and eat a good

sized scorpion. The usual size of an adult specimen is 2"5"—2'9"

long and the body or abdomen is about the size of a thrush's egg.

When in motion the body is elevated from the ground and the two

pairs of palpi or feelers are erected, ready for a seizure. The head

is armed with two toothed chelm or double jaws, somewhat like the

fore-arms of a sccffpion, one pair of which are advanced to hold the

prey whilst the other cut it. The jaws thus alternately advance

and cut until the victim is sawn in two.

The Scorpionidea or scorpions are too well known to require

description. They vary in size from the little book scorpion
(
Chelifer)

hardly quarter of an inch in length to the great black scorpion

measuring six inches. In parts of the country there are persons

who profess to he able to take any scorpion in their hands with im-

punity and at several Musalman shrines in the North-Western

Provinces scorpions are esteemed sacred. The family Thelypho-

fiides of the order Thelyphonidea comprises a remarkable homoge-

neous group of which India possesses a fair number of examples.

Last of all come the Araneidea or true spiders, varying in size from

» J, A, S. Ben , XL, 857 : An. Mag. N. H., N. S., XII., 81.
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almost microscopic animals to the great Mygale which is said to

prey (?) upon birds. There is no doubt but that in the Arachnidse

we have a class of animals regarding which the Indian naturalist

can afford considerable aid to science, for there is practically nothing

known regarding its species in Upper India. The geographical range

of some spiders is very great ; Artema cormexa is found in Pernam-

buco in South America, in equatorial Africa and in Meerut, and

Gasteracantha frontata is found in Africa and India. Hence, as

observed by Stoliczka, we may reasonably expect to find in Western

India a great number of species identical with those of Arabia and

Egypt ; in southern India many referable to Ceylon species and

nearly allied to those of the Mauritius and in the Burmese region

others identical with or akin to the spiders of the Indian archipelago.

To the west an admixture of African types and to the east a ming-

ling of Malayan types will be found to prevail as in the Vertehrata.

He adds :
—" It is really remarkable that in examining a collection

of spiders from our Eastern frontier, together with another made in

Western India, often scarcely a single species will be found to be

identical to both parts. Bengal has a strong admixture of Malayan

types and several species are common to it, Burma and Asam. The

Western Himalaya possess in the Arachnoid fauna a prominently

European character, as their general climate would lead us to ex-

pect, and the Eastern Himalaya probably contains some Chinese or

Malayan types. It is strange that not only dislike but a real enmity

and ill-feeling against Arachnids appears to have taken hold of

men's minds. No doubt the few species which secrete a poisonous

fluid in special glands and through its use occasionally become dan-

gerous are the source of much of this ill-feeling in India. They
are, on the whole, certainly harmless and as regards usefulness are

scarcely surpassed by any other class of animals. They live wholly

on insects and destroy a very large number of those which often do
much damage to both animal and vegetable life. Their instinct also

is very highly developed and shows itself not only in the way in

which they obtain their living but in their exposition of the art of

v?eaving. Their whole life is passed in carrying out arrangements

for their support that presuppose a considerable amount of thought

and deliberation." Spiders should be preserved in spirits of wine.

The colours are, however, so fleeting that the collector should at the
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time of capture note the colour as well as the habits of the species,

whether terrestrial or aquatic ; whether it secures its prey by

running after it, jumping on it or by lying in wait for it in

natural or artificial cells ; whether it has a fixed home, and if so,

whether the reticulations of the web are close or in open geometrical

order. AU these matters are aids for the correct identification of

species.

ARAGHNIDA.

in.

—

Phalakgidba.

Family Phalangides.

Gagrella, Stol.—atrata (Cal.), signata (As.), Stol. : (Aoanthonotus)

niger Koch : (Phalangium) monocanthum, Herbst.

IV.—SOLPUGIDEA.

Family Galeodides.

Galeodes, Oliv.— fatalis {=vorax, Huttoti) (N. I.) Herbst : brevipes

(Mad.) Gerv. : orientalis (W. Ben.), Stol.

V.—SCORPIONIDBA.

Family Pseudo-scorpiones.

Chelifer, Leach.—cancroides (N. I.), Linn.

Family Androctonoides.

Buthus, Leach.—afer (N. I.), megacephalus, O^sar, Koch: spinifer,

Ehr.

Family Pandinoides.

Scorpiops, Pet.—Hardwickei (N. I.), Gerv. : slaber, Hemp.

VI.

—

Thblyphonidea .

Family Thelyphonides.

Thelyphonus, Latr.—angustus [=proscorpio, Latr."], (Ben.), Lu-

cas: indicus, scabrinus, assamensis [^rufima-

nus, Ijucas ?], Beddomei (W. Ben.), Stol, : cau-

datus (Ben. Mad.), Linn,

Family Phrynides.

Phrynus, Oliv.—Whitei (Ben.), Gerv. : marginemaculatus, nigri-

manuS; Koch.
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VII.

—

Araneidea.

Family Lycoddes.

Lycosa, Latr.—^indagatrix (Mad.) Walek. i Greenalliaa (N. I,),

Black.

Dolomedes, Latr.—longimanus (Cal.), ^tol.

Family Sphasides.

Sphasus, Walck.—indicus, Walck : lepidus, Black. : viridamts

(Cal.), similaris (Cal.), Stol.

Hersilia, Sav.—calcuttensis, Stol. : indica, Lucas.

Family Saltkides.

Salticus, Latr.—bignttatus (N. I.), Candidas (N. I.), Black.

Family Thomisiides.

Thomisus, Walck.—tuberosus, Black.: pugilis (Cal.), elongatus

(Cal.), Peelianus (As.), Stol.

Sparassus, Walck.—striatus (N.-W. P.) Black.

Family Drassides.

Gnaphosa, Latr.—Harpax (Bom.), Camh.

Drassus, Walck.—delicatus (N.-W. P.), Black. : macilentus, astro-

logus, lurid as, ferrugineus (Bom.), Cawb.

CheiracantMum, Koch,—inornatum, insigne, vorax, indicam, (Bom.),

Cambridge.

Clubiona, iai>\— filicata, drassodes (Bom.), Camh.

Family Acfelenides.

Tegenaria, Walck.—civilis, Walck.

Family Dictynides.

Eresas, Walck.—tibialis (Mad.), Camh.

Family Scytodides.

Scytodes, Latr.—^propinqua (Cal.), Stol.

Family Pholcides.

Pholcus, Walch—Ljom. (N.-W. P.), Black.

Family Theridides.

Artema, Walck.—convexa (N.-W. P.), Black.

Argyrodes, Sim.—fassifrous, procrastinaus (Bom.), Camh.
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Family Epdrides,

Epeira, Walck.—chrysogaster, malabariensis, Walck. : gtellata,

(Cal.), mammillaris (As.), braminica (Gal.), hir-

sutula (Cal.), Stol.

Tetragnatha, lFaZcA.^bengalensis, Walck. : irridescens (Cal.), Stol.:

decorata. Black : culta, argentata, Camh.

Nephila, Leach.—argustata (Cal. As.), cicatrosa (Cal.), Stol.: ornata.

Black.

Meta, Keyser.—gracilis (Cal.), Stol.

Family Gaeteracanthides.

Gasteracantha, Latr.—arcuata, Walck. : Helva, frontalis, Black

:

canningensis (Cal.), Stol.

References.

fValckenaar et Gercais.—Histoite Naturelle des Insectes Apteres, Vols. I.,

II. (Walck) ; III., IV. (W. el G.). Paris, 1837-47.

Koch, C. J.—Uebersicht der Aiachniden—systems. Nurnberg, 1837-47.
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XVII , I.

reters.—Monograph of the Scorpions. Monats.Berl.Akad, 1861,507.

Blackmail.—Spiders of Great Britain. Bay Society, 1861-64. An. Mag.
N.H.,3rdSer, II., 332: VIII., 443 : XIV., 36: XVIII.,459: XIX., 384.

Butler.—List of the species of Galeodides. On Thelyphonus,Au. Mag.,N. H.,

4th Ser. X., 201 : XII., 1 14. J. Linn. Soc, XII., 151.

Stoliczka.—Indian Arachnoidea, J. A. S. Ben., XXXVIII., ii., 201 : XLIJ., ii.,

126.

Cambridge.—Article 'Arachnida' in Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 1876: the

best summary that we possess : see also Linn. Trans., 1874. F. Z. S., 1874, p. 370

;

1880, p. 320.

Murray.—Economic Entomology (Aptera). South Kensington Hand-book.

INSECTA—Insects.

There is no class of animals on which more has been written

than insects and none of whieh the Indian

species are so little known to the general

public. Whether we regard the position of insects in nature from

a purely scientific point of view or their uses in the arts and the in-

fluence exercised by them over the products of nature most valua-

ble to man from an economic stand-point, the importance of a cor-

rect knowledge of their life-history and habits is equally established.
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The 'Study of the local insect fauna of the Himalayan dist-ticts of

the NoSftfr-Western Provinces is in itself especially to he desited ; fot

the K41i river iS not Only a political bari'ier, hut alSo a great natural

boundary separating the species proper to the eastern Himiilaya and

delated to the great Mialayan fauna from those that belong to thd

Western raflge with their Palsea^ctic and African affinities. More-

over, between the swatops of the Tarai on the south and the snowy

range there are examples of diverse forms of climate, each with its

corresponding flofa attd fauna. In places, the naturalist may ascend

direct from a river bed bearing vegetation cotomon to it and thd

tropics to the region of perpetual snow with its northern florai

Hence we find along the foot of the hills and far up the deepet

Valleys afl abundance of forrrls of insect life typical of more tropical

climes and Well beyond their natUfal limits. They betray their

southern origin in their dwarfed size and soon give place to othet

types fulfilling the same functions under a different and more suitable

form. In addition to this mingling of northern and southern forms

there is also an affinity in many genera with the corresponding

genera found in Europe and northern Asia and there are several

species even identical with those found in Europe, so that we have

within a comparatively small field, examples of the fauna of the prin-

cipal nature-divisions of the old World and a rare opportunity for con-

tributing to the knowledge of the geographical distribution of animals.

It is not, however, to the purely scientific Value of a study of

the insect fauna of the Kumaon hills that I
value OJE the study. n n , ^ , • i , , ,would call attention, but to the practical uses

to which knowledge thus gained may be applied in the every day

affairs of life. Apart from the pleasure and profit derived fronl A

properly directed examination of insect phenomena, all really useful

work in the same field must possess a systematic basis if for no

other reason than that thus alone the observer can communicate the

results of his labour to others. The apparently hard names used by
entomologists to distinguish species are merely so many tickets to

show the place of the insect named in the general scheme of crea»

tion and with the place, its affinities and often its habits. It Would
be impossible to give here a description of every insect, but I have,

in the following pages, briefly described the several orders and

recorded the principal families and genera belonging to them found

IS
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in India. The materials at my disposal have not allo-Wed me, except'

in the case of the diurnal Lepidoptera, to separate those found in

Kumaon from those only found in other parts of India 5 but the

lists, which are practically the first of their kind for most orders,

will aid the student materially hy showing what may he looked for.

To the forester especially the study of entomology is a necessity, to

enable him to prevent the destruction not only of the living trees

and young plants in his nurseries but of the timber stored in his

depots. The tea-planter will successfully combat the attacks of the

beetle larva that eats the roots of his plants and the ' red spider*

that lives on its leaves if he studies their habits. The weevils of

wheat, grain, peas, rice, maize and the blight insects that attack

the same crops have hitherto had no attention bestowed on them,

nor have the insects injurious to domestic animals and human beings

been studied with the care to which they are entitled. The economy

of the lac insect is not generally known and the life-history of the

various species of honey-bee has been but imperfectly investigated.

He who shall discover means whereby the iiyuries caused by white-

ants can be prevented and the discomforts due to the attacks of

mosquitos and cattle-flies can be mitigated will have deserved well

of his country and indeed of the whole human race.

Both the Greek (entoma) and Latin {insecta) name fof the class

denote notched animals. Insects have, as a

rule, wings and breathe by means of air-

tubes which ramify throughout the internal organs. The body is

made up of three parts, the head, thorax and abdomen. On the

head the oral or buccal apparatus, eyes and antennae may be distin-

guished. The oral apparatus consists of six parts, of whieh four are

in pairs and move transversely, whilst two, the upper lip {labrum)

and the under lip {labmm), move up and down. Of those which

move transversely one pair forms the upper jaws or mandibles and

the other lower jaws or maxillje, to the latter of which as well as

to the under lip, palpi or feelers are attached. The eyes are either

simple or compound. The simple eyes are called ocelli and may be

seen behind the larger eyes in bees and Wasps, and the compound

eyes are large enough, as in the case of dragon-flies, to appear to

meet and are composed of six-sided facets often numbering many

thousands in a single insect. The antennse are moveable, jointed
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threads attached to the head usually close to the eyes. In masticating

insects, like beetles and locusts, the organs of the head are as

described, but in sucking insects like butterflies and bugs there are

several modifications. The lower jaws in butterflies are converted

into a trunk or tongue and the jaws in bugs appear in the form of

a rostrum or beak. The thorax in all insects consists of three pieces,

the prothorax, mesothorax and metathorax. In four-winged insects

one pair of wings are attached to the middle segment and one to

the posterior segment, and in two-winged insects the wings are

attached to the mesothorax. The majority of insects have six legs,

one pair being attached to the lower surface of each segment of the

thorax. The legs are divided into the haunch {coma), trochanter,

thigh {femur), shank {tibia) and tarsi or feet, which last consists of

several joints varying in different families. As a rule, insects

possess wings in the perfect state, but each of the orders contain

some apterous forms like the female glowworm and the worker ants

and all undergo a metamorphosis more or less complete. From the

egg, the larva state is reached, from that the pupa state and then the

imago or perfect insect appears. In the beetles, butterflies and flies,

the larva diflers more from the perfect insect than in the grass-

hoppers and bugs, but in all, the larva stage is marked by the entire

absence of wings, the pupa stage by the possession of rudimentary

wings and the imago stage by perfect wings. There is a marvellous

adaptation of the larva to its surroundings, so that many are alike

in form of which the perfect insects may belong not only to different

families of the same order, but to different orders. The grubs of

the flesh-eating Diptera, of the gall-insects belonging to the order

Hymenoptera and of the weevils of the order Coleoptera are all of

the same description, fat, fleshy, legless, accustomed to live amid

their food. Similarly those larvse which live on fresh vegetable

juices and those which live on the inner sap of trees closely resemble

other larvse of similar habits whose ultimate form places them in

diff"erent orders. The changes too from the larva to the pupa stage

are not always abrupt and well-marked. In many cases they are

numerous, each adapted to some change in the life-history of the

insect and its surroundings and are so far apparently independent

of the ultimate change to the imago state. These may be called

adaptational changes and are accompanied by slight developmental
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modifications which gradually bring the pupa state to that of the

imago without such sudden alterations in form as are seen in some

orders and without any marked cessation of activity. The life-

history of any of the grasshoppers compared with that of a butterfly

will illustrate this fact. Where great developmental changes take

place in the pupa state there is a period of quiescence and a consi-

derable shortening of the time within which the change is effected.

The duration of life in one stage has mach apparent connection

with the length of time passed in others. Where the larva state

continues for some years as in the case of many beetles, the perfect

insect lives but a short time in comparison with others where the

change occurs sooner. Some moths and flies live but a few hours,

ethers many months and some species of ants for several years.

Enough has been said in the way of introduction, and I shall

now proceed to give a list of the Indian species of each order. The

names are taken from all the recognised authorities that I have been

able to consult, but it is to be clearly understood that these lists are

not to be considered exhaustive or to contain the latest arrangements

and terminology of each order. They are the essence of notes

made from time to time and are intended to serve as an indication

of the families, genera and species that they may be looked for.* It

is not yet time for any one to undertake a systematic survey of the

hitherto known Indian insects, except perhaps the diurnal Lepidop-

tera, since they comprise a number of species which •have been

described by writers who have held very different systematic views

and who have in many instances given very misleading or imperfect

descriptions. The only course left open to those who desire to place

the study of our magnificent insect fauna on a better footing is to

endeavour to complete the lists of described species and elucidate

their synonymy and then survey each order, family and genus in

detail, and correct the errors that have been made. I need not say

that this is a work which can only be done by many competent

labourers working together and taking up section by section and is

utterly beyond the power of one.

Insects are distributed amongst the following orders :

—

Coleoptera—beetles. Neuroptera, dragon-flies, &c. Diptera,

flies.

> The plan adopted for recording 'locality' will be found at page 3.
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Ortlioptera—locusts, &o. Lepidoptera, butterflies, moths. Strep-

siptera, certain parasites.

Hemiptera—bugs, cicadas, &c. Hymenoptera, ants, bees. Thy-

sanura, spring-tails.
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COLEOPTERA-Beetles.

The order Coleoptera (sheath-winged) comprises those insects

commonly known as beetles. They vary

much in form, but all pass through a com-

plete metamorphosis, the larva, pupa and imago stages. The perfect

insect is composed of three parts, the head, trunk and abdomen.

The head possesses a mouth formed for mastication and furnished

with an upper lip (lahrum), a lower lip (labium), a pair of mandibles

and a pair of maxillae. The labium is composed of two parts, the

mentum or chin and the ligula or tongue, and is also furnished with

a pair of palpi or feelers, appendages which are also attached to the

maxillae (i in figure). Where there are a pair of palpi on each

maxilla, the exterior pair never consist of more than four joints,

whilst those of the under lip have seldom more than three joints.

The head is further furnished with antenna and eyes {j in figure).

The antennae though varying in form and structure not only in dif-

ferent genera but often in the sexes of the same genus usually have ten

or eleven articulations. They are inserted in the anterior portion of

the head, a little in front of or below the eyes. The eyes are two in
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number and compound and are either entire or divided into two by
a horny septum. The thorax is divided into three parts, the pro-

thorax, mesothorax and metathorax. The wings are four in number,

of which the anterior pair {elytra : g in figure) are hard and leathery

and not used for flight. The posterior pair of wings are membranous

and when at rest lie folded closely together beneath the anterior

pair. In some species the membranous wings are apparently want-

ing and, in such cases, the coriaceous pair are soldered together

along theiriinner edge and are immovable. The legs are attached

to the lower surface of the thorax, one pair to each division. The

elytra are attached to the upper surface of the mesothorax and the

membranous wings to the upper surface of the metathorax, a small

triangular piece at the base of the elytra is known as the scutellum

{hin figure) and is made up of several parts mostly soldered together.

The legs are composed of five pieces, a, the haunch or coxa : h, the

trochanter ; c, the femur or thigh ; d, the tibia or shank ; e, the

tarsus or foot, and f the claw, as shown in the following illus-

tration ;

—

Fig. 1.
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The parts of the mouth are the maxillm (Fig. 2 a), labium

(I'ig. 2 b), mandibles (Fig. 3 b) and Idbrum (Fig. 3 a) shown

feelow :

—

Fm. 2. Fig- 3.

ClaBBification.

There are several systems of classification, but the one most

commonly received bases the broad divisions

primarily on the number of joints in the

tarsi or feet, and secondly on the habits of the insect or the structure

of the antennEB. This system has the disadvantage of bringing

together families naturally widely separate and of removing from

their natural groups, families closely affined, but on the whole it is

the most convenient of all that have been proposed. In the follow-

ing list, Lacordaire's terminology and arrangements have been fol-

lowed and his corrections have been observed. The following con-

spectus of the greater divisions may be accepted :

—

I. Fentamera—five joints in each tarsus.

Geodephaga- predacious land beetles : includes the Cicindelidse

and Carabinse.

Hydrodephaga—carnivorous water-beetles : includes the Dvtis-

eidse and Gyrinidse.

Philhydrida (Palpicornes)—water- loving beetles : includes the

Hydrophilidse, Hydrobiidse and Sphseridiidse.

Necrophaga—scavengers : includes the Paussidse, Silphid^,

Nitidulidffi, Trogositidse, Colydiadse, Cucujidae

and Dermestidse.

1.

2.
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6. Brachelyifa—short elytra : includes the StaphylinidsB.

6. C/ai'ico/'Kes^^clubbed antennae : includes the Histeridse.

7. jLameZZicontes-^^leaved antennae : includes the Lucanid^, Cop-

ridse, Aphodiidse, Orphnidse, Hybosoridse, Geo-

trupidse, Passalidse, Melolonthidse, EutelidsBj

Dyhastidfe, Cetoniidse.

8. Semcornes^-elongate filifofm antennae : includes the Bupres-

tid®, Eucnemidee, Elateridee, Malacodermidse,

Ptinidse and Clefidse.

II. Heteromera—posterior pair of tarsi, 4-'jointed, rest 5-jointed.

1. Trrtc/ieZia-^-head triangular and connected with the thorax

by a neck : includes the Lagridse, Pedilidse,

AnthicidsB; Pyrochroidee, MordeUidse, Rhipi-

phoridaB, MeloidsBi

2. Atraclielia—having no distinct neck ; incudes the Tenebri-

onidse, Cistelidse.

III. Pseiido-tetraiiiera-=-apparently 4':jointed throughout.

1. jRfc/wcApp/iora—having a beak or rostrum like the weevils :

includes the Bruchidse, Curculionidse.

2. Longicomes—having long horns or antenna : includes the

Prionidse, Cerambycidse, Lamiadae.

8. Phytopliaga-—Shaving neither the beak of the first or the

long antennae of the second group : includes

the Crioceridse, Galerucidte, Cassididae, Chry-

somelidae.

IV. Pseudo-trimera—apparently 3-jointed.

This section includes a single group comprising the OoccinelidsB,

Erotylidae, &c.

A good authority estimates the number of known species of

beetles at 70,000, and these are probably not more than half the

total number in existence.

Before proceeding with the list We shall briefly note the princi-

pal families that have been recorded from India in the same order

as that given above. The first

of the Pentamerous group is the

family Cidndelidce or tiger-beetles, which are well represented in

India by the species of the genus Cicindela. They are remarkable
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for their bright metallic colours and active habits and frequent dry-

sandy soils. Their larvaa inhabit holes in the earth, the entrance

to which is closed by the insect's head as it lies in wait for

its prey. They are very voracious and

quarrelsome and imiergo the change to the

pupa state in their cells. A species of Gollyris is common in

the highlands near Mhow. The next family comprises the CarOr-

bidiSB which are especially numerous in species and individuals in

India. The species of ihe genus Brachimis belonging to this family

are remarkable for secreting in the abdomen a caustic liquor of an

exceedingly penetrating odour which they discharge when alarmed

and which produces a detonating sound whence their vulgar name
' Bombardier-beetks' is derived. -A similar phenomenon has been

observed amongst the Indian Paussidm. The beetles of the genus

Caloaomd are of a bright rich colour, but most of the family are clad

in black or sober brown. Siagona and other genera are found in

ihe nests of white-ants and Casnonia is very common in Central

India. The entire family conceal themselves in the earth under

•stones or the bark of trees and are known as ground-beetles. The

section HydrodepTiagn includes the predacious water-beetles which

have the body oval and somewhat depressed in form and the pos-

terior four legs adapted for swimming. They pass the first and the

last stage of their existence in placid water and are very voracious

in their habits, attacking even the small fry of fish. They breathe

by means of trachece, and for this purpose they rise to the surface of

the water and admit the air beneath their wing-cases. In the dusk

of the evening they change their quarters from one jMl or marsh to

another. The Gyrinidm or whirligigs differ from the Dytiscidce or

diving-beetles in having the antennae short or stout and so attached

to the head as to resemble ears. The PMlhydrida have not been

closely examined in India. They are amphibious in their habits

and are found on the banks of stagnant pools where they live on

decaying animal and vegetable matter.

The NecropJiaga or scavengers include the Faussidce, which are

well represented in upper India. Like the

beetles of the genus Brachinus they have

the power, on being alarmed, to emit from the last section of the

abdomen a yery acrid liquid having an acid reaction which when it

U
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comes in contact with the air turns into smoke with a consider-

able explosion. Captain Boyes has given an account^ of this

phenomenon in some species (P. Fiehtelii and others) captured

by him near Benares and Almora. The Silphidce or shield-beetles

aie the sexton-beetles of India and are well known from their habits

of excavating the earth below the dead body of a bird, rat or other

small animal which they afterwards cover with loose soil and so secure

it to provide food for their larvse. They have been seen to completely

bury the body of a crow in a few hours and are found all over the

plains. The females lay their eggs in the dead body and when the

larvse appear, their food is around them. The perfect insects fre-

quently emit a fetid odour and when alarmed discharge a thick

and dark-coloured liquid from their bodies. The Nitidulidce are

also found in carrion, but many species occur on flowers, in fungi

and beneath the bark of trees. The Trogositidee are found in the

larva state in grain and the CucujidcB live beneath the bark of trees.

The Dermestes lardarius or bacon-beetle of Europe has been found

in Nepal and derives its English name from its fondness for lard,

but it does not disdain to feed on skins. It is a minute insect with

a long body and 10-jointed antennae and with the bases of the elytra

fawn-coloured and marked with three dark spots.

The great family Staphylinidce belongs to the section Brachely-

tra so called because the wing-cases do not
Braclielytra. ^, i i p ,i „

cover the whole oi the upper surface of the

abdomen, and in consequence the skin of the upper surface where

exposed is firm and coriaceous contrary to the general rule. The

terminal segment of the abdomen is furnished with two vesicles

which are protruded at will and emit an acrid and sometimes fetid

vapour. They feed principally on decaying vegetable matter, fungi

and rotten timber and do no injury to living trees. Many of them

are of minute size and difficult to collect and identify. The

Histeridm form a section of the Clavicames or beetles possessing

clubbed antennae and with the Byrrhida ox pill-beetles are distin-

guished by their habit oif rolling themselves into the forni of a piU

and feigning death when alamied. They feed on decaying vegetable

matter, the dung of herbivorous animals and rotten wood. The

JarvEe have the same habits and are distinguished by a scaly head

' J. A. S. Ben., XII., 421.
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bt a reddish brown colour and a yellowish white, smooth, soft, thin

body.

The Lamellicornes comprise a vast assemblage of beetles which

prey chiefly on living vegetable tissues. The
Lamellieornes. „ , i , ,

antennse usually end in a club or mass con-

sisting of three joints expanded in the form of thinnish plates of

leaves disposed in various ways. Some have the appearance of the

spokes of a fan, others the leaves of a book or the teeth of a comb

or a series of funnels placed above and -wdthin each other. The

lalfvse are furnished with six feet, strong mandibles and are divided

into twelve segments. They often remain in the larval stage for

several years and protect themselves by a cocoon before entering

on the ptipa state. They comprise amongst them some of the most

common and determined enemies of the forester. The great stag-

beetle {Lucanus) must be familiar to all visitors to our hill-stationS

where they are found dead in all the forest-walks about the middle

of the rains, having survived only to fulfil their duty in propagating

their species. There is hardly one in ten of the oak trees around the

settlement at Naini Tal that is not infested by their larvse who remain

in that state for at least two or three years. The males are distin-

guished from the females by the abnormally developed mandiblesj

somewhat resembling the antlers of a stag and hence their name.

The larvse, as already described, are furnished with powerful jaws

with which they gnaw the wood into a kind of dust; From this they

form cells in the wood in which they undergo the change into the

pupa state. Each bores deeply into the tree; cutting channels for itself

parallel to the length of the stem up and down. These channels are

connected by cross chambers one with another and a portion of the

refuse is ejected from the orifice forming the entrance and always

shows the presence of the insect within. The LamelUoofnes are at

the same time the most brilliantly coloured of all the Indian insects.

L. multidenfatus is of a most beautiful metallic chestnut colour all

over its body, and L. Gasella is the type of a section in which the

thorax is black and the prominent colour of the elytra is a deep

nutty brown. The Lucanidce are common throughout the hills, but

do not appear to be found in the plains.

The Ateuchm sacer, on sacred scarabseus of Egypt, belongs to the

family Copridce, of which there are numerous representatives in India,
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A. sanetus of India is in form and colour much the same as the

Egyptian sacred beetle. The members of this family are called

dung-beetles from the female laying her eggs in a small pellet of

dung which she then with the assistance of the male rolls about and

pats until it assumes a spherical form. She next excavates a hole

in the ground and having rolled the dung-pellet containing her egg

into it, carefully covers up the orifice and there the young undergo

their metamorphosis. The genus Onthophagus contains some beauti-

ful species of a small size and brilliant colour, and Boyes has noted

that he has taken one species (0. igneus) only in the bodies of dead

snakes. The females of the family AphodiidoB are not so careful

about the future of their young,^ but simply lay their eggs in the

dung that is to form the food of their larvae. The Orphnidce affect

sandy places and the Geotrupidw are always found near dung. The

females of the latter group burrow through the droppings into the

ground and there deposit some of the dung aind on it an egg, then

another layer of dung and an egg until the chamber is filled. The

larvae are oval, fleshy, legless maggots and feed on the dung pro-

vided for them. Stoliczka notes that no species of the Passalida3 is

as yet known from the Himalaya west of Nepal or from any part of

Central India or the Panjab.

The Melolonthidce comprise many beetles for the most part of a

brown or sober colour that live on vegetable substances through

the whole of their existence. In many species the larvae remain in

that state for three or four years and the perfect insects exist only

for a week or two and perish so soon as the female has placed her

eggs in a place of safety. The female selects for this purpose a

spot near the foot of a tree and there digs a hole and lays her eggs.

The larvae are soft, elongated, of a dirty white or yellowish colour,

provided with six short scaly feet, five-jointed antennte and a scaly

head. During the hot weather they devour greedily all vegetable

substances near them, and so soon as the winter commences they

descend into the earth again and hybernate. In Dehra Diin their

ravages were successfully combated by digging up the soil around

each plant and collecting the beetles in baskets destroy them

by boiling water. This plan soon cleared the plantation of the

pest. The magnificent Euchiru& belongs to this family and has

been taken in the Kali valley. The upper side of the body is of a
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bi-illiant metallic green, tinged with copper and strongly punctured:

the elytra are nearly black, -with a, brassy tinge and with numerous

bright fulvous spots of irregular form which are so disposed as to

form four or five longitudinal lines on each wing-cover. The

rhinoceros beetle {E. Hardwickei) found near Almora belongs to

the DynMstidkB as well as the genus Oryotes which affects the

decaying trunks of the date-palm. To the Eose-beetlee belongs

the beautiful Jumnos Rpylei of Royle's ' Himalaya' found near

Mussooree. It feeds on the flowers and tender tissues, of plants

and is amongst the most remarkable of the forms found in the local

fauna.

To the Serricornes belong the magnificent metallic beetles known

as Buprestidce. Nothing can exceed the

beaufy of their appearance,, green and gold

adorned with rabies, emeralds and diamonds as they flash about

in th© sun. Their elytra are used for ornamenting dresses and

sell for about two rupees per mille. The Buprestidce pass their

larval state in the- heart of timber trees and must be reckoned

anjoBigst the enemies of the forester. The larva of one species after

maiturity bores into felled logs of sM to the depth of from two to

three inches, forming a diamond-shaped orifice and in such numbers

as to make the timber useless afterwards. It undergoes its change

to the pupa state in the timber and there remains until the meta-

morphosis is complete. Mr. Thompson has found a Jchair tree

{A. Catechu) killed by this insect which also attacks the sdl {S. ro-

husta) and mango. A small Buprestis of a shining olive colour

with yellowish-white spots is frequently found in the timber of the

Pinus longifolia and when numerous, its larvae render a log quite

unfit for beams as their borings are frequently to a great depth.

The mode usually adopted to protect felled timber from the attacks

of these insects is to remove the back as soon after the log is felled

as possible and: if already infested to imxaerse the log in water for

a few diays. The perfect insect deposits her eggS; in the bark and

when tiiey have haiched, the larvae make their way into the timber.

The removal of th© bark renders the log unfit for the purpose of

hatching eggs and if the larvs have already settled in the heart-

wood, they perish by immersion in water from want of air. West-

wood has figured the bead;iful specimen^ of the Eumemidos recorded
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in the list under that family. It is of a violet blue colour and typically

represents the sub-division of the Serricornes known as Sternoxi

vfhich are characterised by the solid form of the body and by the

middle portion of the thorax being elongated and advanced so far

as below the mouth. The mesothorax is further usually marked by

a groove on each side in which the short antennae are lodged. The

Elateridce or springers are well represented in the hills where the

brilliant metallic green elytra of Campsostemus StepJiensii are col-

lected for embroidery. The family Malacodermidce includee the

genus Lampyris, in which the species called jaganu in the vernacu-

lar emits a phosphorescent light from the lower segments of the

abdomen.

The brilHant blue NecroHa violacea belonging to the family Cle-

ridce is found in^Europe as well as in India and is a carrion feeder.

The beetles of the family Ptmidce are remarkable for their persist-

ence in feigning death when alarmed, so that even when maimed

and roasted at a fire they do not stir a limb. The genus Anohium

which furnishes the death-tick belongs to this family and gives us

several representatives amongst the wood-borers inlndia. In Europe

we have also Scolytus destructor which makes its burrows in the bark

of the elm and Tomicus typographus which marks the fir and pine.

Tomicus typographus after Duncan.

In India the representatives of all three genera are known com-

monly under the name g'&n, of which species attack and bore

into all felled timber and bambus and even into the hard heart-

wood of the hill oak' and filled oaken casks of beer and water. The

white wood of the soil (Shorea robusta) suffers much from the same

insects and frequently rafters made of immature sdl saplings fall to

pieces from their attacks and pine beams are so completely hollow-

ed out that nothing but the shell remains. Another species allied
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to Anobium bores pine logs to the depth of a foot, but only when

the bark is left on them after being felled. Another attacks the

bambu, and there are few bambns of any age without the fine holes

made by these small insects for entrance to their feeding ground.

Cheroots, books and furniture are equally liable to their attacks, and

even the painted Bareilly-made and Dehli-made furniture fall to

pieces, pierced and eaten by numerous minute beetles of this

family.

The larvEe of Anobium are short and soft and are provided with

six feet and a hard scaly head and the mouth is furnished with two

very strong jaws by which it pierces the hardest wood. The larv£e

of Bosfrichus {Apate), another lignivorous genus, are usually curved

into an arch composed of twelve distinct rings and provided with

scaly feet. They also possess a scaly head and are furnished with

strong, gnawing jaws. They undergo the transition to the pupa and

perfect state in the wood and only leave it to perpetuate their race.

The dust seen at the mouth of and around the holes that mark the

presence of these insects is simply the substance of the wood passed

out by them in the form of excrement. As they all breathe by
trachece, the simple and only plan for getting rid of them is to

immerse the wood infected in water for a sufficient time to drown
them.

The section Trachelia of Heteromerous beetles includes many
vegetable feeders most of which are minute

Heteromera. . ,.«, ,

insects very difficult to identify. Amongst
the Meloidm or oil-beetles, which are so named from their possess-

ing the power of discharging an oily fluid from their legs we
have the several genera to which belong beetles with vesicating

properties known genericaUy as Spanish flies. Mylaliis cicJiorii

Fabr. is common in the south of Europe and India and is officinal

in the Indian Pharmacopoeia. In upper India we have Meloe

trianthema,, Cantharis (Lytta) giffas and violacea, and in Madras

Mylabris pxistulata and puncta, besides other species in other Pro-

vinces. Larvae of the genus Cantharis are said to be parasitical

on the bodies of the Hymenoptera and Diptera. The beetles of

the section Atrachelia are distinguished by the absence of a

neck and include the large number arranged under the family

Tenebrkmidce. Nearly all are terrestrial iu their habits and dwe?l
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on the ground under stones, in sandy places or in dark parts of

buildings and in eld walls. Hey are usually of a black or ashen

colour and from this derive their name. Slaps distinguished by

its square and slightly convex thorax frequents the store-room

and the genus Tenebrio furnishes the meal-worm of the flour

i)in.

The beetles comprising the section Pseudo-tetramera possess

apparently only four joints in each tarsus, but in most cases there

are in reality five joints. They include the greaA tribes of weevils

(Rhyncophord) and long-horns {Longicomes), both of which are so

destructive to all forms of vegetation living and dead. The Rhyn-

cophora have the front of the head elongated into a rostrum or snout

and attack living trees and plants, grain and timber. To this tribe

belongs the BrucJms pisi or pea-grub, which deposits its eggs in the

tender germ where they are hatched a;nd eventually the pupa stage

is reached and the perfect insect departs through a minute hole in

the mature pea. The Indian representative, if not identical, has

similar habits and attacks peas, beans and gram and the seeds of

the timber trees of the same family. A species of this family, very

Hhynchites Bacchus.

common in our forests, has exactly the same habit. This insect

lays its eggs in the flower of the sal and there they hatch and tiie

larva grows with the flower and feeds on the fruit until it is time

for it to undergo the change into the pupa state. It then gnaws

off the fruit from tiie stalk and falls with the fruit to the ground,

where it eats its way out and buries itself a few inches in tiie eai-th

to become a pupa and then a perfect insect. Each seed-pod of the

s&l ofljpH cout^ns two or four larvae of this species. Amongst the
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Longicornes Ave have the Calandra cfranaria which feeds upon wheat,

barley (maize), and the like and Calandra oryzm; the weevil of rice.

Caiandra oryzix.

Both are the makers of the fine holes found in the grains that they

attack. The corn-beetle is about an eighth of an inch in length

and of a reddish brown colour. The female deposits her eggs on

the corn after it has been stored and the larvas bore into the grain

and feed on the flour. They undergo their change into the pupa

state within the grain and emerge a perfect insect ready to com-

mence the cycle of change afresh. Kiln-drying the grain appears

to be the only effective method for getting rid of it.

The long-horns are also known as Capricornes or goat-horned

from the length and form of their antennae.
liOngicomes.

Their larvae look like stout, elongated white

worms and the segments of their bodies are much alike in all.^

All the segments are a little swollen ; the first, however, is the

largest and is covered above and below with a leathery plate.

They have rudimentary antennse. These larvae live in the trunks

and branches of trees and in the cellular structure of some herba-

ceous plants. Since they never come to the light, they are colourless

and have soft integuments, but as they feed upon the wood out

of which they form galleries they have very strong jaws and a

very stout head. As they do not want to walk much in their

galleries they have no legs except in a very rudimentary form ; their

swollen segments enabling them to climb. This history of the pecu-

liar structure of these larvae presents striking analogies with that of

the wood-eating larvse of the Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera and
the existence of similar adaptations in very different insects in order

to enable them to live under the same conditions of existence is

' Duncan. Transf. Ins., S2S.

15
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very remarkable. The strength of the jaws, too, differs according

to the density of the tissues of the plant on which the insects live.

The abdomen of the female in certain genera is provided with an

ovipositor by which she can place her eggs through the crevices of

the bark of trees in the interior where they hatch and the larvae

find their proper food. The larvae make a cocoon by joining toge-

ther fragments of wood and bits of vegetable matter with their

saliva and within it undergo their transformation into nymphs. A
species of Lamia attacks the Acacia, and it is believed* that one of

the Prionidce furnishes the white-grub of the tea-shrub. The per-

fect insect makes an incision at the root of a tea bush and there

deposits her eggs and the larva as soon as it is hatched bores into

the heart of the stem. It then either hollows out the stem upwards

or descends to the tap root first and then moves upwards. In either

case the bush dies whilst the larva turns into a pupa in the ground

below. As a rule these insects attack plants in which the healthy

flow of sap has been interrupted by injury either from the hoe or

fire. Similarly the species of Cerambyx that attacks the sal in log

only does so whrai the bark is allowed to remain on it and the living

tree only in parts where it has been injured and partial decay has

set in. The grubs of this family are known under the vernacular

name makora in the sub-montane tract and Rohilkhand and are

found in the catechu, t4n, sisu, riuni, mango, pine and even other trees

of which the sap possesses a penetrating odour. Sdl saplings suffer

Oplatocera callidioides,

1 Thompson.
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from another species of Longicornes of which the larva cuts a way for

itself in the young soft stem from the root to the highest point it can

reach and destroys the young tree. Young trees affected by this

grub can be recognized by the heaps of excrementitious matter look-

ing like saw-dust that are expelled by the insect from the aperture

forming the opening to its burrow. A minute species does consi-

derable damage to the outer tissues of the wood beneath the bark in

the khair. The semal {Bomhax malabaricum), siingna {Moringa

pterygospermd) and r&agra iErythrina suherosd) are subject to the

ravages of another species of the Lamiidcs of which Monochamus

Roylii is a good example. The larva of this insect is very large and

Mr. Thompson collected from one log of sdngna, forty-three perfect

beetles, about a dozen larvae and five or six pupae though the log

was not above six feet in length and thirty inches in girth. The

hhainsh (Salise tetrasperma), dhdk {Butea frandosa), jhingan (Odina

Wodier) and the cotton-tree are infested by another species of the,

same family which forms a solid cocoon of a substance resembling

lime some sixteenth of an inch in thickness. Enough has been

written to show the economical importance of a study of these

insects.

The sub-division PJiytophaga comprises those pseudo-tetramerous

beetles that have neither a rostrum nor
Fhjtophaga.

long antennaa. They are further distributed

into the Eupoda including the Sagridcs and Crioceridce and the

Cyclica containing the Ilispidce, Cassididce, GaUrucidw, Eumolpidce,

Chrysomelidce and ErotylidcB. The Sagridce are distinguished by

the development of the thighs and some of t|jpm are most conspicu-

ous for the brilliant colour of their elytra. The CrioceridcE kre

small insects remarkable for their handsome form and in some

species for their bright colours. Their larvae have soft bodies

and protect themselves by covering two-thirds of the upper

portions of their bodies with excrementitious matter which in

colour and appearance closely resemble the vegetable tissues

on which they feed. This they are enabled to do by the posi-

tion of the anal vent which is placed on the side of the back

a Httle removed from the extremity of the abdomen, so that the

excrements are expelled in a line with the body. The larvas of

the Hispidce have a similar habit, and allied to them are the
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CassididcB or tortoise beetles, so called from the thorax being more

or less semi-circular and covering the head. The last segment

of the abdomen of the larvse is furnished with a fork which

receives the excrementitiotis matter designed to cover and pro-

tect the soft upper portion of the body. The ChrysomelidcB or

golden beetles are also leaf-eating insects, many of which are

adorned with the most brilliant metallic colours. Their larvffi are

provided with the two-pronged fork for the fixation of the cover-

ing of stercoraceous matter as in the preceding family. To this

family belongs the notorious potato-beetle of Colorado {Doryphora

decemlineata) and to the Galerucidce, the Haltica nemorum or turnip

fly-

To the last great group having three joints in each tarsus belong

the Coccinelidce or lady-birds which are the

same in form in India as in Europe. They

are amongst the most useful scavengers of the flower garden, their

larvse living for the most part on the Aphides or plant lice. They

have the power of discharging from the joints of their limbs a

yellow fluid wliich has a disagreeable, penetrating odour. The

Endomycliidw are chiefly found on fungi in forests and damp places

and are numerous in individuals.^

'To the student I would recommend Lacordaire's Coleopt&rea with continna-

tion, 12 vols., Paris, ] 864-76, as the most comprehensive, most recent and careful

of all the works on beetles. From a study of it and the references glvrn in the

foot-notes, he will be able to find out for himself where to look for information.

I have endeavoured to give some hints in this respect in the references at foot

of the list of each family, but it would be beyond the scope of the present work
to do more. There is no royal road to the study of Entomology and, as regards

Indian insects, the difficulties are very great and are considerably enhanced by
the action of writers who think that they advance the interests of science by
altering names on some pretence or another and only succeed in disheartening

those who are anxious to aid them. Namegrnbbing, altering and restoring is

that part of the work which is of the least possible practical or mental value.

The following works will also be found useful :

—

Species general des Coleopt^res de la collection de M.le Comte Dejean, Paris,

1825-39.

Observationes nonnuUae in Coleoptera India; Orientalis by Perty, Munich,
1831.

Annulosa Javanica by MacLeay and Horsfleld. London, 1848.

Synopsis of Nepal Insects (Coleoptera by Hope). Gray's Zool. Misc. I.

London, 1831.

Types of Coleoptera, British Museum series by C. O. Waterhouse. London,
1879.
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COLEOPTER A. — Beetles.

I.—Pentamera : five-jointed.
,

A.—GEODEPHAGA.

Family Cicindeliclce—Tiger-beetles.

Cicindela, Linn.—Princeps [=fasciata, Hope : aurofasciata,

Gudr.], Vigors: Colon, King: triramosa,

acuminata, superba, Kollar : aurovittata,

chloropus, tremula, BralU : hymalaica

(Kash.) Redt. : dives, Gory : quadrimaculata,

And. : Candei, doriolineata, speculifera,

anchoralis, psammodroma, niveicincta,

Chevrol. : Prinsepsii, Saund. : variipes, octo-

gramma, intermedia, grammophora, imper •

fecta, albopunctata leucoloma, striatifrons,

dromicoides, viridilabris, chlorochila, tetras-

pilota, Chaudoir : viridula, Quens. : catena,

Oliv. : assamensis, latipennis (As.), Hopei,

(As.) ; (Calochroa) Shivah, Parry : octo-

notata, equestris, bicolor, 6-punctata(Mad.,

Oal.), Hope.

(Abroscelis) tenuipes, upsilon, longipes,

Hope.

(Catoptria) speculifera, Guir.

(-^nictomorpha) analis, Fahr.

Tetracha, West.—euphratica (Cen. I.), Oliv.

Apteroessa, Hope.—grossa (Mad.), Fahr.

Tricondyla, Latr.—connata (^aptera Dej.), Lam.

CoUyris, i^a&r.—attenuata (Kash.),i2edi. ; ruficornis flavitarsis,

BrulU: maculicoUia, Clwmd,

References.

Westwood.—Mod. class. Ins. I. 47. 1839.

Lacordaire.—Spec. Gen. I., 1, 1854. Indian species; Chevrolat, 'Rey. Zool.,

1845, p. 95: Chaudoir, Bull, de Moscow, 1850, p. 11: 1852,

p. 4: Parri/, Trans. Ent. See, IV., 84: Hope, An. Mag. N.

H., n. B., IV., 169.
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Family Cardbidce—Ground-beetles

Omophron, Lafr.—vittatum, pictum, Wied. : maeulosum, Chaud.

Nebria, Latr.—Xanthacra (Him.), Chaud.

Carabus, Linn.—lithariophorus (Mus.), Boysii (N. I.), Tatum:

Wallichii (As.), Hope: cashmiricus (Kash.),

Eedt.

Calosoma, Web.—nigrum (As.), Parry : cbinense, Kirhy : indi-

cum, orientale (Bom.), Hope.

Hexagonia, Kirhy—terminata, Kirhy.

Trigonodactyla, Dej.—cephalotes, Dej. : proxima. Lap.

Casnonia, Latr.—bimaculata (Kash.), Redt. : fuscipennis, Ghaud.

Ophionea, Esch.—cyanocephala (Ben.), Fahr.

Drypta, Fahr.—crenipes, Wied. : pallipes, virgata, amabilis,

Chaud. : mandibularis. Lap.

Galerita, Fahr.—attelaboides, Fahr.

Omphra, Leach—hirtus, Fahr. : pilosus, atratus, Klug : compla-

nata, ReicJie.

Pheropsophus, Sol.—quadripustulatus, stenoderus, amoenus, lis-

soderus, lineifrons, Chaud.

BracMnus, Weh.—pictus (Bom.), Hope : Girioneri, Eyd. : figur-

atus, Chaud.

Mastax, Fisch.—histrio, Fahr. : pulchellus, Dej. : longipalpis,

Wied.

Calleida, Dej.—Boysii, (N. I.), Chaud.

Cymindis, Latr.—quadrimaculata (Kash.), Redt. : stigmula,

Chaud.

Metabletus, Sch.—obscuroguttatus (^spilotus, Dej.), (Him.),

Baft.

Lionychus, Wis.—holosericeus (N. I.), Chaud.

Lebia, Latr.—^princeps, Boysii, basalis, Chaud, : atra, Lap.

:

brunnea, longithorax, Wied.

Promecoptera, Dej.—marginalis (Ben.), Wied.

Tetragonoderus, Dej.—trifasciatus, discopunctatus, Chaud.
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Masoreus, Zieg.—orientalis, opaculus, sericeus, pleuronectus, Dej.

Plochionus, Dej.—nigrolineatus (Ben.), Chaud.

Catascopus, Kirby,—nitidulus, Lap. : Withillii, Hope : elegans,

Chaud.

Siagona, Latr.—pubescens (Ben.), Chaud.

Luperca, Lap.—Isevigatus (Dec), Fabr.

Anthia, Web.—orientalis, Hope.

Scapterus, Dej.—Guerinii, Dej.

Clivina, Latr.—memnonia, lobata, Dej. : assamensis, indica,

striata, extensicollis, melanaria, bengalensis,

ephippiata, Putz.

Craspedophorus, Hope.—geniculatus, chalcoeephalus, Wied. :

chlorocephalus, Koll: transversalis,

bifasciatus. Lap.

Diaphoropsophus, Chaud.—Mellyi (Ben.), Chaud. : concinnus

(Ben.), Laf.

Hhopalopalpus, L/af.—pseciloides (N. I.), Laf.

Chl^nius, Bon.—porcatus. Gory : neelgheriensis, Gu^r. : janthi-

nus (Kash.), Redt.: flavofemoratus, Lap.:

nepalensis, Sykesii (Bom.), Hope.

Hololeius, Laf.—nitidulus, Dej.

Oodes, JBon.—vivens, Wied. : sulcatus, Esch.

Badister, Clairv.—thoracicus, rubidicollis, 5-pustulatus, Wied.

Idiomorphus, Chaud.—Guerinii (N. I.), Chaud.

Pachytrachelus, Chaud.—cribriceps (S. I.), Cliaud.

Barysomus, Dej.—Gyllenhalii, semivittatus, Dej.

Harpalus, Latr.—quadricoUis (Kash,), Redt.

Anoplogenias, Chaud.—discophorus (N. I.), Chaud.

Trigonotoma, Dej.—viridicollis, planicoUis, Dej.

Eccoptogenius, Chaud.—msestus (N. I.), Chaud.

Catadromus, IZac/j.-^tenebrioides, Oliv.

Feronia, Latr.—nepalensis, Llope.

Strigia, BrulU—maxillaris, BrulU.
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Sphodrus, Clairv.—indus (Him.), Chaud.

Calathus, Bon.—anguslatus (Kash.), Redt.

Euleptus, Kliig.—ooderus (Him.), Chaud.

Dicranoncus, Chaud.—femoralis (Him.), Chaud,

Callistus, Bon.—coarctatus (N. I), Laf.

Lasiocera, Dej.—orientalis (N. I.), Chaud.

Bembidiam, Latr.—indicum (Him.), Chaud.

Beferences,

Westwood.—Mod. class. Ins. I., 57. IS-ig.

Lacordaire.—Spec. Gen I., .'Ji, 1854. Indian species ; Chaudoir, Bull, de

Moscow, 1842-62 : Wiedemann Mag. Zool. I., 2, 69 : II. 58,60:

Dejean's catalogue, 1825-31. Parr^. An. Mag. N. H., n. s ,XIV.,

454.

B.—HYDRODBPHAGA.

Family Dytisddce—Diving-beetles

.

Hyphydi'us, Illig.—lyratus, Swartz.

Hydroporus, Clairv.—quadricostatus (Bom.), Aubd.

Hydrocanthus, Say.—luctuosus, Auhd.

Laccopbilus, Leaoh.—parvulus (Bom.), flexuosus (Mad.), AuhS,

Colymbetes, Clairv.—lineatus (Kash,), Redt.

Cybister, Curtis.—limbatus (As.) Fabr. : Guerinii (Nep.), ben-

galensis, indicus, Dejeanii (Mad.), posticus,

bisignatus, Aubd: tripunctatus, Oliv.:

comptus, pauperculus. White : bimaculatus

(Nep.) Hope : rugulosus (Kash.), Eedt.

Hydaticus, Leach.—vittatus, Fabr. ; festivus, Rt. .- Fabricii

Macl: signatipennis, Dejeanii (Mad.)
AubS.

Beferences.

Erichaon.—Genera Dytiscorum. Berlin, 1832.

Westoood.—Mod. Class, Ins. I., 96, 1889.

WAite.—Nomenclature of the Hydrocanthari in the British Museum 1847.

/1«J^.—Spec. Gen. des Hydro, et desGyr. Paris 1839 (Vlth yolume of Dejean).

Lacordaire.—Spec. Gen., I., 403^ 1854,
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Family Gyrinidce—Whirligigs.

Gyrinus, (reojf.—nitidulus, Fair. : indices, Aubl

Orectochilus, Esch.—gangeticus, Wied. : semivestitus (Ben.),

Gu^r. : specularis, AuM.

Dineutus, Mad.—australis, spinosus (Mad. ISTep.), Fahr.: sub-

spinosus,. Klug : Comma, Thun. : ciliatus,

Forsk.: indicus (Nep.), unidentatus, AubS.

References.

Lacordaire.— Spec. Gen., I., 433, and as in preceding.

C—PHILHYDEIDA.
Family HydropMlidce—Water-lovers.

HydropMlus, Geoff.—olivaceus(Mad.),2^a6r.; viridicollis CKash.),

cashmiriensis (Kash.), Redt.

Sternocophus, Solier.—rnfipes (As.) Fabr.

Family Hydrobiidm.

Amphiops, Erichs.—^gibbus, Illiger.

Family Sphceridiidce.

Cyclonotum, Erichs.—orbiculare, abdominalis, Fabr. : capense,

Dej.

References.

Westwood.—Mod. Class. Itis. I., Ill, 1839.

Lacordaire.— Spec. Gen., I., 443, 1854.

Mulsant,—Hist. Nat. des C!ol. de France (Palpicomes) : Paris, 1844.

D.—NECROPHAGA.

Family Paussidce.

Cerapterus, Sweder.—latipes (Ben.), Swed.

Ceratoderus, West.—^bifasciatus (Morad.), Kollar.

Merismoderus, West.—Bensoni (N.-W. P.), West.

Platyrhopalus, West.—denticornis (N.-W. P.) Donov. : angustus

(Mus.) ; unicolor ; acutidens (Nep.) ;

Mellii (Mad.) ; suturalis (Mhow) ; aplus-

trifer (Ben.) West.: Westwoodii (Ben.),

Saund. : intermedins (N. I.), Benson.

16
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Paussus, Linn.—pilicomis (Mus.) ; thoraeicus (N. I.) ; Fiditelii

(Ben. Him.), Donov. : nauceras (Him.), phloi-

ophorus (Mus.) ; Baconis 1^. I.), Benson :

tibialis (Ben.) ; Hearseyanns (Benares) ;

Hardwickii (Almora) ; Saundersii (N. I.) ;

Boysii (Mhow) ; dentieulatas (N. I.) ; cog-

natus (Ben.) ; fulvus ; Stevensianus (N. I.) ;

politus (N. I.) ; rufitarsis (N. I.), Jerdoni,

West.

References.

Westwood.—l/loi. Class, I., 150, 1839 : Monograph of the Panssidse, Are.

Ent., 11., 1, 37, 161 (1845) : Cab. Or. Ent. t. 41 : An. Mag. N. H. n. s. VII. 533 :

VIII. 449. X. 409.

Laeordaire—Spec. G£n., II., 1, 1854. Indian Species ; Benson, Cal. J. N. H.

Donoran, Ins. India, t. 4, 5. Boyes J. A. S. Ben. XII. 421.

Family Silphidce— Shield-beetles.

Silpha, Ldnn.—osculans (= Diamesiis oseulans, Hope), (Ben.),

Vigors: chloroptera (=tetraspilota, Hope)

(Bom.), Lap. : ioptera (Kash.), Bedf.

Apatetica, West.—^lebioides (Him.), West.

Catops, Paykull—vestitus (N. I.), Murray.

References.

Westwood.—Moi. Class. Ins. I. 136, 1839 : Cab. Or. Ent. t. 41.

Laeordaire.—Spec. Gen., II., 192, 1854.

Family Nitidulidm.

Carpophilus, Leach.—obsoletus, Eriehs.

References.

Weslwood.—Mod. Class, I. 140, 1839.

Laeordaire.—Sp^o, Gen., 11., 287, 1854.

iS/Mrraj^. -Monograph of the Nitldulidse. 1864.

Family Trogositidm.

Alindria, Eriehs.—orientalis (Kash.), Redt.

Melambia, Eriehs.—crenicollis (Ben.), Gruer.

References,

Weslwood.—yioi. Class, I., 145, 1839.

Laeordaire.— Q-gec. Gen., II., 332, 1854.

Family Colydiadce.

Meryx, Latr.—rugosa, Latreille.

Reference.

Laeordaire.—Spec. Gen., II., 352, 1854.
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Family Citcujidce.

Hectarthrum, iVeio.—bistriatum, Lap. : heros, rufipennis, Fabr.:

brevifossiira, New. ; depressum, Smith.

Ancistria, Erichs.—cylindrica, West.

Cucujus, Fabr.—bicolor (Nep.), Smith.

Lsemophlseus, Dej.—sanguinolentus (Nep.) Hope : conoolor, ob-

soletus, Smith.

References.

Westvi)ood.—Uoi\. Class, Ins., I., 148, 1839. Cab. Or. Ent. i. 41.

SmUh, F.—List of the Cacujlda; in the British Museuai, 1R5I.

Lacordaire.—^ec. G^n., II., 890, 1854.

Family Dermestidce.

DermBstes, Linn.—lardarius (bacon-beetle, Nepal), Linn.: cada-

verinus, Fabr.

E.—BRACHELYTHA.

Family Staphylinidoe.

Myrmedonia, EricJu—ochraceus (Him.), Hope.

Tachinus, Graven.—melunarius (Ben), Erich.

Platyprosopus, Mann.—tamulus (Mad.), fuliginosus (Ben.)

Erich,

Palsestrinus, Erich.—Sykesii, mutillarius (Ben.), Erioh<,

Caranistes,^.£'ncA.^-Westermanii (Ben.), Erich.

Staphylinus, Linn.—cinctus (Kash.), Redt.

Rtferentes.

Westooorf.—Mod Class. Ins. I. 161, 1839: An. Mag. N. H. n. s VII, 149.

Mrichson, G.—^Gen. et Spec. Staphylinorum. Berlin, 1639-40.

iocofdaiVe.—Spec. G6n. II. 17, 1864.

F.—CLAVICOENES.

Family Histeridce—Mimic-beetles.

Platysoma, Leach.—atratum (Ben.), Er,

Hister, Lmn.-^bipustulatus, Fabr. : orientalis, Payk. : distortusj

III : punctulatus, bengalensis, Wied. .• melana-

rius, pullatus, coracinus, scsevola, lutarius, Er. i

parallelus (Kash.), Redt.

Notodoma, de Mars.—globatum (Mad.), Mars,
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Cypturus, Erich.—anescens (Ben.), Erich.

Saprinus, Erich.—4-guttatus, Fahr. : speciosus, cupreus, Erich.

References.

Westwood.—Mod. Class, Ins., I. 181, 1839.

Latordaire.—Sfec. G^n., II., 242, 1864.

G.—LAMELLICOENES.

Family Imcanidm—Stag-beetles.

Lucanns, Fahr.—lunifer [=Lama, Burm. : var. S = villosns,

Hope], (Him.) ; Cantori (As.) ; Forsteri, (As.) ;

MacClellandii (As.) ; Buddha (As.) ; Brahminus

(As.); Kafflesii (As.); Mearesii [?=nigripes,

Hope], (As.); Parryi [?=serricollis, -Hope],

(As.) ; Baladeva (As.); platycephalus (As.) ;

Hope : Gazella [ ? = Delessertii, Guer. and

(J =Cuvera, Prinsepii, Burmeisteri (Mad.),

castanopterus (Nep.), Hope], (Nep.), Fahr.:

multidentatus (As.), inquinatus, Jenkinsii

(As.), strigiceps (Him.), West. : bicolor

(Nep.), Oliv.: carinatus (cj = aloes Oliv. :

var. (J = dux, West. ; camelus, Oliv),

Linn.

Dorcus, MacL.—nepalensis [var. S = similis, Hope ; Chevrol-

atii, Chenu ; Parryi, Hope], (Nep.); Eafflesii

(As.); MacLeayii : Spencei, (As.) : bulbosus

(As.); bengalensis ; curvidens, (As.); paral-

lelus ; Eschscholtzii ; lineato-punctatus

Blanchardi (As.) ; Tityus (As.) ; astacoides ;

(As.i ; foveatus (As.) ; Westermanni (As.),

de Hahnii (As.l, punctilabris (As.) ; omissus

(As.); Hope: Giraft'a [var. (J =Downesii,

Confucius, Hope] : Saiga [ <S =Reicliii,

Hope ; ? =vitulus, Hope], (As.), Oli-

vier : bucephalus [ ^ =:Briareus, Hope;

% =:rugifrons, Hope], (As.) ; bubalus, (As.),

Perty : cribriceps (=molossus, Hope), Che-

vrol. : malabaricus, West,

Figulus, MacL,—confusus (Him.), West.
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lie/erences.

Westwood.—Uod. Class, I., 185, 1839: Cab. Or Eut. t. 8, 10, 26. An. Mag.

N. H. n. B. VIII. 124.

Lacordaire.—Spec. Gen. Ill- 4, 1866.

Hope.—Catalogue if Lucanoid Coleoptera. 184S : Eoyles Him. : Gray Zool.

Misc.: Trans. Linn. Soc, XVIII. 587; XIX 105 and An. Mag. N. H. VI. 299;

VIII. 302: IX. 247, XII. 363.

Family Copridce—Dung-beetle,s.

Ateuchus, Weber,—sanctus (Mad.) Fair. : gangeticus, Brahmi-

nus, Lap. : convalescens, costatus, Wied, :

devotus (Kash.) Redt.

Sisyphus, Lair.—neglectos, Gor^/ ; histus, Weid. : cashmiriensis,

Redt.

Gymnopleurus, III.—miliaris, cyaneus (Mad.) Leei, Koenigii

(Mad.) granulatus, Hellwigii (Mad.) sinu-

atus, Fahr. : mundus, exanthema, Wied. :

opacus (Kash.) Redt. : Dejeanii, capicola,

sumptuosus, indicus, impressus. Lap.

Copris, Geoff.—Sabseus (Mad.), nanus (Mad.), Midas, capuci-

nus, Bucephalus, orientalis, fricator, Fabr. : 6-

dentata (Kash.>, Sacontala (Kash.), Redt.

Onthophagus, Latr.—Pithecius, seniculus (Mad.), metallicus, par-

dalis, Pirmal, pygmseus (Mad.), parvulus,

Catta (Mad.), bifasciatus (Mad.), drome-

darius, 4-dentatus, tarandus, unifasciatus

(Mad.), Bonasus, pallipes, Corvus, Ibex,

nuchidens (Mad.), Tragus (As.), Antilope,

fuscopunctatus, Dama, vitulus, Mopsus,

spinifex (Mad.), seneus (Mad ), centricornis

(Mad.), unicornis (Mad.), furculus, 4-cornis

(Mad.), laevigatas, politus (Mad.), aterrimus

pusillus, i^a6r. ; erectusobtusus, 3-cornis,

punctulatus, divisus, aenescens, i-amosus, tri-

cerus, lamina, trituber, bicuspis, setosus, hir-

cus, troglodyta, luteipennis, Wied. : igneus,

Vigors : suturatus, Germ, : Elliotti (Mad.),

imperator,tigrini,Lap..-phan3eoides(Him.),

Hppe : diflicilis, Le Gu. : Brama (Kash.),

angulatus (I^ash,), excayatus {Kdish),Redt.
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Oniticellus, Zieg.—Rhadamistus, (Mad.) femoratus, ciiictus

(As.), Fahr, : Diadema, pictus, niger,

Wied.

Sefetences,

Westoood.— Mod. Class, I , SOB, 1839.

Lacordaire.Spec. Gea., 111., 61, 1856. Indian species : FabHoius, passirti.

Family Aphodiidce.

Aphodius, III.—sorex, elongatulus, analis, obsoletus, msestus,

marginellus (Mad.), atricapillus, impudicus,

Fabr. : elegans, All:: diadema, cornutus, dis-

cus, rufopustulus, Wied. : hirtipes (Kash.), gon-

agricus (Kash.), Redt. : irregularis (Him.),

Hope.

Chatopisthes, West.—-fulvus (Him. Oen. I), West.

Chiron, MacL.—sulcithorax, Perty: digitatus, Fabr.: assamen-

sis, Hope.

Beferences,

Westmood.—Mod. Class, Ins , 1 , 207, 1839.

iocordaiVe.—Spec. Gen., III., 112, 1856.

Family Orphnidce.

Orphnus, MacL.—^bicolor, Fabr. : mysorensis, picinus (Ben.),

impressus (Cen. I.), nanus (Cen. I.), West.

Ochodseus, Meg.—chrysomelinus, Fabr. : lutescens, pictus,

West.

References.

Weslv)ood.~On certain Lamellicorn beetles. Trans. Ent. Soc. IV., 155: II.,

2nd Ser., 59.

iacordaiVe,—Spec. Gen., III., 127, 1856.

Family Hyhosoridce.

Hybosorus, MacL.—orientalis, Hope : Roei, West.

Phaeochrous, Lap.—emarginatus, Lap. : dubius, indicus, West.

References.

Westoood.—Trans. Ent. Soc , IV., 160. An. Mag. N. H. n. s. XI., 31S.

Lacordaire.—Spec. Gen , III., 132, 1866.
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Family Geotrupidce—Dor-beetles.

Athyreus, Mac-Leay.—orientalis, Lap. : frontalis (As.), Parry.

Bolboceras, Kirby.—Cyclops (As. Cen. I.) Fabr. : sulcicollis, im-

pressus, Wied.: grandis, Calanus (Bom),

indicus (Cen. I), Hope: ferruginous, car-

enicoUis, Lap. : Laportei [ = ferrugineus,

Lap
J,

Westwoodii [ = furcicollis, West. J,

Hald. : Isevicollis ; lateralis (Bom.) ; capi-

tatus (As.) ; insequalis ; bicarinatus ; dor-

salis ; nigriceps ; transversalis, West.

Geotrupes, Latr.—orientalis (Him.), Hope.

Beferences.

Weatwood.—Uo3. ClaBB, I., 20), 18.'59. Trans. Linn. Soc. XX., 463 : An, Mag.

N. H. n. B. XIV., 454 : XV., 438. : 2nd Ser. II., 143, 353.

iacordoire.—Spec. G^n. III. 138, 1856.

Family Passalidce.

Ceracupes, Kaup—Austeni (As.), Stol.

Tseniocerus, Kaup—^bicuspis (As.), Kaup.

Pleurarius, Kaup—brachyphyllus (Nil), Stol.

Leptatilax, Kaup—dentatus, bicolor (As.), Fabr.

Aceraius, Kaup—grandis (As.), Burnt. : emarginatus (As.). Fabr.

Basilianus, Kaup—cancrus (As. Nep.), Perch. : neelgheriensis

(Nil.), Chi^r. : Cantoris (As.), Hope : indicus

(Nil.), assamensis, Stol.

Passalus, Fabr.—fronticornis (Tib.), West.

Beferences.

i'ercAeron.—Monographie des Passalides, Paris, 1 835.

Wesiwood.—Uoi. Class. Ins. I. 186, 1839 : An. Mag. N. H. n. s. VIII., 124.

Smith, F. Catalogue of Passalidse in the British Museum, 1852.

Lacordaire.-Spec. Gen., III., 44, 1856.

jfaa^.—Monograph, Berlin Ent. Zeit., XV., 1871.

Stoliczka.—On Indian Passalidae. J . A. S. Ben. XLII , il., 149, 1873.

Family Melolonthidce—Cockchafers.

Serica, iiaci/.—mutabilis (Mad.), Fabr.: marmorata, umbrina,

indica, iridescens, rufocuprea, costigera, fer-

rugata, brevis, granuligera (Ben.), Blanch. :

immutablis, Schon. : marginalia, bimaculata,

Hope : ferruginea (Kash.), Eedt.
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Apogoiiia, Kirby—rauca (Mad.), ferruginea (Ben.), Fdbr.

Ancylonycha, Blanch.—serrata (Mad.), Fahr.: sculpticollis,

puberina, longipennis. (Ben.), Reynaudii,

Perrottetii, consanguinea, Blanch.: mucida,

Schon. :

Schizonycha, Erichs.—ruficollis (Mad.) Fabr. : fuscescens, xan-

thodera (Ben), Blanch.: cylindrica, Schon.:

cribricollis (Kash.), Redt.

Brahmina, Blanch.—Calva (Ben.), comata (Ben.), Blanch.

Anoxia, Lap.—indiana (N. I,), Blanch.

LeucopholLs, Blanch.—Candida, Oliv. : lepidophora, niveosqua-

mosa, Blanch.

Lepidiota, Hope—bimaculata {i=Griffithu, Hope), Saund.: punc-

tatipennis, sticticoptera, rugosipennis, luctu-

osa, impluviata, Blanch.

Euchirus, Kirby—Mac Leayii (Kep. As.), Hope.: longimanus,

Oliv.: Parryi (Darj.), G, Gray.

References.

Weaiwood.—UoA. Class. Ins. I. 216, 1839. Cab. Or. Ent. t 1.

Lacordaire.— Spec. Gen. III. 169, 1866. Indian species ; Blanchard, Cai.

des (^ol. du Mas. d' Hist. Nat. de Paris. Paris, 1850-51 : Hope, An. Mag. N. H.

n. s. III. 17, 171, VI. 300.

Family Rutelidce.

Rhinyptia, Dej.—indica. Burnt.

Dinorhina, Lac.—orientis, New.

Anomala, Koppe—fraterna (var. pallida, Oliv.) , communis, Burm.

:

dorsalis (Mad.), elata (Mad.), Fabr.: pallidi-

collis, pallida, rugipennis, bengalensis, testa-

cea, fulgens, striolata, ignicollis, lineatopen-

nis, Duvaucelii, elegans, fulviventra, BlaUch,

:

strigata. Lap. : variocolcir, Schort. : ypsilon,

Wied.

Euchlora, Mac L.—Dussnmieri, cribrata, obsoleta, malabarien-

sis, xanthoptera, Blanch. : grandis, MacLea-

yana, perplexa, de Hahnii, dimidiata, sulcata,

Cantori, aureola, Hope: vittata (Kash.),.

Eedt.
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Mimela, Kirhy—Leii, Swed. : MacLeayana, Vigors : concolor,

heterochropus, pectoralis, fulgidivittata,

Blanch: splendens, auronitens, Horsfieldii,

chrysoprasis, bicolor, similis, princeps, deci-

piens, pyroscelis, glabra, Passerinii (Him.),

xanthorina, Hope: sapphirina (As.), Parry.

Popillia, iair.—nitida, cyanea [= concolor, iop. ; var.=ber-

ryllina, Hope], minuta, marginicoUis, cupri-

coUis [var. formosa, smaragdula, suturata,

Hope], virescens, Hope : reginse [= splen-

dida, Gu(5r.j, uasuta, acuta, rugicollis, mu-

tans, fimbriata, chlorion, Adamas, complanata,

lucida, difficilis, varia (As.), gemma (As.)

Newman: sulcata (Kash), truncata (Kash.),

cashmiriensis, Redt.

Peperonota, West.—Harringtonii (Him.), West.

Parastasia, West.—rufopicta (As.), West.

Didrepanephorus, Wood M.—bifalcifer (As.), Wood-M.

Adoretus, Lap.—^Boops, Wied. : caliginosus, Burm. : concolor

Duvaucelii, latifrons, ovalis, pallens, limba-

tus, Blanch : femoralis, Duf.

Heterophtlialmus, Blanch.—ocularis, Blanch.

References,

Westwood.—M.od. Class. Ins. I. 213: An. Mag. N. H. n. s. VII. 204 : X. 68 :

Cab. Or. Ent. t. 17.

Laeordaire.—Spec. Gen. III. 318, 1856. Indian Species ; Blanchard, Cat,

Col. de Mus. de Paris : Hope, Gray's Zool. Mis. I. 23 : Trans. Ent. Soc. I. 108,

114: An. Mag. N. H. n. s. III. 17, 171: IV, 345: IX. 247 : XI. 62: XIV. 464

(Parry). Newman, Ibid, 11, 336, 392 i III. 365. Trans. Ent. Soc. III. 32.

Family Dynastida.

Peltonotus, Burm.—morio, Burm.

Horonotus, .Bwrm.—Daedalus, {S =xanthus, Oliv.; ? =diadema,

Oliv), Fabr.

Phyllognathus, Esch.—Dyonisus (Mad.), Fahr.

Oryctes, 111-—Rhinoceros, Linn.

Trichogomphus, Burm.—lunicollis, Burm. : Bronchus, Herhst.

Dichodontus, Burm,—coronatus, Burm.

17
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Eupatorus, Eurm.—Hardwickei (Nep.), Cantori (As.), Hope.

Chalcosoma, Hope.—^Atlas (Him), Linn.

References.

Westwood.—Moi. Class. Ing. I. 191 : Cab. Or. Eut. t. 13.

^acorrfuzVe.—Spec. Gen. III. 387, 1856. Boyes' figure in J. A. S. Ben. XII.

436 is E. Hardfoiekei, Hope.

Family CetowwcfflB— Eose-beetles.

Narycius, Dup.—opalus (Mad.), Dupont.

Cyphonocephalus, West.—smaragdulus, West.

Dicronocephalus, Hope.—Wallichii (Nep.), Hope.

Khomborhina, Hope.— (Jumnos) Ruckeri (Him.), Saund : (Jum-

nos) Roylei (Him.), Hope : opalina (Nep.),

Mellyi [= dives, Wesq, (Nep.), G. et P.:

hyacinthina (As.), Hope : apicalis [ = distincta,

Hopel, (Nep.) ; microcephala (Him.), West.

Heterorhina, West,—A (Trigonophorus, Hope)—Delessertii (Him.),

Guir.: gracilipes (Him.), Saundersii (Him.),

West. : Hardwicliei [=nepaleiisis, West7[y

(Him.), Hope.

B (Anomalocera, Hope)—Parryi \_S =Mearseii,

Hopel (Him.), Hope: glaberrima [ = hirtiven-

tris, Redt.'], (Him.), West.

c (Coryphocera, Burm.)—Hopei [? =benga-

lensis. West.; affinis, Redt. and <? = Hopei,

melanaria, dorsalis G. et P.], (Nep ), West. :

elegans [anthracina, West. : micans, Gu4r.:

cuprea, Herbst : Feisthamelii, G. et P.]

(Mad.), Iseta (As.) Fabr. : nigritarsis (Nep.),

am^na (As.), Cuvera (Bom.), Hope: olivacea,

Gru^r. : sinuaticollis, ScJiaum : bimacula [ =s

confusa, West'] (Ben.), Wied. : punctatissi-

ma [juctinda, Hope], (As.) ; tibialis (N. I.),

Childrenii (Ben.), West. ; ooxalis (Nep.),

Blanch.

V (Diceros, G. et P.)—bicornis (As.), Latr.

:

ornata (Mad.), Burm,

E (Mystroceros, Burm.)—dives. West,
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Clinteria, Bnrm.—^guttifera, hilaris (N. I.), spuria, Burin. : con*

finis {N. I.), flavonotata, G. et P. : modesta

(Ben.), flavopicta (Ben.), Blanch.: Hearseana

(Ben.), West. .- Klugii (N. I.), spilota (N. I),

Hope : ducalis (As.) : HoiFmeisteri (N. I.),

White: pumila (Ben.), Schon. : coeralea,

Herbst.

Agesirata, ^*cA.—chinensis [c? =Withillii (Bom.), and ? sGa*
gates (Mad.), Uopel, Fahr.

Macronota, Wied.—dives [penieillata, Hope ; Mearesii, Parry],

(Mad., N. I.) ; flavomaculata (Mad.) ; malaba-

riensis (Mad.) ; elongata (Cal.), resplendens

(Ben.), G. et P. : vittigera (Mad.), tetraspilota

(Mad. Piina) , stictica (Mys.) , Hope: alboguttata

(N. I.), Parry : picta, Gudr. : 5-lineata, Hoff^

Bombodes, West.—ursus (Him.), West.

Euryomia, JSMrrre.^viridiobscura (N. I.), Bealias (Ben.), G. ei P.:

tricolor, Oliv. : versicolor (N. 1.) ; albopunc-*

tata, Fabr. : marginicollis f = Horsfieldii,

Hope >• torquata, Fabr.] (Nep. As.), Oory :

bivittata (Tib.), Burm: Gravenhorstii, ^o/)e.'

aurulenta. White.

AnoplocMlus, Mac L—castanopterus (Bom.) Burm. : terrasils,

G. et P. : brunneocupreus, csenosus, argen-

tiferus. West.

Anatona, Burm^—flavoguttata [stillata, Ifew.] (Him. Bom.) 5 al-

boguttata (Dec.) Burm.

Chiloloba, Burm.^^a,cxita, (Ben.), Wied.

Cetonia, Fabr.—^Dalmani (Nep.); ignipes (Nep.); I'egalis (Bom.);

squamipennis ; Burm. : difformis (Ben.) ; ma*

culata (N. I.), mixta (Ben.), Fabr. : cupripesj

Wied.: alboguttata [Saundersii, ^am.] (In.),

Viffors : flavoguttata (Kasbi), Redt,: neglecta

(Nep.), Hope.

Anthracophora, Burm.—atromaculata, Fabr. i Bohemanii, West> t

gracilis (Mad.), Whitei
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Macroma, G, el P.—melanopus [nigripennis, Hope], (As,),

Schaum : xanthorhina [bicolor, G. et P.],

(Nep.), Hope.

Oentrognathus, Gii^r.—lugubris, Fabr.

Spilophorus, Schaum.—maculatus [cretosus, Hope], (Piina),

Gary.

C^nochilus, Schaum.—platyrhinus, Sch. : Campbellii (N. I.),

brunneus (N. I.), Saund. : glabratus, West.

Valgus, Scriba.—pygmseus, G. et P. : pictus (Nep.), argillaceus

(Mad.), Hope: podicalis, penicillatus, Blanch.

References.

Westooof/.—Mod. Class. Ins. I. 221 : Arc. Ent. I. 5, 113,129 and t 1, 19,

»8-36, 42-46. Cab. Or. Ent. t. 17. Trans. Ent Soc. IV.

White.—Cetoniadsa of the British Museiim, 1847.

Schaum.—Cat. des Lamellicornes Melitophiles. An. Soc. Ent. III., 37.

Lacordaire.—Spec. Gen. III. 464, 1856. Indian species, Hope. An. Mag.

N. H. n. s. VI. 482 : VIII. 302 Saunders, Ibid, X. 67.

H.—SERRICORNES.

Family Buprestidce—Metallic-beetles.

Sternocera, Esch.—sternicomis, chrysis (Mad. Cal.), Linn.: ba-

salis chrysidoides (Mad.), nitidicoUis, rugosi-

pennis, Diardi, dissimilis, Lap. et G. : uni-

color (Mad.), Lap.: orientalis, Herbst : Isevi-

gata, Oliv.: dasypleuros (Kash.), Redt.

Julodis, Esch.—WbithiUii, Hope.

Catoxantha. SoZ.— bicolor (As.), Fabr.: giganteus (Mad.), Sch.:

cuprascens, (Mad.), Water.

Chrysochroa, /SoZ.—ignita, Linn. : ocellata, Fabr. : mutabilis,

Oliv. : Edwardsii (As.), Plutus, Hope: assa-

mensis, Gudr. : caroli (Mad.), Per-r.; Rajah
(Bom.), chinensis (As.), pectinicornis (Mad.),

Lap. et G.: bivittata (As.) Gray: sublimata

(N. I ), White.

Chalcophora, /SoZ.—elegans, Fabr. : Blanchardi (Bom.), eximia,

sumptuosa, Sonneratii, smaragdula, aurifera,

Lap. et G.
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Latipalpis, SoZ.—fastuosa (Nep. Mad), Fahr.

Psecilonota, Esch.—gentilis, Lap. : hilaris, White. -

Baprestis, lAnn.—10-spilota (Nep.), Hope.

Cinyra, Lap.—auricollis, Lap.

Castalia, Lap.—bimaculata, Oliv.

Ptosima, Sol.—amabilis, Lap.

Acmseodera, Esch.—aurifera (Dec), Lap.

Sphenoptera, So^.—senea (Mad.) Fahr.

Belionota, Esch.—scutellaris, Fahr.

Corsebus, Zap.—Smeei (Mad.), Lap.: hastanus (Ben.), Sch.

:

nigropictus, Lap.

Discoderes, Chevr.—fasciatum, Gudr.: grisator. Lap.

Agrilus, Curtis.—armatus, Fahr.: cashmiriensis, Redt.

Trachys, Fahr.—indiea, Hope.

References.

Westoood.—Mod. Class. Ins., I. 226.

ZocordoiVe.— Spec. Gen. IV., 1, 1857,

White, /4.—Nomenclature of Buprestldae in the British Museum, 1848.

Laporte de Castelneau ei Gory—Hist Nat. des Coleopt^res.

Family Eucnemidce.

Galbella, West.—violacea, West.

Reference.

Lacordaire.— a^^c. Gen. IV. 96 : Cab. Or Ent. t. 41.

Family Elateridce—Springing-beetles.

Agrypnus, Esch.—fuscipes, luridus (Mad.), Fahr.

Lacon, Germ.—muticus, Herhst : brachychastus (Kash.), Redt.

Alaus, Esch.—mserens, sculptus (As.), West. : irroratus (As.),

Parry.

Campsosternus, Latr.—Delessertii (Nil.), Guir.: violatus (Ben.),

foveolatus (Mad.), Germ.: Cantori (As.),

Wilsoni (Mad.), Duponti (Mad.), Stephensii

(Nep.), smaragdinus (Mad.), Hope : Dohrnii

(As.), West.

Oxynopterus, Hope.—Audouini, Hope.

Pectocera, Ho'pe.—Mellii (Simla), Cantori (As.), Hope.

Pachyderes, La^n— rufiicollis (Ben.), Gu4r.
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Elater, Linn.—cyanopterus (Garhwal), Hope.

Cardiophofus, Esch.-^yicmas (Kash.), consentaneus (Kasll-,

Eedt.

Penia, Lap.—Escbsbholtzii (Nep.), Hope.

CorjTnbites, Latr.—fuscipennis (Ben.), Blanch,: viridis, Germ.

Plectrostertms, Lac^raius, Latr.

Beferences.

Westwood.—'M.oA. Class. Ins. I. 225 : Cab. Or. Ent. t.SS.

Lacardaire.—Spec. Gen. IV. 130, 1857. Caud. Mon. Elaterids. 1859, Hope i

An. Mag. N. H. n. s. VIII. 433 : XI. 394 ; XIV. 454.

Family Jjycidai,

Maerolycus, Waterh.—Bowringii (All.), Waterhouse.

Calochromus, Guirin.—orbatns (As.), rugatus (All.), ruber

(AH.), tarsalis (In.), Waterh.: apicalis (Nep.),

Hope.

Lycostomus, Motsclu— similis (In.), Hope : mode'stus (As.), am-

biguus (As), singularis (Mad.), striatus (In.),

thoracicus ^In.), Waterh. : analis (In.), Dalm.

Plateros, Bourg.—fuscipennis (As.), carbonarius (In), Waterh.

Xylobanus, Waterh.—foveatus (In.), Waterh.

Metriorrhynchu' , Gudr.— sericans (In.), Wateih. : lineatus (N.I.),

Hope.

Conderis, Waterh.—major (N. I.), Waterh.

Beferences.

WoicrSoMse.—Types of Coleoptera British Museum, 1879.

Murray.—ii.-a.. Mag. N. H. 1868, 327.-

Pamily Malacodermidce.

Lyropseus, Water.—biguttatus (Mai.), Water.

Ditoneces, Walk.—obscurus (Mai.), Water.

Lamprigera, Motsch.—nepalensis (Ben.), Hope.

Lampyris, &'eo/.—marginella (Ben.), Hope.

Luciola, iop.—vittata. Lap.

Tylocerus, Dalm.—bimaculatus (Mus.), Hope.

Telephorus, /ScAcb/.—melanocephala (Ben.), Fahr. : nepalensis,

Hope : coeruleomaculata (Kash.), lledt, '
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Selasia, Lop.— decipiens (Ben.), Gudr.

Eugensis, West.—palpator (Cal.), West.

Dodecatoma, West.—bicolor (Dec), West.

Agalochrus, Uriahs.—laslus (Ben.), Fabr.

Carphurus, Eriehs.—transparipennis, nigripennis, Motsch.

Prionocerus, Perty.—coeruleipennis, Perty.

References.

Westwood.—MoA. Class. Ins. I. 242, 1839; Cab. Or. Etit. t. 41.

Laeordaire.—Spio. Gen. IV. 285, 1857.

Family Ptinidce.

Ptinus, Linn.—nigerimus, Boield.

Reference.

Lacordaire.—'Spec. Gen. IV. 508, 1887.

Family Cleridce.

Cylidrus, Latr.—cj'aneus (Can. In., Ben.), Fabr.

Cladiscus, Chevrol.—'Parrianus, bipectinatus, West.: Prinsepii

(N. I.), gracilis (N, I.,) longipennis (N. I.),

WJiite.

Tillus, Fabr.—succinctus, Dup. : picipennis, West. .- notatus,

Kluy.

Opilus, Latr.—subfasciatus (Ben.), castaneipennis (Ben.), uni-

color. White.

Tillicera, Spin.—mutillaecolor (N. I.), White.

Thanasimus, Latr.—abdominalis, Spinola : stellatus, subscutella-

ris, West.

Olerus, Geqf.—bengala, posticalis, zebratus, West.

Thaneroclerus, Spin.—Euquetii, Lefebre.

Stigmatium, Gray.— rufiventre (As.),' West.

Tenerus, Lap.—signaticoUis (Gen. In.), Lap.

Necrobia, Latr.—rufipes, Oliv. : ruficollis, violacea, Latr.

Opetiopalpus, Spin.—ohesns (N. I,), White.

References.

WeHwood.—Uod. Class. Ins. I. 261, 1839.

Spinola.—Essai sur Ics Clerites. Geneva, 1844.

White, A.—liiet of the Clerldse in the British Museum, 1849.

iacorrfoire.—Spec. Gen., IV., 415, 1857.
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II.—HETEROMERA.
A.—TRACHELIA.

Family Lagriidce.

Lagria, Fa&r.—serea (Kash.), variabilis (Kash,), bicolor (Kash.),

Redt.

Family Pedilidm.

Macratria, New.—Helferi, concolor, nigella (Ben.), De la Ferte.

Family AnthicidcB.

Formicomus, De la FerU—consul, prsetor, De la F. : bengalen-

sis, Wied. : ruficollis, Saund.

Leptaleus, De la FerU—delicatulus, De la F.

Mecynotarsus, De la Ferti—nanus (Ben.), nigrozonatus, fragi-

lis, De la F.

Octhenomus, Schm.—indicus, De la F.

Family Pyrochroidce.

Pyrochroa, Qeoff,
—^longa, Perty.

Family Mordellidcs.

Mordella, Linn.—tricolor, Wied.

Family Rhipiphoridce.

Emenadia, Lap.—^bipunctatus [=apicalis, Hope] (Garhwal) ;

pusillus, Fabr.

Family Meloidce—Oil-beetles.

Mylabris, Fabr.—Jacquemontii (Kash.), Redt.: pustulata, panc-

ta (Mad.) Gollas: indica, Fuss.: humeralis,

proxima, orientalis, Dej. cichorii (In.), Fabr.

Cantharis, Geqf.—cserulea (Ben.), Leuck. : ruficollis, testacea,

Fabr. : ruficeps. 111. : rubriceps (Kash.),limba-

ta (Kash.), Redt,: Actseon, Rouxii, ornata,

picta. Lap. : nipalensis, assamensis, violacea,

gigas, Dej.

Sybaris, !Step7i.—preeustus (Kash.), tunioatus (Kash.), semivitta-

tus (Kash.), Redt.

Zonitis, Fahr.—pallida, Fabr.

Onyctemis, Lap.—Sonneratii, Lap.
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References,

Westwood.—'Hioi. Class. Ins, I., 286*308, 1839.

Lacordaire.—Sp6c. Gen. V., 663-648, 1859.

Qersteecker.—Mon. Rhipiphoridum. Berlin, 1855.

Aeaport,—Trans. Linn. Soc, XX., 297, 321.

B—ATEACHELIA.
Family Tenehrionidce.

Microdera, JEsch.—coromandelensis (Mad.), Solier.

Hyperops, Esoh.—unicolor (Ben.), Herbst: indicus, striatopunc-

tatus, Wied.,- coromandelensis (Mad.), Solier.

Stenosida, Solier—tenuicoUis, Solier,

Himatismus, Erichs.—fasciculatus, Fahr.

Blaps, Fair.—orientalis (Ben.), spathulata (Ben.), punctatostri-

ata (Ben.), Solier,

Platynotus, Fabr.—striata (Mad.) excavata (Mad.) Fabr.: punc-

tatipennis, DeyroUei, perforatus, Muls.

Pseudoblaps, Gu^.—crenatus (Mad.) nigratus, Fabr.: Melii,

ambiguus, parallelus, strigipennis, polinieri

(Mad.), Muls. •• javanus, Wied. : arcuatus, St.

Farg.: Westermanni, Mwim.

Scleron, Ho^e—latipes, Guir.

Opatrum, Fabr.—elongatum, Guir.

Bolitophagus, 111.—elongatus, Perty,

Hemicera, Lap.—splendens, Wied.

Uloma, Meg.—orientalis. Lap.

Latheticus, Water.—oryzse (Cal.), Water.

Toxicum, Latr.—quadricornis, Fabr.: E.ichesianum, Lair,

Cossyplius, OUv.—depressus, Oliv.: Edwardsii, Lac.

Polposipus, Sol.—herculeanus (Ben.), Sol,

Lyprops, Hope—chrysophthalmus (Ben.), Hope : indicus (Ben.),

Wied.
,

Sootseus, Hope—splendens (As.), Bej,

Strongylium, .K'irJy—rnfipenne (Kash.), Bedt.

Phymatosoma, Lap.—tuberculatum (Ben.), Lap,.

,Cyriogeton, Paswe—insignis (As.), Pascoe,

18
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Beferencei.

Westwood.—^Mod. Class. Ins., I., 316. 1839.

Lacordaire.—Sp§c. Gen., V., 1., 1859.

Paicoe.—An. Mag. N. H., 4th Ser., Vols. 3, 8-13.

Family Cistelidcs.

Allecula, Fabr.—fusiformis, elegans, Walken

References,

Westivood.—^Mod. Class. Ins., I., 309, 1839.

Lacordaire.—St^^c. G6n., V., 490, 1859.

III.—FSEUOO-TETRAIVIERA.

A.—EHYNCOPHOEA.
Family Srenthidcf.

Prophthalmus, Pascoe. sanguinalis, Pascoe.

Family Curculionidce—Weevils.

Blosyrus, Scho.—oniscus, asellus, Oliv.: Herthus, Herbst: insequa-

lis, Gudr.: variegatus (Kash.), costatus

(Kash.), Redt.: spongifer, Scho.

Cneorhinus, Sc/io.—pictus (Kash.), lituratus, obscurus (Kash.),

Bedt.

Catapiomis, Scho.—basilicus (N. I.), Scho.

Atmetonychus, Scho.—^peregrmus (Ben.) : insequalis (Ben.), Scho.

Piazomias, Scho.—acutipennis (Nil.); Perottetii (ML); prasinus

(Nil.) ; himalayanus, assamensis, Sch. : globu-

licollis (Kash.); angustatus (Kash.), Redt.

Astycus, Scho.—chrysochlorus, Wkd. : lateralis, Fabr.

Polyclaeis, Scho.—parens (Ben.), Sch.

Hypomeces, Scho.—rusticus, sparsus, curtus, Sch.: poUinosus

(Kash.), Redt.

Dereodus, Scho.—denticollis, Sch.

Cratopus, Scho.—marmoreus, Sch.

Achlainomus, Water.—ebeninus. Water,

Bpisomus, Scho.—^iadicus, Sch.

Omias, Scho.—crinitus (Kash.), Redt.

Phyllobius, Germ.—jucundus (Kash.), Redt.

Macrocorynus, Scho.—discoideus, Oliv.

Drepanoderes, Water.—viridifasciatus (N.I.),fuscus (1^. I.), Water.
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Arhines, Scho.—languidus (Ben.), ScJio.

Cyphicerus, Scho.—9-lineatus (Ben,) : passerinus (B^n.)^ Oliv,

Platytrachelus, Scho.—pistacinus (Ben.), Sch,

Amblyrhinus, Scho.—poricollis, Sch.

Acanthotrachelus, Scho.—ventricosus (Nil.), Sch.

Phytoscaphus, Scho.—nepalensis, inductus, chloroticus, lixabun-

dus, Sch.

Lixus, Fabr.—octoguttatus (Kash.); fasciatus (Kash.), Eedt,

Peribleptus, Scho.—sculptus (Him.), Sch.

Paramecops, Scho.—farinosus, (Ben.), Wied.

Cylas, Latr.—fermicariusy Fa&n;"turcipennis, IsevicoUis, Sch.

Apion, Herbst.—inflatum, crassicolle, triangulicolle, gagatimim,

subcostatum, dilaticolle, chalybeicolor, prui-

nosum, indicum, amplipenna, restricticolle,

flavimanum, tuberculiferam, alboirroratum,

Motsch.

Apoderus, OUV'—cygneus, Fabr.: longicollis, Oliv.: flavotube-

rosus, montanus (As.), crenatus, pallidulus,

bistrimaculatus, bihumeratus, Jekel: tran-

quebaricus, melanopterus, Westermanii, qua-

dripunctatus, assamensis, unicolor, gemma-
tus, Sch.

Attelabus, Linn.—octomaculatus (Mad.), Jekel: melauurus,

bispinosus, discolor, Sch.

Euops, Sch.—Bowringii, Jehel.

Traobelolabus, Jekel.—Whitei, Jekel.

Khynchites, Herbst.—alcyoneus, sculpturatus, Pascoe.

Dicranognathus, Bedl.—^nebulosus (Kash.), Redt.

References.

Westwood.—Mod. Class. 1. 324, 328, 1839.

Xacordoire.—Spec Gen., VI., 1863.

Schonherr.—Genera et species Curculionidnra. Paris, 1833-45. This appear-

ed in eight yolumes and contains 7,147 species : there is a supplement to the

last volume, and a second supplement was published at Stockholm in 1847 and

illustrations by ImhofE and Labram of part at Basle, 1848-B2.

Pascoe.—Descriptions of new species, chiefly Australian. An Mag. N. H.

4th Ser.; Vols. 7 to 20 : J. Linn. Soc. X. 434 ; XI. 164, 440 ; XII.
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Family Trictenotomidce.

Autocrates, Thorns.—senea (Him,), Farry.

Trictenotema, Gmy—Childreni (Him.), West.: Grayii (Mad.),

Smith.

Refereneei.

Westwood.—Cab. Or. Ent. t. 2S.

XacoriJoire.—Spec. Gen., VIII., 1. 18S9.

B.—LONGICOBNES.

Family Prionidce.

Cantharocnemis, Serv.—Downesii (Ben.), Pascoe.

Cyrtognathus, Fald.—indicus (Var. Hugelii, Redt.), (As. Him.

Kash.), Hope: Walkeri (N. I.), Water.: gra-

nulosus, Thorns.

Dorysthenes, Vigors,—^rostratus, Fabr.: montanus, Gudr.

Dissosternus, Hope—Pertii (Dec), Hope.

Ancyloprotus, White—^bigibbosus (As.), White.

Prionomma, White—orientalis (Mad.), Oliv.

Priotyrranus, Thorns.—mordax (N. I.), White.

Logseus, Water—subopacus (Mad.), Waterhouse.

Acanthopborus, Serv.—serraticornis, Oliv.

Opheltes, Thorns.—obesus, Thomson.

Baralipton, Thorns.—^maculosum (Gal,), Thorns.

Mgoaoraa, Serv.—ornaticolle, tibiale (N. I.), White: lacerto-

sum (As.), Pascoe.

Megopis, Serv.—costipennis (As.), White.

Teledapus, Pascoe—dorcadiodes (Mus.), Pascoe.

Philus, Saund.—globosicolHs, Thorns.

Cyrtonops, White—punctipennis. White.

Tragosoma, Serv.—subcoriaceum (N. I.), Hope.

References,

Westwood.—^Mod. Class,, Ins., I., 359.

While.—Ca.t. Col. Ins., British Musenm, Pt. VII., 1853.

Zocorrfaire.— Spec. Gen., VIII., 16, 1869.

Thomson.—Emai d'une classification de la famille des Cerambycides. Paris,

1860.
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Family Cerambycidce.

Dynamostes, Pascoe—audax, Pascoe.

Tetraommatus, Perroud—Slitormis (Mad.), Per.

Oplatocera, PF/wie—callidioides (N. I.), White.

Neocerambyx, Thorns.—Faris (= Brama, Wew.) (Ben.), Wied.

Plocaderas, TAoms.—pedestris (N. I), humeralis (N. I.),?

White : obesus, Dup,

-Pachydissus, Ifew.—demissus (N. I.), Pascoe.

Hesperophanes, Muls.—has&lia (Him.), White.

Nyphasia, Pascoe—orientalis (As.), White.

Oeresium, iV«w.—geniculatum, leucostictum, cretatum, White.

Phyodexia, Pascoe—concinna (Mus.), Pascoe.

Pyrocalymma, Thorns.—pyrochroides (N. I.), Thorns.

Pachylocerus, Hope—corallinus, Hope : crassicornis, Oliv. : pilo-

sus, Bug. : plumiferus, Pascoe.

Pyresthes, Pascoe—miniatus (N. I.), Pascoe.

Erythrus, White—bicolor (N. I.), West: "Westwoodii (Him.),

White.

Coloborhou bus, Thorns.—velutinus (As.), Saund.

Zonopterus, Hope.—flavitarsis (As.), Hope.

Pachyteria, Serv.—fasciata (As.) Fabr.: rubripennis (As.),

Hope : dimidiata (As.), West.

Aphrodisium, Thorns.—Cantori (As.), Griffithii (As.), Hope

:

Hardwickeanum (Nep.), White.

Mecaspis, Thorns^—aurata, chalybeata. Thorns.

Chloridolum, Thorns.—perlsetmn (As.), bivittatum, Nympha
(N. I.), White.

Leontium, Thorns,—viride, cseruleipenne, thalassium. Thorns.:

prasinum (Mad.), White.

Polyzonus, Zap.—cinctus (N. I.), Qudr. : tetraspilotus

(As.), Hope : inermis, 4-maculatus (Mad.),

White.

Eurybatus, Dej.: 10—punctatus (As.), West.: lateritius (N. I.),

Hope : hariolus (As.), Dej^ : formosuSj

Saund.
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Clytanthus, 27joms.--lituratus (Ben.), Lap. : albicinctus (Nep.)^

Hope: maculicollis, Dalm.: 14-macuJatus

(Nil), mastus (Mad.), alboscutellatus (Nil),

nepos, agnatus (Nil), cognatus (As.), Chevrol.

Psilomerus, Chevrol.—angustus (gracilicornis. White), Chevrol.

Grammographus, Chevrol.—lineatus, Chevrol.

Ischnodora, Chevrol.—macra, Chevrol.

Rhaphuma, Pascoe.—glauca (Mad.), Fabr.: Wiedemanni,. leu-

costellata, Hope : distinguenda. Per. : fallax^

5-notata, 6-notata, dimidiata, geniculata,^

russicollis, 3-macnlata, Chevrol.

• Amauresthes, Chevrol.—fuliginosus (Tib.), subdepressus (As.)k

arciferus, Chevrol.

Xylotrechus, Chevrol.—Smeei, vicinus (Dec), ocellatus, Lap.z

subditus, quadripes (Kash.), aper (Nil.),

Chevrol,

Sclethrus, Ifew.—amsenus (Mad.), Gory.

Plagithyrsus, Motsch.—sumatrensis (Ben.), brahminus (Ben.),

bicinctus (N. I.), assimilis (Nep.), Hopez

Balyi, Pascoe.

Epodus, Chevrol.—humerosus, Chevrol.

Aglaophis, TAoms.—faseiata. Thorns.

Cyrtophorus, Le Conte—ventralis (Nil.), Chevrol.

Epipedocera, Chevrol.—Hardwickei (undulatus, Hope), Whiter

zona (Nep.), afHnis (Nil.), Chevrol.

Purpuricenus, Zieg.—montanus (Him.), White: sanguinolentus^

Olitt.

Typodryas, Thorns.—callichromoides (As.), Thorns,

Noemia, Pascoe—Stevensii, flavicornis, Pascoe,

Eurycephalus, JDy.—maxillosus, Oliv.

Beferencea.

(festooorf.—Mod. Class. Ins., I., 362. Cab. Or. Ent. t. 29.

White.—CaX. Col. British Museum, Pt. VII., 1853.

ScAiorfie.—On the classification of the Cerambyces. An. Mag. N. H., SkT

Ber.,XV., 182.

Pascoe.—LoDgicornia Malayana. Trans. Ent. Soc, 3rd Ser., III.

Zocordoire.—Spec. Gen., VIU., 200 : IX., 1869.
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Family LamiidcB.

Acanodes, Pascoe—montanus (Darj.), Pascoe.

Dioxippe, Thorns.—costata (Nil.), Gudrin.

Morimopsis, Thorns.—lacrymans, Thorns.

Epicedia, Thorns.—bigeminata, Thorns.

Archidice, Thorns,—quadrinotata, Thorns.

Leprodera, Thorns.—offioinator, Lac.

Morimus, White—inoequalis (Mad.), plagiatus (Mad.), Water:

morionoides, White.

Euoplia, Hope—polyspila (As.), Swainsoni (As.), Hope.

Anoplophora, Hope—Stanleyi (As.), Hope.

Merges, Pascoe—marmoratus (Him.), Melly.

Epepeotes, Pascoe—punctulatus (Him.), West.: lusca. Fair.

Monochamus, Meger.—Downesii (N. I.), Parryi, RoyHi (Mus.),

sulphurifer (As.), beryllinus (As.), Hope:Ms-
lenor. New,: guttatus (Him.), GuSr.: West-

woodii (Him.), Melly: bifasciatus (Him.),

West.: larvatus, Stephanus, melanostictus

(N. I.), Fredericus (As.), officinator (As.),

sublineatus (As.), Brianus (Nep.), White:

subgemmatus (As.), desperatus, griseipennis,

Pascoe.

Myagrus, Pascoe—Hynesii (Bom.), Pascoe.

Echinoschema, Thorns,—armatus (As.), White.

Mecotagus, Pascoe—tigrinus, Oliv, : Guerinii (As.), White : tes-

sellatus (As.), Guer.

.Cyriocrates, Thorns.—Horsfieldii (As.), White.

Aristobia, Thorns.—reticulator, Fabr. : fasciculata (Kash.),

Redt.

Celostena, Thorns.—^javana, plagiata, tessellata, White.

Peribasis, Thorns.—larvatus (As.), White.

Cycas, Pascoe—subgemmatus (As.), Thorns.

Pharsatia, Thorns.—gibbifer (Nil.), Guer,

Batocera, Zap.—Roylii [=princeps, Redt.l, (Kash.), Hope:
Chevrolatii, adelpha, Chlorinda, Titana,

Thorns,
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Apriona, Chevrol.—Germari (As.), Hope: DeyroUei (As.)

Kaup,

Orsidis, Fascoe—acanthocimoides, Pascoe.

Calloplophora, Thorns—Solii (As.), Hope.

Gnoma, Fabr.—casnonoides, Thorns.

Agelasta, New.—bifasciana (As.), White.

Coptops, Serv.—leucostictica (As.), White : centurio, Pascoe.

Mispila, Thorns.—curvilinea, Pascoe.

Thysia, Thorns.—Wallichii (Him.), Hope.

Calothyrza, Thorns.—margaritifera (Him.), West.

Ithocritus, Lac.—ruber (As.), Hope.

Bhodopis, Thorns.—pubera (As.), Thorns.

Olenocamptus, Chevrol.—dominus (As.), Thorns.

Maechotypa, Thorns.—thoracica (As.), White.

^lara. Thorns.—plagiata (As.), parallela (N. I.), delicatula (As.),

cylindraca (As.), White.

Saperda, Fabr.—bicolor (As.), West.

Camptocnema, Thorns.—lateralis (As.), While.

Lychrosis, Pascoe.—zebrina (As.), Pascoe.

Anaches, Pascoe—dorsalis, Pascoe.

Xynenon, Pascoe—Bondii, Pascoe.

Prionetopsis, Thorns.—balteata. Thorns.

Smermus, Lac.—Mniszechii, Lac.

Thermistis, Pascoe.—croceocincta, Saund.

Malloderma, Lac.— Pascoei, Lac.

Glenea, New.—rubricollis (As.), Hope : sancte-marise, Indiana,

funerula, capriciosa, obsoletipunctata, obesa

(As.), argus, annulata (Him.), chalybeata

(As.), maculifera (As.), pulchella (As.),

spilota, Diana (As.), Peria, Oonidia (Bom.),

Thorns.

Stibara, Hope—nigricornis, morbillosa, Fabr.: tetraspilota (As.),

trilineata (As.), Hope,

Nupserha, Thorns.—cosmopolita, bicolor. Thorns.

Astathes, New.—yiolaceipennis (N. I), Thorns.: divisa, Pascoe.
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References.

WeilttDood.—Uad. Class. Ins.^ I., 368. Cab. Or. Ent. t. 5, 29.

/.acoirfoire.—Spec. G«n., IX., 238. 1869-72.

Thomson —Systema dcrambycidarum. Mem. Soc. Sc. de LiJge, XIX. 186^i

Pascoe.—Longicoraia Malayana, Trans. Ent. Sod, Srd Set., III.: An. Mag.

K. H., AVa Ser., IV., 203 ; XV., 203.

White.—An. Mag. N. H., 3rd Scr., II., 266 : Progs. Zool. Soc, 1868, 398, 4odi

H„pe.~Aa. Mag. N. H.j N. S.j VI., 800 : IX., 248 : XIV., 464. Trans. Linn

Soc, XVni., 435;

G.—PHYTdPHAG^;

Family Sagrtdwi

Sagra, .Fbfcn—carbunculus (As.), Hope.

Temnaspis, Lac,—speciosus (N. I.), Do'rtrnesii (N. I.), quiiiqueS*

ihaculatus (N. I.), nig;riceps (Nep.), Baly^

Family Crioceridce,

Leiiia, Fabr.—-Downesii (fiom., Ben.), suturella (Ben.), Psychol

(N. I ), glabricollis, Baly;

References.

WettiBOod.—Mod. Class. Ins., l.t S70.

Fariiily Hispidce.

^allispa, Baiy—iilsignis (N. I;), dimidiatipennis (N. I.), vittakj

Baly.

Amblispa, Bali/—laevigata (Mad., N. I.), BaZy.

Boiryono^a., Blanch.—sanguinea(N. I.), Gu6\: Sbeppardi (N.I,),

Ball/.

Estigmenia, Hope—chinensis (Nep., N. I.), Hope: eribrioQllid

(Mad.) Water.

Anisodera, CAewoZ.-^ferruginea (K I.), Gu^r.: eieavata(N. I.),

Btili/ : cylindrica (Nep., N; I.), Hope.

Downesia, 5ai?/—insignis (N. I.), Baly.

Javeta, BaZy—pallida (Mad.), Bali/>

Gonophara, Glievrol.—Saundersii (As.), Baly,

Hispa, Linn.—erinacea (Nep.), Fabr.

Reference.

Ba/yi.^CaWiogue Of Hisridss in flie Bi'itlsh Musetim, iSSft

19
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Family Clasddidce—Tortoise-beetles.

Calopepla, Boh.—Leayana (Ben.), Boh. : Reicheana, Ow(fr.

Epistictia, ^7*.— selecta (Bom.); viridimacalata (Nep.j,

Boh.

Hoplionota, Hope—maculipennfe, horrifica, acLroletrca, Boh.

Prioptera, jHb^e—Westermianni (As.), Mann. : impustnlata (As.),,

'

sexmaculata (As.), maculipennis (As.), de^

cemstillata, decemmacnlata (Him.), pallidi-

cornis, decemsignata (As.), B&h.

Aspidomorpha, Uope—miliaris (Mad.), St. Crucis (As.), dorsata^

micans, Fetbr.: amsbilis, Dej.: orientalis, in-

tmcta (Mad.): fuseonotata : lobata (N. I.) j

ealligera (Ben.) ; Egena (Ben.) ; indica (Al-

mora) ; Boh.

Oassida, Linn.—clathrata, obscuru, croenta, Fdbr. : liyida, dis-

par, testacea, tricolor, JJerhst: foveolata,

16-macitlat3, nigrovittata (Cal.) : Moori,

Syrtica, rugulosa, icterica (Almora), obtusata^

eonspurcata (Mad.), pallida (Mad.), panxilla,

exilis (Mad.), Delessertii, dorsonotata, ni-

griventris (Tib.), pudibranda, glabella (Nil.)^

pulrinata (Mad.), costata (Mad.), fuscospar-

sa (As.), Boh.: trilineata (Nep.), Hope.

ijeucoptera, Boh.—14-notata, 26-notata (As.), 19-notata (As.)^

13-punctata (As.), nepalensis (Nep.) ; philip-

pinensis (Bom.), Boh.

Coptocycla, Chevrol.—sexnotata (Mad.) Fair. : sexmaculata

(Mad.), Dej.: circumdata, varians, Herhst.:

ventralis (Nil.), bistrimaculata (Mad.), bistri-

notata (Ben.), 11-notata, 17-notata, bipuncti-

pennis (Mad)., promiscua, 7-notata, ornata

(Mad.), cribrosa, Boh.

References.

. , eitwood.—Moi. Clags. Ins., I., 376. 1839.

BoAeman.—Monographia Caesididarura, Stockholm, 1860*86 ; Catalogue of

the Cassidids in the British Museum, 1866,
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Family €ralerumdce.

Hymenesia, Ciari—tranquebarica (Mad.), Fahr.

Sphenoraia, CZarA—flavicoUis (N. I.), nigripennis (N. I,).

Clark.

Podontia, Dalm.—rufo-castanea, Bali/.

(Edicerus, 5a/?/—apicipennis, Bali/.

Momaea, Bali/.—purpurascens (Nep.), Hope.

Menippus -Ba/y—cervinus (Nep.), Hope.

Xuthea, Ball/—oirieii±alis, Bali/.

Antipha, Bali/—picipes, Bretinghami, Bali/: Bennettii (Nep.),

Hope.

Mimastra, Baly—ajcuata, Sor.

Hyphasis, Har.—nigrieornis (N. I.), Bevani (S. I.), Bali/.

Phygasia, Bal^—dorsata (As.), Bait/.

Beferences,

Weslwood.—Mod. Class. Ins., I., 381

Clark, H.—On Dejean's genua Caelomera. An. Mag. N. H., 3rd Ser,, XVI.,

S66, 315.

Btdy.—On new speeies of Gallerucidas. Ihid, XVI., 247, 402,

Family Emnolpidce.

CJhrysochus, Chevrol.—asiaticus (N, L), Redt.

Eumolpus, Latr.—pyrophorus, (As.), Parry.

Nodostoma, Motsch.—Dormeri, Bevani, Bali/.

Corynodes, Hope—gloriosua (N. I.), Bali/: cyaneus (Mad.),

Hope.

Eubrachis, Chevrol.'—indica (Mus.), Baly,

Pachnephorus, Redt.—Bretinghami, Bali/^

Pseudocolaspis, Lap.—longicollis (S. I.), 5aZy-

Eefennoes.

Marshall.—Geneta of Eumolpidae, An. Mag. N, H., 3rd Ser., XIII.,

380.

Ball/.—3. Linn. Soc., XIV., 246.
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Family Chrysomelidce.—Golden-beetleg,

Chlamys, Knock—fulvipes, Baly.

Colosposoma, Lap.~ Downesii, Baly.

Chrysomela, Linn.—Krishna, Bopvouloirii, Stevensii, Bq,l^

:

Vishnu (Nep.) Hope.

Ambrostoma, Motsch.—Mahesa (Nep.), Hcpe.

Crosita, Motsch.—cselestina (N. I.), Baly.

Eumela, Baly—oyanicollis, Hope.

Family Halticidce,

Xanthocycla, Baly— Chapuisii, Baly.

Argopus, Fischer—Haroldi, Baly,

Paradibolia, Baly—indica, Baly.

Chaetocneipa, /S^epA. — cognata, sqarrosa, Bretinghami, cpncipnir

pennis, basalis, Baly,

Beference.

Westwood.—Med. Class. Ins., I., 38S.

Family Erotylidce,

Jianguria, Latr.—rcyanea (Nep.), Hope.

IV.-tPSEUDO-TRIMEHA,

Family Endomychidce—Fungus-beetles,

JJndomychus, Panzer.— bicqlor, Qorham,

Jiumorphus, Weber—tener, Dohm: pulchripes, Gerst.

Engoniua, Gerst.— signifer (N. I.), Gorham.

Ancylopus, Costa.—melanocephalus, Oliv:mdioua(Si.I.),6orhann.

Mycetina, Gerst.—castanea, Gerst.

Family Coccinelidce--Laij-hird3,

Qpccinell^, Linn.—tricincta, Fabr.: repanda, Muls.i simplex,

Walk.

Jjp^laclina, Ch^vrol.—28-:punctat3, (Mad.), Fabr, : pubesQen^

(N. I.), Hope.

Chilocqrus, Le«cA—opppnens (Mad.), Walk,

Beference.

Wettwood—Mod. Class, Iiis., I., ^JO,
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ORTHOPTERA.

The order Orthoptera (straight-winged) comprises the insects

commonly known as ear-wigs, cockroaches,

crickets, praying-insects, leaf-insects, spec-

tres or stick-insects, locusts and grasshoppers. The body is com-

posed of a head, thorax and abdomen. The head is furnished with

a mouth, antennae and eyes. The mouth consists of a labrum or

upper lip, two mandibles, two maxillae, a labium or under lip and

four palpi or feelers. The mandibles are armed with teeth suitable

to the food on which the insect lives. In the carnivorous species

these teeth resemble the canine teeth of the mammalia, and in the

herbivorous species they resemble the incisive and molar teeth of

mamnjals. The maxillge are furnished with 5-jointed palpi and a

n;embraneous piece vaulted above and covering the extremity of the

maxillae. This piece is called the galea and is either cylindrical in

shape or triangular or dilated and forms one of the bases of classi-

fication. The labial palpi are 3-jointed. The antennae are many-

jointed and are inserted in front of the eyes, but sometimes below

or between them. The true eyes occupy the side of the head and

are compound and usually very large. There are also two to three

sipaple eyes or ocelli, either perfect or suboobsolete. The thorax is

composed of three parts, of which the prothorax is the largest and

the only one exposed. The wings are four in number, of which the

elytra or anterior pair are sub-coriaceous, thin and flexible, and the

posterior pair or true wings are for the most part membraneous, re-"

ticulated and longitudinally folded after the manner of a fan. In

spme cases tjie females and everj both sexes are apterous, and in the

ear-wjgs the posterior wings are transversely folded as in the beer-

tl^s. In njany species the elytra of the males are rudimentary and

a transparent, hard, neurated membrane covers a portion of the

inner margin of the elytra and produces by friction upon each other

the stridulating noise remarked in certain families of the order.

A similar sound is produced in other families by rubbing the thighs

of the posterior legs against the edges of the elytra. The abdomen

cgnsists of eight or nine segments furnished at the end with certain

appendages. There are six legs provided with feet adapted for run-

mng or jumping. The metamorphosis is incomplete : that is, there is

ng snch marked differences in form between the larva, pnpa and
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imago as obtains in the beetles. The larvae resemble the perfect

insects, only they are much smaller and are without wings. After

several moultings rudimentary wings appear, and this is supposed

to mark the pupa state and again after several moultings the imago

with perfect wings appears.

The broad division of the order is into (1) Cursoria, in which

the feet are adapted for running ; the elytra and wings are placed

horizontally to the body and the females are not provided with an

ovipositor : and (2) Saltatoria, in which the posterior pair of legs are

specially adapted for leaping. In the first division must be includ-

ed the anomalous family Forficulidce or ear-wigs, which many au-

thors form into a separate order osculant between the beetles and

the true Orthoptera. The Indian species of this family have not re-

ceived much attention at the hands of naturalists. The cockroaches

are exceedingly numerous in individuals and are cosmopolitan in

their habits, the small Blatta orientalis of Europe being originally a

native of India. They have not been thoroughly examined in this.

country probably owing to a prejudice against them on account of

their offensive odour. The Mantidce or praying insects are so called

from the position of their fore-legs when lying ia w^ait for their

prey. They remain immovable in this attitude until a fly or other

insect comes within their reach, when they quickly seize it and de-

vour it. The Phasmidce or spectres resemble dried twigs and attain

some of them to a considerable size ; many new species have been

figured by Mr. Wood-Mason in the Calcutta Journal, Amongst

the Saltatoria, the locusts belong to the family Acrididce, and in

Scelymena Harpago we have one that takes to the water and dives,,

the foliaceous appendages of the hind legs being well adapted for

swimming. • This is the first natatorial species of the order recorded

and is found both in Bombay and in the upper provinces. The

ravages of members of this family in India are too well known ta

need description. There are two forms of migratory locusts com-

monly met with. That with pink under-wings and brownish mark-

ings on the upper wings is apparently the ffi. Edwardsii of West-

wood and occurs in swarms sufficient to break down the branches of

trees on which they alight. Often for days together they pass over

tracts of country in undiminished myriads, leaving whole square

miles bare of all vegetation behind them. The colour of the under-
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wings in this species varies from a very pale pink to a dark brown.

or maroon. The second and perhaps more common species in the

North-Western Provinces has yellow under-wings and yellowish

markings on the upper-wings. The larva of this species has the

front of the head orange yellow, whilst the space behind and below

the eyes is of a deep maroon and the posterior legs are of a bright

yellow colour banded with black. Locusts have been found as far

north as the passes leading into Tibet and are not uncommon per-

manent residents in the Bhdbar, where there are also two or three

species that occur in groups of many thousands, but are not so for-

midable as the two first mentioned. The female is not provided

with an ovipositor and lays her eggs in some instances on the

ground and in others on plants and attaches them by a gummy ex-

udation produced at the same time. In some cases they are further

protected by a frothy exudation which hardens by exposure. The

eggs hatch in a few days and the larvae are at once ready to satisfy

their voracious appetite, which never appears to be satiated. To the

Gryllidoe belongs the curious mole-cricket Schizodactylus monstro'

sus to be found in its burrow in the sands of the banks of any of

our great rivers. It is easily recognized by the spiny excrescences

on its legs and the net-like wings curled up at the end. It appears

to be exclusively carnivorous in its habits and is not very numer-

ous in individuals. The following list is very meagre, considering

all that has been written on the Orthoptera, but I must leave to

others the task of completing it :

—

ORTHOPTERA.

I.—Cursoria.

Family Forjiculidce—Ear-wigs.

Forficula, Linn.—auricularia (Cal.j, Linn.

Blattarise.

Family Polyphagidce.

Polyphaga, BrulU—indica. Walker.

Family Panesthidce.

Panesthia, ^ro—plagiata, regalis (As.), Walker : monstruosa
(Mad.), flavipennis (As.), Saussuru (As.),

Wood-mason: transversa (As.), Burm.:
rethiops (In.), StolL: forceps (Mad.), Sausa.
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I'ai'an&uphsbtai Watt.—liriibata, Saussw-e.

Parahormetica, Watt.—bengalensis, Saussurd

Family PlanetiddcB,

Planetica, Sauss.—phalangium, Saussuret

Faftiily PaHHhloridce;

Paiichlora, Bui'iti.—siirinamensis (In.), Butz. : indica (In.),'

Fabr. ; tenebrigera, occipitalis (Bom ), sub-'

marginata (Bom.), Wallceri

Family Corydidce.

Corydia, Sei'v.—t*etiveriana, (Mad*), Linn- : Gtieririiana, Sei"!}.
.'

plagiata. Walker : senea, Watt. ; ornata^

Sauss.

Family Blaitidc^.

Phlebonotum, Sauss.—anomalum, Siuss. : pallens (Mad.),

Slanch.

Epilampra, ^wrm.—auriculata (Bom.), TFaW. ; cribrata (As.),

blattoides, melanosoma, Sauss. : ampli-

pennis (As.), intacta (Bom.), charaeterosa,

Walker.

EUipsidium, Sauss.—laterale (As.), Walker.

Blatta, Jyinn.-^bivittata ( N. I.), Serv. : parvula, breVipes (Bdm.),

continua, lycoides, telephoroides (Bom.),

subreticulata, figurata, annulifera, trans-

versalis, fasoiceps, subfasciata, inexacta,

subrotundata (all Bombay), raniiferai

(Nep.), submarginata (As.), Walker i cog-

bata, ferruginea, Himalayica, Watt, :

Luneli, Sauss.

Tbeganopteryx, Watt.—^jucunda, indica (Bom.) Saussure.

Periplaneta, JSarm.— americaiia' (In.), Degeer : tboracica,

Sethiopica, Serv. : ornata. Watt. : affinis,

Sauss. ruficornis (Bom.), cdrta (Som.)j

Walker.

Polyzosterid, 5«r?n.—orientalis, Burm. : heterospila (Boiii.)^

sexpustulata, (Bom,), Walker,
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Family Perisphceridce.

Perisphseria, Burnt.—alta (As.), Walker.

Blepharodera, Burni.—sericea, emortualis, Saussure^

Loboptera, Watt.—indica, Watt.

Family Mantidce—Praying insects.

Mantis, Linn.—simulacfum (Ben.), Fabr.: concinna, Pertyt

meta.llica (As.), West.

Hestias, de Sauss.—Brunneriana, (As.), Sauss.: pictipes (Cen.

M.^ inermis, (As.) Wood-Mason.

Chseradodis, Serv.—squilla (In.), Saussure.

Empusa, III.—gongylodes (N. I.), Linn.

Pischeria, Sauss.—laticeps (Bom. Mad.), Wood-M.

Hierodula, Sauss.—birivia (Mad.), Stall.

^thalochrea, Wood-M.—Ashmoliana (Ben.), West.

Campsothespis, Sauss.—anomala (Gal.), Wood-M.

Heterochseta, Sauss.—tricolor (Gal.), Wood-M.

Paradanuria, TFood-iW.'—orientalis (Mad.), Wood-M.

Scbizocephala, Serv.— (Didymocorpha) ensifera (Ben,), Wood-M. .'

bicornis, Linn.

Family Phasmidce—Stick-insects.

Pbyllium, iZ/.—orurifolium, Serv.: Robertsonii (Nil.), Hopes

Scytbe (As.) : West.

Necroscia, West.—bimaculata (Mad.), Stoll. : annulata (Mad.),

Fahr. : affinis, punctata, marginata (Mai.),

GraT/ : Sipylus (As.), Pholidotus (As.), atri-

coxis, Casignetus (As.), Sparaxes, hilaria

(As.), maculicoUis (As.), West.: Menaka
(As.), Wood-M.

Cyphocrania, Serv.—gigas, Linn. (var.= Empusa, Gray).

Creoxylus, Serv.—auritus, Fabr.

Xeroderus, Gray.—manicatus, Licht.

Lopapbus, West.—bootanicus (As), Baucis (As.), West,

Heteropteryx, Gray—dilatata, Pdrkinson.

Phibalosoma, West.—serratipes (Mai.), Gray: Westwoodii (As.),

annamalayanum (Mad), Wood-M,

20
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Anophelepis, West.—despecta (As.), West.

Lonchodes, Ora^.—luteoviridis [ =lacertinus, West], (As.)

;

bicoronatus
( ) ; semiarmatus ( ) ; virgens [

= sarmantosus. West"] (As.) ; Porus ; Stilp-

nus (As.) ; Myrina (Mad.), West. : brevipes

(Mai.), genicnlatus GVay .• Austeni (As.) ;

Westwoodii (CaL); insignis (Sik.), Wood-M.

Bacteria, Latr.—Shiva (In.), West.

Menaka, Wood-M.—scabriuscula (As.), Wood-M.

Bacillus, Latr.—indicas, Qray : tranquebaricus (Mad.) ; Beroe

;

Begulus ; cuniculns (As.) ; Alauna (Mad.) ;

Artemis (As.) ; Amathia (Mad.), West. : Isevi-

gatus (As.); fuscolineatus (Panj.) ; Penthesi-

lea '(Bhutan), furcillatus (Bhutan),. Wood-M.

II.—Saltatoria.

Family GryllidcB.

Crryllotalpa, Leach—africana (Mai. N. I.), Pal. Beauv. : omata,

Walker.

Acheta, Fahr—vnoasiiosa, (N. I.), Drury,

Brachytrypes, Erichs—achatinus, StolL: terrificus (Mad.), signa^

tipes (Bom.), ferreus (Mad,/, bisignatns,

truculentus. Walker.

Gryllus, Zmw—erytkrocephalus (Ben.), melanocephalus (Ben.),

Serv.: capensis, Oliv. : orientalis (Mad.),

Fahr. : conscitus (Nep.'*, signifrons (N. I.>,

facialis (Bom.), humeralis (Bom.), ferri-

coUis (Bom.), angustulus (Bom.), lineiceps

(Bom.), configuratus (Bom.), parviceps

(Bom.^, signipes (Bom.), Walker.

Nemobius, Serv.—indicus, vagus (Bom.), Walker.

Madasumma, Walker—ventralis (N. I.), Walker.

Eneoptera, Burm.—fascipes (N. I.), concolor (Bom.), lateralis,

(Bom,), alboatra (Bom.), Walker.

Meloimorpha, Walker—ci«icticornis (Bom.), Walker.

Platydactylus, BrulU -transversus (As.), apertus (N. I.), pal-

lidas (As.), Walker: marginipennis, Guir.
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CEcanthus, Serv.—rufescens (Bom.), Serville,

Prophalangopsis, Walker—obscura, Walker.

Phalangopsis, Serv.—^albicomis (N. I.), picticeps, Walker.

Ornebius, G'mM'/i—nigripalpis (Mad.), Guer.

Platyblemmus, Serv.—lusitanicus, delectus (Ben.), Serv.

Family Locustidce.

Gryllacris, Serv.—plagiata (As.), contracta, aliena (As.), scita,

magniceps, trinotata (Bom.), collaris (As.)

gracilis (Ben.), basalis (Bom.), Walker^

signifera (Bom. As.), Stall: amplipennis,

(Mai), gladiator (Mad.), GersL

Rhapidophora, Serv.—picas (As.), Serville..

Noia, Walker—testacea, Walker.

Deoticus, Serv.—concinnus (Nep.), pallidas (N. I.), Walken

Xiphidium, Serv.—posticum (As.), Walker.

Letana, Walker—linearis (N. I.), Walker.

Ladnia, Walker—punctipes (N. I.), Walker.

Saga, Charp,—indica, Herbst.

Conocepnalus, TAawJ.—interruptus (K L,) strenuus (N. I.),

varius (As.), Walker.

Megalodon, Brulle—^naiiev BrulU.

Phaneroptera, Serv.—punctifera (As.'^, roseata (N. I.), privata

(As.), insignis (As.), notabilis (As.), diversa

(As.), nigrosparsa (Bom.), Walker, rufona-

lata (Bom.), Serv.

Ancylecha, Sew.—lunuligera (As.), Serville.

Steirodon, Serv.—ma.co\ov, Stall.

Tedla, Walker—B&\h.ia. (As.), simplex Walker.

Pseudopliyllus,Sew.—Titan (As.), WTiite : femoratus, fenestratus,

neriifolia (As.), Stall : uninotatus (As.), ole-

ifolius (Mad.), Serv. .' assimilis (As.), veno-

sus (As.), siccus (As. Mad.), concinnus

(As.), signatus, sublituratus. Walker.

Aprion, Serv.—carinatum, porrectum (As.), strictum (Bom.),

curviferum (Bom.), Walker.
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Sanaa, Walker—imperialis (N. I. A.&.), 'White: Donovani, (As.),

quadrituberculatus, Westwood,

Cymatomera, Schaum—rugosa (In.), Linn. : viridivitta (Mai.),

Walker,

Mecopoda, Serv.—elongeda, (As. N. I.), Linn..

Family Acrididce.

Truxalis, Fabr.—nasuta (N. I.), Linn. : unguiculata (N. I.),

Bamb.

Pyrgomorpha, Fischer— crenulata (N. I.), Fabr. : bispinosa

(S. I.), Walker.

Mesops, Serv.—filatus (N. I,), WaUer.

Opomala, Serv.—laticornis (Bom. N. I.), Serv. .• convergens,

(N. I.), tarsalis, (As.) semipicta (S. I.),

Walker,

Xiphocera, Latr.—fnmida (S. I.), Walker.

Phymateus, Serv.— miliaris (Nep. N. I.), Linn.

PcBcilocera, iSero.—picta (N. I.), Fabr. : punctiventris (Bom.),

Serv. : ornata, Burm.

Teratodes, BrulU—monticollis (In.), Gray.

Cyrtacanthacris, Serv.—flavicornis (As.), Fabr, : inficita (N. I.),

Waiker,

Acridium, Qeoff.—succinctum (N. 1.), Linn. : flavescens (S. I.),

Fabr, : pardalinum (S. I.), vinosum (N.

I,), saturatum (S. I.), dorsale (S. I.),

nitidulum (S. I.), Walker,

Apalacris, TFaZ^er—varicornis (N. I,), Walker,

Oxya, Serv.—velox (Mai."), Fabricius : furcifera (Bom.), Serv.

Heteracris, Walker—illustris (S. I.), elegans (N. I.), insignis

(Ben.), ducalis (As.), apta (As.), varicor-

nis (S. I.), Walker: alacris, Serv.

Caloptenus, ^mj-ot—Insignis, glaucopsis (N. I), liturifer (S. I.),

erubescens(N.I.),scutifer (S. I.),dominans

(As.), ferrugineus (N. L), scaber (Ben.),

nepalensis (Nep,), immunis (Bom.), pus-

tulipennis (Bom.), Walker.
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(Edipoda, Charp.-Q.aYa {ln.),Unn.: Edwardsii {In.), Hope:wennsU.

(S. I.), crassa (N. I.), inficita, (N. I.), rotun-

data (N. I.), granulosa (Biluch.) Walker.

Stenobothrus, Fischer—mundus (Bom.), decisus (Bom.), apicalis

(Bom.), epacramoides (Bom.), turbatus,.

(Bom.),luteipes (Bom.), strigulatus (Bom.)

simplex (Bom.), Walker.

Epacromia, Fischei>—simxx\a,ivix (S. I.), aspera (N. I.), turpis,

N. I.), Walker.

Oeracris, Walker—mgricoTnis (N. L), Walker.

Chrotogonus, Seri).—trachypterus (Bom.), liaspis (Bom.)., oxyp-

terus (Bom.), pallidas (Bom.J, Blanchard.

Phyllocboreia, TTesi—fenestrata (Ben.), Serv. : unicolor (Mai.),

West.

Tettix, Fischer—munda (N. I.), umbrifera (Bom.), lineifera,

(Bom), viitifera (Bom.), dorsifera (Bom.),

obliquifera (Bom), nigricollis (Bom),

lineosa (Bom.), quadriplagiata (N. I.),

balteata (S. I.). Walker.

Scelymena, Sawss.—'Harpago (Bom. In.), uncinata, Serville.

:

contracta (Mad,), Walker.
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HEMIPTERA.

The order Hemiptera (half-winged) comprises those insects com-

monly called cicadas, buss, plant-lice and
Hemiptera. / a / x

the Hce that prey on animals. With the ex-

ception of the males of the gall-insects and a few others the meta-

morphosis is incomplete and the change from the larva to the pupa

state, and thence to the imago state, is not so well marked as in

other orders of insects. The body is composed of a head, thorax

and abdomen. The head is furnished with a mouth, eyes and an-

tennae. The oral apparatus is adapted for sucking and consists of

three or four delicate pointed setce or threads enclosed in a case

which is curved downwards or disposed along the breast between

the bases of the leg's. The case is tubular and jointed and the threads

within represent the mandibles and maxillae of other insects. Th&

labrum is present and in the shape of a ligula of triangular form

protects the basal portion of the sucker and the labium is represent-

ed by the sheath, but palpi are wanting. The sucker is adapted

only for extracting vegetable and animal matter in a fluid state

and does not contain a sting, though the result of its application to

the human body closely resembles the eflFect of the sting of other

insects. The eyes are large and between them in many species

there are 2-3 ocelli or simple eyes. The antennae are very short

and small in many families and are usually 4-5 jointed and seldom

more than 11-jointed. The thorax consists of three parts, and in

some genera the prothorax becomes incorporated with the mesotho-

rax and in others it resembles that of the beetles. The ^qutelluro

in some species is very minute and in others covers the entire ab-

domen. The elytra of a great portion of the insects of this order

are for the most part coriaceous with the tips membranous and the

tmder-wings are membranousthroughout. There are six legs and

there are never more, though there are often less than three joints

in the tarsus or foot. The disagreeable odour so marked insects of

this order is caused by a fluid which is expressed from a sac or

gland at the will of the insect and escapes through two small aper-

tures on the underside of the metothorax, near the insertion of tha

third pair of legs.

In figure A (after Westwood), Pentatoma rufipes is shown

(1) about twice the natural length vsrith the antennae and legs
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truncated, and -with the wings on one side extended ; a repre-

sents the scutellum ; b, the coriaceous portion of the elytra ;

and c, the hase of the antefinSe. In (2) we have the underside of

the head and prothorax of the same insect, showing the elongated

4-jointed case or sucker {labium), the basal joint of which is

partially covered by the elongated and triangular labrum (4) and

at the apex are perceived the tips of the four enclosed setce or

hair-like processes representing the maxillae and mandibles. In

(3) we have the head of the same insect viewed laterally to show

the lobes defending the base of the labium and the manner in which

the latter is able to bend, with two of the enclosed seice drawn out at

the tip of the second joint and the tips of the other two seen at the

end of the case. In (5) we have the dilated base of the four inter-

nal setce as' seen within the head on removing the clypeus or upper

covering, and between the middle pair may be observed the pointed

cartilaginous ligula or tongue, behind which is a small oval aper-

ture which is the orifice of the pharynx.

Fig. a.

The Hemiptera are primarily distributed into two great sub-

orders: (1) Hemiptera-Heteroptera, in which the elytra are coriaceous

at the base and membranous at the apex {hemelytra) and the rostrum

is frontal, rising from the anterior part of the head ; and (2) Hemip-

tera-Homoptera, in which the substance of the wings is homogeneous

throughout and the beak rises from the inferior part of the head

and is inflected beneath the thorax between the bases of the legs.

The Heteroptera are further distributed into some seventy fami-

lies arranged under two classes, the Oymno-

cerata in which the antennse are visible and
Eeteioptera.
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the legs are not natatorial and the Gryptocerata in which the

antennae are hidden and the legs are natatorial. They are all

provided with organs adapted for sucking the juices of plants or

animals and live either in water or breathe the free air, facts which

have also led to their distribution into Hydrocorisce or water-bugs

and Geocorisoe or land-bugs. The first three families on the list live

on plants from which they extract the juices by means of the sucker

with which they are furnished. Many of them are of brilliant

colours, especially the genus Calleida, and all have the scuteKum

abnormally developed. They are well represented in India, where

some are of a delicate green, others of a navy blue, others red,

brown and yellow beautifully varnished. A large red bug, of which

the female measures nearly two inches in length, is common on the

lahsora (Cordia Myxa) in the forests of the submontane tract. Cop-

tosoma crihrarium, procured at Allahabad, is of a deep brown, tuber-

cled or mottled and at first sight has the appearance of a beetle,

but its odour soon betrays its real affinity. In the family Pentato-

midce the scutellum does not cover the whole of the body. The

insects of this family are commonly known as wood-bugs, of which

the Indian species are often enriched with brilliant colours. Their

larvae differ from the perfect insect only in the absence of wings

and the pupae in having only rudimentary wings. In all states

they live on vegetable juices. The species of the genus Strachia

belonging to this family are found on various members of the cab-

bage tribe and with others are common pests yi our gardens.

They can never be mistaken for other insects since almost all of

them exhale the disagreeable odour common to them with the bed-

bug {Cimex lectularius). In the Edessidce the body is very flat

with the margins notched, dilated and angular, and in the Coreidce

there is no apparent neck and the head is trigonal and sunk in the

prothorax. The bugs of the latter family are said to feed on other

insects as well as on the juices of plants. Amongst the Lygceidm

mention may be made of L. grandis from Upper India. It is red

with two spots on the elytra and with the antennae, tibia and tarsi

black. The Reduvidce consist of certain minute species that prey

on other insects and even on the bed-bug. The Belostomatidce and

NepidcB are water-bugs, but this division requires much more care-

ful examination than it has hitherto had in India.
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In the Hemiptera-Homoptera there are three sub-divisions,

Cicadina, Phytophthires and Anoplura. To
Homoptera, / ^ i

^ ^

i

^

the first belong the families Stridulantia,

Cercopid<e, Jassidce and Fulgoridce : to the second the plant-lice ; and

to the third the lice that prey on animals. The terminology of the

neuration in the Homoptera may be gathered from the following

figure representing the fore-wing of a C^'chvldla belonging to the

family Stridulcuniia i
—

Fig. R

Ejcplaaation.—1, primitive ; 2, front ; 3 to 8, first to sixth dis-

coidal cells; 9 to 16, first to eighth marginal

areolets ; «, b, c, d,e, first to fifth transverse veins.

The cicadas, lantern-flies and wax-insects belonging to the first

divisions are amongst the most curious examples of insect life.

The stridulation of the cicadfle is a familiar sound to all in India

and is at times so loud as to be almost deafening. It is produced

in the males only and the apparatus is thus described by Wilson :

—

" When we examine the lateral base of the abdomen of a male cicada,

we perceive two large scaly plates of a rounded figure, approaching

that of a demi-oval, cut through its smaller axis ; so that each plate

presents a side which is rectilinear, while the remaining portion ex-

hibits a rounded outline. It is by the straight side that each plate

is fixed without articulation on the metathorax of which it forms a

portion. When we lift up these plates we discover a cavity on each

side of the abdomen divided into two principal chambers by a horny

triangular septum. When viewed from the side of the abdomen,

«ach cell presents anteriorly a white and plaited membrane, thin,

light and as transparent as glass, called le miroir by Reaumur. If

we open the mirror from a;bove we perceive on each side of it

another plaited membrane moved by a powerful muscle composed

21
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of a great number of straight parallel fibres and arising from the

horny septum. This latter membrane is the tympanum or drum on

which the muscles act by contraction and relaxation, alternately

tightening and restoring it to its original state. This is the true

origin of the sound which in fact may be produced even after the

death of the insect by jerking the muscle." The cicadse live on

shrubs and trees, of which they suck the juices. The female lays

her eggs in holes which they form in the branches and which may

be recognised by little irregularities formed by a portion of the

wood which has been raised. The larvae are white and have six

legs and soon escape to the ground and burrow in it to live on the

roots of plants. They then undergo the change to the pupa state,

and after about a year appear as perfect insects. In the Fulgoridm

the antennae ate inserted immediately beneath the eyes and the head

is dilated in front into a protuberance which is said, in the living

insect, to emit a strong light. The CercopidcB are remarkable for

the frothy matter with which some species surround their larvae,

called cuckoo-spittle in England. At one time it was thought that

in Flata Ivmhata, found in Kumaon, we possessed an equivalent to

the wax-yielding insect of China of which Sir G. Staunton and the

Abb6 Grossier have given an account, but Captain Hutton's re-

searches show^ that the deposit of the former is of a different charac-

ter and does not possess the properties of the white-wax of China.

Amongst the Phytophthires, the Psyllidce are distinguished by their

third pair of legs being formed for leaping. They are nourished by

the juices of trees and various plants on which they live. The

Aphidina include the plant-lice, which are furnished with two horn-

like projections at the posterior extremity that exude a sugary, trans-

parent liquor much affected by ants. These minute insects dwell

together in societies and walk slowly and cannot leap, so that they

fall an easy prey to the larvae of the Neuropterous genus Hemero-

hius, to those of several species of Diptera, and especially to the

grubs of the lady-birds.

In the third amily or Coecidce there is at least one or two local

species that deserve some further notice. Geoffroy attributed to a

species of kermes the faculty of producing a sugary substance of a

white colour resembling manna, and Captain Frederick gave an

»J. A. S. Ben.., XII., 898.
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accoiant' of a manna-like substance called gez found in Persia, but was

doubtful whether it was of vegetable or insect origin. Subsequently-

General Hardwicke described* an insect under the name Chermis

mannifer, obtained on a Celastrus at Pachmarhi in the Central Pro-

vinces, and which yielded a similar manna of a waxy nature. He
described the insect as of about the si^ze of the common bed-bug, of

a flattened ovate form and with a rounded tail. The snout is longer

than the thorax, infl^ected and pressed down between the legs : the

antennse are 3-jointed and as long as the thorax ; first joint minute,

second clavate and much the largest, and third setaceous : legs long,

formed for walking, tarsi 3-jointed, wings rudimentary : colour

light brown. The substance produced by these insects appeared to

project from the abdomen in the form of a tail or bunch of feathers

like snow which gradually lengthened and fell on the leaves, where

it caked and hardened like wax. The same insect has been record-

ed from Kumaon, where it is found on the Elceodendron Roxhurghii,

the dehari of the outer range and Siwalik tract. Mr. Thompson

writes v
—" It will be known by its clustering around the stem in

large numbers conspicuous for the white downy appearance which

the long Alimentary processes issuing from its body give it. Some

of these pretty creatures will remind one of a porcupine with all its

quills bristling. They excrete a white substance of a sweet taste^

and which cakes on the leaves of the plant they affect." A similar

phenomenon is observed in the lac-insect {Coccus lacea, Kerr), which

yields the resin and lac-dye of commerce. We have its life-history

in a series of observations made by Mr. Carter in Bombay in 1860.

on certain specimens procured by him on the custard-apple tree

{Anona squamosa): This' insect is also found in the forests along the

foot of the Kumaon hills and in the Duns, chiefly on the dhdk [Butea

frcmdosa), pipal {Ficus religiosd) and other fig-trees. The first thing

that struck Mr. Carter on looking at the surface of the resiny in-

crustration within which the insects were alive was the presence of

a white kind of powder like that observed around the cochineal in-

sects. This is concentrated here and there in little spots, and oa

being more closely examin«d will be seen to be chiefly confined to.

three bunches of curly, hair-like filaments which radiate from three

•Trans. Bom. Lit. Soc, I. 'Ab. Ees. XIV., 184; gee also J. Linn.

Soc, 1., 103, (zooi.) : III., 178.
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small holes in each spot in the incrustation and are continuous with

corresponding apertures in the insects from which the white fila-

ments originally proceed. These filaments are shown to be the at-

tenuated extremities of the tracheae or breathing arrangements of

the insect, covered with a white powder which after impregnation

increases so as to cover the whole of the branch occupied by the

insects. This description shows that the so-called manna is pro-

duced by a Coccus closely allied to the lac-insect whose history we

shall now record.

The young are ovi-viviparons and issue from the body of their

parent about the beginning of July as an elliptical grub of a red

colour, one-fortieth of an inch long and possessed of six legs, two an-

tennse and two ocelli.^ The mouth is placed on the ventral surface

at some distance from the anterior extremity and is in time furnish-

ed with setcB or hairs and a proboscis by which it attaches itself to

the bark of the tree on which it lives. It at once commences to

grow in size and to secrete the resinous substance with which its

entire body, except the anal orifice, is ultimately enveloped. By
the middle of August, the distinction of the sexes is completed and

the male becomes more highly developed and leaves an opening for

exit, whilst the female remains enclosed in the resin. The males of

the summer brood are possessed of antennae, of which the scapus is

2-jointed and the flagellum has seven joints j they have also four

eyes and a caudal apparatus for impregnation : in the winter brood

they are also furnished with wings. Impregnation takes place in

the first week of September and the young brood appear swarming
out of the anal orifice of the female at the end of the first week in

December, when, again the same changes occur, resulting in a second

brood in the first week of the following July. The red colouring

matter appears first in the ovary of the female after impregnation in

the shape of a large number of spherical globules and then in the

young Coccus itself, and therefore the time when both colourino-

matter and resin will be at its maximum will be for the summer brood
during June and for the winter brood during November. Propa-
gation can be efiected by transferring a stick encrusted with the

resin just before the time of evolution and tying it to the tree on
which it is desired to rear the brood.

"An. Mag., N. H., 3rd Scr., VII., 1, 363 (plates).
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In the following list I have added the locality ' Bur.' (Burma)

to those species recently recorded from that country by Mr. Distant^

to show the wide geographical distribution of some species :

—

I.—HEMIPTERA—HETEROPTERA.
Family Plataspidce.

Brachyplatys, Boisd.—silphoides (As.), Vahlii (As.), Fahr. : su-

bsenea (N. I.), Hope : radians (As.,\ Voll.:

Burmeisteri {As.), Dist. : bistriga (Mad.),

Walker.

Coptosoma, Lop.—cribrarium (N. I.), Fabr. : 12-punctatum, cir-

cumscriptum (N. I.), sphasrulum (N. I.),

Germ.: nepalensis, parvulum, cicatricosum

(N. I.), Dallas: xanthochlorum, integrum,

Walker.

Plataspis, West.—nitens (N. I.), Dallas : nitida, hemisphjerica

Hope.

Family Cydnidce.

^thus, Z>aZZ.—foveolus (N. I.), maurus (In.), pygmseus, apicalis

(N.I), Dallas: ind'cus (N. I), Hope:
transversus, Burm.: brevipennis, Fabr.:
Badius, Walker.

Stibaropus, Doll.—^brunneus (N. I.), Dallas : testaceus, Walker.

Family Pachycordice.

Cantao, Serr.- -ocellatus (As.), Thun.

Scutellera, Lam.—nobilis (In.), Fabr, : fasciata (Nep., As.)

Panzer,

Sophela, Walker.—spinigera, (As.), Dallas.

Brachyaulax, Dist.—oblonga (N. I., As.), Hope.

Psecilocoris, Z>aZ/,-r-interruptus (Nep.), purpurascens (Nep.),

Hardwickii (Nep., As.), Hope : Drursei (N.

I., As.) Linn. : Childrenii (Nep.), White :

obesus (N. I, As.), rufigenis (As.), obsoletus

(N. I.), ornatus) (N. I.), pulcher (Mad.),

Dall: anisospilus (As.), Walker,

I J. A. S. Ben., XLVU., ii., 37.
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Chrysocoris, H^ibn.—patricius {ka.), Fahr.: grandis (As., Bur.),

Thunh. : purpureus (As.), Hope,

Lamprocoris, Stdl.—'Rojhi (Nep., As.), Bope: spiniger (As.)?;

Ball.

Callidea, Dall.—Baro (As.), purpurea (Ben., Bom.), Fabr.: Stolii

(As., N. I.), Wolf: margiaella (Bom.), ben-

galensis, Roylei, Hope : pulchella (As.),

Vail. : Stockerus, Linn. : fascialis (As.),

White : lateralis (As.), dilaticollis, Gudrin.

histeroides (As.), scripta (As.), gibbula

(Panj.), contraria porphyricola, Walker.

Hotea, Serv.—curculionoides (As., Burm.), H.-S. nigrorufa,

diffusa. Walker.

Elvisura, Spinola—spinolse, Signoret.

Sphserocoris, Burm.—lateritius, Hope : rusticus (Mad.), StoU.

Coeloglossa, Germ.—rubro-punctata, Gu^r.

Alphocoris, Germ.—lixioides (N. I.), Germ.

Family Asopidce.

Cazira, Serv.—verrucosa (In.), ulcerata, (Mad.), West.

Cecyrina, Walk.—platyrhinoides (As.), Walk.

Canthecona, Serv.—furcillata (Bom., N. I.), Wolf: grisea (N. I.)

Dull.: tibialis (As.), binotata (As.), nigrivitta

(As.), Dist.

Picromerus, *Serw.— spinidens (As.), Fabr.: obtusus (As.), nigri-

vitta, (As.), Walk. : robustus (As.), Distant.

Family Podopidce.

Podops, Lap.—niger, Dall: spinifer, Hope: limosus, Walker.

Scotinophora, FbiZ.—lurida (As.), Burm.: obscura (As.), Dall.:

tarsalis (As.), Voll.

Aspidestrophus, Stdl.—morii (As.), Stdl.

Family Sciocoridce.

Sciocoris, Fall.—indicus (N. I.), Dall : gastricus, Thumb.: rofi-

cornis, Fabr.: lateralis, Fieb.

Laprius; Dist.—varicornis (N, L, A-s.), Dall,
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Mecidea, Dall.—indica (Ben.), Dall.

Mdias, Dall.—^ventralis (As.), Dall.

Family Halydidm.

Agonoscelis, Spin.—nutila (As., N. I.), Fdbr. : femoralis (N. I.),

Walker.

(Estopis, Dist.—rterra (As.), Dist.

Erthesina, Spin.—acuminata (N. I.), Dall.: PuUo (As.), Tlmnh.

Dalpada, Sen.—oculata (As., Burm.), clavata (N. I., As.), Fabr.

:

nigricoUis, varia(As., Burm.), affinis (N. I.),

Dall.: versicolor (N. I., As.), Sch.: confusa

(Marri), Dist: bulbifera, tecta (As.), bi"e-

vivitta (As.), Walker.

Agseus, Dall.—tessellatus, Dall.

Halys, Fabr,—dentata (Bom., N. I.), Fabr.

Family Pentatomidce.

Bolaca, Walker.—unicolor (N. I.), Walker.

Belopis, Dist.—unicolor (As.), Dist.

Mormidea, Sen.—sooia (N. I.), nigriceps. Walker.

MYvsi, Fa6r'.—glandulosa (N. I.), Burm.

Cratonotus, Z?is<.^coloratus (As.), Dist.

Hoplistodera, Hope—virescens (N. I.), Hope.

^schrus, Dallas.—obscurus (N. I.), Dall.

Axiagastus, Dall.—Eosmarus (As.), Dall.

StoUia, Dist.—guttigera (As.), Thurib.

Apines, Dall.—concinna (N. I.), Dall.

Pentatoma, Oliv.—cruciata (N. I.), Fabr.: pallida (N. I.), mactt-

licollis (N. I.),elongata(N. I., As.),parvula,

pulchera, crossota (N. I.), cruciata (N. I.),

Dall : inconcisa, vicaria. Walker.

Palomena, Dist.—Reuteri (Marri), spinosa (N. I.), Distant.

Tolumnia, Ellen.—latipes (As.), Dall.

Halyomorpha, Z>isi.—picus (As.), Fabr. : scutellata (As., Bom.),

Dist.

Cappffia, E/Zen.— taprobanensis {As.),.Walk,
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Strachia, Halm—ornata (N. I.), Linn.: piota (N. I.), Fahr.: s^&'

ciosa (N. I.), Dall. : crucigera (As., Burm.),

Hahn : decorata, Schaum : limbata (As.),

Stdl: liturifera (N. I.) designata, velata

(N. I), pardalis, inornfeta, afflicta, Walker.

. Bathycoelia, Sen.—indica (N. 1.), Dall,

Catacanthus, Spin.—incarnatus (In., Burm.), Drury.

Plautia, Stdl.—fimbriata (As.), Fabr.

Antestia, Stdl.—anchora (As., Burm.), TJiunh. : apicalis (N. I.),

.Dallas.

Nezara, Serv.—viridula (As.), Linn: subsericeus (N. I.), Hope:

humeralis (As.), Walk.

Prionochilus, Dist.— 8-punctatus (As.), Dall.

Rhaphigaster, Serv.—^raacracanthus (N. I.), humeralis (As.) Dall.

:

flavolineatus (N. I.), Mayr. : strachioides,

rubriplaga, bisigna,tus, patulus (N. I.),

Walker.

Cuspicona, Dall.—plagiata (N. I.), Walker.

Menida, Dist.—flavovaria (As.), Dall : distincta (N. I.), Dist.

Prionaca, Dall.—lata (As., Burm), Dall. : exempta (As.), Walk,

Microdeuterus, Dall.—megacephalus (N. I.), Sch.

Diplostira, Dall.—yalida (As.), Dall.

Khynchocoris, West.—humeralis (As.), Thunh.: serratus (Mad.),

Don.

Sastragala, Serv.—uniguttata (As.), Dpn.

Acanthosoma, Sero. —punctatum (N. I.), distinctum (N. I.), for-

fex (N. I.), elongatum (N. I.), recurvum

(N. I.), cornutum (N. I.), Dall : heteros-

pila (Panj.), binotata, aspera (N. I.), trun-

catula, immunda, alaticornis, nigricomis,

Walker.

Asyla, TFa^^er—indicatrix. Walker.

Family Urostylidce.

Urochela, Z>aZZ.~ bimaculata (N. I.), obscura, quadripunctata,

Dall : discrepans, Walker.
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Urostylis, West.—punct.igera (As.), histrionica, Hope : gracilis

(N. I., As.), notulata, pallida (N. I.), Dall.

:

fumigata (As.), lopoides, Walker.

Urolabida, West.—tenera (As.), Hope: Grayii (As., Nep.), White:

binotata (As.), Walker.

Family Edessidce.

Tessaratoma, /Serii.—papillosa, Drury : malaya (As.), Stdl : chi-

nensis, Thunb.: javanica (N. L), scutellaris

(As.), Stoll.

'Easthenes, Lap.—cupreus (In.), Hope: robustus (As.), Serv.

:

Polyphemus (N. I.), Stdl.

Eurostus, Dall.— grossipes (As.), Dall.

Mattiphus, >?«?•?;.— oblongus (N. 1), Dall : nigridorsis, Stdl.

Pycanum, Serv.—rubens (As), amethystinum, Fabr. : jaspideum,

Schaum : amplicoUe ponderosum (As.},

Stdl. : stabile, pallipes (N. I.), Walker.

Dalcantha, Serv.— dilatata (As.), Serv. : inermipes (Panj.), Stdl

:

regia, Walker.

Cyclopelta, Seru.— obscura (As., Burm.), Serv. : tartana (As.),

Stdl. : siccifolia (N. I.), Dall.

Aspongopus, Lap.—Janus (In.), obscurus (In.), Fabr.: ochreus

(As.), nigriventris, nepalensis (As., Nep.),

sanguinolentus, Hope : marginalis (As.),

Dall. : circumcinctus, Walkr.

Muscanda, Walker—testacea (As.), Walker.

Family PhjUocephalidce.

Placosternum, Serv.—Taurus (As.), Fabr.

Dalsira, Seo'v.—glandulosa (As.), Wolff.

Tetroda, Serv.—histeroides (As.), Fabr. : transversalis (N. I),

West. : divaricata (Nep.), atomaria (N. I.),

nigripennis (N. I,), obtusa (N. I.), Dall.

:

bilineata. Walker.

Cressona, Dall.—Valida, Dall.

Atelides, Dall.—centrolineatus (As.), Dall.

Macrina, Serv.—coccinea (As.), Walk.: dilatata (As.), Dist.

22
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MegarlijTicLus, Zap.—limatus (As.), Sch. : hastatus, Fahr.rieS'

taceus, Serv. : truncatus, Hope : diversus,

Walker.

Family Megymenidce.

Megymermm, GuSr.—^merme (As, N. I.), Sch.

Family Mictidce.

Brachytes, West.—bicolor (Bom., N. I.), West.

Dalader, Serv.—acuticosta (As., N. I., Bur.), /Sery. ; planiventris

(As.), Hope.

Trematocoris, Mayr.—grossa (As.), calcar. Ball : dentipes, SeTv> :

notatipes, patulicollis subvittala, Walker.

Derepteryx, White—Hardwickii (Nep., As.), Grayii (Nep., As.),

White.

Helcomeria, Sign.—spinosa (As.), Sign.

Prionolomia, Sign.—fulvicornis (As.), Fahr. : biplagiata (As.),

Walk. : gigas (As.), Dist.

Anoplocnemis, Sign.—phasiana (As.), Fahr.: compressa (N. I.,

As.), Ball.

Mictis, Leach.—nigricornis (As.), gallina (As., Bur.), Ball: fas-

ciata, albiditarsis (Nep.), Hope : deutipes.

Serv. : umbilicata (As.), Sch. : nigrorufa

(As.), ferrifera, amplectens. Walk.: tene-

brosa (As., Bur.), heros (As.), pictor (As.),

Fahr.: protracta, Schaum.

Notobitus, Stdl.—Meleagris (As.), Fahr. : marginalis (As.), Hope:

serripes (As.), Ball.: excellens (As.), Dist.

Cloresmus, Stdl.—nepalensis (Nep., As.), Hope : breyicornis

(As.), Sch.

Physomerus, Burm.—calcar (As., Bur.), grossipes, Fabr. : parvu-

lus {^.l),Dall.

Family Homceoceridce.

Homseocerus, Burm.— angulatus (Mad.), 2-guttatus (N. I., As.),

Ball., Hope : albiventris, macula. Dull.

:

fascifer (As.), Stdl: unipunctatus (As.),

Thunb. : graminis abbreviatus, Fabr. : anti-

cus,minax. Walker : T^vomiimlas {A.l.),DaU.

Ornytus, Ball.—brevicomis (N. I.), Hall.
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Family Anisoscelidce.

Serinetlia, Spin.—augur (Bom., Ben., Bur.), abdominalis (Bom.,

Ben., Bur.), Fabr. : comiculata., StdL

Lybas, Dall.—obscurus (As.), Dall.

Leptoglossus, Sicfn.—membranaceus (As.), Fabr.

Family Alydidce.

Euthetus, jDaiZ.—pulchellus (N. I.), Dall.

Camtopus, Serv.—linearis (Bom.), pedestris (As., Bur.), Fabr.:

venfcralis (Bom.), Hope.

Family Stenocephalidce,

Leptocorisa, iair.—'Varicornis (In.), angustatus. Fair.

Family Coreidce.

Metacanthus, Costa—pulchellus (N. I.), Dall.

Cletus, Stdl.—calumniator (As.), bastatus (Mad.), Fabr. : punc-

tulatus (As., N. I.), bipunctatus (N, I.),

Hope : signatus (N. I.), pallescens incon-

spicuus conspicuus, Walker.

Ceratopacbys, West.— vicinus{N, I.), variabilis (N. I.), DcUl.

Cletomorpha, Stdl.—denticulata (As.), Stdl.

Clavigralla, Spin.—gibbosa (Bom.), Spin.

Acantbocoris, Serv.—scabrator (As., Bur.), i^a6?'.

Petalocnemis, Stdl.—obscurus (As.), Dall.

Family Rhopalidce.

B.bopalus, ScMll.—bengalensis, Dall.

Family Lygo'idce.

Bochrus, Stdl.—foveatus (As.), Dist.

Lygseus, Fabr.—nigriceps (As.), maculatus (N. I.), bipunctatus,

guttiger (N. I.), Dall. : militaris (N. I.),

familiaris (As., Bom.), mendicus, Fabr. :

pacificus, Boisd. : grandis, Gray: argentatus

(As.), Stdl: intequalis (As.), semiruber,

Walker.

Graptostethus, Si^n.—servus (As.), Fabr.: 3-signatus (As.),

4:-siguatus (As.), Dist.
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Arocatus, Spin.—pusillus, Dall. : pitesulus (Marri), J)ist.

Beosus, Sen.—uniguttatus (As.), Thunh.

Lethseus, Dall.—sindicus (N, I.), Dall.

Aphamis, Lap.—indicus (N. I.), Dall.

Pacliymerus, Serv.—sorJidus (As., N. I.) Fahr. : anticus (As.),

Walker.

Ehyparochromus, Cwrii.s— pallens (N. I.), bengalensis, assimilis

(Bom ), pallicornis, gutta (N. I.), Dall.:

leucospilus (As.), semilucens (N. I.), anti-

cus, Walker,

, Ischnodemus, Fieb.—punciatus (N. I.), Walker,

Family Pyrrlwcoridce,

Lohita, >Ser».-^grandis (As., Bur.), Gray: longissima (As.),

Stil.

Physopelta, Serv.—gutta (As., ^Mr.),Burm.: Schlanbuschii (As.),

Fahr.: cincticoUis, Stdl : apicalis, plana,

bimaculata. Walker.

Iphita, Stdl.—limbata (As., Bur.), Stdl.

Antilochus, Stdl.—russus (As., Bur.), Stdl. : Goquebertii (As.,

Bur.), Fahr.

Odontopus, Latr.—sanguinolens, Serv.: nigricornis (As., Bur.),

russus, Stdl ; varicornis (As.). Fahr : scu-

tellaris (N. I.), Walker.

Ectatops, Serv.—limbatus (As.), Serv : lateralis (As.), distinctus

(As.), deVuiU.

Melamphaus, Serv.—faber (As.), Fahr.: rubrocinctus (A.S.), Stdl

:

femoratus (N. I.), Walker.

Dindymns, Serv.—rubiginosus (As. Bur.), sanguinens, Fahr.

:

ovalis, lanius (As.), Stdl.

Pyrrhocoris, Fall.—vittiventris (As.), Walk. : grandis, Qray.

Dysdercus, Serv.—cingulatus (As., Bar.), Fahr.

Family Phymatidce.

Amblythyreus, West.—angustus (As.), quadratus, West,

Tingis, Fleh.—erosa, Walker.
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Family Brachyrhynchidce.

Brachyrhynchus, Lap.—membranaceus (As.), Fahr : orientalis

(In.), de Lap.

Crimia, Serv.—rubescens, Walker.

Family Holoptilidw.

Maotys, Serv.—viverra, Westwood.

Family Capsidce.

Phytocoris, Fall.—Stoliczkanus (Marri), Dist.

Calocoris, Stal.—Stoliczkanus (Marri), Dist.

Capsus, Fabr.—partilus (N. I), stramineus (N. I.), patulus

(N. I.), Walker.

Family Reduvidce.

Isyndus, Stdl.—heros (As.), Fahr.

Endochus, Sta.l.—famulns (As.), Stdl.

Euagoras, Burm.—plagiatus (As., Bur ), Burm.

Sycanus, Serv.—collaris (As.), Fahr.

Velinus, Stdl.—annulatus (As.), List.

Cosmolestes, Dist.—annulipes (As.), Dist.

Reduvius, Fahr.—marginellus (As.), Fahr. : nigricollis (As.),

Dall.: mendicus (As., Bur.), costalis (As.),

pulcbriventris (As.), Stdl: Reuteri (Sd.),

Dist : rivulosus (As.), perpusillus (N. I.),

singularis, Walker.

Petalochirus, Burm.—malayus, Stdl.: singularis. Walker.

Lophocephala, Lap.—Guerini (Bom.), Lap.

Opistoplatys, West.—indicus. Walker.

Family Ectrichodidce.

Villus, Serv.—melanopterus (As.), Stdl.

Ectrichodia, Z/ep.~tuberculatus (As.), maculiventris, Stdl: dis-

crepans (In.), insignis, limbifera. Walker:

crudelis (N. I.), nigripennis, Fabr.

Ectrichotes, 5cA.—pilicornis (As., Mad.), Fabr,
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Family Piratidce.

Pirates, Burm.—atro-maculatus (As.), cjaneus, quadriguttatus,

ochropterus, cordiger, granulatus, Stdl :

punctus, quadrinotatus, Fabr: cordatus,

lepturoides (N. I.), Wolf: adjunctus,

(N. I.), posticus (N. I ), sexmaculatus,

strigifer, basiger (N. I.), decisus (N. I.)

instabilis (N. I.), latifer, mutilloides (As.),

naboides, bipurictatus. Walker : pictus,

Schaum.

Lestomerus, Sen.—afiSnis (As.), Serv.: flavipes (N. I.), diflSnis,

Walker : sanctus, Stoll.

Catamiarus, Serv.—brevipannis (In.), Serv,

Androclus, Stdl.—granulatus (As.), Serv.

Family AcantJiaspidce.

Sminthus, Stdl.—fuscipennis (As.), marginellus, Dist.

Acanthaspis, Serv.—5-spinosa (As.), 6-guttata Fabr. : helluo

(As.), cincticrus (As.), pedestris (Mad,),

concinnula (Dec), biguttula, bistillata,

(As.), rugulos^(-N. I.), ornata, Stdl : fulvi-

pes (As,), Dall.: tergemina. Stall.: unifas-

ciata, Wolf. : quadrinotata, luteipes (N. I.),

megaspilus, dubius, micrographa (N. I.),

Walker.

Pachynomus, Klug.—biguttatus, Stdl.

Prostemma, deLap.—carduelis, Dohrn : placens, Walker.

Family Stenopodidce.

Oncocephalus, ^^m^.—annulipes (As.), Stdl.: naboides (Mad.),

Walker.

Stenopoda, deLap.—hastata (N. I.), Walker.

Pygolampis, Germar.—unicolor (N. I.), concolor. Walker.

Family ApiomeridtB.

Sycanus, Sen.—collaris(In.),/StoZ^.- versicolor (Ben.), croceovit-

tatus, Dohrn : indagator, depressus, Stdl.:

pyrrhomelas, semimarginatus (As,), Walker.
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Harpactor, de Lap.—pulchriventris (N. I.), cosWis, (Ben.),

Stal : obscurus (As.), nigricollis {Ks),Dall.:

fuscipes, Stoll.

Euagoras, Burm.—famulus, atrispinus, dichrous (As,), cons-

persus Stdl.

Family Emesidce.

Emesa, Fabr.—filum, Fahr.

Family Gerridce,

Gerris, Latr.—fossarum, Fabr.

Ptilomera, Serv.—laticauda (As., Bur.), Hard.

Family Belostomatidce.

Belostoma, Latr.—indica (As., Bur.), Serv.

Sphserodema, Lap.—annulatum, Fabr.

Family Nepidce.

Ranatra, i?'a&r.—elongata, filiformis, Fabr.: macrophthalma,

Walker.

Lacotrephes, Stdl.—ruber (As.), iinn. .• japonensis (As.), Scott.:

robustus (As.), Stdl.

References,

ITestoood.—Mod. Class. Ins., II., 450, 1839. An. Mag. N. H. N. S. 11., 26.

Amyot et Serville.—Histoire Naturelle des Insectes H6mipteres. Paris, 184."?.

Dallas.—Jjwt of specimens of Hemipterous insects in the British Museum.

Pt. I., 1851 : Pt. II., 1852.

Distant.—New Hemiptera from the N.-E. frontier. An. Mag. N. H., 5th Ser.,

III., 44, 127 : J. A. S., Ben., XLVII, ii., 194, Trans. Ent. Soc, 1878, 174,321.

Jfo/irn.— Catalogue of the Hemiptera, 1869.

Stdl.—Hemiptera Africana. Stockholm, 1864-66.

Douglas and Scott.'—British Ilemiptera-Heteroptera. Ray Society, T865.

Sauniiers.— „ Trans. Ent. Soc, 1875, p. 117, 245:

1876, 513.

Walker.—Catalogue of Hcteropteroua-Hemiptera parts I-VIII , 1867-73,

II.-HEM1PTERA-H0M0PTERA.
I.—Oicadina.

Family

—

Stridulantia.— Cicadas.

Polyneura, West.—ducalis (Nep.), West.

Platypleura, Serv.—phalsenoides (In.), Sphinx (N. I.), cervina

(N. I.), straminea (N. I.), interna, Walk.,

andamana, Dist.

Oxypleura, Serv,—sanguiflua (N. I.),ba3ialba (N.I.), Bufo, Walk.
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Tacua, Serv.—speciosa, III.

Tosena, Serv.—melanoptera (As.,N. I.), FAiie; Mearesiana (Him.),

West.: splendida (As.), albata (N. I.), Dist.

Huechys, Serv.—phalsemata (As., JST. I., Bur.), splendidula

(As., K 1), i^a&r. ; 8-iiotata (A.), West.:

transversa, Walk.

Gseana, Serv.—sulphurea [=pulchella, R-'esi.], (N. I.), Hope

:

dives (As.), West.

Mogannia, Serv.—illustrata (N. 1), Serv.: recta, obliqua, Locus-

ta, lacteipennis (N. I.), quadrimaculata (N.

I.), Terpsichore, Walk.

Dundubia, Serv.—obtecta (N. 1)., Fahr. : vaginata (As.), Serv.

:

cinctimanus (As.), ramifera (As.), vibrans

(As.), microdon (N. I.), lateralis (As.), Ura-

nia, Nicomache (N. I.), tigrina (Mad.), ma-

culipes (N. I.), Samia (N. I.), varians (As.),

saturata (As.), singularis, linearis (As.),

Walk.: Radha (Mad.), Tripurasura (As.),

Distant.

Cosmopsaltria, Distant—Pomponia, Tibicen, Stdl: Sita (Bom.),

Durga (As.), Kama (Darj.), Madhava (A s.),

Aurungzebe (Bom.), Distant.

Cicada, Linn.—subtincta (As.), Arsea (N. I.), acorata (N. I.), sub-

vitta (N. I.), xantes (N. I.), Walk.: apica-

lis (N. I.), Qerm. : hemiptera, maculicoUis

(Ben.), Gudr.: imperatoria (Nep.), West.

Fidicina, Serv.—vicina (As.), Sign.: vQoia. (As.), corvus (As.),

immaculata (Ben.), Walk.

Family Cercopidae.

Cercopis, Serv.—nigripennis (As. N. I), Fabr. : signifera (As.),

ducens (As.), pallida, dorsalis (N. I.), dor-

simacula (N. Ben.), undata (As.), dorsivit-

ta (N. I.), humeralis (As.), cosialis (Mad.),

hilaris (Mad.), basiclava (N. I.), egens

(As.), pudens (N. I.), dubitabilis (N. I.),

rotundata (N. I.), amplicollis (N. I), deci-

sa (Darj.), Walk: bispecularis (N. I.),

White: Strongii, West.
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Cosmoscarta, Stdl—borealis (As.), andamansl, Moorei (As.),

Distant.

Phymatostetha, Stdl—binotata (Sadiya), Distant.

Tomaspis, Serv.—(Monecphora) trimacula, (Sphenorhina)

contigua (N. I), intermedia (N. I.),

proxima (N. I), approximans (N. I.),

Walk.

Ptyelus, Sefv,—nebulosus, Fabr.: costalis (N. I.), conifer, quad-

ridens (N. I.), guttifer (N. B.), sexvitta-

tus (N, I.), punctus (N. B.), subfasciatus

(N. I.), Walk.

Aphrophora, Germ,—sigillifera (N. I.), Walk:

Family Jassidw.

Oxyrhachis, Germ—tarandus (N. I.), subjecta, unicolor, rudis

(N. B.), Walk.

Hypsauchenia, Germ.—Hardwickii {N. B,), Fairm.

Centi'otus, Pabr.—flexuosus scutellaris, Fabr. : Dama, Germ. :

Gazella, Bqf. : assamensis, Fairm.

:

reponens (N. B.), substitutus (K B.),

pilosus (N. I.), Walk.: Paria (N. B.),

Lef.

Penthlniia, Germ.—ofientalis (N. I.), compacta (N. I.),

Wait

Ledra, Fabr.—aurita, Fabr.: dorsalis (As.), dilafata, plana, scil-

tellata, fornicata (N. I.), carinata (N. B.),

punctata (Mad.), chlorocephalus (N. I.),

eulobata, lineata (N. I.), punctifera (Darj.)j

obligens(N. L),,fFflZ/<;.

Epiclines, Sgr"d.—pldnata, Serv.

Tettigonia, (?e»*m.—opponens (K I.), extreilia (N. I.), bella

(N. I.), jactans (N. I.) WalL : ferruginea

(As.), Fabr. : rubromaoulata (Nep.), Pavo
(Ben.), quadrilineata (Nil.), semicircularis

(Mad.), unimaculata (Cal.), Sign.

Jassus, Fabr.—(Cselidia) indica (N. I.), Walk.

23
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Family Fulgoridce.

Lateraaria, Linn.—Curtiprora (As ), cardinalis (Nep.), Butter.

Fulgora, Linn.— (Hotinus) candelaria (As.), Linn.: maculata,

Oliv. : gattulata (In.), virescens (As.),

viridirostris (As.), Spinolse (Mad., As.),

clavata (As. N. I.), geminata (Him.), West.:

Delessertii (Mad.), subocellata [var. ocula-

tus, West], (Mad.), Gudr. : pyrorhincha,

(S'ep.) Donov.: pondefosa (As.), Stdl

:

fereviro^tris (As.) Butler: andamaennsis,

Distant.

Pyrops, Serv.—punctata (As. Nep.), Spin. : guttulata ( As.), vive-

scens (As.), PFes^..- perpusiIla(N.B.), Walk,

Gyrene, West.—fusiformis (As.), Wallc.

Aphana, Gw^'-^festiva, Fahr. : atomaria (N. I.), Burm. : ama-

bilis (As.), Hope : Saundersii, imperialis

(As.), White: Caja (As.), submaculata (As.),

basirufa (As.), lo (N. I.), albiflos (Mad.),

dives (Mad.), delectabilis (N. I.), lectis-

sima (N. I.), placabilis, verisamor (As.),

Walh. : sanguinipes (As.), Stdl.

Episcius, Spin.—Guerinii, Spin.

Polydictya, Gu^r.—hsisalis (As.), Guer. : tricolor (Mad., N. I.),

Walk.

lijsirsL, Fabr.—dimidiata (As.), punicea (As.), Hope: West-

woodii (As.), Parry.

Eurybrachys, Gudr.—Lepelletieri (Ben.), Gudr.: spinosa, Burm.:

insignis (Mad.), West. : aeruginosa (N. I.),

pulverosa (As.), reversa (As.), Hope. : de-

cora (As.), puQctifera (Mad.), tricolo.r (N.

I.), subfasciata (N. I.), Walk.

Dichoptera, Spin.—hyalinata (Ben.), Fabr.

Dictyophora, Germ.—graminea, Fabr. .- lineata (Ben.), pallida

(Ben.), Donov. : indiana, despecta (Mad.),

nigrimacula (N. I.), albivitta (N. B.), pal-

lida (N. I.), leptorhina. Walk.

Cixius, Latr.—flayisigna (N. I.), Mseander, Walk.
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Helicoptera, Serv.—indica (Mad.), fimbria (As.), ferruginea, Walk.

Derbe, Fabr.—msesta {N. I.), carnosa (N. I.), West.

Elasmoscelis, Spin.—f'uscofasciata (As.), Stdl.

Issus, Fabr.—pectinipennis (Ben.), Gu4r.: apicalis (N. I.), Walk.

Flata, Fahr.—limbata (N. I.), Fabr. : marginella (As.), Oliv.

:

bombycoides (Mad.), Guir. : intacta (As.),

completa (As.), tenella, Walk.

Pochazia, Serv.—obscura, Gu^r. : guttifera (As.), interrupta

(Mad.), simulans (N. I.), Walk.

Flatoides, Gu^r.—orientis, truncatus (N. I.), Walk.

Colobesthes, Serv.—coromandelica. Spin.: conspersa (As.), Walk.

Pseciloptera, iair.—truncata (N. B.), Lian,: ferrugata, Fabr. :

dentifrons, Gu4r.: comma (As.), lactifera

(N. I.), ocellata (Mad.), Antica, intracta

(Panj.), lutescens (N. I.), Walk.: Maria

(As.), tricolor (As.), White: vidua (As.), Stdl.

II.-PHYTOPHTHIRES.

Family Psyllidw.

Psylla, i^orsf.—basalis (N. I.), Walk.

Family.

—

Aphidina : plant-lioe, apparently not examined.

Family Coccidce.

Coccus, Linn.—Lacca (In.), Kerr: cacti (In.), Linn.

Ceroplastes, Gray.— ceriferus (Mad.), Fahr.

Monophlebus, imcA.— atripennis, Klug : Leacbii (Mad.), Saun-

dersii (S. In.), West.

IlI.-ANOPLURA-Lice.
Befirences.

Wesiwood.—Uoi. Class. Ins. 11,414, 1839: Arc. Ent. t. 6. 24, 26, 51, 67:

Cab. Or. Rat. t. 3, 36. Trans. Linn. Soc. XVIII. 133 (Fulgora), XIX., 1 (Dcrbe)

An.Mag. N.H.n.s.IX., 118.

Amyot (C. ./.) et Setville (^iid.)—Histoire Naturelle des Insectes Henjlpt^-

les raris, 1843.

Walker, F.—List of the Homopterons insects in the British Museum, Pts.

j_IV. 1850-58 and Supplement, 1858: contains descriptions of numerous In-

dian species.

i;c«ny.—Anoplura Britannica, 1841,

•Butler.—S. Z. S. 1874, p. 97.
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NEUROPTERA.

The order. Neuroptera [nerve-winged] includes those insects

commonly known as white^nts, May-flies, dragon-flies, scorpion-

flies and ant-lions. " Of all the Linnsean orders, " writes Mr. Kirhy,

"this appears to cosnsist of the most discordant tribes: so that it

seems next to impossible to construct a definition that will include

them all, unless indeed that a varied meta-
enrop era.

morphosis is its essential character: or, to

speak more largely, variety itself seems the characteristic of the in-

sects composing it in every state, and ther-e is scarcely a common

distinctive character in their perfect state upon detecting which in

any individual you may exclaim—this is a neuropterous insect."

The insects of this order may, however, be distinguished from the

Orthoptera and Hemiptera by the homogeneous texture of their

wings; from the Hymenoptera by their oral arrangements; from

the Lepidoptera by the absence of scales on the wings, and from

^he Diptera by the possession of four wings. The wings are mem-

branoiis and transparent and are marked with nervures so arranged

as to resemble fine network. The mouth is formed for bruising the

food on which the insects live and is never adapted for sucking the

juices of plants or animals. The abdomen does not possess a sting

and is rarely furnished with an ovipositor. The antennae are many-

jointed and hair-like, and the eyes are simple. The thorax is com-

posed of three segments closedly united together and the abdomen

is attached to the thorax by its whole breadth. The insects of this

order are usually divided into foui classes— (1) Psfudo-neuroptera;

(2) Odonata; (3) Planipennia; and (4) Phryganina, the last of which

forms in some systems a separate order under the name Trichoptera.

To the first class belong the Termitina or white-ants, of which no

description is necessary to residents in India. They comprise

males, females, and neuters, and live in societies and are omnivorous

eaters in all states. In the Ephemerina or May-flies the mouth is

entirely membranous or very short, and the posterior wings are

sometimes wanting. They live in the perfect state seldom more

than twenty-four hours. The Odonata include the great family of

dragon-flies ofwhich the larvas and nymphs are aquatic. The Plani

pennia include the scorpion-flies in which the head is prolonged

pr narrowed in the form of a proboscis ; the ant-lions in \vliich the
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head is not so prolonged and the aphis-lions somewhat similar to

the preceding. Though the ant-lions in their perfect state approach

in form the dragon-flies, they differ much in the character of

their metamorphosis. The Myrmeleons undergo a complete meta-

morphosis and their larvae are terrestrial in their habits and of a

short stout and thick form. They usually construct a cocoon when

about to undergo the change to the pupa state in which they are for

the most part quiescent. In the perfect insects, the wings have

fewer nervures than the dragon-flies, their eyes also are smaller and

the antennae are many-jointed. The mandibles are sharp and the

maxillte and lower lips have palpi attached to them. The female

dragon-fly lays her eggs on the water in which the young larvae are

hatched and also undergo the change to the pupa state. In both

states they are very active and breathe through the intestine which

admits water and with it air mechanically suspended which is taken

up by the tracheae of the intestines. Although they can only walk
slowly, they manage to elude their enemies by expelling the water

in their intestine with such violence as to carry them a considerable

distance. The genus Hemerobius are miniature ant-lions and prey

on the Aphides in the same manner that tho Myrmeleons prey on
ants and other insects. The scorpion-flies have a long proboscis and
are in the habit of erecting the last segments of the abdomen some-

what in the manner of a scorpion. The caddis-flies in the lay-vae

state form tubes of all sorts of substances within which they move
about. Some of the sections of this order have been fairly worked
but very much more remains to be done.

NEUROPTEBA.

I.—PSEUDO NEUROPTERA,

Family Termitina—Whtie-an t s.

Termes, Z/inn.—obesus {In.), Mauricianus, Bamb. : taprobanes,

Walk,: ferruginosus, Latr.: brunneus,

fatalis, Hogen.

Family Emhidina.

Embia, Latr.—Latreillei (Bom.), Ramh,

Oligotoma, West.—Saundersii (Ben.), West.
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Family Perlina.

Perla, Geo/.—suffusa (Nep.), Walk: Duvaucelii, Pietet.

Isagonus, iVetc—infuscatus (N. I.), New.

Family Ephemerina—May-flies.

Polymitarcys, Eaton— inAicns (N. I., Bom.), Pietet.

Palingenia, West.—lata (As.), Walk.

Ephemera, Linn.—immacnlata, Eaton: exspectans. Walker:

Bsetis, Leach : debilis, Walker.

n.—ODONA.TA.

AgeioninA.—Water nymphs.

Calopteryx, ieac/i.— gracilis (Bom.), Ramb.: smaragdina, basi-

laris, De Selys: sinensis, Linn,: ciliata

(As.), Fahr.

Euphsea, De Selys.—dispar, Ramb.: lestoides, indica, De Selys :

• splendens Hagen. .

Rhinocypha, Ramb.—trimaculata, unimaculata, trifaciata, quadri-

maculata De Selys : bisignata, Hagen :

fenestrella, Ramb.: lineatus, Burnt.

Lestes, Leach.—viridula (Bom,), platystyla, Ramb.

Argia, Ramb.— quadrimaculata (Bom.), gomphoides (Mad.),

Ramb.

Agrion, Fabr.— decorum (Bom.), microcephalum (Bom.), ceri-

num (Bom.), Ramb.

Gomphina.

Diostatomma, Clmrp.—rapax (Bom.), Ramb.

^SCHNINA.

Ariax, Leach.—immaculifrons, Ramb.

LiBELLULiNA.—Dragon-flies.

Zyxomma, Ramb.—petiolatum (Bom.), Ramb.

NeurothemiSj Drawer.—Sophronia (MaL), fulvia (Mai.), Drury :

palliata, Ramb.

Acisoma, i2flm&.—panorpoides (Ben.), Bamb.
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Libellula, Linn,— stylata (Bom.), geminata (Bom.), intermedia,

(Bom.), festiva (Bom.), Caesia (Bom.),

truncatula(Bom.),trivialis(Bom.),obscura,

Ramb. : Tikarga (Mad.), equestris (Bom.),

lineata, Braminea, contaminata (MaL),

Fahr.: variegata, Linn.: Sabina (Bom.)

Drary.

III.-PLANIPENNIA.

Family Sialina.

Hermes, Gray.—maculipennis (Mad.), Gray.

Chauliodes, Latr.—simplex (As.), Walk: subfasciatus (As.),

West.: pusillus, M Lack.

Neuromus, Ramb.—infectus (Darj.), montanus (Sik.), fenestralis

(Darj.), latratus (As.\ intimus, JWLach.: testa-

ceus (As.) ; albipennis (Nep.), Walk.

Family Hemerohina—Ant-lions, aphis-lions.

Bapesma, M'Ljach.—viridipennis. Walk.

Mantispa, 111.—nodosa (As.), quadrituberculata (N. I.) lineolata

(Nep.), indica (Nep.), West.: rufescens

(Mad.), Latr.: Cora (Mad.), iVew.

Osmylus, Latr.—conspersus, tuberculatus. Walk.

Chrysopa, Leach—infecta (Mad.), JVew.: Candida, Fabr.

Palpares, Hagen—patiens (N. I.), infimus (N. L), Walker: par-

dus (N. I.) ; zebratus (N. I.) ;

Macronemurus, Hagen—nefandus (N. I.), Walker.

Stenares, ^Tagrew— improbus (N. I.), Walker.

Formicaleo, Hagen—audax (Nep.), verendu (N. I,), vesanus

(N. I.), minax (N. L), pugnax (N. I),

dirus (N. I.), truculentus (N. I.), lappa

(Nep.), Walker.

Acanthaclisi, Hagen—inclusa (N. I.), Walker.

Creagris, Hagen—perfidus (N. I.), Walker.

Glenurus, Hagen—infestus (N. I ), tacitus, Walker.

Myrmecselarus, Hagen—acerbus (N. I,), implexus (N. I.),

Walker.
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Myrmeleon, Xirm.—ihfensus (N. I.), morosus (N. 1.), Walker.

Tomateres, Hagen—pardalis (Mad.), Fabr.: astutus (N. I),

Walker.

Idricerus, M'Lacli.—decrepitus (N. I.), Walker : obscurus, West.

Siphloceras, M'Lach.—nimius (N. Ben.), Walker.

Helicomitus, M'Lach.—insimulans (N. I.), immotus (N. I.),

dicax (N. L), verbosus (N. Ben.), profanus

(N. I.), Walker.

Ogcogaster, West.—tessellata, segmentator (N. I.), West.

Acheron, Lef.—longus (Ben.), Walker.

Hybris, Lef.— angulata (As), Westwood.

Glyptobasis, M'Zac^.—detitifera (Bom., N. I.), West.

Ascalaphodes, M'Lach.—canifrons. West.

Family Panorpina—Scorpion-flies.

Bittacus, Latr.—indicus, Walk.

Panorpaj Linn.—Chai-pentieri (In.), Burm.: appendiculata

(Mad.), West.: furcata (Nep.), Hard.

Family JSematopterina,

Nematoptera, Burm.—filipennis (Cen. In.), West,

IV.-PHRYGANINA.

Family Hydropsychina— Caddis-flies.

Hydropsyche, Pi'ci.—hyalina, Pict.: multifaria (Mad.), Walk.

Steiiopsyche, il/'LacZi.—griseipennis, M'Lach.

Family Leptocerina.

Dinafthrium, M'Lach.—ferox, M'Lach.

Setodes, Rambur.—argentifera, M'Lach.

Leptocenis, Leach—indicus (N. Ben.), Walk
Polymorphanisus, TFaZ/i;.—nigricornis (N. I.), Walk

References.

Westwood.—UoA. Class. Ins. II. 6, 1839: Cab. Or. Ent. t. 34. An. Mag N
H. n. s. Vm. S98, 376.

i?am6«r.—Histoire Naturelle des Inscctes NeuroptSfes. Paris, 1832.
Fietet, P.—Histoire Naturelle des Insectes NeuroptSres (Ft. I., Perlidas

:

Pt. II., Ephemeridae) Genera, 1841-3.

De Selys Longchamps, £.—Monographie des Libellulidees d'Europe. Paris
1840.
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Hagen, H.A.—The Tcrmitina, Linnsea, XII. 1. 1857.: Bibllotheca Entomo-

logica.

Wa?/6er.—Catalogue of the Neuropterous insects iu the British Museum, I'ts-

I—IV. 1852-3-8.

JU'LacMan.—On the genus Neuromus. An. Mag. N. H., 4th Set., IV., 35 :

Trans. Ent. See , 3rd ser., I., 301, 492 ; V., 247: J. Linn. Soc, XI., 98 (Phrygan-

ina), 219 (Ascalaphus).

Eaton.'—On the Ephemeridse, Trans. But. Soc, 1871, page 1. The Neuropte-

rous fauna of Japan, Ibid, 1875, page 613.

LEPIDOPTERA.

The order Lepidoptera (scale-winged) comprises those insects so

well known under the names butterflies and moths. In this order

the metamorphosis is complete and the change to the pupa and

imago states is well marked. The body comprises the head, thorax

^ .
and abdomen. The head is furnished with a

Ijepidoptera.
suctorical apparatus, eyes and antennas. The

mouth consists of filaments or threads united together to form a

trunk or tube representing the maxillae of other insects and adapted

for sucking the juices on which the perfect insect lives. The base

of the trunk is protected by two palpi corresponding to the labial

palpi of other insects and the maxillary palpi are small and sub-

obsolete in many species. The labrum also is small, conical or sub-

ulate, and the labium is composed of a single piece, flat and triangular.

The mandibles are very small and rudimentary and are in some spe-

cies sub-obsolete. The true eyes are compound, but occasionally

there are two ocelli between them. The antennse vary much in

form in diflferent groups. In the diurnal tribes they terminate in a
knob, hence the name Rhopalocera (knob-horned) : in the crepuscular

groups they are usually fusiform, and in the nocturnal they are thread-

like or hair-like and assume various forms, hence the name Hetero-

cera. In the last group some are pectinated like the teeth of a
comb ; others are plumose like a tuft of feathers ; and others again
are branched. The three segments of th'e thorax are in appearance
one and carry on the upper side the organs of flight and on the
under side the legs. The abdomen is attached to the thorax by only
a portion of its breadth and is not furnished with either a sting or an
ovipositor. The scales which bear the- colouring matter are attached
to the frame-work of the wings by a stalk or pedicel and are laid on
somewhat like the tiles on a roof. In form the scales are usually

24
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rounded towards the pedicel and truncated at the outer edge with a

toothed border. Amongst the diurnal Lepidoptera, the wings in

repose are usually folded perpendicularly, and amongst the crepuscular

and nocturnal groups the wings are folded horizontally. The legs are

six in number and the tarsi are five-jointed and have a pair of hooka

at the end. The first pair of legs are in many species rudimentary

and of no apparent use, except perhaps to clean the front of the

head and the trunk. The caterpillars or larvffi possess twelve seg-

ments or articulations which are furnished beneath on the anterior

segments with three short scaly legs, terminating in a cushion sur-

rounded by hooks and on the posterior segments with from four to

ten false legs. These larvse feed on vegetable substances and before the

transformation into the imago state change to a pupa or chrysalis, in

which the limbs, thorax and abdomen of the imago may be seen. The

corneous envelope of the chrysalis varies much in form. In Danais

chrysippua it is of a grass-green or pink colour adorned with

small spots of gold and is attached by a pedicel to its food plant.

Other species form cocoons and others again bury themselves in the

earth. The senses of touch, sight, hearing and smell are strongly

developed, and the squeak of Acherontia when captured, though

produced only by the air escaping from two cavities in the abdomen,

may be likened to the fifth sense.

It is not so necessary to discuss the basis of classification, as the

different families are sufficiently distinguished in the works quoted

in the ' References' at foot. The great fami-

lies of which representatives are found in

the Kumaon Himalaya are the Nymphalidce, Lemoniidce, Lycce-

nidce, Papilionidce and Hesperidce. The Nymphalidce are numer-

ous both in genera and species and many are distinguished by

the strength of their wings and their steady, swift flight. The

Purple Emperor and the Fritillaries of British collectors belong

to this family. For the most part, the insect in the pupa

state is attached by a pedicel and has not the support of the slight

skein of thread passed round the body which is noticed in other

families. The fore-legs also are imperfect and unfitted for walk-

ing. In the Lemoniidce the chrysalis is attached by a slender

thread across the body. They are chiefly natives of tropical Ame-

rica, and in these hills but four genera have been captured by me,
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of which, moreover, there are few species. The Lycmiidce are

numerous in genera and species and include the Blues, Coppers
aad Hair- streaks of the British collectors. In this family the

chrysalis is attached by the tail and girt by a silk thread across the

body. The Papilionidce include the true Fapilicmid<e or swallo.w»

tails and the Pieridce or whites. The former are always known by
the apparently four-branched nervule and the spur on the anterior

tibiae. The pupa is braced or sub-folliculate and varies much in

form. It never has the head pointed as in the Pieridce. In India

the latter family hardly bears out its English name : some, like

P. Nabellica, are nearly black ; others are blue, or are adorned with

red, crimson, chrome, yellow or orange colours. The Hesperidce

or skippers are very numerous in species and individuals. The
pupa is attached by the tail and is supported by a skein of thread

around the body. This family is also marked by the possession of

a pair of spurs on the middle of the hind tibiae, and in India many
species are adorned with bright colours.

The differentiation of the genera is chiefly based on the form of

the legs and the form and neuration of the wings.^ A clear appre-

ciation of the position and nomenclature of the neuration of the

wings is essential to the understanding of any description of the

diurnal Lepidoptera. It would, however, lead us too far away to

enter into this subject here or to discuss the interesting anatomy

and transformations of this order. We have not the materials for

estimating exactly the number of species of Lepidoptera found in

India, but in a large collection from Bengal examined in 1865, the

Rhopalocera numbered 409 species and the Heterocera 1,207 spe-

cies. The single collection of the late Mr. W. S. Atkinson, examin-

ed in 1880, added 650 new species of Heterocera; and if we take the

numerous additions made by other collectors and the species record-

ed by others, we have about 900 species of Bhopalooera and about

2,500 species of Heterocera, chiefly from the Bengal Presidency.

The Heterocera of the north-west Himalaya have hardly been work-

ed and no good list yet exists for this group. In the following lists

the Rhopalocera represent, with few exceptions, actual captures in the

tract between the Tons and the Sarda, the Diins and Bh6,bar by

' Helnemann'a description of the terminology of the Lepidoptera ia Smith<
Bouian Coutributiona to Knowledge, IV., M. C, 186S, is accurate and concise.
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myself or others. The list of Heterocera contains also a number o-f

typical species captured in Darjiling, Calcutta and western Asam,

;and sent me by the late Mr. W. S. Atkinson as an aid in determining-

species. It is to be regretted that my notes do not enable me to

•separate these from the species actually recorded from Upper India.

This list can therefore only be taken as a record of species that may

or may not occur in the tract for which the Rhopaloeera list shows

actual captures.

The Heterocera include both the crepuscular and nocturnal

groups, and the list gives the families record-
Hawk-mothB. 4 • • ti, T3 i

"p -j
ed as occurnng m the Bengal rresidency.

At the foot of the list of each family the genera are noticed which,

though found in India, have not yet, with few exceptions, been

identified as occurring in Upper India. The tribe Sphinges or Hawk-

moths affords numerous examples. They are easily recognized by

their prismatic or fusiform antennse, which are usually thickest in

the middle and are terminated by a little flake of scales. They fly

with great force and swiftness, so that it is most difficult to capture

• them uninjured, and are named from a supposed resemblance in the

position usually assumed by the caterpillar to the attitude of the

' phinx. They pass theii- pupa stage in the ground. The tribe

' Bombyces is also very well represented in India,, but the space at our

'disposal will not allow us to note the very interesting families com-

prised in it, except the Bombycid<x, which from its economic value

and the eff'orts now being made to localise

serictdture in the Dehra Dun demands and

deserves considerable attention. We shall first reproduce the late

Captain Button's valuable note on the faraily which is but little

known, and coming from a practical naturalist such as he was should

have wider circulation. We shall then describe the diff'erent experi-

ments that have been undertaken to ascertain whether silk culture

can-be made a profitable practical industry like indigo and tea,

Hotes on the Bomhycidm, as at present'- known to us, hy Captain

Thomas Button.-

Bomhyx Mori, Linnaeus.—The largest of the domesticated Chinese Bom-
tyces, originally from China, about north latitude 32° to 34.° Also in Japan.

» Dated SGth July, 1871. So far as I am aware nothing has been discoverfecl

to invalidate the statements here made, and these ' Notes ' may still be taken as
a siimmary of our scientilic knowledge of the silk-produciBg moths of India.
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This has been cultivated in Europe, especially in France and Italy, as well as in

Syria, Egypt, Persia, Bukliira, Afghfoistan, Kashmir, in one or two localities of

the Northern Panjfib, near the hills, and thrives well at Musaooree, everywhere

feeding upon various species of mulberry and everywhere an annual, only

except at Mussooree, where I can obtain two crops. This is the worm that lately

failed In France after centuries of domestication. It occurs nowhere in the

lowland Gangetic provinces, but its name is assigned, in ignorance, to all the

under-mentioned sptoies. This species has been introdnoed into Australia, where

it is said to thrive well, although Dr. Wallace of Colchester has lately informed

me that Australian eggs do not hatch so Isindly and regularly in England as

English-bred eggs ; instead of coming forth in a swarm, they appear daily in

small quantities only. This I attribute to the high temperature of Australia

having acted injuriously upon the constitution, which is debilitated. The best

silk of all is produced by this species, and readily sells, with good reeling, at 25

shillings per pound. Mr. Cope sold some at that rate which he produced in the

Panjab ; and that reared at Mussooree fetched the same price. A splendid silk

is produced by crossing this species upon the smaller monthly worm known in

Bengal as the desi, but the crossing requires great attention, and the out-turn

after all may not be worth the trouble, for, unless very closely watched and

attended to, the worms will invariably revert to annuals. Silk—golden yellow

when in health.

2. Bombyx teitor, Hutton.—This species is cultivated sparingly in several

parts of India, but its constitution is thoroughly worn-out, and it ought to be

sent to a hill climate. At Mussooree it thrives well, and although, like the last,

an annual everywhere else, here it yields a second or autumnal crop also. It

was originally brought from China, near Nankin, in north latitude 32°, but is

fast fading away from Bengal. It is cultivated in France and Italy and in

China, as well as in Bengal, and in those countries generally produces a pure

white silk ; in Italy therte are more white than yellow cocoons, but in France

more yellow than white ; this is dependent upon climate, as is well shown at

Mussooree, where worms introduced from Bengal produce white cocoons for the

first crop, but almost all yellow in the second crop. The worm being northern

is impatient of heat and suffers accordingly in constitution ; the silk in conse-

quence becoming white, which, as I have elsewhere pointed out, is generally a

sign of loss of constitution, not only among silk-worms, but among animals still

higher in the scale of nature ; the natural colour of the worm of B.-M ori is nearly

black-brindle, whereas the worms under domestication are of a sickly creamy

white. So, then, the climate of France, being more temperate than that of Italy,

produces more yellow than white cocoons. This species is often termed the

Milanese or Italian stock, and in Bengal is known as the bara putu, because

its cocoon is larger than those of the so-called deti worms or polyvoltines.

It is cultivated in Asam and, according to Dr. Boyle, is there and elsewhere

called " Pat major," although it is invariably confounded with B. Mori, than

which it is at least an inch smaller, though in other respects closely resembling if;.

The cocoons are of a different texture with more floes. The silk varies in price

irom 18 to 22 shillings per pound. Unless it be very soon transferred to the hills;

thisspccies will certainly die out ; here I could insure its life without difficulty.
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3. Bombyz Crati, Hutton.—This is the largest of the monthly worms,

and in Bengal passes under the native name of the Madrasi or Nistri, and is as

usual confounded by Europeans with B. Mori, although the one passes as an

annual, and the other as a monthly worm. The silk is good, of a golden yellow,

and the worms thrive best in a temperate climate ; in Asam (_apud Royle) it is

known as " Pat minor." This species is cultivated in several parts of India,

and thrives well at Mussooree. It is to be particularly remarked, however,

that none of the Chinese species, whether annual or monthly, have hitherto

succeeded in the North-Western Provinces ; Dr Eoyle long since remarking that

all the Old Company's filatures did not extend higher up the country than

about 2° of north latitude, owing to the dry hot nature of the North-Western

climates.

4. Bombi/xfortunalat, Hutton.—Known to the Bengalis as the deai worm
and, like the others, dignified by Europeans with the name of B. Mori. Silk—

•

golden yellow, distributed over Bengal and other parts of Southern India ; but

people know so little of the distinguishing characters of species, that it becomes

very difficult to say what species is alluded to in magistrates' reports, unless the

native name is mentioned. This also is one o£ the polyvoltlnes. A sure mark of

distinction between the worm of this species and that of any of the others exists

in the fact that when near maturity it becomes of a dull leaden blue color.

This species thrives best in the cold weather. It is very small, but yields a good

cocoon, although the returns of silk are said to be uncertain ; there are no dark

worms observable among them. The worm is figured in the .second part of my
paper " On the Eeversion and Restoration of the Silkworm."

6. Bonibyx sinensis, Hutton.—This is known as the " S(na" of Bengal,

but, like the others, it originally came from China ; it is very prolific, and even

at Mussooree goes on yielding crop after crop np to the middle of December.

The cocoons vary in colour, some being white and others yellow, while others

even have a beautiful faint greenish hue. These changes clearly show that the

health of the worm is becoming impaired. There is a peculiarity about these

also which may enable the tyro to distinguish them from any of the others ; while

all the other species hatch slowly during the morning, from six to twelve

o'clock, the Stna worms como forth all in a batch, and continue hatching all day

and all night.

6. Bombgx arracaneneis, Hutton.—This I have only once been able to

procure and the worms died off soon after hatching. The cocoon is said to be

larger than those of the Bengal monthlies, but Tery little beyond the fact of its

existence appears to be known. As the species is supposed to have been

introduced from Burma, it may probably turn out to be the same as that which

was lately reported to exist in Burma.

7. Bombyx ?—I have heard of a species which in Central India is

said to yield three crops of silk in the year, and that as soon as th^ are hatched

the worms are placed out upon mulberry trees and left there until they spin the

cocoon. Some of the cocoons were kindly sent to me, but were so crushed in

transit that they were destroyed ; the cocoons were small, but the silk was good,

of a pale coloui and something like that of B. foriunatus. The following, with the
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exception of B. HuHani, are little known. Mr. F. Mooie wishes to place them
in a separate genua under the name of "Theophila," one of his chief characters

being the rows of spines on the larvaj ; I object, however, to the establishment

Of this genus, because, in truth, we know little or nothing about them, and as to

the spines, two species only are as yet known to possess them ; nevertheless, they

certainly do not stand properly under the genus Bombyx, but we must wait yet

awhile in order to ascertain whether all can be included in the same genus.

(&. Horsfieldi (Moore) is a native of Java.)

8. Theophila Huttoni, Westwood. Cab. Or Ent. t. 12 f. 4. —This is a wild

moimtain species, feeding on the indigenous mulberry of Simla, Mussooree and

Almora. I first discovered it at Simla in 1837, and afterwards in great abun-

dance at Mussooree. In some years they swalrm to such an extent that by the

end of May, the worms of the first, or spring brood, have thoroughly denuded even

large forest trees, not leaving a single leaf. In this predicament they quit the

tree in search of another, which they generally find near at hand, and which is

then soon thickly covered with cocoons spun in the leaves ; but if, unfortu-

nately, they fail to find a tree at hand, the whole brood perishes, the most for-

ward worms spinning cocoons among shrubs and grass. The trees thus denuded,

instead of dying, are in another month once more in full leaf, as if nothing had

happened. T. Huttoni is a strong and hardy species, yielding a beautiful soft,

whitish silk ; and although the worm is too intractable and wandering to be

treated in the usual manner in the house, yet I am by no means sure that it

cannot be turned to good account by collecting the cocoons from the trees, as was

evidently done in the outset by the Chinese with respect to B. Mori.

9. Theophila bengalentis, Button.— If the species discovered some years

ago in Bengal by my friend Mr. A. Grote is correctly figured in my paper No. 2,

just alluded to, then that sent to me from Chota Nagpur in 1869, by Mr. King,

must be distinct, for it is in all respects as to shape, colouring, markings, &c., a

perfect miniature of B. Huttoni ; that it is distinct, however, is shown in the

smaller size both of larva and imago, as well as in its being a polyvoltine instead

of a bivoltine like B. Huttoni. In Chota Nagpur the food was the leaf of

Artocarpus Lakoocha, upon which tree likewise Mr. Grote found his specimens

;

but as the latter gentleman was in the habit of employing an accurate native

delineator of insects, I much doubt any error occurring in the figure kindly sup-

plied by him to me, and therefore am inclined to regard Mr. King's species as

distinct from Mr. Grote's, and would term the Chota Nagpur insect Bombyx

(Theophila) affinis, (nob ) in reference to the remarkable afiSnity to B. Huttoni,

in all its stages.

10. B. affinis, Hutton.—When the young worms hatched at Mussooree

from eggs and cocoons were sent from Chota Nagpur, I had no leaves of Artocarpus

within some miles and was sadly puzzled to feed the worms ; I tried, without

success, the leaves of wild fig trees, Fieus venosa, Morus nigra, Morua sinensis,

M. multicaulis, M. cucullaia, M. serrata (wild), but all to no purpose, and I

had almost made up my mind to lose the species, when it suddenly occurred to

me to try the leaves of M. indica. With these I succeeded, the young worms
riddling the Jhard, coarse leaf into a perfect sieve in a few minutes. Like B.
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Huttoni, in the two first stages they were dreadfully troublesome, wandering

down from the branches and spreading all over the table, but as they grew

larger they became more tractable and remained tolerably quiet, eventually

spinning their cocoons in the leaf like B. Huttoni.

Wiien the moths appeared, there was equal difficulty in getting them to pair,

and then even many of them laid no eggs ; those that did so deposited them in

batches and then covered them over thickly with the brush or tuft of hair at

the end of the abdomen ; thus the eggs of B. Huttoni are pale straw colour,

glued to the trunk or branches of the tree, and quite naked, whereas those of

B. affinia are of an orange colour and covered with dark hair. This renders it

difficult to detect them on the bark, and tlie covering is probably used as a non-

conductor of heat. The eggs of B. Huttoni are scattered along the under side

of the small branches or over the bark of the trunk, whereas those of B. affinis

are placed in patches or groups, and none of the eggs that remain without a

coating of hair ever produce worms. I obtained four broods, the last being

reared on the trees of M. nigra in the open air. I am sorry to add that none

survived the winter, although the cocoons were kept in a room with a fire; thus,

after all my trouble, I lost the species. The silk resembles that of B. Huttoii,

and is equally good, although from the smaller size of the cocoons there is less

of it. Mr. Grote kindly sent me a specimen of his moth which, so far as I can

remember, was whitish and very much smaller than that of B. affinis.

11. TheophilasubnotatuB, Walker, Proc. Lin. Soc. III., 186 (1859).—Nothin"
more is known of tliis species than is contained in Mr. Walker's description of

the moth, and that it was procured from Singapur by Mr. B. A. Wallace ; neither

the larva nor its food is mentioned. Whether this be a true Theophila or not we
cannot tell. (T. mandarina, Moor", ia a native of Chekiang, China.)

12. Theophila Sherwilli, Moore.—This is closely allied to B. Huttoni, but
the larva is unknown ; all that has been ascertained is that the specimen was
obtained from a collection made by the late Major J. L. Sherwill, but whether
captured in the plains or at Darjiling no one knows. .People who have .often

collected at Darjiling assure me they never saw the species there; hence I incline

to regard it as a lowlander, feeding on Artocarpus perhaps. All that Moore says

of it is that it is " allied to B. Huttoni and differs from it in being somewhat
larger, and of a grayer colour, the fore-wing having the apical patch, fuliginous

instead of black, and it has only a single transverse discal streak (instead of the
two as in B. Huttoni). A most prominent character is that the abdomen is tipped
with black, as well as having the dark waistband."

13. Ocinara reUgiosce, Heifer, J. A. S. Ben., VI., 4.—Although this stands
as a Bombijx, the entire description as given by Dr. Heifer applies rather to a
species of Ocina>a. It is called the Jori silk-worm by Heifer, and the Deo-muga
Bilk-worm by Mr. Hugon. It is said to occur in Asam and Silhet, but I have
failed to elicit information from those localities. Bombyces are far less erratic

than the allied genera of Theophila and Ojinara, and if indigenous in any dis-

trict, there they will remain year after year, sometimes in greater, sometimes in

lesser, numbers ; but Theophila and Ocinara are both inconstant
; plentiful one

year, absent altogether the next, and with the latter sometimes for two or three
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years. Hence Gtote for four or five years lost sight of TheophiU bengalensiv,

and no one seeuis to have seen Heifer's B. reliyiosce since the time of its dis-

covery.

14. Ocinara lida Moore. (O. Moorei, Button) Cat Lep., E. I. C. Mus.,

II., 381.—This species is found at Mussooree, where it feeds upon the leaves. o£

Ficus venusa, the larva being very like that of a Geometra, and spinning a small

white cocoon on the leaf or against a stone beneath the tree It is too small to

be serviceable. I named it after Mr. F. Moore, but he tells me it is the same as

the Javanese O, Lida. It is a noultivoltine. It feeds on the wild flg also. (O.

diaphana, Moore, also occurs in the Khasiya hills.)

15. Ocinara lactea, Button.—This also occurs at Mussooree, feeding on

Ficus venosa and spins a curious little cocoon of a yellow colour within the leaf ;

over the cocoon is laid a net-work of yellow silk, too small to be of use. It has

eevcral broods during the summer. The larva is smooth, whereas that of the

.preceding is hairy. (O. dilectula. Walker, is a native of Java )

16. Ocinara Commo, Button.—The moth of this iswhite, with a dark comma-

shaped mark on the disc of the upper wings ; hence the name, It occurs both in

the Dun and at about 5,500 feet of elevation below Mussooree.

17. Trilocha varians, Moore. Cat. Lep E. I. C. Mus., II., 382,—Is a small

species found in Kanara ; aud again by Mr. Grote in Calcutta, As a silk-yielder

it is of no value. For further remarks on these siiecies, consult the second part

of my paper " On the Reversion and Restoration of the Silkworm," (J. Agri..

Hort. Cal., 1864, Trans. Eut. Soc ).

18. Cricula irifenestrata. Heifer.—This handsome and curious species i»

found in various parts of India, sometimes in such numbers in the larva state as

to become a perfectly destructive pest ; it denudes the mango trues of every leaf,

destroys the foliage of the cashew-nut, and is even said to attack the tea plants.

It occurs in Burma, Asam, Maulmain, and Chota Nagpur in Central India. The

cocoons are formed in clusters, so closely interwoven that they cannot be separa-

ted for reeling, which, indeed, their very texture prohibits ; they are therefore

carded, but are not much used ; the cocoons are very irritating, from a number

of minute bristly hairs from the caterpillars. I am inclined to think there are

two species now standing under this name ; as some cocoons are very much reti-

culated, while those from other localities are far more closely-woven and scarcely

reticulated at all. This will never prove productive as a silk-yieldcr, unless the

cocoons can be reduced to a gummy pu'p and used for some other purposes

(C drepanoides, Moore, occurs in Sikkim.)

19. Anthercea Mi/titta Drury.—This handsome species is distiibuted all

over India from Burma to Bombay ; but it has to be observed that there are in

this wide range several distinct species included under the name. To separate

these effectually must be the work of time, and until it is done, there can

be no really good Tusseh silk produced. That several of these species are

capable of producing a very valuable article of commerce is an undoubted

fact, andfiom its cheapness and durability it would be a boon to that class

of the British popu'atiou which cannot afford to indulge in expensive silks.

At present the native method is this : At the season when the cosoons

25
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have been formed, the jungles swarm with them, and men sally forth to pincfc

them from the trees. These jungles, however, contain seveial distinct species,

a thing of which the natives are pr&foundly ignorant ; these cocoons are all

proniiscBously huddled togetlifir, placed in hackeries, and carted off to the dealers.

They are then sorted according to size, thickness, colour, &c., and named accord-

ingly as a kind of trade mark, but without any reference to species. The co-

coons selected for reeling are treated in the roughest manner and all kiads spua

off together ; those that are kept for breedrng are alloTved to eat out of the cocoon>,

as it is termed, and to interbreed, still without reference to species ; and as this

has been going on from time immemorial, of course the species have become blen-

ded into a most confusing cross-breed. Hence it results that if a dozen cocoon&

are taken at random', no two moths will resemble each other.

This system of crossing is not confined to the Tusseh group. I have detect-

ed it more than once in what were termed Japan worms imported direct from

that island ; indeed, I havB not only detected the cross, but I have succeeded ia

separating the species which composed it ; m one instance. I found B, Mori

crossed with B. sinensis, and on another occasion B, textur and B sinensis. 'la

the case of domesticated species there is no great difficulty to contend with, but

with regard to the wild species the thing is very different, and, in short, I can.

scarcely yet say that I see my way at all clearly. In the Dehra Dun and extend-

ing up the hill side to about 4,500 feet, perliaps more, we hare two species o4

Tusseh, one of which is also found ia Central India ; what the other is I am not

yet prepared to say, Here, however, we have no artificial crossing, so that oui

species may be regarded as types. The difficult is to get the sexes of two moths-

showing marks of relationship to come forth at the same time, so as to obtain

a brood and compare the larvas with others. To trust to the reports of the unsci-

entific would only add to the confusion. A gentleman residing in one of these

silk districts kindly furnished me with cocoons of what he declared to be dis-

tinct species, and furnished me with voluminous notes, but neither the one nor

the other furnish the sliglitest data upon which I can work or depend ; that a cross

exists I can see, but my correspoadent is not aWe to enter into my views and wishes.

20. Antheraa nebulesa, Hntton.—This is one of the species that has bseii

crossed upon A. Pap/iia, and it seems to be not uncommon tliroughout Centrai
India. It is a well-marked>pecies, and as specimens have been sent to Englandi.

The silk would probably rival that of A. I'uphia.

21. AnthertBi .?—I refrain from naming this until I can obtain more
specimens

;
it is found in Central India and in the Dehia Dun. It is quite dis-

tinct from either of the foregoing.

22. Anthereea Fernyi, Gurr. Men.—This species was discovered in Man-
churia, to the north of China, where it feeds on the oak. According to Mr.

Atkinson he has captured two specimens of what he declares to be this species

at Darji'ling; these flew to a light placed out in the evening, but nothing

further was ascertained. The great difference between llie climates of Darjiling

and Manchuria calls especial attention to this discovery, and leads one to wonder

that the species has not been detected at Mussooree and Simla, both farther to

the north.
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2S. Anthervta Yamamai, Gu^. Men.—This is a Japan species and is well

fhought of both in England and in France, wliere great eflEorts have been made

to introduce it, but as yet with very indifferent success. Last year I received an

ounce of these eggs direct from Japan, and ifound thei^ to thrive admirably on

iQur liill oak ; unfortunately my means were not adequate to the undertaking, as

gauze covers were found to be indispensable in order to ward off the attacks of

insects, such as bags, the larvae of Coccinella, spiders, &c. However, the experi-

ment was Buldeniy cut short in one night when the worms were in the fourth

stage, by the ineursian from below of a swarm of large black ants which carried

off every one. The species however is well worth another trial.

21. Antheraa assama. Heifer.—This is the Miga or Munga worm of Asam
which produces a very excellent silk, which, if well reeled by skilful hands,

instead of being carded, would be extremely valuable. I have found this species

in the Dehra Dun feeding upon a tree known to the natives as " Kirld," but I

only procured one male and have not since seen another.

22. Antheroea Perrotletii, Guer Men.—Said to occur at Pondicherry, but

although I long ago applied to the late M. PeTrottet, he could not procure

a specimen of it, although he sent Antherma Paphia (vera) and Actias Selene. X

am half inclined to regard it as a mere variety of A. Paphia.

23. Anlhercea Hdferi, Moore.—Is found at Dargiling, the cocoon resemb-

ling that of the common Tusseh.

2i. Antheraa Frilhi, Moore.—Is another Darjiling species, of which we
know no more than of the last.

26. Antheraa RoyUi, Moore. —Is common at Simla, Mussoovee, Almora, and,

I think, Darjiling. It feeds upon the conmon hill oak, spinning a large but

thin cocoon between three or four leaves. I found it at Simla in the winter of

1*30 by following a flock of tomtits, one of which, after a time, began tapping

BO loudly that I hastened to the spot and found the little fellow hard at work
on the outer cocoon, from which I drove him off and pocketed the prize. The
outer coating is very strong, aud I do not think it could be reeled ; but within
this case is the true cocoon, of an oval form and yielding a good silk. Tho
worms are easily reared, aud sometimes give two or three crops, but this is

when treated in the house. The males will couple with Antherma Paphia, but
the produce never comes to anything.

26. Antheraa .?—This is a species occurring near Bombay and dis-

covered by the Messrs. Robertson of the Civil Service, who regard it as allied

to A. Vamamai of Japan. From the rough sketch of the cocoon sent me it

certainly appears to differ from A. Paphia, though I do not think it can possibly
he A. Yamamai. {A. Mezankooria, Moore, occurs in Asam and A. andamana,
Moore, in the Andamans).

27. Anihereea ?—Nothing is known of this species, except that I
possess a well-formed (probably male) cocoon of about the size of one of the B.
Mori ; the peculiarity exists in there being no vestige of a pedicel or safety rope,
the cocoon being equally perfect at both ends. Unfortunately the label has
been lost, and I have not the least recollection of where it came from or who
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sent it, although I incline to think it came from Madras. I am particularly

anxious to obtain living specimens of this, which is not only an undesoribed

species, but promises to be a valuable silk-yielder. These remarks will serve

to show how much scientific work yet remains to be done in this single genus of

Antheroea.

28. Attacua Atlas, Linn.—This is the largest of the real silk-spinners. Is

common at 5,500 feet at Mussooree and in the Dehra Dfin ; it is found also in

some of the deep warm glens of the outer hills. It is also common at Hawal-

bagh near Almora, where the larva feeds almost exclusively upon the " Kilmora"

bush or Berberis asiaiica ; while at Mussooree it will not touch that plant, but

feeds exclusively upon the large milky leaves of Excncaria insignis. The worm
is perhaps more easily reared than any other of the wild Bombi/cidce, producing a

very large and well-stuffed cocoon of a grey colour and somewhat difiicult ti)

unwind ; a strong ley of potash appears to be the best solvent. The species is

also abundant in Cachar, Silhet, and is found also at Akyab, in Arrakan, as well

as in China.

29. Atlacua Edwardsil, White (P. Z. S., 1859).—This species was discovered

at Darjiling and is much darker in colour than the other, and rather smaller

in size, but nothing seems to be known of its food and silk.

30. Attacus Cynthia, Drary (Ms. II, <. 6 f 2).—Abundant at Mussooree,

feeding on various wild plants ; common in China, where it feeds on Ailanthua

glandulosi ; found in Asam, Cachar, Sagar. Although it is commonly reported

to be under cultivation in different places (vide Colonel Agnew's Assam Eeporl),

yet such is not the case, the Aitacus ricini being in India invariably mistaken for

it. Indeed until a few years ago^ when I pointed out the fact, ^ (Jacus Cynthia

was not known to occur in India, the other species passing under that name, as

the silk-worms did under that of B. Mori. Attacus Cynthia has been imported

into France and England and reared out in the open air on trees of Ailanthus

glandulosa ; it has likewise succeeded to some extent in Australia, and I believe

they have it also at the Cape of Good Hope. There are difficulties attending

the reeling of the silk as there is with all the Atlaci, but nevertheless the French

have succeeded in turning out some very good silk pieces. In England it is not

quite so highly thought of as it once was. In Australia Mr. C. Brady has

produced silk from it.

31. Attacus ricini, Jones (Trans. Linn. Soc, 1804, p. 42).—This is the worm
that produces the silk known to the natives as the Arindi silk (from arand, the

vernacular name of the castor-oil plant) ; it is easily reared and feeds on the castor-

oil plant, Ricijiiis communti. The silk is obtained by carding. The chief places

of cultivation are Asam, Eangpnr, and Dinajpur, in Eastern Bengal, not at

Dinapur, as stated in one of Dr. Bennett's reports. It is also cultivated in

smaller quantities in other places. The Mekirs to the eastward possess a very

fine kind with white silk. Attacus ricini thrives well at Mussooree, and has

been Introduced into France, Algeria, Malta and other places.

32. Attacus Guerini, Moore.—^Is known only from a few specimens of the

DToth in some museum in England, and I am induced to regard it as no more than

an ill-fed specimen of A. ricini. 1 have failed to procure it from any part of the
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country, though I hare seen an approach to it in ill-fed Bpccimene of the former

in my own trays. This underfeeding or semi-starvation is well exemplified in

some very Lilliputian specimens of Aoiias Selene, received from a gentleman who
reared it at Serampur, near Calcutta, where he only supplied the worms with

food twice a day ; the moths are only a quarter of the natural size. {Attacussil-

kelica. Heifer, occurs in Silhet : A. canningi, Hutton, in the N.-W. Himalaya;

A. lunula, Walker, in Silhet : A. obscurus, Butler, in Cachar).

33. Aciias Selene, Hiibner.—Very common in a wild state at Mussooree,

where it feeds on the wild cherry, wild pear, Vfa]mxt, Cedrela paniculata, {?") Coriaria

nepalensis, and several other forest trees and shrubs. It occurs also at Almora,

Darjiling, Asam, Cachiir, S3,gar, and at Serampur, near Calcutta. Mr. C. Tcirn-

buU failed to reel silk from the cocoons sent down from this, but it has been

reeled, though there is not much of it.

34. Actias MtBnaif'Dov.Wcia.y.—Occurs at- Darjiling and is a yery large

species, but nothing has been recorded of its habits, food, or produce.

35. Aciias Zeto, Doubleday.—Is another Darjiling species, the economy of

which has yet to be ascertained. {Actios sinensis, Walker, occurs in N. China,

and A. ignescens, Moore, in the Andamans).

36. Saturnia pyretorum, Boisduval.—Occurs at Darjiling and in CachSr,

but nothing more is known of it.

37. Saturnia Groiei, Moore (P. Z. S., 1859).—Has been found at Darjiling

and one or two specimens have been captured at Mussooree ; but collectors of

moths make no inquiries as to economy, and for all practical purposes the species

might as well remain unknown. lam inclined to think that the larva feeds on

the wild-pear tree {Fyrus variolosa').

38. Saturnia Lindia, Moore.—Of this nothing more is known than

that it occurred in a collection made by the late Captain J. L. Sherwill, and is

supposed to be from Darjiling or its neighbourhood. It is allied to Saturnia

Grotei,

39. Saturnia Cidosa, Moore.— From Captain J. L. Sherwill's collection

also, and from North-Eastern India, but we have no information regarding it.

From its being closely allied to SoKurnia/iyreforMffl, I should be inclined to sup-

pose it an inhabitant of Darjiling or Cachar.

40. Neoris Huttoni, Moore.—Found by myself at Mussooree at about

6j600 feet of elevation, feeding on the wild-pear tree. The larvje are to be

found in April. The cocoon is an open net-work, and would produce no

silk.

41. Caligula Simla, Westwood.—Occurs at Simla, Mussooree, and in Ku-

maon, feeding on the walnut, Salix babylonica, wild pear tree, &c. ; but the cocoon

is a mere coarse open net-work, through which the pupa is visible, and yields no

Bilk.

42. Rinaea Thibeln, Westwood.—Occurs at Mussooree, where I have taken

it on Andromeda ovalifolia, wild pear, and common quince. It occurs also in

Kumaon, but the specific name is a misnomer, the insect never approaching
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Tibet. Specimens were taken out of a collection made in Kiiniaon, and because

the collector travelled into Tibet it was ridiculonsly enough called a Tibetan

collection, and the species named accordingly. The cocoon is a coarse open

net-work, through which the larra is risible, but there is no available

silk.

43. Loepa Kalinka, Westwood.—A very beautiful yellow moth discovered

originally in Asam, occniring also, according to my ideas, at Mussooree.

Mr. Moore, however, considers mine as distinct. I am not quite satisfied that

the cocoon will not yield silk, but there is very little of it.

44. Loepa sivalica, Hutton— Closely allied to the last, and found at

Mussooree at about 6,600 feet and lower. It will probably yield a small quan-

tity of silk.

45. Loepa Miranda, Atkinson.—Found by him at Darjillng ; a good and

handsome species, but nothing more is recorded of it.

46. Loepa sikliimensis, Atkinson.^—^A very beautiful species found by Mr.

Atkinson at Darjiling. It may be known from the others by the smaller size,

and by the wings being clouded with maroon. Of its economy nothing is

known. Tliree or four other species of this family occur in Darjilirig and Silhet,

but beyond their existence nothing is recorded.

(The following silk-producing species also occur :

—

Rintca Zuleiha, Hope, in

Sikkim : Salassa Lola, Westwood, in Sikkim : Rhodhia newara, Moore, in Nepal

:

Caligula eachara, Moore, iu Cachar : Neoria Shadulh, Moore, in Yarkand

:

ISeoria Stolicz/tana, Felder, in Ladak: Saturnia Anna, Moore, in Sikkim.

Those species which, like 4c<!cn S«?e>ic and Anthercea Paphia, weave strong

compact cocoons, perfectly closed at both ends, are furnished on each shoulder

with a hard wing spur for the purpose of separating the fibres when the moth is

ready to come forth ; it may be heard grating against the silk and the point

may often be seen protruding. It is common to the genera Actias and Anthercea

and was discovered by myself. In Attacus, Neoris, and Loepi the upper end of

the cocoon is left open, the fibres pointing forwardj closely arranged, like the
fine wires of a mouse-trap. No spine is needed in these genera. In Bombyx and
others, although the cocoons are entire, the silk is loosely woven, and the

fibres, being moistened by an acid from the mouth, are then easily separated by
the claws on the fore-feet of the moths.

This is about the stale and extent of our knowledge of the Bombycida of

India; that there are many other species yet to be discovered no naturalist will

think of denying. Nature is the book through which the Almighty teaches

man to look from earth to heaven, and as His works and knowledge are bound-

less, so has this beautifully illustrated book no end.

1 '1 here are are two va'uable papers published in the J. Agri-Hort. Soc. Cal.

by Captain Hutton in 1864: (I) "On the reversion and Restoration of the Silk-
worm, fart I.; and (II.) Part XL, with distinctive characters of silk-producing
£ombycidte ;" both these are too long for reproduction here.
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The following communication regarding certain experiments

made by Captain Hutton^ with the Japan
ExpciimentB with the gjik-worm also deserve reproduction here.

Japan silk-worm. ^

He writes that he received the eggs in the

beginning of March, when they were just beginning to hatch.

This process went on very irregularly for many days, showing that

the worms were not in a healthy state. He goes on to say :

—

" When first hatched the worms had the head and prolegs shining jet b!aok, the

anterior segment ashy white, and tlae rest of the body as usual covered with small

tufts of short hair of a pale brown. After the second moult the worm had a good

deal of the appearance of the little China monthly worm (B. sinenais) known in

Bengal as the ' S(na or Cluna ;' the markings and smallness of the worm being in

some instances quite those of that species; while others of the same age appeared

much larger and very much resembled the worms of 8. Mori or B. textor, being of

a sickly white with the usual semilunar spots on the back. Like the worms at

B. sinensis, however, they grew very slowly until the last stage, when the increase

in size was rapid and the worms bore all the appearance of a hara pulu or a dwarf,

B. Mori being at maturity about 2i inches long, which is the size to which B. textor

attains at Mussooree. Foralons time I was sorely puzzled ta make out what the

worm could bo, for the variety in the marking of different individuals was so great

and so often changing at the time of moulting that I began to, think the worm

must be distinct from any known species, until suddenly the mists of doubt were

entirely dispelled by the appearance of a black worm in all respects identical with

those of my reverted B. Mori. Krom that moment I began to see my way, and

when at length on the 2nd of May, just 26 days after hatching, the worms began

to spin their cocoons it was perfectly evident that the worm, about which the

French have gone mad, and the silk-cultivating world has made such a fuss, is

nothing more than a hybrid or cross between the true sickly B. Mori and the little

jn onthly B. sinensis or ' Stna.'

According to the labels attached to the wooden tubes in which the eggs arrived

one hatch should have produced ' white ' cocoons, and the other 'green ;' yet both

have spun them of the same size and shape, and all are of a pale sulphur yellow,

except that of the solitary black worm, which is decidedly as to size and colour an
unilersizeil specimen of B. Mori of Kashmir and China. The moths, which came
out on the 19th May. are miniatures of the pale unhealthy specimens of B. Mori,

being ashy white with a faint transverse brown line on the upper wing. I have

preserved some of the eggs wherewith to carry on my observations, and ascertain

whether eventually ihe cross will wear out as in other instances, and the worms
revert to the annual B. Mori. Further than this I do not consider the worm
worth cultivating as the uncrossed races fiom which it is derived are to the full

as good or even better in every respect, for the S. Mori can only be deteriorated

by such a cross. I have long known these cocoons, having received specimens

both from Mr. Moore of the E. I. Museum and from M. Guerin-Meneville with a

request to mention to what species they belonged ; I decided that they were

the produce of B, sinensis, but without any idea then that the worm had been
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crossed. In the colour and size of these cocoons ivc recognise tlieinflnenoe of the

small polyvoltinc B. sinensis, and in the shape and texture the influence of Bom-

byx Mori. As to the univoltine-polyvoltine character of- the worms, all will

depend upon climate, and the degree of influence exercised over individual worms

or moths by tlie species from which they spring, and no purchaser of eggs in

Japan, China or elsewhere can ever be certain that he has secured a batch of

cither univoltine, bivoltine or polyvoltine worms, because all experiments

hitherto tried in the crossing of the various species of silkworms have invari-

ably shown that there is always a strong tendency to revert to the strongest and

healthiest species. I found this to be the case in my own expert a. ents in cross-

ing B. Mori of Kashmir with B. Crasi, the Nistri of Bengal. A cross between

a univoltine and a polyvoltine species will produce eggs some of which will be

•polyvoltine for a time, others will be bi-or tri-voltine, but the majority (unless

in a hot climate) will revert at once to univoltines or annuals. Climate or tem-

perature, as I long since remarked, will influence the colour of the cocoonSj and

this is shown in the fact that instead of ' white ' and ' grem ' cocoons my
Japanese worms have all produced sulphur yellow cocoons."

SERICULTURE.

In 1856, Captain Hutton brought to the notice of Government

Captain Button's expeii- the existence of several species of silk-pro-

™^"*- ducing moths in Mussooree and the Dehra

Dun, and suggested that steps should be taken to ascertain whether

they would submit to domestication like the silk-moth (Bowhyx

:Mo7'i) of China. His proposals were accepted, and in 1858 a grant

was made to carry them out. In 1859, Captain Hutton reported

that the wild mulberry tree was unfitted by slowness of growth for

extended operations and that the quick-growing Chinese plant was

not attractive to the Bombyx Huitoni, the subject of his experi-

ment. Further, that the worms of this species, were irreclaimably

wild even when crossed with other species and therefore that the

experiment had failed both as regards the insect and the tree. He
showed, however, that the climate was admirably adapted for

sericulture and advocated further attempts with other silk-produc-

ing moths and other trees. The grant was, however, withdrawn

and sericultural experiments were left to individual effort for some

time. In 1850, the Chinese mulberry (Morus chinensis) was

introduced by Dr. Jameson, and subsequently propagated in the

Diin, where it throve luxuriantly, as well as a variety known as M.

multicaulis, both of which are eminently suited for silk-worm

breeding. The latter is said to be a variety of M. alba though.
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according* to Mr. Duthie, it now varies much from the great shrub

described uader that name.

In 1867, Captain Murray commenced a series of experiments

with seed imported from Bengal and obtained good returns in

quality and quantity. In the meantime the Government gardens

had distributed cuttings and plants of the better kinds of mul-

berries to all who desired to propagate them, but nothing of

importance was undertaken and sericulture remained in the purely

experimental stage in the hands of private individuals until 1874,

when Mr. H. Ross commenced a plantation of mulberries on a large

scale at Ambiw^la in the Dun.

By the end of 1875 Mr. Ross had twenty acres of young trees

not old enough to produce any leaf and 100
Mr. Rosb'b experiments.

old trees lully grown. He procured silkworm

seed from Japan and Kashmir, but during his absence the trees

were allowed to die, and the seed was neglected. None of that

procured from Kashmir hatched and not much of the Japan seed

and altogether only about 481b. of cocoons were produced and

about five to six ounces of seed, a good deal of which died from

want of care. The proceedings of the year 1876-77 were equally

unsatisfactory, and but little progress was made. The report fo^

1877-78 is another record of failure, but the carelessness and neglect

which were marked features in the operations of the previous year

are wanting on the present occasion. The experiment was through-

out the year under the personal management of Mr. Ross, whose

iMr. Duthie writes:—^"The plant (M, multicaulis) according to Bureau (De
Candolle's Prodromus, Pt. XVIl., p. 244) is given as one of the numerous varieties

of M. alba. He mentioiis that it is cultivated in S. China, where it is considered

to be the best liind for rearing silkworms. I suspect, however, that the M.
multicaulis of N. India, whatever may have been its origin, is a very difEerent

plant now to the one known under this name both in Europe and China. M. Bureau
describes the leaves of the Chinese plant as being very large, and gives, as a
synonym, M. chinensis, a variety which was introduced by Dr. Jameson from
China many years ago. The leaves of the latter are certainly very different in

appearance from those of the variety known in the Dun as M. multicaulis, which
has small thin leaves. It also differs in its behaviour under cultivation. The
M. multicaulis of the Duo will grow easily in any kind of soil, whereas the M.
chinensis requires a great deal of care. The effect of cultivation and climate on
the many varieties of mulberry which have been grown, either for the production

of fruit or for the supply, of leaves as silkworm food, have added very greatly to

the diflSculties of botanical discrimination. This is more or less the case with
all such plants whose cultivation has extended from very early periods. The
characters of the original become in time obliterated or mingled with those of

the several varieties which have been produced from the indigenous species.

M. multicaulis was in leaf on the 17th January (1880), just a fortnight before

any other kind in the garden."

26
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attention to the conduct of the experiment and interest in its

success was undoubted. Nevertheless, both worms and eggs

failed in an unaccountable manner, the final outturn was very

small, and a few villagers to whom worms were given succeeded

in rearing much larger cocoons than any that were produced on

the Government plantations. The records of the experiment

had not been kept in sufficient detail and no data were available

from which any lessons that could be relied upon for future guid-

ance could be drawn. The eggs had been kept in Mussooree from

May to January each year to prevent their hatching during the

hot-weather and rains, when the climatic influences were unfavour-

able, and much was expected from the operations of 1878-79 to

settle many of the questions of detail. The season was, however,

an exceptionally unfavourable one. Mild weather, at the com-

mencement of February caused the mulberry to shoot somewhat

earlier than was customary and induced the growers to bring

down the seed from Mussooree for hatching at an earlier date than

usual. No sooner had the young caterpillars appeared than a suc-

cession of cold frosty days cut the mulberry shoots back and left

the grubs with insufficient nourishment, resulting in small cocoons

of inferior quality. The worm was not killed at once when the

cocoon was fully formed, but was allowed to partly cut its way

through before being destroyed; and even then no precautions were

taken to dry the cocoons and the worm was allowed to decompose

within and stain the fibre. Notwithstanding all these drawbacks,

the report on the small quantity of silk produced was that it was

superior to Bengal qualities and a valuable addition to the local

fupplies. The representative of a Bradford firm of silk merchants

I'resent state of the ex- interested himself very much in these expe-
periment.

riments, and in 1879-80 took over their

supervision, the financial responeibility remaining with Govern-

ment. The results were encouraging : over fourteen maunds of

cocoons were brought in by private reairers, and though the quality

was not first class, they gave promise of ultimate success. During

1880-81, the entire responsibility for the supervision remained in

the ^ame hands and arrangements were made for handing over the

Government sericultural establishment and a considerable area

for mulberry plantations. A scheme was also under consideration
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for the establishment of mulberry plantations at intervals along the

slopes of the Himalaya for the purpose of cottage-rearing. The

great difficulty to be encountered is in the matter of seed, and this

can only be overcome by prohibiting the rearing of seed by vil-

lagers, as the worms raised from this seed are invariably diseased

and the silk suffers accordingly. It would appear that this pre-

caution is necessary in other countries also. An expert writes

(1880) :—

" In every country without exception the disease has crept in where

cottagers hare been allowed to rear seed. The industry has heeu ruined by

it in Asia Minor first, then in Europe (Italy, then France); and as each country's

stock became effete and diseased, it had to import seed at great expense, and

commenced a drain from another country, which in turn gave the fatal impulse

to seed production in the new country with the usual result, that, in hastening to

become rich rapidly, the people took to breeding from inferior cocoons, instead

of following their old habits of careful selection, with the consequence of

deterioration and then disease amongst their stock. Thus Italy commenced a

drain from Japan long ago, and as Japan stock required renewing yearly in Italy

(as it would not acclimatise, i.e., deteriorated yearly till it was of little or no use

after the third year in Italy), this proved a constant drain and great source of

revenue to Japan. Then cume the failure in France, and once disease creeps in

where the cottagers are allowed to breed and sell seed amongst themselves, it only

takes about five years to ruin a country. Thus France became ruined so far as

stock goes, and the industry is in a ruinous condition, as I saw last year when

visiting the silk districts in the south of France. An increased drain came on

Japan; the Japanese found greater profit in breeding seed—faults in which are

so diiS cult to discover—to growing and reeling silk, which latter can be so much

better judged on its merits, They got careless and greedy, and the usual result

followed ; they have now had the disease amongst them in Japan for I believe

about six years, and the old confidence in Japanese seed is gone. Thus virtually

bII the seed markets are spoilt, as we know to our cost, us all our imported seed

this past season was more or less diseased, and we have lost over Ks. 7,"00 in

bad seed, besides losing the season, To bring the importance of the question

nearer home, the old indigenous Panjab cocoon is excelknt. Mr. Halsey,

as an experiment, imported a few Italian eggs into the Panjab some six

or seven years ago, till when the disease was unknown. These Italian eggs

brought the disease, and now the indigenous race is ruinei}, and has failed four

years running. We have over Ks. 6,000 out in advances this year to rearers

in the Panjab- unworked off owing to the failure again this year. There ia

mote in this still, as the natives will not throw away their old seed ; and if we

give them new good seed, they will keep the two together and spread the

disease amongst our new stock, and ruin us with yearly importing expenses, did

we not keep a special rearing establishment out here, or else have plantations

' of our own in the Panjab, on which we could keep some check on the seed

used,"
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The only measures for preventing the rearing and distribtttioQ

of cottage-reared seed that have yet been proposed are that clauses

should be entered in the contract with the rearers that they should,

under a penalty, bring in all the green soed-cocoons to the central

stations to be destroyed there, and that they should rear no other seed

than that distributed to them. The future of the silk industry is

HOW in good hands, and so far as skill, experience and capital can

conduce to arriving at success, the conditions exist. There can be

no doubt that it would not repay a European to conduct the rear-

ing process himself, but it will give the weaker members of the

agricultural classes full and remunerative employment, and the

European will find his place in supervising the cottage opera-

tions, supplying seed, collecting, sorting and disposing of the pro-

duce and increasing and tending the mulberry plantations.

The tribes Noctues, Pseudo-deltoides, Deltqides, Pi/rales, Geome-

tres, Cranibices, Tortrices and Tineines are all represented in the

Himalaya. The last three tribes have been but imperfectly worked and

the microlepidoptera of India may be said to be almost unknown to

science. For beauty of colouring and for economic study the Tineines

yield to none. As observed by a distinguished naturalist, " the win o-s

frequently combine with extreme beauty of colouring the most

brilliant little stripes and masses of shining silver and burnished

gold which under the microscope exhibit a most radiant richness.

This lustrous aspect of many species is but a poor recompense for

<ihe injury which we receive from many more while in the larva

state. These clothe themselves at our expense in the warmest

woollen garments which they traverse in all directions, leaving

behind a gnawed and well-worn path so thin and bare as to yield

to the slightest pressure. They also destroy furs, hair, feathers and

many other articles of domestic economy and are the exterminating

pests of zoological museums." The sugar-cane is attacked by a

borer in the Maurities and West Indies identified as the caterpillar

ei Flmlcena saccharalis, Fabr. {=IHatrcea sacchari, Guilding) and the

same or an allied species occurs in Rohilkhand. Our grain is also

liable to great damages from moths, and in the Bombay Presidency

the cotton suffers from the ravages of a small species (Depressaria

gossypiella) which deposits its eggs in the germen at the time of

flowering and the larva feeds on the cotton seeds until the pod is
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ready to burst, a little previous to which it opens a round hole in

the side of the pod through which it descends to the ground, and

burrows into it about an inch, and there assumes the pupa state.

The perfect insect is dark fuscous brown, the head and thorax

somewhat lighter in colour : fore-wings with an undefined round

blackish spot on the disk a little above the centre of a fascia of the

same colour, crossing the wings a little above the apex, which itself

is black : under-wings silvery grey, darker towards the hinder

margin. The only way to arrest its ravages is to dig the soil

slightly around the roots of the plant and either collect it to the

depth of an inch and burn it or collect the pupje and burn them or

apply a caustic solution of lime. Space and time do not allow us

to note the many species useful to man or destructive of man's

labours, and we hope that the day is not far distant when some of

the many labourers in this field of Natural History will give us a

series of manuals fitted for the systematist and the economical ob-

server. Every county in England has an almost complete list, but

there is not even an attempt at one yet for any order of the insect

fauna of India.

TlefeTemea.

Papillons exotiques, &c., by P. Cramer, with supplement by Stoll, Utrecht,

1775-82. In Latin and Dutch, with coloured plates, and giving the type of many

Indian species.

Catalogus systematicus ad Cramerum, by H. Verloren. Traj. ad Ehen.

1837.

Sammlung exotischer Schmetterlinge of J. Hiibner : ei. Geyer. Augsburg,

1806-41 i contains numerous Indian genera.

Species gln^ral des Lepidoptdres, by Boisduval and Guenee : Rhopaloceres,

Paris, 1836 ; Noctuelites, by Gueu^e, 1852: Deltoides et Pyralites, 1854, and

Uranides et Phalenites, 1857.

British Museum lists, by Gray aud Walker : 1854 onwards.

A descriptive catalogue of the Lepidopterous insects contained in the Museum

of the H. B. I. C, illustrated by coloured figures of new species and of the

metamorphoses of Indian Lepidoptera, by T. Horsfield, M. D., London, 1828

(Part I. only published).

A catalogue of the Lepidopterous insects in the Museum of the H. E. I. C,

by T. Horsfield and F. Moore. London, 1857 (2 vols, only published).

The Lepidopterous insects of Nepal, by Dr. Gray. London, 1846.

The genera of the diurnal Lepidoptera, comprising their generic characters,

a notice of their habits and transformations, and a catalogue of the species of

each genus, by E. Doubleday and J. O. Westwood. London, 1816-52.
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Kollar's list of Lepidopterous insects in Biigel's Kasolimir, 1844.

A list of Lepidopterous insects collected in the N.-W. Himalaya hj Captam
Lang, R. E , by Mr. F. Moure. Proc. Zool. Soc, 1865.

A list of the same collected in the Bengal Presidency by Mr. A. B. Riissqll,

B.C.S., Mr. W. S. Atkinson, and Captain J. Lind Sherwill, by the same. Ibid.

December, 1865, and January and May, 1867, p. 44, 612.

Description of new Lepidopterous insects from the collection of the late

W. S. Atkinson, by Hevritson and Moore. Calcutta, 1879-82.

The foUoHring amongst others contain descriptions of Indian species :

—

Butier, ^.—Iicpidoptera Exotica : Illustrations of typical specimens of Indian

Heterocera, Brit. Mus. Part v. : Cistula Entomologica: P. Z. S.,

1866, p. 276: 1887, p. 34, 718 : 1868, p. 221, 599 : 1870, p. 724:

1871, p. 252, 518, 626: 1872, p. 26 : 1874, p. 274: 1875, p. 3,

239,391,621: 1876, p. 136, 308 : 1880, p. 147, 403: 1881, p.

602. Trans. X., 511 : besides numerous papers in the Trans.

Linn. Soc, Trans. Ent. Soc, Ent. Mouth. Mag, and Ann. Mag.

N. H., 3rd Ser., XVL, 398 : XIX, 49, 51, 161 : XX. 217, 399 :

Ibid, 5th Ser., V., 221.

Moore, F,—P. Z. S., 1872, p. 655 : 1874, p. 264, 565: 1877, p. 580: 1878,

p 4,686, 821: 1879, p. 136, 387: 1881, p. 326: Trans. XI.,

6^: besides papers in An. Mag. N. H., 4th Ser., XX., 43, 3.S9 :

6th Ser., I., 227 : Trans. Ent. Soc, 1879, p. 9 : 1880, p. 155 :

Ent. Month. Mag. and the Lepidoptera of Ceylon. London,

1881.

Lang.—Ent. Month. Mag. IV. 247 and 1868, p. 36.

(Vood Mason and de Nic^ville.—3. A. S., Ben., XLVII. ii. 176 : L. ii. et sea.

The diurnal Lepidoptera of India, Burma, and Ceylon, by Captain G. F. Mar-
shall, RE., and L de Niceville. Cdcutta, 1882.

Types ot Lepidoptera-Heterocera in the British Museum, pts. 1—5, 1881.

Handbook of Indian Silks at South Kensington, by Wardle, 1881.

LEPIDOPTERA.

Bhopalocera.

A=submontane tract including Tarai, Bhabar, and Duns.

B= outer Himalaya.

C= upper valleys towards and beyond the snows.

Family Nymphalidce.

Danais, iaf;-.—Philomela, Zlnk., B : Tytia, Gray, H, Sept.-

Oct.

Eadena, Moore—similis, lAnn., B.

Tirumala, Moore—Limmacse:, Linn. A : septentrionis, Butler,

A.
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Salatura, Moore—Genutia, A B ; chiysippus, A, Cramer : do-

rippus, A, Klug.

Parantica, Moore—Aglea, A B, Cramer.

Euplsea, Fabr,—Core, Cramer, A : vermiculata, Butler, B :

Deione, West., B : Phsenareta, SchalL, B,

rare : splendens, Butler, K^li Kumaon, B.

Zophoessa, Westwood.— Yama, Moore, B.

Melanitis, Fabricius.—Leda, Linn. : Banksia, Fabr. : Aswa,

Bela, Moore, A, B: Constantia, Cramer, B.

Neope, Butler.—Pulaha, B., Moore.

Lethe, Buhner—Europa, Fahr., B : Dyrta, Felder, B : Rohria,

Fabr, B : Verma, Kollar, B : Sidonis, Hetoit-

son, B : Hyrania, Kollar, B : Visrava,

Moore, B.

Orinoma, Gray.—Damaris, Gray : wooded lowlands.

Erebia, Balm.—Kalinda, B, C, Moore.

Callerebia, Butler—Scanda, Annada, Nirmala, B, G, Moore:

hybrida, B, Butler.

Rhaphicera, Butler—satricus, IJoub. et Hew., wooded hills be-

yond Almora.

Satyrus, Latr.—Mserula, Felder, 0, rare: Schakra, Kollar, B:

Menava, Moo>e, C, rare.

Epinephile, i/ie&ne?'—pulchella (=Neoza, Lang), C: pulchra,

Felder, C : Dav-endra, C ; Cheena, C,

Moore : goolmurga, Maiza, rare, Baspa val-

ley, Lang.

Aulocera, Butler. — Saraswati, B, in rains ; Padma, B, in rains,

Kollar: Brahminus, Blanchard, B, common:

Weranga, Lang, G, rare : Baldiva, Moore,

C. : Hiibneri, Felder, 0.

Calysisme, Moore,—Drusia, Cramer, B : Blasius, A, B. ; Per-

seus, B, Fabr.; Visala, B, Moore.

Orsotrisena, Wallengren.—Mandata, A, B; Runeka, B, Moore:

Medus, B., Fabr.

Samanta, Moore.—Nicotia, Hew., A, B: Nala, Felder, B:

Lepcha, B, Moore.
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Rohana, ilfoore.—Parisatis, C, rare, KoUar.

Yphthima, Hiibner.—T^ureda, Kollar, B: ordinata, Butler, B,

Philomela, Joh. B: Sakra, Niksea, Hyagriva,

Moore, B : Methora, Hewitson, B, rare:

Hiibner Kirhy, B, aU in rains.

Elymnias, Huhner.—undularis, Drwy, A, rare in B : leuco-

cyma, Qodart, rare, in Kali Kumaon.

Pareba, Z>o!<5Z.—-Vesta. Fabricius, A.

Telchinia, Doubl.—Violse, Fabricius, A.

Messaras, Drury.—erymanthis, Drury, A, B.

Atella, Doubleday.—Phalanta, Drury A, B: Egista, Cramer, 3.

Argynnis, Fabr.—Childreni, Gray, B : Niphe, Cramer, B, com-

mon : Clara, Blanch., B, rare : rudra, B,

rare ; Kamala, C, rare; Jainadeva, C, rare,

Moore: Lathonia, Linn., B common.

Melitea, Fabr.—Sindura, C, very rare : Balbita, C, Moore.

Symbrenthia, Hiibner.—Hyppocla, Cramer, B, in forest ; Hyp-
selis, Godart, B : Hysudra, B, rare, Moore.

Vanessa, Fabr.— Canace, B, in forest ; urticse, Linn., A, B,

very common : xanthomela s, FJsp., B, C,

rare : Rizana, C, Moore.

Pyrameis, Hiibner.—indica, Herbst, B : Cardui, Linn., A, B, 0,

very common.

Grapta, Kirby—agnicula, B, Moore: C.-album, B, Linn.

Junonia, Hiibner.—Lemonias, A ; Orythia, A ; Asterie, A ; Al-

mana, A ; Linn.: Hierta, Fabr., A: all

occasionally in low valleys in bills before

rains.

Precis, Hiibner.—Ida, Cramer, B, common in rains : Iphita, A,

Cramer; Laomedia, A, Linn.

Pseudergolis, Felder.—Wedah (Hara), Kollar, B, common in

rains.

Kallima, Westwood.—Atkinsoni, Ramsayi, Buckleyi, Boisduvali,

Huttoni, Moore.

Ergolis, Boisduval.—Ariadne, Linn., A, rare ; B, common.
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Cyrestis, Boisduval.—Thyodamus, Boisd., B, common, June :

Risa, Do. et Hew., B, rare, Kdli Kumaon.

Hestina, Westwood.—Nama, JDoubl, B, rare : Mena, Moore (?),

B, rare : persimilis, West., B, eommon.

Euripus, Westwood.—Halitherses, Don. et Hew., B : consimilis,

West., B, rare.

Parthenos, Buhner.—Gambrisius, Fahr., B, rare ?

Moduza, Moore.—Procris, Cramer.

Limenitis, Fahr.—Ligyes, B, Hew : Trivena, Danava, B, Moore ^

Daraxa, Douhl., rare.

Eahinda, Mowe.—Hordonia, Stoll.

Neptis, Fahr.—Manasa, B; Ananta, B, rains; Emodes, B, rare;

Narayana, B ; Zaida, B ; Amba, B ; Vi-

kasi, B ; Soma, B ; Ophiana, B ; Nandina,

A, B ; Aceris, A, B ; Jumba,B, C ; Astola,

B ; Mahendra, B ; Cartica, B, Moore

:

Magadba, Felder, B, 0.

Athyma, West.—Leucothoe, Linn., A, rare ; B, common : Nefte,

Cramer, B, Kali valley: opalina, Kollar, B:

Bahula, B, rare ; Cama, B ; Mahesa, B ;

Asura, B, rare ; Moore : Inara, Do. et Hew.,

B, rare : selenophora, B ; Sankara, B, 0,

rare, Kollar.

Euthalia, Buhner.—Lubentina, Cramer, B, rare, K&li valley :

Doubledayii, Gray, B : Sahadeva, B, rarej

Darga, B, not common ; Garuda, B, rare ;

Jahnu, B, rare ; Kesava, B, rare ; Moore

:

Lepidear, Butler, B, rare : Appiades, Men.,

B, rare, Kali : Somadeva, Felder, rare : all

are rare and difficult to capture.

Apatura, Fahr.—Bolina, Rlisippus, lAnn., A : dichroa, Kollar,

B : Namouna, Douhleday, B^ rare.

Dichorragia, Butler.—Nesimachus, Boisduval, B, not uncom-

mon.

Dilipa, ilf(w/'e.—Morgiana, West., B, C, not uncommon in

forests.

27
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Charaxes, Ochs.—Athamas, Drury, B : Eudamippus, Douhl.^

B, rare: Polyxena, Cramer, B, not iincoi»-

mon, very variable.

Family Lemomidce.

Libythea, Fabr.—Mprha, Qodart, B, in forest : Lepita, Moore,

B, rarer.

Dodona, Hewitson.—Durga, Kollar, B, coiitmon : Egeon, Don. et

Hew., B, rare: Ouida, Moore, B, common:

Eugenes, Bates, B, rare,

Zemeros, Boisduval.—Flegyas, Cramer, B, rare.

Abisara, Felder.—Fylla, Dou. et Hew., B, rare : Ecberia, Stolly

B, rare : both near water in rains.

Family Lyccenidce.

Miletus, Bvhner,—Symethus, Cramer, A : Drumila, Moore, A, a

straggler.

Curetis, Hubner.—Tbetys, A, Drury : BuKs, B. Dou. et Hew.

:

dentata, stigmata, B, Moore.

Cyaniris, Moore.—Akasa, B, Horsfield.

CHIades, Ifoore.— Varunana, A, Moare : Putli, B, Kollar.

Zizera, Moore.—Karsandra, A, Moore.

Tarucus, lfoor«.—Theophrastus, A, B ; Plinius, A, Fahr.: Nara,

E, 0, rare, Kollar.

Castalius, Moore.—Rosimon, A, B, Fabr.,

Catochrysops, Boisd.—^imho, A ; Cnejus, A, B, Fabr.: Pan-

dava, A, Horsfield : contracta, B, Butler.

Polyommatus, Latr.—Bseticns, A, Linn : pseuderos, B ; dileetus,

B ; Chandala, A, B ; Kasmira, B j albocse-

ruleus, B, Moore.

Lampides, HiAner.—Mlianus, B, Fabr. : Elpis, B, Godart: Di-

pora, B, Moore.

Talicada, Moore.— (Scolitantides) Nyseus, A, rare, Gu^r. Min (?)

:

Viorama, C ; cashmirensis, 0, Moore.

Lycfflna, Fair.—Phlisas, Unn., B ; Pavana, Kollar, B, rare :

Ariana, C ; Kasyapa, B, ; Zariaspa, 0,
Baspa valley (?), Moore : timeus, B, Cramer.
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The following are not distributed :

—

Plebeius, Ldnn.—Pandia, C ; Asoka, C ; Kollar: Zena, A;

Sangra, A ; Nazira, B, rare ; Kandura, A,

Moore . Puspa, A, Borsfield : Galathea

(= Nycula, J/ooT-e), Blanclu,^: Stoliczkana,

C J metallica, B, C, rare; Felder: Laius,

Cramer, A.

Thecla, Fabricius.—Deria, Moore, B, upper Garhw^l.

Zephyrus, Dalm.— Syla, Kollar, B : Odata, B, C ; Ataxus, B ;

Duma, B ; Katura, B ; Hewitson : icanus,

B, Moore.

Aphnseus, HUhner.—Ictis, Hewitson, A^ Vulcanus, Fabricius, B.

Iterdu, DouhUday.—Tamu, " B, rare ; Sena, B, very common ;

Kollar ; Androcles, Dou. et Hew., B : Oda,

B ; Brahma, B ; Moore.

Camena, Hewitson—Ctesia, Hewitson, B,

lolaus, Hilbner—Longinus, B ; Cippus, B ; Fabricius : Cotys,

HeiJoitsOn, B, rare and doubtful.

Sithon, Hiibner,—Lisias, B, rare ; Jafra, B, Fabr. : Milionia, B,

common ; Melisa, B, Hewitson : Jangala,

Horsfield, B : Acte, B, rare 5 Onyx, B
;

Ravata, B ; Moore : last three obtained in

a soldier's box, doubtful.

Myrlna, Fabr.—Atymnus, Cramer : B, October in Diin.

Deudorix, Hewitson—Perse, Hewitson, B : Nissa, Kollar, B j

Maecenas, Fo/bricius (?).

Arhopala Heio.—Oentaurus, amantes. Hew.

Amblypodia, JSors^eZd..—Diardi (?), Hewitson: quercetorum, B

;

Ganesa, B ; Moore : Rama, Kollar, B.

dodonsea, B,, Moore.

Family Papilionidce.

Nychitona, Butler—Xiphia, Fabricius, A : Medusa, Cramer (?).

Terias, Sfwainson.—Lseta, blanda, Boisd.: Drona, Sari, Hors-
Jield: Venata, Moore: Rubella, fimbriata,

Wallace: Hecabe, [Ann.: Candida, brigitta,

Cramer ; only in submontane tract and
lower hills.
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Huphina, Moore.—Remba, B, Moore.

Belenois, Hiebner.—Mesentina, A, Cramer.

Delias, Hvbner.—Eucharis, A, Drury : belladonna, B, Fahr .'

Sanaca, 0, very rare, Moore : Pasithoe, B (?),

Linn.

Appias, HM&reer.-^Paulina, A, Cramer : Galba, A, Wallace :

Indra, A, B, Moore : Lalage, B, Douhl. : Li-

bythea. A, Fahricius.

Pontia, Fdbr.—Zeuxippe, A, Cramsr : Nerissa, A, B, Fdthr.:

Soracta, B, Moore>

Jlelaporia, Butler.—Nabellioa, 0, Bmsd. : Agatbon, B ; Cap-

busa, B, Moore.

iSynchloe, fliijJwer.— Daplidice, C, lAnn. : Canidia, A, Sparin.

:

Ajaka, B, rare, Moore : Brassicae, B
(
Var.

nepalensis), Linn.

Nepheronia, Butler.-^Ayaiav, Moore, B, rare { Valeria, Cramer,

A, B.

datopsilia, Hitbner.— Catilla, Crocale, Cramer, A: Gnoma, A;
Dea, A, Fabr. : chryseis, Drury, A :

Pyrantbe, Linn., A: Pomona, Fabr., A.:

all occur also ia lower hills.

O-onepteryx, leach.—Rbamni, Linn., B: Zaneka, Moore, B, 0,

Colias, ^d6r.-^Croceus, Fourcr., B, very common : Fliedii,

M^n.,B: ladakensis, Felder, C, rare: E:fate,

Esp., B, very common ; Hyale, Linn., B,

Ixias, fl^S6nen—Marianne, Cramer, A : Pyrene, Linn., A .

Ehexia, Fabr., B ; two last very variable :

Dbarmsalse, B ; frequent, B, Butler : Agni-

verna, C, Moore.

Teracolus, &«ams.^^fausta. A, Olivier : ocbreipennis, A

;

farrinus, B, Butler : dynamene. A, Klug. :

amatus, A, Fabr.

Enchloey ffii&ner.—Ausonia (=Daphalis, Moore), HilbneVy C,

rare in upper Garhwal and Basahr.

Parnassius, Latr,—Hardwickii, Gray, B, C, western Garhwal j

Jacquemontii, Boisd., C, western Garhwal;

Stoliczkanus, Fdder, C, from Kun^or.
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Papilio, Linn.—Pompeus, Cramer, B, rare in dense forest; Cly-

tia, A ; Panope, A ; Polytes, A, B ; Paris,

B; Helenas, B, rare from Kali Kumaon (?)

;

Sarpedon, B ; Machaon, B, Linn. : Ages-

tor, Gray, B, rare: Aristolochise, Fabr., B:

Govindra, Moore, B, rare : Rhetenor, B,

rare; Astorion, B, rare; Cloanthus, B, rare,

Westwood : Erithonius, A ; Protenor, B,

Cramer : Polyctor, Boisd., B : Latreillei,

Don., B : Nomiiis, Esp., B, rare, Kali Ku-

maon.

Family Hesperida.

Badamia, Moore^exclamationis, Fabridus, A, B.

Ismene, Swams.— cedipodea, B, Swains.

Choaspes, Moore—Benjaminii, B, Gudr.-M^.

Bibasis, Moore— Sena, A, Moore.

Parata, Moore—chromus, A, Cramer : Alexis, A, Fabr.

Pisola, Moore—Zennara, A, Moore.

Pamphila, Fabr.—Druma, A ; Sasivarna (?), A ; Brahma, B,

Moore : Augias, A, B, lAnn. : Dara, B, Kol-

lar: Eltola, Hewitson, B. : Mathias, B, Fabr,

Matapa, Moore.—Aria, A, Moore.

Astictopterus, Felder.—Diocles, A, Moore.

Isoteinon, Moore.— aiasuriensis, B, Moore.

Thanaos, Moore.— stigmata, B, Moore.

Chapra, Moore.—Agna, B, Moore.

Padraona, Moore.—M«sa, A, B, Moore.

Arapittia, Moore.—Maro, A, Fabridus.

Halpe, Moore.—radians, B, Moore.

Taractocera, Butler.—Sagara, A, rare ; Danna, B, Moore.

Hyarotis, Moore.—Adrastus, A, Cramer.

Tagiades, Hiibner.—Menaka, A, B, common ; Gopala, B, rare j

Bhagava, A, rare ; Dasahara, A, B, com-
mon ; Ravi, A, Moore : Atticus, B, Fabr.

Udaspes, Moore.—Polus, A, B, common, Cramer.

Coladenia, Moore—Indrani, A, B, Moore.
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Plesioneura, Felder.—'Da.n,F'ibricius,B:'Pni,Ta, A, B ; Chamunda,

A, B ; Ambareesa, A, B ; Pulomaya, A,

B ; Dhanada, A, B ; Moore : leucocerca,

Kollar, B.

Hesperia, Fahr.—DWodasa, A, Moore: Thyrsis, Fabr., B, rare:

Cinnara, A, B, Wallace.

Nisoniades, Fluhner.—Tages, A, common, lAnn.

Pyrgus.—Galba, A, Fabr.

II.—HETEROCERA.

Tribe—Sphinges.

Family SphivgidoB.

Sataspes, Moore.—infernalis, Westwood : uniformis, Butler.

Hemaris, Dalm.—Saundersii, Walker : Hylas, Linn.

Ehopalopsyche, Butler.—bifasciata, Butler : nycteris, Kollar.

Macroglossa, Ochs.—gyrans, Sitiene, Walker : bombylans, Boisd.

Gilia, Schoef. : Lepcha, catapyrrha, hemich-

roma, Butler.

Rbodosoma, Butler—triopus, Westwood.

Lopbura, Boisd.—asiliformis, Fabr. : bimachala erebina, Butler.

Acosmeryx, Boisd.—cinerea, pseudonaga, Butler: sericea, Walker.

Elibia, Walker—dolichus, Westwood : dolichoides, Felder.

Pergesa, Walker—acuta, velata, macroglossoides, Walker : Ac-

teus, Cramer : olivacea, castanea, Moore

:

segrota, aurifera, gloriosa, Butler.

Panacra, Walker ~assam«nsis, Mydon, variolosa, Walker : Ba-
bastus, Cramer : vigil, Gudr.-M4n : Minus,

Fabr. : metallica perfecta, vagans, Butler.

Angonyx, Boisd.—Automedon, Busiris, Walker.

Microlopba, Felder.—sculpta, Felder.

Chigerocampa, Buponchel.—Alecto, Thyelia, Celerio, Elpenor,

lAnn. : Clotbo, Nessus, Dru/ry : cretica, silhe-

tensis, Lucasii, Boisd, : puellaris, macrome-
ra, fratema, mirabilis, rosina, punctivenata,

gonograpta, minor, major, Butler : olden-

landise, velox, Fabricius : Butus, Drancus,

Lycetus, Cramer: pallicosta, lineosa, Walker,
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Deilepbila, Ochs.—lathyrus, Walk,: livornica, Esper.: Robertsi,

Butler.

Daphnis, Hiibner—minima, Butler : Bhaga, Moore : Nerii, lAnn,

Philampelus, Harris.—Naga, Moore.

Amlmlyx, T^^aiter— substrigilis, West. : maculifera, rubricosa,

Walker : junonia, liturata, rbodoptera, seri-

ceipennis, labora, tnrbataj consanguis, Butler.

Mimas, Hubner.—decolor. Walker.

Polyptycbus, flis&ner— dentatus, Cramer : timesius, StolL

Langia, Moore—zenzeroides, kbasiana, Moore.

Triptogon, Bremer.— Dyras, indicuin, Walker : decoratum,

Moore : cristatum, gigas, albicans, silhetensis,

oriens, massurensis, fuscescens, spectabilis,

florale, Butler.

Daphnusa, Walker—porphyria, Butler.

Leucophlebia, Westwood—lineata, West. : emittens. Walker: bi-

Golor, damascena, Butler.

Cypa, Walker—incongruens, Butler.

Clanis, Hiibner.—Deucalion, bilineata, cervina, pudorina. Walk-

er : phalaris, Cramer : exusta, Butler : su-

perba, Moore.

Acherontia, Hubner.—Styx, West. : morta, Hubner.

Protoparce, Burnt.—orientalis (convolvuli, Moore), Butler.

Pseudospbynx, Burm.—nyctiphanes, inexacta, Fo., Walker.

Diludia, Grote—grandis, melanomera, rubesc&ns, vates, tran-

quillaris, Butler.

Apocalypsis, Butler—velox, Butler.

Hyloicus, Hubner—asiaticus, uniformis, Butler.

Nephele, Hubner—hespera, Fabr^

Calymnia, Walker.—Panopus, Cramer.

Tribe-BOMBYCES.

Family ^geriidw.

Sphecia, Hubner—repanda, contracta. Walker.

M&littia, Hvbner—bombyliformis, Cramer: Eurytion, West-

wood.
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The following genera found in Bengal also belong to this family:—

•

^geria, Fahr.: Lenyra, Walker: Pramila, Trilochana, Moore:

Sciapteron, Staudinger.

Family Zygrniidce.

Zygsena, Fair.—caschmirensis, Kollar : Asoka, Moore,

Procris, Fdbr.—stipata, Walker.

Syntomis. Oclis.—Schaenherri, Hiibneri, Latreillei, Boisduml z

diaphana, bicincta, Kollar : Atereus, Cyssea,

Cramer: Passalis, i^a6r..- Imaon, humeralis,

diptera, quadricolor, fervida, subcordata pec-

toralis, melas, multigutta, confinis,fusiforsmi,

tenuiformis, cuprea, Walker.

Artona, Wa^ifcer—discivitta Walker: zebraica, confusa, Butler.

To this family belong the genera :—Northia, Eressa, Phacusa,

Walker : Notioptera, Butler.

Family Agaristidce.

Mgoc&T2i, Latr.—Venulia, Cramer : bimacula, Walker.

Eusemia, Dolman.—adulatrix (= bellatrix, West.), Kollar: ma-

culatrix, victrix, West. : basalis, Walker

:

Peshwa, funebris, Aruna, Moore : silhetensis,

orientalis, distincta, dives, sectinotis, Butler.

Nikaea, Moore—longipennis, Walker.

Nyctalemon, Dalman.—Patroclus, Linnceus.

Vitbora, Moore—indrasana, Moore.

The genera Ph^gorista, Gleosiris, Boisd., Seudyra, Stretch., be-

long to this family.

Family CJialcosiidce.

Phalauna, Walker—polymena, lAnn.

Phanda, Walker—flammans, Walker.

Nepe, Walker.—Perdica, Walker.

Milionia, Walker—glauca, Cramer : zonea, lativitta, Moore.

Thymora, Walker.—Zaida, Walker.

Pterothysanus, Walker—^laticilia. Walker.

Epicopeia, Westwood.—Polydora, Philonora,. Westwood.

Histia, Huhner—^papilionaria, Gu4rin: flabellicornis, Fahr.
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Cyclosia, Hilhner—sanguiflua papilionaris, Drury : Panthona,

Cramer ; Midama, Boisduval,

Erasmia, Hope—pulchella, Hope.

Oampylotes, Westwood—histrionicus, West. : Atkinsoni, Moore.

Chalcosia, Hubner—pectinicornis, Linn. : tiberina, Cramer

:

Adalifa, phalsenaria, Walker : albata, Moore,

Coriisca, Boisd.

Pidorus, Walker—glaucopis, Dvury: Zelica, Zenotea, Douhl.

Chatamla, Moore—flavescens, Walker : nigrescens, Moore

:

tricolor, Butler.

Milleria, Schaff.—metallica, gemina, fuliginosa, Walker.

Heterusia, Hope—tricolor, Hope: Edocla, sexpunctata, Bisa^

Douhl. : JEidea, Linn. : pulchella, Kollar

:

circinata, scintillans, Boisd.: shahaina, Moore:

magnifica virescens, dulcis, Butler.

Trypanophora, Kollar—semihyalina, Kollar.

Soritia, Walker—leptalina, Kollar.

Chelura, Hope—bifasciata, Hope : glacialis, Moore.

Agalope, Walker—basalis. Walker : glacialis, primularis, Butler.

The following genera also belong to this family :—Philopator,

Atossa, Boradia, Araehotia, Cadphises, Canerkes, Codane, Moore:

Epyrgis, Schaff. : Scaptesyle, Herpa, Pintia, Laurion, Retina,

Walker: Amesia, West.

Family Nyetemeridoe.

Nyctemera, Walker—lacticinia, Cramer : maculosa, Walker.

Leptosoma, Boisd.—latistriga, Walker.

The genera Pitasila Arbudas, Moore : Zonosoma, Trypheromera,

Butler, also belong to this family.

Family Evsckemidoe,

Euschema, Hubner—njilitaris, Linn.: Bellona, discalis, Walker.

Family Callidulidce,

Callidula, Hilhner—Petavia, Cramer.

The following genera also belong to this family :—

Herimba, Datanga, Moore,

28
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Family LitJiosiidce.

Pentacitrotus, Butlei—vulneratus, Butler.

Doliclie, Walker-geMa, Walker..

Cyana, Walker—detvita, Walker.

Miltochrista, m&rier-nuHfascia, Walker: tessellata, mactans

Butler.

Teulisna, Walker~\&imgon2^ Walker ; sordida, Butler.

Hypsa, Buhner -Mov^hxon, Cramer: ficus, Fair.: plana,

Walker: semihyaliua, Kollar : heliconia,

Linn. : lacteata, Butler..

Damalis, Huhner-egens, Walker: caricae, Fahr.: j,avana,

Cramer : plaginota, Butler.

Digama, ilfoore—hearseyana, similis, Moore.

Neochera, Hubner—iomima, Cramer: marmorea, Walker:

tartuosa, Moore.

Tripura, Moore—^rasena, Moore.

Sidyma, Walker—aM^nis, Walker.

Lithosia, -FaS)'.—bivitta, nigripars, conformis, Wa/fer : vavana

distorta, nigrifrons, Moore..

Manulea, WaZZ—calamaria, Moore.

Systropha, Hubner—au\\&Ma, Moore.

Bizone TFaZ/cer.—Bianca, signa, peregrina, peromata, fascrcu-

laia, guttifera, puella, Walker : adita, bellis-

sima, Moore : pallens, Butler.

Barsine Walker—defecta, effi-acta, Walker : pretiosa, Moore.

Nudaria, Haw.—subcervina, margaritifera, Walker.

Utethesia^ Buhner—pttlchella, lAnn, r yenusta, Buhner : craen-

tata, Butler.

Ai-o'ina, Buhner—dulcis, Walker : Astrea, Drury : Argus, Kol-

lar : Syringa, Cramer.

The following genera are also found in Bengal :—Calpenia,

Moore: Eligma, Bilbner : Macrobrochis, Sclicef.: Paraona, Churinga,

Vamuna, Mahavira, Korawa, Hesudra, Ghoria, Moore : Chrysseglia,

Butler : Simareea, Tarika, Grandhara, Collita, Katha, Moore; Chryso-

rabdia, Butler : Capissa, Dolgoma, Mitlmna, Moore : Cossa

Walker : Ranghana, Moore : Tegulata, Walker : Nishada, Moore :
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Zadadra, Prabhasa, Lyclene, Moore : ^mone, Walhr : Setina,

Schrank : Setinochroa, Felder : Vitessa, Grotea, Moore : Tinolius,

Philona, Sesapa, Pitane, Charilina, Melanchroia, Castabala, Agri-

sius, Walker: Deiopeia, Stephens.

Family Arctiidce.

Nayaca, Moore—imbuta, divisa, Walker : florescens, Moore :

suttadra, Moore.

Alope, Walker—ocellifera, semicincta, Walker.

Pbragmatobia, Stephens—exclamationis, Stephens.

Creatonotos, Hubner—interrupta, Linn. : rubricosta, Moore.

Hypercompa, Stephens— equitalis, principalis, imperialis, leo-

pardina, Kollar : multiguttata, longipennis,

plagiata, Walker.

Spilosoma, Stephens—transiens, rhodophila, 4-ramosum, rubes-

cens, sufFusa, plagiata, Walker : quadrira-

mosa, erythrozona, casigneta, Kollar: flava-

lis, sanguinalis, flavicolor, similis, Moore.

Aloa, Walker—^lactinea, Cramer : punctistriga, candidula, dimi-

nuta, vacillans, isabellina, comma, emittens,

Walker.

Spilarctia, Butler—abdominalis, Moore : lacteata, jucunda,

Nydia, confusa, Butler.

The following genera also belong to this family and are found in

Bengal:—Glanycus, Diacrisia, Areas, Numenes, Alphsea, Amphissa,

Alpenus, Icambosida, Anthena, Zana, Dinara, Agrisius, Amerila,

Ammatho, Amsacta, Walker : Enchsetes, Cfemms ; Phissama, Car-

bisa, Pomprana, Rajendra, Challa, Moore.

Family Liparidm.

Epicopeia, West.—excisa, lidderdalii, maculata, caudata, Butler.

Orgyia, Ochs.—plana, bicolor, Walher.

Artaxa, Walker—guttata, varians, atomaria, inconcisa, scintil-

laiis, Walker: limbata, Butler : digamma,
Boisd.

Charnidas, Walker—litura, Wallcer : cinnamonea, ochracea,

Moore.

Laelia, «Sfej)7tens—circumdata, delineata, Walker.
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Penora, Walker—venosa, Walker.

Deroca, Walker—hyalina, Walker : maculata, Moore.

Kedoa, Walker—submarginata, clara, Walker : Grotei, diapha-

na, Moore : cymbicornis, Sutler.

Euproctis, Habner—plana, antica, divisa, virguncula, lunata,

atomaria, lutescens, varia, latifascia, gam-

ma, Walker : xanthorrbsea, vitellina, cbryso-

lopba, Kollar : flavonigra, Moore.

Stilpnotia, Westwood—subtincta, sordida, Walker : sericea,

Moore.

'Gispia, Walker—^plagiata, pun'ctifascia, Walker.

Dasychira, Stephens—Apsara, Grrotei, strigata, kausalia, mar-

rtta, Moore: (Gazalina) antica, venosata, varia.

Walker : niveosparsa, Butler.

Lymantria, Hiibner—^lineata, munda, superans, lunata, incetta,

concolor, marginata, grandis, Walker.

Assetria, Habner—sobrina, albo^nnulata, Movre : cara, Sutler.

Nagunda, Moore—semicincta. Walker.

Himala, Moore—argentea, Walker.

Apona, Walker—cashmirensis, Kollar.

Examples of the following genera belonging to tbis family are

found in India:—Area, Repena, Lacida, Arestba, Antipha, Melia,

Procodeca, Pantana, Naxa, Odagra, Bazisa, Gazalina, Bicina, So-

mera, Enome, Somena, Pandala, Nisaga, Pseudomesa, Pida, Mar-

dara, Genusa, Walker: Barygaza, Caragola, Harapa, Heracnla,

Mahoba, Daplasa, Cadrusia, Imaus, Locbarna, Barhona, Selepa,

Dura, Pegella, Moore : Chserotriche, Felder : Olene, Porthetria, Psa-

lis, Hiibner : Jana, Soisduval : Leucoma, Porthesia, Stephens.

Family NotodontidcB.

Cerura, Schrank.—liturata. Walker: Prasana, Moore.

Cetola, Walker—dentata, Walker.

Ramesa, Walker—Tosta, Walker.

Heterocampa, i?0M&Wa2/—argentifera, Moore.

Stauropus, Germar—sikkimensis, Moore : alternus, Walker.

Damata, Walker—longipennis, Walker,
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Celeia, Walker—plusiata, Walker: auritracta, Moore.

Phalera, Hubner—Kaya, Sangana, Grotei, tenebrosa, Moore:

flavescens (?), Walker.

Ichthyura, Hubner—ferruginea, indica, Moore.

Nioda, Walker—fusiformis, Walker.

Paravetta, Moore—discinota, Moore.

The following genera found in India belong to this family :

—

Thiacidas, Mosara, Cleapa, Gluphisia, Rosama, Thosea, Setora, Chi-

lena, Rilia, Nerice, Apela, Ptilomacra, Ceira, Pydna, Berita, Beara,

Cyphanta, Gargetta, Sybrida, Dudusa, Walker : Menapia, Niganda,

Bachia, Danaka, Moore: Spatalia, Hoplitis, Pheosia, Hubner:

Lophopteryx, Stephens : Notodonta, Ochs. : Anodonta, Boisduval.

Family PsychidoB.

The genera Perina, Eumeta, Walker, Psyche, Fabr., and Ko-

phene, Moore, belong to this family in India.

Family lAmacodidcB.

Scopelodes, Westwood—unicolor, venosa, Walker.

Notada, Walker— basalis, rufescens, Walker.

Miresa, Walker—aihiipxmcta,Schafer: castaneipars, Jifoore ; gut-

tifera, decedens, inornata, Walker.

Nyssia, Walker—herbifera, latifascia, Walker.

Neaera, Walker—graciosa, Westwood : repanda, bicolor, Walker.

Parasa, £ois<^.— punica, Boisd.: lepida, Crooner: isahella,, Moore.

The following genera also belong to this family;—Messata, Mo-
nema, Susica, Oontheyla, Narosa, Neprapa, Setora, Belippa, Walker:
Limacodes, Latreille.

Family Lasiocampidce.

Lasiocampa, Schrank—Aconyta, Cramer : trifascia, vittata, sub-

strigosa, decisa. Walker : Bhira, Moore.

Radhica, JIfocwe—flavovittata, Moore.

Gastropacha, Cwriis—caschmirensis, sulphurea,veIutina,iro&J'.-

undolifera, Walker.

Brahmaea, Petiv—Whitei, conchihia, Butler : Wallichii, Graij.

Eupterote, Hiibner—discordans invalida, Butler: mutans, lineosa,

testacea, imbecilis, Walker.
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Dreata, Walhr—Hades, Walker.

Tagora, Walker—glaucescens, undulosa, Patiila, pallida,

Walker.

Amydona, Walker—basalis, Prasana, varia, Walker.

Lebeda, Walker—latipennis, nobilis, plagifera, recta, opponens,

plagiata, concolor. Walker: Baddha, Le/ebre :

Lidderdalii stigmata, Butler.

Gangarides, Moore— rosea, Walker: Dharma, Moore~.

Trabala, Walker—Visbnu, Lefebre : Mahananda, Moore.

The following genera also belong to this family:—Oeona, Mus-

tilia, Suana, Andraca, Apha, Granisa, Walker : Estigena, Murlida,

Mahanta, Chatra, Arguda, Bharetta, Taragama, Alompra, Moore :

Odonestis, Germar : Eutricha, Metanastria, Huhner : Jana, Schdff.:

Sphingognatha, Fereld : Psecilocampa, Trichiura, Clisiocampa,

StepJiens : Pachyjana, Leptojana, Butler.

Family Bomhyddce.

Bombyx, Fahr.—Huttoni, Westwood, cultivated at Mussooree by

Captain Hutton : textor, Croesi, fortunatus,

sinensis, afSnis, Hutton : Mori, Linn,

Ocinara, Walker—l&ci&a., Comma, Hutton : Lida, diaphana,

Moore.

Theophila, Walker—^bengalensis, Hutton, Huttoni, west.: Sher-

willii, Moore: religiosa, Heifer.

Family Drepanulidce.

Drepana, Schrank.—bira, Patrana, Moore,

Oreta, Walker— -extensa, obtusa. Walker: Pavaca, Vatama,

Moore.

Cania, Walker—rsevicea, Walker.

Apona, Walker—pallida. Walker.

The genera Cifuna and Arna, Walker, also belong to this family.

Family Saturniidce.

Cricula, Walker—trifenestrata. Heifer : drepanoides, Moore.

Attacus, lAnn.—Atlas, Linn.: ricini, Jones: Edwardsii, White:

Canningi, Hutton: Silhetica, Heifer:

obscurus, Butler : Guerinii, Moore.
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Philosamia, Grote—lunula, Walker.

Antherssa, B&hner—MyMtta, Brury : Roylei, Frithii, mezan-

kooria, Helferi, Meore : nebulosa, Hutton :

Assama, Heifer.

Caligula, ilibore— Simla, Westwood: Cachara, Moore.

Actias, Leach— Selene, Macleay, Leto, M«nas, Douhl.

Satumia, ScAran/c.

—

Anna,, Atkinson: lole, West.: Qvoiei, Lii>-

dia, Cidosa, Moore.

Neoris, Moore—Huttoni, Shadulla, Moore.

Loepa, Moore—Katinka, Westwood : sivalica, Hutton, miranda

sikkima, Moore.

Rinaca PTaZfe*"—Zuleika, Hope: extensa, Butler: Thibeta,

West.

Family CossidcB.

Cossus, Fahr.— Cadambse, cashmiriensis, Moore.

Zenzera, Latr.—Mineus, Asylas, Cramer : indica, ScJiaf. : sig-

nata, pusilla, conf"erta, Walker: multistrigata,

Maore,

The genera Pbragmatsecia, Newmauy and Rhodia, Moore, belong

to tbis family.

Family Hepialidce.

Phassus, Stepliens—signifer, Walker : Aboe, Moore,

Hepialus, Fair,— nepalensis, indicus, Stephens.

Tribe—Noctues.

Family CymatophoridcB.

Thyatira, Ochs.—Batis, lAnn. : albicosta, decorata, Moore.

Risoba, Moore—obstmcta, repugnans, Walker : prominens, liter-

ata, basalis, vialis, confluens, Moore.

Osica, Walker—undulata, Moore.

The genera Habrosyne, Palimpsestis, Huhner, Kerala, Saronaga,

Pitrasa, Tycracona, Sydiva, Moore, also belong to this family.

Family BTyopliilidm.

Bryophila, Treitschke—aXhisiigma,, literata, nilgiria, mediana,

modesta, Moore.
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Family Bomhyemdoe

.

Diphtera, Ochs.—atrovirens, prasinaria, vigens, nigroviridis,

Walker : discibrunnea pallida, Moore.

Acronycta, Oclis.—pruinosa, Gwhiie: flavala, indica, bicolor,

WIoo7'e.

The genera Gaurena, Wallcer, and Trisena, Hubner, belong to

this family.

Family Leucaniidce.

Mythimora, Hubner—cervina, Moore.

Leucania, Ochs,—extranea, exsanguis, Gudn^e : bistrigata, peni-

cillata, modesta, lineatipes, adusta, subsignata,

Compta, consimilis, nainica, albistigma, Howra,

rufistrigosa, abdominalis, Dharma, albicosta,

canarica uniformis, griseofasciata, prominens

venalba sinuosa, rufeseens, nigrilineosa,

Moore : Loreyi, Dup.: coUecta, exterior, pros-

cripta, denotata, bivitata, sejuncta, confusa,

decissima, designata. Walker.

Axylia, Hubner—renalis, fasciata, irrorata, albivena, Moore.

Leucophlebia, Westwood—lineata, Westwood.

Tympanistes, Moore—testacea, Moore.

Auchmis, Hubner—sikkimensis, Moore.

The genera Eschgeta, Walker, Aletia, Huhner, Borolia, Moore,

Simyra, Ochs., Sesamia, 6udn, also belong to this family.

Family Olottulidce.

Chasmina, Walker—Cygnus, Walker.

Polytela, Qu&nie—gloriosse, Fabr. : florigera, Gu4n4e,

Glottula, Guende—dominica, Cramer.

Calymera, Moore—picta, Moore.

Family Gortyniidoe.

Gortyna, Ochs.—cuprea, Moo^e.

Hydr^cia, Gudnde—naxiaoides, khasiana, Moore.

Family Xylophasidce.

Xylophasia, Stephens—leucostigma, Moore.

Spodoptera, Gudnde—nubes, cilium, Gudnde.
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Prodenia, Gu^nde—retina, ciligera, Gudnde: infecta, sabter-

minalis, deolinata, insignata, glaucistriga,

Wallcer.

Chiripha, Walker —'vaYoluka,, Walker.

The genera Dipterygia, Calagramma, Neuria, Guinde: Bhizo-

gramma, Led.: Sasunaga, Karuna, Moore ; Thalpophila, Hubner, also

belong to this family.

Family Episemiidte.

Heliophobus, Boisduval—dissectus, Walker.

Family Apamiidce.

Apamea, Ochs.—cuprina, pannosa, latifasciata, mucronata, stri-

gidisca, basalis, nubila, sikkima, denticulosa,

obliquiorbis, Moore.

Mamestra, Ochs.—nigrocuprea, suffusa, culta, decorata, Moore :

StoliczkEe, Felder : infausta, albiflexura,

Walker.

Perlgea, Guinde—tricycla, Gudnie.

The genera Prospalta and Ilattia, Walker: Luperina, Boisd.: Pa-

chaetra, Dup.: Celsena, Steph.: Motama, chandata, Moore, belong

to this family.

Family Caradnnidce.

Caradrina, OcAs.—paucifera, Walker: cubicularis, ^aJwer; are-

nacia, delecta, Moore.

Amyna, Guinde—selenampha, Gudnde.

Agrotis, Ochs.—aversa, correcta, basiclavis, intracta, Walker:

quadrisigna, costigera, junctura, modesta,

fraterna, placida, Moore.

Spselotis, Boisd.—indiana, Gudnde: undulans, Moore.

Ochropleura, Hubner—venalis, spilota, Moore : flammatra,

Guende.

The genera Triphsena, Graphiphora, Ochs.: Epilecta, Mega-

sema, Ochropleura, Hubner: Tiracola, Dadica, Moore: Hermonassa,

Walker: Acosmetia, Stephens, also belong to this family and are

found in Bengal.
29
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Family Orthosiidce.

Orfchosia, Walker-—curviplena, externa, sinens, Walker : recti-

vitta, Moore : erubescens, Butler.

Xanthia, Guin&—rufoflava, Walker..

Dabarita, Walker—subtilis, Walker.

.Cjrrsedia, (rM^nde^variolosa, Walker.

The genera Ranaja, Dimya, Moore, and Tfeniocampa, Gti^-,

belong to this family.

Family Cosmiidce.

Cosmia, OcJis.—hypenoides, Moore.

Ipimorpha, Huhner—divisa, Moore.

Family Hadenidce.

Polia, (rti^n^e— Stevensii, Gudnde.

Agriopis, Boisd.—discalis, lepida, Moore.

Euplexia, Stephens—striatovirens, discisignata, Moore: distorta,

Stepliens,

Eurois, ^wZ/ner—crassipennis, repugnans, Walker.

Hadena, Treit.—niveiplaga, am-iplena, Walker : albinota, albi-

disca, auroviridis, adjuncta, siderifera, Moore.

Berrhasa, Walker—aurigera, megastigma, Walker: olivacea, -

albinota, Moore.

To the same famUy belong the following genera:—Phlogophora,

Ochs.: Trigonophora, Buhner: Sarbanissa, Walker: Chesupa,

Nikara, Hyada, Chutapha, Appana, Moore: Dianthecia, Boisd.: B.q-

catera, Guin.

Family Xylinidce.

Lithomia, Curtis: Xylina, Ochs.: Lyncestis, Walker: Callsenia,

Hilhner: CucuUia, Ochs.: Jarasana, Moore: and Calophasia, Stephens^

belong to this family and afford examples in Bengal.

Family Hcemerosiidce.

Aphusia, Walker—speiplena, Walker.

Family Acontiidce.

Xanthodes, Gudnie—intersepta, stramen, transversa, Gudnde: in-

nocens, imparata, impellens, Walker.

Canna, Walker—pulchripicta, Walker.
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Acontia, Oclis— olivea, tropica, Guende : costistigma, baslfora,

signifera, turpis, triradiata, maculosa, oliva-

cea, Walker: vialis, Moore.

Euphasia, Stephens—catena, Sowerby.

Churia, Moore—nigrisigna, ochracea, Moore.

The genera Naranga, Hiccoda, Moore, belong to this family.

Family Heliothidce.

Heliothis, Hilbner—armigera, peltigera, Huhner : perigeoides,

succinea, Moore.

Raghuva, Moore—confertissima. Walker.

Sopiiaga, Moore—sinuata, Moore.

Dorika, Moore—sanguinolenta, Moore: aureola, Walker.

Masalia, Moore—radiata, irrorata, Moore.

Pradatta, Moore—Beatrix, bivittata, decorata, modesta, artax-

oides, Moore.

Curubasa, Moore—lanceolata, Walker.- cruentata, calamaria,

marginata, Moore.

Adisura, Moore—Atkinsoni, leucanioides, marginalis, dulcis,

similis, Moore.

Family AnthopMlidce.

Hydrelia, GuSnde—semilugens, Walker: conjugata, Moore.

Anthophila, Ochs.—indecisa, marginalis, ha?morrhoida, Walker.

Tima, Walker—margarita, Drury.

Thalpocbares, Led.—parvula, albida, roseana, trifasciata, quadri-

lineata, divisa, bifasciata, flavida, Moore-

Acantbolipes, Led.—flavisigna, nigrisigna, hypenoides, Moore.

The genus Leptosia, Guenie, belongs to this family.

Family Erastriidce.

Erastria, Ochs.—pallidisca, marginata, albiorbis, fusca, nubila,

cidarioides, Moore.

Phothedes, Led.—bipars, Moore.

Eankia, Guinie—angulifera, lativitta, erecta, renalis, basalis,

obliqua, Moore.

Family Eriopidce.

Callopistria, Hilbner—exotica, Guinie: repleta, duplicans, riyu-

laris. Walker.
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The genera Phalga, Methorasa, Cotanda, Lugana, Moore,

and iEgilia, Walker, belong to this family.

Family

—

Eurhipidce.

Penicillaria, Gw^n/e—migatrix, Gu^n^e.

Anuga, TFattej— constricta, GuMe: lunulata, Moore.

Vamia, Walker—insequaKs, ignita, Walker : fenestrata, Moore,

The genera Chlumetia, Walker , and Eutelia, Huhner, belong t»

this family.

Family Placodiidm.

The genus Placodes, Boisduval, of this family is found in

India.

Family Plusiidce.

Abrostola, OeTis.—subapicalis, Walker : anophioides, Moore.

Plusia, Ochs.—Agramma, Gu&rde : aurifera, Hnhner : (Anarta ?)

gemmifera, verticillata, furcifera, ciliaris,

nigrisigna, ornatissima, extrahens, signifi-

eans, Integra, tetragona, Walker : reticulata^

pannosa, confusa, argyrosigna, Moore.

Euchalcia, Huhner, belongs to this family.

Plusiodonta, Gu^ie—chalsytoides, compressipalpis, Gu^n^e :

auripicta, Moore.

Family Calpidce.

Oraesia, Gumde—emarginata, Fair.: rectistria, Guinie: tentans,

alliciens, provocans, Walker.

Calpe, Treit.—ophideroides, minnticornis, Guinie : fasciata,

Moore.

Cnlasta, Moore, belongs to this family.

Family HemiceridcB.

Westermannia, Huhner— svcperha,. Walker.

Family Hi/blceidw.

Phycodes,, Guinde—hirundinicornis, GuMe : tortricina, macu-

lata, minor, Moore.

Hyblsea, Fabr.—puera, Cramer : firmamentum, cohstellata, Gui?-

nie.
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Family Ganopteridce.

Cosmophila, Boisd.—xanthindyma, Boisd. : indica, GuAi^e.

Anomis, Ilubner—g'Jittanivis, Walker : fulvida, Gudnde.

Thalatta, pTaZ^er— precedens, WalJcer : fasciosa, Moore.

Gronotis, Guinde—lauoiargo, Walker : brunnea, Moore.

Targalla, Walker—infida, Walker.

The genera Rusicada, Ossonoba, Walker: Coavica,¥ala,na,, Moore,

also belong to this family.

Family Amphipyridoe.

Nsenia, Sfep/jms— cuprea, chalybeata, Moore.

Amphipyra, Oc/js.— monolitha, Gudnde : cotvus, Matsch. /cuprei-

pennis, Moore.

The genera Tambana, Mithila, Amrella, Moore : Perinsenia,

Butler : Blenina, Walker, belong to this family.

Family Toxocampidm.

Toxocampa, Gudnde— costimacula, Gudnde : tetraspila, Walker:

phantasma, Evers : cucuUata, Moore.

Plecoptera, Gudnde—reflexa, Gudnde.

Family Polydesmidoe.

Pandesma, Gudnde— Quenevadi, Anysa, Gudnde.

Polydesma, Boisd.—^boarmoides, scriptilis, otiosa, Gudnde,

Family Homopteridce.

Alamis, Gudnde—umbrina, albicincta, hypophsea, glaucinans,

Gudnde : spoliafa, brevipalpis, optatura, con-

tinua, Walker.

Homoptera, Boisd.—albopunctata, infligens, solita, vetusta,

Walker.

The genera Bamra, Oromena, Donda, Moore, belong to thia

family.

Family Hypogrammidce.

Cyclodes, Gudnde—Omma, Van der Hceven.

Briarda, Walker—cervina, decens, precedons, Walker : varians,

Moore.

Avatha, Walker—includens, Walker,
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Prospalta, Walker—^^leucospila, Walker.

Gadirtha, Walker—impingens, inexacta, Walker.

Callyna, GuSn4e—sidera, Guin^e : monoleuca, Walker : semi-

vitta, Moore,

Family Catephidce.

Cocytodes, Guinds—coerula, granulata, Gu4nee : modesta, Van

der HcBven.

Catephia, Guin4e—linteola, Guinde.

Melipotis, Huhner—tenebrosa, strigipennis, Moore.

The following genera belonging to this family are also repre-

sented :—Anophia, Erygia, Odontodes, Stictoptera, Guenie: Steiria,

Gyrtona, A.ncha, Walker : Zarima, Vapara, Sadaroa, Moore.

Family Hypocalidoe.

Hypocala, Gudnie — rostrata, deflorata, Fahr. : efflorescens, sub-

satura, angulipalpis, GuMe.

Family Cafocalidce.

Catocala, Ochs.—unicuba, concuba, prolifica, dotata, Walker :

Nepcha, tapestrina, Moore.

Family Erehiidoe.

Sypna, Gudnde—albilinea, cselisparsa, omicronigera, Walker :

plana, replicata, floccosa, brunnea, albo-,

vittata, pannosa, curvilinea, rectilinea, cyani-

vitta, Moore.

Tavia, TFaZ^er— substruens, punctosa, dubitaria, Walker: cato-

caloides, biocularis, Moore.

Anisoneura, Gudnde—hypocyana, Gtidnde.

Oxyodes, Gudnde —Cljtia, Cramer,

Family Ommatophoridce.

Speiredonia, Huhner—fidacia, Zamis (?), Stoll.

Patula, Gudnde—Macrops, lAnn. : Boopis, Gudnde.

Argiva, Huhner—hieroglyphica, Drury : caprimulgus, Fa6)"wiMS.

Nyctipao, Huhner—gemmans, Gudnde : albicincta, Kollar : cre-

puscularis, Linn. : exterior, glaucopis, oblite-

rans, conturbans. Walker.

Ommalophora, Gudnde, also belongs to this family.
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Family Hypopyridoe.

Spirama, GuMe—helicina, Fliihner : cohssrens, Walker : mo-

desta, distans, Moore.

Hypopyra, Guinde—Shiva, ossigera, unistrigata, Quinde : ves-

pertilio, Fahr. : restorans, Walker.

Hamodes, Guinde—aurantiaca, Oudnde : marginata, Moore.

Entomogramma, Gudnde—fautrix, Gu^nde.

The genus Beregra, Walker, also belongs to this family.

Family Bendidce.

Hulodes, Gudnde— Oaranea, Cramer: Dry11a, saturnioides, erio-

phora, Palumba, inangulata, Gudnde.

Hornsea, Gudnde—Clathrum, Gudnde.

Family OpMderidce.

Ophideres, Boisduval—plana. Walker.

Othreis, Huhner—fullonica, Linn. : Cajeta, ancilla, Cramer.

Adris, Moore—tyrannus, Gudnie.

Maenas, HiXhner— Salaminia, Cramer.

Ehytia, Huhner—Oocale, hypermnestra, Cramer.

Argadesa, Moore—materna, lAnnceus,

Phyllodes, Boisd.—ustulata, consobrina, Wesfwood: fasciata,

Moore.

Potamophora, Gudnde—Manlia, Cramer.

Lygniodes, Gudnde—hypoleuca, Gudnde : ciliata, Moore.

Family Ophiusidce.

Sphingomorpha, Gudnde—Chlorea, Cramer.

Lagoptera, Gudnde—honesta, magica, Huhner : dotata, Fabr.

:

elegans, Van der Hceven.

Ophiodes, Gudnde—separans, triphsenoides, remigioides, basi-

signum, Walker : trapezium, Gudnde : cuprea,

adusta, indistincta, Moore: discios, Kollar,

Cerbia, Walker—(Thria) fugitiva. Walker.

Ophisma, Gudnde—gravata, torsilinea, laetabilis, Gudnde : cer-

tior, contenta, attacicola, Walker.

Artena, Walker'—snhmira,, Walker.
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Achsea, Huhner—Melicerte, Drury : mercatoria, Cramer : Oyl-

lota, Gu^nie.

Serrodes, Guende—Mara, Cramer.

Naxia, Guende—calorifica, circumsignata, Guinde.

Calesia, Guende—comosa, hsemorrhoda, stigmolema, Gv.dnde.

Hypsetra, Gudnde—noctuoides, Lilacii, Gudnde : perficiens,

Walker.

Ophiusa, Gudnde—simillima, analis, fulvotsenia, arctotenia,

Gudnde : Achatina, Suh. : conficiens, prope-

rata, tumidilinea, frontalis, Walker : falcata,

Moore.

Grammodes, Gudnde—Mygdon, Cramer : notata, Fabr.

The genera lontha, Douhl.: Hemeroblemma, Athyrma, Huhner:

Fcdina, Gudnde: Dordura, Pasipeda ifoor-e ; aaid Cotuza, Walker,

also belong to this family.

Family JEuclidiida*

Trigonodes, Gudnde—Cephise, Hyppasia, Cramer : maxima,

Gudnde.

Family Remigiidoe.

Eemigia, Guinde—Archesia, Cramer : frugalis, Fahr. : (Girpa)

opatura, optativa, Walker.

Felinia, (rw^n^e—albicola, Walker : spissa, Gudnde,

Tribe—Pseudo-Deltoides.

Family PoapMlidce.

The genera Poaphila, Borsippa, Dierna, Iluza, Walker: Nasaya,

Tochara, Moore : Phurys, Gudnde, belong to this family.

Family Thermesiidce.

Sympis, Gudnde—rufibasis, Gudnde.

Sanys, Gw^n^e— pulverata, angulina, Gudnde: Flexus, Moore.

Thermesia, Huhner—signipalpis, creberrima, reticulata, Walker :

oblita, Moore.

Azazia, Walker—rubricans, Boisduval.

Selenis, Gudnde—ahwipta. Walker: reticulata, obscura, Moore.

Marmorinia, Gudnde—Singha, Shivula, Gudnde,
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Other genera of this family are Mecodina, Capnodes, Hyperna-

sia, GuMe: Ginsea, Mestleta, Singara, Fascellina, Walker: Dur-

dara, Raparna, Sonagora, Hingula, Moore.

Family FocillidcB.

Zethes, Bambuhr—hxsitsins, xylochroma, Walker : amynoides,

Moore.

Cultripalpa, Guinie—partita, Guinie: indistincta, trifasciata,

Moore.

Other genera of this family represented in Bengal are Thyridos-

pila, GuMe: Harmatelia Acharya, Meore: Phalacra, Egnasia,

Saraca^ Rhtesena, Walker.

Family Amphigonidce,

Lacera, GuMe—Capella, GuMe.

Amphigonia, Gudnde—hepatizans, Guinde: comprimens, Wallcer.

Tribe—Deltoides.

Family Platydiidce.

Episparis, Walhef—varialis, sejunctalis, Walker: tortuasalis,

Moore.

Family H^penidce.

Dichromia, Guinde—orosialis, trigonalis, GnMe: quadralis,

Walker,

Ehynchina, GuMe—pionealis, GuMe: angulifascia, Moore.

Hjpena, Schrank.—obductalis, narratalis, lacessalis, ignotalis,

lacertalis, masurialis, l^salis, abducalis,

Walker: indicalis, GuMe: ochreipennis,

* tortuosa divaricata, mediana, ophiusoides,

incurvata, cidarioides, externa flexuosa, gri-

seipennis, lativitta, modesta, triangularis,

occatus, obsimilis, strigifascia, similata, um-
bripennis, Moore.

The genera Talapa, Corcobara, Apanda, Harita, Mathura, Mot/re,

also belong to this family.

Family Herminiidce.

Herminia, Latreille—robustalis, limbbsalis, mistacalis, fractalis,

GuMe : ochracealis, vialis, restricta, lineosa,

duplexa, Moore.

30
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Hydi"illodes, 6rMe'n^e—Ientalis, GuAiie.

Bertula, Walker—hisbonalis, Walker: brevivitfcilis, stigmatalls,

vialis, placida, Moore.

Bocana, Walker—murinalis, renalis, picta, marginata, Moore.

The following genera also belong to this family :—Mastygo-

iphoTa,, Poey : Echana, Locastra, Hipoepa, Lamura, Avitta, Aginna,

Lamida, Walker: Madopa, Steph.: Zanclognatha, Lee^. ; Rivula,

Gu^n, • Cephena, Asthala, Pasira, Bibacta, Moore,

Tribe—Pyrales.

Family Pyralidce.

Pyralis, lArm.—Mensalis, phycidalis, Qudnie : pictalis, Curtis :

lucillaris, sufFusalis, Walker.

Agastya, Moore—^hyblseoides, flavomaculata, Moore.

Glossina, Gudnde—divitalis, Guende.

Aglossa, Latreille—dimidialis, Gudnde.

The genera Herculia, Stemmataphova, Walker, also bel&ng to

this family.

Family ErmycMidoB.

Pyrausta, Sehrank.—absistalis, Walker.

The genera Ehodaria and Herbula, Gudnde, also belong to this

•family.

Family Asopidce.

Syngamia, Gudnde—octavialis, Walker.

Agathodes, Gudnde—ostentalis, Geyer.

Leucinodes, Gudnde—sigulalis, melanopalis, Gudnde.

The following genera also belong to this family :—Desmia, West-

wood : ^diodes, Samea, Salbia, Asopia, Megaphysa, Isopteryx, Te-
rastia, Gudnde : Daraba, Walker : Agrotera, Sehrank : Chnaura,
Lederer.

Family Hydrocampidee.

Oligostigma, G'uf/w^—gibbosalis, crassieornaHs, Gudnde.

Cataclysta, /ijtSner—peribocalis, Walker: magnificalis, Hubner.

Paraponyx, Huhner—affinialis, linealis, Gudnde.

Hydrocampa, iaimZ/e—picalis, depunctalis, Gudnde.
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Family SpilomelidcB.

Lepyrodes, Gudnie—lepidalis, (Diasemia ?) geometralis, Walker.

Phalaagiodes, Guin4e—neptalis, Hubner,

Zebronia, Huhner—plutusalis, aurolinealis, lactiferalie, Walkeri

The geaus Pycnarmon, Lederer, belongs to this family.

Family Margarodidce.

Glyphodes, Gudnie—stolalis, bivitralis, diurnalis, Gtidnde : acto-

rionalis, csesalis, imivocalis, Walker.

Phakellara, GuUding—indica, Saunders: translueidalis, Gv4nde.

Margjaronia, H^jner—conchylalis, vertumnalis, Gudnie: psit-

tacalis, Huhner : leodicealis, marthesiusalis,,

phryneusalis, Walker.

Pygospila, GudhSe—tyresalis, costiferalis, Gudnde..

Englyphis, Hubner—procopialis, Huhner-: fulvidorsalis,. Geyer..

Ilurgia, Walker—defamatalis,. Walker.

The followinrg genera of' this family are also found in Bengal:—

Maruea, Walker r Synclera, Cydalima, Pachyarches, Sisyrophona,,

Lederer :.- Heterodes,. Filod'es, Gudnde.

Family Botididai,.

Astura, Guende—obrinusalis, Walker.

Botyodes, Gudnde—asialis, Gudnde..

Botys, Latreille—pectinicornalis, sabeHalis,.multilinealis^ sellalis,-

Gudhdei caldusalis,. scinisalis, tuUalis, caldu—

salis, caletoralis, iopasalis, monesusalis,,

iilisalis, ruiilalis, CEmealis, amyntusalis,.

Walker.

Ebalea, Gudnde—europsalis, Walker.

To this family also belong. Scopula, Sehran^ r Godara,. GuSnde ::

and D-yssallactaj Lec^er^r.

Tribe—Ge'omctres.

Family Urapterididce:

Urapteryx, Zieac^—podaliriata, Gudnde : multistrigaria, Walker .-

margaritata, Moore : crocopterata, Kollar.

Chorddna, Walker—erebusaria, nuiricolaria, rectata, Walker;
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Dalima, Moore—apicata, schistaceariai, Moore.

Cimicodes, Guinie—castanearia, cruentaria, Moore:

Other genera areEuchera, Hubnev: Chserodes,, Gu4n4e: Lagyra,

Auzea, Walker^

Family EnnomiidcB:

Drepanodes, GuMe—circulitaria, Walker : argentilinea, Meore..

Hyperythra, Gu4n4e—luteata, trilineata, Moore,

Eurymene, I}up.—inustaria, Moore.

Crocalis, Treit.—lentiginosaria, angularia, Moore:

The following Indian genera also belong to this family:—Lux-

iaria, Litbada, Erebomorpha, Lycimna, Decetia, Omiza, Walker::

Caustoloma, Lederer : Angeroma, Panisala, Agnidra Garseus, Moore .-

Odontoptera, Stephens : Sel'enia, HiAner : Endropia;, Gn4n4e : Eiino-

mos, Treitschke.-

Family yEnocJiromiidcB:

Mergana, Walker—seqiiUinearia, restitutaria, Walker,

The genus Corotia, Moore, also belongs to this family.

Family AmpMdasididcB:

The following genera belong to this family:—Amphidasysj,

Gu4n^ : Bazura, Walker,

Family Boarmiidce,

Hemerophila, iSte/i^ms—maurasia, creataria, Guenie : objectaria^

Walker: basistrigaria, Moore.

Cleora, Cw^'fas—venustularia, Walker: fimbriata, pannosaria^

Moore.

Boarmia, Treitschke—alienaria, reparata, Walker .- perspicaata,,

contiguata, Moore.

Tephrosia, Boisduval—scriptaria, mucidaria, Walker : dentiline-

ata, Moore,

Hypochroma, Git^n/«—viridaria, varicoloraria, tenebrosaria,

Moore.

The following genera also belong to this family t—Bargosa,
Walker : Xandrames, Moore : Amblychia, Ophthalmodes, Elphos,

Guinie : Gnophos, Treitschke.
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Family Geometridce.

Geometra, lAnn,—avicularia Gu4nie : dentata, usta, Walker •

alboviridis, Moore.

Thalassodes, Gu4nie—cselataria, dissimulata, dissita, Walker:

sinuata, Moore.

The follovring genera also belong to this family :—Thalera,

Comibsena, Hubner : Berta, Walker : Loxochila Nemoria,. Butler :

Agathia, GudnSe^

Family Faly.adidee.

The genus Eumelea, Duncan, belongs to this family.

Family Ephyriidce.

AnisodeSj GuinSe—pluristriaria, Walker: sanguinaria, diffusa-

ria, Moore.

Family Acidaliidce.

The following genera belong to this family and are found in

Bengal :—Hyria, Stephens : Acidalia, Treitschke : Timandra, Dupon-

ehel : Drapetodes, Trygodes, Somatina, Argyris, Gudn4e.

Family Microniidce.

Micronia, Gu4n4e—fasciata, Cramer : gannata, Guinie : simpli-

ciata, Moore.

The genera Myrteta, Walker, and Orosiaj Gu4h4e, also belong ta

this family.

Family Caberiidce.

The genus Cabera, Moore, belongs to this family.

Family Maoariidce.

Macaria, Curtis—metagonaria, emersaria, permotaria,.myandaria

Walker : eleonaria, Cramer.

Krananda, Moore—semihyalina, Moore.

Family Fidoniidoe,

Osicerda, Walker—alienata, TFaZAe/- . trinotaria, Moore.

Sterrha, Huiner— sacraria, Linn.

The following genera also belong to this family :—Aspilotes

Treitschke: Zomia, Moore: Nobilia, Docirara, Marcakj, Caprilia,

Walker.
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Family Zereniid'ce.

The following genera belong to this family:—E,hyparia, ffshner r

Percnia, Gu4n4e : Nelcynda, Walker : Abraxas, Leach ; Yindusara,

Moore.

Family Larentiidce.

Larentia, i>M/)o»icAeZ—'Serata, Moore : fissiferata, Walker.

Scotosia, Stephens—miniosata, atrostipata, dubiosata, Walker t

obliquisignata, venimaculata, Moore.

Psyra, Walker—cuneata, WalJcev^t similaria, Moore.

Gida,n2i,,Treitschke—interplagata, G'uende: inextrieata^ WaUcert

signata, viridata, Moore.

The following genera als& belong to this family:—Oporabia^

Stephens: Eupithecia, Curtis: Sauris, Coremia, GudhSe: Melanippe,,

Duponchel: Anticlea, Stephens : Ariehauna, Gandarites, Moore..

Family Euboliidm.

The genus Anaitis, Duponchel, belongs to this family.

Tribe—Crambicea

Family GallerideBi

Propachys, Walker—nigrivena, Walker : linealis, Moore;

Apsarasa, Moore—radians, Westwood.

The genus Toccotosida, Walker, also belongs to this family.

Family Crambide^.

Brihaspa, Moore— atrostigmella, Moore.

The following genera also belong to this family :— Eamila,

Moore: Crambus, Apurima, Acara, Eschata, Walker: Schsenobius^

Scirpophaga, Calamotrepha, Zeller,

Tribe—Tortrices.

Family Nycteolidce.

The following genera belong to this family :—Hylophila, Hvl~
ner: Tyaha, Aphusia, Walker.

Family Tortriddce.

Cerau, Walker—stipatana, onustana, Walker.

The genus Mmene, Walker, also belongs to this family.
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Tribe—Tineines.

Family Tineidce.

Adela, WalJeer—gemmella, griseella, Walsincf.

To this family belongs the following genera :—Tinea, Stainton

:

Porsica, Alavona, Hapsifera, Walker.

Family HyponomentidcB.

Hyponomeuta, Zell.—lapidellus, Walsing.

Psecadia, Zell.—ermineella, hockingella, Walsing.

To this family belongs the following genera:—Atteva, Walker :

Anesychia, Hiibner : Lampronia, Zeller.

Family Plutellidce.

To this family belongs the genus Cerestoma, Latreille.

Family Geleehidce.

To this family belong the following genera :—Depressaria,

Haw.; Binsitta, Walker: Parasia, Duponchel: Anarsia, Gelechia,

^cophora, Zeller: Butalis, Treit.

Family Gracillaridce.

To this family belong the following genera :—Gracillaria, Coris-

cium, Ornix, Zeller.

Family ElacJiistidce.

To this family belong the following genera :— Cosmopterix,

Hiibner: Atkinsonia, Lozostoma, Stainton.

Family lAfhocolletidce.

The genus Lithocolletis, Zeller, belongs to this family.

Family Ln/onetidce.

The genus Phyllocnistis, Zeller, belongs to this family.

HYMENOPTERA.
The order Hymenoptera (membrane joined-winged) comprises

the insects commonly known as ants, bees, wasps, saw-flies and

ichneumons, and is distinguished by the posterior wings being fur-

nished with hooks by which they are joined on to the posterior

margin of the fore-wings and thus become united for the purpose of

flight. The Hymenoptera undergo a com-
Hymenoptera.

, ,

plete metamorphosis. The body is composed
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of the usual three parts, head, thorax and abdomen. The head

is furnished with a mouth, eyes an<i antennse. The mouth is form-

ed for mastication or prehensiGa, ?!Xoept in the bees, in which a suc-

torial apparatus is developed. The mouth is furnished with mandibles,

maxillae and an upper and under lip and four palpi or feelers, two max-

illary and two labial. The under jaws and under lip are generally

long and narrow, fixed deep in the cavity of the head by lengthen-

ed muscles, somewhat tubular at their lower portion and often fold-

ed at their extremity and serving rather for the transmission of

nutritive juices than for mastication properly so-called. The true

eyes are compound, but in addition all are provided with three simple

eyes or ocelli. The antennse are usually thread-like or hair-like,

but vary in form in the different families, and often in the indivi-

duals of different sexes in the same species. There are four mem-
branous wings of homogeneous texture, and usually veined instead

of reticulated. The posterior pair are usually smaller than the an-

terior pair, and all are, as a rule, transparent, though some species

possess clouded or spotted wings. The thorax is divided into three

segments, to which are attached the legs. The first segment is very

short, and the two others are closely united. In one division the

trochanters of the legs are attached to the femora by a single articu-

lation, and in the other division by two joints. The tarsi or feet

are five-jointed. The abdomen consists of 5-9 segments attached to

the thorax either by its entire breadth (sessile) or by a blender stalk

(pedicled). The female is furnished with an appendage called an

ovipositor or egg-placer, which in some species, provided with a poi-

son sac and gland, can be converted into a weapon of offence or de-

fence. The larvse of the Hymenoptera resemble little worms :

where the food is around them they are white, fat, legless grubs ; but

where, like the larvse of butterflies, they have to feed on leaves and

the like, they develop thoracic or true legs and a number of false

or abdominal legs adapted to their mode of life. Most of the larvae

enclose themselves in a cocoon before they undergo the change into

the pupa state. The apodal larv« feed on insects provided for

them by their mother, who either carries the food to her young or

lays her eggs in the larvae of some other species that supplies in its

living body sufficient nourishment for her young. Amongst bees,

the neuters act as nurses to the helpless young, and are careful,
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accttrale and patient attendants. The perfect insects of the order

live, for the most part, on vegetable substances.

The insects of this order are distributed into two great divisions :

(1) Aculeata, in which the trochanter is at-
ClassificaUon. ,, ,« , .i--i. j

tached to the femur by a single joint and

the ovipositor is provided mth a poison gland ; (2) Terebrantia,

( Ditrocha) in which the trochanter is attached to the femur by a

double articulation and the ovipositor ifi not used as a weapon of

defence. This latter division is susceptible of a further separation

into Secttrifera and Sjjictdifera, explained below. The distribution

of the families will then be as follows :

—

I.-ACULEATA.

a. ffeUrecf^na^'^social and solitary ants.

b. Fossores—sand-wasps.

c. Diploptera—true wasps*

d. Aniltephiia^-hees.

n.-TERlBRANTlA.

A. SECtTRrFEEA, in which the abdomen is joined to the ttorax

by its entire width and the larvas have legs and live on vegetable

juices and the ovipositor forms either a short-saw or exserted

borer.

«. TewtJvredmidm—saw-flies.

b. Siricidce—borers.

B. Spiculifeea, in which the abdomen is joined to the thorax

by a stalk, the larvae are legless and live on animal food (except

some gall-insects).

a. Cynipidce—gall-fiies.

b. Chaleididee—chiefly parasites on insects.

c. Proetotrypidos—chiefly parasites.

d. Evanidjoe—parasites on cockroaches..

e. Braconidoe—parasites on insects.

/. Ichneumonidce—parasites on insects.

The number of known species has been estimated at 17,000, but

the actual number in existence must be four times as great.

31
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The structure of the wings and the nature and number of thd

nervures and of the cells or intermediate
JNeuration of the •wings.

i n i

spaces and their ramifications has served as

the ^asis of classification in the system of Jurine and may be briefly

noticed. The wings have few nervures, and when they are present

they proceed from the base or the costa towards tiie apex which

they may or may not reach. The marginal and sub-marginal

nervures are the more important and the discoidal and lanceolate
^

cells. As observed by a writer on this subject, the arrangement of

the nervures, though showing great diversity in form, is, within cer-'

tain limits, remarkably constant. Their use in classification does

not lead to the formation of artificial groups, for we find that the

existence of a particular arrangement of the nervures in a hyme-

nopterous insect denotes the presence of other characters. The neu-

ration differs, however, in every family and even in the genera

of the same family, and the terminology in general use may
be gathered from the explanations attached to the following

figures :

—

Fig. a.

Explanation'-'Wing 1, marginal cells: 2, appendicular Cell: 3 fo 8, siib-

marginal cells: 7 to 9, discoidal cells: 10, costal cell : 11,12, humeral cells, and
I 3, lanceolate cell : », 4, e, sub-marginal nervures: d, basal ntrrure : ej /, recurrent

nervures.

Explanalion—a, costal '(radial) nervnre : b, apical margiil : c, poStetiOr mar-
gin : d, post-costal (cubital) nervure : e, exteruo-medial (brachial) uervure : /,
anal (brachial) nervure: g, transverso- medial nervure: A, radial uervure: »

cubital nervures : j, h, discoidal nervure : I, subdiscoidal nervute : m, sub-mar-
ginal nervures: n, recurrent nervures: o, stigma, and p, basal nervures : 1, costal

cell : 2 to 4, humeral (branchial) cellsj external, intermediate and internal : 5,

marginal (radial) cell: 6 to 9, first to fourth sub-marginal (cubital) cells: 11

12, 14, discoidal cells, internal, intermediate and external: 10, 13, posterior cells,

internal and e^ternaJi.
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Fig. B.

SUgina'

I

Explanation—
^ , marginal j 3, appendicular; 3 to 6, Bub-marginal ; 7 to 9, dig

toidal; 10, costal; 11, 12, branchial, and 13, lanceolate celluses. a, 6, c^ sub-margiual
»ervures

;
d, basal nerrurc ; e,f, recurrent nerrures (Enc. Brit.)

The numerous species of ants existing in India will well repay

examination. The common black ant (F. eompresm, Fabr.) of our

gardens, with its numerous society and its army of wingless neuters,

can be observed in almost every town. The red ant {F. smaragdinay.

Fabr.) of the mango groves is also easily found. It makes its nesfc

far up in the branches from the living leaves by drawing them to-

gether and attaching them to each other by a fine web which is

spun from the mouth of the workers. The red ants are the most
fierce and quarrelsome of the whole tribe, and attack not only the-

black ants but also foreign colonies of their own species. In some

parts they are used to get rid of colonies of wasps, and for this pur-

pose a branch of the mango tree bearing a red ant's nest is carefully

cut down and carried to the neighbourhood of the wasps' nesk

The latter seem to be at once aware of their danger and fight des--

perately, but in the end they fall an easy prey to the red ant, who,

not satisfied with its victory, attacks in its blind rag« every living

thing that approaches it, and in some species its bite is very severe^

The bodies of the winged females of this species are of a fine apple-

green colour. A minute brown species is often found near the foot

of a pipal or nlm tree where white ants have made their galleries,

and if this protection be removed, the small ants soon enter in

myriads and bring back between every two or three, a fat, struggling

white ant, and if the operation be repeated often enaugh, the latter?

will cease to infest that particular tree. A rufous species {¥. lonffi~

j>es, Jerd.) occupies holes in the ground in jungly tracts and fre-

quently announces its presence to those who incautiously sit down

near its haunts by inflicting a sharp stinging bite. Another spe-

cies affecting similar localities is that happily named F. processionals
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by Jerdon. It is sometimes to be seen forming dense columns

many yards long ia full march from one part of a forest to another.

Dead beetles, drowned flies and other insects are all carried off by
ants who sometimes make sad havoc, in a single night, in a collec-

tion of insects not properly protected. Close to the true ants come
the Dorylidfe, of which one species makes its nest in the floor or

walls of houses and lives in societies, swarming at certain seasons.

In the genus Myrmiea, the ant is provided with a sting with which

it can produce a troublesome swelling. The family Mutillida, which

is joined by most authors to the Fbrmieidm, contains certain small

brightly coloured solitary insects of which the females resemble the

neuters of ants in being wingless. So fapasis hitherto known they

are found only as parasites on humble-bees.

The tribe Fossares, or diggers, comprise species resembling the

ants as well as others having the appearance of true wasps ancJ

some peculiar to the tribe. They are carnivorous in their habits

and excavate celled chambers in the ground and even in wood or

walls in which to store up food for their larvae. The food consists:

©f insects benumbed by the poison of their sting, amd in this state

of lethargy capable of living for months and furnishing the young

fossor with its natural food, the living tissue of other insects. The

sand-wasps, mason-wasps, and house-wasps belong tethe same tribe.

The true wasps are distinguished from the Fossores- by having their

wings disposed longitudinally when in repose, while the eyes are

reniform and reach ta or near to* the base of the mandibles. Som.©

are social in their haMts aind all are carnivorous. The false waspa

{Odynerus) belong to this section as well as Eum,ene». Amongst

the true wasps (
Vespidce) there are males, feiEKiles and neuters or

workers living in societies more or lesa permanent. Many of them

construct their nests of papyraceoiss substances, and it is in one spe-

cies of this tribe that Siebold discovered that the males osi^nated

by parthenogenesis from infecundated eggs. To the bees belong^

the humble-bee, carpenter-bee, mason-bee and the honey-bee, all of

which live on vegetable substances. Clialicod&ma semivestita builds

exactly the same sort of ovate mud nest on walls as its European

representative, and several species of MegacJiile have the same leaf-

cutting habits as elsewhere. Of the carpenter-bee {Xylocopa) there

are many examples, and three species known collectively as bliaunra
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are common in the Kumaon forests, where they do much damage to

timber. The large'r of the three attacks the wood-work of buildings

and the dead-wood of felled timber ; whilst the brown species lives

in colonies and bores into living trees where it constructs its six,-

celled abode. The third species is the smallest, but is also the most

numerous and lives in societies and specially selects the haldu

(Adina cordifolia) as its home. The Ihaonra when enraged is, as

noted by Moorcroft, a very formidable antagonist, and occasionally

causes much suffering to men and cattle from its sting. The

species of honey-bee are not numerous and the workers differ

from each other very little in appearance. It is only when the two

sexes and their workers are compared that specific distinctions can

be well established. A. dorsata (Fabr.) suspends its comb from

the branches of trees without any outward protection, and is one of

the more common Indian species, but variable in appearance. In

some places the male is reddish yellow with the upper portion of

the thorax, the scape of the antenna3 and the outside of the posterior

tibiae and metatarsus black. In the workers the abdomen is yellow

with the apex more or less dusky or only with the two basal seg-

ments yellowish red. A. indica (Fabr.) is, however, the more com-

mon and is somewhat smaller than the honey-bee of Europe. It is

kept by the villagers in Kumaon in a hive made out of a log of

wood and let into the wall of the owner's dwelling. The inner side

is closed by a sliding door and the outer has a small opening to per-

mit the entrance and exit of the bees. The bees are driven out by

knocking on the inner side of the hive, and after they have flown

the outer hole is stopped and the honey is removed, after which the

bees are allowed to return. The honey of the Sor valley collected

in this way is in high repute for its richness due to the groves of

Bassia htityracea, on the flowers of which the bees feed. In many

places the honey produced by wild bees is equally good, but in

others it produces a sort of intoxication very distressing whilst it

lasts. The Bhabar honey is therefore not much sought after

unless collected by experienced and trustworthy hands.

The Tenthredinidce or saw-flies and Siricidm or borers are very

numerous in species and individuals. The former are provided

with a double saw with which the female pierces the leaves or bark

of plants to secure a place for her eggs. The larvae resemble those
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of the Lepidoptera, the chief difference being that they have six or

more pair of membranous legs, whilst the larvae of the butterfly have

never more than five. One species freijuently attacks the pine and

destroys it by removing the leaves : another infests the rose and

another the imported fruit-trees. The long ovipositor of the Sirex

fenables it to pierce deep down in the bark of the Coniferse in order

to lay its eggs and provide a suitable place for its larvae.

The Chrysididce are small-bodied files with a shining metallic

lustre found as parasites on bees and wasps. The Cynipidm or

gall-insects are those that cause galls on the leaves and branches of

plants to serve as food and lodgings for its young. An instance

may be seen on any of the poplar trees about Naini Tdl and on

breaking open the gall, the fat, legless grubs will be found in all

stages of growth surrounded by a cottony white substance, the use

of which is not known. The Chalcididce comprise an immense

number of minute insects having brilliant metallic bodies of a green

lustre and which are found as parasites an other insects or on corn.

The Froctotrypidoe are usually of a brown or red colour and are also

parasites. The Evanidce are parasites on cockroaches, and the

IchneumonidoB and BraconidcB are found as parasites on all orders of

insects.

HYMENOPTEEA—Ants, bees,, wasps.

1. AOULEATA.

Tribe—Heterogyna,

Family Formiddce^

Formica, Zinn.—crinita (N. I.) Smith : compressa (In.), cinerasn-

cens (Mad.), cylindrica, elongata (Mad.),

conica (Mad.), ruficornis, gigas, abdominaUs-

(N. I.), carbonaria, Fabr.i assimUis (Mad.),

nana (Mys.), rufoglauca (Mad.)., phyllophila

(Mad.), stricta (Mai.), timida (Mai.), vagans

(Mai.), velox (Mai.), longipes (Tell.) Jerdon ;•

ardens (Dec), impetuosa (Bom.), callida

(Dec), lutea (N. I.), gibbosa (In.), Smith t

prismatica, sericea, quadrilatera (Mad.))^,
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Polyrhachis, Smith.—bihamatus, Drury : lacteipennis (N. I.),

Smith : hastatus (In.), sexspinosus (In.), relu-

cens (Mad.), rastellatus, Latr. : nidificana

(Mai.), sylvicola (In.), Jerdon.

(Ecophylla, Smith—smaragdina (N. I.), Fabr.

Family Odontomachidce, Mayr.

Drepanagnathus, Smith—saltator (Mad.), Jerdon»

Family Poneridoe.

Ponera, Latr.—sculpta (Mai.), stenocheilos (Mai.), procession*'

alls (In.), afSnis (Mai.), pumila (Mai.), Jerdon!

scalprata (N. I.), iridipennis (N. I.), Smith.

Family Myrmicidce.

Myrmica, Latr.—vastator, humilis (Bom.), bidentata (Gal.),

rugifrons, Smith: diffusa (In.), cseca (Mys.),

tarda (Mai.), fodiens (Mai.) Jerdon ; molesta.

Say.

Myrmecina, Curtis—pilicornis (Bom.), Smith.

Myrmicaria, Saund.—brunnea, Saund. ; crinita (Mad.), Smith.

Pseudomyrma, Gu^r.—minuta (Mad.), rufipes (Salem), rufo-

nigra (Mad.) nigra (Mad.), Jerdon : atrata

(Bom.), Iseviceps, Smith.

Crematogaster, Lund.—^Kirbii (Mys.^, Sykes,

Atta, St Farg,— destructor (In.), domicola (Mad., Nellore), rufa

(Mai.), dissimilis (Mai.), floricola (Mad.,

Telli.), Jerdon : instabilis (N. I.), Smith.

Pheidole, West.—providens {^oona), Syhes: malabarica (Mai.),,

diffusa (In.), diversa (Mys.), minor (Mad.)^

affinis (Mai.), quadrispinosa (Mai.), Jerdon,

Family Cryptoceridce.

Meranoplus, Smith.—bicolor (Mad., Cal.), Gu^r.

Cataulacus, Smith.—granulatus, Latr.

Family Dorylidce. ,

Dorylus, Lair.—-labiatus (Dec, As.), longicornis (Ben.), ShucL:

orientalis (Ben.), West.: hindostanu3(Panj.)^

Smith.
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^nictus, SteJt.-ambiguus (Puna), Shuch: pubescens (N. L),

Smith : certtis, West.

Family Tliynnidce.

Iswara, n'est.-lutea, West.: fasciata (Sind), Smith.

Family MutillidoB.

Methoca, Lafr.—orientalis (N. I.), Smith.

MutiUa, imn.—indica, Linn. : glabrata, nigripes, Fabr. ; rugosa,

OZw.: 6-maculata, Swed.: bengalensis, analis,

rufogastra (Nep.), dimidiata, St. Farg. : an-

tennata, argentipes, aurifrons, blanda, dives,

diversa, indostana (Mad.), Miranda, nobilia

(Mad.), optima, opulenta, pulchrina (Mad.),

reprsBsentans, reticulata, rufiventris, semiau-

rata, aulica (N.I.), pusilla (N. I.), funeraria'

(N. I.), unifasciata ^N. I.), reg'a^ /S;mV/t ; indica,

lAnn,

Apterogyna, Latr.—mutilloides, Smith.

Tribe—Fossores.

Family Scoliadce.

Myzine, Latr.—dimidiata (Ben.), Gudr. : antbracina, petiolata,

Madraspatana, fuscipennis. Smith.

Tipbia, Fabr.—hirsnta. (N. I.), rufipes (N. I.), rufo-femorata

(N. I.), Smith.

Scolia, Fdbr.—4-pustulata (Mad.), rubiginosa Fabr.: cserulans,

St. Farg. : apicicornis, apicalis, Gudr.

:

patricialis, Burm.: Iris, Klug: erratica,

instabilis, pulchra, 'specifica, vivida (Mad ),

venusta, personata (As.), ignita (As.), nudata,

fervida (Bom.), Smith : insignis, Saup. : bilu-

nata, (Nep.), splendida, nobilis, stizus (Mad.),

Sauss.

Elis, Fabr,—litigiosa rubromaculata, eximia, habrocoma, luctu-

osa, (As), Smith; aureicollis, parvula, St.

Farg. : marginella, Klug : thoracica, annulata

quadrifasciata grossa, Fabr. : asiatica, hir-

suta, Sauss.
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Family Pompilidce.

Pompilius, Fabr.—analis, fulvipennis, Fahr. : comptus, dorsalis,

St. Farg. ;{enestra.tns (Ben.), honestus, Mad-

raspatanus, pedunculatus, unifasciatus, cseru-

leus (N. I.), Smith.

Priocnemis, Schiodte—luscus (Mad.), Fabr: peregrinus (Gal.),

SmitJi,

Agenia, ScJdddte—blanda, (Ben.), Guir.: tincta, caerulea, festinata,

Smith.

Pepsis, Fabr.—Dyoclene, Smith.

Ferreola, St i^argr.— fenestrata (Mad.), Smith,

Macromeris, St. Farg.—splendida, violacea (As.), St. Farg.

Mygnimia, Shuck.—flava, Drury : flavicornis (Mad.), Fabr. :

severa, Drury : audax (As.), fenestrata (As.),

perplexa (Mad.), bellicosa (Ben.), sajvissima

(Bom.), intermedia (N. I.), Atropos, Smith.

Ceropales, Latr.—flavo-picta, fuscipennis, ornata. Smith.

Family Sphegidce.

Ammophila, Kirby.—erythrocephala (Panj.), Fabr. : basalis

(Panj.), nigripes (Mad.), laevigata (Mad.,

Bom.), dimidiata (In.), elegans (Panj.), atri-

pes (Bom.), punctata (N. I.), vagabunda

(N. I.), Smith : Smithii, Baly.

Pelopaeus, Latr.—madraspatanus (In.), Fabr. : Solieri, Spinolse

(Bom.), coromandelicus, St. Farg. : bengalen-

sis, Dahl. : bilineatus (Bom.), pictus, sepera-

tus (Bom.), Smith.

Chlorion, Latr.—lobatum, splendidum (N. I.), Fabr. : melaso-

ma (Mad.), regale (Sind), Smith: seneum

(Mad.), Spin.

Sphex, Fabr.—argentata (M.), Fabricii (Mad.), Dahl. : ferru-

ginea, vicina, St. Farg. : flavo-vestita, Smith,

Harpactopus, /S?ni<7j—crudelis (Mad.), nivosus (H. I.), Smith,

Paraspbex, Smith—ievyens (Mad. Bom.), Fabr.

Ampulex, Jwnne—compressa (Mai.), Fabr.

Trirogma, West—cseicviha (Mad., N. I.), West.

32
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Family Larridce.

Larrada, Zeac/i.—aurulenta (Mad.), maura (Mad.), Fabr. : simil-

lima, conspicua, argyrea (N. I.), subtesse-

lata, exilipes (N. I.), jaculator (N. I.), yes-

tita (N. I.), Smith.

Tachytes, Panz.—nitidulus (Mad., Panj.), repandus, Fabr. : tarsa-

tus, fervidus, monetarius (Panj.), modestus.

Smith.

Astata, Latr.—orientalis, agilis, Smith,

Pison, Spin.—rugosus, Smith,

Family Bemhiddce.

Bembex, i^aSr.—olivacea (Mad.), lunata (Mad.), Fabr. : trepan-

da, sulphurescens (Mad., Panj.), DahL

Family Nyssonidce.

Larra, Klug,—fasciata (Mad.), vespifonnis (Mad., Panj.), Fabr.:

Delessertii (Mad.), Gudr. : blandina, mela-

noxantha, mellea, nubilipennis, rufescens

(Panj.), cornuta (Bom.), Smith.

Nysson, Latr.—basalis. Smith,

Gorytes, Latr.—pictus (Mad.), amatorius, tricolor. Smith.

Harpactus, Shuck,—ornatus (N. I.), Smith,

Family Crabronidce.

Trypoxylon, iaij-.—pileatum (Mad.), accumulator, Smith.

Oxybelus, Latr.—agilis, tridentatus, ruficomis, sabulosus, squa-

mosus, Smith.

Crabro, i^aZr.—fascipennis, argentatus, St. Farg. .- flavo-pictus

(N, I.)^ insignis. Smith.

Family Cerceridce.

Cerceris, Lain—interstincta (Mai.) Fabr.: flavo-picta (N. !.)

hilaris (N. I.), instabilis, mastogaster (Mad.),
orientalis (Mad.), vigilans (Mad.), fervens
(N. I.), albopicta (Bom.), Tiscosus, rufinodis,

velox, Smith : bifasciatus, Gudr.

Philanthus, i?a6r.—pulcherrimus, sulphureus (N. I.), depredator,

elegans (IST. I.), Smith.
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Tribe—Diploptera.

Family Eumenidw.

Eumenes, Latr.—circinalis, conica, esuriens, Fahr. : flavopicta,

Blanch. : affinissima, xanthura, Edwardsii

(Bom.), Blanchardii (Mad), exigua, indiana,

brevirostrata, depressa, quadrispinosa, Sauss,

Montezumia, Sauss.—indica, Saussure.

Rhyncbium, Sauss.—nitidulum, baemorrhoidale, brunneum

(Ben.), carnaticum (Ben., Mad.),argentatum,

Fahr.: bengalense, atrum, metallicum (Mad.),

Mellyi, dicbotomum, Sauss.

Odynerus, Latr,—Sichelii, punctus, punctatipennis, ovalis, difR-

nis, Sauss.: intricatus (Ben.), guttatus, Smith.

Family Vespidce.

Belonogaster, Samss.— indicus, Sauss.

Icaria, Sauss.—marginata(Mad.),5i. Farg.: aristoeratica, Formosa,

arfcifex, picta, Sauss.: ferruginea {M.aA),Fahr.:

pendula (Bareilly), variegata (Puna), Smith.

Polistes, Latr,—hebrseus, stigma, Fahr. : orientalis, Kirhy: con-

fusus, Smith : boplites, Sagittarius, Sauss.

Vespa, Linn.—orientalis, Linn,: cincta (Mad.), affinis, analis,

bicolor, Fabr. : velutina, St. Farg. : auraria

(N. I.), obliterata (N. I.), magnifica (Mus.),

basalis, (Nep.),crabroniformisj ducalis, Smith:

doryloides, Sauss.

Tribe—Anthophila.

Family Andrenidce.

Prosopis, Fabr.—mixta. Smith.

Sphecodes, Latr.—fuscipennis (N. I.), apicatus. Smith.

Nomia, Latr.—crassipes (Mad.), curvipes (Mad.), strigata,

Fabr. : basalis, iridescens, EUiottii, (Gal.,

Mad.), oxybeloides (Him.), silhetica, capitata

(N. I.), clypeata, fervida (Dec.\ combusta

(Bom.), pilipes (N. I.), Buddha, sykesiana

(Dec), West: aurifrons (As.) , simillima (Gal,),

scutellata (Gal.), tboracica (Gal.), antennata

(Bom., Oudh), Smith.
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Halictus, Latr,—propinquus (N. I.), agrestis (N. I.), albescens

(N. I.), rugolatus (N. I), constrictus (N. I.),

lucidipennis (N. I.), xanthognathus (N. I.),

fimbriatus (N. I,), Smith.

Cyathocera, Smith—nodicornis (Cal.), Smith.

Andrena, Fahr.—exagens, Smith.

Family Apidce.

Lithurgus, Latr.—atratus, Smith.

Chalicodoma, St. Farg.—semivestita, Smith.

Mcgachile, Latr.— disjunctalanata,i''a6»'.; dimidiata, anthracina,

vestita, conjuncta (Ben.), nmbripennis (Nep.),

fulvo-vestita (Bom.), rufipes, imitatrix, rufi-

ventris, fraterna, monticola, (As.), carbonaria

(N. I.), cephalotes (N. I.), albifrons (N. I.),

velutina (N. I.), bicolor, fasciculata, Smith.

Crocisa, Jurine—Histrio, Fabr.

Ceratina, Lafr.— simillima, bieroglyphica (N. I.), Smith : vividis^

Guir.

Allodape, St. jp'ary,— marginata. Smith.

Nomada, Fahr.—solitaria (N. I,), decorata (N. I.), adusta,SmM r

bipunctata, Fabr.

Caslioxys, Latr.—ducalis, apicata (N. I.), capitata (N. I.), argen-

tifrons, basalis, cuneatus, confasus, Smith.

Stalls, Panz.—carbonaria (N. I.), Smith.

Tetralonia, Spin.—Duvaucelii (Ben.),S<, Far^.: floralia, elegans.

Smith.

Anthopbora, Latr.—zonata, Linn : fasciata, bicincta, Fabr.: vio-

lacea, sub-caerulea, St. Farg.: confusa, niveo-

cincta. Smith.

Xylocopa, Latr.— ruficornis, fenestrata (Ben.), CEernlea, Fahr.:

sestuans, lAnn. : latipes, Drury : verticalis,

iridipennis, viridipennis, ferruginea (Ben.),

dissimilis (Mad.), collaris (Ben.), Olivieri, ori-

chalcea, (Ben.), auripennis, (Ben.), St. Farg.:

lunata (Mad.), indica (Mad), Klug : tenuis-

capa (Mad., As.), West. : flavo-nigrescens

(As.), basalis (N. I.), acutipennis (As ), pro-

vida, rufescens, iguita (Bom.), Smith.
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Bombus, Latr.—tunicatus (N. I.), rufo-fasciatus (N. I.), hsemor-

rhoidalis (N. I.), funerarius (N. I.), similis (N.I.),

orientalis, formosus, eximius (As.), Smith.

Trigona, /Mcme— vidua, St. Farg.

Apis. Linn.— indica [=Delessertii (Mad.), Gudr. : Perrotettii

Guer. : Peronii, socialis (Ben.), Latr.] (In.) ;

dorsalis [=zonata, Gudr.: hicolov, Klug: nigri-

pennis, Latr.\, florea [= lobata and renifor-

mis, Smith, and indica, Latr.], Fabr.

Tribe-II—DITROOHA.
A. —Securifera.

Family Tenthredinidce.

Lophyrus, Fahr.—pini (N.-W. P.), Linn.

Hylotoma, Latr.—albocincta (Nep.), xanthogaster (Nep.), lutea

(N. I.), bipunctata, interstitialis (Darj.),

simlaensis (Panj.), Camerow ; janthina (Nep.),

Klug.

Athalia, Zeac^.— spinarum, Fahr. : tibialis, Cameron.

Monophadnus, Smith—cs8rulescens (Nep.), bengalensis (Ben.),

Cameron.

Allantus Smith.—trochanteratus (N. I.), Cam.

Pachyprotasis, Hartig.—versicolor (N. I.), rapse, albicincta

(Him.), Cam.

Macropbya, Klug—rotundiventris (N. I.), Cam.

Tenthredo, S. Str.—metallica (N. I.), clypeata (N. I,), xan-

thoptera (Nep.), indica (N. I.), latifasciata,

simulans, Cameron.

Dolerus, Smith—rufocinctus, Cameron.

Family Siricidce.

Tremex, West.—smitbii (N. I.), Cameron.

Sirex, Fabr.—xanthus (N. L), Cameron.

B.—Spiculifera.

Family Chalcididce.

Leucospis, Fabr.—atra (Mad.), Fabr.

Cbalcis, FaSr.—Amphissa (Nep.), Walk.

Sc'hizaspidia, West.—fmciiev (Ben.), West.
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Family Chrysididce,

Stilbium, Spin.—splendidum, Fdbr.

Hedychrum, Latr.—timidum, Bahl. : rugosum, Smith.

Parnopes, Latr.—viridis (Mad.), St. Farg.

Pyria, St. Farg.— oculata, Fabr.

Chrysis, Fabr.—oculata, amethystina, Fahr. : pubescens (Bom.),

Smith : dissimilis, Eechei, orientalis exulans,

ScHodtei, Dahl. : fuscipenuis, BruUe.

Family Evaniadce..

Megischus, Br.—coronator, Fdbr.

Stephanus, Jur.—indicus (Mad.), West.

Evania, Fahr.—laevigata, Latr. : antennatis, West.

Family Ichneumonidce.

Pimpla, Fahr.—bipartita, Br.: punctata, pedator, Fahr.

OpHon, Fahr.—univittatus, rufus (In.), Br.

Paniscus, Orav.—lineatus (Ben.), Br.

Cryptus, Fabr.—tricolor (Ben.), Br.

Joppa, Fabr.—rufa, BrulU.

Mesostenus, Grav.—marginatus (Ben.), geniculatus, ochropus,

Br.

Hemiteles, Grav.—tripartitus (Mad), Br.

Family Braconidce.

Bracon, J^abn— aculeator, femorator, Fahr. : laminator, Ricbei,

didymus, Br. : hindostailus, Brullei, Smith.

Vipio, Latr.— scutus, bicarinatus, Br.

Agathis, Latr.—flavipennis, maculipennis (Ben.), semifusca,

suffasciata, Br.

lieferences.

St. Fargeau et BrulU.—Histoire Natiirelle des Insectes Hymenopteres. (IV.

Vol. by Brulle). Paris, 1836-46.

Westioood.^'iS.odi. Class, Ins., II. 1839 : Arc. Ent., I. 43, (DorylidaB). II 66

(Sphegidae.) also Australian species of MutillidsB and Tliynnidje. An. Mag. N. H.

n. s. II. 393 : VI. 87 : VII. 536.

Walker, F.—List of the specimens of Hymenopterous insects in the British

Museum (Chalcidites, Pts. I., II.) 1846-8: Descriptions of new Chalciditea. An.

Mag. N. H. from 1838 passim.
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Smith, F.—Catalogue of Hymenopterous Insects in the British Museum, Pt. I.

(Andrenidse and Apidae), 1853: I't. II. (Apidse), 1854: Pt. III. (MutiUidae), 1855 :

Pt IV. (Sphegidse, Larridse, Crahronidse), 1856 : Pt. V. (Vespidse), 1857 : Pt. VI.

(Formioidae), 1858 : Pt. VII. (Dorylidse, Thynnidae), 1859 : An Mag. N. H. 3rd Ser.

XV. 376, and Packard, Ibid, XVIII. 82 : J. Linn, Soc, XI. 285. Tr. Ent. Soc ,

1876, p. 33, 207.

GersifficAer.—Varietie of the honey-bee, An. Mag. N. H. 3rd Ser. XI. 270, 333,

de Saussure.—^Honographie dcs Gnepes solitaires. Paris 1852 : des Guepes

Bociales, 1853.

Jerdon.—Catalogue of the species of ants foimd in Southern India. Madras

Journ. Lit. and So., 1851 . An. Mag. N. H. 2nd Ser. XIII., 45-100.

Wood-Mason.—List of Burmese Hymenoptera, J. A. S. Bea. XLVII. ii. 167.

Cameron—Trans. Ent. Soc. 1876, p. 459: 1877, p. 57, 87: 1879, p. 107,

and Saunders, Ibid. (British), )880, p. 201.

DIPTERA.

The order Diptera (two-winged) includes those insects commonly

jj. jgjjj
known as house-flies, crane-flies, gad-flies,

bot-flies, gnats, and mosquitos. The insect

passes through the three stages of larva, pupa and imago. The
body is composed of three parts, the head, thorax and abdomen.
The plane of the head opposite the thorax is called the occiput, and
that portion of it lying over the junction of the head, the nape
{cervix). The part of the head between the antennse and the occi-

put is known as the front (frons) and the top of it the crown (vertex),

the boundary between the front and the occiput being called the
vertical margin. The middle of the front being often of a more
membranaceous nature and sometimes diifering in colour from its

borders is called the frontal stripe. The frontal crescent is separat-

ed from the front by an arcuated impressed line called the frontal

fissure. The anterior part of the head from the antenna to the
mouth is called the face {fades). The head is furnished with a
mouth, eyes and antenna. The oral parts destined for sucking con-
sist of 2-6 hair-hke pieces of a scaly texture, and are either enclosed

in the upper groove of a sheath having the form of a proboscis and
terminated by two lips or are covered by one or two unjointed scales

that form the sheath. The oval parts in Diptera are analogous to
and represent the jaws, lips and feelers of the mouths of other in-

sects. The more noticeable of these parts are the labium or under
lip and the palpi or feelers. The eyes are compound and are
surrounded, as a rule, by a ring called the orbit. Where simple eyes
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exist, they are never more than three in number and are placed on

the vertex, sometimes in a sharply-defined triangular space called

the ocellar triangle. The antennae are placed on the front part of

the head: the two lower joints are called the scapus and the remain-

der ihe Jlaffellum. They Vary much in form and size in different

families. The thorax consists of three parts, though in appearance

there is only one. The first and last segments are very short. The

mesothorax bears the wings on its upper surface and these are two

in number, membraneous, veined and mostly transparent, though

occasionally spotted. They lie, when at rest, longitudinally to the

body and have a pair of alulets at their base. A pair of balancers

{halteres) are attached to the last segment of the thorax and repre-

sent rudimentary hind-wings. The abdomen consists of 5-9 appa-

rent segments and is frequently joined to the thorax by only a por-

tion of its breadth. In the females the abdomen usually terminates

in a point, but in those with fewer segments it terminates in a suc-

cession of small tubes which close up in the manner of a telescope.

There are six legs terminating in 5-jointed tarsi, of which the last

joint is furnished with two claws and two or three pulvilli or cushions

that enable the insect to walk on polished surfaces. The greater

number of the Diptera possess a bladder-like expansion {ingluvies) or

crop communicating with the sesophagus by a tube. The larvae are

fat, white, legless grubs brought up in the food provided for them

from the time of their exit from the egg. They do not change their

skin until they undergo the change to the pupa state, and even then

the outer covering seems only to harden and form a case for them :

others prepare cocoons before the change. The wingless Nycterihiidce

and other apterous species belong to this order as well as the Puli-

cidcB or fleas, which though apterous are in form and habits allied.

The neuration of the wings has been made use of in the classi-

fication of the Diptera in part by Fallen, but not to the extent that

has been observed in the Hymenoptera. The families of the order

are now distributed as follows :

—

I.—ORTHORAPHA—pupa incomplete.

A.—Nemocera.—Diptera which have the antennae filiform and

composed of more than six joints : palpi 4-5 jointed.

Includes all the families in the following list from the

Ceoydomyiice to the TipuUdce,
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B,—-Brachycera.—Diptera which have the antennie short and

apparently only 3-jointed ; the scapus normal and the

first joint of the Jlagellum abnormally developed and con-

verted into a sensorial organ : palpi 1-2 jointeid. In-

cludes all the faniilies from the Xyl<yphagidce to the

DolichopodidcB.

il—CYCLORAPHA—pupa coarctate.

A.—Prohoscidea.—Diptera furnished with a proboscis and whose

Iarv£e have an sesophagal frame. Includes all the fami-

lies from the Syrphidoe to the Diopsidce.

B.—JEproboscidea (Pupipara).—Proboscis wanting, body coria-

ceous and no aesophagal frame.

III.—SUCTORIA.

Includes the family Pulvaidce.

The neuration of the wings finds a common type in the wings of

the MuscidcB. The frame-work is formed by the longitudinal veins

springing from the base whidh are united together by the transverse

veins, the intervening diaphanous space being called cells or cel-

lules.

The following figure (A) explains the terminology of the neura-

tion in Diptera :

—

Fig. a.

Expianaiion—a. transv-erse shoulder-vein : 6. auxiliary veins : c. to /i.tlie first

td sixth longitudinal veins : i. small or middle transverse vein : *. posterior trans-

verse vein : p. anterior basal transverse vein : q. posterior a basal transverse vein

:

r. rudiment of the fourth trunk: s axillary incision, A. B. C. first to third cos-

tal cells ; D. marginal cell : E. submarginal cell : F. G. H. first to third posterior

cells: I. diecalcell: K. first or large basal cell: L. setwnd basal cell or anterior

email basal cell : M. third basal cell or posterior small basal cell : N. anal or
axillary corner of the wing : O. alar appendage {alula).

33
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Schiner informs us that in 1868 there were 20,800 species of

Di]:>tera described, and at present we may set down the known sepcies

as close on 30,000^ of which a considerable number belong to India.

Many of these insects, as remarked by Van der Hseven, are injuri-

ous to us by their puncture : others suck the blood of our domestic

animals : some spoil our food by depositing their eggs on it, especially

on flesh and cheese, where the larvae (maggots) are developed. There

is, on the other hand, no single species of this order from which we

immediately derive advantage, yet much good is afforded by them

indirectly. Some feed on and remove carrion and putrescent mat-

ters, others live in and on the bodies of the larvae of more noxious

insects. The Diptera live long in the larva state, and but few, ex-

cept the domestic fly, have a prolonged existence in the perfect state.

The mosquitos, gnats, sand-flies, black-flies, eye-flies, daddy long-legs,

&c., so well known in India belong to the Nemocera group and abound

in marshy districts, for their larvae live in the stagnant water of ponds.

The Cecidomyidw comprise the gall-gnats, minute delicate spe-

cies remarkable for long hairs on the wings which are easily rubbed

off. The Mycetophilidce are called fungus-gnats, their larvse feed-

ing in great numbers on the mushroom. The Simulium destinatum

inflicts a short sharp bite and frequently attacks various animals.

The larvae of the Bihionidce are found in the dung of cattle, and the

perfect insect differs in the sexes of the same species. The Culicidce

furnish the most formidable specimens of the gnat tribe, and the

Tiptdidce give us the Indian representatives of the daddy long-legs.

To the Brachycera group belong the Xylophagidce or wood- eaters,

and also the Stratiomyidce, a family rich in various forms and well

represented in India. The larvae of the insects of the latter family

live in water, have a long flattened body covered by a coriaceous

skin, divided into segments, of which the last three form a tail

crowned by a radiated expansion of hairs. The skin dries up to

form the pupa case, and the perfect insect emerges from an orifice

made by it in the second ring. The Tahanidce or gad-flies are very

common in the forests along the foot of the hills and also the bot-

flies. The former pursue animals to suck their blood, and the latter

jn order to lay their eggs on the hair in places which are commonly

licked by the animals. The eggs then descend through the mouth

into the stomach, where they hatch, and larvae are produced, which,
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after a certain time, pass out with the excrement to the ground,

where the pupa stage is passed and a new generation of the bot-fly

arises The mdra fly of Kumaon probably belongs to this section.

This insect hovers in the air for some time before alighting and then

settles and attaches itself to the skin. Its bite is at first painless,

but after a time a troublesome itching is felt and a mark like a

bruise arises which eventually forms a sore if not cared for. It is

particularly the pest of the Sarju valley.

The Asilidce are largely represented in genera and species in

India. The three basal cells are much prolonged and the third

longitudinal vein is furcate and the third joint of the antennse is

simple. The insects of the genus Asilus are carnivorous and prey

on other Diptera and Hymenoptera. The Bomhylidce is another

family exceedingly rich in Indian forms. To the Prohosoidea be-

long the Syi'phidce or Aphis-eaters, whose larvae prey on plant-lice.

The perfect insects are so spotted and banded with yellow as to re-

semble a young wasp and the larvte are small slender worms of a

pale green colour. The common house-fly and the flesh-fly and

blue-bottle belong to the Mmcidce. Their legless larvas are well

known. The bot-flies are large velvety flies which have very small

antenna and a rudimentary trunk. They take no nourishment in

the perfect state, and though they make a loud buzzing noise are

merely occupied in selecting a suitable place on which to lay their

eggs. To the Euproboscidea belong certain small, parasitic, usually

apterous flies that prey on the bodies of mammals, birds and insects,

and include the sheep-louse or tick so common wherever the i3ho-

tiyas drive their flocks, and the bat-louse that especially abounds on

the flying-fox. In the last section are placed the fleas which have

a complete metamorphosis like the Diptera proper and are very

common in the rains in every hill-station.

DIPTERA.

I.-ORTHORAPHA.
A.—Nemocera.

Family Cecydomyidce—Gall-gnats.

Cecidomyia, Meigen.—primaria (Mad.), Walk.

Family Mycetophilidce—Fungus-gnats.

Mycetopbila, JfeJ^^w.—'bimaculata, Walk
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Family SimuUdce.

Simulium, Latr.—destinatum (Mad.), Walk.

Family JSibianidce.

BibiSj Geoff.—bicolor, Walk.

Plecia, Wied.—^fulvicollis (N. I.), Wied.: igaicoUis (Nep.), Walk.

Family Culicidce—Gnats.

Culex, Linn.—fuscanus (N. I.), Wied,: pipiens (In.), Linn.

Family Chironomidce.

Chironomus, Meigen.—socius (Ben.), Walk.

Macropeza, Meigen.—^gibbosa, Wied.

Family Tipulidce—Daddy long-legs ; crane-flieg.

Caloptera, G^^r.>-^nepalensis (Nep.), West.

Tipula, lAnn.—rprsepotens (Nep.), Wied. : venusta (As.), fulvi-

pennis (Nep.), reposita (Nep.), Walk.

Pterocosmus, Walk.—velutrnus, (Nep.), Walk.

Ctenophora, Meigen.—Iseta (N. I., Sind.), Fabr. : xanthomelana,

melanura (Nep.), Walk.

B.—Brachycera.

Family Xylophagidce—Wood-gnats.

Xylophagus, Meigen.—brunneus, Wied:.

Phycus, Walk,—canescens. Walk.

Family Stratiomyidce.

Bei-is, Walk.—javana, Macq.

gargus, Fahr,—rg&mm\iQT (As.), aurifer (N. I.), Walk, : metallic

nus (Nep.), Fabr.

Ohloromyia, i?MncaM—sapphirina, Walk.: flaviveotris, afBnis,

Wied.

gtratiomyia, (?eo/^rubrithorax (Ben.), solennis, Maeq. : viri-
dana (Ben.), Wied.: minuta (Mad.), pusilla
(Mad.), Fabr. '

'

Olitellaria, Meigen.—heminopla, Wied.

Biastes, Walk.—indicus, Saund.

Pachygaster, il%en.—jfufitarsis, Macq,
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Family TabanidcB—Breeze-flies, gad-flies.

Pangonia, Latr,—longirostris (N. I.), Hard. : amboinensis, Fabr.

Ohrysops, Meigen.—dispar, pellucidus, Fabr.: flaviventris (N. I.),

Maeq.: fasciatus, Wied. : stimulans, Saund.:

ligatus, semicirculus, terminalis, Walk.

Hsematopota, Meigen.—roralis, Fabr.: cana, Walk,

GastroxideSj Saund.—ater, Saunders.

Tabanus, Linn,—indicus, striatus, ruflventris, Fabr. : basalis,

consanguineus (Mad.), Servillei, rubicundus,

Macq. : virgo, ardens, dorsilinea, orientalis,

rubidus, Wied. : inscitus, auriflamma, orien-

tis, tenebrosus (Mad.), internus. Walk,

Family Asilidce.

Leptogaster, Meigen.—marion, (N. I.), Walk.

Dasypogon, Fabr.—apicalis, albonotatus (Ben.), nigricauda,

dorsalis, Wied. : scatophagoides, laphrides,

pulverifer, trimelas, imbutus, apiformis. Gar-

amas, Vica (As.), Rhypse (As.), polygnotus

(As.), Balbillus (Nep.), Ambryon (N. I.),

Aphrices (N. I.), Damias (N. I.), Echelus

(Nep.), Imbrex (Nep.), Libo, OtaoUius,

Sura, Volcatus, Walk.

Piscocephala, Macq.—Prytanis (N. I.), Walk.

Atomosia, Macq.—purpurata, West.

Laphria, Meigen.—hirtipes, Fabr. : senomera (Ben.), gigas,

Macq. : bengalensis, Wied. : Elva (N. I.),

chrysotelus, elegans, Walk.

Nusa, Walk.—formis, sequalis. Walk.

Michotamia, Macq.—analis, Walk.

Cormansis, Walk.—halictides, (Ben.), Walk.

Laxenecera, Macq.—flavibarbis (Ben.), albibarbis (Ben.), Macq.

Trupapea, Macq.—flavibarbis (Mad.), varipes (Ben.), rufibarbis,

orientalis, . fusca (Ben.), heteroptera (Mad.),

Duvaucellii (Ben.), Marcii, maculatus, Macq.:

hospes (Mad.), Westermanii (Ben.), Wied.:

Calanus, sigillifera, telifera, contracta, Go-

bares, univentris, Walk.
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Erax, Macq.—rufiventris, Macq.

Asilus, Iilnn.—bifidus (Mad.), annulatus, Fahr. : Isetus, Wied.:

Philus (As.), lamenes, Curiatius, opulentus,

penultimus, congedus, paterculus, prsefiniens,

Walk.: bengalensis, Duvaucelii (Ben.), nudi-

pes, trifarius (Mad.), flavicornis (Ben.), Macq.

Ommatius, III.—leucopagon, compeditus, auratus (Panj.), Wied.,

nanus. Walk.

Senoprosopus, Macq.—Diardii (Ben.), Macq.

Damalis, Fahr.—planiceps, Fahr.: tibialis, Macq.: fusca, Walk,

Family MidasidcB.

Midas, F'abr.—rufieornis, Wied.

Family Bombylidce.

Bombylius, Linn.—maculatus (Mad.), Fahr. : orientalis (N. I.),

Macq.: ardens, Walk.

Anthrax, Scop.—Lar (Ben.), Fabr. : distigma, Wied. : Alexon,

dives (As.), coUaris (Mad.), basifascia (N. I.),

Walk.

Family Theremdm.

Thereva, Latr.—cylindrica. Walker.

Family Cyrtidoe.

Henops, TZi.—costalis, Walker.

Family Empidce.

Hilara, Meigen.^'Baxes, Walker.

Family DolicJiopodidce.

Psilopus, Meigen.—Cupido, cselestis, Walker.

II.-OYCLORAPHA.

A-—Proboscidea.

Family Syrphidce—Aphis-eaters.

Microdon. Meigen.—stilboides, Walk.

Chrysotoxum, 111.—Baphyrus (N. I.), Walk.

Syrphus, i'a&n—ericetorum (N. I.), Fahr. : segrotus, orientalis

(Mad.), Wied.: alternans (N. I.), Walk.

Baccha, Fat?*.—Amphithoe, Walk,
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Eristalis, Latr.—crassus (N. I., Nep.), Fabr.: chrysopygus (As.),

Wied. : solitus (Nep.), amphicrates (N. I.),

Andrsemon (As.), JSsymnus, Walk.

Helophilus, Meigen.—quadrivittatus, bengalensis, Wied.

Xylota, Meigen.—^thusa, Walker.

Ceria, Fdbr.—eumenioides (N. I.), Sound.

Family Tachinidce.

Tachina, Meigen.—nigricornis, Wied. : tepens (Mad.), Sacontala

(Nep.), Titan (As.), Psamathe (Mad.), Zabina

(N. I.), fusiformis. Walk.

Zona, Walk.—pictipennis (Nep.), Walk.

Family Dexiadce.

Dexia, Meigen.—serena (Mad.), Walk.

Family Sarcophagidce.

Sarcophaga, Meigen.—ruficornis (N. I.), Wied.

Family Muscidce.

Idia, Jliei^«n.—xanthogaster (N. I.), Wied.

Musca, Linn.—pallens, Desv.: orientalis, flaviceps, Macq. : Phal-

lia (N. I.) : Metilia (Nep.), Walk.

Sphryracephala, Say.—Hearseiana (Nimach), West,

Family Anthomyidm.

Anthomyia, Meigen.—Peroe (Mad.), Walk.

Family Cordyluridce.

Scatophaga, Meigen.— stercoraria, Latr.

Family Sciomyzidce,

Sepedon, Xafr.— Crishna (Nep.), Walh.

Family Micropezidce.

Nerius, Wied.— inhescens (Mad., Ben.), Macq.

Family Ortalidce.

Oxycephala, Macq.—pictipennis, Walk.

Ortalis, Fallen.— Isaxa. (N. I.), Walk.

Ulidia, Meigen.—melanopsis (N. I.), Walk.

Family Trypetidce.

Trypeta, Meigen.— TlvLQia, Stella (N. I.) : Mutyca, Walk.
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Family Diopsidce.

Diopsis, lAnn.—indica, Hearseiana (N. I), West, : Sykesli

(Bom.), Gray.

B.—Eproboscidea, Pupipara,

Family Jiippohoscidm,

Hippobosca, tAnn.—variegata (Ben., Mad.), Wied. : Francilloni

(Ben.), Leach.

Ornithobia, Meigen.—^pallida (N. I.), Meigen.

Ornithomyia, tjatr.—^nigricans (Ben.), Leach.

Family Nycteribiidce.

Nycterlbia, iafr.—Hopei (Ben.) : Eoylii (N.l.) : Sykesii, West.

ni.~SU0TORIA.

Family Pulicidce.

Pulex, Linn.—irritans, Linn.

ReferenceSi

Macquart, M.—Histoire Natutelle des Insectes DiptSres. Faiis, 1834-35:

Dipt^res exotiques. Paris; 1838-40.

Westwood.—^Mod. Class Ins., II. 490 : Trans. Zool. Soc. 1. 275 (Nycteribiidai):
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MYRIAPODA,

The class myriapoda is one belonging to the sub-kingdom Arti-

culata and includes the animals known as
Myriapoda.

centipedes, millipedes and one kind of glow-

worm. They do not undergo a metamorphosis properly so called,

though in some the number of rings and feet augment as they grow.

The buccal apparatus consist in most of two mandibles which are

toothed at their broad extremity and of a four-lobed underlip whose

two lateral lobes represent the maxilla of insects. In some the

second pair of feet are soldered together at the base and form a

second underlip which serves as a protection to the oral organs and

the first pair of feet, and in others these parts coalesce and fofm a

suctorial apparatus. There is no separation between the thorax and

abdomen and the whole body is ringed and has attached to its under
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surface the legs, which number twenty-four or more and are termi-

nated by a single claw. Most of them have two clusters of simple

eyes, but in some the eyes are wanting. The antennae are as a rule

short and thread-like. They are distributed into the following sub-

orders and families :—
I.— Chilopoda or foot-jawed.

a.—'Cermatiidce.

h.—Scolopendridce, Centipedes.

c

—

GeophilidcB. False glow-worm.

11.— Chilognatha or jaw-jawed.

VL.-^Glomeridce. Millipedes.

b.

—

PolydesmMoB,

c.

—

Julidee. Snake millipedes.

The Chilopoda are carnivorous in their habits and live on insects

that prey on vegetable matters. Their mandibles are half-leg and

half-jaw, like the falces of the scorpion, and in the centipedes are

provided with a poison sac and gland with which their prey is be-

numbed. The Cermatiidce are easily recognised by their thin body,

long legs, long antenna and correspondingly long ultimate pair of

legs. The Geophilidce are small, long and narrow with numerous

short legs, often forty or more. Several species of this family emit

a phosphorescent light at the breeding season. The Chilognatha,

on the other hand, have an oral aparatus fit for manducation and

are vegetable feeders, doing considerable damage to garden and other

.

crops; they also consume dead earth-worms and small molluscs.

Many have the power of emitting a very unpleasant unctuous fluid

with an acid reaction. They have also the habit of rolling them-

selves up spirally with their head in the middle, and in this position

hybemate. A common rufous form may be found on the roads after

the rains have commenced crawling over each other in hundreds.

Class MYRIOPODA—Centipedes.

I.-CHILOPODA.

Family Cermatiidce.

Cermatia, lit,— nobilis, Tempi.: Hardwickei, Downesii (Oen, In.),

rubrilineata, Newp. : longicornis (Mad.),

F<ibr,: serratipes (Mad.), Gerv,

U
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Family Scolopendridce.

Scolopendra, Gerv.—tigrina (Oudh), formosa (Ben.), silhetensis,

Hardwickei, concolor (Ben.), tuberculidens,

Neiop.: de Haanii, Brandt.

Cryptops, LeacJi.—^nigra (N. I.), iV«wp.

Family GeopMlidce.

Mecistocephalus, Newp.—punctifrons (Mad.), Neurp.

n.—CHILOGNATHA.
Family Glomeridce.

Zephronia, Gray.— heterostictica (Mad.), glabrata, Newp.: cMto-

noides (Mad ), tigrina, zebraica (Bom.), ni-

grinota (As.), lutescens, Isevissima (Sik.), ex-

cavata, (Sik.), atrisparsa (Bom.) Butler:

inermis (Mad.), Humh.

SphserotlieriTmi, Brandt.—politum (Sik.), maculatum (Sik.),

Butler : javanicum, GuSr.

Family Polydesmidce.

Polydesmus, Latr,—depressus ; stigma (Mad.), Fair.

Family Julidce.

Jalus, Linn.—fuscus, crassus, indicus, lAnn. : carnifex (Mad.),

Fabr.: malabaricus, spinicaudus (Mai.), Dus.:

nitons, Mur.

Spirobolus, Brandt.—punctulatus (Cal.), Newp,

Spirostreptus, Brandt.—nigrolabiatus (Mad.), maculatuB (Cal),

cinctatus (Mad.), Newp.

Lysiopetalum, Brandt.—Hardwickei (Nep.), Gray.
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CHAPTER III.

History.'

CONTENTS.
Law of aistribution, KhaBas. Bhotiyas. Immigrants. Sources of iufor-

tnation. Vaidik geography. Vaidik ethnography. Aryas and Dasyus. Itihasa

period. Ndgas on theJumna. Pandavas retire to the Himalaya. Manu. AUusiona

to Badari in the sacred texts. Pauranik period. Discovery of Kailas. ThePuranas.

The fashioning of the earth. Meru. Boundaries of Meru. Local geography in

the Brahmanda and Vayu Puranas. Tiie Manasa-khanda of the Skaada Purana.

The Kedara-khanda.

In a previous chapter* we have given a general sketch of the

principal races of men inhabiting the HimS-
Law of distribution.

, ,

laya-Tibetan region. We have shown how

their distribution, their character and their habits have all been

affected by the physical circumstances of the country in which they

live ; how physical unfitness has retarded the diffusion of particular

races, and how physical adaptation has encouraged it. The opera-

tion of these general laws is well exhibited in Kumaon and Garh-

wal. Here the entire tract between the snowy range and the plains

of Hindustan is in its main physical characteristics Indian. The

country which lies between the snowy range and the ghat-range or

water-parting is on the other hand entirely Tibetan in its character.

These statements are more especially true of the inhabited portions of

the two regions. The mass of the population of the first-named

tract is found in the valleys and the lower slopes of the mountains

below an elevation of 6,000 feet. Here the climate is thoroughly

Indian ; a well-marked winter, almost entirely without snow, is fol-

lowed by a summer of nearly tropical heat that is further succeed-

ed by a season of periodical rain. The vegetation is semi-tropical

in its character and the common agricultural productions are those

of the plains of northern India. In the valleys beyond the snowy

range, the Bhot of the inh3,bitants of the lower hills, we find

* In this chapter it is intended to give only the general ethnography, reserv-

ing census and caste details and folk-lore for the notices of each district girea
hereafter. So far as possible matters aifecting the Kumaon Himalaya will alono

be noticed, but much concerning other portions o£ the great ran^e must be inci-

dentally mentioned, for which the fuller explanation may be obtained by following

tip tbe references given in the foot-notes. ' Chapter I., Vol, I.
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ourselves imder altogether different conditions. The heavy falls of

snow in the winter months give to the climate at that season an

even more than Tibetan rigour. The summer is always temperate

and the periodical rains fall only as moderate showers. The vege-

tation is scanty and sub-arctic in its character and the late spring

and early autumn restrict agricultural operations to one precarious

summer crop of a few of the hardier products of northern countries.

Precisely then as the climatal conditions of the Himalaya approach

those of India on the one hand or of Tibet on the other, so do we

find that the Hindu or the Tibetan element prevails among its

inhabitants.

In considering the origin and position of the races inhabiting

Khasas. Bhotas. Im- ^^^ Himalaya between the Tons and the

migrants. Sarda, it will be necessary to discuss the an-

cient geography, history and ethnography of the tract, for the ma-

terials for these really separate studies are one and the same and it

would lead to much useless repetition to separate them so as to make

each intelligible by itself. We shall therefore in the following pages

combine all that we have been able to gather regarding the early,

history, geography and ethnography of the Kumaon Himalaya, and

although it may take us into what at first sight may appear to be

matters unconnected with our subject, a little reflection will shoW'

that where the materials for positive deductions are wanting, we can

only arrive at some certainty by establishing negative propositions.

The Himalaya of these provinces is not an isolated tract separated

from the rest of the Himalaya to the west or from India on the

south by such physical or ethnographical boundaries as would give

it a peculiar character and would lead to a well-marked local history.

On the contrary though, as we shall see, it has a local mediaeval and

modern history, its earlier history must be looked for in the notices,

that we possess regarding the western Himalaya as a whole, and it

is only after a careful and comprehensive view of those notices that

we can arrive even at the negative conclusions which are all that we

can expect to establish in the present state of our knowledge. It is

still, however, of some advantage to show that many of the existing

theories regarding the origin of the people of these hills are devoid

of foundations in fact and are otherwise impossible. We shall en-

deavour, therefore, to trace out every reference to this section of
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tho Himalaya and thus afford indications which in the absence of

more precise information will enable us to form some conception of

its position in history. We hope that it is hardly necessary fonn-

ally to deprecate the criticism of those who have the inestimable

advantage of access to great libraries and the society of the learned.

The following pages simply profess to be suggestive notes on a

comparatively virgin field in Indian archaeology and are the fruit

of the leisure minutes, we may say, of an unusually laborious In-

dian official life. We shall leave to those most competent to decide

the ultimate value of the results of our researches into Kurnaon

history ; but, in any case,w e believe that we have added something

of permanent value to existing knowledge and leave to others the

task of completing the work. The Hindu writers, though profess-

ing to give in many cases the geography and history of the coun-

tries known to them, have with an universal persistence disfigured

their accounts with the most puerile and groundless stories and

have so mingled truth and fiction that it is difficult in any case and

impossible in most cases to distinguish facts from fables. With the

exception of the Kashmir chronicles we are not aware of any writing

that deserves to be called an historical composition, but none the

less is it necessary to consult these records and endeavour to collect

from them the historical indications that they still assuredly possess.

The great mass of the population in Kumaon and Garhw41 pro-

fess a belief little differing from the orthodox Hinduism of the

plains. The existing inhabitants belong to the Khasa or Khasiya

race and speak a dialect of Hindi akin to the language of the Hin-

dus of R&jputdna. All their feelings and prejudices are so strongly

imbued with the peculiar spirit of Hinduism that although their

social habits and rehgious belief are often repugnant to those who

strictly observe the orthodox ceremonial usages of Hinduism, it is

impossible for any one that knows them to consider the Khasas to

be other than Hindus. There are several facts connected with

their history that show, whatever their origin may have been, the

Khasas have for centuries been under the influence of the Brah-

manical priesthood. The shrines of Keddr and Badari are both

within Garhwdl and from time immemorial have been visited by

crowds of pilgrims from all parts of India, whose enthusiasm for

Hinduism must have acted, on the hill men brought into connection
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with them as guides and purveyors. Again, many of these pilgrims

took up their residence in the hills and leavened the manners and

observances of the rough indigenous population. Many other im-

migrants arrived to take service amongst the petty princes of the

hills or to receive their daughters in marriage, and thus we find a

considerable sprinkling of families all through these hills who con-

sider themselves one with the various castes in the plains whose

tribal name they bear. To the north in the inter-alpine valleys of

Bhot, we have a tribe of decided Tibetan origin and whose affinities

are found in the trans-Himalayan tribes of Hundes. They are known

as Bhotiyas by the people of the lower hills, who in turn are desig-

nated Khasiyas by the Bhotiyas, whilst the people of the adjoining

portion of Tibet are known as Hunas or Huniyas. In addition to

the tribes already enumerated there are the Bijis or Rajyas, the

modern representatives of the Rajya-Kir^tas and the Thirds and

Bhuksas of the Tarai lowlands and traces of the Nagas and Sakas,

whilst others contend that we have here also old Baktrian (Yavana)

colonies. For our present purpose it is only necessary to observe

that there are, at the present day, three great divisions of the popu-

lation, the immigrants from the plains, the Khasas and Bhotas.

With regard to the first division we shall reserve the detailed ex-

amination of their individual claims to the local accounts of each

district which will follow hereafter. Here we shall endeavour to

ascertain who these Khasas, Bhotas, Hunas, Sakas, Yavanas, Nd-

gas, and Rajya-Kiratas were and what was their position with re-

gard to the neighbouring tribes, a study that will necessarily lead

us to consider the general history of ancient India wherever these

names occur and much that might appear foreign to our purpose,

but which bears materially on the conclusions to which we shall

eventually arrive.

It is not often that the Hindu writers tell us much that we can

depend upon regarding the peoples of ancient India, yet it may be

gathered from them that at a very early period, the compilers of the

.eacred books possessed a considerable knowledge of the geography

of these mountains. This knowledge, thoueh
Early knowledge.

-i , • m i , , , ,
^

veiled ui the later works by a cloud of silly

legends, is none the less real and, when stripped of the marvellous,

can be verified, at the present day. In Vaidik times, when the
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elements were worshipped, when the primal manifestations of

nature absorbed the devotion of the Aryan immigrants, the noble

range of the Himalaya fitly called ' the abode ot snow,' was looked

on as the home of the storm-god, the mother of rivers, the haunt

of fierce wild beasts and more fierce wild men. It then received

the homage justly due to it as the greatest and most formidable of

all the mountain systems that the Aryans had met with and Avaa

finally declared to be the home of the gods. From the earliest

ages, the great, the good, and the learned have sought its peaceful

valleys to enjoy nearer communion with the deity. In the manuals

of the later Pauranik records we find almost every hill and river

reverently and lovingly described and dedicated to some one or

other of the members of the great pantheon. Legends of the gods

and saints and holy men adorn the story of each peak and pool and

waterfall and give that realistic turn to the teaching of the earlier

priesthood which appears to have been peculiarly adapted to the

Hindu mind. " He who thinks^ of Himachal, though he should

not behold him, is greater than he who performs all worship in

Kashi. In a hundred ages of the gods I could not tell thee of

the glories of Himdchal. As the dew is dried up by the morning

sun, so are the sins of mankind by the sight of Himachal."

The sources of our information may be thus briefly indicated:

—

First the Vaidik records. Max Miiller as-
Somccs of information.

signs a date between 1200 and 1000 B.O. to

the older hymns of the Rig-Veda ;^ Haug places their composition

between 2400 and 2000 B.C. ; and Duncker states that the im-

migration of the Aryas took place about 2000 B.C., and the origin

of the oldest songs of the Veda cannot, therefore, be considered

earlier than the sixteenth century before Christ. For the songs of

the Mantra period containing the later hymns Max Miiller gives

1000 and 800 B.C. as the date of their composition, whUst Haug
and others place them between 2000 and 1400 B.O. The works oi

Miiller's Brahmana period include the Brahmanas, Upanishads,

Aranyakas, and similar writings chiefly expository of those of the

preceding period which are included in the Sanhitas or collections

of the four Vedas. To the Sutra period are assigned the six Veddngas

^ From the Mdnasa-khanda of the Skanda Purana in Sir John Strachey's
notes, to which also I am i udebted for a paraphr ase of a poitioa. ' See Bi»t.

Anc. Saus, Lit. -. Duncker, Hist. Ant. IV, 30.
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Or branches of Vaidik exegesis and the Sutras or redactions of

the ancient Siikhds containing aphorisms relating to sacrificial and

domestic duties and the like. These last belong to the Smriti or

traditional class. The epic poems or Itihasas form the second divi-

sion and are represented by the Mahabharata'^ and the Ram^-

yana. To the third division and latest in point of time belong the

Purdnas and their continuations to the present day, including the

local collections of legends regarding the lives of the saints, the holy

places and the miracles performed there. From the earlier Vaidik

records we learn that the Aryas came from Central Asia and

established themselves on either bank of the Indus. The greater

number of the hymns of the Rig-Veda refer to this period of the

Aryan history and distinguish between the immigrants and the

aborigines. To the latter they give the generic name of Dasyu,

which subsequently included the non-Aryan tribes as well as those

of Aryan descent who separated from Aryan practices in matters of

religion and polity. The later Vaidik records indicate the gradual

advance of the Aryas to the south-east until we find them in the

Itihasa or epic period occupying the whole of the upper Duab.

The geographical indications in the Rig-Veda are of the most

„ . . .
meagre description and consist of the enu-

Vaidik geography.
. „ . . ,

meration of certam rivers m the celebrated

' hymn to the rivers' and the names of a few tribes and countries.*

The rivers named show that the Aryas were then living iu the tract

between the In4us and the Satlaj and were not well acquainted with

the region between the latter river and the Ganges. The rivers

Granges and Drishadvati or Kaggar are named but once, the Saras-

vati and Jumna are only mentioned a few times, but the Sindhu or

Indus is frequently referred to, and to it as ' the most copious of

streams' the river-hymn is addressed. In one verse, the other

rivers are asked to receive this hymn :
—" Receive my hymn,

Ganga, Yamuna, Sarasvati, Sutadri, along with the Parushni : listen,

^ As to the date of this work, see Gazetteer, II., 60, note. That the principal
part of the Mahabharata belongs to a period previous to the political ascendancy of
Buddhism had been proved by Professor Lassen ; Mailer's History above quoted,

p. 62. The archaic portions of the Mahibharata may be earlier than some of the
works of the Smriti class and the older portions of the Vishnu Purana may be
earlier than portions of the Eamayana, but still the general statement given above
is correct. 'Etude sur la g^ographie et lea populations primitives du nord-
ouest de I'Inde d'apr^s les Hymnes VSdiques, by M. V. de Saint-Martin, fails,

I860. Muii's Sansk. Texts, 11., 341, 353.
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O Marudvriha along with the Asikni and Vitasta ; Arjiklya along

with the Sushoina." In the succeeding verse the Rasa, Sveti, Kub-
ha, Gomati, and Krumu are mentioned as tributaries of the Indus.

The Sutudri is the Satlaj : the Parushni is the Ir^vati or Ravi : the

Marudvriha is the Chinab after its tjonfluence with the Jhelam : the

Asikni is the Acesines or Chindb, and the Vitasta is the Hydaspes or

Jhelam. The names Arjiklyd, and Sushoma signify, according to

Lassen, vessels used in the preparation of the Soma juice and are

not the names of rivers. The Kubha is the Kophenes or K4bul

river, the Krumu and Gomati being the Kurum and Gomal rivers.

The Sveti is the Sw4t river and the Rasa appears to be some other

affluent of the Kabul river. The earliest seat of the Aryas in India

is therefore the lower Kabul valley and the adjoining tract along

the Indus, a place of which we shall have much to say hereafter.

The knowledge of the Him41aya is confined to certain allusions to

winter : thus in the Rig-Veda we have^ the prayer :
—" May we re-

joice living a hundred winters {satahimdh) with vigorous offspring."

In the Atharva-Veda the following passages occur :—" He whose

greatness these snowy mountains {himavanto) and the sea with the

aerial river declare." " May thy mountains be snowy {himavanto),

O earth, and thy wilderness beautiful." Again in the same work

the medicinal plant kushtha is said to be produced to the north of

the Himavat and to be carried thence to the east. In the Aitareya-

Brahmana the Uttara Kurus are referred to thus :
—

" Wherefore in

this northern region all the people who dwell beyond the Himavat

(called) the Uttara Kurus and the Uttara Madras are consecrated

to glorious rule." In a passage of the Kaushitaki-Br^hmana^ it is

written ;
—" Pathya Sv4sti {a goddess) knew the northern region.

Now Pathy4 Svasti is Vach (the goddess of speech). Hence in the

northern region speech is better known and better spoken and it is

to the north that men go to learn speech : men listen to the instruc-

tions of any one who comes from that quarter, saying, ' he says (so

and so),' for that is renowned as the region of speech." On this the

commentator remarks :
—" Language is better understood and spo-

ken' : for Sarasvati is spoken of (as having her abode) in Kashmir,

and in the hermitage of Badarika (Badrinath in Garhwal) the sound

• Ibid, p. 323. * Written by Sankhayana for members of the Kaushitaki

S£kUa : see Miiller, Anc. Sansk. Lit., 180, 34S : Weber, Hist. Ind. Lit.,
i».

Sti.

35
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of the Vedas is heard." So also Lassen :
—" An account is to be

found in an ancient record, according to -which the Sanskrit had

been preserved in greater purity in the northern countries than

elsewhere, and Kashmir and Badari, at the sources of the Ganges,

are specified by the commentator as such regions. This is, however,

not sufficient to prove that in the dilfferent provinces of India there

were then fundamental differences in the sacred language," The

medical treatise of Charaka makes the physician Bharadvaja a disci-

ple of Indra and assigns to the neighbourhood of the Himalaya that

gathering of sages out of which came the instruction of Bharadv4ja

by Indra. The treatise referred to has, according to Weber,^

" rather high pretensions tp antiquity ; its prose here and there re-

minds us of the style of the Srauta-sutras." From the later Vaidik

records, therefore, we learn that as early as several centuries before

the Christian era the shrine of Badari was celebrated as a seat of

learning and as the abode of holy men.

We next turn to the names of the peoples kno-wn to the Vaidik

writers. In a verse of the Rig-Veda Visva-
Vaidik ethnography. .

,

. . i t •

mitra asks :
—

" What are thy cows doing

amongst the Kikatas ? They yield no milk for oblations and they

heat no fire," implying that they were a people who knew not Aryan

rites. Again in the Atharva-Veda, in an invocation to Takman,

the personification of itch, as Chachak Devi is now of small-pox, it

is said that his abode was among the Miijavats and Mahavrishas. As
soon as bom he sojourned amongst the Bahlikas, and he is here de-

sired to depart to the Gandharis, Miijavats, Angas, and Magadhas.

The Kikatas are elsewhere explained to be one with the Magadhas

or people of Behar. The B4hlikas are the people of Balkh ; Gan-
dhara is the tract around Peshawar, and the Miijavats are elsewhere

explained^ to be a mountain tribe of the north-west frontier. In
the Brahmanas, the name ' Bahika' is applied to the tribes of the

Panjab generally, and it would appear that they as well as the Kam-
bojas, a frontier tribe to the north-west, spoke a dialect of Sanskrit

'

for Panini, in his grammar, explains the dialectic difi'erences be-

tween the speech of the Aryas and that of the Bahikas and Yaska"
ihose betw^een the Aryan speech and the language of the Kambojas.'
There is also evidence^ to show that the people of Gandhara were in

> Ibiil, p. 208. 5 In the Mahabharata. 3 Muir, II., 353.
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the habit of holding intercourse and contracting alliances with the

Aryas. From these indications Muir argues that :
—" Although in

individual passages of the Mahabharata hatred and contempt are

expressed in reference to the tribes living along the Indus and its

five great tributaries, yet there is no trace of these tribes being re-

garded as of non-Indian origin." * * * "The Indians distinguish

Hot expressly, but by implication, the nations dwelling between the

Indus and the Hindu Kush into two classes : first those to the east-

ward of the Indus, and some of those immediately to the westward of

that river, as the Gandh^ras, are in their estimation Indians;

but with the exception of the Kashmiras and some less known races

these Indians are not of the genuine sort : the general freedom of

their customs is regarded as a lawless condition." And Weber^

similarly remarks :
—" The north-western tribes retained their an-

cient customs which the other tribes who migrated to the east had

at one time shared. The former kept themselves free from the in-

fluence of hierarchy and of caste which arose amongst the latter as a

consequence of their residence amongst people of alien origin (the

aborigines). But the later orthodox feelings of the more eastern

Aryas obliterated the recollection of their own earlier freedom

and caused them to detest the kindred tribes to the westward as re-?

negades, instead of looking on themselves as men who had abandon-

ed their own original institutions." Thus we have three classes of

inhabitants in Upper India, that branch of the Aryas to whom the

composition of the Vedas is to be attributed ; their brethren in race

and language who did not follow them in the development of their

religious system and the aboriginal tribes.^

The question remains as to who were Aryas and who were

Dasyus. The primitive meaning of the word
Aryas and Dasyus. ^a ' • I-ii u- i. f a-Arya is still a subject oi discussion.

Some trace it throughout the Indo-European region in the ' Airya'

of the ancient books of Persia ; in the name ' Ariana' applied to the

* Quoted from iiirf., 354. 'It may be well to notice here in what respect
the tribes not belonging to the four classes, such as the Bahikas and Khasas,
offended the prejudices of the twice-born. One of the charges brought against
them is the boldness and unchastity of their women, " who sang and danced in
public, drunk and undressed, wearing garlanls and perfumed with unguents."
Another charge is that they had no Veda, no Vailik ceremony and no sacrifice.

Again, a Brahman then becomes a Kshattriya, a Vaisya or a Sudra, and eventually
a barber. The aboriginal tribes would also seem to have been in the habit of
burying their dead. Muir, II., 412, 482. ^ yan den Gheyn. Le nom
primitif des Aryas. Vrecis Historiques, 1880.
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tract comprising Ber&i, Afghanistan, Khorasan, and Biluchistan ;

in the name ' Aryaka' (Irak) ; in the word ' Ariya' in the inscrip-

tions of the Achsemenides; in the name ' Iran' in those of the Sassa-

nides ; in the ' Arioi' (Ossetes) of the Caucasus j in ' Argeia,' an old

name of Greece ; in the name ' Hermann' (Arminius) in Germany

;

and even in ' Erin,' the old name of Ireland. The meaning attack-

ed to the word in the earlier hymns of the Rig-Veda appears, how-

ever, to be ' light-coloured,' ' pale,' ' white,' as compared with the

Dasyus or black Antocthones. Gradually as the Aryan forces ad-

vanced the word carries with it the meaning of free, noble, brave,

masterful, wise, as opposed to the enslaved, debased, and ignorant

Dasyus, and here we find the white-faced immigrants'' called collec-

tively the Aryan ' varna,' or ' colour', a word which is- to-day trans-

lated by caste {baran). The Greeks also knew of this contrast be-

tween the dark and light colom-ed raices of India, for Ktesias records*

that the Indians were white and black, and that he himself had seen

several of the fairer race. The Dasyus are described as a black-

skinned race who despised the rites and ceremonies of the Aryas,,

and again as goblins and demons inhaWting the forests and moun-
tains of the frontier countries. In the Rig-Veda it is-i-ecorded^ that

Indra, "armed with the lightningand trusting in his strength, moved
about shatterii^ the cities of the Dasyus," and the gods are pi-ayed

to " distinguish between the Aryas and those who are Dasyus :

"

" By these (succours) subdue to the Aryas all the hostile Dasa people

everywhere, O Indra, whether it be kinsmen or strangers who have
approached and injuriously assailed us, do thou enfeeble and destroy

their power and vigour and put them to flight."—" Who delivered

(us) from the destroyer, from calamity ; who, powerful (god)

didst avert the bolt of the D^sa from the Arya in (the land of) the

seven streams."— " He who swept away the low Dasa colour" {var~

nam)—" scattered the servile hosts of black descent"—" conquered

the black-skin." Again Mann writes that those tribes which are

without the pale of the castes, whether they speak the language of

the Mlechcbhas or of the Aryas, are called Dasyus,* and there is not

•Muir, Sans. Texts, II. 360 :
' hatvi dasyin pro dryam varnam dvai;' slayingthe

Dasyus he protected the Aryan colour.' 'M'Crindle's Ktesias, p. is^
3 Muir, I. c, 858. * The Dasyus had chiefs oyer each tribe, several of irhoin
are named. They lived incities, were intelligent and knew the law, but did not
adopt the Brahmanic ritual, especially the complicated system of sacrifice requir-
ing the aid and presence of sereral priests.. See Muir, II,, passim.
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wanting evidence to show that some of the opponents of the ortho-

dox immigrants to whom we owe the Vedas were of their own

colour or caste. In the hymns of the Rig-Veda we have addresses

to Indra implying the existence of Aryan foes as well as Dasyus :

—

" Do thou, heroic Indra, destroy both these our foes (our) Ddsa

and our Arya enemies"—" May we, associated with thee, the mighty

one, overcome both Dasa and Arya through thy effectual energy"—
" Whatever ungodly person, Dasa or Arya, designs to fight against

us, let these enemies be easily subdued by us." The Aryan tribes,

we further learn, were divided into clans, each under its own Raja,

and the newcomers pressed on the old settlers and fought with them.

A formidable coalition of the Bharatas and others whose family

priest was Visvamitra attacked the Tritsus on the Sarasvati, whose

spiritual guides belonged to the family of Vasishtha, and we have

the prayers of both priests invoking the aid of Indra in the coming

battle. The Bharatas were defeated and the song of victory of

Vasishtha shows us that the enemies against which his side fought

were Aryas. In the Aitariya-BrAhmana, the author, after quoting a

saying of Visvamitra, adds—" Most of the Dasyns are descended

from Visvamitra." Thus we see how certain Aryas who did not

follow the orthodox guides became classed with the aborigines and

thus arises one source of the great confusion observed in the later

ethnology. The system existing on earth was also transferred to the

sphere of the gods, and here we find the Dasyu race represented by
the Rakshasas, Danavas and Daityas, sometimes the rebellious sub-

jects and sometimes the slaves^ of the deities. It is in the later re-

cords that most details are given, but before proceeding further we
will note the route by which the Aryas passed into Upper India.

So late as 1840, Professor Benfey argued that most probably the

Aryas dwelt for some time in little Tibet, near the sources of the

Indus, before passing into India, and that the route adopted by them
was through the passes along the Kumaon and Garhwal frontier to

Indraprastha. In this view he was supported by Professor Weber
as the only one consistent with the materials at their disposal. On
reading through the Rig-Veda, however, both these eminent scho-

lars abandoned this position and agreed in the result now generally

accepted, that the Aryan tribes moved from Baktria into India by

Dasyu is connected with ddsa in the sense of 'slave'; Muir, II., 367.
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the Hindu Kush through the Kabul valley and across the Indus' to"

the Sarasvati, the route that has been taken in every successive great

invasion of India.

From the Sarasvati, the Aryas pressed on and occupied the

^^., , . upper Duab, and it is here we find them in
Itinasa period.

.

the Itihasa period, when the Mah^bh4rata

was written. The Uttara Kurus are now mentioned as living in

Hari Varsha, as a people whom no one attempts to conquer and

their country as the home of primitive customs. In describing the

condition of the southern Kurus it is said that " they vied in happi-

ness with the northern Kurus." In the Ramayana, it is recorded

that the Uttara Kurus are liberal, prosperous, perpetually happy

and undecaying. In their country there is neither cold nor heat,

nor decrepitude, nor disease, nor grief, nor fear, nor rain, nor sun,

a description which has been localised in Kumaon, but here agrees

better with the tract to the north of the Kashmir valley. Lassen

remarks that though the country of Harivarsha belongs to the re^

gion of mythical geography, the existence of the Uttara Kurus has a

basis of geographical fact from (1) the way the country is mentioned

1 Ihid., 309, 337. Lassen writes :—" The diftusion of the Aryas towards tlie

south, points to the conclusion that they came from the north-west from the
country north of the Vindhyas, probably from the regon borderiiiR on the Jumna
and the eastern part of the Panjab. Their extension to the east between the
Himalaya and the Vindhya also indicates the same countries as their earlier
seats. We find, moreorer, evident traces of the Aryas in their advance from the
north-west, having severed asunder tlie earlier population of Hindustan and
driven one portion of it towards the northern and another portion towards the
southern hills. Further, we cannot assume that the Aryas themselves were the
earlier inhabitants who were pushed aside : for the inhaliitants of the Dakhin,
like those of the Vindhyan range, appear always as the weaker or retiring party,
who were driven back by the Aryas. We cannot ascribe to the non-Aryan
tribes the power of having forced themselves forward through the midst of an
(earlier Aryan population to the seats which they eventually occupied in the
centre of the country ; but, on the contrary, everything speaks in favour of their
having been originally settled in those tracts where we find them at a later
period and of their having once occupied an extensive territory." Again, he
writes :—^'' There is only one route by which we can imagine the Aryan Indians
to have immigrated into India ; they must have come through the Panjab and
they must have reached the fanjab through western Kabulistan. The road lead-
ing from the country on the Oxus into eastern Kabulistan and the valley of the
Panjkora or into the upper valley of the Indus, or from Gilgit over the lofty
plateau of Deotsu down on Kashmir, roads now known to us as the roughest
and most difficult that exist and do nut appear to have been ever much or fre-
quently used as lines of communication. We can only imagine the small tribes
of the Daradas to have come by the second route from the nortliern side of the
Hindu Kush into their elevated valleys, but we cannot suppose the mass of the
Aryas to have reached India by this road. All the important expeditions of
nations or armies which are known to us have proceeded through the western
passes of the Hindu Kush, and if we suppose the Aryan Indians to have oome into
India from Baktria, this is the only route by which we can assume them to have
arrived."
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in the Vedas ; (2) its existence in historical times^ as a real coun-

try, and (3) its being referred to as the home of primitive cus-

toms.

As regards the frontier tribes, the Mahabharata mentions the

conquest by the Pandavas of " the Utsavasankatas, seven tribes of

Dasyus, inhabiting the mountains." Again, " Pakasasani conquered

the Daradas with the Kambojas and the Dasyus who dwell in the

north-east region, as well as the inhabitants of the forest, with the

Lohas, the farthest Kambojas and the northern Eishikas." More-

over, Saineya, the charioteer of Krishna, is said to have " made the

beautiful earth a mass of mud with the flesh and blood of thousands

of Kambojas, Sakas, Savaras, Kiratas, Varvaras, destroying thy host.

The earth was covered with the helmets and shaven and bearded

heads of the Dasyus," clearly intimating that the word ' Dasyu' is

here a generic term denoting the whole of the tribes who are previously

mentioned in this passage. The same record affirms their connec-

tion with the Aryas in the verses :
—

" These tribes of Kshattriyas,

viz., Sakas, Yavanas, Kdmbojas, Draviras, &c., have become Vrisha-

las from seeing no Brahmans." This statement is repeated subse-

quently with the addition of the Mekalas, Latas, Konvasiras, Saun-

dikas, Darvas, Chauras, Savaras, Barbaras and KirStas. Again the

Yavanas. are said to be descendants of Turvasu, the Vaibhojas to be

sprung from Druhyu, and the Mlechchha tribes from Anu. The

Mahabhdrata thus not only uses the word ' Dasyu' as a generic term

for the border tribes, but also makes these tribes to belong to the

Kshattriya or warrior race. How it came to pass that these Kshat-

triyas lost their Aryan status is thus related :
—" Satyavrata was

degraded to the condition of a Chandala or outcast and called Tri-

sanku on account of three sins (tri-sanku) of (1) killing a cow, (2)

displeasing his father, and (3) eating flesh not properly consecrated.

But on his repentance and feeding the family of Visvamitra during

a twelve years' drought, he was transported to heaven. His des-

cendant Bahu was vanquished by the tribes of Haihayas and

1 Ptolemy describes Serika or China as surrounded by mountain ranges, the

Annibian, Auxacian, Asmiraean, Kasian, Thagurian, Emodua and another called

OttorokorriE, and places the Ottor'>korra3 southernmost of all near theEmodian
and Serikan mountains. It was doubtless from the ancient legend quoted in the

text that the Greeks derived their idea of the Hyperboreans, the people who
lived a thousand years, a long and happy life, free from disease and care .in a

land all paradise: see McCriridle'a Aucieot India, 24, 77.
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Talajhangas^ and died in exile. To him a posthumous son named Saga-

ra was born, who nearly exterminated the Haihayas and would have

also destroyed the Sakas, Yavanas, Kambojas, Paradas and Pahla-

vas, had they not applied to their family-priest, Vasishtha, for pro-

tection. The priest desired Sagara to refrain from the slaughter of

those who were as good as dead, for he had compelled the tribes to

abandon the duties of their caste and all association with the twice-

born, and Sagara thereon imposed on them peculiar distinguishing

marks. He made the Yavanas shave their heads entirely, the Sa-

kas to shave the upper half of their heads, the Paradas to wear their

hair long, and the Pahlavas to let their beards grow. He deprived

them of all religious rites and thus abandoned by Brahmans, they

became Mlechchhas."^ This instructive legend shows us that the

writers of the Itihasa and early Pauranik periods believed that these

tribes had a common origin with themselves, though, as Muir' shows,

" they, at the same time, erroneously imagined that these tribes had

fallen away from Brahmanical institutions : thus assigning to their

own polity an antiquity to which it could in reality lay no claim."

In another passage of the Mahabharata we have the statement

that " in the region where these five rivers (Panchnad, Panjdb) flow

after issuing from the mountains dwell the Bahikas called Arattas.

* * The name of the country is Aratta ; the water of it is called

Bahika, there dwell degraded Brahmans, contemporary with Praja-

pati. They have no Veda, no Vedic ceremony, nor any sacrifice.

The gods do not eat the food offered by servile [ddsamiydndm) Vrat-

yas. The Prasthalas, Madras, Gandharas, Arattas, Khasas, Yasatis

and Sindhusauviras are nearly all very contemptible." Here we

have the Khasas associated with the tribes of the Panjab, which

would show a more westerly location than Kumaon.

The same record shows us that around Hastinapur,* the seat of

the Pandu rdj, were Dasyus variously known

as Asuras, Daityas, Bhillas, Eakshasas and

1 Assisted by the Sakas, Yavanas, Ka i bojas, Paradas and Pahlavas, accord-

ing to the Vayu Purana ; Wilson, VIII., 290. ^Wilson, VIII., 29 4, who notes

that the Greeks commonly shaved a portion of the head ; but it is doubtful whether

they ever shaved the heal completely. The Skythians shave the fore part of the

head, gatliering the hair at the back into a long tail, as do the Chinese. The
mountaineers of the Himalaya shave the crown of the head, as do the people of

Kaflristan, with the exception of a single tuft. It is doubtful who the Paradas

are, except the ancestors of the Brahuis may be assigned to them, and then the

talilavas will be the Parthians. ^ x., 4S8. ^ In the M-eerut district.
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Nagas. The great Khandava forest in the valley of the Jumna near

Indraprastha or old Dehli was occupied by the Ndgas under their

king Takshaka, wh6 were expelled by fire and driven to iake refuge

in the hills. The Aryas continued their progress and preceded by

Agni, the god of fire, occupied the whole country as far as the Sadd-

nira or Gandak. We also read that Arjuna during his exile visited

the holy places and at Hardwdr met Uldpi, the daughter of the Naga

Raja Vasuki, whom he espoused. The same record gives a brilliant

description of the city of the Naga Raja, that it " contained two

thousand krores of serpent inhabitants ; and the wives of all those

serpents were of consummate beauty. And the city contained more

jewels than any person in the world has ever seen, and there was a

lake there which contained the water of life and in which all the

serpents used to bathe." Throughout the Mahabharata the Hima-

laya is considered holy ground, the well-loved home of the gods,

where there were many places of pilgrimage (tirthas).

After the destruction of Dwaraka, when the Pandavas were told

Pindavas retire to the by Vyasa that their power had departed and
Himalaya. tij^j ^jigy should now think of heaven alone,

it was to the Himalaya that they retired. Placing Parikshit on the

throne of Hastindpur and Yuyutsu in Indraprastha, " Yudhishthira

then took off his earrings and necklace and all the jewels from his"

fingers and arms and all his royal raiment : and he and his brethren,

and their wife Draupadi, clothed themselves after the manner of

devotees in vestments made of the bark of trees. And the five

brethren threw the fire of their domestic sacrifices and cookery into

the Ganges and went forth from the city following each other.

First walked Yudhishthira, then Bhima, then Arjuna, then Nakula,

then Sahdeva, then Draupadi, and then a dog. And they went

through the country of Banga toward the rising of the sun ; and

after passing through many lands they reached the Himalaya moun-

tain, and there they died one after the other and were transported

to the heaven of Indra." From Kurmdchal in the extreme east

near the Kali to Jamnotri and the Dun the wanderings of the Pdn-

davas are noted by some rock or stream commemorating some

exploit or calling to mind some scene in the story of their travels.

At Deo Dhiira, the grey granite boulders near the crest of the ridge

are said to have been thrown there in sport by the Pandavas. Close

36
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to the temple of Devi in tlie same place are two large bonlders, the

uppermost of -which, called ' Ban-sila/ is cleft right through the

centre by a deep fresh-looking fissure, at right angles to which there

is a similar rift in the lower rock. A smaller boulder on the top is

said to have been the weapon by which Bhima Sena produced these

fissures and the print of his five fingers is still pointed out. Ran-sila

itself is marked with the lines for carrying on the gambling game

of pacMsi which even in their wanderings the Pandavas could not

abandon. They are also the reputed founders of the five temples to

Siva as Kedareswav and did penance at Pandukeswar close to

Badarinfith. All along the course of the sacred river are pools and

streams, temples and rocks, sacred to the Pandavas and across the

Ganges in Tihri, the course of the Jumna is in a lesser degree

consecrated to their memory. At Bhimghora above HardwAr the

priests show the imprint of the hoofs of Bhima's horse, and they say

that Drona, the preceptor of the Pandavas, resided in the eastern

])ortion of the valley of Dehra Dun, the Dj^ona-ka-asrama of the

Kedara-khanda.

The lawrbook of the Manavas is clearly in its present form the

outcome of many hands at various times,
Mann.

but will be more conveniently referred to

tinder the received title ' Manu.' It is still the great authority

on the systematic ethnography and cosmogony of the Hindus,

and affords us further evidence of the existence of the belief

that the majority of the border tribes were regarded as of the same

stock as the Aryas, but degraded members of it. It tells us that

the references made in the Shfistras to castes other than the four is

pierely " for the sake of convenience and conformity to common

usage." Even the very lowest classes, such as the Nishadas and

Chandalas, are derived from the miscegenation of the four castes.

Like the authors of the Mahabhdrata, Manu affirms that the Kshat-

triya tribes of Paundrakas, Odras, Draviras, Kdmbojas, Yavanas,

Bakas, Paradas, Pahlavas, Chinas, Kiratas, Daradas, and Khasas,

became Yrishalas or outcasts frqn; the extinction of sacred rites and

from having no intercourse with Brahmans. Further, as already

noticed, he declares that " all the tribes which by loss of sacred rites

find the like have become outcasts from the pale of the four castes,

•whether they speak the language of the Mlechchhas or of the Aryas,
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are called Dasyus." Here we have again the connecting link be-

tween the earlier and the later records and the natural explanation

of the entire phenoinena. As in Africa, at the present day, the

tribes converted to Isldm, leaving behind them their heathen prac-

tices, look with contempt and even hatred on their brethren in race

who adhere to paganishl, so the Aryas despised those of their race

who remained content with the primitive belief which was once their

common propei'ty and refused to accept the sacerdotal innovations,

or who being of non-Aryan descent declined to accept the Brah-

manlcal creed. The terms of abuse used towards these tribes by the

priestly writers prove nothing more than the existence of the ' odium

theologiicutn' which has burned fiercely in all climes and countries

from the earliest dawn of history to the present day. The preced-

ing extracts show that even in the most orthodox writings the Kha-

sas are looked on more as heretical members of the great Aryan

family than as outcast aborigines, and that from a very early period

they have been recognised as an important tribe in Upper India,

According to the Mahdbhai'ata, Krishna visited the hermitage

of UpAmanyu in the Himalaya, where " the
Allusions to Badatii

, . „ . .
, „ , . . ,

,

mongoose sports m a trienaly fashion with

snakes and tigers with deer." He also visited the Pandavas in their

exile and is said to have himself, in company with Arjuna, lived a

considerable time in Badari. Arjuna as Nara and Krishna as Na-

rayana " mounted on the chariot of righteousness, perfornied an

undecnying penance on the mountain Gandhamadana." There they

were visited by the sage Narada, who " descended rapidly from tha

sky to the spacious Badari. There he saw the ancient gods, the two

most excellent Rishis," and there he remained with them for a thou-

sand years. Again it is said that the Chakravarti Raja Dambhod-

bhava, having an overweening conceit of his own prowess, visited

Gandhamadana {Badari group of peaks) with his army and resolved

to overthrow the Rishis. They tried to put him off by saying that

they were divested of all earthly passions and lived in an atmosphere

of peace. Dambhodbhava, however, resolved to attack them, when

Mra took a handful of straws and scattering them to the winds so

whitened the air and so filled the eyes, ears, and noses of the meil

of Dambhodbhava's army that they fell at Nara's feet and sued for

peace : referring doubtless to a snow-storm encountered by the
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invaders. In another part of the same record Krishna is thns

addressed :
—" Formerly Krishna, thou didst roam for ten thousand

years on Gandhamadana, where the Muni S^yangriha was. * *

Thou didst stand on the spacious Badari, a hundred years with thy

arms aloft, on one foot, subsisting on air, with thy outer garments

thrown off, emaciated, with thy veins swollen." Badari is also

called Siddh^srawa, * the hermitage of the perfect', " where the

illustrious Vishnu was perfected when performing a great act of

austerity in the form of a dwarf, when the empire of the three worlds

had been taken away from Indra by Bali." Tradition states that

Rama performed austerities at Rikhikes, and his brother Lachhman

at Tapuban, in order to wipe away the sin of slaying Ravana. The

grammarian Vararuchi also visited the Himalaya and by propitiat-

ing Mahadeva obtained from him the materials for his Paniniya gram-

mar.* When near his death Vararuchi again retired to Badari, and

" throwing off this mortal coil, resumed as Pushpadanta* his seat

among the brilliant spirits of heaven." Gunadhya, brother of Push-

padanta, followed his example and worshipped ' the crescent-crested

deity' in his monntain home. It was here, too, that Sahasranika,

rija of Kausambhi, when wearied with the toils of state, spent his

declining years in solitude and devotion.^

We now come to the Pauranik period and find that the legends

concerning the Himalaya have grown with

the people, and that in the later development

of Hindu mythology they occupy a much more important place.

There is little doubt that the story of Mount Mern, the Olympus of

the Indian gods, was suggested by the sight of the lofty smnmits

of the Himalaya crowned with perpetual snow. In the geographi-

cal notices contained in the Puranas we have the traditional distri-

bution of the countries and peoples then known to the compilers,

and to their pages, amongst much that is puerile and absurd, we
must look for the little further aid to our researches that can be

derived from indigenous sources. Lassen* writes :
—"It is true that

'Wilson, III., 174. * Ibid., 16i : Badari is mentioned in the Padma
FnTina as one of the celebrated VaisbiiaTa tiithas where bathing is particularly

enjoined. Fushpadanta was born as Deradatta and from worshipping Mahidea
was through his favour united with Jaya, daughter of Baja Susarma, and retired

in his old age to Badari. So Also in the Vamana Furana the aacied character of

the lings at Kedar and Badari is extolled : Ibid., VI., Isxr. ^ Jbid., 111.,

196. «Muir, II., 3S7.
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we might be tempted to discover injthe superior sacredness which

they (the Aryas) ascribe to the north, a reference, unintelligible to

themselves, to a closer connexion which they had formerly with the

northern countries : for the abodes of most of the gods are placed to

the north in and beyond the Himalaya and the holy and wonderful

mountain of Meru is situated in the remotest regions in the sam

direction. A more exact examination will, however, lead to the

conviction that the conception to which we have referred has been

developed in India itself and is to be derived from^the peculiar cha-

racter of the northern mountain-range. The daily prospect of the

snowy summit of the Himalaya glittering far and wide over the

plains and in the strictest sense insurmountable, and the knowledge

which they had of the entirely different character of the table-lanj

beyond, with its extensive and tranquil domains, its clear and cloud-

less sky and peculiar natural productions, would necessarily desig-

nate the north as the abode of the gods and the theatre of wonders ;

while its holiness is explicable from the irresistible impression pro-

duced upon the mind by surrounding nature. Uttara Kuru, the

Elysium in the remotest north, may be most properly regarded as

an ideal picture, created by the imagination of a life of tranquil

felicity, and not as a recollection of any early residence of the Ku-

rus in the north. Such at least is true of the representation which

we have of this country in the epic poems. It is, however, proba-

ble that originally, and as late as the Vaidik era, a recollection of

this sort attached itself to that country, though in later times no

trace of it has been preserved."

It is not difficult, therefore, to picture the Aryan immigrants

arriving at the Ganges and sending some
Discovery of Kailaa. . . " . °

adventurous spirits to explore its sources.

After traversing the difficult passes across the snowy range and the

inclement table-land of Tibet, they discovered the group of moun-

tains called Kailas^ and the lakes from which flowed forth the great

rivers to water and give life to the whole earth. The rugged gran-

deur of the scene, the awful solitude and the trials and dangers of

the way itself naturally suggested to an imaginative and simple

people that they had at length rediscovered the golden land,^ the

1 The name Eailas seems to be ot Tibetan origin whicli would apparently

show that the Hindus discovered the country around Manasarorar after it haid

already been occupied by a Tibetan race. ' Hiian maya, Surarna-bhumi.
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true homes of their gods -whom they had worshipped when appear-

ing under milder forms as storm and fire and rain in the plains below.

In the course of time, Brahmanical innovations caused the worship

of Agni, V4yu or Indra, SArya and the other Vaidik gods to give

place to a system where the intervention of a sacerdotal caste be-

tween the worshipper and his creator was essential. The transfer

to thenew system of the localities already held sacred soon followed,

and Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, the triad of the new revelation,

took possession of the Himalaya. In place of domestic worship

offered by individuals for individual good and addressed to unreal

presences, a highly ornate ritual was introduced administered by a

consecrated class and addressed to visible types. It is in this later

stage that we find Hinduism as described in the Puranas, so lale

indeed that the worship of Brahma had already almost become ob-

solete. In the Vedas,^ " the one universal Being is of a higher

order than a personification of attributes or elements and however

imperfectly conceived, or unworthily described is God. In the

Puranas, the only Supreme Being is supposed to be manifest in the

person of Siva or Vishnu either in the way of illusion or in sport

;

and one or other of these divinities is therefore also the cause of all

that is,—is, himself, all that exists." The Puranas exhibit a secta-

rial fervour and exclusiveness not found in the Ramayana and only

to a qualified extent in the Mahabharata, " They are no longer,"

says Professor Wilson, " authorities for the Hindu belief as a whole ;

they are special guides for separate and, sometimes, conflicting

branches of it ; compiled for the evident purpose of promoting

preferential or, in some cases, the sole worship of Vishnu or

Siva."

Before proceeding further with our subject, it will be convenient

succinctly to describe here the Puranas which

form the class of writings that give us the

greatest details concerning the Himalaya. There are eighteen

Puranas compiled at various times by different hands.^ The

Vishnu Purana which has been translated by Professor H. H. Wilson

and edited by Dr. F. Hall is the principal and next to the Bh&gavata

Wilson's Works, VI., xiii: Gazetteer, II., 61. ' They are the ( 1 ) Brah-

ma, (2) Padma, (3) Vaishnava, (4) Shaiva, (5) Bhagavata, (6) Naradiya, (7) Markan-

deya, (8) Agneya, (9) Bhavishya, (10) Brahma Vairarta, (11) Lainga,(l2) Varaha,

(i3) Skanda, (14) Vamana, (15) Eautma, (16) Matsya, (17) Gaiuda, ftnd(18)Brah-

mauda.
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is still regarded as the great authority on matters connected with

their religion by large sections of the Hindu community. Both

are compiled in the form of a dialogue in which some person

relates the contents in reply to the inquiries of another. In

the extracts hereafter given from the Skanda Purana, the narrator

is Siita,^ or properly ' a Sdta' {i.e., a bard or panegyrist and pupil

of Vyasa, the generic name for a compiler or editor). Each Purana

is divided into khandas or books, which are again subdivided into

chapters which often consist of mdhdtmyas or collections of local

legends like the Manasa-khanda and Kedara-khanda of the Skanda

Purana noticed hereafter. Regarding this latter work, Professor

Wilson writes :
—" It is uniformly agreed that the Skdnda Purana,

in a collective form, has no existence and the fragments in the shape

of samhitas, khandas and mdhdtmyas, which are affirmed in various

parts of India to be portions of the Purana, present a much more

formidable mass of stanzas than even the immense number (81,100)

of which it is said to consist." The more celebrated of these por-

tions are the Kashi-khanda, giving a description of Benares, and the

Utkala-khanda, giving an account of the holy places in Orissa.

Besides these there are a Himavat-khanda devoted to Nep41, a Rewa-

khanda, a Brahmottara-khanda and others. There are also several

separate samhitas or collections. The mdhdtmyas are, however, the

most numerous, and even Colonel Vans Kennedy thinks that they

" have rather a questionable appearance." Many of the khandas,

such as the Kashi-khanda, are quite as local as the mdhdtmyas,

" being legendary stories relating to the erection of certain temples

or groups of temples and to certain lings ; the interested origin of

which renders them, very reasonably, objects of suspicion." Pro-

fessor Wilson adds :
—

" In the present state of our acquaintance

with the reputed portions of the Skanda Purana, my own views of

their authenticity are so opposed to those entertained by Colonel

Vans Kennedy, that instead of admitting all the sam/wias and

khandas to be genuine, I doubt if any one of them was ever a part

of the Skanda Purana." * * " There are in all parts of India

various compilations ascribed to the Puranas which never formed

any portion of their contents and which, although offering, some-

times, useful local information and valuable as preserving local

VWilson'^ WorkB, YL, xyiij.
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popular traditions, are not, in justice, to be confounded with the Pu-

ranas so as to cause them to be charged with even more serious

errors and anachronisms than those of which they are guilty." The

SMnda and Brahmdnda* Puranas are those to which the majority of

the modern fabrications have been attributed by their authors who

have " grafted personages and fictions of their own invention on a

few hints from older authorities." They retain the form of the

genuine Pur4na, the dialogue and many of the stories giving them

the local colouring necessary for the particular object in view.

" Still," as I have elsewhere said,^ " imperfect as they are, and

disfigured by absurd stories and interpolations of later times, the

Puranas with the great epic poems, are the chief amongst the few

historical records we possess of any antiquity to assist us in com-

piling an account of the heroic age."

We shall now briefly refer to the geography of the Puranas

The fashioning of the which commences with the chapter on cos-

**''^- mogony and is here closely connected with

the geography of northern Kumaon and the adjoining part of Tibet.

One account of the creation of the earth relates how Vishnu, in his

boar incarnation, supported the earth on his tusks^ as it was about

to sink into the waters and then fixed it on the thousand heads of

the king Ananta; whilst another likens the earth to a lotus, the stalk

of which springs from the navel of Vishnu as he lies asleep at the

bottom of the ocean. The world was then in chaos and Brahma

arose and formed the seven great island continents :—Jambu, Plak-

sha, Salmali, Kusa, Krauncha, Saka, and Pushkara, separated from

each other by the seas.* Jambu-dwipa is again divided into nine

varshas or regions and in the centre of all is the glorious mountain

of Meru, of various colours •? on the east it is white like a Brah-

man ; on the south it is yellow like a Vaisya ; on the north it is red

like the dawning morn or a Kshattriya, and on the west it is dark

» C!olonel Wilford in exposing the forgeries of his own pandit who had
fabricated a hhanda for each of these Furanas calls the Skanda, Brahmanda and
Fadma Furanas the " Puranas of thieves and impostors." As. Res., VIII., 262.
» Gazetteer, II., 61. ' Compare Ward, I., 3 ; Wilson, VI., 39. To the pre-
sent day the local theory regarding earthquakes is that they are due to Vishnu
changing his burthen from one tusk to another. ^ It is said that all the
islands except Jambu have perished. Between Jambu and Flaksha is the salt sea ;

between the latter and Salmali, a sea of sugarcane juice and then a sea of wine, of
clarified butter, of curds, of milk and of fresh water. ° Compare the exists

ing Tibetan appellations :

—

Gya-nak, the great black or China ; Gt/a-gar, tlie

great white or India; and Gya-ser, the great yellow or Bussia.
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like the dry leaves or a Sudra. Meru is circular in shape and

forms the germ of the lotus .^ It stands on the most elevated por-

tion of the central division of Jambu known as Ilavrita. South of

Meru the Nishadha mountains separate Ildvrita from Harivarsha ;

south of the latter, the Hemakiita divides it from Kimpurusha, and

further south the third or Himavat range forms the boundary be-

tween Kimpurusha and Bharata. Similarly three ranges of moun-

tains form the boundaries of countries on the north. First come

the Nila range between Ilavrita and Ramyaka on the north ; then

the Sweta mountains bordering the country of Hiranmaya where

there is much gold; and again the Sringin range separating Hiran-

maya from the country of the Uttara Kurus. All these names

would lead us to believe that the writers had the country to the

north of the Kashmir valley in view, though the names subsequently

mentioned are clearly connected with upper Garhwal and Kumaon.

To the east of I14vrita lies the country of Bhadrasva and to the west

the country of Ketumala. Four mountains form buttresses to Meru:

on the east is Mandara ; on the south Gandhamadana or Meru-

mandara ; on the west Vipula or Kumuda, and on the north Su-

parswa. On each of these stands severally a kadam-tree {Anthoce-

phalus cadamba), a jamhu-tree {Eugenia Jamholana), a pipci-tree

{Ficus religiosa), and a nyagrodha-irQQ {Ficus indica). There are

also four great forests and four great lakes,^ the waters of M'hich

are partaken of by the gods and which are called Arunoda, Maha-

bhadra, Asitoda, and Manasa. The last is the Mana-sarovara of the

1 In the shape like an inverted cone. " For a Inng description of

each lake from the Viyu Parana see Wilford in As. Ees., VIII., 326. According
to him the Puranas place a great lake called Bindu-sarovara to the north of

Mana-sarovara, and but for its distance it might be identified with the Rawaa
Hrad or Rakhas Tal, theCho Lagan of the Tibetans which adjoins and is con-
nected with Cho Mapan. On the Chinese map of India 0-neou-tchi is given
as the name of lake Mana and the Gangri range has the same name. In the

Ceylonese books it is called Anotatte. Tlie Arunoda lake or ' lake of the dawn,'
which is said to lie cast of Mana, may be the Cho Konkyu or Guugyut-cho, smaller
but similar to the others, which lies near the source of the Brahmaputra. To tlie

west of Mana is the Sitoda lake, from which issues the Apara Gandaki or
• western Gaudak,' identified by Wilford with the ChaTcshu or Oxus : so that this
lake must be the lake of the Pamir, but is more probably the Clio Moriri, the
source of the western Satlaj. The Mahdbhadra lake in the north may be identi-
fied with one of the lakes of the table-land. There appears to be a mingling of
facts true of the country to the north of Kashmir with facts true of the country
north of Kumaon 'in these accounts. In some Meru clearly indicates the group
of mountains to the north and west of Kashmir, and in others those in the neigh-
bourbood of lake MAna.

37
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Hindus and Cho Mdpto of the Tibetans, of which i^iore here*-

after.

Mera in its widest sense embraces the elevated table-land of

western Tibet between Kailas on the east
Botmdaries of Mera, ,.,.«-./ i ii j. j i.

and the Mnztagh range on the west and be-

tween the Himavat on the south and the Kuen-luen range on the

Horth. " It lies between them like the pericarp of a lotus and the

countries of Bharata, Ketumala Bhadrdswa, and Uttara Kuru lie

beyond them like the leaves of a lotus," In the valleys of these

mountains are the favourite resorts of the Siddhas and Charanas

and along their slopes are agreeable forests and pleasant cities peo-

pled by celestial spirits, whilst the Gandbarvas, Yakshas, B^kshasas^

Daityas, and IMnavas pursue their pastimes in the vales. " There^

in short, are the regions of Swai^a (Paradise), the seats of the

righteous and where the wicked do not arrive even after a

hundred births, * * there is no sorrow, nor weariness, nor

anxiety, nor hunger, nor apprehension ; the inhabitants are exempt

from all infirmity aisd pain and live in uninterrupted enjoyment

for ten or twelve thousand years. Dbvi never sends rain upon

them, for th» earth abounds with water. In those places there is

no distinction or any succession of ages." This account agree*

well with Homer's description^ of Olyaitpus in the- Odyssey, vi.,

42:—
"Olympus, where they say the blessed gods

Bepose for ever in secure abodes

:

No stormy blasts athwart those summits sweep.

No showers or snows bedew the sacred steep

;

But cloudless skies serene above are spread

And golden radiance plays around its head."

The accompanying figure* represents the worldly lotus floating"

upon the waters of the ocean which is surrounded by the Suvarna-

l>humi or land of gold and the mountains of the Lokalokas and is in

1 Quoted by Mulr, n., ^0„ ^Fhe same idea is familar to us in the Scotoh

songrthe 'Land o' the LeaK:—

•

" There's nae sorrow there, Jean

;

There's neither canld nor care, Joan,

The day is aye fair T the land o' theJaak",

»Aiter Wilferd : As. Ees.,. VIII., 37fc
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accordance with the theory expressed in the Bhagavata

mkic&da, Par4nas 4

—

291

and Brah-

On fhe stimmit of Meru is the city of Brahma and, like filaments

from the root of the lotus, numerous moun*'
^**'"'

tains project from its base. Within Mera

Is adorned " with the self-moving care of the gods, all beautiful : ifl

its petals are the abodes of the gods, like heaven : in its petals, I say,

they dwell with theit consorts. There reside above Brahma, god

of gods, with four faces ; the greatest of those whoknow the Vedas,

the greatest of the great gods also of the iftferior ones. There is

the court of Brahma, consisting of the whole earth, of all those who

grant the object of our wishes : thousands of great gods are in this

beautiful court : there dwell th^ Brahmarishis.'^ All round are the

'cities of the Lokapfilas or .guardians of the eight regions. To the
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east, Indra sitting upon a vimdiia, resplendent like a thousand suns;

in the second interval between east and south is Agni or Jivani,

from whom sprang the Vedas. In succession comes Vaivaswata-

Yama called by mankind Su-Sanyama, Virupaksha, Varuna also

called Subh^vati, Vayu called Gandhavati, Mahodaya and Isana.

According to the Vishnu Purana, the city of Brahma is CBclosed by

the Ganges, which, issuing from the foot of Vishnu and washing the

lunar orb, falls here from the skies and after encircling the city

divides into four mighty rivers flowing in opposite directions. These

rivers^ are the Sita, which passes through the country of Bhadraswa

;

the Alaknanda, which flows south to Bharata; the Chakshu, which

traverses Ketumala, and the Bhadra, which washes the country of

the Uttara Kurus. Other Puranas describe the detention of the

Ganges in the tresses of Siva until set free by king Bhagirath and

escaping thence formed seven streams :-—^the Nalini, Hladini, and

Pavani going east ; the Chakshu, Sita, and Sindhu going west; and

the Bhagirathi going south. The Sita is supposed to flow from an

elephant's head, the Alaknanda from a cow's head, the Chakshu

from a horse's head, and the Bhadra from a lion's head, and they are

so represented on the Chinese map compiled in the fifteenth cen-

tury to illustrate the travels of Chinese pilgrims in India which

will be found in the pocket to this volume. Wilson* would

identify the Bhadra with the Ola, the Sita with the Hoang-ho,

the Alaknanda with the Ganges, and the Chakshu with the Oxus,

and this may be what is intended, for according to Chinese accounts,

the Sita or Yarkand river, which flows into Lob-nor, is supposed to

have an underground connection with the swamps near Kokonor,

which form the head-waters of the Hoang-ho.' As a matter of fact

the local traditions identify the Bhadrawith the Indus or ' lion-river,'

the Sing-chin-kamba (or khampa) of the Tibetans^ on the north ; the

1 Here clearly inorder theHoang-ho, Alaknanda, Oxus, andlndus. ^ VII.,

122,172. 2 Klaproth, Meln., Zol. Asie.. II., 411. ^Herbert obtained

the same Tibetan names in 1819, As. Bes., XV. In the great Chinese map
prepared by order of Khian-louug, the four corners or gates of the Mana lake are

called the lion, elephant, horse and ox gates: 'J'oui-gochal on the east, CfAiou

eurgou on the south, Arabko on the west and Uadza-loung on the north. The Fandit

cxploreiB give the names Slngh-gi-chu or Singh-gi-ihamba or Shigh-gi-kha to the

Indus s Lanijiii-kLamba to the Satlaj : Tamjan-khamba to the Brahmaputra and
MaOja-hhamia to the Karnali. Moorcroft (I., 417), in !e21, calls the Indus at

Le the Smh-hhu-bab, ani again (/Azi/, 261) writes —"Tlie great eastern branch of

the Indus or as termed in tlic counti y, the Sinh-hha-bab, the rirer that rises

from the lion's mouth in reference to the Tibetan notion, borrowed perhaps from

the Hindus, of the origin of four great rivers from the mouths of as many
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Chakshu with the Brahmaputra or 'horse-river,' the Tamjyah-

hamba of the Tibetans on the east ; the Alaknanda with the Satadru

or Satlaj or ' bull-river,' the Lang-chin-kamha of the Tibetans on the

west, whilst the fourth river is the Karndli or Mapchu-kamha or

' peacock-river' on the south. All these rivers take their rise in the

Mdna and Rakhas lakes or in the mountains near them known as

Kaildsa by the Hindus.

A volume might be written on Meru alone, but we must return

to our geographical investigations and first to the sub-divisions of

the island-continent Jambu. It was Agnidhra who, according to

the Vishnu Purana, divided Jambu into nine portions amongst his

nine sons—Nabhi, Kimpurusha, Harivarsha, Ildvrita, Ramya, Hiran-

vat, Kuru, Bhadrasva, and Ketumala. Ni'ibhi received the country

called Hima south of the Himavat mountains and was blessed witK

a son named Eishabha, whose eldest son was Bharata, after whom
the country was named Bhdrata. This is the name therefore of the

country to the north of the salt sea and south of the snowy moun-

tains which is described as again divided into nine subordinate por-

tions, vis.,— Indra-dwipa, Kaserumat, Tamravarna, Gabhastimat,

N&ga-dwipa, Saumya, Gandhai-va, and Vdruna and the ninth un-

named.^ It has seven main chains of mountains :—Mahendra (in

Orissa) ; Malaya (southern portion of western ghats) ; Sahya (north-

ern portion of the western ghats) ; Suktimat ; Riksha (in Goni-

wana) ; Vindhya and Paripatra (northern and western Vindhyas).

Amongst the rivers mention is made of the Satadru (Satlaj) and

Chandrabhaga (Chlndb) as flowing from the Himavat. The Vayu

animals : as the Indus from tlie lion's mouth ; the Ganges, Mab-cha-kha-bab,
from that of the peacock ; the Satlaj, Lang-chin-hha-bab, from that of the elephant,
and the Ster-chuk-kha-bab or river of Tibet from the mouth of the horse." Gerard
(p. 2t) calls the Satlaj the Lang-zhing-ehoo or Langhing hampa ; the Indus, the
Singhechoo or Singthingclioo or Singiini/ hamper; and the Brahmaputra, the Tamjco,
Damchoo or Erechumbo. He identifies the Tamjoo with the Tzango or Tzancire
of Georgi and the Damchoo with Turner's river Erichombou at Tashi-Lhunpo.
Lieutenant J. D. Cunningham (Notes, p. 63) {iives tlie names as follows : the Indus,
Singchin liubab (or Ar/m/jo); the Satlaj. Z.anjc/a'n kabab; the Gogra (Karuali),
Mamchin habab; and the Berampooter (Brahmaputra), Tacho or Tavjood habab.
Captain H. Strachey (1854) gives the Tibetan names most correctly thus:—
rl'achoA-Tsangspo or horse-river (Brahmaputra); Senge-Tsangspo or lion-river
(Indus); Langchen-Taiingspo OT elephant river (.Satlaj) and Mapcha-Taattgapo or
peacock-river (Karnali). Sing or sink is lion; lang is bull (not elephant : elephant
in Tibetan is 'great bull') ; mam is peacock ;

' ta' is horse ; chin is great ' leu' means
' mouth' and ' bub' means " issuing from" : so kamba is a corruption of 'kabab'
with the affix 'pa' {hahabpn'). i This unnamed portion is called Kumarika
in the Prabhasa and Rewa Khanda and by Bliiskara AchSrya and represents India
as the Ganges is said to flow through it.
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Purana adds a number of inferior mountains and gives the follow-

ing as the rivers of Himavat :—Granga, Sindhu, Sarasvati, Satadru

(Satlaj), Chandrabh^ga (Chin4b), Yamuna (Jumna), Sarayu (Sarju),

Airavati (Ravi), Vitasta (Jhelam), Vip&sa (Bids), Devika (Ghagra),

Kuhu, Gomati (Gumti), Dhutpapa, (old junction of Kaggar and

Satlaj), Bdhuda, Drishadvati (Kaggar), Kausiki (Kbsi), Vritiya,

Nirvira, Gandaki (Gandak), Iksha (affluent of the Brahmaputra),

and Lohita (ditto).

In the Brahm4nda and V4yu Puranas we )iave favorable exam-

Xocal geography in the P^^s of a more local and detailed geographi-

Brahmanda Purana. (^i description and are able to identify many

of the places referred to. It will, however, be only necessary to

give the text of a portion as an example. The first extract is from

Wilford's translation of the Brahm^nda Purana, in which the fol-

lowing account of the streams that flow from Meru is given :

—

" The water ot the ocean coming from heaven upon Meru is like amrita,

and from it arises a river which through seven channels encircles Meru for a

space of eighty-four yojanas and then divides into foiir streams springing over

the four sacred hills towards the four cardinal points. One stream goes over

Mandara in the east and encircles the beautiful grove of Chaitraratha and falls

into the Arunoda lake and goes thence to the mountains of Sitanta,* Sumanta,

SamanjaBa, MSddyavanta to Vaikanka, Mani, Bishabha, from hill to hill. It

then falls to the ground and waters the country of Bhadr&sva, a beautiful and

extensive island, and then it joins the eastern ocean near the Purva-dwipa or

eastern island. The southern branch goes to Gandhamidana' from hill to hill and

from stone to stone. It encircles the forest of Gandhamadana, or Deva-uandana,

where it is called the Alakananda.» It goes to the northern lake called Minasa,

thence to the king of mountains with three summits, thence to the mountains of

Kalinga, Buchaka, Nishadha, Tamrabha,* Swetodara, Kumula, 'another king of

hills' V8sudh4ra,= Hemakuta, Devasringa, the great mountain PisSchaka, the

flve-peaked Panchakuta i^ thence to Eail&sa and the Himavat, and then this very

propitious stream falls into the southern ocean. Mahadcva received it on his

own head from which, spreading all over his body, its waters are become most

efficacious. It falls then on Himachal, from which it goes over the earth
:
hence

its name Ganga. To the west (_apara^ is a large river encircling the forests of

Vaibhraja. It is most propitious and falls into the lake Sitoda. Thence it goes

to the Subaksha mountains and to the Pumoda lake, to the mountains called

Sikhi Kanka-vaidurya, Kapila-Gandhamadana, Pinjara, Kmnnda-madhum4nta,

1 The range near the confluence of the Chandra and the Bh£ga. ' The

Radari eroup in upper Garhwal. sj-jows through the Niti valley.

« ronner mines, of which there are many. ' There is a stream and fountain

of this name n^r Badarinith. « The Panchachuli group : the great moun-

tain with these summits will be Trisiil. I take xt that nearly all these allusion*

refer to the Kumaon Himalaya-and are local.
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Anjana, Mukfita-krishna, Sweta filled with large snakes, to the tbouF^and-pcaked

mountain, the F&rijata motintain, through Ketumala, a large country, and then

falls into the western ocean. North from Meru there falls a branch called Bhadra

and Bhadra-soma upon Suparsva of gold, which it encircles and goes to the lake

called Sitodaka in the forest of Bhadra-soma. Thence to the mountains of

Sankha-kuta, Vrisha-ratsa, Nila, Kapinjala, Tndranila, Mahanila, Hemasringa,

Swetasringa, Sun&ga, the mount with a, hundred peaks, Fushkara, Durja-rafa,

Varaha, Mayura and Jatndhi. After eroding a thousand lesser hills it goes to

the three-peaked mountain called Vishuddha and then into the northern

country to the Gandliamidana. Along the banks of the Apara-Gandika or

western Gandak is the country of Ketumala, renowned for men mighty in deeds,

strong and powerful, and for women bright as the lotus, whom to see is to love.

There is the great panasa tree' and there resides Iswara.' The eastern Gandak
is in ^adraswa."

In the Brahma Parana it is said that Vishnu resides in Bhad-

.„, „ , r4swa with the countenance and the head ofVayu Fur&na.
a horse : in Bharata with the head of a tor-

toise {kurma) : in Ketu-mala with the head of a boar [vardha) : and
in Kuru with the head of a fish {matsya). The Vdyu Purana
describes the country to the west of Meru as containing numerous
valleys divided by ranges of hills.

About the mountains of Snbaksha and Sikhisaila is a level country about
a hundred yojanas in extent and there the ground emits flames.^ There is

Vibh&Tasu or Vasu simply who presides over the fire burning without fuel.

Within the mountain is the Matu-Iinga, ten yojanas broad, and there is the her-

mitage of Vrihaspati. Like these two mountains the Eumuda and Anjana (black)
ranges also enclose a valley between them.* Between the great mountains Krishna
and Pandura is a level country enclosing a valley abounding with the lotus called

Ananta-sada.° Between Sanku-kuta and the Vrishabha mountains is the Paru-
shaka country, the abode of Kinnaras, Uragas, Nagas, and holy men. Between
Kapinjala and Naga-saila is a tract adorned with many groves. It abounds with
fruits and flowers. The Kinnaras and Uragas with tribes of pious and good
men lire there. There are beautiful groves of drdkshd (vine), ndgaranga (orange)
and badari (stone-fruit) trees. The portion lying between the Pushpaka and
Mahamegha mountains is as flat as the palm of the hand, devoid of tree* and
with very little water which is whitish. The soil is hard and tenacious and even

'As. Ees., yin., 854. The jack-tree, which docs not grow in the hills • but
neither does the badari or ]u]ube grow near Badarinath, which is said in manv
descriptions to possess a tree of surpassing size and assigned to various Bneciea
pipal, bargad, badari, and here the jack.' » Vishnu as Iswara s Can
only refer to Jw£la-mukhi in the Kangra valley, with its ceiebrated Saiva
Bhrine. «t>ome connect the Kumuda mountains with the Comedii o*
Ptolemy, and If so with the Kashkfira valley. In the Brahmanda Purfaa, the
country of Kus« is said to contain the Kumuda mountains and is hence alsoknown as the Kumuda-dwipa. It contained the Kumudvati river nrobablv the
Kunar river, and amongst its inhabitants were the Sakas and Pdrasikas and
Syamakas, «. *^ the Indo-bkythjc rulers of Kipin, Persians and the Siyalaa.
f The valley of Kashmir is still locally assigned t* a Naga race.
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without grasa. There are few animals and the few inhabitants hare no fixed

habitation. The whole country is called Kanan or Kanana.' There are several

large lakes, likewise great trees and larger groves called Kanta. There are caves

here in the mountains most dreary and dark, inaccessible to the rays of the sun,

cold ani difficult of access. In this country are Siddhas or prophets with the

gift of miracles and learned and famous Brahmans. The next mountains are

those of the Sitanta range, many yojanas in extent, abounding with all sorts of

metals and gems. It is skirted by a most delightful country, well-watered and

enlivened with the harmonious noise of the black bee and frogs. There are towns

with gates and the refreshing moisture of this country proceeds from Urupa and

reuniting together forms a stream ca'led the Vaha of the mcou or Chandravaha.'

There amongts immense caves is Kridavana and the great forest of the Varijata

tree of the kings of the gods.' There live the Siddhas and Yakshas in caves.

To the east is the Kumuda peak with the eight towns of the proud Danavas.

Again in the many-peaked mountains of Vajraka live strong and terrible Eak-

Bbasas who are also called Nilakas. In Mahanila are fifteen towns of the Haya-

nanas or Asvamukhaa, the horse-faced. They were originally Kinnaras courage-

ous like Karttikeya. There are fifteen chiefs of the Kinnaras elated with pride,

and in caves below the ground abide people like snakes who live upon the golden

stamens of certain flowers. In the hills above are a thousand abodes of the

Daityas; the houses are elegant like high-embattled forls.* In Venumat are

three forts belonging to the Komakas, Ulukas and Mahanetras, three principal

tribes of the Vidyadhar as whose mighty deeds e(iual those of Indra.'

On Vaikanka reside the offspring of Garuda, the destroyer of serpents :

it abounds with precious metals and precious stones. A strong wind swiftly

passes over this mountain, in a human form, called Sugriva. The offspring of

Garuda in the shape of birds fly about this mountain : they are strong, fly

quickly and mighty nre their achievement^.^ On Karaja always resides the

mighty lord of living beings, riding upon a bull : hence called Vrishabhanka

Sankara, the chief of Yogis. The inhabitants like Mahadeva always carry poison

about them : they are Pramathas and difficult of access. Mahadeva resides

there amongst them. On Vasudhara in Vasumati are the sthdns or places of the

eight forms of Mahadeva, They are full of splendour and proper places of

worship. There are seven places of Siddhas and the place of Brahma of the

^ This can be no other than Bisahr, including Kunaor, the Kunu of the
Tibetans and still celebrated for its vines, oranges and apricots. The inhabitants
were called Kinnaras, hodie Kunets. ' The Chandra and the BhSga, which
unite to form the ChandrabhSga. ' The noble forests of deodars which
form such a feature of this part of the country. * This may refer to the
strikingly tower-like structures in the upper valleys towards Balti andLadak.
= From the Vishnu Purana (Hall's Wilson's V. P., II., 196) we learn that
Venumat was son of Jyotishmat, king of Kusa, the Hindu-kush country which
was bounded by the Saka country. The name Vidyadhara or ' magical-knowledge
holder ' seems to be a name applied to many of the hill-tribes who were supposed
to be possessed of magical powers. It is especially noted as a character of the people
of the Swat valley, and the Eomakas may possibly be represented by the ' Bum'
branch of the Kafirs. The Nilakas inhabited Kashmir. "Elsewhere this

land is called Deva-kuta peopled by men as well as birds and lies in the Dwipa
Salmali. One tribe of these Gandharvas was called Agneyas, servants of Kuvera,
whose principal employment was to explore the bowels of the earth in search of

wealth. Can these be the Aguri caste of miners so well known in these hills 7
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h>n't iaioea, the mighty lolrd of created things, on a high peak to -which all living

(creatures bow. The eleven Kudias residte there On the Gaja-saila. Sumegha, the

ttiount of the beautiful cloud, is full of minerals, Svith caves in its bosom and

groves aloftg its skirts. Here dwell the twelve Adityas and the eight forms of

fiudra, also Vishnu, the Asvins and the good and perfect who are continually

Worshipped by the YakshaBjGandharvas and Kinnaras with their king Kaplnjala.

On the five-peaked Anala, reside Bakshasas with Danavas haughty, foes of the

Igods, great, strong and of mighty deeds. On Satasringa or the hundred-peaked

tange reside the bettevolent Yakshas and on Tamrabha is a town inhabited by the

Children of the snake race; Kadruveyas and Takshakas. In the beautiful Visa-

kacha are many caves and the famous abode of the god Kdrttikeya. A towil

and settlement of the beneficent Suaabha, sou of Garada, occurs on Swetodata.

On the Faisachaka mountaia is a settlement of the Kuveras with a great palace

to which the Yakshas and Gandharvas resort. Kinnaras reside on Kumuda
j

Mahanagas on Anjana -, the towns and white houses of the Gandhatvas are seen

on Krishna and on Sweta or Fandura, the battlemented town of Vidyadhaias

Daityas and Danavas reside on the range with a thousand peaks. On Sukuta

reside the chiefs of the Fauuagas ; on Fushpaka many tribes of sages ; on

Supaksha or Subakeha are the mansions of Vaivaswata, Soma, Vayu and

Nagraja, and there the Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Yakshas, Nagas and Vidyadharas

Vorship their favourite deity^

From these statements we learn that the hill tribes to the

west of KumdiOn were Kinnaras, the ances-

tors of the Kunets of the present day and

ITakshas or Khasas, that there were Nagas in Kashmir and Vidya-

dharas iii the Swat valley, as well as Siddhas, Gandharvas, D4navas

and Daityas, names applied to various hill tribesj or perhaps more cor*

tectly to sections of those tribes following certain avocations. The

name Vidyadhara is commonly applied to the people of the Kusa*

dwipa, which is to be identified with the mountainous tract between

the Indus and the Hindu-kush and which was bounded externally by

Saka-dwfpa, which may be assigned to Kipin or the Kdbul valley

occupied by Sakas in the first century before Christ. Through

Sir John Strachey we are enabled to give a paraphrase of a portion

of the section of the Skdnda-Purana known as the M4nasa-khanda.

tt occurs in the usual form of a dialogue between Si5ta, a pupil of

Vyasa, and Janamegaya, the son of Parikshit, the P^ndava ruler

of Hastinapur, and professes to relate what was formerly comm'u-

Jiicated by Vyasa to Vasishtha. In form and often in verbiage

it follows the model of the older Purdnas and minutely describes

the country from the lake M^nasarowar in Tibet to Nanda Devi

aad thence along the course of the Pindar river to Karnpray%.

38
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From this point the narrative touches the Dhanpur range and

thence to the Rdmganga and Kosi as far as the plains. Then

along the foot of the hills to the Kali, which it follows north-

'wards, winding up in the hills a little to the east of the Kar-

nali. Notes are given explaining all the allusions and identify-

ing most of the places mentioned. The writers have transferred

many of the names of rivers celebrated elsewhere to comparatively

unimportant streams in the vicinity of celebrated tirthas, and these

have in many cases been forgotten or have existed merely as literary

fictions known only to the educated few t hence one of the main

difficulties in identifying the names given here. The work itself is

very popular and is deeply interesting as showing the form in which

the actual living belief of the people is exhibited.

MANASA-KHANDA.

Introduction.

Janamejaya addresses the Sdta' and says that he has received

^n account of all other matters, but desires
Creation of the world.

, ,, , .

to near oi the creation oi the world and its

state subsequent to that event and the mdhdtmyas of the great tir-

thas? Suta, in reply, relates that when Brahma formed the desire

that the universe should be created, he instantly assumed the visi-

ble form of Vishnu.^ The whole universe was covered with water

bn which Vishnu floated sleeping on a bed which rested on the

serpent Seshn% (or Ananta). From his navel sprang a lotus from

which issued Brahma ; from his ears sprang the two Daityas, Ma-
dhu and Kaitabha,* who attacked Brahma. Then Brahma demanded

help from Vishnu, and Vishnu fought with the Daityas for five

thousand years. Then the great illusion (^Mahdmdya), the supreme

will or desire of Vishnu, made the Daityas submit, and they told

• Sec page . " Places of pilgrimage. s For a more detailed
account of the creation according to Hindu writers, see Muir's Works, IV., and
Wilson, VI. *In the Mahabharata we rtad that when Bralima sprang
from I he lotus produced from the navel oi Vishnu, " two horrible Danaras, Madhu
and Kaitabha, weic ready to slay him. From the forehead of Hari, who became
incensed when he saw their transgreesion, was produced Samblm (Mahfideo), wield-
ing the trident and three-eyed." In the Uevimdhdtmt/a of ihe Markandeya
Furana, Durgais identified with the Mahamaya of the story in the text: Muir
IV., 230, 436. Madhu is said to hare given his name to Matlmra (Muttra))
formerly called Madhupura, and his sou Lavana was ccnquereii there by Satrughna.
The derivation of the name Mathura from ' math,' a convent, is, however, also
j^dTOcated.
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Vishnu that they admired his power and would obey whatever

orders he gave them. His order was that they should die by his hand-,

and he then killed them with the chakra called Sudarshana.^ From
the marrow (meda) of these Daityas was formed the world. Then

Vishnu, in the shape of a tortoise, placed himself to support the

earth and raised it out of the water.* Then Vishnu desired Brahma

to. create all that the world was to contain.

Brahma first created the three spheres of the earth, the sky, and

the heaven ; then he divided the earth into nine portions {khandas)

and created wind and sound and time, past,
Creation,

, „ , , /, l i

present, and future, and work \lcarm) and

desire and anger ; then he created seven Rishis,' and from anger he.

created Eudra. Thuswere formed the three great deities : the duty of

Brahma being to create, of Vishnu to. preserve, and ofRudra or Siva.

to destroy. These are the three gunas- or qualities. Kasyapa was the

son of Maxi'ehi, one of the Rishis, and from his thirteen wives* were

born theAdityas,^Danavas,® Daityas,^ Yakshas,^Rakhasas,''Apsaras,i"*

'
' Beautiful,' the discus of "Vishnu or Kiishna. ' In his Kurma or tor-

toise avatar. ' The seven great Eishis in the constellation Ursa Major :

—

Marichi, Atri, Angiuas, Palastya, PuJaha, Kratu, and Vasishtha, '^MV
daughters of Oaksha. By ( 1 ) Aditi, Kasyapa had the twelve Adityas, a class of gods ;,

(2) by Diti, the Daiteyas or Daityas ; (3) by Danu, the Danavas : (4) by Avishta,
the Gandharvas

; (6) by Surasa, a thousand winged serpents or dragons
; (6) by

Khasa, the Yakshas and Kakshasas; (7) by Surabhi, cows and buffaloes
; (8) by

Vinata,.Garuda or Supama, king of the birds and enemy of the serpent race and
Aruna; (9) by Tamra, six daughters; (10) by Kadru, mighty, many-headed
serpents, such as Sesha, Vasuki, Takshaka, Sankha, Sweta, Naga, Karkotaka,
Dhauanjaya, Kapila, Nahusha, Mani, &c.

; (11) by Krodharasa, all wild animals
{danahtrin or sharp-toothed), Bhutas or goblins and Pisachas

; (12) by Ira, the
vegetable kingdom ; and (13) by Muni, the Apsaras. All these names ate connected
with pre-Aryan tribes. ^ The Adityas were the assistants ot the creator
legenerated in tli£ present Manwantara as the twelve Adityas named :—Vishnu,
Sakra, Aryaman, Dhatri, Twashtri, Pushan,. Vivaswat, Savitri, Mitra, Vapoua,
Ansa and Bhaga. ^ The Danavas or descendants of Danu number amongst
them Dwimurdhau, Hayagriva, Puloman, Ekachakra, Taraka, Sankara, Haya-
mukha, Ketu, Kalanabha,. Kahu, the Kalakanj^.s and Panlomas, all names of note
amongst the enemies of the gods. ' The Daityas were also enemies of the
gods and descendants of Diti, whose two sons were Hiranyakasipu and Hira-
nyaksha. From the former came Aniihlada, Hlada, Prahlada and Sanhlada, and
amongst their descendants were Taraka, Virochana and Bali. " A race like,

the Guhyakas, attendant on Kuvera, the god of mines. Elsewhere (V. P.) said to

be produced by Brahma as beings emaciate with hunger, of hideous aspect and with
long beards, and that crying out for food they were called Yaksh.is (from 'jais/i,'

' to cat')- By the Buddhists they are sometimes classed with goblins and again
as a merry joyous race. They are called Casiri by Pliny, and in them we recog-

nise the Khasiyas. "A demon race named from 'cuisA,,' 'to injure.' Some-
times said to be descendants of the sage Pulastya, who was father of Vishravas,
father of Rawan. Their principal abode was Lanka or Ceylon under their chief
Eawan. •" The Apsaras are female deities, the wives of the Gandharvas j

they were produced at the churning of the ocean. For a, long note about them
see Goldstucker's Sanskrit Dictionary, p. 222, reproduced in Wilson, VII., SO.

The Padma Parana makes the Kashmiri Vach mother of both the Apsaras anl
Caadharvas.
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Gandharvas,' Nagas,^ Siddhas,^ VidyMharas/ birds, beasts and

everything contained in the world.

JRaja Vena?

From the Rishi Atri came the Raja Anga, and from him Vena,

who tyrannised over the world so that all mankind rebelled against

him and killed him. Then they took his body and rubbed it, and

from the right side sprang forth Prithn for their king. During the

reign of Vena all plants had perished by reason of his tyrrariy, and

•when Prithu saw this, he was wrath and took his bow and arrows

to destroy the earth, and she, in the form of a cow, fled from him

through the three spheres, but no one dared to shelter her for fear

of Vena. Then in despair she stopped and demanded the protec-

tion and pardon of the king. He consented on condition that the

earth should deliver up the plants that she had hidden. To this she

agreed and asked the king to remove the mountains which covered

her and which prevented the spread of vegetation^ Then Prithu

with his bow uprooted the mountains and heaped them up one on

the other, and made the earth level and called her after his own

name ' Prithwi.' Then, that the earth might again produce food

for man, Prithu created the calf Swayambhuva Manu, and with his

own hand milked from the earth all plants and vegetables. Then

••A celestial race living in the sky and guarding the Soma and governed,

ty Varuna as their wires, tlie Apsaras, are ruled by Soma. Ihey are learned

in medicinal herbs, regulate the course of the asterisms, follow after womert
and are desirous of intercourse with them. In the later legends they are th©
choristers of Indra's heaven and are held intermediate between men and gods.

SeefurtherWilson'B Works, VII., 2G- 84. 'The serpent race. ^jrom
'sidh,' implying Ihe idea of perfection : in legends, a semi-diTine race of great
purity and holiness who reside in the ether and are possessed of the eight great
supernatural faculties, tlie power of becoming as small as a mote and the like,

* Those who are ' the holders of knowledge' which is of four kinds : (1), Yajna-
vidya, or knowledge of religious ritual ; (2), Mahd-i'idt/a, ox great knowledge
leading to the Tantrika worship of the female principle ; (3), Gnhya-vidya, or
knowledge of spells and necromancy ; and (4), Aima-vidya, oj knowledge of the
goul or true wisdom. ' The story of Vena is narrated in the Yislmu Purdns^
(Wilson, Vn., 179). Sunitha, daughter of Mrityu (death), was mother of Vena, the
celebrated Ben of Hindu legends. (See Bijnor Gazetteer, V.) He was inaugurated,
universal monarch by the BishiB,but immediately proclaimed that no worship should
be performed, no oblations offered, and that no gifts should be bestowed on Brahmansj
that all gods were present in the person of the king, who is made wp oi all that is,

divine. The enraged priests slew the king, and to pnt an end to the anarchy which
arose thty took his body and rubbed it, and from its left side sprang forth "a
being of a complexion like a charred stake, with flattened features and of dwarf-
ish stature. " What am I to do ?" said he to the sages. "Sit down"(nis/i(rfa) said
they, and hence the name Nishada giyen to the aborigines of the plains. Fioni
the right arm of Vena sprang forth Prithu, to whom MahSdeva gave his bov?
Ajagava and celestial arrows. Prithn prospered and gave his name to the eartU
and was the first ruler to whom the title of Kaja was applied. There is little

doubt that he was an lado^Skythian prince.
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the gods and demons all milked the earth of various virtues, so that

the earth fled to Brahma and complained to him of the everlasting

milking. He took her with him to Vishnu and Siva, and Vishnu

asked her what she desired. She asked that as the only means of

saving herself the three gods should come and live with her. Vish-

nu staswered that in the form of the serpent Ananta and the tor-

toise he had already saved the earth, and would again come to help

her when her pain became too great to bear, but that now he would

not go to her, and further he said that " at some time the head of

Brahma will fall upon thee^ (the earth), and Siva will come to sit

upon the moimtain of Tankara,^ and the ling of Siva shall be estab-

lished in many places. Then Vaivaswata Raja shall have a descend-

ant called Bhagirath Haja, who shall bring down Ganga to thee.

Then I will myself come in my dwarf incarnation' to protect thee

from the tyrrany of the Eaja Bali,* and all the world will know that

Vishnu has descended on thee. Then thy pains shall all be remov-

ed and the mountains shall cease to afflict thee with their load, for

I shall be Himalaya, where Ndrada and the Munis for ever glorify

me. Siva will be KaiMsa, where Ganesh and the other gods glorify

him. Vindhyachal will be Brahma, and thus shall the load of the

mountains be removed." Then the earth said—" Why do you come

in the form of mountains and not in your own form ?" Vishnu an-

gwered—" The pleasure that exists in the mountains is greater than

that of animate beings, for they feel no heat nor cold, nor pain, nor

anger, nor fear, nor pleasure. We three gods as mountains will re-

side in the earth for the benefit of mankind." Then the three gods

vanished and the earth returned to her former place.

Establishment of the Siva lAngas,

Daksha Prajapati^ had a daughter who was called K41i and who
was married to Siva. Daksha summoned all the gods to worship

them at Kankhala near Hardwar, but he omitted to invite Siva and
his wife, for he admired neither the manner nor the appearance of

Siva. The goddess- Kali went to see the sight though uninvited,

but her father was displeased at her coming and did not do her
1 At B.rahm-Kap£l, the great rock in the river abore BadrinSth. ' Tans-nowa near Jageswar. ^ In tlie Vamana avatdr. 4 p^gg ^

6 The story of Daksha's saoHfice is very old and is repeated in nearly all the
Puranas. For an account of his family see Wilson, VI., 108. and of the aacrifloe
YiR, 120, and GoMJteer, II.> 289. ,

*"o, ana oi lae sacnnce.
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honor. Then in rage she jumped into the kund (or excavation in

which the sacred fire was placed) and was burned up. Siva, who
was seated on Kailas, rushed in wrath to the place and destroyed

Daksha and all that he found there, and he took the ashes from the

fire where his wife had perished and smeared them over his body

and went to Tankara,^ the mountain of Jageswar, covered with all

beautiful plants and deoddr trees {Cedrus deodara), and began there

to perform great austerities in order to propitiate the eternal Brahm,

Vasishtha and many other Munis and their wives lived on this

mountain. One day the women were walking through the jungles

plucking husha grass and sticks f and they saw him smeared with

ashes, wearing a snake as a necklace round his neck, sitting with

closed eyes and speechless, and his heart heaving with sorrow.

The women wondering at his beauty collected round him. The

Eishis when their wives did not return were greatly alarmed,, and

when their wives did not come back all night they went to search

for them and found Mahadeo seated as before motionless and their

wives senseless on the earth all round. The Rishis, believing that

they had been brought there by Siva, began to abuse the god and

said—" Let the thing with which you have done this injury (i.e.,

your ling) fall upon the earth." Then Siva said—" You have cursed

me without cause; yet shall it not be said that you have beheld me
without advantage, though by your curse, which I shall not oppose,

my ling shall fall. You shall become the seven stars^ in the con-

stellation Saptrikhi, under the rule of Vaivaswata Manu, and shall

shine in the heavens." Then Siva in obiedience to th& curse of the!

sages flung down his ling upon the earth ; the whole earth was

covered with the ling, and all the gods and the Gandharvas came to

glorify Mahadeva, and they called the ling Yagisa* or Yagiswar, and

the Kishis became the stars of the Saptrikhi.

' The hill on which the old temple of Jageswar stands in Patti Darun.
'For their husbands' use in performing sacred rites. 'Ursa Major or
the pole-star, dhruva ; see Wilson, VI., 174. * Because the women were
collecting grass and wood for the yagya ox sacrifice. The legend of the amours
of Mahadeo with the wives of the Kishis belongs to the Agni form of Sira,
and we find in the Mahabharata that Agni is made the Hero of the tale. Sraha
taking the form of the wives of the liishis satisfied Agni and from the deity.
a son was born, called Skanda, from the seed discharged (sAanna) and collected

in a golden reservoir by Svaha and called Karttikeya, because he was brought
up amongst the Krittikaa, who lived on Kailas and who are possibly one with the
Kritiyas of Kashmir, where this cult had its origin. He has six heads and other
members and but one stomach, in allusion to his birth. Urundhati, the wife of
Yasishtha, the seventh Bishi, took no part in the matter : see Muir, IV., 364, 361..
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There Is no place^ in the universe where Siva is not ; therefore

^loubt not, Rishis, that the ling of Siva could overshadow the

world. Then Vi&hnu, Brahma, Indra, the sun and the moon, who

were then at Jageswar worshipping Mahddeva, left each a portion of

his own self {i. e., power and instructions) at Jageswar. Then the

cow Prithivi came to Siva and said—" I am burdened with thy lincf

and cannot move it ; lift me up and deliver me therefrom." The

gods then set out to examine how far the Unff extended : they reach-

ed the serpent Ananta and still there was the ling ; then they return-

ed, and Prithivi asked—'" How far does the ling extend ? " Brah-

ma answered—" I have seen its end : it extends to the end of you
{i.e. of the world.)" Then Prithivi said—" You, a great god, have

lied: henceforth in the world none shall worship you." Brahma
answered—"You too, when the last ^ug shall come, shall be filled with

Mlechchhas.*" Then she asked the other gods if they had seen the

end of Mahddeva's ling ; they answered—" Brahma, Vishnu and
Kapila do not know ; what power have we to know ? " She then
asked Vishnu; he went to Patala to search, but still did not find the

end. Here the gods said to Vishnu—"We cannot find the end; yet
the ling must be removed from the earth or the world will perish."

Then Vishnu prayed Siva to grant him a request. Siva agreed and
Vishnu said—" The earth is weary of thy ling ; lift it up from her;"
and Siva answered—" Cut up the ling with thy chakra into pieces and
set up everywhere the fragments for worship, and there too in each
place leave a part of yourselves for worship." Then Vishnu cut up
the ling into many pieces and throughout the world the fragments
were left for worship. Thus was the earth rejoiced with the estab-

lishment everywhere of the ling of Mahadeva throughout the nine
divisions (khandas) of the earth.

The Pandas of Jageswar hare the same story, except that they make the sevpr,
wives of the Kishis enaDioured with Mahadeo. They met him in the forP«i«
whilst nude, performing the celebrated dance which he inrented for the eratifip»
tion of Parvati and accompanied by the music of the tabor. In conseauencrnf
the curse of the Eishis, the ling fell on the earth, and Vishnu at length consented
to become the receptacle or yoni, and cutting up the ling dist.ibuted It over thetwelre great linga temples of India, whilst the smaller fragments are Dreserved
at Jageswar. Numerous legends are told to inculcate the value of a DilsrimaffP
to Jageswar, and even Vishnu is brought in and made to describe its extent
rivers, and forests from the marks on the palm of his hand. It is said to be i^square miles in extent, being bounded on the east by Jateswar ; on the north bvGananath; on the west by Triuetra, and on the south by Eameswar The ridse
called Iswardhar is supposed to be the scene of the dalliance with the'wives of thP
Kishis^ « Spoken by Vyasa to the Eishis. » This would point to apost-Musalman period for this composition.

" ^ •«• w a
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The nine Khandas.

Four of ttese khandas are situate in Him4clial. The first is tli§

Him&dri-khanda. Kdli, who had been burn»

ed^ at Kankhala, was born again as Parvati,

the daughter of Himachal, and was again married to Mahadeva.

The second is Manasa-khanda named after Mana-sarovara, the first

created of all tirthas made by Brahma. The third is KailAs-khanda,

named from Kailds, where Siva himself with all his servants reside.

The fourth is Ked.ira-khanda around Kedar, on seeing which the five

Pdndavas were cleared from the guilt of patricide. The fifth is

Patala-khanda, where the Mgas worship the Unff. The sixth isl

K4shi-khanda, w^here is the great lincf called Visveswara, where

everything that perishes finds salvation {mukfi). The seventh is

Rewa-khanda, in which is the Eewa river, and whoever bathes in it

finds deliverance and its stones are known as Narmadeswara. In

this khanda is the ling called Bameswara. The eighth is Brahmot-

tara-khanda, where is the Gokarneswara linga.^ The ninth is the

Nagar-khanda, from hearing of which souls are received into the

paradise of Siva. In this kJianda is tJjjayini.

Birth of Uma or Pdrvati.

Then Janamejaya addressed the Siita and said— ' How did

Kdli after her cremation become Parvati ?' The Suta replied—

' Himachal and his wdfe Mena performed great austerities and

ptayed for children. Brahma and the other gods asked—*' Why do

you mortify yourselves so ?
' Mena replied— ' Give me such a child

as will do honour to all of you.' The gods approved and disappear-

ed, and in answer to Mena's prayer Parvati was bom. Pdrvati

worshipped Siva and is also known as Uma, Gauri, Durga, Kalika,

and Bhadra. At this time the Daityas expelled the gods from para-?

dise. The gods then went to Brahma and represented their case

and said—" The Daitya called Tarakasura* has conquered us i

expel him again from Swarga." Brahma answered—'In return

1 The Kfirma Parana relates how Sati, daughter of Daksha and tvife of Sirs,
Voluntarily suffered cremation and M'as afterwards born again as the daughter of
Himachal by Mena, and in that character as the only Kali or tJina again became
the wife of SiVa as Bbava and is hence called Bha-rani. The story is also given
inKalidasa's Kumara Sambhava ; Muir, IV., 385, 430. 'In the Kanaf*
district of the Bombay Presidency. ^ The Daitya Taraka, son of Hiran-
yiiksha, the son of the Kishi Kasyapa, and Diti, daughter of Daksha. Varnni or
Sura, the goddess of wine, was taken by the gods and rejected by the Daityas :

hence the former ate called Sutag and the latter AsurAs.
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for his devotions, I promised this Daitya that he should not die

even by the hand' of Vishnu, but I will tell you how to act, Go to

Siva, who is seated with his mind intently fixed on one object, dis-

turb his contemplation ; then he will mai'ry Pirvati, and from her a

son shall be born who shall destroy the demon Taraka. Then Indra

placing K^madeva before them went to Siva and began to glorify

him ; then MahAdeo opening his eyes saw Kamadeva before him,

and with rage fire issued from his body and burned up Kamadeva.^

Then the gods began to glorify Mahadeva, and he asked them what

they desired. They told him that they wished that he should beget

a son on Parvati to slay the demon Taraka. Mahadeo agreed and

told Brahma to go to Himachal and ask his daughter in marriage.

He went and told Himdchal that P4rvati was Kali and asked for

her for Mahadeo. Himachal consented and Brahma returned to tell

Siva to make his preparations for the marriage. Siva said— ' Call

Viswakarma, the workman of the gods.' Viswakarma came and pre-

pared all that was wanted and made a golden image of Ganesha,

which he told Siva to adore, for it was from a neglect of Ganesha

that Kali had been destroyed. Then Brahma said— ' If Kdmadeva

shall perish, the world will end for want of children ;' and MahMeo
said— ' Henceforth Kamadeva shall live in the minds of all men ; he

need not again take a bodily shape," Then Mahideva smeared his

body with ashes and threw over his shoulders the skin of a deer and

adorned himself with snakes instead of jewels, and took the trisMa

in his hand'and wearing a necklace of dead men's skulls and seated

on a bull, he went off to the marriage. Stopping on the south bank

of the Gomati,^ he worshipped Ganesha, and thence went to the con-

fluence of the Gomati and Garuri,* where he sat down and told

Brahma to announce the arrival of the marriage procession to Hima-

chal. Brahma did as he was ordered and delivered presents to

Himachal, who came out to meet Mahadeva and took him to his

dwelling, where he gave to Mahadeva his daughter and all the gods

and Gandharvas and Apsaras, and others glorified Mahadeva. Then

1 See Muir, IV., 224. ^ Said to have taken place at the confluence

of the Saiju and tbe Ganges. See Wheeler, II., 41, and Muir, IV., 364.
* The Gomati rises in the Katyfir valley and joins the Sarju at Bageswar.
^ Now called Garur-Ganga. This confluence is a little below Baijniith and
the place where Siva sat down on the grass was called Baidyanath from thj

herbs on which he sat becoming good for medicine. Triyogi-Narayan is

also claimed as the site of the wedding of Siva and Parvati by the Garh-
walis.

39
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Himachal, after he had distributed gifts and done due honor to the

companions of Siva, received as a gift that he should henceforth be

honored like Siva himself throughout the universe. Then Brahma
and the other gods went back to their respective dwellings, and Siva

and Parvati and their attendants went to Kedara-mandal (or circle

of Kedai').

Legend of Himachal,

Janamejaya then addressed the Suta and said

—

' You have told

me the history of Siva, now tell me the mahatmya of Himachal/

The Suta replied as follows in the words of Vyasa :
—

' Himachal is

the giver of the four gifts,^ dJiarm, artlia, Mma, mdksha. Mahadeva

always resides in Himachal and on him attend the gods ; and in

him are many caves and much ice. The mahdtmyas of Himachal

were related by Datt^treya Rishi^ to Kashi raja..' Once this Eishi

went from Sheshachal* to behold Himachal. He saw upon him

many lakes, and bhojpaira^ and other trees and mines of gold and

other metals, and tigers and deer and every species of birds, and

wild men, and medicinal plants. When Himachal saw Dattatreya

approach, he bowed in reverence before him and after doing him all

due honor, he asked the sage why he had come to visit him. Dat-

fatreya said— ' Thou art the greatest of mountains and the Ganga

and the other holy streams flow from thee and Siva resides in thee,

and on thee fell the ling of Siva and his wife is your daughter ; thou

art like a god. VindhyiichaP and the other mountains join their

hands before thee, therefore have I came to behold thee ; now show

to me thy tirtlias and the ting of Mahadeva and thy caves and thy

mines of precious metals.' Then Himachal showed Dattatreya

Mana-sarovara, and in the midst a golden ling and the rdja-hansa!'

Then Dattatreya went all round the sacred lake and bathed in its

waters and in that of its streams ; then he saw Siva seated in a cave

with Parvati and before him was Brahma and the gods glorifying

him and the Gandharvas singing and the Apsaras dancing. Then

he saw Ganga which descends from the foot of Vishnu to Kailasa,

and thence to Mana-sarovara, in which he bathed. Then he saw the

' Virtue, wealth, desire, absorption ot dealh. ^ One of the seven humam
incarnations of Vislmu. ^ Son of Kashi and descendant of Ayns, eldest
son of Pururuvas. *Abu. ^ Betula Khojpatra. ^ See legend
of Agastya, postea. ' Eoyal goose with red legs and bill. Great grey goose
called MSnasankar or dwelltr in Mana : AViUon, XL., 90.
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Btahmkapal and the Saptrikhi who dwell there. Then he went to

Kailds, Avhere he again found Siva and Parvati, and the gods, and he

worshipped Siva, who said
—

' Ask what you desire.' He asked that

the power to go through the world when he pleased without ob-

struction might be given to him, and Siva granted the prayer.

Then he asked of Siva—' Which is the greatest of mountains and

where do you live yourself, and in the earth which is the most sa-

cred place ?' Then Siva answered^—' I dwell everywhere, but Hima-

chal is my peculiar seat, and on every one of his peaks I dwell for

ever and on the mountain of Nanda' dwells Vishnu, and I and

Brahma also. There is no other mountain like Himaehal ; look upon

him and receive whatever you desire.' Then Dattatreya glorifying

Mahadeva departed to the north, M'here he saw a lake filled with the

juice of i^ejdman^ and other lakes and temples of Siva and Vishnu,

where the Gandharvas were singing and the Apsaras dancing.

Thence he turned back to Kedar,* where he saw many holy Rishis

in caves, performing austerities and the river Mandakini ;* then he

came to the mountains of Nar-Narayana^ and worshipped at Badri-

math, and he saw Lakshmi and Narada and the other sages and the

Alaknanda.®

Dattatreya and the Raja of KdsM.

Dattatreya again visited Himaehal and taking leave went to Kashi''

and proclaimed the glories of Himaehal to the R^ja Dhanwantari,®

Then the Raja said—'In the earth which is the greatest of tirthas

and what tirthas have you beheld?' Dattdtreya answered and

said—' You are the greatest of rajas and there is no tlrtha like

Kashi, where you live. He who even without going to Kashi desires

to see it and dies with the name of Kashi in his mouth finds release,

for there is Gakiga and Visveswara. In the three spheres there is

no tlrtha like this.' The Raja answered and said—' This is true,

but tell me also of the other tirthas which bring blessings on man-

kind. I liave heard that formerly rajas went to Swarga with their

bodies, by what road did they go ?' Then the sage said— ' He who

thinks on Himaehal, though he should not behold him, is greater

'Nanda Devi. "^ E. jambolana. ^Mountain on which the
temple is situated. * A river in pargana NagpuT in Garhwal which rises,

in the Kedar glacier. ^One of the Badriuaih peaks: see page
« The eastern branch of the Ganges which rises in the Niti valley. ' Benares-
* Grandsoa of Kdshjraja and produced from the churning of the ooeam. WiUoa.
IX., 3.
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than he wlio performs all worship in Kashi, and he who thinks of

Him^chal shall have pardon for all sins and all things that die on

Himachal, and all beings that in dying think of his snows are freed

from sin. In a hundred ages of the gods I could not tell thee of

the glories of Himachal. This^ was the road the raja took to heaven,,

where he went with his body. That Himachal where Siva lived

and where Ganga falls from the foot of Vishnu like the slender

thread of a lotus flower and where the Rishis worship amd where the-

Siva lingas are numerous. 1 behold Mana-sarovara and there in the

form of the rdja-hansa dwells Siva. This lake was formed from the

mind of Brahma, therefore was it called ' Manasa-sarovara.' There

dwell also Mahadeva and the gods, thence flow the Sarju' and

other (female) rivers and the Satadru^ and other (male) rivers.

When the earth of Mana-sarovara touches anyone's body or when

anyone bathes therein, he shall go to the paradise of Brahma, and he

who drinks its waters shall go to the heaven of Siva and shall be

released from the sins of a hundred births, and even the beast

who bears the name of Mana-sarovara shall go to the paradise of

Brahma. Its waters are like pearls. There is no mountain like

Himachal, for in it are Kailas' and Mana-sarovara. As the dew
is dried up by the morning sun, so are the sins of mankind

dried up at the sight of Himachal. At Mana-sai-ovara, the king,.

1 The Kamaon Sarju rises at the foot of Nanda Davi, but this may refer to the
Karnali, the longest branch of the Sarju of the plains and which rises close to
Mana-sarovara. ' The Satlaj, which rists in the Rakas lake, which is itself
connected with the Mana lake. ^ The following description of K alias as
seen from the pilgrim route is interesting :

—
' On the approach to the lake,' writes

an observant traveller, ' the Gangri range continued far to the eastward, rising
out of a wide green plain. This extended between the base of the mountains
and the northern shore of both lakes (Kakas and Mana) being visible from this as
far as the low hills on the north-western corner of Mana-sarovar. The most
remarkable object here was Kailas, now revealed in full proportion to its very
base, rising opposite (northward) straight out of the plain only two or three miles
distant. The south-west front of Kailas is in a line with the adjacent range but
separated on either side by a deep ravine ; the base of the mass thus isolated is
two or three miles in length perhaps : the general height of it is about 4,250 above
the plain, tut from the west end the peak rises some 1,500 feet higher, in a cone or
dome rather of paraboloidal shape. The peak and upper ridge were well covered
with snow. The stratiflcatiou of the rock is strongly marked in successive ledges
that catch the snow falling from above, forming irregular bands of alternate
white and puiple. One of these bands more marked than the rest encircles the-
base of the peak, and this, according to Hindu tradition, is the mark of the cable
with which the Eakshasa attempted to drag the throne of Siva from its place' * *
• In picturesque beauty Kailas far surpasses the great Gnr-la or any other of the
Indian Himalaya that I have seen : it is full of majesty, a king of mountains.'
Through the ravines on either side of the mountains is the passage by which
the pilgrims make the circumambulation. The circuit is performed in two daya
by those who take it easily, but with more exertion it may be done in, one
day.
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Bhagiratha,^ performed the austerities by which the holy Ganga was

produced and Vasishtha obtained the Sarju. The country around

this holy lake is called M^nasa-khanda.

The creation of Mdna-sarovara.

The sons of Brahma, Marichi and Vasishtha and the rest pro-

ceeded to the north of Himi,chal and performed austerities on Kai-

Msa. There they saw Siva and Parvati, and there they remained

for twelve years absorbed in mortification and prayer. There was

then very little rain and little water, and in their distress they went

to Brahma and worshipped him. Then Brahma asked what their

desire might be. The Bishis answered and said— ' We are engaged

in devotion on Kailasa and must always go thence to bathe in the

Mandakini ; make a place for us to bathe in.' Then Brahma by a

mental effort formed the holy lake of Manasa. The Eishis returned

and rejoicing at the success of their journey again engnged in mor-

tification and prayer on Kailasa and worshipped the golden ling

which rose from the midst of the waters of the lake.

Story of Mdndhdtri.

The raja then said
—

' The journey to Him^chal is a very difiicult

undertaking for man ; who was it prescribed the necessity of making

a pilgrimage to him ?' Then Datt4treya said— ' From Vaivaswata

was descended the BAja Mandhdtri,^ and one night the earth, in the

shape of a woman, came to the raja and said to him—' In the world

I have not seen a man so beautiful as you, therefore I come to you.'

Mdndhdtri said— ' Art thou the daughter of a god or a Ddnava, or

an Apsara, that thou art so beautiful ?' She said—' I am the earth

who have come to thee seeing thy beauty. I have left all other rajas.'

He said—* I have sworn to have only one woman to wife, therefore

charm some other of the kings of the earth.' She said—'AH the

former rajas who were my masters have ascended in old age to

Swarga, but I remain still a young maiden. I will have thee for my
husband.' He said— ' If I die, my wife must bum on my death as

Bati; how shall the earth, who does not die or grow old, take me, who

am a mortal, for her lord ?
' She said— ' When I too become old, I

will burn with you as Sati.' Then Mdndhdtri married the earth and

> To propitiate SiTa, so that Ganga might descend from heaven and puri^
the ashes of the sons of Sagara. Muir, IV., 365. ' Wilson, VIII., 267

:

anotbe; of the human incarnations of Vishnu,
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lived in happiness. When he became old he said—" Let me go into

the forests and engage in prayer and mortification. Then dying

together we will go to Swarga and live together.' Then the earth

laughed and said—' I am young, how shall I go with you ? when I

become old then I will die with you.' Then Mandhatri was enraged

and drew his sword to kill the earth, and she fled towards Himachal

and the raja followed her, and she reached Mana-sarovara. Then

on the banks of this lake the raja cut off her head, but the earth

could not perish and vanishing in the waters went down to Patala,

where she worshipped the gods who were seated on Kailasa.

Route to Mdna hy Barmdeo.

The raja next inquired 'Which is the road to the holy lake ?'

Dattatreya answered and said —The pilgrim must go by the road

of KiirmdchaP ; he must first bathe in the Gandaki^ and then in the

Loha,* and let him then worship Mahadeva and the other gods.

Then let him worship on the top of Kiirma-sila* and bathe inthe

Hansa-tirtha,^ thence let him go to the Sarju, then to Darun or Tan-

kara,® and worship Mahadeva, thence to Patala Bhubaneswara,^ and

then without eating for three days let him worship Siva. Then

let him bathe in the Ramganga and worship at Baleswar. Thence

to Paban® mountain and worship Siva, thence to Pataka* and wor-

ship Siva, and he should then bathe at the confluence of the K4H
and Gori.i" Thence to Chaturdaunshtra^^ mount and worship Siva

there. Then to Vyasasrama and worship Vyasa^^ and then to the

source of the Kali, then to Kerala^^ mount and worship Debi ; thence

to Puloman^* mount, where there is a lake ; thence to the mount of

Taraka'^^ and let him bathe in the Tarani and Sarda (or Kali), where

1 The old name of Kumaon on the Kali, now applied to a hill near Charnpawat
in Patti CharAl, surmounted by a temple to Ghatku and fabled as the spot where
Vishnu descended in his tortoise avaidr to save the earth. ' The Gidhiya
river in Kali Kumaou. ' The Loliaghat river in Kali Kumaon. ^Kana-
dco, a hill in the eastern Gagar range near Chhirapani in Pa^'' Charal and sur-

mounted by a temple sacred to Mahadeo. ^ A stream and waterfall on Kana-
deo. ° The hill on which the Jageswar temple is situate In Patti Darun.
' A temple and cave in Patti Baraun of parganah Gangoli north of Gangoli Hat
Dak Bungalow. ^ The mountain in Patti Mali and parganah Sira above
the temple of the Thai Baleswar. ^ The Dhvaj peak in Patti Khar^yat
to the north of Pithoragarh. ^^ Near Askot. '^ Patti Chaudans.
^' Patti Byans is sacred to Byans Bikhi, the Vyasa of the Puranas, who is supposed
to reside on the Kalirong peak near Changru in Byans. '' Also in Byans
and called Chhechhala. " A peak in the dividing range between Darma
and Byans, at the foot of which is a small lake known as Man talao orByankshiti
between the Jhuling and the Barub Yankti. i' The Taraka-dhiira or pass

into Tibet.^
'
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they join. Then let him behold the caves and worship the gods and

let him cut his beard and fast and perform the Srdddha ceremo-

nies.^ Then to Gauri^ mount and then descending to Mana-saro-

vara ; let him bathe there and give water to the manes of his ances-

tors and worship Mah^deva in the name of the rdja-hansa. Then

let him make the parikrama (circumambulation) of the holy lake

Mana and look on Kaildsa and bathe in all the rivers around.

The return journey.

Then the R4ja asked

—

' By what way do you return from the lake

Mdna ?' The sage replied—' Pilgrims must first go to R4wan-hrad*

and bathe and worship Siva ; then let him worship at the source of the

Sarju ;* then to Kechara-tirtha f thence to Brahm-kapal f thence to

Chhaya-kshetra and worship Mahadeva ; thence to Eiimasera and

bathe there ; thence to Rinmochana and Brahma-sarovara, thence to

Sivakshetra and thence to the mount of Nanda ; thence to Baidyandth,

thence toMallika/ where let him worship Devi and bathe in theBrid-

dhagang. Thence to Jwala-tirtha,^ where he should worship the sacred

fire and bathe in the Padraavati. Thus is the pilgrimage completed.

Mdna-sarovara.

On the south of the Mana lake is the moantain Sambhu,' from

which issues the river Shesti, which flows to the north into Mana,

near which are mines of silver and lead : near this the sands are red

and the waters white. To the north is the Ndla mountain, i" whence

issues the river Kapila, which flows into Mana-sarovara, while to the

south is a cave and a gold mine. From the Nala mountain, a river,

' Bites in honor of ancestors to be performed on occasions of rejoicing : see further
Wilson's Worlcs^ VIII., 146-198. Trobably may be identified withDolma
La a ridge behind Gur La or Mandhatagiri, the great peak to the s'Juth of Mana-
sarovara on which is a small pool called by the pilgrims Gauri-kunrl. 3 The
lake to tlie west of Mana-sarovara, also called Bakas Tal. * As already
noted, this probably refers to the Karnali, a tributary of theKiili, Sarla or Ghagra
which rises beyond the snowy range in Hundes. The river known as the Sarju
in Kumaon rises to the south of the snowy range and its eastern branch or the
Kali also rises in the southern slopes of the snowy range. ^ Kechara-tirtha
is on the Karnali : it is now known as Kajar or Khojar-nath and is the site of a
monastery. ^ The great rock in the river above Badrinath is called Brahm-
kapSl : this refers to a second one in Tibet as well as the succeeding terms which
1 have not been able to identify. Rinmochana may be Giringbocha or Gangri,
on a ledge in the base of the Kailas peak, about the middle of- the south side. It
is called by the pilgrims Darchin and is one of the places which they are bound
to visit. Brahma-sarovara is a synonym for Mana-sarovara, which was formed
from the mind of Brahma, '' Near Mala village. 8 Jwalamukhi.
' This must refer to Gur-La, from which several streams flow into Mana-saro-
vara. 1" This also must be a peak of the Kailas j:ange, from whicli two streams
flow into Maua-sarorara near Sarniah-Uuiab,
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called Pushpabhadra, flows to the eaist into Mana-sarovara and also

the Devabhadra. Here Eamachandra propitiated Mahadeva,i and
from this went to Swarga, leaving his horses and elephants, which

still remain there. Near this flows the Chandrabhaga^ from the head

of Siva on KaiMsa. From the mountain Gauri flows the Sarda^

into the Mana lake. From Kailasa flows the Mandakini or Bhadra

to the south into the lake.* West of this river are five lakes/ Kdli-

hrad, Kan-hrad, Padma-hrad, Kdli-hrad and Hari-hrad. To the

left of KaiMsa is the KaMpa peak, where are many caves and mines

of gold and silver; from it flows the river Sonanda, of which the

water is the color of gold ; this flows into the Mana lake.^ Near

Kalapa is mount Meru; this mountain is blue and from it falls the

Saraswati and Suvarna-dhara, which also flow into Mana-sarovara.^

Beyond these is the Mahendra mountain, from which flows the river

Mahendri into Mana-sarovara ; from it also flows the river Baruni

with yellow waters into the lake and the Swati.^

Mountains.

Now hear me, in reply to your inquiries, detail for your informa-

tion the names of the mountains and rivers. The first of all is

1 The Mnhabharata rc-cor<1s that it was on the Gandhamadana mountaiu that
Bama propitiated Siva and obtained from liim his weapons and among them the axe
(jparasu), whence his name ParasurAma or " Rama of the axe." The Gandhamadana
peak is above Badrinath. ' The Chandrabhaga is the Chinab or Sandabilis
or Akcsines of Ptolemy known, as the Asikni in Vaidik times ; it rises however in

Lahul and the term in the text properly applies to the Satadru or Satlaj. ' This
is correct if theKarnali is intended. * Besides the two streams at Sarniah-
Uniah already noticed, the Pandit makes the Som-chu flow into the lake from the
Kailds range on the north. ^ East of Mana-sarovara is the Gimkyut-cho ; to

the north, the Gorgel-cho ; to the west, the Cho Lagan or Rawan Hrad, and further
west near Gyanima the Tara-cho. ' Four streams flow from Kailas into Cho
Lagan: the Barka-cho. the Jov>g-cho, the Sar-cho or golden stream (or Sonanda),

and the Kalapa-cho or Kalapa river. The two latter join th3 lake near its outlet

which forms the source of the Satlaj. ' Lieutenant Henry Strachey, who
visited the lake, writes :

—" The permanent affluents of MapSn are three or four.

First a stream rising in two branches from the Gangri mountains and f lUing into

the lake at the eastern quarter of its north side ; the second, also from the Gangri
range, a few miles further east, entering the lake at the north-east corner : at the

very same point is the mouth of the third stream which rises in Hortol. The
fourth affluent is doubtful: a stream possibly comes from the Nepal Hima-
laya into the south-east comer of the lake. In the summer season there are

n any temporaiy streams from rain and melted snow" (J. A. S. Ben )
* Here

follows an account of numerous places of pilgrimage on the lake, chiefly Siva
lings and legends connected with them and in honor of the sacred lake. The lake

is about 46 miles in circumference and it takes four to six days to perform the

ioumcy and worship at the different shrines. There are eight principal stations

known locally as (1) Tokar, on the middle of the south side: (2) Gusur, at the

Bouthtrn quarter of the east end : (3) Ju, at the northern quarter of the east end :

(4) Jakyab, at the western quarter of the nort^h side : (5) Langduna, at the mid-

dle of the north side : (6), Bundi, at the north-east corner : (7) Saralang, at the

n,iddle ot the eatt end : and (8), Nunukur, at the south-east ccrucr.
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Nanda, -where dwells Nanda Devi. Tlieii comes Droua {Dunagiri

neav Dwara) ; then Dariikavana {.Jages^^'ar) and then Kurmachal

(Kanadeo in Kfili Kumaun), beyond which the Manasa-khanda ends.

Then comes Nagpnra; then Dariin (in Gangoli); then Piitana (aboYO

Balcswar in Sira) ; then Panchsira (Panch-ohiili) ; then Ketumana

(a ridge in Groriphat) ; thenMallik-Ai;jun (in Askot) ; then Ganana-

tha (in Byans), &c., &c.

Legend of Nanda Devi.

On the peak of Nanda is a lake and there is the abode of Vishnu

and Vishnu himself. From Nanda flows the Pindaraka^ from the

hair of Mahadeva into the Vishnuganga.^ In it meet the Kali^

and Saraswati*, Kamathi, Vaindhya, and Bodhini.* The Brishchiki

and Krikalasi also flow from Nanda. The Pindaraka joins the

Vishnuganga at Karnaprayaga, where the king Karna worshipped

the sun and received from him whatever he desired, gold and jewels

and wealth, and he founded the ling of Karneswara Mahadeva.*

South of Karnaprayaga is the mount Vaindhya, five peaked, with

beautiful trees and many mines. To the west of this the Daraka-

peak,^ from which flows the river Chandra into the Pindar. Beyond

this is the hill of Darhiddhya and the Panda. Then Benu,^ a great

mountain with great caves and mines and stones of white crystal.

On its peak is the Churesa-linga.

The we-=:tern Rdm(/a)uja.

The Rathabahini^ possesses the seventh part of the virtues of

Ganga ; its sands are golden and in it are many fish aiid tortoises.

1 Pindar river. ^ The Alaknanda, so called from the confluence at

Viehnuprajag. SRai'ganga. < '^uudardhunga. •' Flows from

the Vaindhya hills, which from the subsequent deseription I would identify with

the peaks in the watershed between the i'indar and western Kdmganga ab ve

Lohba, where there are mines There aie several rivers flowing fro n this range

into the I'indar, and I won d assign the n;une Vainilhya to the Agar-gar.
* Karna is one of the charicteis in the Mahabharata and the temple at Karnprayog

dates from Katyura times. ' The peak above Darkot row known as

Santholi ; the Chandpur river flows by its eastern bass and Joins the Vindar at

Sjmli. " Ihe Durhiddhya and I'linda peaks will be the Dhobri and I^andu-

bri peaks on the Dhanpur boundary and the Benu, the Ben peak above Adbadri and
near B^ni Tal. " The western liairganga : V\ ilford indentifies the Pauranik

Varna or Suva ua, 'the beautiful river,' with the Ramganga. It is also called

Saravati, 'fnll of reeds,' and Banaganga because Karttikcya whs born in a thicket

of rieds on its banks at a place ca'led Saraban, ' reed-forest.' The Saccharum

Sara still grows on its banks C^uz., X.,807), In the Amara-liosha^ the Kamganga
is called the Sausami (= Su-sami) in the country of Usinara. The word is intro-

duced on account of its referring to a town called Rantha known as Sn-sauii

Kantha; but if this be Kanth-o-golah, the old name for IShahjahaiipnr', iheu the

term Sausami will not apply ta the Kamganga.

40
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He who bathes in it shall be cleansed of the sins of a hundred births.

In a hundred years the Hrtlias cannot be told. The Saraswati is

the first to join the Rathabahini and the Gotami and Sakati and

Sara* and the Belali^ which flow from Drona. On the left of the

Rathabahiniis the Ndgarjun,^where the serpentArjun is worshipped.

To the right of this is the mount Asura,* where Kali is worshipped,

and to the right of Nagarjun is the Siva-ling of Bibhandeswar,^

which is the right hand of Mahadeva. After Mahadeva had been

married to Parvati, he demanded from Himachal a place to sleep in ;

and he rested his head on the head of Himachal and his back on

Nila and his right hand on Nagarjun and his left hand on Bhuba-

neswar (in Gangoli) and his two feet on Darukavana {i.e., the jun-

gles of Darun near Jageswar). This is the most glorious of tirihas.

The river of Bibhandeswar is called Surabhi,® for Kamadhenu, the

cow of the gods, by the order of Brahma, took the form of this river.

The Nandini and Saraswati join the Surabhi and flow into the Eam-

ganga.'' At this mngam (confluence) is the Senasanavasi Siva-ling.

Dunagiri.

From the great hill of Drona flows the Druni^ into the Ram-

ganga. Above Drona is the mount of Brahma, whence flows the

Gargi,^ at the source of which the Rishi Garga made his devotions.

To this mount came Duhsasana the Kaurava and conquered the

r^ja of the mountains and bathed at the junction of the Satradhara

and Sukavati, and there he established the Siva-ling of Duhsasanes-

wara.^" Drondchal has two heads and two feet : one head is called

Lodhra, the other Brahma, and between them is the source of the

Garigi. Here at the source of the Garigi is the Gargeswara Siva-

ling. Into the Garigi flow the Bilwavati and Betravati and Bhad-

ravati and then the Sukavati ; then join the Sailavati, and the

1 Strearns of the Lohba Talley. 'Drona is Dunagirl and the Betali
may be either the Kham-gadh, which flows from near Dwara to the Eamganga, or
the stream issuing from Tar4g Tal. ^ The Nagarjun, or as it is commonly
called Nangsrjun temple, is in Patti Dora Malla on the ridge between Dwam and
IJaithana at ihe source of the Baluwa-gadh ; a Saiva temple according to the
Khasiyas. ^The hill above Pali in Dora Talla, where there are temples to
Kali and Naithana Devi. ^ The temple of the Bibhandeswar Matiadeo is
gitnate near Eana in Dora Malla. « In Gangoli. ' The Surabhi must
be the Biskui or Kiskan, which flows past the temple, but it joins the Gagas near
Shaula : the geography here gets confused and unintelligible. At Sainana in Nayau
tkere is a temple to Siva. Bii ddhkcdar is mentioned. ^xhe river from
Bairti beyond Dwara. ' Gagas, which rises between the Sukhaldevi and
Dcbara peaks. '" Now called Sukeswar near Bansnli-sera in Patti Atha-
guli.
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Garigi joins the B4mganga.^ At the confluence is the Siva-ling of

Chakreswara.* To the left is the mount of Earaha. The mount of

Drona is between the Rathabahini and Karusiki,^ There are many-

caves and many beautiful trees and flowers and tigers and deer and

great creepers and the Ankkadi, the plant which shines at night like

the diamond and laug-hs at mankind who know not its value, and on

the mount lives Drona. Kalika and Bahnimati and Mahishamur-

dani are worshipped there. Between the SAlmali* and Kausiki is

the mount Bidrona^ and near it is the Siva-ling of Pinakisa,^ a great

tiitka.

The Kosl

There wa-s a Rishi called Kusika who adoring Ganga raised his

hands to heaven, and into them fell the river Kausika and thence to

earth. Brahma sat on the Lodhra peak'' and poured forth from a

vessel the river Salmali. Where the Salmali and Kausiki meet is

the tii'tha of Phalguna,^ and here is the Someswar Mahadeo where to

worship is equal to worship in, Kashi and near it dwells the serpent

Takshaka.® Above is the tirtha of Chandrasekhara^" and the conflu-

ence of the Godavari" and near it is Mallika Devi.^^ Above, in the

Kausiki, are two- great rocks, Kausi-sila and Raudri-sila, and above

them is Brahm-kapala and Kapila tirtha and Dharma-sila and above

them is Pinaldsa Mahadeo. To the left of the Kosi is the mount

Kashaya^^ and on the right is the dwelling of Baraditya" further on

joins in the Rambha.'^ Beyond Baraditya is Katyayani Devi^^ also

called Sjama Devi. From Tankara" flows the Shali^* to the Kosi;

afterwards the Kausiki breaking through the mount of Sesha flows

into Madhyadesa (,the plains). The mount Sesha is on. the left of

the Kausiki. Gandharvas live in its caves and great trees and deer,

and tigers ; on it dwells Seshnaga'^ and from it flows the Sita to the

Kausiki southwards. Between the Sita and the Kausiki is Asoka-

banika the grove of Asoka trees where the seven Rishis and the

' The affluents of the Gagas on the tight Bank are the Chaudas, Baiaru, Riskaa

and B ilwa, and on the left bank the Naurar. ^ At Bikiya-ka-Sain : Nau-

Vsar temnle. 'Kosi river. 'River from Lodh, which jyms the

Kosi at Somesar. ^ Now Bidhon. / ^i"^'*?- ,. J
Bhadkot.

8 Same name now, is close to. Someswar, where the burning ghat is situate.

9 Near Someswar is a village called Sarp and the great pool in the liosi below is

called Saro-hrad.
»« Retains the na me. i' Retains the name. '^A

larffc rock in the river. ''' Kalmatiya hill near Almora, the peak of which is

still called Kashar " The temple of the sun at Katarmal. i' A small

stream which rises below the Mission School at Almora. /« Siy^hi Devi.

i7 jagcswar. " Sa&L river. " There ar« several Nag temples here.
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Satyavrato Eajas did penance. Here there are Asokas and other

trees and many birds. Kamachandra and Sita and Lakshmana came

here by the order of the Rishi Visvamitra. SIta was rejoiced at

the beautiful forest and said to Kama :
" It is the month Bais4kha ;

let us stay in this wood and let us bathe in the waters of the Kau-

siki." So they remained there during Baisakha in the forest and two

springs burst forth for them. Thence they went back to Ayodhya,

and from that time the name was changed to Sitabani.'^ He who

beholds Sitabani can have no sorrow, Near is the river Devaki,^

and to the right of mount Sesha is mount Garga,^ in which are many

eaves and mines of metals and trees and birds and deer and Rishis

and gods live there and from all sides flow down rivers.

The Lalces.

In this tract there are sixty-six lakes at which the sage Garga

pays his devotions. Gargachal is at the feet of Himachal. On his

summit is the Gargeswar Siva-ling where dwells the sage Garga^

and whence flows the Garigi."* On the left of the Garigi is Bhhna-

sarovara,^ and west of these Trishi-sarovara^ which the three Rishis-

created. The three Rishis Atri, Pulastya, and Pulaha came to th&

tirtlias of Himachal, and from Chitra-sila'^ ascended to the mount of

Garga. They were thirsty and found no water,, then they dug into

the mount and thought admiringly of Mana-sarovara and on this;

Mana-sarovara filled up the place, that they had dug, with his

waters, and the place was called Trishi-sarovara. He who bathea

in it shall derive the fruits of bathing in Mana-sarovara. Around
Chitra-sila is the Bhadravata ; here is a great bar tree in a leaf of

which Vishnu floated over the ocean. In Chitra-sila, Brahma,
Vishnu, Siva and their Saktis dwell and Indra and the other gods.

Below the junction of the Garigi and the Pushpabhadra^ stood the
bar tree in the shade of which Sutapa Brahma performed austeri-

iies for thirty-six years, eating dry leaves and his hands raised to
heaven. Seeing him Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and the other gods
came and granted him all that he should desire, and sent for Visva-
karma and on the banks of the Garigi, Visvakarma with gold and

_
1 In the Kota pan where there are seven I groves of Asoka trees. z Dabka

river. ^Gagar. ^ Ganla. sBhiraTal " Naini Tal vt
' lake of the three Kisliis.' ? Or ' painted rock' neai Hiinibagh » The
Btre.- m f.oni BMm Tal which joius the Ka ui lal river at Mayapuri, where a tailtakes p ac. on Makar biinkraiU. •' f

j
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other metals and jewels made the Chitra-sila (or variegated rock)

and the virtues of all the gods entered into it, and they took away

Suta.pa to Vaikantha, the paradise of Vishnu, and he who worships at

Chitra-sila and bathes in the Garigi shall follow him. To the cast

of Gargachal are the seven lakes which are the holiest of all the

lakes of Garga. The first is Trishi-sarovara, the second is Bhima-

sarovara, the third is Navakona-sarovara^ ; the fourth is Ndla-saro-

vara,^ the fifth is Damayanti-sarovara^ ; the sixth is Eama-sarovara*

and the seventh is Sita-hrada^. Bhima-sarovara was made by Bhima

Sena, and on the banks of it he established the Bhimeswar Siva-ling,

from it flows the river Pushpabhadra.

Bdrahmandal-Bdgeswar.

East of Kalmatiya is the mount of Swayambhu^ and beyond it is

Tankara'^ in which is Darukavana [i.e., the forest of Deodars in Da-

run). To the south of Darukavana are the hills of Salmali^ in which

are mines of iron and copper and gold, on Himachal between Kail4s

and Manda the gods love to look. At the junction of the Sarju and

the Gomati is the Nila mount* on which live the gods and Siddhas

and Gandharvas, and Apsaras. At the junction is Kgm-tirtha,^'^ and

above is the Surya-kund.*^ Between this Baranasi-Kshetra^^ creat-

ed by Chandisa^* for the dwelling of Siva. Maliadeva and Parvati

when it was ready came to the place, and when they reached it a

voice from heaven [ahashahdni) glorified Mahadeva, who sat down

at the junction of the rivers and Brahma and the other gods came

there and they said, " the akdshabdni first called out the glories

of Siva, therefore shall this place be called Bagiswar.^*" The Rishi

Galava^^ said, ' Let him who wishes to be cleansed from all his sins

bathe in the Sarju'. On the mount of Nila the Rishi Markandeya

performed austerities, and while he was there the Rishi Vasishtha

1 Nankuchiya, ' the lake of the nine ' kuncha' or corner : if any one see all the

rine bays at the same time he meets with some great fortune b fore the year is out.
' Nal Tal, one of the lak(S comprising the Sat 'I'al. ^ Kani Damayanti ke

Tal, another of the seven lakes. The t-vo last names refer to the hero and hernine

of the well-known ipisode in the Mahabharata, for a popular account of which
see Wheeler's History of India, I. 180. * Kuhuriya Tal, a small pool iibov,e

Bhim Tal. ^ Close to the liam Tal, but now dry. " Sintula near Al-

niora. 'Jageswar. ^Salam. ''At Bagesar, the hill abore
which Is now known as Kokru ka danda. '° Now called Agni-kund.
11 A pool in the Sarju above Bagesar. '^ Now called Uttar-BAranasi, ' the

Benares of the north.' i' One of the servants of Siva. !" i e , lord

of speech' from Sans :
' Vd/',' 'speech' as in compound Vdh-pati, ' lord of speech,'

' jloqucnt.' 1^ A celebrated sage, the hero of the stories of the white horses

wi th black ears, Wilson XI., 225.
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brought down the Sarju from the north. When the Sarju- saw

Markandeya, it stopped before him forming a lake, and when Vasish-

tha saw that by virtue of the austerities performed by Markandeya
the Sarju could not flow onwards, he went to Siva and prayed him
to open the road for the river. Then Siva and Parvati, consulting

together, contrived a plan by which Parvati became a cow and went

to graze near Markandeya. Siva became a tiger and sprang upon

Parvati, and when Mankandeya saw this, he ran to save the cow

and drive nway the tiger. When the sage rose up from his devo-

tions for this purpose the Sarju seeing himself free flowed onward,

and when Parvati and Siva heard the waters flowing they resumed

their proper forms. When Malkandeya saw them he began to glo-

rify them and said to Siva, " Tliy name is Byaghreswara^, ' the lord

of tigers,' " then Siva and Parvati vanished and Markandeya

departed^to the paradise of Brahma.

JD'dnp'wr.

In the beginning of the Satya-Yuga Brahma divided the earth

into portions giving to each the share to which he was entitled. To

the Nagas^ he gave the country between Jiwara^ and Darii and this

city was called Nagapura.* The chief of the Nagas called Malla

Narayan^ said to the Eishis, " give us water, there is none here,"

and the Rishis called down the Bhadra Ganga from the mountains

and gave it to the Nagas. The Nagas saw Kamadhenu, the cow of

the gods, and asked her to give them cows and she gave them many

beautiful cows and the Nagas built sheds {goths} for them and or-

dered their daughters to tend the cows. These Gopis (cow-tenders)

saw Mahadeva and the place was called Gapeswara^ and the jungle

was named Gopivana.''

The story of Pdtdla-bhuhaneswara.

Between the Sarju and the (eastern) Ramganga is the shrine of

Pat&la-bhubaneswara.^ The Rishis asked Vyasa to tell them of

' From Sans. ' Vydyhra,' ' a tiger.' ' The serpent race. ^ Juhar, the

country between Milam and the Kai peak. * Nakuri now giving its name
to a patti or fiscal sub-division in pargana Danpur. A temple to the Naga still

exists on the ridge above the village of Papoli. * Mulen, the name of the

tidge above Suring, on the route to the Pindari glaciei was the residence of this

Naga chief who received the affix Narayan as a title on account of his worship
of Vishnu. « A Siva Linga of this name now. ' Gopain. Vasuki
the Naga chief is still worshipped at Gadyara, where a great festival takes place

in Baisakh and Kartik. "The temple is situated in patti Barauu and
pargana Gangoli.
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Patiila, how does MaMdeva live there in darkness and how large is

it, and who are those who worship Mahadeva there and who are the

chief of the gods of Patala, and who first discovered that there was

such a place as P4tala, and how can men go there without the sun

or moon ?' Vyasa said—' As is the earth above so large is Pdt^la

below, not even Vasishtha and the Munis can tell where is the end

of Patala, but can only penetrate to where Bhubaneswara Maha-

deva resides. Below this there are three caves called Smara, Smeru,

and Swadhama, into which no sinful man can enter, and in the

Kali-yug they will be shut up. I will tell you the story of how

Patdla^ was discovered by mankind. Rituparaa^ was a Suryavansi

Eaja of Ayodhya who left his kingdom and travelled north into the

mountains with his soldiers and killed many deer and birds. There

the Raja saw a great boar lying in a stream of water and attacked

the animal with his sword, but the boar fled and the Raja pursued

him until fatigued with the sun and thirst he looked about for shade

to rest himself. Whilst searching about the Raja reached the en-

trance of a cave where was a watchman {kshetrapdla) sitting and

asked the man where he could find a shady place to rest in, the

guardian of this cave replied— ' Enter here and you will find all

that you desire.' So the Raja went into the cave and near the en-

trance he met Dharma and Narsinha and went on with them, and

then he came to the serpent Seshnag with the thousand heads and

the daughters of the Naga seized the Raja by the hand and brought

him before their father. Seshnag asked him who he was and why

he had come. He answered—'I am a Suryavansi Kshatriya, and my
name is Rituparna, and I came to Himachal with my army to hunt

;

whilst following a great boar I lost my way and wearied with thirst and

the sunI came into this cave by permission of its guardian. In a former

birth I must have done virtuous acts, that I should behold thee now."

1 The Vishnu Fnrana divides Patala into seven regions, Atala, Vitala, Nltala,
Gabhastimat, Mahatala, Sntala and Patala, inhabited by Daityas, Danavas and,
Nagas. The joys of Patala are above the delights of Indra's heaven. The lovely

Naga-kanyas wander about fascinating even the most austere ; the rays of the sun
diffuse light, not heat, by day, and the rays of the moon give light, not cold, by night.

There are lakes, groves and flowers, singing birds and skilled musicians to make
life enjoyable. Below the seven Patalas is Vishnu incarnate as Sesha and known
by the name Ananta to the Siddhas. He has a thousand heads adorned with the
mystical swdstika and in each hood (phar\a) a jewel to give light. He is accompanied
by Varuni, the goddess of wine ; he wears a white necklace and holds, in one hand,
a plough and in the other a pestle. Sesha supports the whole world as a diadem
on his bead and is the great teacher of astronomy. The Furanas make him even
one with Balarama.
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Then Seshntig said,

—

' Fear not, tell me what gods do the four

classes of men in the earth now worship'. The Raja answered

—

' They worship Mahadeva and demand from him what they desire.'

Then Seshnag said, " Do you know this cave, and that in it dwells

Mahadeva ?" and the king answered—" No, nor do I know who thou

art, but I desire to know all these things." Then Seshnag answered

and said— ' The name of this cave, Raja, is Bhubaneswara and

where the end of this cave is not Kapila and the Munis can tell : in

it live the three gods, Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahadeva, under the

single form of Bhubaneswar, and Indra and the other gods, and the

Daityas, and the Gandharvas, and the Nagas dwell here. and Narada,

and the other Devarshis^ and Vasishtha and the other Brahmarshis,^

and the Siddhas and the Yidyadharas and the Apsaras. No sinful

men have yet entered this cave, here are the grottoes where Maha-

deva and Parvati dwell ; behold them ; but as with your own eyes

you cannot see them, I give to you the eyes of gods.' Then Sesh-

nag gave to the king the heavenly eyes and showed to him Patala

and the dwelling of the gods and the Gandharvas, and Nagas, and

Daityas, and Danavas, and Rakshasas, and the king did them due

reverence. Then Seshnag showed him the eight families of serpents,

and the Siva-ling of Visveswara andAiravata,' the elephant of Indra,

and the Sdrydta and Kdlpavrikslia,* the trees of the gods, and Vri-

haspati,^ the Guru of the gods and the horse of Indra, called Uch-

chaihshrava and the cave Seshavati in which dwells the ser-

pent king Ananta, whose breath rushes forth into the earth from

' The Eishis or sages of the celestial class wlio lived in Vaidik times in

Deva-varsha and are generally recognized as the el<ler Rishis. The category Taries

with the difEerent works and some ot those called Brahmarsh is I'y the Vishnu Pa-
rana are as old as the oldest hyrans of the Rig Veda : see Muir's Texts, III, 219 :

Wheeler, II. 426. 'The Brahmarshis, Brahmas or Prajapatis, the mind born

sons of Brahma are Bhrigu, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Angiras, Marichi, Daksha,
Atri and Vasishtha according So the Vishnn Purana, to which some add Narada
Dharma, Adharma, Sankalpa and Buchi. Hence the term Brahmarshi-desa given

to a portion of Central India iu the Epic poemi. Wilson, II., 143. » Aira-
vata, the elephant of Indra, is one of the artic'es produced from the churning of

the ocean. The others are the ( 1 ) Hdlahdla or KdldhUta poison which gives his name
of Milakantha to Siva; (2) Varuni or Sura, goddess of wine; (3) the white-

eared horse of Indra, Uchchaihshrava
; (4) Kausiubht., the jewel of Vishnu

j

(5), the cool-rayed moon; (6) the sage Dhanwantari, clothed in white, with the
amritb in his water-pot ; (7) the goddess Sri ; (8) the Apsaras

; (9) Surabhi, the
cow of plenty, the fountain of milk and curds, and (10) thepdrijdia tree ''which

is the delight of the nymphs of heaven : perfuming the world with its blossoms.

This pdrijdta is one of the fine trees of Paradise and is identified with the Erythnna
indica or ' coral-tree.' It is frequently mentioned in the Puranas. The Saryota

are descendants of Vaivaswata, ^ One of the trees of Indra's heaven.
5 A celebrated sage, sou of Angiras and husband of Tara, also the planet Jupiter

and likeSarasvati presides over speech.
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Blirigntungai and the Mani Bhrigu^ and Sanatkumani^ and other

Devarshis and the Hatakesha* Siva-ling.

Then he took the Raja further into the caverns of Pdt^la and
shewed him the roads to Swarga and Ganesta ; and the Siva-ling

of Sateswara and the earth resting on the head of the Serpent

Ananta and the Siva-ling of Saureswara and Parvati. Then he

shewed him Patala-bhubaneswari Devi, and near her the Bagisha

and the Baidyan^tha Siva-lings, and on the left of them hidden by
a rock the Ganan^tha-ling. Below again he shewed him a cavern

into which he looked and saw a light shining like an emerald

ijnarakatii) in it were the Munis absorbed in religious exercises and

there in the midst sat the Muni Kapila^ and the Siva-ling of Kapi-

lisa and the dwellings of the Danavas and Daityas, and by this road

lie transported him in an instant to Ujjain® and shewed him there

the river Sarasvati and the Siva-ling of Mah^kala. Then in another

instant they were back in the cavern and there Seshnag shewed the

Raja the cave of Sukshma and in it was Ganesha, and the forests

of Kadalivana^ and the Muni Markandeya.* Then they returned to

the cave of Pat^la-bhubaneswara ; and he showed him another cave

through whicli goes the road to SetuTsandha-rameswara,^ and in

it he showed Chandra-sekhara.*" This cave was forty kos long

and forty kos broad, and its sides were formed of emerald ;

thence in a moment they returned from Rdmeswar into the

cave of Patalabhubaneswara, and entered another cave through

'which they went to the river Godavari and bathed in it, and

another cave through which they went and hathed in Ganga-sagara

and worshipped at the Siva-ling of Ghandeswara.^^ In one of

the caves Seshnag showed the Raja the asrama or hermitage of

TMarkandeya Rishi and the five Siva-lings of the five Kedaras,

In another cave he showed the Raja the road to Baijnath ;

^ The peak of the Rishi Bhrign near Pokhri in patti Blierang where there

is a cave from whicli comes a wind. ^ One of the ten Maharshis named
in Manu and father of Sri or Lakshmi by KhyStl in one of her births pre-

vious to the chumins of the ocean. Called also lord of Lakshmipura on the

Nerbudda known as Bhrigu Kachcha. ^ ^^j^^ays j mmg,' one of the sons

of Brahma. '' NdtuMi, 'golden'; name of a Siva Ling on the Godavari.
5 Name of a gage, the founder of the Sankhya philosophy. " In Malwa.
'Kadaliban, ' plautain-grove,' a forest in the Dakhiu celebrated for elephants.
8 The narrator of the Markandeya Pursna. " The Siva Ling at Eamiseram,
at the bridge from the continent to Xanka, set up by Hama : see Wheeler, II, 353.
i<" Moon-created,' an epithet of Siva, also the name of a mountain. "Chandi,
another name of Parvati.

41
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and the Siva-lings of Nilakiintha and Bali,i tjjg king of the

Daityas.

Then in the great cave he showed him the cave of Brahma-

dwara^ and its Siva-lings and there worshipped Kamadhenu^ from

whom falls down the milk on Mahadeva. Here there is a pool

called Bi\a,-kunda, the water of which if any one diinks without

permission from the deity, he is struck with the trident of Siva.

Then the Eaja asking permission of Mahadeva, drank at the pool

and Mahadeva said to the Raja—'Within this space thirty-three

krores of gods remain in attendance on it.' Then Seshnag showed

him the moon and stars and the Ganas and Gandharvas and the

great Mahadeva-ling, on one side of which sits Brahma and on the

other Vishnu. These three gods dwell here in one shape as the

Siva-ling of Bhubaneswara. Then in the cave of Smara he saw

Mahadeva throwing the dice with Parvati and the other gods stand-

ing by adoring. Then he saw another cave, ten thousand yjanas

in circumference, at the door of which sat a guardian snake. This

cave was lighted with the light of jewels, and in the midst was a

house made of precious stones, and in it a bed of the same, and on

it, on stuffs as white as milk, sat Briddha-bhubaneswara, Mahadeva

and Parvati. Then Seshn4g took him through another cave to

Kailasa and the Raja bathed in Mana-sarovara. Then they came

back and they showed him the cave of Smeru where was Siva sleep-

ing with matted hair on his head, and wearing the skin of a tiger

and having a snake as a jane<f and near him Ugratara Devi,^ and

he showed him the cave of Swadhama and the Raja asked—'What

is the light that flows forth from the midst' ? and Seshnag answered

—

' This is Tejomaya Mahadeva® tell it not to any one ; from this

light sprang forth Vishnu, Brahma, and Siva M^hen the universe

' Bali was the eon of Virochana , son of the great Daitya Prahlada. He conquered
Indra and the other gods and was, in turn, vnnquislied by Vishnu in his Varaana or
dwarf incarnation and sent as rider to Patala : see page . ' Now called

Brahma-kanthi, a small care branching out from the great cave. ' The
cow belonging to Vasishtha wliich yields all desires, here represented by a rock
somewhat in the form of a cow from which water trickles on to the top of the Lings.
^Thc sacrificial thread. * The 'terrible goddess' as SiTa is called TJg-
resa, the terrible lord. Eudra or Siva was born half male and half female, but
separatine himself into two parts by order of Brahma, each sex became multi-
plied and of two classes dark or fierce and light or agreeable. Hecce the eleven
Kndras and their wives. Ugraretas, Bhava, Kala are among the dark forms of
the male and Durga, Kali, Bhavani, Chandi, Maharatri, Ugratara, amongst the
fierce forms of the female. Similarly Siva, Manu, Mahat are the agreeable
forms of the male and Lakshmi, Gauri, Uma the mild forms of the female.
6

' Whose form is light.'
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was created, and from this light the whole world is enlightened.

Look in the midst of it and you will see a form which is Vishnu the

creator of the universe. He who understands the Vedanta and the

Shdstras calls this light Brahma. Not even the gods can come before

this light : worship it. From this cave goes the road to Kedara.'

Then they went to Kedara and worshipped the 'Siva-ling and drank

at the spring of Udaka,^ and they went to Maha-pantha^ and thence

returned to Patala-bhubaneswara. Then the Raja said in his own
mind— ' Am I mad or am I dreaming ; what is this Patala that I

am seeing ?'

Then Seshnag said to the Eaja—' Take thou a thousand loads of

jewels borne for thee by Rakshasas, and this horse, the speed of

which is that of the wind and go to thy own home ; but tell of

Pdtala to no one, and you and your family shall flourish. There

shall hereafter be a Brahman called Batkala who shall tell of this

cave to mankind, then they shall know of it.' Then the Raja mount-

ing on the horse came forth with the Rakshasas carrying the jewels

and thanked Seshnag ; then he went to the mount of D^ru and on

the banks of the Sarju he found his army who were searching for

him, and he returned to Ayodhya and stored up the jewels in his

treasury and dismissed the Rdkshasas who had carried them.

Then the Raja called his Rani and his sons and told them all that

he had seen and divided the jewels among them. While he was

telling of the wonders of Patala the messenger of Mahadeva came

and seizing the king carried him off to the dwelling of Siva. He

who shall hear this history of Raja Rituparna and this m&hdtmayd

of Patala-bhubaneswara all his sins shall be forgiven and he shall

enter into the paradise of Mahadeva.

KEDARA-EHANDA.

The Kedara-khanda section of the Skanda Purana occurs in the

same form as the Manasa-khanda and opens

"^
*'^*' "

-with the usual philosophical inquiries as to the

orio-in of things of which the following may be taken as a specimen :

« This is related by the Suta Sanaka and other rishis. First the Rishi Sa-

naka asked :
" Wliat is Brahma ?" he is without the three qualities,^ i. c, witliout

1 Now called Udak Nauli. ' The peak above Kedar. » Niryuna,

' without tlie three guna or qualities,' au attribute of the Supreme being.
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sattwa^ or rajas' or tamas:^ he is sati/a* Kai jndrv' and anand^ : he has neither

name, nor class, nor senses, how then shall ho be discovered or understood ? and

how from this Brahma without qualities did the world proceed ?" The Suta

answered and said :
—" Vsaishtha Muni,'" the son of Brahma, told this to his wife

Arundhati : she asked, " You know all things, the universe proceeded from Brahma,

ho-w shall he be discovered ? and in the KSli Yug when men cease to perform due

worship and believe not, how shall they obtain release, and how was the world

created, and what are the duties of the four classes, and how many arc the manwan-

taras^ and Yugas? Vaaishtha answered and said :
" This question was asked by

Parvati from Mahadeo, and he answered tlius : " He is without form or senses or

colour, nor does he perform any work ; he is not created nor does he resemble any

created thing ; he is joy ; he is without master; be is the soul of the universe ; he

is without colour, neither white nor black nor red nor yellow, nor of all colours

mixed together ; he has neither body nor form, yet there is nothing in the universe

in which he is not. He neither performs any acts nor does he sleep, nor has he any

senses. What the Supreme Spirit really is, neither Brahma nor the gods can tell.

He is without qualities : without beginning, middle or end ; without visible form

or any form, separate from all things, yet pervading all things. The followers of

the Sankhya call h\ia purusha, the Vedantists call him gyin, the Dwaitabadi of the

Nyaya call him jioa and brahma. The followers of the Mimansa call him Karma,

whilst those who hold with Patanja'i address him as sahesvara? The Saivas say

he is one with Siva, the Vaishnavas that he is Vishnu, the Sanras that he is the

sun, and the Saktas that he is the Sakti. 1 Mahadeo alone know something of him,

but not all ; he is without the qualities of stability, activity, or stagnancy ; he has

neither beginning nor middle nor end ; he is not perceptible by the senses ; he is

without bodily form, yet everything in the universe bears his form : he had no begin-

ning ; he is above and beyond all things. The followers of the Sankhya call him
purusha ; the Adwaitabadis say of him that he cannot be seen with the eyes, yet he

pervades all space ; he is all-powerful and everytiiing is and has its being in him.

The followers of the Nyaya say that he is Jiva and brahma, matter and spirit.

Those who adopt the Mimansa system declare he is karma or works, whilst the fol-

lowers of the Yoga Shastras'" declare he is abstracted meditation. The Saivas say

he is Siva ; the Vaishnavas that he is Vishnu ; the Sauras that he is Surya : the

Ganeshas that he is Ganesha, and the Saktas that he is Sakti. The Supreme
Spirit, O Parvati, whence this universe arose was water, the depth, length and
breadth of which no one can tell ; in wiiich are millions of Brahmandas" and
Brahmasi^ of various forms. In every Brahmauda are the three gods, Brahma
Vishnu and Siva and ludra and the other gods and each has its separate seas and
rivers and mountains. He is eternal, his face is turned to every side and in these
Brahmandas there is still the all-pervading spirit. This water of the Supreme

1 Goodness, knowledge, quietude. '^ Activity, passion. 3 Dark-
ness, stagnancy "He who is truth. s q- Gyan. he who knows.
" •f°y:

^ ^
' Urja or energy' is the usual name of the wife of this Manasaputra

or mind-born sage. Periods of a Manu, each of which comprises seventv-
oue Y«gas or ages and is ruledover by its own Manu and sages. Six manwantaras
have passed and we are now m ihe stventh under Vaivaswata Manu Seven more
have to come before the day of Brahma is completed : see further Wilson's
works, VI., 45. "Keferenco is here made to the schools of philosochv
iJ Followed by Patan]ali. n The mundane eggs, the eiiibrycs of worlds!12 'ihe active p. inciple oi creation.
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Spirit which is outside the mundane egg once came into the world and this is

Ganga "

Parvati then asks Siva to tell her how this came to pass and how the egg was

formed. Mahadeo answered and said :
" Listen, O daughter of Himachal, to the

history of Vishnu. First there was only water in the universe, in which floated

Vishnu on a bed borne on the serpent Seshnag. This was when the former world

had ended and Vishnu determined that a new world should be created. At the

thought, there sprang from his navel a lotus and in the
Creation.

lotus was born the four-faced Brahma.' Then Vishnu

said, ' Create the world.' When Brahma heard the words, he listened and saw

Vishnu and said :
" Thou art the chief of the goJs ; thou art unaffected by any

thing ; thou art without form visible or invisible ; thou hast neither beginning

nor end. Siva and the other gode cannot tell who thou art, much less can I

duly adore thee. I am a child and without knowledge, and my mind is over-

whelmed with ignorance, how then can I fitly glorify thee ? Where are thy

hands and thy feet and thy limbs, wh're art thou thyself ? This much only can I

perceive that thou art this ocean with the waters of which thou cherished all

tilings animate and inanimate. Every created thing depends upon thee ; tliou art

the light of the sun and the moon and the stars through which darkness is driven

away from the world. Thou art wind and the breath of life and ether above the

world ; thou art time and its divisions and the senses and mind. The body' is

the chariot, the soul 'is the master within and the mind* is the charioteer; the

bodily faculties are the horses and the senses are veins. The charioteer must be

vigilant or the chariot will be upset. Thou art perfect, pure and unchangeable.

Until thou hadst formed the thought of creation, until then thou wert the Supreme

spirit, neither creator nor created : When thou hadst performed this wish then

thou becomest creator and created." I am powerless, how shall I create the

world ? ; Visiinu answered and said " Brahma became the creator (prajdpati) of

the universe. I give to thee all knowledge
; create the universe and live until crea-

tion has perished. I am pleased with thy adoration of me, so ask of me whatever

boon thou desirest." B ahma answered and said :
" Thou hast created me ; I will

create all things ; I have received from thee all knowledge, what more can I ask

for myself f but I will ask one thing and that is that thou wilt be pleased to remain

in this world which I shall create.'' A great part of the above description has

been borrowed more or less closely from the older Pauranik writings, and is followed

by the usual description of terms of time, the origin of the gods, demons, Danavas,

Daityas, Eakshasas and Yakshas. Then comes the story of the heroes of the lunar

and solar races, and the exaltation of the Bhagirathi as the principal source

of the Ganges with some account of the various places of pilgrimage along its

banks.*

^ Chaturmukha, ^ Vigmha.^ ^ Atma. ^ Manas. 6j
have had two manuscripts of the Kedara-khanda, one lent me by Ganga Datta Up-
rethi of Srinagar, and the other by Dharmanand Joshi of Almora. The latter

' which was copied in 1816 A D.. has been followed throughout. The tonographical
account of British Garhwal comrnences at the 41st chapter and 48th"page. The
entire account is filled with stories illustrating the holiness of particular places
like that of Patala in the Manasa-khanda. I have omitted nearly all these stories,

so that this account is little more than an index to a portion of the Kedara-
khanda.
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Keddr.

The mdhatmya of Kedar follows the description of the valley of

the Bhagirathi. Parvati asks what is Kedar and what are the

fruits of visiting its sacred places and bathing in its holy waters.

Mahadeo answered and said :
' The place that you have spoken of,

O goddess, is so peculiarly dear to me that I shall never leave it

nor forsake it. When I or Brahma created the universe, Kedar so

pleased me that it shall ever remain sacred to rae. Brahma and the

other gods are there, whoever dies there becomes one with Siva.

Such as thou, Vaishnavi, art amongst Satis, Hari amongst the gods,

the ocean amongst lakes ; the Jahnavi amongst rivers, this peak

amongst mountains, Yajnavalkya amongst Jogis, Narada amongst

Bhaktas, the Salagram amongst stones, the groves of Badari

amongst forests, Karaadhenu amongst kine, a Brahman amongst

men, the Brahman who can impart wisdom amongst other Brah-

mans, the wife who honours her husband amongst women, the son

amongst children, gold amongst metals, Shuka amongst saints,

Vyasa amongst sages, this country amongst other countries, a prince

amongst men Basab (Vasudeva) amongst the gods, the giver of

good fortune amongst mortals, my city amongst villages, the Ap-

saras of heaven amongst dancers, Tunvara amongst Gandharvas,

so is Kedar-kshetra when compared with any other sacred place.

Mah4deva then relates the old story ; how once upon a time a hun-

ter came here to this part of the Himalaya and after killing a large

number of deer wandered northwards to Kedar where he found a

number of holy men assembled and engaged in devotions. The

hunter sat down at a respectful distance to watch their proceedings

when suddenly a deer of a beautiful golden hue sprang up near

him and walked gently by. The hunter prepared his bow to shoot

the deer but before he could draw the string, the deer had disap-

peared. Disturbed at this he walked onwards and met Siva armed

with a trident, with matted hair, wearing a garland of serpents and

accompanied by his train. Frightened at the sight, the hunter con-

cealed himself and the procession passed on. The hunter next met

the sage Narada from whom he learned that Ked4r was a place of

such sanctity that strange occurrences continually took place and

portents and omens appeared, and that if any one desired salvation,

he should find it there, though his sins were as great as can be
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imagined the virtue that accrued from a visit to Kedar was suffi-

cient to cleanse them.

ManddJcini valley.

Mah6,deva then gives a brief account of the places of pilgri-

mage around Ked^r. On the lower course of the Mandakini^ is the

holy Siva-kund^ where is the Kapila Siva-ling, and ahove this is

•Bhrigtt-tunga, king of rocks. Still higher up at a distance of two

yojanas is the babbling fountain of Hiranyagarbha,^ and to the north

of this the great Sphatik-ling. A few paces to the east is the Bahni-

tictha* near which is a well where Bhim Sen^ worshipped me, Ma-

hadeva. Above this is Mahapanth* four kos in circuit abounding

with milk and ghi, where the gods dwell, full of gold and jewels

and birds with shining wings. Above Mahapanth is the Swarga-

rohini pah^r.^ At the junction of the Madhvi® with the Mandakini

is the Shiuprad-tirtha and where the Kshirganga^ joins the same

river is the Brahmya-tirtha. To the south of this is the fountain

known as Samudr-jal, "which is of such purity that whoever even

touches its water receives some benefit. To the left is the Puran-

dar peak, where Indra worshipped Siva and where is the Madhalaya-

ling. About forty cubits thence is the Hans-kund where Brahma

appeared as a hansa, and near it is the Bhim Sen sila where is the

bed of Siva. About six hos thence to the south is the Gauri-

tirtha where the water is warm and the earth of" a yellowish-red

coloui'. Here Gauri bathed whilst her courses were on her and

here is the Gaureswar-ling. Whoever smears the mud of this pool

on his body, bathes in its water and makes an offering however

stoiall shall receive an eternal reward. To the south is Goraksh-

ashrama^" where also there are hot springs and a ling, and ifany one

remains there for seven days, his sins are all forgiven. On the

same hill are four pools called Devika, Bhadrada, Shubhra, and

Matangi, bathing in which ensures particular benefits. On the hill

' This river flows through Patti Maikhanda from the glacier above the Kedar
temple. ' There are several pools of this name, but this is perhaps the one
at the confluence of the Madh and Mandakini streams. s Gauri-kund.
* Same as the Agni-tirtha near Gauri-kund. ° Now known as Bhim Udiydr,
there are a number of caves here. ^ The mountain and glacier above the

temple. ' The group of peaks above Mah&panth. s Xo the east of
Nalapatan. ' Apparently oue of the streams which form the head-waters of
theMandaiini for hence we descend the valley again to Gauri-kund. i" " Here
is the Shesheswar-ling and in the pool near it are numerous snakes who do no
harm to those who bathe in it." These snakes occur in the pools at Triyugi and
Gauri-kund.
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above G-auri-tirtha is the Chirbiisa Bhairab -who acts as watchman
to Mahadeva, and -who must have offerings of strips of cloth when
his lord is worshipped. Kali also resides here and about a kos off

is Bin^yak-dwara^ sacred to Ganesha. Within the Kedara-mandal

and to the west of the Tribikram Nadi'^ is the Narayan-tirtha,

About a kos and a half above is the Narayan-kshetra where fire

always burns. This is the place where the wedding of Gaiiri San-

kara and the daughter of Himachal took place. Here is the Saras-

vati-kund and the Brahma-kund, the water of which is of a yellow

colour and harbours snakes. To the south is the Bishnu-tirtha and

the Jaleswar-ling and the holy Harida stream.^

Bliillang valley.

Mahadeo then praises Bhilla-kshetra* saying :
' Here I played

with thee, goddess, disguised as a Bhil. The hill is lovely and

well wooded and watered, and from it you can see Ganga, and here

is the Bhilleswar-ling. Here I still engage in sport with the Bhils,

clad in a dark-coloured blanket, I wander about the hills at mid-

night'. Close by is the temple of Kameswari Devi and less than a

hos above it, the Surasuta stream where Siva smeared his body with

ashes. On the south bank of the stream is the Matalika-sila.

The extent of the Bhillangan-kshetra is five yoj-anas long by four

yojanas broad, and it contains some sixty streams. To the south of

Bhilldngan-kshetra is Bagala-kshetra* which extends two yqjanas in

breadth and four yojanas in length. It contains numerous places

of pilgrimage and temples and that sacred to Bagala Devi is well-

known. To the south of this temple is the Punya-pramodini stream

and on the northern bank of the stream, a figure of the four-armed

Vishnu and, about two kos to the south, the temple of Trishirkha

Devi. Next comes Shakambhari-kshetra* sacred to Shakambhari

Devi where her temple exists. She protects the sages in their

devotions and here is a grove of Shdka trees and the tigers of

the forest and the snake with the jewelled head pays her worship.

Near it is the Sankara peak where the feast of lamps takes

place on the eleventh of the dark half of Karttik. To the south

' The confluence of the river from Triyugi with the Mandakini. ' The
stream which flows by Triyugi-Narayan ; the Siui of the maps. The fire has
lasted here for three ages, hence the name Triyugi. ' The Sinigadh of the
maps and JalmaV of some travellers. * The valley of the Bhillang river iu
Tihri to the west of Triyiigi. ^ In Tihri. " In Tihri.
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t)f the peak is the Mdrakata-ling surrounded by a hooded snake,

and to the left of this is the Nandini river and the temple of liuru

Bhairab adorned with aumerous bells, the hermitage of Shukra and

mines of copper.

Madh and Tung.

Mahadeva then goes on to say that there are five hshetras whicH

every one should visit, Ked&r, Madh, Tung, Rudralaya, and Kalp,

all of which are within the Ked4r-mandal. A Gaur Brahman is

next introduced to tell a story in praise of Madhmaheswaf. Here

is the sacred Sarasvati-tlrtha regarding which the story of the hun-

ter Shambuka is told to show its surpassing sanctity. The hunter

swid his dog followed the chase until they came near Madh where

they met a joyous band of pilgrims singing the praises of the Saras-

vati. The hunter cared naught for this and threw his dog into the

pond and the dog on •coming out shook off some of the water on to

Shambuka, but such was the virtue of even this partial ablution in

the sacred stream that on their deuth both hunter and dog were

summoned to Siva's heaven. The Tungeswar-kshetra is next men-

tioned and is said to be two yojanas square, and its praise is sung

in the story of Dharmdatta and his son Karmsharm. Dharm-

datta was a good and pious man, but his son Karmsharm Avas a

gambler and bad character and even induced his own sister to be-

come as bad as himself. Dharmdatta died of a broken heart and

his son seized the property and sold it, and squandering the proceeds

took to highway-robbery as a profession. Meanwhile his sistet

turned courtesan and in her travels fell in with her brother and be-

came his mistress. The brother was in the end killed in a forest by

a tiger, but a crow took merely one of his bones and carried it to

Tung-kshetra where it fell within the sacred tract, and such is the

power inherent in the soil of these holy places that Karmsharm

after some time spent with the Rishis was transported to the heaven

of Siva.

This brings us to the Akashganga^ which finds its source in

three springs on the summit of Tungn^th. To the west of Tung-

n&th is a Sph4tik-ling^ and to the south of this the Garur-tirtha

' Argaskamni and Agaskamnee of the maps which takes its rise below the

temple to Sira as Tunguath on the Chandrasila peak. 'A white Ung»

shaped boulder sacred to Siva.

42
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and about half a mile thence the Man-sarovara in which the lotns

grows. To the north of the Man pond is the temple dedicated to

Siva as Markateswar/ and to the south of this near the hermitage of

Mrikanda, the temple of Maheswari Devi. The sources of the

Akashganga is the best of all places for performing the funeral rites

of ancestors.

Mudrandth.

The Kudr^laya or the ' abode of Rudra' is also called the Mah^-

laya or. ' great abode/ and is introduced by Mahadeo with a long

account of his own power and greatness which we omit. Here is

the Baitarani stream^ sacred to the ancestors where one pind equals

a kror offered at Gya. Here is Shiumukh, the head of Siva, and

the place where the Pandavas came to remove the sin of killing

their brethren, but Mahadeo showed them not his face, and going to

Kedar they obtained a sight of his hinder parts and so obtained

salvation. At a distance of half a Jcos is the Mana pool, the waters

of which are of a yellowish-red colour, and to the east of this is the

Sarasvata pond in which lives the fish called Mrikunda and to the

east of the pond a great ling in colour and form like a coral bead.

On the fourteenth of the dark half of the month, the fish in the

pond are fed and oblations are offered for the repose of the manes

of ancestors. To the north-east is the pool with yellow waters

where Mani Bhadra worshipped Siva. KalpethaP is the place

. where Durvasa Rishi performed austerities beneath a kalpa tree

and thus obtained salvation. To the south of the Kalpeswar-ling*

is Kapilaling and below it flows the Hairanvati stream, and to thfis

south of it is Bhringeswar about two hos from Kalpeswar. Here

there are also hot springs and some distance near them to the west

is Grosthal-kshetra,' when Mahadeva is worshipped as Parmeshwar

(Pasupati) and an ifon trisul or trident stands near his temple and

an ever-flowering tree of great beauty. To the east Mahadeva re-

sides as Jhasha-ketana-ha (or destroyer of Kandarpa, the. god of

love), after which his wrath being appeased by Rati, he became

known as Rateswar and a pond near hi» temple^ is dedicated to

Rati.

1 In Mako village where the priests of Tungnath reside during the winter.
^ The Kndrigadh of the mapB which flows through the valley in which is the Eud-
I3,nath temple. Tatti Urgam. *In TJrgam village. ^ Go-
thala in Malla Nagpiir where is the Gopeswar temple and the iron trident,

•In the valley below Gopeswar.
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Badarindth,

Tte account of fiadari is given in a conversatioii between Vasish-

tta and his wife Arundhati. The toly circle of Badari includes

the entire tract (kshetra) between the hermitage of Kaiiwa and the

peak of KTanda. Such is the efficacy of austerities performed there

that oblations offered at Kanwa's shrine frees even thieves and tlie

siayers of kine and Brahmans from the just punishment due to their

sins. To him who bathes at Nandprayag and worships Eamapati

there, further benefits are promised. The circle of Badari is three"

j/(y'anas broad by twelve yojanas long, and contains the Gandharnar-

dana, Badari, ISTar-Narayana and Kuvera peaks besides numerous

streams and warm springs..

Patti Dasoli.

Nandpray^g* is so named after the virtuous Raja Nanda who

here made a great sacrifice which was attended by the gods and

many Brahmans. Here is the Vasishtheswar-ling and to the north

cf it the sin-cleansing Brihika and Birahwati.^ The latter is some-

times called the Kalyani and received its present name from the

austerities performed there by Siva himself. Here is a templb to

Siva as Bisheswar, and to the east thereof the sacred pool of Mani-

bhadra,* and to the south of this the Mahabhadra* stream, remark-

able for the great fig-tree on its bank and the Surya-tirtha. Two-

kos to the east is the temple of Gopeswari Devi where Raja Danda

of the solar race performed austerities, hence the synonym Dand-

karanyai

Th& valley of the Alahnanda.

On the north bank^ of the Alaknanda is the Bilvesvar temple'

surrounded with bel {^gle Marmelos) trees with fruit as large as

cocoanuts and smooth as jujubes. To the south of the river is the

Garur-ganga, the stones of which have the power of removing the

poison from snake-bites, and its yellow mud when smeared on the

body imparts wisdom like Ganesh. To the north of the Alaknanda

is the Charmanwati* stream where is the hermitage of Raja Anant

Sri and a temple dedicated to Chandi Devi and on the Mecha peak'

I At the confluence of the Naudakini and Alaknanda. ' The Bireh

Gaaga'. ' The Mahideo lake in patti M. Dasoli. * In Malli Dasoli

flowing from the Bhadra peak. ' The description now follows the Alaknanda

up to Badfihsth. ^'Now the Mena stream in Urgam.
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a ling. To the north-east is the Gaurya hermitage where Devi

subsisted on the leaves of the forest trees for a thousand years and

gave the tract its present name Parankhanda. On the banks of

the Alaknanda near the hermitage are a line/ and pool known as

Siva-kund. About a mile beyond is the pool Bishnu-kund, and two

kos farther is Jyotirdh^m^in which is the temple of Narisingh where

Prahlad performed austerities. Here are also the pools known as

Brahma, Bishnu, Siva, Ganesh, Bhringi, Rishi, Surya, Durgu,

Dhanada, and Prahlad-kund, Narada worshipped Vishnu at Bishnu-

kund. From Jyotirdham the traveller proceeds to Badari, and the

Gandhamadana, peak by the confluence of the Dhaula and the Alak-

nanda (Ganga) near which are the pools already mentioned. The

place is called Bishnuprayag and above it is the site of the hermit-

age of Ghatotbhava who became the watchman of Vishnu. Here

there are hot-springs and the temple dedicated to Siva as Muneswar

and one to Ghantakarn. There ai-e numerous hermitages of holy

men around and every pool forms the source of a stream and every

peak the home of a god. Above Bishnuprayag is P4ndusth4n^

where the Pandavas lived for a time engaged in devotion. Here

is Pandvesvar Mahadeva. On the right bank of the river is the

Nar peak with its thousand lings and places of pilgrimage and the

Narayan-kund. Next comes the Bindumati stream and two kos be-

yond is Bhaikhanas where the saints performed the horn sacrifice.

Above this on the summit of the peak is the Jageswar Bhairab and

the Kuvera rock. Then comes the Pravara stream and the temple

of Badari where is the Kurm-dhara and the five-rocks {Panch^sila),

viz., Naradiya-sila, Barahi-sila, Narasinhi-sila, Markandeya-sila,

and Graruri-sila, with their respective pools. Within the circle of

these rocks is the throne of Vishnu. Here also is the Bahni-tirtha

and the rock Brahm-kapdl sacred to the manes of ancestors. Close

to Badrinath and near the sources of the stream is Nrisinh in the

form of a rock and the Narayan-kund. A little less than a kos to

the west is the Urvasi-kund where dwelt Pururuvas and Urvasi and

two kos off is the Svarna-dhara, and on the banks of the river the

Shesh-tirtha. To the left of Badrinath are the Indra-dhdra, Deo-

dhara, and Basu-dhara streams, the Dharm-sila and the Som,

Satyapadam, Chakra, Dwadasaditya, Saptarshi, Rudr, Brahma,

1 JoaUimath. ' Fandukcswar, where the temple still exists.
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Nar-N^rayan, Byas, Keshava-prayag, and Fkndayi-Hrthas, the pool

of Muchu-kunda and Manibhadra.

Episodes,

Some twenty chapters'^ devoted to stories in praises of the

various Urthas now follow which may be dismissed after a very brief

notice. Arundhati asks her husband to tell her something more

about the great places of pilgrimage than their mere names, and he

goes on to relate to her what he professes to have heard from Narada

regarding them. These stories show that whatever may be a man's

desire he will obtain it by worship at Badari, and whatever may be

his sins they will be forgiven if he supplicates the deity through the

priests of Keddr and Badari. The iirst story tells how " Once

upon a time there lived a very learned and pious Brahman named

Bishnumana on the banks of the Drishadwati. Though the father

was learned and good, the son Bishnurati grew up so ignorant and

debauched that Bishnumana was obliged to expel the boy from

his house. Bishnuvati joined a band of wandering musicians and

came to Badari where he sang the great song in honour of Vishnu,

and so pleased the god that he was allowed to live near Ndrada-

kund, and the sufferings which he had gone through in his travels

were held sufficient punishment for the evils that he had wrought."

The next story tells how Sankara Vaisya, a resident of Pratisth^n-

pura,^ longed for issue, and hearing of the virtues of a journey to

Badari went there with his wife. There he found a number of

Brahmans engaged in devotion, and after feeding them explained

his object, and in return received from them a charm which he gave

to his wife, who soon became pregnant, and in due time brought

forth a son who was named Dharmadatta. When Dharmadatta grew

to man's estate, and proceeded with his merchandise into strange

lands, he became enamoured of a daughter of the Mlechchhas, who
eventually plundered him of all his property. Dharmadatta returned

to his/father, who ordered him to make the round of Ked4r and

Badari in order to cleanse him of his sin. Next we have Janame-

jaya slaying eighteen Brahmans in order to enjoy the society of a

beautiful woman that he met out hunting, and cleansed of his sin

by a visit to Badari and the intercession of Vyasa.

1 From the 68th to the 78th » Pratisthlina is probably Paithan
on the Godareri.
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Cbaiidragupta Yaisy^,, a resid&nt of Avanti (Ujjam)! had ten

sons, and was one day visited by a Badarin4th panda by name Dhar-

madatta, who was asked to describe all the wonders of Badari. In

reply Dharmadatta told the Vaisya the names of all the places of

pilgrimages, and the advantages to be had from visiting them ; that

he should take all his property and go to Ked&r and Badari, and

give it to the Brahmans there, who would ensure his admission to

paradise. Accordingly Chandragupta with his wife and sons sat

off on a pilgrimage with Dharmadatta, and afterwards remained*

with him near Badari. Whilst there Chandragupta's wife lost a

precious ivory ornament one day, and inquired from the sages who

lived near what was to be done to recover it. They answered that

she and her family should go the round of the places of pilgrimager

again, and when this had been accomplished, and they had arrived

a second time at Badarinath, the elephant from whose tusk the

ornament had been made appeared, and with the whole party was

at once conveyed to the paradise of Vishnu. Then comes a story

of how Narada standing on one foot sang the praises of Mahad'eo

for one hundred years at the confluence of the Mandakini' and Alak-

nanda, now known as Eudrprayag, and how he was visited by the

great god himself who here invented the musical nodes used in his

worship. Then follows a long explanation of the various rd'gs, their

use, value, authority, accompaniments, rules, divisions, &o. In

illustration a story is told of Devasraya who had' five sons, all of

whom were learned and pious except Gopalsharma, who was sa

ignorant that he was denied the sacrificial thread, and was appointed'

as cow-herd; Gopal when he became of age reflected oh his condi-

tion, and sought for those to whom he belonged, and for this purpose

ttavelled to Kailas, and visiting the various holy places arrived"

hungry and tired at Eudrprayag. Some days afterwards whilst

wandering about the sacred place he overheard a Brahman per-

forming his devotions and saying " Om sivdya ndmaK" as the.

great compelling invocation to the deity. Gopal immediately com--

menced repeating this simple litany, and wKen he had continued.'

muttering the name for some hundred-thousand times, Siva tooE"

pity on him and revealed to him his origin and restored his facul-

ties. Henceforth Gopal Siddh became known tliroiighout the

whole of Keddr as the favorite of Siva. The Brahmans who, had.
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refused to partake of the feast prepared by Parasurama were still

uD'ler the curse pronounced by that sage and were known as

Brahmarakshasas until restored by GopdI.

Nilkanth and Pindar.

Arundhati then asks whether the intercession of any other holy

man has ever resulted in the release of suoh numbers as were saved

through Grop41. She was told that the Nilkanth mountain lying

between the peaks known as Shnmbha and Nishumbba was the site

of the great austerities performed by Raja Antideva, by virtue of

which both the Raja and some thousands of Hakshasas were received

into the heaven of Siva. The place is further marked by a tem-

ple to Mahishdni Devi. An account is next given of the Chakra-

kshetra which lies to the south of Manasa and is knovv'n by the

great bel tree and the temples dedicated to Bilweswar and Ganes-

wari Devi, the Heramb-kund and Bainuwa-tirtha. To the east is a

temple to Chandi Devi and east of this a pool of yellow water and

above it is Bikata-kshetra, so called from the son of Jambha Asura.

Jambha had two sons, Bikat and Tat; the first adored Siva and the

second Vishnu, and here is a temple dedicated to Siva as BikateS'

war. Here is the Sailodak spring, the waters of which if applied to

the eyes enable one to see where treasure is concealed. Here also is

the Nandeswar temple. Tat-kshetra^ lies along the Pindar and is

the place where Tat with his Daityas performed austerities, and

above the site of his hermitage, in a forest surrounded by Bel and

other trees, is a temple dedicated to Siva as Brahmaputreswar. A
little more than four kos to the north of the Brahmaputrasthan is

the Pushkara peak where Pushkar and the NAgas worshipped Siva.

Next comes the Muni-siddhini-kshetra, full of deer, trees, flowers,

and birds, where Pushkar-n^g lives. To the south-east is the tem-

ple of Chandika Devi and the Tareswar linff. To the south of this

is the Kaveri stream, where is the Kavereswar lincf, and further

south the Nag-dhara and Nigamdlaya with the stream Paphara,

where Dwipeswar, * lord of the Isles,' died. The Jaleswar ling is

1 The Tatkshetra must occupy the greater portion of Pindarpar. I would
place the Brahmaputra sthan in the Wan vaUey and the Pushkara peak might be
identified with one of the spurs of Trisul. There is still a temple to Saugal-nag'

at the confluence of the Kailganga and Pindar rivers at Talor and one to Bhekijl
Nag at Ratgaon and to Banpa-nag at Margaon in Painkhanda. We next have the
valley of the Kailganga^ and then that of the Pindar, after which the tract around
Kam-praj^ called- Sira-kshctia is reaehed.
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within this tract and also a temple to Jaleswari Devi and four

kos to the east the Benu-tirtha on the banks of a small stream. To

the north-east of this stream is the Dandeswar and Mahaganapati

temples and also one sacred to Bhairab. To the south-east of the

Brahmaputrasthan is the Gobind-tirtha at the source of the Pindar

river, and the temple dedicated to Birshani Devi. To the north-

east of this temple is Binateswar, and further south is the Bishu-

miti-kshetra and the Bisheswar temple and pool. North of these is

Gana-kund, the Saumyeswar temple, Kambha-kund and Dasamauli,

where Rdvan repented him of his evil deeds, and here also the R4-

vaneswar ling is established. Here is the Sauddmini stream and

on its banks the Siikameswar ling. North of the river is Kapila-

tirtha, Kapileswar, Yogeswar, Bageswar, Brahmeswar, .nnd a tem-

ple to Ganesh. At the confluenoe of the Pindar and Alaknanda is

Siva-kshetra, where Kama performed austerities. Here are tem-

ples dedicated to Uma and Umeswar, the Binayak-sila, Suraj-knnd,

the Dhananjaya Nag temple and the Ratna-prabha ling with its

golden yoni. Close by is the Menukeswar temple, the Ilivani

stream and Pnlaheswar ling, near which is the Brahma-sila of many
colours. Above on the hill is the Manibhadra-kshetra and Mani-

wati stream, the Yaksheswar ling and sacred pool, Barnes war, the

Dibeswar-kund where the lotus grows and the Debeswar ling. To

the left of the Dibeswar ling is Svarnakarsthan, the Svarneswar

temple, the Indra-tirtha, where Bhairab in a black form seized and

bound Indra, the Indreswar and Kelleswar temples and also the

rocks known as Bhim-sila and Hanumat-sila. The last mentioned

is of a white colour and has the power of transmuting the baser

metals into gold. Beyond these is Bhim-kshetra, in which is the

Bhimeswar ling and temple.

Kdli-kshetra.

Two yojanaa to the north of K41i-kshetra* we arrive at the

temple of Rakeswari Devi which marks the site where Shasha, the

moon, was freed from the leprosy caused by the curse of Brihaspati.

It was in the Nandan woods that the moon met the wife of Brihas-

pati and debauched her and was cursed by the sage and became a

leper. The moon then prayed to Siva and offered oblations here

1 E&ji-kshetra or E&Ukasthan, also known as Ralbangwara, is tbe tract along
the Kali near its confluence with the Mandakiui below K&limath.
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a-nd obtaitiod forgiveness. A-rundhati tlien asks where the R4jas

paid their devotions, and in reply was told that they visited the

Kedar-tirtha« and Kdli-kshetra on the banks of the Sarasvati.

Siva is worshipped in Kali-ksheira as Ktileswar and there is a great

temple to Kali herself and to the east about two Icos is the temple

of Turana Mandana Devi.' To the north of the temple of K41i is

the temple of Kot-majeswari Devi. To the north of the river at

the junction of the Barana and Asi streams is Saumya Kashi' now

concealed (gupta) and only five kos in extent, but hereafter to be

revealed when its sacred precincts will comprise one hundred k&s.

Jumna, Tons, arid Dehra Di^n.

In the country to the west of the Ganges' are numetoua places

. . of pilgrimage, the Brahma-dhara and others.
Jumna and Tons. ^, ° _

The Jumna flows through the north-western

portiou of this tract and the Hiranyabaku joins it and their conflu-

ence is holj'. Still further west is the Tamasa,* and where it joins

the Jumna is the Daksha-ti-rtha and north of it the Bishnu-tirtha.*

From the hill above the last-mentioned place of pilgrimage flows

the Bimuktida stream, and at its junction with the Tons is a temple

dedicated to Siva as Jyoteswar. To the north is the Hem-sringa

peak* from which flows the Siddha stream, and at its confluence

with the Tons is the Siva-ling to which Brahma paid devotion.

North-east of this are the Hiranya-saikata and Hemwati streams,

and on the eastern bank of the latter stream the Kasyapa-tirtha.

iFurther west is the Brahmaputra stream and on its banks the Brah-

meswar-ling and the temple dedicated to Ganeswari Devi. To the

north-west is the Satadru^ river and on its banks the Panchnades-

war-ling, and west of this the Jambhu-sail, whence the Jambhu
Stream takes its rise. On the banks of the Jambhu is a temple de-

dicated to Bishhara Devi and beyond it the Kamdh^ra stream, an

afiluent of the Brahmaputra and at their confluence the K^mdkhya-
tirtha. From the Saundaryyak peak flows the Sundari river to its

» One with Mahisha-mardini, slayer of Mahiah Asura. The story of Kaktarija
is told at some length, how, accompanied by Shumbha and Nishumbha, he ravaged
the couQtry of Kali and how she slew him after he had conquered ludra and the
gois. Kotimayeswari Devi assisted by spreading delusions amongst the Daityas
and also Rdkeswari Devi, whose temple is about two miles above Kalikasthan.
^ Now called Gupt-Kashi. ^ Inclules western Tihri and Jauusar-Bawar,
* The Tons river. = Near Kalsi in Jaunsar. "The Naga peak of the
maps. ^ The Satlaj.

43
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confluence with (be Mokshawati stream called Sundnr-prayag, wliere

is a temple to Sundari Devi. At Bishnn-prayag is the confluence

of the Punyavati with the Bishnu-dhara. Once upon a time the

ocean came to the Himalaya and there worshipped Siva for many
thousand years : hence the origin of the Bamndra-tirtha. Whea
Brahma created the world, the Tamasa was created from the

Brahma-kund and its confluence is the Kudra-tirtha and Bishnu-

tirtha, where is an image of Vaishnavi Devi and, half a kos beyond,

the Sakra or Indra-tfrtha. To the south-east of the Barana-tirtha

at a distance of twelve kos is the Balakbilya peak and river' and

the Balakhilyeswar-ling. To the north-east is the tem^ple dedicated

to Siva as Somesvar and from the hills around ^ve rivers take their

jrise and afford numerous places of pilgrimage to the devout. One

of the streams called Dharm has on its eastern side the Dhannkiit

peak where Dharm Eaja performed austerities. To the south af

iiis is the Siddhkiit peak^ and to the north Apsaragiri. To the

north-east is the Yal?shkut peak and to the south of this the Sailes-

tvar-ling. From the peak of Nanda to Kdshtgiri the entire tract

is known as Ked^r-mandal, and within it are innumerable lings, all

worthy of the highest honour.

Mdpa-kshetra and the Ganges valley.

From GFanga-dwara'' te Ratnastambha and from the peak of

Ntinda to Kashtgiri is known as Maya-kshetra. To BrahmanasthaD

is twenty-three ^ojana», between the Ganges and Jumna eight

yojanas, Tiryak three yojanas, and Maya-kshetra twelve 'yojanas.

Maya is Sati, the daughter of Daksha, who lived near Ganga-dwara,

where is the Daksheswar-ling and the places known as Chandika-

tirtha, Drona-tirtha, Rama-tirtha. To see Rikhikesh* and Brahma-

tirtha even ensures the fruit of good works. Tapuban^ also is a

place for performing the funeral rites of ancestors and Lakshman-

sth4u for achieving good fortune.® Then whoever bathes at Siva-

tirtha attains to the heaven of Siva. Near Ganga-dwara is the

Nila peak sacred to Siva as Nileswar. Near the Bilwa-tirtha is the

gliva-dhara and a great hel tree and a linff near which Narada Muni

1 The Suswa Nadi in the Dun, regarding which the story of the pigmy Brah-
mans {bdlahhil), is told. 'Ndgsidhin the Dun. 'Hardw&r. The
description now leads us up the valley of the Ganges. *InDehraDun,
on the right bank of the Ganges. ^ In Dehra Dun near Lachhman-jhula.
^ Here follows some eeven chapters describing Daksha's sacrifice. See Gaz., II.,

283-290.
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always dwells and the great Ashvatara Nkg with a jewel in his

head and who- somfitimes appears as a sage and sometimes as a deer.

In a cave to- the left lived the Muni Rishiiia and here on the four-

teenth of the dark half of Shr&wan a light is seen and the voices of

people talking are heard. About two gun-shots to the east of the

temple of Bilvesvar is an excellent spring of water on the hill and

feelow it a den of wild pigs. About a Jios beyond is the temple and'

stream saered to B'rahmani Devi. About six Jcos from Bilwa-tirtha

is the temple sacred to Siva as Trimurtteswar, near which is the-

Sunandi stream and the temple of Sunandeswar and the yellow

stone known as Nandi-sila similar to the stone of the same name at

Graya and the ling called Nandeswar. A £o*hence is the Birbhadras

tapasthal and the temple dedicated to Siva as Birbh^dreswai-.

About half a kos to the soath are other pools and Urthas and lin^s.

Next comes an account of Kankhal with numerous stories of its

various places of pilgrimage, the Kusha-tirtha, Bishnu-tirtha,

Samudra-tirtha, Siva-tirtha, Ganesh-tirtha, &c. To the north of

Cranga-dwara the Kaumadwati stream, joins the Ganges at Renuka-

tlrtha and about half a &os= above the Bajra-sila stream. A hos to

the north flows the Sankarballabha or Chakru stream and joins the

Ganges where the temples dedicated, to Siva as Sankareswar and

Birbhadreswar stand. Two kos to the west is the Salihotreswar

temple and, a short distance beyond, the Rambha stream whichi

jpin* the Ganges at Rambheswar.*

Kubjdmraka-kshetra:^

We have next Kubjamraka-kshetra, where is the Kumud-tirtha,.

to the south of which is the temple dedicated to> Siva as Ohandes-

war,. and near it the S&rshav-tirtha, whore every Sunday the Sun

eomes in the shape of a bee and bathes in its waters. More holy

still is the Purnamukh-tirtha, where are springs of warm and cold

water and the Sbmeswar-ling, and near it are the Kdrbir-tirtha and

Afrni-tirtha. Next comes the B^yavya-tktha, the Aswattha-tirtha

with its great pipal {Fious religiosa) tree, the Basawa-tirtha and

Chandrika stream and Ganapa Bhairab of terrible form. These are

succeeded by the Barahi-tirtha and the Samudra-tirtha with its

variously coloured waters. To the north of Kubjamraka is the

1 These appear to be in Tihri.
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Rishi peak. Tapuban^ lies to the west of the Ganges and is the>

place where Ramachandra retired to devote himself to religious,

austerities. Below it is the Bilama-tirtha where Seshndg of the-

white body and coal-black eyes loves to dwell. To the north-west

of Ganga-dwiira is the hermitage of Rama, and Rama-kshetra ex-

tends for sixteen yojanas Irom the Dhenu peak to the Betravati

stream. Within this tract is the Kelikheti stream, on which are

temples to Chandi and Durga and also the Ghantakarn-tapasya--

sthan. To the west of the latter place is the Bhuteswar-ling and

the Kuhii stream and a great cave sacred to Mdirkandeya and other

Eishis. There are also pools called after R4ma, Sita, and Hanu-

man, several lings and temples to Durga and PrabMika Devi.

Drona-tirtha is near Deo-dhara where is the Deveswar-ling and the

Deojanya stream. To the west is the Navadola stream and six Jcos

north the Dhen forest and Dhen stream. To the east of these is

Kakachalsthan and west of it the Renuka stream. To the east of

this is the Paryenkini stream and at the confkience of the two, a.

place of pilgrimage. The place where Dasaratha shot the crow in-

the eye is called Pushpeswar-deosthal and is within the boimdaries.

of Kakaehal. Dronasthal lies to the east of Maya-kshetra and^is,

held to be eight yojanas^long and three yojanas hroa,d..

Wdgdchal and Ckandrabarii

To the south-east of Deo-dhara at a distance of about three-

miles is Nagachal and to the west of it the SubhaTishraba stream..

Two kos to the west of the Deo peak is Chandraban, where there is

a lincf and sacred pool, and to the west of it the Chandravati stream

and on its right bank the Bishn-pad. To the north-east is the

Subahan stream and west of it about two kos a temple to Gankun-

jur Bhairab at the source of the Gan-dhara, whilst a temple to

Chandika crowns the summit of the peak. To the north is the

Svarneswar-ling and half a kos beyond the Deogarh stream which

joins the Sankaraballabha stream-. To the west of Deo-dhara and

en the other side of the Chandraban at a distance of about eight

kos are the sources of the Jumna and Ganges with their numerous,

places of pilgrimage and sacred pools. The Chandreswar temple,

and pool and stream are all within the Chandraban.

' A^ already noted tM-s place is on tli^ Tihri boundaiy in Dihra Dun,
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The Jumna and Tihri.

To the west of the Jumna is the temple sacred to K^Ieswar and

Kiileswari and the Deojushta stream which joins the Jumna. East

of the Jumna is Yavanesbaryya's throne known also as Yavanesha-

plth, four yojanas in extent. Within this tract is the Yoni peak,

the Yoneswar ling E,nd the home of Kaliya Nag, and here in former

times the Yavan Kdt came to pay his devotions and hence the names

Yavanesha-pith* and Kaliya, To the south is the Brahma stream,

and to, the north the Rudra stream, and to the south of it the Bhas-

mamaya Pani with the white coloured rock honoured as a li7\g. To

the east is the Bishnu stream and more easterly still the Kama
stream which unite at Bishnu-tirtha. To the west on the banks of

the Jumna is the Bhiu-tirtha, the Eishi-kund and Sharabhang-

tirtha and the Vasishtha-tirtha on the Brahma stream. From th«

peaks above Vasishteswar flow seven streams. To the west of the

river is the Surakut peak^ where is the temple to Sureswari Devi

and west of it that to Kalika. To the north-west of the Brahma

peak is the Sundari-pith and the Brahmaputra stream, the Sunda-

reswar-ling, and the Haimvati stream which joins the Sundari and

then forms a Urtha. The Haimvati has its source in the Siva peak,

and on its banks is the Bhagvati ling, to the south of which is a

pond with yellow water and the Bhuteswar-ling. Next comes In-

dra-kund and to right of it the Sakra-tirtha and Rudi'a-tirtha and,

on the banks of the river, the Trisul-tlrtha. To the west is the

Mahatkumari-pith where is the temple dedicated to Siva as Sailes-

war and the Balwata stream. To the north is the Kunjurkiit peak

where are temples dedicated to Bala and Tittirparnaka Devi. The

latter is situated at the confluence of the Muni and Parni streams.

To the north is the Bedbarna stream and to the west the Dewal

rises on the peak of the same name. Here is the temple dedicated

to Siva as Dewaleswar and the Dugdh-dhara.

Bhdgirathi and affluents.

To the cast of the river^ (Ganga) is the Chandrakut peak where

is the temple to Bhubaneshi Devi and on the summit the Jiigates-

1 This is the anly alluBion to the Baktrian Greeks that has been found.
» Sarkot at the head of the Eama-Sera valley. 3 The name Ganga or ' the
^iver ' is applied either to the Bhagirathi or to tlie Alaknmda according to the
locality.
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war-ling. To the south is the Nageswar temple and' near Tt the-

Bhagwati stream : to the north-west is Bageswar and west of it the

l^akshatra Panch-dhai'a and Chamra-dolini streams and the temple-

to Chamreswar. Gardabha Asura was slain by the Rishis on the-

mountains above Chamreswar now marked by the temple of Garda-

bhotkharnadini Devi. To the west on the banks ofthe river is the

hermitage of Brahma and the Kotes-war-Kng. In the same tract

are several lings and pools and places of pilgrimage. Bhadrsen's-

hermitage is also here and to the north-east near BWllang-sarovaro!

the Sateswar-ling, and at the confluence of the Bhillang and Bhagi-

rathi the temple to Ganeswar and the Dhanush and Shesh-tirtha.

To the north of the river is the M41vatya hermitage, near which is-

the Ashmurtteswar-ling. To the west near the Kiltadri range i*

the Raudrisila, and to the south of it yaksharaja's tapasthal and

to the west on the Shekhar peak the Parnaban, Next comes-

the Gobardhan peak with its ling and templcj and ta the southi

on the west bank of the river the Bhdskara-kshetra with its-

ling, pools and temple. Then comes the Nawala stream and to.

the south Gaumnkh. West of Bhaskara-kshetra is the Ghanta-

karn-Bhairab, the temple to Kanduraati Devi, the Briihmi-sila

and the Mokshavati stream which joins the river at Moksha-

tirtha.

Deoprat/dg.

At the confluence of the Ganga and Alaknanda is the great

Deopraydga-tirtha^ and the Brahma-kund where Brahma made his-

devotions before commencing the creation of the world. To the

north of the Bhdgirathi is a Siva-ling and between the two river*

the Swayambhuva-ling. Near the confluence we find also the

Baitalika-sila, Betal-kund, Siva-tirtha, Suraj-kund, where Medha-

tithi performed austerities, Vasish-tirtha, Barahi-tirtha, Bar4hi-sila,

Paushpam&la-tlrtha, where the Kinnari Pushpamalfi, performed)

austerities, and Pradyumnasthal. Near the Pradyumnasthal is the

Baijpayan-kshetra, where there is a cave containing an image of

Bishnu, and about half a kos beyond near the Gridhr^chal peak,

the Bilwa-tirtha. Above Suraj-kund is the Rishi-kund, on the right

bank of the Ganga is the Saur-kund and east of the confluence and

on the right bank is the temple dedicated to Siva as Tundiswar and
* Deoprayag in Tihri.
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alDOut. four bow-shots off the Danwoswar temple near the Danwati

stream. At the confluence of the Danwati are five well-known

lings : Bisweswar, Maha-ling, Tdtakeswar, Tundiswar, and Dan-

weswar. The Bisweswar-ling was established by R4ma. To the

south of Deopray^g, where the small Nab^lika stream unites with a

branch of the Bhdgirathi, is the Indraprayfig-tirtha and Indra and

Dharm-kund. To the south lies the Dhanush-tlrtha, the Brahma-

dhdra and Indreswar-ling. To the east of the Nab^laka is the Tri-

siil-tirtha, pool and stream, and to the south the Urmika stream

and to the east again the Vainateya stream whose confluence is

marked by the temple to Garureswar. To the south is the Bibh^-

vini stream and at its confluence the temple sacred to Bhaveswari

Devi. To the left is the Mend stream and to the right the Rajen-

dri stream and at their confluence the Prithi-tirtha, where Prithu

performed austerities marked by the site of the Pritheswar-ling.

To the south the Kapinjala stream rises on the Kaparddak peak

which is honoured by a Siva-ling, and to the east the Chan-

drakiit^ peak has another called Deveswar, near which flows the

Chandratoya stream. Next comes the Langal peak with its

Ldngaleswar-ling, and to the south-west the Manjnkula stream

which has at its confluence the Bhim-tirtha. About a kos to

the east is the Pingalika rock where is a temple dedicated to

Ban Devi. Half a kos to the west is the Dhenu stream and

half a kos to the south the temple dedicated to Trisfileswari

Devi.

About two kos from the Nabalaka stream is the Diptijvaleswari-

pith where, in former times, lived the daughter of Puloma. Hence
to the east is the place where Kandu performed austerities and the

Kdndavi stream and a temple to Uma Devi and the . Kaibaleswar-

ling. To the south flows the Kapilanirini stream and to the east is

the hermitage of Kapila and south-east the Rashtrakuta peak.

The Rathabdhini is like the Nabdlaka, and about eight kos to the

south of it is the Banyasrikeswar-ling and a pool with yellow-

coloured waters. Some twelve kos to the south is the temple dedi-

cated to Devardshtreswari Devi with its pools, streams and lings.

To the west is the Punyakiit peak where is the pool and temple

sacred to Nandeswar, and to the south-west the Sundar peak with

* The Chandrabadini peak.
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the stream and temple sacred to Sandareswar. Some twelve kos'io

the west by south is the Bhiirideo peak where the prince of that

name performed austerities and called the peak and stream after

himself. This stream joins the Nabalaka at the Bhavanashan-

tlrtha, where are temples sacred to Bhavani Devi and Bhavamochan.

To the south is the Sihlo peak where a Bhil of that name perform-

ed austerities, and to the left about ten kos off a pond, to the west

of which flows the Svettarangini stream. To the south-west is the

Karindradri peak, whence flows the Karini stream, and at its con-

fi'uence is the Bhairab-tirtha and on the summit of the peak the

Mandareswar-ling. Below it on the right side flows the Bhadra*

tara or Bhrigupatni stream, and at the confluence is the Daridra-

nibaran-tirtha where Lakshmi resides. Eight kos to the south is a

temple to Kalika and twelve kos to the east are the Birini and

Bharani streams, and at their confluence the Bhrigu-kund, whilst the

Binayak-tirtha lies four kos to the south of Indraprayag. To the

north-east of the Kubjdmraka-kshetra on the western bank of the

river is the temple dedicated to Siva as Yogeswar, the Siva-tirtha

and Suraj-kund. To the east of the Alaknanda is the place where

Benu performed austerities and about eight kos to the west is the

Bishwa stream and on the Tamrachal peak a temple sacred to

Guhyesvari Devi and one dedicated to Bhairab. To the east is tlie

Nandbhadreswari temple close to the Mena stream and -to the left

of it the temple of the Devi known at various times as Gnnashri

or Satwiki or R^jasimata or Tamasi, and here is the Narayani

stream. To the east of the Ghandrakut peak is the Kaleswar

Bhairab.

Sri-kshetra.

From Kolottamang to Kolkaleswar is known as Sri-kshetra^ in

extent four yojanas long and three yojanas broad. To the south

on the Kinas peak is the Yamkasthan. To the north of the river

about two kos is the Kolasur peak and the Menuka stream with

the Menukeswar-ling. Half a kos beyond is Deo-tirtha, where Bhu-

kund paid reverence to Siva, a place marked by the Bhukundeswar-

ling. To the south is the Suraj-dhara and to the left the Chand-

dhara and again the Bahni or Agni-dhdra. To the north of the

> The tract of which Srinagar is the principal place.
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river is the Sydmala stream named after the daughter of KoldiSura.

Close to Indrapraydg is the Drishadvati stream which flows from

the peak of the same name and half a kos beyond the Kandika

stream. In a cave on the summit is an image of Kandika Devi.

To the north of the river is the Saktijeti stream and at its conflu-,

ence a temple sacred to Siva as Ganesvar. Half a kos onwards is

Bhaw^nisthan, and at the confluence of the Sankhwati with the

river is a temple to Siva as Nahusheswar. Above this is Devi-

pith and on the banks of the river Upendr^ja-pith, in which are

two streams. On the hills above is a temple to Kandukeswar

Bhairab and on the banks of the river the Lasyu-tirtha and a tem-

ple to Visvandth, and above them the Maya Devi and Blayeswar

temples. At the junction of the Gori and the river is Gauri-pray%

and BSgeswari-dhara with a temple to Lakshmi and above it one

to N%eswar, About a kos from where the Indrani meets the

Gori is Rishi-prayag and one kos further Brihwa-pray^g.^ Beyond

this is the Indra-punyafcam-tirtha. About half a kos from the con-

fluence of the Kumbhika and Gori is Bishunath and a kos above it

Mukti-praydg. One kos above on the mountain is the hermitage

of Alarka. Near Gauri-prayag is the Svarneswar-ling and the

temple to Binayakeswar and on the banks of the river the Binayak-

kuad. On the right bank of the river is the Manjavati-dhdra and

a bow-shot off the hermitage of Alarka and above on the hill is the

Manjughosh Bhairab. Siva-prayag is situated at the confluence of

the Khandava and the river. About half a mile onwards tlie Kali-

ka stream is met with and half a kos onwards on the Kari peak a

temple sacred to Kavi Bhairab. Below this is the confluence of

the Khandava and Batsaja streams and above them the Siva-kut

peak, whence flows the Narayani and Rajketi streams. To the north

of the river is Dundi-pray4g and above it the Panyavati stream

takes its rise in the Kuvera peak. Near this is the Kani-tirtha,

the Dwijihvak-kshetra, Sanpat-dhara, and on the peak above Dandi-

tapastbal with its golden-coloured image of Ganesh. To the east is

the temple to Siva as Nirmaleswar and the Jambhu stream and the

Dandika-tlrtha. To the east of Siva-pray^g on the right bank of

the river is the Siva-kund, a ling five cubits high and the Deo-

tirtha. On the north of the river in a cave is Ratirupa Devi and

* There are names given to very small torrents which join the Ganges.
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other deities and several places of pilgrimage, ponds and LoFjr

streams.

Close to the Kasi peak is the Bhairavi stream and the Satya-

sand tapasthal with Sri-kund and to the east the Bhnsuta stream.

To the north of the river above Mundadaitya is the Brahma-kund,

and on the right bank about four bow-shots off is Aswi-tfrtha,

where is the Bhringi-sila and at the confluence of the Sarasuti the

Dhanush-tirtha. Next comes the Bhairavi-pith and to the north of

the river Kuver-kund, where is the temple dedicated to Eaj-rajes-

wari Devi and the Shr^vaneswar-ling. Then comes the enumera-

tion of the temples about Srinagar itself, nearly all of which are

mentioned with characteristic anecdotes either of the form of

the deity worshipped therein or of the persons who established

them. On the right bank of the river above Bhairavi-tirtha

is the Maheswar-ling, and to the east the red boulders known

as Brahmi-sila and Vaishnavi-sila. B^machandra offered lotus-

flowers to Siva here : hence his form as Kamaleswar,* and there

is also a temple to him as Nageswar a short distance beyond.

The Katakvati flows from the Golaksha peak, and at its con-

fluence with the Alaknanda is the temple to Katakeswar. To the

north of the river is the Nripeswar temple and the Indra-kund

and two arrow-flights to the south, the Siva-dhara and Siva-

tapasthal.

Above Kamaleswar is the Bahini peak and Bahini stream ancJ

numerous springs of very pure water : also the cave and hermitage

of Ashtabaktra Muni. Numerous hermitages, temples, caves, pools

and streams on Indrakila and the surrounding peaks within Sri-

kshetra are now mentioned, few of which are held in estimation at

the present time. Amongst the streams noticed are the Manohari,

Deovati. Madhumati, Manonmini near the Kilkileswar temple, and

Jiwanti near a great cave and the Sudyumna tapasthal. The tem-

ple to Kans-mardini Devi is on the south bank of the river^ where

Chapala Apsara performed austerities. Then there is the Mandhar

forest and Siva-tlrtha where Bharaddhvaj worshipped Siva, the

Golakshaja-tirtha, Binayak-tirtha and the Koteswar-ling. Next

the Gogal river and tirtha and the image of Ganesh with ears like

a sieve and known as Surppakarn. On the Mohendra peak is a

1 This temple is in Srinagar itself. ' In Eotiya village.
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great cave oommunioating with the bank of the river Alaknanda

and within it lives Ganapa Bhairab. The P^bani flows from this

peak and beyond it is the temple of Mahendreswar. Half a

kos from Kateswar on the right bank of the river is the her-

mitage of Sukra, the Bh4rgar-kund and Punya-kund and Sukra-

dhara and Sukreswar temple. In a cave to the north is the

Smashaneswar Bhairab and near it the hermitage of Parasuram.

Three miles from the river and to the west of the Chaitra-

vati stream is the Gauripith, and above it the Dipeswar temple

where Dippdl worshipped Siva and near it a temple to Kalika

Devi. >

Half a hos to the left is a beautiful spring known as Siddhadrava,

and near it is the Mauktikhakhya-ling. To the north of the river

and south of the Chaitravati stream is the Harshavati stream and

at its confluence with the Ganges the Turungareswar temple.

Then the Rudra-tirtha and the Gosthavashrama-kshetra with stream,

pond, temples and ling. Above the Harshavati some two kos is a

temple to Tareswari Devi. The Sri-dhdra lies to the north of the

river. The Pattavati is about two kos from the Harshavati and

next comes the Lohavati, and where the Pattavati joins the stream

coming from the Tailasydma peak there is a tirtha, and at its con-

fluence with the Alaknanda the Jagadeswar-ling. To the east

flows the Sunanda from the Koldeh peak and then the Yashovati

stream.

Parnashandshrama-kshetra,

The Parnashanashrama-kshetra extends from the Akol hill to

N^ggiri. The confluence of the Mandakini with the Alaknanda is

known as Surajpraydg^ and above it is the hermitage of Visvamitra.

In the neighbourhood is the Vasisht-kund, Sura-sila, Atri-kund,

Gautam-tapasthal, Bharaddhvaj-tapasthal and the Tripureswar-ling.

Next comes the Ohhinna. Mastakeswari-plth, and to the left the

Bhima-dhara, Bhimeswar temple, Pdrvati-kshetra and P4rvati-

kuud. To the north-east is the Kamandulabhaya stream and the

temple of Punyamati Devi and Jalaesvar. To the east some two

hos is the temple of Kdrm4sana Devi, and further east the Muni

stream, on which is the Sileswar temple and some distance on the

Budrpiay^g.
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temple to Agastyeswar,^ Some three kos to the west in the Munes--

war-ling and the Siddheswar-ling in Mayabidhasthan on the M4yd-

bini streatii, and at its confluence with the Bhadrabela is the'

Shesheswar temple.* Some eight kos to the west of the Lfeyuta-

rangani'' is the Bhat^gar, and to the south-east from the banks of

the Manddkini, the Gangeswar temple* and Sivasri-dhara. Fur-

ther on Bahulingeswar is found on the bank of the Alaknanda

and east of it on the same river Parnashanashrama. To the'

east of the latter tract is Devi-kund and a Nagasthan containing

a pool, ling and temple.^ The Tamra stream flows from the

Pushkar peak,* and to the east at a distance of two yojanas on

the banks of the Sarasvati is the hermitage of Sagara, where

a trisiil is imbedded in the ground. The place where Siva

went to Kail&s is called Gosthal,^ and there is the temple sacred

to him as Siddheswar, and to the east is the Digambareswarr

ling.

Manddkini valley.

Six yojanas to the south of Kedar is the tract known as Gapt'-

b&rfinasi* some two yojanas broad, and here flow the Ganges and

Jumna concealed from sight and here is the temple to Siddheswar.

To the west is the place where Nala performed austerities marked

by the site of Nal-kund,* and again the temple to Raj-rdjeswari^"

Devi. On the banks of the Mandakini, Mandhata,^^ the august

son of Yuvanaswa, performed austerities, and to the west of this

is the temple to Sira as Baneswar. On the Phetkarini peak is a

temple to Durga and her lord Durgeswar.^^ To the north-east

some two kos are temples to Mahadevi and Dwetapati Mahadeo and

the D6nwati-dhara. Maheshamardani^^ has a temple here where

she slew the great Asura, and near it is the Patumati stream. To

the south is the Kumbhika-dhara and above it is Bishnaneswar,

Vyasa still lives in a great cave on the Khand^khya peak, to the

south of which flows the Savitri stream through the Bedmatri-

sthal. To the north-west of Ked4r and west of the Alaknanda is

'Agastyamunior AgastmuniontheManciakini. *IaTlhri. 'Iias-

tur river ia Tihri. * In village Phalasi in Talla Nagpur. ' Tract
around NagnSth in Biclihla Nagpur. « Apparently above Pekbri viUag«
in Bichhla Nagpur, where Pushkar Nag is worshipped. 'Here we get
back to Gopeswar. * GuptrKashi in Mdri viMage. * NaJapataB.
1" In Eansi Tarsali village. " Temple in Ukhimath. " In liyiinkhi

village. " In Triyugi-Jakh vHiage.
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the Renuka peak, which also has a temple dedicated to Mahesha-

mardini. To the south is the Bishwa stream which is joined by

the Kapila stream, and at their confluence is the K^pileswar temple.

Beyond this is the Jamadagneswar and Bhilleswar temples and

the place where B^Iyati, son of Vyasa, fixed his hermitage. Beyond

this is the N4g river and the great black boulder above which is

the Ghosheswar temple.^ To the left some half a kos off is Dharm-

sila and the temple to Dharmeswari Devi, then to the east on

the river-bank the Sh41i-tirtha, also called Deo-tirtha. About

a hos to the north-east is Dhenu-tirtha and near it Kashtadri

or K^shtagiri, amid whose forests Siva is worshipped as Kashtes-

war.

West of the Alaknanda.

Some half a yojana to the west of the river is a great peak

called BhallSdri, where there is a bar tree (Ficus Indica) whose

shade extends over four kos and the Bdlakhilya stream. The place

where the latter joins the Jahnavi is known as Muni-tirtha and

has a temple dedicated to Siva as Balakbilyeswar. Some half

a kos hence is the Kapila river, and above it on the hill the

Kapil Bhairab. Some twenty-four kos to the north of ' the river'

is the hermitage of the JElishi Lomasa, near which is the source

of the Lomas river. To the north are the white mountains and

at the source of the Ganga the BhAgirathi tapasthal and to the

north of it the source of the Yamuna. To the north of the

Yamuna is the Eatnakoti-giri, where is the hermitage of Pulastya

and the Brahmajv^la stream. In the latter is the Agni-hrad,

and to the north-east, on the summit of the mountain, the pool

known as Muni-jv41a and numerous mines. Siva is worshipped

here as Nilkantheswar, and to the east is the Siddhakdt peak,

to the south of this is Uma-kund and Gauri-kund with their

warm springs. The river flowing to the west is called Siddh-

tarangi and on its banks is the Siddh-tirtha. To the north is

the TrikdtAdri, from which flows the Sudhatarangi, and at its

confluence the place is called Sudha-tirtha. The Brahma and

Rudrabhadra stream also take their rise in this tract, and at

1 Probably the junction of the Mana-rudta with the Jadh above Nilang,

known as Nag encamping-ground.
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their confluence is the Brahma-tirtha, where DikpAl performed

austerities. To the north flow the Cbitravati river and the

Bhasmadh^ra and their confluence is known as the Bhasma-tirtha.

The Kdmdhara joins the Brahmaputra stream at Dhurva-tirtha,

and above it the Sundari flows from the Sundar peak and the

Mokshavati and their confluence is called Sundar-prayag. The

remainder is taken up chiefly with detailed descriptions of places

in Tihri.
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History—(contd.)

CONTENTS.
Aaoka's edicts inDehraDun: Pliny, Ptolemy. Pauranik ethnography. Iden-

tification of the names of countries and races. Mahabharata : Summary : Eiratas.

Rajya-Kiratas : Customs of the Eijis : Bhotiyas : Doms : Thirus : Bhuksas : Sa-

kas : Nagas. Nagas in Nepal and Kumaon : Khasas : Ehasiyas are Hindus : Ka*

tors of Kabul : Sakas of Kabul : Greoo-Baktrian kings of Kabul. Brief sketch

of Baktrian history. Euthydemus. Dates on Baktrian coins. Successors of

Eukratides. Decline of the Greek power. Taranas in the Hindu records. Bak-

tria. Chinese annals. Geography according to the Chinese records. Kadphises

and Kanerki. Vikrama and Saka eras. Legends. The nine gems. Abu Rihan

AlBiruni. Observations on Al Biruni's account. Chronicles of Kashmir. Early

use of the Saka era. The origin of the Vikrama era. Further history of the

Tueh-ti. Hwen Thsang. Husalman historians. Modern inhabitants of the tract

between the Hindu-kush and the Indus. Conclusions.

Before considering the ethnography of the Purdnas it will be well

to notice here the other early records and traditions that we possess

regarding this portion of the Himalaya. Although we can hardly

reckon amongst them the edicts of Asoka, yet a copy of these edicts

and perhaps the most interesting amongst the many that exist was

found at Kaisi or Kh^lsi in the western part of Dehra Dun. Asoka

Asoka's edicts In Dehra lived in the latter half of the third century

Dun. before Christ and the existence of his edicts

in the Dehra Ddn would perhaps show the limit of his power in

this direction and that the Dun, even at that early period, must have

been of some importance, for it would manifestly' be of little use to

place an inscription of the kind in an uninhabited jungle. This

record is inscribed on a great quartz boulder lying about a mile

and a half above Kalsi near the villages of Byas and Haripur and

just above the junction of the Tons and the Jumna. It is known

locally as the Ghitrasila or ' ornamented stone' and was discovered

in 1860 by Mr. Forrest, c.E. General Cunningham^ considers the

Kdlsi tex6 to be in a more perfect state than that of any other of

» Arch. Eep., I., 247. A complete transcript of the whole inscription has

been made and published by the same scholar in his Corpus Inscriptionum Indi-

carum; Calcutta, 1878. TAran&tha (Ind. Ant. IV., 361) states that Asoka re-

ceived the town of Pataliputra in appanage ' as a reward for his victory over
the people ol Nepal who dwelt in the kingdom of Kasya.'
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the similar edicts found elsewhere, especially in the portion of

the thirteenth edict which contains the names of the five Greek

kings Antiochus, Ptolemy, Antigonus, Magas and Alexander.

There are, apparently, no ruins in the neighbourhood which should

lead one to suppose that the record marks the site of an ancient

city. The Chinese Buddhist traveller Hwen Thsang, who visited

Srughna^ in the middle of the seventh century, a place identi-

fied with the ruins of Sugh on the right bank of the Jumna not

far below Kalsi, is silent as to the existence of inscriptions or

even of the D<in itself. We may, therefore, well accept the local

statement that for some centuries after the Christian era the Dun
was deserted. Mr. Williams records* the tradition that Raja

Rasalu once lived at Haripur near Kdlsi, where his stronghold lies

buried beneath a great mound (tibri). This Rasalu was, according

to tradition, the son of the great Saliv^hana, from whom the Saka

era takes its name and who possessed a residence also at Khai-

ramurtti, near Eawal Pindi.^ Another tradition makes the stone

the boundary mark between the dominions of the Naga, ruler of the

hills and the Rajas of the plains.

There are a few notices in the early Greek and Roman Geograr

phers that can be assigned to the Him^aya of these provinces, and

these have been collected from the accounts given by the companions

of Alexander, by Megasthenes and Daimachus

and the merchants, who from a very early

period held commercial intercourse with the east. The only special

treatise on India that has come down to us is the Indica of Arrian,

a work of very little value for our present purpose, and the frag-

ments of those that are missing do not lead us to expect that we
ghould gain much by their recovery. Pliny the elder and Ptolemy

of Alexandria give us the best accounts of India. Pliny completed

'Gaz. 11,245. ' Meinoirof Dehra Doon, p. 76. a The local
legends of the country about the Tons and the Jumna are full of allusions to
Kasalu. The outline story is common to all that be was son of Sdlivihana, the
founder of Salbahanpur or Syalkot, and was at feud with the seven Kajtshag^s
who lived in Gandgarh and Mdnikpur. It was their custom to eat a human
.being every day and Rasalu delivered the people from this hateful tax. Colonel
Abbott has given a very interesting summary of the Panjab traditions : J. A.
S. Ben. XXIII., 59, 123, and General Cunningham also refers to them, Arch.
Rep. II., 21, 153. Mr. H. Rivett-Carnac has called attention to certaii) g,rchaic

Bcalpturings on a rock near Dwara Hat in Kumaon siniilar to the ' cup-marks,'
found on monoliths and rocks in various parts of Europe. Other markings of

a similar nature occur on boulders near Devi Dhura and elsewhere in eastern
Kumaon. J. A. S. Ben. XLVI., i., p. 1.
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his great work in 79 A. D., and had before him the records of

Alexander's expedition and Megasthenes' journey in compiling his

account of India from the Indus to Palibothra (Patna), the capital

of the Prasii. At the close of the chapter on China, Pliny states :

—

" After the Attacori we find the nations of the Phruri and Tochari

and in the interior the Casiri of Indian race who look towards the

Skythians and feed on human flesh. ^ Here nomad tribes of In-

dians also wander. There are some who state that these nations

touch on the Cicones and Brysari." Now ' Conse' and ' Chiconse' are

also read for ' Cicones,' and 'Conse' and can only refer to theKunets of

Kunaor, which is known. to the Tibetans as Kunu. The Attacori are

the Uttara Kurus of the Hindu books, probably as already suggested

inhabitants of the hilly country beyond Kashmir. Near them

were the Phruri, a sub-division of the Sakas at one time, in Yarkand

and to be identified with the Phaunas of Indian writers, and the

Tochari or Turushkas, a branch of the Yueh-ti who gave kings to

Kashmir. The Casiri are one with the Khasiras, a tribe of the

Khasas, who are mentioned in the Mahabharata thus :
—"Abhiras,

Daradas, Kasmiras with Pattis, Khasiras, Antacharas (or bor-

derers)," clearly showing their position in the hills to the west of

the Jumna. The nomad tribes may be identified with the Pattia

of sPiti and the Brysari with the people of Basahr. The state-

ment that the Casiri feed on human flesh is merely an allusion

to the name Yaksha^ by which the Khasas were commonly

known in ancient times. We know that they were numerous in

the neighbourhood of Kashmir which is named from them and not

from the mythical Kasyapa and under the name Yakshas were

employed by Asoka not only to build his great chaitt/as but also as

mercenaries. They were found also in Kipin, to which the Kdbul

valley belonged^ and in Gandh£ra.

In his chapter on India, Pliny gives a general view of the

position and size of India and of the sources of his information. He
brings us first from the Indus to the Granges and thence to Patna.

He then adds :

—

" The nations whom it may not be altogether inopportune to mention after

passing the Emodian mountains, a cross range of which is called ' Imaus," a word

'Jamlodorum Caairi, introrsus ad Scythas versi, humaiiis corporibue ves-
cantur. » Wilson, VI., 8.3; the people of Kashmir are known to the present
day amongst their neighbours as Kashirus, not Kasmiras. ^ Jq^ J^^^ ^y
101, 141.

45
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which in the language of the natives siguifles ' saowy,' are the Isari, the Cosyri,

the Izi, and upon the chain of mountains, the Chisiotosagi with numerous peoples

which hare the surname Brachmanas, among whom are the Maccocalingse. There

are also the rivers Priuas and Cainas/ which last flows into the Ganges, both of

them being navigable streams. The nation of the CalingEc comes nearest to the

sea and above them are the Maudei and the Malli. In the territory of the last-

named people is a mountain called Mallus ; the boundary of this region is the

Ganges." * * * « The last nation situate on the Ganges is that of the Gangaridse Ca-

lingae" * * "In the Ganges there is an island^ of very considerable size, inhabited

by a single nation : it is called Modogalinga." * * The country of the Dardse is the

most productive of gold, that of the Setae of silver. « * * » " The mountain

races between the Indus and the Jomanes are the Cesi, the Cetriboni who dwell in

the forests {sylvestres'), and after them the Megallae, whose king possesses 500 ele-

phants and an army of horse and foot, the numbers of which are unknown ; then

the Chrysei, the Parasangse and the Asmagi, whose territory is infested by wild

tigers : these people keep in arms, 30,000 foot, 300 elephants and 800 horse. They

are bounded by the river Indus and encircled by a range of mount lins and deserts

'or a distance of 625 miles. Below these deserts are the Dasi and Suri."

The arrangement here is somewhat coDfusing. Pliny mentions

the Kalingse, apparently the people of the coast of Coromandel,

then the Marundai or Mandai, the people about Benares, and then

the Malli or Multanis. Imaus is derived from the Sanskrit ' Hima-

vat' as Emodus is from "' Him idri,' both meaning snowy. His Isari

and Cosyri here can only be the Brysari and Casiri of the preced-

ing quotation. Next to the east in the hills comes the Izi, who
may be identified with a tribe in the Mah^bharata called Ijikas

who are named betweeo the Sdrasenas or people of Mathura, and the

Ks^nyakigunas, Tilabharas, Sumiras and Madhumattas, which last

are one with the Kashmiras.® These Ijikas lived close to the

Chisiotosagi, also called Chirotosagi or Kirdtakas along the lower

course of the Ganges in Garhw^l : the upper portion of the same

river being occupied by Brahman colonies and Macca or Maga

Kalingas, a name probably connected with the Mriga tribe of

Brahmans who are recorded as the Brahmans of Sdka-dwipa in the

Puranas. We have moreover in the Vardha-sanJiita the name
" Magadhika-kalioga" occurring between Panchala and Avartta,

Kow Panchala is clearly the middle Du4b and Avartta is the same

as the Heorta of Ptolemy, a town of the Tanganoi, so that Magadhika-

kalinga must refer to the country on the upper course of the Jumna

or of the Ganges, more correctly called Kylindrine by Ptolemy.

* The Tons below Allahabad near Panasa and the Ken. ' Maudagiri
or Hunger. ' They include the Kunets, who to this day are divided into

Khasiyas and Baos.
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The country of the Dardse lay along the upper Indus

—

' sub-fontibus

vero Indi Daradroe et horum montana supereminant^—a tract cele-

brated then as in the time of Hwen Thsang for its gold-washings,

and the Setae are the people of Waziri-riipi or ' the silver country

of the Wazirs' in British Kulu. Ptolemy places a city called Sseta

in his trans-Him41ayan tract near Aohasia regio or the country

of the Khasas. The Cesi named first amongst the mountaineers are

clearly the Khasas; with them are the Cetriboni,* a name ofwhich the

first part may be compared with the Chatriaioi of Ptolemy, and who

occupied the tract south of Shaikhavati and therefore with the Kshat-

riyas,a tribe (not a caste) mentioned in the PurSnas. The remaining

names must be assigned from the context to the lower Indus valley

or its neighbourhood. The outcome of this inquiry is that accord-

ing to Pliny the Khasas occupied the country far to the west of their

present location in Kumaon and Nepal, and that the Kirdtakas with

the Tanganas held the country between the Tons and the Parda.

It is, however, to Ptolemy that the student of ancient geography

owes his greatest debt. He was born about

87 A.D. and died in 165 A,D., having

completed his great work about 151 A.D. He defines cis-Gangetio

India as the cormtry to the west of the Ganges as far as its con-

fluence with the Sarju to the south of the Ghazipur district.

Although he must have known many more names, he gives us only

three rivers as affluents of the Ganges

—

viz., the Jumna, Sarju and

Son, under the names Diamuna, Sarabos and Soa. At the sources

of the Indus he places the Daradrse ; at the sources of the Jhelam.

Ravi and Chin&b were the Kasperaioi, and at the sources of the BiAs,

Satlaj, Jumna and Ganges, the Kulindas, whose country was called

Kylindrine. The first are the people of Astor, Gilgit and the neigh«

bouring countries ; the second, the people of Kashmir and of the

hill states between it and the Satlaj, and the third will be the people

of the hills between the Satlaj and the Ganges. The Kulindas are

mentioned in the Mahabhdrata as inhabiting the upper valley of the

Ganges within the Himalaya and they appear to have been inde-

pendent of Kashmir. Between the Bias and the Ohindb was the

small state of the Pandavas, and on the lower course of the Indus

as far as the embouchure of the Narmada below Gujrat lay Indo-

• The two last syllables clearly refer to^he Sanskrit ' vana,' 'forest.'
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Skythia. The Ohatriaioi held the tract south of Shaikhavati an^

the Gymnosophoi occupied in large numbers the country near

the sources of the sacred rivers. To the south in the upper

Duab were the Datichse, who possessed three towns to the west

of the Ganges—Konta, Margara and Batankaissara (Balesar),

and two to the east—Passala (Bisauli ? and Orza. It is strange

that Kanauj is not clearly indicated in any of these lists. Ptolemy

tnentions only two nations on the left bank of the Ganges— the*

Tanganoi and Marundai. Tlie Tanganoi were the most northern

of all the peoples along the Ganges and they occupied also the

upper portion of the Sarabus or Sarda. They are mentioned in

the Mahabharata* thus:—"Kantikas, Tanganas, Paratanganas,

northern and other fierce barbarians, Yavanas, Chinas," and are

placed by the V4yu Purana and Ramayana amongst the moun-

tain tribes in the north. South of the Tanganoi were the Marundai,

who occupied a broad belt along the Ganges from Borita^ to

its confluence with the Tista. They appear to have been a small

and warlike tribe who were able to take and hold possession

of the country near the great river, but were not numerous

enough to occupy the inner lands lying near the mountains nor to

resist the power of Kashmir. Kassida ov Kashi belonged to this

nation, who are regarded by Wilford as a branch of the Indo-Sky-

thians and in fact the same as the Hiinas. Thirteen kings of this

dynasty are said to have reigned in Northern India. In the Pura-

nas they are ranked with the Mlechchhas or foreigners and are

considered to be the Maryanthes of Oppian, who states that the

Gauges ran through their country. To the east of the Tanganoi

came the Takoraioi,' Korankaloi and Parsadai, and to the south of

the Marundai were the Gangarides in the delta of the Ganges.

The information given by Ptolemy shows us that in the second

century of our era, Eastern India comprised the kingdom of

Kashmir, which was bounded on the north by the snowy range ;

on the south by the kingdom of the Pandavas, and on the east

the boundary line extended from Uehli to Mathura and then as far

as Bhupdl. In the hills the Tanganoi, a sub-division of the Kiratas,

held the entire country from the Jumna to the S&rda. In the

1 Wilson, VII., 181. ^Lassen sutj^esta that Borita may be identified

with Eii Barcli ' Represented by the Thakurs of Nepal, here the name of

a tribe, not a caste.
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copper-plate grants preserved at the temple of Paadukeswar near

Badrinath and noticed hereafter, we find that one of them is ad-

dressed to the officials of the district of Tanganapura and another

to those of the districts of Tanganapura and Antaianga and both

bestow lands in Tanganapura on certain Brahmans connected with

Badajri. Some of these lands were bounded on the south by the

Ganges, so that the district lay in or about the upper course of

that river. Mention is made, in one grant of Bnddhdchal and'

Kakasthal, and the latter name will be the same as the Kak&chal-

.sthao of the Keddra-khanda which lay near the confluence of the

Bhagirathi and Alaknanda, so that we may safely place the district

of Tanganapura^ on the upper course of the Granges and the

Antaranga district in the duab between the Bhagirathi and the

Alaknanda. Later on we may trace the gradual eastward move-

ment of these tribes of Kiratas to Nepal, where we find them at the

present day, and perhaps the Tanganoi in the name Tanhan,^ whence

come the breed of hill-ponies called Tangan ; the Thakuraioi

amongst the Th^kurs in Nepal and the Kiratas or Kirtinlis further

east.

We shall now proceed to examine the ethnographical indica-

tions afforded by the later Hindu records.
Pauranik ethnography. ,.,-., -r^ / a i

Accordmg to the Vishnu rurana," the

Kirdtas lived to the east of Bharata, on the west the Yavanas,

whilst iu the centre dwelt the four castes occupied in their respec-

tive duties. The principal nations of Bhdrata* were the Kurus and

Panchalas, in the middle districts; the people of Kamartipa in the

east; the Pundras, Kalingas and Mdgadhas in the south and in the

extreme west, the Saurashtras, Suras, Abhiras, Arbndas, Karushas

and Malavas dwelhng along the Paripatra mountains ; the Sauviras,

Saindhavas, Hunas, Salwas, people of Sakala, Madras, B-amas,

Ambashthas, Parasikas and others. From other sources, however, we

can add to this very meagre list of countries and tribes. The Mahd-

bharata gives^ the names of the inhabitants of the different coun •

tries in one long list commencing with the Kurus, Panchalas and

• At the time of the grants in the eighth or ninth century, Tapuban was in
the Karttikeyapura district. ^ This name continually occurs in the legends
regarding the dispersion of the Eajpiit tribes after the Musalmau invasion.
' Hall's Wilson, VII., 129. ^ By this name India proper is intended, as

no description is anywhere given of the other divisions. ^ Hall's Wilson,
VII., 156.
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Madreyas; then follow the Jangalas, Surasenas, Kalingas, Bodhas,

M^la'g, Matsyas, ** Karushas, Bhojas, ** Bahikas, V4ta-

dhanas, Abhiras, "* Vakrafcapas and Sakas, Videhas, M&ga-

dhas, ** Bhargas, Kiratas, Sudeshtas and the people on the

Yamuna, Sakas, Nishddas, Nishadbas, ** Kashmkas, Sindhu-

sauviras, Gandharas, ** Kuruvarnakas, Kirdtas, Barbaras,

Siddhas, ** Trigartas, Salwasenis, Sakas, ** Tanganas,

'Paratanganas, northern and other fierce barbarians (Mlechchhas),

Yavanas, Chinas', Kambojas, ferocious and uncivilised races, Sak-

ridgrahas, Kulatthas, Htinas and Parasikas ; also Romanas,^

Chinas,* Dasamalikas, ** Sudras, Abhiras, Daradas, Kashmi-

ras, with Pattis, Khasiras and Antacharas or borderers, **

tribes of Kiratas, Tamasas, Hansamargas, &c. This list' is very

nnsatisfactory owing to the repetition of the same name in different

quarters and with difierent tribes preceding and following, an

arrangement that can only be explained by supposing there were

colonies of the particular tribe scattered over various parts of India.

If this theory be correct there were Saka colonies in Magadha, on

the Jumna and in the Kangra valley. The Vardha-sanhita gives a

more complete* list and places in the north:— Kailasa, Himavan,

Vasnman-giri, Dhanushman,Krauncha-meru, Uttara-kuru, Kekaya

with its capital Girivraja (now Jalalpur on the Jhelam,^) Vasdti,®

Bhogaprastha (Hardwar), Arjunayana, Agnidhra, Adarsa,^ Anta-

radwipi (Duab), Trigartta,^ (Kotkangra in Jalandhar), Tahora,^

Turagama or Asvamukha,'" Kesadhara, Chipitnasika, Daseraka,

Vatadhana, Saradhana, Takshasila (Taxila), Pushkalavata (on the

Swat river), Kainataka, Kantadhana, Ambara, Madraka,^^ Mdlava,^*

Paulava," Kaohchha,^* Danda,i* Pingalaka, Manahala, Kohala,

' Can these be represented by the Bum division of the Siyahposh in Wamastan
or Kaflristan as it is more commonly called. ^ Probably to be found in

the Shins of Astor, Gilgit, and Yassan. ^ There are nearly 250 namCB, the list

strung together with little attempt at description even by epithets. *As.

Ees., VIII., 243. ^Cunn. Arch. Rep. II.. 14: Asvapati, Kingof Kekaya, St. Mar-
tin Etude sur U Gcographie Grecque, &c., p. 1 10, 400. ^Between the Jhelam

andthe Indus, St. Martin, /.c, p. 121 : Wilson, VIU.? 60. _
' This and tlie two

following are in the Panjab. In a passage quoted by Muir (II, 400) Aryavarta is

said to include the country east of Adarsa, west of KalakaTana, south of the Hima-

vat and north of Paripatra. « Cunn. Arch. Rep. "V. 148. * Tankur,

Attak Ihid, II. 7. '" This and the five following names refer to the locality

as abounding in banyan trees (wato) or reeds {sara) or prickly bushes {Jamtii) or are

nicknames, horse-face, &c. '' Madra/-desa, the plain country between the

Jhelam and the BaVi. i^A division of the PanjSb. i' The Puru country

^* Wilsdn, VII- 1 64. *^ This and the following six names are assignable to the

minor hill-states of the Panjab : Kohala is the country of the Kohlis, a Kulu tribe

;

Sataka is Waziri Rupi in Kulu, celebrated for its silver, and Mandavya is Mandi.
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S^taka, MAndavya, Bhutapura, Gandhdra,' Yasovati, Hematala,

R&janya, Kachara, Gavya, Yaudheya,* Sameya, Sydmaka, Kshema-

durtta. To the north-east (north-west?) is Meruka, Nashta-rajya,^

Pasupala, Kira, Ki'ishpiira, Abhis4ra/ Darada,^ Tangana,* Kuluta

(Kulu), Sauritya, Vanarashtra, Brahmapura (Bh4girathi valley),

Darvada, Amaravaua, Rajyar-kirata, " China, Kaulinda/ Palava,

Lola, Jatadhara, Kunaha (Kuaaor), Khasa, Ghosha, Kanchika,

Ekakarna, Suvarnabhu, Vasudhana, Divishta, Pauvara, Chivara,

Nivasina, Trinetra, Munjadri, Soma and Gandharva. Again it is

said that the Prastbalas, Malavas, Kaikeyas, Dasarnas and Ushf-

naras drink of the waters of the Ravi, Jhelam and Chinab. Between

the Sindhu and Matlmra on the Jumna is Bharata and the Sauviras,

Sughna, Divya, Satadru, the country of Rdmata, Sdlava, Traigart-

ta, Paurava, Ambashta, Dhauya,^ Yaudheya,^ Sarasvata, Arjund-

yana, Matsya, Arddhagrama, Hastyasvapura, Mangalya, Paushtika,

Sakta, Kdrunya.

These dry lists of names are useful, and if we had more of them

accurately recorded without any emendations from authors or edi-

tors, we might be able to draw some definite conclusions from an

examination of them which would throw light on many a doubt-

ful point. They are necessary here to show the connection

Identification of the between the countries and tribes mentioned in

names of countries and the records and thus afford some little aid to
races.

.

identification. When we find groups of

countries or tribes always enumerated together and the same or

similar epithets applied to them and sometimes the locality of one or

more indicated, we may reasonably assume the position of the

remainder to lie in the same direction. We shall therefore take up

these names and endeavour to identify as many as we can, omitting

those which are already noted as well as those which do not belong

to upper India and very briefly noticing the names of places and

peoples outside the Himalaya. Taking up the lists of the Vishnu

Purana, we have no difficulty in assigning the Kurus to the tract

1 Peshawar valley. ' The Jud district on the lower course of the
Jhelam. ^

' Nast or JagatsukU in the upper valley of the Bias, the ancient
seat of the Pala Eajas of Kulu : we may note that Kulu ia still called Kulanta by
the people and hence the Khislu- to oi Hweo Thsaug and Kulatthas of the Furanas.
* Known to the Greeks as the country of Abisares ; Wilson's Arlana, p. 190:
occurs with Darva as Dirvabhisara and lies between Marri and the Margala pass

'•

Cunn. Arch. Rep. II., 83. ^ Daj'digtin. « In Garhwal, p. 334.
''The Kylindrine of Ptolemy. BDhani in the eastern half of the highlands
between the Jhelam and the Indus. ° South of Dhani.
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about Thanesar west of tbe Jumna, known to the present day as

Kurukshetra.'^ The Pfinchalas^ were the people of the middle

Duab extending across the Jumna to the Chambal. Kamariipa*

is the north-eastern portion of Bengal and the adjoining part of

Asam, The Pundras* lived in Bengal proper and the southern

part of Behar, the Jungle Mahals and adjacent tracts. Kalinga' is

the sea-coast westwards from the Ganges to some distance along

the coast of Coromandel. Magadha is Behar. The Saurdshtras®

held the peninsula of Gujtat. The Suras and Abhiras^ are asso-

ciated together in the Mahabharata and Harivansa and appear to

have been a pastoral people in the upper portion of the north-west-

ern Panjdb represented by the Ahirs and Gwalas of the present day.

They are none other than the Siis and Abars of the classical writers,

and the first name is one with the subdivision of the Sakas. Pto-

lemy places the Abhiras on the upper Indus as a powerful tribe.

These Abhiras spoke a dialect of Prakrit, for we may refer to them

the rustic speech called Abhirika, which is classed by Chandideva

with the Sakari, Sabari and Utkali or language of Orissa, The com-

mentator on the Kdvydchandrika, a work on poetry, expressly cites

the language of the Abhiras as an example of the rustic dialects of

Prakrit. Wilson connects the Arbudas^ with Mount Abu in Rdjpu-

tana, a celebrated place of pilgrimage amongst the Jainas. The

Karushas* and Malavas. occupied portions of the Panjab, for the

latter are enumerated by the author of the Vardha-sanhita amongst

the tribes who drank of the waters of the Ravi, Jhelam and Chinab.

A colony of them may, at. a subsequent date, have emigrated to

Malwa and given to it their name. Next come the Sauviras^"

between the Indus and the Jhelam, usually called Sindu-Sauviras

and the Saindhus in Sindh. The double title occurs in the Maha-

bharata as the name of one of the chief tiibes engaged in the

great war who are placed by the Eamayana in the west and by

the Puranas in the north. The Hunas are identified by some with

the Hiiniyas of the present day in Tibet, but here there can be no

1 Mnir, 11, 405. '^ Wilson, VII., 1.34 : Gaz., II., 63. ' Wilson, /. c.

*Muir,II., 40 : Wilson, VII., 170. « Wilson VII., 166: J. A. S.Ben , 185l',

233. sThoniaa'PrinseT), I., 334: Arch.Eep. West India, 1874-76. ''Gold-

stucker, Sans Diet., 299 : Muir, II., 46. b Wilson, I. c. VII., 132. » So
called from Karusha, a son of Manu Vaivaswata : they occupied the back of the

Vindhyan range at one time and may possibly be identified with the Chrysei
of Pliny. Ibid, 168. They are freqxiently mentioned in the older recoida.

MrCnnn. Arch. Bep., II., 14)
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doubt but that the name refers to a Panjab tribe. The Salwas^

held Rajasthan and S^kala is the Sangala^ of Alexander and the

capital of Madra or the Panjab between the Jhelam and the Indus,

elsewhere known partly as Harhaura. The Eamas^ belong to the

country of R,amata, which as we have seen lay close to the Satlaj,

and the Ambashthas are the Ambastai of Ptolemy and are placed

by Goldstiicker* in the middle Panjab, and all agree that the Para-

sikas^ are the people to the west, of and adjoining the Indus. Thus

ends the list given by the authors of the Vishnu Parana and which

in Wilson's opinion applies to the political and geographical divi-

sions existing about the era of Christianity. It is also mentioned

that the Yavanas lived to the west and there can be little doubt that

by this name the Baktrian Greeks are intended. To the east lived

the Kiratas, who may undoubtedly be identified with the race of

the same which governed the Nepal valley, and of whom we shall

.

have more to say hereafter.

We shall now turn to the lists given in tlie Mah^bharata, omit-

, ^
ting those names which have already been

identified as well as those regarding which

BO indications that can be relied upon exist. The Surasends* were

the people of Mathura, the Suraseni of Arrian, and are placed in the

Mahdbharata in one place before the Kalingas and again between

the Tiragrahas and Ijikas or Itikasand Kanyakagunas (Kanauj) and

once more in the north. The Bodhas or Baliyas are supposed to be a

tribe of Central India and the Malas'^ to have bean in Chhatisgarh.

There appear to have been two Matsyas, one comprising Dinajpur and

Kuch-Bihar called southern Matsya, and a tribe of the same name

in the north with a capital at Bairat on the Banganga some forty-

six miles north of Jaipur.* The Bhojas* belonged to the Yadava

race and had their settlements on the Vindhyan range. The

Bahikas^^ were a people of the Panjab and the Vatadhanas were

a northern nation, though Nakula places them in the west. Videha

is Tirhut and the Bhargas are an eastern people subdued by Bhf-

ma. ' The people on the Yamuna' would appear to bear the trans-

lation, ' the people on or about mount Yamuna,' an eastern mountain

according to the Edmdyana. Nishddhas are mountaineers or foresters

• Wilson, /. c, 136. ' Cunn. Arch. Rep. II., 192 : As. Res. XV , 107.

'Seep. 336. *Sans. Diet., p. 401. ^ Wi'aon, /.c. ISS. « Wil-
eon, 2.c.,156. '' Jlid.,\51. 'Cunn. Arch. Rep., II •> -i "Wil-
son, I.e., p. 277.
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in general and mtxy liere stand for the Paropanisadies and the

G&ndh^ras are thie people about Peshawar. The Tanganas are the

Tanganoi already noticed and are here called Mlechchhas,

The Daradas are the oft-noticed people of Gilgit and Astor and

the Pattis are probably the people of Piti or Spiti. The Khashiras

are the Casiri of Pliny, a sub-division of the Khasas like the

Kunns. Passing on to the names ia the Vardha-sanhita we find

after Tangana comes Kulu and Sauritya on the upper Tons, then

the country of forests, a name applicable to the country about the

Jumna to the present day. Then we have Hwen Thsang's Brah-

mapura in the Bhagirathi valley. Next comes Darvada or the

Daru country near Almora, near which is Amaravana or the

sacred groves of the ancient Jagesar, and then the country of the

E4jya-Kiratas, of whom and the Khasas we reserve the notice.

Wilford gives the name Sumaphala as that of the country at the

source of the Gauges, considering it to be one with Cho-mapaUj the

Tibetah name for lake ManasaVovara, but this identification is not

blear. In one place SutAaphala is preceded by Madhura and liasaka

and is followed 'by Salila-mani, Lavana, Sankha, Manktika, Abja,

Mandatini and Uttara Pandya or northern Pandya, which is tradi-

tionally situate in the northern hills. The Mandakini river flows from

Keddrnath, connected with which there are so many Pandava tradi-

tions. Brahmapnva is also mentioned in the Markandeya Purana

close to Vanarashtra on the one side and Ekapada,* Khasa and

Suvarna-bhu mi on the other. Khasa is here clearly Kumaon and

k?uvarna-bhumi the Suvarna-gotra of Hwen Thsaag identified here-

after with the Nari-khorsum district of Tibet lying to the north of

Kumaon aud Garhwal. Out of all these names, the only ones that

we are justified by tradition and fact in connecting with these hills

are the KhasKs, Kiratas, RSjyakir^tas, Sakas, Nagas and Hiinas,^

and these we reserve for a more minute and searching investigation.

lu the preceding review of the literature bearing on the early

historv of the Himalaya we have endea-
Sumaiary. '

i -i i- • i.

voured to show that whilst living between

' The Ekae are a hill-tribe akin to the Kiratas and are now only found in

Nepal. 'The Hums of the inscriptions are clearly a powerful tribe of

the plains defeated by Diimolara Gupta at the battle of Maushari. Kor the

speculations regarding the connection between the Huniyas and the Magyars

see Hyde Clarke on the Himalayaui origin jind connection of the Magyar and

Ugrian in J. i^nth. lust., \ll., 44.
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the Indus and the Sarasvati, the Aryans had but little knowledge

of the Kumaon Him&laya. As they approached the Ganges their

information becomes more complete, and though we have no topo-

graphical details until we reach the period of the later Puranas, ypt,

we may gather from the older writings that the sources of the

great rivers were at a very early period held sacred. We also

learn that the hills and forests of northern India were occupied by

tribes regarded more as degraded members of the Aryan stock

than as aliens in race. That they had attained to a certain degree

of civilisation in some respects superior to thp,t; reached by the

Aryans of the Vedas ; they lived in forts and walled towns and

were versed in the uses of drugs and knew how to smelt ores. In

the later lists we infer from the recognized position of some the

probable locality to be assigned to others, and that in the northern

Himalaya were found the Daradas, Kashmiras, Kambojas, Gand-

haras, Chinas, Sakas, Yavanas, Hiinas, N£gas, Khasas and Ki-

ratas. The first four have been already identified as north-western

tribes and the Chinas as representing the people of Gilgit, Astor

and Yassan. We next come to the Sakas, to whom local tradition

points as one of the earliest ruling races in the Kumaon hills. In

one of the many curious legends^ handed down to us by the early

writers it is said that the Yavanas, Sakas and similar tribes were

created from the tail of the wonder-working cow Kamadhenn, and

that the Kiratas and similar tribes were formed from her sweat,

excrement and urine, a subtle distinction implying grades in de-

gradation, and further that the Sakas and Yavanas belonged to the

superior class. It may also teach us that this difference was in-

tended to distinguish between the degraded Aryan and the autoc-

thonous tribes, or rather those of the early immigrations.

There is every reason to suppose that the Nagas, Kiratas and

Khasas entered India by the same route as

the Aryas, and that the Kiratas were the

first to arrive, then the Nagas and then the Khasas. The earliest

notices regarding the Kiratas bring them as far westward as the

Jumna in the first century. Local tradition in Ne|)6i gives them

an eastern extension to Bhutan and at a very early date they held

the Nepal valley. Twenty-nine names^ of kings of this race are

• In the Kamayana. 'Wright's Nepal, pp 89, 106, 32.
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given in the local history of Nep&l. We have collected the names

of fourteen rulers attributed to the Khasa race in K^li KunTaon

which are so similar in character that there can be little doubt of

a close connection between them. Indeed, the community in man-

ners and religion between the different divisions of the snake-wor-

shipping tribes would alone show a common origin and will also

explain how they all insensibly blend one with the other. In the

lists of peoples given in the Vishnu Purana,' we have already seen

that the Kiratas or Kiratis are said to have occupied the country to

the east of Bharata as the Yavanas dwelt tlie west. lu the Maha-

bharata we find them to occur with the Jangalas Iot 'dwellers in

thickets'), Kuruvarnakas (or ' dwellei*s in the Kuru jungles') and

Barbaras in one place, and again we have * Kiratas, Tamasas' and

' Kiratas Sndeshtas and people near the mount called Yamuna'. All

these indications^ agree with the position already arrived at on the up-

per Jumna and Ganges. The Tamasas are the people of the Tons of

' dark river', so called from the effect of the forests on its banks and

itself an afiBuent of the Yamuna or Jumna. The Kird,tas are also'

joined with the Sakas and Savaras as Dasyns,' and in the B^mayana

they are described as " with sharp-pointed hair-knots, gold-coloured

and pleasant to behold." It was as a Kivata that Rudra appeared

to Arjuna in the valley of the Ganges. The local annals of Nepal

ascribe to the Kiratas a dynasty that ruled in the valley for ten

thousand years in the Dwapara Yug, where also there was a cele-

brated settlement of the Nagas, and after expelling an Ahir family

they continued in the valley and were rulers of Nepal when Asoka

visited it in the third century before Christ. We are further told

that they previously lived to the east, but that they removed to

Suprabha (Thankot) to the west of the valley before establishing

themselves in Nepal.* The Kiratas are now a short, flat-faced people

powerfully built and are Buddhists in religion. From Dr. Camp-
bell we learn that on the frontier between Sikkim and Nepal they

are regarded as generically one with the Limbijs. According to him

the sub-divisions of the tracts inhabited by the Limbiis are two in

number:— Kirant-des, extending from the Diid-kosi to the Arun
river east and the Limbu-des from the Arun to the Konki. Using

1 Wilson, VII., ISO. "Iby, 171, ITfi, 187. ^Muir,!!., 366, 491
* Wright's Nepal, p. S9, 106, no, 3J2 : see also J. A. S. Ben., 1849, p. 733, 766:
1868, 446.
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the tribal name ' Limbu' ia its extended sense, -we have the Hung
and Kai divisions, the first of which carries us back to the Hiinas

and the Hingu of the Markandeya-Purana. This identification is

strengthened by the marked Mongolian features of the people who

owing to their isolated position have had little intercourse with

Aryans or Aryanisjed tribes and preserve the original type intact.

We cannot be wrong in assigning these Kirdntis'^ to the Kiratas

of whom we have recorded so much, but they have no connection

in appearance, language or religion with any important section of

the people now inhabitants of the tract between the Tons and the

S^rda.

We have, however, in the name ' Rajya-Kirata' possibly a liv-

ing link between the Kiratas of somewhat Tibetan physique and the

„,. „. ,
Khasas of equally pronounced Aryan form

Eajya-Kiratas.
, i , .

and habits, if we can connect them with the

Eajis of Askotin Kumaon. The Vardha-sanhita places the Rdjya-

Kirdtas between Amaravana and China or between Jagesar and Tibet,

and the title will either mean the princely Kiratas or the Kiratas

of ' Rajya.' It has been observed that Kumaon and Karttikeyapura

are called ' Kajya' in the Pandukeswar inscriptions, meaning liter-

ally the kingdom ; but this, however, is merely a coincidence and,

as we shall see, no weight can be attached to it, as it beloncrs to a

formula common to many inscriptions in the hills and plains. The

important fact is their position in the list and the knowledo'e that

Kiratas once lived to the west and east of the present settlement of

the Rajis in Askot on the Kdli. The Raj is have often been noticed

by ethnographers whose speculations have been based on a few lines

in a report of Mr. Traill.^ It is there said that the Rajis " represent

themselves asdescendantsof oneof the aboriginal princes of Kumaon

who with his family fled to the jungles to escape the destruction

1 It has been attempted to connect them with the Katyurs, but the argument
is not worth stating here. According to Hodgson, the alpine basin of the Sapt
Kausika or country of the seven Kosis was the original seat of the Kirantis, who
are identified by him with " the classical Cirrhatae, a once dominant and powerful
race, though they hare long since succumbed to the political supremacy of other
races—first the Makwanis and then the Gorkhalis." The Kirantis are now num-
bered amongst the Limbu tribes of the central region of the Eastern Himalaya.
Campbell considers the word 'Limbu' a corruption of 'Ekthumba,' the correct
denomination of the people and generally used by foreigners to designate the
whole population of the country between the Dud-kosi and the Mechi, except
such as belong to the well-marked tribes of the Murmis, Lepchas and Bhotiyas,
who are Buddhists, and the Parbatiyas, who are Brahmanical in religion!
' First Commissioner of Kumaon, in his Statistical account of Kumaon ; Report
on Kumaon, pp. 19, 57 : As. Bes., XVL, 1 60.
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threatened by an usurper. Under the pretension pf royal origin, the

K&wats or Eajis abstain from offering to any individual, whatever his

rank, the usual eastern salutation." He also states that there is " a
total dissimilitude of language" between the Rajis and Kumapnis and

that the Doms may have been descended from these Rajig, " the

former being, for the most part, extremely dark, almost black,

with crisp curly hair inclining to wool." This is the only account

that has ever been given on any authority regarding the Eajis, yet

Professor Eitter found in it confirmation of the opinion that a

negro race may have been among the aboriginal inhabitants of the

Himalaya and Kuen-lun.^ There is no foundation for the state-

ment that the Doms have curly hair inclining to wool. Out of

hundreds that have come under notice not a single one can be said

to have any negroid characteristic, though many are of an ex-

tremely dark complexion like the other similar servile castes

in the plains. Dr. Pritchard^ conjectured that the Eajis would be

found to resemble the other numerous aboriginal tribes found along

the Himalayan border, all possessing " the physical character of the

Bhotiyas in general and very unlike the Doms." Dr. Latham,'

too, expresses his conviction that the Eajis are the equivalents to

"the Ghepang of Nepdl."

The only information that can here be added regarding the

Rajis has been furnished by intelligent natives of Kumaou who

have fallen in with the tribe during their visits to the Askot forests

and the following short extract from Captain H. Strachey's journal

at Garjjia ghat :
—" The Eajbdri Karinda (agent) caught two of

the Banmanm, the wild men of Chipula, for my inspection, I saw

nothing very remarkable about them except an expression of

alarm and stupidity in their faces and they are perhaps darker and

otherwise more like lowland Hindustanis than the average Kumaon

Paharis." They manufacture wooden bowls for sale and " live

under temporary huts, frequently moving from place to place

amidst the jungles of Ohipula ; their principal subsistence being

certain edible sorts of wild plants and what game they can catch,

and they occasionally get presents of cooked food from the villagers.

They have a dialect of their own, but some of them can commuuicate

with their civilised neighbours in Pahdri Hindi." The scanty

> PritchaTd's Eesearches, &c., Srd ed., IV., 206, 231. 'Ethnolo^'7 pf

the BritiBh Colonies, p. 133. » EJImology of Jadia, pp. 11, 16.
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vocabulary of the E^ji language that has been collected supports

the connection^ with the tribes of Nepal suggested by Dr. Latham.

It is a mktake to suppose that the E^jis are confined to the few-

families representing them in Kumaon, for there exists information

which may be considered trustworthy that Rdjis are numerous

along the foot of the hills below the province of Doti, the most

westerly district of Nepal, and this brings them to the locality

assigned by Mr. Hodgson to the Che\)kng,vis., the forests of Nep41

west of the great valley, and therefore between the Kir&ntis and

the Khasiyas. From their language it would appear that they are

of ordinary aboriginal stock like the Kir^ntis, a still farther reason

for identifying them with the Rdjya-Kiratas of the PurSnas.

The Rajis themselves say that they are of Hindu origin. That

when the world began there were two Eaj-
Cuatonia of the Kajis.

, , , „ , , , ,

put brothers, of whom the elder was a

hunter and lived in the jungles, whilst the younger cultivated the

ground and had a fixed abode. The younger brother received the

government of the world and said to his elder brother, " there can-

not be two Rajas in one country," and accordingly the elder brother

retired to the forests and his descendants are now called Rajis, who
neither cultivate the ground nor live in permanent dwellings..

The Rajis are said to have their own peculiar gods, but they also

worsbip those of the Hindus and, like the people of Kumaon and
indeed of the entire Himalaya, attribute great power to the local

deities, sprites, goblins and deified men. They bury their dead^ and
their only funeral ceremony is said to be this, that for ten days

after death they every night place out in the open air vessels of rice

and water for the deiad. The Bodo and Dhimals to the east also bury
their dead, but the Limbfis first burn their deadand then bury the ashes

The former are allied to the Kasiyas of Asam, and amongst the latter

are included the Kir4titis of Nepal. Honesty' and chastity they hold

in great honor. They hide their women from all strangers, declaring

that they are of I'oyal race and must not be seen. They seem to be
almost omnivorous and are said to approve especially of the flesh

of the great lan^r monkey. They support themselves chiefly by
» Traill inentioned (1823) only twenty iamilies and Captain H. Strachey

Btates that he was informed that there were only five or six families (ms)
»ln this peculiarity was recognised one of the marks distinguishing the Dasyus
of the Vedas. » For many of these facts regarding ttre Kajis I am indebted
to a note by Sit J. Strachey,
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hunting and fishing and they get what grain they require from the

Khasiyas, giving in return wooden implements of husbandry and

vessels which they manufacture with some skill. There seems no

reason for supposing with Mr. Traill that there is a connection

between the Eajis and the Doms. The former are certainly very

tar from holding such an opinion and profess the greatest contempt

for the Doms : so that if one of that class enters the dwelling of a

Eaji, the place must be purified with water brought from twenty-

two different places. There are twenty or thirty families of Eajis

in the eastern parts of Kumaon, chiefly iu pargana Askot, and a

fevr families live near Jaojeswar in Chauorarkha, the ancient Amara-

vana. The latter seem to be gradually becoming extinct, and they

say themselves that they have never prospered since, forsaking the

customs of their race, they began to cultivate the soil. The Eawats

mentioned by Mr. Traill are said to be Eajis who have settled them-

selves in villages and to whom are attributed the various petty

dynasties of eastera Kumaon who preceded the Ohands. We
shall see hereafter that these Rawats are mentioned in inscriptions

as well as in tradition, and that their country is called Edjya. A
class* called Liil inhabiting the same tract has similar traditioQS, and

both still occupy several villages in Kali Kumaoa. As they

seem to be distinct from the Khasiya population, it is not impro-

bable that the tradition may be true which declares that they were

formerly Eajis and that both represent the ancient Eajya-Kirataa

of the Puranas, one class preserving many of its old customs, whilst

the others has almost merged in the Khasiya population. We shall

now continue our notice of the other tribes in Kumaon before

proceeding to the Khasiyas, who will take up coiisiderable time and

space.

We have already stated that when we pass to the north of the

great snowy peaks, we get among a different
Bhotiyas. "= J l y & &

people, the Bhotiyas. Bod, the native name

for Tibet, corrupted by the people of India into Bhot, has given rise

to the name Bhotiya for the border tribes between the two countries.

Bhot has not altogether lost its proper meaning, for it is still applied

generally to the tract north of the great peaks, without reference to

physical or political boundaries, though in Kumaon it is now more

' Query, people of Lola ; see p. 303.
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commonly used to signify the country witiiinthe snowy range south

of the Tibetan frontier. It is rather an ethnographical thau a geo-

graphical expression, intending the country inhabiled by Bhotiyas,

rather than one of which any precise boundaries can be named. It

will be convenient here to use the word Bhot and Bhotiya in this

restricted sense. " The adjacent province of Tibet is here called

Hundes, and its inhabitants Huniyas. This name was supposed by

Moorcroft^to be Un-des or wool-country, and by Wilson to be Hiun-

des or snow-country, but the real name is Hundes or country of the

Htinas. This name is clearly connected with the Hioung-nu of

the Chinese records and the Hiinas of the inscriptions. There ia

no reason, however, to believe that the name Hiina iu the Puranas

or the inscriptions is intended to apply to the trans- Kuinaon Huniyas,

but only that they belonged to the same Tibetan race, for the Hiinas

of tbose records appear to have been a powerful tribe in the plains,

and the allusions to them are too numerous and too important for

us to assign them to the predecessors of the comparatively unim-

portant Huniyas of ^-N^riin Tibet. That the Bhotiyas themselves

are of Tibetan origin is sufficiently shown by the language that

they speak, by their Mongolian caste of countenance, and those

unmistakeable peculiarities that belong to the Tibetan race, and

which are as well marked in them as in the Huniyas themselves.

The Bhotiyas are, however, little inclined to admit this origin in

their intercourse with Hindus. In the traditional account of the

colonisation of the Bhotiya valley in which Milam is situate, and

which is given hereafter, they declare themselves the offspring of

a RSjimt immigration from beyond the snows that succeeded

a Sokpa colony, but they are usually called Sokpas themselves.

Tibetan annals undoubtedly mention the existence of a trans-

Himalayan Kshiitriya kingdom, but it was the rulers that were of

Hindu origin, not the people. On the boundary line between the

Khasiyas and the Bhotiyas we find a mixed population, but no

particular account of them need be given here, nor of the Hindu

immigrants from the plains who have for so long a time mono-

polised all important offices in the country and who, at the pre-

sent day, constitute what we may call the upper grades of hill

society.

' Travels, I., p. 4.
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Much has been written regarding the Doms, the servile- race

_ of the hills and correctly enough supposed

to be remnants of the original inhabi-

tants. As we have noted they are of exceedingly dark complexion,

as a rule, but not more so than the tribe of the same name in the

plains and many Charaars. They have for ages been the slaves of

the Khasiyas and been thought less of than the cattle and with

them changed hands from master to master. It was death for

a Dom to infringe the distinctions of caste .laid down by the Hindu

laws, such as knowingly making use of a hukka or any other utensil

belonging to a Rajput or Brahman. Even the wild Eaji, as we
have seen, considered the presence of a Dom a source of defile-

ment. The Doms are divided into a number of classes, chiefly

according to occupation, like the Chamars of the plains, and which

will be noticed hereafter. In the extreme west we find them on the

right bank of the Indus,* living in villages apart from the people and

filling the same servile avocations. In Yasan, Nagar and Chilas

they are very numerous and are " of very dark CDtnplexion, coarse

features and inferior physique." They are found again in the same

position amongst the Aryans of Kashmir and amongst the Dogras of

Jammu.^ Here a^gain they are noticed for their dark complexion,

which unmistakeably marks them out from the light-complexioned

Aryans. They are smaller in limb, stout, square built, and less

bearded and altogether exhibit a much lower type of face which

centuries of serfdom and oppression have not tended to modify.

The Dhiyars or ore-smelters of Jammu, corresponding to the Aguris

< f these hills and the Batals of the Kashmir valley, who are curriers

and musicians and correspond to the Harkiyas of Kumaun, should

be assigned to the same class. The Bems' of Ladak occupy a similar

position and are blacksmiths and musicians. In Kunaor and

Kulu we have them again following the same trades classed with

a tribe of similar occupation called Kohlis by the people of the

lower hills, Chamars about Rampur on the Satlaj and by themselves

and the Kunaoris, Chamangs. The same remark is made about

them here also that they are usually darker than the Kunets around

them.* The smiths are called Domang in Kundori and the carpenters

•Eep. <^. T. S., 1876, p. 27. ' Drew's Northern Barrier, p. 28, 170.

BUdulph's Tribea of the Hinlu Koosb, p. 39 s yj,,/^ p_ 254. Canning-

ham's Ladak, p. 291. 'J. D Cuimingham's notes on Kunawdr, p. U.
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are termed Oras and both are equally with the Kohlis considered of

impure caste. In Nepil these helot craftsmen are represented by

the Newars. SuflScient has been said to show that these Doms in

the hills are not a local race pecnliar to Kumaon, but the remains

of an aboriginal tribe conquered and enslaved by the immigrants

Khasas. In the plains we have them in the Gorakhpur district

and with Khasas in Kattak and indeed over all the eastern districts

of these Provinces, Oudh and Tirhiit, but with these localities we

have no concern here.'

In the country lying along the foot of the Kumaon hills from

„, , the Kosi eastwards we have a tribe known
Thar us.

as Iharus which may be traced farther east

to the Bagmati river. They are dwellers in swamps and great

rice cultivators and ai'e proof against malaria. They even dread

visiting the plains, where they say that they suffer severely from

fever. To the east they are neighbours of the Meohis, a tribe of

similar character living in the thickest part of the Tarai forest lying

below eastern Nep^l, Sikkim and Bhutan.

The Bhaksas, a tribe somewhat similar to the Th&rus, are found

in the Tarai and Bhabar from the Pilibhit
BhuksaB.' ,. . ^

district on the east to Chdndpur on the

Ganges on the west, and a few scattered colonies also occur in the

Dehra Dun. "They claim," according to Elliot, "to be Pan-

war Rajputs and assert that their chief, Udiyajifc, was driven from

house and home in a quarrel that he had with his brother Jatrat-

deo, the Raja of Dharanagar and came to dwell with a few depend-

ants at Banbasa on the S4rda. Udiyajit had not been there Ion or before

his aid was solicited by the Raja of Kumaon, whose territories

' See, however, Wilson,!., 60, 181 : Beames' Elliot, II., 84 : Notice of Gorakh-
pur district, Gaz. VI. ' Stewart describes the Bhuksas of Bijnor thus :

" The members of the tribe are of short stature and very sparse in habit, in both
respects somewhat exceeding the ordinary Hindu peasant of the district, from
whom, however, they do not differ much in general build or in complexion. The
eyes are small ; the opening of the eyelids being narrow, linear and horizontal
(the inner angle not inclining downwards so far as observed) ; the face is very
broad across the cheekbones and the nose is depressed, thus increasing the
apparent flatness of the face

;
,the jaw is prognathous and the lower Mp thick

and the moustache and beard are very scanty." Some of thete peculiarities are
more marked in some individuals than in otliers, but one Bhuksa will always
recognize another, though a Kumaoni says he only rec agnizes them when they
speak. The features of the women are similar to those of the men. J. A. S. Ben.
XXXIV., ii., 160. Beames' Elliot, I., 20. Stewart shows that the tradition
communicated to Elliot is certainly unknown to one gnat section of the
tribe.
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required defence against some of the neighbouiiug powers. Success

attended the efforts of the Panwar, and the gratitude of the K&ja

induced him to oflfer his defenders an asylum in his territories.

Upon this they are represented to have left Banbasa and to have

taken up their residence in their present abodes." We cannot

accept this tradition, no more than that of tlie Khagi Chanhans,

who assert a descent from the true Chauhans. The Bhuksas are

nothing more than an outlying JHinduised branch of the great non-

Aryan family. In physique and habits they are allied to the Tha-

rus and have nothing in common with the immigrant plains' tribes

in Kumaon. There is no doubt that their settlement in the Tardi

is of ancient date, for in the Ain-i-Akbari the name Bhuksar was

given to the tract occupied by them up to a recent date. They are

now in every respect in their habits and customs Hindus of the

ordinary low caste type and employ Gaur Brahman purohits in

their marriage and funeral ceremonies. Some are Sikhs and the wife

follows the religion or path of her husband and the children that of

their father. One of the Tar4i parganahs is called Nanakmatha

after the great Sikh guru, and there is a Sikh shrine there as well

as in Dehra and Srinagar. The Bhuksas bear an excellent moral

character; they are inoffensive and peaceable as well as intensely

indolent and ignorant. They have no arts or manufactures and

live on the chase and a scanty cultivation. They are particularly

fond of wild pig, and this may be one of the reasons why they

change the site of their villages every couple of years. In some

places they collect the wild forest produce, but in no systematic

way. They also engage in gold- washing, extracting gold-dust to

the value of a few hundred rupees a year from the auriferous sands

of the Sona Nadi. They are slowly but surely dying out and

now number onlj'afew thousands. We shall now proceed with our

examination of the remaining tribes in the records which we have

quoted.

In the lists of the Mahabharata^ we find the Sakas in one place

-

between the Vakratapas and Videhas or
^'

people of Tirhut ; again between the people

of Mount Jamuna and the Nishadas or foresters of the Paropanis-

ades who lived west of the Indus ; again between the S^lwaseni8,_a

> Wilson, VII., 165, 171, 179, 186.
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people of the north-west Panjab and the Kokarakas and once more

in the V&yu Pur4na at Tush^ras between the Patti or people of

Piti and the Antacharas or borderers. We may gather from these

statements that there were several colonies of this tribe in existence

in the Pauranik times. They are the Sacse of classical writers

and the Indo-Skythians of Ptolemy. The language which they

spoke was known as Sakdri and in one enumeration follows the

language of Berar and precedes that of Valilika.^ Again it is called a

vibhdsha or dialect of Pi dkrit with the synonym Chandalika and ranks

with the Sabari, Abhirika, Dravira and Utkali or the language of

the people of Orissa. The Vahlika elsewhere is said to be a lan-

guage fit for celestial personages in the drama, the Sdkari for Sa-

kdras, Sakas and the like, the Sabari and Abhirika for wood-cutters

and leaf-gatherers, and the Paisachi for charcoal-burners and by

others for barbarous hill tribes. The grammarian Lakshmidhara

enumerates the following as Pisacha countries where the two

dialects of Paisachi are spoken :—Pandya, Kekaya, Vahlika,

Sahya, Nepaia, Kuntala, Sudhesha, Bhota, Gandhara, Haiva

and Kanojana. Of these Pandya may refer either to the hill

kingdom of the Pandavas or that in the Panjdb and the remaiaing

names to the Himalaya and adjacent countries. A later writer

gives as a generic epithet for the provincial dialects the term'

"according to the manner of those who speak like N£gas." This

designation appears to have been derived from the writers on

rhetoric who assign Sanskrit to the gods, Prakrit to men, and

for the wild barbarous tribes scarcely deserving the name of

men, such as the Chandalas, Abhiras, &c., the tongue of N^gas or

serpents.

Though the use of the term ' Naga' in the extract quoted in the

preceding paragraph may be strictly conven-

- ' tional, there can be no doubt that a race

called Nagas existed to whom the hooded-snake was sacred. The

Nagas were found in the plains and the hills, and in addition to the

account of the Naga city already quoted we may mention their

assembling with their king Takshak under the auspices of Indra

to oppose the building of Indraprastba. The N&gas appear to have

been a race of trans-Hiradlayan origin who adopted the snake as

^ Muir, II., 46, so. * Laeseu in ibid,, 62.
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their national emblem and henoe gave their name to the cobra.

Mr. Wheeler^ writes of them :
—

" The seats of these Nagas were not confined to India, for they hare left

traces of their belief in almost every religous system, as well as in almost every

country in the ancient world. They appear to hare entered India at some

remote period, and to have pushed their way towards the east and south ; but

whether they preceded the Aryans or whether they followed the Aryans is a

point which has not yet been decided. In process of time these Nagas became

identified with serpents, and the result has been a strange confusion in the

ancient myths between serpents and human beings ; between the deity emblem

of the Nagas and the Nagas themselves.

The great historic fact in connection with the Nagas, which stands promi-

nently forward in Hindu myths, is the fierce persecution which they suffered at

the hands of the Brahmans : the destruction of serpents at the burning of the

forest of Khandava, the terrible sacrifice of serpents which forms one of the

opening scenes in the Mahabharata, and the supernatural exploits of the youthful

Krishna against the serpents sent to destroy him, are all expressions of Brahmani-

cal hatred towards the Nagas. Ultimately this antagonism merged into that

deadly conflict between the Brahman and the Buddhist which after a lengthened

period of religious warfare terminated in the triumph of the Brahman. From
these data it would appear that the Nagas were originally a race distinct from

the Aryans and wholly without the pale of Brahmanism ; that those who became

Buddhists were either crushed or driven out of India during the age of Brahmani-

oal revival ; and that the remainder have become converts to Brahmanism and

appear to be regarded aa an inferior order of Kshatriyas. But there is a vitality

in certain religious ideas which seems to render them immorjtal ; and whilst the

Nagas as a people have almost disappeared from the Indian continent, the worship

of serpents, or a reverential fear of serpents as divine beings, is still to be found

deeply rooted in the mind of the Hindu. The general question perhaps] properly

belongs to the history of the Hindu religion;' but it should be distinctly borne

in mind while considering every legend which seems to point to the Ndgas."

The earliest tradition regarding Nepal gives the name Nag

Hrad or ' tiink of the serpent ' to the vallej' in which Kathmandu

The Na^as in Nepal ^^ situate and makes it the residence of

and Kumaun. J^^arkotak, B.aja of the Nagas, whose memo-

ry is still^kept alive by an annual meeting for bathing and worship

at the Tau-dah tank.^ Taksbak also is said to have taken up his

abode in the valley for a time, and here it was that he became recon-

ciled to Vishnu through the good offices of the Bodhisatwa AryS-

valokiteswara. This legend apparently implies a compromise

•History of India, I., 147, 41] : 11., 630. 'See Fergusson's 'Tree

and. Serpent Worship: London, 1873. General Cunningham makes the ophiolatrous

Takkas of the Panjab a branch of the Naga race. See also J. B. B. B. A. S., No.

23, p. 169, IX. 256 Ind. Ant. IV , 6. ^ Wright's Nepal, pp. 77, 86,95. There

are similar legends about Kashmir.
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between the follovvers of Bnddlia., the Brahmans and the snake-wor-

shippeis which curiously enough exists to the present day.* In

Garhwdl we have traces of the Nagas in the names of pattfs

Nagpur and Urgam and the universal tradition of their residence

in the valley of the Alaknanda. At the present day SeshnSg is

honored at Pandukeswar, Bliekal N4g at Ratgaon, Sangal Ndg at

Talor, B4npa N&g at Margnon, Lohandeu Ndg at Jelam in the Niti

valley and Piishkara Nag at Nagnath in Nagpur. In the Duo,

also, the NIgsiddh or Nagachal hill is sacred to Baman Nag and in

Kumaon we have the great Nag at Bastir in Mahar ; Keddr Kdli-

uag ill Pungaraun ; Bini N% in Baraun ; Karkotak N% at Pan-

degaon in Chhakhita ; Vasuki Nag in Danpur ; Nagdeo Padamgfr

in Salam and numeious temples to NSgraja. The rock bearing the

Asoka inscription at Kalsi in the Dun is popularly reported to

mark the boundary laid down of nld between the Naga Skythiana

of the hills and Hindustan. The Sakas are named in the list with

the Nfigas and were, as we shall see, also of Skythian origin, but be-

longed to a very much later immigration of that race in historical

times. It may, therefore, be. safely assumed that a branch of the

Naga race was once the ruling power in these hills. Were these lists

compiled at one time and did they represent the facts of one period,

there would be much difficulty in attempting any solution of the

inconsistencies which they apparently present ; but when the main

portion of the work can be shown to be the result of various hands

at different times, we may fairly assume that the lists themselves^suf-

fered at the hands of successive editors.

The name ' Khasa ' like the name ' Nag4' is of far too wide
significance to be that of a single tribe and

Khasas. .

its use at trie present day to distino-uish

the cis-Himdlayan people of Khas-des from the Bhotiyas is more

generic than particular. In the Vishnu- Purana, Khasa is the

daughter of Daksha, wife of Kasyapa and mother of the Yakshas

and Kakshasas.^ It is under the former name that the Khasas were

known in the first century, for we find a translation of it applied to

them as an epithet by Pliny. The name Khasa does not occur as

the name of a people in the Vishnu Purana, but we have instead the

' It is not to be anderstood that Buddhism existed in NepSl at the time of
the scenes represented in the Ma habhSrata if they took place in the fourteenth
century before Christ : Gazetteer, II., 60. 'Wilson, VII., 7fi,
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names of the Yakshas,^ wbo are attendants on the Adityas with the

Eakshasas and Nagas, and are here relegated to the domain of

fiction. The Yakshas were present with the Eakshasas and Ndgds

at the milking of the earth. Vaisravana or Kuvera,* the god

of mineral wealth, is said to be lord of the Yakshas and to dwell

on Kailas, and the Yakshas are also known as Grdmanis. In the

Mahabharata the Khasas do not occur in the great list, but they are

mentioned* in the Kartia-parvan as living in the Fanjab, between

the Arattas and Vasatis. The Arattas and the people of the

country of the five rivers are pronounced contemptible, and ' there

a Bahika* born a Brahman becomes afterwards a Kshatriya, a

Vaisya or a Sudra and eventually a barber.' This statement

would imply the existence of a well-known settlement of Yakshas

or Khasas at an early period in the Panj4b. It was to Yaksha

(Yakkha) artists that Asoka entrusted the building of his numerous

Ohaityas, and they were also employed by him as mercenaries in

his arn:y.^ In the time of Mdgarjuna, Naga artists were em-

ployed. In the Dipavansa,^ the names of the Theros are given

who converted ' the multitude of Yakkhas in the Himavat.'

In the Vdyvr-Purana the Khasas are one of the tribes that

Sahara would have destroyed were he not restrained by Yasishtha,^

and in Manu they are, as we have seen,^ reckoned only as degraded

Aryans of the warrior caste. In the Vardha-sanliita, the Khasas

occur after the Kunahas or people of Kunaor, the Conse of Pliny.

In the Mdrkandeya-Purdna, the name Khasa is found between

Ekapada and Suvarna-bhumi, the Eka country and the golden

land which we shall see hereafter is probably the ^-NAri-Khorsum

district of Tibet immediately to the north of Garhwal. There is

a curious confirmation of this location in the story® of the gold-

di tiering ants first mentioned by Herodotus, who tells us that:—
" Besides these, there are Indians of another tribe who border on

the city of Kaspatyrus and the country of Paktyika ; these people

dwell northward of all the rest of the Indians and from them the

men are sent forth who go to procure gold." Then he describes

•^Jbid, 2S5. ^ Ibid, VI., 122. 'ABEes.XV., IDS. *An-

tea p 277. = lud. Ant., IV., 162. Sung Yu, the Buddhist ChineBe trareller,

mentions a temple sacred to Bhagwin built by Yakshas in Udyana : Seal's Fah

Hian P 196 ' Oldenberg's translatln, p. 169. ' Wilson, VIII.,

292 eibidjX., 43, 44: antc'i, -p. 279. » Schiem on the gold-digging

ants, Ind. Ant., IV. 225.
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how this gold was thrown tip by ants from their borrows. Now
in a passage of the Mahd.bhdrata, the Khasas are expressly men-

tioned amongst the northern tribes who brought presents to

Yudhishthira and amongst them were presents of paipilika gold

80 called because it was collected by ants (pipUikis). This can

only refer to the trade in gold dust with the miners of Thok

Jalung in Tibet and indicates that at that early time the Khasiyas

were the chief carriers or distributors. There is evidence to show

the wide diffusion through an immense breadth of Asia of names

having the apparently common root ' khas ' or ' Mo.' We find

it in the names Khophene, Khoas, Khoaspes, given to rivers of the

Kabul valley by classical writers and in the Hindu-kush and

Kashkara of the country to the north. Colonel Wilford* in his

curious paper on * Mount Caucasus ' attempts to trace the Khasas

from Kashgdr through Kashmir and Kumaon to the Khasiya hills

in As4m, and without accepting his conclusion we may assume that

the facts recorded by him bear out the general result of a very

wide extension of a Khasa race in pre-historic times. We may
connect with them Kissia mentioned by Herodotus as an old name

of Susa, and Strabo* also calls the people of Susa, Kissii, whilst

Diodorus* and Quintus Curtius* mention the Kossfei amongst the

principal troops of Darius at Arbela. We may also connect with

their name the Caucasus of Pliny and the Kasian mountains of

Ptolemy as well as his Kasia regie. The Caucasus includes the

mountainous country to the west of Kashmir and south of tlie

Oxus and the Kfisian range runs thence eastwards to Nepal. As

noted" by St. Martin:—" le nom des Khaqa a et^ de temps

immemorial une des appellations les plus repandues dans tout le

massif HimS,laien." In the Ceylon archives, the name Khasa

occurs* amongst the tribes who submitted to Asoka in the third

century before Christ, and from Tar&natha we have the Tibetan

version of Asoka's conquests in the following story' r
—" In the

Champarna kingdom which belonged to the Kuru race there was

a king called Nemita who was descended from the Solar race.

He had six sons born of lawful wives and besides them be had a

son by the daughter of a merchant to whom he gave in appanage

'As. Ees., VI., 455 "Book V., ch. 3. ^ Ek. XVII., ch. 14.

*IV., 46. «Etude, &?.,?. c p., 417 ' Burnouf, Introd. a I'Hist du
Buddhiame, p. 362. ' La, Comme's VasBilief, p 46.

4S
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the town of Pataliputra, as a reward for his victory over the

people of Nepal who dwelt in the kingdom of Kasya and over

other moBntaineers." Here Nepal is mentioned as the Indo-Himd-

layan country best known to the writer who at the same time

distinctly connects the name with the Khasas. In the ' Chronicles

of Kashmir' we find^ Khasa tribes occupying the deserted city

©f Narapur at a time ' when the country was full of D&radas,

Bhotiyas and Miecbobhas ' in the reign of Mihirakula, the great

anti-Buddhist ruler, who reigned about 500 A.D. In the reign

<rf Kshemagupta the Raja of the Khasas compelled the king of

Kashmir to give up to him thirty-six villages. A Khasa was the

favoured lover of the notorious Kashmiri queen Didda in the

eleventh century and was probably of her own clan, for she was

aunt of her successor, the son of Ddaya, Haja of S&bi or Lohara,

a small State near Abbisara. These Salii Rajas claimed descent

from S^livahatia, who is synonymous with the Saka Raja who

founded the Saka era. St. Martin states :
—" On les (Khasas)

trouve cit^s en plus de quaraute endroits de la Chronique Kach-

mirieiine, parmi les principales tribus montagna»des qui continent

au Kashmir." The natives of Kashmir are called Kashlrus by

their np.ighbours in the surrounding hill-states and the name

Kashmir has undoubtedly connection with the tribe of Kashirus

and not with the mythic Brahmin-made Kasyapa. Wilford records*

that " when Parasurama undertook to destroy the Ksbatriyas, th©

Khasas who then lived in the plains fled to the mountains in eon-

fasion. Many went to Jalpesa and then ascended the passes."

From the above it is clear that at a very early period the Khsaas

were the principal inhabitants of the regions to the' west of

Kashmir, of Kashmir itself and of the hill country as far as Nep41

aud of a considerable part of the plains. They formed an im-

portant section of the Indian population found in those tracts

by successive invaders, and though now possessing a national

existence in Kumaon alone can still be traced from the sources of the

Kabul river to the Tkta. The Khasas of the plains were driven

to the hills, the Vindhyas on the south and the Himalaya on the

» As. Res., XV., 29, 76, 79 : T. B B. R. A. S., N<x 34, p. 39. In the intro-

duction regarding tUe creation of Kashmir, Jalodbliara is represented as
«' devastating tlie neighbonrins; countries Darvfiibhisara, Jahnndara, Gandhara
and the territories occupied by the Sakas, Khasas, T^nganas and Madharaa."*
>^a. Rea., XIV., 39& : Langlois, HarivanB% 1., 4S3: II.» 384 £ Londoo, ia34.
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north, and it is precisely in these places that we find them at the

present day. We now find Khasas in the Kashkara country at

the head of the Kunar valley and in the tracts adjacent to Kash-

mir. The Kunets of Kulu are still divided into two classes called

Kha«iyas and Raos, and we have the Khasiyas again in Garhwdl,

Kumaon and Nep&l. Away from the Himalaya, we probably have

them along theVindhyan range and in the Bikaner desert as nomadic

tribes under the name Khosa, most of whom are now Muham-
madans. Tod^ makes these Khosas a branch of the Sehrdes.

They occur again as Musalmans in the desert around Thar and

Parkar in Sind and in Biluchist4u under the same name Khosas,'

and are particularly numerous between Bakhar and Shikdrpur.

The local tradition is that they entered Sind with the Kalhoras and

after the fall of that dynasty they settled about the desert between

Mdrw6r and the valley of the Indus. That these Khosas belong

to the same race as the Khasiyas of Kumaon is not a mere sugges-

tion, but is corroborated by the fact that the dialect of Hindi now

current in Kumaon has its closest affinity with the dialect spoken

in Marwar and the adjoining parts of western Rdjputana* and not

with that spoken in the Gangetic plains and Rohilkhand. We have

also sporadic colonies of Khasas and Doms in Orissa and Chutiya

N&gpur.

We need not give evidence of the kind that we have collected

more importance than it deserves, but there
Khasiyas ar - geems no reason for doubting that the

Khasas were a very powerful race like the Nagas who came at a

very early period from that dffi,cina gentium Central Asia and have

left their name in Kashgar, Kashkara, the Hindu-kush, Kashmir

and recognizable colonies at the present day in the hills from

Kashmir to Nepal and in various parts of the plains and that the

Khasiyas of Kumaon are of the same race. The account that the

Khasiyas of Kumaon give of themselves tallies in all respects

with the indications from other sources. They always profess to

be Rajpiits who have fallen from their once honorable position by

the necessity of living in a country and in a climate where the

strict observance of the ceremonial usages of their religion is

» Tod's Raiasthan, Reprint, II., 190, 280, 293. « Trans. Bom. Lit. Soc,

RpnrinT 11 . 252 : J. R- G- S ., IV , 100. Ibid, XIV. 207: Postan's Pers .nal

Observations on Sind, p. 41. Hughes' Gazetteer of Sindh, p. 827. ^ Kel-

logg'8 Hindi Grammar, p. 66.
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impossible, and imJoubtedlj this statement is supported by all tho

facts, so far as we are acquainted with them, which have any

be-aring on the question. It has been sometimes but hastily as-

sumed, apparently from analogous circumstances in Nepal, thrttthe

Kumaon Khasiyas are a people of mixed Tibetan and Indian race.

The Khasiyas* of Nepal'may have been less exposed to A ryan influences

throughout their successive wanderings or may have been modified

by admixture with Tibetan tribes. For as we proceed eastwards

from the Kali we find, as has already been noticed, conditions of

climate which however unlike those of Tibet must still be less

antagonistic than those of the western Himalaya to the fliffusioq

of a Mongolian race. But this admission does not affect the

Khasiyas of Kumaon, who in physiognomy and form are as pnrely

an Aryan race as any in the plains of northern India. The

language of the Khasiyas, as will be shown hereafter, is a purely

Hindi dialect both in its vocables and in its grammatical structure,

and no signs of foreign admixture have hitherto been discovered

in it. Supposed resemblances in feature between the Khasiyas and

the neighboaring Tibetan tribes hare helped to lead some to a con-

clusion different from that now given, but this resenablanee has no

real foundation in fact. The people of the plains no doubt diflfer

greatly in appearance from those of the hills, but not more so than

might be expected when we consider the great difference in the

physical conditions of the countries that tbey respectively inhabit:

nor more than the Aryan races of the plains owing to similar causes

differ amongst themselves. The moist climate of lower Bengal, the

comparatively dry climate of the North-Western Provinces and the

still drier climate of the Panjab with its gre:*t extremes of heat and

cold cause those physical changes in the inhabitants that are so

remarkable and clearly recognisable by the mo»t casual observer.

If to the effects of climate we add the influence of the various

races who have from time to time invaded India we shall have

reason to believe that much of the variation observed in the plains

is due to circumstances which have been wanting in the hills.

However this may be, this much at least is certain that, at the

present time, the Khasiyas of Kumaon and Garhwal are in all

respects Hindus. They are so in language, religion and custom*

. * Mr. BeaTuee' derivation of tlie name from the Atabic ' hhia' is eutiiety

untenable, 3. R. A. S.; IV.» 178.
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ami all tlieir feelings and prejudices are so strongly imbued with

the peculiar spirit of Hinduism that although their social habits

and religious belief are often repugnant to the orthodox of that

faith, it is impossible for any one who knows them to consider them

other than Hindu. Year by 3'ear with increasing communication

with the plains, the hill Hindu is more and more assimilating his

practice with that of his co-religionists in the plains, whilst to

the north, the Tibetan Bhotiyag are becoming more observant of

Hindu customs.

Kashkara occurs amongst the countries to which the ancient

„ Khasa race has given a name. It is pror
Kators. f

^

perly the name given to the States in the u pper

Kunar valley known now as Chitral, Yassan and Mastlij from their

principal towns. The ruling princes of these States still belong to

the Kator family, the Kushwaktiya branch in upper Cbitral in-

cluding Yassan and Mastij and the Shah Kator branch in Chitr41

proper. The people there now speak a dialect in which there are

many Persian vocables, but we have not sufficient evidence before

as to stiow what the real nature of their language may be. If, as

is probable, it be one with Dard spoken by the adjoining races ia

Gilgit and Astor it is an Aryan language. From the inscriptions

noticed hereafter we find a dynasty known by tradition as Katyuri

in the Katyiir valley of Kumaon, certainly from the eighth to the

sixteenth century and forming the stock of numerous petty

principalities in these hills, and possibly we may look to the Khasiya

Katuras of the trans-Indus highlands for the origin of these

Kumaon Khasiya Katyiiris. Mr. Thom;';s^ and Sir H. Elliot* have

sngcested a connection between the Kators of the mountainous

region beyond the Indus and the Kumaon Katy6ris. There is

certainly a striking similarity in sound between the two names, but,

as we have often had occasion to remark, a coincidence of this kind is

frequently merely accidental and more commonly delusive. There

is a marked difference observed in the Paur^nik records between

the Sakas and the Yavanas and the tribes classed as Nagas, Khasas

and Kiratas, still they are all reckoned as Vrishalas, beyond the

pale of Aryan concern, though sorhe are recognised as of Aryan

race. We have also shown that a race once occupied Gartw^l

»J. E. A. S., IX., 177. 'DowBon'sElliot, IL, 408.
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Vho were connected in religion and perhaps in race with the Ndgds,

and we may also notice the name Nacra Sointou, in d'Anville's

reprodnctir'n of the native map of Cliina, for the tract between the

Karnali and the Ganges and Sanke Somtou for that lying to the

west of the bend of the Satlaj. Tradition certainly assigns the

Katyiiris to the solar division of the Kshatriya race, but we know

the assimilating influences of Hinduism as they work before us,

frequently manufacture the four castes out of the existing material

found in such wild countries as Kumaon and assign to sun-

worshipping tribes the attributes of the Kshatriyas of the solar

race. Even at the present day the proselytising of the non-Brah-

manical tribes is going on and the wealthier amongst the converts

are received into and intermarry with the so-called Rajplit tribes of

the hills. There is therefore no insuperable obstacle to the recep-

tion of the suggestion of Mr. Thomas and Sir H. M. Elliot, and

proceeding from such distinguished scholars it certainly merits

some investigation at our hands.

The passage referred to in Elliot is as follows :
—''The identity

of the name and the period of the establish-
Kators of Kabul. ^ / • \ • tt-ment ot the Kators (sic) m Kumaon ap-

pears to render it possible that we have in them the descendants of

those Kators^ who fought under the banners of the first Muhamma-

dan conquerors." Kanak or Kank was the last of the Katorman

kings of Kabul according to the Musalman historians, and the

same name heads the list of local kings in Garhwdl according to

several authorities. Elliot cites the following passage from a copy

of the JdmVut-tawarikh :
—

" Afler Basdeo from among their rulers

(t. e. of the Indians) one was Kanak, and he was the last of the

Kayorm^n kings," and Basdeo is also the epimymous founder of

the Katyiiri house of Joshimath in Garhwal. Kanak of K&bul

had a Brahman minister named Kalar who slew his master and

founded a new dynasty of which the names of many members

survive. Abn Rihan Al Biriini makes the Kabul dynasty to be

of Turkish extraction and states that before the death of the last of

the line some sixty generations had sat on the throne of Kabul.

We may assume, with Elliot, that the statement does not imply

that the supreme power during this period remains in the same
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family, bnt rather that the dynasty belonged to the same stock,

whether Baktrian, Saka, Yueh-ti or Parthian. If we allow fifteen

years for each of the sixty reigns preceding the mnrder of Kank

we arrive at the middle of the first century before Christ for the

estabUshment of the dynasty, or about the time of the rise to power

of the Yueh-ti branch of the great Skythian race. We have to

show that besides the Skythian immigrants to whom the princely

power belonged there was an indigenous Indian population in the

Kabul highlands, and that this people can be reasonably connected

with the jjcople inhabiting the upper valley of the Kunar river at

the present day, and that there are grounds for considering that

buth the subject Indians and the ruling Skythians moved eastwards,

and that the former may be one with the Khasiyas and the latttr

one with the Katyiiris of Kumaon. With regard to the Khasiyas

we have nothing to add to the arguments already adduced to show

that they belong to the great Khasa race.

The name ' Saka' is given to a race of Skythian origin, for whom
more accurate information is obtainable

from Greek, Boman and Chinese writers

and the researches of numismatists. Still in the Indian records

there are so many allusions to them that we cannot pass them over

in silence. So much had they influenced Hindu writers that in the

Faurdnik cosmogony they are given a ' dwipa^ or island to them-

selves,^ situate between Krauncha and Pushkara in the Vishnu

Purana, and by other records placed in a somewhat different rela-

tion which it is unnecessary to discuss here. Bhavya became king

of Saka-dwipa and its divisions were named after his sons Jalada,

Kumara, Sukumara, Manivaka, Kusnmoda, Mandaki and Mahd-
druma. The mountains and rivers ' that wash away all sin' are

mentioned and the castes of the different classes, the Mriga of the

Brahman,^ the Migadha of the Kshatriya, the Manasa of the Vaisya

and the Maudaga of the Sudra and ' by these Vishnu is devoutly

worshipped as the sun.' Is it only a coincidence that the name

^Kvmuxrd! {Komaro) occurs on the coins of the Indo-Skythian rulers

of Kashmir, and in other early Indo-Skythian inscriptions and that

the sun-god was the favourite deity of many of them ? We have

> Wilson, VII. 199. » Cf. the great emigration of Maga Brahmans
fiom the tran8-Indu8, region to India and the MaccaEalingaB.abmaus ol Flotemy
in the valley of the upper Ganges.
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shown how the name ' Saka' occurs in the Panranik recorcls,i the

Mahabharata* and Mann,^ and add the following texts not before

cited. The Brahma- Parana and Hari-vansa make the descendants

of Na'rishyanta, son of the Manu of the present period, Sakas.*

la the Bhavishya chapter of the Vdyu-Purdna the Sakas are men-

tioned as amon'g the royal races,® and in the Vishnu- Purdna it is

recorded that " after these (Andhrabhritya kings) various races

will reign; as seven Abhiras, ten Gandhabhillas, sixteen Sakas,

eight Yfivanas, fourteen Tusharas, thirteen Mundas, eleven "Maunaa,

who will be sovereigns of the earth 1,399 years and then eleven

Pduras will be kings for 300 years. When they are destroyed the

Kailakila® Yavanas will be kings, the chief of whom will be Vin-

dhyasakti ; his son will be Puranjaya ; his son will be Ramchandra ;

his son will be Dharma, from whom will be Varanga and others

(five) who will rule for 106 years. From them will proceed thirteeii

sons : then three Bahlikas and Pushpamitra and others to the num-

ber of thirteen will rule over Mekala." This remarkable passage

shows us the Abhiras and Gardhabhillas as predecessors of the

Sakas. The Abhiras, as we have seen,^ lived near the Indus asso-

ciated with the Baktrian Greeks and Indo-Skythian inhabitants of

the same quarter. The Mataya-Purdna reads * Hiinas' for ' Maunas'

and Wilford* considers the Maunas or Mundas lo be the same as

the Mandei of Pliny aiid Marunlai of Ptolemy and to be also reck-

oned with the Hiinas. In a Jaina legc-'nd* referred to hereafter

G-ardhabhilla is made sovereign "f Ujain and was deposed by a Sdhi

or Saka noble and the Kailakila Yavanas are identified with a

Grecian dynasty that ruled in Vakataka, to the south of Haidarabad.

These statements are so comprehensive that there is no necessity for

further extending them by collecting the numerous similar refer-

ences in other works, and we shall now proceed to examine some of

the notices regarding the Baktrian Greeks and Indo-Skythians,

recorded by Greek, Roman and Chinese writers.

We have now to examine more closely the history of the region

Greco-Baktrian kingdom to the west of the Indus and show the links

iof Kabul. ju w^Q chain of evidence that connects it with

^Antea, p. 347. ' Antea,p. 337. ' Antea, p. 279. "Wil-

eon, Vin.' 14, 336. " Jbid., IX., 1 84. « J. B. B. K. A. S., yill., 248.

^Aniea, p. 337. ^ Cf. Cunn. Arch. Geogh., p. 507. .,!«>. d. B.

B. A. S., IX., 139.
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tlie history of Kuniaon. The Greek and Roman geographers' give

us the materials from which we can judge of the condition of the

Indus region in the time of Alexander, and the coins of Alexander's

successors afford us means by which we may fill up many details' for

which other records are wanting. On the death of Alexander in

Babylon in B. C. 323, India comprised the three satrapies of the

Paropamisadje, the Panjab and Sind. The first lay to the west of the

Indus and extended to the highlands in the neighbourhood of the

Kabul valley.^ Its name recalls to our memory the Nishadha

mountains of the Paurdnik geographers, and refers not only to the

Hindu-kush, but also to the western prolongation in the Koh-i-B^ba

and Paghman ranges.* The inhabitants of the valleys of the Kabul,

Panjshir, Nijrao, Tagao, Alingar Kunar and Sw&t streams to the

confluence of the Kabul river with the Indus were all known as

Paropamisades or Paropanisades. Commenting on the statements

of the geographers in this respect Lassen remarks that ;—

-

" We meet between the Paropamisades and the Indus a series

of independent, warlike mountaineers, under their chieftains sepa-

rated into many smaller tribes, rich in flocks and herds ; they are

always called Indians, though no mention is made of either institu-

tions characteristic of India or of Brahmans. This is doubtless

correct, for they are the inhabitants of the Indian frontier, not

exactly regulated by Indian customs, outcasts of the soldier caste

as the Indians might term them." Ptolemy makes the Koas or

Kunar stream the principal river of the Kabul valley and does not

mention the Kabul or Kophen river at all. The Koas joins the

Indus and the Swat river or Suastus, from which the adjoining

' See Further points in tlie history of the Greek anJ Indo-Skythian
Kings in Bactria, Cabul and India, by Professor Lassen ; ecb. Koer, Calcutta
1840. Cunningham Arch. Rep., II., 61. Eeferences in Dowson's Elliott, 11.'

403. Gazetteer, N.-W. P., II., 186, s. v. ' Saharanpur district.' 'Coins
of Alexander's successors in the East, the Greeks and Indo-Scythians, by
General Cunningham. Num. Chron., Vols. 8-10. Die Nachfolger Alexanders
der Grossen in Baktrien und Indien ^on. A. von Sallet: Berlin, 1879. Wilson's
Ariana Antiqua. Thomas' Prinsep and Miscellaneous Essays, and Ind. Ant., IX.
256, note. ^The chief cities were (1) Ortospana or Kabura or Kabul the
people of which were called Kabolitse by Ptolemy : (2) Alexandria ad Caucasum or
Alexandria Opiane identifled with Opian, 36 miles to the north of Kabul : (3) Car-
tana or Karsana also known as Tetragonis and identified with Begram, 27 miles
to the north of Kabul : (4) Nagara or Dionyaopolis, the Begram near Jalalabad :

(5) Peukelaotis or Peiikelas (Pushkala), Hasiitnagar on the lower Swat river : (6)
Embolima or Ohind on the Indus p,t its junction with the Kabul river, the tJtakh-
handa ol the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims: and (7) Aornos, the ruiucd hill-fort of
Baoigat above Nogram. * For a good map see Prcj. K. G. S. I., no ; also.
Cuttu, Anc. Geog., 17,

'

49 .
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district was called Suastene, joins the Koas. Under the sources at the

Koas lived the Lambagse ( Lampatse), the people of modern Lamghan,

As we shall see, the Kafirs, to the present day, extend from Lamghan
through Eafiristan to the Kashkara mountains. A recent traveller

who saw the Musalman Kashkaras and the pagan Kafirs together

in Chitr^l could observe no such marked distinction between them

as to justify us in believing that they belonged to different raceSr

The Kafirs, however, speak a language based on Sanskrit, whilst

their Musalman neighbours, of necessity, have admitted a number

of Persian vocables. For the latter, Persian is the language of

civilisation and commerce, and in the same manner as a similar

influence in India has added to the Hindi vocabulary there, Persiaof

has materially influenced the original speech of Kashkara. Accord-

ing to Ptolemy, the Kunar was the most westerly river of India

proper, but he does not make it the western boundarj', for the Lam-

baga3 who occupied the country for a whole degree to the west of

that river are still reckoned as Indians. The district of Gandhdra

lay between the Swat river and the Indus and below the Lambagsa,

and Suastene lay Goruaia, which may be identified with the tract

known as Gugiana on the lower course of the Kunar river and

Bajaur, including Jandul and TaMsh at the junetiort of the Landai

and Swat rivers. From the above summary we may fairly assume

that the country now known as Kash-kara and inhabited by a dis-

tinct race was in the time of Alexander regarded as a part of In-

dia and was then inhabited by Aryan races however heterodox they

may have been.

It is xinnecessary for our purpose to- notice the Indian satrapies^

of the Panjab (Pentapotamra) and Sind. The other provinces of

the eastern empire were Ariana and Baktriana. The former com-

prised Aria and Drangiana under one satrap and Gedrosia and

Brief sketch of Bak- Arachosia under a second satrap. Baktria
trian history. Sogdiana and Margiana were included in

Baktriana under one satrap. On the death of Alexander, hi»

officers distributed the older territories and the new conquests

amongst the most powerful of their number. Alexander's half-

brother Arrhidseus and his expected son by Eoxana were declared

joint sovereigns. It is worthy of remark that amongst the kings

of Baktria whose coins have been discovered some twenty-eight
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uuxnes occur that are also found amongst the names of the compa-
nions of Alexander and the Diadochi that have been handed down
to us by the Greek historians, so that we may regard the Baktrian

kings as descendants of the chiefs who accompanied Alexander in

his eastern clampaign. At the conference of the chiefs, Oxyartes,

the father of Roxana, was appointed satrap of the Paropamisadas.

Eudemns was already military governor of the Panjab and the

civil rule was left in the hands of the native chiefs. Pithon, the son

«f Agenor, became satrap of the delta of the Indus : Stasanor and

•Siburtius held Ariana and Baktriana was committed to Philip.

An empire not yet consolidated and now broken up into so many
petty satrapies soon fell into disorder. In B. O. 317 we find

Eudemus, Oxyartes and Stasander, who had succeeded Stasanor in

Aria, assisting Eumenes in his war with the Syrian king Antigonus,

whilst Siburtius and Pithon espoused the opposite side. Antigo-

nus was successful and from B. 0. 316 to the defeat^ of his son

Denaetrius by Seleukus Nikator in B, 0. 312 his sway was acknow-

ledged through Ariana and Baktriana. In India, Chandragupta

of Patna had taken advantage of the departure of Eudemus to

make himself master of the Panjab and perhaps also of the Kabul

valley. After Seleukus had firmly established himself at Babylon,

he took the first opportunity that presented itself to reconquer

Ariana and Baktriana and was preparing to wrest the Indian

province from Chandragupta when disturbances elsewhere led him

to believe that it would be more prudent to secure the Indian

prince as an ally. Accordingly Seleukus surrendered the province

of India to the Palibothran prince and appointed Megasthenes to

reside at Patna as his ambassador. These friendly relations conti-

nued under the sons of both kings Amritajata (Amitrochates) and

Antiochus Soter, who also sent Daimachus as his representative to

the court of Patna. Antioehus Soter succeeded bis father in B. 0.

280 and died in B. C. 261. Antiochus 11". surnamed Theos

succeeded and died by poison in B. C, 246, when his son Seleukus

Kallinikos became titular ruler of the east. Two years previously

the Parthians had revolted and established a kingdom and an era

of their own, and at the same time Diodotus proclaimed his in-

dependence in Baktria. Diodotus I. was succeeded by his son

^ Whence the era of the Seleukidse.
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Diodotus II., who reduced Agatliokles, sanap of AracLosia, and

Antimachus, satrap of the Paropamisadse, to subjection and they

acknowledged fealty to him by placing his name on their coins.

These changes must all have taken place subsequent to the death of

Asoka, whose edicts contain the names of Antiochus, Ptolemy,

Antigonus, Magas (of Gyrene), and Alexander (of Epirus), but

make no allusion to the rebel leaders. The faction of Diodotus

did not long enjoy their accession to power, for in a short time a

Magnesian leader by name Euthydemus succeeded in expelling

Diodotus from Baktria. We know nothing more of Baktria until

we come to the eastern campaign of Antiochus III. (B. C. 212-205).

After reconquering Media, Parthia and Hyrkania, Antiochus made

„ ,
peace with the Parthian Arsakes and pro-

Euthydemus.
ceeded to the invasion of Baktria. Euthyr-

demus, however, was able to place himself in a position which obliged

his antagonist to come to terms. He then urged that Antiochus

had no reason for attempting to deprive him of his kingdom since

he had never rebelled against Antiochus, but had only obtained pos-

session of Baktriana by destroying the descendants of those who had

before revolted. His son Demetrius carried further messages, and

the result vi'as that Antiochus accepted the peace that was offered

and cemented the friendly relations with Baktria by betrothing his

daughter to the son of Euthydemus. Antiochus then left Euthy7

demus in possession of Baktria (B. C. 208) and proceeded in per-

son southwards to India. There he concluded a treaty with Sopha-

gasenus, the king of India, and in return for a number of elephants

confirmed the Indian in the possession of the Paropamisadse and

the other Indian satrapies. Antiochus had hardly reached his head-

quarters when Euthydemus, deeming it to be a favourable oppor-

tunity, marched southwards and annexed the cis-Himalayan dia-.

tricts to Baktria. This conquest was consolidated by his son De-

metrius, who is styled " king of the Indians " by Justin, and whose

authority extended from the sources of the Osus to the delta of the

Indus and from the Caspian Sea to the Satlaj and along the coast

from the Indus as far as Gujrdt. This statement is corroborated by,

the number and find-spots of the coins of his father and of himself.

The variations in the portrait of Euthydemus on his coins show

that he must have had a long reign, not less than thirty years,
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according to General Cunningbam.^ Up to the time of Buthyde-

mu3, the Greek princes used Greek legends only on their coins, but

from the accession of his son Demetrius all the Greek princes of

India and Ariana, over thirty in number, used the Indian language

and a character, happily termed Arian, on the reverse of their

coins. This character is, according to Mr. Thomas, akin to the

Phenician and is written from right to left, like all other alphabets

of Semitic origin.' If Mr. Thomas' suggestion^ be correct that in

certain letters on a coin of Eukraiides he has discovered the Seleu-

kidan year 173, or B. 0. 138, and on one of Plato Sel. 147 or B. 0.

165, and on one of Heliokles Sel. 183 or B. 0. 128, we shall

have much to alter in the present arrangement of the Grseco-Bak-

trian princes known from their coins alone.

We know that Demetrius was old enough in B. C. 208-7 to have

been emploved as his father's agent in the
Dates on Baktiian coins. ..'.,.., in.

negotiations with Antioehus, and allowing

him forty years, we have the year B. 0. 167 for his death and the

accession of Eukratides, who according to Mr. Thomas' discovery

minted coins in B. 0. 138. There is no doubt that Eukratides suc-

ceeded Demetrius in Baktria, but may have left his rival in possession

for a time of the Indian provinces. Justin tells us that:

—

"eodem

ferme tempore sicuti in Parihis MitJiridates ita in Bactris Eucratidea

magni uterque viri regnum ineunt-''' referring to the rise at the same

timeof ArsacesVI., better known as Mitliridates I., king ofParthia

and Eukratides. Mithridates reigned* from 173 to 136 B.C. and is re-

presented as the avenger of the murder of Eukratides, Even grant-

ing that the coin of Eukratides bearing the supposed date B. 0.

138 was the last issued in his reign, for which numismatic evi-

dence based on a comparison of the portraiture and devices is

wanting, the remaining events of Mithridates' reign, including the

expedition to India and his war with the Syrian king Demetrius,

can hardly be brought into two years. According to Clinton,^

Demetrius made his preparations in B.C. 140 and entered Parthia

in July, 139, and was captured at the beginning of 138, or accord-

ing to General Cunningham® in B.C. 139. In either case the

« Num-Chron,, n. s., IX., 129. « Ibid., III., 229. ^J.'&.X. S., IX.,
1 ; see also Dr. Hoernle's paper in Ind. Ant., VIII., 196. ^Lassen, Bactrian
Coins, &c , p. 155, and ' A view of tlie history and coinage of the Parthians by
J. Lindsay, p. 7 : Cork, 1862. ^ Fast. Hell., III., 331. e ^mu chron.,
X., 233,
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death of Eukratides took place at least two years previously, for we
must allow that time to have elapsed in preparation for the Indiaa

expedition, the stay in India and return of Mithridates to Par-

thia. "We must place, therefore, the death of Eukratides in B.C.

141-40, and consequently either the date on the coin is wrongly
read or the mints went on coining after the death of Eukratides in

his name, or the dates given as those of Demetrius' war with Mith-

ridates are incorrect or the initial year of the Seleukidan era is

wrongly placed. These are points that cannot be discussed here.

During his expedition to India Mithridates is said to have subdued

the country between the Indus and the Hypanis and was stopped

in his onward march by news of the preparations made by the

Syrian king. He returned to Parthia, annexing the old Bak-

trian satrapies west of Araehosia on his way, and probably loft the

Baktrian satrapies in the Indian region to those in whose hands

he found them. Both Mithridates and Eukratides in the earlier

years of their reigns were much harassed by the incursions of the

Skythians and Sogdians, and it was only when he had rest from

them that Eukratides was able to turn his attention to India.

Whilst returning from an expedition in which he penetrated India

as far as the Satlaj he was murdered by his son, ' who had been asso-

ciated with him in the sovereignty.'

The name of the parricide is nowhere given, but General

Cunningham considers that he must be one with Apollodotus, who
is named in several passages of importance

Successors of Eukratides. . • i
««- i .m connection with Menander la terms

that would imply that they had much to do with the extension of

Greek influence in India. Indeed the coins which from numismatic

evidence alone are assigned to a date following close on or contem-

porary with the coins of Eukratides indicate a marked departure

from those that preceded them. The coins of the predecessors of

Eukratides and even of Eukratides himself were minted by Bak-

trian kings, though in many cases giving bi-lingual inscriptions; but

we now come to a series of kings of whom there is evidence to

show that their home was in India and that any extension of their

power was made westwards from. India up the Kabul valley and who

were more Indian than Greek in their habits. General Cunning-

ham would include in this category the names of Antimachus
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Kikephoros, Philoxenus Aniketos, Nikias Soter, Lysias Aniketos,-

Antialkidas Nikephoros, Theophilus Dikaios, and Epander Nike-

phoros, who are known to us solely from their medals. Undoubtedly

the death of Enkratides was the signal for disorder and his lieute-

nants everywhere hastened to carve out kingdoms for themselves.

Those in Baktria were overcome by the Sakas, but for some time

the cis-flimalayan satrapies remained in the hands of the Greeks.

We must place the great expeditions of Apollodotus and Menander

after the death of Eukratides {'..e., after B. C. 140)\ the former

through Gujrat and Ajmere perhaps as far as TJjain and the latter

through the Punjab to the Jumna and thence through Oudh to the

city of Patna. The number of the coins of Eukratides and the

variety in their find-spots shows that he must have been one of

the most powerful of the Baktrian kings; and the coins of Apollodo-

tus and Menander, his successors, on numismatic evidence are

comparatively as common. Strabo states that Menander crossed

the Hypanis and penetrated eastwards as far as the Isamus,^ and

the author of the ' Periplus of the Erythrjean Sea' notes that " even

in his time' ancient drachmas were current at Barygaza (Broach)

bearing in Greek characters the stamp of the kings Apollodotus and

Menander who reigned after Alexander." In the epitome of Trojus

Pompeius, also, the exploits of the Indian kings Apollodotus and

Menander are referred to, so that it is probably to their expeditions

that much of the local knowledge of the Tavanas proper is due.

The coins bearing Greek inscriptions belonging to this time illus-

DecUne of the Greek ^rate the state of the country. Most are of

P"^^"^- such a character as to indicate their common
origin in time and type. The number of names show that there

were several petty states and that after the death of Eukratides

there was no single ruling family to whom all acknowledged alle-

giance. There are few indications to show the relation of these

princes towards each other or the order of succession. We may
perhaps, however, assign the Apollo series to Apollodotus, as we find

the standing Apollo with a tripod on the reverse on his coins, which

are closely imitated by Straton, Dionysius, Hippostratus and Zoilus,

' Appollodotus is supposed to be Bhagadatta, sovereign of Marwar. Weber,
Hist. Ind. Lit., p. 181. ^ Not identified: Lassen agrees that Jomanes
(Jumna) ma-y have to be read : Wilford suggests the Efimganga under the name
gurama. ^290 A.D. according to Beiuaud.
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wbo may either be successors or lieutehants of ApoUodotiis : all

bore the title ' Soter.' We now come to a olass of coins con-

sisting of degraded imitations of the pure Baktrian type with

barbarous names of Inilian and Parthian origin, of which those

of Maues may be taken as the type. We have seen that the Par-

thians had occupied the country to the west of Arachosia, and they

now seem to have advanced eastwards to India, for several of the

earlier of these barbarian names m.ay legitimately be referred to

them. The type of the legends and figures on the coins of Maues

at first approaches that of the coins of Demetrius, then we have

imitations of the Apollo series and again the purely barbarian style.

On some there are imitations of the horse and bow and quiver of

the Parthian coinage.^ Connected with the medals of Maues are

those of Azes, which closely imitate the former, and from their num-

ber and the localities in which they are found show that he must

have attained to considerable influence. We have coins of Azes with

the names of his generals Aspapati and Asvavarma : a Vonones with

Spalahara and with Spalagdama, also a Pakores and Abdagases, all

of which indicate a Parthian origin.

It is difficult to decide when the use of the Greek language ceased

in upper India, for we learn that the Indian embassy^ to Augustus

(B. 0. 22-20) brought with them a document in Greek, written on

parchment and purporting to be a communication from Porus or

1 General Cunningham suggests that Maues was a leader of a tribe of Dahse
Skythians called Meds and represented by the Mers of the present day : Arch.
Eep., II., 59. The Meds are mentioned by Ibn Khurdadba as robbers at the end of
ninth century : Dowson's Elliot, I., 15. There is much to be said in favour of an
early Parthian settlement in the Indus delta. Tiranatha in a curious passage
(La Comme's Vassilief, p. 5t) tells us that in the time of theMagadhaKingDarma-
chandra, the Turushka King was ruling in Kashmir and at Multan and Laliore the
Persian (Parthian) King Hunimanta, who attacked Darmachandra and subdued
Magadha and demolished its temples. The priests fled and Darmachandra died and
was succeeded by his son Kanakachandra ; who found himself a tributary of the
Turushka. His cousin Buddhapaksha, who reigned in Benares, slew Hunimanta in
battle and restored the law of Buddha, and under this king the Nalanda temple
was destroyed and with it the records of the Mahiyana school. Although there is

no evidence to show that Nahapana of Gujrat was a Parthian as supposed by some
(J.B. B.K.A S., VIII., 233 ; IX, i, 139), Gotamiputra takes credit for his victories over
Sakas, Tavanas and Palhavas or Parthians (Parthavas), and amongst them the suc-

cessor of Nahapana. The author of the ' Periplus of the Erythraean Sea' distinctly

remarks of the Indus delta that the Indus had seven mouths, on the principal of
which was Barbarikon, a trading seaport. ' Before this town lies a small islet and
behind it in the interior is Minnagar, the metropolis of Skythia, which is governed
however by Parthian princes who are perpetually at strife among themselves, expel-

lingeach the other' (Ind. Ant., VIII., 139). Arrian(l60A.D.)places the Astakenoi
and Assakcnoi to the west of the Indus as far up as the Kabul river, and these were
formerly subject to Assyria and then after a period of Median rule submitted to

the Perwans (76i(/., IV,, 86). • J. K. A. S., XVII., 809.
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Phor as he is called in the local records. We know that writing

on parchment was not an Indian custom, though it is reported of

the people of An-sik (Parthia) as early as B. C. 120 by a Chinese

author,^ and therefore we may reasonably identify Porus with one

of these barbarian Parthian kings. Again, according to Apollonius

of Tyana, Greek was spoken in the Panjdb even by villagers* up to

the middle of the first century after Christ. Our estimate of the state

of the country west of the Indus is further confirmed bj' the statement

of the Chinese author regarding Sarangia that the inhabitants were

very numerous and were continually electing petty sovereigns, and

that therefore Parthia took the country under its protection. There

is nothing to show that at this time (first century before Christ) there

was one paramount power in upper India, but that on the other

hand there were numerous petty principalities of Baktrian or Par-

thian origin is abundantly proved from the coins. These gradually

show less and less of Greek influence until we come to the Kad-

phises series, but here we may conclude our researches into the

history of the Yavanas pure and simple, for we can identify the

author of the Kadphises group with the immigrant Skythians and

Turks. We shall, however, add the references to the Yavanas in

the local records to complete the subject.

In the Vishnu Furdna the Yavanas are said to be sprung from

Turvasu and, as we have seen,^ are placed to the west of Bharata.

They occur between the Mlechchhas and Chinas in the list of the

Mahabh4rata,* and are also one of the nations that Sagara was

about to destroy when prevented by Vasishtha. In the chapter

Yavanas in the Hiadu on the future kings of India in the Vishnu
records. Purana, eight kings of the Yavanas are

placed between the Sakas and Tusharas® and the Vdyu gives them

a reign of 82 years, and there was also a dynasty of Kilakila Yava-

nas.^ Some records call them Yavanas in religion, manners and

polity, and the Bhdganata mentions the names of five of their

princes Bhdtananda, Vangiri, Sisunandi, Yasonandi and Praviraka.

The Vdyu makes Pravira, a son of Vidhyasakti, who reigned in

> Ibid., X., N. S., 29S. ' Ibiil, XVIF., 78. ' Anita, page 357.
* Antea, page 358. '^ Antea, p. 384 ^ Identified by Mr. Bhuu Daji
from the Ajanta inscriptions with a dynasty ruling in Vakatalca, a province be-
tween the Bay of Bengal nnd the Sri SaiU hills soiith of Ilaidarabad, and who
ruled in eastern India shortly after the Sahs. J. B. B. R. A. S., VII., 53 : VIII.,
248.
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Kanchanapuri. The founder of the Sunga dynasty in Magadha is

said to have engaged in conflict with the Yavanas on the Indus.*

In a passage of the Mahabharata translated by Wilson* it is stated

that " all countries have their laws and their gods; the Yava-

nas are wise and pre-eminently brave." They are mentioned in

the edicts of Asoka and in the Alhiliabad inscription of the Guptas.

Panini refers to ' the writing of the Yavanas' in illustration of one

of his grammatical rules, but we are not in a position to fix his date.*

But it is from their influence on the writings of the Hindus, and

especially on the works devoted to astronomy, that the extent of

their relations with India may be gathered. The Indian astrono-

mers write of the Yavanas as their teachers.* Varaha-mihira, who

lived in 504 A. D., gives not only the entire list of the Greek

names of the zodiacal signs and planets, but he also directly employs

several of the latter side by side with the Indian names as well as

translations from the Greek of technical terms. It is unnecessary

to continue our search after the allusions to the Yavanas in the

Hindu records, and we shall merely add the following references

collected by General Cunningham.^ In the Milinda-prasna, or

' Questions of Milinda,' there® is a long disputation between Nagar-

juna and the Yavana Milinda, raja of Sagal. The time and place

lead us to identify this prince with the Greek Menander, raja of

Sakala or Sangala'' in the Panjab between the Chinab and the

Ravi. Dr. Kern quotes a fragment of the Gdrgi-sanhila of the

astronomer Garga written about B.C. 50, in which after mentioning

Salisuka, one of the Maurya princes who died in B. C. 200, Gart^a

says :
—" Then the viciously valiant Yavanas, after reducing Sake-

ta, Panchala, Mathura, will reach (or take) Kusnmadhwaja (Pali-

bothra), * * * Pushpapura (Palibothra) being reached (or taken),

all provinces will be in disorder assuredly." Saketa is Oudh,
Panchala we have already explained,^ Muthra was the chief city of

the Surasenas and Palibothra is Patna, the city of Chandragupta,

Asoka and Sophagasenus, with whom the Baktrian kings had held

triendly relations. Another passage, referring to the Greeks in

India, is taken from Patanjali's commentary on Pdnini by Dr.

> Wilson Hind. Theatre, I., 347. -^ As. Res., XV., 109. ^Weber,
P- 221. ^Ibid, 251, and Kern's translation of the Brihat-Sanhita in J. B
A. S., I\,,V. =Num Chron., X., 224. « J A. S, Ben., 18S6, page
6:c

; Rhys DaTid s Buddhism, p. 96 : Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, p. 532, 2nd ed.
' Cunn Anc. Gecgh., p. 180. ^T. 360.
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Goldstueker,* where he says :
—"The Yavana besieged Ayodhya

;

the Yavana besieged the Mddhyamikas." Here Ayodhya is the

sacred Ajudhiya in Oudh and the Madhyamikas are the people of

the middle-country (Madhyadesa) including the Gangetic districts

south of Panchala and north of the delta. Patanjali gives the word
' besieged ' in the imperfect tense as an illustration of the rule that

this tense should be used " when the fact related is out of sight,

notorious, but could be seen by the person who uses the verb ;" so

that, as observed by Dr. Goldstiieker, it may be considered Patan-

jali was contemporary with the event. Now Patanjali lived towards'

the middle of the second century before Christ, a date which will

correspond very well with that to be assigned to Menander oa

other grounds. In the lists of the kings of Magadha we have the

name Pushpamitra, who lived between B. 0. 178 and 142. In the

Mdlavikdgnimitra^ of Bhavabhuti, Pushpamitra, prince of Vidisa, a

kingdom lying north of the V.indhyas (Bhilsa), before performing

the great Asvamedha rite, is said to have let loose a horse that it

might wander free over the earth for twelve months. The horse

was attended by a guard under the command of his grandson Vasu-

mitra and the party was attacked by some Yavana horsemen ou

the south side of the Sindhu river, which is identified by General

Cunningham with the Sindhu river in Narwar. Taranath, the

Tibetan Buddhist historian, also states that the first invasion of In-

dia by foreigners took place during the reign of Pushpamitra and

five years before his death, so that the great expedition of Menander

in which he overran Oudh and the Gangetic valley as far as

Patna cannot have been earlier than B.C. 147. From all these

indications we cannot assign to the Yavanas' any direct connection

with the Kumaun Himalaya, notwithstanding the statements of

respectable authorities to the contrary.

We have now to return once more to Baktria and to the

Baktria in the classical accounts that have survived of the tribes in-

authors. habiting the countries in its neighbourhood.

> Pauini, p. 230. ' Wilson's Works, 'See furtber Dr. Rajendra-
lala Mitra's essay. ' On the supposed identity of the Greeks with the Yavanas of
the Sanskrit writers' in J. A. S. Ben., XLIII., i., 246, in wlilch he cuusiders the term
' Yavana' was the name of a country and of its people to the west of Kandahar
which may have been Arabia, Persia, Media or Assyria, probably the last : subse-
quently it became the name of all those places and again of all trans-Indus casteless

races, including the Baktriau Greeks of Kabul, but nt no time referred exclusively
to the Greeks of Ionia ; and with it read Wtber's article in Ind. Ant., IV., 244.
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Euthydemus in his negotiations with the Syrian king Anti-

ochus III. (B. C. 208) urged' amongst other matters that "those

wandering tribes who were spread in great numbers along the

borders of the province were aliise dangerous to them both, and

that if ever they should gain admittance into it, the whole country

must inevitably fall into barbarism." Sixty years previously the

Parthians had won their independence and were steadily preparing

for the encroachments which Mithridates afterwards made on tba

southern provinces of Baktria, though they too had to contend with

barbarous foes from the east. We fortunately have several allusions to

the inroads of the Skythians in the classical authors. Pliny^ writes :—
" Beyond this river (the Oxus) are the peoples of Scythia. The Persians

have called them by the general name of SacEe, which properly belongs to only

the nearest cation of them. The more ancient writers give them the name of

Aramii. * * The maltitude of these Scythian nations is quite innumerable:

in their life and habits they much resemble the people of Parthiii.. The tribes

amongst them that are better known are the Sacse, the Massagetas, Dahas, &c.

(19 names). Indeed upon no subject that I know of are there greater discre-

pancies among writers from the circumstances, I sniipose, of these nations being

so extremely numerous and of snch migratory habits."

In the epitome' of Trogus Pompeius it is stated that the

Saranose and the Asiani, Skythian tribes, took possession of Sog-

diana and Baktria, and as this statement comes immediately before

the allusion to the Indian exploits of Apollodotus and Menander, we

may consider it as occurring immediately before their time. He
further informs us that the Tochari received their kings from the

Asiani, so that the two names must refer to one tribe. Curtius*

states that the Skythians and Dahse were the first to invade India.

Strabo^ writes that :

—

" The Macedonians gave the name of Caucasus to all the mountains which

follow after Ariana, but among the barbarians, the heights and the northern

parts of the Paropamisus were called Emoda and mount Imans : and other names
of this kind were assigned to each portion of this range. On the left hand oppo-
site to these parts are situate the Skythian and nomadic nations occupying the
whole of the northern side. Most of the Skythians, beginning from the Caspian
Sea, are called Dahae Skythse, and those situated more to the east Massagetse and
Saks: the rest have the common appellation Skythians, but each separate tribe

has its peculiar name. All oi the greatest part of them are nomads. The
hest known tribes are those who deprived the Greeks of Baktriana, the Asii,

Pasiani (Asiani ?), Tochari and Sakarauli, who came from the country on the

1 Num. Chron., IX., 1S4: Rawlinson's Herodotus, IV., 208. 'Book
VI., Ch. 19. 3 Num. Chron., X., 79. * VIII., 14. Vita Alexaadri.
6 Book XI., Ch. 8.
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other side of the Jaxartes opposite the SaksB and Sogdiani, and which country

was also occupied by Salcse : some tribes of the Dahse are surnamed Aparni,'

some Xanthil, others Pissuri."

Arrian^ identifies the Skythians to the north of the Jaxartes with

the Sakas. Amongst these names we may refer the Asii and

Pasiani to the same tribe as the Asiani of Trogus, and as this tribe

belonged to the Tochari, there remains only the Sarancse of Trogus,

Sagaraukas of Ptolemy, and Sakarauli of Strabo— all synonymous

with the Sakas or Sds. The Chinese annals clearly show that the

Yueh-ti or Tochari and the Sus were the only two barbarian tribes

in this neighbourhood at this time.

During the reigns of Mithridates I. of Parthia and Demetrius

of Baktria, the Skythians were continually making incursions

from the east and were with difficulty repelled. Phrahates, the suc-

cessor of Mithridates, called in their aid against the Syrians, but

the Skythians arrived too late to take part in the war and the

Parthian king refused to pay them or lead them against some

other foe. They accordingly commenced to ravage Parthia itself

and Phrahates fell in battle against them (in B. C. 126), in which

his Greek mercenaries joined the enemy.* These Skythians can be

none other than the Sakarauli branch of the Sus and the last of

them to leave Ta-hia for the south, for we find that Artabanus II.,

uncle and successor of Phrahates, died a few years afterwards in a

fif^ht* with the Tochari, who must have been a branch of the

Yueh-ti, the successors of the Sus in Baktria. The Sakas are fur-

ther mentioned as giving the name Sakastene to the Paraitakene

district in Drangia (or the valley of the Helmand), and their capital

city was Sigal, now identified with Sekuha, one of the principal

towns of Seistan.^ From the above we learn that the Sakas were

the principal tribe in the earlier immigrations of the Skythians and

that to many Skuthffi and Sakse were synonymous terms; at the

same time they were divided into a number of clans, each having

its own name, sometimes allied and sometimes at war with each

• See CunniDgham, Arch. Eep., II., 47, for his speculation aa to the mndern
representatives of these tribes. He connects the Aparui with the Abars (p. 29-

49) ; the Xanthii Vvith the Jats (p. 54), and the Pissuri with the ParalaiEe (p. 50).

'B k. IV., 1, 4. ' Lindsay's Parthia, p. 13; Bawlinson's Sixth Monarchy,

p. 109. ^ 'Scythse' depopulata Parthia, in patriam revertuntur. Sed
Artabanus bello Thogariis illato, &c.' Here the Skythians are distinguished

, from the Tochari, who are the Tusharas or Tukharas of the Purauas, ^J B.

A. S., IX., 19.
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ofher, and 'that wave after wave of these clans poured across the

Altai, pushing forward those that had preceded them. Our further

illustrations are from Chinese sources.

In the Chinese works T'sien Han-shu, and S'hi-ki or ' Historical

„,

.

record,' wepossessmostvaluable information
Chinese annals.

on the state of the countries adjoining

Baktria from the third century before Christ. " Mr. Kingsmill in-

forms us that according to the unanimous tradition of the Chinese,

the tribes of the founders of tjie Chinese power under the name

Chows were driven from their original seats in the land of Ban

by barbarous tribes known as Diks, later on called Hlnyuk or

Hiindjuk. Allied with these were the Hirawans, the Hien-yun of

modern Chinese. Both of these tribes are by the earlier writers

of the Han dynasty connected with the Jung of the Chow authors,

a name which by the time of the Hans^ had become changed to Nii

in the title of the fliung-nii. From other sources we learn that a

race called Yueh-ti occupied the provinces of Kansuh and the

Tangut country to the east of the desert of Gobi in the third cen-

tury before Christ, and that they were harassed by the Hiung-nii

and fled before them westwards. The T'sien Han-shu records that

in B. C. 221, ' the Tung-hii had become a formidable power and

the Yueh-ti were in a flourishing condition. The Shen-yu of the

Hiung-nu was named T'ow-man. The latter meeting with a

reverse in his contest with T'sia rhoved northward.' Here men-

tion is made of only three nations the Tung-hu, Hiung-nii and

Yueh-ti. In B. C. 206, MaouJun,* the Shen-yu of the Uiung-nu^

engaged in hostilities with the Yueh-ti, whom he defeated. In

B. C. 176, in consequence of reprisals on the part of tlie Chinese, the

Hiung-nii invaded and occupied the country of the Yueh-ti, while

Laulan,* Wusun, Hiiki and twenty-six neighbouring states submit-

ted to them. The king of the Yueh-ti was taken prisoner and his

barbarous conquerors made a drinking-cup from his skull.

From the Shi-ki of Szema Tsien^ we learn that in B. C. 138

Djang-kien, Marquis of Po-wang, was sent as an envoy from China

1 Wylie, J. Auth. Inst., Vols. 2, 3, 5, 9. ' The founders of the modern
empire of Chiua. ' .Me-te of deGuigoes. * Elsewhere it is said that
Lau-lan and Gu-sze have walled cities adjacent to the great salt marsh which lay

to the east of Khotan and west of Kansuh. ^ J. R. A. S., X. (N. S.), 294, by
Kingsmill, whose translation differs in some essential respects from that given by
M. de Guignes in ' Histoire de I'Academie Uoyale des inscriptions et Belles lettres,'

XXV., ii., 17, 1759.
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to the Yueh-ti, to induce them to make cause against the common
enemy, the liiung-nii. Being compelled to pass through the

Hiung-nu settlements along the northern face of the Kuen-lun,

Kien was recognized and taken prisoner and detained there for

ten years. When he succeeded in making his escape he travelled

westwards for ten days and arrived at Da-wan, then occupied by

the Yueh-ti, but not progressing in his negotiations, was sent on

by the high road to Gang-gu. This latter country adjoined the

territory occupied by the greater Yueh-ti, whose king Sze had been

killed by the Hiung-nu and they had set up his heirs in his stead.

The Yueh-ti had overcome Ta-Wa and taken up their residence in

that country, which was rich and fertile, and it is recorded that

" they would rather be exterminated than submit to the Hiung-nd."

From the Yueh-ti, Kien went on to Ta-hia and remained a year at,

Bingnan-shan. He was desirous of returning by Tibet, but was

again captured by the Hiung-nu and detained until the death of

their Shen-yu in B. C. 126, when he escaped to China and in B. 0.

122 gave this interesting account of his travels.* From this record

we know that in B. C. 128 the greater Yueh-ti had already occu-

pied Ta-hia or Baktria. From other souroes we learn that the

Yueh-ti had found another named tribe named Su already settled

in those countries and drove them to occupy the country to the

north-east of Ferghana and the Jaxartes,

In these Sfis we recognise the tSahas of the Puranas and the

Sakarauli, Sagaraiikse,^ Saruncse and Sacse of classical author?.

From the Marquis Po-wang we learn that they had been driven

out of Kashg4r as early as B. C. 138 and out of Tahia before

B. 0. 128. The Sus pushed onwards and occupied Kipin, a coun-

try which is often named in the Chinese annals and is also inci-

dentally noticed by the traveller Fah-Hian. From a comparison of

all the accounts, Kipin laj' along the upper part of the sources of the

»Wylie, J. Anth. Inst., IX., 69. 'Cunningham derives this name
from the Sagar, or iron-headed mace, which was their national weapon. Arch.
Bep., II., 33, 43. We read that Demetrius, son of Euthydemus, who certainly
lived in the first half of the second century before Christ, carried his arms into
the country of tlie Suras (Seres) and Phrun (Phauni, Pliruni). Some refer the
Fhrnni to the Grinasi Slsythians of Ptolemy, who held Yarkand, and identify
the Puras with the people of Su-le, an old name of Kashgar According to
Ptolemy the Sacae lived to the soutli of the Grinasi Skythians, and this allocation
of the tribes agrees well with the Chinese accounts. These Seres and Phruri
are mentioned elsewhere with the Tochari and V. de St, Martin connects the
Phruri with the Phaunas of the Indian records : see Num. Chron., IX., 143.
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K&bul river and is the Hu-phi-na of Hwen Thsang (Yuen-

chwang . It appears to have varied so much in its extent as to

represent an ethnographical rather than a geographical term. The

Yueh-ti were in turn pressed by the Ausuns or Ousuiis, probably

the people of Wu-sun^ to the north-east of Da-wan described here-

after, and who following in the wake of Siis, occupied Tahia.

That the Yueh-ti were of the same race (not the same tribe)

as the Siis may be considered probable from the fact that we have

no record of there being other than three well-known nations of

Skythians in this neighbourhood at this time : that the Yueh-ti

tribes occur with the Sakarauli, a presumably distinct Saka name

in the enumeration of Strabo, and that they are included with the

Sfis under the name Sacse by most classical authors. Tahia, on its

conquest by the Yueh-ti, was distributed into five governments or

provinces, viz., Hieou-mi, Chouang-mo, Kouoi-chouang, fly-tun

and Tou-mi. Bo soon as the Yueh-ti had settled down in Baktria, one

branch crossed into Kipin or Ariana and drove the Siis from the

Kabul valley into the valley of the Helmand. The portion of

Kipin annexed by the Yueh-ti,was called Kao-fu* (Kabul) and its

people are described as like the Indians in their habits and charac-

ter. They were more merchants than soldiers, and before the con-

quest of the Yueh-ti, one part belonged to Parthia, one to the kings

of India and one to the kings of Kipin. The conquest of Kipin

was effected by Khiu-tsi-hi, the chief of the Kouei-chouang or Gu-

shan tribe, a name of which we have traces in the city of Gu-sze

near the great salt marsh to the west of Tangut. Khiu-tsi-hi

reduced the leaders of the other four tribes^ to submission, declared

himself king and imposed the name of his own tribe on the entire

nation.* The conquest of Kipin took place about B. C. 38, for we
' Kang-ken was the Chinese name for Shighuan or Sogdiana, which appears

to have been by Sakas (here Yueh-ti) as late as B. C. 40, and who were thea
at feud with the Wu-Bun : Jour. Anth. Inst , V., 48. ^ Ma-twan-lin notes :—
" The kingdom of Kao-fu was known in the time of the Hans. It is situated to
the south east of the great Yue-che. It is likewise a considerable state. Their
manners resemble those of the inhabitants of India and they are gentle' and
humane. They carry on much commerce with India. India, Kophene (Kabul)
and the country of the AssB are three kingdoms which are conquered by force and
lost by weakness :" Ind. Ant., IX., 15. s DeGuignes has the names Hieou-
mi, Choam-mi, Kuei-choam, Hie-tun and Kao-fu, which last was established on
theconquest of Kipin. Klaproth gives the names in the text. * Klaproth's
Tableaux historiques de I'Asie, p. 133 : Paris, 1826: Lassen's Baktrian Coins,
p. 168. Other names for the Gu-shan tribe are Kuei-choam. KwSi-chang Gau-
-chang. The earlier coins of Kozoulo-Kadphises bear the name of the Greek
king HermEEUs on the obrerse which would lead us to suppose that he supplanted
a Greek ruler in E^bul at least.
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teaxi thaf. it, occurred a oontury after the deputaHon of Djang'-kien

to the Yueh-ti, who were then in Kashg^r. Khiii-lsi-hi died at the

awe of eighty and, was succeeded by his son Yen-kao-cbang, who
may be identified with the Hima-kadphises of the coins. Before

examining these coins we shall give the geogrnphieal notices of

the Chinese annals, which in every respect confirm the results

arrived at independently from our examination of western records.

Szema Tsien, the Chinese author to whom we are indebted for

GeoEfraphy aocording ^^^ account of the embassy of Kien, fur-

to theCtiiaese recsrda. ^jgij^g ^g j^ i^jg ^/j^-.^j- .^.j^h further geograr

phical indications which shed much light on the political relations

of this pei'iod. According to him Da-wan^ lay to the south-west

of the Hiung-nu territory and due west from China some 10,000 li.

It had seventy sabordina'ue towns and a population of about

100,000. " The soldiers use the bow and spear and shoot from

horse-back. To the north lies Gang-g« ; west, the country of the

Yueh-ti ; south-west, that of the Tochari^; north-east, Wu-sun ;

east, Han-mow and Yu-tien.' Wd-sun lies north-east of Da-wan
about 2,000 Zi. Its people are herdsmen and of similar manners

to the Hiung-nii. Its bowmen are 10,000 in number and they

are daring and quarrelsome. Formerly they were subject to the

Hiung-nd, but now they are in a prosperous condition. Tliey

marry their near relations and refuse to pay homage at court.

Gang-gu* lies to the north-west of Da-wan. It is not so larce as

Da-wan, but is as large as the country of the Yueh-ti and the man-
ners and customs of the people are similar. It can muster SO,000

to 90,000 bowmen. On the south it has relations with the Yueh-ti

and on the east with the Hiung-nu. Im-tsai' (or Im-tsai ar-gan)

lies to the north-west of Gang-gu some 2,000 ti ; it is as large and

its customs are alike. It can muster 100,000 bowmen ; it overlooks

the great shoreless mar&h reaching to the northern sea. Da-yue-ti*

(or the country of the great Yneh-ti) lies west of Da-wan 2,000 or

3,000 li. The Yueh-ti dwell north of the Gwai-shui." To their

south is Dahia* ; west, An-sih ; north, Gang-gu. They are herds-

men and nomads with customs similar to those of the Hiung-nii.

They can muster 100,000 to 200,000 bowmen. In former times

• Tarkand ' On the upper affluents of the Oxus. 3 Khoten.
« Part of Ferghana ° On the Syr-darya. « The Dahae north of the
Oxus? 7 0xuB. SBalkh.

51
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they were rash and under-rated the power of the Hiung-nu and

rejected all accommodation. The Biunoj-BU attacked and routed

them ; Shen-yn the Lao-shang killed their king and made a drinking

cup out of his skull. Formerly the Yueh-ti dwelt between Dun-

hwang* and Ki-lin, when they were invaded by the Hiung-n6, they

were compelled to emigrate to a distance. They passed Da-wan,

invaded Da-hiaontbe west and overcame it. Following the course

of the Du-gwai-shni they fixed their royal residence on its north

bank. A smaller portion of the tribe which was unable to accom-

pany them sought the protection of the Giangs^ of Nan-shan : thia

branch is known as the smaller Yneh-ti."

"An-sik^ lies west of the Yueh-ti about 1,000 Ik The country

is open, the land tilled. It produces both rice and wheat. Distilled

liquors are used. Its cities are like those of Da-wan ; those dcfiend-

ent on it, large and small, are about one hundred in number. The

extent of the country is about 1 ,000 li square. It is a very power-

ful state. It overlooks the Gwai. There are marts where the

people and merchants meet to buy and sell. Carriages and ships are

used for the transport of merchandise to neighboaring coontrieg

perhaps 1,000 li off. Silver is used in coins and the coins bear

the likeness of their kings. When the king dies, the image is

immediately changed for that of the new ruler. They write on

skins of parchment and make books of it. To the west of An-sik

is Tiaou-chi* : north, I;n-tsai-ar-gan. Tiaou-chi lies about 1,000

li to the west of An-sik. It overlooks the western sea and is an

agricultural country producing rice. There are great birds there

producing eggs like water-jars.^ The inhabitants are very numer-

ous. They are continually electing petty sovereigns. In conse-

quence An-sik has taken it under its protection, but treats it as a

foreign country. The country is good but disorderly * * *

Da-hia lies upwards of 2,000 li south-west of Da-wan, to the

south of the Gwai-shu.* Generally speaking the country is open.

It has cities and dwellings similar to Da-wan. It has no supreme

sovereign ; each city and town elects its own petty ruler. Its sol-

diers are weak and cowards in fight. The people are good as mer-

chants. The Yueh-ti attacked it from the west and completely

1 Now Sha chau in Kansuh. 'Tibetans. ^ parthia. *Sa-
rangia. ' The line's egg. Yule's Marco Folo., II., 346. « Qxus.
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subdued it. The populatioD is numerous, probably over a million.

Its capital is called Lam-shi-ching.^ There are marts for the

purchase and sale of merchandise. To its east lies Shin-dub.^

Djang-kien* said that when he was in Da-hia he saw keang^ bam-

boo staves and shuh (Sze-cbuen) clothes, He asked whence they

were obtained. The people of Da-hia said their traders went to

the Indian markets. India is distant from Da-hia to the south-

east about (several) 1,000 li. Generally speaking the country is

settled and resembles Da-hia. Its climate is damp and hot. Its

people use elephants in war." Thus ends this valuable succinct

record.

Returning to the coins we find amongst those imitating

apparently Arsacidan models an unique
The Saka Heraus. ^^^

,
•'.

, ,, , ^
one^ bearing on the reverse the legend—

TVgavvovvTog Sgaov Ua/ca Koggavov—'of the Saka king Heraus.''

The last word ^ Ko^qavov ^ is by some translated 'ruler' audi

is connected by them with the Homeric Greek Koigavo^, but

besides the great improbability of a Homeric title being revived

for the first time by a barbarian king, we have evidence to show

that the word is to be connected with the tribal name of the king.'

On the coins of Kadaphes and Kadphises,' we have the forms

'choransu,'' ' korsu,' and ^ korsea' in Greek, instead of ' korranou' and
' kushan,' ' kkusharC and ' gusharC in Arian

;

Kadphises and Kadaphes. i-rv ^ • jdjand on those ot Kanerki, Uoerki and basdeo

it occurs as ' korano' on coins and as ' gusliarC in inscriptions.

In the M^nikyala inscription^ of Kanishka so often quoted in

these discussions, Kanishka or Kanerki is styled " The increaser

of the dominion of the Gushans " (Maharaja Kaneshka Gushunavasa

samvardhaka), and in the Panjtar inscription* we have a second

reference to a Gushan prince (^Maharayasa Gushanasa). It is also-

worthv of remark that the word ' korano' occurs onlyi" on those coins-

where the Greek ' basileus hasileov' or ' king of kings ' of tha

» Darapsa, Zariaspa. ' Shin-tuh in the Han annals t T'een-chah

inMaTuanlin. ' Also called Ghana Keen, the Tchang-kiao ..f deGuigues.
* The name of a hill in Sze-chuen producing barabus with long jiints and solid

hearts known as male bambus in India. ^ Thon'as in J. K. A. S , IX., 20.

,6Somp connect the ' Su' in ' Su-Hermseus' and in ' Choran-su' with the S'as or

Sakas and the name Hermseus with Heraus. ? Thomas' P.insep, I., I45.

«.T. 14. A. >., XX., 223. 9 Arch., Hep., V, 6J. l» The legend on the

coin of Heraus may appear to be an exception, but his coin does not bear a title

equivalent to ' king of kings, but merely that of satrap otturannos.
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Greek legends is rendered by the Skythic equivalent ' rao nana rao^

We have traces of the latter still in ihe old Indo-Skvthic province

of Giijr.'t^ in the title ' Ra of Junagarh'; in Gilgit, where the old

rulers had the titlo ' Ra' and the old name of which is 'Snrgin'

;

throughout Eajputana and tlie Dakliin in the title ' Rao ;' in most

Eajput clans in the titles ' Rao' and 'Rawat,' whilst the head man
of Spiti is still called ' Nono,' and the honorific title ' 2^ana' is

common amongst the Marathas. It is not clear whether we are to

regard the word ' korano' as purely the name of a tribe or a ruling

family and the equivalent of ' Guahan in tlie inscriptions or the

name current in the tribe for a king or ruler and added on in the.

same way as ' Soter,' ' Dikaios,^ ' Theos' and the like. In any case

it was a title characteristic (jf the Yueh-ti tribe and may possibly

be still found in the name ' Rono' applied to the most honoured clan

in the Hindu-kush.^ If the conjecture that Hima (Ooemo) Kad-

phises is one with Yen-kiao-chang be accepted we may assign to his

father and the founder of the dynasty, Khiu-tsi-hi, the eoins bear-

ing* the legend kozola-hadaphes choransu zaihou^ and on the reverse

the legend— ' kushanga yathaasa kujula-kaphsasa sachcha dharma-

pichjsa,'' 'the coin of the Kushang king Kujula-kaphsa, the crown

of the true dbarma.' Have we here^ the Kushang clan of the Ya-

tha or Ye-tha, a name by which the Yueh-ti were known later on?
On a coin of Ooemo Kadphises we have the BaktroPali legend—

Maharajasa RajaJhirajasa sarva-loga-iswai asa Muhiswarasn Koth-

2)isasit
—

' Of the Maharaja, supreme king, lord over all people, the

great lord, Kathpisa.' In Kujula-knphsa or Kozola-kadaphes^ we
have the representative of the Kushang tribe; and if 'Icorano' be

taken to have the same meaning as ^kushang'' we have further,

members of the same family in the Torushkas of Kashmir— ' liao

nano rao Kanerki ko?'a7io,' 'Rao nana rao Ooerki kuraiiOj^ and
' Rao iiano rao Bazodeo koiano.^ Heraus the Saka also bears the

title ' korano' and he was certainly not of the Gushan clan of the

1 Ind. Ant., III., 193. * Jesalraer, Bundi, Kachli, &c. ' Bid-
tlulph's ' Tril;es of the Kiiidoo-koosli,' p. fA. ^'Ihoiuas' I'riiisep, 11.,

2u3anJJ. .^.S lien. ^M Alaproth iu his ' Tableaux historioues ' vviites

(p. 135) ;—
' Un auteur Chiuiiis ii' us nj pieiid que Ye-la 6iait crigiuairenient

le uom de la IhuhIIc de leurs rols et qu'il est uevei.u plus lard celui di- toute
la iiat:i-n ; on le pion.uue uusbi Yi-ia. Leur empire s'6croula di.ns Ik sept.dme
siecle fct les Ye-ta deviureut tributaires des Tuic^'. " We h»ve also a
Kozuuio-kadphiBes who may be idemified with this Kozola-kadaphes, but bo^h
names are read distinctly.
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Yueb-ti. We may therefore suggest that the tribal name gradually

became the title of the ruler, whether the fainily belonged to the

Gnshan clan of the Tocbari or not, and that it was conferred on

the governors of provinces and on such of the conquered race as

bad submitted, but were allowed to retain their possessions.

Hima Kadphises or Yen-kiao-chnng enlarged and consolidated

the conquests oi bis father and extended his
Kauerki-group.

• n
influence as far as the valley of the Ganges

to a distance of 3,000 H from the Indus and there reduced the

country of Tim-li and its capital Chao-ki-tching, neither of which

has as yet been identified. The Coins which according to numisma-

tic evidence follow those of Kadphises and which are known as the

Kanerki-groupi bring us to a series of kings who are known to us

by their coins and inscriptions and are also mentioned in contem-

porary records. Their names occur in a number of inscripitons in

the Indian-Pali alphabet and dated in an unknown era which were

discovered at Matlmra (Jilutbra") :

—

Kanishka

—

Mahdrdja Kanislika, S. 9, 28.

Huvishka

—

Mahdraja lidjatirdja devapulra Huviskka, S. 33,

39, 47, 48.

V4sudeva

—

Mahdrdja Rdjafvdja (ievaputra Vd.iu, S. 44 ; and

Muhdrdja Rnjalirdja bhdhi Vdsudeca, S. 87,

also with dates 44 and 98.

Many others with varying dates, but without mentioning the

name of any king, were found in the same locality. We have

named inscriptions in the Baktrian-Pali character of Kanishka

(Babawalpur) dated in San. II, and again as ^Muhdrdja Kanishka

Qushanavasa samvardhaka,' dated Id Sun. 18, at Manikyala, and

one of Huvishka as ' Afa/idrdja Rdjalirnja Huvishkn,'' dated in

San. 51, on the Wardak vase : in the first and third the Greek'

names of the months are used. Besides the-e we have the inscrip-

tions^ found by Mr. Lowenthal at Zeda in the Yusufzai district

in which occurs the words ' Kanishkasa Hdja Gandharya' of

Kanishka Raja of Gandhara. There is also a Ta.xila record' in

1 Thomas' Prinsep. I., 38, 124, 1 34 : J. K. A. '?., IX., 1 , 155. Cunningham Arch.
Kep ,111 ,38 : v., 5" : Auc. Geogb p 99. Thomas' G.ipta Ujnasiy, p 16 : Arch.
Sur. West. India, 11., 31. J, A. S- Ben., XXXII., 140. « Arch. Eep. V ,67:
J. A.S., Ben., 1863, 6. ' J. R. A. S., XX., 227 : J. A. S., Ben., 1862, 40.
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which the Satrap Liako-Kusuluko speaks of the " 78 th year of

the great king, the great Moga, on the fifth day of the month
PHiiBBmus." The Takht-i-Bahi inscription of the Parthian king

Gondophares is translated^ by General Cunningham :
—" In the

26th year of the great king Guduphara in the samvat year three

and onefhundred (100 + 3), in the month Vaisakh, on the 4th day."

Mr. Thomas would apply the Seleukidan era to the dates given in

the Mathura inscriptions of Kanishka and Huvishka.^ This era

commenced in the year B. C. 312, and the difference is provided for

by Hssuming the use of a cycle of lOO years, or as appears to be the

custom in the north-west Himalaya, the suppression of hundreds

in the dates in common use. Thus in Kashmir ,^ the year 24 is

given as the date of the composition of the Edja Tarangini by

Kalhana, but this really stands for 4,224 of the Kashmir era which

began in B.C. 3,076. According to this scheme San. 9 of

Kanishka's Mathura inscription represents B.C. 2-3, General

Cunningham* and Professor Dowson^ ^Pplj ^^ Vikramaditya era

to these dates, which brings out B. C. 48 for the same date, and

Mr. Ferguson® assign's these dates to the Saka era, which would

give us 87 A. D., and for reasons given hereafter we accept this

as most in accordance with facts. The Huvishka of the inscrip-

tions has been identified with the Ooerki of coins and the Kanishka

of the inscriptions wil;h the Kanerki of the coins; and in place of

the Gushka or Jushka of the Kashmir chronicles we have Bazodeo

or Devaputra Vdsudeva, the ShShi Vdsudeva, a title reproduced in

the Sahanu-Sahi of the Kalaka legend noticed hereafter and in

the Sah4nu-Sahi of the Gupta inscription on the Allahabad pillar.

The legend on the obverse of the coins of these Turushkas is the

same throughout, ' Rao nano rao korano^ merely differing

in the name and the legend on the reverse. The indications

derived from a study of the coins further show us that Buddhism

was the favoured religion under Kanishka. The coins of Huvishka

exhibit traces of the popularity of the Saiva forms, the worship of

the snn-god and Iranian beliefs ; but Basdeo's coins are almost

' Arch, Rep ,11.69; V , 59 j Ind. Ant IX., 258. ^ Baktrian coins and
Indian d»te3, J. K. A. 8. JX., 1 'Dr. Biihler on Kaehmir era, J. B. B.

B. A. S, XII., (1877). «Arch. Ri-p III., 29 j V , 60. ^J.R.A..
S V. ^ J. K. A. S. IV. 8i ; XII., 259, which contains a valuable sum-

mary of the facts regarding the Saka and Vikrama erae : see also his Hist. Ind.

.Architecture, App. A.
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entirely confined to the OUro {ugra) or terrible form of Siva

clothed in Indian fashion with trident and noose (pasu) and

attended by the bull Nandi. As Pasupati, Siva is still supremo

in the hills from Garhwal to Nepal. The general result shows

that, contrary to tradition, these princes were not synchronous.*

Huvishka's date overlaps the earliest date of Vasudeva by a few

years, if the latter has been correctlv read ; but we cannot recon-

cile Kanishka's dates with those of Vasudeva if they were brothers

and contemporaries. We may reasonably hold that all that this

legend intends is that they all belonged to the same race or

family.

The ' Chronicles of Kashmir' give us the names of Asoka,

Jaloka and Damodara and, proceeds* with.
Notices of Kanishka.

.

the narrative thus :

—

" Ensuite rggndrent trois rois nommes Hushka, Jushka et Kanishka qui

batirent troig villes designees par le nom de chacun d'eux. Jushka, roi

vertueux construisit un vihara et les villes de Juahkapura et de Jiyaswami.

Ces rois isaus de la race des Turushkas etaient cependant protecteurs de

la vertu. lis baiirent dans Sushka kshetra et dans d'autres contrSes, des,

colleges des temples de Buddha et d'auttes edifices. Pendant le long rSgne de

ces rois le pays de Kashmir fot, la plupart de temps, entre les mains des

Baudflhas dont la force s'accroii par la vie errante. Alo s cent linquante ans

s'etaient econles de| uis I'emancipation du bienheurenx Sakjasinhadans le fond

de ce monde perissable. Ensuite I'heurtux Nagarjuua fut souverain de ce

pays.''

And again^ in the time of Lalitaditya we read :

—

" Pour montrer manifestement I'empreinte de leurs chaines, les Turnshkaa

tiennent par ses ordres les bras en airfare et out la moitie de leur tete

rasee."
'

There is no doubt that the 'Chronicles' are in error in as-

signi"g only 150 years to the interval between the death of Buddha
and the accession of the Turushka princes. Hwen Thsano- makes
the interval 400 years,* but in this he commits the same mistake

that he made in the case of Asoka, who is placed^ by him only

100 years after the death of Buddha. Though the initial point

of Hwen Thsang's chronology is wrong as might be expected from

the history of the early Buddhist church in China, his relative

' Mr. Ehys Davids (Buddhism, p 2»8) gives the order Huvishka, Hushka,
Kanishka, but for this arrangement evidence is wanting. ^ Xroyer II., 19.
' Ibid, p. 140 : Lalitaditya reigned 696-732 A.D ; see Ibid, I., 502. *Mem'
Bur les Cent. Oco. I., 42, 106-7. « Ibid, I., 170.
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ctronology may be generally accepted and seoording to this

Kanislika will bave lived three hundred years after Asoka. Now
we know that Asoka reigned' about B. 0. 252-217, and therefore

Kanishka may, according to Hwen Thsang, b^ placed about 53-89

A. D. If we refer Kanishka's dates to the Saka era his sinvii 9

in the Mathnva inscription will fall in 87 A.D. Both the Chinese

and Tibetnn annuls contain a full account^ of the great Buddhist

council held by Kanishka (miler the presidency of Vasuhanc'hu

and at the instigafiin of the sage Parsvika at which five hundred

monks were present and certain commentaries were composed

whinh are mentioned by both Fah Hian and Hwen Thsang. The

latter furnislies' us with still further indications of Kanishka's

power in the following statement. When Kanishka ascended the

throne :

—

"Faisait scntir ea force redoatable aux royaumes voUins, et I'lnfluence

de ses lois se repandait dans les pays lontains. II organisa boh artuee et

etendit see domaines jiisqu'a I'eat des monta Ts jng-ling (near the Pamir plateau).

Les princes dependants qui liabitiaient a I'oucst du fleuye craignant la puissance

de ses armes lui envoyaient des otages." At this time:—"II ne croyait ui

au ihatimBTit du ciime, ni a la remuneration de la vertu ; il mepilsait et calom-

niait la loi du Buddha." Whilst hunting one day Kanishka heard of the pro-

phecy of Sakya that a king by name Kanishka would arise and build a stupa

over his relics: "ee flat-ant d'etre designe par I'ancienne prediction du grand

saint, il ouvrit s )n coeur a la foi et moutra un profond respjct pour la loi de

Buddha."

On the spot he erected a great stupa, an'l this can be no other

than the great stupa or tope at M niky^la'' already referred to. The

latest Roman coins found^ with those of Kanishka in this tope

bear the d ite B. C, 43 and these were worn and old. In a second

tope opened during the Afghtin war near Ja'alabad^ coins of

Kadphises, Kanishka, Huvishka and the Empress Sabina, the wife

of Hadrian, were found, and the last could not have been minted

before'l^O A. D. In many of the earher Buddhist works Nagiir-

juna^is made a contemporary of Kanishka though he was apparently

1 This question in, however, by no mean' settled ; Kern makes Asoka to

reign 270 34 B. <'. Irrl. Ant III. Tfl. The ilate of Buddha's Nirvana is also

Btill unstttled ; the sout-em Bud hist^ plnce it in B C. 543; the Chinese in

B G Itiio o, hers in B. C. lOS? and again others in B C. 380. 'Mem. I.

173 (Chinese): M Csoma, As. Ees. XX., p. 41 (Tibetan): Schmidt, Gesch. der

03t Mongolen, p. 315 (Mongolian) : La C' mme's Vassilicf, p 39, 47. who

shows how Buddhism extended from Kashmir to theKa ml yall^y, TurkistJU and

Tibet 3 Mem I. 42, p. 107. -^ Antea p. 403 aud Thomas' rrin.<cp,

l.,90, 138. 6/4tU, p. 148. « Frogs. A. S. Ben., 1879, p. 265.
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earlier, and ii is siiid tliat it was through his labours that the Bul-

dhist religion spread through Kashmir and thence throughout the

Himalaya. He is the Nagasena of the Ceylonese books and it was

with him that the Yona king Milinda held his celebrated disputation."^

The Dipavansa,^ wiitten in the the fourth century, however, has

the statement:—" The Thera who originated from the Kassapa tribe,

MajjhiiTia Durabhisara, Sahadeva, Mulakadeva, converted the mul-

titude of Yakkhas (Yakshas, Khasas) in the Himavat and the Thera

Mah4rakkhita converted the Yavana region." It is probable,

however, that by the last name Nagasena is intended as he was

born of a Brahman family and received his initiation^ at the hands

of the Buddhist fraterraity of the rock Eakkhita and converted

" Milinda king of Sagal, in the country called Yon.'" In the

vernacular Tibetan* Ndgasena is called Lugrub and according to

Westergaard's calculations lived in the first century A.D. He was

the founder of the great M4dliyamika school of the Mahdydna or

' Great-vehicle ' which has exercised such influence in northern

countries. In the Ckalui'vinsati-prabandha of Haja Sekhara/

Nagarjuna is staled to have been a contemporary of Satavahana,

a synonym for the founder of the Saka era. In Buddhist records

the name of Kanishka is placed with that of Asoka as one of the

great protectors of Buddhism, and on his death, or rather tlie

fall of his dynasty, Brahmanising influences became supreme iu

Kashmir: so that when Hwen Thsang visited that country, he

found there a king who was attached to Brahmanical views and

who is identified by some with Pravarasena II. The summary®

of Ma-twanlin informs us that Shin-tu extended from the south

west of the Yueh-ti and the kingdom of Kabul (Kaofu) to the

western sea and on the east to Pan-khi, and that the Yueh-ti

slew the kings of those kingdoms and filled their places with

generals to whom they gave the governorship. Having become

rich and powerful by these conquests, they remained in power

till the time of the later Hans who began to reign 222 A.D.

Above we have saen that about this time they were ousted from

Kashmir by the Kritiyas and in the plains they were supplanted

by the Guptas.

1 ^B/ea p Sfl4 aoidenb'Tjf's tranaliition, p. 159. ^ jjardy's

Manual of Buklii-m. p. 5S4 * Soh'ajentweit, Buddhism 'n Tibet, p. 30.

* J. B. B. R. A. S , No 21, p 22.). " Mem. II., 197.

52
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Connected closely with the debased form of the coids c4

Basdeo and his imitators come those of the Kshatrapa&a cr

satrap dynasty of Guirat, amongst who'm
Satraps of Guirat.

, ;. V. • r^ , , , , , ,

the name of Raja Ksnaharata Mahaksha-

trapa Nahapana is the first. The Nasik inscriptions* show that

his son-in-law Ushavadata Dinikaputra was a Saka, and the coins,

whilst giving clear legends in the Deva-nagari alphabet, imitate

in their devices the forms of the Indo-Skythian coins and also

bear rude imitations of Greek letters. These letters appear to be

an attempt to copy the corrupt form of the legend ' Eao nanorao-'

as seen on the later Turushka coins. Following and closely

imitating the better class of ' Sinha ' or so-called 'Sah' coins come

those of the Guptas and then those of the Vallabhis, each of

which on numismatic evidence alone is shown to have followed

the other, and all that we know from inscriptions confirms this

fact. Dr. Bhau Daji would make this Nahapana a Parthian

monarch and descendant of Phrahates and founder of the Saka

era. But there is nothing to lead us to suppose that his influence

was other than local, and the evidence inclines to show that he was

not an ardent Buddhist. He was a t'aka it may be presumed like

his son-in-law and obeyed the same paramount authority that then

held India, and that this was the Turushka ruler of Kashmir

cannot be doubted.

We may therefore fairly conclude that the Saka era originated

with Kanishka and that its initial date is
Vikrama and Saka eras.

to be referred to his consecration on the

4th March, 78 A. D. We cannot, however, ignore the current

traditions on the subject that it was dated from the destruction of

the Sakas by Salivahan. The Saka era is, however, so closely

connected with that known as the Vikrama era commencing with

1 Ind, Art., IX., 16. « J. B. B E. A. S., VIII., 238. 3 IbiiJ p.
S.'?9 : the na e Sakiisena occurs in an inscription in tlie Kaiiheri caves : pee also
Oldenberg lu.i. Ant., X., 2-i?, for an inttre.Jting note rin the Knh tn pi sfiries of
coins. There is evidence both from the ; oins and the inscriirtions to show tha8
Nahapina was thi- htad of one line of Ksliatrxpas and Chashtana was the head
of auothe . As observed (J B B R. A. S., IX., 1 ; XIII, 36J) the coins of
JJabapina are lormed i-n an Indo-Skythian model showing the narional weapons
•whilst the head has a Gretk I'igin : the coin-- of Chaditatia introduce the
'eAua^a ' symi.ol instead like those of other Soutli-Indian dynasti,cs On the
connection between the Sakas and Parthians, see Cunn. Arch. Rep.,' II, 47. A
poin of Zeionises has tlie legend ' Maiiic/,dasa Chhaimpisa pulrasa Chhuirapasa
Jihvn iis't

'

—
•
of .Jihonia the satrap, son of tlie satrap Manigala,' and Cunninghaiia

makes hi.n an officer of Kujula kara Kadphises. Arch. Bep., II., 1&8.
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the new moon of March, B. C. 57, that the two must be considered

together. We shall first take the local traditions. Both these eras

are current in Kumaon ; the first occurs in the earlier historical

documents and is used by the Khasiya population and the second

appears in the later literary and religious compositions. Accord-

ing to the received Kumaon version of the Rajavali twenty-nine

princes ruled in Indraprastha, beginning with Parilcshit and ending

with Lachhmi Cliand. The last prince of this line was murdered by

Mautri Mitrasena, who was succeeded by nine members of his family,

ending with Malhimal Sena, He in turn was slain bj^ his minister

Birbahu (or Dhirbahu), wliose descendants ruled in Indraprastha for

fifteen generations ending with Udai Sena. The names of the fourth

dynasty are taken from my copy. Tod, Ward and Cunningham :^

My copy.
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the soath of the river Nai-mada. Vikramasena, the infant son of

Vikramaditya, was raised to the throne, but was supplanted by

Samudrapala, a yogi. Viki-amaaitya and his son reigned ninety-

three years." Tod writes of Rajpala that "he carried his arms

into Kumaon, but was killed by Sukwanti, the prince of that

region nnder the Himalaya, who seized on Indraprastha or Delili,

whence he was expelled by Sak^ditya or Vikramaditya." Tod
again quotes from his authority : " Sukwanta, a prince from the

northern mountains of Kumaon, ruled fourteen years, when he

was slain by Vikramaditya, and from the Bharat to this period

2,915 years have elapsed." General Cunningham writes that

Indraprastha was taken by Sakaditya or Sukwanti in B.C. 57,

and was retaken by Vikramaditya Sak&ri. According to all modern

tradition the author of the Vikrama era bears the title ' SakdrS'

from having destroyed the Sakas, whilst Salivahana, who establi.<hed

the Saka era 135 years later, is held to be one with a second

Vikramaditya who also triumphed over the Sakas. Mrityunjaya

makes Salivahan the conqueror of the Vikramaditya, who slew

Sukwanta ; so that we are in this dilemma that some Hindu legends

refer to only one defeat of the Sakas, whilst in others the two eras

are. explained as commemorating two defeats. For the numerous

references to V'ikramadityas in the later Indian records from the

inscriptions of Chandragupta onwards we must refer the reader

to Wilford's celebrated essay in which he identifies some nine

Vikramas and almost as many Salivahanas and endeavours to

educe order from chaos with the result that one feels more
bewildered than enlightened at the end of the argument.

We shall now examine the evidence as to the ace of Vikra-

maditya which may be reduced to three
'^™ ^"

heads : (a) legends
; (b) express statements

in authorities ami (e) actual use in inscriptions. It would be

unprofitable to state the legends at greater length than we have

done, but one deserves some further notice as much conjecture has

been built on it by many writers. It is found in the oft-quoted

memorial verses containing the names of the nine gems of

, , , .
Vikramaditya's court. They appear to

Legend of the nine gems.
r- i .

J rr
occur for the first time in a work called the

1 CuDuingham, Arch. Report, I., 139. « As. Kes., IX, 117.
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Jt/otirviddbharana, which HalP believes to be not on!'^' pseuclohy-

inous, but also of recent composition. The passage runs :
— " Now

has this treatise been composed by me in the reign of the august

Vikramarka, Lord of Mdlaca and most; eminent king of kings ; in

the assembly of which same king Vikrama are, as assessors, Sankn,

the eloquent Vararuchi, Mani, Ansudatta, Jisbnu, Triloehana, Hari,

and Gliatakarpara, and also other Jiterary men, amongst whom
Amara Sinha is first and these also belong to King Vikramarka's

court : Satya, Varalia-mihira, Sruta Sena, Badar4yana, Manittha,

Kumara Sinha, and other astronomers, such as myself. Dhan-

wantari, Kshapanaka, Amara Sinha, Sanku, Vetala Bbatta, Ghata-

karpara, Kalidasa, the celebrated Varaha Mihira and Vararuchi

are the nine gems in the court of King Vikrama." A description

of the government is then given and the number of the soldiers

of Vikrama, and that after destroying 555 millions of Sakas, he

established the Saka era. Mention is next made of his conquest

of '' the Lord of the country of Rum, the king of the Sakas,"

whom he brought to Ujjayini to adorn his triumphal entry. The

author dates his work in Kali-ynga 3068 or BO. 33, but the

style and language is comparatively modern, and though he calls

himself K^lidAsa and one with the author of the Raghuvansa, there

are reasons for doubting the statement and Weber places him as

late as the sixtpenth century.^ No argument for or against the

existence of the Vikramaditya can therefore be derived from the

occurrence of this tradition beyond this, that the writers named

are known not to be earlier than the sixth century, and therefore

cannot be referred to the first century B. C.

We shall now quote the Musalman writer' Al Biriini, who is

. ,
after all the principal authority on Indian

Abu Rihan al-Biruni. .

'

eras. He wrote in the early part of the

eleventh century and gathered his information at first hand

in India, and is trustworthy, careful and accurate in his

remarks. After describing the eras in use amongst the Indians

Al Biriini tells us that they ordinarily employed the eras of

Sri Harsha, Vikram^ditya, Saka, BuUabha and Gupta. The

1 Benares Magazine, VII., 275 (1852) :see also Wilson, VI., viii., and Bhau Daji,

J. B. B. K. A. S., 1862, 26. '^ Hist. Ind. Lit
, p. 201. ^ Krag-

nients Arabes et Persanes inedils relatifs a 1 Inde by U. Eeinaud: Paris, 1845,

and J. A. S. Paris, 4tii Ser., IV., 280, Dowsou s Edict.
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first was dated 400 years before that of Vikramaditya, but ha

adds :

—

" J'ai vu dans ralmanach de Cachemire eette ere reculee apres celle de Vik-
ramaditya de 664 ana. II m'cst done venu des doutes que jn'ai paa trouve moyen
de reeoadre." This would give the year 607 A D. for the initial .vear of the era

of Sri Harsha. The era of Vikramaiiiya himself n-aa caloula'ed by takin? 343,

which was multiplied by 3 and made I0S6, to which was added the years of the

Jorlan cycle of 60 years tliat had passed. This might lead us to suppose that the

era was not known until after 1026 ani indeed Bsinaud in a note on this passage

states that it commenced in 959 A.D., but we have an inscription of this century

txpressly dating from the Vikramaditya era. Al Biriini then proceeds to dis-

cuss the Saka era:—" L'ere de Saca, nimmee par les Indieus Sacakala, est pns-

terieure a celle de Vikramaditya de 135 ans. Saca est le num d'un prince qui a

regne sur les contrees situees entre I'lndus et la mer. Sa residence etait placee

au centre de I'cmpire dans la contree nommee Aryarartha. Les Indiens le fond

naitre dans une c'asse autre que celle des Sakja : quelques uns pretendent qu'il

etait un Soudra et originaire de la ville de Mansoura. II y en a meine qui dis:)nt

qu'il u'etait pas de race indienne et qu'il tirait son origine des regions oceiden-

tales. Les peuples eurent beaucoup a soufErir de son despotisrae, jusqu'a ce qu'il

leur vintdu secours de I'orient. Vikramaditya marcha contre lui, mit son armee

en deroute et le tna sur le territoire de Korour, situe entre VIoullan c la chateau

de Louny. Cette 6poque deviut celdbre, a can^e de la joie que les peuples reseu-

tirent de la raort de Saca et on la choisit pour 6re, principa'ement Chez les

astronomes."

Here the Saka era is clearly assigned to the destruction of the

Sakas by Vikramaditya. Al Birtiui however adds :

—

D'un autre cote, Vikramaditya rejut le titre de ' Sz-i' a cause de I'honneur

qu'il s'etait acquis. Da reste I'intervalle qui s'est ccoule entre I'dre de Vikrama-

ditya et la niort de Saca prouve que le vaiucueur n'etait pas le celdbre Vik-

ramaditya mais un autre prince du n.eme nom." It is somewhat satisfactory

to see that the difficulties regarding the assignment of this era areas old as the

eleventh century.

Al Biriini then explains the Ballabha and Gupta eras :
—

"Ballaba, qui a donne aussi son nom a un dre etait prince de la ville de

Ballabha, au midi de Anhalwara, a environ trente yojanaa de distance. L'^re

dc Ballahha est poati'rieure a celle de Saca de 241 ans. Pour s'en scrvir, on pose

IVre de Saca et I'on en ote a la fois le cube de 6 (216) et le carre de 5 (26). Ce
qui reste est l'ere de Ballaba. Quant au Gupia Kala (I'^re des Guptas) ou
cntend par le mot giipta des gena qui, dit-on, eiaient mediants et puissauts et l'ere

qui porte leur nom est I'epoque de leur extermination. Apparement, Pallaba

Buivit, immcdiatement les Guptas; car I'dre dee Guptas commence aussi 1 'an 242

de I'^re de Saca. L'ere des astronomes commence I'an 587 de I'^re de Saca.

C'est a cette &re qu'ont ete rapportees les tables Kanda Khaiaka de Brahmagupta.

D'aprfis cela en s'en tenant a I'an 400 de I'fire de Yezderdjed, on se trouve sous

I'annge 1488 de I'ite de Sri Harsha, I'an 1088 de I'dre de Vikramaditya, Tan
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853 de I'ere dc Saca, I'an 712 de IVre de Ballaba et de celle des Guptas. D'un

au(re cote, lea tables Kanda-Kliataka comptent 36C aus, le Pancha Siddhantaka

de Varaha Mihira 526 ana, la Karana Sara 132 ana et la Karana Tilaka, 19 ans.

lies anuses que j'assigne aux tables astronomiques sont les annees adoptees par

les indigenes eux-memes afin de doiiner plus d'exactitude a leurs calcul8.

* * * Deja je rae suis excuse sur I'imperfection do ce qui est dit ici et j'ai

averti que les resullata que je preaente offraient quelque incertitude, tu les

nombres qui excident celui de cent. Je ferai remarquer de plus que j'ai

vu les Indiens, loraqu'ils veulent marquer I'annee de la prise de Somnath

(par Mahmud) evenement qui eut lien I'an 416 de I'hegire et I'an 947 de I'ere de

Saca je lea ai vus ecrire 242 puis an-dessoaa 6(is puis encore au-dessous 99 enfln

additioner le tout ensemble ; le qui donne I'ere do Saca. On pout induire

de la que le nombre 242 indique les annees qui precedent I'epoqne ou les Inditus

commencerent &, se servir d'un cycle de cent et que cet usage conimen9a avec

I'ere des Guptas. D'aprfes cela, le nombre 606 indiqueralt les samvatsaras de cent

complets, ce qui porteriiit chaque samvatsara a 10). Quant an nombre

99, ce seraient lea anneea qui se sont ecoulees du samvatsara non encore

revolu, c'est ce qui est en efifet : j'ai trouvc la confirmation et I'eclair-

cissement de cela dans les tables astronomiques de Dnrlab, le Moultanien : on y
lit:—" cris 84S et ajnute le Loka-kiila, c'est-i-dire, le comput du vulgaire

;

le produit marquera I'annee de I'fere do Saca." En effet, si nous ecrivons I'annee

de I'ere de Saca qui correspond a I'annee actuelle et qui est' I'annee 953 et que

nous retranehions de ce nombre la quantite 848 11 restera 105 pour la Loka-kala, et

I'annee de la mine de Somnatli tombera sur la nombre 98." This Luka kala was

in use in Kashmir, but the cycle varied according to the place. " Les persounes

qui se servent de I'ere de Saca et ce sont les.astronomes, commencent I'annee au

mois de Chaitra.' On dit que les habitants de pluaieurs des contrees qui sont

voisines de Caehemire font cjmmcncer I'annee au mois de BUadrapada' et qn'ils

comptent en ce moment 84 ana. Ceux qui habitent entre (Baradari) * * et Marl

la font tous commencer au mois de Kartika,'' et ils comptent maintenant Jlio

annees. On pretend que Its peuples du Caehemire se trouvent a present dans la

Bixieme ann§e de leur cycle. Les inhabitants de Nairhar au dela de Mari jusqu'aux

limites de Takeshar et de Lohaor commencent tous leur annees au mois de Man-
iher' et sont maintenant arrives a leur ISSeannee ; ils sont imitea en cela par

les habitents de Lanaik, je veux dire Lamghan. J'ai entendu dire aux habitants

du Multan que tel etait aussi I'usage des habitants du Sind et de Kauauj et que

dans cos pays, on avait coutume de commencer I'anuee a la conjonction du mois

de Mankher j
pour les peuples de Multan, ils ont renonce, il y a un petit nombre

d'annees a cet usage, et ils ont adopte la methode suivie tn Caehemire, c'est-a-

dire qu'a I'exemple des Cachemiriens ils commencent I'annee a la conjonction du
mois de Chaitra."

This extract gives us the only notice from Arabian sources that

Observations on Al can be relied upon regarding the chronology
Biruni's account. „f tjjg Hindus at this early period. There

• This shows that this chapter was written by Al Biruiii in i031 A.D.
' Chait, March- April. ^ Bhadon, August-September. * Kartik, Oc-
tober-November. ' MangBir, November-December,
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can be no doubt but that Al Biruni correctly represents the opi-

nions current in his time, and he shows conclusively that even then

contradictions were rife that could not be explained. His descrip-

tion of the mode in which he saw the people calculate the Saka era

is interesting. The person using the era first put down the number

242 and then added to it the cycles of 101 years that had elapsed

and then the number of years in the current cycle. Thus the year

947 Saka was obtained by putting together 242 + 600 + 99 ; and

Al Biriini gives as his opinion that 242 Saka was the year of that

era in which it was introduced into use in the country in wliich he

then was. This would give us 319-20 A. D., or the initial date of the

local era adopted by the Brabmanising Vallabhis as distinguished

from that of the foreign Indo-Skythian Buddhists. This date marks

the decL'ne of the Turushka dynasty in Kashmir, and all indica-

tions lead us to suppose that early in the fourth century there was

a 'great Indian revival in the countries to the south-east of the

Indus. For some reason unknown tons the Arabian writer styles the

Gnptas ' a wicked aud powerful race, ' but this maj' simply mean

. that they were opposed to the people of the country in which

Al Biruni was at the time and from whom he received liis informa-

tion and cannot be considered as an expression of critical opinion

on his part regarding their conduct. There is no doubt that

Al Birani is wrong in assigning, in accordance with the popular

tradition when he wrote, the initial date of the Saka era to the

destruction of the Sakas, for as we have seen that race was a power

in India long subsequent to the year 78 A. D. It is not our inten-

tion to discuss here the initial date of the Gupta era or to explain

the second error of Al Biruni in assigning the initial date of the

Gupta era to that of their extermination. The Vallabhi inscriptions

are dated from 311 to 348 in an era beginning in 319 A.D., but it

does not follow that the Gupta dates can be referred to the same

initial date. Indeed General Cunningham gives good grounds for

believing that the initial date of the Guptas is 167 A. D., and this

we shall consider hereafter. However, Al Biruni's errors are clearly

those of his informants, and had he stated anything else, we should

' On the Guptas, see Mr. Fergusson, J. R. A, S. , IV., 81 ; XII., ms ; Mr
Thomas' Gupta Dyuastj, London, 1876: Dr. Oldenburg, In. Ant X, 213; and
General Cunningham, Arch Kep, IX., 16, and X., 1 12, where the subject is fully
discussed in detail.
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have good grounds for doubting his veracity, for as we have seen the

popular legend regarding the origin of the Vikrama era was cur-

rent io his time.

Before proceeding further we shall quote the passages in the

' Chronicles of Kashmir' bearino: on the
Chronicles of Kaslimir.

. . i i •

question of Vikrama and his date and for

this purpose will quote from Troyer's translation^ :

—

" Dans le mgme temps (the death of Hiraiiya) I'heureux Vikramaditya

appele d'un autre nom Harsha, reuuit comme empercur a Ujayini I'empire de

I'lnde sous un seul parasol. La deesse Sri servit ce roi qui ecait comble d'un bon-

heur merveilleux, en a'attacbant a lui arec plaisir, ayaut abandonnee pour lui

les bras de Hari et les qiiatre oceans. Enaployant la fortune comme moyen

d'utilite, il fit fleurir des talents o'est ainsi qu'encore aujourd'hui les hommes

des talents se trouvent la tete baute au milieu des riches. Ayant d'abord d^iruit

les Sakas il rendit leger le fardeau de I'oeuvre de Hari, qui doit desoendre sur

la terre pour exterminer les MIechchbas."

Vikramaditya^ placed the poet Matrigupta on the throne of

Kashmir. In an earlier' passage it is stated :

—

" Ayant fait venir ensuite, d'un autre pays, Pratapa litya, parent du roi Vik-

ramaditya, lis le sacrercnt souverain de I'empire. D'autrea induits en erreur, ont

Sorit que ce Vikramaditya fut le meme qui combattit les Sakas ; mais cette

version est rejetee."

Here we have distinct mention of two Vikramadityas belong-

ing to Kashmir, the earlier one at a distance of twenty-two reigns

after the Turushkas and the later one after Toramana and Hiranya

and clearly to be identified with the great Ohakravartti Raja

Vikramaditya. Toramana and Hiranya were brothers and the

name of the former is known to us from inscriptions and coins.

The inscriptions occur at Eran and Gwalior and the Eran inscription

jjppears to bei connected with that of Budiiagupta dated in 165 of

the Gupta era.* Mr. Thomas reads 180 on a coin of Toramana and

Dr. Mitra read 180 plus some other figure on the Eran inscription.

We have evidence of the very early use of the Saka era not only

Early use of the Saka ia India but in other Buddhist countries.

era- According to Alwis,^ " the era most

familiar to the Ceylonese is the ' Saha Warasa,' which is the year

of some king of the continent of Asia whose name is Saka and who

• The authorities are Wilson's essay on the Hindu history rf Kashmir in As.

Res , XV., 1. which is only an abstract traaslation, and Troyer's text an.l transla-

tion, I'nris, 1640.
» Tioyer, 11 , 75, ' Ibi'i, p. 4!.

_
J. A. S.

Ben.SXX, 277, Thomas' I'rinscp, I. 340. On this Toramana question,

Bee Cunniugbam, Arch, liep., Ill ,310. ' J. B. B. K. A. S., 1856-58, p. 184.

53
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was said to Le the bead of the royal house of Yavana." According

to Sir S. Raffles,^ the Javan era is called that of Aji-Saka, on whose

arrival in Java it is supposed to have commenced ; it begins.in 75

A.D. In Bali, the Saka era {Salca Warsa Chandra) is also in use

and starts from 78 A D., and the difference between the initial era in

Java and Bali is supposed to be due to the use of the lunar year by the

Javans on their conversion to IsMtn and of the solar year by the

people of Bali. One of the earliest Javan traditions makes Tri-

tresta, the husband of Bramani Kali of Kamboja, the first Indian

immigrant in Java, and he was slain by another Indian adventurer,

Watu Gunung of Desa Sangala (Panjab). In Siam,^ the word

for era is ' Sa-ka-rat,^ but there the sacred era commences with

the Nirvana of Buddha and the popular era with the introduction of

Buddhism in 638 A.D. In both Tibet,' China and Siam, the cycles

of 60 years and of 12 years are also in use and, as we have seen, the

cycle of 60 years was in common use in India at an early period.

In the Badami inscription* of the Chalukya Mangaliswara occurs

the following statement :
—" Sri Mangaliswara who victorious in

battle—in the twelfth year of his reign—iive hundred years having

elapsed since the coronation (or anointment, abhisheJca) of the king

of the Sakas." Here we have a very clear and distinct statement

that, as might naturally be supposed, the era takes its name from

its founder. The ordinary expression in the grants of the Chalu-

kyas in recording a date is in the same terms as the preceding ;

Saka era in inscrip- tl^"^ in the Aihole grant,= ' five hundred
*^°''^* and six years of the Saka king having

elapsed,' ' six hundred and sixteen years of the Saka® king

having elapsed' and in an old Coorg document'^ when the

eight hundred and ninth year of the time past since the Saka

king was current.' None of these inscriptions give out an uncer-

tain sound and in some hundreds of grants of the first eight

centuries the Saka era is called the Saka nripa kdla, Saka kdla,

Sakendia kdla, SaJca bhiipa kdla, and the like, without any allusion

1 History of Java, II., B6: Orawfurd's Hist Ind. Areh.,I., SOD. Buddhism
appears to have been introduced into Ceylon in the third century before Christ :

into Burma in the fifth century after Christ ; into Siam in the seventh century,
and into Java, l:ali and Sumatra in the sixth century. ' Crawfnrd's Em-
bassy to Siam, p 830. s bchlagentwelt, Buddhism in Tibet, p. 275.
4Iiid. Ant., III., 306; VI., 16.3 ; X., S7 ; Areh.Sur. West India, II., 287 ; III., 119.

6Ind. Ant., V , 68 ; J. B. B. B. A. S., IX., 315. « lud. Ant., VI., 91.
Ii6irf.,p. 103.
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to the destruction of the Sakas and clearly showing that the era

was named from the accession of a Saka king. In a Jaina legend

published* by the late Dr. Bhau Daji, a story is brought in to

explain the origin of the Saka era which is in many ways very

instructive for our purpose. Gardhabhilla, Rdja of Ujain, is there

said to have offended the sister of the sage Kalaka and paid no

heed to the saint's remonstrances. Kalaka on this proceeded to

the west bank of the Indus, where the kings were called Sahi and

the supreme king had the title Sahanu-Sahi. He induced a Sahi

and a number of nobles to return with him to Hindukadesa (India)

and proceeding by Gujrat they reached Ujain and dethroned

Gardhabhilla. The Sahi became Raja of Ujain and the noblea

who accompanied him became feudal chiefs. Because they came

from Saka-kiila, they were called Sakas and thus originated the

' Saka vansa.' Vikramaditya, son of Gardhabilla, overthrew this

Sahi, but one hundred and thirty-five years afterwards a Saka

again became king and introduced his era. Whilst corroborating

the inscriptions as to the origin of the Saka era this legend intro-

duces the modern explanation of the origin of the Vikrama era,

which apparently first appears in the writings of the astronomers.

Aryabhata, the oldest of the Indian astronomers, does not mention

either the Vikrama or Saka era.^ Varaha Mihira, who is supposed

to have written towards the close of the sixth century, informs us

that the Sakendra-kdla commenced in the year 3179 of the Kali-

yuga and again calls it as usual Saka-bhiipa-

kdla. Brahmagupta, who wrote in th&

seventh century, speaks of so many years having elapsed at

the ' end of Saka.' Bhattotpala, writing in the middle of th&

tenth century, explains the phrase ' Sakendra-kdla thus :—
" Saka means king of the Mlechchha tribe and the time when they

were destroyed by Vikramaditya deva is properly known as Saka."

Again Bhaskaracharya, writing in the twelfth century, gives the

years of the Kdli-ynga " to the end of the Saka king," ' Saka

nripdnta.'' Even amongst the astronomers it was not until the

seventh century that we find the slightest hint of the Saka era

» J. B. B. K. A. S., IX., 139, 154, and Wilford in As. Res., IX., 150, 8\ro. In

an old Jaina work it is stated that 1.15 years after V^ikrama haring passed again

the Sakas expelled Vikramaputra and conquered the kingdom. J B. B. K. A. S.,

IX., 141. 'J. B. B. B. A., S , VIII., iW : Weber's Hist. Ind. Lit., p. iii.
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being considered as commemorating the destruction of the Sakas,

and not even then was the Vikrama era in use.

Dr. Bhau Daji states that we do not meet with the assertion

that the Saka era commenced witli the destrnction of the Sakas

until the eighth century, and again that not a single inscription or

copper-plate grant is dated in the Vikiamaditya Sanvat before the

eleventh century., and this era was introduced on the revival of

Jainism in Gujrat.^ Even then there is much ccmfusion in its use,

for the Svetambaras make their great
Scholars.

, n, , , , ,. , -,^ . ,.

teacher Mahavira live 470 years beiore

Vikramaditya, whilst the Digambaras mnke him live 605 years

before Vikramaditya, the difference of 135 years being the exact

time between the Vikrama and Saka eras. General Cunning-

ham in one of his reports^ writes:—"A]y impression is that

Kanishka was the real founder of the era which is now known

by the name of Vikramaditya. The Vikramaditya to whom tradi-

tion assigns the establishment of the era is now known to have

lived in the first half of the sixth century A.D. I think it probable,

therefore, that he only adopted the old era of the Iiido-8kythian3

by giving it his own name. The earliest inscription that I am
aware of dated in the Vikrama era is San. 811 or 754 A.D." Sub-

sequently^ he refers to an inscription at Jhalra Patan dated in

San. 748 aud alters Tod's assignment of it to the Vikrama era on

the grounds that :
—

" As the Sanvat of Vikramaditya does not

appear to have been in use at this earl}- period the true date of the

inscription, referred to the Saka era, will be 135 years later or 826

A.D." No better authority could be quoted for the inscriptions in

the Bengal Presidency. Dr. Burnell states that the Vikrama-

Sanvat is all but unknown in southern India except in the Dakhin.*

Mr. Fleet shows that the date of Dantidurga (eighth centurj') is

erroneously^ supposed to have been recorded in both the Saka and

Vikrama eras, and he adds^ :
—

'' As far as my experience goes it

• J. B. B. E. A.S.IX., 145, 242. ^Arch Rep., II., 68, " Jbid.

p 266. ^ Elements South Indinn PnlseoKrapliy, p. 73. 6 f„^ Anf

'

Vni.,161. ^Jl'id.,v. 1p7. 'I'hisVikriimariiiyaisrepnrtpdiuhisinscr'iptii.n
tohavesaid:—" Why should the glory of the k\ gs Vikraniadiiyn and Nanda
be a hindrance any longer ? He, with a Idiidly-intered coinniand, abolished that
(eia) which has the name f-aka and made that (era) which has the f'halukya
figures," allnding to the foundation ..1 the Cbalukya Vikr«ma eri. which Mr. Pieet
has shown to start from February in, 1076. Uhe mention of VikramSditya here
undoubtedly showe that the Vikrama era was known, but was not in use.
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(the Vikrama era) was never used either before or after the

time of Vikramaditya VI. (1075 A.D.) by the western Cha-

lukyas and Chalukyas nor by the Rashtrakutas, who tempora-

rily supplanted them in western India ; nor by the feudatories

of those dj nasties ; nor by the eastern Chalukyas of Vengi."

Dr. Biihler, however, quotes two early inscriptions assumed to

be dated in the Vikrama era : (1) the Giiijara grant^ of Jayab-

hata of " the year 486, which seems to be dated in the Vikrama

era"; and (2) the Pathan inscription^ of Sanvat 802 recording

the accession of Vanaraja which " can be referred to no other

era." But in both these instances there is room for very

much doubt. From all that we have gathered concerning the use

of this era these apparent exceptions will, hereafter, be explained.

With regard to the latter we have a note of the editor to say :

" Having examined this latter (Vanaraja's inscription at Pathan) I

am in doubt of its genuineness ;
possibly, however, it may be a

copy of an older one ; but if a copy may the mode of dating not

possibly be an interpolation ?" With regard to Jayabhata's grant

the argument rests on certain assumptions that he must have been

the son of Dadda I. and father of Dadda II. and that as his date is

San. 486 and the records of Dadda II, are dated in Saka 380-417,

the former date must refer to some other era and presumably to

that of Vikramaditya. Now the genealogical portion of this date

of Jayabhata has been lost and all the arguments advanced are so

open to correction that we must decline to accept this solitary

instance as evidence of the use of the Vikramaditya era at this

early period. There is nothing to show why Jayabhata should

depart from the practices of his predecessors and successors

without expressly naming the new era. The third instance quoted

by Dr. Biihler has been shown to be due to an error of the

translator.^ The name Salivahana so often connected in modern

times with the Saka era does not occur in this relation in any

ancient records or manuscript.* A Satavahana family reigned at

Paithan on the Godavari when the Sinha dynasty ruled in Gujr^t,

and Gotamiputra or Ratakarni of this race is styled in an inscrip-

tion as the ' establisher of the glory of the family of Satavahana'

>Ind. Ant.. ¥,,110 '/6i<i,p.H2. » Ind. Ant., VIII., )5I.
* J. B. B. R. A S., VIII., 2S7 : Hemachandra makes Sat&vahana have the
synonyms Hala, Salarabana, Sal&hans.
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by reason of his conquests over the Sakas, Yavanas, Palhavas and

his being the destroyer of the descendants of Kshaharata. This

power was of short duration, for Rudra Dama in an inscriptioii

records his success against Satakarni or Gotamiputra and the sub-

mission to him of the same countries that Gotamiputra, lord of

Dakshinapatha, gives in his list of conquests. In the country

where this Batavahana dynasty lived and ruled there is no attempt

to assign to it any connection with the Saka era. We have now

shown

—

(a) that the Saka era was instituted by the Buddhist king

Kanishka ; that it spread though his influence to all Buddhist

countries

:

(6) that there is no early mention of its being intended to mark

other than the anointment or consecration of the Saka king until

the seventh or eighth century:

(c) that the Vikrama era was not used until at least the eighth

century, and consequently that the popular traditions assigning both

eras to victories over the Sakas are incorrect, and that there is no

real connection between the name of the founder of either era and

Kumaon.

We shall now inquire how these traditions arose.

There are three different reasons given for the founding of the

Vikram^ditya era :

—

(a) that it was an invention of the astronomers :

The origin of the Vik- (^) ^^at it was to commemorate the

rama era. freeing of the people from debt :

(c) that it was to commemorate a great victory over the

Sakas.

In the Jaina Rdjdvali-kathe, a work written in ancient Kana-

rese,^ it is recorded that :
—" Then was born in Ujjayini, Vikrama-

ditya, and he by his knowledge of astronomy having made an

almanac established his own era from the year Kudirodgari, the

605th year after the death of Varddhamana." Now Varddhamana is

the Jaina teacher Mahavira, who died in B.C. 661, and consequently

the Vikrainaditya referred to lived in B.C. 56 and is one with

1 lud. Ant., III., 16/.
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the author of the Vikraina era. The accurate Al Biriini notes

that in his time the Vikrama era was used principally by astrono-

mers and that the same class had another era used solely by them

and which commenced in 665 A. D.

The Nepal annals tell us that :
—" At this time^ Vikramajit, a

very powerful monarch of Hindustan, became famous by giving

a new Sambatasara, or era, to the world, which he effected by

liquidating every debt existing at that time in his country. He

came to Nepal to introduce his era here * * and after clearing

off the debts of this country introduced his Sainbat." Hwen Thsang

mentions' a Vikram^ditya of Sravasti or eastern Oudh in whose

reign lived a learned Buddhist named Manoratha, ' au milieu des mille

arts qui ont snivi le Nirvana du Botiddha" or ' dans Vune des mille

anndes qui ont suiui le Mrvana du Bouddha,^' neither of which

expressions is unfortunately intelligible. This Vikramadityais said

to have paid off the debts of his subjects and also to have oppressed

the Buddhists and favoured the Brahmans and shortly afterwards lost

bis kingdom. Manoratha was evidently put to death by the Brah-

mans and Vasubandhu avenged him during the reign of Vikrama-

ditya's successor. Tarandtha states that Vasubandhu lived 900 years

aftpr Buddha and he was a pupil of Manoratha according to Hwen
Thsang : so that the two authorities differ about the date. In Meru-

tunga's TWdi-a/i it is stated^ that:—" Gardhabilla's son VikramS-

ditya having regained the kingdom of Ujjayini and having relieved

the debt of the world by means of gold, commenced the Vikrama

Sambat era." And accounts are not wanting of petty rulers desirous

of imitating Vikramaditya and starting an era of their own by paying

off the debts of their people. We have two notable instances in the

annals of Nepal and Kumaon. Of the third reason given for the

establishment of the Vikrama era we have given sufficient examples.

That there was a great Vikramaditya in the sixth century tliere

can be no doubt, but that he had anything to do with the era

which bears his name requires further proof. This Vikrama-

ditya reigned shortly after Toramana, Raja of Kashmir, and

in the Kashmir chronicles is specially praised for his libera-

lity.

' Wright's Nepal, p., 131 ; the time will be discussed hereafter ; it was
about the eud of the sixth century 'Mem., 1, us. * J. B. fi. K.
A. S., IX., 147, 148.
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From Taranatha^ we learn that on the death of the Bnddhist king

G.imbhirapaksha, Sri Harsha, born in Maru, abolished the teaching

of the Blleohchhas by massaoring them at Multan (but a weaver

of Khorasan spread it anew) and laid the foundations of great

Buddhist temples in the kingdoms of Maru, Malava, Mewara, &c.

This Sri Harsha was succeeded by his son Sila, who reigned about

100 years. The contemporary of Sila in the west was Vyakula,

King of Ma-mha, who raised himself by force over Sila and reigned

thirty-six years. This account calls to mind Hwen Thsang's des-

cription of Siladitya of Kanauj. From him we learn^ that Sil4-

ditya ascended the throne in 610 A.D. His father was Prabhaka-

Vardhana and his eldest brother Raja Varddhana preceded him on

the throne, but being slain by Sasdngka, Raja of Karna-Suvarna,

the minister Bani and the people placed the younger brother Har-

sha-Vardhana on the throne with the title Siladitya. He suffered

reverses at the hands of Satyasraya or Pulakesi II., the western

Chalukya Raj i of Bfidami, as recorded by Hwen Thsang,^ Ma-twan-

lin* and in several inscriptions^ of Pulakesi himself and his suc-

cessors. We know that Siladitya was a zealous Buddhist himself,

but was very tolerant towards Brahmans : of his father we know

but little. His grandfather appears to have been a Siladitj^a of

Malwa and to have succeeded the great Vikramaditya there. Taid-

natha (ells us that the Sri Harsha- Vikramaditya, the exterminator

of the Mlechehhas, was succeeded by a Sila, and Hwen Thsang shows

that the successor of Vikramaditya was a favourer of the Buddhists.

Sri Harsha lost his kingdom probably through the enemies that he

gained by his victory at Multan. Over a hundred years later the

Buddhists lost everything with Siladitya of Kanouj. It is his death

that marks the true era of Brahmanical ascendancy. With it

came the preponderance of Hindu revivalistic ideas in religion and

missionaries poured forth from southern and western India and

gave the last touches to the complete restoration of Brahmanism.

In Magadha, Nepal and Kumaon, the rulers for some time remained

faithful to Buddhism, but the advocates of Sivaism and especially

the apostles of Tantric beliefs were numerxjus and powerful, and it

would appear that the great mass of the people followed them.

' La Commes' VassiUef, p. 52 : Ind. Ant., IV., 364. ' Mem., I., 247.

3 Jbid. < Ind. Ant., IX., 19. = Ind. Ant., V., 72 ; VI., 78, 87, amongst
others.
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Al Biriini has, as we have seen, mentioned the great battle at

Kohrur between the city of Multan and the fort of Liini, which

can be no other than that noticed by Tarandth. The Aphsar

inscription referring to Daaiodara Gupta states that :
—" Whilei

gloriously dispersing at the battle of Maushari^ the roaring line

of elephants of the fierce army of the western Hunas, he fainted

„ , „ , and selected the nymphs of heaven." la
Battle of Kohrur.

, r^ .

other words Damodara perished in the battle

of Maushari. Thus we have confirmation of the statement that

the Guptas on one side and Vikramaditya on the other Were

determined opponents of the Sakas. Mr. Fergusson* has arrived

at the same opinion and states :—" What appears to have happened

is this: about or before the year lOOU A.D., the struggle with the

Buddhists was over and a new era was opening for the Hindu

religion and a revival among the Hindu dynasties, and it was

then determined to reform the calendar in a sense favourable to

the new state of affairs. * * * In consequence of this, in look-

ing back through their history for some name worthy to dignify

the era and some event of sufficient importance to mark its com-

mencement, they hit on the name of Vikramaditya as the most illus-

trious known and the battle of Kohrur as the most important in.'

his reign." They then established the era by adding ten cycles of

60 years each to the date 544 A.D., and thus arrived at B.C. 56.

This is a possible explanation, but there is no absolute necessity for

connecting the great Vikramaditya's victory at Kohrur with the era

that bears his name. It is more probable that it was introduced for

astronomical purposes like another similar era quoted by Al Biriini

and that this was done when Ujain was made the meridian of India.

It did not come into general use^ even amongst astronomers before

1000 A.D. On this question Holtzmann* pertinently remarks that :^-

" To assign him (Vikramaditya) to the first year of his era might be

quite as great a mistake as we should commit in placing Pope Gre-

ory XIII. in the year one of the Gregorian calendar, or even Juliug

(Caesar in the first year of the Julian period to which his name has been

given, that is in the year B.C. 47 13." There is absolutely nothing on

record regarding the first century before Christ, not even excepting the

> J. A . S. Ben., XXXV., i.. 273. J B B. R. A. S., X., 60. ' J. R. A. S ,

XII , 2-74; Kdhrur.was the capital of- the Karluki Fazaraa, Arch. Itep., II,, a9.
» Kein in Introd. Brihat-Sanhita, p 5. * Weber's Hiat. Ind. Lit., jj. 202.

54
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Yueh-ti conquest of the Sakas in Kipin, that would indicate a vic-

tory in Brahmanicul interests, and this Yueh-ti success is not likely

to have been the cause of the Brahmans fixing on 57 B.C. as the

initial year of the era. The great Vikramaditya may have displaced

a Buddhist family in Malwa and he himself was succeeded by the

philo-Buddhist Silddityas, and Siladitya's namesake and descendant

was again followed by Brahmanical rulers, and the facts concern-

ing the troubles of this period were moved back to adorn the

legendary but obligatory explanation of the origin of the two eras.

Another suggestion is derived from a passage in Strabo, in which

he states :—" The Sakse occupied Baktriana and got possession

of the most fertile tract in Armenia which was called' after their

own name Sakasene." This colony was exterminated by the Per-

mans, who in remembrance of their victory instituted an unusual

festival called Saksea. Many of the Indian legends concerning the

great Vikramaditya contain facts connected with the history of the

Kings of Persia, such as the surrender of the Roman Enjperor and

bis being brought in chains to Ujain, which can only allude to the

capture of Valerian by Sh^pnr in 260 A.D. The institution of the

Saksea is attributed to Cyrus by some, but in any case must be

referred to a period not later than the second century before Christ.

Returning from this long digression we take up again the Saka

Further history of the history after the Turushka princes of Kash-
^"eh-ti. ^ir, The title ' Shah' found on the coins

of Basdeo is none other than the ' Shahan-Shahi' of the Gupta in-

scription on the Allahabad pillar and the ' Sahanu-Sahi' of the Jaina

legend already quoted. It is also the ' Shah' of the Katur kings

of Kabul and the ' Shah-Eatur' of the present chiefs of Kashkara.

Basdeo is the last of the rulers whose name is found preserved in

Greek letters. Returning to the Chinese writers,* we find that

about 98 A.I>., the chief of the Yueh-ti had so far established bis

power as to aspire to the band of the daughter of the emperor of

China in marriage. Ambassadors were sent to China on his behalf,

but were stopped by the Chinese governor of Kashgar, who refused

to allow them to proceed. The Yueh-ti king then sent a force of

1 Borders on Albania. « J. A. S. Paris, VIII., 267 ; J. A. S. Ben., VI.,
61 ; Exanien methodique des faits qui conceinent le Thian-tchu on I'Inde par
>l. Vaathier. Paris, 1 840. 3 Beal'a Fall Hian, p. 1 97 : Klaproth, Tabl. Hist.,

p. 134.
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70,000 men to compel the passage of bis envoys, but these retarned

discomfited and ever afterwards he remained tributary to them.

There is little doubt that the vigorous proselytising set on foot by

Kanishka and his successors led to much division and dissension

amongst his followers and subjects, and their treatment of the local

pricces and distribution of the government amongst military oiBciala

did not tend to make their rule more acceptable. Taking advantage

of these disorders the Kritiyas expelled the Turushkas from Kashmir

and were in turn driven out by the Tukhara king of Himatala about

260 A.D., but again succeeded in recovering the throne of Kashmir.

Up to the early part of the fifth century' the Indo-Skythian tribes

were known as Skuthse to the Greeks and Romans and as Turks

to the Persians and Arabians, but about 420 A. D., these names

give place to the term Haiatelites or Haiateleh amongst the Arabs-,

Hepthalites amongst the Byzantitie historians and Hephthal

amongst the Armenians. Other variations are Euthalites, Ephtha-

lites, Nephthaiites, Atelites, Abtelites, who are one with the Cid'a-

ritse of Prisons or the ' White Huns,' They were, according to

DeGuignes, a race of Huns called Tele and first came into notice

in their wars wiih tire Sassanides, and eventually were conquered"

and absorbed by the Tu-khiu chief Tu-men, the founder of the

eastern Turks, in the middle of the sixth century.* The Chineso

annals also record* that at the end of the second century after

Christ, the eastern capital of the Yueh-ti lay to the west of the

sandJ'
desert of Foe-ty at Lou-kiang-chi, which Klaproth places

near Khiva. To the north, the Yueh-ti country was bounded by

the territory of the Ju-ju, who appear to be one with the branch of

the White Huns, who were subsequently conquered by the Tu-khiu,

once their servants and iron-workers. The Yueh-ti had brought a

large tract of country under their sway and Po-lo (Bolor or Chitral)

some two hundred and ten leagues from the sands of Foe-ty

became their western capital. Some time after their king called

Kitolo (Katur) crossed the Hindu Kush (420 A. D.) and invaded

Sind and subdued five kingdoms to the north of Kan-to-lo (Gan-

dhdra). At this time the Yueh-ti used chariots drawn by two or
» Beinaud, J. A. S. Paris, 6th Ser., I., 430 : DeGuignes, Hist, des Huns II

IV., 326. ' Julien, J. A. S. Paris, 6th Ser,III., 325. ^ Klapioth'
Tabl. Hist., p. 99, 134 : B6musat, Nouv. Mel. Asiat., 1 , 223 : V. de St, Martin, Le*
Huns Wanes, ou Ephthalites, Paris, 1849: Kawlinsou's Seventh great Oriental
Monarchy, p. 294.
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four pair of oxen. Dvi.ring the time of the Goei dynasty (424-451

A. l)^) a. merchant came from the country of the great Yuph-,ti to

juhiiaa ,an4 taught the- Chinese the art of making coloured glass.

The Yueh-ti or Yue-tchi were now called Ye-tba«r Yi-ta, and their

power extended from Khoten to the Oxus and their principal town

was Bamian. Their country was called Ta-koue or the ' great

kingdom ' by the Chinese. Kitolo lelt his son at Peshawar, who

established there a separate kingdoni of the little Yueh-ti, whilst

the great Yijeh-ti still opcnpied Kabul. Still there are not want-

ing traces of the presence of the Huns in this part of the world.

Cpsnjas in 525 A. D. gives the name Hunnie to the country lying

betyifeen China apd the borders of Persia and the Roman Empire.

Pe calls the king of this country GoUas,^ who had at his disppsal

two thousand elephants and a numerous cav.alry, which show that

iGollas must have had possession in some flat country and con-

nections with India, Damodara^ Gupta records his victory over

the fierce army of western Hunas at Maushari in the previously

(juoted Aphsar inscription, and from DeGuignes we learn that

Soupharai or Sukha Rai, the Soucran (Sukha Ram) of Tillemont

and Sukhra of the Arabs, who was governor of Zabulistan, Ghazni

and Bost under the Sassanidan princes Balas and Kobad, defeated

the White Huns at Bikand about 490 A. D. Still we cannot accept

the conclusion of Reinaud and others that the Ephthalites were

one with the Yueh-ti. We acknowledge the proximity of the

Ephthalites in the countries west of the Kabul valley, where, ac-

pording to Prpcopius, they had been settled for a long time and

gome of them sought service as mercenaries in the Persian army,

and their chief may have become suzerain of the countries as far as

the Indus. But as remarked by Reinaud :

—

" On ne mieux comparer les vastes coutrees de la Tartarie sl cette epoque

qu'a une mer presque constamment en furie, et o4 les vagues ne font qne changer.

de place suivant le vent qui souffle
"

The fluns had no long lease of po>ver, for by the middle of

the sixth century, or twenty-five years after Cpsmas' relatipn, the

White Huns fell before the Tukhiu or eastern Turks.

• J. A. S. Paris, 6th Ser., I., 433 : GoUas must be the same as Anowai,

who ascended the throne in 520 A. D. and perished at the hands of Tuman.
• Antea, p. 425 : this battle will fall in 680-600 A. D. if we take 819 A. D. as

the initial date of the era, and in 4.")0-450 A. D if we take ie7 A, D. as the

initial date, and all indications show that the latter is the moie probssble d*tfc
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The Chinese pilgrims of whom accounts have come down -to

us in some detail afford us valuable aid in
Chinese travellerB. ...

ascertaining who were the occupants of the

trans-Indus country at this time. There are, however, certain diffi-

culties connected with the topography of the region traversed by

them which throw some doubt on the conclusions arrived at. For^-

tunately all of them—Fah Hian,' Sung Yun,^ and Hwen Thsang^—

•

visited the kingdom of Khie-pan-to bordering on Yaikaod. Fah

Hian calls it Kie-cha and Sung Yun calls it Han-pan-to. Hwen

Thsang on his return journey to China after crossing a mountain

range to the south of the valley of Po-mi-lo (Pamir) entered the

kingdom of Po-lo-lo celebrated for its gold washings, and after a

difficult journey of 500 li arrived at Khie-pan-to on the Sita river,

where lived a king of the China Suryadeva gotra, descended from

an ancestor born of the sun-god and a Chinese princess : hence the

family name. M. de St. Martin identifies the chief city of Khie-

pan-to with Kartchu on the Yarkand river. Fah Hian left Kartchu,

' in the midst of the Tsung-ling mountains,' on his journey from

China, and proceeding westwards for a month crossed those moun-

tains into northern India. He adhered to the incline of the same

mountains for fifteen days in a south-westerly direction and reached

the Indus (Sin-to), which he crossed and entered the country of

Ou-chang or Swat. Here the river of Gilgit is clearly intended

by the name ' Sinto,' for otherwise his statement is unintelligible.

Sung Yun left Han-pan-to also on his outward journey from China

and going west six days entered on the Tsung-ling mountains and

after three days reached the city of Kiueh-yu and after three days

more the Puh-ho-i mountains and then the kingdom of Poh-ho, to

the south of which lay the great snowy mountains. Thence in the

first decade of the 10th month (or two months after leaving

Han-pan-to) he arrived in the country of the Ye-tha in 519 A.D,
" They receive tribute from all surrounding nations on the south

as far as Tieh-lo (To-h of Fah Hian and Tha-li-lo of Hwen Thsang,

the modern Darel); on the north, the entire country of Lae-leh

(La-la, or it may be read Chih-leh) : eastward to Khoten and west to

Persia, more than forty countries in all." He then alludes to the

curious custom of the females wearing horns on their heads from

'Seal's Fah Hian, p. 14. * Ibid., p. 181. »Mem, II.,ao9. - -
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which drapery descended, and adds " these people are of all the

four tribes of barbarians the most powerfi;!. The majority of

them are unbelievers. Most of them worship false gods." Of

the country of Gandhara (Peshawar) he writes :
—

" It was formerly called Ye-po-lo. This is the country which the Ye-thas

destroyed and afterwards set up Lae-lih to be king over the country; since

which events two generations have passed. The disposition of this king was

cruel and vinilictive and he practised the most barbarous atrocities. He did

not believe the law of Baddha, but loved to worship demons. The people of

the couutry belonged entirely to the Brahtuan caste ; they had a great respect

for the law of Buddha and loved to read the sacred books, when suddenly this

king came into power who was strongly opposed to anything of the sort and

entirely self-reliant. Trusting to his own strength he had entered on a war

with the country of Ki-pin respecting the boundaries of their kingdom and his

. troops had already been engaged in it for three years."

Sung-yun attended the royal camp to present his credentials and was

very roughly received and when remonstrating with the king

said :
—" Tiie sovereign of the Ye-tha and also of Ou-chang when

they received our credentials did so respectfully." This would

clearly show that the king of Gandhara did not belong to the long

established section of the Ye-tha, and the Chinese traveller also styles

the subjects of the Gandhara king Si-khiang or ' western foreigners.'

According to Sung-Yun their conquest of Gandhara took place

only two generations previously, or say 470 A.D., and they were

in 520 A. D. at war with K4bul. Fah Hian^ refers to the

Yueh-ti conquest of Gandhara as having occurred ' in former

times,' and he wrote in 402 A.D., so that this clearly was

a different conquest from that mentioned by Sung Yun. Again,

the conquest by Kitolo must be' considered a third, and the

reigning prince of Gandhara in Sung-Yun's time probably belonged

to some other division of the little Yueh-ti, who were then at

war with the great Yueh-ti at K4bul.^ Chitral is moreover said

to have belonged to Akeou-khiang in the time of the Goei dynasty

(424-451 A.D.), so that we may consider the kingdom of Gandhsira

> Beal., I. c, p. 37. ' General Cunningham suggests that the Gujars

in Yaghistan and the plains are the representatives of the Kushan or Great
Yueh-ti. Yaghistan is the name given to the country inhabited by tribes

having independent Institutions on our north-west frontier. Captain Trotter

notes of these Gujars that they are said to be of Jat descent, though now Musal-

mans. They are termed by the Pathans Hiuoki, and are frequently met with in

the pastoral districts where they tend the flocks of the Pathans, who are lords of-

the soil. " They are said to be descendants of the aboriginal inhabitants of the

country." Kep. G.T, S, 1878-75, p. 26. Cunn. Aich. Bep., II., 72.
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in 520 A.D., as an independent offshoot of the little Yiieh-ti, whose

principal seat was in Chitr^j. The name Si-khiang is usnally

given to the Tibetans, and we know that the little Yueh-ti fled to

Tibet in the first century before Christ.

Bwen Thsang on his journey from China visited Tukhara and

then Bamian, where the people were zealous
Hwen Thsang. „ , „ - V, , , . ^ . • ,

,

Buddhists, lurtnereast in Kapisa in the

Kabul valley there was a Kshatriya king (630 A.D.). Lamghaa

and Nagaralidra were subject lo Kapisa as well as Pnrusha-

pura (Peshawar), the capital of Gandhara. This dynasty, however,

could not have lasted long, for Al Birtini, as we have seen, dis-

tinctly states that the dynasty which preceded the Hindu rulers of

Kabul was a Turkish one, and this can be no other than the

ruling family of the great Yueh-ti. Buddhism prevailed through-

out the whole valley of the K^bul river and in Sw4t, where

the spoken language, though somewhat different, resembled that of

India. The remains of numerous buildings existed which had been

destroyed by Mihirakula, Raja of Kashmir, about 500 A.D., were

seen by the Chinese traveller. Hwen Thsang then advanced as far as

the sources of the Swat river and afterwards passed along the Indus

into the country of Tha-li-lo (Darel), the former capital of Udydna

or Swat. Thence he visited Pol-u-lo,^ the modern Iskardo, where

the people spoke a different language. All these indications cor-

roborate the result of our previous investigations and show that an

Indian people speaking an Indian language formed during the first

seven centuries of the Christian era the main part of the population

along the whole length of the Kabul valley and along the Indus up to

Gilgit, where they were bounded by the Baltis on the east. W e shall

nowexamine thefew notices that occur in Arabian and Persian writers.

The writings of the earliest Musalmdn geographers^ show that

Kabul was divided between the dominant
Mnsalman historians. mi

Jurks and subject Hindus. Istakhri in

> There ia some diflSculty about this nameand there are apparently two plnces
that can answer to the name Bolor. According to Klaproth {Mag. As., \., 96),
Chitral was known as Bolor to the Chinese, and he notes that under the Hana
it belonged to Ou-tchha (Udyaua or Swat) and under the Goei (424-461 A D.),
it was the kingdom of Akeou-khiang, clearly sj Tibetan dynasty and perhaps
connected with (belittle Yiieh-ti : Cnnn. Arc Geogh., 83, and Progs. K. G. S., HI.
The Fou-ho of Suiig-Yun (Bcal, p. 183) would more nearly approach Chitral,
and this will also be the Po-lo of Klaprotb's authoiities quoted aC p. in.
' This paragraph is based upon Elliot, 11., i\2-4,i".
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.915 A.D. writes:—" Kabul has a castle celebrated for its

strengtli, accessible only by one road. In it there are Musalm^ns
and it has a town in which are infidels from flind." In this state-

ment he is followed by Ibn Haukul (942 A. D.), and his succes-

sors. Ibn Khallilian states that in the time of Yakdb-bin-Lais

Kabul was inhabited by a Turldsh tribe called Duraa, on which

Elliot remarks :—" It is possible that the term DurAa may have

a connection with ' darra 'a hill-pass (valley), and that allusion may
be made to the country north of Kabul, just in the same way as in

modern times, the inhabitants of these same tracts are styled in

Kabul, ' Kohistanis ' or hill-men." The first invasion recorded

was in the time of Abdullah, Governor of Irak, on the part of the

Khalif Usm4n (644 A.D.) He invaded Zaranj and Kish then

considered part of Indian territory and the tract between Ar-

rukhaj (Arachosia) and Dawar and in the latter country attacked

the idolaters in the mountain Ziir. Abdurrahman subsequently

advanced to Kabul about the year 661 A.D. and took prisoner

Kabul Shall, the ruler, who became a convert to Islam ; but we learn

" that the king of Kabul made an appeal to the warriors of India

and the Musalmdns were driven out of Kabul. He recovered all

the other conquered countries and advanced as far as Bust, but on

the approach of another Blusalman army, he submitted and engaged

to pay an annual tribute." In 683-4 the Kabulis refused to pay

tjhe annual tribute and their king was taken and killed. The

war was continued by the king's successor, who was again com-

pelled to yield submission to the Musalmans, but " whenever oppor-

tunity offered, renewed efforts were made by the Kabulis to re-

cover their lost independence." In 697-8 Ranbil'^ was chief

of Kabul and reduced the leader of a Musalman army who had in-

vaded his territory to such straits that he was compelled to purchase

his lelease. In 700-01 A.D., an avenging expedition under Abdur-

rahman was sent by the celebrated Hajjaj against K^bnl and was

Completely successful. The victor on his return was, however, coldly

received by his master because he did not remain and take perma-

nent occupation of the country. Exasperated at this, Abdurrah-

man made a treaty with the infidels and promised them freedom

from' tribute should he succeed in overthrowing his master, and on

. .
' This name is very variously given by different Writers, Zentil, Zeubil, Ratbyl,

Batpil, and Wilson makes ihe name Satnapala.
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the other hnnd the Kabul king agreed to afford him a refuge in

the event of failure. Hajjaj was victorious and Abdurrahman
committed suicide when his host was about to deliver him up to

the conqueror. Masudi and other writers make the name Ranbal a

dynastic royal title for the prince of Kabul and the territories be-

tween Hiiat and Kabul. When Al Mamiin was made governor

of Khur^s4n he captured Kabul and obliged the king to become a

Muhammadan. In 869-70 A.D., Yakub-bin-Lais took Kabul and

made its prince a prisoner. The king of Ar-Rukhaj was put to

death and its inhabitants were forced to embrace Islam. This con-

quest appears to have been more durable than any of the precedincr

ones, for we find the coins of Yakiib struck at Panjshir, to the

north-east of Kdbul in the years 874-75 A.D.

All the authorities quoted by Elliot.
Indians of Kabul.

, t^. , . , t^ , ,

except Al Biruni, makes Kanak the last

of the Katorman kings.

Al Biruni writes :
*

—

" Le Kaboul etait autrefois gouyerne par des princes de race turque;

on dit qu'ils dtaient originaires du Tibet. Le premier d'entre eux, qui se nom-

maic Barhtigin.* * le trone resta nu pouvoir de ses eufants pendant a pen pr^a

soixante generations. ** I'ordre de ces riignes etait ecrit sur une etoffe

de soie qui fut trouvee dans la furteresse de Nagark')t : j'aurais yivenient

desire pouvoir lire cet etrit : mais diffierentes circoustaiices m'en empechfirent.

An nombre de ces rois fat Kank j u'est celui qui a fonde le vihara de Peychaver

et dont le vihara porte le nom, * * le dernier roi de cette dynastie fut Laktouze-

man. Le prince avait pour vizir un brahmane nomme Kalar.** 11 s'empara

done du trone et eut pour successeur le brahnae Samanda. Celui-oi fut remplace

par Kamalava ;
puis viorent auccessivement Bhima, Jayapala, Anandapala et

NardBJanpala. Celui-ci monta, dit on, sur la trone I'an 412 de I'iiegire (1021

A. D.) Son fils Bhiniapala lui succeda au bout de cinq ans."

Kank can be no other than the Kanishka of the Turushka

dynasty of Kashmir. Elliot identifies Kalar with the Syalapati of

the buU-and-horseman type of coins found in the Kabul valley and

which bear Brahraanical emblems as those of their predecessors,

bore the elephant and lion, considered Buddhistic signs. The latter

in turn differed from the earlier Indo-Skythian coins. We cannot

further allude to the interesting results derivable from a study of

these coins beyond that they show that the Turkish dynasty had

• Fragments Arabes, p. l'<7; Dowson's Elliot, II., 10. » See Thomas'

Prinstp, 1., 330, and reiereuces.
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become thoroughly Indianised. In 961 A.D. Alptegin established

the Musalman dynasty of Ghazni and henceforth the Hindus were

the objects of bitter persecution, so that many became Musalmans

and others fled to the hills or to India. In the histories mention is

made of the services rendered to Mahmud of Ghazni by the Hindu

renegade Tilak, who is also said^ to have brought " all the Hindu

Kators and many outsiders" under the rule of Sultan Masud

(1032 A.D.) At the time of Timnr's expedition* against these

Kators (1408 A.D.) their country extended from the frontiers of

Kashmir to the mountains of Kabul and they possessed many towns

and villages. One of their large cities was called Shckal and an-

other Jorkal, which latter was the residence of the ruler. Timtir

approached the Kator country by the Klidwak pass from Indarab
;

to his right lay the Kators and to the left the pagan Siyah-Poshes.

He describes the former as a people who drink wine and eat swine's

flesh and who speak a language distinct from Turki, Persian, Hindi

and Kashmiri, and their chiefs were called Uda and Udashu or

Adalshu. Tinuir further adds that most of the inhabitants were

idolaters ; they were men of a powerful frame and light complexion

and were armed with arrows, swords and slings. In the time of

Baber the country of Kabul was occupied by many and various

tribes. He writes'' :

—

"Its Talleys and plains are inliabited by Turks, AimSks and Arabs. In tlie

city, and the greater part of the villages, the populaiiou consists of Tajiks.

Many others of the Tillages and districts are occupied by Pasbais, Farachis,

TajikB, Berekis and Afghans. In the hill-country to the west reside the

Hazdras and Nukderis. Among the Hazara and Nukderi tribes are sonae who
speak the Mughal language. In the hills to the northeast lies Kafiristdn and

such countries as Kator and Gebrek. To the south is Afghanistan. There are

eleven or twelve different languages spoken in Kabul ; Arabic, Persian, Tiirki,

Mughali, Hindi, Afghani, Pashai, Parachi, Geberi, Bereki and Lamghani."

The Paracha Musalmans of the Indus valley appear to represent

the Baniyas of the plains and have a dialect of their own.

Pashu is spoken in the vaiie}' of the Kunar river and Hindi will

probably represent the language of the Kafirs and people of

Kashkdra. In the reign of Jahaugir (161s^) the Sarkar of Pakli is

described as bounded on the north by the Kator country, on the south

by the Ghakkar country, on the east by the Kashmir mountains

iDowson's Elliot, II., 123, 13'. ' iiiJ,, III., 400, ^ Erskiue's
Baber, I., 221.
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and on the west by Attak-Ban^ras^ Pakli was traversed by
Jabdogir on his way to Kashmir and lay between the Indus and
tbe Kibhanganga. At this time, the country to the north was

known as Kator comprising Gilgit, Darel and Chitral.

From the preceding extracts we gather that Katura or Kator

,, , . , ,

.

was the name given to the reigning family
Modern inhabitants,

.
° b a j

in Kdbul for' many generations, and that

they were so Indianised as to be regarded as Hindus. They, more-

over, ruled over an Indian race inhabiting the country throughout

the highlands from Lamghan to Balti. We shall now turn to the

people inhabiting this region at the present day. We find three

great groups of tribes in this tract, the Kho division between the

Indus and the Hindu-kush, the Shins on the upper Indus and sur-

rounding all, Muhammadans of different races speaking Pushtu or

Persian or Turki. The Khos comprise the mass of the Chitral popu-

lation, the Siydh-Posh of Kdfiristan and the people of Lamghan and
represent tlie Khosas or Kliasas ofwhom we have heard so much.

The upper part of the Kashkara valley is called Ti'iri-kho, the middle

is known as Miil-kho and the lower as Lud-kiio and the lanojuaee

spoken is called Khawar, the Arniya of Dr. Leitner. These Khos

are the oldest inhabitants and are styled ' FaMr-mushkin* by

the ruling class. The latter are descended from the common an-

cestor of the governing family and are generally spoken of as Sdh

Sangallie, next to whom come the Zundre or Ronos and then the

Ashimadek or food-givers. As already mentioned the Khushwak-

tiya branch of the Katures reigns in Yassan and the Sah or Shah

Katdre branch in ChitrdLl. It would appear that the native rulers of

Gilgit, Iskardo and Kashmir were supplanted by Musalm4n adven-

turers in the fourteenth century and those of Kashkara by others

in the sixteenth century. The local tradition in Chitral is that

it was governed by ' a Rais who is said to have been of the

same family as the rulers of Gilgit before the introduclion of

Muhammadanism.' The last local ruler of Gilgit was the Ra Sri

Buddhadatta of the Sah-rais family and the old name of that

valley was Sargin. There is little doubt that in the name Sahrais we

have theSdh or Shah of Sah Katiire and a continuation to our own day

of the ' Sh&h ' in the inscriptions of Vasudeva and the Sahdnu-Sah of

inscriptions and legends. The members of the present ruling family
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are intruders and it is to the Eonos we must look for the repre-

sentative of the old princes. Major Biddulph^ tells us that :—
" The Ronos rank next to the ruling family in every country in which they

are found. The Wazirs are generally though not always chosen from amongst

the Rono families. They exist in small numbers in Nagar, Gilgit and Punyal,

gradually increasing in numbers as one travels westwards through Yassan,

Mastfij and Ohitr&l, in which places there are said to be altogether over 300

families. In Nagar and Yasaan they call themselves Hara and Haraiyo and in

Chitral, Zundra, but they all claim to be of the same stock. Some exist in

Wakhan and Sirikol, where they are called Khaibar-khatar, and in Shighnan, where

they are called Gaibalik-khatar."

The Sah Sangallie class in Chitr&l give their daughters to the

Eonos, ' who being descended from a former dynasty of rulers of

the country are regarded as of royal blood.' Surely in these we

have the representatives of the Yueh-ti rulers of Kashmir who

called themselves ' Korano^ on their coins, and of the Kator kings

of Kabul, the last of whom was displaced by his Brahman minis-

ter ; whilst the actual de-facto ruler of Kash-kdra retains the ancient

title of ' Sah Katlire.'

From Major Biddulph^ we learn that " the name ' D4rd ' is

not acknowledged by any section of the
Recent travellers.

,
• , ,

tribes to whom it has been so sweepingly

applied. In a single instance the term is applied by one tribe

to some of their neighbour." The correct name for the prin-

cipal tribe inhabiting Gilgit, Astor and the Indus valley is

Shin or Shing, possibly the Chinas of the Puranas. They have

pleasing features, hair usually black, but sometimes brown
complexion moderately fair : the shade being sometimes lio-ht

enough, but not always, to allow the red to shine througti ; eyes

brown or hazel and voice rough and harsh. Mr. Drew gives

the divisions which exist at the present day and which he says
' may be called castes, since they are kept up by rules more or less

stringent against the intermarriage of those who belono- to differ-

ent divisions.' With both Kho and Shin are found Gujars Kre-
mins and Doms. The last is a servile caste corresponding to the

Khasiya Doms in Kumaon and performing similar duties. The
habits and customs of both Khos and Shins and the language

epoken by them all show their Indian origin, though they have been
»

' Tribes of the Hindu-koosb, ' j). 84, 66. « IHd., p. 8, 166.
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for some centuries converts to Isldm. There is still one other

considerable section of the inhabitants of this region to be mentioned.

Their language betrays a Turanian origin and they call themselves

Biirisho or Wiirshik and are known to their neighbours as Yesh-

kun. They form the entire population of Hanza, Nagar and Pun-

yal, and nearly all the population of Yassan besides being numeri-

cally superior in Gilgit, Sai, Darel and Astor, and their language

is called by themselves Biirishki and by others Khajuna. Major

Biddulph^ rightly, we think, connects the iiame ' Bfirisha' with

' Purusha-pura,' the name of the capital of the Little Yueh-ti in the

•fifth century of our era.^

The Moollah who visited Chitral in 1874 saw three several

pagan Kafirs from various parts of Kafiristaii and describes their

appearance as so like the Chitrdlis both in features and dress and

in the way of arranging the hair of their faces that it would be im-

posible to distinguish them apart were it not for the fact that the

Kdfirs all wear a tuft of hair on the crown of the head like the

Hindus, and this, too, is only visible when they remove their head-t

dress.^ In 1841, Dr. Griffiths saw some of the Kafir inhabitants

of Kattar and describes them as a fine-bodied people and very

active and not very fair. The chiefs were much fairer than their

followers and in the expression of face and eyes, Aryan. Accord-

ing to Major Biddulph, the Siyah-Posh are separable into three

tribes conformable to the natural divisions of the country, the

Rum, Wai and Bush. The Rum-galis or Lum-galis border on

Laghm4n and K^bul and may probably be referred to the

Romakas of the Puranas. The Wai-galis inhabit the valleys ex-

tending south-east to the Kunar river at Chaghfin Sardi, and the

Bush-galis occupy the valleys to the north. They speak a language

having an Indian basis ; their principal deities are Imbra (Indra)

and Mani (Manu), and the men shave their heads in Indian fashion,

merely leaving the ordinary top-knot. The women of the Bash-

galis wear a curious head-dress consisting of a sort of black cap

with lappets and two horns about a foot long made of wood wrap-

ped round with cloth and fixed to the cap. This custom is noticed

by Hwui Seng* when writing of the Ye-tha country which was met

'/.fi. p. 38,160. " Antea, p. 42S. = Trotter's Beport, 1873-76, p. 26.

Seal's Fah-Hian, p. 186 : about 520 A.D.
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with on leaving Poh-ho : there the rojal ladies wore ' on their heads

a horn in length eight feet and more, three feet of its length being

red coral. As for the rest of the great ladies they all, in like man-

ner, cover their heads, using hoi-ns, from which hang down veils

all round like precious canopies. * * The majority of them are

unbelievers and most of them worship false gods.' Hweu Thsang

has^ a similar notice regarding the Tukhara country of Himatala,

the ruler of which was so friendly to the. Yueh-ti Turushkas of

Kashmir as to avenge their downfall.^

Taking into consideration the very different influences to which

the Khos of Kashkara and the Khasiyas of
Conclusiona. i- , j j.Kumaon have been subjected tor many cen-

turies, it is not curious that their habits and customs at the present

day should widely differ. The fortunes, too, of their rulers have

varied. Syalkot in the Punjab is supposed to have been founded

by Salivahan, whose son Rds41u was succeeded by Raja Hudi,

chief of the Syalas.^ The chiefs of Nagarkot or Kangra were

also closely connected with the Yueh-tis and Al Biruni mentions

that they possessed a genealogical tree of the Turkish rulers of

Kabul written on silk.* The chiefs of Lohara or Sahi, a petty hill

1 Mem. II., 197. " Antea,^.i^7. The following references will furnish

all the information known about these so-called ' Kafirs' :

—

Elphinstone, M.—Account of the kingdom of Cabul, II., 376-387 : London,
1842.

Burnes, 4.—Travels into Bukhara, II,, 210 ; London, 1834. J. A. S. Ben., II.,

306 : Vir., 325 : Cabool, p. 206, 218, 281.

Vigne, O. T.—Personal narrative of a visit to Guzni, Kabul and Afghanistan,

p. ii34 : London, 1840.

Masson, C.—Narrative of various journeys in Balochistan, Afghanistan and the
Panjab, I., 192 : London, 1842.

Wood, J.—Narrative of a journey to the source of the river Oxub in 1836-38,

p. 295; London, 1841.

Mohan Lai.—Siah-posh tribe. J. A S. Ben , II., 305.

Raverty, H. G.—Language of the Siah-posh Kafirs, J. A. S. Ben., XXIII., 269j
and Notes on Kafiiistau, Ibid. XXVIII., 317.

Trumpp, Dr.—Language of so-called Kafirs, J. R. A. S., XIX., 1.

Tanner, Col.—U. Proc. R. G. S., III., 278, 311, 498.

Biddulph, Afojor.—Tribes of the Hindu Koosh, p. 126: Calcutta, 1881.
Frinsep, J., I., 214, Thomas' edition

ErsHne, IT.— History of Baber, I., 221.

Trotter, Cap«.—Report G. T. Survey, 1873-75, p. 33 : Ibid., 1876,

Elliott, a:—Dowson's edition. III., 401, 407, 481.

Reinaud, M.—Fragments Ar,^bes et Peraanes, p. 135. M6m. Sar 1' Inde, p^.

70-83, 179.

Bimusat, A.—Nouveaux Melanges Asiatiques, I., 223.

Out of all these writers only Eiphinstone, Masson, Burnes, Trumpp and Bid-
dulph have seen Kafirs and no European has as yet entered their country.

'Cunn. Arch. Kep., II., 21 : J. A. S. Ben.,XXia., 80. *Cunn. Arch.
Eep. v., 156 ; antea, p. 433.
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state of the Gilgit or Sdrgin valley, who succeeded Didda on

the throne of Kashmir in the eleventh century, also claimed

descent from Sftlivahana, but were none the less Sahis of the

Turushka stock.' In A.D. 700, both the king of the Turks and

the king of K6,bul are said to have borne the same name, which

was also common to the kings of Kashmir.^ Unfortunately

this name comes to us in many guises, but if we accept the form

Eanbil as standing for Ratnapala we have another link in the

chain. Again the existence of a Surya-deva Raja, sprung from the

sun-god, and therefore of the solar-race, in the hill state^ of Khie-

pan-to (Sirikol) in the seventh century, shows the influence of

Indian ideas far beyond the limits assigned ordinarily to the

Indians themselves. We may now conclude that we have carefully

and fairly made out a connection between the dynasty ruliug west

of the Indus known as Katiires and the Kumaon Katjura,s and

between the people of Rumaon and the Knnets of Kunaor and the

Khos of Kashkara. We find, wherever the Khasas occur, the Doms
live with them as their servitors and recognize in these Doms the

descendants of the Dasas of the Vedas, inhabitants of Upper India

even before either Nagas or Khasas appeared. The time has passed

for attributing to the small immigration of the Aryans that has

given us the Vedas, the origin of all the races who are to-day

assumed to be of Aryan blood and even for holding that all so-called

Rajputs are of Aryan descent. Many of our Rajput clans can be

traced back to Baktrians, Parthians andSkythians when the facts now

fast accumulating are closely examined. We have seen already how

the Aryan writers themselves acknowledge that in many cases all

the castes have a common origin. Many of the purer race did not

accept the advanced ideas of their priest-led brethren and are

accordingly contemptuously classed amongst the outcasts because

'they knew no Brahmans.' The Aryan immigrants themselves

found on their arrival in India that other members of their race

had preceded them. These from admixture with the so-called

aborigines had degenerated from the primitive type in customs and

perhaps also in features. Their religion also was affected by this

union for, as we shall see hereafter, the Pasupati cult had its origin

amongst the non-Brahmanical tribes, and from this sprang the

»Troyer's R. T,, VI., 367: YU., 1283. « Cunn. Arch. Rep., II., 74.
' Mem. 1.
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terrible forms of Siva which have taken such hold in comparatively

modern times of the popular religious thought of India. The in-

fluence of the Vaidik Aryans is better shown in the language and

literature of modern India and the modifications of the physical

characteristics of the various tribes with which they have come ia

contact. Professor Huxley, as quoted by a recent writer, says,

" the Indo-Aryans have been in the main absorbed into the pre-

existing population, leaving as evidence of their immigration an

extensive modifioation of the physical characters of the population,

a language and a literature."

^' We may, therefore, assume for the Khasiyas an Aryan descent

in the widest sense of that term much modified by local influences,

but whether they are to be attributed to the Vaidik immigration

itself or to an earlier or later movement of tribes having a simi-

lar oriorin, there is little to show. It is probable, however, that

they belong to a nation which has left its name in various parts of

the Himalaya, and that they are one in origin with the tribes of

the western Himalaya whom we have noticed. This nation in

Khos a,>d Khpsas are Course of time and chiefiy from political

sprung from one race. causes and the intrusion of other tribes was

broken up into a number of separate peoples, some of whom have

become Muhammadans, others Buddhists and others again, as in

these hills where the facility of communication with the plains

and the existence of the sacred shrines in their midst rendered

the people peculiarly open to Brahmanical influence, became

Hindiis in religion, customs and speech. 'As we approach the

Aryan ethnical frontier in the Himalaya to the west, Turks, Tatars,

Iranians, and Aryans professing the three great religions meet and

as we near the ethnical frontier in the east, Tibetans and Hindiis

are found together in the debateable ground, as we may call Nepal.

Further east Tibetans alone prevail until we get to the shading off

between them and the nionosyllable-tongued Indo-Chinese tribes

in farthest Asam. Whatever may have been their origin, the

Khasiyas have forgotten it and influenced by modern fashion have

sought to identify themselves with the dominant Hindu races as

the Hindu converted to Islam and called Shaikh seeks to be known

as a Sayyid when he becomes well-to-do in the world. In this

respect the Khasiyas do not differ from any other hill tribe brought
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under Brahmanical inflaence. All see that honour, wealth and power

are the hereditary dues of the castes officially established by the

authors of the Manava Dharina-s4stras and seek to connect them-

selves with some higher than their own. Eyen at the present day,

the close observer may see the working of those laws which have

in the course of centuries transmuted a so-called aboriginal hill-

race into good Hindiis. 'A prosperous Kumdon Dom stone-mason

can command a wife from the lower Rajput Khasiyas, and a success-

ful Khasiya can buy a wife from a descendant of a family of pure

plains' pedigree. Year by year the people are becoming more

orthodox in their religious observances and the fanes of the dii minores

are becoming somewhat neglected. What little historical records

exist show us great waves of invasion and conquest over all Upper

India from the earliest times and bitter dynastic and religions

struggles. The many different tribes who joined in these wars

have not been superimposed without disturbance one on the other

like deposits of inorganic matter, so as to enable us like the geolo-

gist at once to declare the order of their coming from their ascer-

tained position, but rather they are in the position of a range of

mountains full of faults, inversions and folds. Following out this

simile the earliest inhabitants had to receive conqueror after con-

queror, and accommodate themselves to the deposit left behind, by

being crumpled up so as to occupy less space or by being cracked

across so as to allow some parts to be pushed above others. We
find that this is what must have taken place. In some cases the

intruding power was strong enough to absorb or to enslave the

conquered race, in other cases these have been pushed onwards

from their original seats, and again in other cases they have been

divided into two. From Tibet on the north and the plains on the

south intruders have wedged themselves in or been superimposed

on the Khasij'a race, chemically assimilating as it were the sub-

ject race in places by intermarriage and in others showing a

purely mechanical admixture. For these reasons it is impossibl©

to trace any unbroken direct connection between the Katiires and

Khos of Kashkara and the Katyuras and Khasas of Kumaon, but

the affinity is none the less established on as good grounds as any

other question connected with early Indian history and may b&

accepted until other and better evidence comes to hght.
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History— (contd.).

CONTENTS.
Early history from local soarces. Garhwal Eajaa. Hwen Thsang. Brah-

mapura. Tradition regarding Lakhanpur. The golden land. The colonisatioa

of Juhar. The Amazonian Isingdom. Tibet from Chinese sources. GoTisana.

Annihilation of Buddhism. Sanlcara Achsrya. Sankara in Nepal. Katytiris or
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of Kajas. B'acslmiie of one of the plates. The Kumaoa and Pi,la plates. Loca-

lities. Countries conquered. Bhagalpur plate. Tibetan records. Sarnath inscrip-

tion. Fala dates. Decline of the Katyuris.

In the tract stretching along the foot of the hills from the

Early history from local Sarda to the Ganges and thence through
sources.

^j^g Y)^^^^ j.^ j.jjg jmjma we have traces of

an ancient civilisation all record of which has vanished. In tha

Tarai in the depth of what appears to be primeval forest are

found solidly-built temples containing stones richly carved and

ornamented nnd surrounded by ancient plantations of mango
and other fruit trees. The modern town of Ramnagar has been

built from materials derived from the ruins at Dhikuli, a little

higher up on the right bank of the Kosi river and which once,

it is said, under the name of Vairat-patan or Viratnagar,^ was

the capital of a Pandava kingdom subordinate to that of In- '

draprastha long before the name Katyuri was heard of. The

numerous remains of tanks and scattered buildings are also

attributed in popular tradition to the ' Panduh log.'' Further west

at Panduwala near the Lildhang chauki are the remains of an

ancient town and temples of which many of the finer carvings

have been taken away to Gwalior and Jaipur. At Lrini Sot also

we have some fine stone- work and eight miles to the west near

the ruined village of Mandhal in the Chandi Pahar some six miles

east of Hardwar are the remains of an old temple containing some

* This must not be confounded with the Bairat in which the Pandavas resided
during their exile, although the Kumaonis hare transferred the whole epic to
their own hills, making the Lohughat valley the site of Kurukshetra : for the
true Bairit, see Arch. Bep., II., 246, and VI., 91.
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good carvings in a high state of preservation.* They represent

both Buddhist and Brahmanical subjects : amongst the former the

tree and deer found on the coins of Krananda that have been dis-

covered at Bahat in the Saharanpur district and amongst the

latter the bull of Siva and the image of Ganesha. There is also

a representation of the Trim^rtti or triune combination of Brahma,

Vishnu and Siva which seems to be common amongst these monu-

ments and which doubtless belongs to the later development of

Hinduism, Numerous mango groves and the remains of tanks are

also found amid the forest along the foot of the inner range in the

Ddn, similar in all respects to those found in the Tar^i. If to

these material evidences of an early civilisation we add the testi-

mony of local tradition and those scraps of general tradition float-

ing amidst the stories recorded by the early historians, we may

safely assert that at a very early period the country along the foot

of the hills supported a considernble population living in towns,

the remains of which show a fair advance in the arts of civilisation.

Amongst the general traditions regarding these hills we have seen

that the legend connecting the Saka king and founder of the 8aka

era with Kumaon has no support from established facts. The

local collections of legends regarding the places of pilgrimage in

Kumaon and Garhwal afford us no aid for their political history.

All the information before us would lead us to conclude that the

name ' Kumaon' cannot have attained to any significance before

the fifteenth ceutury. Indeed it was not until the reign of Eudra

Chand, in the time of Akbar, that much was known to the Musal-

man historians concerning these hills, and it is in the writings of the

Musalman historians of that period that we find the name first applied

to the hill country now known as Kumaon and Garhwal and that the

stories regarding its early importance first find currency. Whatever

historical truth these stories contain must be connected with western

Kumaon and Garhwal, both of which can boast of a fairly ascertained

history far exceeding in antiquity anything that can be assigned to

the tract which apparently originally received the name Kumaon.

> See General Cunningham's notes on the ruins of Moradhraja's fort six
miles north-east ot Najibabad, containing Buddhist remains, and on those called
Cliatarbl.uj in the very heart of the Tarai midway between Rampur and Naini
Tal and about six miles to the east of the high road. The ruins lie to the east

bf the villages of Maholi and Dalptir and between the Janar Nadi and thfe

Kakrola Nadi nnd extend over several miles. The remains of a fort, tank and
wells arcTisiWe. Arch. Uep.; II., 238. See also J. A.S.Ben., XXXVI., i., 164.
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Baja of GarhwAl.

Oar first step, therefore, is to ascertain what is known concern-

ing the early history of Garhwal and

western Kumaon, and for this purpose, how-

jev'er dry the task, may be, we must collate and compare the lists.

of the rulers of Garhwal, for beyond these bare lists we have no

written records whatsoever relating to its hiistory. One of the

earliest of these lists is that obtained by Captain Hardwicke in

1796 through Pradhuman Sah, then reigning at Siinagar and

published by him in his ' Narrative of a Journey to Srinagar^ in

the first volume of the Asiatic Researches :—
1.

—

Hardwicke's list of Garhwal Rnjos.
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in an old report on Grarhw^l. It gives several details which are not

found in the other lists :

—

2 —Becketit list of Rajas of Garhwdl.

u
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resembles in many respects the tradition regarding Som Chand in

Kumaon, mentioned liereafter. A third list is given byMr. Williams

and differs in some respect from Mr. Beckett's list :

—

3.— Williams' list of Garhwdl Rajas}

1.
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official records. All accounts concur in stuting that Ajaya Pal was ;

the first who attempted to reduce the independent Khasiya rajas,

under his sway, and, as we shall show hereafter, he cannot be ;

placed earlier than 1858-70 A D, The above are the very few

dates that we have been able to establish by corroborative evidencBj-

and though every possible source has been carefully examined no

better result has been obtained. Taking the twenty-six reigns

before Sona Pala and allowing them the long average of fifteen

years to each reign, we cannot place the Bhagwan Pala of the fourth

list earlier than the first quarter of the ninth century. But then

it can be urged that these lists as they stand do not give the entire

succession, but only such members of the dynasty as made them-

selves remarkable, a not unusual feature in Indian genealogical

lists. Al-Biriini, writing in the eleventh century, remarks :
—

" Les

Indiens attachent pen d'importance al'ordre des faits ; ils negligent

de r^diger la ohronique des r^gnes de leiirs rois. Quand ils sont

embarrasses, ils parlent au hasard." The earlier names, too, differ

so considerably in these and other lists which have been consulted

that no other theory is possible to account for such contradictions

as the existence of Kanak Pala at the head of one and Bhagwan

Pala at the head of another. By adopting this explanation there

is no necessity for placing the reign of Bhagwan Pala in the ninth

centarv. Setting aside Hardwicke's list, an examination of the

remainder shows a remarkable agreement in certain noteworthy

names. No. 2 has fifth in descent Sigal Pala, who is the Bhakti

Pala of No.3 and apparently the Suratha Pala of No. 4, The Sali

Pala of No. 2 is the same as the Salivahan Pala of No. 3 and No. 4.

If we turn to the pedigrees of the Doti and Askot families given

hereafter and which are of undoiibted local origin, we find a remark-

able coincidence amongst the earlier names. The first two of the

Doti list are Salivahana-deva and Shaktiv6hana-deva, and the first-

on the Askot list is Salivahana-deva followed by a Saka-deva as

sixth and afterwards by a Vikramaditya and a Bhoja. All that we

may suo'o'est regarding the occurrence of the latter names in the

lists is that the lists correctly give the sequence of these celebrated

names, first a Saka Salivahan, then a Vikramaditya and then a

Bhoja. These names have apparently been interpolated by the

later editors of the lists, the bards of the houses- of Garhwal, Doti
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and Askot to lend lustre to the ancestry of their patrons, and cer-

tainly need not be accepted as members of the family in the regu-

lar succession. Even granting that these names are interpolations,

there is much deserving of notice in the minor names of the list.

The word 'SigaF in Sigal Pala recals the name of Sigal, the chief

city of the Saka-Skythiaa district of Sakastene. Sdlivahan is a sy-

nonym of the Saka prince who founded the Saka era, called also

Sakaditya, SaliPala, Shaktivdhana in these lists. Kank, the epony-

mous founder in the second list, is none other than Kanishka and

is also said to have come from Gujrdt, where we have recorded evi-

dence of an Indo-Skythian rule in the Kshatrapa and the so-called

'S4h' dynasty, and where we have a Khosa race to the present day.

In the Suratha Pal of the fourth list we have also a reference to

Surashtra, the old name of the peninsula of Gujrilt. Now we cannot

imagine that all these coincidences are accidental and would point

out that a true historical connection with the old Indo-Skythian

dynasty underlies the occurrence of these names in the lists, and we
believe that very many of the so-called Rajput houses have a simi-

lar origin, notably the hill dynasties and the Baisa in the plains.

Havingfairly established a connection between thelndo-Skythians

and the local dynasties and beariag in
Local traditions. • i ,i , x i • .1 • /- , ,, ,mmd that Joshimathia Garhwal was the

first acknowledged seat of the Katyuri dynasty of Kumaon, we

shall apply this knowledge to the local traditions. Legendary tales

in the south of India state that Salivahana came from Ayodhya;

the Askot chronicles give the same origin, but Mrityunjaya assigns

him to Pratishthana on the Godavari. The accord between the

Askot and south Indian traditions betrays the influence of the

Mysore preachers and teachers whose representatives to' the pre^

sent day hold all the chief officers at Kedarnath and Badrinath,

and it is doubtless to their influence is due the remodelling of the

local lists. Locally Salivahana was the avenger of the defeat of,

his tribesman Sakadatta or Sakwanti, the first conqueror of Dehli,

and, as he was the greatest name in the national lists, he has been in-

troduced into all the local lists, being in fact suzerain as well.

J^either then nor now could any powerful monarch have his seat

of government in the Garhwal or Kumaon hills, though the lord

paramount of those districts, like the British of to-day, may have

57
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held considerable possessions in the plains. The successors of S&-

liv&han, whether of his family or not we have no means for decid-

ing, are reported to have occupied Indraprastha and the hill-coun-

try to its north for several generations, for the Rdja-tarangani states

that Indraprastha after the conquest ceased to be the abode of

royalty for nearly eight centuries. " Princes from the SiwMik or

northern hills held it during this time and it long continued deso-

late until the Tuars." General Cunningham looks on the date

736 A. D. for the rebuilding of Dehli by Anang Pal Tomdr " as

being established on grounds that are more than usually firm for

Indian history." He also accepts the statement that Indraprastha

remained desolate for many centuries after the Saka invasion, and

it seems better to retain the indigenous tradition here than to start

theories for which we have no foundation in fact. But even for

this 'dark age' there are a few statements which throw some light

on its history. Firishta^ tells us that Jaichand left an infant son

who succeeded him and who would have ruled in his stead had not

his uncle Dihlu deposed him and with the aid of the nobles ascend-

ed the throne. " This prince as famous for his justice as for his

valour devoted his time to the good of his subjects and built the

city of Dehli. After having reigned only four years, Phur (Porus),

a Kaja of Kumaon, collecting a considerable force, attacked

Dihlu, took him prisoner and sent him in confinement to Rohtas,

himself occupying the empire. Eaja Phur pushed on his conquest

through Bang as far as the western ocean, and having collected

a great army refused to pay tribute to the kings of Persia. The

Brahmanical and other historians are agreed that Phur marched

his army to the frontier of India in order to oppose Alexander,

on which occasion Phiir lost his life in battle after having

reigned seventy-three years." The Greeks found Porus between the

Hydaspes and the Akesines and a nephew of Porus in the next

dudb. We may accept the suggestion that they were both Paura-

vas or descendants of Puru, for Plutarch makes Gegasius the pro-

genitor of Phur, and he may be identified with Yayati.^ We have

another Porus, however, in the king alreafly referred to, who sent

an embassy to Augustus in B.C. 22—20, and this date would agree

better with the time given in the local legend of Raja Phur. We Lave

i Bcigss' ed., Ixxiii, ' Cuds Arch. Bep., U., 17.
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already suggested on other grounds that this Porus may have been

an Indo-Skythian or Parthian, and here he is connected with Ku-

maon, of which he may have been suzerain. In another passage*

Tirishta tells us that Rdmdeo Rathor between the years 440 and

470 A.D. was opposed in his conquests by the Raja of " Kumaon,

who inherited his country and his crown from a long line of ances-

tors that had ruled upwards of 2,000 years. A sanguinary battle

took place which lasted during the whole of one day, from sunrisa

to sunset, wherein many thousands were slain on both sides, till, at

length, the Baja of Kumaon was defeated with the loss of all his

elephants and treasure and fled to the hills." The Raja of Kumaon
was compelled to give his daughter in marriage to the conqueror.

There is nothing to add to this statement but that it corroborates

the other tradition that princes from the Siwdlik hills held soma

authority in the upper Duab between the Saka conquest and

the arrival of the Tomars. That Indraprastha was not entirely

desolate during the period is shown by the inscription of Raja

Dhdva on the iron pillar* at Dehli which Prinsep from tha

form of the letters would assign to the third or fourth cen-

tury, A. D.

Between the date of the Saka conquest of Indraprastha and tha

advent ofthe Chinese traveller Hwen Thsang,

all that we can say regarding the history of

these hills is that the country appears to have been divided amongst

a number of petty princes, of whom sometimes one and sometimes

another claimed paramount sway over the remainder. The chief

of the Bhilang valley at one time enjoyed the greatest prestige and

again a dynasty whose principal seat was in the Alaknanda valley

near Joshimath. The Chinese Buddhist pilgrims Fah Hian, Hwui

Seng andSimg Yun, whose travels have been translated by Mr,

Beal, did not visit Kumaon, and we have to refer to the works of

Hwen Thsang for our only information from this source on this

period.' In 634 A. D. Hwen Thsang proceeded from Thanesar to

Srnghna in the Sahdranpur district,* and thence across the Ganges to

'Briggs, /. c. p. Ixxvil: Dowson's Elliot, V., 561. ' J. A. S., Ben.,

1839, p, 629: Thomas' Prinsep, I., 319.
_

' For this purpose we have the
Memoirea »ur les Contries Occidentahspar f/iouen-TAsan^, translated by M.Stanislas
Julien, 2 toIs., Paris, 1867 i

and Higwire de la vie de Hioutn-Thsang par HoeX-li,

translated by the same, Faris, 1863. Also Cunningham's ralnable commeatary
in his Ancient Geography of India, Loudon, 1871. *Gm., XI., iiiS.
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Mad&war in the Bijnor district.^ He then describes Mayiira or MdjA •

pnra close to Hardwiir and his journey to Po-lo-ki-mo-pou-lo or Brah^

mapura, which lay 300 li or 50 miles to the north of Mad^war.

General Cunriigham writes :
—" The northern direction is certainly

erroneous, as it would have carried the pilgrim across the Gangea

and back again into Srughna. We must therefore read north-east, in

which direction lie the districts of GarhwSl and Kumaon that once

formed the famous kingdom of the KatyAri dynasty. That this is the

country intended by the pilgrim is proved by the fact that it pro-

duced copper, which must refer to the well-known copper mines of

Dhanpur and Pokhri in Garhwdl, which have been worked from an

early date." The Mimoires^ describe the kingdom of Brahmapura aa

4,000 lior 666 miles "in circuit surrounded on all sides by mountains.

The capital is small, but the inhabitants are numerous and pros-

perous. The soil i» fertile and seed-time and harvest occur at regular

seasons. Copper and rock-crystal are produced here. The climate

is slightly cold and the people are rough in their manners ; a few

devote themselves to literature, but the greater number prefer the

pursuit of commerce. Tne inhabitants are naturally uncultivated,

and there are followers of both the Buddhist and Brahmanical

faiths. There are five monasteries within which reside a few

monks and there are some dozen temples of the gods. The

followers of the different Brahmanical sects dwell together without

distinction. To the north of this kingdom in the midst of the

great snowy mountains is the kingdom of Sou-fa-la-na-kiu-ta-lo or

Suvamagotra where gold of a superior quality is procured and

hence its name. From east to west this kingdom has its greatesti

extension, but from north to south it is narrow. For many cen-

turies the ruler has been a woman, and hence it is called the ' King-,

dom of the queens.' The husband of the reigning sovereign has the

title of king,but does not meddle in aflPairs of state. The men occupy

themselves with war and husbandry. The soil is fertile and is favour-

able to the growth of a poor kind of barley, and the people rear large

numbers of sheep and ponies. The climate is icy-cold and the in-

habitants are abrupt and turbulent in their manners. This country

touches on the east the country of the Tibetans, on the north is the

country of Khoten and on the west is San-po-ho or Sampaha {?)"

lGaz,V. '1,221: Voy.da Pel^ll.,ZZl,, Vie,f.l\Q.
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General Cunningham writes :
—" The ancient capital of the

„ ,
Katyuri Eajas was at Lakhanpur or Vairfit-

Brahmapura. ''

i m- .

pattan on the Bamganga river about 80

miles in a direct line from MadAwar. If we might take the mea-

surement from Kot-dwdra, at the foot of the hills on the north-

eastern frontier of Maddwar, the distance* would agree with the

50 miles recorded by Hwen Thsang. It occurs to me, how-

ever, as a much more probable explanation of the discrepancy

in the recorded bearing and distsince that they most probably

refer to Govisana, the next place visited by Hwen Thsang, from

which Bairdt lies exactly 50 miles due north." General Cunning-

ham also refers to the position of Lakhaupur, in a valley only

3,339 feet above the level of the sea and to the ^fact that the

country around is still fertile and allows of two crops being col-

lected during the year as further corroborating his identifica-

tion of Lakhanpur with Brahmapura. M. Vivien de St. Martin

assigns Brahmapura to Srinagar in Garhw&l, which however

was of no importance until the present town was built in the

early part of the seventeenth century. Others have suggested

that the extensive ruins near Barhepura,* about twelve miles to

the north-east of Najibabad in the Bijnor district, mark the

site of Brahmapura ; but this conjecture,''apparently based on

the similarity in sound of the two names, would conflict too

ranch with the precise assignment of Hwen Thsang. The Chinese

traveller has shown himself so accurate in the great majority

of his statements that it would be contrary to all correct prin-

ciples of interpretation to reject his distinct assertions before

it is shown that they are incapable of any reasonable explanation.

Such is very far from being the case in this instance, for in

Barahat in the valley of the Bhagirathi in independent Garhw41

we have an ancient and well-known site almost exactly fifty ]^miles

due north of Hardw&r, and which in climate, products and position

both with regard to Maddwar and Suvarnagotra agrees with the

description of Hwen Thsang. Bdrahdt was the^seat of an old

dynasty and contains numerous remains of temples and other

buildings. The inscription on the trisUl of Aneka Malla written

in the twelfth century and which still stands near^ the temple of

Sukha shows that at that time it was a place of some importance.
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The remains now existing* are chiefly found to the north-west of

the river at the foot of a high hill where there is a level piece of

ground. Temples, places of pilgrimage, holy pools and sacred

streams abound, for this place was on the direct route to Gangotri.

In support of this identification we may remerk that the distance

to Govisana, the next place visited, is measured from Maddwar, to

which place Hwen Thsang must have returned in order to reach

Govisana from B4rahat, whilst if he proceeded from Lakhanpur

his road would have lain across the watershed into the Kosi

valley.

It has been suggested, as we have seen, that the ancient name

Tradition regarding of Lakhanpur was Bair&t, but the weight
*"^"'^'

of local testimony connects this name with

the ruins near Dhikuli on the Kosi. That Lakhanpur was an ancient

residence of the Katydris cannot be disputed, but the statement

that it was their home in the seventh century is open to grave objec-

tions. An old verse embodies the popular tradition regarding its

origin :—

»

' Aian md kd bdsan wd hd linhdaan wd kd

Wd kd Bribma wd kd Lakhanpur.'

Now the pedigrees of the Doti, Askot and Pali Katyuris all

mention the names of Asanti Deva and B^santi Deva, and in

the last these names head the list. In the Doti list, six names

intervene between Basanti and Gauranga, the second name of the

Pali list, and in the Askot list seven names intervene, but whether

we are to assign these names to diflFerent persons of the same family,

as is more probable, or to the same persons, the Pali list in this

case retaining only the more remarkable names, there is nothing

to show. Assuming that the names belong to different persons,

then the Pali family must have branched off immediately after

B&santi Deviv. In the genealogical table of this branch from

Asanti downwards given hereafter we have one Sdranga Deo,

tenth in descent, and again one Saranga Gosain, fifteenth in

decent, who settled at Tdmadhann in Ohaukot. On the image of

the household deity in the family temple at T^m^dhaun we have

• Barab&t sufFered mnch by the great earthquake of ISOS, in which all the
buildings were materially injured and many were completely buried in the
ground. It is said that two t '> three hundred people perished, and since then
few of the houses or temples bare been restored : &a. Kes., XI., 47(iw
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nn inscription recording the name Saranga Deo, and the date

1420 A.D. which if referred to the first Sdranga Deo will place

the Asanti Deva in 1290 A.D. by following an average of thirteen

years to each reign, and if referred to the second Saranga Gosdin

•will place Asanti Deva in 1225 A.D. Taking the Doti list there are

eighteen reigns between Asanti Deva and the "contemporary of

Ratan Ghand, Eainka Arjuna Sdhi, who lived in 1462 A.D. If

we strike out some twenty years on account of the disturbance in

the succession which must have shortened the length of the reigns

as well as for the unexpired portion of Arjuna Sahi's reign, an

application of the same calculation gives us 1228 A.D. for Asanti

Deva. We may, therefore, fairly conclude that according to local

tradition Lakhanpur was founded as late as the beginning of the

thirteenth century.

The kingdom of Suvarna-kntula, or Suvarna-gotra as ren-

„^ „ , 3
dered by M. Julien, must have Iain to the

The golden land.
;; „ .

north from Ganai in the valley of the

Gauri (Gori) if mo adhere to Lakhanpur as the site to be

identified with Brahmapura or across the passes in Tibet if we
make B^rabat the Brahmapura of our traveller, and that the latter

is the correct interpretation will be shown conclusively hereafter.

There is no doubt that the valley of the Gori in Juliar in

which Milam is situate has at the present day a considerable

population and commands a large trade with Tibet ; but in former

times the valley of the Alaknanda was the more populous of the

two, for Josliimath claims to have been tho earliest seat of the

Katydris, an honour to which Juhar cannot aspire. The Jubar tradi-

tion, however, is interesting in itself, despite the fabulous details with

which it is embellished and doubtless contains a residuum of

fact. In any case it is all that the people have to say about

themselves, and on this account alone is worth preserving ; and as it

is supposed to relate to this very period, we may introduce it here

and as nearly as possible in the words of the narrator :—
Story of the coloniiatiim of Juhdr,

•' Jibar or Jiwar is the old name of Juh§r, and long before the present race of

men came into Ihe world there were two princes (principalities ?) in Juh&r

called Haldnwa snd I'ingaluwa. Tho former extended from the snows to Mapa

and the latter from Mapa to Laspa. The people of these countries are said to

have been covered with hair even to their tongues. There was no pass open at
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that time to Hnndes. High up on the cliffs near the source of the Gori glacier

lived a huge bird (piru), whose wings when extended were ab'e to cover

the valley at Mapa and who lived on human beings. The bird fed on the

hapless inhabitants of Halduwa and Fingaluwa until but a few families

remained. Sakya Lama liv^ed at this time in a great cave near Laphkhel.*

Every morning the Lama used to leave his cave and come to Laphkhel, where he

used to sit all day at his devotions, flying' back at night to his cave. There was

at that time in the service of the Lama a man to whom the Lama wished to do

service and he called the man to him and said :
—

' Go across the snowy mountains

to the south and you will find a place called Juhar, where the piru has eaten up

Halduwa and Pingaluwa, who lived there. I will give thee a bow and arrow

with which thou shalt fight the puru and kill it
;
go, take possession of and colo-

nise Jnhar.' The man answered and said :
—

' Thy servant will obey the voice

of his master, but he knoweth not the way and who shall guide him.' The Lama
said :— 'Fear not, I will provide thee a gnide,but take care that thou leave him not.

Whatever shape he may assume, follow on and fear not; remember that he is thy

guide.' The man and the guide set out together, and after a short time the guide

took the form of a dog and the place was called after him Kingri.' The man
followed the dog and it became a stag, hence the name Dol-dunga ; then the stag

became a bear and the place was called Topi-dunga; and again a camel, hence the

name Unta-dhura : then a tiger, hence the name Dung-udiyar; and finally a hare^

which lost itself in Pingaluwa's country at Samgaon,

On looking about him the man saw nothing but the bones of the people who
had been eaten by the puru, and becoming alarmed fled and took refuge in a house

which he found near. Here he found a very old woman covered with hair, and

he inquired of her who she was and how the country had become desolate. She

told him that she was the last surviving inhabitant of Pingaluwa and Halduwa's

country and added :
—

' I have remained for the puru's food to-day and you have

come to give him his dinner for to morrow : well done of you.' The man then

told her the story of his master the Lama and showed her his bow and arrows and

asked her what were the capabilities of the country. She told him that it pro-

pduccd ua (^Hordeum caleste) and phdphar (^Fagopyrum tataricum), that there were

plenty of houses but no salt, and that they could not get to Hundes, where salt was

to be had for the asking for it. Whilst thus engaged in conversation he suddenly

heard a great whirr of wings and the bird appeared and seized the old woman
and eat her np, Nothing daunted the man seized his bow and shot liis arrows

until he killed the bird. Then he lighted a fire and said to himself:—•' I shall go

back to the Lama and get some salt. I am pleased with this place, and this shall

be a sign to me that if the valley is intended for me this fire shall not go out

until I return, and if the valley is not to be mine then the fire shall die out.' So

saying he returned to the Lama by the way which he had come and told the

Lama all that had befallen him. He found his old guide at Laphkhel in his

' At the foot of the Balchha-dhura pass. ' The power of flying was
one of the six essential attributes of the sacred Lamas. ' A peak to the
east of the Chidamu or Kyungar encamplng-grotmd is still called Eingribingri
(Jtxng=ak dog). Dol-dunga at the confluence of the Dol and Lanka (^Uol=jarau
tsSusa aristoielis). Topi-dunga on the left bank of the Lanka (lopi=a. bear).
Unfa or TTta-dhura is the pass above Milam. -Dunga is at the foot of the pass
and Samgaon is Sbamgang on the way to Milam.
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proper shape and then asked theLama for salt. ' The Lama said :
—

' There is plenty

of salt in Hundcs. but I will pro luce it for you here.' The Latni then took salt

and sowed it over the land like grain and promised that the supply should be sufiS-

cjent for he entire wants of the new settlement. Having thm spoken the Lama
flew away to his cave and was never seen again, and to the present day the herb-

ajfe here is so saturated with salt that there is fuffioieut for the Bhotiya flocks.

The people still say that this salt is one of Sakya's gifts, and when Buddhist

priests visit the valley they ask for alms in the name of Sakya who gave the

peuple salt.

When Sakya Lama flew away hia servant returned to Juhar and there he'

found his fire still alight and accepting tlie omen resolved to remain in the val-

ley. He co'Iected a number of people called Sokas and established them near_

Milam and built a temple in honour of Sakya. In the time of Sonpati Soka, who

lived at Madkot, the route to HunJes by the Madkuwa river which was used by"

the pcopU- of Athasi, was opened and much gold was acquired by him. This route

has since fallen into diiuse owing to the accumulation of snow and the debris of

avalanches. These events occurred before the time of the Katyuri Rajas and in

cou'se of time tlie Sokas also disappeared. Tliey were followed by the ancestors

of the present Milamwals, who came from Tibet into the valley in this manner,

They sxy that they are <./f Rajiiut origin and that their fathers served one of the

Garhwal Kajas who gave them Jo'a in Balhin in jiyfr, and hence they were

called Kawats. One of th(;se went through Malari of Niti into Hundes and en-

tered the service of the Burajbansi Raja of Hundes. Here he remained for a time^

and being fond of the chase wandered over the hills towards the south in pursuit

of game. One day he followed a wild cow from early morn to evening and saw

it disappear at the confluence of the Gunka and the Gori, and accepting this as a

good omen the Eawat much fatigued with the chase called the place Mi-dunga^

and built there the village of Milam, the inhabitants of which are known to the

present day as Bawats or Sokas.

Such is the only tradition that exists regarding the early set-

tlements in Juhar. As to the Niti valley, the tradition is that the

braach of the Katyuri dyaasty who subsequently occupied the

Katyur valley was originally established in Jyotirdh^ra^ or Joshi-

math on the Dhauli, the river of Niti. There are no indications

or traditions of any Amazonian kingdom in the valley, and we
must search for it across the passes in Tibet.

The Chinese name of the Amazonian kingdom was Kiochi, and

The Amazonian king- ^'^- J when makes Sampaha which lay to the west
"*•

of it the same as Mo-lo-so or Maiasa, which

was some 2,000 U or 333 miles to the north of Lo-hou-lo, the modern

Lahul. Hwen Thsang describes the journey from Lahiil to Maiasa aS

difficult and attended by an ioy piercing wind so often described by

1 From mi, man and dunqa, encamping-gronnd or resting-pUoe. » The
place where the great Ji/otir ling, emblem of Mahadeo, was established.
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travellei'S in the Himalaya and snow-storms. This clearly brings ns

across the snowy range to the trans- Himalayan valley of the Satlaj.

In D'Anville's reproduction of the Jesuits' map of Tibet this tract

is marked as Sanke Somtou and lies to the west of Tclioumourti or

Chamurti, a district and town of the modern g'Nkn. The country

lying between the Ganges and the Matchou or Karcali is called

Uacra Somtou in the same map. p'Ndri is celebrated for its mines

of gold and is bounded on the north by Khoten and on the east by

Tibet proper. The Vishuu-Purana^ in its prophetic chapters declares

that the Kanakas or Kdnas will possess the Amazon country {Stri-

rajya) and that called Mxishika. The Vayu Purana reads Bhok-

shyaka or Bhokhyaka for Mushika and others read Bushika. Wilson

writes :
—" Stri-r/iji/a is usually placed in Bhot. It may, perhaps,

here designate Malabar, where polyandry equally prevails. Mu-
shika or the country of thieves was the pirate coast of the Konkan."

In the Raja Tarangani, Lalitaditya (730A.D.), is said* to have erected

a statute of Nrihari in the Stri Rajya, showing that it was near

Kashmir ; but in the Cliinese annals'' we have a record which corro-

borates the statement of IIwen Thsang and proves that the Amazo-

nian kingdom lay in Tibet and was a reality. From it we learn that

there was a tribe in Eastern Tibet known as the Nu-wang from the

fact of their being ruled by a woman. In the Tnng history they

are called Tung-"Nu or Eastern-Nu, to distinguish them from a

tribe possessing similar institutions to the west. They are first

mentioned in the Northern history, and in the Sui history an account

is given of an embassy from the Eastern-Nu in 586 A. D., in which

it is stated that :

—

" The people in each succcBsive reign mate a, woman their prince. The sur-

name of the sovereign is Supi. They build cities in the mountains with houses of
many stories, the sorereign's house haring nine, in which there are several hun-
dreds of female attendants and a court is held every five days. The men havine-
Eothingtodo with the government, only fight and cultivate the land. Both men and
woTien paint their faces of many colours. They live principally by hunting)- and
the weather is very cold. The natural products are copper and gold ore, cinnabar

> Wilson, IX., 222. As. Res XV., 49. The highlands of Tibet have
always been notorious for the wandering bands of thieves that infest the n. In
the Mahabharata theKaukas nnd Khnsas are mentioned as biinging presents to
the Pandavas of paipilika gold which was po called because it was collectoil by ants,
pipilUn, in allusion to the burrows of the miners in the Tibetan gold-fields.
» Dr. Bushell, J. K. A. S ,XIL.,5.31. It is possible that in Suvarna-gotra we have
the origin of the Suvarnabhumi and Hirauya-maya of the Puranas. Most of the
gold imported from Tibet comes by this route to the present day.
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Musk, yaks and two breeds of horses, in addition to salt in abuudance, which they

carry to India and gain much by the trafiSc. They hare had frequent wars with

Taughsiang and with India. When the queen dies they collect a large sum of gold

money and select from her family two clever women, of which one is made the

queen and the other the lesser sovereign. * * The title of the qiiecn is Pinchiu

and of the female ministers of state is Kaopali. * * The sons take the surname

of the mother. The written characters are the same as those of India and the

eleventh Chinese mouth is the beginning of their year. * * At the burial ot

their sovereign several tens of the great ministers and relatives are buried at tho

Bame time. In the period Wu-te (618-62G A.D.) the queen named Tang pang first

sent envoys with tribute. Since the year 742 A.D they elected a man as ruler-

and a lew years afterwards the state was absorbed by Lhasa."

( There is therefore no need to doubt the statements of Hwea
Thsang or the tradiJons of the Indians regarding this Amazoniari

kingdom, since it was not until some time after the visit of Hwen
Thsang to Brahmapurathat the western Chiang submitted to Lhasa,,

as will be seen from the following short sketcli of Tibetan history at

this time.

The country to which the name Tibet is now applied appears

Tibet from Chinese i" ^^^ Chinese annals of the Yang dynasty-
^°"'^<="- (from 618 A.D.) as T'ufan, which should

be read T'u-po: hence in an inscription at Lhasa dated in 822 A.D.

we find the native Tibetan name for the country ' Bod' ren-

dered in Chinese by ' Fan.' ^ la the records of the Tatar Liaos-

who reigned in northern China in the latter part of the eleventH

century Tibet is called T'u-pot'e, in which the latter sylla-

ble represents Bod. During the Ming dynasty the name was

changed to Wusstttsang from the two principal provinces dhus'

and ^tsang, hence the modern name Weitsang, The word hsi or

'western' is also applied to the country: hence //si-Zsang and /isi-fan,

and the people are called Tupote and Tan'gkute. The European

name is derived from the Arabic through the Mongol in the form

Tibet which occurs in the travels of the merchant Sulaimau as

early as 851 A.D. During the Han dynasty Tibet was occu-

pied by a number of tribes called Khiang or Chiang,^ and

towards the close of the fourth cedtury a number of these were

united together under Huti-pusuyeh,' chief of the Fa-chiang, and'

I 1 Bushell, J. B. A. S., XII., 436 ; he shows, as Remusat had remarked,' that

the character for 'fan' is a phonetic which has the two s-.unds ' fan' and ' po.
' The name Chiang is composed of the characters for ' man' and 'sheep,' iniicat-

(ng their pastoral character. ^ His descendants were called Tu-fan, thvip

surname being Tusuyeh.
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formed the nucleus of the kingdom of Tibet. Under the Tang

dynasty who ruled until the end of the ninth century the nevf

kingdom was called Tu-fan, prononnced Tu-po and equivalent ta

Tu-bod. The first direct communication of the Tibetans with China

was in 634 A.D., when Cliitsunglungstan^the Tsanpu of Lhasa, sent

an embassy to China and in (^41 A.D. received a daughter of the

Emperor in marriage and introduced Cliinese customs- at his court.

On the death of Siladitya king of Magadha one of his ministers

usurped the throne and plundered the Chinese envoy Wang Yuantse,

who was returning with presents for his master. Wang applied for

assistanee to the Tibetans, who led 1,200 cbosen warriors and 7,000

Nepalese horsemen to India and captured the offender and brought

him prisoner to the imperial capital in 648 A.D. Lungstan died irj

650 A.D. and M'as succeeded by his grandson, under whom the Tibetan

kingdom was firmly estahlished. The Chiang tribes who had hitherto

stood aloof were glad to connect themselves with the rising power

at Lhasa and the hostile Tukuhun* were driven out of the couBtiy

(666A.D). The Tibetans now more than held their own against China

and defeated successive armies sent again.st them. On the east their

authority extended to Ssucbiien ; on the west to Kashgar ; on th©

north to the Tuchueh or Turkish country, and on the south to

Polomen or Magadha, apparently used as a generic name for India,

All these successes were gained by a family of hereditary ministers

or mayors of the palace, the last of whom was executed by the Tsanpu

Chiuuhsilung in 699A.D. Chinuhsikng himself died daring an expe-

dition against Nepal and India^ in 703 A.D.

Csoma deK&roei gives from Tibetan sources a list of kings of

Tibet commencing with the Tsanpu I^va-
Kings of Tibet.

t • ^ ,
khri, an Indian refugee prince of the family

of the Lichchhavia of Vaisali^ and the repnted founder or at least the

great restorer of the Pon religion. The Licbchhavis were deter-

mined opponents of Sakya and were Surajbansi Kshatriyas by

birth, and thus the Juhar tradition of a Rajput race in Tibet i»

confirmed. The emigration to Tibet took place according to M.

Csoma in B.C. 250, and this dynasty of Lidian origin ruled there.

» An eastern Tatar race settled near Kokonor {I. c. p. 627.) ' The sama
record gives au interesting account of the wars between China and Tibet up to
850 A.U., but we have nothing to do with this lere. ^ Near Patiia, Curin.

Arch. Kep. 1., 63: Ladak, 386: Lassen, 111 , 774, In the temple of Jageswar, beyond
Aluiora there is a brass image of a Pon Hija.
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Srong b Tsan sGampo, who ascended^ the throne in 629-30 A.D., ia

represented as a great conqueror, a religious reformer and a pioneer

of civilisation in Tibet, and can be no other tlian the Chitsunglong-

stan of the Chinese records, who removed the seat of government

from the Yarlung valley to Lhasa and married a daughter of the

Emperor of China. The following list of kings occur in the Chi-

nese annals :

—

Hutipnsiij'eh, chief of the Fa-chiang, to whose family belonged

Fanni or Supuyeh who was a boy in 414 A.D., anil succeeded in

establishing the nucleus of a state in 425 A.D. After liim reitined

a sovereign named Hi<iahsitungmo. Tungmo be^at Totutu : Tutu

bejjat Chiel.lisliilijo ; Chiehli begat Pumungjo : Pumung begat

Chusujo: Chusii begat LnntsHnsu : Lnntsiin begat Chitsunglung-

tsan, also called Chisamung and styled Fuyeiisliih. He was a

minor when he ascended the throne in 630 and died 650 A.D.

Chitsung was succeeded by his grandson Ohilip;ipu, a minor who

deceased in 679 A.D., and was followed by bis son only eight years

of age, Chiiiuh Hung, who died in 703 A.D. Tlie next Tsanpu

was Chilisuluugliesihtsan Cliilisntsan, aged seven, who died in

755 A.D., and was succeeded by iiis son Sohsilunglielitsan, who took

Cli'angan, the then capitwl of China, in 763 A.D. We find Chili-

tsan surnamed Huluti reigning in 780 and succeeded by his eldest

son Tsuchihchien in 797. He died in 798 and was succeeded by

his unnamed brother who died in 804 and by another who died in

816, when Kolikotsn succeeded with ihe title Yitai. The last named

died in 838 and was succeeded by his brother Tamo, who died in 842,

when the infant Chilihu of the house of Liu and nephew of the consort

of Tamo was set up by one party and civil war ensued. Shangkunje

declared himself Tsanpu iu 849and perished in battle with the Uigurs

in 866 A.D. These names may be compared with those given^ from

Tibetan sources by M. Osoma, M. Klaproth and Sarat Chander Das.

The kingdom of KrU-pi-choany-na, which M. Julieu renders by

Govisana, lay 40') li or 67 miles to the

south-east of Mad4war.' It was about 2,000

1 liiB^en I. c: aLichchhavi orinee ruled at this time in Ni^pAl ( MJm. I.,4fl7):

the early date givtn t . the first l^ichchhavi princt- be weeii whom and Siongisaa

Giimpo there were only thiny-orie rcigiia t87S>-r i^ = a 'J) is very doui)tfuI.

' I'ibeta 1 Gruramar, p. ISO : Thomas's Frinsep, II., 289-90: Klaproth's 'Tab-
leaux liistoriques,' p. 135; Alphabetum Tibetanum of Georgius, Eome, 1762.
s Voy des Pel., II., 233 : M£m. I., :i33: Cunn. Anc. Geogh., 267.
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li or 334 miles in circuit and the capital was about 15 U or 2|

miles in circuit. The city was built on an elevated site difficult

of access and was surrounded by groves, tanks and fish-ponds.

There was a numerous population of simple and rustic habits. The

soil was fertile and resembled that of ftladawar. Many devoted

themselves to literature and the practice of religious virtues, but

many were still followers of the Brahmanioal faith. There were

two monasteries occupied by one hundred monks who studied the

HiQajana-sutras and one temple of the gods. The larger of the

two monasteries was close to the city and possessed a stupa about

two hundred feet high built by Asoka to mark the place where for

the space of a month Buddha expounded the law. Close by was a

•place where the four past Buddhas had been accustomed to take

exercise, and near it were two stupas erected to cover the nails and

hair of Buddha. Four hundred li or 67 miles to the south-east lay

the kingdom of 0-hi-tchi-ta-lo or Aiiichhatra. General Cunning-

ham ident.fies Govisana with the old fort near the village of Ujain

one mile to the east of Kashipur in the Tarai district. The true

bearing of Kashipur from Madawar is east south-east, and by the-

road he travelled General Cunningl)am mukes the distance 6*>

miles. He also states the position of Kashipur will agree with

its bearing from Ahichhatra, the next place visited by Hwenv

Thsang and of which the site is well established. Kashipur itself

was founded by Kashinath Adhikari as late as 1718 A.D., and tha

6ld fort is called after the name of the nearest village. The-

circuit of the fort and the ruins in its immediate neighbourhood

is very nearly the same as that given- by Hwen Thsang, and

there are numerous groves, tanks and fish-ponds around the place.

Oue of these known as the Drona-sagar is still a favourite place of

resort for pilgrims going to visit the sacred shrines in the snowy

range. We would, however, identify Govisana with the ruins

near Dhikuli some 22 miles to the north o£ Kashipur on the river

Eamganga, and which subsequently formed the site of the winter

residence of both Katyfiris and Chands. The elevated position of

this site and the presence of remains sufficient to account for the

existence of a stupa and other buildings as well as its identification

in popular tradition with the ancient city of Vairdt-patan lend

great weight to this view, but until these ruins are more closely
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examined^this point cannot be decided, and in the meantime General

Cunningham's identification may be allowed to stand. We have

now to leave the pleasant pages of Hwen Thsang and for many cen-

turies be content to grope our way amidst the traditions half fact

and half fable that have survived.

Buddhism, as we have seen, was fairly established in Kumaon

Annihilalion of Bud- iQ the seventh century, but between the

^'*^^'^- date of Hwen Thsang's visit towards the'

middle of the seventh century and the period in which Sankara

Acharya flourished such changes occurred that after his time hardly

a single Buddhist temple remained in the Kumaon Himalaya.'

The local tradition is distinct on this point, and it follows that if

the institutions established by Sankara survive to the present day,

the Buddhists must have succumbed either before his time or

through his influence. In another chapter we shall give some

account of his life and writings, and here we shall review the

evidence as to the age in which be lived, which is so intimately

connected with that strange upheaval of ihe old religion and the

dispersion of its opponents. AVilson, in the preface to the first

edition of his Sanskrit Dictionary, notices many of the state-

ments made regarding the age of Sankara.
Sankara Acharya.

, , , „
J^rom hiin^ we learn that the Kaddii Brah-

mans who follow the teaching of Sankara declare that he lived

some two thousand years ago; others place him about the begin-

ning of the (Jhristian era, or in the third or fourth century after

Christ, or as contemporary with Tiru Vikramadeva, sovereign of

Skaodapura in the Dakhin in 178 A.D. The people of the Srin-

gagiri or Sringeri math on the edge of the western ghats in the-

Mysore territory, of which Sankara himself was the second

njahunt, assign him an antiquity of 1,600 years. Wilson gives

a list of the mahunts of this institution showing twenty-seven-

descents from Sankara, and allowing a quarter of a century to each

mahunt, a period of 675 years should elapse from the founder, but

as Wilson could not determine the date when the list closed he did

not attach any importance to the result. Dr. Burnell in writing of

the time of Hwen Thsang (640 A.D.) incidentally states, ' as the

Brahmanical system of Sankara sprung up in the next half century,'

» Tor details and references, see Wilson's Works, I., 200: V., 188: XII., 5.
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thus making the great reformer live in the end of the seventh

century. "Williams in his dictionary gives the dates 650-740

A.D. The Vaishnava Brahmans in Malabar place Sankara in the

tenih cpntnry. Dr. Taylor in his translalion of the Prabodha

Chaiidrodaya thinks tliat if we place him about 900 A.D., we shall

not be far from the truth, and liotli CoTebrooke' and Ranunoliun Roy

refer In'm to 1000 A.D. The latter writer, who was a diligent stu-

dent of ISankara's works, elsewhere inters that " from a ciiLudation

of the spiritual generations of the followers of Sankara Swami from

his time up to this date, he se-ms to have lived between the seventh

and eighth centaries of the Christian era." The Kerala Utpatt],*

devoted to the history of Malabar, makes Sankara contemporary

with Cheruman Pernmal, a prince who granted many privileges

to Christians and founded Calicut. According to Scaliger, Calicut

was founded in ii07 or following another authority in 825 A.D.

Wilson in one place assigns liaukara to the end of the eighth and

beginning of the ninth century A.D., and in another place writes

that subsequent inquiry has failed to add any reasons to those

assigned by him for his proposed inference, but it has offered

nothing to invalidate or weaken the couclusicm arrived at. Weber'

places Sankara '' in about the eighth century."

In the local history of Nepal* we have an interesting record of

the traditions that have survived regardincr
Sankara in Nei al.

n ^ , , ,bankara Acbarya s visit to that country

which may throw some light on the local traditions respecting

him in Knmann. On the death of Brikhadeva Banna, his brother

Balarchana Deva was regent of Nepal, and at this time Sankara

Acharya visited the valley in pursuit of the Buddhists. Here he

found that all the four castes were of that religion : some lived in

Tiharas as Bhikshus ; some were Sravakas, also living in Viliaras
;

some were Tantrikas called Acharyas and some were Grihasthas,

also following the Buddhist religion. There were no learned men
and when some of the Grihastha Acharyas endeavoured to meet

him in argument, they were soon defeated.

' In the preface to the Dayahhaga. 'As. Res. V., 5. ' Hist,

lod. Lit
, p. 51, which presumahly gives the latest lesiilts on this subject. Weber

writes :—'• Sarikava's date has Dot, unfortunately, been more accurately deter-

mined as yet He pa'^ses at the snmetinie for a zealous adversaiy of the nud-

dhistg, and ia therefore called a Sniva or follower of Siva. In his works, however, -

he appeiirs as a worshipper of Vasudeva, whom he puts forward as thereat

incarnation or representative of Bruhma." * Wright's Nepal, 118.
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•' Some of them fled and some were put to death. Some who would not al-

low that they were defeated were also killed. Wherefore many confessed that

they were vanquished, though in reality not convinced that they were in error.

These he ordered to do hint:a {i.e., to sacrifice aniinals), which is in direct opposi-

tion to the tenets of the Buddhist religion. He likewise compelled the Bhikshunis

or nuns to marry, and forced the Grihasthas to shave the knot of hair on the

crown of their heads when performing the chura-harma, or first shaving of the

head. Thus he placed the Banaprasthas (ascetics) and Grihasthas on the same

footing. He also put a stop to many of their religious ceremonies and cut their

Brahmanical threads. There were at that time 84,000 works on the Buddhist

religi m, which he searched for and destroyed. He then went to the Manichiira

mountain, to destroy the Buddhists there. Six times the goddess Mani Jogini

raised storms and prevented his ascending the mountains, but the seventh time

he succeeded. He then decided that Mahakala, who was a Buddha and abhorred

hinsa, should have animals sacrificed to him. Mani Jogini or Ugra-tarini was

named by him Bajra Jogini. Having thus overcome the Buddhists, he

introduced the Saiva religion in the place of that of Buddha * * Sankara

thus destroyed the Buddhist religion and allowed none to follow it : but he was

obliged to leave Biudlhamirgis in some places as priest of temples, when he

found that no other persons would be able to propitiate the gods placed in them

by great Bauddhamargis."

When the chiklren ofsome of these Bauddhamargi priests were

desirous of performing the cMrd-karma, or ceremony of shaving the

head, they are reported to have said :
—" Sankara has destroyed the

Bauddhamdrgis. He has turned out the Bauddham^rgi-grihastha

Brahmans who hitherto worshipped Pasupati and has appointed

in their stead Brahmans from the Dakhin and those Bauddha-

margis who have accepted Sankara's doctrines'have been made

priests of Guhjisware and other places." Our fathers obeyed not,

but worshipped the old deities as before. Are we to abandon the

gods of our forefathers and follow Sankara's direction to perform

the cMm-karma, without which we cannot undertake the duties

of an Ach^rya ? In this dilemma, they consulted the Bhikshus who

had married the Bhikshunis at Sankara's command, and were told

that the people of that place remained silent through fear of Sankara,

but had kept the truth in their hearts. They had, however, been

visited with goitre as a punishment for their faintheartedness, and

it was the duty of all who could do so to leave at once a place where

the worship of their old deities was not permitted them. Accord-

ino-ly thev emigrated to Pingala Bahal and, appointing Bhikshus

to follow the Tantra Shastras, made a rule that each in turn should

take charge of the image of Sakya (Buddha).

59
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The researches of Wilson and Hodgson show ns that this

is a fair representation of what actually took place in Nepal,

and there is no reason to believe that the expulsion of the

Buddhist priests from Knmaon took place either at a different

time or at other hands. The tmiyersal tradition is that San-

kara came into Kumaon and drove out the Buddhists and

unbelievers and restored the ancient religion. Kunaarila Bhatta,

ilie predecessor of Sankara, was equally with him a rigid

maintainer of the orthodox faith and is credited with being the

principal leader in the exterminating crnsade waged against

the Buddhists and heretics of all classes. Sankara was ably aided

by Udayana Ach^rya and the Saiva and Vaishnava princes, who

from poHtical motives were only too glad to assist in and profit by

the destruction of those who had usurped the fairest provinces of

Hindustan. As we shall see hereafter, the worship of Vdsudeva or

Basdeo as the representative on earth of the great god was re-estab-

lished by Sankara. In Kumaon, as in Nep4], Sankara displaced the

Bawddbamargi priests of Pasupati at Kedar and of Narayana at

Badrinath and in their place intredaeed priests from the Dakbin,

whose successors still manage the affairs of those temples. To

keep up the prestige of bis new arrangements, Sankara through

his followers preached everywhere the efficacy of pilgrimage to tbe

holy shrines and doubtless the facility of eommnnication and the

influx of orthodox pilgrims to Badari and Kedar preverited'^ a

relapse into Buddhism in Kumaon, whilst the absence of communi-

cation with the plains led to a revival of the friendly feeling

between the followers of the two religions in Nepal which has

continued to exist to the present day. So far therefore as

we can see, the dispersion or absorption of the Buddhists in

Kumaon was due to the efforts of Sankara towards the end

of the seventh or beginning of the eighth century of our era, and

that this must have been accompanied by considerable pohtical

disturbances may be inferred from the history of all other

similar revolutions.

The Katyiiris, regarding whom we have already had something

to record, were, according to local tradition, the ruling family ia

* Tlie belt of cxclnsiTe Biahmanism lies between the Kali on the east
(or pethnps tlie Karnali) and the Tone on the west, which contain the great
pilgrim routes. Orthodoxy is here rampant and very profitable.
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Kumaon both before and after the great religious cataclysm of the

„ , , eighth century. After the time of Sankara
ICatyuTiB.

we find tliem in the valley of the Alaknan-

<]a at Joshimath in Garhwal. There is nothing to show how they

settled there, but from what we have recorded we may consider

tiiem as one of the many petty dynasties at this time ruling in

Grarhwfil. The Katyuris of the Katyiir valley traced back their

origin to iJoshitiiath and every existing branch of the family traces

back its ongin to Katyiir. The ancient temple of Basdeo at

Joshimath is said to be the oldest of all and also to bear the name

of the firet of the Katyuri kings.' If in connection with the fact

that Vasudeva was the name given by Sankara to the form of the

Supreme being whose worship he principally inculcated we remem-

ber that the Katyuris in the few inscriptions that have come down

to us are recorded as devoted followers of the Brahmanieal religion,

we may safely assume that they belonged to the ruling power that

came forward and aided Sankara in his reforms, and therefore en-

joyed the political advantages which accrued from the suppression

of the monasteries and the spoiling of the Bauddha families. In

fact, the earliest traditions record that the possessions of these

Joshimath Katyuris extended from the Satlaj as far as the Grau-

daki and from the snow to the plains including the whole of

Rohilkhand.

The cause of the emigration from Joshimath to the Katyiir

valley is told in the following legend:

—

"A descendant of Basdeo went to hunt ia the jungles one day, and during

iiis absence Vishnu, in his man-lion incarnation as Nar-Sinha, taking the shape

of a man, visited the palace and asked the wife of the absent prince for food.

The Kaiii gave the man enough to eat and after eating he lay down on the

Eaja's bed. When the Raja returned from the chase and found a stranger

asleep on his ted, he drew his sword and struck him on the arm, but lo! instead

of blood, milk flowed forth from the wound. The Raja was terrified at the ornea

and called his Rani to counsel and she said :
—" No doubt this is a debta : why did

you strike him 3" The Baja then addressed Nar-Sinha and asked that liis crima

miaht be punished. On this the deity disclosed himself and said:—"I am ,\ar-

Sinha. I was pleased with thee and therefore came to thy darbar: now thy fault

shall be punished in this wise : thou shall leave this pleasant place Jyotirdham

and go into Katyur and there establish thy home. Remember that this wound

1 In this connection we may recall to mind the Devaputra Vasudeva, the

third of the Turushka kings of Kashmir. The Ka'.yiiii Kaja w as styled Sii

BdsJeo Girirdj Chakra Chiramaiti.
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which thou hast given me shall also be seen on the image in my temple, and

when that image shall fall to pieces and the hand shall no more remain, tbj

house shall fall to ruin and thy dynasty shall disappear from amongst the

princes of the world."

So saying Nar-Sinha departed and was no more seen by the

Eaja. Another story makes Sankar&charya the unwelcome visitor

to the Rani whilst her husband B^sdeo was engaged in his ablutioos

at Vishnuprayag. Stripped of its embellishments the story would

seem to show that the descendants of Basdeo were obliged to

abandon Joshimath owing to religious quarrels. The preferential

worship of Siva and Vishnu began to be taught even by the im-

mediate followers of Sankara and soon led to dissensions, the history

of which will be related elsewhere.

The immediate result of the interview wiih Nar-Sinha was that

the Raja set out for the valley of the Gomati* and near the present

village of Baijnath founded a city which he called after the war-

like son of Mahadeo by the name Kartti-
Karttikeyapura. n n , \

keyapura. lie found there the ruins of an

old town named Karbirpur and used the materials for rebuilding

the temple to Karttikeya and also for constructing wells, reservoirs

and bazars. The question whether the dynasty gave its name to

the valley which ever afterwards was known as Katyiir or the

valley gave its name to the family who ruled in it is of some im-

portance in our researches. The name Katynr may he derived from

that of the capital city, the Pali form of which would be Kattikeya-

pura, easily shoiteneJ into Kattikyura and Katytira, hot it appears

equally probable that the resemblance between the name Katyara

and that of their capital city is purely accidental. The dynasty

must have had a tribal name long before Karttikeyapura was occu-

pied, and it would be contrary to all precedent that this should be

exchanged for a corrupted form of the name of their new capital city.

It is therefore much more likely that the dynasty gave their tribal

name to the valley and that this name was Kator or Katyur. Some
have endeavoured to connect this name with the Surajbansi tribe of

Katehiriya Rajputs, who gave their name to the tract subsequently

known as Rohilkhand, but this suggestion is opposed to all that we
know regarding that clan of Rajputs and is entirely unsupported

' Joins the Saiju at Bageswar.
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by any received tradition either iti the hills or in the plains. Most

probably as we have seen, we have to look in a very different

direction for the origin of the name Katyui'i and that it is

derived from the royal race of Kature, and in this connection

it may be remarked that Karttikeya was a favourite deity of the

Turushka princes of Kashmir and occurs in the form Skanda

on their coins.

The only actual records of the Katyuris that have come down

to us consist of six inscriptions, five of which are grants engraved

on copper and one is a similar record in-
Insoriptions.

•, , mi i i i

scribed on stone. The last belongs to the

temple of Siva as Vyaghreswar (the tiger-lord) or Vakeswar (the

lord of eloquence) situated at the junction of the Gomati and Sarju

in Patti Katyfir of Kumaon. The slab on which the writing is

inscribed is, unfortunately, much injured, especially in the right

lower corner, where the date has been obliterated. It records the

grant by Sri Bhudeva Deva of a village and land to the temple of

Vyaghreswar and gives the names of seven Rajas, the ancestors of

the donor,^ as follows :

—

1. Basantana Dera

2. Kharppara Deva.

3. Kalyanraja Dera.

4. Tribhuvanaraja Deva.

6. Nimbarata Deva.

6. Ishtarana Deva.

7. Laliteswaia Deva.

8. Bliudeva Deva,

The following is a tentative ti-anslation^ of this insciiption

made from copies furnished by Mr. Traill :
—

Bdgeswar Inscription.

BleBsing and sah:tation. On the southern part of this beantiful temple, the

royal lineage is inscribed by learned persons.

Bow down at tlie foot of Paradeva placed at the gate called Ninunanuti at

Tavupidadata in the village of Hamya which destroys the nets of animals.

There was » raja named Masantana Deva who was a king of kings most vener-

able and wealthy. In his wife, the queen named Sajyanaraiievha, who knew no

one but her husband, was conceived a raja who was also a king of kings, the rich-

est, the most respected of his time, worthy to be trusted and prosperous ; who
Bet apart successively provisions for the worship of Parameswara and caused

several public roads to be constructed leading to Jayakulabhukti and who pro-

vided fragrant substances, flowers, incense, lamps and ointments for Baghreswara

1 J. A. S. Ben., VII., 1,056. The names iu the text differ from those given in

the Journal of the Asiatic Society, but as they were lakm on the spot by Rudra-
datta Pant, a competent Sanskrit scholar, they are retained here in preference to

those taken from the copy. ' By Saroda Prasada Chakrarartti.
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Deva in Ambalipalika and who was the protector in battle ; who, moreoTer,
gave fragrant substances, flowers, &c., and the village named Sarneswara Grama
which his father had granted to the Vaishnavas for worship of the abovementioned

god. Who erected buildings on the side of the public roads. As long as the sun
and moon exists so long shall there his virtuous deeds exist.

His son was Kharpara Deva, the king of kings, respectable and wealthy ; in

his wife, » * • ^j^q y,^^ much devoted to him, was born Adhidhaja,

who was most wealthy, respectable and learned. Of his qneen Ladhdha Devi,

who loved her husband dearly, was born Tribhuvana Raja Deva, wlio vTas active,

rich, honorable and intelligent. He gave two dronas of a fruitful field named
Naya in the villtige Jayakulabhutika to the above god and also ordered the fra-

grant substances, &c., produced in it, to be employed in the worship of the same
god. It is also worthy to bs known that ho was the intimate friend of the son of

the Kirata who gave two and a half droHOJ land to the above-mentioned god and

to the god Gambiyapinda. Another son of Adhidhaja gave one drona of land to

the god Baharake and moreover caused a grant of two bighas of land to be en-

graved on a stone in the Sambat year 1 1. He also gave one drona oi, land to the

god Baghreswara and fourteen parcels of land to Chimdalnunda Debi and he esta-

blished aprapa {baoli or well) in honoiir of the former. All these tracts of land

have been consecrated to the god Baghreswara for his worship.

There was another Kaja named Nunvarata who was possessed of compassion,

sincerity, truth, strength, good dispositions, heroism, magnanimity, intellect, polite-

ness and good character, of a charming person, adorned with morals and with seve-

ral eminent qualities, active in conqueri ng by the force of his bow held in hand,

and born for worshipping the lily feet of the owner of Nandana and Amaravati, who
acquired fame by the force of his arms througli the favour of Durjadhi, wlio wears

matted hairs on his head, tied up with the pearls of his crown resembling a crescent

and illuminated with the purest water of Ganga, which confers ten million beau-

ties which head of matted hair robs other radiant substances of their lustre by its

many large, clear and beautiful jewels and bright he^ara flowers on which play

the black snakes. He subdued all his enemies and his colour was like gold, his fair

body was always bent down with respect for the worship of all gods, Daityap, men

and learned persons, and his fame is sung everywhere as derived from the perform-

ance of Yayyas,

His son Istovana Deva born from the cliief of his queens, Dasu Devi, who

loved him dearly, was a king of kings, rich, respectable and learned. His sou Lalita

Sura Deva was born of his wife Dhara Devi, who was much devoted to him, who

was also a king of kings, wealthy, respected, intelligent and in all respects a hero.

His son Bhudeva Deva was born of his wife Laya Devi, who loved much her hus-

band. He also was king of kings, a zealous worshipper of Brahma, an enemy of

Badha Sravana, a lover of truth, rich, beautiful, learned, continually engaged in

religious observances and a person near whom Kali could not approach : whose eyes

were beautiful as blue lilies and quick, the palm of whose hands resembled young

twigs whose ears were frequently troubled by the sound of jewels of the crowns

of Rajas who bowed before him and whose great weapon destroyed darkness, whose

feet resembled the colour of gold, who granted pensions to his favourite attend-

ants. He »,*»»»
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Four of the copper-plate grants are preserved in the temple of

Pandukeswar near Badrinatb, and of these
Pandukeswar plates. . .

two contain the hfth, sixth and seventh

names of the Bageswar inscription. The first of these two records

the grant in the 21st year of the Vijaya-rdjya, or ' realm of victory,'

of certain villages in Gorunna Sari to Narfiyana Bhattaraka by

Lalitesvara Deva'^ at the instigation of his queen Sama Devi. The

civil minister was Vijaka and the minister of war was Arj'yata

and the writer Ganga Bhadra. The second of the two plates is

dated in the 22nd year of the same era and records a similar grant

to the same personage, N^rayana Bhattaraka, ' who is revered by the

scholarly men of Garuda-asrama.' The officials subscribing the

grant are the same and the place intended is the village of Tapuban

on the left bank of the Alaknanda above Joshimath, where there

are still the remains of numerous temples and one of the places of

pilgrimage connected with Badrinath. There are but three names

mentioned in these two plates and these are :

—

Nimbarata and his queen NAthu Devi.

I

Ishtagana Deva and iiis queen Desa (Vega) Devi.

Lalitasura Deva and his queen Sama Devi.

Both these grants are daled from K&rttikeyapura,

Two other plates from Pandukeswar introduce us to a separate

„ .
series of names intimately connected with

Second series of Rajas. .,,,,., ,. ,

the last which are further confirmed by a

similar grant made by the same princes to the temple of Baleswar

in eastern Eumaon. The first of the plates of this new list is dated

from Karttikeyapura in the 5th year of the pravardJhamdna

Vijaya-rajya, Samvat 5. It is addressed to the officials of the

Esala district by Desata Deva and records the grant to Vijayesvara

of the village of Yamuna in that district. This plate gives the

names of Salonaditj'a and his queen Sinhavali^ Devi followed by

their son Ichchata Deva and his queen Sindhu Devi, whose son

was Desata Deva. The record was subscribed by the chief civil

officer, Bhatta Hari Sarmma ; by the chief military officer

Nandaditya, and by the scribe Bhadra, and is now deposited in the

Baleswar temple. The next plate is from Pandukeswar and is

» The reading may be Lalitasura Deva. » This name may be read
Sindhavali,
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also dated from Karttikeyapura in the 25th year of a similar era.

It is addressed to the officials in the district of Tanganapura and

records the grant to the temple of Badari by Padmata Dova, son of

the Desata Deva of the Baleswar plate of four villages situated in

Drumati in the district of Tanganapura. The names of the three

princes of the previous plate are given with the addition of the

came Padmalla Devi as the name of the queen of Desata Deva. The

officials concerned were in the civil department, Bhatta Dhana ; in

the military department, N&rayana Datta; and the writer was Nanda

Bhadra. The plate is now deposited in the temple of Pandukeswar

near Badrinath.

The third record of this dynasty is dated from the city of

Subhikshapura in the fourth year of the Vijaya-rdjya. The donor

in this case is Siibhiksharaja Deva, son of Padmata Deva, who

addresses the officials in the districts of Tanganapura and Aotaranga

to note the grant of the village of Vidimalaka and other parcels of

land to Narayana Bhattaraka and the village of Ratnapalli on the

north of the Ganges to Brahmeswara Bhattaraka. The subscribers

to the deed were Kamala the civil justiciary, Iswaridatta in com-

mand of the army, and Nanda Bhadra the writer. The names

from the three plates are as follows :

—

1. Salonadifya and hia queen Sinhavali' Deri.

2. Ichohhata Deva and his queen Sindhu Devi,

3. Desata Deva and his queen Padmalla Devi.

4. Padmata Deva and his queen Isala Devi.

1

5. Subhiksh.irsja Deva.

There is little doubt that the year used by each of these

princes is the year of his own reign, for we have the inscription of

Desata Deva in the year 5, that of his son Padmata Deva in the

year 25, and that of his grandson Subhiksharaja Deva in the year

4 of the rising realm of victory : we have therefore to look elsewhere

for some clue to the date of these princes.

Through the kindness of Sir Henry Ramsay one of the Pandu-

Facsimile of one of the keswar plates was sent to me by the Rawal

P'*'^^- of Badrinath, and a facsimile obtained by

photozincography from the original is given here as well as a trans-

literation made under the supervision of Dr. Rajendralalg, Mitra,
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CLE. A rough translation' of the entire five plates was also made

through the latter gentleman, so that so far as these records are

concerned we have full materials for the discussion of their date.

The diction, style and form of all five i.^ the same, showing that they

all belong to the same period, the variations other than those in. the

description of the lands given away being of little importance. We
have, moreover, in the records of the Pala rajas of Bengal a grant of

similar diction and import which will aid us in arriving at a couclusioa

in regard to the date of our Kumaon rajas and which, if not com-

pletely decisive of the question, will at least be the nearest approach

to the truth that we can hope for. We shall now give a facsimile,

transliteration and translation of one of the Kumaon plates.

Transcript of an inscription from Pdndulcesvar near Badarindth.

3qM«T^*^^»^T':T=ifrTr=TlffinniIlT^gf^l^^Sg^Sf^TtS

(a ) ^If^rqT^T^v:gi^T^T^niT^^T5^=TP7^glrl^lTrrlT^:-

'The translation has been kindly revised throus/h Dr. Mitra.hiit lam alone

responsible for the translation and collation of the names of the officials and the

comparison with other inscriptions.

6.0
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Legend on the Seal,

PANDUKESWAR.
Be it auspicious : from the prosperous city of Earttikeya. By tie grace of

the divine Siva, whose matted haira are washed by the celestial stream of Ganga,
whose lotus feet profusely ahed an abundant shower of pure and resplendent pol-

len, the brightness of which dispels the endless varieties of the thick eloom (of

ignorance), and which flushes with a vinous rubescence by imbibing the beams
emitted from the lamps of the several chief gems of the terrific coronets, diadems

and helmets of the lords of all the immortals, Daityas and human beings whose
heads bow down under the heavy burden of devotion, did the prosperous King Nim-
barana gain the glory of the rising sun by conquering the mist of his foes. His '

person was adorned with sn assemblage of the qualities of clemency and dexterity,

. truthfulness and good manners, purity, heroism, munificence, graveneas, respecta-

bility, Aryan conduct and wonderful and honorable acts, whereby he became an

incarnation of the seed of an ofEspring of great virtues, and fond of a fame worthy

of the rulers of the earth in the returning golden age, and resembling in his com-

plexion the lotus feet of the goddess Nanda and of the lotus-seated Brahma. To

him was born a son, a meditator on his feet, of his queen and great lady, the •

" fortunate Natbu Devi. He was a devout worshipper of Siva, and devoted

to the supreme Brahm. He, with the edge of a sharp sword, slew furious

elephiints, whose frontal globes scattered a series of excellent pearls, while the

lustre of his lifted banner laughed to scorn the array of the stars. This was the

most venerable king of kings and lord paramount, the prosperous Ishtagana

Deva. '

His son meditating on his feet, and begotten on his queen and great lady, the

. fortunate Vega Devi, is the most venerable and great king of kings and sovereign

lord, the prosperous I.alita Bora Deva, the auspicious, who is a devout worshipper

of Mahesa, and devoted to the supreme Brahm (or exceedingly liberal to Brahm).

He has acted the part of the great boar encumbered with the weight of the earth

by delivering it from drowning under the dread of the dirt of the sinful age of

Eali. He possessed an exuberance of natural genius and super-human prowess,

whereby his blazing valour withstood the hosts of his encompassing enemies. Be-

ing ever ready in his preparations for war, by the vast resources of his wealth, he, -

by the terrific frowns of his brows, bore an intimidation to his enemies, as the

curling mane of the lion affrights the cub of the elephant. He, by his restless

sword and arrows in battle, has slain many a soul (in warfare), and violently. seized

on the goddess of prosperity in victory, as if he had dragged her from underneath

the waters (of the deep). The damsels ot heaven viewing this reverse of fortune

with affliction at his embraces to her, dropped down the bracelets from their

trembling wrists, which, strewn like wreaths of flowers, formed his head-dresa

(as if it blossomed), to mature the seeds of his glory. Like Frittra his aims were
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inured to the bending of the bow, by the force of which he subdued and protected

the world and established its monarchs.
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oAslationa, dancing, singing and music for the performance of the feast, and puri-

fication (correction) of all omisBious and errors in the new act, as also for expe-

diting the feet of our serrants, and further conferring the right to debar the in-

gress of all government officers therein, also exemption from every duty and a per-

petuity contemporaneous with the continuance of the sun, moon, and earth. They
.arc to remain as parcels detached from the estate as far as their risible bounda-

ries, with all the trees, arbours, springs, and cataracts contained in them, and

free from all past and present usufructs, of gods and Brabmans therein. The

possessor thereof having full rights for ever and ever as defined herein, must not

at all be annoyed by seizure, resumption, robbery, or any other disturbance,

under a heavy penalty attendant upon any violatioo of this commandments

In the year of the rising kingdom of victory (pravarddhamdna vijayardjya)

twenty-one Samvat 21, the third day of the waning moon of Magha. The
'deputies in this aSair are the chief justiceof lawsuits concerning gifts and grants,

named Sri Vijaka, the writer hereof, and the chief arbiter of cases relating to

peace asd war, Sri Aryatta, by whose order this plate is inscribed by Ganga Bhadra.

(^Verses.)

1

.

" This earth has been in the possession of several kings, commencing with

. Sagara. Whoever becomes the owner of land at any time, he tlien reaps the

fruits thereof.

2. Kama Bhadra hath required of all future princes of the earth that they

preserve from time to time the bridge of their benef 3enee.

3. The donor of lands ascends to the abode of the gods, mounting on a heaven-

ly car yoked with hansas (swans). But the resumer of lauds is bailed in an iron

caldron filled with hot oil by the delegates of the regent of death.

4. Whoever resumes lands given either by himself or others may he be

bom as a worm to remain in filth for full sixty thousand years,

5. The donor of lands dwells in heaven for sixty thousand years, but the

cesumer and his couasellor remain in hell for the same number of years.

6. The appropriator of a village, a gold coin, or one inch of ground, enters

into hell to remain there until the return of the ofEerings.

7. What man is there who can deny gifts made by former lords of men for

the sake of piety aad renown, and attested by the articles of sacred ofEerings.

8. From this example of our caution against resumption by our posterity,

let others adopt the same in regard to their own donations, and know that gifts

and gain of renown are the only benefits of prosperity which is as unsteady as

a, flash of lightning or a bubble of water.

9. Unsteady as the dewdrop on the lotus leaf, bo fleeting is fortune, and

eo brief is human life. Considering these, and knowing the donor's name, no

man should destroy the deeds of another's reputation.**

'

I have not thouglit it necessary to reproduce here the Mungir

The Kumaon and Pala inscription^ of the Pala Raja, Deva Pdla

lates. Deva or the Bh§,galpur^ inscription of the

1 This plate, of which a copy is given in A.S. Bes., I., 123, was translated by

Mr Wilkinsin 1781. It was discovered amid the ruins of Mangir by Colonel*

W*tsoa, '* J. A. S. Ben., XLVII., i., 884.

61
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Pdla Raja N4r%anta. The Mungir inscription calls Deva PSla a satt-

gata. His genealogy is traced from Go Pala, whose son was Dhar-

ma Pala, of whom it is said :
—" He went to extirpate the wicked

and plant the good and happily his salvation was effected at th«

same time : for his servants visited Ked^ra and drank milk accord-

ing to the law." Deva Pila sncoeeded and ' peaceably inherited

the kingdom of his father as Bodhisattwa succeeded Sugata.' He
also is said ' to have conquered the earth from the sources of the

Ganges as far as the well-known bridge which was constructed by

the enemy of Dusdsya/ i.e., from Garhwdl to Cape Comorin. The
characters in the five Kumaon plates are the same and belong to

the earlier form of the kutila or * bent ' alphabet of which we have

several examples from the eighth to the tenth century. A compar

risen with the form of the letters on the Mungir and Bhagalpur

plates shows that they also belong to the same class. The tribal

name of the writer is the same in all six records. In the plates of

lialitasiira Deva, the writer is Ganga Bhadra, in that of Desata

Deva it is ** Bhadra ; in those of Padma Deva and Subhikshardja

Deva it is Nanda Bhadra and in the P^la plates we have Binda

Bhadra on one and the Bbatta Gurava on another. In the Buddal

Pala inscription the name is Binda Bhadra. The very remarkabib

list of officials common to all the plates has been analysed in the

translation of the Kumaon plate. The coincidences in order and

position in this respect cannot be accidental and dearly shows thajt

all were derived from one common original in the family of the

professional scribes whose tribal name was Bhadra. The form of

dedication is the same in all and also, the precatory verses attached

to each grant. An examination of the names of the officials shows

that it is improbable that all of them could not have existed in a
small hill state, especially such as the keepers of camels and elc'

phants and the commanders of cavalry. This portion of the form of

the grant is clearly borrowed from that in use in a larger and more
important state in the plains. Another point of resemblance is

that both the hill grants and the Pdla plates are dated from some
unknown local era and in the hills clearly from the accession of the

reigning monarch, a practice presumably also borrowed from the

Bengal Rajas. The hill plates are still in possession of the repre-.

sentatives of the grantees, and there is not the slightest reason fer
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believing them to be other than genuine ; in fact not one of their

{)resent possessors can decypher a single line much less attempt e^

eieaningless forgery of this nature.

Turning to the Pandukeswar plates we learn that Nimbafata

Deva's reign was remarkable for some great contest with, we may
suppose, a foreign foe. Nimbarata Deva himself is said to have

vanquished his enemies as the rising siln dispels the mist, and his

son Ishtagana Deva ' with the edge of his sword slew furious ele-

phants.' If we accept this statement the elephant could hardly be

Vised by one hiil-tribe against another, so that the invader must

bave come from the plains and been met by the Katyiiris at the

passes into the hills, for within the hills themselves elephants

'could hardly be used, Lalitasfira DeVa, however, is the prince who
is most praised fot his successes in war. Ever ready in his prepa-

rations for a campaign and aided by his vast wealth, he was found

resistless and ' established the naonarchs of the earth.' In the P41a

inscriptions Go Pala is likened to Prithu as Lalitasdra is in his

inscriptions. In the Buddal inscription of the minister Gurava

•Bhatta, the empire of Deva Pala is said to have extended from the

Mahendra mountain to the Himalaya.

Of the second series of Knmaon plates those of Desata Deva and

bis son Padmata Deva are dated from K^rttikeyapura in the same

manner as those of Lalitasdra Deva and that of Subhiksharaja Deva

are dated from Subhikshapura, most probably another name fot

Karttikeyapura or a suburb thereof. They do not mention any Raja

of the previous lists, but the character of the writing, the style and

form, the name of the scribe, and the place from which they are

dated is the same as in the former group*. As these grants of

Lalitasura connect themselves by the names of the Rijas with the

Bdgeswar inscription from which they differ in form, this group

must be considered as following those of Lalitaslira Deva, at no

great distance of time. The two first records were written by

the same scribe and all give a literally identical account of

'felonaditya, ascribing to him many virtues and success in battle.

All agree also in passing over his son lohhata Deva with the simple

record of his birth, and little more is said of his successor Desata

Deva than that he and his mother were devout worshippers of

Siva and Brahma and were exceedingly liberal to Brahmans and
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tbe poor. Of Padmata Deva it is said that he was a devout Saira

and " acquired by the might of his arms unnumbered provinces

on all sides, the owners of which coming to make him obeisance

poured forth such incessant gifts of horses, elephants and jewels

before him that they held in contempt the offerings made to Indra.

He resembled Dadhichi and Chandragupta in his conduct and

mastered the earth, stretching to its zone, the reservoir of the

ocean." His'son Subhikshar4ja Deva was a " Vaishnava, devoted

to the supreme Brahma and a patron of those learned in the

Shastras," besides being adorned with many virtues. We can

glean little more from the descriptions in these grants beyond what

is given above.

With regard to the localities mentioned, the two grants of

Lalitasi^ra Deva are addressed to the ofB-
LocaliticB.

. , , .

cials and others m the district of Kartti-

keyapura. One is translated here and need not be further noiiced.

The second conveys a similar grant to the same person of Thapyala

Sari in the possession of Indra Vaka to provide for the necessities

of the religious anchorites residing at Tapuban, a place on the

right bank of the Dhauli above Joshimath, which will show that

this village was still in the Karttikeyapura district. The grant

©f Desata Deva is addressed to the officers in the Esala district

and bestows the village of Yamuna in the possession of Ndrdyana

Varmana on Vijayesvara. The grant of Fadmata Deva is

addressed to the officials of the district of Tanganapura and that

of Subhiksharaja Deva to the officials of the districts of Tangana-

pura and Antaranga. Tanganapura has already^ been identified

with the tract above the confluence of the Bhagirathi and Alak-

nanda and Antaranga with the country lying between those rivers.

The first of these two bestows certain lands on the temple of

Badariki^srama. There were four villages in Drumati in the

possession of the Aditya family of Buddhacbal together with fifteen

shares (bhdcfa) in Pangara also in Drumati, also the vritti of Ogala

in Yoshi and another patch on the banks of the Gangapadi, an

accretion to Sankrima, as well as the fields detached from Ulika.

Also the land near the great banyan-tree in Kakasthal village ia

Drumati and two dronas of land in the Kaudavaka village in Yoshi.

» Page 367.
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In llie grant of Subhikshardja Deva there is a long list of villages and

lands conferred on two priests,and amongst them the following which

are given so that hereafter possibly they may be identified :

—

" Land iD Vidiraalika belonging to Vachchhetaka ; iu Bhetha Sfiryya :

measuring eight ndlU : in B^riydl, measuring four dronas ; in Van^lika ; also

an accretion from Eandajika to Sarana belonging to Subhattaka ; a piece

called Satika ; also one called Yachchlia Saddha, held by Gochittangaka

;

Talla Sata belonging to Vihandaka ; Kshira belonging to Vena Vaka ; Ganga-

raka belonging to Soshl Jirika ; Fettaka ; Kathasila ; Nyayapattaka ; Bandi-

ffala belonging to the Adityas ; Ichhawala, Vihalaka and Maharjiyaka ; Kbora-

khottanka belonging to biladitya ; in Harshapura, land formerly belonging to

Farbabhana TJngaka now in the estate o£ Durga Bhatta ; also new land

in Varoshika belonging to the Sittakas, XJasoka, Vijjata, Dujjana, Attanga,

Vachataka and Varaha ; Jatipataka in Ijjara j Samijjiya ; Gododha in Pairi

belonging to the sons of Satraka ; Ghasoiengaba in Yoshika ; Sihara ; Bali-

Tardda and Sila ; Ihanga ; RuUatha ; Tiringa ; Eattanasila; Gondodarika ;

Tuga ; Earkatathala ; Dalimulaka belonging to Ghara Kaga ; Daraka belong-

ing to Sirwala ; Karkarata belonging to the Vijayanas ; Chidharika belonging

to the Eatusthikas ; Bandavaka ; Lobarasa belonging to Tungaditya ; also

land in Yoshika ; Batnapalli near Saddyika with the following limits : west oi

the boundary of Sankata, east of Andariganika, north of the Ganga ; and south

of the village of Tamehaka belonging to the sons of Seu&yika.'' The donees are

Nar&yanaand Brahmeswara, who appear to have been the oflSciating priests of the

temple of Durga Devi. The tribal names Vaka, J ir^ka, Aditya, Vijayana and

Eatusthi do not appear to occur now, but we bave Maniv&ka as the name of one of

the sons of the ruler of Saka-dwipa and in the Bharhat sculptures.

The countries enumerated as subject to the Rajas who caused

the grants to. be inscribed are worthy of notice here. We shall

accordingly place the statements of the sijs inscriptions together for

comparison

—

Bl.ja'8 name.
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The Mungir plate contains four names not given in the Ku-
maon plates, those of the Malavas, Karndtaa, Lasatas, and Bhatas,

We have already seen that the Malavas were a Panj6,b tribe who

after several changes of abode eventually gave their name to the

part of Central India now called Malwa. The Karnatas were a south-

ern tribe who have also left their name behind them in the Carnatic.

The Lasatas and Bhotas are spoken of together and quite correctly.

Lhasa was made the capital of the first really independent Tibetan

State in or about 640 A.D.. and the Bhotas represent the Chi-ang

and wandering tribes not subject to Lh^sa and indeed the common

people of Tibet generally. There was constant intercourse between

the Buddhist people of Tibet and their fellow Buddhists in Magadha.

The Mungir inscription shows that Deva Pala was a Buddhist,

tliough one of a very liberal mind. The names of Lh^sa and Bhota

have properly been omitted from the Kumaon inscriptions, as Ku-

maon was too near those countries to permit of their submjgsiop

being recorded as a matter of fact. The insertion, too, of the

names Dravira in southern India, Kalinga on the Coromandel coast,

Odra or Orissa, Gaurain Bengal and Meda in the Panjab or indeed

of any other names than those of the Khasaa and Kir^tas must

simply be due to the existence of these names in the original

form from which the Bhadras of Kumaon copied the terms of the

grant.

In a grant of Narayana P^la lately discovered at Bhagalpur

and translated by Dr. Mitra* we have a
Bhagalpur plate. , , .

,

„ ,

,

second record quite as full as that of the

Mungir plate and some important rectifications of' the genea-

lot^y. "The record opens with a stanza in praiae of Go Pala,

who was a devout Buddhist and a follower ,of Sugata. His son

and immediate successor was Dharma Pala. The latter had a

brother named Vak Pala, who lived under his sway. On his

death Deva Pala, the eldest son of his brother, succeeded him.

V4k PMa had a second son named Jaya Pala, who is said to

have brought Orissa and Allahabad under his brother's govern-

ment. On the death of Deva Pkh, Vigraha Pala, the son of

Jaya Pala, came to the throne. Vigtaha |P61a was succefidei

by his son Ndrayana Pala, t]be dqnor of the grant." We have

»J. A. S. Bea., XLVU,,!., 364. ^
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accordingly to revise the indications afforded by the Mungir plate

thus :—

I. Go Pala.

II. Dharma Pala. Vak Pala
I

I'

III. rieva Pala. Jaya Pala.

IV. Vigraha Paia I.

Nariyana Pala.

The donee's name wa'S Siva Bbatt4raka, a name found also in

the Ballabhi grants, and the record was composed by Bhatta Grura-"

va,* the minister who erected the Buddal pillar. The latter is a re-:

Gord of the family of this minister and contains the names of Pan-

chal and Gaya and of the son of Garga called L)arbhap4ni, of whom
it is recorded that by his policy " the great prince Deva P41a made

the earth tributary from the father of Reva, whose piles of rock are

moist with juiee from the heads of lascivious elephants, to the father

of Gauri, whose white m'ountains are brightened with beams fromi

tko morn of Jsvara and as far as the two oceans whose waters are

red with the rising and with the setting sun." Here Deva P&la is

credited with the conquest of the country from the Mahendra

mountain which contains the souroe of the Reva to the Himavat

who was father of Gauri. To Darbhapani was born Someswar an4

to him Kedara Misra, trusting to whose wisdom, " the raja of

Ganr for a long time enjoyed the country of the eradicated race of

XJtkala (Orissa) cf the Hdrnas of humbled pride, of the kings of

Dravira and Gujara whose glory was reduced and the nniver&al sea

girt throne " * * "To him, emblem of Vrihaspati and to his re-

ligious rites, the prince Sura Pala, who was a second Indra and

whose soldiers were fond of wounds, weftt repeatedly." Kedara-

Misara had a son Gurava Misra, who was greatly respected by the

prince N4rayana Pala and who caused the record to be inscribed

by Binda Bhadra.^ We may also note that the donee in Deva

Pala's inscription was a Misra. In the Ain-i-Akbari, Abul Fazl

^ The Guravas in western India enjoy a monopoly of the serrice in SaiTa tem-
ples and have a right to the ofEeringe made : Ind. Ant., III., 77. 'As. Res., I.,

133 : ChiB is translatedby Mr. C. Wilkins, with notes by Sir W. Jones. The inscrip-

tion was found on a stone pillar near Buddal on the boundary of the Din^jpur and
Boghra districts in Lower Bengal,, about forty miles south-east of Dinljpur, in
1780.
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gives* the names ofseven so-called Vaidya rAjas of Bengal ending with

Nardyana, whose successor Lakshmaniya was expelled by Muham-
mad Bakhtiyir Khilji in 1203 A.D. Before these Vaidyas occur

the names often Pala rajas, all of which except the first three are

wanting in their proper places in the inscriptions. The length of

many of the reigns also is so absurdly prolonged as to render this

tradition utterly worthless.

Vassilief in his work on ' Buddhism ' states,^ on the authority

of T4ranath, that the origin of the Palas
Tibetan records.

. , . . ^ , ,• ,• n ,i
was m this wise. On the extinction or the

Chandra dynastj' as a ruling power in eastern India; in Orissa

and Bengal and in the other five provinces of the east, each Kshat-

riya, Brahman and merchant constituted himself king of his sur-

roundings, but there was no king ruling the country. The wife of

one of the late kings assassinated by night every one of those who

had been chosen to be kings, but after a certain number of years

Go Pala, who had been elected for a time, delivered himself from her

and was made king for life. He began to reign in Bengal, but

afterwards reduced Magadha under his power. He built the Nalan-

dara temple not far from Otantapura and reigned forty-five years.

Sri Harsha was at this time reigning in Kashmir. Go Pala was

succeeded by his son Deva Pala, who greatly extended his kingdom

and re-established the Buddhist religion. He reigned forty-eight

years and was succeeded by his son Rasa Pal^, by a daughter of

Vibharata, king of Gajana. After twelve years he was succeeded

bv Dharma Pala, who reigned sixty-four years and was a contem-

porary of Tissong - I de-6 tszan.* The successors were

—

Basurakshita, sonin-law of Dharma P41a, reigned eight yearB.

Vana Pala, son of Dharma Pala.

Mahi Pala, reigned fifty-two years, comtemporary of Ehri-ral.

Maha Pala, son of Mahi Pala, reigned four years.

Samu Pila, son-in-law of Maha Pala, reigned twelve years.

Sreshta, eldest son of Maha I'ala, reigned three years.

Chanaka, maternal uncle of Sreshta, reigned twenty-nine years.

Bheya Pala, nephew of Chanaka, reigned thirty-two years.

> Gladwin, II., 21 . The followingnames with the length of reigns are given :—
Bhupala, 55 : Dh«rpala, 95 : Deopila, 83 : Bhnpatipala, 70 : Dhanpatpala, 46 :

BiiienD41a, 76 : Jayapala, 98 : Kajapala, 98 : Bhogiidla (brother of Kajapala), 5 :

Jaeadpala (son of Bbogpala), 74. Bhurala may be identified with Go Pala
; Dhir-

Bala or more correctly Dharpala with Dharmapala and Deopala with Devapala.

»<Le Bouddisme,' LaComme's translation of Vassilief, p. 64: Arch. Kep. XH.»

138- Ind. Ant. IV., 366. ' Khrisong, 728-765 A.D,
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Neya Pala, son of Bheya Pala, reigned thirty-flve years.

Amar Pala, son of Neya Pala, reigned thirteen years.

Regency for eight years.

Hasti Pdia, son of Amra Pdla, reigned fifteen years.

KshSnti Pala, maternal brother of Hasti Pala, reigned seventeen years.

Eama Pala, son of Hasti Pala, reigned forty-six years.

Then came Lava Sena and expelled the P41as. Most of these

names are hopelessly out of accord with existing inscriptions.

In 1806, a grant inscribed on a copper-plate was found at Am-
gaclihi^ in parganah Sultd,npur in the Dinajpur district, a place

about fourteen miles from Buddal. It contained the name of Vi-

graha Pd,la Deva and some others and was dated in sansrat 12.

In an inscription from Sarn4th, however, we have a dated record-

clearly belonging to the Pdlas. It was discovered on a figure of

Buddha near Benares by Mr. Jonathan Duncan in 1794 and bears

the date samvat 1083, equivalent to 1026,
S&rnath inscription.

» t\ mi i , i i ,
A.iJ. ine writing has been translated by

Colonel Wilford and again by General Cunningham, whose version'

is as follows:

—

•• Adoration to Buddha. Having worshipped the lotua foot of Sri Dhama-

risi, sprung from the lake of Vara nasi, and having for its moss the hairs of pros-

trate kings, the fortunate Mahipala, king of Gaura, caused to be built in Kasi

hundreds of monuments, snch as Isana and Chitraghanta. The fortunate Stbira-

pala and his younger brother, the fortunate Basanta-pdla, have renewed religion

completely in all its parts and have raised a tower (_aaila) with an inner chamber

(sarbha-huti) and eight large niches, samvat 1083, the 1 1th day of Pausha." ,

As now translated the date should be assigned to the buildings

of Sthira Pala and his brother Basanta Pala, who were contempo-

raries of Mahi. Pala,who according to the Amgachhi plate was him-

self a successor of Vigraha Pala II. General Cunningham's new

reading and translation will set at rest the discussion regarding

the names and dates raised on Wilford's imperfect transcript.^ ^ la

another inscription* on the base of a statue of Buddha the ascetic

found by General Cunningham in Buddha Gaya we have the name,

Mahipdla and in the second line containing the date the following

formula :

—

1 As. Bes., IX., 442 s Colebrooke's Essays, II., 279 : J. A. S, Ben. XLVII.,

i., 887. * Arch. Eep., Ill,, 121. s as. Res. V., 132 ! J. A. S. Ben.,

IV., 211. Lassen makes the successors of Narayana Pala rulers of Kanauj and

connects with them the name Yasah Pala found in an inscription dated in the

year 1036 A.D. : see Colebrooke Misc. Ess., II , 277 : J, A. S. Ben., V., 731.

Arch. Kep., Ill, 122.

62
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" Tarama bhattdraJea, parama saugatct, Sriman Mahipdla

Veva pravarddhamdna vijaya rdje (rdjye?) * * dasame

samvatsare"

which General Cunningham translates :
—

" In the 10th year of the

prosperous and victorious reign of the paramount king, the emi-

nent Buddhist, the fortunate Mahip&la Deva." Here we have the

exact formula used in the dates of the Pandukeswar plates and

which we have translated " in the year of the rising realm of vic-

tory." We have other inscriptions of Go P&la, Vigraha P^la, Mahi

Pala, Naya Pdla, Rama Pala Deva, Mahendra Pala Deva, Govind

P£la Deva (1175 A. D.), all of which except the last are dated in

regnal years.

GeneralCunniBgham^ takes the names from theAmg^chhi plates

and adds to them the name Deva P^la from the Mungir plate

and that of Sura Pala from the Buddal pillar. He takes the date

of the S4rndth inscription as settled and allowing 25 years to each

of the thirteen names in his list between

Vigraha Pala II. and Go Pdla, places the

latter in 765 A.D. The rectification in the list due to the Bhagal-

pur plate reduces the number of names and in addition the aver-

age of 25 years for each reigo is excessive and even the 20 years

given by Dr. Mitra^ is far too high. Allowing the 20 years to

each reign assumed by Dr. Mitra and accepting the Sdrn^th date

we have the following resnlt :

—

Fala dates.
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derived from a common original. The quaint list of ofRciala to

whom the grants are addressed has no parallel elsewhere. We find

it, in a modified form, in the inscriptions of the Senas, the successors

and in part the contemporaries of the later Palas. In the Bakirganj

inscription of Kesva Sena (1136 A.D.) the following titles occur :

—

' Samupagatdsesha rdja rdjanyaka rdjnibdlaka rdjaputra

rdjdmdtya makdpurohita mahddkarmmddhyajnd makdsdndhivi-

grahika mahdsendpati mahddauhsddhikd chdrodwaranikanaubala

hastyaswagomahishdjdvikddi vydprita gaulmika dandapdsika

dandandyaka neyayapatyddinanydnscha sakalardjyddhipajiv-

nodhya kshanodhya Icskapravardnscha chhattabhattajdUydn,

Brdhmanabrdkshmanottaranscha.'

Here, too, the grant is dated in sanvat 3. A similar formula

occurs in the Tarpandjghi inscription of Lakshmana Sena^ dated

in sanvat 7.

The short list of officials given in the grants of the Rd-

thor Rajas of Kanauj* has nothing in
Formula of western origin. . , , t.,, ,. , ,common with these Pala lists and we

have to look for their origin elsewhere. We think that thia

will be found in the influence of the Hindu revivalists from

western India, for the beginnings and germs of these lists are

traceable from the Vallabhi grants of Gujrat onwards in westera

inscriptions.* The Gurava who was minister of the Palas was a

Bhatta, a family who for generations were 'scribes of the rulers of

Gujrat and the Guravaa are to this day in charge of the Saiva tem-

ples in western India, The practice of datihg in regnal years was

general in western India after the reign of ViWamdditya VI. (1075

A.D.), of whom Mr. Fleet observes* that: -"^ After his time it be-

came the custom for his successors, as a rule, to date their inscrip-

1 Ibid., XLIV., 1. > Ibid:, XLII , 337 : dated in 1231 A.D.
' Dhruv-asena I. has the title DaDdanayaka, lad. Ant., IV., 107 : see especially

Guhasena's inscription, Jbid., p. 175, and the plate edited by Prof. Bhandar-

kar in J. B. B. E A. S., X., 77, and the Gurjjara grants of Dadda in Ind. Ant., Vlr

,

61. In an inscription found at Seoni we find a grant of Pravara Sena, Raja of

Val:&taka, in which the form of the date of the grant is somewhat similar to that

given in the Pandukeswar plates ;

—

"pravarddhamdna rijyasanva tsare aslitddasami,

Frinsep translates this sentence, " in the eighteenth year of his reign," but notes

that it may mean ' date of the growing (or current) reign'. Vikataka lay be-

tween the Bay of Bengal and the Sri Saila hills to the south of Haidarabad :

antea. The Jaina Merutunga mentions the ' Vikrama Rdja rdjya-kdla' or

dynastic year of Vikrama which commenced 17 years earlier than the Vikrama
era or RSjya-arambha : 3. B. B. K. A. S., IX., 149 : J. A. S. Ben , V., 726, Ind,

Ant., VII., 189, 302 : VHI., 192,
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tions not in the Saka era but in the years of their reigns coupled

with the name of the samvatsara of the particular year under

reference." This is not strictly in accordance with the Kumaon

practice, but it is of a similar nature and is another link in the chain

connecting Kumaon with western influences. The formula for the

regnal year occurs in a Pala inscription already noticed in exactly

the same peculiar words as those used in the Pandukeswar plates,but

it is also the ' standard formula' in Chalukya grants^ and occurs

in one of Udyotaka Kesari Deva^ of Kalinga. The form of dedica-

tion and the precatory verses at the end are common® to all India.

We have, however, the tribal name of the scribes the same in all

the Pandukeswur and many of the Pala grants.

In addition there is the express statement that Dharma Pala

visited Kedar, a connection that was kept up by Deva P41a, and

it was in their time ( the latter half of the ninth century

)

that these Pandukeswar grants were inscribed. We are not

without further evidence to show a connection between Ben-

gal and Kumaon. The Senas,* who followed the Palas in Ma-

sadha, have left an inscription at the great temple of Jageswar

beyond Almora, which though very imperfect allows the name

Madhava Sena to be read. The Eajas of Magadha are distinctly

mentioned in the Nep^l annals as having made incursions into the

hills. Go Pala was probably the first to extend his dominion north-

wards and his conquest was confirmed and enlarged by Dharma

Pala, whose generous treatment of the vanquished in sending them

back to their own country laden with presents was so unusual that

the conquered when reflecting on the deed 'longed to see him

again.' It is evidenif, therefore, that there was no permanent occu-

pation of the country and instead a semi-friendly relation arose,

which was further cemented by the enlistment of followers of the

Bengal Rdja in the service of the hill chief. It is to these circum-

stances that we owe the occurrence of the names of the hill-dis-

tricts of Lasata and Bhot in the Pala inscriptions. It may be

suggested that all these records should be referred to an intrusive

Bengal colony settled in the Katyur valley, but with existing mate-

rials this theory must be negatived.

1 fbid., X., 60. ' J. A. S. Ben., VIII., 557. » Cf. Burnell's

.

'Elements of South Indian Paleography.' ^ Thomas's Friuscp, II., 272

:

J. A. S. Ben., XLVII., i., 396.
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There is little in the nature of records that (San be relied upon

to help us in ascertaining the time when
Decline of theEat^uria, p i tt- / • , , ,

the power oi the Katyuns began to decline,

but there are several traditions as to their dispersion which will

aid us in estimating the causes of their downfall. One of these

causes was the tyranny and incapacity of the later Katyuris. The

curse pronounced on the family by Nar Sinha worked through

them as the following story regarding Dham Deo and Bir Deo will

show :
—"The revenue of the country was collected in kind and it

was customary to give out a part of the grain brought into the

Raja's treasury to be ground for the use of the household. Each

village took its turn to prepare the flour, as a customary due to

the State. The servants of the Raja, however, used to measure out

the grain in the slightly indented bottom of the ndli^ turned up-

side down, but still called the grain given out a ndli. When the

people brought back the grain ground, the Raja's officer spread at

the foot of a great stone seven mats and then mounting on the

stone, scattered the flour in the wind. The heavier particles fell

on the mats near the stone and none but the very finest reached

the seventh mat. Then coming down he collected the flour from

the seventh mat and told the people to take away the rest as it was

not fit for his master's use. Of this fine flour, moreover, they were

obliged to give a quantity equal to the nominal weight of the grain

that had been given out to them from the Raja's stores. The

Raja used also to seize their sons and daughters as slaves and the

taxation was on no system. In order to provide themselves with

water from a favourite spring (Hatchina) some twelve miles from

the palace, the Katyuris stationed slaves along the road, who re-

mained there night and day and passed the water from hand to

hand. Bir Deo still further shocked the prejudices of the people

by forcibly marrying his own aunt. He used to fasten iron rings

on to the sboulders of the litter-bearers and pass through them the

poles of the dandi,^ so that the bearers might not be able to throw

him down a precipice ; but wearied with his tyranny and profligacy

two men were at last found patriotic enough to sacrifice themselves

for the good of the people. They reflected that they themselves

were ruined, their children were taken as slaves and life was not

> A measure in coinmoiL use. * A litter in use in the hills;
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worth living : so one day being pressed into service as litter-

bearers, they flung themselves and the E6ja over a cliflf and so

jperished. After the Raja's death dissensions broke out amongst

his family and each seized on a portion of the kingdom for him-

self, whilst the countries beyond Kumaon and Garhwdl that had

always paid tribute to the Katyiiris threw off" their allegiance."

This account represents very fairly the state of the country at the

time of the rising of the Chand family. We find then the Domkot
Il4wat ruling in K41i Kumaon in subordination to a branch of

the Katyiiri family which had established itself in a fort on the

Siii range. Another branch was settled in Doti, a third in Askot,

,a fourth in Barahmandal, a fifth still occupied Katyiir and Dan-

pur, and a sixth had several settlements in Pali, chief of which

were Dw&ra Hat and Lakhanpur. The ruined temples and build-

ings in many parts of the country are attributed to these Katyuri

R£jas. The low carved stone pillars In eastern Kumaon known

as hrih kumbh (vrihastambha) are also attributed to the same

dynasty and are said to have been erected to mark the halts or

encampments in the royal progresses. Batten writes that " some

of these ruins, especially the chabiitras and wells, are not without

beauty, at least in their carving, and the great number of small

temples even now standing, each as it were dedicated to a separate

idol, and the quantity of idol images themselves which have been

found in their precincts, show that the Katytiri Rajas were devout

worshippers of the whole Hindu Pantheon. The shape of the

buildings and the character of the sculptures are said to be

similar to the architectural features observed in the south of

India; in Bundelkhand and on the banks of the Nerbudda.

From the account above given it will at once be seen that the

dynasty of which we are speaking was of low-land origin, and

that no signs of an aboriginal extraction are visible in its remains.

As before the Muhammadan conquests of India, the rulers of a

region so illustrious in the Shastras as the Himalaya mountains,

being also by their position masters of the sacred sites at the

various sources of the Ganges, may be supposed to have held

rank equal with, if not superior to, the Rajas of Katehir, or the

country between the mountains and the Ganges now called Rohil-

khand ; and as, after the establishment of the Muhammadan
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empire in Hindustan, the Kumaon RAjas were found in hereditary

'

possession of the Tardi by a tenure quite independent of any

grant from low-land potentates, I see no reason for doubting that

the Tardi throughout its whole extent formed an integral part of

the Katyiiri Kumaon Raj. That it also formed an important

part may be assumed from the almost absolute necessity still>

existing, that a large portion of plain country should, if not

attached to the bills, at least be available for the annual resort

of the hill-men and their cattle (an occupancy which under

native rulers could hardly be maintained without an actual right

of property in the soil, and actual separate possession thereof by

the hill powers) ; and from analogies drawn from the late and

existing feeling in Nepdl in regard to the tract at its base."

Beyond this all is conjecture regarding these ancient times j and

the question whether Sambhal and Bareli were then subject to

Katyiir may be left for discussion when more accurate materials

are available.

There is nothing, however, to show us that during Katyuri

times there was either such communication with the plains or

such a surplus population in the hills as would enable them to

colonise the Tarai. On the other hand everything that we know

indicates that from the ninth to the eleventh centuries the Tarai

had relapsed into its original state of forest and its towns were

deserted and allowed to fall to ruin ; in fact it was not till the

sixteenth century that the hill state attempted to exercise any

practical control over any part of the low-lands beyond the strip

close to the foot of the hills, known as the Bhabar. Elsewhere

we have given the pedigrees of the principal Katyiiri families,

but, strange to say, we do not find amongst them a single

name of those known from the inscriptions already noticed.

There is no reason, however, to doubt that these families are

really members of the Katyiiri stock, for, more than two centuries

ago, their position as descendants of the old RAjas of Katyiir was

recognised by the Chand rulers of Kumaon. It is commonly

believed that the object of the Chands in neither destroying nor

exiling the Katyuris was that they might be able to obtain wives

for the members of their own family. The Chands often married

Katyiiri wives, but never gave their own daughters to the Katyuris.
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These now intermarry with the families of the petty Vaisya-

Thakuri Rajas to the east of Doti and Jumla in Nep&l. The,

Askot family also intermarries with the Nepfi,lese, but of late

years the poorer descendants of the Pali families have begun

to intermarry with the more wealthy Khasiyas. Besides these

dynasties sprung from the original stock, we find others who had

no connection with the Katyiiris* established at this time in

Kumaon. Phaldakot and Dhaniyakot fell into the hands of a

tribe of Kathi Rajputs who claim to be of Surajbansi origin, Chau-

garkha came into the power of the Padydr Rajpiits, whose capital

village was Pady4rkot. A family calling themselves Chandra-

bansi Rajputs came from Pyuthana in Doti and established them-,

selves at Mankot in Gangoli. After the conquest of Gangoli by

the Chands this family returned to Doti, where their descendants

still exist. Kota, Ghhakh4ta, Katoli and the remaining pattis to

the south became subject to the leading Khasiya families, whilst

Sor, Sira, Darma, Askot and Juh4r were annexed to the Dot!

kingdom. ,

'The ManaiSl and Kdlakoti Bujputs claim descent from the,Eaty(!iris.
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CONTENTS.
liise of the Chands. Chand chronology. Earlier dates cannot be accepted.

Barak Deb's statemeilt. Sombansis of Jhusi. Kili Kumstou. Som Chand.

Atma Chand and his Buccessors. The lihafiiya revolt. Malla Kajaa. Kra-

challa Dera. Chand restoration. Musalinan historians. Garnr Gyan Chand.

Bevolt of Nalu Kathayat. Early history of Garhwal and Dehra Dun, Siwalik

hills. Timur Lang. Garhwal Kajas. TJdyan Chand. Bharati Chand. Batan

Chand. Pedigree of the Doti and Askot families. The Bam Rajas of Sdr. Ki-

rati Chand. Conquest of Batahmandal and Pali. Pedigree of the Pali Katyuris.

Conquest of Phaldakot and Kota. Pattap Chand. Tdra Chand. Manik Chand.

Khawas KhSa. Bhishma Chand. Balo Kalyan Chand. Conquest of Sor. Budra

Chand. Husain Khan Tukriyah. Tarai and Bhabar. Kumaon in the Aln-i-A&-

bari. Tarai. Attempt on Sira. Bajas of Sira. Attempt on Badhangarh and

conquest of Eatyur. Lakshmi Chand. Invasion of Garhwal. Dhalip Chaiid.

Bijaya Chand. Tirmal Chand. Baz Baliadur Chand. IhvaaiOn of GarhWal.

Extradition of Sulaiman 8hah. Administration. Conquest of Bhot. Invasion of

Garhwal. Eastern Kumaon. Udyot Chand. Gyan Chand. Jagat Chand.

Fateh Sah of Garhwal. Pradipt Sah. Lalat Sah. Jayakrit Sah. Pradhuman

Sah. Uuied Singh. Sikhs and Gnjats. Debi Chand. Ajit Chand. Kalyan

Cliand. The Eohillas. Quarrels ifrith Oudh. Dip Chand. Intestine disputes.

Murder of Sib Deo. Mohaii Singh murders the Rani. Harak Deb Joslii.

Mohan Singh murders Jaikishn Joshi and Dip Chand. Native administration

of the Tarai. Pradhiiman Sah or Pradhuman Chand. The Joshiyina raid.

Sib Singh. Mahendra Singh. Gorkhali conquest.

Whilst Kumaon was thus broken up into a ntimber of petty

kingdoms under rulers of different tribes,

Katyuri, Khasiya and others, a family estab-

lished itself in the eastern parganah which succeeded, though after

the lapse of many centuries, in reuniting the province under one

ruler. The founder of this family was Som Chand, a Sombansi or

Chandrabansi Rajplit. Two stories are told as to the manner in

which he first obtained a footing in Kumaon. The first informs us

that Brahm Deoi Katydri on settling in Siii was opposed by the

1 Another account gives the name as Baichhla Deva and makes him the

ancestor of Dham Deo and Brahma or Bir Deo. The Bais Eajas were lords

of Kanauj in the seventh and perhaps also in the eighth century.

63
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Eawat Raja of Domkot, who refused to render submissioD to one

who was obliged to leave his own country and had not the power

to enforce obedience to his aathority. The people themselves were

divided into factions, each under its ©wn leader, who espoused

sometimes the cause of one Raja and sometimes that of the other

according as interest or prejudice moved them. So matters remained

for several years until there was no authority in the land and every

one did that which seemed good in his own sight. The usual in-

security of person and property ensured and worn out by quarrels

which were undertaken for the sake of a few all parties amongst

the people agreed that the absence of any form of government was

intolerable and that as it was impossible to reconcile the conflicting

claims of the rival Rajas, the people themselves should send a

deputation to the plains to seek out a cadet of some royal house

to rule over them. The chief men of Kumaon, accordingly des-

patched a trusty messenger to visit the courts of northern India

and select a Raja for them. In those days the lunar dynasty of

Kanauj was famous throughout Upper India,, and Som Chand, a

member of that family, was found at Jhiisi an ancient town on the

left bank of the Ganges opposite the Daraganj suburb of the city of

Allahabad. His horoscope was carefully examined and pronounced

by the astrologers to contain all those conjunctions of the planets

which foretold a prosperous future and fitness for the royal state

and he was at once brought to Kumaon and installed at Champa-

wat. The second .story makes Som Chand the brother of the reign-

ing Raja of Kanauj and states that whilst on a pilgrimage to

Badrinath he met Bi-ahm Deo- and so ingratiated himself with the

feeble old man that he was invited to remain in Kumaon. Som
Chand consented and received the daughter of Brahm Deo in

marriage and with her as dowry fifteen bkia of land in Champ4wat

and considerable grants in the Bhabar and Tarai. There is much
reason to doubt that such a person as Som Chand ever existed or

at least that we can accept as history the stories told regarding

him and his immediate successors in the local traditions. It seems

better, however, to give this local history exactly as it exists and to

state the reasons for distrusting portions of it in their proper place.

There is no written history of Kumaon and the statements which are

made in the course of this narrative are simply based on traditions
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many of which were collected 4urmg the long and laborious

life of the late Rudradatta Pant, a learned Brahman of Almora,

and which were placed at my disposal by Sir John Straehey. Re-

search has contributed very many additions and much corroborative

matter aad on the whole these traditions may be considered quite

as fairly trustworthy in the earlier years as any other similar

accounts in India, and in the later years they appear to be more

accurate aad complete than any other similar records with which

we are acquainted. It ought not to be considered strange that

there should be so few writings in existence relating to the times

of the former Rajas of this country, if due regard be had to its

hifitory. In Garhwal few of the old families were left at the British

occupation and the official records had been burned by the Gor-

khalis. In Kumaon, too, the successive revolutions led to a redis-

tribution of property amongst the adherents of the party for the

time being in power and all the old records were either destroyed

or disappeared.

Accepting, however, Som Chand as an historical personage, the

„ main features of the several stories regard-
Chand cflronology. ... , ,mg him may be resolved into the very pro-

bable and simple statement that he came to Kumaon as an adven-

turer and being of Rajput blood married the daughter of the petty

Raja of Sui and in course of time supplanted his father-in-law.

But before we proceed further we roust examine the Chand chro-

nology more closely and endeavour to discover some approximately

«5orrect date to which we can assign their settlement in Kumaon,

Two dat^s are commonly given for this immigration ; one is 742

or 757 V. S. corresponding to 685 or 700 A. J)., and the other is

1235 V. Sanvat or 1178 A.D. Even amongst those who adhere to

the former dates there are variations in the successions and lengths

of reigns which are very troublesome and difficult to reconcile.

We shall therefore place the reader in as good a position as

ourselves for exercising a juigment in this matter by giving

the three principal lists which for convenience we will call

A, B, and C The list A. was obtained from Rudradatta Pant

already mentioned ; list B, from Bhiraa Sinha, titular Raja of

Kumaon at Almora, and list C. from an official report made

ia 184-9 A. D.
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List of Chand princes.
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The difference between the lists ' B ' and ' C ' is probably due

to the copyist of list ' C ' mistaking in some instances the date of

decease for the date of accession. Both these lists make Garur Gyan.

Chand, the successor of Kalyaa Chand differing in this respect

from list A :

—
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each) and the reigns of their successors into the sixty-six years

between the visit of Hwen Thsang and the accession of Som
Chand. We must confess, however, that there is nothing in,

the length of the reigns given in the lists which will admit of

any considerable correction. The first eight reigns alone appear

unusually long, yet they give an average of only twenty-one years,

a by no means impossible chronology. Still we cannot accept

the initial date and the only way open for reconciling the dates

in the list with facts is either to reject Som Chand and his suc-

cessors up to Thohar Chand as inventiona of later years or to

accept them and revise their chronology. If we retain Som
Chand and his successors as historical personages we most aban-

don the story of his marriage with the daughter of the last Kat-

yiiri prince of Kali Kumaon. Som Chand may, indeed, have

married the daughter of a hill-prince but considering that the

Katyuri family must have then been settled in Joshimath and

their later seat Kdrttikeyapura was yet unknown, the connection

of their name with the bride of Som Chand must have been made
many years after the marriage had taken place. If we abandon

the connection between Som Chand and Brahm Deo there is little

need for further adjustment, but if we retain the names and the

story we must amend the chronology. The only suggestion that

appears possible to me in this case is to omit altogether the

Khasiya interregnum as an interruption in the Chand chronology.

It is much more probable that the Khasiya dynasty was contem-

porary with that of the Chands and only came into collision with

them when Sonpal Khasiya and Bira Chand finally decided the

question of the pretensions of their respective families to the tract

along the Kali. In one of the lists and in an old tradition Bira

is made a grandson of Sonsar Chand and not a mere descendant

and it seems unlikely that the descendants of Sonsar Chand

should be so well known as at once to be selected to fill the

throne if so many years had elapsed since his family occupied Cham-
p^wat. We might therefore fairly omit the reigns of the Khasiya

B^jas as an interruption of the Chand chronology, and taking the

more moderate reigns for this period given in the list B. we arrive

at the date 1010 Saavat or 953 A,D. for the accession of Som
Ghand.
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There is much, however, to be said in favour of the suggestiou

„ , , ,

,

that the Chand history commences- at a
Harakdeb s Btatement. "^

much later date. The date 1235 Sanvat

or 1178 A.D. would, if we retained the existing names, compel us

to crowd into the period between 1178 A.D. and 1423 A.D.,

the well -ascertained date of Vikrama Cband, some thirty-four

reigns, and thus allow only seven years to a reign, a very low and

improbable average. From a memoraridum, made for Government

by Mr. W. fraser in 1813, on a conversation which he had with

the celebrated Kumaoni statesman Harakdeb Joshi^ the early

history of the Chands is thus given -^
— " The first Raja, a Rajpiit

by birth Thohar Chand, was taken from Jhiisi at the age of 16 oi"

17. His son, grandson and great-grandson succeeded when the

line became extinct. On this event, a second person descended

direct from the uncle of Thohar Chand by name Gyan Chand wa»

brought from Jhiisi and placed on the throne." In the account

of the succession to Thobar Chand one list makes Garur Gyan
Chand sixth and the other makes him second in descent. Ac-

cording to the more correct list he ascended the gaddi in 1374

A.D. and Thohar Chand commenced to reign in 1261 A.D. The
latter date is just thirty-eight years after the date on an inscrip-

tion of the Dtilu Raja Kracballa noticed hereafter, which shows us

that some years previous to the accession of Thohar Chand there

were Chandrabansis in K^li Kumaon, Of the three names given

in the inscription not one agrees with any name in the lists, but

unless we may suppose two or three families of the same clan of

equal importance in the same tract these Chands of Krachalla'a

inscription belong to the same family as the Chands of tradition,

and therefore Thohar Chand can hardly have been the first of his

race in Kumaon although he was probably the first to attain to

other than very local importance. We gather this much, however,

that in the first quarter of the thirteenth century at least three Chan-

drabansi chiefs held the position of mandali/cs or heads of circles as

the smaller fiscal sub-divisions were called and that they then owed

fealty to the Raja of Doti and in no respect difiored from the

Rawat Khasiya chiefs their neighbours. The latter alone have

the title of Eaja, and the inference follows that the power and

influence which the later traditions assign to the earlier Chands,
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if true at all, must be taken as referring only to the mandal or

circle alone within which they exercised authority.

Sir H. M. Elliot* states that Som Chand was a Chandel and

_ , . , , not a Cha;ndrabansi and that he came from
bombansiB of Jhusi.

, . , . , .

Jhansi, not Jhusi ; but there is no authority

for either of these changes in the local account. Tradition is

unanimous in representing the family as of the Sombansi clan, and

the name Jhansi was not known until its foundation by Bfr

Sinh Deo in the reign of Jahangi'r.' Jhfisi stands on the site of an

ancient city called Pratishthana and contained a Rajput colony at a

very early date. The Sombansis of Partdbgarh in Oudh state

that the original seat of their clan was Jhiisi ; that Sukrama Sinh,

one of their ancestors who lived there, had three sons, one of

whom went to Nepal, the second to Hardui, and the third re-

mained at Jhdsi. The son of the last was cursed by a Musalmaa

fakir and lost his kingdom in consequence. If we assign Som
Chand to this family we shall have to place him much later

than the date given by Elliot, 1178 A.D. This latter date, how-

ever, is clearly derived from Mr. J. H. Batten's notes' quoted below

and has no authority of its own. Like most of the dates given

here it is founded on information received from some of the

Kumaon Brahmans. From an old inscription dated in 1027 A.D,,

found at Jhdsi, it appears that a Rajput family then held posses-

sion of the tract of country lying along the left bank of the Ganges

near Prayag, an ancient name of Allahabad. The names given

are ^Vijayapala, Adyapala and Trilochanapala, and this would

•I Beames' Elliot, I., 73 ' Gazetteer, I., 438. ' Beport on
Kumaon and Garhwal, page 164 : Mr. Batten's note on this date js as follows:

—

"On a reference to contemporaneous history we find that the year 1194 A.D.

is the date generally fixed for the conquest of Kanauj by the arms of Kutb-ud-

din the Lieutenant of Shahab-ud-din, and also that 1195 A D. saw him extend

hisVictories across the Ganges to Budaun. It is I think extremely probable

that an incorrect tradition may have anticipated the commencement of the

Chand dynasty in Kumaon by 16 years, and that in the great reroUition which
transtcrreii the empire of the Gangetic plain as far as Benares from the

Eahtors to their Muhammadan victors, *hcn the dispersion of numerous power-

ful Hindu tribes took place everywhere ; among them the earliest Chand and his

followers found their way to Kumaon. But, whether the elevation of this race

in the hills preceded or followed the fall of the Kanauj kingdom, the shock of

that fall may well be supposed to have reached to the foot of the Himalaya, and

hardly to have been arrested at Bndaun and the lower parts of Katehir. The

rale of the hill powers, whether Khasiya or Chand, if jt had survived at all the

decadence of the Katyura line, and the breaking of the Kajpfits petty chief-

Bhips must have been rudely shaken at this period." *A8. Kes. XVJU.,

621 : 'j. A. S. Ben., XXXI., 6.
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sliow US that so late as the first quarter of the eleventh century a

Rajpdt colony existed at Jhisi from which the Kumaon Chands
might have come. Jhfisi is also traditionally connected with the

kingdom known as Harbong k& raj, where the cruel and foolish R4ja

Harbong lived. Elliot gives some account of his life and character,

and it is to him that the Sombansi legend apparently refers when
stating that the grandson of Sukrama Singh was cursed by a

Musalman fakir. The Musalm^ns say that Harbongpur was des-

troyed and Jhiisi built and consecrated by Sayyid Ali Murtaza,

who died as late as 1359 A.D., but this tradition is little to be

trusted, for many acts are assigned to this saint which must have

taken place long before th« fourteenth century. The Hindus simi-

larly ascribe the death of Harbong and the revolution in Jhdsi to

Machchhindra and Gorakhnath, their great miracle-workers. The

first is the great Buddhist patron saint of Nepal, Padmapani-Ary4-

valokiteswara-MachchhindranS,tha. Gorakhnatha, according to

the Nepal annals,* visited the valley in order to see the great

Machchhindra in the reign of Raja Bar-deva in the Kaligata

year 3623 or 521 A.D. Now Bar-deva is seventh in descent from

the Lichchhavi Ansu-Varma, who was Raja of Nepal shortly

before Hwen Thsang visited the valley in 637 A.D., so that the

Nepalese Machchhindra may be assigned to the middle of the

eighth century. From other sources, however, we know that

Gorakhnath must ha.ve lived in the fifteenth century* and that he

was fifth in spiritual descent from a Matsyendra or Machchhindra,

who therefore lived in the fourteenth century or about the same

time as the Sayyid Ali Murtaza. We must, therefore, reject both

traditions and refer to the Musalman historians. Abul Fazl tells

us that Mahmud made two expeditions to Benares one in 1019 and

another in 1022 A.D., but these are not mentioned by other histo-

rians and the inscription in 1027 A.D. shows that even if they took

place Jhusi was not affected. In 1033 A.D., however, we have an

account* of the conquest of Benares by Ahmad Nidltigin, who

crossed the Ganges and marching along the left bank "unexpectedly

arrived at a city which is called Benares and which belonged to the

territory of Gang. Never had a Muhammadan army reached this

place," and this we would take as the date for the dispersion of the-

» Wright's Nepal, 140. ' Wilson, I., 213. » Dowson'a Elliot, II., ivai

64
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Rajput family who ruled in. Jhiisi. Our adjusted date for Som

Chand's accession is only fifty-eight years before the raid of

NIaltigin.

The portion of Kumaon lying along the Kali has traditions^ of

its own regarding its early history which
Kali Kumaon.

, , f ,°
, , „ ,

help to throw light on the state of the

country at the time of the Chand immigration. The name ' Ku-

maun' had here its origin for Vishnu, in his tortoise incarnation,

dwelt for three whole years on Kanadeo,^ which ever afterwards was

called Kurmachala and hence the modern name Kumaon, It was

not until after the Chands had settled in Almora that the name
Kumaon covered its present limits and Kali-Kumaon was restrictecj

to its original signification. The people generally call themselves

Kumai or Kali-Kumai, but in common conversation are known by

the names of the fiscal sub-divisions in which they reside or are

spoken of as Khasiyas by persons belonging to cartes other than

their own. The mythological tradition regarding Kumaon tells us

that the Lohughat valley and its neighbourhood was, in the Satya

ages, inhabited by the Devas, Daityas and Raishasas, Wheii

Rama slew the Eakshasa Kumbha-karna, he cut oif the head of the

demon and sent it to Kumaon by the hands of Hanuman, who cast

it on the hill of Kiirmichala. The skull filled with water and be-,

came a lake some four kos square, and many of the Daityas and

Rakshasas perished in its waters. The lake remained during

the Treta and Dwapara ages, and it was not until the incar-

nation of Vishnu as Krishna took place that any change occur-

red. Ghatotkacha, son of Bhimasena by the Rakshasi Hidimbi,

invaded Kumaon and was slaii:> by Kurma, Raja of Angadesa..

Bhimasena subsequently arrived and avenged the slaughter,

of his son and kinsmen and to commemorate the event erected

and endowed two temples ; one in honour of Ghatotkacha and

the other in honour of his wife, the Rakshasi Hidimbi. The
temple dedicated to Ghatotkacha, who is now known as Ghatka-

debta, is situate on the hill above Phungar,^ one mile to the east

of Champawat, and the other is on the same hill a little lower down,
1 The greater part of the local folk-lore and traditions contained in the follow-

ing sketch of the history of Kuniaou are faithfully reproduced from Ihe notes of
'

the late Eudradatta Pant. ' A peak in J?atli Charal to the east of
Champawat. 3 uhima is said to hare chosen this site because the
inhabitaats were Kakshasas and of the same tribe as Hidimbj. _
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go that the blood of goats sacrificed to Ghatku is said to mingle

with that of the offerings to Hidimbi. Bhimasena then broke

the banks of the lake which were formed of the bony substance of the

iskiill of Kumbha-karna and let out the waters which became the

source of the Gandaki, now known as the Gidhiya river. The old-

est seat of government in the tract was at S6i in the Lohughat

Valley, where the ruins of an ancient temple of the Sun exist

amidst a clump of lofty deodar (Indian cedar). The capital was then

transferred to Domkot or Donkot, whose ruler was a Khasiya

Thakur of the Rawat clan.* The oldest of the existing forts is that

of Katolgarh,

When Som Chand came to Kumaon he built the first home of

the Chands on the fifteen-acre plot received by him from his father-

in-law and called it Raj-bunga,^ which sub-
SomCliain3,953-974 AD.

, , , .-^, ,

sequently gave place to tne name (Jhampa-

wat. He found the country divided into a number of small pattis,

in each of which was a semi-independent ruler. These again took

part in the quarrels of the two great factions, the Maras^ and the

Phartiyals. Perhaps in the entire history of India there is no

record of such bitter and long-continued strife as has existed from

time immemorial between these two parties. To their internecine

strife is to be attributed the intrusion of the Chands in the tenth

century, the downfall of the same family in the eighteenth cen-

tury, the defeat of our levies under Hearseyin 1815 and the litiga-

tion in the Nain Singh case* in 1867. In the year of grace 1883,

the feeling is as strong as it was eight hundred years ago, and the

difficulties encountered by an alien ruler like Som Chand may

readily be understood under the light of modern experience. Som

1 Bemaina consisting of old walls and chabiStraa are still to be seen on the

site of Domkot and persons who claim descent from the Rawat Raj is surviTe

in Gumdes and village Sali in Charal. Every male child born in the RawatV
family use to have a murk on ita neck by which it was known, but since royal

power departed from tUera the mark bus disappeared. » Or royal fort,' to"

distinguish it from the ordinary forts of the Khasiya chiefs. Similarly the,

wo-d 'razifi' forqnilt was never used until the Gorkhali invasion from its

likeness in sound to the title "BiSja Rajdi " borne by the Kumaon princes,

nor would the Dohli officials call the Garliwali Kajas ' Sah because of

its being pronnuncsd like 'Shah;' thoy always gave the affix ' Sinha 'instead.'

3 The Maras out of Kali K.imaoii are known as Muhuras, but the Maris of

'Siii state that the latter are merely the bearers of the Raja's dandi (maAur)

ornalaiquin. The people of Ryuni, near Ranikhet, who were subsequently

aoiminted totliis offi/e, were of the Muhura caste corresponding to the Kiihlrs pf

tne plains The word ' muhura ' may be accepted as the generic term, the word

'nrdra' being peculiiir to Kali Kumaon. ' "Nain Singh was a Mara.
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Chaad was, however, equal to the occasion. He firsty with the

assistance of the Taragi clan, subdued the Rawat Raja and having

brought his small territory into a semblance of order, invited the

petty chiefs and the heads of the factions to attend his darb^r. He
treated each of the latter with equal honour and when he had as-

certained their power and the number of their adherents, he made

the head of one faction the chief adviser and misistef in civil

matters and the head of the other faction chief of his forces. The

principal village of the Maras was Kot with the fort of the Katol-

garh and the chief village of the Phartiyals was Dungari near Sui,

and the headmen of these villages were the first Diwain and Bakshi

of the new state.^ Som Chand next reviewed the village rights and

constitution. He revived the ancient system of headmen in each

village called h4rhas and saydnas,y7ho were responsible for the police

and fiscal arrangements of their respective villages or groups of vil-

lages. This was so very old an institution in these hills that the b^r-

haa of Chaukur and Fhungar declared to Som Chand that their ofiiee

had come down to them in unbroken succession from the original

Daitya rulers of Kumaon. The claim was allowed and permission

was given to them to receive fees as representatives of the old rulers

in all cases of trial by ordeal. The JcAmddrs or immediate courtiers

of Som Chand were Joshis andBishts and Muduliya Pandes of the

Kanaujiya sub-division from the plains. The general civil and

military administration was entrnsted to the Joshis, whilst the

Bishts and Pandes, who were Brahmaus of a superior caste, held the

offices of guru, purohit, paurdnik, baid and basoya. These last

were also called Chautara^ Brahmans, or those who did the four

quarters of the work of the Raja. Som Chand must have had

considerable support to be able to reduce to submission the turbulent

clans of his adopted country and hand over his small state intact

to his son. At his death he possessed in right of his wife the

southern half of the present parganah and by right of conquest the

remainder. To this may be added Dhyanirau and parts of the

Rangor and Salam pattis of Chaugarkha. Som Chand, however,

held all this tract, as many of his successors did, as feudatory of

the Mahardja of Doti- to whom he paid tribute, so that at this stage

* These two villages are still looked on as the head-quarters of the respec-
tire factions and are each inhabited by people of its own party. 'A terra
now used as a title, borne by the junior members of the Kaja's family in I^cpal.
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of their fortunes the Chand family was little better off than the

majority of the more important landholders in the province.

Som Chand was succeeded by his son Atma Chand, and though

Atma Chand and his little remarkable or worth recording took

successors, 976 -1055 A.D. pj^ce until the reign of Bina Chand, the

tradition regarding him affords grounds for leading us to suppose

that the work of consolidating the power and influence of the little

state none the less progressed. We are told that the rulers of all the

neighbouring petty states paid court to Atma Chand at Champawat.

Some said that they did so because they feared lest they should be

swallowed up in the process of extension which they had no doubt

would be carried out as vigorously by his successors as had been

done by Som Chand himself. Others excused themselves on the

ground that Atma Chand was on his mother's side a Katyiiri and

therefore entitled to their allegiance. The solidity of the basis of the

Chand power assumed for the family at this time by the local an-

nalists may easily be gathered from these excuses for their submis-

sion made by those who were naturally opposed to the admission

of strangers. Atma Chand was succeeded by his son Purana, of

whom all that is known is that he was a great hunter and spent

much of his time in the Bhdbar engaged in hunting. He was fol-

lowed by his son Indra Chand, who is said to have brought into

Kali Kumaon the silk-worm and to have introduced the manufac-

ture of silk which flourished with a certain amount of success until

the industry perished during the Gorkhali usurpation. The silk-

worm was brought from China into Tibet by the Chinese Queen of

Srongtsan Ganpo in the seventh century, and through his Nepalese

Queen it was introduced Into Nepal and thence doubtless came

into Kumaon. Of the immediate successors of Indra Chand,

vis., Sonsar, Sudha, Hammira or Hari and Bina, nothing is

known beyond their names. The last named died childless,

and his death was the signal for a revolt of the Khasiya popula-

tion.

Eina was a weak-minded ruler who allowed the aff"airs of the

country to fall into the hands of unscrupu-
The Khasiya rerolt.

i,- j xi -^i
lous servants, so that on his death without

issue, " the Khasiyas lifted .up their heads and established their

rdj in Kali Kumaon." The Brahman and Kshatriya immigrants
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and those who had grown wealthy under the Chands were mad§

to feel the power of the Khasiya chiefs, " for," said thej', "these have

long tyrannised over us and our power has now come." So bitterly

were the hopeless friends of the Chands persecuted that all the

men of note who did not belong to the party now in power fled

from the provinces or were expelled by force and filled the courts

of the neighbouring states with complaints against the Khasiyas.

The Katyuris, too, in western Kuniaon were appealed to for assist-

ance and invited to take back their old possessions, but they were

too much occupied with their own affairs to be able to give any

material aid and excused themselves on the ground that as " th&

raj of Kali Kumaon had been given by them as a free gift to the

Chands, it belonged to the Chands, who should reconquer the

country if they wanted it, that they would not take it back." It

would appear from this statement that the Khasiya revolution

was the result of a national movement not only against the foreiga

dynasty but generally against all intruders from the plains. The

names of fourteen of these Khasiya Rajas are given with the

length of their reigns and they are stated to have ruled for nearly

two hundred years over Kali Kumaon, acknowledging, however, the

supremacy of the Raja of Doti as their Chand predecessors and

successors are also said to have done. "We have already consi-

dered the suggestion that the Khasiya revolution should not be

allowed to interfere with the Chand chronology. It may fairly be

assumed that after the death of Atma Chand the family of the

Rawats of Domkot who emigrated thence to Sali began to lift up

their heads and that in the reign of Bina Chand they actually

seized on Champawat near their old home. The names of these

Khasiya Rajas may well be the names of those of the Domkot

house, for they show no trace of lowland Rajpdt origin. The

names^ are as follows with the length of their reigns :—

1.
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The last name does not occur in list A. This was evidently a

period of general discontent throughout the hills amongst the

aboriginal tribes. We find from the Nep41 chronicles that about

this time the Vais Thakurs of Noakot raised the standard of revolt,

and for 225 years Nepal was broken up into a number of petty

principalities like Kumaon. To fix this date we have fortunately

something more than mere conjecture. The Nepal annals as well

as the Musalman historians give the date 1324 A.D. for the emi-

gration of Hara Sinha-deva from Siraraun to Nepal, where he

founded the dynasty which succeeded the Thakuri princes. If

from this we take 225 years, the date 1099 A.D. will give us the

first year of the Thakuri rebellion in Nepal. But we are also told

that for seven or eight years previous there was no Raja in Ne})dl,

because the last of the Karnataka Rajas, Harideva, was subdued

by Mukund Sena,^ Now of this Mnkunda Sena we have no

certain information, but we. know that the Senas established a

separate dynasty in Magadha in the last decade of the eleventh

century and that Madhava Sena, the great-grandson of the founder

of the line in Bengal, visited the Jageswar temple near Almora

and bestowed lands on that institution. Prinsep^ suggests the date

1123 for this prince, which would be twenty-five years later than

the date of Mukunda Sena according to the Nepal annals.

According to the chronology we have followed an inscrip-

tion found at Gropeswar in Garhwdl be-

longs to this period. It records the

erection by one of the Malla Rajas of a royal edifice in

the year 1191 A.D, The translation of this inscription is as

follows ;—'

Inscription from Gopeswara,

Dm. Be it auspicious. Tlie lord paramount and most venerable king of

kings, the fire of whose valour has consumed the swords of bis enemies, and

the gems of whose nails are deeply tinged with the vermilion on the foreheads

of the wires of inimical princes. Who in the depth (of his understanding)

and extent of his renown was like the great ooean, and the splendour of the

gems of whose footstool flashed on all sides with the poUected rays of luminous

» Wright, 172. » Ptinsep, II., 272,
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rubies on the heads of the assemblage of his allied and hostile princes. Who is

as a lion amongst royal elephants and a ruler of the land of DSoavaB' as

Vikramaditya had been of Vetala. Who like Narayana uses all princes as his

eagles (joraros), and is endued with the three energies. Who is sprung from

the family of Gauda and is a tilaka (signet of royalty) to the Vairatha Kula

and a recent incarnation of Bodhisatva. Tliis is the prospernus Aneka' Malla,

the tilaka on the ralers of the earth, who with his encompassing forces has

subdued Kedftra bhimi, and having made his conquered territories as his own

province, free of warfare, the lord of earth has erected thereupon his royal

edifice of Sri Padmapada, which he has adorned with everything for his enjoy-

ment, giving of gifts and feasts. In the year of the Saka king past 1113 by

solar calculation * * * the number of days past is Ganapati 12, Friday, the

9th of moon * * * Written by * * * Malla Sri Kaja Malla, Sri Iswari

Deva, Pandita Sri Eanjana Deva, and Sri Chandrodaya Deva, in conjunction

with the general and captain.

We have another record of this period in the inscription

on the trident at Barahat in Tihri.^ The

base or pedestal of this trident is made of

copper in size and shape like a comtfton earthen pot ; the shaft is

of brass about twelve feet long, the two lower divisions decagonal

and the upper one spiral. The forks of the trident are about

six feet long, and from each of the lateral branches depends a

chain to which formerly bells were attached. The local tradi-

tion concerning it is that it was created by some Tibetan Raja

to whom this part of the country was formerly subject. A copy

' The original has here ddnava bhvgala raja vettfla vihramdditya, which should
mean " as Vikramaditya rules over Vetala, so he (Aneka) rules over DSnavas
and Bhugalas." The ' bh' of bhugala may, however, be read as ' m' and so mean
Mugala. The only tradition regarding the Mughals is that cerlain tombs lined
with and covered by large tiles and stones have been found at Dwara and Bages-
war and are assigned to a Mughal tribe who are said to have held central Ku-
maon for twenty years. Harcourt notes that at different places in Lahul did
tombs have been found and the local traditions point to a people beyond Tar-
kand as the builders of these tombs. Ten years is assigned as the period dur-
ing which they remained in that valley, during which time the Xiahiilis took
refuge in the upper heights and there cultivated and resided Kooloo, &c , p.
127. In Hunza too there is a tradition of a Mongol invasion (Biddulph's Tribes
of the Hindu Koosh, p. 3

1 ) and the Maulai sectaries are called Muglee (p. 116).
The earliest movement of the Mongols in force towards India took place in
1221 A.D. under Jingis Khan : see Howorth's Mongols, I., 50; Douglas' Life of
Jenghiz Khan, London, 1877. Jingis Khan was born 1162, pmdaimed chief of
his horde in 1175 and died in 1227. It is not necessary, however, to connect these
Btrangers with the Mongols of history as they may have belonged to the same
race anihave had given them the name subsequently best known. " The
neme may be read as Sri Bhineka Malla. »J. A. S. Bea., V., 347, 485, and
.As, Beg., XI., 477.

I
. . .
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of the inscription 1 was forwarded by Mr. Traill to the Asiatic.

Society in Calcutta and was partly decyphered by Dr. W. H. Mill

with the following result :—It opens with the invocation 'Soasli,

Sri,' addressed apparently to a prince, aud the first line contains

the words ' yasya yatra harma yachchhringochckhritam diptam^

' whose and where is a palace which is on a lofty peak and splen-

didly magnificent.' The second line of the inscription consists of

a somewhat turgid verse which may be translated thus:—"His

son whose ample condition was exalted by a numerous army,

devouring the juices of the earth like the sun of summer, then

arising sat on the throne, and even with his bow unbent, still

ruled with sage counsels and that abandonment of all selfish

passions. He was origipally by name Uddrackanta (the man

of generous deed), being skilled in all holy duties, did even thus

at once, as the best of the lords of power, reduce to fragments the

army opposed to him, through crushing all other adversaries, chariots

and all." This is the whole of the second line. The third and the

last which is in prose begins ' p'AtahpiHtasya,' " the beloved son of

a beloved father," and ends with the words :—' tilakam ydcadanke

pidhatta tdratkirttih sukirtta yoraksharamatha tasydstu rdjnah

sthiram'—"as long as the sacred mark remains in the body, so

long has the glory of these two illustrious ones (father and son) been

concealed: but henceforward may the immortality of this king be

unshaken." The meaning is not very clear and the word ' sukirtta
'

for 'illustrious ' is unusual, if not semibarbarous, in its formation."

A second trident of iron stands in front of the Gopeswara tem-

ple having the ancient letters in copper
GopeBwar trident.

, , , . , • /. . i

'

soldered on m relief m the same way

as that at Barahat. The form of the letters shows them to

be of the same age as those at Barahdt and they are accom-

panied by three or four shorty inscriptions in modern Nagri

cut in the metal of the iron shaft.^ Three of these are illegible

or rather appear to be in some other language. Dr. Mill gives a

' Published as No. 2, plate IX., Vol V. of the Journal. ' During a
recent visit to Gopeswai I examined these inscriptions aud found them now
utterly illegible- £. X. A.
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translation of the fourth, which, though it contains many errors,

is in Sanskrit. The opening verse is in the same metre as that of

the Barahat inscription and records that :— '•' the illustrious prince

Aneka Malla having extended his conquests on all sides, brought

together {giicere, humbled or made low) upon this holy spot sacred

to Mahadeva, under the emblem of a pillar, the very sovereigns

of the world whom his" prowess had overcome "—" and thus

having re-established this same pillar of victory, he acquired

reputation. It is a pious act to raise up a worthy foe when

he has been humbled. " The figures taken from the plate

given in the ' Journal of the Asiatic Society ' shpw the shape of

these tridents. A portion of the older inscription on that at

B6rahat has been translated above and the inscription relating to

Aneka Malla found at B. on the Gopeswar trident can refer

only to the Aneka Malla of the Gropeswar inscription for whom
we have a date. The older letters corresponding to those on

the Barahat trident must therefore be considerably earlier than

the twelfth century and refer to an older dynasty than the

Malias.

It was evidently a custom of the hill rajas to erect tridents of

metal in honor of Shiva as Pasupati. Iq
Nepal trident.

i -kt n i

the Nepal annals^ we read that Sankara-

deva caused a triaAl or trident of iron to be made which weighed

a maund, and this " he placed at the northern door of Pasupati's

temple and dedicated it to him," and there it remains to the pre-

sent day. From the same source we are able to fix the country

of this Malla E:ija, the invader of Garhwal. The Malla Rajas of

Nej al were descended from Ansu Varma, who, according to the

Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang, belonged to the Surajbansi family

of the Lichchhavis of Vaisali near Patna, To one of them was

born a son Abhaj'a, and on him the title 'Malla' or 'wrestler'

was bestowed because his father was looking on at a wrestling

match when the news of the boy's birth was brought to him. This

Raja had two sons—Ananda Malla, who reigned in Bhaktapur,

' Wright's NepSl, 123 : the name ' Malla ' is also a family name qi f^
dynasty

o| kings in the southern Maratha countrv.
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and Jaya Deva Malla, who ruled over Patau and Kantipur. Both
these princes were expelled by a Karaataka(Carnatic) dynasty and
fled to Tirhut. Some of the family must have remained in Nepil
for after a few generations we find that Raja Malla Deva and Kathya
Malla of Patan founded the village of Chdpdgaon and another

Malla resided in Kantipur. When the Karnataka dynasty came
to an end and Nepal was divided amongst a number of petty Tha-

kuri chiefs, the dissolution of authority was preceded by a revolt

of the ministers, people and troops at Patan, an event referred to

the year 1191 A.D. by the local historians. Hari-Deva, the Kar-

nAtaka Raja of the time, endeavoured to suppress the revolt in its

beginning, but he and his Kathmandu troops " were defeated and

pursued as far as Thambahil" and he never afterwards recovered

possession of Patan. We may therefore reasonably assume that

the family of Jaya Deva Malla was never extinct at P&tan and

that the leader in the successful revolt against the intruding -Kar-

natakas belonged to the same family and that we have them again

in the Garhwal inscriptions. The grant shows that Aneka Malla

was a devout Buddhist and the Nepdlese records also state that the

Mallas were Buddhists. Aneka Malla was the conqueror of Garh-

wal and the sacred Kedar-bhumi. He found the trident at Gopes-

war and inscribed on it a record of his prowess. Gopeswar and

Barahat would appear to have been subject to the same dynasty

whose principal town wasBarahat already known, as we have sug-

gested, as the capital city of the kingdom of Brahmapura visited

by Hwen Thsang in the seventh century. The sway of the Mal-

las in these parts can only have been of short duration, for with

the exception of on old chabutra or masonry platform which formed

their customs post at Joshimath and is still known as the Rain-

ka's chabutra,''- they have left neither trace nor tradition behind.

It may be noticed also that in this record we have not the complete-

ness of the older inscriptions either as to form or matter. Instead

ofhaving the heads of the civil and military departments and the

chief of the scribes with their names and titles in full, the subscrip-

tion is left to the nameless Sendpatl and Sendni, officers of an army

in the field.

'The terra 'Raika' or 'Rainka' is an old title ia the Malla family audita

branches to the present day.
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On the reverse of the cojpper-plate grant to the BMeswar temple

made by the Katviiri Raia Desata Deva we
Kraohalla Dera.

,
"' „ ''. „ , , i , tt- ,

have a confirmation oi the deea by Jvra-

challa of the Jijikula who is described as conqueror of the ' Vijaya

rdjya,' the destroyer ofthe demolished city of Kantipura and a devout

,

Buddhist, The grant is dated from D61u, in the year 1145 Saka,

corresponding to 1223 A.D. Now the Nep41 annals tells us that

wrhen the Vais Thakur R4jas began to reign there were Eajas in

every tol or quarter of the town in Lalitpatan ;
" in Kantipur (Kath-

mSndu) there were twelve Rajas who were called Jhinihmatha-

kula." Further, it is said that these Thakuras " left numerous

Bauddha temples with lands assigned for their maintenance." The

facts, thename ofthe family who conquered Kantipura and the date
,

all corroborate the inscription, of which the following is a transla-

tion made by a Calcutta pandit :

—

Translation of the inscription on the back of a copper-plate in

the Bdleswar temple in S4i.

Be this auspieiOTiB. The prosperous state of Bharauta.

The splendid Sira ruling in heaven, ever strengthened by her TictoriouB

Iprd, having embraced the goddess of victory resplendent with her precious

'

pearls, dropping from the skulls of her elephantine foes, who were dragged ta

battle, and killed and felled by the spears of her warriors, vincible only by the

lord of heaven, a protectress and benefactress of cows and Brabmans. Her son
was the great hero and king, Krftchalla, the most excellent, and chief of all who
bear arms or are versed in the sciences, and who was ever inclined to (acts of)

piety and charity. By his combat with elephants of newly sprouting tusks,

with lance, sword, and ropes, Krachalla, the lord of earth, became equally mar-
Tellous with the Pandavas. He was a devout Saugata (Buddhist), and shone
like the sun on the lotus of the Jini-kula.' He was fierce in the strength of his
arms, of marked valour, and entitled the most venerable, the lord supreme and
great king of kings, the prosperous Krachalla Deva, lord of men, who, in the
Vijaya rdjya (realm of victory), now iu his possession, has crushed the whole circle

of his enemies with hi s own arms, and having destroyed the kings of the demolished
city of Kartipura, (Karttikeyapura) and established our right therein, inspected
the lands bequeathed by its former kings, all of which, with their revenues, are all

now made over to the highly deserving of homage Sri Baleswar^, the sole Kudra
• * * Bhatta Narayana, a Bengali Brahmana (bangaja) * » » * jaglkebhyan
by means of this grant. Here is a couplet of the king's sister:—" The clouds with
abundance of rain fill the mountains and rivers, but fame, the necklace of the
world, stretches over the three worlds." The (following) is another couplet of the
great queen :—" The quality of charity and other virtues is excellent, but more

' It may be read Jijarkula.
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BO is shq.ifhois addicted to her duties aad ever faithfully devoted to her lord,

for time ip. known to have a devouring head." The great king in council with

hip principal courtiers., viz. :
—

Sri Xahad I?eva Mandalika, Sri Vadya Chandra Mandalika,

Sri Sri Chandra Deva Mandalika, Sri Jaya Sinha Mandalika,

Sri Hari Kaja Eiutta Baja, Sri Jihala Deva Mandalika,

Sri Aiiiladitya Rautta Eaja, Sri Vallala Deva Mandalika,

Sri Vinaya Chandra Mandalika, Sri MuBa Deva Mandalika,

having determined with his friends and ministers and well considered the mat-

ter as in duty bound, has given the aforesaid grant to the logician, tantrika,

counsellor, saintly, forbearing, prudent, renowned in compositions of prose,

verse, and poetry in this age of Kili, the poet, connoisseur of the purport of

works ^books), skilled in the calculation of horoscopes and the like, the son of

Nanda, conversant in augury, and renowned in the world. The limits and

boundaries thereof being Svahiragadi on the east, as far as Kahudakota on the

south ; as far as Talakota on the west ; and as far as Ladhdal on the north.

This , spot thus bounded on the four sides, and situated in the Sri Kona Desa

(corner land), with the mines, valleys and jungles, together with all products

thereof, are given over by me by means of this grant, and for its continuance

coeval with that of the sun and moon.

( Verses.)

AH the mighty (princes) who from time to time shall be born in my race,

l^t them as well as other masters of land preserve this (for ever)< The

donor of lands gains (the favours) of Aditya, Varuna, Brahma and Vishnu, as

also of Soma, Hutasana, and the god holding the trident in his hand. When
the lands (possessed by) Dilipa, Nripa and Nahusha have been left behind, they

shall never accompany any other monarch (on his demise). Lands have been

bequeathed by various kings, beginning with Sagara. Whoever becomes

master of land at any time, he reaps the produce thereof. He who receives

Lands as well as he who grants the same both become meritorious and both

in lieaven remain. Whoso resumes lands, whether given by himself or another.

As a filthy worm for sixty thousand years doth pother
;

Whoever steals a gold coin, resumes a villa, or an inch of ground,

Shall dwell in hell as long as offerings are drowned.

No gift is equal to the grant of land, no wealth equal to gift,

No virtues greater than truth, nor sin than falsehood's shift.

The king, one's life, strength and gods deserve most to be regarded by all.

So long as the possessor of the place where the lotus loves to exist of the

auspicious Krachalladeva wanders on the earth, so long may the lotus-abode of

the chief of the Kirantis' (flourish)

—

(^Srimat Krdchalladevasya yAvat ambhya-

jinipati viharaiu bhuvi tdvat kirdttirasya nripakumuddkara).

1 The text of .this passage is doubtful and seems to read, wjajfgcrfsrTDj

,

•m^ J13"r«fiT There is one ' i ' too much, but the reading to be preferred seems

to be that given in the text. Eirttira perhaps could refer to himself' as lord'

of Eirttipura,
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And long aa the lord of stars spins on the head of the god holding the

Finaka bow, and his dreadful braids of hair are moistened by Granga's stream.

What was the holder of the Gandira bow—merely possessed of valour 7

What was the son of Dharma ? What is the lord of wealth ? What was

Eamabhadra the mighty, and what was Kndarpa too before liim ? No, never

were they such, neither in this manner nor in that, as the famed Krachalla, who
is as a gem on the crowns of all the rulers of earth.

In beauty he resembled the moon and Batipati.

To the indigent he was the Kalpa-tree.

In valour he was in quality like the gem of Eaghu.

In the assemblage of all the qualities he was Bhavanipati.

In bowmauship he was a Bama or Bhishma himself.

In justice he was as if born of Dharma.

Krachalla was a destroyer of his elephantine enemies in the Kaliyuga.

Let our allies, abiding in firm amity, meet with prosperity.

And let the rulers of earth govern her with justice throughout the year.

Let the four articles of polity remain steady with you as a new-married

bride.

And let the god having the semi-bow as a gem on his crest confer good

fortune on mankind. Dated 1145 of the year of the Saka king, the 2nd day of

the waning moou of Pausha, Monday, asterism of Pushya. Tl)e moon in Cancer,

and the sun in Sagittarius ; and Saturn following him ; Mars in Virgo ; Jupiter

and Mercury in Scorpio ; Venus in Aquarius ; the ascending node in Aries ;

and the descending node in south-east. Written in the prosperous city near

Dulil. Welfare to all worlds 1

This inscription throws valuable light on the period to which

it relates. Krachalla was a member of the Jina family who

belonged to the hill Eajpiit race and who conquered and held the

town of KSntipura in Nepal. He was a devout Buddhist, as the

name of his family would alone show, the word ' jind' being a

generic term applied to a Buddha or chief saint of the Bauddha

sect in the same manner as to a Jaina saint; still he was liberal

enough, as Buddhists generally were, to confirm the grant to the

temple of the local deity Balesvar. The names of the Mandalikas

or local chiefs contain those of two Kawat Rajas evidently of the

same clan as the chief of Domkot, and the names Jihala and Jaya

may be compared^ with the names of the Khasiya Eajas Jahala

and Jaya. It is worthy of note that three of the Mandalikas

have the '^tribal^affix Chandra, the same as that borne by Som

Chand's family. It would also appear that the Tantras, those

marvellous/combinations of the ritual of the worship of the female

energies, necromancy and mysticism, were held in high repute.
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The donee is praised for his skill in these matters and his profi-

ciency in literature in general. The identification, in the verse,

of Krd,challa with the chief of the Kirantis has a shade of doubt

about it owing to the error in the copy which prevents its being

made a subject of speculation. The identification, however, is

neither impossible nor improbable. Diilii is a district in the

west of Nepal and was in the last century the seat of an indepen-

dent kingdom.

At the outbreak of the revolution the surviving members of

the Chand family retired to the Mai or
Chand restoration.

-./r i/
Malas as the present Tarai was then called.

When wearied with the new order of things the people resolved

on obtaining a king to rule over them, Bira Chand was put

forward by one Saun Khar^yat as a relative of Sonsar Chand.

The exiled Brahmans and Rajptits and all who were dissatisfied

with the rule of the Rawats and Mandalikas rallied round the

young Chand and joined him in an attack upon Kali Kumaon in

which they were completely successful. The Khasiya Raja

Sonpal was slain and Bira established himself at Champawat.

He is said to have rearranged the relations of the Maras and

Phartiyals and to have recalled the Joshis to office as a reward

for the aid that they gave in his restoration. From Bira to

Garur Gyan Chand the local traditions throw no light on the

history of the country and merely furnish a bare list of names

and the single remark that Triloki Chaud annexed Chhakhdta to

Kumaon and built a fort at Bhim Tal to protect the frontiers

towards Pali and Barahmandal, where the K&this and Katyuris

still held independent sway. We have collected some forty in-

scriptions relating to this period, but in some of them the dates

are wanting and in others the names, whilst the barbarous Sans-

krit in which they are written and the numerous lacunce render

them of little service to our purpose. They consist chiefly of

inscriptions on temples and wells and rest-houses, but from them

the following facts may be gathered. A branch of the Katyuri

dynasty still ruled in the Danpur parganah and their capital was

.at Baijnath (Vaidyanath) still called Karttikeyapura in the in-

scriptions. Two of these of considerable length are found on a

dhdra or masonry well much worn, however, by the trickling of
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water over the stones on which they are inscribed. They furnish

us with the names XJdayapala Deva, Charunapala Deva, and frag-

ments of other names record the grants of certain quantities of

grain from Chandoli and other villages for the service of the

temple of Vaidyanath. The names Agapara Deva, Jhakatha

(Ijkatha) Deva and Mahip^la may also be read, but the date has

unfortunately been obliterated. A copper-plate in the possession

of Haridatta Tripathi of Darimthauk in Patti Talla K^atydr re-

cords the grant by Indra Deva Rajbar in the year 1202 A.D. of

certain lands which were registered before Badrin^th, the temple

of that name at Bageswar. Rajbar was the name given to the

heir-apparent amongst the Katyiiris. On an image of Vishnu in

one of the old temples at Baijnath occur the names Sri Jahala, son

of Thaupala, and in another temple the words " the Rawal of

Kakarala" with the date 1499 A.D., and again on an image of

Ganesha, the name Kad4ru Parasiyo with the date 1322 A.Di,

and the date 1203 A.D. also occurs elsewhere. From these

inscriptions we may infer that the valley continued to be inha-

bited during the period and that the Katyiiris still resided there.

Another branch of the same family occupied Dwara and held

possession of the valley of the Rdmgan^a. We have an inscrip-

tion from the temple of Goril near Ganai dated in 1219 A.D.

apparently inscribed by one Thapuwa Rawat. On the Dunagiri

hill above Dwara there is another dated in 1181 A.D., and in

Dwdra itself one of Ananta Pala Deva on the image of Kalika

dated in 1122 A.D. Another inscription on a naula or well at

Dwara records its construction in 1214 A.D. by Asadhata Tripathi.

Beyond these few dates and names the inscriptions collected afford

no information, and they are given here merely in the hope that

future researches may throw some light on what is at present an

unconnected series of dates and doubtful names.

On turning to the Musalman historians we find very little more

assistance, for their geography is so vague
Musalmfin historians. . . , , . i ,, , ii.,,,

regardmgcountries with which they had little

intercourse that it is often difficult to discover what is intended.

The earliest express mention of Kumaon that we have been able

to discover is given by Yahya bin Ahmad,* who records that when

1 Dowson's Elliot, IV., 16 : VI., 229.
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Khargu, the Katehiri chief who murdered Sayyid Muhammad of

Budaun, fled before the arms of Sultan Firoz Tugblak in 1380 A.D.,

he took refuge in the mountains of Kumaon in the country of the

Mahtas, who were attacked and defeated by the Sultan. The name

Mahtas probably refers to the Mewatis who occupied the Tarai

along the foot of the Kumaon hills. The annual raids of the Musal-

m4u governors against the Hindus of Katehir must have sometimes

brought both parlies in contact with the hill-tribes, but of this

little record remains.^ The same writer relates^ that in 1418 A.D,

Khizr Khdn sent a considerable force across the Ganges to invade

Katehir and chastise the rebel Raja Hari Singh. The latter after

an ineffectual resistance fled towards the mountains of Kumaon,

pursued by twenty thousand horse, who crossed the Eaheb (Ram-

ganga) and followed the enemy into the mountains. Hari Singh

pressed forward towards the snows and on the fifth day the royal

forces, disheartened by the difliculties of the country, retired after

having secured great spoil. It is also recorded^ that in 1424 A.D,

Sayyid Mubarak Shah proceeded to Katehir and on reaching the

Ganges was met by Hari Singh, who paid his respects. The royal

army then crossed theGanges and, having chastised the recusants of

the neighbourhood, proceeded to the hills of Kumaon. There they

stayed for a time, and when the weather became hot marched home-

wards by the banks of the Raheb From these casual notices,

however, we may.gather that the Hindus of Katehir^ were gradu-

ally giving way before the Musalmans and pressing back towards

the hills must have encroached upon the possessions of the hill-

men.

This suggestion is supported by the statement in the local

traditions which informs us that at this
Garur GyanChand.

. i , . , i • i

time the plams had entirely passed away

from the Chands, and that Gyan Chand on his accession to the

throne deemed it to be his first duty to proceed to Dehli and to

petition the Emperor for the grant of the tract along the foot

of the hills which had of old belonged to the Katyliri R,ajas. He
was received with much honor and, being permitted to accompany

the Emperor whilst hunting, was one day fortunate enough to shoot

' For an account of these raids, 'see the history of the Bareilly District in
Gaz.,V.,640. ' Elliot, ;. c , 50. '^ Ibid, 6). ^ Now restricted

to the tract lying between the Ramganga, Sarda and Khanaut rivers.
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a large bird which he saw flj'ing away with something in its talottS,

The bird proved to be a vulture, the garur or garuda, the bird

and carrier of Vishnu, which had been carrying away a great snake.

The Emperor was so pleased with the Raja's skill that he not only

granted his petition to have and to hold the land lying along the

foot of the hills as far as the Ganges, but directed him henceforth

to assume the name of Garur Gyan Chand. The Raja returned to

Kumaon and took possession of the present Bhabar and Tarai.

As this Rtaja reigned from 1374 to 1419 A.D. he may have met

either Mahmud Tughlak when be came on a hunting expedition

to the foot of the hills in 1410 or 1412, or Daulat Khan Lodi, who

paid a similar visit in the foUowiBg year. However this may be,

the Madbawa-ke-mal, corresponding to the Tallades Bhabar, was

shortly afterwards seized and occupied by the Musalman governor

of Sambhal. Gyan Chand despatched a force against the intruders

under his favourite officer Nalu Kathayat, who expelled the Musal-

maus and recovered the entire tract. Gyan Chand recognized the

services of Nalu by presenting him with a dress of honor (kumdya

siropo) and a sanad conferring on him the possession of several vil-

lages in the Bhabar and twelve jy^las of land in Dhyanirau in

tenure of rot,^ besides carving a tablet to be inscribed and set up in

Nalu's own {that) village of Kapraoli commemorating his success

and ability in the campaign against the MIechehhas.

These unusual honors gave offence to one Jassa of Kamlekh, a

favorite servant of the Raja, and he took means to poison the mind

of his master against Nalu. The first con-
Eerolt of Kalu.

i . tvt i i i

sequence was that JNalu Was ordered to pro-

ceed to the Bhabar and reside there- as governor. The climate

was then as now malarious in the extreme and unfit for a prolonged

residence, and Nalu without putting on his dress of honor resolved

to seek an interview with the Raja and protest against his being^

sent to the Mai. Jassa saw him coming and told the Raja that

Nalu was intentionally disrespectful in coming to the interview

'Dowson's Elliot, IV., 4S, 44. 'The term 'rot' was applied to land
granted by the Raja to the families of persons who had perished iu his service,

and when given to a liring man was held to express the liaja's opinion that the
man had done such dteds of bravery that it was wonderful that he survived: con-
sequently the grant of land in ' rot ' was considered one of the most honourable
rewards that a man could receive. The ordinary form of grant in reward fas-

services was in jigir.
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without permission and without wearing the dress that had beeit

given him and so aroused the Raja's anger that an audience was-

refused and Nalu was sent away in disgrace. His wife, a Mara

iady of Sirmola, thereon sent her two sons Sfiju and Baru to induce

their uncle, the chief of the Maras at Champawat, to make peace

between Nalu and the Raja, but the lads missed their way and

fell into the hands of Jassa, who induced the Raja to believe that

they had arrived with the intention of murdering him. The Raja

ordered the boys to be thrown into prison and there blinded them-.

When news of this event came to Nalu's ears he roused the Maras

throughout the country and attacking the Raja, captured Jassa^

whom he slew. He then sacked Jassa's village and fort of Kam-
lekja, the ruins of which exist to the present day. The Raja was

spared by the conqueror but ill requited their generosity by caus-

ing the death of Nalu, some time afterwards. This episode of

Nalu shows that the rivalry of the several factions had not dimi-

nished and that it was dangerous for even the Raja to offend the

chiefs of the parties. Gyan Ghand died in 1419 A.D. after a reign

of 45 years and was succeeded for a few months by his son Harihar

Chand. It is now time that we should take some" notice of Garh-

wal and the Diin.

Garhwal and the Dfin have no written history of their own and>

the traditions preserved regarding them are of the most meagre and

unsatisfactory nature. We have been able to gather little more

Early liistory of Garh- than a list of names with a few dates for the
wal and the Duu. earlier history of Garhwal. The eastern

Diin appears to have been settled at a very early period, at least

that portion of it which adjoins the Tihri frontier near Tapuban.

All along the foot of the inner range westwards are traces of Ban-

jara colonies and the names Banjarawala, Fatehpur Tanda and the

like must doubtless be referred to them. Until we come to the later

Musalman historians we have nothing to say about this tract, and

even then the information is scant and uninteresting. Garhwal from

an early period would seem to have been broken up into numerous

petty states. We have seen that the Malla Raja Aneka Malla visited

Gopeswar and Barahat in 1191 A.D., and in 1209 A.D. Sonapdia*

* He -was the ninth Eaja before Ajai Pala, but the original of his inscrip-

tion 18 not forthcoming, nor could my informant, a Brahman of Sriuagar, tell

me vrhere it was to be fouud.
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was Raja of the Bhilang valley, but how far his authority

extended is not known. Ajaipala transferred the seat of govern-

ment from Chandpur to Dewalgarh ia the fourteenth century and

is held to be the first who attempted to bring the scattered states

" under one umbrella." Much error has arisen frona assuming that

the name ' Siwaliks ' used by the Musalman historians must neces-

sarily refer to the outer range of the Dun which separates it from

the plains, and a brief consideration of its signification in the earlier

histories will not be out of place here.

The name Siwalik hills seems to have been assigned to differ-

ent tracts at different times by the Musalman historians. We
learn that in 1119 A.D. Bfihalim built the

Siwalik hillB.
. , o- /ji i -n •

fort of Nagor m the biwalib hills, in the

vicinity of Bera, which leads us to about sixty miles north-west of

Ajmer. One of tiie results of the defeat and death of Prithiiaj was

that his " capital Ajmir and all the Siwalik hills, Hansi, Sarsuti and

other districts" fell into the hands of the Musalmans (1192 A.D.)

The fort of "Mandiir (Jodpur) in the i^iwalik hills" was captured

by Shamsuddfn in 1227 A.D., and in 1225 we find Ulugh Khan

hastening to Hansi in order to assemble the forces of the Siwalik

hills that were under his Orders and refit the army of Mewat and

the Koh-pdya (hills). Here the name is clearly applied to the Ara-

valli range and Koh-paya to the foot of the hills towards the Hi-

malaya. Shortly afterwards we hear of Ulugh Khan ravaging

" the villages in the district of Hariaua, the Siwalik hills and Ba-

yana," a statement which further corroborates our determinatior»of

the hills south-west of Dehli as the tract at this time indicated.

*

The first mention of the Siwalik hills in connection with the Diin

is in Tlmiir's account^ of his campaign in India. He fought seve-

ral battles near Hardwar^ and the Chandi
Timur, 1398 A.D.

hill and then invaded the country of Raja

Bahniz which lay in a valley between the Ganges and the Jumna.

After crossing the Ganges from the Bijnor district, Timiir marched
• several /cos' and then halted. The following day he marched six

hos, and whilst resting during the heat of the day heard that an

immense number of Hindus had collected in the Siwalik hills,

' DowBon'B Elliot, 11., 279, 297, 32.5, ZIH. ' Ibid., III., 461, 513.
' For some account of ihese battles, see Gaz , II., 246 Bahriiz is subsequently
Bald to be inferior in rank and power to Ratan Sen, Eaja of Sirmor.
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When he received this information he gave orJers for his entire

forces to proceed at once towards the Siwaliks. Marching during

the same evening and night, the troops accomplished five kos and

encamped in the hills. Here Timiir held a council of war and

having disposed of the objections of those who wished to dissuade

him from his purpose, despatclied a body of horse to call in the

detachments that had been sent to plunder the towns along the

Jumna and directed every one to prepare for the expedition. The

troops from the Jumna joined the head-quarters next day and on

the following da}' all marclied towards the Siwaliks. The distance

travelled from the Gangfes and the description given of the country

point to the Mohan pass as the route taken by Tiniur in his inva-

sion of the Diin. Timur himself informs us that from his inquiries

he learned that the people of Hindustan computed this mountain

region at one and a quarter lakh and that it had narrow and

strong valleys, "In one of these valleys (darra) was a Rdi named

Bahriiz, the number of whose forces and whose lofty, rugged, narrow

and strong position made him superior to all the chiefs of the hills

and, indeed, of most of Hindustan. At the present time especially

he, having heard of my approach, had done his best to strengthen

his position and all the malignant rdis of the country had gather-

ed around him. Proud of the number of his men and soldiers, the

height of his dari-a and abode, he stood firm, resolved upon fight-

ing." Having marshalled his army and directed the drums to be

beaten and the instruments to be sounded as it approached the

valley Timiir proceeded to the mouth of the darra, where he alighted

from his horse and sent on his officers and men. " They all

dismounted and girding up thejr loins marched forward to the

conflict full of resolution and courage. The demon-like Hindus

were lurking in places of ambush and attacked my soldiers, but

these retaliated with showers of arrows and falling upon them with

the sword forced their way into the valley. There they closed

•with them and fighting most bravely they slaughtered the enemy

with sword, knife and dagger." The Hindus fled, some hid them-

selves in holes and caves and others were taken prisoners. An im-

mense spoil in money, goods, cows, buffaloes, -women and children

fell into the hands of the victors, who returned to their former en-

campment the same night. The next day they marched about
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five kos to Bahrah and thence, the following day, to Sars4wah.

Timur can hardly have penetrated beyond the head of the pass

near Shorepur, where tradition places an old town and fort, and cer-

tainly not farther than Kiligarh (Kaulagarh), which was the capital

in 1654 A.D., or Nawada, the old capital on the Nagsidh hill some
five miles south-east of Dehra. The name Hurdi'z occurs in Mu-
salman histories for Hardat or Haridatta and the name Bahrdz

may well stand for Brahmdat, and was probably that of some local

chief like the name Chhatarbhuj which occurs hereafter and nei-

ther of which are found in the Garhwal lists. Local tradition

assigns to a Rani Karnavati and Abju Kunwar several works in the

Diin of ancient date and amongst them the RAjpur canal. Their

palace was at Nawada,^ and to them are assigned what were then

important villages, viz., Ajabpur, Karndpur, Kaulaghar, Kyarkuli,

Bhatbir and Bhogpur. Other towns that have a reputation for an

existence of at least two hundred years are Sahanspur, Prithipur^

Kalyanpur, Nagal, Rajpur, Bhagwantpur and Thano. Prithipur

especially contains remains of a fort, temples and sati monuments

betokening former importance and is said to have been the residence

of Chanda or Jhanda Miyan.

On a previous page we have given a. list of the Garhwal Rajas

and the dates which we have been able to
Garhwal Rajas.

. , ^ . . i m»
assign to them from existing records. The

earliest reign thus dated is that of Man Sdh, of whom we possess

a grant inscribed in 154:7 A.D. The local traditions say that Ajaya

Pal was the first to leave the family home in Chandpur and settle

in Dewalgarh, whence the capital was transferred to Srinagar by

Mahipati Sah, of whom we have an inscription on the monastery of

Kesho Rai in Srinagar itself dated in 1625 A.D. General Cunning-

ham^ assigns the founding of Chandpur to the year 1159 A.D. and

the founding of Srinagar to 1358 A.D. Other local accounts place

Ajaiya Pala in 1359, 1376 and 1389 A.D. Taking the date 1358

as having quite as much authority as any of the other three we
have fourteen reigns between him and Mdn Sdh and 189 years,

and deducting fifteen years for the concluding portion of Ajai-

ya Pala's reign and the opening years of Man Sah's reign we have

an average of twelve years for each reign, a fair result for the time

' Williams' Memoir, 94. ' Anc. Geogh., p. 366.
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and country. Up to the time of Ajaiya Pala, Garh wdl was divided

amongst a number of petty Rajas. Every glen orchil), as formerly

was the case in the highlands of Scotland, was subject to its own

chiefs who have left no record behind except the moss-covered walls

of their strongholds. And although Ajaya Pala is credited with

having reduced fifty-two of these petty chiefs under his own rule,

we may well suppose that he was only the first of his line to aim at

more than a local supremacy, and that to his successors is due

the extension of the Garhwal power over the Dun, Bisahir and the

tract now known as Tihri or foreign Garhwal. Indeed, Mahipati

Sab, the founder of Srinagar, is often said to be the first Raja

of the line who attained to any real independence. It is not

therefore necessary that the Bahriiz or Brahmdat of Timdr's

narrative should have any connection with the line of Garhwal

Eajas. We have a grant of Dularam Sah dated in 1580 A.D., and
he was the immediate predecessor of Mahipati Sdh, and from

his time the dates are ascertained by the aid of contemporary

records.

We shall now return to the Chands of Kali Kuraaon. Udyan

Udyan Chand, 1420—21 Chand succeeded his father Harihar in 1420
*-^- A.D., and impressed with the heinousness

of his grand-father's crimes sought every opportunity to appease

the wrath of the gods. He restored the great temple of Baleswar

dedicated to Mahadeo and invited a Gujrathi Brahman to conse-

crate it, whose descendants afterwards helped to people the new
capital at Almora. He also remitted a full year's dues from the

land and relieved the poor whenever they came before him. Not
satisfied with this, he set his troops in motion and captured suc-

cessively the forts held by the Padydr Raja of Chaugarkha, the

Raja of Mahryliri and the Raja of Bisaud. His possessions there-

fore extended from the Sarju on the north to the Tarai on the

south and from the Kali westwards to the Kosi and Siiwal. To the

north of the Sarju lay the estates of the Mankoti Raja of Gangoli,

and the Maharaja of Doti held Si'ra, Sor, Askot and the Bhotiya
valleys of Juhar and Ddrma. The Raja of Jumla ruled over Bydns
and Ohaudans, and Katyiiri Rajas were established in Katyiir,

Sydnara and Lakhanpur of P^li. A Kathi Rajput still held Phal-

.
dakot and a Khasiya family ruled in R^mgar and Kota. Udyan
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Chand reigned only one year and was succeeded by his son Atma
and grandson Hari, each of whom reigned but one year.

Vikratna Chand succeeded his father Hari in 1423 A.D. and

Vikrsma Chand 1423— carried out the restoration of the Baleswar
1437 A.D. temple commenced by Udyan Chand. The

same grant that records the devotion by the E atyiiiis to that temple

and the confirmation by Krachalla Deva baarsa further record that

in 1345 Saka, corresponding to 1423 A.D., Vikrama Chand con-

firmed the grants of his predecessors. The record is brief and

may be thus translated;

—

.--..-

Inscription on the Bdlesioar copper-plate grant.

Om May it be auspicious. In the Saka year 1345, on the lunar day of

Vishnu of the bright fortnight, in the asterism of Deva,ln the month of AshSr-

ha, in the day of Vishnu's repose (saynie) in the north. The lord of earth

and gem of crowns, observant of a vow, hath given the land in * * Charapawat

in the district called Kurma to Kunjesarmma Braitpin andMayaseri * * * The

lord of the earth Vikrama Chandra is a true Kalpa-druma, whose sword has

brought a train of the rulers of men into his service, who has bestowed all the

lands given by Krachalla on the indigent and is resolved to repair the ruins as

Hari delivered the.earth from the abode of sniifees (the sea). The witnesses here

are Madhxi, Sejyala, Farbhu, Vishnu, Jadumadgani, Vira Sigha Ganbhari, and

Jailu Batliyal. Written in the Patnavisi^ office by Budra Sarmana. May it be

well. Kaichu * * Rampantani made this deed.

The date agrees with that assigned to Vikrama Chandra in the

lists, and it would appear that he carried out the intentions of Udyan

Chand in regard to_Baleswar which was. undertaken in expiation of

the crime committed by Gyan Chand. We have another grant of this

prince assigning a village to Kulomani Pande in 1424 A.D. Towards

the close of his reign he neglected the affairs of the state and gave an

opportunity to his nephew Bhdrati to raise the standard of revolt

and draw to himself the Khasiya population. The leader of the

Khasiyas was one Shor, a man of bold and determined character, who

expelled Yikrama Chand and raised Bharati Chand to the throne,

and received the village of Malasgaon in reward for his services.

Bharati Chand must himself have been a man of considerable

BhSrati Chand, 1437— ^'^^^^ ^^ character, for during his short reign

1450 A.D. tjQ continued the series of encroachments

1 The existence of this word shows an imitation of Muhanimadan procedure
which indicates a more intimate connection with the plains than the records

disclose. The word for office, ' chdrathan,' would also justify a similar remark.
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which Gykn Chand commenced and which ended in the consolida-

tion of the entire province under the Chand rule. The Rainka

Eaja of Doti of the Malla family had for generations been acknow-

ledged as suzerain of the Kali Kumaon district, and a younger

branch of the same family with the title of Bam Sahi^ held almost

independent control of Sira and Sor on the left bank of the Sarju.

It was against them that Bharati Ghand first directed his arms.

Raised to power, as it were, by the popular will, he was enabled to

collect a large and serviceable body of followers with whom he

invaded Doti every year and, fixing his camp at a place called

Bali Chaukiir, conducted plundering operations over all the neigh-

bouring territory. Never before had a Kumaoni force remained

so long in the field, and the soldiery unable to return to their

homes contracted temporary alliances with the women of the

place, a practice formerly unknown and hitherto deemed contrary

to the usages of the Hindus. These women were called Kha-

takw^li and eventually gave rise to a separate caste and to such

a degradation of the military caste in Hindu eyes that the hill

Rajput is now considered a mere Khasiya though he may have

been descended from settlers from the plains of pure lineage.

When the war had lasted for twelve years, Ratan Chand, the son

of Bharati Chand, who had been left in charge of K^li Kumaon,

having received aid from the Raja of Katehir, collected a large

reinforcement and joiuied his father in time to take part in a general

action in which the Rainka Raja was" defeated. Doti was plunder-

ed and the Rainka agreed to relinquish all pretensions to any

claim over the Chand possessions. Bharati Chand was so pleased

with his son's energy and valour that he gave him pargana Chau-

garkha as an appanage in rof and eventually abdicated in his

favor in 1450 A.D. There is a deed of this prince in the Almora

archives recording a grant of land to one Ramakanth Kuleta in

1445 A.D. Bharati Chand died in 1461 A.D.

Ratan Chand succeeded his father under very favorable con-

Rfttan Chand, U6o- ditions. He foiind the little rdj of Kali

1488 A.D. Kumaoa respected by its neighbours, and

> The term Malla Sahi was given to the junior members of the reigning family

}ji Doti, the head of which was Icnown as the Kainka Hija, aud he allowed the

petty princes who paid him tribute to bear the title of Rija. Thus the C.iands

yrcre Rajas of Ciiampawat and called their fortress Uaj-bun^'s, but allowed no oije

eubrdinate to them to call themselves Kaja. ' See ii-ige ; fuoiuote.

67
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believing that much of this good fortune was due to the protectiil*

power of the great deity of Jageswar, he, while visiting his fief of

Chaugarkba, paid his devotions at the temple and endowed it with

several villages. He then made a tour through the outlying patti^

of his rAj and formed a settlenient with the resident cultivators

and so arranged his affairs that, it is said, the first real attempt at

administration should date from his reign.* His father died in

1461 A.D., and about this time the Rainka Raja agaiti made ah

effort to reassert his supremacy over Kali Kumaon. Ratan Chand,

however, was prepared for the emergency and assembling an over-

whelming force invaded Doti. The reigning Raja was Naga Mallfl,

who had overthrown the Sahi dynasty, and the followers of the old

family who had fled for protection to Champdwat now assisted the

invaders. Katan Chand defeated and slew Naga Malla in battle

and restored the country to the Sahi Raja. Taking advantage of

is position he penetrated as far as Jumla, Bujan* and Thai, then

held by Jagarnath Bhat, Kharku Singh Muhara and Shor Singh

Muhara respectively, and compelled each of them to tender his sub-

mission and agree to pay an annual tribute of one pod of musk, a bow,

a quiver full of arrows, a hawk and a horse to the Raja of Kali

Kumaon. This arrangement was faithfully carried out lin+il the

absorption of those states by the Gorkhals in the middle of the

eighteenth century. On returning from Doti, Ratan Chand inva-

ded Sor, then held by the Bam Raja of the Doti family, residino- in

Udepur near Pithoragarh and also at Bilorkot in the cold weather.

Batan Chand was again successful and Sor was for a time annexed
to Kali Kumaon.

The Doti family give the ftfllowing pedigree which will be of

Pedigree of the Doti fa- use for comparison with other sources of
mily and tiejr branches, information.

Pedigree of the Dotifamily.

1. Salivahana deva. i 6. Vikrauir lityadeva.
2. Shaktivahaua deva. 7.- Dharmp^la deva.
3. Harivarmadeva. 8. Nilfipala deva.
4. Sri Brahma deva. 9. Munjaiajt deva.

11. Suranra Sinha deva.
12. Ashalii devn.
13. ,Sarangya deva.
14. Malcula deva.
15. Jai Sinha deva.

5. Vajra deva.
|

lu. Bhoja deva.

> Ratan Chand introduced thefiveHajput clans kuo*n as PfinchPurblvainto
Dot), 7«2.,—burari, Deopa, lurchuui, Paderu and Charai, s The names of
the following Kajas of liujan are recorded :—Uttam Singh, EaghuliSih Sineir
Kiura] Mngh Indra Singh, Katan Wngh, Mahendra Singh, and Gajraj Singh, Vvh$
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from (46) Dhara deva, which will assist in applying the necessary

corrections to the Rajb^r's list :

—

1.

2.

S.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

DhSm dera.
Brahm deva,
Asana devk.
Abhaya deva.
Nirbhaya p&la.

Bharati pala.

Bhairara pila.

Ratana pala.

Syama pala.

Sabi pala.

11.
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this resolve she was encouraged by all around her, who further

suggested that she should ascend the funeral pyre with all the

precious records that her husband had collected and so labori-

ously compiled and thus perform an act not only meritorious in

itself, but one that would be specially pleasing to the spirit of

her husband, who would thus in the next world possess all that he

held most precious in this world. To this the infatuated woman

Consented, and thus the settlement records of the Sor rdj fed the

funeral pyre of the wife of their author. Hence the proverb ftiU

current :

—

" Mart gayo Jainda jaldi halu bal,

Jusijusi Surydl kaune tusitusi bhdi."

* Jainda died and his records (hala) were burned and everything

turned out as the Sor folk said." The" names of the following

Rajas of this family are recorded :—Karakil, Kdkil, Chandra bam,

Harka bam, A.ni bam, Sagti bam, Vijaya bam and Hari bam, and

their officials were drawn from the Patani, Punetha, Bhat, Upadhya^

Joshi, Upreti, and P.inde subdivisions,

Ratan Chand died in l^SS A.D. and was succeeded by his son

Kirati Chand, 1488- Kirati Chand, who bears as warlike a repu-
lses AD. tation as his father. He was constantly

engaged in drilling and exercising his soldiers and preparing for

some expedition or another. The Doti Raja again threw off his

allegiance, and while Kirati Chand was calling in his men from,

the detached posts which the insecure state of his frontier obliged

him to maintain, the Dautiyals invaded Kumaon in force. Con-

nected with this invasion we have another of those episodes so

characteristic of the people and the times and indeed of the tradi-

tions themselves that no apology need be made for giving it here,

leaving the reader to judge the value which can be assigned to it.

In some cases these stories cover actual facts ; in others they give

a poetical explanation of facts, and to attribute to the influence of

a deify or a holy man success or defeat is a practice not unknown
in Europe. The story informs us that while Kirati Chand was

preparing to march against the Doti forces with the troops at hia

command, he heard of the arrival of a holy man by name Nagndtb

and turned to him for counsel in the existing difficulty. Nagn^th

said: "Your place is at Champawat, send your general to the war.
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Hgre is a whip with which he will scourge the Rainka as a man
doth scourge a vicious horse." The advice was not palatable, for

Kirati Chand was a brave prince and wished to lead his forces ia

person, but yielding to the urgent entreaties of his courtiers did

as he was directed. The result was that the Doti army was almost

annihilated and for a long time dared not appear again in force in

Kali Kumaon. Nagnath naturally acquired great influence and

became the principal adviser of the Raja. He urged that now

was a fortunate time to undertake still further operations and that

if the Raja undertook an expedition towards Garhwal, Jie should

meet the guru Satyanath, who would instruct him as to what fur-

ther he was to do.

Some seventy years previous, when Udyan Chand was Raja of

Conquest of Bdrahnian- Champdwat, a prince of the Katyuri family

dai and Tiii. called Bir Sinha Deva occupied the fort of

Bisaud to the east of Randani Devi near Almora and owned the

country as far as the Suwal river, whilst on the other side of the

river another Katyuri prince held and occupied the Khagmara fort

on the Almora hill. In an inscription on a ruined temple near the

Suwal and on the boundaries of the two governments we find the

name Arjuna Deva and the date 1307 AD., and on an old stone

discovered on the Almora hill when making some repairs the name
Nirayapala with the date 1348 A.D., names which iloubtless belong-

to gome of these Katyuri princes. We are told that Udyan Chand

vvas at this time busy in repairing the temple of Baleswar and

preparing it for the reception of the image. Sri Chand, a Brah-

man of the Gujrathi division, had settled with his son Sukhdeo

in Champa wat, and the Raja asked the latter to conduct the instal-

lation service at the temple. Sri Chand was so annoyed at the

preference shown to his son that he abandoned Champawat and

get out for Barahmandal. On his way he visited the Bisaud Raja,

who received him with much courtesy and accompanied him to

the SuwaJ, regretting his inability to proceed further, as the coun-

try beyond belonged to another Raja. They separated and Srf

Chand passed on by the gardens of the Khagmara Raja, where a

gardener presented him with a hijaura or lemon to make sherbet

with and refresh himself after his journey. Sri Chand refused

the gift, giving as his reason that there was another lemon
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within the fruit. The lemon was cut in two and the Brahman's

statement was found correct. The matter was reported to the

Baja, who sent for Sri Chand and desired an explanation of the

portent. The Brahman informed him that his kintjdom should

certainly pass away into other hands and that he should be pre-

pared, for the day was not distant when the teaching of the

omen should be fulfilled. In order to anticipate whatever evils

might be in store for him the Raja gave over Khagmara to Sri

Chand and fled to Syiinara. The Bisaud Raja then took posses-

sion of the country dependant on Khagmara, but lost his own

lands on the left bank of the Suwal which were conqueied by the

Chands.

The relations between the Chands and Katyiiris remained un-

changed until Kirati Chand's time, who now resolved to seize upon
the remainder of the Bisaud Raja's possessions. He entered Ba-

rahmandal with a veteran army and laid siege to and captured

Khagmara-kot and expelled the Raja. He next occupied Syiinara-

kot and drove the Raja of that Patti to Bordrau, where the Kat-

yiiri troops made a stand and by a night attack on the enemy's

camp nearly exterminated the advanced guard of Kirati Chand's

forces. Still the progress of the Chand Raja was little hindered

;

he eventually occupied the entire country lying between the Kosi

and the Gagds and ordered the slaughter of all the inhabitants

of the tract now known as Pattis Kairarau and Borarau. He
then divided the land amongst his Kali Kumaon followers of the

Kaira and Bora, castes, who have given their name to the lands

thus occupied to the present day. Pali was then attacked and the

Katyori Raja of Lakhanpur gave up his fort without resistance,

simply stipulating for his people that no damage should be done

to the country and that the Chands should regard the inhabitants

as their own subjects. The Katyiiris retired to Suit and built

themselves a fort at M4nil, where they and other members of the

conquered Katyiiri families were for a long time allowed to lire

in peace.

The pedigree of these P41i Katyiiris has been preserved and

Pedigree of Pali Kat- deserves a place here : when compared with
'^'"- that of the Askot and Doti families, the

variations are unimportant:

—
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Fedigree of the Katy&ris of Pdlk

1. Asanti deva.

I

9. Snjaudeva deo.

j

10. Saranga deo.i

11. Biran deo.

I

12. Sura deo.

I

13. Bhabdeo.

BSsanti deva.

Gamanga deva.

Siya Malla deya.
Phenava ESi.

Keshava Rai.
Ajava Rai.

Gajara Rai.

I

Bag deo.

9. Pi'tam deo.

10. Dham deo (lio

emigrated to soutliern
Gaihwal and established
himself in the Fatli Dun,
Trhence his descendants
returnel in the time of
the Chands.)

14. Palan deo. 14. Pitu Gosain.

15. Kilandeo
(his descend-
ants are the
Eajbars of

Jaspnr in
Chaukot of

Pali).

1 5. Lar deo
(his desccnl-
ants are the

Sain, Manur
and Chach-
roti Manu-
rals).

15. JapnGo=ain
(his descendants
arc found in Ude-
pur, Bhalatgaon
and Hat in Chau-
kot).

15. Sar.ang Gosain.

16. Dharm Singh 16. Bhawan
(his descendants Singh (his dcs-
are the Manurals cendants are
of Kuhergaon). the Manurals

of Tamadhaun
in Chaukot.)

In the pedigree there are none of the nr.mes of the Katyiiri Rajas

of the copper-plates and they probably contain only the names

of the branch, and these only when they became of some impor-

tance. The two first names are clearly those alluded to in the

memorial verse regarding Lakhanpur already noticed, The change

of title in the case of Pitu from ' deva ' to 'gosain ' is similar to that

which took place in Askot and is doubtless due to the same cause.

The conquest of Phaldakot was next undertaken and proved a

Conquest of Phaldakot ™^ore difficult task. It was at this time
»°^K«'»- held by a Raja of the Kathi tribe of

Eajputs, and though he perished in one of the first contests, his

people held out in his name and defied the utmost endeavours of

the Cband troops. Klrati Chand called for reinforcements and on

^ An inscription on the temple of the Kuladevi or household goddess at

Tamadhaun in Chaukot records the name Saranga deva and the date Saka 1342 =>

1420 A.D., and may refer either to this Saranga or to Saranga Gosain, whose
descendants are still found in Tamadhaun.
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their arrival attacked the Kdthis with redoubled vigour, ordering

their total destruction. So well were his orders carried out that

he was able in a short time to parcel out the lands amongst his

Mara, Khardyat and Dhek followers, on whom also he bestowed the

fiscal offices of Kamin and Sayana; He next took possession of

Kota and Kotauli and returned to Champawat by Dhyanirau, con-

solidating his conquests by the appointment of administrative ofiS-

cers as he went. His next expedition was towards the Mai or low

country, where he established a post near Jaspur and called it after

his own name Kiratipur. He now held Kumaon as it exists at the

present day with the exception of Katyiir, which was held by a"

Katylira Raja, D&npur, the Bhot Mahdls Askot,, Sira, Sor and the-

Mankoti raj of Gangpii. The death of SatyanS,th prevented his.

pushing his conquests into Garhwdl, but taking alibis acquisitions;

Kirati Ghand must be regarded as the most active and successful,

prince of his family. He died in 1503 A.D. and was succeeded by
his son Partap Chand.

Partap Chand appears to have occupied- himself with the work

Partap Chand, 1503— of administration and we hear of no new
1517 A.IX conquests made by him. Wehaveagranfe

ef his bearing date in 1510 A.D. and we also know that he succeed-

ed in keeping possession of the parganahs bequeathed to him by

Tira, Chand, Mfaik ^^^ father. He died in 1517 A.D. and was
*^''*°^- succeeded by his son Tara Chand, who after

an interval of sixteen years was followed byManik Chand in 1533 A.Di

Manik Chand reigned from 1533 to 1.542 A.D., and during hia

time an event occurred which is not recorded in the local tradi-

tions. From the Tui-ikh-i-Ddddi of Abdulla we learn that in the

_, , „,, year 1541 A.D. Khawas Khan, the oppo-
KhawasKhaa.

. ^ -r i/ r-i, /, , , ,.
nent oi Islam Shah, made the skirt of the

Kumaon hills his home, whence he ravaged the royal territories

which lay in their vicinity. He, however, joined the Niazis before

the battle of Umbala and on the day of action deserted them on

the plea of their wishing to exclude any man of the Sur family

from the succession to the empire. His subsequent movements

appear to have been extraordinary, for instead of joining Islam

Shah, to whom he had communicated his intentions, he again

returned to his haunts under the hills and finally sought the

68
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protection of the Kaja of Kumaon. He entered Kumaon by tlie

pass ofDabar and fixed his residence at Alhahi and received from the

Raja some villages for his support as well as a daily allowance of

cash. When intelligence of this reached Islkm Shah be directed

Taj KhSn Kir^ni, who held the s^bah of Sambhal and owed his

preferment ta Khawfe Khan, to use every possible means to get

the refugee into his power. " If his band could not reacbi there, be

was to do it by message, promising royal benefactions-, such as the

imperial districts at the foot of the hills, which could be made ovef

to him. By holding out hopes such as these Taj Khfin might be

able to send him in chains to Court.. Several messages were des-

patched at the same time to the Raja, who indignantly replied:

" How can I throw into fetters a man who has sought my protec-

tion ? As long as I have breath in my body, I can never be guilty

©f such baseness."' Islam Shah himself then wrote to Khawaa

Khan to say that he forgave him, and wished that what had passed

should all be forgotten between them ; that the Rana of Udepur

had again raised his head and plundered several of the royal pos-

sessions and carried off the wives and children of Musalm^ns ; that

none of the nobles had succeeded in their measures against hirn,

and that all their hopes were now centered in KhawSs Kh^n-. " All

this is asserted with all the sincerity that can attach to an oath

before God, and after that, an engagement and guarantee was en-

grossed on saffron-cloth and despatched. And Taj Khan was at

the same time instructed to use every kind of cajolery and flattery

in order to lull that bird into security and entice him inte the

net ; for the wounds which his conduct had implanted in the king's

breast could not be healed but by the salve of bis murder." On
the receipt of these missives Khawas Kh&n's immediate impulse was

to obey them, but he was strongly dissuaded by bis adherents and

the Raja, who represented that the king was perfidious, that he had

destroyed most of bis nobles, and bow then could he allow Khaw&s

Khan to escape, who had been ten times opposed to him in battle 2

These remonstrances, however, were of no avail, and notwith-*

standing the warnings of his friend, Khawas Khan gave himself up,

when by orders of Islam Shah he was. beheaded and his bod^

stuffed in straw was sent to Dehli.^ The magnanimity s.kown by

> Dowson's Elliot, IV., 484, 350.
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tike Kumaon Raja is a bright spot in the annals of the Chands and

is recognized even by the Musalmdn historian. Mdnik Chand was

succeeded by his son Kalyan, nicknamed Kuli Kaly4a on account

«f his ungovernable temper. He weakened his amthority by a

lavish use of his power of punishment and caused much discontent

throughout the province. After a short reign of nine years he

•died and was succeeded by Puni or Puran Chand, who was followed

by Bhishma Chand.

Bhishma or Bhikam Chand, who began to rule in 1555 A.D.,

had no son and therefore adopted a son of Tara Chand named

jKalydn, who was nicknamed Balo Kalyan Chand and is known by

Bhishma, 1856—1560 ^^^^ name in all the traditions. Disturb-

^ D. ances again arose in Doti and Balo Kalyan

was sent to quell them ; but during his absence the old Raja was

troubled by news of a. rising in Pali and Syiinara and left himself

to visit the west. Convinced that the growth of his dominions re-

quired a more central capital than Champawat, the Raja looked

about for a site and at last resolved to settle near the old fort of

Khagmara and make it his new capital. He had hardly made

known his intentions when a plot was set on foot to counteract

them. Away on the southern face of the Gagar range near Ramgark

was an old fort held by a semi-independent chief of the Khasiyas,

named Gajawa, who in some way had escaped the bands of Kirati

Chand when his troops laid waste the pargana. Gajawa thought

that the Khasiyas might now enjoy some revenge for all their

sufferings as well as freedom in the future. He assembled a large

number of his castemen and came unawares upon the old Raja

as he tranquilly slept in the Khagmara fort and slew him and his

followers. The triumph of the Khasiya chief however was very short

lived, for no sooner did Balo Kalyan Chand hear the news than he

patched up a peace with the Dautiyals and hastening to Ramgarh

and Khagmara took exemplary vengeance on all the Khasiyas in

the neighbourhood. This event occurred in 1560 AD,

Bala Kalyan Chand peacefully ascended the giddi of the

Chands. He accepted the choice of Bhish-
Biilo Kalyan, 1660 A.D. j .u iru i,-ii t,- -^ ima and made the Khagmara hill his capital

ender the name Almora. He separated the lands which had beea

given to Sri Chand by the last Katyiiri Raja and taking the'
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temainder foT himself, built his own residence near the Nail-ke-po-

kliar in 1563 A.D. He then gave land to all the members of his

household near his own residence and also to the Joshis who accom-

panied him. The Chautara Brahmans, however, remained in Kdli

Kumaon and ceased henceforward to fill the high offices that they

had hitherto monopolised. Hardly had the darb^r settled down

in Almora than fresh occupation was found for the troops of the

Raja. To the north-east of Almora, in the tract between the Sarju

• and eastern Ramganga, an independent kingdom had existed for

several generations under Rajas of the Chandrabansi line who from

the place of their residence were known as the Mankoti Rajas of

Gangoli. Kami Chand, the first of this line who attained to any

eminence, made himself obnoxious to his Upreti hdmddr or minis-

ter, and in consequence was slain by the minister's follower's when

out hunting. The Upreti sent word to the Rdni-of Karm Chanel

that the Raja had been killed by a tiger and that his general obse-

quies had been duly performed. The Rani suspected that all was

not right and calling for some Brahmans of the Pant tribe in whom
she placed great confidence, intrusted to them her son to bring him

up and protect him from his Upreti enemies. She then prepared

herself to become a sati and when dying cursed the country, saying

" since the Raja has been killed by a tiger, men shall ever be killed

by tigers in Gangoli," and from that day until very recently Gan-

goli was the most noted haunt of tigers in Kumaon. The Pants

fulfilled their trust and established Sital Chand, the son of Karm

Chand, on the gaddi at Mankot and received the lands of the

Upretis as their reward. Sital Chand was succeeded l:)y Brahm

Chand, Hingul Chand, Punip Chand, Ani Chand and Nd,r&yan

Chand. We have an inscription on an old well called the J^hnavi

Naula at Gangoli Hat bearing date 1204 A.D., which is attributed

to the Gangola Rajas, in wliich the name Somati occurs, but the

other names are not decypherable. In Baijndth also there is an

inscription of these Rajas in the ancient temple of Lakshminarayan

which records that in 1352 A.D. the Gangola Rajas, PTamira deva,

Lingaraja deva, and Dharalai deu regilt the spire [Jcalasa) of the

temple. A second record in tlie same place inscribed on the image

of Gaurimahesvari in the Bhogmandir relates that in 1365 A.D.

one Subhadra, wife of Kdhana Pandit, in the kingdom of Hamira
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deva, fulfilled a vow. Mention is also mad6 in a petition in the

case of Ratan Chaudhri of Gangoli (tried by Mr. Traill) of a grant

by Ani Chand in 1311 Saka, corresponding to 1389 A.D., but as

the original was never produced it may well be regarded as a for-

gery or at least that the petitioner was mistaken in the date, for Ani

Chand was predecessor of Nar^yan Chand, the contemporary of

Balo Kalyan. Another Mankoti grant is alluded to in the file of

the grants made to the Bageswar temple as bearing the date 1305

Saka or 1383 A.D., but the original is not forthcoming. It was

NarSyan Chand who gave offence to Balo Kalyan and induced him

to invade Gangoli, which he quickly overran and annexed to his

own possessions.

KalySn's great desire now was to make the Kali his eastern

boundary, and whilst at Gangoli-Hat he
Acquisition of Sor.

i i i
• i i .

looked with longing eyes on the fair coun-

ti-y between him and that river which had been recovered by the

Bam dynasty from Ratan Chand and was still in their possession.

Kalyan had married a daughter of Hari Malla and sister of the

reigning Rainka Raja of Doti and urged her to beg from her bro-

ther the pargana of Sira as dowry, as he hoped by this means to

obtain a footing in the Doti territory. The entire tract to the

east of the Ramganga^ was then recognized as belonging to the

Raja of Doti, and Kalyan Chand hoped thus gradually to approach

the Kdli. The Rainka replied that Sira was the chief possession

(sir) of Doti and was therefore as dear to him as his own head ; that

he would never give up Si'ra, but that Kalyan might have Sor.

The Kumaonis accordingly took possession of Sor, but were so unsuc-

cessful in an attempt to lay hands upon Sira also that they returned

in haste to Almora, leaving only a small garrison behind them.
Kalydn Chand next turned his attention towards Danpur on the

upper waters of the Sarju, which had long been.independent under
its Khasiya Rajas, but had of late years been broken up into nu-
merous petty districts. Practically the landholders in each villao-e

acknowledged no other authority than their own and thus fell an
easy prey to the Chands. It may well be supposed that there

were many cadets of the reigning family anxious to join in the

plunder of the conquered tracts and carve out an appanao-e for

> Kamganga-par is still called Doti.
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themselves. These junior members of the .'Chaiid-'- house wera

called Raotelas, and to them was generally intrusted the manage-

ment of the frontier parganahs with considerable grants of. lapiE

for .their own support. In this way a landed gentry, as it were,

ccm'nected by ties of blood and interest with the ruling power

were gradually spread over the land arid contributed, more thari

any other measure to the strengthening of the Ghand influence

in the newly-acquired tracts. B41o Kalyan ended his busy career

ia 1565 A.D. and was succeeded by his son Rudra Chand.

. Rudra Chand was very young when he succeeded his father

Kudra Chand 1.^65— ^^^ '^^'^ much under the influence of the

1597 AD. \vomen of his father's female apartments

^tid the priests who were attached to the court. One of the ear-

liest acts of his long reign was the re-establishment of the worsihip

6f Mahad^o at B^leswar in Kali Kumaon in this wise. A Sauyasi

iiamed Ramadatta told the young Raja that his kingdom' wa&

buried in the ground with Mahadeo near the temple of Baleswar.

The Raja paid a visit to the temple and dug where he was desired

by the Sanyasi and discovered a great ling of stone which was set up

in the temple and endowed with a ndli of grain from each village

jtt each harvest. Ramadatta was appointed guardian of tbe temple

and built his mausoleum {samddh) near it.^ Shortly after the ac-

feession of Rudra Chand, the Tar4i and Bh4bar were occupied by

the Musalman governor of Kant-o-golah (Shahjabanpur), who was

probably Husain Khan Tukriyah. From Firishta we learn that

at this time an" impression of the great wealth of Kumaon was

generally prevalent amongst the Musalmdns. At the conclusion

of his work in speaking of the princes of India he writes:—" Of

these princes there are five principal Rajas on the north and fiyei

bthers on the south, each of whom has numerous tributary RajaS

dependent on him. * * The five former Rajas are the Rajas of

Kooch, Jammu, Nagrakot, Kumaon and Bhimbar." Again he"

Vrites :
—" The Raja of Kumaon also possesses an extensive dominion,

and a considerable quantity of gold is procured by washing the earth'

' This Terse commemorating Rudra's gift is still well-known :—
' Jau Rudra Chand he dli tau [idmadaita he ndli."

Tie deeoendants of Ramadatta still leside in the monastery {math) at Gana-

'

n4th.
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iflounds in his country, which also contaias copper mines. His ter-

ritory stretches to the north as far as Tibet and on the south

reaches to Sambhal, which is included in India. He retains in pay

ah army of 80,000 men both in cavalry and infantry and commands

great respect from the emperors of Dehli. His treasures too are

vast. It is a rule among the kings of Kumaon not to encroach on

the hoards of their ancestors, for it is a saying amongst them that

whoever applies his father's treasures to his own tise will become

mean and beggarly in spirit;^ so that at the present daj- fifty-six

distinct treasures exist which have been left by the Rajas of Ku--

maon, each of which has the owner's sea! upon it. The sources of

the Jamna and the Ganges are both to be found within the Ku-

inaon territory." This description^ of Firishta would appear to be

more correct of Garhwal than of Kumaon, for the former country

has been celebrated from the earliest times for its mines of copper'

and lead and the gold-washings in the Alaknanda and Bhagirathi'

Valleys and along the Sona Nadi in the Patli Dun. It also con--

fains the sources of the two rivers. The number of princes would-

also l«ad us to imagine that Garhwal was intended, and if we as-

sume that Firishta completed his history by 1623 A.D., for which

we have the authority of Mohl,^ the Raja ruling in Garhwal at

the time will be Garbhabhanjan Mahipati Sah, its first really inde-

pendent prince and who is fifty-fourth on the list of Rajas already

given. From this we may suppose that Firishta had a similar

list before him when writing the conclusion to his great work.

Husain Khan Kashmiri, the Bayard of Akbar's court, but at

the same time a bigoted, cruel and merci-
HusainKhan Tukriyah. - . ,. • f.i rr i - ,

less lanatic, received the name Tukriyah on

account of his tyranny towards the Hindus. He was once gover-

r)6r of Lahore and meeting a man with a flowing beard, saluted

him, believing that be was a Musalman. On discovering that the

man was a Hindu, he issued an order that in future all Hindus

should wear a distinguishing mark on their shoulders, which being

called in Hindi ' tukri' obtained for him the nickname of 'Tukri-

yah.' He was governor of Lucknow in 1569 A.D., and being

' There is little doubt that Firishta here refers to the precatory verses usually

uttached to a graot of land by a Hindu Raja and to which he ha,s given a wider
tigniflcanoe than they possess : see aniea p. . 'Brigg's Firishta, lY.,

647,649. • 3 uowsctn's Elli ot, VI,, 209.-
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deprived of his charge resolved to lead a crescentade against the hil Is,

from which he expected much spiritual profit from slaying infidels

and disfiguring their idols and much temporal benefit from the

plunder of the famous treasury of the Rajas of Kumaon. He ac-

cordingly set forth from Lucknow with (according to Badauni)^

"the design of breaking down the idols and of demolishing the idol

temples. For he had heard that their bricks were made of gold

and silver and other false reports of their unbounded treasures had

j3ome to his ears. He proceeded through Oudh towards the SiwA-

lil hills. The hill-men as is their custom abandoned the lower

hills after a slight resistance and fled for security to a higher ele-

vation, of which the ascent was very dangerous. Husain Khan

'"^arrived at last at the place where Sultan Mahmtid, nephew of Pir

Muhammad Kh4n, was slain. He read the Fddha for the pure

spirits of the martyrs who fell there and repaired their dilapidated

tombs. He then ravaged the whole country as far as the kasbah

of Wajrdil in the country of Raja Ranka, a powerful zamindar, and

from that town to Ajmer, which is his capital. In that place are to>

be found mines of gold and silver, silks, musks and all the produc-

tions of Tibet, from which country he was only distant two days'

journey ; when on a sudden, as has been frequently observed iu

those mountains, the neighing of the horses and the sound of the

kettle-drums, as well as the voices of his followers, caused the

clouds to collect and so much rain fell that neither corn nor grass

was to be procured. Famine stared the army in the face, and al-

though Husain Khan with the most undaunted intrepidity encour-

aged his men and existed their cupidity by representing the wealth

of the city and the country in gold, jewels and treasure, they were

too much disheartened to second his resolution and he was com-

pelled to retreat. On their retreat the Kafirs who were in posses-

sion of the passes showered down stones and arrows tipped with,

poisoned bones upon them. They also blocked up the way and
most of the bravest of his warriors drank the cup of martyrdom,.

Many of the wounded who escaped at the time died five or six

months afterwards from the effects of the poison. Thus ended the

first expedition of Husain Khdn. The title Rainka Raja is that

of the Raja of Doti at this time, and we may identify -the name
>Dow6on's Elliot, V., 468 496 : Blochmann's Ain-i-Akbari, 378.
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WajvMl with either Jurail or Dipail, the cold-weather residence of

the Doti Raja on the Seti river at the foot of the hills. His prin-

cipal fort was Ajraergarh near Dandoldhdra, where the Chauntara

or governor now resides. The insalubrity of the Doti Tardi is no-

torious even to the present day, a.nd the allusion to Husain Khan's

being within two days' journey of Tibet is doubtless referrible to

the mart of Barmdeo, which was then as now the great emporium

for Tibetan produce. To the west in Garhw^l there is a patti

called Ajmer which is now confined to the lower hills between the

Malini and Khoh rivers, but at one time included the whole of par-

ganah Ganga Salan, but this tract was at this time in the possession

of the Sah rulers of Garhwal.

On his return from this expedition Husain Khan asked for

and received Kant-o-Golah ia jdgir in lieu of one previously held

by him. " Several times he made excursions to the foot of the

hills with various success, but he was never able to penetrate into

the interior. Many fine fellows who had escaped half-dead from

his first expedition now felt the malarious influence of the climate

and died off, but not in battle. After some years Husain Khan,

contrary to the advice and remonstrances of his frieads, mustered

his forces for a final struggle to get possession of the hills." This was

in 1575 A.D., and all his efforts were now devoted to gain possession

of Basantpur, a town of considerable importance and reputed

wealth in the Eastern Ddn. This expedition was solely actuated

by his religious zeal and a love of plunder, and after breaking

the idols, defiling the temples and laying waste the country,

Husain Khau returned to his estate with much plunder and, more-

over, a bullet in his side. Akbar had already received many
complaints of the exacting behaviour of Husain Khan towards

the Hindiis, and on being informed of this unprovoked attack

on a friendly town, recalled the Gh4zi to Dehli, where he died

shortly afterwards of his wounds. There is nothing to show that

Husain Kban ever penetrated into Kumaon, though he held the

Kumaon Tarai which lay not far to the north of his jdgir. Sultan

Ibrahim of Anba, another of Akbar's grandees, is credited with'

the conquest of Kumaon and the Daman-i-koh, as the tract

lying along the foot of the hills is called by the Musalman histo-

rians.

69
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The hill tradition is that shortly after the death of Husain

^ KhaD, when Rudra Chand had arrived at
visit to the Emperor.

years of discretion, he assembled a lorce

which he led in person into the Tarai and expelled the Musal-

m^n ofl&cials. Complaints were sent to Dehli and a strong rein-

forcement was sent to aid the governor of Katehir. Rightly,,

believing that he could not withstand the enemy in the open

field, Rudra Chand proposed that the claim to the Tarai should

be decided by a single combat between the champions of the

respective forces. After some preliminary negotiation this form

©f the trial by ordeal was agreed to. Rudra Chand fought em

the part of the Hindus and a Mughal officer on the part of the

Musalmans and after a long and severe contest the Hindii cham-

pion was declared victor. This little piece of boasting is pardon-

able in the local traditions when we have the acknowledgment

that the Mughals were never able to enter the hills. It is further

recorded that Akbar was so pleased svith the conduct of the Ku-

maon prince that he invited Rudra Chand to Lahore, where he

then was, and sent him and his followers to- aid in the seige of

Nagor, where the hill-troops so distinguished themselves that, on

their return, Akbar conferred on their leader a formal grant of the

Chaurdsi-Mal pa,rganahs and further excused Rudra Chand from

personal attendance at court during the remainder of his life.

Rudra Chand, moreover, made Birbal, the celebrated minister of

Akbar, his purohit, and up to the close of the Chand rule, the

descendants of Birbal used to visit Almora to collect the customary

dues. This visit of Rudra Chand is not so highly spoken of by the

Musalman historians. Abdul Kadir Budauni relates^ that " in

1588 A.D. the Raja of Kumaon arrived at Lahore from the Siw4-

lik hills for the purpose of paying his respectSv Neither he nor

his ancestors (the curse of God on them !) could ever have expected

to speak face to face with an emperor. He brought several rare

presents and amongst them a Tibet cow (yak) and a musk-deer
(^Moschus moschiferus), which latter died on the road from the effect

&f the heat. I saw it with my own eyes and it had the ayipearance

of a fox. Two small tusks projected from its mouth and instead o.f

horns it had a slight elevation or bump. As the hind-quarters of

1 Elliot, v., 541. Ibid., VI., 332.
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tte animal were enveloped in a cloth I could not examine the

whole body. They said that there were men in those hills who
had feathers and wings and could fly, and they spoke of a mango
tree in that country which yields fruit all the year round." Well

did the author add to this account :
—

" God knows whether it is

true !" JahSngir in his memoirs expressly states that the father of

Lakshmi Chand, "at the time of waiting upon the late king,

sent a petition asking that the son of Raja Todar Mai might lead

him to the royal presence, and his request was complied with," so

we must abandon the local tradition of the combat and its conse-

quences.

The tract lying along the foot of the hills, has, as we have seen,

„ been gradually growing in importance with
Tarii and Bhftar. , ° ^ " °

, ,t , .

the Kumaon rulers, iromthe Musalman

historians and the traditions of the plains' tribes we gather that in

the eleventh century this tract was covered with dense forests in-

terspersed with patches of grazing and cultivation.* The people

were chiefly occupied ia pasturing cattle, the scant cultivatioa

being barely' sufficient for their wants. Rude temporary dwelling-

places were the rule, but here and there were forts to which the

graziers could fly ia times of danger. It was not till a hundred

years later that the Kshatriya clans entered Katehir and gave it

their name. These in turn harassed by the Musalmans crossed

the Ramganga into the forest country and brought much of it

under the plough. In the thirteenth century these tribes suffered

cruelly at the hands of Nasir-ud-din Mahmdd and Ghiy^s-ud-dia

Balban. Again, Firoz Shah, ia revenge for the murder of his

Sayyid friends, sent an army into Katehir every year " to commit

every kind of ravage and devastation and not to allow it to be in-

habited until the murderer (who had taken refuge amidst the

ravines and precipices of Kumaon) was given up. For six years

not an inhabitant was allowed to live in the plains country bor-

dering on the Ramganga and not a single acre of land was culti-

vated. This state of affairs lasted until 138.3 A.D., and at that

time the frontier outpost of the Musalmans was a stronghold in

Bisauli about fourteen kos from Budaun, called in mockery by the

people the fort of Akhirinpur. The Tarai belt was wilder still and

' See further Gai., V., Bareilly District, Hitiory.
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was even then occupied by the Mahtas or Mewatis, whom we find

there at the conquest by the British. Although early in the fif-

teenth century Garnr Gyan Chand and his son Udyan Chand are

said to have claimed an ancient right over this territory, it is clear

from all that has been recorded regarding them that this assertion

had the faintest possible foundation in fact.

The inhabitants of the lower Pattis, from the earliest times,

undoubtedly had recourse to the Bhabar, as at present, for grazing

purposes,but these very Pattis did notcorae into the possession of the

Chands until the conquests of Ratan Chand and Kirati Chand and

the transfer of the seat of government to Almora in the middle-

of the sixteenth century. The southern protioa of the lowland

tract or the Tar^i proper was first permanently taken possession of

and annexed to the hill state by Rudra Chand, who was also the

first to take measures to ensure the obedience of the nomad and

semi-barbarovis inhabitants to the central authority.

In the Ain-i-Akhari we find the following distribution of

Kumaoninthe^fn-t-^A- the territory comprised in Akbar's Sarkar
*""• Kumaon. The entire Sarkar contained

twenty-one mahals assessed at 4,04,37,700 ddms, which, taken at

the rate of twenty double ddirns for the rupee, are equivalent to

Rs. 20,21,885. Five mahals yielded no revenue and the entire

Sarkar was supposed to furnish a quota of 3,000 cavalry and 50,000

infantry :

—

Name ol
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Malachor and Kamiis parts of the Bhdbar ; Bhakti may probably

be Bakshi, the old name of N^nakmatha, and the others, names of

parts of the country below the hills as Dwarakot is Thakurdwara.

The entire enumeration is apparently confined to the tract along

the foot of the hills, for not a single name can be identified with,

any tract within the hills. This exemption of the hill parganahs

from Akbar's statements is supported by the following story whicb,

upon the authority of the ' Raja's historians,' General Hardwicke

gives regarding the position of the Garhwal Raja in the time of

Akbar: "In the reign of Akbar that prince demanded of the Raja

of Srinagar an account of the revenues of his rdj and a chart of

his country. The Raja, being then at court, repaired to the pro-,

sence the following day, and in obedience to the commands of the

King presented a true statement of his finances, and for the chart

of his country humorously introduced a lean camel, saying, 'this is

a faithful picture of the territory I possess ; up and down (lincha

nicha), and very poor.' The King smiled at the ingenuity of the

thought, and told hira that from the revenues of a country realized

with so much labor and in amount so small he had nothing to

demand."

The portion of the Tarai that came into the pospession of

Rudra Chand was called the chaurAsi or
Tarai.

Naulakhiya Mai. The former name was

given because it was supposed to be 84 kos in length and the

latter name from the revenue of nine lakhs said to have been

assessed upon it. It was bounded on the east by the Sarda river,

on the west by the Pila Nadi, on the north by the Bhabar, and on

the south by certain well-known limits separating it from the

plains parganahs, and contained the following fiscal sub-divisions: -r

1. Sahajgir, now known as Jaspur.

2. Eota „ „ KashipuT.

3. Mundiya „ „ Bazpur.

4. Gadarpur „ „ Gadarpur,

Budra Chand himself founded Rudrapur and established gov-

ernors throughout the different parganahs. It was one of these,

Kashinath Adhikdri by name, that founded Kashipur, which now

gives its name to a tract that was formerly included in the old

parganah of Kota, On his return to Almora, Rudra Chand built the

5. Bhukeir, now known as liudrpay
and Kilpuri.

6. Bakslii, now known as Nanak'
niatha.

7. CliMnki „ „ Sarbna.
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fort which is now used for the public offices, also a residence for

himself on the site of the old fort temples to Devi and Bhai-

rava, on the place where his father's palace stood. Rudra Chand
was an intelligent and learned prince and during his reign he so

encouraged the study of Sanskrit that his pandits were said to

have rivalled those of Benares and Kashmir. He initiated many
important measures regarding the settlement of the land-revenue,

and in this he was ably aided by his blind son Sakti Singh Goshain.

His principal oiEcers were members of the Silakhola Joshi family,

Eatgalli and Adhikari Bishts and Sahus from Dwdra Hat, who
were heredittuy record-keepers. There are now no descendantsf

of the- old Ratgallis and Sahus in Almora, where their place has

been taken chiefly by the Ghaudhris from Jwdlamukhi. The sala-

ries of the officials were discharged by orders on the royal villages

and not by regular money payments. Some of these orders were

due to circumstances entirely unconnected with the administration.

Thus it is said that when Rudra Chand returned from Dehli he

used the utmost speed to regain Almora and was riding in the

dark along one of the mountain paths when his bridle broke.

The groom in the dark picked up a snake and with it mended the

bridle, and when daylight broke the Raja saw what had happened

and cheered by the omen ordered that the groom (bukhuriya)

should receive certain dues {dashlr) from all the villages in the

country at the two harvests. "We have a grant of land of this

Baja in favor of the family of Debidatta Chaudhri, dated in 1565

A.D., and another in favour of the Briddh Kedar temple^ in 1568

AD. Also one in favour of Anand Pande in 1575 A D. and

in favour of the Pandes of Chami in 1594 A.D. In 1596 A.D.

he assigned lands to the family of Krishnanand Joshi and in the

same year gave a village to the Badrinath temple, so that there are

ample records whereby to fix the date and length of his reign.

The mother of Rudra Chand was the Doti princess who asked

for Sira from her brother and was refused.

Attempt on Sira.
Dissatisfied with the refusal she resolved

not to become a sati on the death of her husband, saying :—" My

work is not finished ; when my son takes Siragarh, then will I

ioin my lord." Ever since his return from the plains Rudra Chand

> At the confluence of the K&mgang* and Bino rirers.
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was urged by his mother to take up arms agaiDst Si'ra. She

told him that it was his father's last fommnDd that Sira should

be united to Kumaon and that she longed to join her husband, but

could not do so until his desire had been accomplished. Eu-

dra Chand proceeded to Sira, but was utterly defeated by the

Eainka Raja Hari MaDa and fled with the remains of his army

to Gangoli. Fatigued by the rapidity of his flight and deserted

by most of his retainers, the Eaja lay down to rest beneath a tree,

and looking upwards saw a spider spinning its web and trying to

unite one point with another. Six times the spider failed, but the

seventh time it succeeded and completing its web began to eat

the flies that wei e caught in it. The Raja, like the great Bruce, re-

flected that if an insect could thus by perseverance attain its object,

surely a man of tried courage and fixity of purpose like himself ought

to succeed. He returned to Almora and summoning his courtiers

related what had occurred. They unanimously accepted the dream

as a good omen and advised him to discover first the strength of

the -enemy and then the character of the defences of their strong-

hold of Siragarh. At that time there was a Bichral Brahman

in Sira whose sister's son, Purushottama or Parkhu Pant, was in

Gangoli and was known everywhere as a man of influence and great

resource and in possession of much of the treasure that once be-

longed to the Mankoti Eaja. Rudra Chand sent for Parkhu, who

excused himself on various pretences, so that the Raja again sent

a message fining him a lakh of rupees for his disobedience and

threatening him with condign punishment should he make any

further delay. Parkhu came and with clasped hands made the great

obeisance and said :
" I have no money ; I am a poor man ; dispose

of my life if you desire, and if this is not your object I will ransom

it by procuring for you the forts of Siragarh and B&dhangarh and

the countries belonging thereto." Parkhu's proposal was accepted

and he was pla,ced in command of an army which again invaded Sira.

The forces of Rudra Chand made three attempts to reach the

fort of Sira and were each time repulsed with great loss, and Hari

Malla followed up his success by pursuing the fugitives right

across the eastern Rdmganga. The leaders
FarkhaPant. j ^ i u vi t> jwere separated and Parkhu like Rudra

Chand, on a former oeeasion, paused in his flight to take refuge
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under a tree and there saw a dung-beetle trying to move a large

mass of cow-dung to its hole. Four times the ball rolled down,

but ihe fifth time the insect was successful. A similar consoling

reflection occurred to Parkhu, and he at once called for food, which

was brought him in the shape of rice boiled in milk {khlra),

which was served on a plantain leaf. He lost much of the rice

while eating, and an old woman who was looking on said :
" You

are as great a fool as Parkhu ; he cannot take Sira and you cannot

eat khira ; begin from the edge and work into the middle of the

platter and you will lose no rice, and if Parkhu began from the

outside and stopped the supplies from Juhar and the underground

. way to the river, the garrison of Si'ra would soon yield." Parkhu

without betraying his identity departed and again assembling his

forces invested the fort and following the advice of the old woman
cut off the supplies from the Juhar and the adit or siirang at

Chunpatha by which the garrison obtained water, so that in a

short time Hari Malla abandoned the fort and fled to Doti and

henceforth Si'ra belonged to Kumaon. Rudra Chand bestowed

several villages on Parkhu and recorded his gift on a copper-plate

now in the possession of a descendant of Parkhu residing in Gan-

. goli. It relates how that " in the year 1.581 A.D. in the month of

Bhadra and ninth day of the bright fortnight in the presence of

. Jagisa,^ on a Saturday." Then follow the verses :

—

" 1. Whose manly valour parched the partizans of his enemies, by the con

quest of whose cities he acquired reputation. Kenowed as Sakara worshipper

of the goddess of the full moon in the family of the lord of the lotus, he became

the gem of the rulers of earth, being called Kalyaua Chandra.

2. Every stroke of his dreadful sword held in his strong arm severed the

skulls of elated monarchs, which caused their mourning widows to shed showers

of big pearls on their bosoms.

3. Whose white lotus feet were colourless and received the impressions of

people's hearts in them, in consequence of which the needy grew rich by

begging elsewhere also ?

4. His son, the defeater of the races of his adversaries, is the famous

Eudra Chandra, who is devoted to the feet of Eudra, aud the source of victory

iu the conquest of fort Sira, It is this possessor of the earth by whom the

grant of this land is madej

5. To the conqueror of lands for the royal estate, the ab'est and most

excellent of counsellors, queller of the" haughtiness of the Raja of Doti, the lion

overpowering the enemy, the most learned of scholars, Furushottama."

' Jageswar near Almora.
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From another source we have the following pedigree of the

Rainka Rajas of Sira, who were sometimes

apparently one with the Rainka Rajas of

Doti and sometimes cadets of the same house :

—

Kajas of Sira.

Pedigree of the Rainka Rajas of Sira.

I.
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and one towards Ganai, occupied the passes towards Badh^ngarh,

Parkhu with his small but veteran army proceeded through

Katyar to the valley of the Pindar, but soon found his supplies

cut off by the Katyiiri Raja and shortly afterwards lost his life

in an action near Gwaldam at the bands of a Padyar Rajput.

The Garhw^l Raja had promised a grant of land at every day's

march to any one who would bring him the head of Parkhu, and

the Padyar accordingly took the head of the slain general and

carried it to the Raja of Garhwdl, at Srinagar, where he received

the promised reward. The Kumaonis fled to Almora and Budra

Chand in person then undertook the preparations for a new expedi-

tion against GarhwAl, but first resolved to punish the Rajaof Katyur.

He speedily overran the valley and captured the Raja with all his

family, for the Garhwalis were forgetful of their promise to send

assistance. When Rudra Chand was about to issue orders for the

punishment of the Katydri Raja, one Ratu, a Burha or headman

of a village, came forward and remonstrated with him that there

was neither honour nor profit to be gained from throwing the

Katyiiris into prison, that he was willing to stand security for the

good behaviour of Sukhal Deo and would produce him at the end

of six months, to be dealt with in such way as the R4ja might

direct. This Ratu, though a subject oi Rudra Chand, was a secret

friend of Sukhal Deo, and on obtaining the Raja's consent took

Sukhal Deo to his own country and refused to deliver him up
when called upon to do so. Rudra Chand therefore again invaded

the valley and in a battle fought near Baijndth slew Sukhal Deo
and banished his family and then laid waste the entire valley.^

• A long story is tdld about this matter of Ratn which may well be relegated
to a foot-note. Tradition says that Eatu promised Rudra Chand that if he should
be accepted as surety, he would guarantee that Sukhal Deo should make no
further pretensions to Katyur, or in default he (Eatu) would pay a fine
of 19,000 takas (two = one pice) or bring in 243 prisoners from Katynr. At
the expiry of the six mouths Eadra Chand demanded the production of
Sukhal Deo, and Eatu went to the Katyuri prince and showed him the order, at
the same time advising the Raja to dismiss him with shame and insult. Sukhal
Deo did so and Ratu came and represented the matter to Rudra Ohand, who only
ordered him to fulfil his contract. Eatu threatened that if the Chand Raja
persisted he would sit in dharna on him and took away his daughter ostensibly
to kill hev before the Eaja or a temple and thus fasten the sin on him. On the
way to the great temple of Baijnath he concealed his daughter and made up
a dummy, which he brought to the temple and sprinkling it with the blood
of a recently killed goat, pretended that it was his daughter, and burying it
before the door of the temple invoked the •« rath of the gods against Budra
Chand, who had caused him to commit this cruel act. The Raja, however,
saw through the fraud and invading Katyur, slew both Eatu and Sukhal
Deo.
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Rudra Chand died in 1597 A.D. and was succeeded by hia

Lakshmi Chand 1697- ^°^ Lakshmi Or Lachhmi Chund. The elder

1621 A.D.
gQjj Sakti Gos^in was blind, but still took

no mean part in the administration. He was a holy man of

great energy and religious feeling and made many pilgrimages

to various temples and continually mortified himself by prayer

and fasting, so that the gods, in their mercy, might restore bim

to sight. It is said that through the favour of the great goddesa

of Jwalamukhi he received in lieu of sight such intense powers

of touch and hearing as well made up for the loss of one sense.

At all events to him is attributed the carrying out of his father's

views iu the elaboration of a complete settlement record of the

land, the establishment of the bisi as the standard of measure,

the mapping out of the entire cultivation, and the regular arrange-

ment of the Raja's household and civil and military establish-

ment on a stable footing. He distributed the officers into three

classes, the sarddrs, faujddrs and negis. To the first class was

intrusted the management of important districts and posts, whilst

the second class held command of levies, and the third class

(from neg==dastdr or due) formed the subordinate officers of the

army as well as of the civil administration. Instead of obliging

each village to supply a portion of the expenses of the royal table

and the salaries of the royal servants, he set apart specified villages

for the support of particular departments of the Raja's service,

known as bdtkara villages, and also planted gardens in various

places to supply the royal table with fruit. The Lachhmina and
Kapina gardens near Almora were of this class and were cultivated

by predial slaves of the Dom caste known as Bariya. A line of

villages stretching from the snows to Almora was set apart for

supplying the royal table with snow under the name Hiunp41.

The long-continued wars had given rise to a body of professional

soldiers who sought as their reward grants of land in the con-

quered districts; these were now for the first time administered

on a fixed system and regular assignments of land were made
for the support of troops in camp and garrison under the name
of bisi bandiik. So minute was the supervision that it is said

the practice of growing grain and fruit on the tops of the houses

dates from the settlement of Sakti Gosain, because these were
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the only places left by him untaxed. There is no doubt bnt

that regularity either in the fiscal arrangements or in the general

administration would be distasteful to men who for centuries had

enjoyed the utmost license, and it may have been impolitic to im-

pose heavy burdens on a newly-conquered people; but taken as a

whole the measures introduced in this reign were highly beneficial

to the people as well as to the treasury of the Raja and enabled

succeeding rulers to advance still further in the path of progress.

Lakshmi Chand, the titular ruler of Kumaon, was less success-

ful in his portion of the administration.
iDvaaion of Garhwal. ^ . . . . i p j^i . t

Desirous of carrymg out his lather s policy,

he seven times invaded Garhwal, but was each time repulsed with

considerable loss, and to this day the Garhwalis point out with

pride the ruins of the petty fort called Siy&l Biiaga (jackal's fort)

which withstood the might of the great Chand Raja of Kumaon.

Lakshmi Chand was so hard pressed in his last expedition that he

was obliged to conceal himself in a litter (doka) under a heap of

soiled clothes, and in this ignominious manner made his entry into

his capital. "While his bearers rested on the way, he overheard one

of them say to the other that the cause of the Raja's defeat was his

lax observance of his religious duties. The conscience-stricken Raja

immediately applied to his spiritual adviser for assistance and told

him that the mantra or spell received from him had been of no avail

in his wars and threatened further to become a religious mendicant

and give up worldly affairs for the future. The guru, frightened

at the possible loss of his position, besought the Raja to wait for

one year, whilst he sought diligently throughout the whole country

for spells of might and consulted the pandits of Nadiya in Bengal.

The guru returned in time with a new mantra, and thus armed

the Raja resolved again to try the chance of war. To render

assurance doubly sure he built the Lachhmeswar temples at Bages-

war and Almora and made grants to the other great temples, and

we have his original grant of a village to Jageswar bearing date

in the year 1602 A.D., and one bearing date in the following

year confirms no less than eight grants made by him in favor of

the B4geswar temple, which he also completely restored.' He
1 We haTe also a grant bearing date 1606 A.D. in favour of the family of

Debidatta Chaudhri, friends of the minister Basdeo Paut, and one bearing date

in 1616 A.D. in favor of the fumily of Mahadeo Joshi.
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frequently encamped at the confluence of the Gomati and the Sarju

near Bageswar during his expeditions to Garhwal, and it was there

that he paid his devotions to the gods before commencing his

eighth expedition. In this, his last attempt, he was more success-

ful in that he was able to plunder the frontier parganas of Garhwdl

and retire in safety to Almora, but he made no permanent impres-

sion on the country, and his only other work was to settle ihe

boundaries of Darma and its trade with Tibet. Lakshmi Chand,

like his father, desired to visit the imperial court, and Jahangri in

his memoirs^ records that Lakshmi Chand begged him to order the

son of Itimad-ud-daulah to conduct him to court, and to meet his

wishes Shdhpur was sent to bring him into the presence. " The hill-

prince brought a great number of the valuable rarities of his moun-

tains for my acceptance. Amongst them were beautiful strong ponieis

called giubnths, several hawks and falcons, numerous pods of musk

and whole skins of the musk-deer with the musk in them. He
also presented me with various swords which were called khandah

and kattdra. This Raja is the richest hill-chief, and it is said there

is a gold mine in his territory." Lakshmi Chand died in 1621 A.D.

and was succeeded by his son Dhali'p Chand.

Dhallp Chand reigned for three years and might be passed

Dhalip Chaod, 1621-24 ^^^"^ without notice were it not that his

•^•^- name is connected with a story which

quaintly illustrates the Indian belief iu metempsychosis. ' It will

be remembered that in the time of the Mankoti Rajas of Gangoli

a quarrel arose between the Upretis and the Pants, and that the

latt«r expelled the Upretis and succeeded to the chief administra-

tion of the State, One of the Upretis determined to have revenge

on the enemies of his family, and for this purpose prayed to the

gods that he might be born again as a Raja of Kumaon. He
visited all the great places of pilgrimage from Jwalamukhi to

Dwaraka, from Dwaraka to Ceylon, and thence round by Jagan-

n4th and Benares to Prayag (Allahabad). Here at the confluence

of the sacred rivers was the celebrated fig-tree. Whoever committed

• DowEon'B Elliot, VI., 322. The rarities noted are chiefly from the Bhotiya
psTganahs. The hatdr was a short dagger, the form of which was copied in their

sign-manual by the Chand Rajas. The word ' khandah ' should probably be
* khanjar' the name of another similar form of dagger. It is said that the
imperial troops visited the lowlands in this reign, and their places of encampment
are pointed out at Tanda and fipalhata, neac which is a grore called the Bitd-

Bhihi Bagh.
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suicide by throwing himself from that tree into the holy waters

was certain to attain his desires. The Upreti performed ' Jcarot,'

as this form of committing suicide is called in the hills, and was

born again as Dhalip Chand. His enmity towards the Pants first

showed itself by his seizing one Jait R^mPant of Gangoli, who had

committed no offence. The man, however, was condemned, exe-

cuted and burned in the Raja's presence, but the smoke of the fune-

ral pyre so filled the Raja's palace that he fell sick and died in seven

days. It must be remembered that this version of the story

of Dhalip Chand and the Upreti has been communicated by a

descendant of these very Pants who were always, and I suppose

always will be, distinguished by their talent for intrigue. It was

this spirit of intrigue that led the Pant party in Gangoli to so dis-

turb the peace of the country in their efforts to destroy the Upretis

that the Raja was obliged to interfere. He had already dismissed

Basdeo Pant, who had been his father's minister, and proclaimed

that whichever party be found marauding in future should be

severely punished, be he Pant or Upreti, and it so happened that

Jait Ram Pande, a Pant leader, was taken red-handed whilst plun-

dering his enemy's village and was executed by orders of the Raja.

In revenge for this bold assertion of the right of the head of the

State, the Pants have ever afterwards handed down the Raja as

a kind of demon possessed by the evil spirit of one of the heri-

ditary enemies of their tribe, the Upretis. The Raja died in

1624! A.D., and of his twenty-one sons Bijaya Chand succeeded him.

Bijaya Chand was young when he succeeded to the throne, and

the entire power of the State became vested
Bijaya Chand, 1625 A.D. ..,,,„.,

i-

^

,m the hands oi three men of Sor, named

Sukhram Kharku, Pirn Gosdin, and Biniyak Bhat. This Raja

reigned but one year, and of this year we have a grant of his,

giving lands to the family of Damn Pande, and dated in 1547

Saka, corresponding to 1625 A.D. He married a daughter of the

great Badgujar house of Annpshahr in the Bulandshahr district,*

and his ministers, resolved on keeping the power in their own
hands, shut up the young Raja in the women's apartments of his

palace, which they took care to fill with attractions which made

him oblivious, for the time, of the outer world. One member of

» Gaz., III., 63.
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the royal family, Nfl Gosdin, a sou of Lakshmi Chand, protested

against this treatment of the head of the State. Him they seized

and blinded with the concurrence of the Raja and then proceeded

to exterminate all the near male relations of Bijaya Chand. Tri-

mal Chand, another son of Lakshmi Chand, succeeded in escaping

to Garhwdl, while N4rayan Chand, his brother, found a safe asylum

in the Mai of Doti, and the son of Nil Gosdin, afterwards known a»

Baz Bahddur Chand, through the good ofiSces of a palace slave,

was taken care of by a Tiwari woman, the wife of his purohit.

The Raja of Garhwal ofifered to aid Trimal Chand if he agreed in

writing to consider the western Ramganga to be for ever the

boundary of the two kingdoms, but after consultation with the

Joshis of Galli and Jhijar, Trimal Chand refused, for they said

from his horoscope it was certain that he would become Raja of

Kumaon and it was wrong for him to trammel his future action by
an engagement of this sort. He then went to Barhapur at the

foot of the Garhwal hills and commenced to levy a force. Bijaya

Chand in the meantime continued to amuse himself with his

women, and the only noteworthy act of his reign was the building

of the entrance gate to the fort of Almora. Even this slight

attempt at exercising authority was i-esented by his ministers, who
resolved to kill him and place some younger member of the family

on the throne. Sukhram Kharku found means to enter the palace

through the good offices of one of the female slaves (rdj-cheliy and

slew the Raja while, intoxicated with bhang, he slept in the inner

apartment. This event occurred in 1625 A. D. Sukhram then gave

notice that the Raja had died suddenly and that he should conti-

nue to be chief of the administration until a proper successor to the

Raja could be found. This conduct, however, was more than the

people could bear. Both Maras and Phartiyals resolved to act in

the crisis ; the former sent for Trimal Chand and the latter applied

to Nd.rayan Chand, and each faction proclaimed its own favourite as

Raja. The M^rig with Trimal Chand first reached Almora, and

though several of the Joshis who were not of his party counselled

delay, as the constellations were not propitious, the full ceremony of

• The rdjcheUs or female glaveB were usually of G^thwali origin, as having
no connection with either the Maras qr Phartiyals- They were particularly en-

joined not to leave the palace or ciirry on intriguei with any one outside its walls.

Those who acted as carriers of supplies from the royal stores to the kitchen were
called Maida-pani chelU. The old name is Rtij-cheri, whicb has the same mean-
ing 4^ Itdjrchotru
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installation was proceeded with and not too soon, for almost before

its conclusion Narayan Chand and the Phartiy41s reached the ford

accross the Suwal below China Khan. Nardyan Chand there received

the news of the success of the Mdras and at once fled back to the

Mai of Doti, whilst his followers dispersed to their homes.

Trimal Chand, though hardly guiltess of participation in the

Trimal Chand 1625- murder of his relative Bijaya Chand, re-

^^ ^'^- solved to gain some popularity by the

punishment of the actual murderers. Sukhrdm Kharku was taken

and killed; Binayak Bhat was blinded and his property was given

over to one Madhab Pdnde ; but Piru Gos4in was allowed to proceed

to Allahabad on condition that he committed suicide there beneath

the sacred fig-tree. Trimal Chand, while an exile in Garhwal, had

written to Piru and promised him protection and advancement if

he caused the death of Bijaya Chand and so prepared the way to

the throne, and on this account Piru was allowed to retire to Praydg

and die there, where suicide was lawful. The Joshis Narotam

Jhijar and Dinkar Galli were appointed respectively Wazir and

Chaudhri and Bitthal Gosain became Diwan. The Sahus and

Ratgallis continued in charge of the records as usual and a

descendant of Nalu Kathdyat became darogha or chamberlain' of

• The following enumeration of the duties of darogha or chamberlain will
give some idea of the arrangements of the royal household :

—
1. He should see that the cook did his duty conscientiously and well.
2. He should bare no dealings with either Maras or Phartiyals.
3. He should tell the Raja eyerythiug he saw or heard.
4. Should not tell lies.

6. Should not repeat anything concerning what he might hear or see in the
palace.

6. Should taste everything used for the Raja's food.

7. Should never allow the cook to be out of his sight.

8. Constantly to move about and threaten the servants, whether there wan
cause or not, bo that no one might become careless.

9. Never to allow other than the regular servants on the establishment to
have anything to do with the Raja's food.

10. Not to allow these servants to perform any other duty.
11. Only to enter the darbar at the prescribed times and not to go in and

out as if it were an assembly in a private house.
12. Never to speak of poison, opium or bhang, nor to ever touch them.
18. To remain with the Raja at his meals and always treat him with due

respect and no familiarity, watching his countenance for any signs
indicating his wishes.

14, Should never on any occasions hold friendly converse with the people of
Kali Kumaon or Sor or members of the Katyuri family or jmiior
members of the reigning family, nor enter their houses.

16. Should only address the women of the palace with the greatest respect,
and when duty leads him towards the female apartments should always
proceed with downcast eyes and speak in a low voice.

16. Should never speak of spells (mantras'), as they are only used for evil
purposes, nor cut his nails nor shave within the limits of the palace.
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the palace. We have a grant of Trimal Chand to the temple of

Keddrndth which was subsequently confirmed by Dip Chand, and

but little else is recorded of him. He had no son, and unwilling

to permit his rival of the Phartiyal faction to succeed him, he

searched everywhere for other members of the Chand family and

heard that one of them, Baz or Bdja, son of Nil Gosain, had been

saved by a Tiwari woman. A deputation was sent to inquire

where the young child was, which returned saying that the woman
denied all knowledge of the child's existence. The Raja himself

then went to the Tiw^ri's house and declaring that he had naught

but good intentions and intended to make the boy his heir.. B^z

was produced and brought to court, where he was formally adopted

as heir to the Raja with the title of Kunwar. One account is that

the young Chand was concealed to avoid the general persecution

of all members of the royal family begun by Sukhrdm, and another

story relates that when Nil Gosain was blinded, the women of his

female apartments were taken over by Bijaya Chand, and that a

jealous concubine of the Raja stole the child and threw him over

a precipice, where he was found uninjured by the wife of a Tiwfiri

of Chausar, who brought him up as her own child. Another tra-

dition again says that Bdz Bahadur was a son of the Tiwdri and no

Chand at all. However this may be, he succeeded his adoptive

father in 1638 A.D.

During part of this period the Tarai is said to have attained

Baz Bahadur Chand, *» great prosperity and to have actually

1638-78 A.D. yielded the nine lakhs of rupees which

gave it the name of Naulakhia Mai. This prosperity, however,

excited the envy of the Hindus of Katehir, who with the conni-

vance of their Mughal rulers gradually occupied the border villages

of the Tarai. In this design they were much aided by the weak-

ness of the Almora government during the previous twenty years.

From the time of Lakshmi Chand, the Chands were occupied by

internal quarrels and had neither the time nor the means to inter-

fere with the Katehiris in their gradual encroachments on the

lowlands. Alarmed at the progress that had been made by the

Hindu chiefs of the plains and remembering the success which

attended the personal suit of his predecessors, Bdz Bahadur resolved

to proceed to Dehli and invoked the aid of the Emperor Sh^hjahan.

71
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On his arrival be obtained an audience and presented his petition

supported by many valuable presents, and was told to join the

army then (1654-55 A.D.) proceeding against Garhw^l. The

Eaja obeyed and in this expedition so distinguished himself that

on his return to Dehli he was honoured by many signal marks

of imperial favour and received the title of Bahadur and the right

of having the great drum (nakkdra) beaten before him. But not

content with obtaining empty titles he is said to have adhered to

the original object of his visit and procured the full recognition

of his right to the Chaur4si Mai, together with an order' addressed

to the governor of the province for effectual aid against the Kate-

hir chiefs. In this order Baz Bahadur was styled zamindar of Ku-

maon. Bustam Khan, the founder of Moradabad and representa-

tive of the Emperor, aided the Raja, who succeeded in expelling his

enemies and regaining possession of the Tar4i. He then founded

the town of Bazpur and appointed governors and a regular esta-

blishment to carry on the administration.

An account of Baz Bahadur's visit is told at some length by

Ini/yat Khan, the author of the Shdhjahdn-ndmah. He tells us

that in 1654-55 A.D. Khalilullah Khan was despatched with eight

thousand men for the purpose of coercing
Invasion of Gfarhwal. , ,, r r^ • i ,

the zamindar oi Snnagar and was jomed on

his way by the zamindar of Sirmor, Raja Sabhak Prak4s. They

proceeded through the Diin, and leaving a guard in an entrenched

position near Kilaghar reached Bah&dur Khanpur, "a place belong-

ing to the Dun and lying between the Ganges and Jumna." The

peasantry of the neighbourhood took refuge in the hills and forests

and ravines, and refused to appear : so the troops were despatched

against them to coerce them and inflicted " suitable chastisement."

A number of them fell by the sword, others were taken prisoners

and the remainder surrendered themselves, whilst immense herds

of cattle fell into the hands of the victors. A second entrench-

ment was thrown up here, and leaving a sufficient guard the main

body approached the town of Basantpur, which was also a depen-

1 It is strange that not one of these farmdns liaa surTived nor has any Euro-
pean ever been able to see even a copy of one. It is very unlikely that they
were ever granted or, fur that matter, asked for, as the zamindars of Kumaou held

not only their hill but also tbeir plains' possessions, independent of any title

from Dehli by the right of occupancy of a tract of little value to any one
else.
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deaqy of the Ddn, and halted half way up tlie hill,' Opposite the

town a third redoubt was constructed and garrisoned, whilst Khalil-

uUah moved on to Sahijpur,^ a place abounding in streams and

fountains and clothed with flowers and verdure." Here he formed

a fourth post and erected " a fort on the top of an enbankment mea-

suring a thousand yards in circumference and fifteen in height, that

had in former times been crowned by a stronghold, inasmuch as

some traces of the ancient works were still visible." On reaching

the banks of the Ganges, a detachment of the royal artiliery was

sent across the river to take possession of the th4n^ of Ch£adi,

which then belonged to Srinagar. Meanwhile Bahadur Ghand,

zamind4r of Kumaon, joined the imperial forces, and as soon as this

fact was known at court, through the good offices of Khalilallah, a

conciliatory farmdn and a khillat set with jewels were sent to

Bahadur Chand. The Dfin was taken possession of, and the rains

were about to commence, so an order was sent forbidding any

further operations for the present. The Dan was then handed over

to Chhatarbhuj, '' who had expressed an ardent desire for it," and

the thdnd of Ch4ndi was given to Nagar D^s,the chief of Hardw£r.

The Raja of Garhwil at this time was Prithi Sah, of whom we

have a grant dated in 1640 A.D.,and who shortly afterwards became

notorious for his conduct towards the unfortunate prince Sulaiman

Shikok. The expedition passed through the Western Dan to

Dehra, and thence along the foot of the inner range to Basantpur,

and thence to the Ganges near the usual crossing at Lachchhman-

jhdla. There is no allusion to any grant of land to the Kumaon

prince, and the conciliatory farmdn that was really addressed to

Bahadur Ghand has done good service in the hill traditions as an

actual grant to their reigning prince of the low country.

The episode of Sulaiman Shikoh, alluded to above, may be no-

B,.tradition of Sulaiman ticed as told by K4fi Khan." The story

Shikoh. of this unfortunate prince belongs to general

' The supply of ice for the royal use was obtaiaed in the raouatains of Tihri,

whence it was despatched by porters to Damras on the Jumna, a distance of

sixteen kos. From Damrfts it was packed in boxes and carried by raft on the

Jumna for sixteen kos to Daryipur, one of the dependencies of parganah Khizr-

abad and thence reached Dehli in three days and nights. Dowson's Elliot, VII.,

106. 'Basantpur and Sahijpur both gave their names to separate parga-

nahs in the Eastern Diin up to the last settlement and Kilaghar may be identified

with Kaulaghar near Dehra. ' Dowson's Elliot, VII., 280 ; see also I6id.,

131, 246, 263 : Dow., III., 245, and Bemier.
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history and need not be dwelt upon here. In his attempt to

reach his father he had arrived at Hardwar ; but, learning that a

force had been despatched to intercept him, he turned off to the

mountains of Srinagar. Here he neither obtained assistance nor

shelter, and was deserted by several of his adherents. He then

made for Allahabad, where he had the misfortune to lose more of

his followers, and was obliged again to trust to the tender mercies

of the Garhwalis. Attended by Muhammad Shah Koka and a

few followers, he levied a contribution on the estate of the Kadsiya

Begam and entered the hills for the last time. "The zamindar of

Srinagar coveted the money and jewels that he had with him and

kept him as a sort of prisoner in his fort," and eventually deli-

vered him up to an agent of the implacable Aurangzeb. Prithi

Singh was certainly ordered by the Hindu minister, Eaja Ram-

riip, to deliver up the fugitive or stand the consequences ; and his

narrow escape some short time previously must have rendered him
fully alive to what that might mean. Tarbiyat Khan was even

sent to overrun his country, and it was then that Prithi Singh

wrote through the medium of Raja Jai Singh, begging forgiveness

for his offences and offering to give up Sulaiman Shikoh. Kun-
war Eai Singh, son of Eaja Jai Singh, was sent to fetch the royal

prisoner, and safely lodged him in the fort of Gwalior, where he

was assassinated by the orders of Aurangzeb in December, 1660 A.D.

The treatment of Sulaiman by Pirthi Singh, Eaja of Garhw^l, will

doubtless be compared with the courtesy and hospitality^ shown
to Khawas Khan by Manik Chand, Raja of Kumaon, but the differ-

ence in the time and the circumstances of the two cases should be
allowed to weigh against any harsh judgment on the Garh-wali

prince. The latter was more exposed to the much more formidable

power of Aurangzeb than the former was to the comparatively

> The Chand traditioii is that Sulaiman applied first to Bahadur Chand, but
when the Eaja discoTcred that the prince was at enmity -with the Emperor he
dismisBed him loaded with presents to Garhwal ; but in the meantime, it having
become known that Sulaiman was in Kumaon, Aurangzeb sent an army which
took possession of tlie low country and prepared to advance on Almora. One of
the Eaja's Mewati guards stole the clothes of the leader of the Musalman army
while he slept at night, and brought them to the Eaja, who returned them to
the Mughal with a message that he had not harboured the fugitive prince ; that
he did not wish in any way to oppose the will of the Emperor; and that 'if he
desired he could have killed the leader of the Imperial army as easily as he had
stolen his clothes. Before this afCair could be reportiid to Delili the unfortunate
prince had been surrendered to Aurangzeb, and the Mughal troops accurdingly
withdrew.
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innocuous influence of Isldtn Shab, who would not have bad re-

course to intrigue to demand the surrender of Khawas Khdn bad he

been able to accomplish his designs by force. The Srinagar Eaja was

owner of a poor country, with few fighting men at his command,

and had no means whereby he could withstand even a moderate force

if sent into his country. Besides, he was not under such obligations

to any of the Musalman rulers as to lead him to consider it his

duty to venture life and kingdom in support of their quarrels. All

be desired was to live in peace with his powerful neighbours, who
bad already succeeded in making the aggressive and hated Eaja of

Kumaon their ally, and with an army at bis very doors there was

nothing left for him to do but to deliver up his unbidden guest.

Bdz Bahadur's orders regarding the administration of the Tarai

were carefully executed by his officers. They
Administration. <,,

were directed to make Rudrpur and Bazpur

their residence during the cold season and Barakheri and Kota,

on the spurs of the outer range of hills, their head-quarters during

the hot weather and the rains. It is said that " every bio-ha and
bisw6nsi was cultivated under his rule" ; and Batten^ notices that

" at Kota, Barakheri and elsewhere in the lower hills are remains

of forts and residences and mango groves which go far to show
that the climate at those sites was not in former times so insalu-

brious as at present, when few men in power would confine their

retreat from the Tarai heat to such low elevations in the moun-
tains as these. Kota indeed is stated to have been the capital for

all the western portion of the Chaur^si Mai and to have given its

name to the lower parganahs, and not only as now to the sub-

montane region." Having perfected bis arrangements in the plains,

the Raja returned to Almora and there introduced the customs

and fashions that he had seen in the camp of his friend Khalil-

uUah Khdn. He brought with him a considerable Musalman
following, some of whom be employed as drummers {nakkdrchi),

others as javelin-men (chobddrs), and others as actors and mimics

(bahu7iipiya). Amongst them were certainHairis whom he settled

in the Tarai as guards, and gave them land and the right to cei'-

tain dues in lieu of a fixed salary. These were the ancestors of

the thieving tribe of the same name who gave so much trouble to

' Bep. Eumaon, 168.
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the administrators of the Tardi down to very recent times. He
appointed a confectioner (halwdi) for the palace and arranged the

duties of all his household, for whose support he carried out the

suggestion of Sakti Gosain and assigned the revenues of specified

villages and irrigated (aira) lands instead of a general tax on the

whole country to supply the royal stores. Thus the villages whose

revenues were applied to support the inmates of the female apart-

ments {deori) were known as ' pdL' The revenues of both Dar-

kotiya and Silkaniya villages were appropriated to the support of

the powder manufactory, and to a number of outlying villages

known under the name of parganah Mahryuri was assigned the

duty of carrying ammunition in time of war. Being desirous of

standing well with the Dehli Court, Baz Bahadur introduced a poll-

tax in 1672 A.D,, the proceeds of which were regularly remitted

as tribute to the Emperor.

The good fortune of Baz Bahadur continued with him in all

his expeditions. When he desired to wipe
ConcLuest of Bhot. , ,

.

, , i , . , i ,
out the disgrace that had hitherto attended

the Kumaon arms in their contest with Garhwdl, he attacked at

the same time both Badhan in the Pindar valley and Lobha, and

was sixccesful enough to seize the important fort of Juniyagarh.

To commemorate his victory he carried away with him the image

of the goddess Nanda, which he established in the temple in the

old fort of Almora with a proper train of flower-girls and

female slaves, and which was subsequently removed to its present

site by Mr. Traill. Bdz Bahddur did not neglect his duty towards

the gods, nor indeed was he forgetful of men of any degree who

served him well. We have as many as sixteen separate grants' of

• The grants in the order of date are as foUowB ;—

Date A.D. In favor of-" Date A.D. Infavor of—
1640. Trjnet temple in Lakhanpur.
1643. Badrinith temple.

„ Ditto.

1648. Someswar temple.

1654. Fionath temple in Borarau.

1659. Family of the Tiwari.

1662. Ditto.

1 664. Baleswar temple, Champawat.

1665. Family of Kamala Joshi.
1666. Briddh Kedai temple.
1670. Family of the Tiwari.
„ Jageswar temple.

1671. Bageswar temple.

„ Family of Krishnanand JoBhi.
1673. Pilgrims to Mauasarowar.
1675. Family of Kulomani finde.

He roofed the temple of Jageswar with copper plates and built many wells
' (na«<2(Z«) and temples, including those at Bhim Tal and Finn&th. These grants

were called Kaldrddr, or more correctly Khanjarddr, from the dagger-shaped mark
made by the Baja at the head. The katdr and khunjar are two sorts of daggers.

The Baja never signed his name to a grant, but in lieu thereof drew a rude figure

of a dagger, the name and title being written la the body of the grant itaelf.
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his dating from 1640 to 1675 A.D. Aftiongst them are three in

favor ofthe family of Nar^anTiw^ri, who brought him upasachild,

and who is also said to have been a descendant of that Sri Chand

Tiwdri who received a portion of the Almora hill from the last

Katyliri possessor. Bkz Bahadur's religious feelings were conti-

nually wounded by the frequent complaints brought to him of the

harsh and cruel conduct of the Hfiniyas towards pilgrims to the

holy lake of Manasarowar and Kail^s, the abode of the gods. Hav-

ing some leisure from more pressing occupations, he equipped an

expedition which he led by the Juhar pass into Tibet, and besieged

and captured the fort of Taklakhar, and it
1670 A.D. . .

is said that the breach in the Avails which

by the extraordinary good fortune' of the Raja had been effected

without difficulty remains unrepaired to the present day. He
wrested the control over all the passes from the Huniyas and oblig-

ed them to promise to allow pilgrims to pass free to Mdnasarowar.

The Bhotiya traders used to pay a sort of tribute for permission to

trade to the Tibetan authorities, and at first the Raja refused to allow

this semblance of submission to continue, but finally it was agreed

that so long as the Tibetan authorities threw no obstacles in the

way of free communication, whether for the purposes of trade or of

religion, the dues might be collected, as had been the case when

Bhot belonged to Hundes. He also set apart the revenue of five

villages near the passes (P4nchu, &c.,) for the purpose of providing

pilgrims going to and returning from Manasarowar with food,

clothing, and lodging. He also investigated the tenure of the

Rajbar of Askot and confirmed the orders made by his predecessors.

On his return to Almora, B4z Bahadur found that his enemies

had been at work during bis absence and
Invades Garhwal.

. . , , , .

had poisoned the mmd of his eldest son,

Udyot Chand, w^ho was more than suspected of having designs on

the throne. Udyot Chand was accordingly sent to Gangoli to

Sarju-p&r, to take charge of all the districts beyond the Sarju.

Jhijar Joshis continued to monopolise all the chief offices in the

State, and even the Chaudhris, Sahus and Ratgallis, who were ap-

pointed to check and dispose of the grain collected as revenue, are

said to have recognised these Joshis as their patrons and to have

paid them dues, During Bfiz Bahadur's absence in Bhot the Garhw^
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Raja had been maturing his preparations, and now by a rapid

inarch surprised the Kumaon garrisons and recovered his territory.

Baz Bahadur, however, quickly took the tield, and sending a force

into the Pindar valley under an experienced leader, himself took

the route through the valley of the Rdmganga and Lobha. The

people of the Garhwal Pattis of S^bali and Bangarsydn aided the

Kumaonis, who, after some slight skirmishing, drove the Garhwalis

back to Srinagar itself. Here a hasty peace was patched up, to

which the ignominy of its being signed in the enemy's capital

gave no additional assurance. On his return from GarhwSl, Baz

Bahadur brought with him several Bisht families from S&bali and

several Bangaras or Rawats from Bangarsyun, to whom he gave

the oflSceof heads {saydnachari) of the villages of Timli and

Bharsoli respectively. The immigration of the Garhwali Aswals

and Dungarwals is also attributed to this time. It has already

been mentioned that when Kirati Chand conquered Pdli, the

Katydris were allowed to retire to Manil and there they remained

until this time; but Baz Bahadur, suspecting that they had

given aid to the Garhwalis in his late campaign, attacked their

principal fort, which he captured and banished the inhabitants.

Thtis perished the last surviving remnant of Katydri power in

these hills. In 1672 A.D., the Raja led a force into the plains

with which he ravaged the villages lying along the foot of the hills

and is even said to have plundered Nagina in the Bijnor district.

Affairs in the east again attracted his attention and led him

to make a tour through his eastern parga-

nahs. He had an interview with the Rain-

ka Raja of Doti in Sor, and thence marched down by the Kali to

Barmdeo. Here he found that the Raja of Chitona had built a

fort at KSla Ghat on the ridge above Barmdeo and had advanced

some pretensions to independence. Baz Bahadur promptly at-

tacked the Raja, seized his fort and hanged him on the nearest

tree, thus effectually securing the peace of the neighbpurhood.

The next year saw the Raja again in Gangoli, whence he invaded

and annexed Byans, making the same arrangements with the Tibet-

ans that he had before done with regard to Juh^r. He allowed

the Bhotiyas to pay the usual dues {sirti) to the Honiyas, reserving

to himself gold-dust (phatang), the pods of the musk-deer and
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sSltag^ revenue. Now eomes the darker side of the picture, for

now the Raja, at the instigation of an evil-minded Brahman, perse-

cuted many innocent people. This Brahman persuaded the Raja

that he could show him how to discover his friends from his ene-

mies, and by his lying mummeries caused Baz Bahddur to put out

the eyes of many good men. The Raja, however, discovered the

deception that had been practised on him and punished the Brah-

man, and used every means in his power to remedy the evil that

had been done J!>y giving lands and pensions to the injured persons

and their heirs. Hence the proverb still current in Kumaon:—

" baras bhaya usi budk gayi nasi"

which means that with old age he lost his good sense and good

fortune. In consequence of these acts the people became suspici-

ous of the Raja and even doubted his repentance to be genuine,;

hence the proverb :

—

^'Jaiko bap rihhali hhdyo

Vkdla khura dekhe daral"

" He whose father the black bear hath eaten is frightened at a piece

of charred wood," which corresponds with the English proverb that

" a burned child dreads the fire." During the last year of his reign

the Raja utterly broke down. Suspicious always of his son, whom
he had banished to Gangoli, he also drove away all his old servants

who, he said, were longing for his death, and died miserably alone

and uncared for in Almora in the year 1678 A.D.

Udyot Chand was at once recalled from Gangoli and ascended

Udyot Chaad, 1678-98 t^® throne without opposition and amid
^•^' the general rejoicing of the people, who'

were glad that the gloomy old tyrant had ceased to exist.'

Like his predecessor he was a great friend of the priests and*

built and endowed many temples. We have sixteen grants^ of

^ The grants are in existence in the Almora archives and are as follows j —
Date A.D. In favor of^

1678. Family of Debi Datta Pathak.
1682 Eameswar temple in Bel.

„ Family of Shiusankar Tiwari.

168i, Jageswar temple.
Ditto

Date A.D, In favor of-~

1691. Finnath temple in Borarau.
1692. Briddh Jageswar temple in

Darun.
1693. Ealika temple in Gangoli Hat,

Ditto ditto

1686. Baleswar Thai temple. 1 „ Bhaunaditya temple in Bel,

1689. Family of Krishnanand Joshll 1693. Eameswar temple in Bel.

1690. Dipchandeswar teoDple. I 1697. Family of BhabdooPanie.
1690. Ndgarjun temple in Dwara,

72
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his dating from the year of his accession to the year 1697 A.D.

Dissatisfied with the conduct of the Garhw&l Raja, Udyot Chand

ravaged Badhdn in 1678 A.D., but suffered the loss of his princi-^

pal and favourite officer, Maisi Sdhu. He was more successful in

the following year, when he entered Garhwal by Ganai and pene-

trated by Lobha to Chandpur, which he captured and plundered.

The Garhwal Raja now sought aid elsewhere and entered into an

offensive and defensive alliance with the Rainka Raja of Doti,

under which (in 1680 A.D.) Kumaon was attacked on the east by

the Doti Raja, who occupied Champawat, and on the west by the

Garhw&l Raja, who again took possession of Dunagiri and Dw4ra.

The war raged for two whole years, but in the end the Kumaonis

were victorious against both their enemies. Henceforward garri^

sons were established in Dunagiri and Dwara on the west and in

Sor, Champawat, and Barmdeo along the Kali. The Raja, affected

by the great and unhoped-for success of his efforts, gave due thanks

to the gods and vowed a pilgrimage to the sacred Ganges at Dara-

nagar, but had hardly performed his ablutions and commenced his

ieturn journey when news was brought him that war had again

broken out with Doti. Deo Pala was then Rainka, and taking

advantage of the absence of Udyot Chand had invaded Kali Ku-

rnaon ; but his success was very short-lived, for the Kumaonis drove

the Dautiyals across the Kali and in 1685 A.D. captured Ajmer-

garh near Dundoldhiira, the summer residence of the Raja and the

place where the Chauntra now resides. The Rainka fled from

Ajmer to Dipail on the Seti river at the foot of the hills, where

was his usual winter residence ; but two years afterwards he was

driven thence and compelled to take refuge in Khairagarh, the

capital of the plains district of the same name in the province of

Qudh. Udyot Chand captured Khairagarh in 1688 and the Rainka

yielded and agreed to pay in future a tribute to the Kumaon
Raja. These victories were celebrated with great pomp at Almora

and were commemorated by the building of the new palace on the

§ite now occupied by the Mission School at Almora and the erec-

tion of temples to Tripuri-sundari, Udyotchandeswar and P^r-

"bateswar close by, as well as the tank in the Raja's compound.

In 1696 A.D. the Doti Raja repudiating the treaty of Khairagarh

refused to pay the tribute that had been agreed upon and Udyot
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Chand was obliged to Jead ia person his troops across the KalL

A battle was fought at Jurdil between Dundoldhiira and the Ku-

maon frontier and with such ill success oa the part of the Kuniao-

nis that the Raja was obliged to hand over the command of his

troops to Manorath and Siromani, Joshis of the Jhijar clan, whilst

he himself returned to Alraora for reinforcements, Shortly after^

wards Siromani was murdered by the Daritiyils and his troops

dispersed and the Raja eventually recalled the remainder. Like

; his predecessor, Rudra Chand, Udyot Chand is celebrated for his

patronage of learning and the encouragement he gave to wise and

pious men to come and settle in Kumaon. He took great inter-

est in the management of his possessions along the foot of the

hills and to him are attributed the numerous groves of mangoes in

,
the Kota Bhabar. Feeling his end approaching he devoted the

last few months of his life to religious meditation and prayer and

died in the year 1698 A.D., leaving his kingdom to his son Gyaa

^Uhand.

As in former times every Raja commenced his reign by an in-

Gyan Chand, 1098-1703 vasion of Doti, so now every successor to

^^- the throne of the Chands considered it tO'

be his first duty to invade Garhwdl. Gyda Chand began his reign

by crossing into the valley of the Pindar and laying waste its fertile

villages as far as Thardli. The next year he crossed the Ramganga

and plundered Sdbali, KhStali and Saindhar ia parganah Malla

SaMn, an attention which was returned in 1701 A.D. by the Garh-

wdlis, who overran Giwdr and Chaukot in parganah Pdli of Kumaon.
Every year, one side or the other made marauding expeditions

which served little except to render the lands near the borders of

the two countries desolate. No one knew who should reap what
had been sown, so that the more industrious part of the population

abandoned the frontier tracts which in many places again became

covered with jungle. In 1703, the Kumaonis were successful

against the Garhwdlis in a battle fought at Duduli just above

Mahalchauri. lu the following year Gydn Chand sent his forces

into the Bhabar and laid waste the low country belonging to

Doti, but not without considerable loss from fever, the ill effects of

which were long visible in those who recovered. In 1707, another

great expedition was undertaken towards Garhwdl, and this time
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the KumSoni forces took possession of Juniyagarh in Patti

Bichhla Ohaukot, and again passing the Panuwakh^l and Diwdli

Khal passes penetrated as far as Chandpur near Khai on the Bha-

rarigar and razed the old fort to the ground. Qy&n Chand has

also left U3 grants of his which by their dates corroborate the

local chronicles.^ We have, one dated in 1701 A.D. granting lands

to the family of Kulomani Pande and another dated in 1703 A.D.

giving lands to the family of Krisbnanand Joshi. He also rebtiilt

the temples of Ganesh at Almora, Badrinath at Bd,geswar and

Baijndth in Katyur shortly before his death in 1708 A. D.

Jagat Chand, said by some to be of spurious birth, succeeded

Jagat Chand, 1708-20 Gykn Chand and also commenced his reign

•^•^- by an invasion of Garhwal; he plundered

Lohba and took the fort of Lohbagarh at the head of the Panu
wakhal pass, where he established a garrison. In the following

year he pushed in by both BadhSn and Lohba and. uniting bis

forces at Simli, in the valley of the Pindar, proceeded by the Alaki

nanda to Srinagar, which he captured. The Garhwal Raja fled

to Dehra Dun and Jagat Chand formally bestowed the town of

Srinagar on a Brahman and divided the spoil he took in this expe-

dition amongst his followers and the poor, reserving, however, a

portion as a. present for Muhammad Shah, who was then Emperor

of Dehli. He subsequently imposed a tax on gambling (bachh),.

which he also assigned as a nazar to the Dehli court. The name

of Jagat Chand is still highly esteemed as that of a Raja who

gained and held the afiectionate remembrances of his subjects.

He was kind to high and low alike and closely looked after the

administration. In his days, the revenue of the Tar^i is again

mentioned as having been nine lakhs of rupees, but after this

epoch, intestine disturbances became utterly destructive of all

prosperity both in the highlands and lowlands. We have six

grants of land^ made by him dating from 1710 to 1718 A.D. He
died of small-pox in 1720 A.D. and was succeeded by Debi Chand

who, according to some, was an illegitimate son of Jagat Chand,

' The naula at HSlwalbagh, now in Tiling, was also bnilt by bim. ' Thes^
grants in order of date are as follows :—

Dale A.D. In favour of—
1713. BsiJTi4th temple.
1716. Ndgnath temple in Charal.
1718. BbuTaaeswar ten>ple iaGangoIi.

Date A.D' In favour of—
17iO. Pumagiri temple in TallndeB.

1710. Family of Debidatta Paiide.

1712. Bhramari temple in Katyur..
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Befoi'e proceeding further we must make such a survey of Garh-

w61 history to the Gorkhdli conquest as the scanty materials at our

disposal will permit.

From the local records of the D6n and the Sahdranpur district

Garhwil. Fateh S&h, ^e have the means of filling up broadly
1684-1716 A.D.

tjje history of lower Garhwdl, On a previ-

ous page we left the Ddn in the possession of Chhatarbhiij, who-

ever he may be, with the Hardwfir cliief at Ch^ndi and Prithi Sdh

in Garhwal. The last named was succeeded by Medini S6h and

he again by Fateh Sab, who may, perhaps, be identified with the

Fateh Singh who in 1692 A.D. led a memorable raid from the

Ddn into Sahd,ranpur, whence he was with difficulty expelled by

Sayyid Ali, the Imperial general. Fateh S^h is also credited

with the extension of his power into Tibet, and a hat, coat, sword

and matchlock said to have belonged to him are still kept in the

temple at Daba in Hundes. We have grants of this prince dated

in 1685, 1706, 1710 and 1716 A.D., in which he is styled Pbate-

pat Sah. The war with Kumaon commenced in the reign of Pri-

thi Sdh and was vigorously carried on by his successors. Fateh

Sah was a contemporary of Udyot, Gydn and Jagat Chand, Kajas,

of Kumaon, and was as often victor in the border fights as his

opponents. On several occasions, he was able to hold a portion of

the Kumaon territory for a considerable time and in 1710 A.D.

addressed an order to the officer in command of the Badhan fron-

tier, telling him to remember that the village of Garsdr near Baij-

nath in Patti Katydr of Kumaon had been granted by him to the

temple of Badrindth, and to see that it was not harried by either

his troops or those of the enemy. Whether this was intended as

a piece of bravado or not the fact remains that Fateh Sdh's dona-

tion was acted on and his deed has been produced in evidence in^

our courts to support the claim to hold the village free of revenue.

During the reign of his predecessor, the Sikh Guru Eam R^i bad

taken up his residence at Dehra, and there he remained .duritig

the reign of Fateh S&h. Guru Har Eai died in 1661, leaving two

sons, Earn Rdi and Harkishan, the former about fifteen years of

age and the latter about six. Both claimed the succession, and

as R^m.Rai was the son of a handmaiden and not of-a wife of

I Hamilton's Gaiietteec, II., 636.
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equal rank with the mother of Harkishan,so the latter was choseu

to succeed their father. R^tn Rdi refused to abide by the election

and disputes ran so high that it was agreed to refer the matter

to the arbitration of Aurangzeb, who confirmed the election and

sent Ram R4i away disappointed and resolved not to abandon his

pretensions to the spiritual leadership of his sect, Harkishan

died at Dehli in 1664 of small-pox and was succeeded by his uncle

Tegh Bahadur, son of the great Guru Har Govind. Rdm Rai re-

commenced his agitation and threatened not only the supremacy

but the life of Tegh Bahadur, but the latter remained Guru of the

Sikhs until his arrest and execution in 1675 A.D.^ Aurangzeb

was resolved to put down a sect the leaders of which were found

to aspire to worldly as well as spiritual domination and who called

themselves the ' Sachcha Pddshdh,' the veritable kings. It was

by his orders that Tegh Bah&dur was executed, and at the same time,

he directed Ram R^i to retire to the wilderness of the Dun and

to refrain from meddling in public aftairs, or he should meet with

a similar fate. Rdm Rai obeyed the emperor's command and

came to the Dfin, and when, some twenty years later, Govind, the

son of Tegh Bahadur, succeeded his father as Guru, the personal

following of Ram Rai had dwindled to a few retainers and the

adherents to his apostleship had declined into a mere sect of dis-

senters. R4m Rai resided a short time at Kdndli on the Tons and

then settled down in Khurbura, now included in the town of Dehra.

He built his temple at the village of Dhamdw^la, around which

grew up the town of Gurudwara, which with Khdrbura formed the

nucleus ofthe modern town of Dehra. Fateh Sah and his successors

confirmed the possession of several villages for the support of tha

Mahant's retinue and the service of the temple and also erected,

and endowed a similar institution dedicated to Guru R^m R4i in

Srinagar itself.

Pateh Sah was succeeded by his son Dhali'p in 1717, of whom

Ptaaip Sah, 1717-72 'we have a grant of his dated in the same

l*--^' year. He could only have reigned for a few

months when he was succeeded by his brother Upendra Sdh for a

period of nine months, and he by his nephew Pradipt S&b, son of

Dhalip. The last prince ruled Garhwal for over half a century,

1 CuuDiogham's History of the Sikhs, p. 63.
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for we have grants^ made by him ranging from the year 1717 to

the year 1772, During the latter part of his grandfather's reign

and the earlier part of his own the Diin and Garhwfil enjoyed a

season of exceptional prosperity. Numbers of Rajpdt and Gujar

settlers reclaimed the waste land of the Dun and villages sprang

up on all sides, so that in 1729 the gross revenue from some four

hundred villages amounted to close upon Rs. 95,000. In 1747 we

find the Ddn assessed at Es. 97,465, of which Rs. 42,845 were

assigned away in revenue-free grants to religious establishments

and individuals. This prosperity soon attracted the attention of

Najib-ud-daula, better known as Najib Khan, the Rohilla chief of

Saharanpur.^ By the end of 1754, Najib Kh^n had reduced the

upper part of the Saharanpur district under his sway, and Chait

Singh of Bahsuma, the last of the local chiefs who opposed, was

forced to submit. In 1757, the Rohilla led his first expedition

into the Dun and after a very feeble resistance on the part of thd

Garhwal Raja established his authority there.^ The people speak

of his rule with admiration and say that he protected the residents

of the district, encouraged all classes alike to settle in the valley

and provided them with land, fostered trade, dug canals, built

wells and raised the revenue to a lakji and a quarter rupees with-

out over-assessing the people. Mr. Williams* tells us that :
—" the

numerous mango topes and remains of tanks frequently found in

the midst of what now seems a primeval forest warrant the state-

ment that at this happy period there were five hundred estates in

the Dun all under cultivation
;

" but it would be safer to assign

these remains as well as those all along the border of the hills

from the Ganges to the Sarda to an earlier and more primitive

civilisation. He adds:—" Trade kept pace with agriculture and

the term Hatndla (or pass by a market) still applied to Nagal,

Raj pur, Bhagwantpur, Th^nu and Bharapur, preserves the recollec-

tion of the course taken by the stream of trafiSc to and from the

hills. Najib Khan died in 1770 and with him disappeared the

1 1 have granta of this Raja to Jilvesvar Mahadeo at Jilasu in 1725 ; to Ka-
plla Muni at Srinagar in 1734 ; to Murli Manohar at Chandrapuri in 1745, and to

Kamaleswar at Srinagar in 1753, taken from the records relating to revenue-free

holdings decided by Traill in 1818. Some hundreds of these cases hare been
examined, but though older grants are mentioned, it is said that the originals

.were destroyed by the Gorkh&lis. * See Gaz., II., 260, for an account of

'the rise and fall of the Bohilla power in the Duab. = Mr, Shore to Gov-
ernment : 28th January, 1824. * Memoir, 97.
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prosperity of the Dun. Pradipt Sah was now an old man and

little inclined to undertake the task of gathering up the scattered

threads of government thus suddenly placed within his reach. He
died in 1772 and was succeeded by his son Lalat or Lalita Sah.

' Of Lalat Sah we possess a grant dated in 1779 bestowing land^

on the temple of Nanda at Kriir in Dasoli
Lalat Sah, 1772-80 A.D. , ,.,,„• }.

and another in the loUowmg year in lavor

©f the Bhairava of Langiirgarh. He also took little notice of Dlin

affairs, which rapidly proceeded from bad to worse, so that froiri

his inattention or as others say from his oppression of the Musal-

mSn peasantry, the Dun again became a wilderness. The influence

of the Mahant of the Sikh temple became supreme and th e seat of

government was changed from Naw4da to the little town around

the temple which now received and retained henceforth the name

of Dehra. For many years now the Diin became the happy

hunting-grounds of Gujar and Sikh marauders. In 1775, and

again in 1783, the Sikhs swept through the valley, plundering,

inurdering and burning as they went. They never attempted to'

settle in the valley and in the latter year spared not even theJ

houses clustering around the Gurudwara, though respecting the

temple itself in which the inhabitants had stored their valuables

for protection. The Garhw§,l Raja was unable to afford the people

protection or at least never appears to have tried to restrain the

inroads of the marauders, and at last bought them off by an annual

payment of Rs. 4,000 to their principal sardars. Forster^ the

traveller happened to be present when two Sikh tax-collec-

tors appeared to receive the customary tribute. They foddered

their horses with green barley torn from the standing crops, and so

astonished was the Englishman with the awe in which they werd

held that he records the following characteristic note :
—" From

the manner in which these men were treated or rather treated

themselves I frequently wished for the power of migrating into

the body of a Sikh for a few weeks." Mr. Williams writes* of

this period :
—" The raids of the Rajplits and Gtijars from Sahd-

ranpur did more mischief than the Sikh incursions. They were

not petty enterprises of no greater dignity than common gangr

robberies, but regular invasions on a small scale, organised by meu

• Travels, I., 199, quoted by Mr. Williams in Memoir, 100. ' Ibid.
'
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of consequence who were able to lead into the field miniature

armies composed of horse and foot in due proportion. These were

days when a Rajput or Giijar chieftain could, at a pinch, muster

one thousand fighting men. Against such a force the people of

the Dun were helpless, although they occasionally attempted re-

prisals * * *. The banditti plied their trade through the two

passes most used in the present century for purposes of peaceful

traffic— those of Timli and Mohan. The defiles of Kansrao and

Hardwar were at first less frequented, but when the Khubar G6jars

gained strength at the expense of the Pundirs, Raja Rdmdayal

Singh of Landhanra appropriated these two gorges to his own use

and began to exercise his hereditary profession of robbery in the

intervals between his graver occupations in the capacity of taluka-

d£r. The GarhwSl Raja far too weak to attempt resistance sub-

mitted to the necessity of handing over a few villages to each of

the offending chiefs in jdgir, on condition of their guarding each

pass against marauders belonging to their own or other clans. In

this manner Gul&b Singh, the Pundir Raua, obtained twelve vil-

lages with the hand of Lalat Sah's daughter in marriage, and his

son Bahadur Singh actually got the fiscal management of the D6a
in 1787." Two villages alone remain to liis descendant Pitambar

Singh. Ramdayal Singh obtained five villages and others were

divided amongst the Rdos of Kheri, Sakhrauda and Eaipur in the

Saharanpur district.^

The fights of the Garhw41is with the Kumaonis are noticed

Jayakrit Sah, 1780- elsewhere, and on the murder of Dip Chand
^^ •^•^' the friends of his family applied to Lalat

Sah for assistance and after some hesitation he consented to inter-

fere in Kumaon affairs, He defeated the troops of the usurper

Mohan Singh at Bagwdli Pokhar in 1779 and permitted his son-

Pradhuman to become Raja of Kumaon. Lalat Sah had four sons—

Jayakrit, Pradhuman, Pardkram and Pritam. Jayakrit Sdh suc-

ceeded his father in 1780, and of him we have grants dating from

Pradhuman Sah, 1785- 1780 to 1785. In the latter year the invasion

1804 AD. celebrated as "the Joshiydna" took place,

in which the Kumaonis swept through the country and occupied

1 Most of these were confirmed by the GorkhUis, hut were resumed by the
British after the conquest.
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Srinagar tself, and Jayakrit Sdh was murdered or according to

others died of chagrin and fatigue. His brother Pradhuman nnit-

ed for a whole year the two countries under his personal sway, but

harassed on the one hand by the pretensions of his brother Par^-

kram and on the other by the attacks of the party favourable to

Mohan Singh, be abandoned Kntnaon altogether in 1786 and took

up his residence permanently at Srinagar. Here there was plenty

©f work to occupy his talents and energy had he possessed any.

The notorious GhuMm Kadir succeeded' his father Zabita

KhfiiU in 1785, and desirous of eniulatinop
Ghulam Kadir.

n , -nt -^f
the successes of his grandfather Najib

Khan undertook the reduction of the chiefs that lay between him

and the Siwaliks, who had taken the opportunity afforded by the

recent troubles to declare their independence. In 1786, he invad-

ed the Diin and reannexed it to his possessions. Mr. Williams des-

cribes this second Rohilla inroad thus:—"Accompanied by his

Hindu adviser Raja Muniyar Singh, Ghulam Kadir entered the

valley from Hardwar about the middle of the year. Fire and blood-

shed marked his onward progress. Not content with sacking

Dehra, he gutted the Gurudwara. Cow's blood profaned E^m
Eai's holy shrine and the conqueror, it is said, otherwise expressed

his contempt for superstition in an extravagant fashion, smashing

the Mahant's cithern and reclining disdainfully on the couch where

the saint breathed his last. It is an article of faith with many
orthodox Hindus that God, as a punishment, smote the sacriligeous

Naw&b with the madness which drove him to destruction. He
nevertheless gave evidence of sound judgment by entrusting the

administration of his easy conquest to a Hindu deputy named

Umed Singh, who served him most faithfully to the day of his

Umed Singh
^^^^^ ^^'^^^^ * * *• ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ °^

Ghulam Kfidir, Umed Singh courted the

friendship of Pradhuman Sah, to whom the district once more
became nominally subject, but about three years later he betrayed

his new master to the Raja of Sirmor, who proclaimed his own
government in the D(in and, it is alleged, deputed a representa-

tive to live at Pirthipur. Pradhuman Sah had recourse to au
alliance with the Mardthas, who glad of an opportunity for plunder

> Gaz., n., 251.
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hastened to his assistance, but merely amused him and retired

after a few skirmishes with the Sirmor troops, without effecting

anything decisive. Umed Singh was thus enabled to maintain
the authority of his new patron several years longer until the

Garhwal Raja again won him over to his side, giving him the hand
of his daughter in marriage." The result of this was a retransfer

of the Diiu to Srinagar about the commencement of the present

century. Umed Singh was again preparing to prove a traitor

when the Gorkhalis stepped in and seized the Dtin amongst their

conquests.

The valley all this time belonged to any one bold enough to

enter it and strong enough to encounter the little opposition that

could be made. Mr. Williams, writes:—"The Sikh incursions

_., , „.. continued while the hungry Rajputs and
Sikhs, Gujars.

.

° •' -"^

Gujars of Sahdranpur emulated the activity

of the Singhs. Whenever any delay occurred about the payment
of blackmail, fifty or a hundred Panjabi troopers generally sufficed

to sweep the country clear. The operations of the others were, as

already noticed, sometimes conducted in a more ambitious style.

Whatever slipped through the fingers of the professional spoiler

fell into the hands of the ofiicial harpy. The amil, for the time

being, was his own master and collected booty with all possible

expedition, not knowing the moment when he might suddenly fall

a prey to some other more influential or cunning than himself.

The original owners retained few villages and almost all records of

right perished." Amongst the more notorious of these oppressors of

the country the names of Hari Singh of Guler and son-in-law of

Pradhuman Sah and that of Ramdayal Singh of Landhaura stand

out prominently, and between them the annual revenue was re-

duced as low as Rs. 8,000 a year. In 1801 a Maratha invasion

destroyed what little had been left and paved the way for the

Gorkhdli invasion two years afterwards. Captain Hardwickp visited

Garhwal in 1796 and gives some account of the district in a

description^ of his journey from Khohdw&ra to Srinagar. His

impressions of the people and country do not give one a high

idea either of their condition or character. The smallness of the

• Memoir, 102 : based on Mr. Shore's Report, dated asth January, 1824.
' As, Bes., I., 309, 8vo. ed.
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villages that he saw along the road is'remarkedby him ; they seldom

consisted of more than five or six huts, and he adds that a collec-

tion of ten huts would be considered a large village, but what

chiefly struck him in the villages themselves was " the appearance

of uncleanliness, indolence and poverty." Then as now the upper

story of the house contained the sleeping and living apartments,

whilst the lower story was occupied by the cattle. The standing

forces of the Raja consisted of some five thousand men, of whom
one thousand were stationed at Srinagar and the remainder

throughout the several pargahas, to assist in the collection of the

revenue and to garrison the frontier posts along the Rdmganga.

The troops were armed with matchlocks or bows and arrows or

with sword and shield, which last were evidently the established

and favourite weapons of the country. There was no attempt at

uniformity in dress or discipline and pay was seldom regularly

^distributed. The pay of the troops at Srinagar as well as that of

many of the servants connected with the palace was met by orders

on the different parganas, and Hardwicke notes that he met seve-

ral dancing-girls and musicians "travelling perhaps twenty or

thirty kos with an order on some zamindar for three or four months'

arrears of pay." Having brought the local history of Garhwal down

to the Gorkhali conquest, we may now return to Kumaon affairs.

The decline of the Chand power commences from the accession

, . ^ of ^ebi Chand, for although like his pre-DeW Chand, 1 720-26 A.D. ,
, , ,

decessors he made the usual military pro-

menade into Garhwal, the Garhwalis recovered their possessions

in Badbdn and Lohba and even invaded the Baijnath valley, A
battle was fought near Ranchvila above the Baijnath temple, in

which the Kumaonis were successful; Debi Chand then demanded

back Srinagar, from the Brahman to whom it had been given by
his father, and on the Brahman refusing to return the gift, attempt-

ed to take the town, but was repulsed and driven back across

the frontier. Debi Chand was a weak and irresolute prince and

altogether in the hands of the advisers in power for the time being.

In connection with his unsuccessful expedition against Srinagar,

it is related that, like the king of France in the fable, he spread

a quantity of carpets over a hill near his encampment and calling

the summit Srinagar marched with his army to the attack, and in
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commemoration of his bloodless victory called the place Fathpur,

' The place of victory' I The treasury of the Chands is said to have

contained at this time three and a half krors of rupees, or taking

the rupee nominally as worth eighteen pence over two and a half

millions sterling. The Raja's fingers burned to dispense the

savings of his ancestors, and urged by his Brahman advisers, he

resolved to make a name for himself which would last for ever by

paying off the debts of all his subjects and then founding a, new

era when all were at ease and no one was in debt, to be called ' the

golden era.' In this senseless undertaking he expended a kror

of rupees without gaining his object and without improving the

resources of his unthrifty subjects.^ The greater portion of the

money found its way into the coffers of the Brahman money-

lenders, who thus found themselves possessed of the only thing

wanting to complete their preparations for the struggle for power

which soon commenced. At this time the Gaira Bishts, Manik

and his son Puran Mall of Oarhwdli origin were the principal advi-

sers of the Eaja, and through their influence he was induced to

take a part in the political struggles going on in the plains. He
was led to believe that the Raja of Kumaon was one of the greatest

princes in the world, and taking the Afghan Daiid Khan into his

service, supported one Sabir Shah,^ in opposition to the Emperor.

Azmat-ul-lah Khan was sent from Dehli to take possession of

Rudrpur and Kashipur and Debi Chand marched with his troops

from Almora to aid Daud Khdn, who commanded the levies that

held the plains parganas.^ The Raja proclaimed his partisan

Emperor of Dehli and met the imperial forces near Nagina with

the intention of offering battle, but his wily Afghan general had

received a bribe from Azmat-ul-lah Khan and before the battle

commenced deserted the Raja with all his forces. The Kumdonis

^See p. 616, referring to the reputed treasures of the hill Rajas. The
Nepal annals record that it was through a similar paying off of all the debts of
the people that Vikram&ditya established his era: p. 418. 'Rustam
Ali ia the Tdrikh-i-Hindi tells us that in 1726 A.D. "a person having assumed
the name of Sabir Shah went to Kumaon and represented to the Kaja of that
place, whose name was Debi Singh, that he was one of the princes of the
house of Timur, and thus obtained repeated orders ou the functionaries below
the hills at Kashipur aud Kudrpur to the effect that they should give him a red
tent, such as is usual for the royal family, as well as some troops to accompany
him. Having carried these orders into effect they collected no less than 40,000
Bohillas." Shaikh Azmat-ul-lah Khan, who was then governor of Moradabad
and Sambhal, was sent to quell the insurrection and in a single battle overthrew
the Rohillas. Dousou's Elliott, VIII., 46. ^ Life of Kafiz Rahmat, p. lo

:

Hamilton's Bohillas, p. 36.
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were accordingly defeated and Baud Khan not satisfied with mere

treachery actually made an attempt to seize the person of his master

as a hostage for the payment of the arrears due to the troops, but

in this attempt he failed. The Raja retreated to Thakurdwara

and pretending ignorance of Baud's treachery invited him to attend

to receive his arrears of pay. Baud obeyed and was seized with all

his followers and put to a cruel death, whilst the Kumaonis fled to

Almora. Bebi Chand next found himself attacked on the east

by Boti and on the west by Garhwal. He made peace with Boti

and entrusting the conduct of the war with Garhwal to his generals

retired to the village of Bebipur in Kota, where he had built him-

self a pleasure-house. Here, whatever happened, he remained

during a portion of the cold-weather months of the last three years

of his reign to indulge in the delights afforded by the female

apartments, and here in the year 1726 A.B. he was murdered by

Ranjit Patoliya at the instigation of his treacherous ministers.

Manik Bisht gave out that the^aja had died suddenly of snake-bite,

and in the absence of heirs assumed the entire control of the admi-

nistration. The wives of the Raja became sati and the Bishts

believed that they had now little to do except to enjoy the power

which they had so criminally acquired. In reviewing the events

of the reign of Bebi Chand the most charitable conclusion to arrive

at is that he became insane at certain seasons, and that he should,

therefore, not always be held morally responsible for his actions. Like

his immediate predecessors he was exceedingly liberal to the

temples and the priests. We have five grants of land made by

him during his short reign, two of which bearing date in 1722

and 1726 A.B. respectively were in favour of the Jageswar temple

;

one • dated in 1726 in favour of the Bhramari temple ; another

dated in 1724 in favour of the Nar Siogh temple in Tikhiio,

and a fifth in favour of the family of Prem Ballabh Pant dated in

1725 A.B.

The Bishts then set themselves to search for some one having

some connection with the Chaud family
Ajit Chand, 1726-29A.D. , ^, • r,. i j-v iU Awhom they might place on the throne and

thus rule through him as nominal Raja. Narpat Singh, Raja of

Katehir, lived at Pipali and had married a daughter of Cyan Chand,

of whom there was issue Ajit Singh, now grown to man's
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estate. The choice of the Bishts fell on the young Thakur, who

was called to Almora and installed as Raja under the nameof Ajit

Chand. The Bishts now gave themselves up to the full enjoy-

ment of their ill-gotten power : they plundered the people under

the name of the Raja, and taking to themselves Birbhadra Joshi

as kamdiir strictly kept the exercise of every semblance of power

in their own hands. We have but one grant made by Ajit Chand,

and that is only for a small parcel of land in favour of the Srindthes-

war temple in Giwdr in 1729 A.D. The female apartments of the

Raja even were not safe from the licentious Bishts. Puran Mall

formed an intrigue with a female slave of the inner apartments

by whom he had a son, and to cover his crime brought a present

to the Raja in honour of the child's birth. But the Raja was not

deceived and denied his paternity and refused the present.

Alarmed lest the Raja had discovered the real facts of the case,

the Bishts took counsel together and determined on his death, a

resolution which was at once carried into action. The self-same

night they were introduced by a confederate into the inner apart-

ments and there murdered the unfortunate Ajft Chand and gave

out that he had died suddenly from natural causes. This event

occurred in the beginning of the year 1729 AD. The murderers

again looked out for a puppet to place upon the throne and were

bold enough to ask the Katehir chief, Narpat Singh, for a second

son, but the old Raja knew that his elder son had been murdered

and refused the profifered dignity, saying, " My children are not

goats that they should be sacrificed in this manner," alluding

to the practice of sacrificing kids at all festive and religious

assemblies in the hills. In default of the Katehiri prince, the Bishts

had the hardihood to place the bastard son of the female slave

on the throne as a son of Ajit Chand and with the name
of Balo Kalyan Chand, although he was only eighteen days old.

They proclaimed themselves as previously regents of the kingdom
during the minority of the young Raja, and in the insolence of their

power issued grants in his name. Their triumph was short-lived.

The Maras and PhartiyAls for once united and sent messengers to

the Mai of Doti to search for any of the members of JNarayan

Chand's family who had settled there. They discovered one Kal-

yan of that family living in great poverty and reduced almost to
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till the ground with his own hands for a subsistence, and him they

brought to Almoraand installed as Raja under the name of Kalyan

Chand.

Kalydn Chand became Raja in 1730 A.D., and as was natural

Kalyan Chand, 1730-47 set himself to punish the Bishts. Both

^^- Manik and Puran were killed with all

their families. The wife of Puran was given to a, Biirha or head-

man and was pregnant at the time and subsequently gave birth to

a son Bairisal, who long afterwards received back his father's pos-

sessions from Sib Deo Joshi. The poor little Raja Balo Kalyan

was given as a slave to a Musalman javelin-man who was attached

to the court, and so ended the Bisht interregnum. But the poor

man now grown rich had tasted blood and to secure himself from

rivals sent executioners throughout the land to slay all who had

any pretensions to bear the name or be of the family of the Chands.

From Danpur to Kota and from Pali to Kali Kumaon there was

wailing throughout the land, for families who had only the bare

reputation of being of Chand descent were killed or exiled equally

with the few families of genuine Raotela origin. The Raja's spies

were present in every village and every house and family found

enemies amongst those of their own household. The informer

was rewarded with the lands of those he betrayed, and like in the

old days of Musalman rule in the plains, when a contest occurred

between Hindu brethren of the same faimly it was only neces-

sary for one to apostatise to win his suit : so in Kumaon "in their

good old days " it was only necessary for one brother to denounce

the other, to obtain the whole inheritance. Worse than Rudra
Chand in his old age, Kalyan felt himself unfitted by education

and experience for the position he filled, and with the low cunning

bred of ignorance and suffering believed his system of espionage

the highest effort of political sagacity. But the chiefs of his spies

were in reality his masters and used him solely as the means
for satisfying private vengeance, lust or cupidity. Plots existed

without doubt, but many more were fabricated and the parvenu
Raja of doubtful origin scarcely dared to breathe much less to eat

or drink without the exercise of precautions which must have made
his life a burden to him. One day he learned from his chief

of police that a great Brahman conspiracy threatened his life and
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in a paroxysm of fear ordered that all concerned shall be blinded

and their Khasiya adherents should be executed. The result was,

it is said, that seven earthen vessels filled with the eyes of Brah-

mans were brought before him, whilst the bodies of scores of

Khasyias filled the ravines of the Suwal and afiforded food for

many days to the jackals and the vultures. Bhawani Pati Pdnde

of Bairti near Dwara is recorded as the leader in these persecu-

tions.

Kaly£n next turned to the priests for assistance, and we have

Cruelty to Himmat upwards of twenty grants^ made by him
Gosain. during his reign to them or to temples. His

favourite country residence was Binsar, where he built a temple to

Mahftdeo, but he had little time for leisure, for the officers of Naw4b

Mansiir Ali Kh4n took possession of Sarbna and Bilhari and

threatened the remainder of the Tarai. Kalyan Chand appointed

Sib Deo Joshi his viceroy in the plains, and for some time this

able officer made arrangements which put an end to the encroach-

ments of the Oudh Darbdr. During the Raotela persecution in the

earlier years of the reign of Kalyan Chand, one Himmat Gosdin,*

blinded and otherwise injured, fled to the plains and now assembled

a force of plainsmen and Kumaonis to attack the Raja. Kalyan

Chand marched against them and defeated them near Kashipur

and Himmat Gosain retired to the court of Ali Muhammad

Khan Rohilla at Aonla. Ali Muhammad did not forget the

murder of his patron Daud Khan, and when Himmat begged for

asistance gladly promised his aid. Kalyan heard of this and feel-

ing that his tyrannical conduct had created many enemies tried

to reform his administration. He began by dismissing his old

advisers and gave full power to Sib Deo Joshi of Jijh£r in the

I The following are the grants made by this Raja in order of date and which

are still in existence in the Almora records :—

Date, A.D. In favour of—

1731. Jageswar temple.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Briddh Kedar temple.
,

". Ganesh temple, Almora.
Ghatot-kachatempleinBiaang.

1732. Family of Gangadatta Joahi.

1733* Baleswar temple, Charapiwat,

Family of Kulomani Pande.
" Family of Bishnadatta Joshi.

» Called Duli Chand by the Kohilla historians,
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Date, A.D. In favour of—
1734. Nagnath temple in Charal.

„ Bshetrpal temple in Borarau.
Bhuvaneswar temple in GangolL

1735. Pumagiri in Tallades.

1736. Ghatotkacha temple.

1737. Sitala Devi temple in Baraun.
1 740. Kalika Sitala temple in Dwara,
1744. Badrinath in Garhwal.
1746. Kedarnath in Garhwil.
1746. Family of Debidatta Chaudhri.
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Tar^i, to Ramadatta Adhikari in the Kota Bliabar and to Hari
Eim Joshi in Almora. He also bestowed lands on the families

of bis victims and endeavoured in every way to blot out the

remembrance of his cruelties. His position was now critical,

having the forces of Oudh and Ali Muhammad Khan opposed

to him on hia southern frontier; he had also to protect his

eastern frontier, where the Doti Haja resented the exaltation

of his former subject. Cunning and cruel, Kalyan despatched

assassins into the Rohilla camp who murdered Himmat Gos&in

and his family, but this act of his had an opposite effect to that

intended.

Ali Muhammad Khdn was enraged at the murder of a guest

Eohiiia inTasion, 1743- within his own camp and in 1743-44 A.D.
** ^•^- sent a force of ten thousand men under

the command of Haflz Rahmat Khan, Peiinda Khan and Bakshi

Sirdar Khsm to invade Kumaon. Previously Ali Muhammad
made all arrangements for his plains possession during the absence

of the force ; he also forbade any one to join the army that was

not enrolled and collected stores and carriage of all descriptions at

Kashipur for the use of the expedition. On his side every-

thing was done that could conduce to success, while on the other

side, although R^m Datta Adhik4ri sent timely notice to hia

master and Sib Deo asked for money and promised that if he got

it, the Rohillas should not invade Kumaon, nothing was done by

the miserly prince. Kalydn Chand was persuaded that Sib Deo

wanted the money only to pay off his own debts, and though he

made some feeble attempts to fortify the hill passes by stockades

and broke down the few bridges that existed, he sent no assistance

to his officers. The Rohillas defeated Sib Deo at Rudrpur and

obliged him to take refuge in the fort of Barakheri, and Hafiz

Rahmat, leaving a governor in Rudrpur. pursued the Kumaonis and

occupied Bijipur in pargana Chhakhata on the outer range of

hills below Bhim Tdl. The Raja alarmed at the success of the

invaders at length sent a force to support Sib Deo and attack the

Rohillas in Bijipur, but without a blow almost the Kumaonis fled

at the first charge of the enemy and were pursued by Ramgarh

and Piura to the Suwal river below Almora. Bakshi Sirddr Khan

being of advanced age remained in command of a party in the
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Barakherl fort which commands the route from the plains by

Bhim Tal, while H&fiz Rahmat proceeded to Almora, which he oc-

cupied without opposition. Kalyan Chand fled to Gairsen near

Lohba and entreated the protection of the Garhw^l Raja, with

whom he was now at peace.

The Musalmans then destroyed all the idols in the temples,

which they also defiled by the slaugh-
Almora occupied. . , ,. i , , , ,

ter of cows, sprinkling the blood on the

altars. All the gold and silver idols and their ornaments were

irelted down and plundering expeditions were sent into the '

neighbouring parganas for the same purpose ; the noseless idols

in Lakhanpur, Dwara, Katarmal, Bhim Tdl and Almora to the

present day attest the iconoclastic proclivities of the Rohillas,^ Ali

Muhammad Khan was delighted at the successful result of this

expedition and sent splendid presents to Haiiz Rahmat. During

this time the old records were destroyed or lost and the few that

remained were preserved in private families in distant portions of

the province, so that on these alone have we been able to rely in

drawing up this sketch of Kumaon history. Many of the Rohillas

sickened and died from the effects of the climate, and though

Ali Muhammad Khan himself came and distributed largesses to

his troops, they were utterly disgusted at their position and longed

to return to the plains.

Sib Deo brought up a force from Sarbna and occupied Kaira-

Treaty with the Bohil- rau for a time, but eventually withdrew
las. to his master at Gairsen. After some time

the Raja of Garhwal agreed to assist the Kumaonis and the united

forces marched eastwards and occupied Dunagiri and Dwdra.

The Rohillas were in force in Kairarau and attacking the Hindus

utterly defeated them and plundered their camp. They then

threatened to seize Srinagar itself and thus brought the Raja to

terms by which he agreed to pay down three lakhs of rupees on

the part of Kalydn Chand, and the Rohillas consented to abandon

the country. The terms of the agreement^ were carried out and

• The great temple of Jageswar is said to have escaped owing to the Rohil-
las having been attacked by greit swarms of bees. ' In the life of Hafiz
Eahmat, the terms are said to be a tribute of Ra. 60,ono a year and an engagement
not to assist Kalyan Chand, instead of whom another Eaja was to be installed at
Almoia, p. 19.
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after a stay of seven months the Rohillas, leaving a small garrison

in Barakheri, returned to the plains, much to the chagrin and

disgust of Ali Muhammad Khan, who wished to make a perma-

nent occupation of the hill country, as he thought that it would

afford him a safe asylum should anything go wrong with him in

the plains." Kalyan Chand was escorted by Pradipt Sah, Raja

of Garhwal, to Almora and at once set ahout repairing the da-

mages committed during the Rohilla occupation. Three months

afterwards, whilst pressed by the troops of Muhammad Shah,

the Rohillas under Najib Khan strengthened the garrison of

Barakheri and sent a small detachment by the Kosi and the

Kali to penetrate into the interior and form a basis of support

should the Afghan forces be obliged to retire to the hills for

protection. In the beginning of the year 1746 A. D. Sib Deo

attacked the main body of the Rohillas under Rajab Khan close

to the Barakheri fort, and after an obstinate struggle compelled

them to_ retire to the plains, and on hearing of this the other

parties of Rohillas also retreated. The Hindus of Katehir at

this time made complaints to the Emperor Muhammad Shah

of the tyranny under which they suffered at the hands of the

Afghans and Kalynn Chand also sent an envoy to Dehli for the

same purpose. The Emperor promised redress and further urged

by the Oudh Nawab, assembled a large army for the expulsion of

the Afghans from Katehir and encamped at Sambhal. Kalyan

Chand hearing of this event resolved to plead his cause in person,

and as he had no money he borrowed the jewels of the Jageswar

temple to offer as a present and set out for the plains. At R4mna-

gar he met Sib Deo on his way back from Barakheri and took him

in his train, which was increased at Kdshipur by a guard of honor

sent him by the Vazir Kumr-ud-din. The Raja was admitted

to an interview,* and though the extraordinary power of the

Rohillas at this time was sufficient to awaken the jealousy and
secure the intervention of the Imperial court, the representations

of the Raja received further weight from the presence of twenty-

two descendants of the old Hindu Rajas of Katehir, who headed by
the aged chief of Tbakurdw^ra demanded justice on their oppres-

sors. Muhammad Sh^h granted all that was asked for and is said

» The first interriew was near Sambhal and the second at Garhmuktesar.
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to have given to Kaly^n Chand a fresh aqnad for his plains posses-

sions.

On his way back to Almora, Kaly4n Chand had an interview

.
with the Vazlr Kumr-ud-dia near Garh-

muktesar and thanked him for his good

ofSces ; unfortunately, however, the Oudh Naw^b was encamped

close by, and as he was personally hostile to the Vazir, the Raja

thought it politic not to pay a formal visit and merely sent his

respects by an agent, an act which Mansiir Ali never forgave.

Sib Deo was again invested with full authority in the plains and

was about to repair the ravages which had been committed during

his absence, but had not got so far as Sarbna when that pargana

was occupied by the Oudh forces under the express orders of

Mansur Ali Khka himself. Sib Deo wrote to the Nawab, repre-

senting that this tract had always formed an integral portion of

the Kumaon territory and was also included in the sanad just

granted by Muhammad Shah ; but without efifect. He then had

recourse to arms, and in a battle fought with Teju Gaur the Oudh
chaklad&r was wounded and taken prisoner and remained for a

whole year a captive in Oudh. Kalyan Chand complained to

the Emperor, who induced the Oudh Nawab to restore Sarbna

and release Sib Deo, who again assumed control of the adminis-

tration and, to strengthen his frontier, built forts at Rudrpur

and Kfehipur and placed considerable garrisons in them, each

under a separate governor. Sarbna, Bilhari and Dhaner were

given in zamindari to a Barwaik family and the Tallades Bhabar

was handed over to the Liils of Kali Kumaon, both of whom
exercised the police functions held elsewhere by the Heris and

Mewatis. Kalyan Chand now became blind, a judgment of the

gods, it was said, for his cruelty in blinding so many Brah-

mans, and finding his end approaching summoned Sib Deo to

Almora and formally placed him in charge of his young son,

lyho was installed as Raja of Kumaon under the name of Dip

Ghand, with Sib Deo as regeot at the close of the year 1747

A.©.

Kaly4n Chand died early in 1748 A.D., and the same year saw

the decease of both Muhammad Shdh and
ea yan

. ^. jjyjjamixiad Khan. With his dying
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breath the old Raja again committed uo Sib Deo his son and
family, entrusting to him all power and authority to be used and

exercised on behalf of Dip Chand, and well was the trust fulfilled.

Sib Deo gave eight villages to Jageswar in lieu of the money

borrowed by Kalyan Chand and, so far as was possible, restored

all property which had been unjustly confiscated by that Raja.

He appointed his own son Jaikishan as his deputy in Almora and

again proceeded to the Tarai, where he made his cousin Hari Ram
Joshi governor of Kashipur, whilst he took up his quarters in

Eudrpur, and on Hari Ram neglecting his duties exchanged the

offices and appointed Siromani Das, a Brahman of B4zpur, his

deputy in Kashipur. At this time the Emperor called on all his

subjects to send contingents to assist him against the Marathas,

and Hari R4m and Birbal Negi were sent with a force of four

thousand men to the Emperor's support and took part in the battle

of Panipat (January, 1761 A.D.) Sib Deo also sent his son

Harakdeo Joshi to hold Najlbabad, while Najib-ud-daula was absent

at Panipat and there protected the Afghan's household from the

attacks of foraging parties of Mar&tha horse, At Pdnipat the

Kumaonis were brigaded with their ancient enemies the Rohillas

under Hafiz Rahmat, but both fought bravely together and the

hill-men. did good service, especially in the use of rockets and

hand-grenades, with which they were familiar. After the battle

the Emperor wished to see the KumSoni leader and sent for

him, but Hdfiz Rahmat, being desirous that the interview

should not take place, had previously sent off Hari Rdm with

presents as if from the Emperor, and in addition his own turban

to exchange with Dip Chand and excused the absence of the

hill-men to the Emperor, on the ground that he had advised

them to return home, as they could not stand the heat of the

plains.

Little has been said of Dfp Chand himself hitherto and little

can be said of him ; he was a man of mild.
Dip Chand, 1748-77 A.D.

,

'

, , .

'

weak temperament, generous and kind to

a fault and beloved by all that came in contact with him. He-

was entirely in the hands of the priests, and we have more memorials

of his reign in the shape of grants of land to temples and to

favourites than. . of any of his predecessors. Thirty-six of these
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grants^ exist in the Almora records alone and date from 1749 to

1774 A.D. In the earlier years of his reign, he had ministers on

whom he could rely, but when these failed him he was helpless. In

the year 1762 peace and prosperity reigned throughout his domi-

nions. The lowlands were in a flourishing state and the Ku-

maoni governors cultivated friendly relations with Hafiz Rahmat

Khan, Najib-ud-daula and the Imperial governor of Moradabad.

Sib Deo and Hari Ram remained in the plains and kept up a

standing army there, consisting for the most part of mercenaries

from Jammu, Nagarkot, Guler and Barhepura, who so protected the

people that numerous immigrants sought the shelter of the Ku-

maon authority in the Tarai. At this time the principal cultivators

were the Thariis, Bhuksas, and Barwaiks, with a considerable

admixture of settlers from the south both Hindu aod Musalmao.

The only tax imposed was one-sixth of the produce and in un-

favourable seasons even this was remitted. Hari Ram was obliged

to leave Rudrpur during the rains, but Sib Deo remained all

the year round at Kdshipur. The Maras had now a long season

of power and the Phartiyals resolved in some way or another to

make a bold attempt for a share, as the Raja was practically ruled

by whichever party should succeed in obtaining the nominal

Q,ffice of Diwan. They put forward Amar Singh Raotela as a

competitor for the throne, but this nascent rebellion was quelled

with a strong hand by Sib Deo. This brave old man had now to

1 The following is a list of these grants arranged in order of date and each

will be found in Traill's record of the investigation into the case to which it

refers in the Almora records :—

•

ate, A. D. In favour of—
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feel the ingratitude of his own near relations, for Jaikishan Joshi,

himself a Mard, joined by a number of Phartiyals, went to the

Gdrhwal Raja, Pradipt S4h, and induced him to invade Kumaon.

Pradipt S4h came to Jhuniyagarh, which was then in his posses-

sion, and Sib Deo with the Raja occupied Naithana in Patti Dora

Palla close by. Sib Deo left Dip Chand at Naithana and with

the greater part of his force advanced and occupied Jaspnr on the

M4si road, above the confluence of the Bino and the Ramganga.

He then sent an envoy to the Garhwdl Raja demanding the

cause of his thus disturbing the peace of Kumaon. Pradipt Sdh

replied that Kalyan Chand was his brother and he looked on

Dip Chand as his nephew, and that if Dip Chand wrote to him

in the terms of such a relationship he would retire. This was

practically asking that the Raja of Kumaon should acknowledge

the supremacy of Garhwal. Pradipt Sah also demanded that the

Ramganga should henceforth be considered the boundary between

Kumaon and Garhwal and threatened that if this were not granted

be would seize the whole of Kumaon. Sib Dieo agreed to the

second proposal alone, but the Garhwal Raja and his advisers were

prepared for war and a battle was fought at Tanba Dhond, the hill

above Udepur on the Masi road in Patti Bichlda Chaukot, with

the result that the Garhw^lis lost some four hundred men and^

amongst the prisoners was Jaikishan. The Garhwal Raja fled to

Srinagar and eventually peace was concluded on such satisfactory

terms that Pradipt Sah exchanged turbans with both Dip Chand

and Sib Deo.*
,

No sooner was the quarrel with Garhw41 settled than internal

commotions arose in Kumaon itself which
Internal quarrels, j j • ,i • .• r ,i • • iended in the assassination oi the prmcipal

actors, and gave some excuse for the invasion of the Gorkhalis in

1790 when Kumaon ceased for ever to be independent. Hari Ram
Joshi was always jealous of Sib Deo's reputation and ppwer.

When first appointed to the command of the fort of Kashipur, he

neglected his duty and permitted a low Musalm4n adventurer to

administer the district in his name and plunder the people as he

liked. In consequence of this, Sib Deo exchanged offices with

I One of the Brahmans whose eyes had been put out by Ealyin Chand, by
name Kantn Joshi^ fled to Garhwal and died there. His son Jayauand was now
called back Vj Sib Ceo and restored to the faiQily estates.
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Hari Ram, but *h« latter never forgot the slight put upon him by

his cousin, and now took up arms against him. It is said that the

cousins fought seven great battles, in two of wliich only Sib Deo

claimed the victory. The seventh battle took place near the con-

fluence of the Gagas and the Dos&ndhgSr at Bans-ke-sira, and here

Jairam, son of Hari R4m, and the principal mover in the quarrel,

with 1,.500 ineUj lost their lives, Hari Ram at once gave himself

up to Sib Deo and both agreed to refer their quarrel to the arbi-

tration of Hafiz Rahmat Khdn, who obliged Hari Ram to give Sib

Deo a bond that he would ever afterwards faithfully obey him.

Sib Deo was now, once more, de facto ruler of Kumaon; but he had

many active and unscrupulous enemies who continually plotted

against him, so that he was at length obliged to have recourse to

measures of repression, which only increased the number of his

enemies without ensuring his own safety. Foremost amongst the

conspirators were the Phartiyals of Kali Kumaon. One of these,

named Rai Mall, the Burba or head-man of the village of Chold

in Kali Kumaon, wrote to a friend in Kashipur, telling him that

should he organise a conspiracy against Sib Deo he might feel him-

self certain of the support of the entire faction in Kali Kumaon.

The letter, however, miscarried, and the plot was discovered. Sib

Deo believed that there were others concerned in these plots, and

hastening to Almora instituted inquiries which resulted in the

detection of a second conspiracy in which the Duniya Joshis were

concerned. He seized the ringleaders, and after a somewhat per-

functory trial condemned them to death. The mode of execution

adopted was singular and well calculated to strike terror into the

hearts of his enemies. He caused the prisoners to be brought

to Balighit above B^geswar on the Sarju, and there tied them

up in sacks and hurled them alive into the seething whirpool

below the cliff. The news of this affair spread quickly through-

out the province, checking for a time any o.vert act of disaffec-

tion, but as surely increasing the efforts of those who worked

in secret. Some remorse seems to have visited Sib Deo, for

he released all the minor actors in the plots and sought to

secure their allegiance by restoring their propsrty to them. Rai

Mall Bdrha fled to Doti, and his promiuf nt partisans disappeared

for a time.

75
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Notwithstanding these plots, the power of Sib Deo seems to

,, , . have been as great as ever, and village after
Murder of Sib Deo. .

^
, ,.',. .,

Village was granted to him by his gratetul

sovereign. Besides his estates in the Tar^i, he held Gangola-Ko-r

tuli in Malla Syiinara, several villages in Barahmandal and small

grants elsewhere. He now rearranged the administration at Almo-

ra and set out for the plains which required his presence as he had

heard that the mercenaries from Nagarkot and elsewhere, who

formed the garrisons of the forts in the Bhabar and Tar^, were

at the instigation of the Phartiyals clamouring for increased pay.

Sib Deo advanced by forced marches to Kashipur, and there sum-

moned those whom he felt would support him, but before any one

arrived the soldiery rose in revolt and murdered Sib Deo and two

of his sons. This event happened in the cold weather of 1764

(11th of Pus, 1821 Sambat), and was followed soon afterwards by

the death of Hari Ram. From this date the dependence of the

plains on the Hill State may be said to have ceased and deter-

mined, and from this period, too, internal commotions so distracted

the highlands that there also merely the semblance of a stable

government remained. Jaikishan succeeded his father as prime

minister and vicerory, and continued to huld the reins of govern-

ment for some two years and a half when a son was born to Dip

Chand. The mother of the boy, the Rani Sringar-Manjari, then

acquired great influence over the Raja, and considering that in

consequence of her being the mother of the heir to the throne she

should have a share in the government, intrigued with Hdfiz Rah-

mat Khan Rohilla to oust Jaikishan. It is said that Hafiz Rah-

mat, at the instigation of Jodha Singh Katehiri, his favourite ser-

vant, and whose son was betrothed to a daughter of the Raja Dip

Chand and therefore belonged to the Rani's faction, wrote to Jaiki-

shan and advised him to submit to the Rani. The result was that

Jaikishan threw up all his offices, and disgusted and disappointed

left Almora to the Rani and her friends.

Mohan Singh, whom Batten calls " the spuriously descended

Mohan Singh murders cousin of Dip Chand," and for whom the
the Ram. chroniclers of his own party can give no

higher origin than that he was descended from a R4otela family of

obscure descent who had settled at Simalkha on the Kosi, became
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takslii or head of the army. Kisbau Singh, the Raja's hastard

brother, became prime minister, whilst Parmanand Bisht, the para-

mour of the Tl&ni, was appointed vice; oy, and Jodha Singh obtained

the government of Kashipur.^ Thus the Rani's party was com^

pletel}' successful, but had hardly enjoyed their position for a year

when the intrigues of Parmanand deprived Mohan Singh of his

appointment. Mohan Singh fled to Rohilkhand, and his place was

taken for a time by Parmanand and then by Jaikishan and Harak

Deb. In the meantime Mohan Singh, through the assistance of

Diindi Khan, of Bisauli, who was jealous of the power and influence

exercised by Hafiz Rahmat Khan in Kumaon affairs, assembled a

force of Rohillas and hillmen, and, eight months after the expulsion

of Mohan Singh, captured Almora and the persons of the Raja and-

Rdni. According to other accounts, Mohan Singh was invited to

Almora by the sons of Sib Deb, and the Rani once more entrusted

to him the office of bakshi on his swearing fidelity to Dip Chand

and his family.^ However this may be, Mohan Singh so firmly

established himself as head of the government that he was able to

put to death his enemy Parmanand Bisht with impunity. Em-
boldened by this success, and believing that the Rani was still

plotting against him, he shortly afterwards entered the women's

apartments and seizing her by the hair of her head flung her out

of the window and killed her. Thus, like Jezebel of old, the R4ni

Sringar-Munjari perished a victim to her own self-indulgence

and desire for power.

Hafiz Rahmat Khan hearing of the state of affairs in Kumaon,

and finding that his old friend Dip Chaud
Harak Deb JosUi. . , ,

was now only a puppet in the hands of

designing adventurers, sent for the sons of Sib Deb and counselled

them to make some attempt to recover the power once exercised by

their family. Aided also by Kishan Singh, who had fled from

Almora on the murder of his friend the Rani, the Joshis enlisted"

a numerous following with which they invaded Kumaon and

eSpelled Mohan Singh, who sought safety at first with Zabita Khan

and then with the Oudh Nawab. Dip Chand was so pleased with

' See report of Mr. W. Fraser in the reconls of the rommissioner of
Kumaon; GoTernment to the Hon'ble K. Gardner, dated asiid Noverabpr, 1814.
' This account is hardly correct, aa the interests of the sons of Sib Deb wciw
then and ever afterwards opposed to those of ilohan ^ingh.
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the change that he desired to confer the two principal posts in th«

administration on the Joshi brothers with Kishaa Siagh as viGsroy,

but Jaikishan refused to serve with Kishan Singh, and thus it

became necessary again to place the two offices of prime minister

and head of the forces in the charge of one person. Harak Deb
accepted this position and appointed as his deputies a Bisht of

Chapuwa and Lakshmipati Joshi. The Bazpur Brahman Siro-

mani Das, now Diw4n Siromani Das, who had aided in the attack

on Mohan Singh, was confirmed in bis appointment of governor of

Kashipur, with a grant of eight villages as well as the confiscated

jrfgffr* of Mohan Singh. Manorath Joshi, son of Hari Ram, was

made sardar of Rudrpur, and orice more a certain semblance of

order and good government began to make itself manife&t in the

administration of public affairs both in the plains and the hills.

Shortly afterwards Siromani Das died and was succeeded by his

son Nandrdm, who, with his brother Har Gobind, was resolved,

should an opportunity occur in the present unsettled' state of

affairs, to- carve out for themselves, as their neighbours on all sides

were doing, an estate which they might, perhaps, be able to trans-

mit to their children. They called for still more recruits from

Nagarkot, and also enlisted a large number of the roving mer-

cenary bands which the wars in the plains had created, and who>

were only too glad to accept service where fighting and plunder

might be expected.

At this time Mohan Singh wrote to both Jaikishan and Har^k

Mohan Singh returns to Deb asking for forgiveness and begging
Almoia. them to allow him once more to return

to Kumaon. He had, moreover, induced many of the more influ-

ential men, disgusted as they were by the conduct of Kishafj

Singh, to join in asking for his recall, and though Harak Deb
merely sent a courteous but evasive reply, Jaikishan was impru-

dent enough to invite this arch dissembler back to Kumaon*

On his way to the hills, Mohan Singh visited Nandram at Kdshi-

pur and promised, in return for his assistance, to confirm that,

traitor in the government of the plains. On arriviitg at Almora>,

Mohan Singh almost at once assumed control of the adminis-

tration, apparently with the consent of both Ja,ikish^n albd

Harak Deb, who remained in office and assisted by their ©ouasfel
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in the management of affairs. In the course of these cousulta-

tions Jaikishan proposed that the Tarai should again be brought

under the rule of Kumaon, and that an effort should be made
to expel Nandram, and in this resolution he was apparently

warmly supported by Mohan Singh who offered to supply him

with men and money for the expedition. Mohan Singh, however,

wrote secretly to Nandram, advising him to hold out and promis-

ing his aid should it be required, so th it when Jaikishan reached

the plains he found a strong force ready to oppose him posted at

Halduwa between Chilkiya and Kashipur. In the fight that took

place Jaikishan was worsted with the loss of the brother of Dip

Ghand who had accompanied the royal forces. Mohan Singh

gained many advantages by this movement. The Joshi brothers

were now separated, and means were found to make Almora so

uncomfortable for Harak Deb that he was glad to take refuge in

Pali. The unfortunate Raja himself was now alone and helpless

in the hand of his gaoler, who sent him with his two sons, Udai

Chand and Sujan Singh Gosain, to the State prison of Sirakot.

Mohan Singh believed that the time bad come when he might

throw off all semblance of submission and loyalty and look after

his personal aggrandisement alone, but resolved first of all to

secure his position at Almora. For this purpose it was necessary

to paralyse the influence of the Joshi brothers, and this could

best be effected by the death of one or both. Mohan Singh

accordingly proceeded to Kumkhet, a village on the southern face of

the Gagar range in parganah Kota, and, under pretence of concerting

a common attack on Nandram and the rebels in the plains^ invited

Jaikishan to attend him. The Joshi at first refused, but overcome

by the violent entreaties and protestations of Mohan Singh,

Murderof Jaikishan and »* last yielded and came to Kumhket.
Dip Oiiand. Mohan Singh invited the unsuspecting

victim into his tent and engaged him in an interesting and

apparently friendly conversation, in the T:nidst of which, at a

prearranged signal, assassins entered and murdered, Jaikishan.

Mohan Singh then proceeded to Almora and seized Harak Deb;

who had incautiously returned there, and would have murdered

him also had not Lai Singh, Mohan Singh's own brother, inter-

posed and induced him to commute tbe order to one of peijpetual
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imprisonment. Dip Chand and his two sons now died suddenly in

confinement at Sirakot, and there can be little doubt but that

their murder also must be added to the catalogue of crimes com-

mitted by tlie usurper. The tradition runs that the food supplied

to the unfortunate prisoners was so bad in quality and so insufficient

in quantity that they died of starvation, though violence also is

said to have been resorted to. This event took place at the close

of the year 1777 A. D.

Mohan Singh now proclaimed himself Raja under the title

Mohan Singh (Chand) oi Mohan Chand and assumed all the

1777-79 A. D. insignia of a rightful ruler at his instal-

lation. We have ten grants of land made by him during the

years 1777-78 A.D., which show that be was as anxious as

any of his predecessors to purchase the protection of the gods.^

He appointed his brother Lai Singh and Madhusudan Pande of

Eatiya to the chief offices of the state and wrote to Nandram in

the terms of their agreement that " now the hills are mine and the

lowlands of Kashipur are yours, let Gulargbati be our boundary."

But Nandram sought for some better authority than that of an

usurper and proceeded to Lukhnow and offered the whole of the

low country to the Nawab, agreeing to hold from him as lessee

{ijrdraddr) and to pay a considerable sum as revenue. The

Naw4b nothing loth accepted the gift and directed his officers on

the frontiers to assist JSandram in all his undertakings and further

appointed him his Amil for all the low country. Being thus sup-

ported Nandram resolved to extend his possessions and instigated

Mohan Singh to demand from Manorath Joshi, who still held

Rudrpur, his entire submission to the de /acio ruler of the Hill State.

The Joshi indignantly refused and prepared to attack both Mohan

Singh and his ally Nandram, but was persuaded by the latter that

he was in fact a secret enemy of Mohan Singh, and that if they

joined their interests their united forces could easily overpower

the usurper ; and now that all the Chands were dead, the Joshis

> These grants in tlie order of date are as follows ;—
Date A. D. In favor of^
1777. J ageswar temple.

Do. Ditto.

])o. Sitala Debi temple in Athiguli.

Do. Family of Radhapati Bhand&ri.

Do. Family of Huaain Baksli.

Date A. I). In favor of—
1777. Bhuvaneswar temple in Gangoli.
1778. Nagnath temple in Charal.
Do KapilcBwar temple in Dfig.

Do. Kalika temple in Gangoli.

Do Bhatneswar temple in Borarau.
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hiight succeed to the throne of Kiimaon. Manorath was credulous

enough to trust these statements, and with a slight escort pro-

ceeded to Bazpur to meet Nandratn, where he was treacherously

murdered with all his followers, and Nandram took possession of

Rudrpur in the name of the Nawab. Thus passed away for ever

even the nominal authority of the Hill State over the plains par-

ganas. Nanakmatha and Bilhari were at this time supposed to be

mortgaged to the Pathans of Bareilly and with Sarbna also fell

into the hands of the Oudh Naw4b,^ who remained suzerain of the

Tarai until the British occupation in 1802 A. D., when Sib Ldl,

nephew of Nandram and son of Har Gobind, was found in possession

as farmer. Kilpuri alone remained for a time in the hands of

Kumaoni landholders, but this also had to be yielded up to the

Nawab's agents.

No matter of general interest belongs to the local history of the

Tarai during the period between the accession of Nandram to the

management and the British occupation. Mr. Batten's account of

the administration of the Tardi during this time partially explains

the causes of its diminished prosperity in modern times, of which

some account will be given under the District notice. Mr. Batten

considers that on the whole the rule of the Oudh Nawab in the Tarai

was beneficial, but chiefly from a negative point of view. He goes on

to say—" The bad government of districts naturally more adapted

Native administration for culture and habitation drove large colo-

of the Tarai. jjjgg of people from the south to a region

where the back-ground of the forest and the hills could always afford

a shelter against open oppression; where the nature of the climate

was not such as to invite thereto the oppressors into whose hands

a whole fertile and salubrious land had fallen, and where also on

this very account the rulers who dii exist found it their interest

to conciliate and attract all new-comers. The management of the

territory in question by Nandr&m and Sib Lai is generally well

spoken of, except in the matter of police, but even in this latter

respect the mismanagement was not more injurious to society than

the state of affairs in regard to the forest banditti became in times

not far distant from our own. I believe that it may be confidently

stated that, at the commencement of the British rule in Rohilkhand
1 These changes never affected the upper part known as the Bh&bar.
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there existed in the Tarai a greater number of iahabited spots 1

than there existed 30 years afterwards in the same tract ; that

more and more careful cultivation was visible in every direc-

tion
; that the prairie, if not the forest, had retreated to a greater

distance
; that the guls or canals for irrrigation were more frequent

a,nd better made ; that more attention was paid to the construction

and management of the embankments on the several streams ; and

that, finally, on account of all these circumstances, the naturally bad

climate, now again deteriorated had somewhat improved. While

recording this statement, I must not omit to add that I myself

possess no positive separate proofs that my assertions are correct
;

but that I write under the influence of almost universal oral testi-

mony supported, nevertheless, by this circumstance, viz., that the

revenue statistics of the tract under discussion shew a des-

cending scale in regard to the income of the State, a product

which, under general rules, bears an approximately regular pro^

portion to the prosperity of a country."

" I must not omit to mention the fact that the Bhuksa and

Effect of earlier settle- Tharu tribes are extremely migratory in

™®°'^' their habits, and are peculiar in requiring

at their several locations more land for their periodical tillage,

than they can shew under cultivation at one time or in one year.

To these tribes is in a great measure now left the occupation of the

Tarai territory; so that now (1844) for every deserted village,

there may be perhaps found a corresponding newly cultivated one-,

within the same area, and large spaces of waste may intervene,

where under the present system no room for contemporaneous

cultivation is supposed to exist, the periodical waste or fallow also,

in that peculiar climate presenting as wild and jungly an appear-

ance as the untouched prairie. In the times, on the contrary,

which I have advantageously compared with our own, the ficklq

and unthrifty races whom I have named were not the sole occu-

pants of the soil ; all the number of contemporaneous settlements

was therefore greater, and the extent of land required for each was

less. I therefore come round in due course to the next fact (the

obverse of that first stated) that as bad government in the ordi-

narily habitable parts of the country introduced an extraordinary

number of ploughs into the bor4ers gf the foregtrtract, so the
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accession of the British rule, by afifording a good government to

Rohilkhand, re-attracted the agricultural resources to that quarter,

and proportionately reduced the means of tillage in the Tardi.

Such is my general position, but local circumstances also added

to the deterioration, and amongst these an allusion on my part is

all that is necessary or proper, to the hasty and perfunctory mode

of settlement adopted in the earlier years of the British rule ; to

the disputes, in and out of Court, coocerning zamindari rights, be-

tween Sib Lai and Lai Singh ; and, again, between the latter and

fais nephew Mahendia Singh's family; to the continued bad police

management ; and perhaps more than all to the neglect and indififer-

ence of the English revenue officers, who were scared away from the

tract by the bad reputation of its climate, and only occasionally

attracted thither by its facilities for sport. In fact, the sum of the

whole matter is in my opinion this : that, even long neglect in other

quarters can by a change of system be speedily remedied ; but that,

in the peculiar region of whi^h we are treating, a very brief period

of neglect or bad managemeat is sufficient to ruin the country."

Mohan Singh, as might be expected, signalised his accession by

the persecution of all the friends and rela-
Flight of Mohan Singh. . - oi-i r^ i ^ ,-,, ,

tions of Sib Deb, and obliged them to

abandon Kumaon and fly to the plains. Lakshmipati Joshi, once

a deputy of Harak Deb, was murdered at the deoddr tree near

Almora whilst on his way to pay his respects at the palace, and a

complete reign of terror ensued. Both the Raja of Doti and the

Raja of Garhwal were unwilling to allow this state of things to

continue, and entered into correspondence with Harak Deb, who

was still in prison, and the discontented generally in Kumaon.

Lalat Sah, who was then Raja of Garhwal, first took the field and

advanced by Lohba to Dwara with a considerable force under the

command of Prempati Kumariya. Mohan Singh, distrusting his

own influence with the troops, sent his brother Lai Singh to meet

the Garhwalis, and calling Harak Deb before him begged him to

go and fight against the ancient enemy of their country and that

he should in reward be restored to his offices and lands. Harak

Deb gave a seeming acquiescence, but had hardly time to prepare

himself when intelligence was received of the utter defeat of the

Kum&onis at Bagwali Pokhar (1779 A.D.) Mohan Singh on

76
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l^earing the news resolved on flight and desired Harak Deb to

accompany him, but the latter refused and the usurper fled alone

by Gangoli and the K41i to Lucknow and thepce to Faizullah

Khdn of Rdmpur, where he was eventually joined by Jj^l Singh

and others of his adherents. Lalat Sah sent for Harak Deb, and

owing to his counsels placed a son of his own nanied ^radh?^'^'*'?

on the throne of the Chands under the title of Pradhaman Chand.*

Pradhaman Chand appointed Harak Deb, Jayans^ad and Gar

dhadhar Joshis to the principal oflices and
rradhaman, 1779-86 A.D. ,,,•,, , ,

would, doubtless, ha,ve wiaqe a permanent

impression on the country had the people really desired a stabia

government, bnt they were now too much accustomed to revolu-

tions to believe that any efforts of theirs could establish a firm

peace. Lalat Sah died and was succeeded by his eldest son Jayakrit

or Jaikarat Sah on the throne of Garhwal, and between the two

brothers quarrels soon arose. The Garhwdl Raja demanded an

acknowledgment of his seniority by right of birth, which the Ku-

maon Raja refused to give, on the ground that Kumaon had never

acknowledged the supremacy of Garhwal, and that he was bound

to support the dignity of the throne to which he had succeeded.

In the meantime, Harak Deb wrote to Faizullah Kh^n and beg-

ged him not to assist Mohan Singh in his designs, anci received an,

assurance that the Path4ns would not connive at any attempts ow,

Kumaon. The Nawab also promised not to afford any aid or caun-

tenance, but desired that some means of subsistence shoyld be pro-

vided for the exiled family, a request which was at opce complied

with, but as promptly declined. Mohan Singh, despairing of sue-,

cess, then went on a pilgrimage, E^nd at Allahabad met th?, leadi^J?

of a fighting body of religious mendicants known as N^gas, 9,pdl

promised him the plunder of Almora if they assisted in, ^he inva-

sion of Kumaon. The Naga leader consented and with 1,4!00 men

under four Mahants proceeded to the hills, They entered ku-

maon by the Kosi, and, under pretence of being pilgriips on their

way to Badrindth, got as far as the confluence of the Suw^ and the

Kosi before their real character was discovered- H^uiakDel?! tjie-n

> We have three grants made hy Pradhaman Chand during his, sh/ort reign

In Kumaon;—One dated in 1781 A D., in favour of the faniiijr of Krislinanand

•Joshi • another dated in 1782 A.D., in favour of the family of Benirfcm Upicti,

and a thir 1 dated in 1784 A.D., in favour of the familjr of Rewadhar and Balki-

Bll^n Joshis.
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posted his forces at Charalekh, and sending a present of money to

the Nagas asked them to retire, but urged by Mohan Sigh they

attacked the Kutn&oni forces and were totally defeated, leaving

seven hundred of their dead in the ravines of the Kosi.^

The episode in no wise allayed the jealousy that existed be-

tween the two Rajas : and now the elder
The Joshiyana raid.

^ i i i
• i • , ,

brother, urged by nis advisers, considered

that he had claims to the entire sovereignty of the two kingdoms,

and even intrigued with the exile, Mohan Singh. Harak Deb saw

th^ evils that would certainly accrue from this estrangement and.

tvetit with a strong escort towards Garhwdl and requested that

Jayakrit Sdh would grant him an interview with the object of

fettling the questions in dispute. The Garhwal Raja declined the

interview and would not believe in the sincerity of Harak Deb and,

perhaps,- he was right, for when he attacked Harak Deb, hoping to

surprise him, he found himself opposed to a force which defeated

his troops and obliged him to seek safety in flight. So hardly,

pressed were the Garhwalis in the pursuit that the Raja sickened

and died f and the Kumaoni troops, plundering and burning every

village on their way and even the sacred temple of Dewalgarh,

entered and took possession of the capital, Srinagar. To the pre-

sent day, this raid into Garhwal is known as " the Joshij'ana."

Par4kram Sah, another brother of Pradhaman, had previously pro-

claimed himself Raja of Garhwal, and though Pradhaman at first

played him off as a possible rival to Jaikarat, he now resolved to

enter Garhwal and assume possession of the tlirone. He at first

wished to leaveParakram in Kumaon, but the latter declined, prefer-

ring Garhwal, but was easily reduced to obedience, for the whole

country was against him,^ but remained too long away for his

interests in Kumaon. Although Harak Deb did everything that;

man could do to strengthen his position, the natural enemies of his

' Hence the proverb !

—

Jogi ha b&hu ho haiah (Jt^ij kyn lihariyo cli(i/o.

Meaning, what business had the jogi's (mendicant) father in the army ? A
proverb now often applied to those that meddle in other people's affairs.

' Some say that he was assassinaied by the express orders of Harak Deb.
' The following rhyme was applied lo the weak attempts of Parilcram SSh
to obtain possession of Garhwal :

—

'• Ko Idta kdlha barta o sun hdla tu

Anala le gar Viii-ho dmir duria tu.**

Meaning, " speak, O dumb one, liBttn deaf one i hou ; the blind hath stolen the

Btore, seek the guard you."
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race were too powerful for him. From the soulh came Nandrdm,

from tlie eastern districts, Mohan Singh and Lai Singh, and a

Garhw&li contingent was added by Pardkram Sah, and all united

near the Naitbana fort in Patti Dora Talla of Pali where Harak

Deb lay awaiting reinforcements. None came, however, and many

of his followers deserted him, as they did not care to fight for a

Baja who was a Garhwali in heart and cared more for Srinagar than

for Almora. Harak Deb was defeated and fled to the plains and

thus ended the Garhwali domination in 1786 A.D.

Mohan Singh was again supreme^ at Almora, and being hard

Restoration of Mohan pressed for money to pay his levies, plunder-

Singh, 1786-88, A.D.
g^j ^^le country all round. In Kali Kumaon

be is said to have extracted four lakhs of rupees from M^ras and

Phartiyals alike. Hence the proverb :

—

" Gharo khdi gaya chalc&ra. Jehala pura musk bkaya IcHra."

"The ehakur eat up the food, but both he and the wagtail were

caught in the trap."

Harak Deb applied in vain for assistance from Garhw^l and

was answered only by empty promises. In fact, it is doubtful whe-

ther at this time Pradhaman Sah held the reins of government in

Garhwail, for Mohan Singh is said to have now formed au alliance

with Pardkram Sah by which both agreed to rule in their respec-

tive kingdoms, of which the boundaries were defined, and that Prad-

haman Sah retired into private life. Relying on his own resources

Harak Deb recruited a force in Barhepur in the plains and invaded

Kumaon again. He reached Hawalbagh and met the forces of

Mohan Singh in battle between Sitoli and Railkot, with the result

that the usurper was defeated and taken prisoner with his brother

Ml Singh, whilst his eldest son, Bishan Singh, was killed. Lai

Singh was released and pardoned, but the conqueror took Mohan

Singh to a small dharmsala near the temple of Narayan Tiw4ri

below Haridungari, and there slew him in expiation of his numerous

crimes. This event occurred in the year 1788 A.D. Mohan Singh's

» We have eight grants of land made by Mohan Singh during this period :

—

Date, A. D. In fav ur of-~

1786. Bageswar temple.

1787. Ditto.

17i<7. Bhairab temple in A'.mora.

1788. Bageswar temple.

Dair,, A, O. In favour of-
—

1788. Bhairab temple in Almora.
„ Kaghiiuaihteoiple in Almora.
„ Badrinath temple.

„ Fabaneswar temple in S&lani.
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son, Mahendra Singh, fled to Rdmpur and Harak Deb again entered

Almora as master. He at once wrote to Pradhaman Chand, inviting

him to come to Kumaon and take possession of the vacant throne
;

but mindful of his sufferings and the uncertain tenure by which he

held the country before, the Raja wisely enough refused to comply,

and thus Kumaon was for a time without a master.

This state of things did not last long, for Harak Deb knew well

Sib Singh (Chand), 1788 t^a* though he might rule in the name of

^•^- some Chand, he could never hope to found

a dynasty himself. He, therefore, sent for one Sib Sirgh, a Raotela

said to be descended from Udyot Chand, and installed him as

Eaja under the name of Sib Chand. From the accession of Pra-

dhaman Chand up to the conquest by the Gorkhalis the entire pow-

er of the State was vested in the hands of the Joshis and their ad-

herents and is known amongst the people as " the Joshy^l," but

this time, however, they had not an opportunity for establishing

their government firmly in Almora before Lfil Singh with the

asistance of Faizullah Khan of R4mpur invaded the hills. A bat-

tle was fought at the Dharmsila village near Bhim Tal in which

Gadadhar, the Joshi leader, was slain and his forces were routed.

They all then fled towards Garhwal for assistance, and La! Singh,

passing through Almora, pursued the retreating Joshis as far as.

Ulkagarh in Garhwal, where Harak Deb made a successful stand

and again assuming the offensive, drove his enemies to Chuk^m
on the Kosi. In this action he was aided by a Garhwali contin-

gent sent by Pradhaman Sah. But, on the other hand, a second

Garhwali contingent, sent by the Raja's brother Parakram Sah, now
assisted Lai Singh, who was thus enabled to take the field once

more. Harak Deb retired with Sib Singh to Srinagar, where Pra-

dhaman Sah resided whilst Parakram Sah, always obstinate, un-

steady and unreasonable, supported the pretensions of Lai Singh's

party and agreed to place the son of Mohan Singh on the throne

of Kumaon in return for a subsidy of one and a half lakh of rupees,

thus apparently acting in direct opposition to his brother's policy.

It is very difficult indeed to understand Garhwaili politics at this

time. We see the brothers Pradhaman and Parakram arrayed

as partisans on opposite sides and sometimes living in amity

together at Srinagar and sometimes in arms against each other ; aad
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now whilst Pradhaman Sah gave shelter to the exiled Joshis, Pa-

rAkram accompanied their enemies to Almora and a<»sisted in the

installation of Mahendra Singh, the son of Mohan Singh.^ as Raja

of Karaaon under the title of Mahendra Chand in 1788 A.D.

Lai Singh took the place of Harak Deb and united in his own

Mahendra Singh (Chand), person all the chief offices of the State.

1788-90 A.D. jjg (.qq]j g^jj active part in the persecutioa

of the Joshis and drove many of them into exile, others were im-

prisoned and some of the prominent members were executed for

real or fancied offences. Parakram Sah, too, so used his influence

in Garhwal that Harak Deb fled to the plains and sought the pro-

tection of Mirza Mehndi Ali Beg, Subahdar of Bareilly, on behalf

of the Nawab, but Lai Singh anticipated the result of the Josbi

intrigues in that quarter by presenting himself in person (1789)

before the Nawab of Oudh whilst he was hunting in the jungles at

Khera near Huldwani and claimed the protection of the Oudh

darb4r for Mahendra Singh, who he said had always been their ally

and had willingly acknowledged Oudh as owner of the Tarai.

Before, however, proceeding further we must turn to Nep41 and

briefly trace the rise of the Gorkhali power there.

1 As so much has been said about tliia family, we shall now giyo the genealo-

gical tree. Mr. Batten calls Mohan Singh •• the spuriously descended cousin of

Dip Chand " an:l Mr. Frasir in his report to Government, in 1814 traces the

(ieseent of the family from Pahar Sins^h. the offspring of Biz Bahadur Chand
by a dancing woman : to whose son. Hari Siugli, were legal issue Mohan Singh

and Lai Singh Under the quasi caste name of Raotela are included both the

legitimate and illegitimate junior members of the Chand lamily, and but little

distinction was ever mad? in the hills between the lawfa' and illegitimate ratctt-

bers of a family. Even Ilarak Deb allowed Moh^n Singh to be a dcsoeniant
•' though illegally and basely " of the royal line, and as such it appears to me
thast he would, according to the hill custom, be considered a Kaotela, or oue

sprung from the royal stock. Baz Bahidur Chand.

Pahar Singh.

I

Hari Singhi

f \

Mohan Singh Lai Singh.

t I

Mahendfii Siiigh. Gnmaiii Siitgli'.

Partib Singh. Shiiiraj Slagh,

Kanda Singh.

Bhim Singh.

The elder branch is represeiited by the GoVernmont jieisioner at Alnoora and

the younger branch by Shiu'-aj Singh now of Kashipur and created a Eaja by^

the Blitish Govprnraenf . The c!a;ims of bdth were aeflnitely dismissed in floaird

to Government No. 35, dated May 4th, 1821.



CHAPTER VII.

History—(co%cW,)

CONTENTS.
The Gorkhalis. Ram Bahadur inv-ades Kumaon. Invasion of Gaphwal. Chi-

nese attack Nepal. Attempts by the family of Lai Singh to recover Kumaon.

GorkhSli administration of Kumaon. Kan Bahadur re ires tq Benares. Haral;

Deb. Ran Bahadur returns to Nepal. Garhwal and the Dun under the Gorkhi-

lis ; their punishment on defeat. Gorkhalis in Kumaon, their forces and the

administration of justice Causes of the Nepal war. Aggressions on the Go-

rakhpur frontier. Fruitless negotiations. Butwal. Opening operations of the

war. Invasion of the Diin. Kalanga. From the fall of Kalai^ga to the inva-

sion of Kumaon. Mr. Gardner appointed to political charge. Annexation de-

termined on. Preparations for the invasion of Kumaon. D'sposition of the

forces. Advance on Eanrkhet. Gorkhalis occupy Kumpur. British occupy

Siyahi Devi. Gorkhalis retire to Almora. British octupy Katarmal. Captain

Hearsay's operations in eastern Kumaon, is defeated at Khilpati and taken pri-

soner. Action at Gananath. Capture of Almora. Bam Sah and the Gorkhalis

retire to Doti. Mr. Gardner in civil charge with Mr. Traill as assistant. Long

negotiations regarding peace with Nepal. At length peace is concluded. Garh-

wal affairs. Britisli administration under Traill, Batten and Ramsay.

We have now reached the time when the Chand dynasty that

had so long ruled in Kumaon was to cease
The Gorkhalis.

^^ ^^j^^.^
rp^^^ ^j^^ ^^g ^g sudden as it

was unexpected and was delivered by the Gorkhalis who first

appear in history towards the middle of the last century. At that

time Nepal was broken up into a number of petty states ; in the

valley and its neighbourhood, were Bhatgdon, Banepa, Lalitpdtan

and Kantipur or KSthmandu, to the west were the Vaisya Rajas

and Diilu, Doti, Jumla and Acham, and to the east were the

petty chiefs of the Kir4ntis. To the north, the hills were also

divided amongst a number of petty Rajas each of whom claimed'

independence of Nepal and of each other, and amongst them was

Narbhupala Sah, the ruler of the small state of Gorkha, which lay

about eight days journey to the north of Nep&l. The GorkhSli

Baja seeing the defenceless condition of the valley, divided as it

was amongst a number of families each of whom was at feud with

the other, and anxious to enlarge his narrow dpaxinions whjch
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ill afforded sustenance to its rapidly increasing population, led a

force towards Nepdl and laid claim to the throne. He was, how-

ever, met by the Vaisya Rajas of Noakot and obliged to retire

across the Trisdl Ganga^ to his own country. Finding that his

forces were insufficient and his information regarding the resources

of the valley chiefs was imperfect, Narbhupala Sah resolved to

await a better opportunity and in the meantime to correct the

errors in his calculations which experience had made manifest.

For this purpose his son Prithinar^yana was sent, when quite a

child, to be brought up at the court of Bhdtgaon where he

managed to acquire that intimate knowledge of the factions and

feuds and resources of each country which shortly afterwards

served his purpose so well. Prithinarayana succeeded his father

in 1742 A.D. and commenced his career of conquest by the

annexation of Nuwdkofc and the hill country to the westward.

In addition to great natural abilities and considerable talent as a

commander he was also a master of intrigue and by his agents

found means to foment disturbances between the independent

princes in his neighbourhood and to induce them to apply to him

for aid and support. His troops were constantly exercised and the

wealth already brought to Gorkha by mahy of them, attracted to his

side the best fighting clans in the hills. When he thought the

time was ripe for a decisive blow, he descended with an over-

whelming force and took possession of Noakot, Kirtipur, Banepa,

and Bhatgaon and in 1768 A.D. occupied Kathmandu which

henceforth became his principal residence. The Gorkhalis did

not gain the country without a long and severe struggle during

which strange and fearful cruelties are said to have been perpe-

trated by the invaders. Prithinarayana Sah died in 1775 and waa

succeeded by his son Sinha Partap Sah who during his short

reign was able to add only the country on the east as far as Sum-
bheswara to the Gorkhali possessions. Kan Bahadur Sah suc-

ceeded his father in 1778 with the Rani Indur Lachhmi as regent.*

She was a woman of a determined character verging on cruelty

and under her the work of conquest went rapidly on. Lamjung
> Wright, 147. ' In 1779 the Hani Begcnt was put to death by Bahadut

Sah, uncle of the young king who assumed the reins of government and carried
out the agsrcBsive policy of his predecessor. It was he that completed the Qoa-
qiiest of Acham, Jumla and Doti whence he expelled the reigning Baja Prilhipatl
Sah. It was he also who conceired and carried out the invasion of Kumaon,
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and Tanhan were the first to fall, then followed the country of the

Chaubisi Rajas up to the Kili, including Kashka, Parbat, Prisinghj

Satiin, Isniya, Maskot, Darkot, Urga, Gutima, Jumla, Raghan,

D4rnaa, Juhar, Pj-uthSna, Dhani, Jaserkot, Chili, Golam, Ach^mi
Dhulek, Dulu and Doti,

The Nep41ese darbdr were well acquainted with the state

Ran Bahadur invades ^^ affairs in Kumaou and resolving to add
^"'"*°'''

it to their conquests, wrote to Harak Deb
desiring his assistance and co-operation. There is some reason to

believe that this was at least promised, for we find him join the

Gorkhdlis on their entering into Almora and also named as their

representative should the Gorkhali troops have been obliged to

leave Kumaon to defend their own territory against the Chinese^

a matter which will be noticed hereafter. For this conduct there

can be no excuse and no matter how much he may have suffered

at the hands of the Phartiyatls, the alliance of Harak Deb with the

Gorkhalis cannot but be looked on as selfish and unpatriotic^
^

The Gorkhdli army destined for the invasion of Kumaon set out

from Doti early in 1790 under the command of Chauturiya Ba-

hadur Sab, Kazi Jagjit P^nde, Amar Singh Th4pa and Surbir

Thapa. One division crossed the K41i into Sor and a second

was sent to occupy the patti of Bisung. When news of this in-

vasion arrived at Almora all was confusion and despair. Mahen-

dra Singh summoned the entire fighting population and with part

of his regular troops took the field in Gangoli whilst L41 Singh,

with a like force advanced through Kali Kumaon. Amar Singh

marched against tbe Kum4onis, but was defeated by Mahendra

Singh and obliged to retreat towards Kali Kumaon. Here, how*

ever, the Gorkhalis were successful for at the village of Gatera

near Katolgarh, they succeeded in surprising L41 Singh and drove

him with the loss of two hundred men towards the plains.

Mahendra Singh was on his way to assist his uncle when the

news of this disaster reached him and abandoning all hope of

saving his capital, fled to Kota where he was soon afterwards joined

by Lai Singh from Rudrpur, The Gorkhalis finding the way thus

opened retraced their steps and after some slight resistance at

Hawalbagh, took possession of Almora in the early part (Chait) of

the year 1790,

77
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In the following year we find Harak Deb at Almora and great

preparations made for the invasion of Garb-
Invasion of Garnwal.

, rm /-i 1 1 T 1

wal. The Gorkhalis, however, never pene-

trated beyond Langtirgarh which for a whole year defied their

efforts to reduce it and in the midst of their arrangements for a

more determined attack on the fort, news arrived that the Chinese

had invaded the Gorkh41i possessions and that all the troops

should return to Nepal, giving over to Harak Deb the conquered

territory to the west of the K41i. The Gorkhali leaders had, how-

ever, so impressed Pradhaman Sab with a sense of their power that

he agreed^ to pay a yearly tribute of Rs, 25,000 to the Nepales^e

government and send an agent to the darbar which for the next

twelve years preserved some appearance of amity between the

two governments. The Gorkhali annals simply state that the

Chinese invasion of Nepdlese ' cut the Chinese army into pieces

^^P*'* and obtained great glory.' But M. Im-

bault-huart gives us a very different account of the Chinese inva-

sion of Nepdl from official sources.^ The Panchan L^ima of Tashi-

lonpo died in 1781 during a visit to Pekin and his eldest brother

Hutu Kotu Tchongpa seized on his treasures and refused to give

any to the younger brother Cbo-ma-eul-pa, the Schamerpa' of

K-irkpatrick and Syamarpa Lama of the Nepalese. The latter

fled to Nepal and invited theGorkh41is to invade Tibet. They were,

however, bought off by a secret treaty by which the Lamas promised

them 15,000 taels or £4,800 per annum. Not receiving this, the

Gorkhalis crossed the frontier and sacked Tashilonpo in 1791.

In the following year the Chinese not only expelled the Gorkhalis

from Tibet but penetrated close to Yang-pu or Kathmandu, where

a treaty was signed by which the plunder was restored and recom-

pense was made for the cost of the war. The Chinese troops

returned, but left a garrison of 3,000 men in Lh4sa, and this was the

first time that they made a permanent stay in Tibet. From this

time, too, the NepaleSe have always sent tribute to China. It

was owing to this invasion that the Gorkhalis were obliged to raise

the seige of Langurgarh in Garh wal and return to Almora. They in-

tended to take Harak Deb with them toNepdl as their arrangements

1 A?. TJes., I., 343 (Hardwicke, 1796) : Eaper in 1808 says Es. 9,000 and to

keep a vakii of the Gorkhalis at his court. As. Res., XI, 500. 'History
of the cunquest of Nepal in 1792 translated from the Chinese: J. A. I'aris

7khSer.,XlI., 343(1878).
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with the Garhwdl Raja did not now admit of his succeeding

them in Kumaon, but dreading the future in store for him, Harak
Deb managed to escape on the way and fled to Juhar. In the

meantime news of the peace with China arrived and the Gorkhalis

returned to Almora, so that Harak Deb was unable to proceed

there and stir up his ancient allies in Pali and Bdrahmandal.

The Juhftris who had attached themselves to the Phartiyal factioa

now seized Harak Deb and kept him a close prisoner, sending

information of the event to L41 Singh and Mahendra Singh. The

latter.sent a relative named Padam Singh, the M^ras say, to mur-

der Harak Deb, but as he was not killed, we may venture to hope

that it was only to bring him in custody to the plains. The

prisoner, however, took means to bring round his jailors to his own

side by promising his aid to any attempt that Padam Singh might

make to secure the throne of Kumaon for himself; all he cared for

was that neither Mahendra Singh nor Lai Singh should ever

occupy Almora. The Gorkhalis of the Thdpa party, too, he now

hated as bitterly as the rest and with Padam Singh, as his escort

set out for the court of the Garhwal Raja to ascertain what assist-

ance they might expect from him. Pradhuman Sdh declared

that he would never again interfere in the affairs of Kumaon and

his recent bitter experience of the Gorkhalis did not encourage

him to embroil himself again with them. Padam Singh returned

with his friends to the plains, but Harak Deb remained at Srinagar

and long continued to be the' animating spirit of the prolonged

defence made by that country.

During this time Mahendra Singh had not been idle, he

Attempts to recover attempted to pass by Bhim T^l to Almora,
*-''"°''''- but was attacked by the garrison of the

Barakheri fort and obliged to return to Kilpuri in the Tardi which

he had made his head-quarters. A second expedition towards Kali

Kumaon was equally unsuccessful for he found himself opposed

not only to the Gorkhalis but to the' great mass of the Mfiras,

who together with Harak Deb had again become fast friends of the

intruders. In 1794 A.D. Muhammad Ali Khan of Rampur was

murdered by his brother Ghulam Muhammad Khdn, and though

the Nawab was inclined to condone the offence in consideration of

a bribe, a British force under General Abercrombie advanced
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from Fatehgarh to Bareilly to depose the usurper. There they

awaited the arrival of the Oudh Naw4b and Mr. Cherry before

commencing hostilities.^ The Rohillas, however, determined to

attack the British before the Nawib's troops could joia them

and were completely defeated in a severe action fought at the

bridge across the Sanka river near the village of Bithaura.^ Ghulto

Muhammad fled with his forces to Fatehchaur in the low hills

below Garhwal, but was eventually obliged to yield himself pri-

soner and was at once deported to Benares. So soon as the British

and Oudh troops left Rampur, Mahendra Singh began to levy

the disbanded followers of Ghulim Muhammad for an attempt on

Kumaon,but wearied with these repeated attacks,Amar SinghThapa

marched on K-ilpuri and thus deprived the Kum6,onis of their only

rallying point, Mahendra Singh and his partizans deprived of

every acre of land that they could lay claim to fled to the Oudh

Subahdar and represented that the tract from which the Gorkh4-

lis had ousted them really formed a part of the TarS,i which of

right belonged to the Nawdb and requested his aid in recovering

it from the Gorkhalis. Atabeg Khaa and Raja Sambhunath were

instructed to take measures to protect the interests of the Oudh

darbar and apparently these would have taken the form of a war

with Nepal had not the good offices of Mr. Cherry promoted an

understanding by which the Gorkhdlis agreed to yield up all

pretensions to the low country and the Nawab, on the other hand,

promised to respect the position of the de facto rulers of Kumaoa.

At the same time provision was made for the retention by the

exiled fanaily on some doubtful tenure of a, portion of the Tar^i for

their subsistence and which so far as any jdgir was concerned was

subsequently exchanged by the British for the grant of Chachaitin

the Pilibhit district.

During the years^ 1791-92 Joga Halla Subah managed the

Gorkhili adminiBtration affairs of Kumaon and introduced the first

of Kumaon. settlement of the land revenue. He im-

posed a tax of one rupee on every Msi^ of cultivated land and one

rupee per head (adult male) of the population besides Re. 1-2-6

per village to meet the expenses of his own ofiSce. He was succeeded

'Life of Hafiz Rahmat Khan, 135 i Gaz., V. 'Fatehganj seven railea

north-west of Bareilly. ^ These dates are chiefly taken from official

proceedings ia which the names appear. * Nearly a British acre.
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in 1793 by K4zi Nar Sahi and his Deputy Eamadatta SAhi in

charge of the civil administration and K^lu Pande as commandant.

The administration of Nar Skhi was marked by great cruelties and

excesses. Mercenaries from Nagarkot and the western hills had

of late years been more extensively employed by both factions in

Eumaon and many of them had intermarried with the hill people

and formed scattered colonies in Pali, Barahmandal and Sor. Nar

Sahi doubting their loyalty and determined on their destruction

gave orders that an accurate census should be taken of their num-

bers and the localities in which they resided. He then arranged

that on a night agreed on and at a given signal they should be

slaughtered without mercy. His instructions were carried out and

the people, to the present day, recal the mangal ki rdt (Tuesday

night), or the 'Nar Sdhi kd paid', when they wish to express their

horror of any villainy or treachery. Nar Sahi was recalled and

was succeeded by Ajab Singh Khawas Tbapa and his deputy

Sreshta Thdpa with Jaswant Bhandari as commandant. Events

now occurred atKathm^ndu which had some considerable influence

over Kumaon affairs. Bahadur S&h, who had succeeded in hold-

ing office since 1779, was deposed by his subordinate Prabal Rana

in 1795 and died miserably in prison. Two factions had now

arisen in the state and for a long time their quarrels and jealousies

retarded all active union for aggressive purposes. The one was

known as the Chauntara^ or Chautariya party, from the titles of

their principal leaders who were either sons or nephews of the royal

house, and the other the Thapa party sprung from the commonalty

of the Gorkhili state and raised to power by its military successes,

' A. writer in the Calcutta Review (Jan., 1877, p. 141) giyes two derivations

for this word. The one is from Chautara or Chabulra, a platform of masonry,
by which the houses of the chiefs of the Gorklislis were distinguished from
those of their clansmen. " Hence the cliief became styled amongst his peo-
ple the Chiiutara sahib or master of the platform. In time the eldest s )n of the

chief was called Sahib Ji and the younger ones Chautara Sahibs, nnd thence the

corruption Chauntara or Cha,utariya. The other explanation is that the word ia

derived from ehau (=four) and trl to cross over the ncean. In the Rdjniti,

there are four things essential to the man who is entrusted with the manage*
ment of state affairs; to wit, conciliation, presents, chastisement and the power
of causing misunderstanding amongst the members of thp enemy's party. The
eldest son, who inherited the throne, was not to trouble himself with any afEair

of state and hence the management devolved on liis ycunger brothers, who acted
as ministers. With sucli duties a knowledge of politics was incumbent on
them, and hence they were called Ohauntariyas, that' is those who have crossed

the four oceans of the essentials named above." We h(ave seen ih,^ name applied

to the earlier advisers of Som Chand, and in Kumaon the term is interpreted as

meaning those who transacted tjie affairs of the foar quarters, that is all duties.
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which, in the first instance, were entirely due to them. At this

time, the Chauntara party was still in power, but met its first

reverse in' the disgrace and death of Bahadur Sah. As a conse-

quence of this change of parties we find Amar Singh with his

deputy Gobind Upadhya in charge of the civil administration and

Bhakti Thapa commandant of Kumaon in 1795. The former gave

place to Prabal Rana and his deputy Jaikrishna Thipa in the fol-

lowing year. In 1797 the intrigues at court brought the Chaunta-

ra party once more into temporary power and Bam Sah with his

brother Eudrblr Sdh as deputy supplanted the Thdpa faction in

the civil administration at Almora. Their short tenure of office is

said to have been signalised by the imposition of a new tax of five

rupees per jhiilu^ of cultivated land held by Brahmans which had

hitherto been exempt from the payment of revenue, but as this tax

was very seldom collected, it may be held to have been merely a

measure intended to keep the more refractory and intriguing

members of that caste in order. So long as they gave no trouble to

the authorities it was not levied, but if the Brahman landholders

were suspected of paying more attention to political affairs than to

the cultivation of their holdings, the tax with arrears was at once

demanded. Ajab Singh and Sreshta Thapa, who had previously

held office in 1794, relieved Bam Sah and his brother, but were

themselves succeeded in a few months by Dhaukal Singh Bashnyat

and his deputy Major Ganapati Upadhya. Dhaukal Singh was a

man of violent temper and possessed of little tact in the manage-

ment of his troops, so that in a dispute which he had with them

regarding their pay he attempted to cut down one of his men, but

was himself killed in the fray.

In 1800, Ran Bahadur, in a feeble way, attempted to assert his

Ean Bahadur goes to position as head of the state and wished to

Benares. dismiss his Thapa ministers, but they unit-

ing with the Mdhila (second) Rani compelled the Raja to abdicate

in favour of his son, who was raised to the throne under the name

Girbdn-juddha Vikram Sah with the Rani as nominal regent.

Ran Bahadur assumed the garb of a mendicant and the name of

Nirgunananda Swami and went to live in Devapatan, and then in

Lalitpur, where he so conducted himself as to give offence to the

'^From six to thirteen acres according to the custom of the place.
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religious feelings of the entire people. It is said that when one of

his women was ill and notwithstanding a liberal expenditure on

offerings to the deity, Taleju,^ the favorite, did not intprove, Ran
Bahadur directed that the image should be defiled and broken

and the physicians who attended the lady should be executed.

Owing to similar excesses he was at length forced to retire to

Benares, where he received protection and assistance at the hands

of the Engliijh Resident. In 1802, Rudrbir Sah succeeded Dhau-

kal Singh in Kumaon for a few months, and in 1803 K4ji Gajkesar

Pande with his deputy Krishnanand Subahdar assumed charge of

the civil administration.

The year 1803 is remarkable for the great and successful effort

made by the Thapa party to reduce Garh-
Conquest of Garhwal. , -r, , . -^ , i_

wal. Ever since the siege of Langurgarh

was raised in 1792, small parties of Gorkhalis had periodically plun-

dered the border parganahs, which they were taught to look upon

as their lawful prey. The prisoners made in these expeditions

were sold into slavery, the villages were burned and the country

made desolate. Still the Garhwalis did not always allow these

raids to pass unpunished. Reprisals were made and a border

warfare ensued, characterised as all such wars are by deeds of

wanton cruelty and blood-thirsty revenge. Several fresh attempts

had been made to capture Langiirgarh, but all had proved fruit-

less, and now the Gorkhali leaders, Amar Singh Thapa, Hastidal

Chautariya, Bam Sak Chautariya, and others, at the head of a

numerous and well-equipped Teteran array invaded Garhw^l. In

Hardwicke's narrative* we have a description of Pradhuman Sah

and his brothers in 1796, which we may make use of here. The

Eaja appeared then "to be about twenty-seven years of age, in

stature something under the middle size, of slender make, regular

features, but effeminate." His brother Parakram Sah was a stouter

and more manly person, and Pritam Sah, then about nineteen

years of age, is described as bearing a strong likeness to the Raja

in make, features and voice. All wore plain muslin jamahs with

coloured turbans and waist-bands, without jewels or other decora-

tions. Pradhuman Sah's appearance did not belie his character

;

mild and effeminate to a degree he did not grasp the nature of

1 Wright, 262. ' As. Kes., I., 334.
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the danger to which he was exposed and portents had already pa-

ralysed his superstitious mind and warned him that his hour had
come. The priests of Paliyagadh at the sacred sources of the

Jumna had foretold' the Gorkhali conquest and the death of Pra-

dhuman Sah at Dehra, and his capital itself had been visited by
an earthquake/ which rendered his palace uninhabitable; frequent

shocks took place for several months, and it is said that many an-

cient streams ran dry, whilst new springs appeared in other places.

No real resistance was offered and the Raja and his family fled by

Barahat to the Diin closely pursued by the victorious Gorkhalis

who occupied Gurudw^ra or Dehra in the cold-weather (October,

of 1803.^) Pradhuman Sdh then took refuge in the plains and

through the good offices of the Gujar Raja Ramdayal Singh of

Landhaura was enabled to collect a force of some twelve thousand

men, with whom he entered the Diin, resolved to make one attempt

to recover his kingdom. In this he was unsuccessful, and in an action

fought at Khurbura near Dehra perished with most of his Garh-

wali retainers (January, 1804). Pritam Sah, the brother of Pra-

dhuman Sah, was taken prisoner and sent in custody to Nepal, but

Sudarshan or Sukhdarshan Sah, the eldest son of the deceased

Raja, escaped to British territory, and Pardkram Sah, who had so

long been a trouble to his brother, took refuge with Sonsar Chand

in Kangra. Amar Singh, with his son Ranjor Tbapa as* deputy, held

the administration of both Kumaon and the newly-annexed territory

in their own hands during 1804, whilst preparations were being

made to extend the Gorkhali conquests westward. In 1805, we

find Ritudhvaja Thapa, Bijai Singh Sahi and Hardatta Singh Ojha in

Kumaon engaged in a revision of the settlement of the land-revenue,

but in the following year Ritudhvaj was recalled and for some crime

was executed in Doti. He was replaced by Chautariya Bam Sah, who

retained the administration of the affairs of Kumaon in his own hands

until the British conquest in 1815. This change from the Thapa to

the Chauntara faction was again due to the intrigues at Kathmandu.

We must now return to Harak Deb, who was left in Garhw^

after his unsuccessful application to Pradhu-

man Sah for aid against Kumaon. He
1 Himala Mountain, 409. ' The date given is Bhadon Anant 14th, San

Igeo. 3 It is not a little remarkable that the Gorkhalis entered the Dun as

conquerors in the same month that the British first occupied Sahiranpur. See
Gazetteer, II., 262,
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seems to have held some office there, for in 1794 we find his liame

connected with an application made to the Garhwal darMr to

expel the adherents of the Rohilla Ghuldm Muhammad, who had

taken refuge in the Patli Diin. Harak Deb was much disappointed

at the arrangements made V)y the Oudh darbar with the Gorkhalis

relative to Kumaon affairs and went in person to plead the cause

of the oppressed Garhwalis before the Nawab. Asaph-ud-daula refer-

red him to Mr. Cherry, who had then gone as Resident to Benares,

saying that as it wast hrough the advice and intervention of his

friend Mr. Cherry that the agreement with the Gorkhalis had been

concluded, no alteration could be effected without his consent.

In 1797, Harak Deb, then fifty years of age, presented himself as

a vakil on the part of the Garhwal Raja at Benares, before the

British Resident, and some correspondence acftually took place with

Mr. Graham relative to theGorkhali position and the real or fancied

wrongs of their subjects in the hills, which was only interrupted

by the murder of Mr. Cherry in 1799. Harak Deb then went to

the Court of Sonsar Chand of Kangra in quest of aid and applied

to the Sikh ruler and also to Lord Lake, but obtained nothing

more than sympathy. About this time Ran Bahadur came to

Benares, and hearing of Harak Deb and his well-known hostility

to the Thapa faction sent a messenger to him at Kankhal and

invited him to visit Benares. The result of the interview was

that Harak Deb offered to espouse the cause of the Raja and aid

him in any attempt that he chose to make on Nepal, and as a

preliminary movement despatched his son Jainarayan to make his

way with a small force through Garhwal and Juhar to Jumla,

where they knew that there were many adherents of the Raja's

party. Jainarayan got as far as Lilam in Juh^r, where he was

detained quite as much by the disaffection and indeed exhaustion

of his own people as by the active opposition of the Juhdris, who

had broken down a bridge to stop his way. In the meantime the

Juh4ris amused the Garhwalis with promises of aid, whilst in reality

fleet messengers conveyed information of their presence and con-

dition to the nearest Gorkhali post, the result being that Jainarayan

and his party were captured and the foriner was sent prisoner to

Nepal, where he remained until the British conquest. This unto-

ward result was soon followed by the death of Pradhuman S6,h, and

78
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in disgust Harak Deb retired again to Kankhal, vowing never to

take any active part in politics again. But here he was in the

centre of the Nepdlese traffic in Garhwali slaves and was the only

one that the poor and oppressed could now look up to for any

alleviation of their miseries. Accordingly we find numerous letters

of his to Mr. Eraser, our Resident at Dehli, complaining of the

atrocities committed by the Gorkbalis on the hill people, whilst

his connections with Nepal still enabled him to be of use to Ran

Bahadur, with whom also he held frequent communications.

When Ran Bahadur left Nepal, the reins of office were

Kan Bahadur returns held by Damodar Pande and Kirtiman
*° ^*P^^- Sinha Bashnydt, but gradually Sher Baha-

dur Sdh, said by some to be the son of Partab Sinha by a

Newari woman, became the head of one faction and Bhimasena

Thapa the head of another, as well as secret and confidential ad-

viser of the exiled Raja. Neither trusted the other and at length

the Thapa chief resolved on sending for the old Raja and caused

intimation of certain circumstances favourable to him to be

conveyed to him at Benares. Ran Bahadur at once applied

for and received the arrears of pension that was allowed to him

through the British Government by his own. He then set out for

Kathmandu and arrived there before it was known that he had

even left Benares. The troops sent to stop his progress fraternised

with his retinue and almost without a blow being struck, the Raja

was restored. For a time the Chauntara party flourished and, as

we have seen. Bam S^h became civil governor of Kumaon. Un-

fortunately, however. Ran Bahadur's disposition had not been im-

proved by exile. He commenced a series of persecutions and con-

fiscations which had the effect of reuniting the Thapa party and

giving them as allies even many who were otherwise opposed to

them. On one occasion he dropped a piece of paper^ on which

were written the names of many who were intended for destruc-

tion : this paper was picked up by Sher BahMur S^h, who, seeing

his own name amongst the proscribed, assassinated Ran Bahddur in

1807. For a time all was confusion. Bhimasena Thapa was at the

head of the government, and Thdpas and Chauntaras fell to blows.

> Fraser'B Himala Mouuta'n, 6 -. Mr. J. B. Fraser was brother of the Dehli

RcBident and accompanied liim in a tour through the conquered territories la

J1815| BO that he had exceptional ssurces of information.
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Balrim S^h slew Sher Bahitidur, and in the end the Th£psi party-

replaced Girban-Juddha on the throne with Bhimasena as his prin-

cipal adviser. Amar Singh Thdpa was appointed generalissimo of

all the Nepdlese forces to the westwards, and KCji Amar Singh, the

father of Bhimasena, held command in Nepal. Ofall the Chauntara

party only Bam S4h, Hastidal Sah, Rudrbir S6h, Dalbhanjan

Pande, and a few others retained any offices and these were in the

shape of some unimportant commands and pensions. The Thargars

and Baradars of the party in disgrace were, as might be expected,

dissatisfied with the existing state of affairs and constantly watch-

ed for an opportunity for overthrowing the Thapas and getting

the reins of government again into their own hands. The know-

ledge of this disposition was not forgotten later on when the

British were obliged to pay attention to Nepalese affairs and

doubtless contributed, in some measure, to decide our Government

to interfere when they did.

Fjjom the subscriptions to documents confirming the grants of

Garhwal under the Gor- lands free of revenue to the Garhwal tem-
'^''^''^- pies we gather that Hastidal SAh (with some

interruptions) and Sardar Bhakti Thdpa were connected with its

government from 1803 to 1815. But in addition we find the

following names occur :

—

1804. Kaji Ranadhir Sinha, Kaji Amar Sinha Thdpa, Ranajifc

Sinha Kunwar, Angad Sardar and Sarddr Parsurdm

Thdpa.

1805. Chandrabir Kunwar, Vijayanand Upadhya, Gaje Sinha.

1 806. Aehtadal Thdpa, Rudrbir Sah, Kdji Ranadhir, Parsurdm

Thdpa.

1807-9. Cbdnnu Bhandari, Parsur^m Thdpa, Bluiron Thdpa.

1810. Kaji Bahddur Bhandari, Bakshi Dasarath Khatri and

Subahddr Sinhbir Adhikari.

181 1-1 5. Amar Sinha Thdpa and Pharmar^m Faujddr.

We are unable to say what was the position in the administration

held by these officers individually, but we know that until 1805-6,

at least, Hastidal had little or no influence in the government. After

a time Mahant Harsewak Rdm was reinstated^ in the Ddn and some

« As. Ees., XI., 464.
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improvement took place, which was farther increased when Hastidal

was recalled from Kangra and took an active part in the manage-

ment of affairs. Mr. Williams tells us that :
—

" Raids from Saharan-

pur and the Panjab had been brought to an abrupt termination by

the fuifilment of a threat to burn one village for every plundering

party that entered the Dun. A band of ,Sikhs once had the

temerity to set the new government at defiance and, as in the days

of yore, sacked a village, carrying away several women and driving

off the cattle. The Nepalese commandant, receiving intelligence

of the outrage, sent two hundred men in pursuit of the marauders

whose own dwellings were surrounded and set on fire. Every man,

woman or child attemping to escape was naassacred in cold blood,

except a few of the handsomest females, whose beauty purchased

their Jife. This signal example had the desired effect," From

Raper's account of his journey to survey the Ganges, in 1808, we

gather a few more particulars. He met Hastidal S^h at Hardwar

and describes him as a man of about forty-five years of age, of

middle stature, pleasing countenance and desirous in every way to

aid him. A few days afterwards Raper was introduced to Hasti-

dal' s successor, Bhairon Thapa, who is described as the very reverse

of friendly and only anxious to impede his progress, though event-

ually they parted good friends, Raper also notices the excessive

rigour of the Gorkhali rule in Garhwal and writes' :
—"At the foot of

the pass leading to Har-ka-pairi is a Gorkhili post, to which slaves

are brought down from the liills and exposed for sale. Many hundreds

of these poor wretches, of both sexes, from three to thirty years

of age, are annually disposed of in the way of trafl&c. Thes.e slaves

are brought down from all parts of the interior of the hills and

sold at Hardwar at from ten to one hundred and fifty rupees each."

Mr. J. B. Eraser computed the number sold during the Gorkhali

occupation at 200,000, but we may hope that this is an exag-

geration. Where delinquents were unable to pay the fine imposed,

the amount of which, be it remembered, rested entirely tit the

arbitrary discretion of the Gorkhali ofificer in charge of the district,

he was sold into slavery together with his family. Parents driven

to desperation sold their children and, under certain circumstances,

uncles sold their nephews or nieces and elder brothers, their youngqr

* Iliid. At this time a camel cost Es. 75 and a horee Kb. 250 to Ks. 300.
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brothers and sisters. Bhairon Thdpa was sent to the siege of

Kangra find was succeeded at Srinagar by his son Sreshta Thapa,
who had formerly held office in Kumaon. Hastidal seems to have
fallen into disgrace because his brother Rudrabir Sah executed a
treaty with Sonsar Chand of Kangra which was displeasing to the

Thapa faction.

For an account of Garhwal immediately after the British con-

State of Garhwdl at the quest when it had been for some twelve
conquest m 1816

years under Gorkhali governors we have
some information in the journals of Mr. J. B. Fraser and others.

Raper, writing in 1814, says :—" The people are most vehement
in their complaints against the Gorkhalis, of whom they stand ia

the utmost dread, but from the slavish habits and ideas they have
contracted, it is doubtful if a spirit of resistance or independence

could ba excited amongst them. The villages in Garhwal afford a

striking proof of the destruction caused by the Gorkhalis ; unculti-

vated fields, ruined and deserted huts, present themselves in every

direction. The temple lands alone are well tilled." Mr. Fraser^

writes of the Dun that under the Garhwali Rajas it. yielded to

Government a revenue of a lakh of rupees a year; but the Gorkhalis

"having much ruined it, never realised^ more than Rs. 20,000 per

annum." On his march thence to the sources of the Ganges, the

general appearance of the country was that of one that had been

subject to all the horroi-s of war. Deserted and ruined villages

lined the road and frequent patches of terrace cultivation now
becoming overgrown with jungle alone showed where hamlets had

once stood. He again writes :

—

" The Gorkhalis ruled Garhwal with a rod of iron and the country fell in

every way into a lamentable decay. Its villages became deserted, its agricul-

ture ruined and its population decreased beyond computation. It is said that

two lakhs (200,000) of people were sold as slaves, while few families of conse-

quence remained in the country ; but, lo avoid the severity of the tyranny, they

either went into banishment or were cut off or forcibly driven away by their

tyrants, yet some of the individual rulers of these conquerors were mild and

not disliked. Bam Sah and Hastidal, the governors of Garhwal, were disposed

to indulgence ; and in some situations the country towards the close of the

Gorkhali rule was again improving and getting reconciled to its new state.

'Ranjor Singh Thapa was also a well-disposed man and a mild governor, and

'. Himala Mountains, 384, &c. ' Baper puts the GorkhSli revenue in

1808 at Be. 35,000 : As Bes., XL, 466.
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inclined to justice, but the executive officers were severe. Their manners as con-

querors -were rough, and they despised the people they had conquered, so that

at gome distance from the seat of government exactions went on, insults and

scenes of rapine were continually acted, and the hatred of the people to their

tyrants was fixci and exasperated : the country was subdued and crushed, not

reconciled or accustomed to the yoke ; and, though, the spirit of liberty was

sorely broke, and desire for revenge was checked by the danger of avowing

such sentiments, a deliverance from the state of misery groaned under was

ardently, though hopelessly, wished for."

But a day of reckoning arrived for the oppressors and the follow-

ing extract would excite our pity for the Gorkhalis did we not

know that it was but the natural outburst of a savage and oppress-

f ti Q - ^^ people and a punishment well earned

khalis after their de- by deeds of rapine and cruelty. Mr. Fra-

ser writes :
—

" It was usual during the

time when the Gorkhalis were in power to station parties in the

different districts for the purpose of collecting the revenue, and

in progress of time many of them took daughters of the zamindars

in marriage ; not always with the good will of the latter, but the

connection formed a tie between the conquerors and the conquered,

which though far weaker, from the savage and treacherous nature

of the people, and circumstances of violence under which it was

formed, than a similar one iu most other countries would have

been, was still sufficient, during its existence, to guarantee the life

and prevent the murder of the son-in-law. When the power of

the Gorkhdiis was broken and their troops taken prisoners or

scattered, those in the remoter districts, who were thus connected,

choose to domesticate with their wives and families rather than

run the hazard of retreating through a country of hostile savages,

ripe for revenge upon tyrannical but now foreign masters, others too

in like manner, although not enjoying the security resulting from

any such tie, choose rather to trust to the protection of some za-

mindars whom they had known, and had possibly once obliged,

and by whom they believed that their lives would not be attacked,

than risk their safety in a more dangerous flight, although the

loss of property in both cases was nearly certain. Thus individuals

of this wretched people were found in the hills in every district,

and almost every one was stripped of his property even till they

were in want of clothes to cover them from the weather. Many-

were more deplorably situated. Some wounded and neglected
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were found languishing unassisted and wanting even necessaries.

Others had fled to the jungles to escape the massacre to which

their comrades had fallen victims and for a long time subsisted on

the roots and fruits found in thick forests. Even the marriage tie

did not always enstiie good treatment, and not unfrequently when

the terrors of consequences ceased, the zaminddrs reclaimed their

daughters and forced them to leave their husbands, although the

stipulat-ed prices had been paid for them."

The character of the fiscal arrangements of the Goikhdlis in

Kumaon will be noticed elsewhere. Though but little opposition

had been shown by the people in general
Gorkhahs in Kumaon,

.

./ i *

to their new masters, they were none the

less harassed, taxed and oppressed by them. We can easily under-

stand the reasons for this apathy on the part of the Kum^onis if

we consider the losses caused by the continued struggle for power

between the Joshis and the adherents of Mohan Singh, for which

the peasantry could obtain no redress. It mattered little to the

working population which of the two parties succeeded to the su-

preme power, provided they could make their rule respected. This

constant change of masters and the irregular demands which

were found necessary to recruit an empty exchequer tended to

weaken the tie of loyalty to those nominally possessed of the

reins of government. Many stories are told of the cruelties

perpetrated by the Gorkhalis during the earlier years of their rule

in Kumaon, but a few will suffice. On one occasion a new

tax was imposed to which there was no response, and in order to

make an example the headmen of fifteen hundred villages were

sent for under pretence of explaining to them the object of the tax.

The men came, but were all slaughtered in cold blood as a warning

to the rest, and there were, therefore, few arrears in those days.

Many of the better classes fled to the plains and the families of

defaulters were sold into slavery in Rohilkhand, Though, during

the last seven years of the Gorkhdlis' rule, the condition of the

people was ameliorated and a better administration put an end

to many of the most glaring abuses, the reputation they earned

for themselves in Kumaon will not for many generations be forgot-

ten. Their tyranny has passed into a proverb, and alt the present

time when a native of these hills wishes to protest in the strongest
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language in his power against some oppression to which he has

been subjected, he exclaims that for him the Company's rule has

ceased and that of the Gorkhalis has been restored.

From the year 1806, when Bara Sah^ became civil governor of

the province, matters changed very much for
Bam Sah in Ktunaon. t-t i n

the better. He began at once to adopt mea-

sures to secure a better administration. Regained over a number

of the principal Brahmans and other leading men by promises or

by bribes, and w^as thus able to frustrate the weak attempts of dis-

turbers from the outside. Garhwal was at this time governed as

if its rulers' sole object was to turn it again into a jungle, but

Kumaon appears to have been favored iu every way. The pro-

perty of private individuals was respected, the grants of land

made by previous rulers were confirmed to the actual possessors,'

the revenue was collected in the usual manner, a rude attempt to

administer justice was made, and most prized of all it was forbid-

den to sell the persons of revenue-defaulters and their families into

slavery. A great nuniber gf Kumaonis were taken into the Gor-

khali service and a'la:rge proportion of the levies sent to the west

were raised in Kumaon, so that in 1814 quite two-thirds of the"

Nepalese forces were composed of nien' from the upper parganahs

of Kumaon or Garhwal. These levies were not however incorpo-

rated with the regular troops, but were rather considered in the'

light of a local militia and received regular pay only when on

foreign service. When disbanded or on return from foreign ser-*

vice, they had a small subsistence allowance granted to them,

generally by an assignment of land, and which was considered in

the light of a retaining fee. They were as a rule under the orders'

of Gorkhali officers, though Kumaonis occasionally were intrusted

with small commands. The levies were armed much io the same'

way as the regular troops, but were inferior to the Gorkhalis in

strength, activity and gallantry, though capable of doing excellent"

service under good leaders. In Kumaon, the army was distribu-'

ted throughout the province and each district was obliged to"

provide pay for a certain nu-Tiber of men. This unsatisfactory

arrangement led to numerous complaints, and moved by these"

' Baper calls him Bnim Sah and describes him in 1808 as a tall, stoul", good-
'

looVing man, about sixty years of age, with a slight impediment in his;,

Bpeecb,
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the Nepal darMr sent a commission, at the head of which was

Rewant K4ji, in 1807-8, to inquire into the system and redress

grievances. But with the country parcelled out amongst a num-
ber of military officers whose object it was to extract as much as

po.'ssible in the shortest time from their fiefs, the good done by

the commission only lasted so long as they were present. Accord-

ingly we find that in 1809 Bam Sah himself had to revise the en-

tire arrangements and draw up a regular settlement and record

which remained in force until the conquest. The principal offi-

cers were changed every year; during their tenure of office they

were called jdgiriya and on retirement dhakuriya ; their salary

{bdli) was, like that of their men, obtained by assignments on

some village.

Captain Hearsey in a letter to Government in 1815 describes

„ the Gorkhdli commanders as " ignorant.
The Gorkhali army. - . , , ,

subtle, treacherous, faithless and avaricious

to an extreme ; after conquest and victory, blood-thirsty and re-

lentless ; after defeat, mean and abject ; no reliance can be placed

cia any of their terms or treaties, and hitherto they have kept up
a threatening countenance towards the Chinese Government, pre-

tending to be a part of our Government, dressing their troops in red

uniforms, arming them with muskets and apeing the names of

our subordinate officers. To our Government they have acted with

great reserve, imitating the Chinese address and forms and wish-

ing to inculcate in our minds that they were tributary to the

Chinese. Their soldiers are badly armed and can bear no com-

parison to Scindia and Holkar's troops." The injustice of these

remarks was sufficiently shown at Malaun, Kalanga, Jaithak and

Almora. It is true that the Nepdlese affected the European style

of exercise, dress and arms, and even the denomination of rank

given to their officers was English, for we have on the grants made

by tfaem, the titles, colonels, majors and captains, as well as subah-

dars, faujdars, sardars and kajis, but this can hardly have been

done for the purpose of deceiving the Chinese. The pay of the

regular troops was eight rupees a month whilst on active service

and only six rupees at other times.

The men were. armed with the iaZtoar or sword, Mkri or curved,

knife and match-locks, and the officers carried the sword and shield,

79
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fctifcri and bow and arrows, in the use of which they were Verfr

dexterous. " The sword was sometimes of the peculiar shape known,

as koi'a or bujdli, the edge having a curve inward like a reaping -

hpok, but far more straight and very heavy, particularly at the

point end, where it is very broad and ends abruptly square."

Jinjdls or wall-pieces were in tise to defend the stockades and

.

they had a few small guns. Mr. Fraser's estimate^ of the Nepalese

as men and. soldiers may be added here as a set-off against the

descriptions of Raper and Hearsey:—" The regular army of Nepal,

has been for so long a time accustomed to active service, to a

series of constant warfare and victory, that the men have become

really veteran soldiers, under the advantages of necessary control •

and a certain degree of discipline: and from their continual success

they have attained a sense of their own value^-a fearlessness of dan-

ger and a contempt of any foe opposed to them. They have much of-

the true and high spirit of a soldier -that setting of life at nought

in comparison with the performance of duty and that high sense

of honor which forms his most attractive ornament and raises his

character to the highest. They are also cheerful, patient of fatigue, ^

industrious at any labor to which they are put, very tractable and;

quiet, and from what has fallen under .my own observation and

:

knowledge, not, 1 think, wanton or crueh This, however, is a

somewhat dubious part of their character: in various situations

they have behaved in different ways, and have given reason tO',

presume that their natural description, whatever it may be,- is

swayed by situations and circumstances : even as a nation their j

character seems various and unsettled. The individuals must;

exhibit a greater variety still." At the same time we must not;

forget the many acts of cruelty committed by them and their tyran-.

njcal treatment of the unfortunate Garhwalis.

The administration of justice was on no regular systena, each

of the officers exercising jurisdiction according to his position and

the number of men at his disposal to ensure his orders being obeyed.

'

Administration of jus- Throughout Kumaon and GarhwAl all civir

*"«• and petty criminal cases were disposed of by

the commandant of the troops to which the tract was assigned,

•wdiile eases of importance were disposed of by the civil governor of

•Himala Mount., 10.
'
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t1>e province assisted by tlie military chiefs who happened to be'

present at his head-quarters.' But the commandants were fre-

quently absent on active duty and delegated their powers to Be-:

ch^ris, as their deputies were styled, who either farmed the dues

on law proceedings at a specific sum or remained accountable for

the full receipts.' Their method of procedure was that common to

their predecessors and most Hindu states and was simple in the

extreme. A brief oral examination of the parties was conducted iu;

presence of the court, and in case of doubt the section of the MahA-,

bhdrata known as the Harivansa was placed on the head of the

witness, who was then required to speak the truth. "Where the

evidence of eye-witnesses was not procurable or the testimony was^

conflicting as in the case of boundary disputes, recovirse was had

to ordeal. Three forms of ordeal were in common use : (a) the

gola-dip, in which a bar of red-hot irou was carried in the hands for-

a certain distance: (6) the karai-dip, in which the hands was

plunged into burning oil, and like the former the evidence of inno-

cence was that no harm resulted ; and (c) the tardzu-ka-dip, in

which the person undergoing the ordeal was weighed against a numT

ber of stones which were carefully sealed and deposited in some

secure place and again weighed the next morning, and if the per-

son undergoing this ordeal proved heavier than on the preceding

evening, his innocence was considered established. Even the ma-

hant of the sacred temple of Ram Rai at Dehra had to submit to

the karai-dip ordeal when charged with murder, and being severely

burned was obliged to pay a heavy fine. The judgment was

recorded on the spot and witnessed by the by-standers and then

handed over to the successful party, whilst the other was mulcted in a

heavy fine proportioned more to his means than the importance oif

the case. Panchdyats or councils of arbitrators were frequently

had recourse to, especially in cases of disputed inheritance and com-

mercial dealings, and these, too, were frequently disposed of by

lot. The names of the parties were written on slips of paper

of equal size, shape and material, and were then laid before an

idol in a temple ; the priest then went in and took up one of

the papers, and the name recorded therein was declared successful.

Many matters were simply decided in a somewhat similar way by

' Traill in Kumaon Memoir, 27. * Garhwal was divided into three
«Qmniands, As. Res., XI., 499.
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the claimant proceeding to some well-known temple and there*

swearing by the idol that his statement was the true one. To the

present day several temples are celebrated in this respect.

The following forms of ordeal are also noted by Traill :
—

" The

Ur-ka-dip, in which the person remained with his head submerged

in water while another ran the distance of a bow shot and back,

was sometimes resorted to. The Gorkhdli governors introduced

another mode of trial by water, in which two boys, both unable to

swim, were thrown into a pond of water and the longest liver

gained the cause. Formerly poison was in very particular causes

resorted to as the criterion of innocence ; a given dose of a parti-

cular root was administered, and the party, if he survived, was

absolved. A further mode of appeal to the interposition of the

deity was placing the sum of money, or a bit of earth from the

land in dispute, in a temple before the idol ; one of the parties

volunteering such test, then with imprecations on himself if false,

took up the article in question. Supposing no death to occur

within six months in his immediate family, he gained his cause
;

on the contrary he was cast in the event of being visited with any

great calamity, or if afflicted with severe sickness during that

period."

Treason alone as a rule was punished by death. Murder if

„ .
committed by a Brahman brought a sen-

Pumshment. ^ , • ,

tence of banishment and all other crimes

were visited by fines and confiscation. The wilful destruction of

a cow, however, or the infringement of caste by a Dom, ' such as

touching the pipe {hukka) of a Brahman or Rajput, were also

punishable with death. Under the previous governments death

was inflicted by hanging or beheading, but the Gorkhalis intro-

duced impaling and sometimes put their convicts to death with the

most cruel tortures. Under the Chands, executions were rare and

confined almost exclusively to Doms, but under the GorkhiUis they

became numerous and common. Traill writes:

—

" In petty thefts, restitution and fine were commonly the only penalties

Inflicted ; in those of magnitude, the offender was sometimes subjected to the loss

of a hand or of his nose. Crimes of the latter description have ever, in these

hills, been extremely rare, and did not call for any severe enactment. Acts of

omission or commission, involving temporary deprivation of Qaste, as also cases

of criminal intercourse between parties connected within, the degrees of affinlt/i
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prcBcribeil by the Hindu law, offered legitimate objects of flue. Adultery among

the lower classes was punished in the same manner. Where, however, the husband

was of rank or caste, the adulterer was commonly put to death and the adulteress

deprived of her nose. The revenge of the injury was on these occasions left to

the husband, who by the customs of the country, and by the existing principles of

lionor was authorized and required to wash off the stain on his name by the blood

of the offending parties, and no lapse of time from the commission or discovery of

the crime proved a bar to the exaction of this revenge. Convicts were occasion-

ally condemned to labor on the private lauds of the Kaja, to whom they from that

period became hereditary slaves. Criminals also settling at a royal village in the

Tar&i called Garhgaon received a free pardon, whatever might have been their

offence. In cases of self-destruction, the nearest relations of the suicide wer<>

invariably subjected to a heavy fine. The most oppressive branch of the police,

and that which proved the most fruitful source of judicial revenue, consisted

in the prohibitions issued under the Gorkhali government against numerous

acts, the greater Part of which were in themselves perfectly unobjectionable.

The infringement of these orders was invariably visited with fines ; indeed they

would appear to have been chiefly issued with such view, as among the many

ordinances of this kind it may be sufficient to specify one which in Garhw&l

forbade any woman from ascending on the top of a, house. This prohibition,

though apparently ridiculous, was in fact a very serious grievance : a part of the

domestic economy hitherto left to the women, such as drying grain, clothes, &c.,

is performed there, and firewood and provision for immediate consumption

are stored in the same place, and the necessity for men superintending these

operations, by withdrawing them from tlieir labor in the fields, was felt as a

hardship."

We have now to turn our attention to othex parts of upper

India to trace the circumstaaces under
Causes of the Nepal war.

i • , , t-. • • i i i • i i
which the British power was established

in these hills.^ For several years before the commencement of the

Nepalese war in 1814, the Gorkhalis had been making a series of

petty encroachments on the British territories at the foot of the

Himalaya. Most of these aggressions were entirely without excuse,

but as they produced no worse results than occasional feeble

remonstrances on our part, the Gorkhalis persevered in the same

• The best account published of the war with Nepal is that by Mr. IT. T.

Prinsep in his " History of the Political and Military Transactions in India

during the administration of the Marquess of Hastings, 1813-23." Whilst
acknowledging its value we must mention that Prinsep's work is based on the

official correspondence of the time, and that as the following sketch is drawn from

the same sources, occasional coincidence of expression and treatment will be

observed which are not to be attributed to plagiarism. The greater part, though

not the whole, of the documents relating to the war which are now in the Kumaon
Commissioner's office, and which have all been carefully examined and collated,

•will be found in the " Papers regarding the administration of the Marqaess of

Hastings ialnflia," printed by order of the Court of Proprietors in 1824. My
obligations are also due to the private correspondence of Colonel Gardner during

the Kumaon war, which has been placed at my disposal.
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systemon every favourable opportunity. The most important'

of these encroachments and the immediate cause of the rupture

with the Nepalese Government took place in the Biitwal parganah,

in the Gorakhpur district. The Gorkhalis in 1804, on the pretence

that this parganah had formerly belonged to the Raja of Palpa,'

whose territories in the hills they had seized, took possession of

Biitwal, which was then under direct British management. Beyond,

weak remonstrances and still worse demands, the enforcement of

which was forgotten or avoided, no notice was taken of this aggres-

sion until 1812, when the further encroachments of the Gorkhalis

in the same quarter had become so flagrant that the serious

attention of our Government was at last drawn to them. The

Gorkhalis naturally attributed the indifiference which we had

hitherto shown to fear, or at least to a disinclination to enter into

a contest with them, and consequently refused to surrender any

of their acquisitions. The usual negotiations ensued which result-

ed in nothing that could be held in the slightest degree satisfac-

tory, and in April, 1814, the Governor-General, Lord Hastings,

ordered the occupation of the disputed districts, which was effected

without any opposition.

The subsequent proceedings of the Nepalese and the conduct

Aggressions in Gotakh- oi their agents which were held sufficient to

*"'• justify the declaration of war are described

at some length in the proclamation issued on the 1st November,

1814 ; we .shall, therefore, quote from it those parts which more

'nearly concern the acts of the Nepalese with regard to these pro-

vinces. The proclamation professes to make known to the powers

in alliance and friendship with the British the causes of the war

—

"in the full conviction that the erposition will establish beyond dispute

: the extraordinary moderation and forbearance of the British Government, and

the iajustice, violence and aggression of the state of Nepal" * •

* » * While the conduct of the British Government has

been uniformly regulated in its relations with the Nepalese by the most scru-

pulous adherence to the principles of justice and moderation, there is scarcely

a single district within the British frontier, throui[hout the whole of the ex-,

tensive line above described, in which the Gorkhalis have not usurped and

appropriated' lands forming the as'certained dominions of the Honourable Com^

pany. Questions originating in the usurpations of the Nep&Iese have .arisen in

» Auber says that 200 villages had been usurped by the Gorkhalis between

1787 and 1812: I, 601.
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Purn'ah, Tirhiit, Sariin, Gorakhpiir, and Bareli, as well as in the protected terri-

tory between the Satlaj and the Jumna; and eicli case might be appealed to in

prcof of the moderation and forbearance of the British Goverament, and the

aggressive and insolent spirit of the Nepalese."

Two instances only aie given in detail—namely, those wiiich

occurred at Saran and in fiorakhpur, " which more particularly

demonstrate the systematic design of the Nepalese to encroach

upon the acknowledged possessions of the Honourable Company,

and have, in fact, been the proximate causes of the war." We
stall here refer only to the Gorakhpur case. The whole of

Biitwal to the very foot of the hills, with the exception alone of

the town of Butwal, was held by the Rajas of Palpa from the

Naw6b Vazir for a considerable period antecedent to the treaty

of cession in 1801, and was transferred to the Company by the

schedule thereunto annexed. A settlement was made of these

lands by the Collector of Gorakhpur with the Raja of Pdlpa, then

a prisoner at Kathm&ndu, for a yearly revenue of Rs. 32,000,

without any objection on the part of the Nepal darbdr. So it re-

mained until 1804, when the Nepalese commenced that systema-

tic encroachment on our possessions which terminated in their

occupation of nearly the whole district of Butwal. The Nepalese

founded their claim on the circumstance that the lands occupied

by them had formed part of the tardi attached to the hill states

of Palpa, Gaulmi, Pyuthana, &c., which they had conquered. A d-

mitting that these lowlands were possessed by the chiefs of the

'

neighbouring hill principalities, yet as they held them on dependent

tenures from the Oudh darb^r, whose representative, the British,

had claimed and taken possession of them under the treaty of

1801, the Nepalese could have had no other rights than those to

which they succeeded by right of conquest. They actually, at first,,

accepted this position and proposed to hold Butwal in farm, to which

the British Government did not think proper to accede. Remon-

strances and discussions followed, with frequent interruptions for

several' years, during which the Nepalese continued to avail them-

selves of every favourable opportunity to extend their encroachments.

At lengtb a proposition was made by the Raja ,of Nepal that

commissioners should meet and decide the
FruitlesB negotiations.

j> xv, d -x- i. /-<
respective claims oi the JDritish Govern-

ment and the Nep&l darbar> under express condition that, whatever
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might be the issue of the inquiry, both Governments should

abide by it. Major Bradshaw was appointed to act on the part of

the British, and after much delay and procrastination on the part

of the Nepalese the investigation was brought to a close and the

right of the British Government to the lowlands was proved by the

most irrefragable evidence, both oral and documentary. The Nepal-

ese commissioners, unable to resist the force of this evidence and

clearly restrained from admitting the right of the British Govern-

ment by the orders of their Court, pretended that they were

not empowered to come to a decision and referred the case to

their own darbar for orders. The British Government commu-

nicated the result of the investigation to the Raja of Nepal and

required the cession of the disputed territory, but were met

with evasions and a recapitulation of the claims that had already

been disposed of, and in this state the question necessarily re-

mained until the cold weather of 1813-14. The Saran villages

had already passed into the hands of the British, and when Major

Bradshaw intimated the desire of his Government to conclude the

investigations which had already taken place in reference to those

villages, the Nep&lese commissioners refused to meet him and,

revoking the conditional transfer of the usurped lands, ordered

that Major Bradshaw should instantly leave their frontier and

immediately returned to Nepal. This insulting and unprovoked

declaration led to a letter to the Raja of Nepal reviewing the

conduct of his commissioners and claiming the full renunciation

of the disputed lands : adding, that if it were not made in a given

time, the portions of those lands still in the hands of the Nep41ese

would be re-occupied and the twenty-two villages in Saran which

had been conditionally transferred to the British Government should

be declared finally re-annexed to the Company's territories. This

demand was not complied with, and though again made, no answer

was received, and in April, 1814, the Biitwal lands were occupied

by a British force without any opposition from the Nepdlese.

The administration of the re-annexed tract was handed over

Butwal re-oocui)ied by to t^e civil officers,, who werQ soon enabled
the NepalcBe. ^q establish their authority in the disputed

lands. The commencement of the rainy season shortly rendered

it necessary to withdraw the regular troops ia order thjat they
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jMight not be exposed to the malnriousfevers which occur through-

out that period of the year. The defence of the recovered lands

was, therefore, unavoidably left in tbe hands of the local police

levies, the apparent acquiescence of the Nepalese leaving no ground,

for apprehension, especially as no real violence had been used in

obliging the NepS,lese to evacuate the district. But the treachery

and cruelty exhibitedby them in their conquests to the west of

the Kali was now also shown in their re-occupation of BiitwaL

On the morning of the 29th May, 1814, the principal police

station in Bitwal was attacked by a large body of Nepalese troops,

headed by an officer of that Government named Manraj Faujdar,

and driven out of Butwal with the loss of eighteen men killed

and six wounded. Amongst the former was the darogha, or prin-

cipal police officer, who was murdered in cold blood, with circum-

stance of peculiar barbarity, in tbe presence of Manr4j Faujddr,

after surrendering himself a prisoner. Another police guard was

subsequently attacked by the Nepalese troops and driven out with

the loss of several persons killed and wounded. In consequence

of the impracticability of supporting the police guards by sending

troops into the country at that unhealthy season, it became

necessary to withdraw them, and the Nepalese were then enabled

to re-occupy the whole of the disputed territory. Notwithstanding

,

fliis atrocious outrage, which nothing short of unqualified submis-

sion and atonement could condone, the British Government con-

sidered it right to address the Raja of Nepal once more and

explain what the consequences must be unless he disavowed the acts

of his officers and punished the murderers of the British officials.

This letter received an answer wholly evasive and even implying

menace. The reply was accepted as it was intended as a declaration

of war, and in November, 1814, the formal proclamation was issued

from which the above account of the causes of the war has been

taken. Between May and November, "the Nepalese with a base-

ness and barbarity peculiar to themselves endeavoured to destroy

the troops and the subjects of the Company on the borders of Saran

byjpoisoning the waters of wells and tanks in a tract of consider-

able extent. The fortunate discovery of this attempt baffled the

infamous design and placed incontrovertible proof of it in the

hands^of the British Government." We shall now touch briefly

80
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on the operations of the war where they do noi immediately

concern us and give all necessary details for the campaign in the

Dfin and Kuraaon.

Having determined on war, no time was lost in preparation and

Opening operations of i* '^^s resolved that the Nep&lese should be
the war. attacked simultaneously from several points.

In Bahar, a force of about 8,000 men was placed under the

command of Major-General Marley, who was ordered to march

on Kathmandu, the Nepalese capital. In Gorakhpur, a force of

4,000 men was entrusted to Major-General J. S. Wood and to Major-

General Gillespie, and a force of about 3,500 men was assigned

the task of reducing Dehra Dun, whilst on the extreme west of th^

Gorkhali territories, Major-General Ochterlony with 6,000 men was

to attack the enemy's positions between the Satlaj and the Jumna.

We pass over the events connected with the commencement of th^

campaign at the eastern end of the line of attack and the more will-

ingly as the " operations of Generals Wood and Marley were nothing

short of disgraceful, betraying a carelessness, timidity and want of

scienti^c knowledge which happily seldom occurs in the annals of

the British army. The former, though his force was beyond doubt

greatly superior in number to that of the enemy opposed to him,

attempted little beyond defensive measures, and in what little he

did attempt of a more active nature he failed. General Marley,

whose division had now been raised to 13,000 men, a force

(as Professor Wilson^ says) more than adequate to encounter

the whole Gorkhali army, even if its numbers had approximated

to the exaggerated estimates to which they had been raised by

Tague report and loose computation, after two serious disasters and

the loss of nearly a thousand men and two guns, ended, on the

loth of February, by shamefully abandoning his army, not only

without giving any previous notice of his intention, but without

making any arrangements for the command of the troops on his

departure.^ It was fortunate for the honor of our arms that Gene-

rals Gillespie and Ochterlony were men of a different stamp, though

even here the latter alone showed that he possessed the true qua-

lities of a great commander.''

> It is doubtful wliether the Nepaleae had at this time more than 4,000 or 5,000
men to oppose General Marley'g division. ' Friusep, I., 129.
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The operations of General Gillespie were most unfortunate, but

they were not disgraceful, for he showed

himself to be at least a brave and zealous

soldier. His instructions were to enter the Dun and having re-^

duced the forts in the valley either to proceed eastward&and rescue

Srinagar from the hands of the forces under Amar Singh Thapa

or to proceed westwards and take Nahan, then held by Eanjor

Singh Thapa, and so separate the Gorkhali forces. The force^ des-

tined for the Dun left Saharanpur, under the command of Lieute-

nant-Colonel Mawby of the 53rd Regiment, on the 19th October

1814. One column under Colonel Carpenter advanced by the

Timli pass, whilst the main body entered the valley by the Mohan

pass and united at Dehra on the 24th October.. The Gorkhalis;

held the small fart of Kalanga or Nalapani situate on the highest

point ofa low spur about three and a half miles north-east of Dehra.

The hill itself is not more than five or six hundred feet high and

is very steep except Dowards the south where the fort w&s built,

and was then as now covered with a jungle of sdl trees. The
table-laud on the top is about three-quarters of a mile in length

and was protected by an irregular fortification, following the form

of the ground and still incomplete, but the garrison were busily

engaged in raising and strengthening it.^) There were only some

three or four hundred of the regular troops of JNepal present under

the command of Balbhadra Singh Thapa, nephew of Amar Singh,

who commanded in Garhwal. Colonel Mawby sent a messenger

the same night to demand the surrender of the fort, and it found

Balbhadra Singh at midnight enjoying a well-earned repose. The-

Gorkh41i commander read the letter and tore it up, vouchsafing no.

other answer than that "it was not customary to receive or answer

letters at such unseasonable hours : but he sent bis salam to the-

English sardar assuring him that he would' soon pay him a

visit in his camp." Colonel Mawby thought next day to punish

this insolent barbarian, and mounting a couple of 6-pounders and
two howitzers on elephants proceeded to take the fort by assault.

* The troops employed were :

—

Artillery 247 men : Her Majesty's 53rd (or Shropshire) Regiment 786 men •

l-6th, l-7tb and l-17th Native Infantry, 2,348 men and 133 pioneers; total 3 513
men with two 12'pounders, eight e-poanders, and four howitzers. > Mr. J.
B. Fraser's ralnable " Journal of a tour through part of the snowy range of the
Him&la mountains and to the sources of the rivers Jumna and Ganges," London,
1833, is the principal authority for the Dan campaign, pp. is, 27.
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But a few rounds were fired when the task was given up as im>-

practicable and the British force returned to Dehra with less con-

tempt for the enemy and a more just appreciation of the work be-

fore them. On the 26th, General Gillespie joined and ^ook com-

mand of the force. A more careful reconnoissance was made and

orders at once followed for an assault, the preparations for which

show a remarkable contrast to these made fey Lieutenant-Golonel

Mawby. Fascines and gabions were prepared beforehand and all

the howitzers and 12-pounders and half the 6-pound ers were sent

on elephants to- the tables-land, which was occupied without opposi-

tion; Batteries were at once prepared for the guns, and four sepa-

rate storming parties* were ordered to be ready for the assault,

which was fixed for the morning of the 31st October. The eneiBy

had done everything possible with the men and materials at his

disposal. The wall,^ although not yet complete, was raised suiS-

Giently to render its escalade without ladders practically impossi-

ble; Gaps were filled up with stones, stockades were erected along:

the lines of approach, and at a wicket open, but cross- barred, a gun

was placed which enfiladed the principal side of attack. The Bri-

tish guns played on the fort for some time, but did little execution^

and " this,- perhaps," writes Eraser, " uniting with the eagerness of

a sanguine- temper, induced General Gillespie- to give the signal for

assault some hours sooner than it was intended." The consequence-

was that three out of the four columns took no part in the attack,,

and the column under Colonel Carpenter with the reserve under

Colonel Ludlow had to bear the whole brunt of the fighting.

The assault commenced at nin-e in the morning and the stock-

PirBt attack on Kalan- ades Were easily carried, but on approaching,

ga, the walls the British^ suffered severely in

both officers and men. No ladders were forthcoming for a time, and

the first applying them was Lieutenant Ellis of the Pioneers, who

was shot dead in the attempt. The obstacles were- then found tO'

be too great to be overcome, and the troops were obliged to retreat

under shelter of a village in the rear. The General then led iU

person three fresh companies of the 53rd Regiment and had barely

1 Tlie attacking party -was formed into four colnmnB and a reserve : 1. (a)

Colonel Carpenter with 611 mens (b) Captain Fast with 363 men; (c) Major

Kelly with 641 men ; (d) Captain Campbell with 283 men, and the reserve of 939

men under Colonel Ludlow. Tliese were all to ascend, on a gmi being fired, from

different points and so distract the attention of the enemy.
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reached a spot in front of the wicket, " where, as he was cheering

on his men, waving his hat in one hand and his sword in the other,

he received a shot through the heart and fell dead on the spot.

His aide-de-camp O'Hara was killed beside him and many other

officers were wounded." Colonel Carpenter, who succeeded to the

•command on the death of General Gillespie, deemed it prudent to

retreat to Dehra and there wait for further reinforcements. The

gun at the wicket did much damage to the attacking party, and

" when the reserve advanced and got within the line it defended,

ihe first discharge brought down the whole front line, killing seven

and wounding eleven. Several persons penetrated to this very

wicket, but, unsupported, could produce no effect. A very heavy

fire was kept up from the walls by the garrison and showers of

arrows and of stones were discharged at the assailants, and many

severe wounds were received from stones which they threw very

dexterously : the women were seen occupied in throwing them,

regardless of exposure:" Five officers were killed and fifteen

were wounded, of whom several died subsequently of the in-

juries then received : 27 non-commissioned officers and men were

killed and 213 were wounded. Out of a detachment of 100 disr

'mounted men of the 8th Light Dragoons (now the 8th Hussars),

the General's old corps, four meu were killed and fifty were

wounded. So ended the first memorable assault on the petty fort

of Kalanga.

It was not until the 24th November that the arrival of a siege

Second attack on Ka- battery from Delhi enabled the British to

langa. resume the attack on Kalanga. On the

following day active operations recommenced and batteries were

erected within three hundred yards of the wall of the Gorkhali

fort, and by the 27th, a practicable breach was effected almost

without any loss, though the enemy kept up a warm and well-

directed fire. Shells had been used with great effect and a sally

of the enemy had been repulsed with loss, so that everything

promised well for the assault. The storming party was led by

Major W. Ingleby of the 53rd Regiment and consisted of twX)

companies of that regiment and all the grenadiers of the detach-

ment. " They advanced to the breach and stood for two hours

exposed to a tremendous fire.from the garrison which caused tl^e
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loss of many officers and men : but after every exertion on the

part of their officers and the fall of many in leading and endea-

vouring to push them forward in spite of the obstacles that were

opposed to them, without any success, it was deemed expedient

to order a retreat, and the whole returned to the batteries." The
Gorkh&lis made a gallant and desperate defence, standing them-

selves in the breach whilst using every missile that came to hand,

balls, arrows and stones. The British advanced in a cool and

self-possessed manner ; a few got to the crest of the breach and

fell there, but the majority remained below exposed to a murder-

ous fire. " No one turned to fly, but none went onwards ; they

stood to be slaughtered, whilst their officers exposed themselves

most gallantly and unreservedly." Lieutenant Harington of the

53rd fell in the breach leading on his men, and Lieutenant Lux-

ford of the Horse Artillery was killed whilst training his gun on the

defenders of the breach. The official returns show three officers

killed and eight wounded, and 38 men killed and 440 wounded

and missing during the attack. Thus the disastrous results of

the first attack were repeated, and it was only now discovered that

there was no water within the fort, and that the besieged were

obliged to supply themselves from a spring at some distance from

the walls. Arrangements were at once made to cut off the water,

and the fire from the batteries recommenced the next day, doing

great damage from the unprotected state of the garrison and the

shattered condition of their defences. On the night of the 30th

November, only three days after the adoption of the measures

which were equally feasible a month earlier, had they been

adopted, Balbhadra Thapa with seventy men, all that remained

of his garrison, evacuated Kalanga. The Gorkhalis cut their way

through the chain of posts placed to intercept them, and escaped

to a neighbouring hill closely pursued by Colonel Ludlow. Of

the condition of the fort Mr. Fraser writes :

—

" At three o'clock that morning, Major Kelly entered and took possession

of the fort : and there indeed the desperate courage and bloody resistance they

had opposed to means so overwhelming- were mournfully and hocribty apparent.

The whole area of tlie fort was a Blaughter-house, strewed with the bodies of

the dead and the wounded and the dissevered limbs of those who had been torn

to pieces by the bursting of the shells ; those who yet lived piteously calling out

for water, of which they had not tasted for days. The stench from the pteee

was dteadful. Many of the bodcies of those that had been eaitly kiiUedi had beea
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mstifficiently interred : and our officers found in the ruins the remains and the

clothes of several thus incompletely covered starting into view. One chief was

thus found out, wlio had fallen in the first attempt, and had received this

wretched semi-sepulture. The bodies of several women, killed by shot or shells,

were discovered ; and even children mangled, and yet ali^^e, by the same ruth-

less engines. One woman, who had lost her leg, was found and sent to the

hospital, where she recovered ; a young child was picked up, who had been

shot by a musket ball through both his thighs, and who also perfectly re-

covered ; and there wag also a fine" boy of only three or four years old, whose

father, a subahdar, had been killed, and who was left in the fort when it was

evacuated ; he was unhurt and was taken care of. Upwards of ninety ("cad bodies

were burnt by our native troops ; and about an equal number of wounded were

sent to the hospital and carefully treated : Bcvtral prisoners also were taken.

The deteruiined resolution of the small party which held this small post

for more than a, month, against so comparatively large a force, most surely

wring admiration from every voice, especially when the horrors of the latter

portion of this time are considered ; the dismal spectacle of their slaughtered

comrades, the sufferings of their women and children thus immured with them^

selves, and the hopelessness of I'elief, which destroyed any other motive for

the obstinate defence they made, than that resulting from a high sense of duty,

supported by unsubdued courage. This and a generous spirit of courtesy

towards their enemy, certainly marked the character of the garrison of Kalanga,

during the period of its siege. Whatever the nature of the Gorkhalis may
have been found in other quarters, there was here no cruelty to wounded or to

prisoners ; no poisoned arrows were used, no wells or waters were poisoned ; no
rancorous spirit of revenge seemed to animate them: they fought us in fair

conflict like men, and, in the intervals of actual combat, showed us a liberal

courtesy worthy of a more enlightened people. So far from insulting the bodies

of the dead and wounded, they permitted them to lie untouched till carried away

;

and none were stripped, as is too uniyersally the case. The confidence they
exhibited in the British officers was certainly flattering : they solicited and ob-
tained surgical aid; and on one occasion this gave rise to a singular and interest-

ing scene : While the batteries were playing a man was perceived on the
breach, advancing and waving his hand. The guns ceased firing for a while,

and the man came into the batteries : he proved to be a Gorkha, whose lowej
'

jaw had been shattered by a cannon shot, and who came thus frankly to solicit

assistance from his enemy. It is unnecessary to add that it was instantly,

afforded ; and, when discharged from the hospital, signified his desire to return
to his corps to combat us again : exhibiting thus, through the whole, » strong
sense of the value of generosity and courtesy in warfare, and also of his duty
to his country, separating completely In his o»n mind private and national
Jeelings from each other, and his frank confidence in the individuals of our
nation, from the duty he owed his own, to fight against us collectively."

The seventy men who escaped from the fort were soon after

From the fall of Kalanga joined by some three hundred
. others

to the invasion of Kumaon

.

who had been seen hovering about the
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neighbourhood endeavouring to find a way into the fort. Major

Ludlow was sent after these with some four hundred of our troops

and succeeded in attacking their camp by night and dispersing them

with the loss of over fifty killed. The British loss here consisted

of but two officers and fifteen men wounded. In the meantime

Colonel Carpenter had taken measures to guard the entrance to

the hills at Kalsi and sent Captain Fast with a detachment to

occupy some positions above that town, which resulted in the sur-

render of the fort of Bairat on the 4th December. The follow-

ing day the troops marched through the Timli pass on their way

to Nahan, to join the force under Major-General Martindell.'

Balbhadra Thapa with the remains of bis party threw himself into

the fort of Jauntgarh* and defended himself successfully against a

force despatched against him under Major Baldock. He subse-

quently joined the Gorkhdli force at Jaithak, and on the surrender

of that place entered the Sikh service, where he and all his followers

• The fort of Kalanga was razed to the ground before the troops left and now
but a slight nnevenDeBs in the ground marks the spot where the great fight tools

place Two small monuments havebeen erected, one in memory of SirKobert Hollo
Gillespie and the officers, non-oommisBioned officers and soldiers who died there,
and the other in memory of Balbhadra Thapa and the gallant Gorkhal i defenders of
the fort. The following is a copy of the inscriptions as giren by Mr Williams :

—

West side.

To the memory of

Major-General Sir Robert Bollo Gilles-

pie, K.C B.

Lieut. O'Hara, 6th N. I.

Lieut. Gosling. Light Battalion.

Ensign Fothergill, )7th N. I.

Ensign Ellis, Pioneers, killed on the 3 1 st

October, 1814.

Captain Campbell, 6th N. I.

Lieut. Luxford, Horse Artillery.

Lieut. Harington, H. M. 53rd Begt.

Lieut. Cunningham, 13th N. I., killed

on the 27th November
And of the non-commissioned officers

and men who fell at the assault.

East side.

Troops engaged.
Detachments horse and foot artillery.'

100 men of the 8th Boyal Irish Light
Dragoons who were dismounted and
led to thh assault by Sir E. E. Gilles-
pie, H. M .53rd Regiment.

6 Light Companies from corps in
Meerut.

Ist Battalion, 6th N. I.

Ditto 7th do.
Ditto irth do.
Ditto J 7th do.

7th Native Cavalry, one BiBsalah of Skin-
ner's Horse.

II.

West side.

On the highest point of the hill above
this tomb stood the fort of Ealanga.

After two assaults on the 3iBt October

and 27th November it was captured

by the British troops on the 30th No-
vember, 1814, and completely razed to

the ground.

' Two petty officers who sought to
executed there by orders of Balbhadra.

East side.

This is inscribed as a tribute of respect
for our gallant adversary.

Bulbudder, commander of the fort, and
his brave Gurkhas, who were after-
wards, while in the service of Eanjit
Singh, shot down in their ranks to the
last man by Afghan artillery,

desert to the British at Jauutgarh were
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perished ia a war with the Afghans. The D<in force together

with that under General Martindell were ordered to attack Nahan,

where Ranjor Singh, the son of Amar Singh Thapa, still held

out with more than two thousand men to support him. On the

2-ith December, Nahan was occupied by the British troops, the

Gorkhalis retiring on our approach to Jaithak, a fort and strong

position a little to the north, 1,600 feet above the town and nearly

5,000 feet above the sea. The fort was attacked without loss

of time, but unsuccessfully, and the British troops were repulsed

with a loss of between four and five hundred men, so that General

Martindell attempted no active operations for nearly three months.

After this succession of reverses on many points it is satisfac-

tory to have to record the proceedings of a very different com-

mander. At the end of October, 1814, General Ochterlony with

about six thousand men entered the hills on the left bank of

the Satlaj, with the view of dislodging the Gorkhalis from the

strong positions which they held between Bil4spur on that river

and the outer hills above the Pinjor Diin. The enemy's force

consisted of about three thousand men, and was commanded by

Amar Singh Thapa, the mosts kilful of all the Gorkhali officers

and who had gained a high reputation in the former wars of his

nation. Among the numerous posts in the possession of the Gor-

khalis, the most important were Ramgarh and Malaun. General

Ochterlony sooa discovered the character of the enemy with

whom he had to deal, and that it was not by hard fighting that

his sepoys would be able to beat the Gorkh41is. The months

of November, December, and January were occupied by a series

of movements, by which General Ochterlony, without exposing

his troops to any dangerous adventures, forced Amar Singh to

abandon most of his positions and to concentrate his forces round

Malaun.

Having reached this period of the war we must speak of the

events which were happening in Kumaon, and with which we are

more particularly concerned. Lord Hastings, in October, 1814,

had received information which led him to suppose that Bam
Sah, the governor of Kumaon, being disgusted with the proceed-

ings of the Thdpa party, which at this time exercised the chief

authority in Nepdl, would not be disinclined to assist the views of

81
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the Britisli Government and to deliver up his charge into their hands.

Mr. Gardner sent to- Accordingly, early in November, Mr. C. T,

wardfiKumaon. Metcalfe, Resident at Dehli, received ordera

to send his second assistant, the Hon'ble E. Gardner of the Ben-

gal Civil Service, to Moradabad, to open a correspondence with

Bam Sah in order to ascertain whether the opinion that had been

formed of his disaffection to the existing Government of Nep41

was well founded. The extensive line of frontier against which it

was necessary to direct our operations, as well as the threatening

attitude of other states, made it impossible to send a force of regu-

lar troops to support Mr. Gardner's negotiations: This difficulty

augmented the importance of a pacific arrangement with Bam
Sah and his brother, but at the same time to attain this object it

was necessary to possess the means of occupying Kumaon, should'

Bam Sah agree to espouse our cause as well to give colour to his

secession as to protect oui interests in Kumaon itself. It wa,^,

therefore, intended that Major-General Gillespie should send a force

towards Kumaon which aided by a body of irregulars might be-

sufficient to hold the district with the concurrence of Bam Sah

and overawe any part of the Gorkhali forces which might not

adhere to the arrangements made. In the meantime, Mr. Gard-^

ner was instructed^ that his first duty was to ascertain the dispo-

sition of Bam Sah, and it was pointed out to him that this might

be accomplished by means of the persons connected with the trading

agencies at the foot of the hills. Both Bam Sah and his brother

Hastidal, since their exclusion from public affairs, had turned all

their attention towards commercial operations and now held the

monopoly of the trade passing through Chilkiya and Barmdeo
which brought them in a considerable revenue. At the same time
the Company's factory at Kashipur, under the superintendence

of Dr. Rutherford as trading agent, kept up a continual connection

with the hills, where a large quantity of hemp was raised and
prepared, on a system of advanceSj for the Company's investment,'

Should the inquiries regarding the views and dispc^itions

Annexation resolved on.
""^ ^'''^ ^^^ ^^ ««<^^ ^^ *« encourage the
attempt to open up a direct neg&tiation

with him, Mr. Gardner was instructed that, though it was first

1 G. L to C. J. Metcalfe^ 23rd October, 1814.
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contemplated to provide for Bam Sah by establishing him in the

independent occupation of Kumaon with his brother in Doti, it

was now resolved eventually to annex Kumaon to the Company's

territory " as a part of the compensation' which the British

Government were entitled to demand for the expense of a war

produced solely by the encroachments of the enemy." Under

this view of the case Mr. Gardner was limited to the offer of a

jdgir either in Kumaon itself or in some other quarter, with

suitable provision for the relatives and dependents of Bam Sdh

and his family proportional to the emoluments then enjoyed

by them as well from their offices as from the profits of trade,

but that it was desirable to reserve as much as possible in the

hands of Government the details of the arrangements to be

made, giving in the first instance a general assurance only of

protection and an honourable maintenance. With regard to Lai

Singh it was decided that any attempt to restore him to the

possessions temporarily held by his family would be obnoxious

to the people in general, and the circumstances under which his

brother obtained the chief authority in Kumaon deprived him of

that con.sideratioa which the Government was disposed to show

to the surviving representatives of the families formerly reigning

in the principalities in the hills. Mr. Gardner was, therefore,

authorised to adopt such measures as might be necessary to pre-

vent Lai Singh from interfering in Kumaon affairs ; and should

necessity arise, Kumaon was to be occupied by force of arms in

the interests of the British Government alone. Moreover, had

the British desired to restore a member of the ancient house,

there existed at this time in Parewa, in parganah Kota, direct

le^al descendants of Lachhmi Chand, son of Rudra Chand, and
O

in Jiba, a village in parganah Sor, direct and legal descendants of

Kalyan Chand, besides many spurious descendants of Rudra

Chand. There were also descendants of the daughter of Dip

Chand who married Subkaran, son of Jodha Singh Katehiri, any

of whom, if it was thought desirable, would have been preferable

' It -would appear, however, that the principal motive for retaining Kumaon

was the better means it poBsessed for communication with Tibet and opening up

a trade with Western China, an object as eagerly sought after then as the Central

Asian trade was of late years, and with as little practical result. Notes by

W Fraser, Moorcroft, Kaper, Hearsey and Rutherford on the state of Garhwal

and Kumaon accompanied the instructions given to Mr. Gardner.
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to Ml Singh, a junior member of an usurping family, as Eaja,

or even to Bam S&h himself as farmer, as was first in-

tended.^

The unfortunate commencement of the campaign in Bahar and

Invasion of Knmaon Gorakhpur and the disasters that had

determined on. occurred at Nalapani made Lord Hastings,

about two months after Mr. Gardner's appointment, still more

anxious to obtain a footing in Kumaon. This was the more

desirable as it had now become impossible to divert a portion

of the Ddn force towards Srinagar, an operation which would

have to some extent answered the purposes expected to be

gained by a direct attack upon Kumaon. It was known that

Kumaon and the adjoining provinces had been nearly drained

of troops in order to supply the urgent calls of the Gorkh^lis

both to the east and west, and the notorious hatred which the

people of the country felt towards their Gorkhali rulers promised

to afford us important assistance in any efforts which we might

make in this quarter. Not only was Kumaon the most valuable

of the Gorkhali territories west of the Kali, but it derived at

this time a special importance from the fact that through it all

the communications had to be carried on which passed between

the Nepal Government and their armies beyond the Ganges. For

as the Gorkhalis held no possessions beyond the foot of the

mountains, this was the sole route that remained open to

them.

> Government to Hon'ble E. Gardner, 22nd November, 1814. " For years

the family of Mohan Singh by the aid of their Rohilla levies and the terror

inspired by the murder of their opponents held the nominal possession of

Almora. Since then the Gorkhalis had for quarter of a century occupied the

country, so that no shadow of moral or even sentimental right can have vested in

Xil Singh, who was himself personally obnoxious to the people." Subsequently
(22nd November, 6th December, 1814) Mr. Gardner reported that there waa
not the least apprehension that Lil Singh could in any way interfere in

Kumaon affairs, and in reply he was directed "to avoid any step which might be
construed ipto an enconragement of Lai Singh's pretensions to Kumaon"
(Government, dated 14th December, 1814 : 25th January, 1815). On offering

his services to join in the invasion of Kumaon, he was peremptorily told that

he was notrequired. Part4b Singh, his grand-nephew, claimed the zamindari of
Kumaon when it was shown that the proprietary right and sovereign right

were vested in the same individu.al, and were wrested from the former
Eajas by the Gorkhalis and afterwards from the Gorkh41i» by the British, and
consequently the usurping family of Mohan Chand could have no claim (to

I'iovernnient, dated 13th August, 1820, and 28th April, 1821, anil from Govern-
ment, dated 26th May, 1821). A similar reply was given to I'artAb Singh's

claim to the aaraindari of the Tarai (Board to Governor-General in Council,

4th May, 1821,. No. 35).
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It was consequently decided in December 1814, that, whatever

might be the issue of the negotiations with Bam S^h, an attempt

should be made to wrest Kumaon from the Nepalese, and

Lord Hastings formally declared his determination, in case the

projected operations should prove successful, permanently to annex

the province to the British dominions.' Lieutenant-Colonel Gard-

ner and Captain Hearsey,' who had formerly served in the Ma-

ratha army, and the first of whom was at this time in command

of a body of irregular horse employed in police duties, were ap-

pointed to raise a force of Rohillas for the attack on Kumaon.

Captain Hearsey was placed under the orders of Lieutenant-Colo-

nel Gardner, and both these officers lost no time in carrying out

their instructions under the general control of the Honourable E.

Gardner, who was appointed Agent to the Governor-General. Dur-

ing the month of January 1815 preparations were actively car-

ried on in Rohilkhand for the projected attack on Kumaon ; Mr.

E. Gardner and Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner having their head-

quarters at Kashipur in the Moradabad distict, while "Captain

Hearsey carried on his preparations at Bareilly and Pilibhit and

Dr. Rittherford was attached to the force in the characjter of Sur-

geon, Commissariat Officer and Officer in charge of the treasure,

postal and intelligence departments. On the first sound of the pre-

parations becoming known, the Gorkhali garrisons in Kumaon were

strengthened, and Hastidal S4h was directed to protect Khaira-

garh and Doti and build forts at Banbasa and Mundiyagbdt on

the Sarda. The Pathans of Rampur were enlisted, and Shah
Wall, formerly farmer of Rudrpur, was
made warden of the posts lying along the

foot of the hills.^ These proceedings were met by a proclamation

forbidding the subjects of the Company and its allies from engaging

in the service of the Nepalese, and calling on those who, had already

engaged in that service to abandon it before the end of November.

1 Nepal papers, p. 301 : letters. Government, dated 23rd October, 14fh, 17th
and 22nd December, 1814. By the last the force of Colonel Gardner was raised
to 3,000 men and that of Captain Hearsey to 1,500 men. ' Captain
Hearsey accompanied Mr. Moorcroft in his journey to Tibet in 1812, and
had been detained as a prisoner with his companion in Kumaon the very
year before the war broke out. '' Shah Wali was farmer of Rudrpur at
the cession and was expelled for defalcation. Araar Singh Thapa gave him the
farm of the customs' posts from Hardwar to Bilhari for Ks. l,00i> in exclusion
of the Ueris and Mewatis who had been placed there by Mr. Seton^ the Collector
of Moradabad.
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Towards the end of the year a second proclamation ,i declaring

war against the Gorkhalis, was distributed amongst the hill people,

and resulted in the return of the new Pathan levies to the plains.

These in true oriental fashion formed the nucleus of the new irre-

gular regiments raised for the special service of invading Kumaon.

Mr. Gardner's efforts to open communications with Bam Sah

'Failure of negotiations froJ^ Moradabad proved unsuccessful, and
with Bam Sah. ^^ ^j^e 1st January, 1815, he moved his

head-quarters to Kdshipur, where he again made an attempt to

communicate with the Nep^lese governor. The negotiations led

to no result, the Chauntra sending evasive answers^ to the overtures

that were made to him. It appeared that however much he

might be dissatisfied with the state of affairs in Nep41, he was not

inclined to betray the trust that had been reposed in him, and it

became evident that the expedition must depend for success on its

own exertions and not on any expectations of treachery on the part of

Bam Sah. Mr. Fraser, the Political Agent attached to General

Martindell's force, had for some time past been in communication

with Harak Deb' Joshi, who as hereditary minister of the former

' Proclamation addressed to the inhabitants of Kumaon (prescribed by let-

ter of Governn'ent, dated I4th December, 1814) :—" The British GoTcrnment has
long beheld with concern the rnisery and distress to which the inhabitants of
Kumaon hare been reduced by the oppressive sway of the (iorkha power ; while
that power, however, was at peace with the British Government, and afforded no
ground to doubt its disposition to maintain that relation, the acknowledged ob-
ligations of public faith demanded a corresponding conduct on the part of the
British Govcrument, and obliged it to witness in silent regret the devastation
and ruin occasioned by the extension of the Gorkha power over that country.
Havingnow been compelled by a series ofunprovoked and unjustifiable encroach-
ments and violence on the part of the Gorkhas to take up arms in defence of
its rights and honour, the British Government eagerly seizes the opportunity
of rescuing the inhabitants of Kumaon from the yoke of their oppressors, and
a British force has advanced into that country for the purpose of expel-
ling the Gorkha troops and for excluding from it for ever the power and autho-
lityofthat State. The inhabitants are accordingly invited and enjoined to
assist to the utmost of their power in effecting this great object, and to sub-
mit quietly and peaceably to the authority of the British Government, under
whose mild and equitable administration they will be protected in the enjoyment
of their just rights and in the full security of their persons and property."
» Bam S»h addressed Mr. Colebrooke, Agent to the Governor-General for the
Ceded Provinces, and sent messengers who, however, were charged to make no
specific proposals and merely to express general good-will (to Government,
dated 28th February, 19th March, 18th April, 1816). 'Harak Deb was
introduced to Mr. W. Fraser by Captain Hearsey, who thus describes him in
1814:—"This man is a perfect instrument whose name the Gorkhalis dread ; his
connections in Kumaon amount to above 6,000 men, he is now near 68 years
old, but is active and vigorous and has all his faculties clear; his influence is

great on all the hill Bajas, even extending beyond the Satlaj." Mr. Fraser
writes:—<' Although exceedingly depressed by misforture and penury, he still

possesses an active, energetic and enterprising mind." Though informed fully

o£ the intentions of the British Government to keep possession of Kumaon,
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Chand Rajas, bad exercised before the Gorkhali conquest an almost

despotic authority in Kumaon. Harak Deb had used his power so

freely that he was not unaptly called by Captain Hearsey "the

Earl Warwick of Kumaon." The Gorkhali conquest had been fatal

to his authority, and he readily engaged to use all the influence

that he possessed to assist the British in expelling the Gorkhalis

from the province. Now close upon seventy years of age, he

joined Mr. Gardner at Kashipur in the beginning of January and

began immediately to enter into communications with his friends

in Kumaon, to prepare them for the approach of the British

forces.

At the end of January everything was ready for the attack.

on Kumaon. The whole force consisted of about 4,,500 men with

two six-pounders. It was determined^ to make the attack simul-

taneously in two quarters. The main body consisting of about

3,000 men, with the two guns, under Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner,

was to proceed up the valley of the Kosi by Chilkiya, and to direct

its march upon Almora ; and Captain Hearsoy's detachment, about,

1,500 strong, was to move from Pilibhit up the Kali and to enter

the district of Kali Kumaon by the Timla pass. The ex-Raja of

Doti, Prithipat Sab, who had formerly been expelled by the Gor-

khalis, had made overtures in January to Mr. Gardner, engaging,

if he received the assistance of a small British force, to enter Doti,

and endeavour to re-establish his authority in that province. It

was considered^ important tc make a diverson in that quarter

in order that Hastidal, the Gorkhali commander in Doti, might

be prevented from sending reinforcements to Kumaon, and five,

hundred men were therefore raised who were to accompany Prithi-

pat Sah. Before, however, the attack on Kumaon commenced it

was thought advisable to postpone the execution of this scheme

the diversion under Prithipat Sah was countermanded and the

Haiak Deb now threw his whole influence in their favor, as his party was
always opposed to Lai Singh, who was countenanced by the Gorkhalis. One of
the first results of his communications to his friends was that a body of them,
including Maras, Phartiyals, Taragis and others, joined Captain Hearsey's force
with 100 matchlockmen (to Agent, dated 19th February, 1815). Harak JDeb
accompanied our force to Almora and died on the 26th July, 1815, leaving two
sons and a nephew, who were pensioned by our Government. (To Government, '

dated 12th August and 7th September, 1815.) ' Government to Hon'ble
E.Gardner, dated 25th January, 1815. ^Jbid, 11th and 26th January, 13th
and 19tb February, tSlS.
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troops that had been raised for this service were recalled from
Bilhari and were united to the force under Captain Hearsey.

On the 9th of February, 1815, five hundred men were sent to

Disposition of the inva. Mdrpur, where they were ordered to halt
ding force. y^til they received intelligence that the

main body was about to enter the hills ; they were then to march
to Bhamauri, to attack the fort of Barakheri towards Bhim Tal,

where the Gorkhdlis had a post, and to endeavour to rejoin by
Ramgarh and Piura the main body under Lieutenant-Colonel

Gardner after it bad established itself in the hills. Captain Hear-

say was ordered to enter the hills immediately by the Timla pass

so that the attacks should be made simultaneously. Bad weather

and a deficiency of carriage caused some delay, but on the 11th of

February Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner marched from Kdshipur with

his whole force, accompanied by Mr. E. Gardner. A large number
of men had been collected to carry the luggage of the troops when
they entered the hills, and part of the heavy stores were taken on
elephants, which, notwithstanding the difficulty of the country, were

found very useful. The force reached Kaniyasi on the ] 2th Feb-

ruary, Chilkiya on the J 3th, and Amsot on the 14th^ from which

place a small outpost of Gorklialis retreated on the advance of the

column. The advanced guard reached Dhikuli on the Kosi at the

entrance of the hills on the evening of the 15th. Here the Gor-
kh^lis had a stockaded fort, which they evacuated on our ap-

proach without resistance, and a body of Manihars deserted from
them and took service with us. A detachment was left at Dhikuli

to keep open the communications with Chilkiya and the plains, and

on the 16th February, the force marched up the valley of the Kosi

to Chukam, where it was found necessary to halt for two days to

bring up the stores and ammunition which had been delayed for

want of carriage. The force was now fairly within the hills, and

it was necessary before proceeding onwards to secure the commu-
nications in the rear. The Gorkhdlis had a post at Kota Garhi on

the right bank of the Dabka, fifteen miles to the south-east of

Chukam, which was in dangerous vicinity to our line of communi-

cations. Three hundred men were detached on the 18th February

to dislodge the enemy from this position. The GorkhS,Iis eva-

cuated the place on our approach and retired into the hills, and a
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detachment of our troops was left to keep possession of the post,;

A party of 300 men were also sent from Chukara on the 18th to

cxjcupy the Tanguraghat, a narrow defile about a mile above,

through which runs the road up the valley of the Kosi.

Oa the ridge which separates the Kamganga and Kosi,

three or. four miles north of Chukam, at
March oa Banikhet. _ , , . , /^ ,,,,., , ,

JUath-ki-nau, the Ixorkhalis bad a stock-

aded post, from which it was necessary to dislodge them, as it

threatened the line of our communications. On the 19th, five

hundred men were detached against Kath-ki-nau, which was

evacuated on our approach, the enemy retreating to the G4gar

fort. On the same day the main body marched up the Kosi to

Ukhaldiinga, a distance of about seven miles. Late in the even-

ing, a party was pushed forward from our position on the right to

occupy a hill communicating with the Tangura and Lohgaliya ghdts,.

and the enemy perceiving the movement advanced in the same

direction, our party gaining one height as they did the other ; a

musketry skirmish ensued and continued till dark, when our men
advanced and drove the enemy from their positions. The passage

of the ghats was now secured and information also came in that

the two forts at Kota had been abandoned by the enemy. On
the 21st, the advanced guard consisting of 700 men was pushed

forward to Sethi, five or six miles higher up the valley, where Lieute-

nant-Colonel Gardner took ail necessary precautions against a,

night attack. On the way, intelligence was received that a

Gorkhali force, estimated to be about 800 strong, had marched

from Almora under Angat Sirdar and had taken up^^a position at

Bujan, about fifteen miles higher up the valley, on the main

road to Almora, where it had been joined by the garrisons of

Kota and Kath-ki-nau. As it was evidently not advisable to risk

an attack on the Gorkhali force with the raw levies under his

command, Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner determined to leave the

valley of the Kosi and the direct road to Almora, and striking off

to the left to endeavour to turn the enemy's position. The Kosi

in the first twenty miles of its course flows in a direction nearly

north and south. Some miles below Almora, it turns somewhat
abruptly to the west, and runs on in that direction to Chukam
in its course towards the plains. Bujan between Kakrighat

82
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and Khairna, where the Gorkhdlis had taken up their positioU,

is -situated near the apex of. the triangle thus formed, and to cut

«£f this bend in the river a path strikes across the hills from the

upper part of the valley of the Kosi, again entering the same valley

near iPaiit Pipal and Amel, about fifteen miles above Chuk^m.

Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner determined to follow this route. The

distance to Almora was not much greater than by the road along the

Kosi, and, although the natural difficulties were perhaps greater,

there were many advantages afforded by this route, even if the Gor-

kliSUs had not been posted at Bujan. By thus striking off, he could

©pen communications with the western part of the province which

was known to be greatly disaffected to the Gorkhali cause. This

was the richest part of Kumaon and he could hope to draw from

it plentiful supplies of provisions for his troops, while he would

be enabled at the same time to cut off those of the enemy and to*

intercept communications with their armies west of the Ganges.

Another important advantage which this route held out was that

by it the British could approach Almora itself on its most open and

least defensible side.

On the 22nd February, the force advanced a few miles up the

Kosi to Amel, and thence on the same day

Lieutenant-Uolonei uardner, turning to the

left, pushed forward with 300 men past Binakot, to seize the com-

manding post of Chaumukhia or Chaumua Devi situated on the

range which separates the Kosi from the Eamganga, at an eleva-

tion of 6,354 feet above the sea. Owing to the steepness of the

mountain and the fatigue caused by an ascent of not less than

4,000 feet, only forty or fifty men rea.ched Chaumua Devi by

sunset. During the night a few more came in, and next morning

the rest of the party arrived. The ground was covered with

snow, which prevented the difficulty that vi^ould otherwise have

arisen from the want of water. The Gorkhalis under Angat

Sirdar, perceiving that our force had changed the line of its

attack and had left the valley of the Kosi, divined onr object

and immediately marched towards Chaumua to endeavour to gain

that point before our arrival. But they were too late, and wheij

they were about four miles distant, finding that the post was

already occupied by the British, and thinking themselves too
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weak to attempt an attack, they fell back. The possession of

this post was of great importance to our operations, as it opened the

road towards Almora and gave us the means of communicating

with the western districts of Kumaon and Garhwal. The rqst of

the force reached Chaumua on the 25th February, and on the

following day the guns and the elephants with the heavy baggage

were got up the hill with much labor and difficulty. The delay

in the arrival of the depSt of supplies made it, however, impos-

sible to move onwards at once. From intercepted letters, it

subsequently appeared that it was the intention of the enemy to

defend both these points to the uttermost, but the onward march

to Tangura drove their advanced guard back, and it was not sup-

posed that the British would attempt the more rugged road by

Binakot. The expectation that by taking this road plentiful

supplies would come in was fulfilled; the people everywhere were

most friendly, bringing in grain and fodder, giving information of

the movements of the enemy and rendering aid in every way

possible.

The range called Kathdl-lekh, on which the British were

Gorkh4Us ocortpy Kum- ^^^"^ encamped, runs in an easterly direc-

P'"- tion towards Alraora. The path follows

the ridge, and there are no great difficulties in the way. The
Gorkhalis determined to make another attempt to stop our pro-

gress and to interpose their forces between us and Almora. They

therefore ascended the mountain, and marching to Kumpur (Ra-

nikhet), a small temple 5,983 feet above the sea, a few miles

in front of our encampment at Chaumua, stockaded themselves

in a very strong position which commanded the road to Almora.

Police levies, eacl^ consisting of fifty men under a darogha, were

placed at Kota and Kath-ki-nau to relieve the troops, who could

ill be spared from active service at this time, and it was also found

aecessary to leave a guard of 200 men at Chaumua for a depot

for the provisions which had not yet arrived. On the 28th February

the British force made a short march to a hill called Kapina-ke-

danda near Kumpur iund encamped opposite to the enemy's

'stockade. The Gorkhali force was estimated to be about one

thousand strong, with one gun, and their position was so well

chosen that it was considered undesirable to attempt to carry it
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by assault, while at the same time Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner

was unprovided with the means of regularly attacking and breach-

ing the stockade. It was therefore determined, as there was no

immediate probability of the Gorkhffis receiving any conaderable

reinforcements, to suspend active operations until our force could

be joined by a body of Rohillas which had been raised at H&pur

in the Meerut district, and who were soon expected to enter the

hills in support of Colonel Gardner's force.

From the 28th February to the 22nd March, the British force

. ^ remained encamped near Kumpur, and
SiyShi De*i occnpied, . , ,

with the exception of two unimportant

actions, in both of which our Rohilla levies were successful, no miH-

itary operations took place. In the first of these skirmishes, the

Rohillas drove baok a party of the enemy who ventured to

descend from their stockade into the valley of Tarkhet which lay

between them and the British, and in the second, where some six

hundred of them were engaged, they drove back an equal number

of the enemy who had ventured again on the same ground. Oi»

the 22nd March, the long expected reinforeements from Hapur,

consisting of 850 men, arrived, and it was determined immediately

to resume active operations against the Gorkhalis south-east of

Kumpur. Half way between it and Almora is the mountain called

Siyahi Devi, the summit of which reaches an elevation of 7,186

feet above the sea. This mountain, which is one of the mo^
conspicuous objects in the view from Almora, rises immediately

above the Kosi on a ridge which runs down in a direction almost

perpendicular to that of the Kathal-lekh and the Ryiini range, which

separate the basin of the Kosi from that of the Riamganga.

Lieutenant-Colonel Gfardner perceived that the possession of this

point would render it absolutely necessary for the Gorkhalis to

abandon their position at Kumpur, for the entire British force

could thus be placed between them and Almora and would only be

separated from the capital by the valley of the Kosi. The Gorkhalis

had taken no precautions against any such movement, nor had

they in any way provided for the safety of Siyahi Devi, a neglect

that was mainly the result of want of skill in their leaders, but

for which the insufficiency of the means at their disposal furnished

Bome excuse. Almora itself must have been at this time almost
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denuded of troops. During the night of;the 22nd March, a detach-

ment consisting of twelve hundred men was sent off toward Siy4hi

Devi. They marched in a south-easterly direction, descending into

the valley of the Panor, a confluent of the Ulabagar, which runs down

from the Ryuni range immediately under Siydhi Devi. The follow-

ing morning a demonstration was made against the enemy's stockade

at Kumpur in order to draw off his attention from the movements

that was taking place on our right, and soon afterwards informa"-

tion was received that a post of -500 men had been established at

Bajol, ten miles off and four miles distant from the enemy's left

stockade. The expedition to Siy4hi Devi was completely successfut

The' detachment passing through the valley of the Ulabagar ascended

the mountain from the village of Sfiri, and established itself at the

temple on the summit in the course of the day, and it was not till

noon that the GorkhMis discovered that they had been outflanked.

Early on the morning of the following day, the 24th March, the

Gorkhalis fearing for the safety of Almora hastily abandoned their

stockades, to which they set fire and retreated in great haste alon^

the Ry6ni and Katarmal ridge to Almora. The extreme difficulty

of the country made it impossible for the British force to advance

hy the Siyahi Devi route, nor would there have been any chance of

their reaching Almora after the abiandonment of the position at

Kumpur in time to intercept the Gorkhalis. Lieutenant-Colonel

Gardner therefore decided upon proceeding by the road which

the enemy had taken and on which no obstacles now remained.

He immediately followed the retreating Ibrce, but was unable

to march with equal rapidity, and reached Rylini only on tho

26th. Eight hundred men were left 'at Siy&hi Devi, and the

rest of the delaohment was recalled to head-quarters. On- the

27tb, thfe fofce halted a,t Rydni in order to bring up the guns
and baggage which had fallen behind, and

Advance on Almora. °f "
. , .^ , ,

' "
on the following day it marched to Katdr-

mal, a temple dedicated to the Sun on the ridge immediately-

above Hawalbagh and the Kosi, and distant only about seven miles

from Almora. A party of Gorkhalis which had been posted at

Katarmal retreated on our approach, and the enemy withdrawing

to the left bank of the Kosi now concentrated his forces on the Si-

toli ridge,' above Hawalbagh and aboutlwo miles ifrom Almora.
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Nothing could have been more judicious than the manner m
which Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner had carried on the whole of his

..,, ,^ ,
operations. It must however be admitted

Ala from the people.
that the success of the British was brought

about more by the weakness of the enemy than by any skill and

courage of their own. There are no means of discovering the

amount of the force which the Gorkhalis were able to bring against

us in Kumaon, but it is probable that the number of men actually-

opposed to us never exceeded 1,500, and of these not much more-

than half were true Gorkhalis. By the time that Lieutenant^Colo-

nel Gardner was fairly established in the hills the greater part of

the natives of Kumaon in the service of Nep&l had deserted, and

this loss it was quite impossible to supply by new levies. The great-

est source of weakness to the Gorkhali cause was the universal dis-

affection of the people of the country. Nothing could exceed the

hatred which the tyranny and exactions of twenty-five years past

had created, and no sooner had the British forces entered the hills

than the inhabitants began to join our camp and bring in supplies

of provisions for the troops. The same causes made it easy for us

to obtain information regarding every movement of the enemy and

gave us every facility for obtaining a knowledge of the localities of

this country—a knowledge which in mountain warfare such as this,

and in the absence of all trustworthy maps, was almost essential to

success. We thus possessed every advantage which an invading

force could desire, and the Gorkhali chiefs appear to have been

devoid of the ability and energy which might have helped them, as

it had helped others of their nation elsewhere, to withstand the

adverse circumstances under which they were placed.

Harak Deb Joshi was one of the main instruments by which

the people of the country were persuaded to join us. His influence

was still great, and he gave the whole of it without reserve to

support the plans of the British Government. After the abandon-

ment by the Gorkh&lis of their position at Kumpur and the advance

of the British force to Kalarmal, the natives of the province who

were employed in the Gorkhali service began to desert in great

numbers. Many of them returned to their homes, and more than

.three hundred soldiers, including several sard&rs of some importance,

joined us and were incorporated in our force before the end of
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Marcli. After theBe desertions it is probable that the whole avail-

able force of the Gorkh&lis for the defence of Aliriora did not amount

to one thousand men.

Whilst these events were passing in Central Kumaon Captain

Captain Hearsey's opcr- Hearsey was invading the province on its

*''*°™- eastern side, and his operations were at first,

attended with equal success, though their termination was disastrous.

He left Pilibhit with a force under his command consisting of about

1^500 men early in February and arrived at Bilhari on the 13th,

the same day that Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner's force occupied

Chilkiya. Bilhari was the first, important mart below the hills on

tlie route from eastern Kumaon to the plains just as Chilkiya was

the first important town below the hills on the route from western

Kumaon by the Kosi. At Bilhari Captain Hearsey made a halt

and distributed the proclamations and invitations that he had re-

xjeived from Harak Deb amongst the inhabitants of Kali Kumaon,

Vrith the result that in a few days over one hundred KumAonis en-

tered zealously into the service of the British Government and in-

formed Captain Hearsey that the garrisons of the Timla forts were

inclined to quit those places. At Barmdeo, the river Kali leaves

the mountains and enters the plain of Rohilkhand. The route up

the valley is circuitous and difficult, and the easiest paths into Kali

Kumaon strike northwards across the range of hills that immediate-

ly overhang the plains, and which do not here reach any very

great elevation. The small forts of Timla are situated on this range

at a height of 3,840 feet above the sea, and they commanded the

route which Captain Hearsey determined to follow.^ On the night

of the 17th February, as soon as he was able to send on sufficient

supplies on camels and ponies, he despatched a force of irregulars

who, on the 18th, took possession of the two small forts and the

pass called Kailaghati. The enemy retreated by Amkharak towards

Katolgarh and leaving a small garrison in Timla, the irregulars

followed in pursuit. The next day, a second detachment accompa-

nied by 150 hill-men armed with matchlocks and supplies sufficient

for a week's march arrived at Timla and pushing on across the

ridge descended into the valley of the Ladhiya, where they joined

the first detachment. The force now under the command of Bahaditr

^ I To Hoa'ble K. Gardner, dated I9tb February, Ut and 18th March, 1815.
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Singh, Subahdar of the -fourth CQinpany and an experienced

partisan leader, consisted of some 500 irregulars with 200
Kumaoni matohlockmen, with whom he crossed the E4nadeo ridge

and reached Champawat, the ancient capital of Kumaon, on the

28th February, Captain Hearsey attributes the success of this

expedition to the exertions of the Kumdoni levies. Kalidhar, the

Gorkh^li Subahdar, made some show of resistance at Baraplpal

near Barauli, where he had formed a stockade, but this was turned

by Bahadur Singh on the 26th and the eaemy fled to Katolgarh,

leaving a few goats and sheep and their baggage behind. Bahadur

Siugh followed closely, but the Gorkh41i leader with 100 men was

able to occupy the fort before the levies came up and invested it.

All the Kumaonis in the Gorkhali force joined our party and

Captain Hearsey was thus enabled to leave 5U0 men at Bilhari as a

precautionary measure, to watch Hastidal, who threatened to cross

the Sarda.

It had been proposed that Captain Hearsey, after destroying the

Defeat of Captain Hear- bridges, and posting detachments to watch
sey at Khiipati. ^j^g ^^]i a,n(j prevent the passage of Gor-.

khali reioforcements from Doti, should march on Almora and com-

bine his operations with those of Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner. It

became, however, impossible to carry this plan into effect, for

information^ was received that the Gorkhilis were about to make

a serious attempt to relieve Almora, and that preparations were

beinof made in the neighbouring Nepilese provinces of Doti and

Achi^m to send a force across the Kali under Hastidal, the bro-

ther of Bam Sah aad an officer of great reputation. It was neces-

sary, therefore, that all Captain Hearsey's endeavours should be

directed to prevent succour reaching Almora. To create a diver-

sion and prevent if possible Hastidal from leaving Doti, the scheme

which had been entertained and which has been already noticed, of

sending the ex-Raja, Prithipat Sah, into that province with a body

of irregular troops, was revived' and a new levy of five hundred

men under one Amau Kh4n was ordered with this intention. On

the liiJi March, a strong party of Gorkhalis attacked a detachment

> Captain Heareej reported his arrival at Champawat on the 1 3th March,
and detailing the diflSoultieB that he had to encounter pointed out that iiastidal

coald at any time cross the Sarda and commence operations in Kumaon!.
' From Government, 23rd March, 1815. Prithipat Sih was eventually pen-
ioned by out Government. To, dalcd 12th August, 1816,
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of our force which Captain Hearsey had left at Barindeo, but were

repulsed at all points and were compelled to retreat across the river

with considerable loss. Our party suffered Severely in this action.

Prithipat Hkh, who with his younger brother Jagjit Sah had joined'

the force, was wounded and obliged to return to Pilibhit aad hi*

uncle was killed. The levies were in the meantime being made

with difficulty and, owing to the absence of Prithipat Sah, the ex-

pedition was at last countermanded, and this diversion was conse-

quently never carried into effect. The force under Captain Hearsej

was employed during the month of March in watching the Kali, in

the hope of preventing the passage of Hastidal, and in the unsuc-

cessful siege of Katoliiarh, a fort, a few miles to the north-west of

Champawat. On the 31st March, Hastidal succeeded in crossing

the Kali at Kusm ghat about twenty miles east of Champawat.

Captain Hearsey, in his endeavours to watch the Kali and to pre-

vent the passage of the Gorkhalis, had so broken up his force into

separate detachments, that it was impossible for him to concentrate

immediately (he means which he had for resisting the progress of

Hastidal. He marehed,^ however, with what force he could muster,

and was met by the enemy near Khilpati, about five miles to the

north-east of Champdwat. His men made hardly an attempt to

withstand the attack of the Gorkhalis, whose victory was immediate

and complete, and Captain Hearsey was himself wounded and

taken prisoner. Tlte remains of the force fled to the plains, and

thus ended the attaok on l^ali Kumaon. Captain Hearsey attri-

buted his disaster in some measure to^ the treachery of the Phartiyfi,!

party in Kali Kumaon,* and the Maras always declare that the

information and assistance which the Phartiyals gave to Hastidal

had an important effect in bringing about the defeat of the British

force. There is no doubt that the Phartiy^l party were suspicious

of our intentions and jealous of the inffueuce of Harak Deb Joshi,

the chief of the opposite faction ; but the real cause of Captain

Hearsey's defeat was the superior courage of the Gorkhali soldiers,

which no zeal for his success on the part of the people of the

country could have enabled him to> withstand. It was before men-

tioned that early in February a force of five hundred men had

I Letter from Captain Heirsey to Hon'ble B. Gardner, dated Uth June,

1815, mentioning Bhana Kulatia, resident of a village neat Champawat, aa.

tbeir chief.

83
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been sent from Kashipur with orders to enter the hills from Rudrpnr

hy Bhamauri and Bhim Tal. No active operations were however

undertaken in this quarter, and the onlj results were the occnpation

of the petty fort of Barakheri at the fuot of the hills, and that of

Chhakh4ta Garhi near Bhim Tal on the 1st April, after if bad beei>

abandoned by the enemy.

The defeat of Captain Hearsey was first announced on the 6tb

Gardner's levies rein- April to the main body under Lieutenant-

*°'^''®'^' Colonel Gardner by a feu-de-joie from the

ramparts of the fort of Lalmandi at Almiora,* and on the following-

day Bam Sah wrote to the British commander that Captain Hearsey

was wounded and a prisoner, but that he might rest assured that

the prisoner would receive every care and attention at the bands of

his captors. This untoward result of the expedition to ChampSwat

might have been attended with most serious consequences, for

although the actual numbers of the reinforcement brought into

Kumaon from Doti probably did not exceed a few hundred men,

little dependence could have been placed on the raw levies under

Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner had they been vigorously attacked

by even a small body of Gorkhalis, elated by success and under the

command of an officer of acknowledged bravery and enterprize like

Hastidal. But fortunately for the progress of the operations so

happily commenced, efficient succour was on its way, for Lord Hast-

ings on receiving intelligence of the important advantages that had

been gained by the force under Lieutenaht-Colonel-Gardner, per-

ceiving the immense influence whi.h the complete occupation of

Kumaon would have on the fate of the campaign, determined to

lose no time in sending a body of regular troops to complete what

had been so well begun. " The state of operations," says^ Prinsep,

"before Jaithak, combined with the assurance that the tranquillity

of Central India would not be disturbed this season, were the cir-

cumstances that enabled the Governor- General to devote the troops

of his regular army to this service now ; though two months earlier

'On the 7th April, Lientenant-Colonel Gardner received a report from
Lieutenant and Adjutant Martindale of ihe defeat of Captain Hearsey's force at
Khilpati on the Sod April. This officer also reported that he had unly 3 )0 men
with him and that he intended to retire on Chanipawat, but the same day his force
was attacked by Hastidal and disrersed with great loss. From Government,
daied 2iith April. 'Prinsep, Volume I., No 161, Government to Hon'ble
K Gardner, coated 2nd April, 1815, detailing the instruetions given to Colonel
Hicolls.
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he had not deemed it safe to spare them." The force assembled to

support Lieutenant-Oolonel Gardner was composed of 2,025 men,

consisting of the 1st Battalion, 4th Rejgriment Native Infantry, under

Captain Faithful (7fil men); the 2nd Battalion, 5th Reoriment Native

Infantry, under Major Patton (764), and a detachment of the 15th

Regiment Native Infantry then employed in Q-arhwal (500), with

twelve guns, ^ and the whole was placed on the 23rd March under the

command of Colonel Nicolls of Her Majesty's 14tli Foot, Quarter-

Master- General of Her Majesty's troops in India.^ Early in April

Colonel Nicolls entered the hills, and following the same route

which had been taken by Lieatenant-Colonel Gardner, he joined

the force at Katarmal on the 8th April without meeting any

opposition on the way.

Colonel Nicolls now assnmed the command of the whole of the

Colonel Nicolls com- invading force, both regular and irregular,

'"^°'^^- the superintendence of the civil affairs of the

province and the direction of the diplomatic transactions with the

Gorkbali authorities remaining as before with ftlr. E. Gardner. The

GorkhAlis at Almora had now been joined by Hastidal and the force

which ho had brought with him from Doti. But, notwithstanding the

arrival of Hastidal, the capture of Almora and the occupation of the

province had now become a matter of certainty, for the means of the

Gorkh^lis were utterly insufficient to contend against the large force

of regular troops which was now arrayed against them. They were

already reduced to great difficulties from scarcity of supplies at

Almora, and the garrison, who had received no pay for a long time

past, could only Supply themselves with food by plundering the

adjacent villages. A great part of the inhabitants of the town

abandoned it and fled into more quiet parts of the country. Some

letters'" from the principal Gorkbali officers at Almora to Nep^l,

which were intercepted in the beginning of April, give us an idea

of the difficulties to which the garrison was reduced. These simple

and straightforward letters, free from all boasting and oriental

exaggeration, elicited from Lord Hastings an expression of well-

merited respect for "their spirit of patriotic zeal and devo-

tion."

•Two 12-pounderB,8ix 6-poun(1erB, two 4J-inch mortars and two 8-inoh mor-

jg^jg
J Aflerwariis Sir Jasper Nicolls and Commander-in-Chief in Xadia.

» See Aupendix A. and from Gort., dated 26th April, 1616.
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Various attempts at uegociation Lad beeu made by the Chauntia

Bam Skh, but his proposals were of so vague
Action at Gananath.

. .

a nature that it appeared that his ouly object

was to gain time, and they led to no result. That our officers had

correctly interpreted the intentions of the enem}' was afterwards

shown,^ for from the day that intelligence was received by them of

the despatch of Colonel Nicolls' force, letters were sent to Nepal

asking for reinforcements, and on the 4th May, eight companies of

Gorkhalis (numbering 633 men) were actually despatched from Kath-

mdndu towards Almora and a promise was given that others should

soon follow. This tardy compliance w ith the requisitions of the Gor-

khali commanders in Kumaon was of little use, for long before the

reinforcements had reached the Kali, Almora bad fallen and the Gor-

khalis had retired across that river.' Abandoned almost by those to

whom he looked for sujjport. Bam Sah saw the necessity for making

some movement in Kumaon itself, and early on the morning of the

22nd April, up to which time no further military operations had

been undertaken on either side, Hastidal marched with a strong

detachment from Almora in a northerly direction. It has been

generally supposed that the object of the Gorkhalis in this move-

ment was to turn the left of the British position and to endeavour

by a sudden attack to recover the ground that had been lost. It

appears, however, from a letter written by Bam Sah and the other

principal Gorkhali officers to Amar Singh Thapa after the fall of

Almora, the sincerity of which there is no reason to doubt, that

JEastidal had no such bold intentions, and that this movement was

undertaken only with the object of keeping open the Gorkhali

communications with the northern parganabs of the district. Haviuc

now lost their hold of the country between Almora and the plains,

it w^as a matter of importance to the Nepalese Government, as well

as to the (jorkhali forces operating in Kumaon, tl:at their communi-

cations to the north should not be disturbed, for it was by this route

only that they could correspond with their detachments in western

Kumaon and Garhwal and with the seat of war on the right bank

of the Ganges. But in the desperate state of the Gorkhali affairs

tit Almora the movement was a very unwise one, and although it

would undoubtedly have been impossible for the enemy under any

• To Mr. Gardner, dated IVih May, IfclS.
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circumstances to have delayed the fall of Almora much longe tha

result of this expedition greatly helped to accelerate that event.

Hastidal directed his march over the Kalraatiya range towards

GauanSth, a mountain about fifteen miles north of Almora between

the valleys of the Kosi and the Sarju, intending apparently to hold a

position there, by help of which a communication could be main-

tained round the left of the British army posted at Hawalbagh.

The Gorkbalis had been anxious to keep this movement secret, but

the favourable disposition towards us of the people of the country

gavo us such facilities for obiaining information that all conceal-

ment was impossible, and Colonel NicoUs was aware of what bad

occurred very soon after Hastidal had left Almora. He, at once,

despatched a strong party of irregulars under Captain Butterfield

to the western parganahs, to induce confidence and obtain supplies

and to counteract the manoeuvre of Hastidal. Major Patton was

detached on the same evening (22nd April) with seven compauies

of the 5th Native Infantry and five flank companies under Captain

Leys, and a body of irregulars altogether amounting to nine hun-

dred men with a six-pounder and a mortar, and was sent up the

Kosi from Kat^rmal to watch and if possible attack the force under

Hastidal. The Gorkbalis readied Ganan^th the day after they

left Almora, but before they could properly establish themselves

there they were attacked by the British. The first part of the

ascent to Ganan^th is steep, but the upper parts of the mountain

slope down gently in broad grassy lawns, with more level ground

than we commonly find on the rugged ridges of the Himalaya. A
little to the south of the temple of Gananath, in one of the beautiful

turfy glades among the pine-groves, the Gorkhali and the British

forces met on the evening of the 23rd April. The contest was a short

one Hastidal was killed by a musket ball in the temple and his fall

was the signal for the flight of the Gorkbalis. Our loss in this brilliant

action was only two sepoys killed and Ensign Blair and twenty-

five sepoys wounded.^ The enemy lost both Hastidal and Jairokha

Sardar and thirty-two sepoys killed, whilst the number of the

wounded is unknown, for many of them perished on their way
back to Almora and many others dispersed and never reached that

place. The British, leaving a small detachment at Gananath,
I To C. in C, S4th Ai<ril, 1875.
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returned the next day to Katarmal. "In Hastidal Chauntra," writes

Mr. J. B. Fraser, " the enemy lost a most valuable active and enter-

prising officer and a man whose character was particularly amiable.

He was uncle to the reigning prince of Nep^l and his talents and

virtues were worthy of his high descent. With the sentiments

which a brave man ever entertains for a noble and worthy enemy,

Colonel Nicolls, in his official despatch, paid a most handsome and

feeling tribute to his memory."

Colonel Nicolls seemed determined to lose no time Jin follow-

ing up his success, which the death of Hastidal rendered a very

important one, and ou the 25th April he put his troops in motion

to attack Almora. The main body of the G-orkhalis, under the

command of Angat Sirddr, was stationed a
Attack on Almora.

i .,, p -n
little above the village of Pandekhola on

the ridge called Sitoli, about two miles west of Almora between

the town and the Kosi ; a detachment under Ch4mu Bhand^ri

was posted on the Kalmatiya hill to protect the right flank of

the position ; and the remainder of their force was stationed at

Almora under the command of the Chauntra Bam Sah himself.

At one p. M. on the 25th April Colonel Nicolls moved with

the greater part of his force against the Sitoli position, where the

Gorkhdlis had thrown up breast-works and stockades. Colonel

Nicolls had intended to establish a battery within r^inge of the first

stockade and had taken up ground for the purpose, but seeing his

men confident and ready for the attack, he ordered the two first

stockades to be taken by assault which was well carried out by

Captain Faithful and the first battalion of the 4th Native Infantry.

The irregular infantry under Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner then

advanced by a parallel ridge and diverging near the summit easily

possessed themselves of the three remaining breast-works on the

Sitoli ridge. In the meantime, fifty men of the 4th Regiment occu-

pied a small breast-work on the left and the entire regiment event-

ually halted on the ridge itself, whilst Captain Leys with the flank

battalion pursued the retreating enemy. Finding five difl'ereat

roads, the British advanced along each until they possessed the

stockade leading to Kalmatiya and thus cut off all communications of

the enemy in that quarter. The Gorkh^lis fought with their usual

determination and courage, but they were driven from every point
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and compelled to retreat into the town of Almora, followed closely

by the British force. Colonel NicoUs established his head-qnartera

for the night at Pokbarkhdh' about half a mile north of the fort of

Almora, and the troops were encamped close to the town, and on

the hill called Haridungari above Pokharkhdli. About 11 p.m. iu

the same night, the enemy made a vigorous attempt to recover the

ground he had lost. The detachment posted on Kalmatiya^ under

the command of Chfi,mu Bhandari descended from the ridge acd

attacked the British position on the north, while at the same time

the garrison of L^lmandi hearing the noise of musketry made a

sortie from Almora on the opposite side. The attack on the north

was at first successful. The Gorkhalis carried oUr most northern

post, though stockaded and held by Lieutenant Costly and a detach-

ment of the 4th Native Infantry. Onis hundi'ed men of the flank

battalion of the same regiment under the command of Lieutenants

Brown and Winfield were instantly despatched to the assistance of

the party, and Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner, who happened to be

with Colonel, Nicoils at the time, led in person a company of his

irregulars to tbe spot. By the promptness and gallantry of the

supports the position was recovered, and though the Gorkhalis again

charged our troops two or three times, they were always repulsed.

The loss on both siiles during this conflict was very considerable, for

the enemy came on with great determination and was only defeated

after a hard struggle. During this time the sortie from the Almora

side took place and a violent attack was made upon our most

advanced position in that quarter. The enemy came up to the

very wall of the otockade, . which they attempted to cross, though

it was nearly six feet high ; the one or two who succeeded, however,

fell dead within. These assaults and skirmishes continued during the

whole night, occasioning great loss on both sides and on the British

side the death of a promising young officer. Lieutenant Taply.

Natives of Kumaon who were present at the time declare how-

ever, and very probably with truth, that a
Almora taken. •. 11 . r 1 ,1 .

considerable part 01 our loss on the occasion

was caused by the fire of our own men, in the confusion which was

caused by the first successful attack of the Gorkhalis. Our loss in

killed and wounded on the 25tb amounted altogether to two hundred

> Commonly called by the European community of Almora, Kalimath.
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and eleven men.^ The next morninof, the advaneel post was pusTied

forward to within seventy yards of the fort of Almora and the mortar

batteries which haid been placed in position dnrincr the night shelled

the enceinte with such good effect that numbers of the garrison could,

be seen leaving the fort by a wicket on its eastern side. The advanced

post considered too easily that the fort had been evacuated and en-

deavoured to enter by the same door, but were met by the garrison,

who obliged them to retreat. The artillery fire was continued until

about 9 A.M., when the Ohauntra sent a letter under a flag of truoe,

.

supported by a letter from Captain Hearsey, requesting a suspension

of hostilities and offering to treat for the evacuation of the province

on the basis of the terms offered to the Chauntra several week*

previously by Mr. Gardner, Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner was depu-

ted to hold a personal conference with Bam 8ah, and on the follow-

ing' day the negociation was brought to a close b-y the conclusion

of a convention uniler which the Gorkh^lis agreed to evacuate the

province and all its fortified places. It was stipulated that they,

should be allowed to retire across the Kali with their guns, arms,

military stores, and private property, the British providing them

with the necessary supplies and carriage.

The convention for the evacuation and surrender of Knmaon

was signed at Almora on the 27th April, 1S15 by the Hon'ble

E. Gardner, Bam Sah, Chamu Bhandari and Jasmadan Thapa, and

as a pledge for tlie due fulfilment of the conditions, the fort of-

LMmandi, erected on the site now occupied by fort Moira, was, the-

same day, surrendered to the British under a royal salute and

Captain Hearsey was released. The officers in command of the

several Gorkhali detachments in Kumaon and GarhwAl who were*

under the authority of Bam Sah were ordered to give np theii^

posts. On the 25th April, Bam Sah and his Sardars paid a com-

plimentary visit to Mr. Gardner and Colonel Nicolls and were

received in Colonel NicoUs' tent under a salute of nineteen guns.

The visit was returned the next day and the same evening Jasmadan

Thapa, on the part of Bam Sah, came with an open letter requesting

' On this point exact information is not obtainable as the Whole of the

military correBpondence and Tecords of the period belonging to the station staff

ofBcB at Almora were about ton years ago burned as waste pa^er-i-a fate' which

is gradually overtaking all the records in the country that are at all worih

preservation. See further Fraser's Jouraal, p. 46, and Prinsep's Transactions, I.,

156.
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that it might be forwarded to Amar Singh Thapa, Ranjor Singh

and the other Sarddrs at Jaithak and NAhan, against whom General

Ochterlony was then acting, informing them of the events that,

had tai^en place in Kumaun and advising them to endeavour to

obtain for themselves similar conditions and to withdraw theii"

forces from the western hills to the east of the Kali. The letter^

was signed by Bam Sah and the other Gorkhali leaders at Almora

and is so interesting as containing the Gorkhali account of the war

that I give it here in full :

—

" On the 23nd an action was fought on Gananath ka daada. Hastidal and

Jairokha Kazi with nine sepoys were killed ; others were wounded, The enemy

lost a captain and some men. The enemy's force was at Katarmal with de-

tachments at Siahi Devi and Dhamus ; 2,500 men were in a stockade on the

Fathpur hill and our communications with Bageswar were threatened. So I sent

my brother Hastidal to Ganandth. By his death and that of Jairokha the enemy

acquired confidence, but I disposed of the troops to the best advant^ige. On
Tuesday the 25th the enemy, consisting of the Europeans in front followed by

the battalions, the mortars on eight elephants, advanced in succession to the

assault of Sitoli. Intimation was sent me by Captain Angat. So I sent the

Bhawani Bakhs' company, with the exception of a single patti for my own pro-

tection, to his support. I was unable to send more without weakening Rangelu's

post at Lalmandi and Charu Lckh. Our men were unable to withstand their

volleys of 1,000 musketry and were obliged to abandon their defences. Nar Sah

Chauntra with a supply of ammunition proceeded in anotlier direction and exerted

himself to the utmost; but for one musket of mine twenty Of theirs rained showers

of bullets upon us : it was impossible to withstand their fire.

The enemy pursued us into the town. I then determined to defend the f Jrts

of Lalmandi and Nauda Devi. In the meantime the officers and Captaii;i Angat

in a litter arrived by the lower road. I ordered a charge of 30 men sword in hand,

but the enemy took post in tho temple of Dip Chand and kept up an incessant

fire of shells upon the fort. I ordered Bhaudari KS,zi to collect the force on

Kalmatiya and make an attack at night on the hill above Matal Devi called

Haridungari ; in this afEair the enemy had a lieutenant and 98 men killed and we

gained the position, though with the loss of Subahdar Zabar Adhikari and Mastram

Thapa. About 20 minutes after, a battalion under Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner

and other Europeans arrived and renewed the action and Sirdar Ransur Karkl

wiith jamadars, and 45 gallant gentlemen, were killed and scarcely any escaped

unwounded on either side. Colonel Gardaer and Colonel NicoUs' brother wera

wounded. I ordered reinforcements to advance under Jasmadan Thapa, but

gome of the men ran away and others showed symptoms of following, so the re-

inforcement did not advance. The firing continued all night. In the morning

the remains of the Bhandari's force retired to Sintoli and the enemy returned

» It wae forwarded to General Ochterlony, who communicated it» contents-

to the Gorkhali leader at Malaun. Government to Ochterlony, dated 12th May^

1816.
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towards the fort, recommencing a brisk Are from the trenches which waa main-

tained for six hours on both sides, but with the addition of stones on ours. The

mortars never ceased firing an instant night and day, and men and women and

animals were exposed to the fire. Captain Hearsey advised us to carry off tlio

magazine and effects of the Eaja, I replied that if anything could be saved it

Would be well, and I requested him to apply for a cessation of hostilities. In

the meantime, I sent to Chamu Bhandari, and we four had a consultation on the

state of affairs. We considered that we had a large stock of ammunition here,

but the soldiers of the levies were altogether useless, and when those yoa have

cherished betray you in the season of distress, what is to be done? The genuine

Gorkhalis alone proved themselves of service, and the Baradars (chiefs) only were

to be depended on. On this I reflected that we ought not to suffer the power and

wealth of our master to be reduced or dispersed, and determined on sending to

Mr. Gardner and having a conference. On inquiry of Mr. Gardner what were the

causes of the present quarrel, he replied that the murder of the Tahsildar in

Bfltwal had given deep offence to the Governor-General, on which account he had

made immense preparations. At present he anticipated no benefit from a reconci-

liation with us, but if our differences can be adjusted on certain conditions, it is

well. ' Eetire beyond the Kali and write to your Government to request that an
accredited agent may be sent with full powers to the Governor-General.' I have
accordingly written and matters are now in train of adjustment and now friendly

intercourse is established between the English and Gorkhalis. Do you therefore

retire from the west with your army. We are going to the eastern side of the
Kali, and you ought to put an end to the war and conclude terms of peace with
General Ochterlony. Bring your army and military stores with yon. We will

then in conjunction address our Government, recommending that a vakil be
Bent to the Governor-General to settle the business."

A proclamation was now issued by Mr. Gardner declarino' that the
province of Kumaon was attached to the British Provinces call-

Mr. Gardner has civil ^^g on the principal people of the country
*^^'^^®- to repair to Almora, and inviting the inha-
bitants to return to their homes and to their ordinary occupa-
tions.^ On the 30th April the Gorkhalis commenced their march
and on the 14th May they crossed the Kkli at Jhul-gh^t into
Doti, according to the terms of the agreement that had been en-
tered into. No opposition was offered by any of the Gorkhdii
detachments in other parts of the province : they were all included
in the convention entered into by Bam Sah, and most of them
followed him into Doti. The two principal posts which the Gor-
khalis had possessed in western Kumaon were the forts of Naitha-
na, in Pdli, on the left bank of the Rdmganga ; and Lohba twelve
miles further north, a little within the border of Garhwal. In

* From Government, dated 3rd May, JSIB,
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each of these forts there were ahout one hundred and fifty men.

Naithaua was evacuated after the fall of Almora before any special

demand had been made for its surrender. Lohba was reduced by

the people of the country, who had been supplied with ammuni-
tion by Mr. Gardner. They succeeded in cutting off the water of

the garrison, and compelled it to evacuate the fort on the 22nd of

April, four days before the fall of Almora. The Gorkhdlis attribu-

ted the insurrection of the districts near Lohba to the influence

of Harak Deb Joshi. This was the only quarter where the inhabi-

tants took any very active means to expel the Gorkhalis, although

they were everywhere most anxious for the success of the British

enterprise. No resistance was offered by any of the Gorkhali detach-

ments in Garhw41, and the whole of that district fell into our hands

without the slightest opposition after the fall of Almora. A force

marched to Srinagar from the west, after the settlement of aflairs

in that quarter, but nothing occurred which called for any military

operations or which demands any more particular notice here.

The Hon'ble E. Gardner was directed by the Governor-General to

assume the office and title of Commissioner for the affairs of

Kumaon and Agent to the Governor-General on the 3rd of May,

1815, and Mr. G. W. Traill was appointed his assistant on the 8th

July. Colonel NicoUs with a force, accompanied by Mr, Gardner,

proceeded to Champawat immediately after Bam Sah commenced

his march, and in that place Mr. Gardner turned his attention to

civil affairs. The treaty by which Kumaon was ceded to the Bri-

tish was not, however, concluded till the 2nd December, 1815, and

was not ratified until the 4th March, 1816.

DurincT the interval between the fall of Almora and the

ratification of the treaty with Nepal the
eace wi epa .

^^^j. ^-^^^^ formed the eastern boundary. In

the meantime Mr. Gardner was instructed to inquire whether the

acceptance of this boundary in any future negotiations with

Kathmanda would secure the trade with Tibet by the passes across

the Himalaya from any interference of the Gorkhdlis, and should

it appear that any frontier beyond the Sarda in the part where it

approaches the snowy range should be required for this purpose,

the extent of it should be defined, so that its cession might be

provided for. Similarly he was to ascertain what extension to the
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westward would be advisable with a view to the tranquillity of the

»ew province, so that on the re-establishment of any of the former

Ilajas, provision
. might be made for that purpose. Opportunity

was also taken of the presence of Bam Sah in Doti to ascertain

the views of the Nepalese Darbar with regard to peace. As has

been shown, already, he belonged to the peace party, which was

opposed to the war party, headed by the Thapas, but had not

joined in the invitation given by the ruler of IJepdl to Guru Gajraj

Misr to proceed to Kathmandu with a view of opening a negoti-

ation for peace with the British authorities. Mr, Gardner was

informed that should the Nepalese Government choose Bam Sah

as their agent to condxict these negotiations, Lord Hastings would

intrust to him the delicate task of representing the British. Lieute-

nant-ColonelGardner had accompanied the Gorkh41is on their march

into Doti as far as Jhul ghat, and he confirmed the account of the

disposition of Bam Sah and the anxiety felt by him that he should

be the means of communication between the court of Nepdl and

the British. Bam Sah urged that if the negotiations fell into the

hands of the Khasiyas, as the Thapas were termed, not only could

there be no real peace, but that death or exile awaited him and all

others who belonged to the party of the Raja.^ The correspond-

ence shows that the British were inclined to afford to Bam Sah

and the party he represented all the support they could derive

from a knowledge of the favourable disposition of our Government

towards them, and that should it be necessary for them to occupy

Doti for themselves, they might rely on our assistance and

co-operation. The expediency of limiting our direct support, in

the first instance to the assurance of our entire sympathy with

the party, was based on the belief that any other mode of render-

ing that support would be inconsistent with general principles of

policy and could not conduce to the attainrnent of the particular

object in view. A public declaration to the Gorkh^li Government

of our desire to uegotiate with Bam S^h, to the exclusion of any

other agent, would naturally excite suspicion of a secret under-

standing with him founded on his presumed readiness to make
greater sacrifices of the interests of his Government in order to

conciliate our good will than any other individual or party. A very

,' To Mr. Gardner, dated T7th. 19th, and 21 st May, and from him dated 8th
June, 1B16, after a personal mteryiew with Bam Sah on iheee matters.
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powerful and plausible handle would thus have been given to bis

enemies for preventing him getting the negotiations into his hands,

and should they succeed, we should not only have unnecessarily

excited their ^opposition and ill-will but have made Bam Sab's

position extremely dangerous. The knowledge obtained by Bam
Skh of our real disposition would enable him and his adherents

to take advantage of the circumstance in disposing the Raja to

emancipate himself from the Thapas, who by their violent measures

had brought on the war, and to seek the aid of his own near

relatives, whose pacific counsels would have averted the war and

might yet save his Government from ruin.

As to the occupation of Doti by Bam Sah the British had no

hesitation in offering their a.=!sistance. So long as hostilities con-

tinued between the two .states, it was right to use every effort to

reduce the means and circumscribe the territories of the Gorkh^lis

and to support a rebellion in Doti was perfectly consistent with the

acknowledged principles of public honor and the practice of belli-

gerent states. But it was distinctly stated that it was for Bam
Sah himself to consider whether, by taking this step, he promoted

his own security and increased his chance of recovering his ascen-

• dancy in Nepal. So far as British interests were concerned, the

presence of an independent state on our eastern frontier ruled by

a chief well disposed towards us and necessarily relying upon us for

support would have been eminently advantageous. Accordingly

Mr. Gardner was instructed to convey to Bam Sah the assurance

that it would afford the greatest gratification to the British if he

were empowered by the Raja to conclude terms of peace, and that

in the event of his finding it necessary to break with the Darb4r

to secure himself frOm persons seeking his destruction or to oppose

the usurping faction who were ruining the states for their own

Bel6sh purposes, he might rely on the aid of the British Govern-

ment, who would guarantee to him and to his family the indepen-

dent sovereignty of Doti and any other territory which he might

acquire, and promise was given that provision should be made for

this purpose in any treaty entered into with Nepal, At the same

time it was to be clearly understood that the views of Bam Sah

ebouM primarily be directed towards concludinga peace, and that

when pledging our assistaoce towards maintaining him im Dot)i,
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it was not to be done so as to tempt him, by the opportunity of ae-.

quiring an independent sovereignty, into conduct contrary to his

duty to his prince and country. His seizure of Doti would doubt-

less cause a continuance of the war which, whilst ruinous to Nep&l,

would also prove inconvenient to British interests. The offer.of

assistance in conquering Doti was therefore made in such a way
as to render it less preferable than aid in resisting the machina-

tions of the Thdpa party and restoring the influence of the Eaja by

promoting peace, but was still held out as an ultimate resource

should occasion arise.

Gajraj Misr, the guru of the late Raja Ran Bahddur Sah,

was at this time at Benares and was invited by the reigning

Eaja and Bhim Sen Thapa to Nepdl. During the time of his

^ . influence he was always favourable to the
Gajri] Misr.

t, • i,
.• i i jBritish connection and was employed in

the negotiations conducted both by Major-General Kirkpatrick

. and Lieutenant-Colonel Knox and had always professed his desire

and ability to conclude terms of peace and accomplish the sub-

version or at least the limitation of the power of the Thapas.

Witii these designs he proceeded to Kathmandu, after being apprised

generally of the terms on which peace would be granted. As there

was reason to think that the views of this person and those of

Bam Sah were, in the main, the same, it was suggested to the

latter that it would be well if they could unite their interests for

the promotion of their mutual advantage.

On the 15 th May, 1815, Araar Singh Thapa surrendered to Ge-

Operations to the west D^ral Ochterlony, and I shall now complete
of the Jumna. ^jjg foj-ief account of the campaign in the

western hills. In Bahar and Gorakhpur nothing new was attempt-

ed, and it is therefore only necessary to refer to the operations

before Jaithak and Nahan. After the unsuccessful attack on

Jaithak of the 27th December, General Martindell, notwithstand-

ing the immense numerical superiority of his force, made no fur-

ther attempts worth recounting to dislodge the enemy. Miserable

vacillation and utter want of all enterprise or judgment constitute

the history of the siege of Jaithak. At the end of March it was

determined, to blockade the place, but it held out until its fall was

. brought about by the successful operations of General Ochterlony,
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of which some account must now be given. It has already been

stated that Amar Singh had been compelled towards the end of

January to establish himself in the fortified position of Malaun,

and to concentrate there the greater part of his forces. But, not-

withstanding the indefatigable exertions of General Ochterlony

and his oflScers, it was not until the middle of April that after all

the detacbed forts had been reduced, in which Amar Singh had

left small garrisons, the final preparations could be made for the

attack on Malaun itself. On the 15th April General Ochterlony

ordered an attack to be made on Deothal, a high point within the

enemy's position. After a desperate struggle, which was renewed

on the following day, Deothal remained in the possession of the

British. We lost in these operations seven officers and three

hundred and forty-seven men killed and wounded. The loss of

the Gorkhdlis on the second day alone was said to have exceeded

five hundred men, and among them was Bhakti Thdpa, one of

their most distinguished officers. A road by which heavy guns

could be transported to Deothal was now constructed, and batteries

were raised against Malaun itself.

But it had now become evident to all that the Gorkhdlis Ihust

very soon cease to offer any further resistance to the progress of

the British arms. The occupation of Kumaon had cut off all

hope of relief and had made retreat impossible, even if the

vigilance and the superior forces of General Ochterlony could have

been evaded, and most of the Gorkhdli Sard^rs were desirous of

making terms before it was too late. But Amar Singh refused to

listen to any proposals of accommodation. There was little sub-

ordination of rank in the Gorkhali army and most of the superior

officers abandoned Malaun with their men, leaving Amar Singh to

the fate which he seemed determined to suffer. At last, when he

had only two hundred men remaining, he agreed to the terms that

had been offered by the British General, and on the 15th of May,

he signed a convention agreeing to deliver up the forts of Malaun

and Jaithak and the whole country between Kumaon and the

Satlaj. The Gorkhali troops were permitted to march through the

plains to the east of the K41i, retaining their private property, but

without arms. An exception to this last stipulation was made in

favor of the small force under Amar Singh's personal command,
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who, " in consideration," to use the words of the convention,^ " of

the high rank and character of K4zi Amar Singh Tiiapa, and of

the skill, bravery and fidelity with which he has defended the'

country committed to his charge," were permitted to march out-

with their arms and accoutrements, their colours, and two g-uns.

A similar favour was granted to two hundren men under Eanjor

Singh, the brave defender of Jaithak. " Thus," writes. Prinsep,

" the campaign, which in January promised nothing but disaster,

finished in May by leaving in the possession of the British the

whole tract of hills from the Ghfigra to the Satlaj."

We shall now briefly sketch the progress of the negotiations

which ultimately led to peace with Nepal,
Negotiation for peace.

, , , ^^ , u i,
and perhaps no better example could be

had of the intricate nature of diplomatic communications in tbe

East than, the volumes of correspondence on this subject disclose.

In order to prepare Mr. Gardner for the possibility of his being

intrusted with powers to negotiate a peace through Bam Sah,

a draft treaty was transmitted to him with the instructions of

Government, which were, briefly, the renunciation of all the points.

in dispute between the two Governments antecedent to the war,

the cession of territory as an indemnification for the expenses of

the war and security for all persons who aided the British during

the hostilities.^ Very shortly afterwards* information of the

arrival of Gajraj Misr in Colonel Bradshaw's camp with power to

conclude a treaty on behalf of the Nepalese Government was

received, and Mr. Gardner was informed that, however much it wa»

desirous that the negotiations should be concluded through Bam
Sah, it would not be wise for the British Government to refuse to

receive an accredited agent apparently authorised to treat with it

after so frequently expressing its willingness to come to an under-

staodiag. If, therefore, Gajr4j Misr's powers and instructions

were such as to enable him to make the cessions of territory whioh

the British were entitled and resolved to demand, Lieutenant-

^ Based on instructions conveyed to General Ochterlony, dated 12th May, 1815. -

•To Mr. Gardner, dated, 26th May, 1815. ' /iid., fith June,, and reply,

dated l7th June: Bradshaw to GoTernment, dated 28th May, 1816. Gajraj Misr,
however, brought no propositions whateyer frq^ the Goyernment of Nep^l,
which left the terms of peace entirely to the generosity of the British Govern-
ment. They relied still, it would seem, on the' hope excited by past forbearance
and appeared not to see the necessity 'for the Baciifice of territory w^i^h thejf
Tiolence bad provoked the ^itish to exact.
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Colonel Bradshaw was authorised to treat with him. At the same
time means Were taken to insure the safety of Bam S4h and the

security of his interests, and it was still determined to support

him in the independent possession of Doti, if he should so resolve

under the disappointment of his other views. His decision on this

point, too, admitted of no delay, since if peace were once signed, the

British -could not give open or secret aid to the attempts of any

subject of the Nepal State against the interests of that State, and

the approach of Amar Singh and the troops from the westward

would also preclude any attempt on Doti after their arrival. No
choice, therefore, remained to Bam Sah between an immediate

declaration of his independence accompanied by the necessary

measures for securing it and a determination to preserve his alle-

giance to whatever party ruled in Nepal and await the course of

events. Authority was given to move a British force into Doti to

suppoi't Bsim Sah and Mr. Gardner was instructed " not to urge

him to the adoption of either measure, but leave him to his free

choice, assuring him that, whatever it may be, the British Govern-

ment would continue to regard him as its friend and well-wisher."

Lieutenent-Colonel Paris Bradshaw was also directed to ap-

prise Gajraj Misr fully of the in tentions of the British Government,

that, amongst other stipulations, it insisted on the Nepal Darbar

Instructions to Colo- giving up all claims to the country west of

uel Bradshaw. tlieKali; futther.that the British Government

havinw authorised its agents in the course of the war to enter into

engagements with certain chiefs and tribes, subjects of the Gov-

ernment of Nepal, the Raja of Nepal should recognise and respect

any treaties and engagements which might have been formed

previous to the couelusion of the treaty and the Raja should

ent^age to make any further cession of territory as might be

necessary to enable the British Government to fulfil any engage-

ment which its agents might have contracted.^ This stipulation,

though inconvenient and likely to give rise to the apprehension

that a compliance with it would bind the Raja to ruinous and

unknown CMicessions, was necessary to provide for the possible

1 Other stipulations nut so ctosely connected with Kiimaon affairs were the

cession of the Tarai atong the whole line of frontier, the cession of certain lands

to the Siltkira Raja, who hud aided us, and the reception of aliesideut andescortat

Kathmandu itself.

85
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event of Bam SAh's wishing to establish himself in Doti. At the

same time it was agreed that a list of the chiefs and tribes

referred to should be furnished before the treaty was presented

fer ratification.

In the meantime Bam Sah declared it possible that Bhim

Struggle between par- Sen, who then held the principal place

ties in Nep&l. amongst the advisers of the Raja of Nepdl,

would enter into his views and unite with him against the extreme

party led by Amar Singh, and in furtherance of a project for

this purpose communicated,' by his brother Kudrbir S^ih, with

GajrAj Misr. The British Government approved of this union,

but declined to take any active part in the political struggle

between the parties, merely allowing its sympathies to be known.

It also expressed again its willingness to treat with any duly

accredited agent on the only basis that could be admitted, that

it should be in a position to fulfil to the letter its promises to Bam
Sah and his brother if, by being driven to extremities, they should

be compelled to seek their safety by throwing off their allegiance to

the government of Nepal.^ Gajraj Misr, however, declared that his

authority did not extend to the acceptance of terms like those pro-

posed by Lieutenant-Colonel Bradshaw and negotiations* were at

once broken off and orders issued not to renew them in the same

iquarter until Bam" Sah had an opportunity of trying to obtain the

management of these affairs in his own bands. Although justly in-

censed at the tenor of a communication made by Bam Sah which was

calculated to lead the Raja of Nep^l to believe that the British

Government was encouraging a double negotiation, it was deemed

expedient to allow Bam Sah an opportunity of securing his own

position and so relieve the British from the irksome task of .".up-

porting him in the occupation of Doti. It is but justice to say

that all this time both Bam Sah and his brother agreed with Mr.

Gardner* that the seizure of Doti could only be looked upon as

a last resource when the lives of themselves and their adherents

were in jeopardy, and towards the end of June^ they formally

announced their relinquishment of all designs upon Doti as without

* Given in letter of Bradstva w to Government, dated 89th June, 1816.

'To Mr. Gardner, datel 15th June, 1815. 'Ibid., 27th June, 1816.
' To GoTerniient, dated 8th and 10th June, 1S15. « ;W., dated SOth,

2lri, 28th June, IS15.
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seriously involving their connections now scattered throughout

Nep41, they had not the means for taking such a decisive step, and

instead thereof they declared their intention, should occasion arise,

to seek a refuge in our territory. This decision of tho Chauntras

relieved the British from considerable embarrassment and removed

what was thought to be one of the great impediments to negotiation.

Bam S4h was now intrusted with powers to negotiate a peace

„,^ „ ,, ^ ,. by the Nepal darb4r oa the basis of the
The Nepilese Tarw.

• n
cession of all the country west of the K^li.

The Tarai was, however, to be retained, since without it, they

averred, the Hill state could not exist. He comm.unicated their views

to Mr. Gardner, who assured him that the cession of the Tar^i

formed an essential part of the only conditions on which the

British Government were determined to insist.^ Bam Sah again

urged that the Tarai was the only valuable part of the Nep^l pos-

sessions, and that were it given over, the mere hills that remained

would not be. worth stipulating for. Tliat were this point insisted

on by the British Government, a popular war would arise in which

every suhjeet of Nep41 would engage. Hitherto naany of the chief

people had kept aloof through party feelings and disapprobation

of the war iu which the Thiipa party had involved them, but no

sooner should it be known that we insisted upon the cession of the

whole of the Tarai than ail pjirty faction would be forgotten in the

general cause and every one would unite for the common defence;

that, notwithstanding all his obligations to the British Government

he would be compelled to resist the cession tothe utmost. The

feelings of the entire population of Nepal coincided with the views

expressed by Bam S^h, and had we kaown, as we did know after-

wards, that the lowlands were so essential to the prosperity of the

bills as a winter pasturage for the cattle and. as a place where a

second harvest could easily be raised, and gathered, there is little

doubt but that the concession subsequently made would have now

been granted. At the same time it was necessary to inflict some

permaneat punishment on these people- who had,, hitherto, consi-

dered themselves invincible, and with the imperfect information

then procurable it was .difficult to estimate accurately the relative

importance of the demands made. Negotiations of all kinds were

'To Gorernment, 4th. to 16th July j from Goyernment, dated 22nd July,

1815.
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now broken off, a result that must have been expected as the trans-

fer of the arraDgements for peace could only have occurred from

a hope that Bam Sdh would be able to obtain better terms than

Gajraj Misr. The difficulty now remained that any departure

from the terms laid down might be construed into an acknowledg-

ment of weakness and merely provoke further aggression, but Bven

this danger the Government were ready to risk if by so doing a

satisfactory peace could be concluded.

The assertion that the Gorkhali chiefs and soldiery were, in a

Preparations for renew- g^eat measure, dependent on the Tarai for

al of war. ^ considerable part of their means of sup-

port was confirmed from other quarters and their repugnance to

the cession of that tract began to be understood. The British

Government therefore declared itself disposed to consnlt, so far as

paramount considerations of public interests would admit, the

feelings and interests of the chiefs and declared its readiness ou

the Tarai being absolutely ceded by the Nepalese to assign a limit-

ed portion of the lands in jdyir to a certain number of chiefs t®

the value of between two or three lakhs of rupees, or grant them

pensions in lieu of the land to the same amount. The value of

the Tarai formed no part of the considerations which induced the

British Government to insist on its cession as a condition prece*

dent to the establishment of peace. During the time that they

held it they found its management exceedingly difficult, the popu-

lation scanty and the climate unhealthy. They, however, hoped

that by the complete severance of the interests of the lowland and

the hills, there would be no opportunity in future*for encroachments

and quarrels, such as those that led to the present war, and further

directed our officers to limit the demand to the Tarai betwsen the

Kali and the Gandak or Saligram river and whatever portions

were actually in our possession at the time. In the meantime, it

was thought advisable to prepare for a campaign at the earliest

practicable period of the ensuing season and to make every ar-

rangement for conducting it in such a manner as to thoroughly

humble the spirit of the enemy. Major-General Ochterlony was

appointed to command the force at Dinapur which was eventually

intended to invade Nepal itself Colonel Nicolls was sent' to

' To Mr. Gardner, dated 20th July, to Government, dated 4th September,

1816, and to M.r. Gardner, dated 10th February, 1816.
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prepare for operations against Doti and tlie Bfitwal and Palpa fron-

tier, whilst Lieutenant-Colonel J.W.Adams was given the command

of the troops in Kumaon. Stores were collected at different points

alont^ the Kdli and the local battalions were ordered to hold them-

selves in readiness for active service. Whilst their preparations

were going on Bam Sah had an interview with Mr. Gardner ia

September, but as he had no extension of his powers to negoti-

ate nothing was effected. Mr. Gardner informed Bam Sah that

Gajraj Misr had now obtained fresh and explicit instructions from

Nepdl and full powers to conclude a treaty oa the basis laid down

by the British Government,' and though the Nepal Government

had shown that they had never any serious intention of concluding

peace through his agency, the British Government would still

regard him as their well-wisher and friend.

The events that followed have little bearing on the history of

Kumaon, but a brief sketch is necessary to
Treaty concluded.

, , , , , •
, n , a i i i

conclude the history of the war. Al'hough

the Gorkhalis agreed to yield the Tardi with the exception of the

tracts of Baraparsa or Makwanpur, Bijipur and Mahotari Sabotari

or Morang and the forests at the foct of the first range of hills, they

still opposed the admission of a British Resident at Kathmandu.

The unwillingness of the Gorkhalis to accede to the sacrifices de-

manded from them was thus still very apparent, and it was not until

the futility of all opposition was clearly shown that the Nepdlese at

last gave in. Gajraj Misr, on the 2nd December, concluded a treaty

with Lieutenant-Colonel Bradashaw,by which nearly the whole ofthe

Tarai, the hill-country to the west of the Kali and the territories to

the east ofthe Mechi which had formerly belonged to the Raja of

Sikkiin were ceded to the British Government. It was also stipu-

lated that a British regiment should be received at Kathmandu.

It had been agreed that the treaty should be ratified by the Raja

of Nepal within fifteen days. But before this stipulation could

be carried out the party who were still in favour of war, of which

Amar Singh Thapa was the leader, obtained the upper hand at

Kathmandu and the treaty remained unratified. Preparations

were accordingly pushed on by both sides with vigour a renewal

' To Mr. Gardner, dated 3rd September, from Mr. Gardner, dated 22ml
September, ISIS.
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of hostilities and all doubt that a second campaign would be
necessary was removed in the beginning of February, 1816 by
a formal declaration on the part of the Gork balls, through Gajr&j

Misr, that they intended to renew the war. The British army
had already taken the field, and by the 10th February twenty

thousand men under General Ochterlony had reached the Bichiya-

kob or Choriya-ghat pass leading into the valley of Nepal itself.

On the same day' instructions were issued for the immediate

assemblage of a force at Sitapur under Colonel Nicolls for the

invasion of Doti. It was intended not only to occupy that district

but, if circumstances permitted, to open up a communication with

General Ochterlony to the east, and Mr. Gardner was deputed to

accompany the force as Political Agent. Mr. Traill was intrusted

with the conduct of the duties of the office of Commissioner of

Kumaun, so far as they could not be conveniently carried on by

Mr. Gardner, and Colonel Adams was directed to hold himself and

his forces at the disposal of Colonel Nicolls. But long before this

force could reach theTarai news* arrived from General Ochterlony

of the cessation of hostilities consequent on the ratification of the-

treaty of the 2nd December, and I must now refer to the opera-

tions which led to this desirable result.

The Gorkhalis had made most formidable preparations ta

Success due to Colonel oppose the main body of the British by
Ochterlony. erecting fortifications and stockades on every

route by which it seemed possible an army could advance. But

General Ochterlony was more than a match for them even ort

their own ground. Taking a route through the hills which had

been supposed utterly impossible, he completely turned by a

bold and masterly movement the whole of the positions which

the enemy had taken so much pains to fortify in the outer range

of hills, and established himself at Makwanpur, within twenty

miles of Kathmandu. At this point, the Gorkbilis attacked th&

British force on the 28th February, but they were completely-

defeated with a loss in killed and wounded of more than eight hun-

dred men. The loss on our side was two officers and two hundred

and twenty men. When the news of this defeat reached Kathmanda

'Government to Mr. Gardner, dated 10th February, !S16. ' Ficm
General Ochterlony, dated Makwanpur, 5th March, 1816; to GoTciument, 4atvd
Ifith idem.
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all idea of further resistance was af once abandoned. Negoti-

ations were immediately opened, the result of which was the rati-

fication by the Ra|a of Nepal of the treaty which had been signed

by Guru Gajraj Misr in December and the final termination of the

war. Part of the Tarai which under the treaty had been surren-

dered to the British Government was subsequently^ restored to Ne-

pal as an act of conciliation towards the Gorkhali chiefs who had

held lands in that quarter, the portion bordering on the Oudh fron-

tier was handed over to the Nawab of Oudh, and a small strip lying

between the Mechi and the Tista was given to the Raja of Sikkim.

It is to be hoped that our statesmen and our soldiers will not

forget the lesson that was taught them in the Nepdlese campaign.

It was sufficiently evident and it was admitted on all hands at the

time that in point of physical courage our native soldiers were

altogether inferior to the Gorkhalis. This was clear not only at

the more conspicuous failures of Kalanga and Jaithak but through-

out the war. On the other hand, the admirable operations of

General Ochterlony proved beyond a doubt that under proper

management our sepoys were certain of success even in a country

of most extreme difficulty to all natives of the plains and opposed

to the bravest enemy that has ever met us in Asia.

We cball now turn again to domestic politics and briefly note

the effect of the treaty of Makwanpuron
the tract between the Tons and the Sarda.

The whole of Kumaon became British territory and the only point

in dispute was a small and unimportant tract to the north. By

treaty the Kali was made the boundary on the east, and this

arrangement divided into two parts parganah Byans, which had

hitherto been considered as an integral portion of Eumaon as

distinguished from Doti and Jumla. In 1817, the Nepal Darbar;*

in accordance with the terms of the letter of the treaty, claimed

the villages of Tinkar and Changru lying to the east of the Kali

in parganah Byans, and after inquiry had shown that the demand

was covered by the terms of the treaty possession was j;iven (o

' The boundaries were demwcated under the superintendence of tie Hon'ble
E. <5ardner, our first Hesident at Nepal.
' To Commissioner, dated 4th Feb., '17.

,, „ „ 5th March, '17.

From Captain Webb, „ llth Ausr., '17.

From Government, dated 5th Se^., '17.

To Resident, Nepal, „ 20th ditto.

From „ „ „ 10th Oct., '17.
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Bam Siih, who was then Governor of Doti. But not satisfied with

this advantage, the Nepalese claimed the villages of Kunti and

Nabhi as also lyiog to the east of the Kali, averring that the

Kunti Yankti or western branch of the head-waters should be con-

si.lered the main stream as carrying the larger volume of water.

Captain Webb and others showed that the lesser stream flowing

from the sacred fountain of Kalapani had alwaj's been recognised

as the main branch of the Kali and had in fact given its name to

the river during its course through the hills. The Government

therefore decided to retain both Nabhi and Kunti, which have

ever since remained attached to British Byans.

In the year 1811, Sudarsan Sah had promised Major Hearsey

to grant to him the Dehra Diin and taluka

Chandi, should he procure the restoration

of the country then occupied by the Gorkhalis. Major Hearsey

now brought forward this claim, but it was rightly held by both

the Raja and Government that, as the conditions precedent to tl'e

grant had not been fulfilled. Major Hearsey had no claim, legal or

moral. Moreover, the Ruja on receiving back a portion of his

ancient possessions from the British expressly relinquished his

sovereio-a and proprietary rights in those tracts to the British Gov-

ernment. At the termination of the war Sudarsan Sah was living

in "reat poverty at Dehra, and as an act of clemency Mr. W. Fraser

in 181 5, was authorised to hand over to the Raja the portions of Garh-

wal situated to the west of the Alaknanda with the express reserva-

tion of the Dehra Diin and the parganab of RawAin lying between

he Alaknanda and the Bhagirathi, and Mr. Fraser was directed to

consult with Mr. Gardner as to the actual boundary which should

be fixed with a view to control the route to Tibet by the passes

available for commercial intercourse. In July, 1815, Mr. Fraser,

in obedience^ to the order of Government, had directed the prin-

cipal inhabitants of the parganahs lying to the east of the Alaknanda

as far as Rudrprayag and to the east of the Mandakini, above

> To Government, dated ith January, 1 820 : from Government, dated 6th No-

teniber, 1824.
» To Kumaon, dated '2'Bt July, '15.

„ „ „ 12th Aug., 'IS.

„ 27th ditto.

27th Oct, '15.

Fr>>m Kumaon, dated 12th Aug., 'i5.

„ 6th ..ct.. '16.

„ 4thMaich. '16.

6th June, 'IS.

At the Rarae time,'th<! conduct of th^ political relations with the Raja of G.rtwrSl

was Intrnsted to the Commissioner as A?ent to the Governor-General (4-^-16).
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that point to consider themselves under the authority of the Com-
missioner of Kumaon, and henceforward this tract formed a portion

of his jurisdiction, Mr. Gardner was too much occupied with his

political duties to visit the western parganahs, and on Mr. G. W.
Traill joining his appointment as Assistant Commissioner, he was

deputed to Garhw^l to introduce the British authority in that

province and to conclude a settlement of the land-revenue. Mr,

Gardner subsequently took up the question of the western boundary

and gave as his opinion that Rawdin should be handed over to the

Raja of Garhwal and that the British should content themselves

with the watershed of the Mandakini as their north-western bound-

ary. Rawain comprised the comparatively barren and rocky country

between Nagpur and Jaunsar B^war and included the head-waters

of the Tons, the Jumna and Bh4girathi, an immense tract yielding

only 12,000 Gorkhali rupees a year, equivalent to about Rs. 5,000

of our money. The inhabitants, too, were of a turbulent character,

accustomed to plunder and disinclined to work. This, however, was

considered a good reason by others for keeping the tract under the

British Government. It was apprehended that the Raja would find

much difficulty in preventing the inhabitants from plundering the

pilgrims who passed through Raw4in to Gangotri and from making

predatory incursions into the neighbouring districts as they were

accustomed to do before they fell under the Gorkhali Government,

who only restrained them by severe measures. The task of punishing

the robbers would then fall on the British Government, who might

be obliged to establish a military force there for the purpose,

and so interfere in its arrangements far more than if it were an

integral part of the British dominions, and the people felt them-

selves to be our subjects. The only question for decision was

whether the Raja was able to maintain peace in the tract, and it

was ultimately resolved to permit him to attempt the manage-

ment of Rawain. In 1816 Mr. TrailP brought to the notice of

Government the difficulty that might arise if more precise words

were not used in defining the boundary. Although parganah

Nagpur was clearly intended to be included in the portion of

territory retained by the British, the loose use of the Alaknanda

and Mandakini rivers as the eastern boundary in the negotiations

• To Goyernment, dated 6th June, 1816.
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.of the period would have cut off some valuable portions of

that parganah, iucluding pattis Bamsu, Maikhanda, and the

^mines near Dhanoli, which lay to the west of those rivers. In

fact, in 1823, the Eaja laid claim to the villages lying to

the west of the Mandakini on these very grounds, but it was

juled that the term parganah Ndgpur as used in the negotia-

tions included all the sub-divisions then within its established

Jimits.

In 1818 we find Mr. Traill,* complaining of the disorderly

state of the Rawain parganah, the inhabitants of which being

relieved from the fear of both the Gorkhalis and the British had

taken to their old occupation of plundering the pilgrims to

Gangotri and Ked&rnath. The Eaja was appealed to in vain

and declared himself wholly unable to punish the offenders

When he sent his own men against the Eawdinis, the cultivators

armed themselves and repelled his people by force, and when the

Eaja himself went against them, they fled into the neighbouring

territories, and he had not yet been able to collect a single rupee

of revenue from the whole parganah. The real question at issue

now was whether the Eaja was able to maintain peace in the

tract. The boundaries were then laid down as they now exist,

for Rawain was never taken back and was formally annexed

to Tirhi in 1824. It was not until this time that a formal

sanad under the seal of the Supreme Government was conferred

upon the Eaja, for certain diflSculties had arisen which required

settlement. The Basahr Eaja laid claim^ to the taluka of Undra
Kunwar, although it had been included in the grant made to the

Raja of Garhwal by Mr. Fraser referred to above. Again, Pitam Sah,

the uncle of the Raja, released from prison in Nepal through the

good offices^ of Mr. Gardner, claimed the zamindari right in the

parganahs of Garhwal and the Diin ceded to the British by the

Gorkhalis on apparently no better ground than that of his bein^

the next heir to the rdj of Garhwal. His brother's claim to a

similar right had already been refused, and it was held that the

renunciation by Sudarshan Sah of all claims of this kind on his

» To Government, dated lOth July, 1818. From Gorerntnent, dated 14th
August, 1818. ' To Government, dated 4th January, 1817. ' To'
Government, dated 19th May, 1816: from Government, dated I4th Augusfc
lbl8 : frQBGoveraiaent, dated 16th January, 1817,
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acceptance of the territories restored to him by the British, as well

as the previous conquest of the Gorkh^lis, annulled all subordinate'

contingent rights of other members of his family.^ By the terms

of his sanad the Raja of G|-arhwd,l is bound to give assistance and

supplies when called on and to furnish facilities for trading in his'

country and the countries beyond, nor can he alienate or mortgage-

any portion of his territory without the consent of the British

Government.*

The administrative history under the British Government will

_ find its place under the notice of each dis-'
Under the British. .-.mi, -r.' £j.i- v^ j.

trict. The JJun was first brought into

order by Mr. Shore and Kumaon and Garhwal by Mr. Traill. lu

fact, the administrative history of the Kumaon Division, as remarked

by Mr. Whalley,* naturally divides itself into three periods—
Kumaon under Traill, Kumaon under Batten, and Kumaon

under Ramsay. The regime in the first period was essentially

paternal, despotic, and personal. It resisted the centralising ten- •

dencies which the policy of the Government had developed. It

was at the same time, though arbitrary, a just, wise and progres-

sive administration. As characteristic of the man, his application

for a copy of the Regulations in force in the plains, may be quoted,

in which he stated that as he found it necessary to draw up some

6ode for the guidance of his subordinates and had not for six-

years received the Regulations in force in the plains, he should

be glad of a copy to see whether there was anything in them

which should suit the peculiar circumstances of his charge. Mr.

Traill's administration lasted from 1815 to 1835, On his depar-

ture there followed an interval of wavering uncertainty and. com-

parative misrule. " The system of government," as was observed

by Mr. Bird, " had been framed to suit the particular character"

and scope of one individual," or, as he might have said, had been^

framed for himself by that individual. "Traill left the proviace

orderly, prosperous, and comparatively civilized, but his machinery,

was not easily worked by another hand. There was no law, and the'

lawgiver had been withdrawn. The Board of Commissioners and>

iFrom Board, dated 18th August, 1818: to Board, dated 3rd September, 1818,

and Uth September, 1818: from Board, dated 11th September, 1818, and 25th

September, 1818. "Artch. Treaties, II., 68. »I.aws of the Non-

Begulation Provinces, p. 1 : Allahabad, 1870; a yaluable repository of facts

regarding the adnjiiiistrative history^of the hill districts.
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the Government, which had remained quiescent while the province

was in the hands of an administrator of tried ability and equal to

all emergencies, found it necessary to re-assert their control and

to lay down specific rules in matters that had hitherto been left

to the judgment of the Commissioner. Mr. Batten Was then only

Assistant Commissioner of Garhwal : bat he was a man eminently

qualified both by training and disposition to second the action

of Government and to assist in the inauguration of the new era.

His talents had already been recognized, and from this periodhe was

consulted in every step, and it was his influence more than that of any

single officer which gave its stamp and character to the period

which I have distinguished by his name. Its duration covered

the years 1836-56. It was marked in its earlier stage by an in-

flux of codes and rules and a predominancy of official supervision

which gradually subsided as Mr. Batten gained in influence, posi-

tion and experience. Thus the second period glided insensibly

into the third, which, nevertheless, has a distinctive character of

its own. In Sir Henry Ramsay's administration we see the two

currents blended. The personal sway and unhampered autocracy

of the first era combining with the orderly procedure and observ-

ance of fixed rules and principles which was the chief feature of

the second." Foremost in every movement for the benefit of his

charge, Sir Henry Ramsay has popularly received the title of King

of Kumaon, and no more worthy representative of Her Imperial

Majesty exists throughout Her wide domains.

For the history of Kumaon under the British the materials are

ample and sufficient in themselves to form a volume full of inter-

„ ... est and instruction. They show the means
TrailK

,whereby a peculiar people, sunk in the ut-

termost depths of ignorance and apathy, the result of years of

oppression and misrule, have been induced by the patient and in-

telligent efforts of a few Englishmen to commence again their na-

tional life. They show how whole tracts where formerly the tiger

and the elephant reigned supreme have now yielded to the plough,

and waters that not long since went to feed the deadly swamps
are now confined in numerous channels to irrigate the waterless

tracts which increasing population bring into cultivation. The
history of Kumaon under the British is one that will amply repay
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the study and assist us in understanding the principles on which
western civilisation can be best introduced among our many half-

civilized Indian communities. For the materials for this notice we
are indebted to the records of the Commissioner's office and Mr.

P. Whalley's admirable work already quoted. As already noticed

the Hoa'ble E. Gardner was the first Commissioner of Kumaon,

and in May, 1815, he was authorized to employ a revenue and police

establishment.'- In June, the transit duty on the sale of children

was given up and the practice abolished.* The Commissioner was

much taken up with his political duties, and in August, 1815, on

the arrival of Mr. G. W. Traill, that officer was appointed to superin-

tend the police and revenue administration and to undertake the

settlement of the revenue of Garhwal and Kumaon. His own

account of the measures he thought necessary for this purpose

will be given elsewhere. In the first year the Gorkh^li collec-

tions were assumed as the basis for assessment, and subsequent

settlements were made under orders of the Board of Commis-

sioners at Farukhabad, under whom^ Kumaon was placed in 1816

A.D.

The subjects of the extradition of criminals with Nepal and

forced labour were among the earliest to
Administration.

. .

which attention was given : in both these

instances rules were framed very similar to those at present in force.

On the 1st of August, 1817, Mr. Traill was made Commissioner of

Kumaon and Regulation X. of 1817 was passed to give criminal

jurisdiction to the Kumaon officers in all cases except murder, homi-

cide, robbery, treason and other similar offences, and for the trial of

these a Commissioner was to be appointed by the Governor-General

in Council. It speaks very well for the people that crimes of this

kind were so rare that it was not found necessary to invest any

officers with the powers of a Commissioner under this Regulation.

In 1828, the Province was placed in the Bareilly Division for the

purposes of criminal trials, and from that time commitments appear

to have been made to the Bareilly Court from Kumaon. In 1818

the question of transit duties in general came up for consideration

in consequence of the report of the Superintendent of Police

complaining of the highly injurious character ©f the system then

iG G. inC. 15tliMay,)815, »/iW.,2nd June, 1815. 'Proceed.

G. G. in C, 19tli October, 1816.
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in force. By this system, for the small sum of Rs. 8,881 a farmei'

was able to place a line of guard-houses along a frontier extending

nearly sixty miles and levy practically whatever duties he liked,^

and in consequence these vexatious cesses were abolished. In,

1817 a curious practice of the hill men was prohibited. In former

times it was allowable for the husband of an adulteress to take the

life of an adulterer after due notice given to the executive govern-

ment. The consequence was that many innocent persons suffered

death at the hands of jealous husbands who found themselves both

judges and executioners. The Government made the practice

punishable with death and thus effectually put an end to a cus-

tom which was one of the most frequent sources^ of hereditary

feuds.

In 182Q, an eight-anna stamp was introduced by Mr. Traill on

his own authority into civil proceedings and a short and simple-

procedure adopted.* On the plaint being admitted a notice was

given to the suitor to be served by himself on his defendant, a

practice which was found in thre'e-fourths of cases to lead to a

private settlement of the claim, and when ineffectual the defendant

was summoned. Parties were allowed to plead their own cause

and recourse was seldom had to an oath in the examination of

witnesses, as it was found that the facts of a case could easily be

eliminated without employing a ceremony of which frequent appli-

cation only weakens the force. No licensed law-agents were allowed,

but parties who were not able to attend were permitted to appoint

any person as their agent. This regulation at once precluded all

vexatious litigation and prevented unnecessary delay* in the pro-

ceedings. In 1824, it was proposed that the Tarai should be trans-

ferred to Moradabad and after a very lengthened correspondence

the boundaries were fixed between the plains and the hills by

Messrs. Halhed and Traill. There is nothing more characteristic

of the imperious and almost despotic nature of Traill than the

letters he wrote and the arguments he used in this controversy, and

the result was that he gained his own way on almost every ques-

tion. He appears to have looked more to facts than theories and*

to have included in the hill portion of the Bhabar at least those

' Whalley, p. 33,
*

' G. G. in C , 1250, 6th August, 1819. ' To
Government (Political Departmant), 14th NoTember, 1820, */ir(i., 16th
May, 1821 ; Whalley, 47.
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portions of the lower forest and prairie which were thought to be

more in the real or nominal possession of the hill-men than in that

of settlers from the plains or in which the Bhuksas and Th^rus

preferred the hill jurisdiction or were connected with hill capitalists.*

In. 1825, after the settlement of Major Hearsey's claims, a corres-

pondence arose regarding the annexation of parganah Chandi now

in Bijnor to Kumaon, and during the same year an epistolary con-

flict took place between Traill and Shore in charge of Dehra Diia

principally regarding the use of elephant-pits on the confines of

their respective jurisdictions. The result of both was that in 1826

parganahs Chandi and Dehra D(in were annexed to the Kumaon
Commissionership.* Dehra Ddn was separated again from 1st May,

1829 by Regulation V. of 1829, but parganah Chandi continued

under Kumaon for some time. In 1827 certain rules were framed

giving the Magistrates in Kumaon jurisdiction over native soldiers

in certain cases, and in the following year a registration of births,

marriages and deaths was ordered. In 1830 Mr. Traill was ap-

pointed to the charge of the Bareilly Division, and at the close of

the year 1835 he finally relinquished his connection with the

Kumaon Division. In 1831 the newly-created Nizamat Adalut

at Allahabad was invested with critninal powers over Kumaon

by clause 1, section 3, of Regulation VI. of that year, and in the

same year the Board of Revenue at Allahabad was invested with

powers in all fiscal matters by section 5 of Regulation X, of

1831.

Colonel Gowan was appointed Commissioner of Kumaon in

1831, and his assumption of office is marked
Interregmim.

by a closer supervision by the plains autho-

rities, who now for the first time took a direct part in the adminis-

tration of the province. The year 1836 is marked by the abolition

bi slavery in every shape. Hitherto transit duties on slaves, the

sale of wives by their husbands and the sale of widows by the

heirs or relations of the deceased had alone been restricted. The
Rajputs as household slaves and the Doms as slaves for the culti-

vation of land were, in accordance with immemorial custom, a

subject of barter and sale and claims for freedom or servitude

1 G. O., 21st May, 1824: Board of Revenue, 11th June, 1824: 14th
August, 1823, fa. G., 26th June, 1826,, No, 16: Ibid., 8th December.
}826,
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were heard like other suits. The Government at length stepped

in and by merely forbidding the hearing of such suits put an end

to a system which must be regarded as a blot on the administration

of the most powerful ruler Kumaon has ever had.' The questions

of the investigation of rent-free tenures, the surrender of refugees,

tho arrangement of the records and the treatment of lunatics also

engaged the attention of the superior authorities during this year.

The year 1837 is also marked with the lively sense of the necessity

for further interference in the administration of Kumaon which

the Board of Revenue and Government had shown in the previous

year. The Niz4mat Adalut forbade Magistrates to order the

restoration of wives to their husbands and directed the punish-

ment of the importers of slaves into Kumaon under the provisions

of Regulation III, of 1832. On the civil side the slaughter of

kine for troops was restricted to the cantonments. Those who

object to the scruples of the hill people on account of kine-killing

should remember that whereas Benares, Mathura and other Hindu

cities have been for centuries under direct Muhammadan rule Kum-
aon never had a beef-eating ruler until the British took possession.

The few Muhammadans previously known in the hills were the

families of shikaris and cooks who received favour at the hands

of the Rajas, the former for killing game and the latter for pro-

viding suitable food for any Musalman visitor of rank. The

revenue authorities were no less busy. We have rules for pro-

cess-servers and their fees, the supply of grain to the troops and

the recognition of bddshdhi grants. This year saw the re-annex-

ation of the Kashipur parganahs to their respective districts and

the Tarai to the Rohilkhand Commissionership. A curious ques-

tion was also submitted for decision as to the legality of the ordeal

by hot iron, a description of which has already been given. Colonel

Gowan seems to have quarrelled with the revenue authorities, and

on his refusal to supply information was reported to Government,

who ruled his absolute subordination. In 1837, he reports that up
to 1829 only one court existed for the cognizance and adju-

dication of civil claims, and this was presided over by Mr. Traill

himself. In that year a recourse to local subordinate tribunals

was thought necessary in the ends of justice and good government

^ To Commissioner, Slst May, 1836.
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The duties of a Munsif or Civil Court of the primary jurisdic-

tion were with ' the sanction of Government delegated to the

Kandngoes, who under the new system of PatwAris had since

1819 scarcely any duties to perform. The number of Munsifs was

fixed at eight, of whom seven were Kanungoes and one with the

title of Sadr Amin became the pandit of the Court at Almora.

Six were stationed in the Kumaon and two in the Garhw^l district

and rules for their guidance were drawn up in the spirit of Regula-

tion XXIII. of 1814. These oflScers were empowered to decide

claims for rent for the current year and damages on account of

cattle-trespass and claims for money or personal property up to

Rs. 25. In 1830 their jurisdiction was increased to Rs. 50, with

an appeal to the Commissioner (now to his Assistants). The Sadr

Amin had power to hear suits up to Rs. 100 in value. Above

this, all suits for money and all claims to real property were

heard in the Courts of the Commissioner or his Assistants. The

institution stamp-fee was also raised to two per cent, on the

claijns.i

* In 1837 Mr. R. M. Bird visited Kumaon and recorded one of

his masterly minutes on the state of the
Mr, Bird's report.

administration. He was perhaps pardonably

influenced by the insubordination of the Commissioner in judging

both of the past and the present. Of the past, referring to Traill,

he remarks that ' the results cf the experiment ofconferring large and

undefined powers on a single individual have not turned out

altogether favorable.' Of the present he writes 'the present incum-

bent (Colonel Gowan) is not a man of any ofiicial experience in

any department and himself requires guidance and control.' Of

the three Assistants be praises Mr. Batten very highly and re-

commends his being placed in charge of the settlement of both

districts. Captain Corbett was in command of the local battalion

at Hawalbagh and was subsequently transferred to Almora and

Mr. Thomas was sent to Garhwal. Mr. Bird describes the administra-

tion of civil justice as requiring the supervision of the superior

authorities and recommends that the Commissioner of Bareilly

should go on circuit and make a catalogue of all civil cases decided

by the Kumaon authorities and any objection or applications of

» Letter, 17th March, 1887.

87
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appeal which might be offered, and that he should forward this witb

his opinion to the Sadr Diwani Adalat, who might then call for such

cases as they might think fit. In criminal cases he characterizes

the administration ' as unimaginably bad.' He was credibly

informed that persons were apprehended, retained in jail, and

worked in irons on the roads for years, not only unsentenced and

untried but even without any charge having been recorded. He
recommended the adoption of the Assam rules and the subjection of

the Courts to the appellate authority of the Sadr Court and Board

of Revenue. The Government had previously allowed a sort of

irregular appeal by referring cases for the opinion of the Sadr

Court and then passing final orders thereon. In accordance with

Mr. Bird's suggestions Act X. of 1838 was passed, in which the

only new provision is the control given to the Sadr Diwani Adalat

in civil cases. This provision was lost sight of in the rules of

1853 (section 63) and was virtually rescinded by Act XXIV.
of 1864, which stamped the rules, so far as the jurisdiction of the

Courts is concerned, with legislative sanction.* In was not till

1839 that any active measures were taken in consequence of the

new powers given to the superior Courts. In that year and the

following the Board issued a multitude of instructions in re-

gard to partitions, patwdri's accounts, summonses, process-fees,

watchmen, stamps, distraint, compensation, village police, &e.,

which could only have a partial application to Kumaon. The Sadr

Court seems to have followed the same course and with as little

care or discrimination in their orders. The result of all this was

in one way an increased responsibility thrown on the Commissioner

in judging what orders of the superior Courts could be considered

applicable to the peculiar people over whoto he ruled, and a

decreased personal responsibility in that the general principles of

administration were now laid down by higher authority,, on

whom the blame or praise for failure or success would in future

principally rest. The police administration of the Tarai was

given over to the Magistrates of the adjoining districts -in Rohil-

khand.

* The Assam rales were promulgated in January, 1 839, under A et X. of 1 8.38,

and remained in force till 1862, when the Jhansi rules passed in 1862 were
introduced and aubsequently legalised by section 2 of Act XXIV. of 1864. la

Bupersession of Regulation X. of-1817, certain rules for criminal administratiOQ

were framed which remained in force till the Criminal Procedure Oude waa
iatroduced in 1862.
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But in no case was the change more marked than in the

„ , instructionsfor the revenue assessment, Re-
End.

gulations VII. of 1822 and IX. of 1833 were

introduced and Mr. Batten, then Senior Assistant in Garhwdl, was

appointed to the charge of the settlement of the entire province.

His instructions were to aim as far as possible at conducting the

settlement on the principles that were observed in the plains,

and how far he succeeded is noticed in the chapter on the

fiscal history of the Kumaon division. To return to other matters,

rules for cases of abduction and adultery were framed by the Sadr

Court iu 1840, and again in 1843 the Government intimated

its desire that the law in force in the plains should in all cases

be adopted,^ 1839 is also marked by the division of Kumaon
into the two districts of Kumaon and Garhw41 with a regular

staft of officers for each; the Senior Assistants to have the

same powers as a Collector and the Commissioner the powers

of a Commissioner in the plains. The duties of the officials in

connection with the appointment and dismissal of priests of

Hindu temples were also defined.^ In 1848 Mr. G. T. Lushing-

ton* died and was succeeded by Mr. J. H. Batten. In 1850 a com-

mission was issued to Mr. (now Sir John) Strachey to enquire

into the sadabart assigments for charitable purposes made in

favour of the temples of Badrinath and Kedarnath, which result-

ed in orders* being issued for their management by a committee

as a trust in the spirit of Regulation XIX. of 1810. In 1852-53

the first rules for the grant of waste land for tea plantations were

made and the tea industry came into prominence. In 1855 the

rules at present in force in regard to revenue suits and suits for

rent were framed and received the sanction of Government. They

are of a simple character, easily worked, and are said by those who
administer them to be admirably adapted for the people. In 1866

Captain (now Major-General Sir Henry) Ramsay was appointed

Commissioner, and we may here fitly close our sketch of Kumaon

history.

1 GoTernment (Judicial Department), dated 14th September, 1839, dated 9th
June, 1843. ' GoTernment (Judicial Department;, dated I2th June, 1840

;

Government (Revenue Department), dated l8tli May, 1846; dated 26th June,
1647. 3 Mr. Lushington appears to have been Commissioner from 183»
to 1848, * Government (Kevenue Department), dated 8th October,
1853.
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APPENDIX.
Letters intercepted during the Nepal War.

From Amar Singh and his sons, Rdmdas and Arjan Thupa, to the

Raja of JVepal, dated Rdjgarh, 2nd March, 1815.

A copy of yonr letter of the 23rd December addressed to Eanjor Singh

under the red seal was sent by the latter to me, who have received it with

every token of respect. It was to the following purport :—" The capture of

Nalapani by the enemy had been communicated to me from Gariiwdl and

Kumaon as also the intelligence of his having marched to Nahan ; having assem-

bled his force he now occupied the whole country from Baraparsa to Sabotari

Mahotari, My army also is secretly posted in various places in the jungles of

the mountains. An army under a general has arrived in Gorakhpur from Falpa

and another detachment has reached the borders of Bijipur. I have further

beard that a general officer has set out from Calcutta to create more disturb-

ance. For the sake of a few trifling objects, some intermediate agents have

destroyed the mutual harmony, and war is waging far and wide. All this you

know. You ought to send an embassy to conciliate the English, otherwise the

cause is lost. The enemy after making immense preparations have begun the

war, and, unless great concessions are made, they will not listen to terms.

To restore the relations of amity by concession is good and proper : for this

purpose it is fit, in the first place, to cede to the enemy the districts of

Biitwal, Palpai and Siuraj aud the disputed tracts, already settled by the Coru-

missioners towards Bareh If this be insufficient to re-establish harmony, we

ought to abandon the whole of the TarAi, the Dun and the lowlands, and, if the

English are still dissatisfied on account of not obtaining possession of a portion

of the mountains, you are herewith authorised to give up, with the Dfln, the

country as far as the Satlaj. Do whatever may be practicable to restore the

relations of peace and amity, and be assured of my approbation and assent. If

these means be unsuccessful, it will be very difficult to preserve the integrity of

my dominions from Kanka Tista to the Satlaj. If the enemy once obtain a

footing in the centre of our territory both extremities will be thrown into dis-

order. If you can retire with your army and military stores, to pursue any

other plan of operations that may afterwards appear eligible, it will be advisable.

On this account, you ought immediately to effect a junction with all the other

officers on the western service and return to any part of our territory which, as

far as Nepal, you may think yourself capable of retaining. These are your

orders."

In the first place, after the immense preparations of the enemy he will not

be satisfied with these concessions, or, if he should accept of our terms, he would

serve uB as he did Tippoo, from whom he first accepted of an indemnification

of six krors of rupees in money and territory, and afterwards wrested from him

his whole country. If we were to cede to him so much country, he would excite

another disturbance at a future opportunity and seek to wrest from ub other

provinces. Having lost so much territory we should be unable to maintain our

army on its present footing, and our military fame being once reduced, what
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means should we have left to defend our eastern possessions ? While we retain

Basahr, Garhwdl is secure ; if the former be abandoned, the Bhotiyas of Rawain

will certainly betray us. The English having thus acquired the Dun and

Baw&in, it will be impossible for us to maintain Garhwal, and being deprived

of the latter, Kumaon and Doti will be also lost to us : after the seizure of these

provinces, Achatn, Jumla and Dulu Dwalekh will be wrested from us in succes-

sion. You say that a proclamation has been issued to the inhabitants of the Eastern

Kurats ; If they have joined the enemy, the other Kurdts will do so likewise, and

then the country from the Dudh Kosi on the east to the Beri on the west cannot

be long retained. Having lost your dominions, what is to become of your great

military establishment? When our power is once reduced, we shall have another

Major Knox's mission under pretence of concluding a. treaty of alliance and

friendship and founding commercial establishments. If we decline receiving

their mission they will insist ; and, if we are unable to oppose force and desire

them to come unaccompanied with troops, they will not comply and they will

begin by introducing a company, a battalion will soon after follow, and at

length an army will be assembled for the subjection of Nepal. Thus you think

that if, for the present, the lowlands, the Dun and the country to the Satlaj were

ceded to them, they would cease to entertain designs upon the other provinces

of Nepal. Do not trust them. They who counselled you to receive the mission

of Knox and permit the establishment of a commercial factory will usurp the

government of Nepal. With regard to the concessions now proposed, if you had

in the first instance decided upon a pacific line of conduct and agreed to restore

the departments of Butwal and Shiuraj as adjusted by the Commissioner the

present contest might have been avoided ; but you could not suppress your

desire to retain these places, and having murdered three revenue officers a

commotion arose and war was waged for trifles.

At^aithak we have gained a victory over the enemy. If I succeed against

Ochterlony and Eanjor Singh with Jaspao Thapa and his officers prevail at Jai-

thak, Ranjit Singh will rise against the enemy. In cunjunction with the Sikhs

my army will make a descent into tfie plains, and our forces crossing the Jumna

from two different quarters will recover possession of the Dun. When we

reach Hardwar, the Nawab of Laoknow may be expected to take a part in the

cause ; and on his accession to the general coalition we may consider ourselves

secure as far as Kanka. Belying on your fortune, I trust that Balbhadr Kuuwar

and Kewaut Kaji will soon reinforcd the garrison of Jaithak, and I hope ere

long to send Panth Kaji with eight companies when the force there will be very

strong. The troops sent by you are arriving every day, and when they all come

up, I hope we shall succeed both here and at Jaithak.

Formerly, when the English endeavoured to penetrate to Sandauli, they con-

tinued for two years in possession of Baraparsa and Mahotari ; but when you

conquered Nepal they were either destroyed by your force or fell victims to the

climate with the exception of a few only who abandoned the place. Orders

should now be given to all your officers to defend Chaudandi and Chaudena

and the two Kurats and the ridge of Mahabharat ; suffer the enemy to retain

the lowlands for a couple of years : measures can afterwards be taken to expel

them. Lands taansferted under a written agreement cannot again be resumed •
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but, if they have been taken by force, then force may be employed to recover

them. Fear nothing, even though the Sikhs should not join us.

Should you sncoeed in bringing our diflEerences to an amicable termination

by the cession of territory, the enemy in the course of a few years would be in

possession of Nepal, as he took possession of the country of Tippoo. The
present therefore is not the time for treaty and conciliation : these expedients

should have been tried before the murder of ttie revenue oiHcers, or must be

postponed till victory shall crown our efforts. If they will then accede to the

terms which I shall propose, it is well ; it not, with the favor of God und youi

fortune and that of our country, it will be my business to preserve the integrity of

my country from Kanka to the Satlaj. Let me intreat you, tiierefore, never to

make peace, Formerly, when some individuals urged the adoption of a treaty of

peace and commerce,I refused my assent to that measure, and I will not now suf-

fer the honour of my Prince to be sullied by concession and submission. If you

are determined on this step, bestow the humiliating ofiloe on him who first

advised it, but for me call me once more to your presence. I am old, and only

desire once more to kiss your feet ! I can recollect the time when the Gorkhali

army did not exceed 12,000 men ! Through the favour of heaven and the re-

nown of your forefathers, your territory was extended to the confines of Kanka

on the east. Under the auspices of your father we subjugated Knmaon, and

through fortune we have pushed our conquests to the Satlaj. Four generations

have been employed in the acqnisitioa of all this dign'ty and dominion. At

Nalapani Balbhadr Singh cut up 3 or 4,000 of the enemy ; at Jaithak, Banjor

Singh, with his officers, overthrew two battulions, In this place I am sur-

rounded and daily fighting with the enemy and look forward with confidence to

victory. All the inhabitants and chiefs of the country have joined the enemy.

I must gain two or three victories before I can accomplish the object I have

in view of attaching Ranjit Singh to our cause ; on his accession, and after the

advance of the Sikhs and Gorklialis towards the Dakhan, the chiefs of the Dak-

han may be expected to join the coalition, as also the Nawab of Lucknow and

the Saligrami Sadb. Then will be the time for us to drive out the enemy

and recover possession of the low countries of Palpal as far as Bijipur. If we

succeed in regaining these, we can attempt further conquest in the plains.

There has been no fighting in your quarter yet. The Chaudandi and Chaude-

na of Bijipur, as far as the ridge of Mahabharat and Kiliana, should be well de-

fended. Countries acquired in four generations, under the administration of

the Thapas, should not be abandoned for the purpose of bringing matters to an

amicable adjustment without deep and serious reflection. If we are victorious

in the war, we can easily adjust our differences ; and if we are defeated, death ia

preferable to a reconciliation on humiliating terms. When the Chinese army

invaded Nepal we implored the mercy of heaven by offerings to the Brahmans

and the performance of religions ceremonies, and through the favor of one and

the intercession of the other we succeeded in repelling the enemy. Ever since

you confiscated the jAgirs of the Brahmans, thousands have been in distress and

. poverty. Promises were given that they should be restored at the capture

of Kangra, and orders to this effect under the red seal were addressed to

me and Nain Singh Thapa. We failed, however, in that object, and now there
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is an nniversal commotion; you ought, therefore to assemble all the Brahmans

and promise to restore to them their lands and property, in the event of your

conquering and expelling the English. By these means many thousandsof respect-

able Brahraans will put up their prayers for your protection and the enemy will

be driven forth. By the practice of charity the territory acquired in four gene-

rations may be preserved and, through the favour o£ God, our power and domi-

nion may be still further extended. By the extension of territory our military

establishment may be maintained on its present footing and even increased.

The numerous countries which you propose to cede to the enemy yielded a

revenue equal to the maintenance of an army of 4,000 men, and Kangra might

have been captured. By the cession of these pro irinecs the fear of your name

and the splendour of your court will no longer remain ; by the capture of Kangra

your name would have been rendered formidable, and though that has not hap-

pened, a powerful Impression has nevertheless been made on the people of the

plains by the extension of your conquest to the Satlaj.

To eifeot a reconciliation by the cession of the country to the west of the

Jumna would give rise to the idea that the Gorkhalis were unable to oppose the

English, would lower the dignity of your name in the plains, and cause a reduc-

tion of your army to the extent of 4,000 men, The enemy will therefore require

the possession of Basahr, and after that the conquest of Garhwal will be easy,

nor will it be possible in that case for us to retain Kuraaon, and with it we

must lose Dot, Aeham and Jumla He may be expected to penetrate even to

Beri. If the English once establish themselves firmly in possession of a part

of the hills, we shall be unable to drive them out. Thecouiitries towards the Sat-

laj should be obstinately defended. The abandonment of the disputed tracts in the

plains is a lesser evil. The possession of the former preserves to us the road

to further conquests
;
you ought therefore to direut Guru Rangnath Pandit and

Dalblianjan P4nde to give up the disputed lands of Bfitwal and Shiurdj and the

twenty-two villages in the vicinity of Bareh, and, if possible, bring our differences

to a termination. To this step I have no objection and shall feel no animosity to

those who may perform this service. I must however declare a decided enmity

to such as in bringing about a reconciliation with the English consult

only their own interest and forget their duty to you. If they will not accept

these terms, what have we to fear ? The English attempted to take Bhartpur

by stoim, but the Raja Ranjit Singh destroyed a European regiment and a bat-

talion of sepoys, so that to the present day they have not ventured to meddle with

Bhartpur and one fort has sufficed to check their progress. In the low country

of Darma (perhaps Bnrmd) they established their authority, but the Raja over-

threw their army and captured all their artillery and stores, and now lives and

continues in quiet possession of his dominions. Our proffers of peace and recon-

ciliation will be interpreted as the result of fear, and it would be absurd to

expect that the enemy will respect a treaty concluded under such circumstances;

therefore let us couflde our fortunes to our swords, and by boldly opposing the

enemy compel him to remain within his own territory, or if he should continue

to advance, stung with shame at the idea of retreating after his immense prepara-

tions, we can then give up the lands in dispute and adjust our differences. Such,

howsver, is the fame and terror of our swords that Balbhadr with a nominal force
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of 600 men destroyed an army of 3 or 4,noo English. His force consisted of the

old Gorakh and Kurakh companies, which were only partly composed of the

inhabitants of our ancient kingdom and of the people of the countries from
Beri to Garhwal, and with these he destroyed one battalion and crippled and

repulsed another. My army is similarly composed ; nevertheless, all descrip-

tions are eager to meet the enemy. In your quarter you are surrounded with

the veterans of our array, and therefore cannot apprehend desertion from them.

Toil have also an immense militia, and many jagirdars who will flght for their

own honour and interests. Asembling ths militia of the lowlands and fight-

ing in the plains is impolitic; call them into the hills and cut them up by detail

(a passage here the sense of which cannot be discovered).

The enemy is proud and flushed with success and has reduced under hia

subjection all the western zamindars The Rajas and Eanas of Earnal and the

Thakurain will keep peace with no one. However, my advice is nothing. I will

direct Eamdas tO propose to General Ochterlony the abandonment on our

part of the disputed lands, and will forward to you the answer which

he may receive. All thS Banas, Rajas, and Thakurain have joined the

enemy and I am surrounded ; nevertheless we shall fight and conquer, and

all my officers have taken the same resolution. The Pandits have pro-

nounced the month of Baisakh as particularly auspicious for the Gorkhalis,

and by selecting a fortunate day we shall surely conquer. I am desirous

of engaging the enemy slowly and with caution, but cannot manage it,

the English being always in a desperate hurry to fight. I hope however

to be able to delay the battle till Baisakh, when I will choose a favourable op-

portunity to flght them. When we shall have driven the enemy from hence,

either Eanjor Singh or myself, according to your wishes, will repair to your

presence. In the present crisis, it is very advisable to write to the Emperor of

China and to the L&ma of Lh^sa and to the other Lam&s, and for this purpose I

beg leave to submit the enclosed draft of a letter to their address. Any errors in

it, I trust, will be forgiven by you, and I earnestly recommend that you lose no

time in sending a petition to the Emperor of China and a letter to the Lamas.

ESCLOSURE.

Teanswhon op a dkaft op petition to be addeessed to the Empeeor op

China bt the Raja op NepXi..

I yield obedience to the Emperor of China, and no one dare invade my domi-

nions ; or if any force has ventured to encroach on my territory, through your

favor and protection I have been able to discomfit and expel them ! Now, how-

ever, a powerful and inveterate enemy has attacked me and, as I am under

allegiance to you, I rely on obtaining your assistance and support. Erom Kanka

to the Satlajifor a thousand kos war is waging between us. Harbouring designs

upon Bhot, the enemy endeavours to get possession of Nepal, and for these objects

he has fomented a quarrel and declared war ; five orsix great actions have already

been fought, but through the fortune and glory of your Imperial Majesty I have

succeeded in destroying about 20,000 of the enemy. But his wealth and military

resources are great, and he sustains the loss without receding a step; on the

contrary numerous reinforcements continue to arrive, ani my country is invaded
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at all points. Though I might obtain a hundred thouBand soldiers from the
h.lls and plains, yet without pay they cannot be maintained, and, though I hare
every desir-; to pay them, I hare not the means : without soldiers I cannot repel
tlie enemy. Consider the Gorkhalis as your tributaries ; reflect that the English
come to conqner Nep4I and Bhot ; and for these reasons be graciously pleased t»
assist us with a sum of money that we may lery an army and drire forth the in-
vaders or if you are unwilling to assist us with subsidies and prefer sending an
army to our aid, 'tis well.' The climate of Darmii is temperate ; and you may
easily send an army of 2 or 300,000 men by th3 route of Darma into Bengal,
spreading alarm and consternation among the Europeans as far as Calcutta.

The enemy has subjugated all the Eajas of the plains and usurped the throne
of the King of Delhi, and therefore it is to be expected that these would all

unite in expelling the Europeans from Hindustan. By such an event your
name will be renowned through Janibu-dwipa ; and whenerer you may com-
mand, the whole of its inhabitants will be forward in your serrice. Should

you think that the conquest of Nepal and the forcible separation of the Gorkhalis

from their dependence on the Emperor of China cannot materially affect your

Majesty's interests, I beseech you to reflect that without your aid I cannot

repel the English ; that these are the people who have already subdued all India

and usurped the throne of Delhi ; that, with my army and resources, I am quit&

unable to make head against them, and that the world will henceforth say that

the Emperor of China abandoned to their fate his tributaries and dependants.

I acknowledge the supremacy of the Emperor of China above all other poten-

tates on earth. The English, after obtaining possession of Nepal, will advance,

by the routes of Badrinath and Manasarowar and also by that of».Digaroha, for

the purpose of conquering Lhasa. I beg therefare that you will write an order

to the English, directing them to withdraw their forces from the territory of

the Gorkhali state, which is tributary to and dependent upon you : otherwise you

will send an army to our aid. I beseech you, however, to lose no time in sending

assistance, whether in men or money, that I may drive forth the enemy and

maintain possession of the mountains j otherwise in a few years he will he

master of Lhasa.

88.





CHAPTER VIII.

Religion..

CONTENTS.
Religion in India : in the Himalaya. Daemonism. Kumaon's place in tha

aistory of religion in India. Visiinu in the Vedas. Eudra. Brahma unknown-

Vishnu in the epic and Pauranifc periods : as Eama : as Krishna. Siaupfila

opposes Krishna. Duryodhana, Salya and Kama. Krishna only a partial incar-"

nation of Vishnu. Nara and Narayana. Krishna one with the Supreme being.

Mahadeya glorifies Krishna. Krishna praises himself. Brahma praises Krishna.

Exploits of Krishna. The later Rudra. Mahadera. Interpolations in the epic

poems. Contests between the Salvas and Vaishnavas. Rama. Daksha's sacri-

fice. Contest between Eudra and Narayana. Contest between Krishna and Bana.

The false and the true Vasudeva. Vasudeva. Reconciliation of Siva and Vishnu,

The modern Sira, a non-Brahmanical deity. Sakti. Linga.

There is no country in the world in which religion exercises

more influence on social and political lifa
Behgion m India.

. t t t. t
than la India. Religion gives the key-note

to most of the great changes that have occurred in the history of

the races inhabiting this country from, the earliest ages to the pre-

sent day. To every individual its forms are ever present and exer-

cise a perceptible influence on his practices both devotional and

secular, and yet the true history of religious thought in India has

yet to be written. There is an esoteric school and an exoteric

school : to the former too much attention has been paid, to the great

neglect of the living beliefs which influence the masses of the people. .

Most writers on India have looked to the Vedas and the works con

nected with them as the standard by which all existing forms of

religious belief in India are to be judged and to which all are to

be referred. Influenced doubtless by the antiquity, richness and

originality of the Vaidik records they have sought to connect them

with the popular religion and have viewed modern beliefs more as

to what they ought to be than as to what they actually are. As a

matter of fact the Vedas are practically unknown to and uncared

for by the majority of Hindus. There is no translation of them

into the vulgar tongue in use amongst the people, and it would be

contrary to the spirit of Brahmanism to popularise them or their
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tfiachings. They are less known, therefore, to the Hindus than the

Hebrew original of the Old Testament ia to the majority of the

Christian populations of Europe. Some sects do not acknowledge

their authority in matters of faith and practice and they are in no

sense ' a Bible' to the masses except to a few of the learned and

have little practical influence over modern religious thought outside

the same class. Though portions of the Vedas, notably of the col-

lection ascribed to the Atharvans, are recited at ceremonies and

verses from them occasionally occur in the domestic ritual, as a rule,

neither the celebrant nor the worshipper understand their purport.

They are learned by rote and those employed in the ceremony

regard the words used more as spells to compel the deities than as

prayers for their favour. Yec we would ask the intelligent reader

to formulate what he understands by Hinduism and he will at once

answer, the religion of the Vedas. We must, however, accept the

term Hinduism as a convenient one embracing all those beliefs of

the people of India which are neither of Christian nor of Musal-

mhn origin. But within this pale we have sects as divided from

each other as members of the Society of Friends are from Roman
Catholics. We have followers of the Vedas, of Biahmanism, of Bud-

dhism and of the polydasmonistie tribal cults of the aboriginal popu-

lations and of eclectic schools religious and philosophical of every

kind and class. The religion of the Vedas never took hold of the

people.* It was followed by Brdhmanism designed to exalt the

priestly class, but even this system had to abandon the Vaidik deities

and admit the daemons of the aborigines to a place in its pantheon,

or otherwise it would have perished. Buddhism was originally a

protest against sacerdotalism not necessarily against the Bidlima-

nical caste, but it too succumbed to dajmonistic influences and

degraded and corrupted fell an easy prey to its rival Br^hmanism.

Both sought the popular favour by pandering to the vulgar love of

mystery, magical mummeries, superhuman power and the like, and

Biahmanism absorbed Buddhism rather than destroyed it. The

Buddhist fanes became Saiva temples and the Buddhist priests

became Saiva ascetics or served the Saiva temples, and at the present

' By this is meant the great mass of the people. There have always been
soiae with learned leisure who hare adhered to the higher faith in one doi and
have never bowed to Siva or Vishnu, but their principles are iinlsnown to the
cnltivator, tiie trader and the soldier, or at least ouly in a very diluted
form.
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^VLj the forms and practices in actual use may be traced back as

readily to corrupted Buddbism as to corrupted Br^bmauism. There

is a period of growth and of decay in religious ideas as in all

things subject to human influence, and precisely the same rules

govern their rise, culmination and fall in India as in Europe.

Every principle or thought that has moved the schools of Greece

or Rome has equally shared the attention of Indian thinkers and

in the kaleidoscopic mass of beliefs that can be studied in any

considerable Indian town we may perceive analogies of the most

striking character to the broad forms of belief and modes of thought

in many European cities.

In discussing the histoi-y of religion in the Himalayan region

„ „ we find a curious blending of pre-Brahma-
Keligion ID the Himalaya. . , t, -i •

nical, Br.'ihmanical and Buddhistic practices

which it will take some time and attention to separate and ascribe

to their original sources. It would doubtless be easy^to dispose of

the question by stating that the prevailing religion is a form of

Hinduism. This would be petfectly true, but at the same time

could convey no definitive idea to the reader's mind as to what the

real living belief of the people is. To ascertain what is the actual

state of religion, it is necessary to examine the forms and cere-

monies observed in domestic and temple worship and the deities

held in honour, and this is the task that we now propose to under-

take for the tract between the Tons and the Kali. For this purpose

we possess the results of an examination of the teaching in 350 tem-

ples in Kuraaon, in about 550 temples in Garhwal and in about 100

temples in Dehra Diin and Jaunsar-B4war. For the 900 temples

in Kumaon and Garhwal we know the locality in , which each is

situate, the name of the deity worshipped, the broad division to

which the deity belongs, the class of people who frequent the temple

and the principal festivals observed. The analysis of these lists

shows that there are 250 Saiva temples in Kumaon and 350 in

Garhwal, and that there are but 35 Vai^hnava temples in Kumaon

and 61 in Garhwal. To the latter class may, however, be added

65 temples to Ndgraja in GarhwM which are by common report

affiliated to the Vaishnava sects, but in which Siva also has a place

under the form of Bhairava. Of the Saiva temples, 130 in Garh-

wal and 64 in Kumaon are dedicated to the S^kti or female form
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alone, but of the Vaishnava temples in both districts only eight.

The S4kti form of both Siva and Vishnu, however, occurs also in

the temples dedicated to Ndgraja and Bhairava, or rather these

deities and their Saktis are popularly held to be forms of Vishnu

and Siva and their Saktis. Of the Saiva Sdkti temples, 42 in

Uarhw^l and 18 in Kumaon are dedicated to Kdli, whilst the Sdkti

forms of the Bhairava temples are also known as emanations of

Kali. Kanda comes next in popularity and then Chandika and

Durga. The remaining temples are dedicated to the worship of

Siirya, Ganesh and the minor deities and deified mortals and the

pre-Br&hmanical village gods who will be noticed hereafter. The

outcome of this examination is therefore that Siva and Vishnu and

their female forms are the principal objects of worship, but with

them, either as their emanations or as separate divine entities, the

representatives of the polydasmonistic cults of the older tribes are

objects of worship both in temples and in domestic ceremonies.

Whatever may have been the earliest form of religious belief,

it is probable that it was followed by a belief
Dsemonism. . . •, i i • im daemons or superhuman spirits to which

the term ' animism' is now applied. The Greek word ' daemon'

originally implied the possession of superior knowledge and corres-

ponds closely to the Indian word ' bhiita,' which is derived from a

root expressing existence and is applied in the earlier works to the

elements of nature and even to deities. Siva himself is called

Bbutesa or ' lord of hMts'. With a change of religion the word

daemon acquired an evil meaning, and similarly the word hMta as

applied to the village gods carries with it amongst Brdhmanists the

idea of an actively malignant evil spirit. Animism implies a belief

in the existence of spirits, some of whom ai-e good and some are

bad and powerful enough to compel attention through fear of their

influence. They may be free to wander everywhere and be inca-

pable of being represented by idols, or they may be held to reside

in some object or body whether living or lifeless, and this object

then becomes a fetish^ endowed with power to protect or can be

induced to abstain from injuring the worshipper. Examples of both

these forms occur amongst the dsemonistic cults of the Indian tribes.

As observed by Tiele^ " the religions controlled by animism are

' See Max Miiller's Hibbert Lectures, p, 56. ' Outlines of the his-

tory of Ancient Religions, p. 10, and Wilson in J. R. A. S., V., 264.
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characterised first of all by a varied, confused and indeterminate

doctrine, an unorganised polydgemonisra, -which does not, however,

exclude the belief in a supreme spirit, though in practice this com-

monly bears but little fruit ; and in the next place by magic which

but rarely rises to the level of real worship * *. In the animistic

religions, fear is more powerful than any other feeling, such as grati-

tude or trust. The spirits and the worshippers are alike selfish.

The evil spirits receive, as a rule, more homage than the good, the

lower more than the higher, the local more than the remote and

the special more than the general. The allotment of their rewards

or punishments depends not on men's good or bad actions, but

on the sacrifices and gifts which are offered to them or withheld."

Even the Aryan religion held the germs of animism, but it

soon developed into the polytheism of the Vedas, and this again

gave rise to a caste of expounders whose sole occupation it

became to collect, hand down and interpret the sacred writings

and who in time invented Brahmanism. Buddhism, as we shall

see, was an off-shoot of Brahmanism, and it is to the influence

of these three forms of religious belief—Animism, Brahmanism

and Buddhism—that we owe the existing varied phases of Hin-

duism.

In a previous chapter, the geographical and historical aspects of

Kumaon's place In the the sacred writings of the Hindus have been
history of religion. examined, and we have incidentally noticed

the later development of their systems of theology. We shall

now endeavour to trace back the ideas which the forms now
worshipped are supposed to represent, and in doing so give some
brief account of the progress of religious thought. The importance

of the Kumaon Himalaya in the history of religion in India is

mainly due to the existence therein of the great shrines of Badari
and Kedar, containing forms of Vishnu and Siva which still hold
a foremost position in the beliefs of the great majority of Hindus.
To them the Kumaon Himalaya is what Palestine is to the Christian

the place where those whom the Hindu esteems most spent portions

of their lives, the home of the great gods, ' the great way' to final

liberation. This is a living belief and thousands every year prove
their faith by visiting the shrine. The later devotional works are

full of allusions to the Himalaya where P^rvati was born and
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became the wife of Mahddeo, and wherever k temple exists tbe>

celebrant sings the praises of Kedir and Badari, where live Mahddeo,

Wanda, Narayan and Lakshmi. To many the fruition of all earthly

desires is the crowning glory of a visit to the sacred tirtha by which

the sins of former births are cleansed and exemption from metem-

psychosis obtained. Here are laid many of the scenes in the live*

of the deities, here R^ma propitiated Mahadeo, there with his con-

sort Sita he wandered through the Asoka groves. Here Arjuna

and Krishna meditated on the supreme being and the Pandavas

ended their earthly pilgrimage. We have already seen that each

rook and rivulet is dedicated to some deity or saint and has its own
appropriate legend. Nature in her wildest and most rugged forms

bears witness to the correctness of the belief that here is the home
of 'the great god,' and when wearied with toiling through the

chasms in the mountains which form the approach to the principal

shrines, the traveller from the plains is told to proceed in respectful

silence lest the god should be angered, he feels ' the presence.' And

should the forbidden sounds of song and music arise and the god

in wrath hurl down his avalanche on the offenders, then the awe-

stricken pilgrim believes that he has seen his god, terrible, swift ta

punish, and seeks by renewed austerities to avert the god's dis-

pleasure. All the aids to worship in the shape of striking sceneiy,

temples, mystic and gorgeous ceremonial and skilled celebrants are

present, and he must indeed be dull who returns from his pilgrim

unsatisfied.

In an old text of the Piidma-Purana, Krishna is made to say—
* the worshippers of Siva, Sura, Ganesha and Sakti come to

me as all streams flow to the ocean : for though one I am

born with five-fpld forms'. This distribution of orthodox Hindus

into followers of Vishnu, Siva, the Sun and Ganesha is so.

broadly true to the present day that we may accept it for

our purpose and proceed first with the history of these names.

Vishnu as represented in the Vedas is distinguished from the

other deities as the wide-striding— ' he who
Vishnu in the Vedas.

,, i . ,

strides across the heavens in three paces

which the commentators interpret as denoting the three-fold mani-

festation of light in the sun's daily movement, his rising, his culmi-

nation and his setting, ome other acts of even a higher character
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are also attributed to him as that—' he established the heavens and
the earth to contain all the worlds in his stride.' These acts are
however, performed by him in common with all other Vaidik gods,
and he nowhere attains to the importance assigned to Agni, Vdyu
or Siirya. The Rndra of the Vedas who, in after times, is identi-

Buj,a_
fied with Siva or Mahadeo has no very

clear functions assigned to him such as
are ascribed to Agni and Indra. He is called the father of
the Maruts (the winds or storms), strong, terrible and destructive,

Muir writes regarding the character of this deity as shown in the
Vedas :

—

*

" It is howerer principally in his relation to tlie good and evil which befal
the persons and property of men that he is depicted. And here there can be little

doubt that though he is frequently supplicated to bestow prosperity and though
he is constantly addressed as the possessor of healing remedies, he is principally

regarded as a malevolent deity, whose destructive shafts, the source of disease

and death to man and beast, the worshipper strives by his entreaties to avert.

If this view be correct, the remedies of which Rndra is the dispenser may be

considered as signifying little more Ihan the cessation of his destroying agency,

and the consequent jestoration to health and vigor of those victims of his ill-

will who had been in danger of perishing. It may appear strange that opposite

functions should thus be assigned to the same god ; but evil and good, sickness

and health, death and life are naturally associated as contraries, the presence of

the one implying the absence of the other, and vice versa ; and in later times

Mahfideva is in a somewhat similar manner regarded as the generator as well as

the destroyer. We may add to this that while it is natural to deprecate the

wrath of a deity supposed to be the destroyer, the suppliant may fear to provoke

his displeasure, and to awaken his jealousy by calling on any other deity to pro-

vide a remedy. When the distinctive God has been induced to relent, to with-

draw his visitation, or remove its effects, it is natural for his worshippers to

represent him as gracious and benevolent, as we see done in some of the hymns

to Kudra. From the above description however it will be apparent that the elder

Eudra, though different in many respects from the later Mahadeva, is yet, like

him, a terrible and distinctive deity ; while, on the other hand, the ancient

Vishnu, the same as the modern God of the same name, is represented to

us as a preserver, of a benignant, or at least, of an innocuous, charac*

ter."

1 The quotations from Sanskrit works given in this chapter, unless specially

noted otherwise, are taken from Muir's Original Sanskrit Texts (2nd ed.) This
general acknowledgment will save much space In the foot-notes. Dr. Muir hag
done the greatest service possible to the history of religious thought in India
in giving us translations of the actual statements contained in the best authorities.

It need hardly be said that all that is attempted here is to give a summary of the

connection between the religion of the- past as derived from its hooka and that

of the present day as derived flom actual practice. A thorough treatment of the
subject would fill several volumas.
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Brahma is not a Vaidik deity nor is there in the Vedas a traco

T, , . of a triad of gods derived from one great
Brahma uruaiown. °

spirit and exercising the duties of creator,

preserver and destroyer. The theory of a Trinity appears to be the

invention of later times and for Brahma, the moderns are obliged

to refer to Visvakarma, Prajapati and Hiranyagarbha as his repre-

sentative in the Vedas because these exercise similar functions in

the Vaidik records. Others seek for a Vaidik triad in Agni, VSyu
and Sjirya and on this Professor Weber remarks :

—

"The sun aB the generative, creative principle is throughout the ritual-

texts regarded as the equivalent of Prajapati, the father of the creation. The

destructive power of fire in connection with the raging of tlie driving storm

lies clearly enough at the foundation of the epic form of Siva. By the side of

Vayu, the wind, stands his companion Indra, the lord of the light, clear, heaven

;

and with him again Vishnu, the lord of the Solar orb, stands in a fraternal rela-

tion. Vishnu owes to Indra his blue color, his names Vasava and Vasudeva,

and his relation to the human heroes and Arjuna, Kama, and Krishna, which

have become of such great importance for his entire history."

This is, however, merely conjecture, and the general result to be

drawn from these statements is that we must look to a period later

than the Vedas not only for the full development of the existing

systems but also of the systems on which they are based. In the

Vedas there is no triad vested with separate powers, nor does

Brahma appear as a deity. Vishnu, too, has little in common

with the Vishnu of the Purdnas. Siva^ is not mentioned and Rudra

is apparently a mere form of Agni. The linga is unknown and tha

female forms of Siva and Vishnu are not named : nor are Eama and

Sita, Krishna and Radha, the favourite deities of the lower classes

of the present day, alluded to. The Vedas inculcated the worship of

the powers of nature as they appeared to a primitive people endowed

with a deep religious sense, in the form of fire, rain, wind and sun.

Gradually these were personified and endowed with human attri-

butes and their favour was sought by presents and offerings from

the flocks and products of the soil. It was not until later times

that images were made and later still that they alone received the

worship due to the beings represented by them. Gradually the

ritualists became supreme and the due performance of the now

> In the Brahmanas, Siva and Sankara occur only as appellative epithets
of Budra and never as proper names to denote him. Weber, Hist. Ind. Lit.,

p. 303.
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intricate ceremonies in the proper place, time and form was

esteemed especially necessary. This led to the institution of guilds

of skilled celebrants, entrance to which was soon closed to others

than those born within the family and the compilation of treatises

on sacrificial ceremonies for the use of these guilds and which are

known as Brahmanas. But even in these Brdhmanas there are no

traces of the modern conception of Vishnu and Siva, though we

have the idea of an all-pervading spirit Brahma (a neuter word),

from whom hereafter is born Brahmd (a masculine word) and hia

human manifestations Brahmans.

In the preceding paragraphs we have seen that Vishnu is not

Vishnu in the Itihasa ^^^ supreme god in the Vedas, nor do the

and Pauraulk periods. earlier commentators on those works place

him above the other deities. He is only once mentioned by Manu
and in the older portions of the Mithabharata and Puranas is only

reckoned as one of the twelve Adityas. In the Bhagavata and

Visbnu Purinas and in parts of the MahabhSrata and Eamayana

we first find him identified as one with the supreme being. The

Atharva-Veda declares that Prajapati supported the world on

Skambha (the supporter) and the Satapatha-Brahmana that it was

Prajdpati, in the form of a tortoise, who created all things, and as

Emusha, in the form of a boar, who supported the world on his

tusks. Manu states that it was Br4hma as N4r4yana who created

the world and the Mahabharata that it was Pr^apati who saved the

world in the fish incarnation. These and other acts of the elder

gods have been assigned to Vishnu in the later works specially

devoted to his peculiar cult. The Matsya and Bhagavata Purdnas

detail his various incarnations. According to the former work it

was in consequence of a curse pronounced on him by Sukra that

Vishnu assumed most of these forms. Twelve times the gods

fought with the Asuras, and it is related that on one occasion they

were assisted by Vishnu, who, though hesitating to slay a female,

was induced to kill the mother of Sukra, the chief priest of the

Asuras. Sukra thereupon doomed Vishnu to be born seven times

in the world of men ;
' and in consequence of this he appears for

the good of the world when unrighteousness prevails.' The Matsya

Purdna thus enumerates these incarnations :—(I) a portion of him

sprung from Dharma ; (2) the Narasinha or man-lion, and (3): the
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dwarf or V4mana which are called the celestial manifestations, the re-

maining seven being due to Sukra's curse, vis.—the (4) Datt^treya,

(5) MSndhStri, (6) Parasurama, (7) E4ma, (8) Vedavy&sa, (9) Bud-

dha and (10) Kalki incarnation. The Bhagavata Purana enume-

rates twenty-two incarnations :—Purusha, Varaha, N4rada, Nara

and Nar4yana, Kapila, Datt^treya, Yajna, Rishabha, Prithu, Mat-

sya, Kiirma, Dhanvantari, Narasinha, Vdmana, Parasurama, Veda-

vydsa, Rama, Balardma, Krishna and the future incarnations as

Buddha and Kalki. The same record adds that the incarnations

of Vishnu are innumerable as the rivulets flowing from an inex-

haustible lake." The popular belief, however, acknowledges ten

only ;— (1) ihe Matsya or fish ; (2; Kurma or tortoise
; (3) Varaha or

boar ; (4) Nara-sinha or man-lion ; (5) Vamana or dwarf : (6),

Parasurama who destroyed tho Kshatriyas
; (7) Rama who des-

troyed the Rdkshasas ; (8) Krishna^ ; (9) Buddha who destroyed

the giants, and (10), Kalki, the incarnation of the future and whose

coming brings in the Hindu millenium.

The passages of the Rdm&yana which assign to Vishnu the

attributes of the supremo being are chiefly connected with the

preferential worship of his incarnation as

Rama. When the gods were troubled by

the Raksbasa Ravan, they came to Vishnu and addressed him "as

the lord of the gods," "the most excellent of the immortals," and

prayed him to be born as a mortal to avenge them on their enemy.

Vishnu consented and in order to accomplish the task which he had

undertaken searched everywhere for a fitting vehicle for his incar-

nation. At this time Dasaratha, Raja of Ayodhya in the kingdom

of Kosala, was engaged in a great aswamedha or horse-sacrifice for

the sake of obtaining offspring, and by the advice of the gods, Vish-

nu resolved to be born in the Raja's house. He, therefore, attend-

ed the ceremony and suddenly issued from the smoke of the sacri-

fice as a young man bearing a jar of nectar which he, at once, pre-

sented to the wives of Dasaratha. To Kausalya he gave one-half

and she bare Ekma, and the remainder was equally divided between

iSumitra and Kaikeyi, the other wives of Dasaratha. Lakshmana

and Satrughna were in consequence born to Sumitra and Bharata

to Kaikeyi. Though this historj' would lead us to suppose that

• Aocording to mary lists Balardma, who destroyed Pralambha, is hero Bulv

Btituted foe Kriahue, who is beliered to have been Vishnu himself.
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BAma -was only a partial manifestatioa^ of the deity, the later re-

cords devoted to his cult ascribe to him almost exclusively all the

attributes of the god. In another passage from the same work we
are told of the interview between Rama and Parasur&ma also sup-

posed to be an incarnation of Vishnu and how the latter deity re-

cognises Rama as " the lord of the gods " and suffers the destruc-

tion of his " blissful abodes " at Rdma's hands as evidence of his

inferiority.^ In the episode of the ordeal of Sita on her return

from Lanka, Rdma is again invested with the attributes of the su-

preme being. It is theif told how the gods, including even the

'three-eyed' Mahadeva, assembled and remonstrated with Raghava

(Rdma) on account of his doubts concerning Sita and his conduct

towards her. They addressed him as ' the maker of the whole uni-

verse,' 'the chief of the host of gods,' and Rdma, in reply said :

—

" I regard myself as a man, Rdma son of Dasaratha, do you tell me
who I am and whence I am." Brabma answers :—

" Hear my true word, o being of genuine power, TIiou art the god, the glo-

rious lord, Narayana armed with the discus. Thou art the one-horned boar, the

conqueror of thy foes, past and future, the true, imperishable Brahma both

in the middle and end. Thou art the supreme righteousness of the worlds, the

Visvasena, the four-armed, the bearer of the bow Sarnga, Hrishikesa, Purusha,

Purushottama, the unconquered, sword-wieldmg Vishnu and Krishna of

mighty force. Thou art the source of being and cause of destruction, Upendra

(tha younger Indra) and Madhusudana. Thou art Mahendra (the elder Indra)

fulfilling the function of Indra, he, from whose navel springs a lotus, the ender

of battles."

In the Ramdyana, as we have seen, Vishnu is identified with

Rama and, in the same manner, in the Ma-

habharata and the Vaishnava Puranas, he is

identified with Krishna, the most popular of all the incarnations.

The name Krishna nowhere occurs in the Vedas and in the earliest

text' in which it appears, he is simply called, ' the son of Devaki.'

Throughout the later records he is variously represented as a

mere mortal hero, as a partial incarnation of Vishnu and inferior to

> Some works differentiate the divine essence in the Beveral human incarn*.

tions thus :—Krishna, full incarnation ; Uama, half ; Bharata, Edma's brother
;

one quarter ; Bama's two other brothers one-eighth ; and other holy men, Tarious

appreciable atoms. ' Lassen, as noted hereafter, supposes this to be au
interpolation, and Muir adduces further arguments in support of the suggestion

that Bama may not have been originally represented in the B&mayana as an
incarnation of Vishnu: IV., 441 ; so also Weber, Hist. Ind.Lit., 194. ° Seo
Weber, Hist. Xnd. Lit, 71, 169,
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the other gods and as one with the supreme being and chief of all

gods. In one passage of the Mah4bharata, Krishna with Arjuna

are represented as supplicating Mahadeva for the grant of a weapon

wherewith Arjnna might slay Jayadratha,^ thus implying the su-

periority of Mahadeva. Subsequently, as remarked by Muir, Krish-

na "explains away the worship which here and elsewhere he is

said to have rendered to Mah&deva by saying that it was done for

the sake of example to others and was in reality offered to himself,

Mahadeva being one of his manifestations and in fact one with him.

But no hint is given of it here." Here Arjuna and Krishna as

Nara and Narayana appear before Mahadeva, who receives them as

if smiling and says :—" Welcome, most eminent of men, rise up from

your fatigue and tell me quickly, heroes, what your minds desire."

In reply, they first recite a hymn in praise of MahMeva and then

Arjuna, after due reverence to both Krishna and Mahddeva, asks

from Mah4deva a bow which he ultimately obtains. In another

passage Mahadeva says :
—" I have been duly worshipped by Krish-

na * * wherefore no oae is dearer to me than Krishna." Fur-

ther it is said that it was owing to ' a twelve years' fasting and

mortification and worship of Mah4deva' that Krishna was allowed

to have oftspring by Rukmini. Another wife of his, named Jam-

bavati, quotes this storyj and prays him to intercede for her also

with Mahadeva. For this purpose Krishna visited the sage Upa-

manyu in his hermitage in the Himalaya and from him hears m^my

stories in praise of Mahadeva, and eventually sees the god himself in

a dream. Krishna then worships Mahadeva and his consort Parvati

and obtains all that he desires. In another passage Krishna is

introduced as recommending the worship of Durga to Arjuna when

about to contend against the host of Dhritarashtra. And again,

Bhishma declares his inability to describe " the attributes of the wise

Mahadeva, the lord of Brahma, Vishnu and Indra. * * Through

his devotion to Rudra, the world is pervaded by the mighty Krish-

na. Having propitiated Mahadeva at Badari, Krishna obtained

from the golden-eyed Mahesvara the quality of being in all worlds

more dear than wealth. Thus Krishna performed austerity for full

one thousand years, propitiating Siva the god who bestows boons

and the preceptor of the world."

> Wilson, III., SOO.
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We also find in the Mah^bhdrata that the position of Krishna

SiBupSla opposes KrUh- wa8 not then quite assured and that there

"»• were not wanting those who denied him

other than mortal origin. When Yuddhishthira desired to per-

form the great rdjasdya sacrifice, numerous princes assembled to

assist at the ceremony and amongst them Krishna and Sisup&la,

lord of the Chedis. Bhishma,^ proposed that Krishna should have

honour above all the princes assembled as the most eniment of the

chiefs, but Sisup&la interposed and said that Krishna "was not a

king or a person venerable from his age, his father Vdsudeva being

still alive * * that in other respects he was inferior to the other

chiefs present * * and was. elated with the undeserved honour

that had been paid him like a dog devouring in a secret place the

leavings of an oblation which he has discovered." Bhisbma then

defends the claims of Krishna and says that it is from no interested

motives that Krishna is held worthy of worship, but from know-

ing his renown, heroism and victories, in knowledge excelling the

Brahmans and in valour, the Kshatriyas. Wisdom and strength

are here given as the motives for paying peculiar honour to

Krishna and he is not regarded as endowed with superhuman facul-

ties, but in the concluding portion of the same speech we have him

one with matter (prakriti), the eternal maker, him upon whom
whatever is fourfold exists, the chief of gods. With regard to this

passage so different from the narrative character of what precedes

and follows, Muir justly remarks :—"It is possible that the whole

of this description of his (Krishna's) qualities may not be of one

age, but may contain interpolations subsequently introduced."

Sisupala retorts on Bhishma and charges him with being the

victim of delusion, a blind leader of the blind, eager to eulogize a

cowherd who ought to be vilified by even the silliest of men. He
then recapitulates the feats of Krishna regarding which they had

all heard so much from Bhishma, and says:—"If in his childhood

ho slew Sakuni^ or the horse and bull who had no skill in fighting,

' It was customaiy at the rdjasHya for the ruler of the feast to declare who
was the greatest amongst those assembled and to offer him a gift {argha) as
a token of respect. ' In the Vishnu Purana (Wilson, IX., 276) it is

told how the child Krishna while asleep was visited by Piitana, the child^
killer :— " Now whatever child is sucltled, in the night, by Putana instantly
dies, but Krishna laying hold of the breast with both hands, suckled it with
such violence" that Fiitana died, ijaknni was also killed by him whilst a
child.
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what wonder? If a waggon,* an iaanimate piece of wood, was upset

by him with his foot, what wonderfd thing did he do? * * and
it is no great miracle, o Bhishma, thoii judge of duty, that he slew

Kansa,^ the powerful king whose food he had eaten. Hast thou

not heard virtuous men declaring this which I shall tell thee, who
art ignorant of duty, Bhishma, thou basest of the tribe of Kurus ?

—

'Let no one smite with his weapons, women, cattle or Brahmans, or

him whose food he eats, or on whom he is dependent,' * * Thou

basest of the Kurus, eulogizing, speakest of Keshava (Krishna) as

old in knowledge and mature and superior as if I did not know him.

If he, being a slayer of cattle and of women, is, according to thy

word, to be reverenced,—how, Bhishma, can such a person merit

encomium?" Bhishma then describes the birth of SisupSla and

his many offences and how he had already been pardoned by

Krishna and that relying on the clemency of Govinda (Krishna) he

still persisted in his insolence. Sisup^la, nothing daunted, again

asked why Krishna should be so praised to the exclusion of all

other kings, and Bhishma again and again defended his favourite and'

said that in comparison with Krishna all other chiefs were as

nothing. On hearing this, some of them rising up in great wrath

demanded the instant punishment of Bhishma and Sisupala himself

challenged Krishna to fight. Before the combat commenced^

Krishna addressed the assembly recounting the evil deeds of Sisu-

pala and wound up with the taunt that Sisupala had sought Ruk-

mini,' "but the fool did not obtain her, as a Sudra is excluded from

the Veda." Sisupala replied that no one but Krishna would men-

tion among respectable females a woman who had been betrothed

to another and so angered Krishna that he called out to the assem-

bly : ' Let the king listen to me by whom this forgiveness has

been practised. At the request of his mother, a hundred offences

were to be pardoned. That request was granted by me and it has

1 One night whilst asleep under the waggon Krishna cried for the breast and
not being attended to immediately, kicking up his feet, he overturned the vehicle

Qlbid., 279). ' Krishna was born as the son of Vasudeva and Devakiin the
realms of the Raja Kansa, who having heard that a child was born who should
take away his life, like Herod, gave orders that all male children should be des-
troyed. The gods had induced Vishnu to be born as Krishna in order to slay

Kansa, and while a child Krishna lived concealed in the family of the cowherd

,

Nanda and bis vrite Yasoda at Uathura, and when he grew up to man's estate, he
Blew Kansa (/Aid., V., 41). ^Kukminiwas the daughter of Bhishmaka,
king of Kundina in the country of Vidarbha (Berar), and was betrothed to Sisu-

pala, king of Chedi, but wag carried off by Krishiia, on the eve of the wed-
ding.
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been fulfilled, o kings. I shall now slay him/ and having thus

spoken, Krishna struck off the head of Sisupdla with his discus.

Duryodhana, also, the great champion of the Kauravas, not-

Duryodhana, Salya and Withstanding the eloquent pleading of San-
'"'

jaya, declined to acknowledge the superiority

of Krishna and when again he attempted to arrange a plot for the

capture of Krishna, was warned by Vidura that his eiforts would

be fruitless owing to the divine character of Krishna, he still

stubbornly declined to admit the celestial origin of his enemy and

persuaded S&lya, king of the Madras, to accept the oflBce of chario-

teer to Kama in the combat with Arjurfa, whose chariot was driven

by Krishna. In the course of the arguments adduced to convince

the Madra prince, Duryodhana calls him the equal of Sauri (Krish-

na) and says that Brahma acted in the capacity of charioteer to

Mahadeva in his great fight with the sons of the Asura Taraka, and

further :—" Thou art a spear {salt/a) to pierce thine enemies, irresist-

ible in valour : hence, o king, destroyer of thy foes, thou art called

S&lya. * * But (it is said that) Krishna is superior in force to

the strength of the arm. Just as great strength is to be exhibited

by Krishna, if Arjuna were killed; so is great strength to be put

forth by thee if Kama be slain. Why should Krishna withstand

our army? and why shouldst not thou slay the enemy's host?" In

the combat that ensued, the wheel of Kama's chariot sank deeply

into the earth and Kama was slain by Arjuna. Sdlya survived

and was elected general of the Kauravas on the last day of the

great war, when he, also, perished at the hands of Yuddhishthira.

In several passages, Krishna is spoken of as only a partial in-

Krishna, a partial incar- carnation of the godhead : thus in theVish-
nation of Vishnu. ^^ Purina itself, Maitreya^ asks an account

" of the portion of Vishnu that came down upon earth and was born

in the family of Yadu. Tell me also what actions he performed

in his descent as a part of a part of the supreme, upon the earth."

The commentator on this passage maintains that " this limitation

extends only to his form or condition as man, not to his power ; as

light, by suffusion, suffers no decrease. Krishna is, nevertheless,

the supreme Brahma, though it be a mystery how the supreme

should assume the form of a man." In a passage of the Bhagavata

1 Wilson, IX., 247.

90
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Purdna, Bralima addresses the gods and says :

—

" Do yon, fn

portions of yourselves, be born among the Yadus, whilst he, the

god of gods, walks upon the earth, removing her harden by his

destructive power. The supreme divine Purusha shall be born in

his own person in the house of Vasudeva." Again, in the Vishna

Purana, in describing the circumstances which led to the incar-

Bation of Vishnu as Krishna, Brahma addresses the gods and asks

them to accompany him to the northern coast of the milky sea

where is Hari, who " constantlyj for the sake of the earth,

descends in a small portion of his essence to establish righteousness

below." They then ask Hari to assist them and "he plucked

eflp two hairs, one white and one black, and safd to the gods :

These my hairs shall descend upon the earth and shall relieve

her of the burthen of her distress/' The black hair was destined

to be born as Krishna in order to destroy Kansa, the incarna-

tion of the demon, K6,lanemi. The same story is told in the

Mahabhasrata how " Hari plucked ord; two hairs, one white and

the other black. These two hairs entered into two women of

the tribe of the Tadus, Devaki and Bohini. One of them, the

white hair of the god, became Baladeva ; while the second hafr

{Kesha), which was called black {Krishna} in colour, became Krish-

na or Kesava." Here again the commentator explains the passage

as in no way detracting from the godship of Krishna. He is not

sprung from his putative father Vasudeva, but the hairs, represent-

ing the manifestation of the deity in all his plenitude, entered at

once into the wombs of DevaM and Rohini and became the media

through which they conceived-

The great peak above the Badrinath temple is called Nar-

^ , , Nar%an after Arjuna and Krishna, who>
Nara and NMyana. "

, , . ^ ,,
are represented m many passages oi tber

Mah^bharata as having formerly existed in the persons of the two"

Kishis Nara and Nar&yana. Krishna himself, when be visited the

P4ndavas in their exile, addresses Arjuna and says:—" Thou in*

vincible hero, art Nara and I am Hari NdrSyana : in due time we

came into the world, the Rishis Nara and Ndrayana. Thou, son of

Pritha, art not different from me, nor I, in like manner, from

thee ; no distinction can be conceived between us." "When Arjuna»

soBght the pdeupata weapon from Mahkleva and met him in ih@
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forests of the BimAlaya, the latter addressed Arjuna as Nara, the

compaDion of N^rSyana, who together for so many years per-

formed austerities at Badari' and the local legends place the scene

of this meeting at Bhilwa Ked4r near Srinagar. Again Bhishma
when warning Duryodhana against Krishna relates how when
oppressed by th^ Uaiiyas, the gods had reeourse to fitdmaha ha

referred them to the great ^ishis Nara and NSr^yana ajid they

consented to aid the gods and slew the Daityas. He adds :—*' Thus

behold those twain arrived-^thoge twain who are of so great

strength, V4sudeva and Arjuna, united together, riders on great

cars, Nara and Ndriyana,, the deities, the ancient deities as it is

reported, invincible in the world of mortals even by ludra and other

gods and Asuras. This Nariyana is Krishna and Nara is called

Phalguna (Arjuna). Narayana and Nara are one being, divided

into twain." In the great contest with Mahddeva noticed else-

where, Vishnu appears as Nariyana and it is to this form that the

majority of the striotiy orthodox Vaishnava temples is dedicated

in Garhwal. Muir writes^ thus regarding tiiis manifestation :

*' The identifieation of Arjuiua and Krishna with the saints Nara

and Narayana is curious ; but I am unable to conjecture whether it

may have originated in a previously existing legend respecting tw0

Eishis of that name (the one of whom, as bearring the same name

which was ultimately iSpplied te Vishnu and Krishna was, in the

fanciful spirit of Indian mythology, and in consonance with the

tenet .of metempsychosis, declared to have been an earlier manifes-

tation of Krishna,-r>«whil6>t Arjuna, .the bosom friend of the latter,

would aatuirfdly be regardiod as the same with Nara, the inseparable

eompanionof NSrAyana), or whether the whole legend was origin-

ally inveated for the gloriScation of Krishna and Arjuna."

Besides those passages of the Mab&bhS,rata -in which Krishna is

^•epresented as one witb Vishnu and there-
Krishnathe supiei^e. . i . i . ,

tore one with tne supreme bemg, there are

others in whieh the supreme attributes are.ascribed to Kiishna him-

self. During the interview between Arjuna and Krishna in the

forests of the HimMaya which has already been alluded to as an

extract from the Vana-paman of the Mahabh&rata, Arjuna recounts

^ The Bage N^rada also risited the Bishis whilst at Badari and recollected

to have seen them in ST«ta Dwipa, where ' was the.supreme being whose form^
and distiQguishing macks they now bore.' * IV., 282.
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the exploits of Krishna in his former births, his aasterities as N&r&-

yana, his slaughter of the enemies of the gods, his various forms

and his three strides as the son of Aditi. In the course of his

speech, Arjuna addresses Krishna as—"Thou being NSrdyana,

wert Hari, o vexer of thy foes. Thou, o Purnshottama art Brah-

ma, Soma, Sdrya, Dharma, Dhatri, Yama, Anala, Vayu, Kuvera

Kudra, Time, Sky, Earth, the Regions, the unborn, the lord of the

world, the creator." * * * "At the commencement of the

Yuga, o Varshneya (Krishna), Brahma, the chief of things move-

able and immoveable, whose is all this world sprung from the

lotus issuing from thy navel. Two horrible Danavas, Madhu and

Kaitabha, were ready to slay him. From the forehead of Hari, who

became incensed when he saw their transgression, was produced

Sambhu (Mah&deva) wielding the trident and three-eyed. Thus

even these two lords of the gods (Brahma and Mahadeva) are

sprang from thy (Krishna's) body." In describing the appearance

of Krishna when rebuking Duryodhana for his attempted teachery

it is said that :
—"as the mighty descendant of Siira (Krishna) smiled,

the god wearing the appearance of lightning, of the size of a

thumb, and luminous as fire, issued forth from him. Brahma

occupied his forehead, Rudra (Siva) was produced on his chest, the

guardians of the world {lokapdlds) appeared on his arms and Agni

sprung from his mouth. The Adityas, too, and the S&dhyas, Vasus,

Asvius, Maruts, and all the gods along with Indra were produced

and also the forms of the Yakshas, Gandharvas and Rakshasas.

Sankarshana and Dhananjaya also were manifested from his arms,

Arjuna armed with a bow from his right, Rama holding a plough

from his left, Yuddhishthira and Bhima, the sons of Mddri, from his

back. Next Andhakas and Vrishnis, headed by Pradyumna, arose

on his front, with their weapons ready. A shell, discus, club, spear,

bow, plough, and sword were seen prepared, and all weapons,

gleaming in every form on the different arms of Krishna."

In another passage where Mahadeva is asked to explain the

Mahadeva gloriaesKrlsh- ground on which Krishna is said to be en-

"*•
titled to worship, he is made to say :

—" Su-

perior even to Pit^maha is Hari, the eternal spirit, Krishna hriU

liant as gold, like the sun risen in a cloudless sky, ten-armed, of

mighty force, slayer of the foes of the gods, marked with the
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artvataa, Hrishikesa, adored by all the gods. Brahma is sprung

from his belly and I (Mah&deva) from his head, the luminaries from

the hair of his head, the gods and Asuraa from the hairs of his body,

and the Rishis, as well as the everlasting worlds, have been pro-

duced from his body. He is the manifest abode of Pitamaha

(Brahma) and of all the deities. He is the creator of this entire

earth, the lord of the three worlds, and the destroyer of creatures,

of the stationary and the moveable. He is manifestly the most

eminent of 1;he gods, the lord of the deities. * * The slayer of

Madhu^ is eternal, renowned as Govinda. * * This god is the

lotus-eyed, the producer of Sri,^ dwelling together with Sri.

Again Bhishma informs Yuddhishthira how

—

" Krishna ci'cated the earth, the air and the sky : from Krishna's body the

earth was produced. He is the ancient hero of fearful strength ; he created the

mountains and the regions. Beneath him are the atmosphere and the heaven,

the four regions and the four intermediate regions ; and from him this creation

sprang forth. * * Becoming Vayu, he dissipates this universe; becoming

fire he bums it, universal in his forms ; becoming water he drowns all things ;

becoming Brahma, he creates all the hosts of beings. He is whatever is to be

known, and he makes known whatever is to be known ; he is the rule for per-

formance, and he who exists in that which is to be performed."

Krishna is also addressed by Yuddhishthira as Vishnu, the three-

Krishna praises him- eyed Sambhu (Mahadeva), Agni and the

self. Bull, the maker of all. Again Krishna de-

clares that Brahma was produced from his good pleasure and Ma-

hMeva from his anger, that they are one with him and therefore

to be worshipped as part of himself who is revered by all the gods,

Brahma, Rudra, Indra and the Rishis. He goes on to say :

—

" For when that god of gods Maheshvara is worshipped, then, son of Pritha,

the god Narayana, the lord, will also be worshipped. I am the soul of all the

worlds. It was therefore myself whom I formerly worshipped as Rudra. If I

were not to worship Isina, the boon-bestowing Siva, no one would worship myself.

An authoritative example is set by me which the world follows. Authoritative

examples are to be revei eaced, hence I reverence him (Siva). He who knows him

knows me ; he who loves him loves me. Eudra and Niirdyana, one essence, di-

vided into two, operate in the world, in a manifested form, in all acts. Reflect-

ing in my mind that no boon could be conferred upon me by any one, I yet

adored the ancient Eudra, the lord, that is, I, with myself adored myself, to ob-

tain a son. Tor Vishnu docs not do homage to any god, excepting himself i

hence I, in this sense, worship Eudra."

» The Danava of that name. * For an account of the production of

Sri from the churning of the ocean, see Wilson, VI., 144
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Bhishma, too, when warning Duryodhana of the hopelessness

„ ^ . „ .
, of contending against Krishna, relates how

Brahma praises Krishna. - '

Brahma celebrated the praises of Krishna

in a hymn and entreated him to appear on earth in the family of

Yadu and how the god consented. Brahma thus describes the in-

terview:—"the lord of the world was eatreated by me to show

favour to the world (in these words) :—
" Do thou, celebrated as Vasudera, appear in the woild of men : be born on

earth tor the slaughter of the Asaras. * * He of whom I BraRma, the mas-

ter of the whole world am the son, that Vasudeva, the lord of all the worlds, is

to be propitiated by you. Nev-er, oh most excellent deities, is the potent bearer

of the shell, the disens, and the club, to be slighted as a mere man. This Being

is the highest mystery, this the higbest existence, this the highest Brahma,

this the highest renown. This Being is the nndecaying, the undisceruible,

the eternal. This Being which is called Furush^ is hymned and is not

known. This Being is celebrated by VisTakavman as the highest power,

as the highest joy, and as the liighest truth. Wherefore Vasudeva of bound-

less might is not to be contemned by the deities, including Indra, or by the

Asuras, as a mere man. Whosoever says that he is a mere man Is dull of com-

prehension ; from his contempt of Hrishikesa they call such a person the lowest

of men. Whoever despises Vasudeva, that great conternplator who has entered

a human body, men call that person one full of darkness."

The exploits of Krishna are recounted in several passages of the

Mahabhdrata by Arjuna, Bhishma, Dhritarashtra and even Krish-

na himself.* He is recorded as the conqueror of the bull-demon

Arishta who terrified the kine and destroy-

ed hermits and ascetics.^ He slew Pra-

lamblia who attempted to run away with Balarama.^ When he

appeared with Arjuna to aid the gods in their bjattles with the demons,

" he cut off the head of Jambha who was swallowing up Arjuna

in battle." He slew the great Asura Pitba, and Mura ' resem-

bling the immortals' and the RSkshasa Ogha. He attacked Nir-

mochana and there slew numbers of Asuras, having violently cut

asunder the nooses.* He next attacked .Narak» in the Asura castle

of Pragjyotisha (Asam) and recovered itbe jewelled earrings of Adi-

ti.^ So, too, Kansa, ibough supported -by Jarasandiha, was slain.

" gunSman, valiant in fight, the lord of a complete army, the bro-

ther of Kansa, who interposed for the king of the Bhojas, the bold

» Mnir, IV., 829-263. ' Wilson, IX., 333. s Ibid.. 306, where
Balarama is said ,to have sgueezed the demon to death by direction of Krishna.

*See note Mirir, /. c. 260, where a connection is traced to the nooses used by
Thags. " A detailed account of this feat is given in Wilson, IX., 86.
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and heroic prince of the Siirasenas, was, with his army, burnt up

in battle by Krishna, destroyer of his enemies, seconded by Bala-

rdma.* * * Krishna, by a clever device, caused Jarasandha,'

the large armed, lord of a complete army, to be slain. This hero

also slaughtered like a beast, the king of the Chedis (Sisup&la),

who quarrelled regarding the offering." He captured and threw

down Saubha, the flying city of the Daityas on the shore of the

ocean ; though protected by the Salya king so terrible from hia

magical powers and by the weapon sataghni^ which was arrested at

the gate itself by his arms. He destroyed Pfitana and Sakuni, the

daughters of the Daitya leader Bali. He killed Pandya* with a

fragment of a door and crushed the Kalingas in Dantakura and

slew Ekalavya,^ king of the Sishadas, with a fragment of a rock.

Rukmini, the betrothed of Sisupdla, lord of the Chedis, was visiting

a temple on the eve of her nuptials when she was seen by Krishna,

who carried her off with him to the city of Dwdraka and there

married her.* Through him the city of Benares, which had been

burned and remained for many years defenceless, sprang into exist-

ence.^ Nagnajlt Raja of Gandhara or Peshawar " had offspring

born to him who became enemies of righteousness" and Krishna

destroyed them and carried off the daughter of the king.* At

Prabh4sa or Somnath, he encountered the demon Panchajana, who

lived in the depths of ocean in the form of a conch-shell, and hav-

ing slain him took the conch-shell and ever after bore it as his

horn.® He obtained the discus, after propitiating Agni in the Khan-

dava forest or, according to another account. " That discus iiery

and resplendent which was formerly given to thee (Vishnu) by the

god after slaying the marine monster (Panchajana) and the Daitya

proud of his strength, was produced by Maliadeva." He then

brought back the pdrijdta tree from Indra's heaven to Dwaraka.^"

In consequence of these good acts, the gods conferred on Krishna

• Ibid., X., 41 ; both Sunaman and Kansa were killed on the same day and their

father TJgrasena was made king in their stead ; by the Raja of the BhojaB, Eansa

is intended, ibid, IX., 260. ' Krishna had recourse to the four devices of

policy, or negotiation, presents, sowing dissensions and chastisement and some-

times even betook himself to flight." JarSsandha was king of Magadha.
* Supposed to be a sort of rocket. * A prince of the Dakhin country of

Pandya. ^ See Wilson, IX., 113; X., ) 23, which make him son of Devas-

raras, brother of Vdsudeva * Wilson, X., 70. 'For an account of

the bnrning of Benares by Krishna himself, sec ibid., 128. s Lassen thinks

that this story has some foundation in fact. ' Wilson, ibid., 48 : accord-

ing to the Mahibhirata, Panchajana lived in Patila. »» Ibid., 104.
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these boons :—" Let "no fatigue oppress thee when thou art fighting,

let thy step traverse the sky and the waters, and let no weapon

make any impression on thy body." Throughout these laudatory

accounts of the exploits of Krishna, he is depicted as a hero of

great valour and strength, but not necessarily as the supreme deity,

and at the close of the speech he is recorded as receiving boons

from the gods. Besides the feats recorded in the Mahftbhsrata,

there are others given in the Pur^nas* which do not occur in the

older work and are embellished with more supernatural occurrences.

We have thus briefly sketched the history of the two forms Krishna

a,nd Rama under which Vishnu is worshipped at the present

day. They are totally unconnected with the Vedas and are

purely popular inventions produced on Indian soil to glorify the

lunar and solar races respectively, and are probably nothing more

than advanced daemonism on which the ever-willing priests have

engrafted as much as they could of Vaidik ceremonial and ritual.

We have already seen that there is little connection between

„ „ ,
the elder Rudra of the Vedas and the mo-

The later Eudra.
, _^ , , ,, -r ., ,

dern Rudra of the Itih4sa period beyond

the quality common to both of fierceness. In some of the later

Vaidik writings, however, Rudra is identified with Agni, and if we
bear in mind this fact and accept the later Rudra as the represen-

tative of the two gods, much light will be thrown on the otherwise

conflicting characters given to him. This theory of the dual origin

of the later Rudra has the high authority of Professor Weber.^ In
his explanation of the great Rudra-book, the Satarudriya, he points

out that the Brahmans, terrified at the howling hungry flame of the

sacrifice which is conceived of as in the form of Rudra, propitiate

it with offerings. Now this was as an adaptation of the original

idea of Eudra as the howling storm and now the crackling flame.

Flame the cause of wind, and wind the cause of flame, unitedly

forming the one great terrible being. Hence the epithets assigned

to him in the Satarudriya are separable into two classes. Those
which make him ' the dweller in the mountains'

( Girisa)
' with

spirally braided hair' {Kapardm), 'having dishevelled hair'

> See Wilson IX., 245-342 ; X , 1-167. ' This may be taken as a pro-
bable explanation of the working of the minds of the Brahmans of the esoteric
school in developing the old ideas to meet the requirements of the day, bul there
is nothing to show that it was understood or accepted by the moBses.
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{Vyupfa-kesa), ' cruel ' {Ugra), ' fierce' (BMma), ' healer' (Bhishdj),

auspicious' {Siva) and * progenitor' {Sambhu) are derived from his

character as ' lord of storms,' and those such as * blue-necked' {nila'

griva), like wreathed smoke, 'golden-armed' {Hiranya-hdhv), and

* thousand-eyed' {SahasrdhBhoi) like sparks, belong to him as ' lord

of fire.' In the older writings there is no trace of his names Isa

or Mahddeva or of his form as the Linga or Phallus.

In the Mahabhdrata, Duryodhana relates how the gods went

to Siva and implored his aid against the

Danavas and how he answered that he would

give them half his strength and then they should be successful.

The gods replied that they could not sustain half his strength, but

that they would give him half their strength. To this Siva con-

sented and became stronger than all the gods and was thenceforth

called Mahadeva, * the great god.' In another work it is said

that :—" He who, abandoning all forms of being, exults in the great

divine power of absorption in the knowledge of himself is therefore

called Mahadeva." The sage Upamanyu to whom Krishna went

for advice when he desired offspring though Jdmbavati thus re-

counts the characteristics of Mahadeva as told him by his mother :

—

" He (Mahddeva) assumes many forms of gods, men, goblins,

demons, barbarians, tame and wild beasts, birds, reptiles, and fishes.

He carries a discus, trident, club, sword and axe. He has a girdle

of serpents, earrings of serpents, a sacrificial cord of serpents and

an outer garment of serpents' skins. He laughs, sings, dances and

plays various musical instruments. He leaps, gapes, weeps, causes

others to weep, speaks like a madman or a drunkard as well as in

sweet tones. Ingenti membro virili prceditus he dallies with the

wives and daughters of the Rishis." Such is the description of

the god given by a female devotee to her son who himself was also

an ardent disciple. Upamanyu then relates how he worshipped

the god with great austerities and obtained the boon of the god's

perpetual presence near his hermitage in the Himalaya. He also

tells the story of the Rishi Tandi who had lauded Mahadeva as the

supreme deity whom even Brahma, Indra and Vishnu did not per-

fectly know. In another passage Krishna describes Siva as :

—

" Rudra with braided hair, and matted locks, shaven, the frequenter

of cemeteries, tie performer of awful rites, the devotee, the very

91
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terrible." Narada again relates how he saw Parvati and Mahddeva

in their home on the Himalaya with their attendant demons

(Bbiitas) and nymphs (Apsarases). Both were clothed in the skins

of wild beasts and the sacrificial cord of Mahadevawas formed from

a serpent. Daksha, the father-in-law of Siva, thus describes the

god :
—" He roams about in dreadful cemeteries, attended by hosts

of goblins and spirits, like a madman, naked, with dishevelled hair,

laughing, weeping, bathed in the ashes of ftineral piles, wearing a

garland of skulls and ornaments of human bones, insane, beloved

by the insane, the lord of beings whose nature is essentially dark-

ness." He is also described in another passage as " bearing the Liuga

desired by devotees, ashes, a staflF, a tuft of hair, an antelope's skin

and a digit of the moon, his body shining like an evening cloud."

Many of the contradictions observed in the epic poems in regard

Interpolations in the *« ^^^ relative importance of the two great

ejic poems. g^jg ^^j their manifestations are undoubt-

edly due to the interpolations made by the followers of either.

Professor Goldstiicker has recorded that in its present state the

Mahabharata is clearly " a collection of literary products belonging

to widely distant periods of Hindu literature." Professor Wilson

also considers the same work as belonging to various periods.

Lassen is of the same opinion and writes :

—

" It is true that in the epic poems, Rama and Krishna appear as incarna-

tions of Vishnu, but they, at the same time, come before us as human heroes and

these two characters are so far from being inseparably blended together that

both of these heroes are for the most part exhibited in no higher light than other

highly gifted men—acting according to human motives and taking no advan-

tage of their divine superiority. It is only in certain sections which have been

added for the purpose of enforcing their divine character that they take the

character of Vishnu. It is impossible to read either of these poems with atten-

tion, without being reminded of the later interpolation of such sections as

ascribe a divine character to the heroes and of the unskilful manner in which

these passages are often introduced and without observing how loosely they are

connected with the rest of the narrative and how unnecessary they are for

its progress.''

The same writer agrees with Schlegel that the chapters in which

Eama is represented as an incarnation of Vishnu and the episode

of the contest between Parasur&ma and E^ma are both interpola-

tions. Muir also concurs in this judgment and thinks that there

is nothing to show that the passages lauding Mahadeva bear the
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impress of a greater antiquity than those which extol Krishna. He
adds :

—

" Both in their present form at least, appear to belong to the same age, as

we find in both the same tendency to identify the god who is the object of adora-

tion with tlie supreme soul. The passages relating to both gods, as they now stand,

would seem to be tlie products of a sectarian spirit, and to have been introduced

into the poem by the Saivas and the Vaislinavas for the purpose of upholding

the honor of their respective deities. But on the other hand the mere fact

that a poem in wliich Krishna plays throughout so prominent a part, and

which in its existing form is so largely devoted to his glorification, should at

the same time contain so many passages whiclx formally extol the great-

ness, and still more, which incidentally refer to a frequent adoration, of the

rival deity, by the different personages, whether contemporary or of earlier

date, who are introduced, this fact is, I think, a proof that the worship

of the latter (Mahadeva) was widely diffused, if indeed it was not the

predominant worship in India, at the period to which the action of the poem Is

referred."

Weber^ thinks that the deeds and downfall of Janamejaya

formed the original plot of the Mahabharata and that with them the

cilrrent myths and legends relating to the gods became linked in

the popular legend and have now become so interwoven that the

unravelling of the respective elements must ever remain an impossi-

bility. " As to the period when the final redaction of the entire

work in its present shape took place no approach even to a direct

conjecture is possible : but at any rate it must have been some cen-

turies after the commencement of our era." There is not wanting

evidence to show that this branching off of Brahmanism into

two great lines, the one, Vaishnavism, representing conservative

thought and the predominating influence of the priestly caste and

supporting caste and its distinctions, and the other Saivism, bor-

rowing largely from local cults, taking into its pale the aboriginal

tribes and their village deities and inclined therefore to be careless

in matters of caste and ceremonial and neglectful of the priestly

class, was attended with considerable friction, Saivism readily

lent itself to the corrupted Buddhism around it and with Buddhism

was early tainted with the Sakta doctrines which in the Tantras of

both sects have attained to such development. The Vaishnavas on

the other hand have always retained more of the ancient landmarks

in their teachings. They have admitted less of the aboriginal ele-

ment, and though Nagr^ja is held to be a Vaishnava emanation, he

» Hist. lad. Lit., 187-88.
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is not recognised by the orthodox. B^ktism never developed itself

to the same extent amongst the Vaishnavas as a body, though even

here the practices of certain sections are quite on a level with those

of the most degraded of the Saivas. It is not, however, to be sup-

posed that Vaishnavas and Saivas iffe distinct sects. It is commoo

for a man to reverence and worship all the five divisions, Siva,

Vishnu, Siirya, Ganesha and Sakti, and to have one as his favourite

deity {ishta-debta). In most temples all are represented and the

worshipper pays his devotions in the chapel or shrine he most cares

for. Temples devoted to particular forms must have some peculiar

sanctity attached to them to attract votaries and are seldom visited

except on festivals.

A careful examination of the stories which are common to both

Contest between the Saiva and Vaishnava works and those which
Saivas aud Vaishnavas. have evidently been added for the mere

purpose of advocating the preferential claims of either god discloses

the existence of a contest between the followers of Vishnu and Siva,

and also an attempt at reconciliation by declaring the one god to

be the same as the other, and therefore that both should be equally

an object of adoration to the devout. We shall now briefly sum-

marise the passages which seem to indicate the existence of strife

between the followers of the two great gods. In the Eamdyana

we are told how the artificer of the gods made two great bows, one

of which he presented to Mahddeva and th©

other to Vishna. The bow of Siva was

placed in charge of Janaka the king of Mithila, and Mma in his

travels tried the bow and broke it, Parasarama, who is also sup-

posed to be an incarnation of Vishnu, heard of this exploit and vi-

sited K4ma and produced the bow of Vishnu. He then challeno-ed

E^ma to bend this bow and fit an arrow on the string and

declared that if Eama succeeded in doing so, they should then

decide their respective claims to superiority in single combat. Th©

gods had all along been desirous of finding out the strength and

weakness of Mah^deva and Vishnu and asked Brahma to assist

ihem. " Brahma, most excellent of the three, learning the purpose

ef the gods, created discord between the two. In this state of

enmity a great and terrible fight ensued between Mahddeva and

Yishna, each of whom was eager to conquer the other, Siva's
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bow' of dreadful power was then relaxed and the two deities being

entreated by the assembled gods, became pacified." Here we have

Siva and Vishnu actually contending with each other and the vic-

tory remaining with Vishnu, and though Rama succeeded in con-

quering Parasur^ma, yet both are emanations of the one divine per-

son, Vishnu.

The fact that the worship of Siva was the cause of much con-

troversy and the obiect of considerable op-
Dakaha's sacrifice

./ ./ *

position is more clearly brought out in the

story of Daksha's sacrifice which is related in both the great epic

poems and in several of the PurAnas. In the Edmayana it is sim-

ply stated that Rudra enraged at not receiving a share of the sacri-

fice wounded the assembled gods with his bow and, on their sub-

mission, restored them to tbeir former condition. In the Mah4-

bharata there are three separate accounts of the sacrifice. In one

Uma, the wife of Siva, sees the gods go by to the sacrifice and

asks her husband why he does not go. He replies :
—" The former

practice of the gods has been, that in all sacrifices no portion should

be divided to me. By custom, established by the earliest arrange-

ment, the gods lawfully allot me no share in the sacrifice." Uma
angry for the dignity of her lord urges him to go and destroy the

sacrifice, which he does and Brahma, on the part of the gods, pro-

mises that he shall ever afterwards receive a share. A second ver-

sion makes the sage Dadhichi the one to incite Kudra to interfere

with the sacrifice. Dadhichi was present and declared that it was

impossible for the sacrifice to proceed unless Rudra were invited.

Daksha replied :—" We have many Rudras, armed with tridents,

and wearing spirally-braided hair who occupy eleven places. I

know not Maheshwara." Devi appears with her husband and after

some conversation he creates a terrific being (Virabhadra) who des-

troyed the preparations for the sacrifice and induced Daksha to sing

the praises of Siva, on which the god appears and promises not to

allow the sacrifice to remain fruitless. In the third version, the

sacrifice is pierced by an arrow shot by Rudra and such conse-

quences ensue that all the gods joined in praising him :
" and they

apportioned to him a distinguished share in the sacrifice and,

» Eudra gave his bow to Devarata, the ancestor of Janaka, Kaja of Mithila,

whilst Vishnu gave his to Bichika, from whom it came to Jamadagui, the father

of Paiasur&ma.
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through fear, resorted to him as their refuge. He then became

pleased and rectified the sacrifice and whatever was removed, he

restored to life- as it had been before." The Vayu Puraaa^ makes

the gods first obtain the permission of Mabadeva and then combines

the story as given in the second and third versions from the Mah&-

bbdrata above noted. Dadhichi remonstrates with the assembled

gods on the absence of Rudra and Uma addresses her lord as she

sees the gods go by, and he replies in the terms already assigned to

him above. Devi then asks how it is a god like him should not

have a share and what could she do that he might obtain a share

of the sacrifice. Then Siva addressed his bride and told her that

by her perplexity that day all the gods are bewildered, that his

priests worship him in the sacrifice of true wisdom where no offici-

ating priest is needed, but let her approach and see the being he

was about to create. Having spoken thus he created Virabhadra

who destroyed the sacrifice.

Wilson notes that the Kurma-Pnr^na also gives the discussion

between Dadhichi and Daksha and that their dialogue contains

some curious matter. " Daksha, for instance, states that no portion

of a sacrifice is ever allotted to Siva and no praj'^ers are directed to

be addressed to him or to his bride. Dadhichi apparently evades

the objection and claims a share for Rudra, consisting of the triad

of gods, as one with the sun who is undoubtedly hymned by the

ministering priests of the Vedas. Daksha replied that the twelve

Adityas received special oblations ; that they are all suns and that

he knows of no others." This Parana makes Sati, the wife of Siva,

to be the daughter of Daksha, and that she, chagrined at the treat-

ment received from her father, committed suicide, on which Maba-

deva cursed Daksha to be born again as a Kshatrij^a and in this

second birth, the sacrifice took place. The Linga, Matsya, Padma

and Bhagavata Pur^nas all declare that Sati put an end to herself

by Yoga, whilst the K^shi-khanda of the Skanda Purina makes Sati

throw herself into the fire prepared for the sacrifice. The Bhaga-

vata gives the entire story in detail. It appears that Daksha

attended a sacrifice celebrated by the Prajapatis and that on his

entrance all the gods arose and saluted him except Brahma and

Mah&deva. Daksha made obeisance to Brahma, but incensed at

> Wilson, VI., 120.
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the conduct of his son-in-law abused him roundlj' in the presence

of the gods. He gives the description of Siva's person which has

been already noticed and declares how unwilling he was to allow

his fawn-eyed daughter to marry " this impure and proud abolisher

of rites and demolisher of barriers." Having thus reviled Siva,

Daksha cursed him never to receive any portion along with the other

gods. Then Nandiswara defended Mahadeo and devotes him who

regards Daksha's words, " to practise the round of ceremonies with

an understanding degraded by Vaidil? prescriptions * * Let the

enemies of Hara whose minds are disturbed by the strong spirituous

odour and the excitement of the flowery words of the Veda,

become deluded." In this speech we see that the advocates of

Sivaism depreciate the Vedas, most probably, as remarked by

Muir, from a consciousness that their worship was not very con-

sistent with the most venerated religious records of their own

country. Bhrigu, chief of the Brahmans, was one of the sages

present and he replied to Nandiswara by a counter-impreca-

tion:

"Let those who practiBe the rites of Bhava (Sira) and all their foUowers,

be heretics and opponents of the true scriptures. Having lost their purity, de-

luded in understanding, irearing matted hair and ashes and bones, let them nndci-

go the initiation of Siva, in which spirituous liquor is the deity. Since ye

have reviled the Veda and Brahmans, the barriers by which men are restrained,

ye have embraced heresy. For this Veda is the auspicious, eternal path of

the people, which the ancients have trod and wherein Janardana (Vishnu)

is the authority. Reviling this Veda, supreme, pure, the eternal path of

the virtuous, follow the heresy in which your god is the king of goblins

(Bhfitesa)."

On hearing this imprecation, Siva departed and the sages

worshipped Vishnu for a thousand years. The enmity between

Daksha and his son-in-law continued, and when Daksha became

chief of the Prajapatis and resolved to celebrate the great Vrihas-

patisava sacrifice, Sati came to visit him and he, reviling Siva, so

vexes her that she voluntarily dies. Siva, on hearing this, creates

from a lock of his matted tresses, the demon who destroyed the

sacrifice. The gods then have recourse to Siva, who is pacified

and allows the sacrifice to proceed and to remove the pollution

caused by the demon and his attendants an oblation is ofi'ered to

Vishnu. Only then does Vishnu appear in order to receive the

reverence of Brahma, Siva and the other gods and to explain that
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he himself was the one supreme deity and the others being emana-

tions from him were entitled as such to some respect."* " As a man
does not think of his own members as belonging to another, so the

man who is devoted to me (Vishnu) does not look upon created

things as distinct from me. He who beholds no distinction between

the three gods who are one in essence and the soul of all things,

attains tranquillity."

In the preceding paragraphs we have an account of the havoc

wrought at Daksha's sacrifice by the weapons of Siva, and in

another story from the Mahdbh&rata we have the sequel related

by Krishna as Dharmaja. At this time Arjuna and Krishna as

Contest between Rudra Nara and Narayana were engaged in per-

and Narayana. forming great austerities on the Gandha-

m&dana mountain above Badari and the blazing trident which

destroyed Daksha's sacrifice at Kankhal where the Ganges de-

bouches on to the plains followed the course of the river upwards

seeking fresh enemies. Arrived at Badari, it entered the hermit-

age of the Rishis aud smote Ndr^yana, full on the breast, but the

Eishi repelled the weapon and with a great yell ,it bounded back

into its wielder's hands. Rudra was astonished and forthwith hasten-

ed to Badari and attacked Narayana, but the Rishi seized him by

the throat and Nara raised up a straw which became a great axe

and was hurled against Rudra when it broke into fragments {khan~

dana) : hence the name Khandaparasu. The two then continued to

fight, but when the gods saw the fearful consequences of the con-

flict, the utter cessation of all worship and destruction of all things,

they deputed Brahma to endeavour to efiect a reconciliation, fie

approached Rudra and explained to him that Nara and Ndrayana

were one form of the supreme being as he (Brahma) was another and

Rudra a third, and so plied his arguments that the gods became

reconciled. Rudra then propitiated Narayana and Hari (Vishnu)

addressing Mahadeva said :
—'He who knows thee, knows me; he

who loves thee, loves me. Henceforth let this srivatsa of niine be

the mark of the trident and thou shalt be the •srikantha parked upon

my hand.' Having thus created a mark devised by each for the

' The Saivas in the Linga-Furana retort on the Vaishnavas and make Vishnu
and Brahma quarrel, because the one called the other ' child', until at length
a luminous Linga, encircled with a thousand wreaths of flowers, appeared and
bewildered them both. For a thousand years the two gods tried to find the end
oi tlis.Ling and not succeeding: worshipped Mahadera.
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other, the gods joined in an indissoluble friendship. Krishna then

goes on to tell the Pdndavas that it is Eudra with spirally-braided

hair that precedes them in the battle and slays their enemies and

therefore advises them to devoutly reverence " him the god of gods,

lord of Uma, of boundless power, Hara, the undecayable lord of

all." This story probably contains an allusion to the fact that

Hardwar and Badari were the scenes of some great contests be-

tween the followers of the two sects, which indeed are not unknown

in the present age.

We have an account of another contest between Krishna and

Siva in the story of the Daitya Bana, given in the Vishnu

Contest between Krishna Puf^na.i Prahlada, the great Daitya,
and Bana.

jjg^j g^ g^^ Virochana, " whose son was Bali,

who had a hundred sons, of whom Bana was the eldest." B^na

had a lovely daughter, Usha byname, who, seeing Parvati and

Siva sporting together desired like dalliance and prayed the beautiful

wife of the great god for assistance. She graciously addressed Usha

and said :
—" Do not grieve, you shall have a husband. He who

shall appear to you in a dream on the twelfth of the light half of

Vaisdkha shall be your husband.", Usha dreamed a dream and saw

Aniruddha, son of Pradyumna, and with the aid of her confidante

Chitralekha induced him to visit her. Before this took place,

Bana had been engaged in propitiating Mahadeva and weary of

rest had prayed the god to give some occupation to the thousand

arms he possessed, and the god was pleased to grant the request.

When Bana heard that Aniruddha was in the palace he captured

the lover and bound him, and on this becoming known Krishna,

Balarama and Pradyumna set out for the Daitya city and a great

contest took place between them and a mighty fever sent by Siva.

Then B4na and the whole Daitya host aided by Siva and K4rttikeya

fought with Krishna. A single combat also took place between

Siva and Vishnu. The former was struck with the weapon of

yawning and so set agape that he was unable to continue the contest.

Bana then engaged Krishna and both were wounded ;" desirous

of victory, enraged, and seeking the death of his antagonist each

hurled missiles at the other." When Krishna was about to destroy

Bana Avith the discus Sudarshana, the mysticaj goddess Kotavi

> Wilson, X., 107.
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stood before him naked and induced him only to lop off the arms of

the Daitya. Then Siva came and praying Krishna to be merciful to

B4na, said :
—

" I ha^ e given Bana assurance of safety. Do not thus

falsify lihat which. I have spoken. He has grown old in devotion to

me. Let him not incur thy displeasure. The Daitya has receiv-

ed a boon from me and therefore I deprecate thy wrath." Krish-

na replied :—" Since you have given a boon to Bana let him live.

You must perceive that you are not distinct from me : that which

I am thou art." Aniruddha and his wife were released and accom-

panied Krishna back to Dwaraka. On this story Wilson remarks :

—

"There can be little doubt that this legend describes a serious

struggle between the Saivas andVaishnavas in which the latter, ac-

cording to their own report, were victorious and the Saivas al-

though they attempt to make out a sort of compromise between

Eudra and Krishna are obliged to admit his having the worst of

the conflict and his inability to protect his votary." In the text quo-

ted above, Sonitapura is the name of Buna's city which elsewhere has

the synonyms Ushdvana, Kotivarshaj Banapura and Devikota.

The last is commonly identified with Devicottah in the Karnatie

which is popularly believed to be,the scene of Buna's defeat. , But

the name occurs also in other parts of India and in the KSlika-

Pur^na, Bana is described as the neighbour of Naraka, Raja of

Prfigiyotisha or Asam. In Kumaon, the Lohughdt valley is held to

be the scene of B&na's defeat and Siii represents the site of Sonita-

pura 'the red city ' of the Puranas. The soil itself is appealed to in

order to confirm the truth of the legend, for on removing the crust a

deep-blue or more generally a deep-red ferruginous clay is turn-

ed up which is said to owe its colour to the blood of the

Daityas. In the rainy season also, the Lohu or ' blood river' pours

down a similarly discoloured stream to Lohugh^t. Kotavi the

Vidhyamantramayi or ' goddess of the magical lore of the Daityas '

is elsewhere called Lamba^ and is said to be the mother of B&na

and one with K&li. Her name is preserved here in Kotalgarh, ' the

fortress of the naked woman,' whilst Mahideo is worshipped as ' the

lord of Bana' at Baneswar-ke-ali in Katyur. In Garhwdl, Usha,

or in the local dialect Ukha,^ gives her name to Ukhimath, where

• Siva as Lambakeswar is worshipped at Jhaltola in Bel and KotaTi or Kotbi
has a temple in Kharayat. '^ The loves pf TJsha and Aniruddh hare beea
drasmatiBed by Chandia Sekhara in the Madlmduiruddha, Wilson, XII., 396,
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a temple was built for her by her father B4na in Patti Bamsu, the

name of which also is derived from Bdna Asura. There is a

temple to her husband Aniruddha at Lamgauri in the same

patti.

Another legend relates the conflict between Krishna and the
"

The false and the true Paundraka or false Vasudeva, so called be-
Vasudeva. cause born in the country of the Paundras

or western Bengal. TheVishnu Purana^ describes him as " he wh®

though not the Vasudeva was flattered by ignorant people, as the

descended deity, until he fancied himself to be the Vdsudeva who

had come down upon earth. Losing all recollection of his real cha-

racter he assumed the emblems ofVishnu " and sent an ambassador

to Krishna, desiring him to lay aside the insignia, name and cha-

racter of Vasudeva and come and do homage. Krishna replied

that he would come and that quickly and so provide that there

should never again be any question of the sort. Aided by the Eaja

of the Kashis, Paundraka met the forces of Krishna, but soon the

real discus and mace demolished the false weapons and their wielder.

The Raja of the Kashis however, " adhering to the imposture of hia

friend," continued the conflict until he was decapitated by Krishna,

who slew him and threw his head into the city of Kdshi. When
the people saw that the Eaja was dead, they propitiated Siva

and asked him to avenge the murder of their king and Siva

pleased to be adored in the sacred city granted their request.

From out of the sacrificial flame uprose a terrible female form, en-

wreathed with fire, who attacked Dwaraka, but repulsed by the dis-

cus it fled again to Kashi still followed by the weapon o£ Krishna.

The army of Kashi and the attendants of Siva resisted, but the dis-

cus consumed the city and all its inhabitants and returned to the

hands of Vishnu. Wilson writes:—"In this legend also we have a

contest between the followers of Vishnu and Siva intimated ; as be-

sides the assistance given by the latter to Paundraka, Benares has

been, from all time, as it is at present, the high place of the Siva

worship. There is also an indication of a Vaishnava schism, in the

competition between Panndra and Krishna for the title of Vasudeva

1 Wilson. X., 121. The Bhagavata Pnrana makes the Paupdraka Vasudeva
chief of the Karushas, a Vindhiyan tribe and the Fadma makes him chief of
KSshi. According to the Hari Vansa, Krishna is absent on a visit to Siva atKai-
Usa when Dwaraka is attacked by Vasudeva aided by the Nishddha king Ekalavya
aud Erislina only returns in time to repel the enemy, '
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and the insignia of his divinity." It will thus be seen that the

Vaishnava incarnations invented to defeat the efforts of the rival

sect were not received without opposition, and that the old contest

between Aryan and Dasa was revived in the rivalry between the

Aryan Vaishnavas and the Dasa Saivas, neither of whom show the

slightest regard for Vaidik teaching.

In the Mah^bharata, Sanjaya, the able minister and charioteer

of Dhritar^shtra, sings the praises of Krishna
VSsudeva.

. ...
and attributes to him all god-like qualities and

persuades Dhritar4shtra to recommend the worship of Krishna to

Duryodhana. In one of his discourses, the name Vdsudeva is ex-

plained as being derived " from his dwelling {vasandt) in all beings,

from his issuing as a ' Vasu ' from a divine womb." This seems to

be the oldest and most popular of the names of Vishnu in Garhw^I,

where there are several temples to Basdeo and legends connected

with a king of that name which are more applicable to a deified

hero than to a mere mortal. In a passage, quoted by Muir,*

where Krishna is describing to Yuddhishthira the different parti-

sans of Jar4sandha, there appears to be a tradition indicating some

struggle at a period antecedent to that of the writer, between the

worshippers ofVishnu and those ofsome local deity whowas venerated

in the provinces to the east of Magadha. Krishna says ;
—" And

he who formerly was not slain by me has also taken the side of Ja-

r&sandha—(I mean) the wicked man who is known as Purushottama

amongst the Chedis * * who through infatuation continually

assumes my mark. He who is a powerful king among the Bangas,

Pundras and Kiratas and is celebrated in the world as the Vdsude-

va of the Pundras." On this Lassen remarks :
— 'Since these be-

came in later times two of the most venerated names of Vishnu, it

isiclear from this passage, that among the eastern tribes, and those

too not of Aryan origin, a supreme god was worshipped, whose

name was afterwards transferred to Vishnu." Elsewhere I have

shown that the name Kiratas was most probably given to the oldest

inhabitants of the Kumaon hills, and this would help to explain the

local legend coDuected with B^adeo, as the founder of the dynasty

who ruled in Upper Q-arhw^l.

> IV., 297 ! see Wilson, X., 121, for an account of the Paundraka Vaaudeva
who sec hioiself up against Erishna.
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"We have now traced, so far as the space at our disposal admits

Eeconciliation of Siva ^^^ history of the two great gods of the Hin-
and ViBhnu. ^u pantheoD. "We have seen that while Siva

in many passages is represented as inferior to Vishnu, Krishna and

EAma, in other passages he is held to be one with the supreme

spirit. We have now to indicate how it came about that, as in

these hills, both are most frequently considered emanations of the

one great power and equally deserving of worship. Whether due

to lo?e of peace or to priestly greed, we have seen that the compilers

of the epic poems have in several instances made each of the gods

to say that he who loves one loves the other, and in one of the ac-

counts of the contest between Siva and Krishna, Brahma is made

to relate a dream in which he saw the two gods, each invested with

the emblems of the other, Hara (Siva) in the form of JBari (Vish-

nu), with the shell, discus and club, clothed in yellow vestments and

mounted on Garura and Hari in the form of Hara, bearing the tri-

dent and axe, clad in a tiger's skin and mounted on a bull. The

Kishi Markandeya then explained the meaning of the vision thus :

" I perceive no difference between Siva who exists in the form of Vishnu

and Vishnu who exists in the form of Siva. I shall declare to thee that form

composed of Hari and Kara combined , which is without beginning, or middle, or

end, imperishable, undecaying. He who is Vishnu is Kudra ; he who is Kudra

is Pitamaha: the substance is one, the gods are three, Kudra, Vishnu, Pitamaha.

Just as water thrown into water can be nothing else than water, so Vishnu en-

tering into Kudra must possess the nature of Kudra. And just as fire entering

into fire can be nothing else bat fire, so Kudra entering into Vishnu must pos-

sess the nature of Vishnu. Let Kudra be understood lo possess the nature of

Agni ; Vishnu is declared to possess the nature of Soma (the moon); and the

world, moveable and immoveable, possesses the nature of Agni and Soma: the

lords Vishnu and Maheshwara are the .makers and destroyers of things moveable

and immoveable, and the benefactors ot the world."

In the preceding pages we have endeavoured to show that the

The modern Siva a pre- introduction of the worship of Siva was
Brahmanical deity. attended by much opposition and that the

terrible form of the god was an object of disgust and contempt to

the followers of the orthodox deities. Siva is in this form asso-

ciated with the goblins, demons and spirits and all the beings

that inthe earlier works are represented as non- Aryan. He delights

in human sacrifices, a custom specially regarded as belonging to

the forest and hill tribes. He assumes the character of a forester
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at times and his home is in the hills. In this form he is an

emanation distinct from the Mah4deva of the older passages of the

Mah^bhdrata and owes his origin to the pre-Brdhmanical and cer-

tainly nOn-Aryan religion of India. Stevenson^ is of the same opi-

nion which he bases on the following facts :—(a) Siva is not named

in the Vedas : {b) Rudra even if identified with Siva has not the

same position in the Vedas which the later MahAdeva holds in the

Puranas and epics: (c) the legend of Daksha's sacrifice shows

that his right to a share' in the sacrifice was disputed and that no

ofiSciating priest was necessary, which, as we have seen, was the

great distinction between the Dasyus and the Aryans : (d) there

is no connection between the linga or form under which he is now

worshipped and any Br^hmanical emblem : (e) the principal seats

of linga worship are to be found in southern India and along the

Himalaya at a distance from the orthodox Brdhmanical settle-

ments : (/) in the Maratha country the linga shrines are served by

Gurava priests of the Sudra class, whilst on the other hand, Brah-

mans alone officiate in the Vaishnava temples. This last dis-

tinction, however, is modified in the Kumaon Himalaya where

all temples are served either by religious fraternities or by

Khasiya Brahmans who have really no title to the name. All

these facts point to a non-Brahmanical origin for the worship of

Siva as it exists at the present day. From the celebrity of the

Kumaon Himalaya from the earliest ages as the abode of ascetics

and the seat not only of secular but of theological learning and its

position as the supreme resort of the worshippers of Siva as Pasu-

pati at the present day we may well assume for it a prominent

part in the evolution of modern Sivaism. Professor Whitney

writes :
—

" The introduction of an entirely new divinity from the

mountains of the north has been supposed, who was grafted in

upon the ancient religion by being identified with Rudra : or again

a blending of some of Agni's attributes with those of Rudra to

originate a new development. Perhaps neither of these may be

necessary : Siva may be a local form of Rudra^ arisen under the

influences of peculiar climatic relations in the districts from which

he made his way down into Hindustan proper ; introduced among

and readily accepted by a people which, as the Atharvan shows,

• J. B, A. S., v., 189, 264 : VII., 1, 64, 106 : VIII., 330.
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was strongly tending towards terrorism in its religion." Gorresio

in his preface to the E^mdyana expresses an opinion that Mahddeva

was the special deity of the southern races who are identi6ed by

him with the Edkshasas of that poem, and though Muir, after

a careful examination of the evidence, comes to the conclusion

that " there are not sufficient grounds for regarding the non-Aryan

tribes of southern India as being specially addicted to the worship

of Siva, there are, however, strong grounds for believing that there

was an intimate connection between the non-Aryan tribes of the

Himalaya, the Dakhin and southern India and that all worshipped

forms which enter into the conception of the many-sided Mah6-

deva. From the time of Sankara Achdrya, Dakhini priests minister

in the great shrines of Kedarnath in Garhwal and Pasupati in

Nepal, and he like many of his predecessors was of southern

origin,

There can be" little doubt that the Sakti or female forms are due to

a popularising of the Sdnkhya idea of ' Puru-

sha' and ' Prakriti.' The early conception

of the supreme Purusha or spirit as being without qualities {gunas)

gave rise to a theory to account for the creation and the existence of

the sexes which makes the exhibition of the creative power to be

due to the union of the wish with the deity himself. Later on the

followers of the Sdnkhya system of philosophy make a distinction

between nature and the supreme spirit. The former which they

call ' Prakriti' or ' Mula-Prakriti' is held to be the eternal matter and

plastic origin of all things, independent of the supreme spirit, but

co-existent with him as his Sakti, his personified energy or bride.

Thus from the union of power and will or spirit and matter all

things were produced, and as each of these creatures of the creator

possesses a portion of the supreme spirit, they have a double cha-

racter, male and female. The Prakriti Khanda of the Brahma

Vaivartta Purdna^ devotes itself to an explanation of the forms of

Prakriti which are also indentified with Mdya, the goddess of

illusion. In that work the meaning of the word Prakriti is thus

explained :
—

" The prefix ' Pra' means pre-eminent ;
' kriti' means

'creating'; that goddess who was pre-eminent in creating is called

Prakriti. Again, ' Pra' means best, or is equivalent to the term

> Wilson, I., 240 : III., 100.
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' sattwa,^ 'the quality of purity'; ' hri' implies 'middling,' the

quality of 'passion' (rajas) and 'ti' means worse or that of 'ignor-

ance' {tamas). She who is invested with all power is identifiable

with the three properties and is the principal in creation and is

therefore termed Prakriti." By a natural process the personifica-

tion of the energy of the supreme spirit was extended to the ener-

gies of the gods and the same record tells us how Prakriti was

divided into five portions:—Durga,the Sakti of Mahadeva; Laksh-

mi, the Sakti of Vishnu ; Sarasvati,^ also the Sak'-i of Yishnu

;

Savitri, the Sakti of Brahma and mother of the Vedas and Eadha,

the mistress of Krishna. This category has since been modified

and extended to include portions, parts and portions of parts of

the primitive Prakriti. Thus Ohandika and Kali are portions and

Pushti is a part.of Prakriti, whilst all womankind are included in

the third category as containing portions of parts of the deity and

are divided into good, middling and bad according as they derive

their origin from each of the three equalities inherent in the primi-

tive Prakriti. Though the principle of the worship of 'the personi-

fied energy' is inculcated in the Puranas, the ritual is contained in

the Tantras for which th5 Sdktas or worshippers of Sakti claim

the authority of a fifth Veda.

In the Sama Veda (VIII., p. 240) occur the verses :
—" He felt

not delight being alone. He wished another and instantly became

such. He caused his own self to' fall in twain and thus became

husband and wife. He approached her and thus were human
beings produced." It is precisely in this form that Siva appears

in some very early sculptures under the tide Arddhanariswara ; on

the right side male and on the left side female. Bardesanes/ who

wrote in the third century an account of India, records the follow-

ing description of this form :
—

" In a very-high mountain, situated

pretty nearly in the middle of the earth there was as he heard a

large natural cave in which was to be seen a statue ten or- perhaps

twelve cubits high, standing upright with its hands folded cross-

wise and the right half of its face, its right arm and foot, in a

word its whole right side was that of a man : its left that of a

* In the fragments of his Indika preserved by Porphyry he states that he
collected the materials from Dandaus or Gaudamines, chief of an embassy whom
he met at Babylon in the reign of Antoulnus of £mesa, 218-222 A.D. J, Sn A. S,^
XIX., 274.
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woman : and the indissoluble union of these two incongruous halves

in one body struck all who saw the statue with wonder. On its

right breast was engraved the sun, on its left the moon ; on its

two arms were artistically and sculptured a host of angels, moun-

tains, a sea and a river together with the ocean and plants and

living things and all that is, and the Indians told him that God
after he had created the world gave this statue to his son as a

visible exemplar of his creation, and I asked them," adds Bardesa-

nes, " of what this statue was made and Sandanes assured me and

the others confirmed his words that no man could tell : that it was

not gold or silver, nor yet brass or stone nor indeed any other

known material ; but that, though not wood, it was the likest a

very hard and sound wood." He then describes the ' pool of pro-

bation ' which lay within the cave and in which the voluntary and

involuntary offences of man were probed and tried. Statues of

this form exist in the rock-cut caves at Elura, Badami and Ele-

phanta and at Mah4vallipur near Madras.

This androgynous form is also found on the coins of Kadphises^

accompanied with a necklace of skulls and
Form on coins. .

, r? 7 . 1 . -kt -, ,,
the usual Vahana or attendant JNanda, the

bull. In the same mintage Siva occurs in the guise of Karttikeya,

armed with a trident and adorned with the spiral shell-shaped hair

from which he obtains the name Kapardin. It would therefore

appear that this montane Sivaism had its origin at least before the

first century before Christ, and that in the time of Kadphises it was the

popular cult of the Kabul and Peshawar valleys. The legends and

figures on the coins of the Kanishka group have been analysed by Mr.

Thomas,^ who shows that at first this group, wherever their first

Indian location may have been, clearly followed Iranian traditions

in the classification and designations of their adopted gods, in the

regions of their abundant mintages. Some of the coins of Ooerki

or Huvishka exhibit Siva in various forms with the names of Indian

deities in the legend. Thus with the very common legend OKPO
which is probably the same as the Sanskrit Ugra, ' fierce' or ' terri-

ble', a name of Siva, we have Siva-trimukhi three-headed and

four-armed clad in a loin-cloth with a trident and a thunderbolt in

his left hand and in his right hand a wheel, whilst the other points

« Wilson's Ariana Antiqua, pi. 10. ' J- B. A. S., IX. 211.

93
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down to a goat or some similar small animal or is perhaps holding

a water-bottle. With the legend ' MaasSnd' or Mahasena, a title of

Karttikeya, we have a figure of that deity and again with the legend

' Shando komaro hizago' or Skanda, Kumara, Visakha, all of which

are titles of Karttikeya, we have two figures looking towards each

other. In a coin with the legend * Ardochro,\ perhaps representing

,

' Arddhugra' or the androgynous form of Siva, the figure is clearly

that of a female with something like a cornucopia in her hand. On
the coins of the Devaputra Shahinshdhi Vasudeva or ' Bazded' we

have with the OKPO legend, Siva-trimukhi with spirally-twisted

hair, holding in the right hand the noose and in the left a trident

and clad in a loin-cloth in Indian fashion. Again he appears as

Pasupati, one-faced, riding on a bull, with bushy hair, holding the

noose {"pasu) and trident, clothed with the loin-cloth and naked

above the waist. Siva-trimukhi also occurs riding on the bull and

naked above the waist with the caste thread marked. These facts

are suflBcient to show that at least the germ of modern Sivaism

was the dominant cult in the Kashmir valley in the first century

after Christ, and that it was of the local Mahddeva type importing

the family of Siva as well as himself into the pantheon in the

shape of Karttikeya, or Senapati, the typical northern offspring of

Siva and also the favourite deity of the Katyuras, as Ganesha or

Ganapati is the emanation in most favour in southern India. The

noose-holding Siva or Pasupati attended by his vehicle the bull

continued the type of the coins minted by the successors of the

Turushkas.

We know that amongst the Buddhists the germs of the later

Tantrik beliefs and the advanced Sakti doctrines are to be found

in the developed Sutras of the Mahd-Yana school attributed to

Nagariuna and the council held by Kanishka.
Union through Sivaism. „i • n •

inese remained m abeyance for several

centuries, but none the less achieved their object when revived

by the successors of their founder. The same source gave the idea

of Mahadeva to the Brahmanists, and thus the two great branches

of mediaeval religion sought by union with pre.Br4hmanical beliefs*

1 The exaltation of Khandc Eao or Khandoba in the Dekhan to the position
of an avatir of Siva is a notable instance of this union in comparatively recent
times. A ffidAdinjo has been written in his honour and is said to be a part of
the L'nga-Pranaa. Yitboba is also a modern affiliation.
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to widen and establish on a broader basis their respective cults.

The masses through the popular deities were brought into some

semblance of obedience to priestly authority and interest led the

priests to retain the allegiance of the people by introducing order

amongst the local gods, improving and extending their ritual and

assimilating it to the highly complicated and ornate ceremonial of

the Aryas. Once on the downward path along which all efforts to

please the popular palate lead, the lower phases of dsemonism sup-

plied both Buddhist and Brahmanist with the doctrines of advanced

Saktism, magical rites and formuliB and all the corrupted usages

which mark the Tantras of both sects in their later developments.

Learning was considered of no account and the verses of the Vedas

becoming unintelligible to the celebrants served only as wonder-

workiug spells by which the gods were compelled to attend to the

wishes of their worshippers.

From the same idea of the androgynous nature of the great gods

arose the worship of the male and female organs under the sym-

bols of the ling and yoni. This too borrowed
Linga.

largely from non-Brahmanical sources both

in north-western India and in southern India. The instructive

story of the great fiery ling, still remembered in the name Jyotir-

dh^m (Joshimath), would show that whilst the Brahmans and

Buddhists were fighting for pre-eminence, the followers of the new

cult of Siva stepped in and ousted both from the popular religion.

In the advanced writings of the later Saivas, popular beliefs and

practices are engrafted wholesale on the original quasi-Br^hmani-

cal basis. In the Maratha country no Brahman oflSciates in a linga

temple and for its service a distinct order of Sudra origin called

Guravas has arisen who dress and bathe the image and arrange

the offerings. The worshipper can only present the offerings and

cannot lay them before the god as is done in Vaishnava temples.

When Siva became two, his female half became P4rvati, showing

the montane origin of the idea, and with reference to his name

Kedar, Stevenson remarks :
—'' If it may be asked what local deity

Siva represents and what was his ancient name, I would state as a

probable conjecture thatKed^r was the originalHindu name of Siva.

Though adopted into Sanskrit there is no real derivation of Keddr."

The symbol of the linga, too, may have arisen from the pointed
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peaks around his original home. Ked4r is the name given to the

highest peak on the Purandhar hills near Pona, on which there

is also a temple of Siva. He is further represented in the Linga-

Purina in the androgynous form Arddhdnariswara, thus clearly

connecting the two ideas of the Sdkti form and thfe linga emblems.

The Linga-Purana has the following statement in the introduc-

tion:—"The ungenerated is Siva and the
inga- nrana.

Ijnga is denominated Saiva. When we

speak oipradhdna (chaos) and prakriti (nature) we are to under-

stand the supreme linga which is free of smell, colour and taste

;

which can neither utter a sound nor be made the subject of touch ;

having no sensible qualities but stable, undecaying, ungenerated.

The qualities of the manifested Siva, the most excellent linga are,

on the other hand, smell, colour, taste, a capability of uttering

sound and of being touched. He is the womb of the world, the

principal element, sometimes vast, sometimes minute. The linga

itself for the purpose of developing the world was produced from

the ungenerated : and from social affection one linga expanded it-

self into seven into eight and into eleven. From these came the

blessed triad, the first principle of the gods, springing from one

subsisting in three ; the whole guarded by one and the whole unity

also carried forward and manifested by one, namely, by Siva * * *

Kudra, the supreme spirit, the revered, the creator (Brahma^ the

eternal, the all-wise, and he who is from his nature free from all

fault is called Siva in the Puranas.*" There is nothing in thia

Purdna of an obscene character, but the doctrines contained in it

were soon pushed to their logical conclusions, and the Sankhya

idea of creation being the result of the union of the primeval'

male or soul of the universe called Purusha with the active female

principle called Prakriti became the pregnant source of the licen-

tious orgies sanctioned by the Tantras. The Tantrikas urge that

the pursuance of evil is quite as effective towards liberation as

restraining the passions and leading a godly life. The condi-

tion remains the same whether you are bound by an iron or a
golden chain, and lust, drunkenness and gluttony may be indulged

in if accompanied by spells properly pronounced according to pre-

scribed formulae and in proper places.
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Whether the coalition between the Vaishnavas and the Saivas

noticed in the preceding chapter was due to philosophical toler-

ance or pressure from without we have not the means to decide,

but we certainly know that whilst these changes were occurring

within Br^hmanism itself, two very important factors in their deve-

lopment are to be found in the success of the Buddha schism and

the influence of the demon-cults of the aborigines. The Br^hma-

nical system of theology and polity bad attained a very high deve-

lopment, its system of castes and duties had

been established when a power arose within

its own pale which was destined almost to threaten its very exist-

ence. Buddhism was primarily a protest .ngainst caste privileges,

ritualism and priestly tyranny ; and was in some respects a deve-

lopment, for the use of the people, of the principles of the S^nkhya

school of Kapila, the most ancient of the Hindu systems of philoso-

phy. This school set up an original primordial matter called prakrit'i}

' Also known as Pradhdna, ' chief-oue '
; Mdi/a, 'source of iLusion.'
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as the basis of the universe out of wliich, by successive stages,

creation is
^ evolved. Prakriti itself is made up of the gunas

or qualities, of goodness {sattwa), passion {rajas) and darkness

{tamas ) Each one's character depends on the proportion of each

of these qualities in himself. It is the junction of Prakriti and

Purusha or the soul that forms man, and it is this idea of the dual

origin of creation that lies at the bottom of S&ktism. Weber^ sum-

marises the teaching of Buddha as inculcating—" that men's lots

in this life are conditioned and regulated by the actious of a previ-

ous existence, that no evil deed remains without pimisliment and no

good deed without reward. From this fate which dominates the

individual within the circle of transmigration he can only escape by

directing his will towards the one thought of liberation from this

circle by remaining true to this aim and striving with steadfastness

after meritorious action only ; whereby, finally having cast aside

all passions which are regarded as the strongest fetters in this pri-

son-house of existence, he attains the desired goal of complete

emancipation from re-birth. This teaching contains in itself no-

thing absolutely new : on the contrary it is identical with the cor-

responding Brahmanical doctrine." The ascetic life was resorted

to by all the orthodox who sought for that intimate knowledge of

the deity which promised absorption in his essence as its reward,

and Buddha himself first took refuge with Brahman authorities to

seek from them the way of salvation. The object of the Sdnkhya

system was to free the soul from the fetters which bind it in con-

sequence of its union with matter. The Yoga branch of the same

system makes its object the union of the individual spirit with the

all-pervading soul by restraint and contemplation. Buddha, in the

earlier part of his career, differed little from other ascetics of the

Yoga school of Patanjali. He accepted the ancient doctrine of the

transmigration of souls, the existing Brahmanical divinities and

the prevailing distribution into castes, but he substituted annihila-

tion as the object to be aimed at instead of absorption into the

essence of the deity. For him there was no God, and the only es-

cape from the misery of existence was the entrance into the state

of eternal sleep called nirvdna. The authority on which he based

his teaching was entirely personal. He was noted for his charity,

> Hist. Ind. Lit ,p. 289.
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patience and chastity, and he further claimed for himself the possession

of superhuman power and knowledge and the state of being

a Buddha, i, e. ' enlightened.' By hia power he worked miracles

and thus seemed to place the sign of superhuman approval on his

mission : by his knowledge he scanned the past and declared what

was to happen in future, that he was only one in the chain of ' en-

lighteners' and should come again on earth in the later times to

give deliverance to a suffering world. In this character, he un-

dertakes duties similar to those which have been attributed to Vish-

nu by his followers.

Buddha was not satisfied with the teaching of his instructors,

.
and it was only after much thought, great

restraint, study and self-repression that he

attained the victory of ' the great renunciation' under the bodhi-

tree. But once he grasped what he believed to be the truth he set

to work to communicate the glad tidings to the people in their own
vernaculars. This was, perhaps, the first time in the history of

India that a great teacher condescended to address himself to peo-

ple of all classes on matters concerning their spiritual welfare in a

language which they could understand. The Brdhmanioal system

confined the interpretation of the sacred writings to a professional

class who gradually grew up into a caste and guarded their privi-

lege with jealous care. Amongst them, even, the truths taught by

the philosophers who resided in caves and forests were delivered as

secrets to a few in a language that had become difficult of attain-

ment. Buddha changed all this and admitted as his followers all

who received the first and only obligatory condition binding on all

who chose to follow him :
—

' Believe on me and ye shall obtain

rest.' And in this bringing home to the people in their own tongue

the facts that they, whatever their positions might be, could escape

the intolerable burden of metempsychosis by simply believing in

the superhuman character of Buddha's mission, we have the key to

the ready reception of his teaching by the people and the bitter pro-

secution to which both Buddha and his followers were subjected at

the hands of the Brdhmanists. Burnouf enumerates the ignorance

poverty and misfortunes of the people and the greatness of the re-

wards held out by Buddha as the immediate predisposing causes of

the rapid spread of his doctrines. He quotes the story of the pupil
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Pauthaka who was so stupid that when his teacher pronounced'

* bhuh ' he forgot ' om ' and when 'om' was pronounced he forgot

^hliuh'' : yet Pauthaka was soon a candidate for the religious life.

Those devoted to religion became the ' Sangha- or 'assembly '.and

thus arose the Buddhist triad of belief:

—

'Buddha, Dharma, San-

gha,^ There was no priestly class, but it was held for all that pro-

gress could best be made by following the ascetic life, because in it

there was least temptation to earthly excitement and more aid to-

wards contemplation. Undoubtedly the Sangha gave the greatest

offence to Brahmanists, for it became an easy refuge for those who

were alarmed at the difficulties of Brahmanical learning. Accord-

ing to the legends, the preaching of Sakya Buddha was accompa-

nied by miracles, and the Br4hmans who sought to vie with him

were as signally defeated as the Egyptian priests were by Moses.

In a story, quoted by Burnonf, the Brdhmans complain that for-

merly they were honoured and supported by all classes, but since

Sakya appeared all their honours and profits were gone. An addi-

tional reason for the hostility of the priesthood is here disclosed,

and to this may be added tlie effect of the teaching that the sacred

books were not the highest sources of knowledge and that sacrifices

were of no avail to save a man from the consequences of evil deeds

wrought in a former birth. Thus we find that the supreme autho-

rity of the sacred texts was set at naught by the great reformer,

and with them the position of the priests as the authorised expoun-

ders of the sacred rules and alone entitled to offer expiatory obla-

tions for the sins of the people.

The great object of existence was to avoid existence. Though
a good man might attain to the enjoyment

of a better state by the practice of good

works, yet this was not to be the aim and end of his efforts but to

attain to final extinction. All other matters were of little import.

Custes existed and would exist, but these and other mundane causes

of joy and sorrow were all due to the influence of deeds done in

former births. The mere fact that a person came to hear the

preacher was due to some former virtuous act, and when the most

unfortunate or degraded amongst his hearers received the truth

into their hearts that their present condition was due to sins

• From the great ' Vyihriti ' spell—' Om, bhuh, bhuvah, svah.'
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committed in their former births and that a way of release was opened

to them, a way that was made easy for them and of which the

duties were light, a response was at once elicited and the preacher's

invitation was accepted. S^kya delighted to address his converts

individually and explain the deeds of former births which brought
the reward of being born when he appeared and of being able to

hear him and accept his doctrine. On the other hand he not only

described the sins which caused the man of low estate to be born

m his present degraded condition, but also assured him of the finality

of his suffering should he steadfastly adhere to the course now
prescribed for him. Bournouf writes^ :—" Sakya opened to all castes

without distinction the way of salvation from which their birth had

formerly excluded the greater part ; and he made them equal among

themselves and in his own esteem by investing them with the rank

of monks. In this last respect he went much farther than the

philosophers Kapila and Patanjali who had begun a work nearly

resembling that which the Buddhists accomplished afterwards. By
attacking as useless the works prescribed by the Vedas and by substi-

tuting for them the practice of personal piety, Kapila had placed

within the reach of all, at least in principle, the title of ascetic

which up to that time had been the complement and nearly exclu-

sive privilege of the life of a Brahman. S6kya did more : he gave

to isolated philosophers the organisation of a religious body. We
find in this the explanation of two facts ; first, the facility with

which Buddhism must have been propagated at its commencement,

and secondly, the opposition which Br4hmanism naturally made to its

progress. The Brihmans had no objection to make so long as

Sakya confined himself to work out as a philosopher the future

deliverance of mankind to assure them of the deliverance which I

have already styled absolute. But they could not admit the possi-

bility of that actual deliverance, that relative liberation which tended

to nothing short of the destruction, in a given time, of the subor-

dination of castes as regarded religion. This is how Sakya attacked

the foundation of the Indian system, and it shows us why a time

could not fail to come when the Brahmans placed at the head of

that system would feel the necessity of prescribing a doctrine the

consequences of which could not escape them."

1 J. M. in Ben. Mag., p. 38.
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Lassen also gives us a similar account of the position in which

Sakya stood to the Brahraans and their sys-
Iiassen on BuddhiBm.

tem :

—

" When the founder of Buddhism entered on his isarcer, the priestly consti-

tution of the Brahmans had existed for a great length of time, and appeared to

be establislied on a foundation which could not be shaken, the priestly estate

was revered by the other castes as the possessor of divine revelation and the

knowledge thence derived of true religion and right morality, and further as

the sole depository of the sciences. The whole conduct of life was directed by

regulations ; and the particular position of all the members of the state, and the

rights and duties thence arising, were defined. Even persons of the lowest and

most despised castes had a deeply-rooted belief that their lot was a necessary

result of theii birth. Amid a people, in whom the sense of freedom was thus

entirely repressed, and to whom the idea of any amelioration in their condition

was quite strange, Buddha entered the lists against the omnipotence of the

Brahmans. Instead of regarding, as they did, the highest truths as an exclusive

privilege, which could only be acquired throiigh a correct nnderstanding of the.

sacred scriptures and the doctrines and morals founded thereon, and set forth in

forms intelligible only to the initiated, he propounded to all men without dis-

tinction of birth, and in simple language, the tenets which he regarded as the

highest verities. They were of such a kind as did not require to be accredited

by any revelation, because they were either acknowledged by all, or of themselves

were obvious to the meanest understanding.'' * # * #

" Still more decidedly did the new doctrine conflict with the high consider-

ation and influence enjoyed by the Brahmans. It detracted from the first, inas-

much as its founder claimed to be in possession of the highest knowledge. By
putting forward this claim, he in fact denied, without expressly calling in ques-

tion, the authority of ihe Vedas, as the highest source of knowledge, and hereby

took away from the Brahmanical system its proper foundation. The chief in-

fluence of the Brahmans over the other castes must of necessity cease with the

abolition of the sacriflees to the gods, which they alone had the right of admi-

nistering. To such a result did the system of the Buddhists tend, wh.) (not to

speak of animal sacrifices) did not even practice the Brahmanical rite of obla-

tion by fire."

As in the Brahmanical systems, the principles and doctrines of

„,,,_., . ^
the Vaidik period have undergone radical

Buddhist scriptures, ' =>

and important changes and have developed

into idaas and practices little in consonance with the primitive be-

lief, so in the Buddhist systems of the present day we look in vain

or e simple teachiugs of Sakya and find little beyond the germs
of the present practice in the earlier writings. The Buddhist

scriptures are contained in two redactions— (a) the southern or

Ceylonese followed by the people of Ceylon, Burma and Siam and
written in Pali or Magadhi, and (6) the northern written in Sanskrit
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and translated into Tibetan, Chinese, Mongolian and Kalmak,

Both agree in the distribution into three divisions {Tripitaka)

:

—(1)

Sdtra-pitaka, which relates the sayings of Sdkya : ( 2) Vinaya-pitaka,

concerning discipline and worship ; and (3) Abhidharma-pitaka, con-

taining metaphysical and philosophical discussions. The Sutras are

again divided into the simple and Mahdvaipulya Sutras. The former

are the mope ancient in form, language and matter and are written

in Sanskrit, chiefly in prose. The second class or more developed

Sutras are written partly in verse and partly in prose, and the verse

is chiefly a repetition of what has been said in prose and is written

' in a most barbaric Sanskrit or confounded with forms of all ages,

Sanskrit, Pali and Prdkrit.' In the matter, the simple Sdtras re-

present Buddha surrounded by mortals and the assembly is only

sometimes increased by the gods, whilst the later S4tras show the

assembly as consisting of multitudes of men and women, gods and

Bodhisattwas. No evidence of the worship of beings peculiar to

the northern school of Buddhism is found in the older Sdtras, nor

is there ' the least trace of that vast mythological machinery where

the imagination luxuriates through infinite space in the midst of

gigantic forms and numbers. Here only are Buddhas who are

considered human beings and of whom Sakya is the last.' These

Sdtras are, therefore, the earliest record of the sayings and teaching

of the founder of Buddhism, and in their pi-esent form must be

regarded as decisive of the character of the teaching at the time at

which they were composed.

An important' addition to our knowledge of this period is gained

by an examination of the names of the dei-

ties given in the S&tras. These are N4i'a-

yana, Siva,*Varuna, Kuvera, Pitamaha, Sakra or Vasava, Hari or

Janardana, Sankara and Visvakarman. These all exist as objects

of worship to the present daj' and represent the deities of the

Brahmanical epic period. In the Brahmanas, which belong, as a

class, to the later Vaidik period, we have seen that the name Ku-

vera is only mentioned once, Siva and Sankara occur only as

epithets of Rudra, N^rayana is seldom named, whilst Pitamaha,

Sakra or V4sava and Hari or Janardana are unknown.^ Amongst

• Roer'B Review, J. A. S. Ben., 1845, and Ben. Mag., VII., 19. These

names occur, as will be seen, in the modern Hindu ritual current in Kumaon.
» Weber, /. c, 303.
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the Genii, the Siitras give the names of the Nagas, Yakshas, Ga-

ruras, Kinnaras, Mahoragas, and D^navas, who are not mentioned

in the Br4hmanas as well as of the Devas, Asnras, Gandharvas and

Pisachas. Indra as Sakra or Sachipati, the husband of Sachi, fre-

quently occurs and also under the name Kausika and in connection

with Upendra.^ All these divinities appear to have been those of

the people amoiigst whom Sakya lived and to have been the object

of constant worship in his time. Still the Buddhists, though ac-

knowledging and accepting their existence, assign to these gods a

place and power inferior to a Buddha. The simpler Sutras show

us society as it was when S&kya preached. The existing caste-

system was fully developed. Brahmans were distinguished for

their learning and conduct, and whilst some lived as anchorites,

others served as the spiritual guides to kings or as bards and

panegyrists. The ruling families were of the Kshatriya caste and

possessed great power, and, taken as a whole, the state of society was

very much the same as at the present day. It may fairly be

assumed that the germs of all the existing forms of belief were in

existence and that Br4hmanism and Buddhism had much in com-

mon at starting, but gradually diverged the one from the other, so

that the later manifestations of Buddhism differ in detail from the

later Brahmanical system of theology and philosophy as much as

both of them vary from their common source, the teaching of Kapila

Muni.

The Vinaya-pitaha concerning discipline comprises the second

division of the Buddhist scriptures. It is
Vinaya-pitaka.

c i j • ^i. rmade up or a series or legends m the form

of parables and known as Avaddnas which like the S'&trag may be

separated into classes. Those which mention Sakya and his

immediate disciples only belong to the first class, and in the second

class are included those which contain the names of persons who,

like Asoka, lived long afterwards. In the third class may be placed

those which are written in verse and are apparently modern ampli-

fications of more or less ancient works. To become a Buddhist it

was sufficient to express a belief in the divine character of Sd,kya

and to resolve to become his follower. The novice was received

I The formnla by which the Bnddhist legends express that a saint has at-

tained the degree of Arhat runs :—" He has become one of those who are entitled to

be res^iected, honoured, and saluted by the Deva; along with Indra and Upendra.'*
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and prepared by an assembly of the venerable, then his head was

shaved, and he was clothed in yellow garments and took on himself

the vows of chastity, poverty and obedience. As the followers of

Sakya increased discipline became necessary and a certain rank

based on age or merit was recognized. The main body of the

assembly was made up of the Bhikshus, also called Sramanas, and

Bhikshunis, the monks and nuns who had taken vows of celibacy

and devoted themselves entirely to the religious life. The laity

called Updsakas and UpSsikas sat a degree lower down, but within

these two great divisions were several distinct grades. The clergy

were such by vocatiqn, not by birth ; the elders were called Sthavira

{thera in P^li) and were again divided into elders and elders of elders.

Those who comprehended the four great fundamental truths were

styled arya or honourable.'^ Others again arhat or venerable,

Srota-apanna, Sakrid-agdmin, Sakrid-andgcimin, Sfc. The Aryas in

relation to Sdkya himself were Sravakas or hearers or Mahdsravakas

(great hearers). Since rewards were attached to good and evil

acts apd sacrifice whether by mental or moral suffering was of no

avail, the only resource for removing the efiects of bad actions was

confession of sins followed by repentance which forms one of the

fundamental institutions of Buddhism. The religious ceremonies

were simple, consisting in offerings of prayer and praise accom-

panied by music and gifts of flowers and perfumes. The Buddhist

ritual has none of the bloody sacrifices which delight the followers

of Pasupati and his consort Kali and addresses itself solely to the

figure of Sakya and his relics. To him belong the thirty-two

characteristics of beauty and the eighty secondary signs, and he is

represented as an ordinary mortal seated in the attitude of medita-

tion or making the sign of preaching. The relics or sarira (body)

are portions of the mortal frame of Sakya which, collected at his

death, have been deposited beneath the Ohaityas erected to preserve

them. Afterwards this honour was paid to the relics of his dis-

ciples and of those who deserved well of Buddhism. With Weber

we may say that it is worthy of investigation how far this relic-

» These truths were—(1) there exists pain; (2) all that is born into this

world suffers pain ; (3) it is necessary to liberate ourselves from it ; and (4)
knowledge alone offers the means of this deliverance. The title of Arya was
given to the companions bf Sakya. It required supernatural faculties and
virtues which implied freedom from the common coaditious of human existence.

(B oninouf).
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worship, tho bailding of steeples—traceable perhaps to the topes

{sfApas) which owe],their Jorigin to relic worship—the worship of

images of saints, confession, the use of bells and rosaries, the ton-

sure and the system of monachism has been adopted by Christianity.

The question of the borrowing by Christians from Buddhists " is

by no means to be summarily negatived, particularly as it is known

that Buddhist missionaries penetrated at an early date, possibly

even in the two centuries preceding our era, into western countries

as far as Asia Minor."

The third division of the Buddhist scriptures called the Abhi-

dharma-pitaka contains the metaphysical
Ihe Abhtdharma-pitaka. .^ „ , ,. „ ^n/, m.

discussions of the followers of Sakya. These

are specially said to have been compiled subsequent to his death

and consist principally of amplifications of and commentaries on

the doctrines laid down in the S'dtras. They have not yet been

sufficiently examined to admit of any accurate estimation of their

contents, or the influence they may have had not only on the Br4hma-

nical schools of philosophy in India but also on the Gnostic schools

of Egypt and Greece. According to Boumouf, the doctrines of

the Ahhidharma are in reality only a further development or conti-

nuation of the views here and there propounded in the B&tras

;

indeed, the writings in question often merely add single words to

the thoughts expressed in the S4tras : " but in any case there exists

an interval of several centuries between the two and that diflference

which distinguishes a doctrine still in its earliest beginnings from a

philosophy which has arrived at its furthest development." Bour-

nouf also notices the peculiar class of writings called Tantras,

" which are looked upon as especially sacred and which stand pre-

cisely upon a level with the Brdhmanical works of the same name.

Their contents are made up of invocations of various Buddhas and

Bodhisattwas as also of their Saktis or female energies with a motley

admixture of Saiva deities : to which are added longer or shorter

prayers addressed to these beings and directions how to draw the

mystic diagrams and magic circles that secure their favour and

protection."

The above brief sketch will suffice to show what an important

influence Buddhism must have had not only on the people of India

and the surrounding countries but even on the schools^jof Egypt
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and Greece.^ It seized on a popular want and endeavoured to open

up a new path by which the people might be released from the spiritual

tyranny of their priestly guides. But in accepting the existing

hierarchy of Brahmanical divinities it took with it the seeds of that

extravagant development of its mythology which even surpasses

the monstrous fancies of the later Brahmanical writings. Lassen

in alluding to this creation of Buddhism writes^ :—" The second is

the mythology and cosmography peculiar to this religion with its

numerous orders of celestial beings and theil' numerous heavens, to

which we must add a peculiar mythical history with its numberless

kings and endless periods. But in this instance th^desire of ex-

celling their predecessors has misled the Buddhists to transgress

the usual bounds of the measureless and to give free scope to an ima-

gination which runs riot amid mishapen conceptions." * * *

" In spite of the peculiar advantages which it possessed, Buddhism,

although it commenced with the youthful vigour of a new doctrine

its conflict against Brahmanism,—whilst the latter had already at

that period given birth to its greatest creations and attained the

stage of development at which the mind instead of striking into

new paths continues to follow its ancient one and, in place of

creative activity, devotes itself to the careful employment of the

treasures it has inherited from its predecessors,—succumbed, never-

theless, at length, in India, to its rival, though at a late period

and after an obstinate resistance." In Nep^l we have the out-

come of the later development of both the Buddhist and Brah-

manical systems still existing side by side and an examination of

the forms of belief which there obtain will aid us in estimating

the influence which Buddhism once exerted over the people of

Kumaon, but we first continue our summary of the history of

Buddhism.

It was necessary perhaps that differences should arise and as

The BohoolB of Bud- early as Asok^'s council the party led by
dfaism. Dpagupta so offended the older members of

the sect that the Sthaviras (or those who remained firm) retired to

the Himalaya. Notwithstanding, the efforts of Asoka and the

convocation of the great assemblies for the purpose of defining and
» I do not refer to such wild theories as those given by Pococke in his ' India

in Greece', but such as hare been advanced by Bunsen, Muller, Lassen, Weber,
and Mosheim. ' Ben. Mag., I. c, 41.
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settling articles 'of faith and practice, dissensions spread and
numerous schools arose. These were classed under two great divisions

(a) the followers of the Bina- Ydna or ' lesser vehicle' ; and (b) those

who adopted the Mahd-Ydna or 'great vehicle.' The principles of

the 'great vehicle' are supposed to have been formulated by Nagar-

juna at the time of the great council held by Kanishka, rdja of

Kashmir. The story goes that N^garjuna received from Buddha

himself at the court of the Naga king instructions for the works

that appear under his name, but the Chinese commentators note that

truly these were composed by Nag&rjuna himself, but in order that

they might obtain acceptance, he permitted the statement to be

made public that they had been taken down from the lips of

Buddha. There is reasonable ground for believing that the works of

which the authorship is attributed to N4gdrjuna are the product

of different hands at different times, and that so far as the apho-

risms of the Mah4-Yana are concerned the name ' Nagarjuna' must

like that of ' Vyasa' be held to be a generic term for the compilers

of the school, though, on the other hand, there is little doubt that

a Nagarjuna did exist in the time of Kanishka. The great work of

the school is the Prdjna-pdramita, i.e., ' the wisdom that has cross-

ed over,' also known as the Raksha Bhdgavati, divided into five

parts. The lesser Ydna by degrees approached the development of

the great Ydna, but this had then already advanced on the road to

magic and mysticism. The lesser Ydna proceeded synthetically to

its kosmos, whilst the great Ydna took the opposite course and arriv-

ed at more incongruous results. The lesser recognized the Pratyeka

or personal Buddhas, who were able to attain to Buddhahood, but

could not communicate the truth to others, as well as the Bodhi-

sattwas or Buddhas elect who are held to be the future Buddha in

some former birth. The great Ydna went farther and produced

an entirely different set of Bodhisattwas and applying to them its

advanced ideas on love, charity and mercy attributed to them new

properties and functions. These Bodhisattwas might have become

Buddhas had not intense pity for the sufferings of the world in-

duced them to abandon their right to enter nirvdna. iSuoh were

Avalokiteswara (' the lord who looks down from on high'), the per-

sonification of power and with it, the preserver of the faithful and

Manjusri (* the fortunate'), the personification of wisdom and the
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great patron of the Mah^-Yana.^ These were the earliest and bet-

ter known of the new forms of Bodhisattwas whose worship trans-

formed the agnostic atheism of the earlier Sutras into a poly-

theism.

Further refinement separated the power of the Bodhisattwa

Avalokiteswara from his protecting func-
The Dbyani Buddhas. . "

, ,. , , , , • ,

tion and estabhshed a separate bemg under

the name Vajrapani, 'the wielder of the thunder-bolt,' and thus the

mystic triad of the Maba-Yana was evolved. The stages towards

nirvdna were pronounced to be five in number called dhydnas or

mystic meditation by which the difi^erent worlds of Brahma were

reached and in the last stage nirvdna. To each of these stages a

special Buddha is assigned called a Dhyani Buddha belonging to

the mystic world and free from material influences and with him

is a Bodhisattwa and a Mdnushi or human Buddha. Thus we have

five groups of three each as follows :-—

Dhydni Buddhas.
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developments of the Mah4vaipulya or developed Sutras of the earlief

records. Although the M^dhyamika school may have had the prior

origin, its teaching seem to have fallen into abeyance until the

rise of Aryasaaga's school, when Buddhapalita revived them by writ-

ing his commentary on the works of N4garjuna and Aryadeva

which is still the chief authority of the existing Prasanga school

in Tibet. The Madhyamika follows somewhat the Sankhya school

of Kapila in its development and the Yogdoharya, the Yoga school

of Patanjali.

In the earliest days of Buddhism, the Indc-Skythian territory

.
* was celebrated for the practice of magical

rites, and it is no less known as the country

of the Vidyadh&ras or ' holders of magical knowledge' in the Brah-

nianical writings. Ghazni, Somnath, Attak and the mountains

of Kashmir were espepially celebrated for their great schools of

magic, and we read of embassies from China seeking the philo-

sopher's stone and curious magical formulae to insure health

and long life, in the Peshawar valley and along the slopes

of the Hindu Kush. Aryasanga, brother of Vasubandhu Vaibhd-

shika, was a monk of Peshawar and wrote the Yogdchdrya

Bh4mi Sdstra, the first great work of the Yogacharya school.

The monastery in which he lived was visited by Hwen Thsang,

but was then in ruins. Aryasanga was the first who authorita-

tively allowed the daemon-cults of the aborigines and the Bivaite

practices of the commonalty, a place in the Buddhist system.

He brought these deities and their energies in as protectors and

allowed them niches in the Buddhist ternples as worshippers and

supporters of Buddha and with him began that close and inti-

mate connection between Sivaism and Buddhism which ended in

the absorption of the latter in India, at least. Hence in Nep^l

at the present day we have the most complicated conceptions

of the Buddhist mythology, the most learned teaching of their

schools mingled with names taken from the cult of Siva. The
author of the Trikanda-sesha who flourished in the tenth or

eleventh century mentions many of these novel forms, so that

at that time the Buddhism of the plains must have acknow-

ledged them and about the same time they penetrated into

Nepal.
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The great object of the Yoga was to attain to a mental state

by which gradually nirvdna or something
' '

equivalent to it might be acquired. This

might be accomplished by the five stages of Dhydna or intense con-

templation arriving at a complete freedom from joy or sorrow or by

the self-induced trance called samddhi (absorption in contemplation)

which made one oblivious of all external things. Gradually, as aids

to these exercises, were invented the Dhdranis or mystical signs and

formulae which with the Mudras or mystical gesticulations- and the

Mandalas or magical circles find their full development in the Saiva

and Buddhist Tantras. In the Dhdranis every being and even

every idea is expressed by algebraical formulae and whoever possesses

the proper clue to their arrangement is able to command the being

or the idea represented by them, Some include the ideas of the

Pdramita (passed over) or perfection,—here opposed to Sansdra or

sufi'ering—and others compel the deities or spirits to appear and

the object is attained by repetition of the formulae for a local and

special purpose. This process is based in the supposed connection

between the name and the object it represents. As nothing exists

in reality, the name is not only the object but the essence of the

object and by using it as a spell you compel the object to appear.

This ritual was further simplified by making the Mudras or certain

conventional signs made by the fingers representatives of the

Dhdranis. There may have been some connection at first between

the formulse of the Dhdranis and the figures assumed by the finger*

in the Mudras, but this connection, if it ever existed, is now lost.

As man is made up of soul, body and speech or mind and these

personified represent the deity, so whilst the soul is engaged in

contemplation, the body aids by signs or Mudras and the mind

throuo-h speech repeats the conjurations ; the united effect of which

is that the devotee gradually assumes himself to be one with the

deity and does become so as the shadow in a mirror is oae with that

which causes it. By this process siddhi, or the state in which magical

powers are acquired, is attained, and from these arose the Mandalas

or magical circles by which the deities are compelled to appear

and minister to the secular and religious wants of the celebrant.

Aa remarked by Vassilief, these observances are not found in

the Siitras of the lesser or great Ydna, nor to the sanas extent ia
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Chinese Buddhism which apparently received its books before these

ideas were developed in India. They flourishj however, in Tibetan

and Nep^lese Buddhism and there assume
Spread of magical rites. „ ,, ,. ,ii-,- i

for themselves an authority as the legitimate

outcome of Nagarjuna's teaching which, in fact, they are neither

entitled to nor possess. Like the Saivas, the Buddhists took over

the whole body of the village deities good and malignant. To this

influence were attributed epidemics, floods, droughts and personal

misfortunes and hence the priests were applied to for aid. Some

of the daemon races were converted like the Yakshas (Khasas) and

NAgas and people of the Sindhu country who used to offer human

sacrifices to the Rakshasa Khingalatchi ; for others spells were con-

trived to compel their obedience and a literature (baSed on the

great, mystical Mahasamaya Siitra) grew up which explained these

spells. The Dhdranis at first had no ritual and were easily under-

stood by the commonalty, but gradually the priests invented a com-

plicated ceremony suitable to each particular wish and each class

of worshippers and thus contrived to retain the spiritual direction

of the people in their own hands. The ceremony opened with a

dedication of its results to a desired object, then came the placing

of the various deities and the worship with incense, water, grain

and the waving of lights accompanied with spells and conjurations

repeatedly altered at stated stages in the ceremony. The growth

of the Dhdrani ritual is thus described by Burnouf-' :

—

" Nous ne trourons dans lea commencements aucune instruction sur la lec-

ture des Dhdranis. Mais ensuite, la necessity s'en est tant etendue graduelle-

ment qn'enfin il s'est forme un aysteme entier pour que lea conjurations obtin-

rent du succ^s. Ce que est a la tete de oe systSme, ce aont les formules prepa-

rees qui sont prgcedeea des demandes religieuses, comme la croyance dans les

trois objeta precieux, briiler lea aromates, &c. II faut donner dana son coeur

une place aux Buddha et ensuite aux Bodhiaattwa ; enfln, appaiaissent les autels

autour des Dhdranis, et plus loin y est reunie la doctrine du Mahayana. Bud-
dha dit au Manjuari :^Comme tons les sujeta sont contenua dana les lettres c' est

Bur oela qu'a #t6 londee la signification du Dhdrani."

The Dhdranis were used for all purposes and were powerful to

save from danger those who were fortunate enough to possess and
use them. It is not possible to give the details of their growth and
describe them here,but we may note that to the present day some use

> Burnouf has translated part of the Suddharmapundarika Sfitra, or 'lotus of
the good law,' in h'a 'Le Lotus de la bonne loi.' Paris, 1852.
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a moveable Dhdrani on a miniature altar made of crystal and in-

tended to represent the flower of a lotus with the leaves turned

back. Fig. III. shows the side elevation and fig. II. the altar as

viewed from above. It will be seen that there are two rows of

petals, one of eight and the other of sixteen. The top itself contains

a six-pointed star (fig. I.) formed bj' the intersection of two equila-

teral triangles and in the example given, having each point dedi-

cated to one of the so-called triad or his S^kti. At the summit

there is a circle and within it a triangle in the centre of which is

the spot called the Karnika or seed-vessel of the lotus. The base

of the cone is known as ' bhupur' or ' earth-city'. The name of the

deity to be worshipped or a small image of him stamped on metal

is placed on the Karnika and the ceremony then proceeds in the

ordinary way. These crystal altars are called generically Sri-Jantra

and admit of great variety in form^ and detail.

KarniXcf

'The figures are after Ravenshnw in J. R. A. S., XIII., 71. The freemason
will recognize in fig. I. a design Trith which he is well acquainted.
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There can be little doubt that one stage in the development of

Monotheism becomes ^^^ Dhdranw was reached when northern
Polytheism. Buddhism produced the monotheistic idea

of a primordial Buddha, called Adi-Buddha or Bhagwan or Bhaga-

vat from whom the Dhyani Buddhas were evolved. Each of these

gave origin to a Bodhisattwa who created out of himself a material

world and from whom emanated a Manushi Buddha. Thvis Ami-

t^ibha has been evolved from Bhagwan and from him by wisdom

and contemplation came Avalokiteswara, and he from his immaterial

essence evolved the present world in which as an emanation th&

Manushi Buddha Gautama appeared. How different is all this.

from the original teachings of the master. Indeed^ in the later-

books, Buddha's name seldom appears and like the verses of the

Vedas in the corresponding rites of the Saivas occurs only in som&

meaningless, jumbled mummery connected with the use of magical

formulae. Thus pure Buddhism disappeared and in its corrupted

state formed an unholy alliance with degraded Brdhmanism of the

Saiva type of which the Tdatrikas are the followers and the Tantras,'

the sacred books.

The Tantras consist of separate treatises which inculcate the-

cult of deities male and female usually oS

terrible and hideous forms and often by

bloody, obscene or cruel rites. They contain instructions for draw-

ing up and filling the magical circles, the ritual to be used, the-

formulae for the DMranis and the mode in which the deities may
be compelled to aid, protect or instruct. The simplicity of the pri-

mitive Dhdrani ceases and an elaborate and somewhat philosophical

ceremonial is subtituted, only again to degenerate by abuse into,

the most obscene and degrading orgies, unsurpassed in ancient or-

modern history. The Dhdrani attained its object by a dedication,

and a repetition of the formulae ; the Tantras require contemplation,

and repetition and impose certain restrictions as to the object as

well as to the person or class by whom the object is desired. As a
chariot requires wheels so these advanced ceremonies require a

skilled celebrant as leader who is able to perform a formal conse-

cration and discover a fit place for their performance. They vary

1 There are four classes of Buddhist Tantras : ( 1 ) Kriya, -which treat of action

:

(2) Achara, of practice : (3) Yoga, of mysticism : and (4) Anottara Yoga, of
superior Yoga. Csoma,, Diet,, p. 24S.
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with their objects and the influence which the Bodhisattwa to whom

they are dedicated exerts on the particular object desired. The real

principle underlying the whole teachings of the Tantras is that

while the lesser and great Ydnaa prescribe long and tedious

ceremonies and a succession of re-births for the attainment of the

divine state) this can be more readily and quickly arrived at by the

practice of magic and attainment of Siddhi. The worshipper takes

a deity as his guide and by certain formnlse makes his own body,

soul and mind, the reflection of the body, soul and mind of the

deity, and he himself eventually becomes the deity with all his power

and thus arrives at the accomplishment of his wishes. In Tibet,

the great Yaksha Vajrapani, the alter ego of Avalokiteswara is the

Bodhisattwa of magic and there the compartments of the magic

circle are often filled with the figures or names of Amit^bha, Ava-

lokiteswara, the various female energies and the maker at once

obtains the power of these deities and the right to use their peculiar

spells for his own purposes. It is in these rites also that we find

* le culte impur et grossier des personifications du principe female.'

The Suvarna-prabhdsa, a Tantrik work which is included amongst

the nine Dharmas in Nepal and is highly valued there, calls Buddha

by the name Bhagwan and invokes Sarasvati and honours Maha-

devi. In the Samvarodya Tantra there is nothing to recall Bud-

dhism to the reader's mind beyond the occasional appearance of

Buddha's name. It is full of magical formulae. Some of the mate-

rials used in incantations are the human hair collected in cemeteries

and hw from parts of the bodies of camels, dogs and asses. In

the chapter on spells the adoration of the Saivite female energies

is inculcated and Mab^kala is mentioned by name. ' Om ! adoration

to Mahakala who dwells at the burning-ghat.' The linga even is

proclaimed an object of worship. The means for destroying an

enemy by tracing certain magical formulae are also given and at

the end is a chapter full of obscene practices not a whit above the

most degraded of the Saivite orgies. The ritual to be observed

when a living Yogini represents the female energy is also given and

the whole is written in a form of Sanskrit, most barbarously in-

correct. The Mahdhdla-Tantra shows the union between Saivism

and Buddhism even more completely. It is full of the same gross

symbolism and magical rites as the preceding and contains formulae,
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into which amongst other ingredients enters the gall of a cat, for

preparing an. ointment by which the native can become invisible or

obtain the woman whom Ije desires or discover hidden treasure or

obtain supreme temporal power or destroy the man whom he

hates, &c. Mahakala is addressed in the verse :
—" Om ! adoralioa

to Sri Mahakala who has the names of Naudikeswari and Adhi-

muktika and who dwells in the burning ghats of Kashmir ;" doubt-

less referring to the western and montane origin of the cult. The

Pancha-krama though attributed to Nagarjuna is based on ihe

Yoga teachings of Aryasanga and is exclusively devoted to an

exposition of Tantrik practices foreign alike to the original teach-

ings of both the Yogdcharya and Madhyamika schools. It con-

tains instructions for all classes of magical circles and formulae and

in it occur those absurd and unintelligible monosyllables regarding

which Bournouf expresses himself so strongly :
—

' It is difficult to

express the feeling of discouragement one feels in wading through

these writings. It is sad to see men of experience and position

soberly proposing the use of syllables without meaning as a means

of arriving at bodily or spiritual welfare although the moral per-

fection desired be only quietism or indifferentism. Still this state

is so distorted and exaggerated as to demand the abolition of all dis-

tinction between right and wrong, good or evil. This work, in fact,

conducts the devotee gradually to the practice of enormities which

never belonged to the principles or practice of early Buddhism.

To take one example from the last chapter which treats of the in-

difference to external objects to which every effort of the devotee

should tend it is laid down that to the true devotee, his enemy or

himself, his wife or his daughter, his mother or a prostitute, in fact

everything should be equally indifferent,' The Kdla-chakra, another

great Tantrik work, was introduced from the north into India

in the tenth century according to M. Csoma, and thence into Tibet

in the eleventh century. Amongst the many Tibetan Tantrika

works analysed by the same writer we have the Vajra-Vardhi,

sacred to Varahi, one of the divine mothers, and in another work

she is the principal speaker, whilst Bhagwan is identified with Vaj-

rasattwa, the sixth Dhyani Buddha of the Tantras supposed to

represent the sixth sense {Manas) and the sixth sensible object

[Dharma), and the Prajna-Pdramiia is called Bhagavati, his female
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energy. In the Vajra-MAdbhairava, the Sakti is represented as

black and naked and of terrible forra. It is worthy of notice that

all these three works were translated into Tibetan by Indians, a fact

which would indicate their Indian origin. There are treatises also

devoted to the worship of Uma, Sita, Tara, Kdrttikeya and other

of the Saiva deities.

Enough has been written to show the intimate connection be-

Further Ltoilation of tween the corrupted Buddhism and the Saf-

SiTaite practices. yigm of mediseval India and the remarkable

parallel they exhibit to the condition of the Christian religion in

Europe at the same period. The Buddhist Tantras exhibit traces

of every successive stage in the development of Buddhism. For

primitive Buddhism we have the occasional use of Buddha's name

and the worship of his image : Amitabha represents the Dhydni

Buddhas and Avalokiteswara the Bodhisattwas, whilst monotheistic

Buddhism appears as adi-Buddha. But mixed with these we have

shreds and fragments of all forms of religious belief indigenous

and foreign and scraps from the teachings of every school blended

together in a more or less coherent nihilism. The female energies

were borrowed from the Saivas en bloc and with them came the

necessity for giving female counterparts to the Buddhistic deities

and the acceptance of the entire Tantrik ritual. As amongst pro-

fessing Buddhists the terrible form of Siva's consort is the one

more commonly invoked and strangest of all there is reason to

believe that her worship amongst some Buddhists was often attended

wiUi bloody rites. Buddha is dethroned and his place is occupied

by the superhuman personages who are more at the call of the

worshippers and thus subservient to the common herd. It was,

doubtless, their struggle for popularity that opened the door to

these degrading beliefs. The Buddhists saw that the P^supatas

were gaining ground with the people and that the Saivas had

adopted the Pdsupatas and their doctrines as part of their own system,

and in turn the Buddhists declared these foreign elements of Saivisra

to be merely forms of their own, some of those convenient emana-

tions of Buddhist intelligences undertaken to protect the faith.

The Pasupatas and Buddhists alike rejected the authority of tho

Vedas and each was popular in its own way with the masses and

probably agreed to unite against the Yaishnavaa who represented

96
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the old beliefs. Thns we find both Buddha and Saiva images

carved on the walla of the rock-cut temples of western India, and

in the existing books of the Nep^Iese Buddhists, the Sakti of Siva

promises to the devout Buddhist who follows their directions her

sovereign protection, and all this is inculcated in the name of Bud-

dha and in some cases the instructions are said to have been taken

down from his lips ! There is undoubtedly a difference to be ob-

served between the teaching of the earlier Mddhyamika school and

that of the later Yogdcharya school. In the former the Buddhist

retains his belief in Buddha and asks the Saiva deities to reward

him because of such belief by the magical benefits that they can

confer : in the latter he is as much as possible a Saiva himself. In

the former he regards the Saiva deities as beings of superhuman

power and knowledge, but holds them to be inferior to Buddha,

but in the latter Buddha is seldom ever named. In the older

works the Saiva deities are merely the guardians and protectors

of the faith and are in practice the gatekeepers and watchmen

of the shrine. A similar position is assigned to some of the

non-Brahmanical deities at the principal temples to the present

day. Thus in Benares, Bhaironnath is the watchman of all the

• Saiva shrines. At Jageswar beyond Almora we have Kshetrp41,

at Badarinath, Ghantakarn ; at Ked^rnath Bhairava and at Tung-

u&th, Kal-Bhairon. The approach to the hill temples is first mark-

ed by the Deodehlmi or place from which the first, glimpse of the

ishrine is obtained, then comes a small temple dedicated to the watch-

man and then the shrine itself. It is thus that the village gods

were first admitted to the orthodox shrines and eventually the more

popular such as Ganesha and the Saktis were admitted within the

shrines. At the entrance of the magnificent Chaitya cave at Karle

in the Bombay Presidency is a temple dedicated* to Ekvirya,

one of the divine*io%ers. The figure is carved on the rock and

whether representing some other deity and afterwards transferred

to the worship of Ekvirya or originally intended for Ekvirya, the

principle is the same. She here acts the part of watchman. It is

probable that this was the position of Saivism towards Buddhism

when these rock-cut temples were excavated, for they must, according

> The present temple was built by Baji Eao, who for this purpose tore down
the lion-piUar at the right of the outer screen and parts of the screen itself.

Ekvirya is probably the Draridian Akkareyir.
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to all evidence, have been executed before the Tantrik alliance

between iSaivism and Buddhism took place in the tenth or eleventh

century. At that time, too, there was this doctrine common to

both Bauddha and Saiva ascetics that each had to work out their

own salvation and owe to their own efforts success in overcoming

the world.

In Nepal alone have we any indications of existino; Buddhism

in India proper, and there the Buddhist re-
Buddhism in Nepal, ,. . n 1 1 . 1

hgion of the present day is such as we have

endeavoured to sketch, a curious admixture of the-dootrines of the

great Ydna and the worship of the Biahmanical deities especially

those forms to which the later Tantras are devoted. We have also

a number of indigenous deities which are either spontaneous ema-

nations of matter or have been evolved from the adi-Buddha iden-

tified with Bhagwan and who belong to the later montane develop-

ment of Buddhism. In union with these is the worship of Siva as

Pasupati and the cult of Hanumdn, Ganesha and Mahak4Ia. In

Buddhist temples in Nepal, images of these deities and Ravan and

Hariti or Sitala are found side by side with those dedicated to

Sakva and other Buddhas and Bodhisattwas, Wilson,^ in his

notice of Nepal, writes :
— " The spirit of polytheism, always an

accommodating one, is particularly so in this country and the legends

and localities of one sect are so readily appropriated by another

that it speedily becomes difficult to assign them to their original

source, - In like manner formulse and ceremonies very soon become

common property and whatever may be the ruling principles, the

popular practice easily adopts a variety of rites that are peculiar to

different creeds." Elsewhere he remarks that it is not extraordi-

nary that the principal members of the Hindu pantheon should be

admitted by Buddhists to some degree of reverence, for there ia

nothing in their religion negative of the existence of such beings and

the popularity of those deities amongst the Hindus would recom-

mend their worship ; but the Sakta form of Hinduism which sub-

sequently overspread both the Kumaon and Nepal Himdlaya is

a comparatively obscure and unavowed innovation and had not,

therefore, the same claims to consideration. He, therefore, con-

cludes that the Jsnowledge of the Tantras came to this portion of

> Works, II., 2, 28,
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the Himalaya direot from their sources in the plains of India and

that this took place about the twelfth century. The forms of Sakti

in Kumaon have now, with few exceptions, developed into mere

forms of the Sakti of either Siva or Vishnu. There are no profess-

ed Buddhists and not one image of Sakya Sinha, though a few days'

march across the river K^li, Buddhist temples are to be found.*

One of the indigenous elements which entered into the Buddhist

and indeed Saiva conception of the Saktis

in their more terrible forms may be referred

with some certainty to the pre-Buddhistic belief of the Tibetans

known as the Bon or Pon religion. This doubtless has received

developments varying with the influences to which it has been

subjected, but clearly on the same lines as corrupted Saivism. It is

an integral part of popular Buddhism in eastern Tibet where there

are still some wealthy Bonpo monasteries. Hodgson in one of his

papers giv,es drawings of Bonpo deities which are cleaily saturated
"

with the Saiva Saktism of the K^li type. There are no temples of

this sect in the Himalaya, though the name still lingers amongst the

exorcists of such tribes as the Mnrmis and Sunwars. Nor is the

system peculiar to Tibet, for truces of it are found amongst the

degraded practices of the Br4hmanists in southern India and even

amongst the Buddhists of Ceylon, Barma, Siam and Java. The

germs of Saktism and Tintrik practices appear to have been the

common inheritance of all the pre-Aryan tribes. As observed by

Hodgson :
—" I suppose that the Tantrika admixture must have

existed in the prior superstitions of the sons of T6r forming the

pristine sole population of all those countries (India and other

Buddhist countries) because those superstitions as still extant

amongst the disjecta membra of that population wherever found

exhibit a prevalent Tdntrika character (a mixture of ferocity, lust

and mummery) and bear everywhere from Siberia to Ceylon a

resemblance that amounts to identity." According to Tibetan

» The earliest form of Sakti in Nepal was Gujeswari, " that mysterious portion

of Prajna, born of a lotus with three leaves by the will of Manjudeva, void of

being, the personification of desire, favourable to many and praised by Brahma,

Siva and Vishnu who in Durga, the giver of boons was manifested." The Bo-

dhisattwa Manjusri drained the serpent's tank in the Nepal valley and when the

waters had run out, the luminous form of Buddha appeared. Manjusri desired

to build a temple to Buddha, but water bubbled up so fast that he could not find

a foundation. He then prayed to Buddha and Gujeswavi (the goddess of hidden

form) appeared and compelled the waters to subside aad Manjusri established her

worship near the temple of Fasnpati.
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accounts the first ruler of the Pons was Rupati, an Indian princa

who fled to Tibet to avoid the war between the Pdndavas and Kau-
ravas. After a long interval another Indian prince called Nah-Tlii-

Tsanpo or Ny^-Khri-Tsanpo, said by some to be a Lichchhavi of

Vaisdli near Patna and by others to be the fifth son of king Pra-

senajit of Kosala, arrived in Tibet and established a second Indian

dynasty amoingst the Pons. The legend runs that an infant Nah-
Thi was exposed by his parents in a copper vessel which floated

down the Ganges and was found by an old peasant who saved the

child and brought him up as his own. On arriving at man's estate

and being informed of the circumstances of his birth the young

prince made his way to Tibet and was received by the Pons, who

hailed him as king. Under Di-gum-Tsanpo, the eighth in descent

from Nah-Thi, the Pon religion had been established in Tibet in its

first stage or Jola-Bon. The Bonpo of that age were skilled in

witchcraft, the performance of mystical rites for the suppression of

evil spirits and man-eating goblins of the lower regions, for appeas-

ing the wrath of the malignant spirits of the middle region (the

earth) and for the invocation of the beneficent deities above. Di-

Gum-Tsanpo was assassinated, and the people not knowing how to

perform the correct funeral ceremonies invited three priests to per-

form his obsequies ; one from Kashmir, one from the Dusha country

and one from Shan-shun. These introduced the second stage called

Khyar-Bon, or * erroneous Bon'. One was able to travel in the sky

mounted on a tambourine, to discover mines and to perform various

miraculous feats ; another was skilled in delivering oracles and tell-

ing fortunes and in interpreting the omens discovered by examining

a fresh human shoulder-blade, Whilst the third was especially learned

in funeral ceremonies. This stage borrowed largely from the Saiva

doctrines of the Tirthikas. The third stage is called the Gyur-Bon

or ' the resultant Bon,' and exists to the present day.

The Lichchhavi prince Nah-Thi is popularly supposed to be the

first protector if not organiser of the Bon religion, and this may be

noted that Svasti was the tutelary deity of his house. Hence,

perhaps, the mystic emblem sva^ika which is still used by the

Bonpas under the name Yvm-drun} The Bonpas possess a

> In the Bonpo svattika the arms are turned in the opposite direction. In the

same way they circumambulate an image from right to left find not from left

to right like the BaddbiBta.
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considerable literature, but much of it is borrowed from the

Tantras and the modern practice varies little in spirit from

the more corrupted forms of both Saiva and Buddhist beliefs.

The names alone are . changed. Emancipation is sought by

meditation on the Bonku or supreme ideal, and this may be

attained by following the instructions given in the Bon scrip-

ture.

The French missionaries in eastern Tibet call the Bonpas

by the name Peun-bo and state that the sect is now declining in

importance and is held in little esteem. From an account of a

visit to one of their temples, the following extract is given by Yule

:

" In this temple are the monstrous idols of the sect of Peunbo,

horrid figures whose features only Satan could have inspired.

They are disposed about the enclosure according to their power

and seniority; above the pagoda is a loft, the nooks of which are

crammed with all kinds of diabolical trumpery ; little idols of

wood or copper, hideous masques of men and animals, superstitious

Lama vestments, drums, trumpets of human bones, sacrificial ves-

sels Besides the infernal paintings on the walls eight or nine

monstrous idols seated at the inner end of the pagoda were cal-

culated by their size and appearance to inspire awe. In the

middle was Tamba-shi-rob, the great doctor^ of the sect of the

Peunbo, squatted with his right arm outside his red scarf and

holding in his left hand the vase of knowledge .... On his

right hand was Keumta-zon-bo the 'all good' .... with ten

hands and three heads, one over the other .... At his right

is Dreuma, the most celebrated goddess of the sect. On the

left of the first was another goddess whose name they never

could tell me. On the left again of this anonymous goddess

appeared Tam-pla-mi-ber .... a monstrous dwarf environed by
flames and his head garnished with a diadem of skulls. He
trod with one foot on the head of Shakya-tupa (Buddha)." In

this very interesting extract we have evidence of the common
origin of the Saiva Saktism and the Bon religion as it now
exists. Both unite in their hostility to Euddha and his teach-

ing.

> According to Sthlagentweit as quoted by Yule it is correctly Artampa oShen-
rabs or the doctrine of Shen-raba who jEounded the Pon religion, and the secondname is Kuntu-izang-po. /
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M. Csoma identifies* the Bonpa of Tibet with the Chinese

sect Taotse founded by one Laotse in 604-523 B. 0. Both adopt

the doctrine of annihilation after death and hence their Tibetan

name of ' Finitimists.' {Mu-stegs-pa). General Cunninghamreroarks

that :
—

" According to the Tibetans, they were indecent in their

dress and grossly atheistical in their principles. They called them-

selves ' Tirthakaras' or ' pure doers' ; and the synonymous name

of ' Punya-' (the pure) was carried with them into Tibet, where it

became celebrated for ages and where it still survives as Pon

amongst the Finitimists of the eastern province of Kham." Mr.

Jaeschke, as quoted by Yule, states :
—

' So much seems to be cer-

tain that it (Bonpo) was the ancient religion of Tibet before Bud-

dhism penetrated into the country, and that even at later periods

it several times gained the ascendancy when the secular power

was of a disposition averse to the Lamaitic hierarchy. Another

opinion is that tbe Bon religion was originally a mere Fetishism

and related to or identical with Shamanism; this appears to me
very probable and easy to reconcile with the former supposition,

for it may afterwards on becoming acquainted with the Chinese

doctrine of the Taotse have adorned itself with many of its tenets.

The Bonpos are by all Buddhists regarded as heretics and have

always been persecuted by the Lamaitic hierarchy in Tibet,

In all the local accounts of the origin of the existing temples

in Garhwal and Jaunsdr and of the revival
*" *'*

* " of Brahmanism in southern India, the name

of Sankara Acharya is given as he who rehabilitated the worship

of the ancient deities which had suffered at the hands of Bud-

dhists and Atheists. We have fortunately means for verifying

tbis tradition in the Dig-vijaya^ of Ananda-giri, a pupil of Sankara.

This work gives an account of the travels of Sankara and the

controversies held by him in different countries and forms altoge-

ther a valuable record of the state of religion in his time. A second

work entitled Sankara-vijaya^ was compiled by Madhava Achdrya,

1 See Hodgson, J. E. A. S., XVII., 396 : Cunningham's Ladak, p. 366 : Yule's

Marco Polo, I., 285 : D esgodins' Mission du Tibet, p. 240 : Schlagentweit's Bud-
dhism in Tibet, p. 74 : Sarat Chandra Das in J. A. S. Ben. L., 11. ' The
conquest of the points ot the compass or the world. It is analysed by Professor

Wilson in As. Bes., XVI.i 1. Sankara is said to have been the offeprins of adul-

tery, for which his mother was expelled from her caste, and Sankara was obliged

to perform her funeral obsequies assisted by Sudras. * Also noticed by
Professor Wilson.
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the minister of one of the Vijayanagar Eajas in the early part of the

fourteenth century. Sankara was born at Kallady in Travankor in

the Nambdri tribe of Brahmans^ and at an early age devoted himself

to study and a religious life. His great object was to spread and

expound the tenets of the Vedanta philosophy,' and for this purpose

he wandered from his native Mal4yalam (the abode of hills) to the

Himalaya (the abode of snow), preaching and teaching wherever he

went and holding disputations with the professors of every other

faith. He made converts from every sect and class and established

maths or monasteries for his disciples—the Sringeri-math on the

Tungabhadra in Mysore to the south : the Jyotir-math (vulgo Joshi-

math) near Badarinath to the north : the S^rada-math at Dwa-

raka to the west and the Vardhana-math at Puri in Orissa to

the east. Sankara towards the close of his life visited Kashmir,

where he overcame his opponents and was enthroned in the chair

of Sarasvati, the goddess of eloquence.^ He next visited Badari,

where he restored the ruined temples of Narayan, and finally pro-

ceeded to Ked4r, where he died at the early age of thirty-two.

He is regarded by his followers as an incarnation of Siva and ap-

pears to have exercised more influence on the religious opinions

of his countrymen than any other teacher in modern times. All

accounts give him four principal disciples whose pupils became

> Mad. J. Lit. So., 1878, p. 172. ' For an exposition of the tenets

of the Vedantists see the Ved&nta Sara ed. 'Roet, Calcutta, 1846. It pro-

fesses to be based on the Upanishads and the formula ' eham ev&dwityam,' ' one
only without a second.' As observed by Professor Williams (Hlndaism,

p. 204) :—' Here we hare presented to us a different view of the origin of
the world. In the Nyiya it proceeded from a concurrence of eternal atoms:
in the S&nkhya from one original eternal element called Frakriti ; both
operating independently though associating with eternal souls and, according to

one view, presided over by a supreme soul. But, in the Vedinta, there is really

no material world at all as distinct from the universal soul. Hence the doctrine

of this school is called *adaaita' or 'non-dualism.' The universe exists but
merely as a form of one eternal essence.' * • * This essence called Brahma is

to the external world what yarn is to cloth, what milk is to curds, what clay is

to a jar, what gold is to a bracelet. This essence is both creator and creation,

actor and act. It is itself existence, knowledge and joy j but, at the same time,

without parts, unbound by qualities, without action, without emotion, having no
consciousness such as denoted by ' I.' and ' thou,' apprehending no person or

thing, nor apprehended by any, having neither begmning nor end, immutable,
the only real entity. If this be true then pure being must be almost identical

with pure nothing, so that the two extremes of Buddhistic nihilism and Vedte-
tic pantheism, far as they profess to be apart appear in the end to meet." See
also Professor K. T. Telang's paper on the Sankara-Vijaya in Ind. Ant., V.,287i
3 In the local history of Nepal it is recorded that during the reign of B£r-

deva raja, a Brahman who was an incarnation of-Sankara Ach&rya came into

Nepal to see whether the rules and customs established by that great reformer

were still in force. He found them observed everywhere owing to the direc-

tions of Baudbudatta AcMrya, wlio had preceded him. Wright's HepSl, 162.
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the heads of the order of Das-nAmi Dandins or Ten-named mendi-

cants.

Sankara was a voluminous writer and has left many original

compositions besides commentaries on the
His works and teaching, _,, , , -.yr i ^-i i / -rr i> a

Bhagavad-gita, Mahabharata, vedanta bara

and Taittiriya, Aitareya, Kena, Isa, Katha, Prasna, Mfindaka,

Mandukya, Chhandogya and Brihad Aranyaka Upanishads and

the Vishnu Sabasranama.^ From a comparison of the list of sec-

taries existing in the time of Sankara, it would appear, that since

very considerable changes have occurred in the popular religion,

and that although the broad features of the system remain as

before many of the particular objects of reverence have disappeared.

This may, in a great measure, be fairly attributed to the exertions

of Sankara and his disciples. Professor Wilson,* correctly observes

that it was no part of Sankara's object to suppress acts of out-

ward devotion, or the preferential worship of any acknowledged

and pre-eminent deity. " His leading tenet is the recognition of

Brahma Parabrahma as the sole cause and supreme ruler of the

Universe and as distinct from Siva, Vishnu, Brahma or any indivi-

dual member of the pantheon. With this admission, and having

regard to the weakness of those human faculties which cannot ele- •

vate themselves to the conception of the inscrutable first cause, the

observance of such rites and the worship of such deities as are either

prescribed by the Vedas or the works not incompatible with their

authority were left undisturbed by Sankara. They even received to

a certain extent his particular sanction and certain divisions of the

Hindu faith were, by his express permission, taught by some of his

disciples, and are, consequently, regarded by the learned Brahmans

fn general as the only orthodox and allowable forms in the present

day." For thus Sankara addressed his disciples :—" In the present

impure age, the bud of wisdom being blighted in iniquity, men
are inadequate to the apprehension of pure unity ; they will be

apt, therefore, again to follow the dictates of their own fancies, and

it is necessary for the preservation of the world and the mainte-

nance of civil and religious distinctions, to acknowledge those

' The first seven Upanishads mentioned in the text hare been translated by
Boer, Calcutta, 1863 : the Vedanta Sara by the same, 1845, and portions oi the com-
mentaries on the Upanishads are also to be found in Muir's works, 'Wil-
son's works, I., 27.
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modifications of the divine spirit which are the work of the Supreme."

The divisions (Panchaitana) sanctioned by Sankara were (1) the

Saiva taught at Benares by Paramata Kalanala who assumed the

style of a Dandin : (2) the Vaishnava, taught at Kfinchi by Laksh-

mana Ach^rya and Hastamalaka, the latter of whom introduced

the worship of Krishna : (3) the Saura, instructed by Divakara

Brahmachdri
; (4) the Sakta, by Tripura Kumara SannySsi : (5)

the Ganapatya, under the auspices of Girijaputra, and (6) from

all who had not adopted the preceding systems, Batukanath, the

professor of the Kap41ika or Bhairava worship was allowed to at-

tract disciples. These broad divisions, alsb, very fairly represent

those which exist at the present day.

The most ancient and most celebrated Saiva shrines in the

Himalaya are undoubtedly those connected

with the Kedir establishment in Garhwal,

and here also we have the principal seat of the worship of that

element of the Siva of to-day which was formerly known as

Pasupati. Although he is here called Sadashiu, and the name
Pasupati is not formally applied to him in Garhw&l and occurs

only as Pasupateswar at Jageswar in Kumaon, the local legends

^connected, with Kedar supply the evidence required. The story

runs that the P^ndavas by command of Vy^sa retired to the

Himalaya and approached the Mand&kini to worship Mahddeva.

In their eagerness they desired to touch the person of the' god, but

Mahadeva avoided them and dived into the bowels of the earth,

vouchsafing to his votaries the view only of the lower portion of

his body. The upper portion of his body is said to have come to

the surface at Mukhar Bind in Nepdl, where it is worshipped as

Pasupatinath. The P^ndavas, however, were freed from the guilt

of their great sin and in gratitude built the five temples to the

god's hinder parts which now form the five or Panch Kedar :

Kedarnath, Madhya Maheshwar, Rudrnath, Tungandth and
Kalpeswar. Then arose a race who cared not for these things and
allying themselves with unbelievers abandoned the worship of

Siva, so that the temples to ' the great god' fell into decay and
Mah^deo in his own home had no honour whatsoever. This

condition of religion in the Himalaya lasted until the arrival of

Sankara Acharya, who subdued his opponents in many a controversy
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and rehabilitated the worship of Siva and Vishnu and the efiScacy

of pilgrimages which, as the local legend^ quaintly argues, kill

two birds with the one stone, health to the body from change of

air and benefit to the soul from worshipping the gods. Before

proceeding to describe the temples to Pasupati in the Keddr Hima-
laya we shall examine some of the scattered references to this

form of Siva to be found elsewhere.

In the Nepal annals it is recorded how the Bodhisattwa Ava-

j,. . „ ,,
lokiteswara had prophesied that Pasupati.

Pasupati in NepSl.
, , „ __

, ,i,
lord of Uma, should be very celebrated in

the Kali Yug. Subsequently Krakuchchhanda Buddha came from

Kshemavati to the Nepal valley, and showed his disciples the

Br^hmanical triad in the shape of deer wandering in the sacred

forest. After this, Maheswara (Siva) manifested himself in the

form of light (the fiery ling) and astonished on seeing this " Brah-

ma went upwards to see how far the light extended and Vishnu

went downwards for the same purpose." On returning they met

at Sesh Nar4yana, and Vishnu declared that he had not been able

to find the limit to which the light extended, but Brahma said that

he had gone beyond it. Vishnu, then, called upon Kamadhenu,

the celestial cow, to bear witness, and she corroborated Brahma with

her mouth, but shook her tail by way of denying the truth of the

statement. Vishnu seeing from this what had really occurred cursed

Brahma that he should never again be worshipped and cursed the

cow that her mouth should be impure, but that her tail should be

held sacred. The same story is told in the Linga Purana^ by

Brahma as Pit&maha, with the omission of the statement that he

had found the end of the ling, but the local legend is valuable in

showing that the decline of the worship of Brahma was attributed

to the opposition made by his followers to the preferential worship

of Siva, and that while a reconciliation was effected between the

Vaishnavas and Saivas, the followers of Brahma were cursed as

irreconcilable.* The forest where the meeting took place was called

' ' eft panth, do Mj,' or • one road, two objects accomplished.' ' Mnir,
IV., 388. The Satapatha Brahmana ascribes the falling off of the worship of
Brahma to his passion for his daughter: see Muir, 1, 25,63, 108, 112: IV, 47.

The tail of the cow forms an instrument in the marriage ceremony and the tail

of the wild cow or cAanri, though now handled by cow-killing chamars as grooms,
was long the sacred symbol of power. ' Later on MahWeva is said to

hare settled in Nepal as Fasupati in the form of light by direction of Baddlia,

Wright, p 89.
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Sleshmantak-ban' and " some inspired devotees say that it was so

called because Mahideva having come from Badari-Keddr showed

himself in it."

The story of Birdpaksha related in the same records affords

some further matter of interest. Some say that he was a Daitya,

some that he was a Brahman and some that he was a Eshatriya

Eaja. When twelve years of age, he learned from his horoscope

that he should commit a dreadful crime and left his home to avoid

it, but in his travels discovered that the sin had imwittingly been

incurred. He, then, applied to Siva for relief, who told him to

drink twelve loads of melted copper, but as Birdpaksha knew that this

would kill him, he consulted, a bhikshu who advised him to recite

certain holy names. After completing his task, he came across a

ling of Siva, and began to break every emblem of the kind that

he met, saying " it was you who advised me to lose my life." " At

last he came to Pasupati, who prayed to Buddha to save him, and

through the blessing of Buddha and being provided with a head-

dress of Buddh, Birdp^ksha instead of breaking the idol worshipped

it. For this reason every linga emblem of Siva in Nepal is a little

bent on one side except that at Pasupati." Here we have other

evidence of the blending of the Saiva with the Bauddha worship.

It is also recorded that it was from hearing the preceding accounts

that Dharmadatta, a prince of Ksmchi or Gonjeyeram near Madras,

proceeded to Nepal and expelling the native Eirata dynasty, estab-

lished himself there and built the existing temple of Pasupati.

Tbis afterwards fell into ruin and was re-built by the Gwala dynasty

who flourished in the time of Krishna and again by the Sombansi

dynasty some twenty generations after Asoka, who lived in the

third century before Christ. From these statements we may fairly

conclude that the legend of Siva as Pasupati is common to the

Kumaon and Nepal Himalaya, that in the latter tract the worship

©f this form was not opposed by the Buddhists, and that there was

an early connection between the Himalayan worship of Siva and

his worship in the south of India.'^

In the Mahabh^rata, Pasupati is ' the lord of animals,' to

„ ^.
whom are sacred ' the five kinds of ani-

xasupati. ^ , .

mals— kme, horses, men, goats and sheep.'

' The phlesm destroyer. Cordia latifolia. ' Cape Comorin derives
its name from Eum&ri, one of the names of the eousoit of Siva.
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He delights in bloody sacrifices and it was for him that Jar^sandha

kept the captive princes, " sprinkled for slaughter and devoted as,

victims like beasts" which so roused the ire of Krishna.^ In the

Aitareya Brahmana,' Pasupati is identified with Rudra as Bhii-

tapati or ' lord of dreadful forms,' in the Satapatha Br^hmana the

name is given to Agni,^ and again, in the Mahabhdrata, to Varuna,

as part of Rudra.* When Arjuna sought the Pasupata weapon

from Siva, he found the deity attended by his Bhiitas or goblins,

and the name of Pasupati occurs in the Rudra hymn or Satarud-

riya as an epithet of Rudra. Thus in the older writings we have

the term identified with the fiercer form of Siva, that which leads

the worshippers to oflfer blood as pleasing to the deity not neces-

sarily as a propitiation for their sins. The followers of this form,

comprised a separate class known as P^supatas, guided by instruc-

tions supposed to have been written by Siva himself.^ They

existed in the time of Sankara Acharya and bore as their sectarial

marks a linga on the forehead, breast, arms and navel, and even

so late as the time of Mddhava, who records that the Pdsupata

Abhinava Gupta taught the mantra worship of Siva. They have

since, however, merged in the Jogis, especially the Kdnphatas, of

whom more hereafter.

We now return to the temple of Kedarn^th which is situated in

Patti Mailjhanda below the great peak of

Mah4panth. Besides the temple itself, sacred

to the Sadashiu form of Siva as ' lord of Kedar,' there are several

places of pilgrimage in the immediate neighbourhood, chief of which

are the Swarga-rohini, Bhrigupanth, Reta-kund, Hansa-kund, Sin-

dhu-sagar, Tribeni-tirtha and Mahapanth. At the last named is the

celebrated cliff called the Bhairava Jhamp from v» hich pilgrims used

to precipitate themselves as an offering to Siva. The practice has

been prohibited by the British Government and is not now encour-

aged by the priests, and shorn of the eclat and splendour of the

procession and music which in former days accompanied the vic-

tims to the fatal leap, there is little attraction left to induce others

to imitate them. A second form of self-immolation obtained in

1 Muir, Iv., 289, 336. ^ Ibid.,1., W8. ^ Ibid., II., SOU, * Ibid.,

I„ 444. ° Ibid., in., 202 : Wilson, I,, 11: III , 69: and Hodgson, J.B.A.S.,

XVII., 393, where he shows the connection between Pasupati and Swayambhu-
nath of Nepal by extracts from the Swayambhu Purana.
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former days, when fanatics wandered up the snowy slopes, until

overcome by cold and exhaustion they lay down and slept the sleep

that knows no waking. It is difficult to say whether this practice

still continues. So many die from want, disease and the fatigue

incidental to a journey of such length and hardship without any

intention of deliberately offering up themselves as a sacrifice to the

deity, that we may well demand some further evidence before the

statement that the practice described is common can be accepted

as proved. A popular belief exists that Siva frequently makes

himself visible on the crest of the great peak and that the wreaths

of smoke seen there from below are not the result of whirlwinds

gathering up the finer particles of snow, but the smoke of sacrifice

made by some highly favoured follower. As the holiest part of

the holy, Ked^r-khand, -the entire tract comprising the Upper

Pattis of Nagpur and Painkhanda abounds in places of pilgrimage,

and here on the Adha-MdrgasJdrkh-uprdnt all the gods and goddesses

are said to assemble and engage in sports of various kinds and the

noise of their talk and laughter is heard for miles around. It is

kno\\Ti that curious sounds are heard in these elevated regions and

have been variously accounted for. Some attribute them to the

echo caused by falling trees or avalanches and it is true that owing

to the purity of the air sound is carried to a great distance. The

sweet smelling flowers and other vegetation found near the limits

of eternal snow frequently overpower the traveller and combined

with the rarefaction of the air cause a faintness which many attri-

bute to the influence of superhuman powers. Natural physical

influences are sufficient to account for these phenomena, but the

ignorant consider all to be due to the pervading presence of the

gods in this their peculiar home.

The temple at Tungn^th or Tunganaty is situated on the Chan-

drasila peak, a few hundred feet below the
Tungnath and Budmath. -^ , , . , . ,

summit which rises to a height of 12,071

feet above the level of the sea. Some derive the name ' tung^ with

the sense of ' lofty' from the position of the temple on the highest

peak outside the main chain of the Himalaya : others derive it

from ' tangnd' ' to be suspended,' in allusion to the form under which

' There are other temples here unconnected with the Kedar endowment to
Siva as Tungnath :—at Maku also called MarUadeswar

-, at Ti)mg, at Dharsil
and at FhaUsi in Talla Nagpur.
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the deity is here worshipped. The form is the Swayamhhu Ling,

and on the Shiur4tri or ' night of Siva,' the true believer may, virith

the eye of faith, see the emblem increase in size, but " to the evil-

minded no such favour is ever granted." Above the Rudrg^dh, an

aflfluent of the Balasuti, is a great cave in which Siva is worshipped

as Swayamhhu Mukh4r Bind, a close connection of the Nepal form

as Swayamhhu Pasupati. There is also a temple to his name and

south of it is the Sarasvati kund or pool with a ling in the midst of

it. In the pool there is a large fish which appears on the fourteenth

of the dark half of each month and if propitiated with oblations

grants the accomplishment of every wish of the faithful. The Kala

pahdr range in the neighbourhood of this temple is also known as

the Budra Himalaya. Madhmaheswar is situated near Gair at the

head of the stream of the same name which joins the Mand4kini

near Gupt Kdshi. It is supported from the endowment and reve-

nues of Keddrndth. Few pilgrims come here and the worship

lasts only till the middle of October when snow falls and renders

the track impassable. The temple to the form of Siva as Kalpeswar

is at Urgam.

The chief priest at Keddr is usually styled Bawal. He resides

at Ukhimath and his place at Kedar is taken by one of his cheMa

or disciples, of whom several are always in attendance. The season

of pilgrimage lasts for six months from the akhaya third of Baisakh

to Bali's day in K^rttik ; the great or fair day is the last day of

Kirttik. The celebrants are of the Bedling division of the Nam-
bliris from Mal4yalam. The Madhmaheswar temple is served by

Jangamas from Chitrakdli in Mysore. The Rudrn4th and Kalpes-

war temples are tended by Dasndmi Gos^ins and the Tungnath

establishment by Khasiya Brahmans who retire to Mako during the

winter. Thus four out of five temples forming the Keddr estab-

lishment are still ministered to by priests from the Dakhin con-

nected with Sankara Ach4rya : the Nambtiris are of his tribe in

Malabar : the Jangamas are puritan Lingdyats and the Dasnami

Gosains were founded by Sankara's disciple

There are other temples to Siva connected with the Ked4rndth

^ , „. ^ ,
endowment though not included in the

Other Siva temples.
Panch Kedar. Gupt K4shi or the * invisible

Benares ' of the north possesses so many lings that the saying
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"Jifne kankar itne Sankar"—"as many stones so many Sivas"—has

passed into a common proverb to describe its holiness. Here, as in

Benares, Siva is worshipped as Visvandth and two db^rds known
as the Jumna and Bhagiratbi feed the pool sacred to the god. A
portion of the Kedar establishment officiate here. At Ukhimath,

the winter-quarters of the Eawal of Kedarnath, there is another

temple to Siva managed by the Kedar priests. Next in importance

to these is the Gopeswar^ temple sacred to Siva as a ' Gopd ' or

* cowherd ' and which marks the site where Parasur^ma obtained

from Siva the weapons with which he destroyed tbe Kshatriyas.

The Mahdbharata* relates how Parasurdma obtained the axe of

Siva by propitiating the deity on the Gandhamadana mountain,

now Nar-Nar^yan above Badrinath, but the local legend tells how

a number of weapons were given and amongst them the trident

(trin^l) which now stands in front of the Gopeswar temple and

which has been noticed. The worship of the god is carried on

by Jangam priests from Mysore as in Kedarn^h and festivals are

held on Chait and Asan Naurdtri and the Siur&tri. Naleswar at

Gartara in Malla Ndgpur is celebrated as the place where Da-

mayanti's Raja Nala propitiated Siva, but the temple is of only

local importance and there is only a small establishment. At the

confluence of the Mandakini and Alaknanda there is a temple to

Siva Rudra which gives its name to the neighbouring village and
also marks the site of Mrada's worship of Siva. At Dungari, in

Patti Taili Chandpur Siva is worshipped by Sanyasis as Sileswar,

and the temple which is endowed is said to have existed from the

institution of the era of Salivabana in 78 A.D. ! On a peak of the

Dudutoli range in Mawalsyun there is a temple to Siva as Binsar or

BineswaT,^ celebrated throughout all the lower pattis for its sanctity

and power of working miraclesi It was here that R4ni Karndvati

was saved from her enemies by Siva, who destroyed them by a hail-

storm, and from gratitude the Rani built a new tower for the temple.

One of the many legends concerning Binsar states that should any
one take away anything belonging to the god or his worshippers

from this place, an avenging spirit attends him and compels him

conscience-stricken to restore it twenty-fold; nay, even the faithless

' There are three other temples to this form in Eumaou. ' Muir, IV,
887. ' There is a temple to Bine&war at Sauni in Siloi,
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and dishonest are reformed by a visit to Binsar. Hence the pro-

verb :

—

" Bhdi, Binsar kd lohd jdnlo samajhlo.'^

Further, though the forests in the neighbourhood abound with

tigers not one dare attack a pilgrim, owing to the protecting influence

of the god. The temple of Aauka Bhairava at Bhatgaon in Patti

Ghurdursylin has a similar reputation and cases are often amicably

settled by an oath made by either party in presence ofthe deity there.

The Koteswar temple is situated in Chalansydn about four

Koteewar Bhairara. i^iles from Srinagar, where the Koti Ling
BhiiwaKedar. of gi^a is set up. The Bhairava temple

on the Larger peak owes its origin to a Gwala having found

a yellow-coloured stick which, on his attempting to cut it with

an axe, poured forth drops of blood and frightened at the sight

the Gwdla fled only to be visited at night by Siva in his terri-

ble form, who commanded him to set up his image here. On
the summit of the mountain, the god is represented by a coloured

stick somewhat in the form of a hooded snake. Bhilwa Keddr,

where Arjun fought with Mahadeo and found him, appears to be an

old foundation and is still held in high estimation. It is situate on

the Khandapa-g4dh about a mile west of Srinagar and marks the

site of the following scene.^ When Arjuna, following the advice

of Indra, sought Mahadeo in his mountain home, the Kisbis not

knowing his object were alarmed and complained to Mahadeo, who

assured them that there was no cause for apprehension, but as a

precautionary measure took his arms and assuming the form of a

Kirata went to meet Arjuna. At that moment appeared a Danava,

in the form of a boar meditating an attack upon Arjuna, and seeing

this, the Kir&ta asked permission to shoot the animal as he was the

first to take aim. But Arjuna refused and both shot together and

killed the boar. Arjuna was wrath at the unsportsmanlike con-

duct of the stranger and threatened to kill him. The Kir4ta

retorted and said that he had aimed first and that he would kill

Arjuna. The two then fought with a succession of weapons, arrows,

gwords, trees, stones, &c., until "at length Arjuna fell exhausted.

1 From the Vana parran of the Mahabharata : Muir, IV., 230 : the local

legend has for Kirata, Bhilwa or Bliil, a tribe nltcrlj^ unlinown in this Hinift-

laya. The name appears to be really connected with the sacred ^gte Mat ti.eUt

known as the bilwa or bel.

98
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When Arjuna revived he found that his enemy was no other than

Mahadeo and at once proceeded to worship him by falling at his

feet., Mahadeo then expressed his admiration of Arjuna's prowess

and offered him the choice of a boon and he chose the Fasupata

weapon, which was accordingly given him after he had been warned

as to the consequences of using it rashly. There is also a temple to

Siva as KrS,nteswar or Kiranteswar, ' lord of the Kirantis,' on the

peak of that name in Kdli Kumaon.

Kamaleswar in Srinagar itself is chieily remarkable for the

extent of its endowment. It is dedicated to
Eamales'war.

Siva, as ' lord of the lotus,' and its origin is

thus described in the local legends. When Rama came to reside

in the forests for the purpose of meditating on the great god, he

settled for some time here and prepared to worship Siva with an

offering of flowers. For this purpose he collected one thousand

lotus flowers in honor of the Aglii form of the god as Sahasr^khsa,

* the thousand-eyed', and proceeded to lay them before the deity,

but found one wanting which the God himself had secretly removed

to try his worshipper. Rama supplied the place of the missing

lotus (kamala) with one of his own eyes and ever since the form

of Siva worshipped here is known as Kamaleswar. On the night

of Baikunth 14th it is customary for women desirous of obtain-

ing offspring to attend the services at this temple, with lamps

alight, in the upturned palms of their hands ; they remain the

whole night standing before the god and in the morning, after

bathing, ofter oblations to the attendant priests. On the night of

the ghrit kamala or achala saptami the body of the Mahaut receives

worship by shampooing and rubbing. The courtyard of the temple

is then copiously sprinkled with Ganges water and the Mahant

comes forth naked and lies on the ground whilst the assembled

worshippers march in solemn procession around him. The services

at this temple are conducted by Ddsn4mi Gos^ins of the Puri sec-

tion and the chief priest is called Mahant.

Amongst the Saiva foundations in Kumaon, that of Jageswar,

both from the extent of its endowment and
Jageswar. , . • /. . , .

tne reputation for sanctity that it possesses,

is the most important. It is frequently mentioned, as we have seen,

in the Mdnasa-hhanda and keeps up a large establishment ofjpandaa
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or priests to minister before its numerous idols.'^ The great temple

itself is situated on the village along which runs the road from

Almora to Pithoragarh. Here Mah^deo is worshipped under the

form Jyotir-Ling. The largest temples are those dedicated to

Jageswar, Mrityunjaya, and Dandeswar, all of which are attri-

buted to Visva-karman, the artificer of the gods. The great Vikra-

maditya^ is said to have visited Jageswar and to have restored the

temples of Mrityunjaya whilst a similar work was performed by

Salivahana for the Jageswar temple. Then came Sankara Ach^rya,

who remodelled the entire institution, and the temples were again

repaired by the Katyuri Rajas, The pool near the temple is called

Brahma-kund, bathing in which ensures salvation. Other smaller

reservoirs are the Ndrada, Siirya, Rishi, Krami, Reta and Vasishtha

kunds. The great fairs are held on the Baisdkh and KS,rttik

purnamasis (15 th May and 10th November). Pilgrims also visit

the shrine in Sawan (July-August). Bloody sacrifices only occur

to Kshetrpal, as guardian of the tract ; the ordinary offerings con-

sist only of the panch-bali, i.e., milk, curds, ghi, honey and sugar

which are placed on the idol, baths of hot and cold water being

given between each of the five oblations. Like Kamaleswar, this

t«mple is specially, celebrated for its power of granting offspring,

and here also women desirous of children stand the night long

before the god with lamps alight in their hands. There are numer-

ous legeods connected with these temples and the minerals wrought

which would be tedious and unprofitable to detail. A votive offer-

ing exists in the shape of an image in silver of a Paundra Raja

holding a lamp in his hands. The story goes that the hands were

formerly as high as the Raja's forehead and are now opposite his

breast and when they reach his feet, his sins will be forgiven. There

are also images of the Chand Rajas, Dip and Trimal. Near the

temple is an excavation in which one Ridhpuri Gosain, in the time

of Udyot Chand, buried himself alive after having obtained a

• The following forma of the deity are worshipped in connection with this
grant :—Jageswar, Briddh Jageswar, BhSndeswar, Mrityunjaya, Dandeswar, Ga-
dareswar, Kedar, Baijnath, Baidyanath, Bhairava, Chakrabakeswar, Nilkanth,
Baleswar, Visveswar, Bageswar, Baneswar.Mukteswar, Hundeswar, Kamaleswar,
Jageswar, Hatbeswar, Patil Bhubaneswar, Bhairaveswar, Lakhmeswar, Pauch
Kedar, Brahm Kapal, Kshetrp£l or Shaimdyau and the female forms, Pushti,
Chandika, Lacbhnii Karayani, Sitala and Maha Kali. Most of these are sup-
posed to be parts of forms of the deity popular elsewhere. Briddh Jageswar
is on the Almoia road, about fonr miles from Jageswar, and Kshetrpal is about
fire miles off. « In Nepdl also Vikram^ditya is mentioned as the restertf
of teoiples.
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diamond ring from the Raja and in a short time afterwards the

Kaja received the ring from Hardwar, where the Grosdin had again

appeared, ' a confidence trick still not uncommon in Upper India.'

Dead bodies are brought from a distance to be burned at Jageswar

in the midst of the holy tract and its hundred gods. The Pandas

or priests of the temple are called Baroras, a word which is locally

explained as a corruption of Batuk, which again is applied to the

offspring of a Sany^si who has broken the vow of celibacy. The

ministrations at Jageswar were entrusted by Sankara Ach^rya to

Kum^ra Sw4mi, a Jangam from the Dakhin, and he had with him

a Dakhini Bhat who married the daughter of a Hill Brahman and

thus gave rise to the Baroras, the present Pandas of Jagesar.

In one verse of the Mah^bharata the sage Tandi is said to have

propitiated Mabadeo bv repeating his eleven
Names of Mahidee. 7, , . , rv T , i

thousand mystical names. Daksha when

humbled repeats eight thousand names and Mahddeo is frequently

credited with one thousand names. The last number is no exagge-

ration and could easily be verified. The names in common use

may be divided into four classes: (1) the old names derived from the

deities who together form the modern Siva; (2) those derived from

the legends describing his exploits or some manifestation of his

power ; {3) those derived from the name of some place ; and (4)

those derived from the name of some person who has adopted him

as their special or iskta deity. The latter two classes are very

common in Kumaon : thus we have the phrases ' the Chaur Ma-

hddeo,' ' the Naithdna Devi,* like ' Our Lady of Loretto,' and Dip-

chandeswar, Udyatohandeswar forms worshipped in temples erected

by Rajas Dip Chand and TJdyot Chand, Nabdaleswar in Dehra

Ddn after a female named Nabda, and even Tularameswar, the form

worshipped in a temple erected by a petty banker named Tularfim

in Almora a few years ago ! Many of the older names are found

in passages quoted by Muir* and wo shall now examine those of

them which occur in the Kumaon Himalaya. Isana, ' the ruler,'

for in this form Siva is the sun who rules {ishte) the universe, has

a temple at Khola in Lakhanpur. He is called Rudra from ' rud,*

* to weep,' because as a boy (Kumdra) he appeared weeping before

the gods and in this form he is Agni, the god of fire. He has
1 Muir, IV.> 196, 377. « Ibid., 340, 360, 403,
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several temples as Mah^rudra, and Rudrnath,^ As Sarva (all; he

is worshipped as Sarbeswar at Sahaikot in Patti Ndgpur. This is

one of the older names and is especially noted in the Satapatha

Brahmana as a synonym for Agni amongst the eastern B^hikas or

people of the eastern Panjdb,^ as Bhava was used by the western

tribes. There is a temple to Siva as ' Trinetra,' ' the three-eyed,'

at SurwAl in Lakhanpur, a form which is explained by the follow-

ing story from the Mah^bharata. Siva and Parvati were seated

together on the Himalaya surrounded by their Bhutas (goblins)

and Apsarasas (nymphs) when in a sportive moment Parvati

placed her hands over her husband's eyes. Terrible results

followed, the world was darkened, all were dismayed, oblations

ceased, and the end of all things seemed near. Suddenly the gloom

was dispelled by a great light which burst from Siva's forehead, in

which a third eye, luminous as the sun, was formed. By the fire

from this eye the Himalaya was scorched until Parvati, assuming

a submissive attitude, stood before her lord and induced him to res-

tore the mountains to their former condition.' As Trimukheswar

Siva has a temple in Chaukot. As Droneswar he is worshipped in

the centre of the tract knpwn as Dron4srama in the eastern Ddn

near the Soma and Siiswa rivers and receives offerings oibel leaves,

incense, perfumes, rice and sandal-wood. As Chandreswar he

also has a temple in the feame locality, now called Chandrabani,

and as Tapkeswar he is worshipped in a cave near Garhi on

the Tons about five miles to the north of Dehra Ddn. Siva

is worshipped as Gokarneswar at Madhorola in Seti, parganah

Sor. Gokarna'was a prince of Panchala who set up a celebra-

ted Ling of Siva on the Malabar coast, of which a replica was

brought to Nepdl, and a portion of this again was placed at Madho-

rola : so that we have here only a part of a part, but the efficacy

of prayer to him is the same.

There is a temple to Nilkanth, ' Siva of the azure neck,' at

Toli in Patti Udepur, a name due to his
Saiva temples.

j^^^.^^ ^^.^^j^ ^^^ p^j^^^ produced at the

churning of the ocean. The gods discomfited by the Daityas

fled to Vishnu for succour, and he directed them to cast all

' There are temples to Ughfina Mahfirudra at Papoli in Danpnr and at

Dmiya in Kangor. » See pages 280, 368. » Muir, IV., 270,
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manner of medicinal herbs into the ocean of miHi and then taking

the mountain Mandara for a churning stick and the snake Vdsuki

for the rope, churned the ocean for nectar. In the process, V^su'ki

breathed forth a fiery poison, and the gods again distressed propi-

tiated Siva, who swallowed up ' the deadly poison as if it had been

nectar.' Hence he is called Nilakantha, Nilagriva, &c., and there are

several temples to him as Nileswar. As lord of goblins, Bhutanes-

war, he has a temple at Siri in Baraun and twe in Boravau and as

chief of the Asuras, one at Gorang in Seti to the form Asures-

war and one each to the forms Ekasur and Tad^sur. Bhima is an

old name of Rudra and there is a temple to Siva as Bhimeswar at

Bbim Tal. As Pinakeswar or Pinndthj the bearer of the bow

Pinakin, Siva has a temple in Borardu. There are also temples to

him as SIteswar and E^meswar, the latter of which is situated at

the confluence of the Kamganga and Sarju rivers and also marks

the scene of the apotheosis of Rama himself. There is a second

Rameswar in Dehra Dun. There are two temples in Srinagar to

Siva as Narmadeswar or * lord of the river Nerbudda.' There is

one large temple to him as Mritynnjaya, ' the conqueror of death/

at Jageswar, one at Dwara and one at Aserh in Karakot. As
Kalajit he has a temple at K^ndi and as Karmajit one at Piln,

both in Talli Kaliphat, and there is also a temple to his name at

Lakhamandal in Khat Bhondar of Jaunsdf which local tradition

asserts was built by Sankara Acharya. Both Siva and Vishnu are

invoked at the festival held for bathing at the Sahasradhara pool near

Dehra. The Bageswar establishment is also an old one and the story

connected with it has already been told in the Manasa-khanda. The

temple is situated at the confluence of the Gomati and Sarju rivers

in Patti Talla Katylira. There are two great fairs held here, but as

they have more of a commercial than a religious character, the

•will be noticed elsewhere. The legend regarding the PSt^l Bhu-
baneswar has also been told. The Pacheswar temple honours the

junction of the Sarju and the Kali and other less known temples

the fraydgas or junctions of every considerable rivulet in the

Kumaon Himalaya. The temples at Champ^wat are undoubtedly

of considerable antiquity and the remains there are well worthy of

a visit. Again at Dwara we have an immense number of temples

Bcattered about in groups, most of which are now in ruins and serve
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merely as straw-lofts for the villagers. Besides temples, in many
places conspicuous boulders and rooks are dedicated to^Siva in his

many forms, chiefly as lord of the N4gas and as identified with the

village gods Goril, Ohanau, &o. The worship of the more orthodox

forms of Siva is conducted by D^snami Gosains, chiefly of the Giri

Pari, Bharati and Sdraswati divisions. The N&grdja and Bhairava

temples are served by Jogis or Khasiyas. The great festivals in the

former take place on the Shiuratri and in the latter at each sankrdnt

and at the two harvests the important religious seasons of the

non-Br&hmanical tribes.

As Ked4r is the principal and most sacred of all the Saiva

. ,

,

temples in the Himdlaya, so Badari or Badri-

nath^ claims the name of ' paramastMn,^

or ' supreme place of pilgrimage,' for the Vaishnava sects. The

story of Badari from the sacred books has been told elsewhere.

The name itself is derived from the jujube-tree {ZUyphus Jujiiba),

which is thus referred to in the local legends :—When Sankara

Ach^rya in his digvijaya travels visited the Mdna valley, he arrived

at the Ndrada-kund and found there fifty difierent idols lying in

the waters. These he took out one by one and when all had been

rescued a voice from heaven came saying :
—" These are the images

for the Kaliyug : establish them here." The Sv^mi accordingly

placed them beneath a mighty tree which grew there and whose

shade extended from Badrin^th to NandpraySg, a distance of forty

kos and hence the name Adi-badri given to the sacred jujube

of the hermitage.'' The place selected for the restoration of the

-worship of Vishnu was at the foot of the Gandhamadana peak, one

of the boundaries of Meru. Close to it was the ashrama or her-

mitage of Nar-Ndrayana,^ and in course of time temples were built

in honour of this and other manifestations of Vishnu. The entire

tract in the neighbourhood is known as Vaishnava- Kshetra and

contains several hot-springs in which Agni resides by permission of

Vishnu. At Badari itself, besides the great temple sacred to Vishnu

there are several smaller ones dedicated to Lakshmi, Mdta Murti

and other Vaishnava forms and one to Mahadeo. Vaishnava-Kshetra

> Also known as Bishilapuri. ' Explained elsewhere as intending

only the extent of Vaishnava-kshetra. • So called in remembrance of
Kara and N4rayana or Arjuna and Krishna, the Pylades and Orestes of the In-

dian myths : page 283, 388.
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itself is subdivided into twelve subordinate kshetras or tracts called

Tapta-kund, Narada-kund, Brahm-kapali, Kurma-dhdra, Garur-sila,

Ndrada-sila, Markandeya-sila, Varahi-sila, Narsinh-sila, Basu-dhara

tirtha, Sdtyapatba-kund and Trikon-kund, all of which have legends

connected with them which it would be tedious to enumerate.

Vishnu is present in Badrinath as Nar-sinha, ' the man-lion

incarnation,' but is supposed not only to contain the supreme spirit

or Ndrayana himself, but also Arjun as Nara and the ' punch devta,^

Nar-sinha, Varaha, Narada, Garura and Marka. Narada was a

celebrated sage and chief of the Rishis and in the Mahabh4rata is

their spokesman when detailing the wonders they had witnessed

whilst on a pilgrimage to the holy places in the Kumaon-Himalaya.

His name frequently occurs in the local legends in connection with

sacred pools and bathing places and in the Bh4gavata Purana, he

is mentioned as one of the partial incarnations of Vishnu. Marka

was a priest of the A suras who with Sanda went over to the gods

and enabled Vishnu and the Suras to defeat their adversaries.-'

There are four other temples in connection with Badrinath and

which together make up the Panch-badri, as the five temples erected

by the five Pandavas to Siva make up the Panch-kedar. They are

called :—Yog-badri, Dhyan-badri, Briddh-badri and Adi-badri and

together complete the circle of pilgrimage prescribed for all devout

Hindus, whether Vaisbnavas or Saivas, but preferentially for the

former. Badrinath is a favourite name for Ndrayana or Vishnu,

and as the popular forms of Siva have replicas all over India, so

this form of Vishnu will be found in every province where his

worship prevails. There are four others of the same name in Garh-

w41 and four in Kumaon.^ At the parent Badrinath, we have all

the virtue of all observances at all other places of pilgrimage and

according to the Kedfi,r-khanda of the Skanda Purdna, it possesfes

the Ganga which purifies from all sin : Ganesh the companion of

Bhagwan and noticed hereafter as son of Siva and Pdrvati : Prah-

14d, the beloved disciple of Vishnu : Kuvera, the giver of riches

to the three worlds : Narada, who ensures the fruit of all good

works,and Garura and Ghantakarn, of whom more hereafter. Brahma

dwells at Brahm-kapdl, where the srdddha is performed for the

repose of the manes of ancestors. It was here, also, that Vishnu

I Muir, IV., 155, ' Sainana in Nayan ; Kutget in Suit; Dwara Hat
and GaiBii in Katyur.
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appeared to bis followers in person, as the four-armed, crested and

adorned with pearls and garlands and the faithful can yet see him

on the peak of Nali-kantha, on the great Kumbh-day,

Pdndukeswar, so named in remembrance of the austerities

observed there by the Pfindavas, holds the

temple of Yogbadri in which Vishnu is

worshipped as Bdsdeo. We have seen that Basdeo is the name of

the god worshipped in older times by the Kirdtas, and that thero

are grounds for agreeing with Lassen that he is one of the non-

Br^hmanical deities whose attributes were in later times transferred

to Vishnu, The image of the god is here said to be of life-size

made in part of gold and to have come down miraculously from the

heaven of Indra. There are three other temples to Basdeo in Garh-

w^l at which the usual Vaishnava festivals are held. The temple

of Dhyan-badri is at Urgam, where also we have temples to Siva as

Briddh Kedar and Kalpeswar, both very

old forms, whilst the name Urgam brings us

back to the Uragas, a subordinate tribe of N^gas. The temple of

Briddh Badri is at Animath, which also marks

the scene of the devout exercises of Gautama

Rishi, when the old man worn out by long and severe mortifications

was visited by Vishnu himself. Here also lived Parvati as Aparna.

In the Harivansa we have the following history of the daughters of

Himachal which differs from the ordinary one in assigning to him

three daughters, among whom the Ganga is
Parn-klianda.

, i ht i i i

not enumerated. Mena was the mind-born

{mdnasi-kanya) daughter of the Pitris M'hose personified energy

was the Matris to whom there is a temple in Badrin^th. She bore

to Himachal three daughters, Aparna, Ekaparna and Ekapatala.

" These three performing very great austerity, such as could not be

accomplished by gods or Danavas, distressed (with alarm) both the

stationary and the moving worlds. Ekaparna (or ' one leaf ') fed

upon one leaf. Ekapdtala took only one Pdtala (Bignonia) for her

food. One (Aparna) took no sustenance, but her mother, distressed

through maternal affection, forbade her, dissuading her with the

words:—* V ma' ('0 don't). The beautiful goddess, performing

arduous austerities, having been thus addressed by her mother on that

occasion, became known in the three worlds as Uma." Hence also

99
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ihe name Parn-khanda, which has been changed in the local dialect

to Pain-khanda as the name for the montane district, including the

valleys oftheDhauli and Sarasvati or Vishnuganga and the Vaishnava-

kshetra. The word 'parni,^ however, is a name of the Buteafrondosa

or common dhdk or palds which does not grow in these regions.

In Jyotirdham, * the dwelling of the Jjotir ling,' and commonly

known by the name Joshimath, there are
^°

"
^^'

several Vaishnava temples. The principal

one is dedicated to the Nar Sinha incarnation of Vishnu and with

it is connected the celebrated legend of the abandonment of Badri-

nath at some future time. It is said that one arm of this idol is

year by year growing thinner, and that when it falls off, the base of

the hills at Vishnuprayag, on the way to Badriuath, will give way

and close up the road to the temple. To the east of Joshimath ia

Tapnban, on the left bank of the Dhauli river, and here is the

temple of Bhavishya Badri or the Badri of the future to which the

sods will go when Badrinath is closed to hia
Bhavishya-badri.

, . . '

worshippers as was revealed to Agastya;

Muni by Vishnu himself. The management of this temple also is

in the hands of the priests of Badrinath. At Joshimath there are

also temples to Basdeo, Garura and Bhagwati, The temple of Ad-

badri is at Subhani.

The legend of the Nar-Sinh incarnation and Prahlad is related

„. , , at great length in the Bhdgavata and Vishnu
NarSinh avatar. t. , , t . ,

ruranas.^ It is there told how Prahlad, son

of Hiranyakasipu, notwithstanding the displeasure of his father who
was sovereign of the universe, remained attached to the worship of

Vishnu. Even when condemned to death, he taught his companions

the praises of Vishnu and was by them encouraged to persevere*

When called into the presence of his father, Prahl^da still appealed

to him " from whom matter and seal originates, from whom all that

moves or is unconscious proceeds, the adorable Vishnu." On hear-

ing this confession of faith, Hiranyakasipu exclaimed : " kill the

wretch ; he is not fit to live who is a traitor to his friends, a burnr

ing brand to hia own race." On this the Daityas innumerable

took up arms and threw themselves upon Prahlad to destroy him-.

The prince calmly looked upon them and said :—" Daityas, as

» Wilson's, works, VII., 32-68,
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truly as Vishnu is present in your weapons and in my body, so truly

shall those weapons fail to harm me." And accordingly, although

struck heavily and repeatedly by hundreds of Daityas, the prince

felt not the least pain. The Ndgas next tried to kill Prahlad, but

were equally unsuccessful. Elephants were then brought forward

and poison, but tbia last recoiled upon those who used it and

destroyed them. Prahlad was then flung down from the battlements

of a lofty fort and escaped unhurt. He also defeated the wiles of

Sambara, priest of the Asuras, and every other influence brought

to bear upon him, steadfast in his love for Hari, the undecaying

and imperishable. In reward he was made one with Vishnu, but

even then failed not to hymn Purushottama.^ Hiranyakasipu

then asked his son :
—" if Vishnu be everywhere why is he not visi-

ble in this pillar," whereon Vishnu enraged beyond all restraint

burst forth from the pillar in the hall where the people were seated

and in a form not wholly man nor wholly lion fought with the

Daitya king Hiranyakasipu and tore him to pieces. On the death of

his father, Prahlad became sovereign of the Daityas and was blessed

with numerous descendants. At the expiration of his authority,

he was freed from the consequences of mortal merit or demerit and

obtained, through meditation on the deity, final exemption from

existence." He is now honored by all Vaishnavas, as the " preini

hhaht" the beloved disciple of Bhagwan. This legend clearly

refers to the opposition shown to the introduction of the worship of

Vishnu amongst the non-Brahmanical tribes. There are ten temples

to the form Nara-Sinha in Garhw^l and one atAlmorain Kumaon.

Some century and a half ago the worship of Vishnu at Badriuath

was conducted by Ddndi Paramahansa fakirs from the Dakhin, but

these gave way to Dakhini Brahmans of the Lanbdri caste from Kirat

Malw^r. There are always three or four aspirants for the oifice

of Rawal, as the chief priest is called, in attendance, one of whom
usually takes the duty at Badrinath whilst the remainder reside at

Joshimath. The service at Badrinath takes place from Baisakh to

K^rttik. Brahmans from Deoprayag officiate at the Tapta-kund
;

Kotiydl, Dandi and Hatwal Brahmans at Brahm-Kapdl ; Dimri

Brahmans at the temple of Lakshmi Devi and at the temple to Siva,

Maliya Brahmans of Tangani. The attendant priests at Yog-badri

• Another name of Vishnu and like Basdeo probably borrowed from a
faroiite god of the mouutaiu tribes : see Muir, IV., 297.
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are Bhats from the Dakhin ; at Dhy^n-badri are Dimris and at

Briddh-badri and Ad-badri are Dakhinis.^ As a rule, Bairagis

serve the other Vaishnava shrines in Garhw^l and Kumaon.

Amongst the minor Vaishnava temples in Garhwdl Triyugi

Other Vaishnava tem- Nar4yan is the most celebrated. The tem-

P^®^- pie is situated in the valley of the Jalmal, an

affluent of the Mandakini, in Patti Maikhanda of Garhwal and marks

the scene of the wedding of Mahadeo with Farvati, the daughter

of Himachal. There came Agni all radiant and Vishnu and the

latter god left a portion of himself behind. There are hot springs

here and four pools, Baitarani, &e., in which the pilgrims bathe.

One of these pools is said to be full of snakes of a yellow colour

which come out on the Nagpanchami to be worshipped. From its

position on the pilgrim road from the Bhagirathi to the Manddkini

there is always a fair attendance of worshippers during the season.

There is a temple to the same form at Bageswar in Kumaon. At

Chandrapuri in Pattl Taili Kaliphat there is a temple dedicated to

Vishnu as Murli Manohar, built by one Chandramani, Dangwdi,of the

family of the hereditary purohits of the Rajas of Garhwdl and who

also gave his name to the place. Another temple to the same form of

Vishnu exists at Guldbkoti on the Alaknanda and was founded by

Gulab Singh, Eaotela. There are other temples to this form at

Bidyakoti and Dewalgarh. To the form Lakshmi-Narayan, there

are fifteen temples in Garhwal and three in Kumaon : to Nardyan

there are seventeen temples in Garhwal and three in Kumaon.

There are also temples to Mai Narayan in Pangaraun ; to Satya

Nar^yan, at Manil in Nayan and to N^rayan Dyal, at Karkota in

Salam. The principal temples to Lakshmi-Ndr^j'an are in Sri-

nagar itself ; the one known as Sankara Math was built by

Sankara Dobhal in 1785 A.D. A Dobhal Brahman named Siva-

nandi built the temple to Narayan at Sivanandi, There are

old temples, also to this form, at Semli in Pindarpar, Ad-badri

in Sili Chandpur, Narayanbagr and Nandprayag. There are

' The following temples not included in the Panch-badri are managed by
the BadrinSth establishment : NSrayan at Nandprayag : and Maithana, served
by Sati Brahmans Narayan at Hat in Nagpur, served by JHatwal Brahmans ; Na-
rayan at Narayanbagr, served by Bairagis ; Vishnu at Vishnuprayag, served by
Bairagis; Basdeo and Garur at Joshimath and K^r-Sinh at Dadmi, served by
Dakhini priests and Nar-Sinh at takhi Bharwiri, served by Dimris. In Kumaon,
Badiinath at Gaisar in Malla Katyiir itsd at Dwaxa is cormeetfd with the QaiU-
wal temple.
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temples to Bama'at Giwdr, Srinagar and Kothar in Lohba and to

Eamapadnk at Almora, Uliyagaon in Bordrau and Ramjani in Ude-

pur : to Beni M^dhava in Bageswar and to Gol Gobind in Garhwdl.

The temple at Ramjani is supposed to mark the site of E&ma's her-

mitage : hence the name Banas applied to the forest in the neighbour-

hood from ' ban-bds,' residing in a forest. The temple at M&si in

Giwar stands on the site of a much older building as the remains

still found there testify. There is no great Vaishnava establish-

ment in Kumaon, the temples to Raghunath and Siddh Nar Sinha

at Almora existing only from the removal of the seat of Govern-

ment from Ohampawat to Almora about three hundred years ago.

The Vaishnava temples at Bageswar appear to be of considerable

age, but now are of but very local importance, Dwkra, which owes

its name to its being the representative in the ^Himalaya of Dwaraka,

so celebrated in the hisl^y of the Pandavas, has several Vaishnava

temples, chief of which is Badrinath, an offshoot of the great

establishment.

Sanjaya, the charioteer of Dhritarashtra, explains, in the Maha-

bh4rata, several of the names of Vishnu.
Names of Vishnu. u n \

a rom his greatness (vnhatndt) he is called

Vishnu. From his silence (maundt), contemplation and abstraction

do thou know him to be Madbava. From his possessing the nature

of all principles, he is Madhuhan and Madhusddana. The word

' krishi' denotes 'earth' and ' nd' denotes 'cessation' ; Vishnu from

containing tbe nature of these things is Krishna, the Sattvata. * *

Inasmuch as he does not fall from or fail in existence (sattva), there-

fore from his existence he is Sattvata and from his excellence

(arshabhdt) Vrishabhekshana." As he has no mortal parent he is

Aja (unborn) and from self-restraint {dama) he is Daraodara. From

the joy (harsha) he gives to those over whom he rules he is called

Hrishikesha. From bis. moving over the waters (ndrdndm) he is

called Nai^yana^ ; from filling (ptirandt) and abiding (sadandi) he

is known as Purushottama." Krishna elsewhere calls himself

Dharmaja from his having been born as a part of Dharma and

Munjakeshavat, or he who has hair like the m'Anj grass from the

colour his hair became when attacked by the fiery trident of Rudra.

He is also called Hari, Vaikuntha, Prishnigarbha, Suohisravas,

1 In some places derived from his moving amongst men (ndrdnam), but the
reading adopted seems to be preferable (page 283).
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Ghritaohi, Hansa, and he whose sign is Tarkshya (Qarura). In one

place full one thousand names of Vishnu are quoted and the names

of Siva, Agni, Brahma and the other gods included amongst them

as he is the other gods who are only parts of Vishnu through whom
they live and move and have their being.

We shall now turn to the forms of Sakti worshipped in the

Kumaon-Himalaya and have to assign the '

first place to the Sakti of Siva, retaining the

separation of the forms of Siva into those which follow Agni and

those derived from Rudra, though doubtfully correct in fact. Still

as in the male form there are three characters, so in the female form -

we may refer Nanda, Uma, Ambika, Parvati, Haimavati, &e., to the

consort of Rudra and Diirga, Jvala, &c., to the consort of Agni and

K^li, Chandi, Chandika, &c., to Nirriti, the goddess of all evil and

representative of the consort of Siva as ' lord of dsemons.'

TJma is one of the earliest names of the consort of Siva, and

in the first text in which the name occurs,
Uma. .

'

the Talavak^ra or Kena TJpanisbad,^ she is

called TJma Haimavati. The other gods wished to assume the

majesty by which Brahma had been victorious for them over the

Asuras, so he manifested himself in a delusive shape to them and

they knew him not. Agni, V4yu and Indra were deputed to

examine whether " this being was worthy of adoration." Brahma
simply placed a blade of grass on the ground which Agni tried

to burn and YkjM tried to blow away, but neither of them was
successful. Indra then met Uma, the daughter of Himavat in the

ether and asked her whether the form was worthy of adoration and
she distinctly declared that the being was Brahma, so that it was
through Uma that even Indra knew Brahma. According to Sankara

Ach^rya, who wrote a commentary on this Upanishad, it was Uma
in the form of 'Vidya' or 'knowledge' that appeared to Indra,

and according to Sayana:—" Since Gauri, the daughter of Himavat,

is the impersonation of divine knowledge, the word ' Uma,' which

denotes Gauri, indicates divine knowledge." Hence in the Talava-

kara Upanishad the impersonation of divine knowledge is intro-

duced in these words :
—" He said to the very resplendent Uma

1 Eoer's translation published by As. Soe.Cal., page 83, with Weber's nete
also quoted ia Muirt IV,. 420.
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Haimavati, the supreme spirit who is the object of this divine

knowledge from his existing together with Uma {Sa+uma) is

called Soma." From these considerations a connection between

Uma as ' divine knowledge' and Saraswati, ' the divine word', might

be supposed and even etymologically with the sacred omnific word

• om, ' but Weber points out that there are other characteristics

which place the original signification of Uma in quite another light.

Why is she called Haimavati ? In another place we have seen*

from an old text that the northern country in which Badari is

expressly named was celebrated for the purity of its speech and

that students travelled thither for study and on their return enjoyed

great consideration on this account. Weber goes on to say that-r-

"It would hare been quite natural if this state of things had not been

confined to language, but had become extended to speculation also, and if the

knowledge of the one, eternal Brahma, had been sooner attained in the peaceful

valleys of the Himalaya than was possible for men living in Madhyadesa, where

their minds were more occupied with the practical concerns of life. Such a

view of Uma Haimavati appears to me, however, to be very hazardous. B'or,

not to' say that in our explanations of the ancient Indian deities we act wisely

when we attach greater importance to the physical than to the speculative

element

—

-we are by no means certain that tJina actually does signify divine

knowledge (J>rahma vidya) ; aad, moreover, her subsequent position as Kudra'a

wife and so Siva's would thus be quite inexplicable. Now there is among the

epithets of this latter goddess a similar one, viz., Parvati, which would lead us in

interpreting the word Haimavati to place the emp^iasis not in the Haimavat, but

upon the mountain (parwato), and with this I might connect the epithets of Rudra

which we have learned from the Satarudriya Girisa, &o , in which we recognise

the germ of the conception of Siva's dwelling in Kailasa. He Is the tempest

which rages in the mountains, and his wife is therefore properly called PSrvati

Haimavati ; 'the mountaineer,' 'the daughter of Himavat.' At the same time

it is not clear what we have to understand by his wife, and further she is, per-

haps, originally not his wife, but his sister, for Uma and Ambika are at a later

period evidently identical and Ambika is Kudra's sister. Besides this identifi-

cation of Uma with Ambika leads to a new etymology of the former. For as

Ambika • mother ' appears to be merely an euphemistic and flattering epithet,

employed to propitiate the cruel goddess, iu the same way it appears that we
must derive Uma from the root'u''ow' ' to protect;' It is true that a final

vowel before'ma' commonly takes 'guna' or is lengthenel, but the words 'sima'

and ' hima' shew that this is not necessary, and the name of Rama is perhaps

(unless we derive it from ' ram') a perfectly analogous formation. It certainly

remains a mystery how we are to conceive the cruel wife of Rudra coming for-

ward here in the Kena Upanishad as the mediatrix between the supreme Brahm^
and Indra, for in that supposition this Upanishad would have to be referred to a

' Pages 273, 299.
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period when her husband, Budra, was regarded as the highest god, the Isvara,

and thus also as Brahma, i.e., it would belong to the period of some Saiva sect.

But since this remains questionable and improbable, we must first of all hold to

the view that the conception entertained by the commentators of Uma as repre-

senting ' divine knowledge' rests solely upon this passage of the Kena Upanishad,

unless indeed the original identity of Uma with Sarasrati, which in a previous

note was regarded as possible, is here again visible."

The principal temple to Uma is that iu Karnpray% at the

junction of the Pindar and Alaknanda which is locally said to

have been rebuilt by Sankara Acharya, the commentator on the

passages above quoted.

It is, however, as Nanda that the Rudra form of the Sakti is

most popular in the Kumaon Himalaya,

where she is worthily represented by the

lofty peak of Nanda Devi, the highest in the province. Here she is

one with Parvati, the daughter of Himachal, and has many temples

devoted to her exclusive worship. Those at Kriir in Malli Dasoli

and at Nanora and Hindoli in parganah Talli Dasoli are specially

celebrated amongst the Garhwalis, who further give the name

Nandakini to the river which flows from the three-peaked Trisul,

the companion of Nand^ Devi, and the name Nandak to the tract

near its source. Kriir is situated on the Bhadra-gadh, near the

Mahddeo pool, on the right bank of the Naadakini and Hindoli

lower down in the same valley. Both these temples are favourite

places of worship with the Parbatiyas, as the people of Chandpur,

Lohba, Nagpur, and the northern pattis are called by the inhabit-

ants of lower Garhwal, There are other well-known temples to

this goddess at Semli Ming, and Talli Dhura in the Pindar Pattis

at Nauti in Taili Chandpur and at Gair in Lohba. The worship-

pers at all of them unite to celebrate the marriage of Siva and

Parvati on the nanddshtami. A procession is formed aij Nauti

which accompanied by the goddess in her palanquin {doli) pro-

ceeds to the Baiduni-kund at the foot of the Trisiil peak, where

she is worshipped with great reverence and rejoicing. A great

festival, also, takes place every twelfth year, when accompanied

by her attendant Latu, who also has a temple at Nauli in parganah

Dasauli, the goddess is carried into the snows as far as the people

can go beyond the Baiduni-kund and ther& worshipped in the

form of two great stones {sila) glittering with mica and strongly
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reflecting the rays of the sun. The local legend says that

on these great occasions, a four-horned goat is invariably bora

in parganah Chandpur and dedicated to the goddess, accompanies

tlie pilgrims. When unloosed on the mountain, the sacred goat

suddenly disappears and as suddenly returns without its head and

thus furnishes consecrated food for the party. Milk, too, is offered

to the goddess and then partaken of by her worshippers ; whilst

on the great mountain, no one is allowed to cook food, gather

grass, cut wood or sing aloud, as all these acts are said to cause a

heavy fall of snow or to bring some calamity on the party. There

{ire temples to Nanda at Almora, at Ranchiila in Katyur and at

Bhagar in Malla D^npur, in Kumaun. Another popular local name

for Nanda amongst the lower classes is XJpharni (u-parni), under

which name she is represented at Nauti and elsewhere where no

temples are erected to her beyond a heap of stones on a peak. At

Nauti she has a regular establishment of priests, called from the

place Naiityals and who were, in former times, the favourite purohits

of some of the petty Rajas of Garhwal. There is a local Upapurana

devoted to the worship of Nanda and a description of the places

eacred to her in the Kumaum Himalaya which I regret that I

have been unable to procure.

Sayana explains Ambika as one with Piirvati and that her body

is designated by the word Uma to Uma's

husband (Siva). In the earlier literature,

she is the sister and subsequently the wife of Eudra.* In the

Taittiriya-Brahmana it is said :—»" This is thy portion, Rudra, with

thy sister Ambika." According to the commentator, Ambika repre-

sents autumn which kills by producing disease. She is occasionally

mentioned in Hindu fiction^ and has a temple at Almora and her

oonsort one as Ambikeswac at Takula in Malla Syfinara. Because

Siva has a share with her, a female (stri), in the sacrifice, he is

called Tryambaka^ (i.e., Stpyambaka). Uma as Gauri has well-

known temples at Dewalgarh, Tapuban and Gaurigaon (in Patti

Maikhanda). She is here no more than another form of Nanda or

Parvati, though more inclined to the terrible than to the milder form

of Rudra's Sakti. Amongst the doubtful forms, reference may be

» MuiT, IV., 321,422. » Wilson, III,, 26'

.

° Nasik is popularly

known as Tryambak Nasik, ^rom the temple of Xryambakanath close by.

100
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made to Mallika who has temples at Gaith^aa in Mahar and MSIa

in Borarau and who is represented as the consort of Mallikarjun

of Askot and Pushti,i one of the older names of the Sakti who has

a great temple to her honour in the Jageswar grant.

The original idea of Durga makes her belong to the Agni form

of Siva, for we find her addressed in the

Taittirija Aranyaka as she " who is of the

colonr of fire, daughter of the sun," and Weber Connects her name

with the fire itself which delivers from all difficulties (durga) and

becomes a protecting fortress {durga). He writes :
—" If at a later

" time, Darga decidedly appears to have taken the place of the evil

goddess Nirriti, this is no proof that it was so from the beginning,

but only shows that the original signification had been lost : which

is in so far quite natural as the consort of Siva bore a terrific form

both from her connection with Rudra and also with Agni." Here

she is, hovvever, one of the forms to which bloody sacrifices are

made and evidently the representative of the daemon Sakti. In the

hymn to Durga by Arjuna already noticed,^ she is addressed thu8 :—

:

" Reverence be to thee, Siddhasen^ni (leader of the Siddhas), the

noble, the dweller on Mandara, Kum^ri, K4U, Kap^li, Kapild,

Krishnapingala. Reverenceto thee, Bhadrakali ; reverence to thee,

Mahakali ; reverence to thee, Chanda, Chandi ; reverence to thee,

Tarini, Varavarnini, fortunate Kdtyayini, Kar&li, Vi^aya, Jaya

who bearest a peacock's tail for Ihy banner, adorned with various

jewels, armed with many spears, wielding sword and shield, younger

sister of the chief of cowherds (Krishna), eldest, born in the family

of the cowherd Nanda, delighting always in Mahisha's blood, Kaur

siki, wearing yellow garments, loud-laughing, wolf-mouthed ; rever^

ence to thee, thou delighter in battle, Uma Sakambhari, thou

white one {sveta), \hovi black one {krishna), destroyer of Kaitabha, &c."

Here we have evidence of the complex origin of her worship and

an attempt by the Vaishnavas to graft her on to their system. In the

Hari-vansa, it is related how Vishnu descended to P4tala and per?

suaded Nidra 5alarupini^ to be born as the ninth child of Yasoda

when he was born as Krishna in order to defeat the designs of

Kansa. Hence the Vaishnava epithets in the hymn connecting her

with Krishna and her worship at Srinagar (Kotiya) as Kana-

> ' Fatneaa.' « Muir, IV., 432.
I

' Sleep in the%m of time/
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feiardini.^ In the same work she is called the sister of Ydma^ the gop

of death, and was perhaps his Sakti also as he was a form of Agni,

older than Siva. She is also said to be worshipped by the savage

tribes of Savaras, Varvaras and Pulindas, to be fond of wine and

flesh and one with Sura-devi, the goddess of wine. In the Mdr-

kandeya Pur6-na she is Mahamaya (' the great illusion') and Yoga-

nidra (' the sleep of meditation') who saved Brahma when about

to be destroyed by the demons Madhu and Kaitabha, so that Brahma

says :
—

" Since thou hast caused Vishnu and me (Brahma) and

Isana (Siva) to bedome incorporate, who has the power to praise

thee ?" Thus, iii the later works, she has been raised to the highest

place in the pantheoii. As Durga^ she has temples at Phegu ia

Kaliphat, Deuthan in Bichhla Nagpur, Bhawan in Talla Udepurj

Dunagiri, Dhurkadanda in Salam and Khola in Lakhanpur.

In the extract from Arj Una's hymn given in . the preceding

i^ paragraph, Durga is said to be " delight-

ing always in Mahisha's blood " and hence

her name Mahishamardini or ' crusher of Mabisha.' There, are

temples to this form at Triyugi Jakh in Patti Talli Kaliphat and

at Srinagar and Dewalgarh in southern Garhw^l. She is also

called Mahisha-ghni or ' slayer of Mahisha;' Mahisha-mathani and

Mahisha-sudani. The Asura Mahisba was a demon with a buffalo's

head who fought against the gods and was defeated by Durga.

He gave his name to the province of Mysore (Mahisur, Mahisha-

asura) which would indicate a southern origin for the legend, but

the local etymologists also derive the name of the Patti Maikhanda

in which the temple of Triyugi-Jakh is situated from the same

source and say that the contest took place there. In the P4dma
Purana, Kshemankari Devi, another form of Durga, is wooed by

Mahishasura who attempts to carry her off by force and is slain.*

There is a temple to the same goddess at K^lbangwSra or K41i-

kasthan close to Triyugi-Jakh which marks the scene of her victory

, .,. over the Daitya Raktavija, The local legend

relates how this enemy of all that was good

interrupted the worship of Indra and the other gods who appealed

• ' Crusher of Eans.' ''For an illustration of the combat, see As. Ees.,

Vni., 76 ; also Wilson, HI , 29 : the local dialect makes the name Mahikh, like
Ukha from Usha. The goddess is represented as of a yellow colour with six

Or ten arms and seated on a lion.
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to the consort of Siva for aid. She attacked the demon with t!id

Shdstras, but such was their inherent virtue and so great was the

power of the demon that from every drop of his blood that was

shed a fresh army of Daityas arose. The combat was prolonged on

this account, but in the end the goddess was victorious and the earth

was relieved of its burden and the gods of their remorseless enemy.

In remembrance of this victory, the gods erected a temple to their

deliverer and established her worship. For many years this was a

favourite place of pilgrimage until the unbelievers came who, in

their turn, fell before the word of might spoken by Sankara

Acharya. Be rebuilt the temple and again proclaimed the worship

of the goddess and her band of Joginis^ and placed the service of

the temple on the Kedarnath establishment.

As Tripura-sundari or ' ornament of Tripura,' Durga has tem-

ples at Almora and Bininag in Patti Baraun.
Tripara-sundafi. '

. ,,.._,
Tripura-bhairavi or Tnpura stmply is her

name as consort of Siva, who is Tripura-daba, ' the destroyer of

Tripura.' Tripura here represents the three serial cities of the

AsuraSjOne of iron, one of silver, and one of gold, which Indra with

all his weapons could not destroy. In the Mahabhdrata,' Yuddhish-

thira tells Krishna how Rudra destroyed the three cities with a,

three-jointed barbed arrow of which Vishnu was the shaft ; Agni^

the barb; Yama, the feather } the Vedas, the bow and the sacred

text (gdyatri), the bow-string. Another of the Agni forms is Dipa,-

under which name the Sakti of Siva is worshipped on the Dhan-

syali peak in Patti Khatli, on the Tilkani peak in Patti S4balij at

Gawani in Patti Eimgadigar and at Khadalgaon in Chaundkot

in Kumaon. As Jwalpa from jvdla, 'a flame,' she is one with

the great form Jw^la-mukhi and has temples at Jw41pa-sera in

Kapholayon and at Jalai in Kaliphat. Durga is called Bhramari

because she took the form of a bee when contending with Mahisha,

and under this name there is a temple largely endowed at Ean^

chiila Kot in Katydr. As Jaya (victory) under the form Jayakari,-

she has a temple at Sailachal in Bel and as Jayanti she is wor-

shipped at Jayatkot in Borarau. It is told in the Matsya-Purana

' These Joginie are said to wander about the country causing disease to the
people and bliglit to their crops, if the oblations at the temple are of little valne

or the worship of their mistress is neglected. They lire amongst the boulders
near the temple, whilst the goddess is represented by a simple mass shining with
mica. » Muir, IV. , 203 : Tripura represents the modern Tipperah.
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ho^ indra endeavoured to distract the attention of Sukra,the chief

of the Asuras who was engaged in great austerities for the purpose

of propitiating Siva. With this object in view, Jayanti, the beauti-

ful daughter of Indra, was sent to tempt the sage, and Sukra over*

come by her blandishments lived with her for ten years invisible

to every one. Then the gods, in the absense of the Asura leader,

sent Vrihaspati to assume his form and were thus able t6 defeat

their enemies. As Akasabhajini, the Sakti of Siva has a temple

at Mar in Saun, and this form may probably be connected with the

Bauddha form^ Ak^sayogini of the Swabh^vika system of NepSl,

"'which resembles the Yoginis and Vakshinis of the Tantrika system

in their terrific forms and malignant dispositions."

To the Nirriti form of the Saiva Sakti as Kali, there are numei'-

. , .
ous temples in Kumaon and Garhw&I

without including those in which she is

worshipped simply as Devi, " the goddess par excellence" in con^

junction with Bhairava. As Bhadra Kali she has a temple at

Bhadoi in Eamsy^r; as Dhaula Kali, at Naini in Lakhanpur and

as Maha Kali, at Devipuri in Kota and at Ddnin. So popular is

her worship that wherever a great miracle-working image of this

goddess appears, she is carried under the local name to other places^

so we have the Kot Kangra Devi set up in a dozen villages remote

from the original temple, but bearing the same name. These local

names are very common in Kumaon : thus there are a dozen tem-

ples to the Calcutta Kali in Kumaon, chief of which is the Purna-

giri temple near Barmdeo in Tallades. Here on a peak above the

Kali river, there is a group of temples in her honour supported by

a large establishment which derives its income from the temple

lands and the offerings made ^by visitors during the season of pil-

grimage which lasts from November to April. The next in impor*

tance is the temple at H^t in Gangoli where the goddess is wor-

shipped as Mah^kali and is served by Rauli Brahmans. In Askot

she is worshipped on the banks of the river, where a fair is held^on

the fourteenth of the light half of P6s. Here there is a holy well

used for divination as to the prospects of the harvest. If the

spring, in a given time, fills the brass vessel in which the water is

caught, to the brim, then there will be a good season, if only

'Wilson, II,, 21.
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half fuUi scarcity may be expected, and if only a little water comeS^

then a drought may be looked for. Every third year, the local

magnatej the Rajbar, proceeds with great pomp and circumstance

to worship the goddess. As Ulka, the flame or demon-faced god-

dess, she has temples at Naula and Chaun in Patti Nayan at

Thapaliya in Chhakhata and at Almoia. At the last-named plac6,>

an assembly is held in her honour on the tenth of Asoj naur4tri

and the town is illuminated from the ISth to the 15th of K^rttik,

Riotous living, debauchery and gambling seem to be the character'

istics of the worship of this form of the goddess and the observances

at this season at Almora form no exception to the rule. As Jlgrk

or Ugyari, ' the terrible goddess,' she has a temple at Dhudiya in

Giw4r and as Syama, ' the dark,' one in Uchy6r. Vriada, to which a

temple is dedicated and endowed in Tikhon, is one with the goddess

who gives her name to Vrindavana or Bindraban in Mathura. ^he

is a daughter of Kedara and is also made one with Radha, the mistress

of Krishna, in the Brahma- Vaivartta Puiana, a curious blending of

the teaching of the two sects. In the Padma Purana^ it is related how

Vishna was fascinated with the beauty of Vrinda, wife of Jalandhara,

and to redeem him from her enthralmeut, the gods had recourse to

Lakshmi, Swadha and Gauri, the three Saktis: hence the mixed

character of the legend. Yakshani at Almora is a somewhat doubt-

ful form, as is also Naini to which there are temples at Kaulag

in Katyiir, Bajwai and Sankot in Pindarwar and Naini Tal. Lalita

Devi has a temple at Nala Kali in Kaliphat and receives animal

sacrifices and Bhima has one at Airi-ka-tanda in Salam.

Chamunda and Chandika represent Kali in her most terrible!

„, ,., forms. The first has temples at Biraun in
Chamunda, Chandika.

, .

Kaliphat, at Dungar m Bichhla Nagpur

and at Khera in Patti Udepur. The Mundan-deota is also one of

her forms and she owes her name to her having sprung from the

forehead of Durga in order to destroy the Dait3'as Chanda and

Munda. Having slain the demons she brought their heads to

Durga, who told her that having slain Chanda and Munda, she

should, henceforth, be known on earth as Cha;munda. She is

termed Kali from her black colour and Karali from her hideous

face, but the latter name is not used in Kumaun. In the Mdlati

1 Wilson, III., 68, 115.
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and Mddhava, her place of worship is near the public cemetery^

and she is thus addressed by her priest Aghoragbanta :

—

" Hail 1 hail ! Chfimunda, mighty goddess, hail

!

I glorify thy sport, when in the dance'

^

That fills the court of Siva with delight.

Thy foot descending spurns the^arthly glohe j

9F 'jp w ^ ^

From the torn orb,

The trickling nectar falls, and every skull

That gems thy necklace laughs with horrid life.

Attendant spirits tremble and applaud
;

The mountain falls before the powerful arms.

Around whose length the sable serpents twine

Their swelling forms, and knit terrific bands,

While from the hood enpanded frequent flash

Envenomed flames.

As rolls thy awful head.

The lowering eye that glows amidst thy brow

A fiery circle designates, that wraps

The spheres within its terrible circumference :

Whilst by the banner on thy dreadful staff.

High waved, the stars are scattered from their orbits.

The three-eyed God exults in the embrace

Of his fair spouse, as Gauri sinks appalled

By the distracting cries of countless fiends

Who shout thy praise. Oh, may such dance afford

Whate'er we need,—whate'er may yield ue happiness."

According to some Chdmunda sprang from Parvati and others say

that the mild portion of Pdrvati issued from her side, leaving the

wrathful portion whence arose K^li, Syama, Durga, Chamunda and

all the dark forms.

Chandika or Chandi has nine temples in Garhw^l and two

in Kumaon, at Kamaltiya in Gangoli and at

Jageswar. She is also worshipped as Anjani

Devi at Nildhara in Dehra Diin where there is a temple built by

Baja Guldb Singh of Jammu. She differs in no respect from

Chamunda and has the usual decoration of a necklace of skulls and

the crescent-moon on her forehead. The moon being chosen,

doubtless, as the reservoir of the essence of immortality (amrita)

and the source of light for those who seek for incantations and

* From Wilson's translation, Works, XII., 58, ' The dance which Siva
instituted for the amusement of his court in which Nandi was the musician and
@auesha with bis elephant's head and I^arttikeya'mounted on a peacock took part.
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spells. The Ghandi Pdtha orDurga-mahatmya of the M4rkandeya-
Purana is read at the great festival held in her honor and so weU
known as the Durga Puja.^ This is the form of Durga referred

to in the Harivansa as an object of worship to the barbarous.

Savaras. In several of the stories recorded in the Vnhat-katha

she is described as pleased with human sacrifices, and, in one, these

Savaras^ are represented as about to offer a child to the goddess^

In most of these legends she is alluded to as the deity of ba,rbarouss

forest and mountain tribes and as unacceptable to the nj.orO;

orthodox. She is usually worshipped on every sankr^nt..

SItala, the goddess of small-pox, has temples at Almora, Srins/-.

gar, Jageswar, Nati in Bel, Dola in Mahar.

at the Siyal De (Sitala Devi) tank in

Dwdra and at Ajpur in Dehra Dun. She is represented as a

woman dressed in yellow, with an infant in her arms and is one

with the HIriti of the Bauddha system in Nepal. In most places

the officiating priests belong to the Chamar or currier caste who.

go through a rude form of Sakti ceremonial. The offerings are

red-powder, rice, flowers, sweetmeats and coin. Amongst th&

female forms bearing local names Hariyali
Local forms. _,.._,. °,

• r^
at Jasoli in Patti Dhanpur in Garhwal is:

most prominent. One image of the goddess is on the peak above.

Jasoli and the other in the temple near the village. The first

is said to have fallen from heaven and is the object of an annual

assembly held on the first day of the light half of Karttik^,

when the Jasoli image also is brought in a doli to do honour

to the feast. The power of the goddess there is shown by her

favour towards her worshippers in enabling them to pass up,

the mountain by a most difficult path without trouble, in pro-

tecting them from the tigers which abound in the neighbouring

forests, and in supplying them with water which in appearance

should only suffice for one person, but miraculously serves the wants,

of thousands. The worship of the goddess in Jasoli itself continues,

all the year round. The temples at Siloti and Khairola in Chhakhdta

are dedicated to Chandraghanta, one of the nine names of Durga,

Whatever special legends attached to Akhiltdrini at Khilpati;^

» Wilson, III., ^66, 363 : II., U3, 165. " JIon-?ralimanical ttibss qJ
tihe PaiiJEi.b.
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RWmil at H4t, Uparde at Amel in Kosiyan, Santaura near the

confluence of the Tons and Jumna, and Kam&dki at Naugaoa in

Mauddrsyiin are now forgotten and the name alone survives as &

form of Kili or^ Devi.

The Saktis of eight of the deities are known aiso collectively as

M4tris, anxi in this form have a temple dedicated to them at

Badrindth. The following extract from the Devimahdtimya of the

_, Mdrkandeya-purina^ dfiscribes the assem'-
TheMittis.

, ,. . , ,1
bling of the Matrrs to combat the demons :

—

"'The energy of each god, exactly like him, With the same form, the

same decoration, and the same vehicle came to fight against the

demons. The Sakti of Brahma, girt with a white cord and bear-

ing a hollow gourd, arrived on a car yoked with swans : her title is

Brahmani, Maheswari came riding on a bull, and bearing a trident

with a vast serpent for a ring and a crescent for a gem. Kaumari

bearing a lance in her hand, and riding on a peacock, being Am"
bika in the form of Karttikeya, came to make war on the childrea

of Diti. The Sakti named Vaishnavi also arrived sitting on an

eagle, and bearing a conchy a dfecus, a club, a bow and a sword in

her several hands. The energy of Hari who assumed the un^

rivalled form of the holy boar, likewise came there assuming the

body of Varihi. Nirasinhi too arrived there embodied in a form

precisely similar to that of Nar Sinha with an erect mane reaching

to the host of stars. Aindri came bearing the thunderbolt in her

band and riding on the king of elephants (AirAvati) and in every

respect like Indra, with a hundred eyes. Lastly, came the dfeadful

energy named Chandika who sprung from the body of Devi, horrible

howling like a hundred jackals : she &urnanied Aparajita, the uncon-

qnered goddess, thus addressed Isina whose head is encircled with

his dusky braided locks. Thus did the wrathful host of Matris slay

the demons." Some authorities omit Chandika and insert Kau-
veri, the energy of Kuvera, the deformed god of wealth. Neither

Brahmani nor Maheswari have separate temples in these districts.

Kaumdri as Ambika has already been noticed. Vaishnavi has a

temple at Naikrini in Seti and is one with Kdr^yani, who has a

' The following names aUoocfeur \—HaJnanda, Nagrfisnni' in Dhanpiir, Uphri-
yani at Nauti, Sanyj^nini at Kamer in • Talla Nagpur, Jhanaukar at EIiol» in
Siitonsyun and IPutrestalri, one of tfie nine Putrikas at Almora. * Coleb'ooke.
As..Be?., VHI.-, 84. .

.

-
*
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temple at Siloti in Chhakhata. Vfir^hi has a celebrated tempfff

at Devi Dhira aod another at Basan in Patti Sdlam. Nararsinhi

has a temple near Almora, endowed by Debi Chand. Aindri is

unknown and Chandika or Chd,munda has already been noticed.

The Uttara Kalpa of the Mdrkandeya Purdna thus describes

the Vdhans or vehicles of the M^tris :
" Chfimunda standing on a

corpse ; Var^hi sitting on a buffalo; Aindri mounted on an elephant;

Vaishnavi borne by an eagle, Mdheswari riding on a bull, Kum&ri

conveyed by a peacock ; Brahmi carried by a swan and Apar&jita

revered by the universe, are all Mdtris endowed with every faculty."

Figures of each of these goddesses are drawn on wood and wor-

shipped at the MatH-puja {q. v.) The worship of the Saiva

Sakti forms is in the hands of K&nphata Jogis or of Khasiya»,

The festivals take place usually at the two harvest seasons or on

every eankrdnt in the greater temples. The Ohait and Asoj

naurdtris are also observed in some temples.

Neither here nor in any other part of Upper India is the

separate worship of the Vaishnavi Sakti
Vaithnavi Saktis.

'
t i 7 • i

common, Lakshmi has a separate temple

at Badrindth, but, as a rule, is worshiped with Vishnu as Lakshmi

Nardyan. Sita has one temple at Sitakoti and another at Chfiin

in Urgam which belongs to the Badrin&th foundation and is served

by Dimri Brahmans, the same caste that officiates at the Lakshmi

temple in Badrinfith. Bhagwati, a doubtful form,, has temples at

Joshimath, Bbagoti in Sirguru, Bhagotaliya in Dhaundydlsyun and

Naini in Lakhanpur, These are the only Sakti forms of Vishnu

that possess separate temples in this portion of the Himalaya and

they are all served by Bair^gis.

E&rttikeyaor Skanda or Guha, one of the sons of Siva and Pfir--

vati, is worshipped by the villagers on the
Katar Syam peak at Popta and at Kandi

and between Sonri and Agar in Patti Talli K^liph^t in the month
of S4wan. In the Rdm&yana, K4rttikeya is the son of the Ganga
river by Agni and owes his name to his having been brought

up amongst the Krittik^s in the country about KailSs. He was
the general of the gods and as afterwards Agni was identified

with Rudra or Siva and Ganga with her sister Pdrvati, he is also

tailed the child of Siva and P&rvati, The second accowot in the
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Mahfibh&rata by which he is made the offspring of Agni and

the six wives of the Rishis has been noticed elsewhere.^ To
this latter legend is due his appearance with six heads and one

body. He is well known in the form of a man riding on a peacock

and holding in one hand a boW and in another an arrow and

has given his name to Karttikeyapura, the old capital of the

Katydris.

Ganesha, another of the sons of Siva, and the object of worship

of one of the recognised sects, has separate

temples at Almora, Sail in Talla Syunara,

Srinagar, Oanaikot in Painkhanda and at Qauri-kund, all in Garb-

w&l. His image also frequently occurs in both Vaishnava and Saiva

temples. The Ganesha Khanda of the Brahma-Vaivartta Purfina'

is devoted to his history and relates how Pdrvati desiring a son

was told by her husband to propitiate Vishnu, who allowed a por-

tion of himself (Krishna) to be born as Ganesha. When the gods

came to congratulate Parvati, Sani or Saturn, who had been doomed

to destroy everything he looked upon, turned his gaze away, but,

on being permitted by P&rvati, took a peep at Ganesha, on which

the child's head was severed from its body and " flew away to. th.e

heaven of Krishna where it reunited with the substance of him

of whom it was a part." Parvati was inconsolable until Vishnu

appeared and placed an elephant's head instead of the lost one and

hence Ganesha is always represented with an elephant's head.

Another legend is introduced to account for the loss of one tusk

in this wise:—Parasur^ma, who was a favourite disciple of Siva,

came to the Him&laya to see his master, but was denied entrance

by Ganesha, on which a quarrel arose. Ganesha had at first the

advantage and seizing Parasurama by his trunk, shook him so

that he fell senseless. The hero when he recovered hurled the

axe of Siva at Ganesha, who recognizing his father's weapon,^

simply received it on one tusk which it immediately severed.

The followers of Ganesha though reckoned as a separate sect

and actually existing as such in Kumaon are of no importance..

The god himself is reverenced by all Hindus and no work is.

undertaken without invoking his aid. In all modern Hind.ii

' See farther Mui», IV., 349, 565. ' Wilson, III., 103, aud aualyeh oi

GaiWBhta farina in J. B. A. S., VIU., 319.
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books/ tbe comraoa beginning is " Orrir Qane$hdye om" ' Hai?;,

salutation to Ganesha', and similarly on setting cot on a jiourney

or commenieing any work be is made tbe subject of s-pedal suppli-

cation for a prosperous ending.

The Sauras or worshippers of Siirya or Aditya;, the sun, are

also represented in Kumaon. There are
Sivya or Adrtya. ',

, .

temples to tbe sun as Aditya, at Belar in

Bel, at Adityadyau in Mahar, at Ramak in Kali Kumaon, at

Naini in Lakbanpur and at Jageswar : to Baraditya, at Katarmal

Bear Almora ; to Bbaum&dityaj at Pabhain in Bel and to Siirya

I^arayan at Joshimath. The great festival^ are held on Sundays,

in Pas and when an eclipse occurs. The principal observances.

are the eating of a meal without salt on each aanhrdnt and

eating meals on ether days only after the sun has risen. The

iiZa&d or frontal mark is, made with red sandars. The principal

seat of the regular Saura priests is in Oudh.

The monkey-god, Hanumitu, so popular with many divisions of

„ ,
the Vaishnavas, has temples devoted to his

Manmnan. •

sole warship at Almora, Srinagar (two),

Amilagar in Painthanda, the old fort on Dwarikbal in Langur and

Bethra in Patti Kar^kot served by Bairagis. His story is so well

known from the Eamayana that there is no need to repeat it here.

The special priests (Khakis) of Hanuman are connected with tbe

temple at Hanumangarhi, in Oudh. Garur, the vehicle of Vishnu^

has teinples to his honour in Srinagar, Joshimath and Pakhi (Pain-

kbanda), besides sharing with Hanuman in tbe worship of Vishnu

at all the other Vaishnava temples. He is the wonder-working

bird common to ih© fables oi all nations, the rukh of " the Ar£^biaQ

Nights," the Eorosh of Zend, the, Siniurgb

ef the Persians, the Kimi of the Japanese,

the Chinese dragon and the GrifBn pf chivalry. In the Yishnn
Purina, he is made the son of Kasyapa by Vinata or Suparna and
is king of tbe feathered tribes and the remorseless enemy ofthe ser-

pent race (i^agas), Kasyapa had by Kadrn, another of his wives, 'pne

thousand powerful, many-headed serpents, of immea,surable might,

subject to Garur," but Kadru and Viuata (juarrelled together regard-

ing the colour of the horse that was produced at tbe churning of

» Wilson, V1I„ 73.
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i^e ocean and ever afterwards Garur remained a determined enemy

of the N&ga race. Garur is also called Tdrksbya from T^rksha, a

synonym of Kasyapa, Vainateya or Vinayak from his mother^

Kagantaka, and Pannaga-kshana, from his enmity to the snake race.

Bis worship is conducted by Bair^gis.

Amongst the objects of worship we must also include the deified

_ mortal Dattatreya. There is a temple to
Dattatreya.

*

his separate worship at Dewalgarh in Garh--

wdl and his image is also i-everenced at Dwara and Jageswar. This

sage was the son of Atri by Anasiiya and one of three sons born

in this world in answer to religious austerities and prayer to the

three gods.* He is reverenced by the Vaishnavas as a partial mani-

festation of Yishnn himself and by the Sairas as a distinguished,

authority on the Yoga philosophy. He is served by Dasn4mi Go-

sains of the Puri section in Garhwal. Bhadr^j near Mussooree has

a temple sacred, to Balbhadra served by Bair^gi ascetics.

Parasara Kishi has a temple in Parkandi and in Nigan in Khat

Seli of Jaunsar. According to the Mah4-

bharata, Sakti, the son of the sage Vasishtha,

was one day walking through the forests when he was met by Raja

Kalm^shap^da, who ordered Sakti to get out of his way as the path

was too narrow for both, but the sage refused, whereupon the prince

struck him with his whip and drove him into the forest. Sakti

forthwith cursed the Raja to be born again as a man-eating Bak--

slasa, which accordingly took place, but Sakti and all his brethren

were the first victims of the Rakshasa. Adrishyanti, wife of Sakti,

brought fourth a son called Parasara, who when he grew to man's

estate desired to perform a great sacrifice by which he might exter-

minate the race of R^kshasas, but was dissuaded therefrom by the-

assembled Rishis. Parasara then scattered the fire of the sacrific&

over the northern fS,oe of the Himalaya, where it still blazes forthf

at the phases of the moon. Parasara is, however, better known a»

the narrator and reputed author of the Vishnu Purfina. The story

as given above is also told in the Linga Purina with the emenda-^

tion that Parasara is said to have been propitiating Mah4deo when

he ceksed from his sacrifice.*

» The other two were Soma and Durvilsas. Wilson, VI., 154, » See,

further, Wilson, VHI , 306.
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Raja M4adb4ta or M&adb4tri, a partial incarnation of Vishnu,

,,, ,.

,

has a temple at Ukhimatb and is also wor-
Mfindhata.

"^

shipped at Jacreswar. M^ndfa^tri, according

to the Vishnu Purana/ was born of Yuvanaswa, a prince of the solar

line, of his own body and when he appeared, the Munis asked who

shall be bis nurse as he has no mother. Indra said :
—

' He shall

have me for bis nurse' {mim ayamdhdsyati^ and hence the boy was

called Mandb&tri and suckled by the finger of Indra, be grew up

to be a great monarch. According to the Brahma and V&yu Pu-

r4na8 Gauri was mother of Maudbatri and this is in accordance with

the local legend and hence his name Gaurika and his association

with that goddess in the popular worship. The story of the marri-

age of the fifty daughters of Mandhatri to the old ascetic Saubbari,

is also known in Garbwal and told in connection with the Gauri

kund. Kapila Muni, the founder of the

great Sankbya school of philosophy, has a

temple to his praise in Srinagar whilst there are four temples to

Siva as Kapileswar in different places.

There is a temple to Agastya at Banyai in Fatti Talli Kalipb&t,

better known as Agastmuni. Agastya is

oelebrated in the Ramdyana^ as the sage of

the Dandaka forests and Vindhya hills and husband of the marvel-

lous Lopamudra. The Muni was once allowed to see his ancestors

in torments and was told by them that the only way to save them

was by his begetting a son. Agastya by the force of his piety

made a girl adorned with all the most beautiful parts of the wild

animals of the forest and caused her to be born as daughter of tb©

Kaja of Vidarbha. She was called Lopamudra from loss {}opa) in

her superior charms whilst possessing beauties
( mudra) of form

such as the eyes of deer and the like. Agastya eventually

married her and retired to his hermitage, where be received

Eama and gave him the great Iveapons. The story of the jealousy

between Vindhya and Meru or the Hin\filaya is thus related

by the priests of Agastya at Banydi. In former times, Vin-

dhy4chal complained to the assembled gods that Meru bad grown

so large that with much difficulty the sun was able to reach,

Bh&rata-varsha, and that there appeared to be no reason why

» Jbid., 265. " See Whesler'g HiBtory of IndU, II., »Si.
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fetie also should not increase and grow in influence like the Hima-

laya, for she was tired of hearing the praises of her rival. The

gods thereon requested Agastya to become the spiritual preceptor

of Vindhydchal and decide this question. The Muni approached

Vindhyachal, who bowed at his approach and remained prostrate

trhile he addressed her and told her to remain so and take no fur-<

ther steps to advance her claim to equality with the Kumaon
Himalaya until he had himself returned from visiting Ked&r.

When Agastya arrived in Kumaon, however, he was so delighted

with the country that he never returned and hence the verse :

—

" Na muni punar dyati : na chdsau vardhate giri,"

tneaning that neither does the Muni return nor does the mountain

increase and incidentally spoken of the results of an unsuccessful

Conference. This legend contains the popular explanation of the

difference in height between the Himalaya aiid the Yindhyas.

Special services are held on the Bikh sankriint and eVery twelfth

year there is a great fair. Another of the mortals to whom temples

are dedicated is Bhima Sain, who is worshipped at Bhiri in Talli

K^llph^t, at Koti in Nagpur and in other places. Festivals are

held in his honour in Jeth and Mangsir and his temples are served

by Khasiyas.

Ghatotkacha of Ghatkil is worshipped in one of the oldest

temples at Chauki in Kali Kumaon. The
Gnatotkacba.

Mahabharata relates' how the Pandavas oH

escaping from the burning hoUse at Varan4vata (Allahabad) wan-

dered through the forests southwards along the western bank of

the Ganges. Here they met Hidimba, the terrible ulan-eating

A sura, and his beautiful sister Hidimbd. Hidimba was slain by

Bhlma and his sister followed the Pfindavas through the forests of

Kuntit, praying Kuiiti, the mother of the I'^ndavas, to command
her son Bhima to take her" to him as wife and threatening to kill

herself if her request were not complied with, " So Kunti believ-

ing that the strong Asura woman experienced in the jungle, would

greatly help them, in their sojournings, desired Bhima to marry her,

and he married her and in due time a son was born as robust as

his parents and named Ghatotkacha. Later on we learn thai

Kama, the Kanraya champion, had received a lanca from Indra

> Aa. R«>., :!^III.
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which was fated to kill whomsoever it struck, and this he reserved

for Arjuna, but at a critical moment of the conflict when Ghatot*

kacha was causing dire destruction amongst the Kauravas, Kama
hurled the consecrated weapon against him and slew him. This

scene is alluded* to in several of the dramatic compositions* and

thus in the Mudra Rdkshasa i
—

" So fate decreed, and turned aside the blow j

As Vishnu, craftily, contrived to ward

The shaft of Kama from the breast of Arjuna

And speed it to Hidimba's son."

Gorakhnath, the founder of the sect of K6nphata Jogis, has an

establishment in his honour in Srinaear
Gorikhnath.

, i • ,

where he is recognized as an incarnation

of Siva. He was a contemparary of Kabir and, according to

Wilson, flourished in the beginning of the fifteenth century. The

popular worship of Siva as Bhairava belongs to his followers in the

Kumaon Him&Iaya, as also does the Saiva worship of fasupati-

nSth and Sambhundth in Nepal and Gorakhn^th in Gorakhpur.

He is regarded as the special protector of the Gotkhalis, Avaloki*

teswara .Abjapiani or Padmapani, according to a local legend com-

municated by Mr. Brian Hodgsonj* descended by command of Adi
Buddha as Matsyendra. " He hid himself in the belly of a fish in

order to hear Siva teach Parvati the doctrine of the yoga, which

he had learned from Adi Buddha, and which he communicated to

his spouse on the sea-shore. Having reason to suspect a listener,

Siva commanded him to appear, and Padmapani came forth clad

in raiment stained with ochre, smeared with ashes, wearing

earrings, and shaven, being chief of the Yogis. He was called

Matsyendrandtha, from his appearance from a fish {matsya) and
his followers took the appellation of Sdth. We have in this story

a decided proof of the current belief of a union between the Yogi

sectaries and Bauddhas, effected, perhaps, by the Yogi Matsyendra,

but converted by the Bauddhas into a manifestation of one of their

deified sages," From the foundation of the establishment at Sri-

nagar in 16fi7A.D. to the present day there have been seven Ma-
hants :—Bhotij'a Sahajnath ; Balakndth ; Ti'rthandth

; Qamirnfith ;

Monoharnath ; Pratapnath and Saraswatinath.

» WilBOQ, XII., 180. ' Given by Wilson, II., 30 : I., 214.
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In a controversial tract,^ describing a conversation between

Kabir and Gorakhndth, the latter calls himself the son of Matsy-

endra or Machchhendrandth and grand-son of Adinath, but one of the

works of the sect places " Matsyendra N^th prior to Gorakh by five

spiritual descents which would place the former in the fifteenth

century, supposing the Kabir work to be correct in the date it attri-

butes to the latter." Wilson adds:—"If the date assigned by

Hamilton to the migration of the Hindu tribes from Chitor, the

beginning of the fourteenth century, be accurate, it is probable

that this was the period at which the worship of Siva, agreeably to

the doctrines of Matsyendra or Gorakh, was introduced there and

into the eastern provinces of Hindustan." Gorakhnath was a man
of some learning and has left behind him two Sanskrit works, the

Goraksha sataka and Goraksha kalpa, and probably a third, the

Qoraksha sahasra ndma, may be attributed to him.

In the following list of the principal temples in Kumaon and

Garhwal an attempt has been made to clas-

sify the deities worshipped according to the

two gr^at divisions already noticed. This shows the comparative

popularity of the particular form and enables us to ascertain more

accurately the character of the existing worship. The first column

gives the village and sub-division within which the temple is

situate, the second column gives the name of the temple or deity

worshipped, and the third column, the time at which any important

religious observaiice takes place or other matter of interest.^

Existing temples.

Locality.
Name of temple or

deity.
Explanation,

Almora

Ditfo

(o) SAIVA TEMPLES.

(l) Temples to the male form of Siva.

KOMAON.

Nagndth

Eatneswar

la worshipped daily : endowed by Ka-
tyuri and Chand Bajas.

Is worshipped daily : has two villages
from GorkhaUs.

• Price's Hindi Selections, 140. ' The notes ia the column of
explanation are derived from an examination of all the claims to revenue-free
grants niade by the priests to Mr. Traill at the British conquest in 181S and since
then in the civil courts. It has been a very laborious task, but was necessary
to check the dates given in the local histories.
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, Locality.
Name of temple or

deity.

Almora ...

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto Ml

Ditto

Bhatkot, Bisaud ...

Borarau ...

Ditto
Ditto

Khatyari, Syuiiara,

Bliim Ta

Bisang

Har, Baraun ...

Fans&t, do.

Bameswar, Bel ...

Mahar, Sor ...

Waldiya, do.

Sirakot do.

Mar, Sana

Thai, Baraun

Dindihatj Sira ,„

Askot
Cbamp^wat

Ditto

Chauki, Charal ...

Maloli, Nayau
Chaukot ...

Kuna, Dwara ...

Dwara
Baijniith ...

Bliairaya •..

Dipohandeswar ...

Udyotchandeswar...

Somes war

Eshetrpal ...

Kaplleswar

Pindkeswar

Sujkeswar .„

Rnpeawar ...

Betaleswar ...

Bhimeswar

Risheswar ...

Fatal Bhubaneswar

Koteswar

Bameswar ...

Jaganattt
Thai Kedir
Bhag Ling
Pacheswar

Baleswar

Pabaneswar

Malik Arjun
Baleswar

N&gnath

Ghatka

Nileswar
Briddhkedar

Bibhandeswar

Ndgarjun
Baijnath

Explanation.

There are six to this form with the

prefixes Saffkara, Sah, Gaur, Kal,

BatukandB^I.
Daily worship : founded by Baja Dip
Chand in 1760 A D. : has three vil-

lages

Daily worship : founded by Raja Ud-
yot Chand in 1680 A. D.

Daily worship and fair on Siuratri

and Holi, 14ih.

Daily worship : endowed by Kalyan
Chand.

Fair at Uttardyini : endowed hy Dip
Chand.

Fair on Karttik purdnmdsi : endowed
by Baz Bahadur.

Endowed by Chand Rajas.

Ditto.

Fair on Phalgan Badi 14th and Mekh
saukrant.

Endowed by Dip Chand : fair Mithan
sankrant : bagwdli at Holi.

Endowed by Chand Rajas ; fair Nan-
ratri.

Endowed by Jagat Cband : care tem-
ple fair Phalgnn Badi 14th.

Endowed by Chand Rajas : fair KSrt-
tik Badi 14th.

Endowed by Udyot Chand : fair, last

day of Baisakh and Karttik ; Makar
sankrant and Ph&lgnn Badi 14th.

Endowed : fair on Anant 14th.

Endowed : fair on Bhadon Sudi 3rd.

Fair on Bhadon sudi 14th.

Fair on Makar sankrant, commercial
also.

Endowed by Udyot Chand ; great fair

Makar Sankrant.
Endowed: fairs Karttik Sudi, Phal-
gun Badi 14th.

Endowed by Eajbar of Askot.
Endowed by Chand Rajas : fair Kurk

Sankrant.
Endowed by Dip Chand : served by

Pir of Kanphata Jogis j fair Chait
8th.

Endowed by Kalyan Chand : fair Asarh
Sudi 8th.

Endowed by Gorkhalis : fair Shiuritri.
Endowed by Eudr (Jhand : fair Kart-

tik, Bais&kh purnam£si.
Fairs Phalgun Badi 14th and Mekh

sankrant.
Endowed by Udyot Chand.
Endowed by Jagat Chand : fair Phal-
gun Badi I4th.
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Locality,
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Lacality,
Name of temple or

deity.
Explanation.

(2) Temples to the female form of Siva.

EUMAON.

Almora

Ditto ...

Ditto ••>

Ditto ...

Ditto

Tikhun

Dfinagiri

Uchyflr
Dhurka Dauda, Sa-

1am.
Amel, EosiySa

Hat, Bel

Mahar
Mar, SauQ ..-

Aekot ..i

Tallades ...

Pali, Dora

Dlmdiya, Giwar ...

Kanchula, Katyur,

Banchula kot ...

fungaraim ...

Devi Dhfira

Kaini Tal

Nanda

Putresvari

Kot kalika
Yakshani
Ambika
Syama

DurgS
Vrinda
Durga

Upharni

Kalika

Mallika
AkaBabhajini

Kalika
Purnagiri
Naithana

tJgyari

Bhramari

Nanda
Eotgari

V&aM

Naini

Fair on 7th to 9th Bhadon Sudi : en-

dowed by Udyot Chand.
Endowed by Katyuris : fair Phalgun

Badi 14th.

No fair.

Endowed : daily worship.

No fair.
^

Endowed by Gorkhalis : fair Asarb
and Chait Sudi 8th.

Fair in Asarb and Chait Sudi 8th.

Endowed of old : fair ditto.

Fair in Asarh 8th.

Another name of Nanda : fair Jeth
Dasabra.

Haa a large endowment from the

Chand Bajas.

Eair : endowed.
A great fair on the last day of

Chait.
Fair Pas Sudi 14th.

Endowed by Jagat Chand.
Fair Asarb and Chait, 8th : has a

village from Gorkhalis.
Fair : endovrment confirmed by Gor-

khalis.

Fair : Chait-kuar, 1st to 9th ; endow-
ed by Jagat Chand.

Fair : 8th Asarh Sudi.
Fair : ditto, grant confirmed
by Gorkhalis.

Endowed by Chand Rajas : fair Sra-
wan Sudi purnamasi.

Fair 10th Jaith at Bhuwali.

GabhwXi.

Deurari, Nfidalsyun

Srinagar

Bhatgaon, Ghurdur.
syun.

Near Nagar, Eap-
holsyun.

Dhani, Chalansynn,

Phega, Nagpnr ...

Mahisha mardini or
Deurari Devi.

Jwalpa Devi

Ealika

Jw&lpa Devi ...

Ealyani „

Nan Durga ...

Fair : endowed by Ajayapal Sah

:

served by Unyals.
Fair : by Pradhuman Sah : served by

Thapalyals.
Fair : no sauads.

Endowed by Pradhuman S4h : Tha-
palyals serve the goddess.

Endowed : sanads lost : idol on the
river's bank.

Endowed in 179S : fair on Nauratri

:

served by Dumigis.
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Locality.

Baniai, Nfigpur ...

Chandrapuri, Nag-
pur.

Sila, Nagpnr
Hat, ditto

Khetrpal Pokhri ...

Urgam ditto

Vishnupr ay ag,
Painkhanda.

Pandukeswar, Pain-
khanda.

Badrinath, Pain-
khanda.

Gulahkoti Pain-

khanda.
Joshimath
Ditto

do.

doi

do.

do
do.

Kame of temple or

deity.

Ditto
Ditto

Tapuban
Animath
Nandprayag, Nagpnr,

Triyugi do. ...

Maikhanda do. ...

Eimjaui Udepur ...

Hathisera, Chandpur

Semli, Pindarpar ...

Narayanbugr, Kara-
kot.

Eimoli, Kapiri

Agagtya Muni

Murli Manohar

Ditto

Narayan

Nar Sinh
Dhyaa Badri

Vishnu

Yogbadri .<

Badrinath .

Murli Manohar .

Nar Siuh
Basdeo ,

Garura ,

Bhagwati
Bbavishya Badri .

Briddh Badri
Narayan
Triyugi Narayan

,

Ditto Jakh
Rama
Adbadri

Badrinath
,

Narayan

Ditto

Explanation.

Endowed : served by Bijw&l Brah»
mans : fair.

Endowed by Pradipt Sah ; serred by
Bairagis.

Endowed served by Jogis.

Endowed : by M&n Sah : attached to

Badrinath.

Of local importance only.

Endowed as pan of Badrinath and
separately noticed.

Endowed : fair Vikhbati, makar san-

krant, Dasahra.
Endowed fair : served by Dakhini

Bhats.
Endowed fair : separate notice.

Endowed : possession confirmed by
Gorkh&lis.

Endowed : connected with Badrinath.
Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Endowed : separately noticed.

Endowment confirmed by Gorkhalis.

Endowed by Gorkhilis fair.

Endowed : served by Thaplyals, old

temples.
Enflcwiiient confirmed by Gorkhalis.

Connected with Badrinath.

Served by Thaplyal Brahmans.

(2) To the female form of Vishnu,

Chain, Nagpur
Badrinath

Gabbwal.

Sita

Lakshmi
Endowed

:

Endowed

:

ris.

connected with Badrinath.
connected serv.ed by Dim-

Local deities.

We have now to notice the forms that can hardly be assigned

to any of the orthodox systems, but which

still claim attention as collectively repre-

senting the genii, sprites and goblins from whom the Pasupati form

of Siva was evolved. Although the constant communication with

the plains through the pilgrims to the great shrines had a marked

influence on the religion of the inhabitants of this portion of tha
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Him&laya, still the belief in demons and sprites, malignant and

beneficent, has almost as firm a hold on the great mass of the people

as ever it had and the worship of Goril, Chaumu and the Bhiitinis

is as general and sincere as that of Siva and Vishnu. Mr. Traill,

in one of his reports, writes :
—

" An attempt to collect the numerous

superstitious beliefs current in tliese hills (Kumaon Himalaya)

would be an endless task, the result of which would by no means

repay the labor bestowed, as these beliefs are for the most part rude

and gross, displaying neither imagination nor refinement in their

texture." Notwithstanding this adverse criticism an account of the

people as they are would be imperfect without some allusion to

their superstitions which also afiford ns a clue to the growth of the

existing form of worship.

In one of -Sanjaya's discourses on the character of Krishna, in

the Mahabharata, he says :
—" Krishna is

Satyaoath.
based on truth (satye) and truth is based on

him and Govinda is truer than truth, therefore he is called Satya."

This name as Satyanath occurs several times in the lists and is by

some regarded as a Saiva form under the name Satyanath and by

others as a Vaishnava form under the name Satya Nardyan. Satya-

nath is also called Siddh Satyanath or merely the Siddh and would

appear to me to represent one of those non-Brahmanical deities

affiliated to the regular system in course of time and adored indif-

ferently by followers of the two great Hindu sects. Dewalgarh,

some few miles from Srinagar, is generally acknowledged to be the

oldest seat of local government in southern Garhwdl, and it is here

we have the oldest and most honored temple of Satyandth. The

service of the temple is now conducted by Jogis and their chief has

the title of Fir. There is evidence to show that at a very early

period this deity was a favourite object of worship with the petty

Kdjas of the country. It was here that one of the ancestors of the

present Raja of Tihri met the Siddh and so pleased the god by his

devotion to R^j-rajeswari that the Siddh raised him up in the hol-

low of his hand and- promised him the entire country so far as he

could see. The Raja saw the hills from the Kali to Dehra Diin and

from Tibet to Nagina in Bijnor, and though none of his descendants

ever held possession of such an extensive tract of country, if

we may except the short and troubled rule of Pradhuman Sah,
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still the fane^ of the benevolent Siddh has ever since had many
worshippers. It is said that during the Satya Yug the god was

represented by a mighty grain of wheat, enveloped in gold and

placed on the sinhdsan or throne within the temple, but that

since the Kdli Yug commenced this practice has been aban-

doned.

Kaj-rajeswari is worshipped with Satyanath and appears to be

specially regarded as his Sakti. This god-
Eaj-rSjeswari. / i. r w i, ^- .

dess has from ancient times been an object

of veneration to the petty Eajas of Garhwdl, who were accustomed

to assemble twice a year at her darbar in Dewalgarh and supplicate

her protection over their respective countries. In the local legend

connected with Satyanath, the gift of the country " so far as he could

see" was made by Satyanath to the E^ja of Srinagar as the fruit of

the E&ja's devotion to Eaj-rAjeswari. The goddess is usually repre-

sented as seated on a throne, the three feet of which rest on figures

of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. The special worship takes place on

the naurdtri of Chait and Asan and at the two harvest seasons,

and is conducted by Khasiyas.

Ghantakarn or Ghandyal is one of those anomalous forms wor-

shipped by the lower classes principally.
Ghantakarn. ^^ / i x r.- , •

Jde has eleven temples to his name and la

one of them is worshipped with Nagr4ja, which is commonly consi-

dered a Vaishnava form. He is mentioned in the account of Badri-

nalh, also, as one of the attendants on Vishnu. At the same time,

he is entered in my lists as a Saiva form and is ordinarily consi-

dered an attendant of Siva and by some as a manifestation of

Ganesha. The name ' Ghantakarna ' means ' he who had_ ears

as broad as a bell ' or ' who has bells in his ears.' He is sup-

posed to be of great personal attractions and is worshipped under

the form of a water-jar as the healer of cutaneous diseases. He
is the same with the Vitaraga Abjapani of the Bauddha sys-

tem of Nepal whose symbol is also a water-jar. Services are held

in his honour by Khasiya Brahmans or the- villagers themselves

at the two harvest seasons and on fixed days in Bhado. He is

1 There are also temples to this deity at Than in Patti Udepur Eidoli in

Bidolsyun ; Nawasu in Bachhansyun ; Bansi-Tarsali in Kaliph^t ; all in GarhwSl,
and atManil in Patti Nayan in Kuraaon. The Than Jogis have of late become
grihasthas or honseholders and are now known as Sanwans.
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gate-keeper in many of the Garhwal temples and is worshipped on

a ridge at Ghandy41 in Patti Manydrsyiin by Naith&na Brahmans,

also at Thapli in Patwalsyiin, Bhainsw&ra in Khdtsytin; Mdna in

Painkhanda, in Sili Chandpur, Dhaijyiili, Chautban, and Mnigadh.

Siddh-Baurai, another form of the same deity, has a temple dedi-

cated to him at Kamera in Patti Katholsyiin and endowed in 1744

A.D. It is served by Kdnphata Jogis, Garibnath Siddh is worship-

ped at Sila in Patti Sila by Jogis, the Jkkh Debta in Birsaun and

Thding in Nagpur, and Kaila Pir by Gairi and Lakhera Brahmans

at Lobhagarh. Their festivals take place at the harvest seasons.

The current legend regarding the origin of the local deity

Bholandth and his consort Barhini forms one
Bholanath. . , . ,. , , , ^ ,,

or the connectmg links between the Brah-

manical system of the present day and the universal hierarchy of

sprites and goblins common to all mountainous countries. With

the better classes Bholanath is recognized as a form of Mahadeo

and Barhini as a form of his Sakti, thus meeting the requirements

of the popular worship and the demands of the orthodox school,

but it is evident that the idea of deifying mortals is an old one and

in this case merely localised to explain the origin of a class of tem-

ples which are acknowledged not to belong to the orthodox forms of

Mabddeo. One story tells us how Uiiai Chand, Raja of Almora,

had two r^'iis, each of whom bore him a son. When the children

arived at man's estate, the older of the two took to evil courses and

was disinherited and left Kumaon. The youngest, in course of

time, succeeded his father as Gy^n Chand and his administration

gave great satisfaction and relief to the people. Gcykn. Chand had

been some years on the throne when his elder brother returned to

Almora and in the guise of a religious mendicant took up his quar-

ters near the Nail tank. In spite of the disguise several recognized

the disinherited prince and conveyed the news of his arrival to his

more prosperous brother. Gyan Chand became alarmed and gave

order for the assassination of his brother, which was carried out by

a man of the Bariya or gardener caste. The elder prince and his

pregnant mistress were both slain near the temple of 8itala Devi.

This mistress was the wife of a Brahman and her connection with

the Chand prince was considered something more than adulterous.

After death, the elder brother became a Bhiit or goblin under the
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name Bholanath, his mistress became a Bhiitini under tbe nam^

Barhini, which is, perhaps, a corruption of Brahmani, and their

nnborn child also became a Bhdt. These three goblins vexed the

people of Almora, but more especially the gardener caste, until at

length eight temples were built and dedicated to them. These still

exist and are called r—(l) Ealbhairavj (2) Batukbhairav ; (3)

Balbhairav
; (4) S^hbhairav; (5) Garhibbairav ; (6) Anandbhai-

rav ; (7) Gaurbhairav and (8) Khutkonijabhairav. These temples'

are much resorted to by the lower classes, especially by the gar-

dener caste, who attribute all misfortunes that occur to the malign

influence of Bholanath and his companions and on this account

attempt to propitiate them with worship more frequently that*

other classes do. A small iron trident is sometimes placed in the

corner of a cottage as an emblem of Bholanath and is usually

resorted to when any sudden or unexpected calamity attacks the

occupants. Another legend as to the origin of Bholanath make*

him a wandering mendicant who came to a Baja of Almora andy

although the doors were shut, miraculously entered the inner apart-

ment where were the Raja and his Eani. The Raja enraged at the'

intrusion and not remembering that the doors had been closed, slew

the Jogi and again retired to rest, but soon found the couch on

which he lay was possessed and was able to throw him oif on to

the ground. This was repeated several times and at length he left

the room and next morning appealed to his courtiers for advice, and

they informed him that he must have killed some very holy person

and that it would be well to propitiate him and thus allay his wrath.

The Baja accordingly built the eight temples to Bhairava in Almo-

ra and made arrangements for their support. My informant goes

on to say that after the British conquest, ©wing tO' the confusion in

the administration consequent cm the new arrangements, the wor-

ship at these temples fell into disuse ; " but Bholanath showered such

storms of stones on the British camp that the English gentlemen at

once awoke to the importance of this deity and provided for his

worship in a suitable manner I" The Chuniya Muniya Bhairava

near Srinagar is served by Jogia and generally this class conducts

the worship where it is not performed by Khasiyas. The festival*

take place at the harvest seasons and in some temples at every sank-

Tdnt. The eight gates of Siva's city are watched by Bhairava* aad
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the following list of these watchmen, obtained from a Madrasi men-

dicant in Garhwal, may be of interest : —

Names.
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and to the child a coat and anklets, altogether forming a fair

spoil for the Ghantuwa or astrologer who conducts the cere-

monies. During the ceremony the following verse is repeated

thrice :—

"At garo bdyo (bis) doti ho uthiyo, hdli tir iyo (bii)

Jogi re Gangindtha, kdli tir dyo {bit.)"

There is also a song reciting the adventures of the prince daring

his wanderings, each verse of which winds up with the above lines

as a refrain. The person who acts the part of one possessed by any

Bhdt is called ' Dungariya.'

The demon Masan is usually found at burning-grounds, which

are as a rule placed at the confluence of
Maean, Ehabish. tt i

streams : hence called marghat. He has

a temple at Kakarighat on the Kosi in Kanddrkhuwa, parganah

Phald^kot, and numerous small memorials at all burning gbdts.

Persons possessed without any assignable cause are for the time

being said to be under his influence. Masan is supposed to be of

a black colour and hideous appearance ; he comes from the remains

of a funeral pyre and chases people passing by who sometimes die

from fright, others linger for a few days and some even go mad.

When a person becomes possessed by Masan, the people invoke

the beneficent spirit of the house to come and take possession of

some member of the family and all begin to dance. At length

some one works himself into a state of frenzy and commences to

torture and belabour the body of the person possessed by Masdn

until at length a cure is effected or the person perishes under the

drastic treatment. Khabish resembles Masan in his mKlignant

nature and fondness for charnel grounds. He is also met with in

dark glens and forests in various shapes. Sometimes he imitates

the bellow of a buffalo or the ory of a goat-herd or neat-herd and

sometimes he grunts like the wild-pig. At other times he assumes

the guise, of a religious mendicant and joins travellers on their

way, but his Conversation is always unintelligible. Like Mas&n, he

often frightens people and makes them ill and sometimes possesses

unfortunate travellers who get benighted. Both these demons

possess many of the attributes of Chamunda Devi, one of the

S ikti forms of Siva, of whom some account has been given else-

where.
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Goril, who is also called Goriya, Gwel, Gwall and Gol, if we

judge from Lis general repute and the num-

ber of temples to his name^ is the most po-

pular of all the deities worshipped by the loWer classes in Kumaon.
He has formal temples at Ohaur, Garura and Bhauari in Bordrau ;

at Basot in Uchakot : Tarkhet in Malli Doti : Manilin Naydn : Gol

Chaur in Kali Kumaon : Knmaur in Mahar and Gfi.gar Gol in

Katyiir. He is also worshipped at stated intervals at Hairiya-

paon in Chhakhata, BAnihkg in Chauthan, Silangi in Chaugaon,

Than in Katyiir and Damanda Uniyal in Patti Udepur of Garbwal.

He has local names derived from some celebrated form or person like

Siva : thus the Goril at Garura is also known as the Iriyakot Goril,

that at Basot as the Hairka Goril from the caste of that name and

that at Th4n as Saman. The local legend as to his origin tells us

that once upon a time Jhalrai, the Katyuri Rnja of €hamp4wat,

went to hunt in the forests near the Kali river. Unfortunate

in the chase he came, weary and disappointed, to the village of

Dubachaur and saw two buffaloes fighting together in a field. The

Eaja in vain tried to separate them and being very thirsty sent one

of his servants to fetch some water, but none was found. A second

servant volunteered to search the neighbouring hills and whilst

wandering about heard the noise of two waterfalls and going to-

wards them soon found himself in a little garden attached to a her-

mitage. The waterfalls were within the garden and pushing his

way towards them, he found himself obliged to pass through the

hermitage, and there he saw a.beautiful woman so deeply immersed

in contemplation on the deity as to be altogether lost to all exter-

nal influences. Seeing her in this condition the servant resolved

to break the spell and in a loud tone asked who she was. She

slowly opened her eyes and as if recovering from a trance begged

him not to cast his shadow over her and so disturb her meditations.

He then told her who he was and why he had come to the hermit-

age and received permission to draw some water for the Raja.

He then approached the water-jar bottom foremost to the waterfall,

and the water and spraj' rebounded on to the maiden, who at once

arose and said it was no wonder that everything was done upside

down by the followers of a Raja who was not able to separate even

two fi'jhting bufFa,loe8, The servant astonished at this remark
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begged her to accompany him to his master and attempt the feat

herself. The maiden consented and gliding onwards, as if in a

dream, she reached the place where the buffaloes were still con-

tending ; then meditating on the deity she advanced and seized each

by the horns and separated them. The E4ja was amazed and de-

manded of her what manner of woman she was, and she told him

that she was Kali, the niece of a Raja with whom she was engaged

in great austerities for the purpose of propitiating the deity until

disturbed by his servant.

The R^ja, thereon, resolved to marry the maiden and visited her

uncle, whom he found to be an old leper suffering terribly from that

loathsome disease. So strong, however, was his love for Kali that

the Raja remained for several days performing menial services for

the old man, who was so pleased that he gave permission to the

E4ja to marry his niece. She had devoted herself to a life of celi-

bacy, but at her uncle's command married the Raja and lived very

happily with him. In due time Kali became pregnant, and the

Raja being obliged to absent himself from home charged her to

ring a bell which he attached to his girdle, should a male child be

born during his absence and he would at once return. The other

wives of the R4ja were envious of K41i and determined to thwart

her in every way, and one of them rang the bell though Kali had

not yet been delivered. The Raja at once returned and was very

angry at having been deceived and set off on his travels again.

In the meantime K41i gave birth to a beautiful son, but the

other Ranis placed a bandage over her eyes and removing the

child, showed her a pumpkin which they said she had given birth

to. The boy was then placed in an iron cage and buried in a pit

lined with salt, but lo ! the salt turned to sugar and the boy ate there-

of and flourishedr But nothing daunted by this visible sign of

protecting influence, the Ranis took cage and boy and flung them

into the river, when again the cage floated down the current and

came to land near a fisherman's hut. Now the fisherman was

childless and deeming the boy a gift from the gods took him to

his house and brought him up as his own child. The boy grew up

to man's estate and one day asked his reputed father for a wooden

horse, on which he rode to the ghat where the wicked R4ais used

to go for water and broke all their water-jars, saying that he was
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in a hurry to make his horse drink. They all laughed at the

idea, but he retorted and said that if it were possible for a woman
to give birth to a pumpkin, it was possible for a wooden horse to

drink water. This sfory reached the ears of the Raja, who sent

for the boy and in presence of the entire court, the boy recounted

the wrongs done to his mother by the Ranis and the deception

that had been practised on the B4ja. The boy was at once recog-

nized as the son of the Raja and the R^nis paid the penalty of

death by being boiled alive in cauldrons of oil. In course of time

the young prince succeeded his father and as every one believed

him possessed by a portion of the deity from the knowledge of the

past shown by him in his discomfiture of the Ranis, he was an object

of worship even during his own lifetime and since his death is recog-

nized all over Kumaon. The river down which the 'iron cage

floated is the Goriganga and hence his name Goril. A curious

story is told to explain the neglect of the cult of Goril in Garh-

w41:—"One day SudarshanSah heard the sound of drumming and

dancing in one of his courtyards and on inquiring the cause was

told that Goril had taken possession of one of«his female slaves.

The R4ja was wrath and taking a thick bambu cane so laid

about him that the votaries of Goril declared that the deity had

departed. The Raja then prohibited the possession of any one

by Goril, and now if any Garhwali thinks himself possessed, he

has only to call on the name of Sudarshan Sah and the demon

departs."

In some places a regular daily worship of Goril is established

and assemblies are held on fixed dates. At Hairiyagaon there is

a great fair and at Chaur and Silangi, the '6agfw;dii' or 'stone-

slinging' festival is observed. The Goril of Th4n, so well known

in Katyxir, is sought after by sick people and every third or fourth

year he is made the object of special worship. As a rule, the

harvest seasons in Jeth and Mangsir and the triennial periods

which fall at the same seasons are the times of worship commonly

observed. Besides the more well-known temples already enume-

rated there are numerous small miniature temples erected on the

hills above the villages in some secluded place and dedicated to

these village gods. The ceremonies observed are very simple

:

when any one is attacked by sickness, one of his relatives takes a
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handful of rice and a copper coin bound up iu a piece of clotb and

waves them three times round the sick person's head, asking that

they may know what bMt has taken possession of the sick man.

In each group of villages there is some cunning low-caste Brah-

man or Khasiya, often of bad character, who has taken upon him-

self the profession of Ghantuwa or astrologer, and to him the

friends of the sick man resort with the bag of rice (called piis) and

beg of him to say what bh^t has possessed their relative and

whence it came and how it is to be expelled. The Ghantuwa

takes the rice in his right hand and then shaking it about and

muttering some unintelligible words, declares it is Goril or Masan or

Haru that^afilicts the sick man, perhaps becau.se he injured such and

such a person, or because he was remiss in his dues to the temples

and that he came of his own accord or was sent by some deceased rela-

tive. In such cases the Jagarija and his assistant are called in and

they play a drum and tambourine whilst the relatives of the sick man

dance until one is supposed to be possessed, and while in this state

explains the cause of the bMt's anger. The result is commonly

that an oftering of a kid or sweetmeats is to be made, or a temple

repaired or built, and if the sick man recovers this is invariably

fulfilled ; if he dies, the death is put down to karm rog or disease

independent of the influence of the bMts. If any one has been

defrauded by a neighbour he, in like manner, brings the rice {p4s)

to the temple of Goril or some other of the popular local genii

and places it hefore the stone which represents the deity and prays

him to vex his enemy. This is an effective method of obtainincr

justice without the intervention of the courts, for if the person on

whom -the wrath of the deity has been invoked becomes ill, he

has, at once, to go through the form of propitiating not only the

deity but the man who invoked his power, which usually turns out to

be an expensive process. Sometimes both the Dungariya, the person

possessed and, therefore, for the time being, the slave of the hh^t,

or in common speech his ' horse,' and the sick person are branded

with hot irons, a rude form of cautery considered efficacious in

most diseases by barbarous tribes. Frequently the Ghantuwa

diagnoses mere disease for which he prescribes the use of some

simple herbs as a remedy and thus increases his reputation ; if the

sick man doea not improve, he declares that the hMt is master, or
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that the disease is such that neither bh4t nor man is responsible or

it and that it must take its Qourse.

Kshetrpdl or Bhumtya, the tutelary god of fields and bottn-

„ , ^ „ „ daries, is a beneficent deity who does not as
KshetrpH or Bhumiya.

,

'

a rule rorce bis worship on any one by
possessing them or injuring them or their crops. Every Tillage

has a small temple, often no more than a few feet square, sacred to

him. When a crop is sown, a handful of grain is sprinkled over a

stone in the comer of the field nearest to the tmnple in order to

protect the crop from hail, blight and the ravages of wild animals,

and at harvest time he receives the first-^fruits, to protect the

garnered crop from rats and insect. He punishes the wicked and

rewards the virtuous and is lord of the village, always interested

in its prosperity and a partaker of iiie good things provided on all

occasions of rejoicing, such as marriage, the birtii of a child or any

great good fortune. Unlike the other rural deities he seldom

receives annual sacrifices, but is satisfied with the humblest offefing

of the fruits of l^he earth. Kshetrp&l has a temple cojunectad with

the great Jageswar grant as guardian of the sacred forest of

Tankarakshetra within which the temple is situated. Here he is

known as Saim or Sayam, the Knmaoni corruption of Swayambhu,

the Bauddha form now worshipped in Nep^l. As sueh, he receives

offerings of kids on ce^rtain fixed days. He has also a temple in

Bor&rau where services are held every day supported by a smaJI

fflidowment. €aim does not always do duty as a Sshetrp^l and

has separate legends and observances peculiar to himself, whilai at

the same time they partake generally of the character common t^

all demon^'Wprship in Kumaon. He sometimes possesses persons

and bis sign is that the hair of the gealprloc^ becomes hopelessly

entan^d. In Eiili KiJtmaon, Saim is regarded as a follower of the

Ohand bMt Haru.

Airi is a sylvan deity who is represented as hideous and r^>el-

l&stt, with eyes on the crown of his head

land four arms filled with various weapons.

He remains qonoeojieddnring the day, but at night comes forth from

the hills and forests ^nd wanders about ^accompanied by the fairies

{pari) who join him in dance and song. Their feet are turned

backwards, not forwards like .those of men. During bis rambles,

104-
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Airi is accompanied by his jbampS,nis or litter-bearers Sau and

Bhau and a pack of hunting dogs with bells around their necks.

Whoever hears the dogs bark is certain to meet with some calamity.

Airi himself is said to bo much given to expectoration and his

saliva is so venomous that it wounds those on whom it falls. The

remedy for such wounds is the rite known elsewhere as ^jhdr

pMnh,* when the affected part is swept or rubbed with the bougb

of a tree whilst incantations are sung. If this be not done quickly,

the injured man dies, and in any case he has to abstain from rich

and spiced food for several days. Those who see Airi face to face

die of fright at his awful appearance or are burnt up by a flash of

his eye, or are torn to pieces by his dogs, or have their livers

extracted and eaten by the fairies who accompany him. But

should any one be fortunate enough to see Airi and survive, the

god discloses hiddeq treasure to him. The treasure-trove thus

discovered varies in value, from gold mohars down to old bones.

Airi's temples are found, on hills and desolate tracts and are

never met with in inhabited places. In the middle of such temples

are set up tridents, which represent Airi himself, and the tridents

are surrounded by stones representing Sau, Bhau, the fairies, &o.

But in some cases the deity and his followers are actually repre-

sented by carved images. The villagers worship him during the

bright half of Chait, the expenses being met by a fund collected

for the purpose. A bonfire is lighted, round which the people seat

themselves. A kettle-drum is played, and one after another the

members of the circle become possessed with Airi, or Sau, or Bhau,

and leap and shout around the fire. Some even go so far as to

brand themselves with heated iron spoons (kdlchis) and sit down

amongst the flames. Those who escape burning are believed to be

truly possessed, while those who are burnt are considered mere

pretenders to divine frenzy. The revels usually last for about ten

nights, and until they are ended a lamp is kept burning in the

shrine of the god. Those possessed with Airi are called Airi's

torses or Airi's slaves (dungariya) and such persons are given alms

BO long as Airi's festival lasts. They dye a yard of cloth in red

ochre (geru) and bind it around their heads ; and also carry a

wallet in which they place the alms they receive. While in this,

state they bathe twice and eat but once during the twenty-four
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hours ; they allow no one to touch them, as they consider other

men unclean, and no one except themselves is permitted to touch

the trident and stones in Airi's temple, at least so long as the

festival lasts. Milk, sweetmeats, cakes, cocoanuts, and other

delicacies are offered at the shrine during the course of this festival.

Kids are sometimes sacrificed, and a piece of red cotton stained in

the blood of the sacrifice is set up as a banner near the sacred

spot. It is not to be supposed that so poor a community allow the

good things offered to the god to spoil in his temple ; a crowd of

worshippers divide and devour the sacrificial offerings, water is

sprinkled over the images or stones in the temple, and the following

prayer is used :
—" Hallowed God 1 be pleased with me, forgive my

trespasses and accept this kid that is offered thee. I am devoid of

understanding ; thou art a knower of hearts." While this prayer

is being said, a spell (mantra) is whispered in the ear of the kid

that is about to be sacrificed :—

" Asvam naiv gajam naiv sinham naiv cha naiv cha

Ajd putro balind dy&t daivo durhal gJidtaha ;"

" Thou are not a horse, nor an elephant nor a lion. Thou art

only the son of a goat and I sacrifice thee: so god also destroys the

weak."

A red mark is made on the kid's forehead, he is crowned with

a garland, and {aksTiat) rice is scattered on his head, and at last

some water is sprinkled over him. He shakes himself to get rid

of it and this action is taken as a sign that the god has accepted

him as an offering ; whereupon his head is severed from his body

by a blow from a kukri (curved knife). If on the other hand ha

does not skake himself, or if he bleats, it is taken as a sign that the

offering ia not accepted, and he escapes. After the sacrifice the

kid's tail is cut off and placed in the temple beside the trident or

images. His head is given to the officiating priest, and his hind

leg to the man who slays him, or (in some cases) to the head-man

of the village, and the rest of his carcase is distributed amongst

the spectators. A kid that has in any way been maimed cannot

be offered as a sacrifice. There are temples to Airi or Chulalekh

above Kandra and on Airdyau-ddnda in Patti Salam where festivals

are held at the Shiurdtri and Asojnaurdtri. This may be taken as

the local indigenous form of the original montane idea of Siva.
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Kalblsht or Kaluwa is said to have been a neatbftrd of Kwat-

yfira village near Biosar who donrished
KalbiBht.

''

f
some two hundred years ago. Although a

neatherd by occnpation he was by caste a Eajpiit and had many
enemies. They persnaded his brother-in-law Himmat to drive, a

peg into the hoof of one of Kal's boffaloea, intending that Kal should

be killed in attempting to extract it, bnt no barm ensaed. Himmat

next attacked Kal from behind with an axe and so wounded him on

tJie nebk that he died, but not before he had torn the treacheroqs

Bimmat htcth from limb. After his death Kal became a benevdent

q)rite and temples have been erected to his honour at Kaiphal-kh&n,

where the marder took place, and in other villages. The only

persons that he injured in his new existence were the enemies who

compassed his death. In the vicinity of Kaiphal-kh^n his name

is nsed by herdsmen as a charm against wild beasts and oppressed

persons resort to his temple for justice against their oppressors.

The latter when punished by sickness ot injury to their crops or

cattle attempt to propitiate Kal by building a temple to his honour,

and thus his cult has spread through the neighbouring pattis.

Chaumu a&o is a tutelary god of cattle and has a temple to

his honour at the boundary between Ryiini

and Dw4rsaun. The story as to it« origin

relates how that about the middle of the fifteenth centuay one

Banbir Singh B&na was bmiging a crystal linffa from Champ^
wat to his home neat Eanikhet. The stone was wrapped up in his

turban and having occasion to remove bis head-dress at some water

near Dydrighdt, he reverently placed the turban and its contents

on the ground close beside him. When he attempted to raise

them again however, he found he cOuld not do so, and after several

fruitless effOTts he returned home and told his friends what had

fx;curred. His friends went back and after great labour they toge-

ther succeeded in lifting the turban and linga; the latter they

secreted in the trunk of an oak tree 'at Byuni, until a temple

should be ready for its reception. The stone was however dis-

satisfied with its quarters and in the night leapt up into the trunk

of another tree higher up the hiU. Now it happened that this oth«

tree grew on the boundary between Hydni and Dwarsaun. So the

people of Dw4rsaun combined with the people of Bydni to build
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a temple on the boundary of the two villages. In this temple

the crystal Unga was ultimately placed, and the offerings made to

the stone are divided between the men of Byiini and those of

Dw&rsaun. Raja Ratanchand of Almora heard of the virtues of

this stone and set out on a pilgrimage to visit it. But he* was

advised that the time was inauspicious and returned without

reaching his goal. Then Chaumu appeared to him in a dream

and said " I am a kingi and thou art ho more ; what honor canst

thou do me ?"

More than one hundred bells are tung in Chaumu's temple

besides seventy or eighty lamps and a festival is held there during

the first nine days of the bright-halves of Asoj and Chait. Milk is

sprinkled on the linga, goats are sacrificed and their heads are

divided between the two villages of Rjfini and Dwfcaun. The

Unga was formerly famed for its miraculous powers, but these

havB in latter times decreased, but people still take oaths by it.

The following are some of the recorded miracles. People who have

lost their cattle have found them on complaining to the linga and

vowing sacrifices thereto. Others where female cattle have been in

calf, and who have vowed sacrifices on condition that the calves

should be born alive, have found this ceremony completely effica-

cious. Those who have offered bad milk before the image have

lost their cattle, and those who have offered nothing at all, or who

have neglected to worship the Unga, have found that their milk

would yield no curds. It is not permissible to offer Chaumu the

milk of a cow for ten days after she has calved, nor to offer him

milk milked from any cow in the evening. Those who have

offered him such milk have lost their cow. Those who take

their cows down to the Bhabar, or any place distant from the

temple, must worship the peg to which their cattle is tied, just

as if it were the Zmga itself : those whobave neglected to do so

suffer in the same way as those who have neglected the linga of

Chaumu himself. A man who buys a cow at Dwi&rsaun or Kyani

must continue the cult of Chaumu's linga in his own village, so

long as the cow itself or any of its descendants survive, as it ap-

pears that every cow is dedicated to some deity. Men may not

drink milk milked in the evening from a cow dedicated to Chau-

mu, but they may drink milk so milked from cows dedicated to
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ether deities. Badhan, like Chaumu, is a tutelary god of cattle.

He does not take possession of any one nor does he vex the people

„ ., , that do not worship him. On the eleventh
Badhaa.

,

day after the birth of a calf his Imga is

washed first with water and then with milk and cakes, rice and

milk are offered in his temples. No animal sacrifices, however,

are ever made to him.

Haru, a beneficent spirit, is much sought after by the Kumao-

„ nis. He was, in olden days, known as Ha-
Haru. ... ,- J . » ^, , , ,

nshchand, Raja of Champawat, and the

following story is told to explain the origin of his worship :—The
Edja had grown old in years and became desirous of devoting the

remainder of his life to the service of the deity, so he went to

Hardw4r and there became the disciple of a Sany^si and adopted

a religious life. To him the local accounts attribute the building

of the sacred ghat at Hardwar known as ' Ban he pairC From
Hardwar he set out on the great pilgrimage and successively visited

the four great dhdms, Badrin^th, to the north ; Jaganndth, to the

east ; Ramnath, to the south ; and Dw4rkan4th, to the west. On
his return to Champ4wat, he continued his religious duties and

taught the people the divine precepts and established a fraternity.

His brother Latu and his servants Syiira, Pyura, Ruda Kathayat,

Kholiya, Bheliya, Mangaliya and XJjy41iya joined the brother-

hood. Sayam or Saim, also, was a member and Baru. The E4ja

became the head of the community and owing to bis great auste-

rities was soon unable to move from the place where he sat in

meditation on the deity. He acquired, however, such power by

his mortifications that whatever he willed was accomplished ; the

barren became fruitful; the poor became wealthy, ; the miserable,

happy ; the blind were restored to sight ; the lame learned to walk

and the wicked became virtuous. When Harishchand and his

companions died, they became good spirits and the same results

followed from worshipping them, unmixed good and prosperity to

the faithful. It is said that where Haru and his companions

abide no calamity ever falls upon the inhabitants, hence the

adage :—

" Auna Haru harpat, jauna Haru kharpait."

" With Haru comes prosperity, with bis departure, adversity."
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There is a somewhat celebrated temple to Haru at Thda in Katydr

at which a considerable assembly takes place every third year.

L&tu is worshipped at Barwai in Waldiya and Bheliya at Bhatkot

in Mahar.

At Taili Hdt in Katyiir we have a place known as the Indra

„ Chabdtra, which consists of three separate
Eatyun Bajas.

, „ , , , , , ,

plattorms {chabutra) or level places, on one

of which is a silang tree {Olea acuminata) and on another an image

of Goril and certain figures known as the Katyiiri Rajas, who are

honoured by a festival every third year. Raja Dham Dyau has

a temple at Kanda in S^lam and there are several temples to Raja

Brahm and Raja Dham in parganah Pali. These two were the

last independent Rajas of Katyiir. Their father died whilst they

were still children and their mother Jiya appears to have been

unable to teach them the duties of their position, for they grew up

cruel, tyrranical and profligate. Hated by their subjects, they fell

an easy prey to Bikramchand, who overran Katyiir and annexed

it and Pali to the Chand possessions. A great battle was fought

in which the brothers Dham and Brahm and their sons Hari,

Bhari; Siir, Sangrdmi, Piir and Pratapi, with their servants, Bhima

Kathayat, Khekadas and Ujyaliya, perished and their bodies were

thrown into the western R^mganga. These all became bMts

and are particularly reverenced in Pali and Katytir. Haru being

a Chand BMt never enters a place where the Katydris are, nor

do the latter trouble a place already occupied by Haru.

In the northern parganahs of Kumaon we have the malignant

^ .
sprite Runiya, who wanders from village to

village on coursers formed of huge boulders

and at night especially exercises his noisy steeds. Be only attacks

females and should any woman attract his attentions, she invariably

wastes away, haunted by her hateful lover and joins him in the

spirit land. Other sprites worshipped in these northern parganahs

are Balchan, who has a temple at Dor in Juhdr; K^lchanbhausi, who
has a temple at Toll in D^npur and is much reverenced by the

people of Danpur and Pothing ; Naulo, who Las temples at Jarkan-

ddr in Askot and at Bhatkot in Mahar; K^lsain at Madkot in

Jahir, Kapkot in Danpur, Bdi in Mahar and Jarkanddr in Askot

;

Chhurmal at Than and Taili Hat in Katytir, Dor in Juhar and
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Jarkand&r in Askot ; Hari at Mensain in Juh4r, Husbkar or Ha-
vishka at Jarkand&r and Dh^rchiila in Askot and Kokarasi at Kha-
bela in Kbat Dasan of Jauns4r. In the lower Pattis besides those

already noticed we have a temple to N&gdhana above Saurphatka

in S41am, one to Chharaunj Dyaa at Chharaunj in the same

Patti, one to Vidyan&th Siddh at Chanoti in parganah Cbhakbdta,

vrhilst the Siddhs, P^ndavas and Puris are similarly worshipped in

Garbw&l, and Salgaur in Jaunsar. The mountains and remarkable

peaks are themselves sometimes an object of worship: thus we have

at Chhipula-dhfira or pass by mount Chhipula a temple to the god

of the mountain, and on the mountain itself some nine or ten pools

in which the Askot people bathe at the great fair held on the Anant

14th. At Tolma, in the Nfti valley, is a temple to the Him&laya

as a whole and below Dunagiri in the same valley one to the same

peak. Heaps of stones and wood called hatJi^pattiya are frequently

seen on hills or at cross-roads ; these are due to the offerings of

travellers proceeding on a journey. The custom is said to have

been established by the law-giver Yajnavalkya and when adding a

stone to the heap the following invocation is made :

—

" Sdhalya sthdpitddevi Yajnabalkena pdjitd

Kdsht pdshdn bhakshanti mama ralcshdn karotume."

" Thou goddess whose home is this ridge, worshipped by Yajna-

valkj'a, eater of wood and stone, preserve me."

When a person has attended the funeral ceremonies of a rfiLative

and is about to return from the burning-grouDd, he takes a. piece of

the shroud worn by the deceased and hangs it on some tree near the

gb^t as an offering to the spirits which frequent snch places. Another

method of preventing the spirit of the deceased from giving any

trouble is that a person of the funeral party when letarmt^ places

a thorny bush in the road from the burning-ground wherever it is

crossed by another path, and the nearest male relative of the deceased

on seeing this pats a stone on it and pressing it down with his £eet,

prays the spirit of the deeeased not to trouble thesa. The more

malignant of the water-sprites or (Jdrdevis (from ' gdr,' a river)

are those who represent persons who have met their death from

suicide, violence or accident. These wherever they die, haunt the

scene of their deatJi and terrify the passers by, sometimes even

following them home and taking posseseion of their houses. The
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ghosts of bachelors of mature age who have died unmarried ara

known as Tolas and are met with in solitary desert places. The

beings known generally under the names Bhiit, Ehutani, Acheri,

&c., are sometimes malignant and sometimes beneficent. The

Acheri particularly favours those who wear red garments, and a

scarlet thread around the throat is held to be a sure preventitive 'of

colds and goitre. Traill writes :
—

" The optical illusions and sha-

dows, seen in various mountainous countries, are also occasionally

visible on some of the mountains in this province, which are accord-

ingly celebrated as the peculiar resort of the Acheri, as the proces-

sion of elephants, horses, &c., which sometimes appear on the

summits, are naturally ascvibed to those ideal beings. A hill oppo-

site to Srinagar is celebrated in this respect ; the train of shadows

which, from time to time, appears to move along its ridge, continues

visible for some minutes, and is, in consequence, viewed by uaifi-

bers of the inhabitants of the town. It is therefore certain that

these shadows originate in physical causes, and are not created by

the imagination of the individuals. The theory by which this illu-

sion is explained in other places is particularly applicable here, as

the shadows in question are invariably seen at the same hour, that

is when the sun is sinking below the horizon." In Jaunsar-Bawar,

Ddkini, who corresponds to the Tibetan Khahdoma, occupies a prin-

cipal place amongst the sylvan mahgnant deities.

Sorcerers known as Bogsas or Bhoksas in Garhwal are supposed

to have the same power of causing illness
Sorcerers.

^^^ injury as the Bhiits and Bhutanis.

Some are even said to be able to assume the form of a wild animal

and thus accomplish the destruction of an enemy. It is said that

Sudarshan Sah rid Garhwal of sorcerers in the following manner :-—

He called all the Bogsas together under pretence of needing their

assistance in some ceremony and promised them all kinds of re-

wards should he succeed and so induced them to come themselves

and bring all their books with them. When all were assembled

that had any pretensions to power as sorcerers, he caused them to

be bound hand and foot and thrown with their books and imple-

ments into the river and thus Garhwal was freed from their pre-

sence. Should a house or rock on the south overlook a house on

the north and sickness arise in the latter, unless a public road or

10«
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stream intervenes, the evil influence of the former is said to have

caused the illness {bhed lac/a) which can only be avoided by the

removal of the obnoxious building or rock. This prejudice exists

only with regard to objects in the southern quarter.

An account of the ceremony performed by Badis or rope-

.
dancers lio bring prosperity on the villages

to which they are attached is given in the

Bhagol Kurmdohal and also in Traill's Keport, from which latter

the following extract is taken :
—

" Drought, want of fertility in the-

soil, murrain in cattle and other calamities incident to husbandry,

are here invariably ascribed to the wrath of particular gods, to

appease which recourse is h'dd to various ceremonies. In the Ku-

maon district, offerings and singing and dancing are resorted to on

euch occasions. In GarhwAl, the measures pursued with the same

view are of a peculiar nature, deserving of more particular notice.

In villages dedicated to the protection of Mahadeva propitiatory

festivals are held in his honour. At these Badis or rope-dancers are

engaged to perform on the tight rope, and slide down an in-

clined rope stretched from the summit of a cliff to the valley

beneath and made fast to posts driven into the ground. The B£di

sits astride on a wooden saddle, to which he is tied by thongs ; the

saddle is similarly secured to the bast, or sliding cable, along which

it runs, by means of a deep groove ; sand bags are tied to the Badi's

feet sufficient to secure his balance, and he Ls then after various

ceremonies and the sacrifice of a kid, started off ; the velocity of

his descent is very great, and the saddle, however well greased,

emits a volume of smoke throughout the greater part of his pro-

gress. The length and inclination of the bast necessarily vary

with the nature of the cliff, but as the Badi is remunerated at the

rate of a rupee for every hundred cubits, hence termed a tola, a

correct measurement always takes place : the longest bast which

has fallen within my observation had twenty-one tola, or 2,100

cubits in length. From the precautions taken as above mentioned

the only danger to be apprehended by the Badi is from the break-

ing of the rope, to provide against which, the latter, commonly

from one and a half to two inches in diameter, is made wholly by

his own hand : the material used is the bhabar grass. Formerly

if a Badi fell to the ground in his course, he was immediately
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despatched with a sword by the surrounding spectators, but this

practice is now of course prohibited : no fatal accident has occurred

from the performance of this ceremony since 1815, though it is'

probably celebrated at not less than fifty villages in each year.

After the completion of the sliding, the bast or rope is cut up and
distributed among the inhabitants of the village, who hang the-

pieces as charms at the eaves of their houses. The hair of the

Badi is also taken and preserved as possessing similar virtues. He
being thus made the organ to obtain fertility for the lands of

others, the Badi is supposed to entail sterility on his own ; and it is

firmly believed, that no grain sown with his hand can ever vegetate."

Each district has its heriditary B^di, who is supported by an-

nual contributions of grain from the inhabitants, and by remune-

ration for his performance at the occasional festivals in question.,

As might have been expected, we have numerous traces of

Naga worship in these hills, but now chiefly
Nfiga worship.

, i t , ,, • i ,, ptt- ,

connected with the special cult of Vishnu or

Siva. In Kumaon, there are Vaishnava temples dedicated to Nag
at Bastir in Mahar; to Kedar K^linag, in Pungaraun : to Bini or

Beni N&g, in Baraun; to Karkotak Ndg at Pandegaon in Chhakhd-

ta; to Vasuki Nag at Gadyara in Danpur; to N%deo Padamgir at

Dol in Sdlam and to Nagnd,th at Lodh in Borarau, at Than in

Katyur, at Champawat and in Dhyanirau. Siva has a temple as

Nageswar at Kotiya in Borarau and in Dehra Ddn. In Garhwal

we have Vaishnava temples to Seshnag at Pandukeswar ; to Bhekul

Ndg at Ratgaon and to Sangal Nag at Talor, both in Pindarpdr

;

to Bdnpa Ndg at Margaon in Painkhanda ; to Lohandeu Nag at

Jelam in the NIti valley and to Pushkara Nag at Kshetrpdl Pokhri

in Ndgpur. Besides these, there are some sixty-five temples in

Garhwal where Siva as Bhairava and Vishnu as Nagr&ja are

conjointly worshipped with their Saktis. Siva has one separater

temple as Ndgeswar in Srinagar. The above enumeration clearly^

shows the importance of the non-Brahmanical cults even to the

present day and the curious blending of that element in the Vaish-

nava forms with the non-Brdhmanical element of the SaLva forms

as Bhairava which is noticed elsewhere. Taken together we have

over eighty temples in the two districts in which the various forma

of Ndgas are still an object of worship to the people. The Vishnu-
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Parana' makes the N6gas, sons of the sage Kasyapa by Kadra,

whose progeny " were a thousand, powerful, many-headed serpents

of immeasurable might subject to Garura; the chief amongst whom
were Sesha, Vasuki, Takshaka, Sankha, Sweta, Mahapadma, Kam-
bala, Aswatara, Elapatra, Naga, Karkotaka, Dhananjaya and many
other fierce and venomous serpents." The Vayu Puri,na, as noted

bj" Wilson, names forty and other works contain many other names.

Amongst the names given in the Vishnu Purana, the names of

Sesha, Vasuki, Sankha or Sangal, Sweta, Ndga, Karkotaka and

Dhananjaya occur in these hills. The domestic worship of the

l^kg occurs on the Ndg-panchami of 5th of the light half of Sraw-an

(August-September). For this purpose, a portion of the ground

is freshly smeared with cow-dung and mud and the figures of five,

seven or nine serpents are rudely drawn with sandal-wood powder

or turmeric. To these offerings of flowers, sandal-wood, turmeric,

parched rice or beans or powdered gram or hdjra are made. Lamps

are lighted and waved before them, incense is burned and food and

fruit are placed before them. These observances take place both

morning and evening and the night is spent in listening to stories

in praise of the N%. Occasionally a wandering Jogi brings a live

serpent with him to which offerings are equally made and milk is

given and milk is placed near holes in which snakes are known to

live. The Naga stotra or hymn of praise is added to the evening

Sandhya. It is said that Krishna is represented by Vasuki amongst

the Sarpas and Ananta amongst the N&gas and that Sesha became

Lakshmana in Rami's time and Balarama in Krishna's avatar.

In the following account, the Mah^sus are of Ndga origin.

In Jaunsar Bawar, there are four deities known collectively as

the Mahasu debtas, Basak, Pibasak, Buthiya

or Baitha and Chalta or Chalda. The first

three abide in temples dedicated to them at Ranor in khat Bawar,

at Tahnu in khat Pachgaon and at Anwar. The fourth or Chalta

Mahasu took up his residence at Behrat in khat Kuru and moves

from khat (sub-division) to khat as occasion arises. These deities

came from Kashmijf some four or five hundred years ago in this

wise^ :—Una Bhat lived in khat Mendrat and had a large family of

i Wilson, VII., 74: perhaps ' Nag,' with the meaning mountain, and ' Naga,

a mountaineer, may help us to the originalseat of this race. ' JTiom iufor"

matioa locally piQCured iQi me hy Mr. F, JE'isher, C.S.
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relatives and dependants. At this time, a demon named Kirbfr

D6,na (Danava) made his appearance at the confluence of the Tons

and Jumna near Kalsi and day by day eat some of Una's people

until only Una, his three sons and one daughter remained. Una
fled to the forests of the Jumna and wandered about from place to

place seeking means to destroy the demon and revenge the death

of his relatives. One night the debta Mahdsu appeared to him in

a dream and said :

—"Be of good cheer, Una,, proceed to Kash-

mir where the four Mahasus dwell and invoke their aid—they

will destroy the demon, for no one else can." Una set out for

Kashmir the next day and arrived at the place where the watch-

man of Mahasu lay fast asleep with two great iron clubs some

hundred maunds in weight beside him. No one could approach

Mahasu without the watchman's permission, so Una took up one

of the clubs and placed it at the foot of the sleeping watchman,

who soon awoke and demanded the name of the intruder and bis

business. Una at once answered :
—

" Mamu,'^ I am thy nephew."

The watchman replied :
—

" Bhdi, you are not my nephew, but as

you have chosen to address me, what has brought you here?" Una
told his story and the watchman dissuaded him from attempting

the perilous journey, but finding Una resolved to proceed, gave him

some rice and lentils and told him that he should first reach the

forest of Ghagti and if troubled by storms, a handful of the rice

and lentils sprinkled in the air would cause the storm to abate.

He would next reach Kanani Tdl or lake of Kanana, into which he

was to spit and throw some of his hair. If his saliva turned into

cowries and his hair into snakes, be would know that he was in

the miracle-working land of Kashmir. There were but two dwell-

ings in the great plain, one of the Mahasus and the other of Kelu-

bi'r, an attendant and athlete. On Saturday he was to hide himself

in Kelubir's house and about ten at night the four Mahdsus might

be seen arriving in palanquins and retiring to their house to

rest. Early in the morning, the Mahdsus went out to the sound

of drums : first Basak to hold his court, then Pibasak, then Baitha

and then Chalta. When the last came out Una should go to him

and lay bis case before him and be guided by his advice.

1 Paternal nnclo ; hence the custoai by which a person addresses

another not related to him as Mamu exists to the present day in Jaunsar

Bawar.
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Uha followed the instructioDS of the watchman and his petition

was favourably received by the Mahasus, who eventually told him

to return to his own country and they would destroy Kirbir.

Chalta gave Una a handful of rice, an earthen vessel and his own

staff, and told him that when hungry he need only strike the staff

on the earth and water would come forth with which the rice

might be prepaid for food. This, too, would prove that Mah4su

was with him, and if in addition when he arrived at Mendrat he

threw some of the rice into the Tons, Kirbfr could do him no harm.

On the first Sunday after his arrival he should yoke an unbroken

heifer to a plough and have it driven by an unmarried boy who had

never before driven a plough and he would find that the plough

would turn to gold and the share to silver. He should then plough

five furrows, in each of which a stone image would be found repre-

senting the four Mahasus and their mother Deolari. Una on his

return, did as directed and the images appeared in the furrows.

Basak appeared first with his thigh transfixed by the ploughshare,

then came Pibdsak with a wound in his ear and then Baitha with

his eye injured.* Chalta alone appeared sound and free, and hence

the three first remain in the temples dedicated to them whilst

Chalta is able to move about. Deolari, the mother, appeared in

the fifth furrow and a temple to her name was erected in the field.

Una worshipped the Mahasus and ordered his youngest son to serve

them. He obeyed and became a Deopujari, The second son was

directed to strike a gong and became a Eajput, whilst the third

became a musician or Bajgi.^ Then the Mahasus formed a garden

(gangdri) and filled it with narcissus plants from Kashmir to serve

as offerings to them on festivals. Una then built houses for Kelu Bfr,

Kadasiri Bir, Sakrdr Bir, and sixty-four other Birs, who attended

the Mahisus. The Mahasus then sought for Kirbir, but as he

did not appear, Sakrar was sent to seize him, and was promised

a loaf and a sweetmeat on every sankrant should he be successful.

Kirbir still remained at large and Kelu Bir was then sent with

a promise of four times the amount of offerings and that all goats

sacrificed to the Mahasu should be killed at the door of his house.'

Kelu killed Kirbir and hung up his head in Mah&u's temple;

1 They are so represented in the temples. ' These names are borne
by their descendants to the present day. ' These customs are still

ohserred.
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B&sak and Pibdsak took GarhwSl,' as their share and Jaunsdr-

Bdwar fell to Baitha and Chalta. The temples to the Mahdsus

in Jaunsar were built by the zamindars long after- Una's time.

There are temples to Sangru at Mandhan in khat Koru and

Udpalta, whence he is carried about khats Samalta, Udpalta,

Koru and Seri. The temples of the Mahasus are now served by

Sarsuti Brahmans and the offerings consist of male kids, coin, rice,

water and narcissus flowers.

Notwithstanding the number and importance of the more

orthodox forms of Vishnu and Siva in this portion of the Himdlaya

the nou-Brahmanical deities enumerated
CoDcIusiouB. . ,, T , om the preceding pages nave for more

worshippers and are more constantly addressed. Amongst the pea-

santry of the high-lands the cult of Vishnu is little known and

Siva is worshipped under the form Bhairava or the ling : but the

common resort in times of trouble or distress is Goril, Chaumu, Haru

and the other village gods. The truth is that popular religion in

these hills is a worship of fear, and though Bhagwdn is named as the

great god, he is supposed to allow mischievous and malignant

spirits to injure the person and property of the people. When
famine and pestilence stalks abroad, the village temples are crowded

and promised of oblations are made ; if the evil be averted these

promises are fulfilled, if not the deity is frequently abused and his

shrine is neglected. The efforts of all are directed to appease the

malevolence of these spirits who are supposed to lie in wait to

take advantage of any error willingly or unwillingly committed.

With the exception of the educated classes, perhaps, the great

mass of the people of these hills are worshippers of unorthodox

forms whose wrath is deprecated by offerings of male kids and

young buffaloes. These are not presented as thank-offerings, but

as the result of a compact that if such an event does or does not

take place, the deity shall receive a certain reward; if the god

fails in his part of the contract, he receives nothing. The ruder

forms are always worshipped with bloody rites, and it is not yet

forgotten that Kali in Gangoli received human sacrifices under

the Chands. The ruder ritual has borrowed much from the

Buddhist and Saiva Tantras, but is simpler than that in use in

> Temples exist at Bijoli and in Kawain.
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temples. We may fully endorse the opinion recorded by Mr.

Monier Williams in one of his recent essays :—' The truth is

that evil of all kinds, difficulties, dangers and disasters, famines,

diseases, pestilences and death are thought by an ordinary Hindu

to proceed from devils and from devils alone. And these malignant

beings are held to possess varying degrees of rank, power and male-

volence. Some aim at destroying the entire world and threaten the

sovereignty of the gods themselves. Some delight in killing men,

women and children, cut of a mere thirst for human blood. Some

take pleasure in tormenting, or revel in the infliction of sickness,

injury and misfortune. All make it their business to mar the

proorress of good works and useful undertakings. I verily believe

that the religion of the mass of the Hindus is simple demonolatry

men and women of all classes, except perhaps those educated by

ourselves, are perpetually penetrated with the idea that from the

cradle to the grave they are being pursued and persecuted not only by
destructive demons, but by simply mischievous images and spiteful

goblins.' This, too, is the result of our examination of the popu-

lar religion in these hills.

The Sikhs have temples of the followers of Guru Eam Rai at

Dehra and Srinagar : at Pipali in Mawal-
syun: Jaigaon in Ajmer and Gum in Lan-

glir served by Udasis. There is also a shrine of Guru Nanak at

Eanakmatha in the Tarai. The establishment at Dehra is the

most important. Some account of the circumstances which led to

the settlement of Guru Ram Rai at Dehra has already been given ^

He took up his residence there about 1675 A. D., or according to
local tradition in 1686. Fateh Sah, Raja of Garhwal, bestowed
several villages in jdffir on the Guru and also erected and endowed
a math at Srinagar still in the possession of Udasi fakirs of the
Sikh sect. Amongst the many marvellous stories told of R^m Rai
the following may be mentioned:—A disciple was absent at sea and
in danger of shipwreck called on the Guru for his aid and the
Guru at once lay down upon his couch and directing his wife
Panjab Kuar not to disturb his body for three days, set out in the
form of a fly and saved his disciple from shipwreck. His followers
at Dehra, however, believing him to be dead, notwithstanding

' P. 63],
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the remonstrances of Panjdb Kuar burned the body before the

expiration of the three days. When the Guru returned in the

form of a fly there was no, body to enter and he cursed his

followers, saying, '0 ye ungrate/ul disciples, as ye have disobeyed my
orders and burned my body to ashes prematurely, henceforward

your bodies also shall be burned.' Hence cremation is practised

by his sect, and every year at th.e great festival the Guru appears as

a fly to his followers. Panj^b Kuar continued the plan of the temple

begun by Ram Rai and completed it in 1706 A.D. To her is also

' due the aqueducf" from Rajpur and the Khiirbura-tlrth or fair.

There are two great assemblies : one on the 5th of Chait (March-

April) and another on the 8th of Bhadon (August-September),

chiefly attended by Sikhs from the Panjib. The Mahant goes

out to meet them towards the Jumna and they come iu procession

with music and dancing and present their offerings. They then

proceed to the K4nwali garden and are regaled with sweetmeats

provided by the temple officials, and. thence to the place where

the standard of the Guru is placed, to which obeisance is made.

They then proceed to the temple and march three times around

it before entering and offering their presents, after which the

Mahant provides them with food and lodging for the night. The

next day the pilgrims bathe and a party proceeds to the Siddh-ban

and cut down a new pole for the Guru's standard, which after

being bathed in. Ganges water is set up in place of the old one

with great ceremony.. Offerings are again presented and the

Mahant distributes yellow turbans and all day and night Uddsis

chatint the great deeds of R4m Rii in the temple. The offerings

are collected and placed in the treasury to defray the expenses

of the establishment and the maintenance of the pilgrim rest-houses.

The fair held in August is intended to commemorate the death

of Ram Rai and fragments of the offerings made are sent to

his followers in all parts of India. The wives of Ram Rai are

buried one at each corner of the building and their place of sepul-

ture is now marked by four towers. The present Mahant Narayan

D^s is eighth in descent from Ram Rai. His duty is to burn

incense in the temple, present the offerings, superintend the receipts

1 Repaired and made of masonry by the British. Panjab Kuar also excavated
the tank at Khutbura, where a batbing festiTal takes place iu September and
January.

106
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and expenditure and direct the ceremonies to be observed on parti-

cular days.

The Jainas have a temple to Parasnath and the Musalm^ns 9^

shrine [takiya) to Shah Pir Kaki -at Srinagar and small mosquea,

at Dehra, Almora, and Naini Tal and several places along thai

foot of the hills, but neither are of any account amongst the hill

populations. There are Christian Churches in Dehra Dun, Chak-?

rata, Mussooree, Paori, Almora, Pithoragarh, Lohaghat, R&nikhet^

and Naini Tal, but many of these are chiefly intended for the visa

of British troops.
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Religion—(contd.)

CONTENTS.

The Kumaon calendar. Solar year. Luni-solar year. Festivals governed by
the luni-solar year in Chait, Baisakh, Jeth, Asarh, Saun, Bhado. Ndg-panchami.

SrHdh-pahsh of Asoj. Asoj naurdtri. Karttik. Mangsir. Pus. Man. Phagun.
Shiuratri. Festival at Jageaar. Gosaius. Jangamas. Kanpliatas. Sakti cere-

monial. Sacrifices. Holi. Festivals regulated by the solar year and held at each

Sunkrdnt. Min. Blkh. Kark. Bagwdli. Sinha. Makar. Domestic ritual. In-

troductory. Daily worship. Invocation of blessing. Wofshijt of Ganesha. Invi-

tation, throne, &c. Worship of the Matris, The joyful ceremonies for ancestors.

Consecration of the water vessel. Tying on the amulet. On the birth of a son.

Worship of Shashthi. Naming a boy. Birth-days. Piercing the ear. The nine

planets : their worship and ritual. Shaving the head. Becoming a religious stu-

dent. Saluting the preceptor. Marriage. First visit. The marriage ijeremony.

The second visit. The Arlta marriage. The Kumbh marriage. Other ceremonies

for special occasions'. Bites for those born in the Mala or Aslesha lunar-mansions

Funeral ceremonies.

Before proceeding with a description of the religious festivals

observed in Kumaon, it appears desirable
The Kumaon calendar. ^ -c i x- r xi i i •

to oiier some explanation oj the calendar in

use, for the success or otherwise of many ceremonies is formally-

stated to depend upon the correct calculation of the auspicious

tithi chosen for its celebration. There are two modes of-computing

time^ in common use, one founded oh the sidereal divisions of the

months and the other on an intricate adjustment of the solar to

the lunar year. The astronomical-solar year

is determined by the period between two

consecutive conjunctions of the sun with the Yogatdra star of

Aswini {B. ^neiis), the first asterism of the constellation Aries, and

each month commences when the sun enters a new constellation*

' See further Thomas's Prinsep, II., 1 48 : Wilson, 11., 1 5 1 ; VII., 284 : Calcutta

Review, I., 257 ; XIII., 66. ' This is not a sign of the zodiac as undef-

stQod by Europeans.
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{sankrdnt). The following table gives the names of the seasons,

months and constellations:

—
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irregular' : with us June has always thirty days and July Ihirty-

X)ne days, but in Kumaoii Asdrh may have one year thirty-one daya

"and the next year thirty-two days, for the sun may enter a constella^

tion at any hour in the twenty-four, whilst the day always com-

mences from sunrise. In 1878, the first day of the solar year fell

ion March 12th. The eras of the Kdli yug, Saka san and Nep^l

sart, follow the solar year. The Saka year began on the 14th

March, 1878 A.D., Julian style.

The Hindu luni-solar year resembles in a great measure the

„, . . ,
system of recording time in use in ancient

The luni-solar yeat. ; .

°

Greece. The ordinary year, called samvclt-

sara, is divided into twelve lunar monthsj an intercalary month
being supplied about once in every three years. The Greeks had

a cycle of eight years in which there were three intercalary

Biiontkd, always inserted after the month Poseidon. The Hindu

year commences at the true instant of the conjunction of the sun

and moon ; that is, on the new moon which immediately precedes

the commencement of the solar year, falling, therefore, somewhere

in Chait. The day of conjunction is the last day of the expired

month, the first of the new month being the day after conjunction.

In Upper India, following the Silrya Siddhdnta, the month com*

biences with th^ full moon {purnirna} preceding the last conjunc-

tion ; so that New year's day always falls in the middle of the

lunar month Chait and the year begins with the sudi or light-half

of that month. Thus the first day of the Samvat year 1935 fell

on Chait Sudi 1st or April 3rd, 1878, corresponding to the 23rd of

Chait of the solar year. The lunar months are always named after

the solar months within which the conjunction happens, so that

when two new months fall within one solar month (for example on

the first and thirtieth days), the name of the corresponding solar

month is repeated, the year being then intercalary or containing

thirteen months. The intercalated or added {adhika) month takes

its place in the middle of the natural {nija) month, so that of the

four fortnights, the first and last belong to the natural month. In

the Greek system, a month was omitted on each 160th year,' simi-

larly in the Hindu system it happens that in each period of 160

> In the year 1878, the nutnberof days in each month was as follow:—
Chiiit, .31 : Bais^kh, 31 : Jeth, 31 : Asarh, 32 : Shaun, 31 : Bhado, 31 : Asoj, 81

:

KSrttik, 30 ! Matjgsif, 2S : Vda, 29 : Man, ao : thagun, 29.
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years there is a month which has no full moon and is therefore

expunged, but it also happens that in the same year there is also an

intercalary month. Prinsep writes :—" The lunar month, whatever

be its civil duration, is divided into thirty tithis or lunar days

which are subject to similar rules regarding intercalation and

omission. When two tithis end in the same solar day, the inter-

tnediAte one is struck out of the calendar and called a kshdya-tithi

:

when no tithi begins or ends in a solar day, the tithi is repeated on

two successive solar days and the first is called adhika-. When a

tithi begins before or at sunrise, it belongs to the solar day at or

about \6 begin : when after sunrise it is toupled with the next

Solar day, provided it does not end on the same day, in which case

it would be expunged from the column of tithis. To render this

singular mode of computation more perplexing, although the tithis

are computed according to apparent time, yet they are registered

in civil time. It is usual, however, to make account of the days

in the semi-lunar periods by the common civil reckoning; begin-

ning (as with the years) after the completion of each diurnal period;

Thus the day on which the full moon occurs is the sudi 14th or

15th or the last day of the light-half arid following is the first of

the hadi or dark-half." A tithi is expunged, on an average, once in

sixty-four days, so that five or six tithis are omitted in a year ; one

tithi is equal to 0'984 of a day or sixty-four tithis make sixty-three

days nearly. The principal era to which the luni-solar year is

adapted is that of Vikramaditya : it is' also used in calculating

nativities, moveable festivals and in most orthodox religious obser-

vances. In 1878, the beginning of the year fell on the 3rd of April;

In some calendars that I have met with the months begin with the

light half and end with the dark half all through, so that the day

after the full moon of Chait would be the first day of the dark

half of the same month, but the usual practice is to make it the first

day of the dark half of Baisakh.

The general use of the Saka era in Kumaon shows that it is

the older of the two amongst the native Khasiya population, though

now ousted from its position in orthodox religious observances.-

Chait is considered the first month of the year in Kumaon and

Baisakh in the plains : thus New Year's day falls on the first of

Chait, though in the almanacs as a rule the 23rd Chait is the first
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'day entered. The names of the months are like those in the

plains' system except that September is called Asoj in Kumaon
instead of Asan or Kuar and November is called Mangsir instead

of Aghan. The differences that have arisen between the Hindu

mode of solar reckoning and that of the Romans is due to the

precession of the equinoxes not having been imderstood by the

Hindus. The initial moment of the year was placed in former

times on the vernal equinox or point of intersection of the equa-

torial and equinoctial lines. This point varies about 50''' every

year, so that as a sign of the zodiac contains 30°, the vernal

equinox passes through a sign in 2,160 years. In the earliest ages

known to us the vernal equinox was in Taurus, then in Aries and

^t is now in Pisces. In the Kali year 3000 or 499 A. D., the ver-

nal equinox coincided, according to Hindus, with the beginning of

Aswini and the European year began on the vernal equinox on the

20th March. Since then Europeans have arbitrarily changed the

beginning of the year to the 1st of January, a day of no parti-

cular solar, lunar or sidereal importance. The Kumaonis also

have abandoned the vernal equinox and have made the conjunc-

tion of the sun with B. Arietia their starting-point. Even in this

matter they are in error, for as a matter of fact the conjunction

does not take place on the day assumed for it in their tables.

The vernal equinox is removed from the first of Baisakh by a

period of about twenty-two days and the moment of ecliptic con-

junction of the sun with B. Arietis is about seven days in advance

of the date a,ssigned to it. For all practical purposes, the rules

given by Prinsep^ for ascertaining the day in a Hindu solar year

or the Christian date. corresponding to a date in a Hindu luni-solar

year will be found quite sufficient. In the following account of

the religious festivals in Kumaon we shall note those which are

regulated by the solar calendar separately from those which follow

the luni-solar calendar and commence with the month of Chait.

The eleventh of the dark half of Chait is known as the

^, .
Pdpmochani ekadasi and is observed bv those

Chait. /
1 , , „who keep the elevenths of every month

sacred. The first nine nights of the sudi or light half of Chait are

Jsnown as the Chait naurdtri and are sacred to the worship of the

lUsefvd tables, pp. 166, 177, 186.
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Sakti form of Siva as Nau Durga, the nine forms of Durga. Tliese>

are in common acceptation here :—Sailapntri, Brahmachirin i,,

Chandraghanta, Kushmanda, Skandamata, K^tyayini, Kalratri,,

Mahagauri and Siddhratri. Durga is also worshipped under her

other forms as Kali, Ohandika, &c., at this season.. Those who eat

flesh, sacrifice kids to the goddess, using the Nirriti name in the.

presentation, and tkose who do not eat fl^esh offer grain and flowers,

and use the name of one of the milder forms in the consecration..

On the ninth of Chait sudi known aa thjB Rdmnaumi, festivals are-

held at the temples of the Vaishflaya form, Ejamapadak in Almora,,

XJliyagaon and Masi. The Ohait n/mrdtr.i is also the. season of the.

great sangat or fair at the temples of G;uru Ram Rai in, Dehra and.

Srinagar. The eleventb of the light half is known as Icdmada.

when widows worship Vishnu and offer grain, fruit anji flowers to.

the deity either in a temple or to a salagrdm stone, in their own.

home. The day of the full moon is observed, as a festival in the-

temple of Akasbhdjini in Saun. On this day also the houses of

the pious are freshly plastered with a mixture of earth and cow-,

dung and no animal is yoked : hence the name Aj^ota.

The eleventh of the dark half of Baisakh is known as the-

Barathini ekadasi and is observed by wi--

dows like the kdmada of the light half of;

Chait. The third of the light half is called the Alcshai or Alchdi

tritiya and no one ploughs on that day lest some misfortune might

occur. The Sikhs call it the Sattwa-tij and observe it as a festival^

The Ganga-saptami or seventh, devoted to the river Gfeanges is^

marked by special services in several places along the Ganges.

The observances prescribed for the Mohani-eJcadad, or eleventh

styled Mohani, are seldom carried out in Kumaon except by those

who, having suffered much in this life, are desirous of obtaining a

better position at their next birth. Old men and women amongst

the poorer classes worship Vishnu on this day. The fourteenth of

the light half is known as the Nar-SinJia chaturdasi whicji is

observed in theVaishnava temples. The day of the full moon called

the Mddho purnima is also held sacred and assemblies are held at

several of the Saiva and Naga temples on this day, such as Pin^kes-

war, Ganandth, Bhairava in Phaldakot, Bhagoti in Dhaundyalsyfln

and Siteswar, also at Vasuki Nag in Danpur and Nigdeo in Salam.
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The eleventh of the dark half of Jeth is called the Apara ekadasi

or ' super-excellent eleventh,' the best of all
Jeth.

the elevenths of the dark half which are held

sacred by the pious. No noted fair takes place on this day and it is

merely a nominal festival in these hills. The last day of the dark

half is called Bat-sdvitri amdwa^, when S4vitri, th& personified

form of the sacred Odyatri verse, is worshipped by a few. The

second of the light half of Jeth is known as the Anadhya d/witiya,

and on this day no new task is given by a teacher to his pupils.

The tenth of the light half is called the Jeth Dasahra, which is

generally observed throughout the lower pattis. Special assemblies

are held on this day at the temples of Urna at Karnpraydg, Uparde

at Amel,B4geswar, Koteswar and Sita at Sitabani in Kota,&c. This

Dasahra fell on the 10th June, 1878, and marks the birth of Ganga,

the worship of the N4gas and Manasa. The eleventh is called

the Nirjald ekadasi, when drinking water is forbidden to those

who profess to be devout. The day of the full moon is like all

other similar dates observed by plastering the floor with cow-dung

and earth and giving presents {nishrau or nirahau) of rice and

money to Brahmans,

The eleventh of the dark half of Askxh is known as the Yogini

ekadasi, a nominal feast only observed by

those who have vowed to keep holy every

eleventh throughout the year. During this month festivals are held

in the temples dedicated to Bhairava and Nagraja in Garhw^l.

The eleventh of the light half of Askvh. is known as the HarHiaya-

ni ekadasi, the day when Vishnu falls asleep, which like the Hari-

bodhini ekadasi, or eleventh of the light half of Karttik, when

Vishnu awakes from his sleep, is esteemed specially sacred

amongst ' elevenths' and is generally observed throughout these

districts. The day of the full moon is observed in the same way

as in Jeth as a domestic festival.

The eleventh of the dark half of Sawan or Saun has the local

name kamika, but is merely observed as a
Sawan or Saun. , „ , „ , . i i

day of rest and one of the ayota days when

the cattle are not harnessed. When the thirteenth of any month

falls on a Saturday it is called Sani triyodasi and is held sacred to

Siva, no matter in what month or in what half of the mouth it

107
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takes place. This conjunction occurred on the 27th July, I87S.

Similarly, when the last day of the dark half of the month occurs

on a Monday, it is called the somwdti am&was, which is generally

obsei'ved as a day of rest and the srdddh of ancestor's is performed

without, however, making the pindaa a^ prescribed for the Srdddh-

paksk oi Bhado. Oh this day also an ir&n anklet called dhagul

is worn by children to guard them against the evil eye and the

attentions of bhiits or sprites. This conjunction took place on

the 2&th July and 23Fd December, 1878. The eleventh of the-

light half is known as the Putrda ekadasi, but has no special im-

portance. On the day of the full moon,^ after bathing in the

morning, Hindus retire to some place near running water and

making a mixture of cow-dung and the earth in which the tulsi

plant has grown, anoint their bodies ; they then wash themselves,

change their sacrificial threads and perform the ceremony of

Itikk-tarpan or worship of the seven Rishis or images. They then

bind rdkkis or bracelets of silk or common thread around their

wrists and feed and give presents to Brahmans. The common

name for this festival in Kumaon is Ufa-karma, equivalent to the

salauna or Rakshdbandhan or Rdkhibandan of other districts. On

this day festivals tak§ place at the Sun temple in Siii, Bisang,

Barahi Devi at Devi Dhura and Patuwa in Sui. A commercial

fair takes place at Devi Dhura on the Sudi purnima.

The fourth of the dark half of Bhado is known as the Sankashi

ehatuH)d when Ganesh is worshipped and

ofiferiugs of d^b grass and the sweetmeat

called ladu composed of sugar and sesamum seed are made. These

sweetmeats are here called modak, of which ten are usually pre-

sented, and of these five belong to the officiating priest and five to

the worshipper. This observance is common amongst all Hindus.

The eighth of the dark half is the well-known Janamashtami, a

great festival amongst the Vaishnavas, held in honour of the birth

of Krishna. The eve of this festival is spent in worship in the

temples : it fell on the night of the 20th of August in 1878. Local

festivals are also held during this month in honour of Kelu Pir,

Ganganath, K^rttikeya, Dipa Devi and Pushkar N&g. The

eleventh of the dark half is known as the Ajdmbika ekadasi anu.

that last day is called the Kushdwarthi amdwas, when the kusha
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grass is collected by Brahmans for use in their ceremonies. Locally

amongst the Tiw&ri Brahmans the ceremony of changing the

sacrificial thread is performed on the third of the light half of Bhado,

•which is commonly known as the Haritdli triMya from the Hasta

nakshatra or asterism. The fourth is known as the Ganesh-cha-

turthi and is the date of a fair at Thai Keddr in Waldiya and at

Dhvajpatikeswar near Jarkandar in Askol. The fifth, which fell

on the first day of September, 1878, is known as the Fdg or Bikhi

or Birura-panchami This is the great day on which the serpents

are worshipped and the date of the fair ia
NSg-pauchami.

, ^ . , ,t , / i ^ n t •

honour of Agyara Maharudra at rapoli in

N4kura and Karkotak N4g in Chhakh^ta. Rikheswar is a title of

Siva as lord of the Nagas, a form in which he is represented as

surrounded by serpents and crowned with a chaplet of hooded

snakes. The people paint figures of serpents and birds on the

•walls of their houses and seven days before this feast steep a mix-

ture of wheat, gram and a sort of pulse called gahat {Dolichos

uniflorus) in water. On the morning of the N'dg-panchami they

take a wisp of grass and tying it up in the form of a snake dip

it in the water in which the grain has been steeped (hirura) and

place it with money and sweetmeats as an offering before the ser-

pents.

The chief festival, however, in Bhado is that held on the

Ifand-ashtami or eighth of the Sudi or light half. It is popular

all over the upper pattis of the two districts and is the occasion

of a great assembly in Almora. This fair fell on the 4th Septem-

ber, 18T8. Great numbers of kids are sacrificed and occasionally

young male buffaloes. At Almora a young buffalo is sacrificed

and Raja Bhim Singh, the representative of the Ohand Rajas,

gives the first blow with a talwar and afterwards the others kill the

animal. In several villages this is made the occasion of a cruel cus-

tom. The animal is fed for the preceding day on a mixture of ddl

and rice and on the day of the sacrifice is allowed sweetmeats and,

decked with a garland around its neck, is worshipped. The head-

man of the village then lays a talwar across its neck and the beast

is let loose, when all proceed to chase it and pelt it with stones

and hack it with knives until it dies. This custom especially

prevails in villages where the form Mahikh-murdani is worshipped),
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' she who slew the buffalo-demon Mahisha.* A similar custom,

however, called dhurangi obtains in the Bhotiya paxganahs of

Kumaon where there is no trace of the buffalo-legend. There,

when a man dies, his relatives assemble at the end of the year in

which the death occurred and the nearest male relative dances

naked with a drawn sword to the music of a drum, in which, he is

assisted by others for a whole day and night. The following

day a buffalo is brought and made intoxicated with bhang and

spirits and beaten with stones, sticks and weapons until it diea.

It is probable that this custom of slaying the buffalo is an old

one unconnected with any Brabmanieal deity. A story fabricated

not very long ago in connection with the Nanda temple at Almora

is both amusing and instructive as to the growth of these legends.

My informant tells how the worship of Nanda at Almora had been

kept up ever since it was established there by Kalyan Cband, but

that when the British took possession of Kumaon, the revenue-

free villages attached to the temple were sequestrated by Mr.

Traill.^ Three years afterwards (1818) Mr. Traill was on a visit to

the Bhotiya valley of Juhar, and whilst passing by Nanda-kot,

where Nanda Devi is supposed to hold her court, was struck blind

by the dazzling colour of the snow. The people all told him that

unless the worship of the goddess were restored his temporary

snow-blindness would remain for ever, and on his promising to tbis

effect, his eyes were opened and healed. In Almora, there is this

peculiarity in the worship of Nanda, that two images are made of

the stock of the plantain tree and on the morrow of the festival,

these are thrown or, as the people say, sent to sleep on a waste

space below the fort of Lalmandi (Fort Moira' and thus disposed of.

A ceremony known as the Durbdsktami sometimes take place

on the Nanddshtatrhi and sometimes on the

Janindshtami or other holy eighth of this

month. On this day women make a necklace of drib grass which

they place around their neck and after ablution and worship give,

it with the sankalp or invocation and a present to Brahmans*

They then wear instead a necklace of silk or fine thread according

to their means. They also put on their left arms a bracelet of

> On the British conquest in 1815, all claims to hold land fiee of reremje
were examined and in many cases, owing to the difficulty of obtaining satisfac-

tory evidence in support oi the claim, congiderahle delay arose in issuing orders.
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thread with seven knots known as dor. Men wear a similar brace-

let of fourteen knots on their right arms which is called anant,

as they first wear it on the anant chaturdasi or fourteenth of the

light half, which is further observed as a festival at Beninag in

Baraun, Bhagling in Sor and Chhipula Id Askot and also at the

temples to Ghantakarn in Garhwal. The eleventh is locally known

as thePdrshvapari ekadasi and the twelfth as the Bdman or Shrdvan

dwddasi from the Sr4vana nakshatra or asterism, but both are

merely nominal festivals. The day of the full moon is observed

as in other months.

The entire dark half of Asoj is known as the srdddh-paksh

or fortnight devoted to the repose of the
Srdddh-paksh of Asoj.

manes of ancestors. It is also called the

Malidlaya pdrban srdddh from the formula used each day in

worshipping the manes. The ninth is known as the Srdddhiya

naumi when the ceremonies are performed for a mother. On this

day, the children by a legal wife make small balls of cooked rice

and the children by a concubine make the same of raw rice ground

with water on a stone. These cakes or balls are called pinda

and are worshipped in remembrance of the deceased. They are

then given to a cow to eat or are thrown into a river or on to

some secluded waste piece of ground. The practice of making

pinda of boiled rice is, however, confined to those castes who claim

connection with similar castes in the plains and is unknown

amongst the Khasiyas, who make the pinda of raw rice as already

noticed for the offspring of a concubine. If a father has died

his srdddh is performed on the same date of the fortnight : thus if

he died on the third of Magh sudi, his srdddh in the srdddh-paksh

or kanyagat will be held on the third, but if he died on the ninth

or any succeeding date, if the mother be already dead, as a fathers

srdddh cannot be held after a mother's, the ceremony must be

observed on the eighth. In addition to this the anniversary of

the death of a father is always separately observed by the better

classes and is called 'ekodhisht' or ' ekodrisht,' when 'he alone is

looked at ' or is made the object of worship. If he died during

the srdddh-paksh, the day is called ' ekodrisht khyd srdddh,^ and

though, it falls on the ninth or succeeding day is observed as the

anniversary. The last day of the dark half is called Amdicaa
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ardddhiya, when the names of all ancestors are mentioned and

worshipped, but pindas are made and ofifered only for the three

male paternal ancestors, father, grand-father and great-grand-

father. The three ascending cognates and agnates are all

honoured on this day, which is the only one observed by Doms.

The srdddh of girls who die before marriage is never made, and of

boys only if they have been invested with the sacrificial thread.

The srdddh of a girl who has married is made by her husband's

brother's family, if she dies childless her husband's brother's

son, or if her husband has married twice and has offspring, her

step-son {sautela) performs the ceremony. In default of these,

the elder or other brother of the husband will officiate ; her own

brothers never can take part in any ceremony connected with a

sister who married. The eleventh of the srdddh-pakah is known

as the Indriya ekddasi, but has no particular observances attached

to it apparently.

The first nine nights of the light half of Asoj called the Asoj

. . naurdtri are, like the first nine nights of
Abo] sud^,

. .

Chait, specially devoted to the worship of

Sakti. The first day is called Devi sthapana, on which the idol is

set up and the preparations are made. The eighth is the ' mahd-

shtami' or great eighth, when the pious fast all day and make

ready for the great or last day, when kids are sacrificed and the

proceedings continue during the whole night. The tenth of the

light half of Asoj is here called the Bijayadasami or the tenth of

victory, and on this day a festival is held to commemorate the

commencement of Rama's expedition to Ceylon (Lanka) for the

release of Slta. It is locally known as Pdyata or simply Pcit, from

the well-known sweetmeat petha which forms an important item

of the feast given to friends and relatives on this day. Some also

now pay honour to the young green sprouts of the more useful

crops, such as wheat, gram, mustard, as well as on the kark sankrdnt,

when the custom is universally observed. The village gods Goril

and Ghatku or Ghatotkacha have festivals on the mahdshtami. The

eleventh is known as the Pdpdnkusha ekddasa or eleventh of the

ankus (elephant goad) of sin, and in some copies as Pdrshvapari.

The day of the full moon is called Kojdgri, and from this day the

gambling of the Dew41i commences.
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The eleventh of the dark half of Kirttik is known as the

Rdma ekadasi or eleventh of R&ma and
Kirttik, T 1 •. • mi

Laksnmi. The entire dark half is called

the Dipa-paksh or ' fortnight of lamps.' The Pddma-Pur&na alludes

to the eleventh or Rama as appropriate to the gift of lighted lamps

as well as to the Nark chaturdasi or fourteenth and fifteenth.

The thirteenth is set apart for the gift of lamps to Yama, and

flowers should be offered on the two following days, when bathing

also is enjoined. The Dipdwali amdwas or last day of the dark

half fell on the 25th October, 1878, and is known as the Sukhrdtri

or happy night which Vishnu passed in dalliance with Lakshmi

and also as the Diiedli, Women take part in the observances of

the night and some keep the previous day as a fast and devoutly

prepare the materials for the night's worship when none are

allowed to sleep. Even the lighting of lamps for the purpose of

gambling in any place dedicated to Vishnu is considered to be a

pious and meritorious act at this season. The Vaishnava friars

known generically as Bair^gis minister at most of the Vaishnava

shrines and festivals and acknowledge the spritual supremacy of the

chief of the Sriranga temple and math near Trichinopoly in the

Madras Presidency.

The Kdrttika Mdhdtmya of the Pidma-Pur4na is devoted to a

description of the rites and ceremonies to be observed during

Kdrttik. " In this month whatever gifts are made, whatever

observances are practised, if they be in honour of Vishnu, are sure

of obtaining the end desired and realizing an imperishable reward."

The first day of the light half is devoted to the memory of the

Daitya Eaja Bali who was subdued by Vishnu in his dwarf incar-

nation and to Krishna or Kanhaiya as Gobardhan. When Bali was

sent to P^tdla, he was allowed as a boon to have this day held sacred

in his honour. The door-step is smeared with cow-dung and the

images of Bali and his family are rudely drawn thereon and receive

domestic worship. The second is known as the Yama-durtiya

when Yama came down to visit his sister Yamuna and she received

the boon that all brothers who visited sisters on that day and

interchanged presents should escape hell. On the eighth a com-

mercial fair is held at Askot. The ninth is known as the Kush-

mdnda-naumi when pumpkins are offered to Devi, and on the
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eleventh called the Haribodini, the waking of Vishnu from his

periodical slumbers, is celebrated. The fourteenth is known as the

Vaikunth-chaturdasi, for he who dies on this day goes straight to

the paradise of Vishnu. Noted festivals are held on the Vaikunth

fourteenth at Kamaleswar in Srinagar and Mallik Arjun in Askot.

The last day of the light half or purnirna is like the purnima of

Bais4kh, a great day for bathing, and special assemblies are then

held at the temples of Pinakeswar, Gananath, Siteswar, V&suki

Raj and Nagdeo Padamgir.

The eleventh of the dark half of Mangsir is known as the

Utpatti ekadasi, but is not particularly ob-

, served. The eleventh of the light half is

called the Moksha ekadasi and has some local celebrity. The

twelfth or Bdrdhi dwddasi is so called in remembrance of Vishnu's

boar incarnation. The day of the full moon has no peculiar ob-

servance attached to it. The only other festivals during this

month are those held at the harvest feasts. No important agri-

cultural operation takes place without the intervention of some

religious observance. An astrologer is called in who fixes the

auspicious day, generally with reference to the initial letter of the

name of the owner of the field, bul^ if this does not suit, his brother

or some near relation whose name is more convenient for the pur-

pose takes the owner's place in the ceremony. Tuesdays and

Saturdays are generally considered unlucky days. On the day fixed

for the commencement of ploughing the ceremonies known as

hudkhyo and halkhyo take place. The kudkhyo takes place in the

morning or evening and begins by lighting a lamp before the

household deity and offering rice, flowers and balls made of turme-

ric, borax and lemon-juice called pitya. The conch is then sounded

and the owner of the field or relative whose lucky day it is takes

three or four pounds of seed from a basin and carries it to the

edge of the field prepared for its reception. He then scrapes a

portion of the earth with a kutala (whence the name kudkhyo)

and sows a portion. One to five lamps are then placed on the

ground and the surplus seed is given away. At the halkhyo cere-

mony, the pitya are placed on the ploughman, plough and plough-

cattle and four or five furrows are ploughed and sown and the farm-

servants are fed. The beginning of the harvest is celebrated by
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tbe kaliii, when ten or twelve ears of the new grain are brought

from the fields and offered to the household deity. Pots of cow-

dung are placed over the doorway and near the household deity

and four ears crossed two by two are placed in them. After the

harvest is over one or two supas or sieves of grain are distributed

amongst the servants. All these ceremonies are accompanied by
simple prayer for prosperity in general and on the work afiout to

be performed in particular.

The eleventh of the dark half of Piis is called the Saphala

„, ekddasi and the eleventh of the light half

is known as the Bfiojni ekddasi. The fourth

of the dark of half of Mdn or Mdgh is known as the Sankasht

jj,
chaturthi, which like the similarly named

day in Bhado is sacred to Ganesh. The
eleventh is the Shat-tila ekddasi when the devout are allowed but

six grains of sesamum seed as food for the whole day. The first

of the light half fell on the 2.3rd of February in 1879. The fifth of

the light half called the Sri or Basant-panchami marks in popular

«se the commencement of the season of the Holi. The name
' Sri' is derived from one of the titles of Lakshmi, the goddess of

wealth and prosperity, and according to some includes Sarasvati,

the goddess of learning. Even in Kumaon where the customs and

ideas of the plains have not yet thoroughly permeated the masses,

amongst some classes, young children beginning to learn are

taught to honour Sarasvati on this day, whilst the Baniya worships

his scales, the soldier his weapon, the clerk his pen, the ploughman

his plough and others the principal emblem of their professions or

callings. The name Basant-panchami connects the festival with

the advent of spring and the young shoots of barley, at this time

a few inches in length, are taken up and worn in the head-dress.

The Basant-panchami corresponds closely with the old Latin feast,

the fifth of the ides of February which was fixed as the beginning

of spring in the Roman calendar. On this day, people wear clothes

of a yellow colour in honour of spring and indulge in feasts and

visiting their friends. From the fourth to the eighth of the light

half of Mdgh festivals are held which are known collectively as

the Panch parbb : they are the Ganesh chaturthi, the ^asant-

panohami, the SHrya shashthi or khashthi, the Aohala saptami

108
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and the Ehishmdshtami. The Ganesh chaturthi is observed by few

in Knmaon, but the Basant-panchami is held in honour sll over

the two districts. The S'drya shashthi is held on the same day as the

Sitala shashthi of the plains, but has no connection with it. Here

it is observed by the Sauras only or occasionally old widows and

others similarly situated who worship the sun on this day. The only

noted festival in connection with it is that at the temple of the sun

at Paban or Pabhain in Bel, The A chala saptami or " immoveable

seventh,"^ so called because it is said to be always held sacred, is

seldom observed here. It is also called the Jayanti s€tptami or

' seventh of victory,' and festivals are held on this day at the Eama-
lesvar temple in Srinagar and the temple to Jayanti at Jayakot in

Borarau. The BhishmdsktaTrd seems to be altogether unobserved if

we except the entirely local ceremonies held in some few places and

Btterlyunknown to the people at large. The eleventh isknown as the

BMma ekddasi and this and the full moon are very seldom observed.

The eleventh of the dark half of Phagun is called the Bijaya

ekddasi or 'eleventh of victory.' The four-,

teentk is everywhere sacred to Siva. This

is the day when all sins are expiated and exemption from metem-

psychosis is obtained. It is the anniversary of the apparition of

the ling which descended from heaven t»
Shvurdtr%.

i i • i ,• -r.
coniound the rival disputants, Brahma and

Vishnu, a scene which is described at length in the Linga Purina.*

The day preceding is devoted by the pious and educated to fasting

and all night long the deity is worshipped, and it is not until ablii-

tions are performed next morning and offerings are made to the

idol and the attendant priests that the worshippers are allowed to

eat. The day is then kept as a holiday. In the great Saiva estab-

lishments the ceremonies are conducted with great splendour and

are held to be especially sacred on this day, more particularly in

those which were established before the Muhammadan invasion of

India. These temples as enumerated by the local pandits are as

follows :—(1) R^meswar near Cape Komorin
; (2) Keddmath in

Garhwal
; (3) Mahakala in Ujjain

; (4) Somnath in Gujrat
; (&)

Maliikarjun in the Dakhin
; (6) Bhima Sankara

; (7) Onkarn4th on

the N»rbudda
; (8) Visvan^th in Benares

; (9) Bhubaneswar in

» Tranriated in IJulr, IV., 38«.
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Orissa
; (10) Vaidyandth in Bengal, beyond Dacca

; (11) Bdgeswar
in Kumaon, and (12) Jageswar in Kumaon. As a rule, however,

there is only a simple service in some temple or a ling is made of

clay and worshipped at home. The elaborate ritual laid down in

the Bdrshik pustak, the authority in these hills, is.seldom observed

and only carried out by the wealthy through their purohit, or

family-priest ; the mass of ,the people neither now understand it

nor have they the means to pay the fees of the hereditary ex-

pounders. The ceremonies observed comprise an offering of

mustard or uncooked rice with flowers and water and then the

mystical formula known as prdndydm, the first part of which com-

prises the ' ang-nyds—kar-nyds.' This consists of separate sets

of salutations to the seven members of the body {ang) and to the

seven members of the hand (kar), each of which is accompanied

by a mystical mantra in which the deities of one of the seven worlds

is saluted in order that they may come and take up their abode

for the time in the member of the worshipper dedicated to them.

This formula will be better understood from the following table :—

The seven
epheres of the

SanBkiit
names.

1. Earth .

2. Sky

3. Planets .,

4. Saints ..

5. Sons of

Brahma.
6. Penance...

7. Truth ...

Hindi
equivalents.

Bhur-Ioka ,

Bhnrar-loka

,

Swar-loka .

Mahar-Ioka ,

Jano-loka .

Tapo-loka .

Satya-loka

Bhu
BhuT

Sya

Mah

Jan

Tap

Satyam

Members of the
hand.

Thumb i^angusht},

fore-finger (tor-

jani).

Second ditto
(rnadliyamd).

Third ditto (jund

mika)

.

Fourth ditto (Jia-

nishtika).

Palm (hartal)

Back of hand
(karprishf)

Members of the
body.

Chest (Jtridaya).

Head (sir).

Scalp-Iock
kha).

Throat (kanik).

Eye (nctr).

Navel (ndbhi).

Back (p«A).

(st-

The kar-nyds is performed first and is made by holding the

nose by the right hand and then first holding up the thumb of

the left hand and then applying the thumb to each finger, the

palm and back of the hand successively, mentally repeating this

salutation or namaskdr :
—

' Om Bhu : angushtdbhydm nam,'

for the thumb: ' Om Bhuv: tarjanihhydm nam,' for the fore-

finger and so on changing the name of the sphere to that appro-

priated to the particular member. The ' ang-nyds' is in all

respects the same and a similar mantra is used whilst saluting
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each of the seven members of the body. Other gesticulations are

bringing the right hand around the head and clapping the hands

three times which is supposed to purify all beings ; also snapping

the thumb against the two fore-fingers thrice with appropriate

mantras which brings the ling into one's self.

The earth, air and sky are represented by the mystic syllables

hhiir, bhuvah, svar, whilst these again are held by some to represent

the old trinity Agni, Indra and Surya, who even amongst the non-

Brahmanical tribes attained to considerable popularity. Again in

the mystic word ' Om' we have according to some A. U. M., repre-

senting the initial letters of the names of Agni, Varuna. (a form

of Indra) and Mitra (one with the sun) : others refer these

letters to Brahma, Vishnu and Siva, who comprise the Tri-murti

of advanced Brdhmanism. A triad is also worshipped at the

temple of Jaganndth in Orissa, the forms of which represent the

double cursive form of ' Ovn! as ordinarily written in manuscript.

In a note to his translation of the Malati and Madbava of Bha-

vabhiiti, Professor Wilson^ explains ' Nydsa 'as "a form of gesti-

culation made with a short and mystic prayer to the heart, the

head, the crown of the head and the eye, as Om sirase nama,
' Om ! salutation to the head

'

; with the addition of the kavacha,

the armour or syllable phat, and the astra, the weapon or syllable

hun. The entire m,antra, the prayer or incantation, is then ' Om
sirase nama, hun, phat." These formulae were specially used by

the sect of Yogis or Pasupatas, " the oldest sect probably now
existing amongst the Hindus and with whose tenets and practices

Bhavabhuti appears to have been thoroughly acquainted." Again

Cunningham* in his Ladak gives the mantra addressed to the

Bodhisattwas by the Buddhists of Tibet, taken from an actual

Tibetan stereotype block, which ends with the line -

—

'Cm Vajra-krodhobyhdyagriva, hulu, hnlu, hun, phat.

This is clearly derivable from the non-Br^hmanical worship of

deities of montane origin.

At the mahdpdja on the Shiur&tri at Jageswar, the idol is

„.. , . , bathed in succession with milk, curds, ghi.
Shmr&trt at Jageswar.

>
> o >

honey and sugar ; cold and hot water being

' WorkB, Xri, 5, 11, 53. ' p. 386,
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used alternately between each bathing. Each bathing has its ap-

propriate invocation, prayer and offering which are in all respects

the same as those prescribed in the plains.^ Another form of wor-

ship is the 'jap' or recitation of the one hundred and eight names

of Siva, such as Rudra, Isana, Hara, Pasupati, &c. These are count-

ed off on a rosary made of the seeds of the rudrdJcsha (Abrus pre-

catorius). As a rule, however, few remember this litany and the

worshipper is satisfied by repeating a single name as often as he

cares, thus " Om sivdya om," or " Om mahddeo " is the favourite

ejaculation of the 'jap' in Kumaon. The leaves of the bel {Mgle

marmelos) and the flowers of the dhatilra (Datura alba), the kap^r

nali or Kapur nai (Hedychium spicatum), the jdti or jai (Mur-

raya exotica ?) and the rose are specially sacred to Siva and form a

part of the argha or offerings made during his worship. There

can be no doubt but that the present system of Saiva worship

though popular and universal is of modern origin, and on this point

we may cite the testimony of Professor Wilson -^—" Notwithstand-

ing the reputed sanctity of the Sivardtri, it is evidently sectarial

and comparatively modern, as well as a merely local institution,

and consequently offers no points of analogy to the practices of

antiquity. It is said in the Kalpa Druma that two of the mantras

are from the Rig Yedas, but they are not cited, and it may be well

doubted if any of the Vedas recognise any such worship of

Siva. The great authorities for it are the Puranas, and the Tan-

tras ; the former—the Siva, Linga, Padma, Matsya and V^yu—are

quoted chiefly for the general enunciations of the eflScacy of the

rite, and the great rewards attending its performance: the latter

for the mantras : the use of mystical formulae, of mysterious letters and

syllables, and the practice of Nydsa and other absurd gesticulations

being derived mostly, if not exclusiv«]y,from them, as the Isdna San-

hita, the Siva Rahasya, the Rudra Ydmala, Mantra-mahodadhi

and other Tantrika works. The age of these compositions is un-

questionably not very remote, and the ceremonies for which they

are the only authorities can have no claims to be considered as

parts of the primitive system. This does not impair the popularity

of the rite, and the importance attached to it is evinced by the

copious details which are given by the compilers of the Tithi-Tattwa

'See Wilson, U,, 214: the prayers there giyen are paraphrased in the
Sdrshik pustah. ^ Jbid, 219,
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and Kalpa Druma regarding it and by the manner in which it is

observed in all parts of India."

The Gos4ins^ founded by Sankara Achdrya are still a powerful body

„ ,. in these hills. Sankara Ach^rya had four
Gosfiins.

.

•"

principal disciples who are usually named

PadmapMa, Hast^malaka, Suresvara or Mandana, and Trotaka. Of

these the first had two pupils, Tirtha and Ashrama ; the second

had also two, Vana and Aranya ; the third had three, Sdrasvati,

Pari and Bh^rati, and the fourth had three, Gir or Giri, Parvata

and S4gara. These pupils became the heads of the order of Das-

ndmi Dandins or ' ten-named mendicants,' and any one joining the

fraternity adopts one of the names. Formerly all supported them-

selves by alms and were celibates. Now some have married and

become householders or have taken to trade or arms as a profession

and are not acknowledged as brethren except perhaps in western

India. The Gosains proper are called Dandins from the dandi or

staff carried by them in their travels. They are ruled by an as-

sembly called the Dasnama composed of representatives of the ten

divisions which has complete control over all the maths of the

order. On the death of a Mahant his successor is usually elected

by the members of the math to which he belonged or, in some cases,

the chela or pupil succeeds. The chief m,ath of the order repre-

sented in Garhwdl is at Sringeri on the Tungabhadra river in the

Madras Presidency. They serve at Rudrn^th, Kalpeswar, Kama-

leswar, Bhil-kedar, and indeed most of the principal temples dedi-

cated to Siva.

The Jangamas or Lingadhdris, so called from their wearing a

miniature ling on their breast or arm, ac-

knowledge the spiritual supremacy of Ba-

sava, who was minister of Bijjala Deva Kalachuri Raja of Kalyana

and murdered his master in 1135 A.T). Basava wrote the Bi,sava-

Purdna and his nephew, the Channa-Bisava Parana, which are still

the great authoritifes of the sect. The name Basava is a K4narese

corruption of the Sanskrit ' vrishabha,' and the Basava-Purdna is

written in praise of the bull Nandi, the companion and servant of

Siva. The Jangamas style themselves Puritan followers of Siva

I The name is derived according to some from ' go,' passion, and * swtmi,'
mastei .- he who haa his passions under control.
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under the form of a ling and call all others idolators. They say

that they reverence the Vedas and the writings of Sankara Ach&r-

ya, but they reject the Mahdbh^rata, K&mSyana and Bh^gavata as

the invention of Brahmans. They consider both Sankara Achdrya

and Basava to have been emanations of Siva. Basava himself was

a Saiva Brahman and devoted himself to the worship of Siva under

the form of a ling as the one god approachable by all. He
denounced the Brahmans as worshippers of many gods, goddesses,

deified mortals and even of cows, monkeys, rats, and snakes. He
denied the use of fasts and penances, pilgrimages, sacrifices, rosa-

ries and holy-water. He set aside the Vedas as the supreme autho-

rity and taught that all human beings are equal, and hence men of

all castes and even women can become spiritual guides amongst the

Jangamas. Marriage is imperative with Brahmans, but permis-

sive only with the followers of Basava. Child-marriage is un-

known and betrothal in childhood unnecessary. Polygamy is per-

missible with the consent of a childless wife. A widow is treated

with respect and may marry again, though whilst a widow she

may not retain the jacket, perfumes, paints, black glass armlets,

nose and toe rings which form the peculiar garb of the married

woman. A Jangam always returns a woman's salutation and

only a breach of chastity can cause her to lose her position. The

Jangamas are also called Vira Saivas to distinguish them from

the Arddhyas, another division of the followers of Basava who

call themselves descendants of Brahmans and could not be in-

duced to lay aside the Br&hraanical thread, the rite of assuming

which requires the recital of the gdyatri or hymn to the sun

:

hence the Jangamas regard this section as idolators and reject

their assistance. Those who totally reject the authority of Brah-

mans are called Sduranyas and Viseshas. The Sam^nya or ordi-

nary Jangam may eat and drink wine and betel and may eat in

any on^'s house, but can marry only in his own caste. The Visesha

is the guru or spiritual preceptor of the rest. The lesser vows are

addressed to the linga, the guru and the Jangam or brother in the

faith. The linga represents the deity and the guru he who breathes

the sacred spell into the ear and makes the neophyte one with the

deity : hence he is reverenced above the natural parents. The lin-

gas iu temples are fixed there and therefore called StMvira : hence
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the lingas of Basava are called jangama or able to move about,

and the followers Jangamas or living incarnations of the ling.

The Aradhyas retain as much of the Brahmanical ceremonial as

possible, they look down on women and admit no proselytes, they

call themselves Vaidikas and say that the Jangamas are Veda-

bahyas. The latter declare that every one has a right to read the

Vedas for himself and that the Aradhyas are poor blind leaders of

the blind who have wrested the scriptures to the destruction of

themselves and others.

The Jangama worships Siva as Sadashiu, the form found in

Kedar, who is invisible, but pervades all nature. By him the ling

is reverenced as a reliquary and brings no impure thought. He
abhors Maya or Kali, who is one with Yona and is opposed to

licentiousness in morals or manners. He aims at release from

fleshly lusts by restraining the passions ; he attends to the rules

regarding funerals, marriage and the placing of infants in the

creed, and is, as a rule, decent, sober and devout. Burial is

substituted for cremation and Brahmans are set aside as priests.

The Vira-Saivas illustrate their creed by the following allegory :

—

' The guru is the cow whose mouth is the fellow-worshipper and

whose udder is the ling. The cow confers benefits by means

of its udder, but this is filled through the mouth and body, and

therefore if a Vira-Saiva desires the image to benefit him, he

piust feed the mouth, or in other words sustain and comfort

his fellow-worshippers, and then the blessing will be conveyed

to him through the teacher.' When the Brahmanical Siva is

mentioned in their books it is only to show that the true Vira-

Saivas are more than a match for the Bhu-suras or gods or the

earth as the Brahmans style themselves. The ordinary Saiva

temples are in some cases served by orthodox Smarta (Saiva)

Brahmans. The Jangamas still serve some of the-principal tem-

ples in Garhwal.^

1 The chief authorities for the Lingayat system are :

—

The Basara-Purana of the Lingayats translated by the Ker. G. WUrth,
J.B.B.B.A..S.,VIII., 63

The Channa-Basava Purina translated by the same. Ibid,

The creeds, customs and literature of the Jangamas, by C. V. Brown,
M.J.L.S.XI. 143 : J.E.A.S. V n, s. 141.

The Basaya-Purana, the principal book of the Jangamas, by the same.
Ibid., XII. 19.3.

On the Gosains by J. Warden, M. J. L. S. XIV, 67.

Castes of Malabar. Jbid., 1878, p. 172.
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The Kanphata Jogis conduct the worship in all the Bhairava

„, temples that are not ministered to by Kha-
Kinphatas. . mi • • . ,

siyas. Iheir principal seat is at Danodhar

on the edge of the Ran of Kachh about twenty miles north-west of

Bhiij in the Bombay Presidency. They wear brick-dust coloured

garments and are remarkable for the large earrings of rhinoceros-

horn, agate or gold worn by them and from which they are

named. They are very numerous in these hills and possess seve-

ral large establishments. They follow the Tintrika ritual, which is

distinguished by its licentiousness. Both the ling and the Yona

are worshipped by them and they declare that it is unnecessary to.

restrain the passions to arrive at release from metempsychosis.

They are the great priests of the lower Sdkti forms of Bhairava

and even of the village gods. They eat flesh and drink wine and

indulge in the orgies of the left-handed sect. Departing from the

original idea of the female being only the personified energy

of the male, she is made herself the entire manifestation and, as

we have seen in the case of Durga, receives personal worship, to:

which that of the corresponding male deity is almost always

subordinate. The Saktas are divided into two great classes, botk

of which are represented in these districts the Dakshinacharis and

Vamacharis. The first comprise those who follow the right hand or

open orthodox ritual of the Pur4nas in their worship of Sakti, whilst

the latter or left-hand branch adopt a secret ceremonial whicL

they do not care openly to avow. The distinction between the two

classes is not so apparent in the mass of the Saktas here as^

amongst the extreme of either class. The more respectable and

intelligent, whatever their practice in secret may be, never profess.

in public any attachment to tJie grosser ceremonial of the left-

hand Saktas, and it is only fair to say that they generally repro-

bate it as opposed to the spirit of the more orthodox writings. Aa
a rule the worshipper simply offers up a prayer and on great occa-

sions presents one, two, five or eight kids, which are slaughtered

and afterwards form the consecrated food of which all may partake

The left-hand ritual is more common in Garhwal, where there are

«ome sixty-five temples dedicated to Kagrdja and Bhairava and

some sixty dedicated to Bhairava alone, whilst there are not

twenty temples to these forms in Kumaon. Nagraja is supposed

10^
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to represent Vishnu and Bhairava is held to be a form of Siva,

and these with their personified energies are considered pre&ent

in each of these temples, though in the actual ceremony the

worship is chiefly directed to the female form of Siva's Sakti. In

all the rites, the use of some or all the elements of the five-fold

inakdra, y'lz., matsya (fish), mdnsa (flesh), madhya (wine), mai-

ihuna (women) and rnvdra (certain mystical gesticulations), are

prescribed. Each step in the service is accompanied by its appro-

priate mantra in imitation of those used with the five-fold off'er-

ings of the regular services. In the great service of the Sri Chakra

or P4rndbhishek,'^ the ritual, as laid down in the Dasharm, places

the worshippers, male and female, in a circle around the officiating

priest as representatives of the Bhairavas and Bhairavis. The

priest then brings in a naked woman, to whom offerings are made as

the living representative of Sakti, and the ceremony ends in orgies

which may be better imagined than described. It is not therefore

astonishing that temple priests are, as a rule, regarded as a

degraded, impure class, cloaking debauchery and the indulgence in

wine, women and flesh under the name of religion. Garhwal is

more frequented by pilgrims and wandering religious mendicantSi

and this is given as a reason for the more frequent public ex-

hibition of their ceremonies there. In Kumaon the custom

exists, but it is generally observed in secret, and none but the

initiated are admitted even to the public ceremonies. The

Tantras prescribe for the private ceremony that a worshipper

may take :
—

" a dancing-girl, a prostitute, a female devotee, a

washerwoman or a barber's wife," and seating her before hira

naked, go through the various rites and partake with her of

the five-fold maJcdra.

The bali-ddna or oblation when offered by Vaishnavas con-

„ .„ sists of curds, grain, fruits and flowers, but

when off^ered by the Saiva Sfiktas here

usually assumes the form of living victims, the young of buffaloes

or more generally of goats. At Purnagiri in Tallades, Hat in Gan-

goli and Ranchula Kot in Katylir, the consort of Siva, in her

most terrible form, has attained an unenviable notoriety as having

» See for further details Wilson, I., 26S, and Ward, III., 194, ed. 1822;
ihe descriptions there given fairly represent the practice in tlie hill*.
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been in former times appeased by human sacrifices. In the neigh-

bouring country of Nepal,^ it is recorded that the custom of offer-

ing human sacrifices to Bachhla Devi, another form of Kali, was

introduced by Siva-deva-barma, and that when one of his successors,

Viswadeva-barma, considered it a piece of great cruelty and desired

to abolish it " Nara-siva made a great noise. Whereupon the Raja

went to see what was the matter and the Nara-siva came to seize

him. The Raja, being pleased at this, gave him a la,rge jdglr which

remains to the present day." In Bhavabhiiti's charming drama

of Malati ajid Mddhava we have an account of the attempt made

by Aghoraghanta to offer Malati as a sacrifice to Ch^munda Devi

when she is rescued by Madhava.^ In the collection of legends

known as the Katha Sarit Sdgara frequent mention is made of the

sacrifice of human victims by the barbarous tribes inhabiting the

forests and mountains, and we know that up to the present day the

practice has existed amongst the wild tribes in Khondistan. In the

Dasa Kumara Gharitra, also, we are told of Prahdravarma, Raja of

Mithila, being attacked by the Savaras and losing two of his

children who were about to be offered by the barbarians to Chandi

Devi ^when they were fortunately rescued by a Brahman. The

KSlika Purana, too, gives minute directions for the offering of a

human being to Kali, whom, it is said, his blood satisfies for a

thousand years. Both at Purnagiri and Hat a connection and oneness

with the great Kali of Calcutta is asserted and cocoanuts are much

esteemed as a subsidiary oblation. In the latter place the sacri-

ficial weapon used in the human sacrifices is still preserved.*

The Holi commences on the eighth or ninth and ends on the

last day of Phalgun Sudi, locally known as

the chharari day. Some derive the name

Holi from the demon Holika, who is one with Piitana ; but the

Bhavishyottara Purdna, which has a whole section devoted to this

festival, gives a different account which may be thus briefly summa-

rised :—In the time ofYuddhishthira there was a Raja named Raghu

who governed so wisely that his people were always happy, until

'Wright's Nepal, 126, 180: Sivadeva lived about the tenth century.
' Wilson, XII., 58. ' Those who are desirous of investigating the subject
of human sacrifices further are referred to Wilson's works, 1 , 264 ; II , 247 ; Hi.,
3S3 : IV., 143 ; Max Miillur's History of ancient Sanskrit Literature, 408 : Muir'a
Sanskrit Tdxts, I., 356 : II., 184 ; IV., 289 : Wheeler's History of India, I, 403 :

Wilson's India, 66, and Colebrooke's Essays, 34.
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one day the Rakshasi Dundha came and troubled them and their

children. They prayed the Raja to aid them and he consulted the

Muni N4rada, who directed them to go forth in full confidence on

the last day of the light half of Ph^lgun and laugh, sport and re-

joice. Then they should set up a bonfire and circumambulate is

according to rule, then every one should " utter without fear what-

ever comes into his mind. In various ways and in their own

speech let them freely indulge their tongues and sing and sing

again a thousand times whatever songs they will. Appalled by

those vociferations, by the oblations to fire and by the laughter

of the children," the Rakshasi was to be destroyed. " Inasmuch

as the oblation of fire (homd) offered by the Brahmans upon

this day effaces sin and confers peace upon the world {loka),

therefore shall the day be called holika." The Kttmaonis take

full advantage of the license thus afforded and under the influ-

ence of bhang proceed from village t» village singing obscene

songs and telling stories. The red-powder or guldl which is used

in the sports during the festival is made from the flowers of the

rhododendron. Although preparations commence on the eighth or

ninth, the real festival does not begin until the eleventh, known as

the cMrbandhan day, or amardJci ekddetsi. On this day, people

take two small pieces of cloth from each house, one white and the

other coloured, and after offering them before the Sakti of Bhai-

rava make use of them thus :—A pole is taken antd split at the top

so as to admit of two sticks beiog placed transversely at right-

angles to each other and from these the pieces of cotton are sus^

pended. The pole is then planted on a level piece of ground and

the people circumambulate the pole, singing the Holi songs in ho-

nor of Kanhaiya and his Gopis and burn it on the last day. This-

eeremony is observed by the castes who assume connection with

the plains castes, but the lower class of Khasiyas, where they

observe the festival, simply set up the triangular standard crowned

by an iron trident, the special emblem of Pasupati, which they also

use at marriage ceremonies. The Holi is chiefly observed in the

lower pattis and is unknown in the upper hills. The Tikaholi

takes place two days after the cKharari or last day of the Holi, whert

thank offerings are made, according to ability, on account of the

Tsiitli of a child, a mariiage or any other good fortune, Th®;
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expenses of these festivals are usually met by a cess on each house

•which is presented to the officiating Brahman for his services, and

he, in return, gives to each person the tilak or frontal mark, made
from a compound of turmeric. The practice of the orthodox and

educated in no way differs from that current in the plains. This

is clearly another of those non-Br^hmanical ceremonies connected

with the montane Pasupati cult which have survived.

Each sankrdnt or the passage of the sun from one constella-

Festivals regulated by tio" i^to another is marked by festivals,

the solar calendar. jjfost of the Bhairava temples in Garhwal

and even such as Narmadeswar, Briddh Ked^r and N^rdyan have

special assemblies on every sankrdnt throughout the year, whilst

others hold special services only on particular sankrdnts, such as

the Bikh, Mekh and Makar. Generally the festivals of the village

deities as well as all civil duties and engagements are regulated

by the calendar for the solar year.

The Min or Chait sankrdnt fell on the 12th March, 1878, and

on the 13th, girls under nine years of age
Min sankrdnt. .

and boys who have not yet been invested

with the sacrificial thread {janeo) visit their relations, to whom they

offer flowers and smear rice coloured with turmeric {haldu) on the

threshhold of their doors : hence the name Halduwa sankrdnt. In

return, the children receive food and clothing. The low castes Hur-

kiya and Dholi, the dancers and musicians of the hills, also, go about

from village to village during the whole of this month singing and

dancing and receive in return presents of clothes, food and money.

The Mekh or Baisdkh sankrdnt fell on the 12th April, 1878.

It is also called the Vishupadi, VikJipadi,

Vijott, Vilchoti or Bikh sankrdnt. On this

day, an iron rod is heated and applied to the navels of children in

order to drive out the poison {bikh) caused by windy colic and hence

the local name Bikh sankrdnt. It is a great day of rejoicing for

both Saivas and Vaishnavas and fairs are held at the shrines of

Uma at Karnprayfig, Siteswar in Kota, Tungndth, Rudrn^th, Gauri,

Jw^lpa, Kdli, Chandika, &c,, as well as at Badrin^th, Vishnupray&g,

Dhyanbadri and the temples of Nardyan and RAma. Most of the

more important temples have special services on the Bikh and

Makar sankrdnts, The latter represents the old computation by
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which the entrance of the sun into the sign of Capricorn was con-

sidered the commencement of the new year and the former the

new system by which the entrance of the sun into the sign Mesha

or Aries begins the new year: hence both days are held sacred

throughout both districts. I have not noticed that any special

festival is held on the Brisk or Jeth sankrdnt or on the Mithun or

Asarh sankrdnt except one, on the latter date, at the Kailds hill above

Bhim Tal, though, as already noted, there are numerous temples

where services are held on every sankrdnt throughout the year.

The Kark sankrdnt fell in 1878, on the 15th July. It is known

also as the Harela, Hariydlo or Harydo
Kark sankrdnt.

, , p , c y, • r\
sankrant from the lollowing custom :—Un

the 24th As^rh the cultivators sow barley, maize, pulse (gahat) or

mustard {lai) in a basket of earth and on the last day of the month,

they place amidst the new sprouts small clay images of Mahadeo

and Parvati and worship them in remembrance of the marriage of

tho^e deities. On the following day or the Kark sankrdnt, they

cut down the green stems and wear them in their head-dress and

hence the name Harela. This custom is in every way similar to

the practice of wearing the rose, observed in Great Britain. The

Kark sankrdnt was the great day of the hagwdli or stone-throwing

festival for Chamdyol in Patti Gumdes, Ramgar in Patti Ramgar,

at the N^r&yani temple in Siloti and at Bhi'nj T41 in Cbhakhata.

It was also held at Debi Dhnra on the full

moon of Shaun at Champ^wat, Patua in Sdi

and Siyal De Pokhar in Dwara on Bhayya Mj or Kdrttik Sudi

2nd, The hagwdli was known as the siti in NepaP and is said to have

been established there at a very early period by Raja Gunakdma

Deva, who received in a dream a command to that effect from Sri

Skandasw^mi, the god of war. He appears to have revived the

custom of the kildtari game which was introduced by Bhuktamana,

the founder of the Gw41a dynasty, as a portion of the games held

in the Sleshmantak forest, sacred to the Pasupati form of Siva.

Gunakdma drew up strict rules for the conduct of the fray which

were at first carried out with the greatest rigour and the prisoners

captured on either side were offered as sacrifices to Devi. The

game was played from Jeth to Siti-khashti, and though the murder

1 Wright, 108, 156.
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of the prisoners soon fell into abeyance, many grievous accidents

occurred until at length the custom was abolished by Sir Jung

BahSdur on account of Mr. Colvin, the Resident, having been struck

by a stone whilst looking on. In these districts it was the custom

for several villages to unite and defend the passage across a river

against a similar force from the other side. As the hill-men are

good slingers injuries occurred and even fatal accidents, so that the

custom was prohibited, and now the combatants amuse themselves

merely by pelting stones at some boulder or conspicuous tree.

In Juhar, the Bhotiyas offer a goat, a pig, a buifalo, a cock and

a pumpkin^ which they call panoh ball to the village god, on the

kark sankrdnl. The day, is given up to feasting and drinking

spirits and towards evening they take a dog and make him drunk

with spirits and bhang or hemp and having fed him with sweet-

meats, lead him round the village and let him loose. They then

chase and kill him with sticks and stones and believe that by so

doing no disease or misfortune will visit the village during the

year. The festivals on this day at Baleswar in Chdral, and at Dher-

nith in S6i Bisang, are attended by all the neighbouring villagers.

The Sinha or Bhado s'lnkrdnt took place on the 15th August,

1878. It is also locally known as the Ohi
Bhado earikrdnt. r^i i i , -i j. i. \. ii-

or Ghyushgyan sankrant, because on this

day even the poorest classes eat ghi or clarified butter, and has

the name Walgiya because curds and vegetables are then offered

by all persons to those in authority over them. There is a fair on

this day at the temple of Vaishnavi Devi at Naikuni in Seti.

The Kanya or Asoj aanhrdnt fell on the 15th September, 1878.

It is also locally known as the Khataruwa

sankrant from the people gathering hay

and fuel on this day. From a portion of these first fruits after

the rains a bonfire is made into which the children throw cucum-

bers and flowers and make money by singing and dancing. The

following story is told in explanation of this custom :
—"Informer

days one of the Chand Rajas sent a force to invade Garhwdl and

crave strict injunctions to his general to convey speedily the news

of any victory that should be gained. The general told the Raja

> Kumila or petha, Cucurbita pepo (Eoxb.).
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that when he saw the hills around blazing with bonfires he might

know that Garhwal had been conquered, and ^or this purpose

heaps of fuel were collected on all the higher peaks along the line

of march and placed under charge of guards. The object of the

expedition was attained on the Kanya sankrdnt and the fuel was

fired and peak answered peak until in a few hours a bonfire was

blazing on every hill from Garhwal to Almora. The Eaja was so

pleased at the success of his troops and the rapidity with which

the news of the victory was communicated that he gave orders tO'

continue the custom on each anniversary." Hence this custom

has been observed ever since in Kumaon, but not in Garhwal.

The Makar or Mdgh sankrdnt took place on the 12th January,

1878. It is also known as the Ghugutiya^
Malar sankrdnt.

-r,-, „ , tt , . . -n- , i ,

Fhul, and Uttardyim or LIttraim sankrant..

The name ' Ohugutiya' is given from the small images of flour

baked in sesamum oil or ghi and made to resemble birds which

are strung as necklaces and placed around the necks of children on

this day. On the morrow or the second day of Magh the children

call the crow and other birds and feed them with the necklaces

and eat a portion themselves. The name ' PMl' sankrdnt is

derived from the custom of placing flowers, especially those of the

rhododendron, at the threshhold of friends and relations who, in,

return, give presents of rice and grain. The name ' Utiardyini ' is

derived from its being the beginning of the winter solstice ac-

cording to the Hindu system and as with us commences with the

entry of the sun into the sign Capricorn. The name ' Makara' is

the Hindu equivalent for the constellation corresponding to Capri-

corn and is represented by a figure half fish and half goat. The-

whole of Magh is specially devoted to the worship of Vishnu and

the sun and according to the Padma-Purana bathing during this

month is particularly efficacious. The great commercial fairs at

B4geswar and Thai Baleswar are held on this day. Amongst the-

Sikhs, the Makar sankrdnt is the occasion of a fair at Rikhikes.

.on the Ganges connected with the Dehra establishment.

The ritual in use in the domestic ceremonies which are obliga-

tory on all the four castes afford us some

firm basis from which we may judge of the

character of the existing form of worship amongst those who
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.eo»si<ler themselves one with orthodox Hindus. The ritual for

temple use has been compiled by a class for their own purposes and

usually with the object of setting forth the preferential cult of some

particular deity or of inculcating the tenets of some particular sect>

and although the general outline of the ceremony is the same iu

all, the details vary considerably. The village- deities have no

formal ritual committed to writing and in general use, so that the

ceremony is a meagre imitation of that in use in the orthodox

temples and varies with the celebrant. The authorized domestie

litual in use in Kumaon fairly represents the ceremonial observed

by those who consider themselves one in faith with the orthodox

Hindus of the plains. It will show no great divergence in ordinalry

ceremonies from the procedure observed in the plains, for which>

however, I have not been able to procure an authority that could

be relied upon. The work^ consulted is the Dasa-harmddi paddhat%

or 'Manual of the ten rites, &c.,' which is held in great esteem in this

portion of the Himalaya. It gives the ritual to be observed on

every occasion from conception until marriage. Each ceremony has

certain preparatory services common to all and which occupy the

first ten chapters of the Manual, viz.

:

—(1), Svasti-vdchana ; (2),

Ganesha-pdja ; [3), Mdtri-p^ja ; {4i),Nandi-srdddha ; {5),Puni/dha-

mchana ; (6), Kalasa-sthupana ; (7), RaksM-vidhdna ; (8), Gh.ri-

tachohhdya, ; (9), Kusha-kandika ; and (10), Kusha-kandikopayogi

sangraha. In practice, however, the ceremony is shortened by the

omission of several of these services and, as a rule, the second, third

and fourth chapters with the sixth and seventh are alone read. "With

regard to these and all other observance's their length and character

would seem to depend on the means and inclination of the persoa

who causes the ceremony to be performed. The poor man obtains

a very shortened service for his few coins, whilst the wealthy can

command the entire ritual and the services of numerous and skilled

celebrants. The rich and dissolute can afford to keep Brahmana

in their employment who vicariously perform for them all the

intricate and tedious ceremonies prescribed by the Hindu ritual

• The copy used by me contains the preparatory ceremonies (pp. 1-28) j

those held on the birth of a son (pp. 29-61) ; those on his assuming the sacrifi-

cial thread (pp. 69-132)» and those on marriage (pp. 160-206), besides other

services for special occasions. This work has since been lithographed at th«

Nuini Tal prCBS.

110
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and at once relieve their masters from a disagreeable duty and

ensure for them the fruits of a devout life. It will be seen, how-

ever, that the first six chapters referred to form a necessary part of

the ritual of every important ceremony and are repeated numbers

of times at different stages. They are referred to hereafter as the

' preparatory ceremonies' and are closed with a sanhalpam or dedica-

tion to the particular object in view at the time, so that the merit

acquired by performing them may aid in the attainment of the

object aimed at.

Before commencing an account of the ceremonies proper to par-

ticular objects and seasons it will be conve-
Eaily prayers. •..%!, . ^. inient to reter here to those known as nitya

harm or obligatory, to be observed at morn, noon and eve. The

necessities of every-day life, however, contrive that one recital

before taking food, either in the morning or in the evening, shall

be considered suflScient, and we shall now describe the morning

service, which with a few slight changes serves for all. The usual

morning routine is first gone through by drawing up the sacrificial

thread and placing it on the left ear before retiring, next washing

the teeth, bathing and applying the frontal marks with powder

sandal, or red sandars and rice. The sandhya or ofiice of domestic

worship then commences and is opened by placing some water in

the hollow of the right-hand from which a sup is taken {achama-

nam) whilst mentally repeating the man-
Achamanam.

i -r. i i >

tra ;
—

' Om, to the Keg-veda, hail ; a second

is then taken with the words :-—
' Om, to the Yajur-veda, hail:' and

a third with the words :
—

' Om, to the Sama-veda, hail.' A fourth

is then taken whilst repeating the formula:—'Om, to the Athar-

veda, hail,' and is rejected immediately on completing the invoca-

tion. The choti or tuft of hair left on the top of the head is then

laid hold of whilst the following mantra is mentally repeated :—
' Invoking the thousand names of Brahma, the hundred names of

the top-knot, the thousand names of Vishnu I tie my top-knot.'

The mouth is then cleansed by passing the thumb of the right-

hand over the moustache to each side from the parting. Then
follows the sprinkling {indriya sparsa) of

the mouth, nostrils, eyes, ears, navel, breast,

throat, head, arms and palms and back of the hands with watre
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and the salutation ' OnC prefixed to the name of each member^ and

mental prayer for its health and strength.

The worshipper then touches the ground with the third finger

of his right-hand whilst repeating the man-

tra :
—" O thou who hast made this earth

and all it contains and protectest all by thy power make me pure."

Water is next taken in the hand whilst he mentally recites the man-

tra :
—

" May any evil or trouble which is due to me this day be by thy

power prevented." This is followed by the first abhishek or aspersion

in which water is taken in the left hand and sprinkled with the right

hand over each member as before with the purificatory mantra :

—

" Om hhd, protect my head ; om hhuvah, protect my eyes ; om svah,

protect my throat ; om niahah, protect my breast ; omjanah, protect

my navel; om tapah, protect my feet; om safyaw, protect my head; om

kham, Brahma protect me everywhere." This is known as iYiQp'&r-

vaka-mdrjjana-mantra. The kara-nyds in which the members of the

hand are mentally assigned to the protection of the mantra foirows.

The first motion consists in placing the first finger of each hand

inside and against the middle joint of the
Kard-nyds,

, , . . , ,thumb and drawing it gently to the top of

the thumb whilst repeating mentally the mantra^ :

—

Om bhiih

anguslitdbhyam namah. The second motion is made by drawing

the thumb from the first joint of the forefinger to the top whilst

repeating mentally the mantra :

—

Bhuva tarjanibhyam namah. The

remaining motions are similar and for the second finger the man-

tra :
—Svah madhyamdbhyam namah is repeated ; for the third :—

Tat sabiturvarenyam andmikhdbhyam namah, and for the fourth :

—

Bhargo devasyi dhimahi kanishthikdbhyam namah. Then the palms

and backs of the hands are touched whilst the mantra :

—

Dhiyo-

yonah prachodaydt karatala karaprishthdbhyam namah is repeated.

• Om vdh, vdk ; Om prdna, prdna ; Om chakshu, chakshu ; Om srotram, srot-

ram ; Om ndbhi ; Om hridaya ; Om. kanth ; Om sira ; Om bdhubhydm Yasobalam; Om
karatala haraprishthe. ' BMr, bhuvah, svah, are the three mystical words

known as the vydhriii mantra and are untranslateable, They may be connected

with the name of the deity as lord of earth, sky and heaven. The mantras here

given simply mean ' Urn, glory to the thumb' : to the first finger and to the

second finger, &o. The gdyatri verse is then brought in and divided into three

portions as a preface to the salutation to the remaining parts of the hand. In

full it is ' Tat sabitur varenyam bhargo devasya dhimahi dhiyo yonah prachodaydt and

occurs in Rig-Veda, III., 63, 10. From being addressed to the sun it is called

Savitri and is personified as a goddess. Hereafter we shall sec that other verses

also are called gdyatri.
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The anga-nyds or mental assignment of the members of tlie

body to the protection of the great mantras
"^

*' is as follows :

—

Om bh'&h, glory to the

heart ; hhuvah, glory to the head ; svdhd (hail) ; svah, to the top-

knot, vashat (here meaning hail} ; tat sabitur varenyam, to the

navel or the armour of the mantras, Mn ; bhargodevasya dhimahi,

to the eyes, vaushat ; dhiyo yo nah prdchodayat, to the weapon

of the mantras, phat, phat, phat accompanied by clapping the

hands three times : a clearly Tantrik observance. Next comes the

dhydna or aghamarshan or meditation in

which with clasped hands and closed eyes

the celebrant mentally recites and considers the verses commenc-

ing :—Aum ritancha satyanchdmiddhdt. So.

In Kumaon, the prdndydm is prefaced by a short address

, ,
{chAanda) to the personified ' Om,' the

Brahmarishis, Vaidik metres and the

supreme being.^ Water is taken in the hand whilst the address

is mentally recited, after which the water is thrown away. The

first motion of the prdndydtn is made by placing the fore-finger

of the right-hand on the right nostril and exhaling with the

other nostril whilst a mystical mantra* is mentally repeated.

This occurs three times whilst exhaling and three times whilst

inhaling.

A second abhisheJc or purificatory aspersion of the body gene-

,,.. . .
rally takes place next with the mantra :

—

Om apohishtd mayo bhuvah sndn urjjiye,

&c. Then water is taken in the hand and applied to the nose

with the mantra :

—

Drupadddivimunchdn sannanndtho mald-

dishu p'&tam, pavitrenovdjyam dpah suddhanta menasah.

Next the anjali is performed in which water is taken in the

. ,. hollow of both hands and whilst the
Anjah. . . , , • , ,

gdyatn-mantia, is slowly recited the water

is poured through the fingers on the ground. The celebrant

should stand with his face towards the east whilst the verse is

^ Omhdrasya brahmarishih gdyatrichhdnddh paramdtmd devaid prdndydme
viniyogah, ' Om bMh, om bhuvah, om svah, om mahah, om janah, om tapah,
om satyam tat aabiturvarenyam bhargodevasya dhimahi dhiyo yo nah prachodaydt
apo jyoti raso 'mritam brahm bhtir bhuvah svarom. A mixture of the vydhriii

and gdyairi mantras with some additions.
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chaunted and should repeat it three times. This is followed by

the Upasthdna or approaching the deity

in worship in which the celebrant draws

the fore-arms parallel to the body with the palms of the hands

open and the thumbs on a level with the ears whilst the mantra is

repeated :

—

Om udvayantamasas, &c.

Next the head, navel, heart, top-knot and forehead are

touched with appropriate mantras.^ The sacrificial thread is then

wound around the right-hand three times whilst the gdyatri is

repeated either 8 or 10 or 28 or 108 or 1,000 times according to

the inclination of the worshipper. Water is* again taken in the

hand and if the gdyatri have been repeated a fixed number of

times, the morning's devotion ends with the formula :

—

Brahma
svarupine bhagwdn pritostu ; if at mid-day, with Vishnu, <S;c.,

and if at evening with Rudra, So., whatever the number may

be. Where no account of the number of times is kept the con-

clusion^ is :
—

" Lord, the treasure of mercy, through whose

compassionate goodness whatever is worthy in my devotions is

accounted for righteousness, may the four objects of existence

(religious merit, wealth, pleasure and final emancipation) be

attained by me this day." Whilst these prayers are being repeated

the water is allowed to trickle slowly on to the ground. The

sandhya closes with the dandawat or salutation* and the dchama-

nam or rinsing of the mouth as in the beginning.

The Svasti-vdchana is seldom read in Kumaon. It opens

with the direction that the celebrant
Svasti-vdchana.

, u ,
• • i i ,i

should at an auspicious moment bathe,

put on clean clothes, affix the frontal mark and seated with his

face towards the east in a properly prepared place, recite the

invocation of blessings.* The Ganesha-p'ii/a follows and is univer-

sally observed on all occasions as the pradhdn-anga or leading

section of every rite. The rubric directs that the celebrant

should rise early on the morning of the ceremony and having

• Agn(r mvhhe, hrahma hridaye, vishnu slkhdrjdn, rudro laldte. » He
isvara daydnidhe bhavat kripaydnena japopdsanddi harmand dharmartha kdma
mokshdndm sadhyah siddhir bhavennah, ' The hands are clasped in front

of the breast whilst this mantra is repeated i—Om namah sambhavdyacha
mayobhavdyacha namah sanleardyacha mayaskardyacha namah sivdyacha sivatard-

yacha, devdgdtct bidogdlu mitragdta mitah manasarya mimandeva yajna gvan svdhd

bdtadhd. * The vdchana consists of numerous verses in praise of the goda.
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bathed [and put on clean clothes should after performing the

r, . ,. nitya-JearTin} light a lamp and commence
Ganesna-;>i2;a. "

_
° ^

_

the worship of Ganesha, which should

precede every other rite. First adore Vishnu with the following

verse :
—

" Thou who art clothed in white, moon-coloured, four-

armed, of pleasing face, the remover of ohstructions, the bestower

of good fortune and victory, what can oppose thee Janardan, of

the colour of the lotus, who dwellest in the hearts of thy

votaries." Next follows the adoration of Ganesha with the

verse :
—

" BaJcrtund, great bodied, bright like a kror of suns,

o thou that preventeth harm, be thou present always in every

work." Then the ceremony known as Argha sthdpana or conse-

crating the argha^ takes place. Take
Argha-sthapana,

some powdered sandal wood and draw on

the ground the figure of a triangle and around it a square and

again a circle, then place on them sandal, rice and flowers.

Next place the argha filled with water in the middle and say :

—

" In this water may the waters of the Ganga, Jamuna, Godaveri,

,

Sarasvati, Narmada, Sindhu and KS,veri be present." Next put

sandal, rice and flowers in the water of the argha. Then set

up a brazen vessel on •nhich the image of the sun has been

drawn (with sandal or red sandars) in the form of interlaced

triangles, the apices of which will represent his rays and a circle

around them his form, and before presenting to it the water of

the argha with flowers recite mentally the dhydna-ra&nirs? and ,

in offering the water of the argha, the mantra* in which the

sun is invoked as the thousand-rayed, full of brightness, lord of

the world, &c., and is asked to accept the domestic argha of his

worshipper. Next sprinkle mustard-seed, sesamum and rice in

order that no evil spirit may approach and interrupt the

ceremony and use the mantra^ for keeping off demons and

goblins. Then crack the thumb and second finger together three

times behind the back in order that the goblins behind may be

driven away. The earth should next be saluted and afterwards

I The aandhya, already noticed. ' A small cup usually made of brass.
' Arunorunapankaje nishanah Icamale abhiti varauharairdadhdnah svaruehdhiia-

mandalas trinetro ravird halpaiatdhHl batdnnah. ^ Ehi aUryyd sahasrdnio

tejordiejagatpate anukanpayamdn bhaityd grikdrfdrghan divdharah. ^ Apak-
rdmantu bh&tdni piddehdh sarvatodisa sarveahdm aviroehena brahmakarmasamdra-
bhet pdkhandu hdritio bhi,id bhAmauye chdniarihshagdh divilohestkitdye cha tena

iyantu sivdjnayd nirgochehhatdn cha bMidndn vartma dadydi svavdmatah.
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Vishtiu with the verse:—'0 thou whose throne is the lotus, &c.'

Fill the argha once more and sprinkle all the materials'/or

worship and go through the prdndydm. Next take sesamum,

kuaha-gr&ss, barley and water, and make the great dedication*

with the mantra :
—

' Om Vishnu, Vishnu, Vishnu, adoration to

the supreme, the first eternal male,' &c,, with the usual definition

cf place, time and person, viz., in the island Jambu, the division

Bharata, the country of the Aryas, in this holy place, the Himavat

and hills, in the latter half of the life of Brahma, in the holy

Vdrdha-halpa, at the end of the Krita, Treta and Dwdpar

Tugas, &c., giving the year, season, month, fortnight, day and

hour of the ceremony with the name of the person in whose

behalf the ceremony is performed, his father and grandfather's

name, caste and family, and the ceremony itself, with the prayer

that the benefits to be derived from its performance may be

bestowed on him.

The worship of Ganesha now proceeds, each step in the

cbremony being accompanied by an appro-
Kame of Ganesha, . . -p- wu ^*i. ^ ipnate mantra, JB irst the puna or triangle

is addressed with the mantra containing the names of Ganesha

as son of Siva :
—

" Om sprung from the fierce, from the blaz-

ing, Nandi, from the giver /Of pleasure, from Kamarupa, from

Satya, from the terrible, from the bright, glory to thee who

removeth all obstacles, who sitteth on the lotus. I meditate on

thee, the one-toothed, elephant-headed, large-eared, four-armed,

holder of the noose and goad, perfect

Vinayak." This is followed by the invita-

tion (dvdhana) to Ganesha to be present and take the place

prepared for him with the mantra :

—

Bindyaha namastestu

umdmalasamudbhavah imdnmai/dnJcritdnp'di^dn grihdna mra-
sattama.—' Glory to thee Binayak, born of Uma, accept my

worship, best of gods;' Next comes the

dsana or throne to which the deity is invited

with the mantra :

—

Ndndratnasamdyuletan muMdhdra vihhA-

ehitan svar^asinhdsanan chdru prUyarihan pratigrihyatdn.—
' Om viahnuh vishnuli vishnuh namah paramdimane Mpurdt}apurushottamdt/a Om

iatsa datraprithivi/dfi jambidwipe bharataAhattde dryydvarite pvnya kshetre himavat
parvataihadeiebrahmanodwitiya-pardTddheSrUvetavdrdhakalpe kritatretddtedpardnte

saptame vaivasvatamanvantare ashtdvin^atitam haliyugaaya prathamacharaife shash'
tayvddndnmadhye, §•<;.
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' Accept this golden throne, set with various gems and adorned

with strings of pearls all for love of thee.'

Next water {pddya) is offered with the

mantra :

—

Gauripriya namastestu iankarapriya sarvadd bhak'

tydpddyan mayddattan grihdna pranatap^iya.—' Glory to thee

beloved of Gauri, ever beloved of Sankara, accept the water pre-

sented by me thy poor worshipper.' Next the argha with the

mantra :— Vratamuddiiya deveia gandha-
Argha. ,,-,• .7 / 7

pashpdfcshxtairyutah gnhaipa argnan-

mayddattan sarvasiddhipradobhava.—' lord of gods, accept

this argha furnished with sandal, flowers and rice, grant my
request, chief of saints.' Then the ablution {sndna) with the

mantra :

—

Sndnan panchdmritair deva

grihdna ga^andyaka andthandthd sarv-

vajna girvdna paripiijita, om ga^dndntivd gaipapati gvan

havdmahe priydndntwd priyapati gvan havdmake nidhindnU

wd nidhipati gvan havdmahe vasomama dhamajdni garb'

bhadhamd twamajdai garbbhadham.—' O god, leader of the

heavenly troops, protector of the defenceless, omniscient, thou

that delightest in invocations, accept this ablution made with

the fi^^e kinds of ambrosia.^ Om thou who art leader of the

attendants of Siva, thou who art lord of the beloved, lord of the

treasures of Kuvera, dwell thou with me, &c.'

Next sprinkle a little water with a spoon {dchamani) on the

image of Ganesha and proceed to clothe it
Bastra. n \ • 1 , 1-.

(oastra) with the mantra :

—

Rakta bastra-

yugan deva devdn'gasadrUaprabham bhaktyddattan grihdnetah

lambodara harapriya:—' God Lambodar, beloved of Siva, accept

these lawful scarlet garments, the gift of thy worshipper.' Then the

janeo or sacrificial thread is placed on the

image with the mantra

—

Rdjatan brahmor

sdtrancha MAehanasya uttariyakam grihdna chdru sarwajna
bhaktdndn siddhiddyaka.—' Ogiver of happiness to thy worshippers,

omniscient, beloved, accept this royal garment of gold brocade

and thread. Next sandal (gandha) with the mantra :

—

Oandhan

^ „ Jearpiir sanyuktan, divyan chandanamutta-
Gandha. .,

'

mam vilepanan auraireshtha prityavthan

'Milk, curds, butter, honey and sugar.
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pratigrihyatdm.—' best of gods, let this agreeable sandal mixed

with camphor be accepted as an unguent for thy person, for the loVe

1 bear thee,' Next rice {aJcshald) with the mantra :

—

Akshaidn dhd'

valdn deva suraaandharvvapdjita sarvvadeiiot,
Ahhatd.

, J % , mi
fiamaskaryya grihanamadanugrahat.—' Thou

who art worshipped by the gods, Gandharvas and all the deities,

accept my offering of white rice.' Next flowers [pushpdni) with the

mantra :

—

Suqandh'misu piishpdni mdla-
Pushpdni, /,. .., .

' . , 1

tyddim vmpraoho maydnitdm piijdrttMn

pushpdni prAtigrihyatdm.—' Lord accept the sweet-smelling gar-

lands and flowers brought by me for thy worship.' Then incense

(dJidpd) with the mantra :

—

Daidn-gan gugulan dhdpafi sugandhin

sumanoharam umdsutanamastubhyafi dhd-
Dhupa,

. . ,

pan me pratigfihyatdm.—' son of Uma,

accept the incense consisting of ten ingredients, 'bdellium, frankin-

cense, fragrant grasses and very pleasing perfumes collected for

thy honour.' Then a lamp {dipa) with the fnantra;

—

Grihdna

marvgalan dipan ghritdvarttisamanvitani

dipan jndnapradan devarudrapriyanamos'-

tute.—' Accept this lamp, supplied with clarified butter, the bes^

tower of knowledge, established in thy honour, beloved of the

gods.'

Then sweetmeats [nai-Oedya) with the mantra :

—

Sagurdn sagk-'

ritdaicha eva modakdn gliritipdchitdn naive-

dyan sapkalun dattan gnhyatah vighnana-

iana.—' thou who removest difiSculties accept these sweetmeats

cooked in clarified butter.' One of the sweetmeats should then be

taken up and placed before the image of Ganesha, who should

also receive some article of value. Then repeat the miila-msLnua,

which consists of a mental recitation {jap) of the formula Om
Ganeihdya namah—' Om, glory to Ganesha.' Next pan [tdmMla)

is presented with the mantra :

—

Pugipliala-

samdyuktan ndgavalUdaldnvitam karpiirddi'

samdyuktan tdmh4lan pratigrihyatdm.—' May thispan with betel and

the leaves of the betel and spices be accepted.' When presenting

the sweetmeats which are usually ten in number (hence the name

daiamodaka) the following fopmula is used :
—

' I (so and so) for this

(so and so) purpose bestow on this Brahman for the sake of Ganesha

in
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these sweetmeats, Hce, flowers and goods with this tnantra :— Vigft^

nesa viprar^peiia grihdjta daiamodakdn dakshimghritatdmb^lugura-

yuktdn mameshtada.—' Vighaesa (obstacle-lord), in Brahman form,

accept these ten sweetmeats with the gifts, clarified batter and pdn

piesented by me.* In reply the celebrant accepts the gift on the

part of Ganesha and says :

—

Bdtd vigkneiraro devo grikUa sarvvavi-

ghnardttasmdt idam mayddattam pari punpan tadasturrte.—'i^exi fol"

lows tlie prayer {prdfthana) :
—Bindyaka

Prdfthana. , _ i i • r.

namastuohyam satatam modampriya avign^

nan kurume deiiasarvakdryyeshusarvvadd.—' Gflory to thee Vin^yakj

fond of sweetmeats, always protect me from difficulties every-

where.'

This is followed "by an offering of a stalk of d4l grass with the

mantra :—Om adnddhwa namastestu om umd-
Dib. ^

, „
putra natnastestu om agnandsana namastestu

om bindyaka namastestu om iiaputra namastestu om sarvasiddhipradd-

i/aka namastestu om. ekadanta namastestu om ibhahaktra namostu

om m^shakavdhana namastestu om kumdragurotubhyam namastestu

mn chaticrtMia namostute om kdiiddtkdnddt prarohantiparushah paru-

shas pari evdnod'&rve pratanu sahasreita iatenacha.—' Om, glory to

the lord of the heavenly liosts, the son of Uma, the remover of

obstacles, Vinayak, the son of Isa, the bestower of happiness, the

one-toothed, with an elephant's head, having a rat as his vehicle, to

Skanda and Vrihaspat, to the lord of the fourth day, to these stalks

of dlijb budding at every knot with hundi'eds and thousands of

shoots.'

Next foUows the nirdjana or waving of a lamp before the imagSy

,

.

which is accotnpanied by the following man-

tra:

—

Antas tejo bahis teja eki kritydmita-'

prabham drAttrikam idam deva grihdnamadanugrahdt, Om agnirjyo-

tirjyotir agnih svdhd s'&ryyo jyotir jyotik sAryyah svdhd agnir varchcho

jyotir varchchah svdhd sdryyo liarchcho jyotir varchchah svdhd s'Aryyo

jyotir jyotih svdhd.—' god accept this ceremony of waving the light

{drdtrika) before thee who art light, hail to Agni who is light, to

the Sun who is light.' Then follows the offering of flowers in the

i, , . ,. hollow of both hands (pushpdn-jali\ with the
Fushpdn-jah. *^ tr o i

mantra :

—

Sumukhaicha ekadantaicha hapilo

gajaharj}akah^ lamhodaraicha bikato vighnandio bindyakah dhtimra
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keturgaf^ddhydkslio hhdlacJiandrogajdnanah. This verse gives twelve

names^ of Ganesha and it is promised that whoever reads them

or even hears them read when commencing to study or in making

the preparations for a wedding, in coming in or going out, in war

or in trouble will never meet with any obstacle that he cannot

overcome. As the axe is to the jungle-creeper so ^is verse contain-

ing the names of Ganesha is to all obstacles and difficulties. Next

comes the gift of money as an honorarium to the celebrant with the

„ ,
formula as in the first sankalpam and the

Dakshina-Bankalpam..
^ i n • •

usual definition of place, time, name, caste,

&c., of the person who causes the ceremony to be performed and

that it is for the sake of Ganesha. The celebrant in return on the

part of Ganesha, asperses his client and places flowers, rice, &c., on

his head, concluding with the mantra:.— Om gandndHtwdganapati

gvan havdmahe priydndntwdpriy.apati gnan havdmahe, &c., as be-

fore.

The ritual for the Mdtri-p'dja comes into use after the

,,, . .
service for Ganesha and usually forms a

Matri-pUja,
part of the preface to any other ceremony.

The celebrant takes a plank and cleans it with rice-flour and

* The usual names are Samukh (beautiful faced), Ekdant (one-toothed), Ka-
pil (red and yellow complexion), Gajakarnaka (elephant-eared), Lambodar (corpu-
lent), Baikrit (misshapen), Vighnanasa (deliverer from difficulties), Binayaka
(leader), Dhumra-ketu (smoke-bannered), Blialachandra (better moon), Gajanand
(elephant visaged), Ganadisa (lord oi the celestial hosts). The following is a
rough translation of the address :

—

1. Whosoever shall worship thee npder these twelve names and even whoso-
ever shall attend and hear them read shall certainly prosper in this
world.

2. Whosoever shall repeat these twelve names on the day of marriage or

on the birth of a child, or on proceeding on a journey or on going to

battle or in sickness or on entering a new house or business shall be
freed from the effects of evil.

8. O Bakrtund, o Mahakaya, resplendent like a, thousand suns, prosper my
work always, everywhere.

4. O thou of the great body and short in stature, whose bead is like that of

an elephant. Thy breath like nectar attracts the insects hovering in
the ether to thy lips. • Thou art able with one blow of thy tusk to

destroy the enemies of thy suppliants. Thou, that art the adopted
son of Devi hast vermilion on thy brow and art ever liberal Thou
art such o Ganesha thai I bow to thee, the beautiful one of a yellow
complexion and three-eyed.

6. Presenting this lamp I wave it before thee. Thou o Lambodar who art

the ruler of the universe, the adopted son of Parvaiti, aid rac.

6. All men worship thee and adore thy feet ; thou that livest on sweets,

and art borne on a rat and whose abode is magniiiren''', aid me
7. Thou that bestowest wealth and accomplisheth the d,3sireB of thy wor-

shippers, aid me.
8. Thou wieldest the trident and hast ever been merciful to me. Mosii

assuredly all who worship thee shall o))tain eveiy happiness.
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then draws sixteen, figures representing the Mdtris and to the

right of them a figure of Ganesha. Then in the^ upper right-

band corner the sun is represented as in the Ganesha-p'iya and

in the upper left-hand corner the moon by a number of. lines

intersecting a central point and having their extremities con-

nected by a series of semi-circles. The celebrant then makes a

brush from five or six stocks of d^^-grass and dipping it in cow-

dung touches each of the figures which represent the Mdtris^

Then the arghasthdpanam, prdndydm and sankalpam as in the

preceding ceremony are gone through with the formula as to place,

time, caste of celebrant, and object, &q., of the ceremony which is

addressed to Ganesha and Gauri and the other Mdtris. Then

the latter are praised in certain verses^ known as the pratishthd,

then again in the dhydnam or meditation
Pratishthd, ., . . , ., ,

and again by name whilst presenting a

flower to each :

—
" Om ganapatayenamah," followed by Gauri,

Padma, Sachi, Medha, Devasena^ Svadha, Svaha, Matri, Lokmatri,

Dhriti, Pushti, Tushti, and the household female deities. The

formulae connected with the invitation, &c,, in the preceding

ceremony is then gone through, viz. :—dvdhana, d^ana, pddya^

argha, sndna, dchamana, bastra, gandha, akshata, pushpdnij

dh't^pa,- dipa, naivedya and gifts. Next
Basoddhara. ' * ' •

'^

. .

comes the basoddhara, which is performed

by taking a mixture of clarified butter and a little sugar and

having warmed it in the argha^ letting it stream down the

board some three, five or seven times. The celebrant then re-

ceives a piece of money from the person for whose benefit the

ceremony is performed and dipping it in the clarified butter {ghi)

impresses a mark on the forehead and throat of the person from

whom he receives it and keeps the coin. Then eomes the nird-

jana or waving of a lamp before the figures as in the preceding

ceremony. Next follows the offering of flowers in the upturned

palms of the hands {pushpdn'jali), winding up with a hymn in

honor of the sixteen Mdtris and gifts to the celebrant, who in

return places flowers from the offerings on the head of the

giver.

• Rice is here taken and sprinkled over each figure whilst the pratishthd
is sjioken and during the dhydiam the hands nre clasped reyerently ip front of

tlie bfeast and the head lowered and eyes closed.
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The Ndndri or JSandi i-dddh is also called the Abhyudika

Ndndrisrdddh.
^'''^'^'^^' ^"^^ *^°"Sb not universally ob-

served here is sonietimes introduced into

the preparatory ceremonies. It opens with an invocation of

Ganesha. The celebrant then draws a figure of a conch and

discus on the ground and makes an dsana or throne of three

stalks of d^6-grass, on which he places a pdtra or small brass-

vessel like a lota and on it the favitra} Water, barley and

sesamum are then applied, with appropriate mantras, and in

silence, sandal, rice and flowers. The materials for the ceremony

are then sprinkled with holy water whilst repeating a prayer.

Next comes the prdndydm, a prayer for the presence of the

deities in the house, a story of the adventures of seven hunters

on the Kalaajar hill and the sankalpam or dedication. Then the

enumeration of the ancestors for three generations on both the

paternal and maternal side* and their adoration. This is accom-

panied by the invitation, &c,, as in the preceding ceremonies for

eaoh of the twelve ancestors named and by special mantras which

are too tedious for enumeration here.

The kalasa-sthdpana or consecration of the water-pot is

usually observed and commences with the
Kalasa-sthdpana,

washing of the kalasa or vessel with

sandal, curds and rice and covering it with a cloth. Beneath it

is placed a mixture of seven sorts of grain and then the person

who causes the ceremony to be undertaken places his right hand

on the ground whilst the celebrant repeats the mantra :
—

' Om
maMdyauh prithivichana imanyijnan •wimihshatdm pipritdn-

nobharimabhjh.' Then barley is thrown into the vessel and a hymn

is chauated whilst water is poured over the vessel. Then the

' The pavitra is made from a single stalk of Jcusha grass tied in a knot of

the form of a figure of eight. Each stalk has three leaves which some suppose
are emblematic uf the deity. ^ In the male line an addition is made to

the name to show the degree : thus the father has the addition baiu svarUpa,

the grandfather that of rudra ivar6pa, and the great-grandfather that of aditya

svarApa. Another addition is made to show the caste -. thus a Brahman is called

sarmmah, a Eshatriya is called barmmah, and a Vaisya or Sudra is called guptah.

Amongst Brahmans the real names of females are not given : the first wife of a

Brahman is called sundari and the second and others mundari. In other castes

the real names are given as in the case of males. Thus Eamapati Brahman's
father known in life as Krishnadatta would, at a ceremimy undertaken by
I^apaapati, be called Krishnadatta aarmmah basu svarupa, and Eamapati's mother,

if the first wife of his father, would be called Krishnadatta sundari basu

ivardpa.
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husha-brahma^ is placed on it and sandal, diib, turmeric, milk,

curds, clarified butter, the five leaves (pipal, khair, apdmdrg,
uduTnbar and paUs), the earth from seven places (where cows,,

elephants, white-ants, &c,, live), the five gems^? coiu and articles

of dress with appropriate mantras. Then Varuna is invoked and
the water, &c., in the kalaaa is stirred whilst these verses are recited

in honour of the vessel ;
—

' Vishnu dwells in thy mouth, Rudra iij,

thy neck and in thy bottom Erahma : in, thy midst dwell the

company of the Matris : within thee are the seven oceans, seven

islands, the four Vedas and the Vedangas. Thou wert produced

at the churning of the ocean and received by Vishnu, thy watera

contain all places of pilgrimage, all the gods dwell in thee, all,

created things stand through thee and come to. thee. Thou,

art Siva, Vishnu and Praj4pati, the sun, Vasu, Rudra ; all the

deities and all the Maruts exist through thee. Thou makest

works fructuous and through thy favour 1 perform this ceremony.

Accept my oblations, be favourable to my undertaking and

remain now and ever with me.' Then the vessel is worshipped

with praise and prayer to the same intent. Next the afghasthd~

pana, prdndydm and dedication as in the previous ceremonies:

take place and again the Jcalasa is declared to be the abode of

all the gods to whom the invitation, &c., as in the previous

ceremony are given, viz. :— to Brahma, Varuna, Aditya, -Soma,

Bhauma, Buddha, Vrihaspati, Sukra, Sanaischar, Rdhu, Ketu,

Adhidevatas, Pratyadhidevat^s, Indra, the ten Dikp^las and the

five Lokpalas, Then follows the waving of a lamp, offering of

flowers and gifts with a dedication as before.

The ceremony of raksMvidhdna commonly known as rakshd-.

bandi is seldom carried out in its entirety
liahshdvidhdna.

, i i i i -r . .

except by the wealthy. It consists in

ttding as an amulet a bracelet of thread on the right wrist and

the rite commences with making a mixture of barley, ^wsAa-grass,

d&b-gr&ss, mustard, sandal or red sandars, rice, cow-dung and

curds, which is offered on a brazen platter to the bracelet forming

' This consists of fifty stalks of the grass tied together and separated at

one end into four parts by pieces of the grass placed at right angles to each
other and to the bundle itself. The projecting edges of these pieces prevent
the bundle falling completely into the pot or vessel. ' Gold, diamond,
sapphire, ruby and pearl, but it may easily be supposed that these are seldom,

given.
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its praiishtM. Then the person about to put on tne bracelet

invokes the presence of various deities to protect him from evil

and says :
—

" To the east let Gobind protect me ; to the south-

east, Garurdhvaj ; to the south, V4raha ; to the south-west

Nar Sinha ; to the west Keshava ) to the north-West Madhusiidana
J

to the nortli SiidharEl, and io the north-east Gad^dhar^ above

let .Gobardhan protect me ; below. Dharanidliar and in the ten

quarters of the world Basdeo who is known as Jan^rdan. Let

the conch protect me in front and the lotus behind ; on the leftj

the club and on the right, the discus. Let Upendra protect

my Brahman and Vishnu in his dwarf incarnation protect mjr

Acharya ; let Achyuta protect the Rigveda ; Adhokshaja, the

Yajurveda ; Krishna, the Samaveda, M&dho, the Atharvaveda

and Aniruddh the other Brahmans. May Pundarika protect the

performer of the sacrifice and his wife and let Hari protect all

defenceless places." The rubric goes on to say that the defence

of the unprotected can always be effected by using mantras from

the Vedas and the seeds of white mustard. In Kumaon a few

coins are with turmeric, betel and white mustard seed tied

up in a small bag (potali) of white cloth and attached to the

raksha or bracelet until the work in hand, whether marriage or

other ceremony, be accomplished. When this takes place the bag

is opened and the contents are given to the officiating priest.

The mantra commonly used in tying on the raksha is as fol-

lows :
—" Yena baddho bdldrdjaddnavendro mahdbalah tena

twdm abhibadhndmi rakahemdohalamdchala."

The ceremony known as jdtkarm takes place on the birth

of a son and is the next more impor-

tant of those observed in Kumaon. It is

divided into several sections which are considerably abbrevia-

ted in practice. The rite should be performed either on the

day of the boy's birth or on the sixth day afterwards. If the

father be at home, he should rise early and bathe in his clothes

and make the dedication as already described for the boy's long

life, health and wisdom. He should then worship Ganesha and

make this his object that the boy should always be good, strong

and wise, and that if the mother has become impure by violating

any of the laws as to conduct or what should not be eaten, that
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her sin should be forgiven her and its consequences should ndt

be visited on her boy. With the same object he performs the

MtHri-pljjja and the Ndndri-irdddh already described. Some-

times the Funydhavdchana follows, which is merely the citation,

feeding and rewarding some Brahmans to be witnesses that the

rite has been actually performed. The Kalasa-sthdpana already

described follows and after it the naugrahan or nine planets are

invoked to be present and assist. A vessel of some bright material

is brought, and in it is placed a mixture of clarified butter and

honey, with which the tongue of the child is anointed either with

a golden skewer or the third finger of the right hand, whilst a

prayer is read asking for all material blessings for the boy.

The father then presents a coin to the celebrant, who dips it in a

mixture of clarified butter and charcoal and applies it to the

forehead and throat of both father and son and then with a

prayer places flowers on their heads. The father then takes the

boy in his lap and touches his breast, head, shoulders and back, whilst

appropriate mantras praying for strength for those parts of the

body are read by the celebrant. A present is again given to the

celebrant and after it the umbilical cord is cut, leaving four

finger-breadths untouched. The abhisheh or purification is then

performed by asperging the assemblage with a brush formed from

dM-gra,ss and dipped in the water of the argha. The frontal

mark is then given with red sandars and a flower is presented

with a verse committing the donee to the protection of the great

god.

The ShashtM-mahotsava or great rejoicing in honour of

, , , ,
Shashthf is held on the sixth day after

Shashthi-manoisava.
-, ^^ i, , , -rn ,

the child s birth. If the father cannot

afford to engage the services of a priest he can perform the

ceremony himself, but usually he sends for his pv/rohit and com-

mits its duties to him. The father rises early and bathes, per-

forming the nitya-karm as usual. He fasts all day and towards

evening makes a ball of clay and smears it with cow-dunw. He
then takes a plank of wood and having cleaned it with rice-flour

draws on it images of Skanda, Pradyuman and Shashthi. He
then surrounds each figure with a hedge of cow-dung about a

finger-breadth high and sticks upright in this hedge grains of
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b.irley. The image of Shashtlii is then smeared with cow-dung

in which cowries or coins are placed, which is followed by the

Dwdra-mdtri-piija. The father of the boy collects the materials

for worship near the door of the house and there drawing the

figures with rice consecrates an argha and dedicates the rite to

the day's ceremony. The goddesses are then installed :
—

' Om
bh'Arbhuvahsvah Dwdra-mdtria be established here and grant our

reasonable desires.' Then a short meditation takes place followed,

by an ' Om, hail' to Kumari, Dhanad^, Nanda, Vipula, Mangala,

Achala and Padma, and the usual invitation, &c., as far as the

dedication. Next comes the Ganesha-pu/a with rinsing of the

mouth and a dedication, then the Mdtri-puja with similar detail,

the Punydha-vdchand and Kalasa-sthdpanar with an invitation to

the nine planets to be present. The worship of Skanda and

Pradyuman then proceeds with the usual installation address

(pratishthd), meditation, invitation, &c., and prayer (prdrthana)

during the offering of flowers. This is followed by the Shalkrit-

tika-puja or worship of the six nymphs, the foster-mothers of

Skanda, with an enumeration of his names and an invocation to

Siva, Sarabhuta, Sannata, Prita, Anusuya and Kshama. Next

comes the worship of Shashthi with the usual consecration of the

argha, prdndydm, dedication and installation.

The pratishthd in honour of Shashthi is as follows :
—

" Om bh'Ar

bhuvah svah {vydhriti-ui antra), o Shashthi-devi, come here to this

magical place which is smeared with cow-dung, remain here, con-

sent to be honoured here. Then follows thi? unintelligible mystical

formula 3T'^T1T5RI HT^cf^^ig ^QC tjl

followed by " May Shashthi-Devi in spirit and essence be here and

may the regents of all the senses be present." The mental assign-

ment of the different parts of the body to its own peculiar tutelary

deity (nydsa) follows and should be made with the following for-

mula :

—

Om khd, glory to the heart ; Om khi, to the head svdhd,

(here meaning ' Hail') ; Om kkd, to the top-knot, vashat (here mean-

ing ' Hail') ; Om khai, to the mystical armour of the mantra, Mm ;

'Om khav, to the eyes, vaushat (like vashat) ; Om kha, to the mystical

weapon of the mantra, phat. This differs little from the Anganyds

formula. Theu follows the meditation on Shashthi as Maha-devi,

112
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, of the large breasts, four-armed, the consort of Siva, swollen oat

like a peacock, clad in yellow clothes, beautiful, bearing a lance

in her hand; Mahesvari, &o. The above fairly represents^ the chi^-

racter of the mantras used in the ceremonies and that these are of

Tantrika origin and common alike to Buddhism and the Hinduism

of the present day may be distinctly shown. Cunningham in his

Laddk (p. 384) gives several mantras collected by him from Tibet©-

iBuddhist sources which in form and character are the same as

those in use in the Kumaon Himalaya. Compare his mantra of

Shakya Thubba (Buddha) :

—

Namah Sdmanta luddMndm sarva-

ileslia nistiuddhana sarvva dkarma vahiprapta gagana sama sama

svdhd—'glory to the chief of Buddhas, reliever of all suffering,

master of all virtue, equal, equal to the heavens, hail.' Again we

have :

—

Namali sdmanta vajrdndmcfianda mdha roshana hAn—"glory

to the chief of Vajras, fierce and greatly hungry, hail" ; and :

—

Om
vajra—hrod^ia, hdyagriva hulu hulu M,n phat—Om o wrathful Vajra,

flame-necked, Imlu hulu h'A,n phat. This last ' is addressed to the

supreme Buddha (Bhageswara), to the celestial Bodhisattwas, Pad-

Viap&ni and Yajrapani (the lotus and sceptre bearers) and to the

Tantrika divinity Iswara.' The same ideas permeate the mystical

formulae used by Musalmans of the lower classes, descendants of

Hindu converts, only the names of JibrMl, Azrdil, &c., are use4

instead of the names of the Indian and Tibetan spell compelling

deities. After the worship of Shashthihas been finished a garland

of sweetmeats is thrown around the neck of a male kid. The ears

of the kid are pulled until it bleats loudly some five or six times ia

order to frighten and drive away the evil spirits who are supposed

to seek to disturb the ceremony. Shashtbi is again addressed to

protect the boy from evils by fiood or field, by hill or dale, from

wild animals by night or day ; whilst the father takes the child in

his lap and again touching the several parts of the body listens to

the appropriate prayers for strength, wealth and long life. Th^i

ceremony ends with a story illustrating its origin.

The ndimkarana ox naming the child takes place on the tenth

to the twelfth day after birth. In Kumaon,
it is held almost universally on the eleventh

day, The ritual opens with a series of somewhat abstruse general

rules for selecting names, the actual practice with regard to whigh
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is noticed elsewhere. The Ganesha-jijija is as usual first performed,

stating the particular object for which it is undertaken. Then

follows the Ndndri-irdddh and an oblation to the fire made with

clarified butter. Then a mixture called the pancha-gavya is formed

of the following ingredients :— the urine of a slate-coloured cow,

the duns; of a black cow, the milk of a copper-coloured coWj tha

curds of a white cow and the clarified butter of a pie-bald cow.

This mixture is made up into small balls and a portion used as a

burut-offering (h^ma) and the remainder is strewn about the house

afld byres and also thrown on the mother of the boy to purify het.

A homa is then made of coins which are thrown into the fire and

afterwards become the property of the celebrant. The child's

name is next settled and written on a small piece of clean cloth

and also whispered in his ear :—" Thy name is so and so, may thou

have long life, health and prosperity." Gifts ate then made to the

Celebrant and all retire to the courtyard, where a figure of the sua

such as already described is drawn on the ground and reverenced

with the usual ceremony. The boy is allowed to see the sun this day

and is made to plant his foot on a piece of money placed on the

ground {bhiimi upavesanam) yvhiht calling on the names of the deities

that hereafter he may be able to esteem money as the dirt under his

feet. The party then return to the house, where the jiva nidtri-p^Ja

is performed. It consists in the rinsing of the mouth followed by

the consecration of the argha and a dedication as in the mdtri-p'&ja,

but the figures are only seven in number and are drawn on the wall

ot the house, not oh wood, and the deities honoured are Kalydni,

Mangala, Bhadra, Punya, Ptmyamukh^, Jaya and Vijay^. These

are worshipped with the usual ceremonies including the invitation,

&c., and the basoddhara already described and then gifts are made

to Brahmans.

The janmotsava takes place On the anniversary of the birth

of a male and the ceremony connected with

it may be performed either by the person

whose birth-day is celebrated or by the family purohit on his

behalf. In either case the person for whose benefit the rite is

performed must rise early in the morning and have his body

anointed with a mixture of sesamum, black mustard and water

and then bathe in warm water and put on clean clothes. When
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Ibatlung, a prayer is read which brings in the pJara atid date, his

Dame, caste and race, and asks for long life and prosperity, ancf

to be truly efFectire tliis prayer shonld be said when the past

year of the native's life merges into the coming year. Then thes

names of the principal deities are repeated in the form of a short

litany and their aid. and assistance daring the ensuing year are

invoked. Shotild the anniversary fall on a Tttesday or Saturday

which are regarded as unlucky days, the ceremony cannot take

place, but in its stead, the person who desires to derive benefit

from the rite Should bestow gifts on Brahmans and in charity and

in this way he shall obtain all the advantages which the per-

formance of the complete ceremony is supposed to ensure. It is

only in this abbreviated form, moreover, that the majority of

Hindus in Kumaon observe this rite.

The karnhedh or piercing the ear may, according to the

family or tribal custom, take place at any
Karnbedn, * i i

time between the third and seventh year.

,The rite is said to have been established by 'Vyasa and the date

for its performance is always fixed by the family astrologer. The

father of the boy must rise early and perform the Ganesbap^i/t^

and state precisely the object by giving place, time, name, &c.,

and declaring that it is for the increase in length of life, strength,

wisdom and good fortune of his son, whose name is also given. He
then goes through the Mdtri-p'Aja, Ndndri-irdddh, &c., as in the

preparatory ceremonies already described. The mother takes the

child in her lap and gives him sweetments whilst the operation of

piercing the ear is performed : first the right and then the left ear

with appropriate mantras, winding up with the usual gifts to tbe

astrologer and pwohit. Then follows the abhisltek or aspersion

and the presentation of flowers and the mahdnirdjana, in which the

family barber appears with a brazen tray bearing five lamp*made of

dough, four at the comers of a square and one in the centre- in

which the wick floats in molten clarified butter. These are waved in

the manner of a censer in front of the assembly, who each make
an offering to the barber according to bis ability.*

' I omit the ceremony styled Alcshnraivlltdra vidydrambhau, which take»
place when a boy first goes to school, as it is not in general use. It consists
piincipally of an enumeration of all the books, teachers and schools of philosophy
known to the compiler with laudutory verses and prayers that they should be
present and assist in the ceremony and in the youth's stndies.
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The Vpanayana or ceremony of putting on the janeo or sacri-

^ ., .
j^ i

^^^^^ thread is always preceded by the wor-

ship of the planetary bodies. For this

purpose a yajnasdla or h:^ll of sacrifice is prepared to the east or

north of the house and purified with the panchagavya,^ whilst prayers

are read as each article of the mixture is used. As a rule, how-

ever, the ceremony is performed in the cow-shed, in the northern

corner of which a very simple miniature altar of three steps' known

as the grahahedi is raised. On the top of the altar the figure of

a lotus with eight petals is drawn and each petal is coloured to

represent a planet, red for the sun ; white for the moon ; reddish-

brown for Bhauma (Mars) ; whitish yellow for Budh (Mercury)

;

yellow for Vrihaspat or Guru (Jupiter) ; white for Sukra (Venus)

;

black for Sanichar (Saturn) and for Edhu (an eclipse) find brown

for Ketu (a comet). For the other deities the intervals between

the petals are used. Offerings of rice and curds are then made

to each and the usual invitation, &c., are made. On the morning

of the day after these preparations have been completed, the usual

preparatory ceremonies already described are gone through, in-

cluding the Nitya-karm, Qanesha-pjJja, Mdtri-jo^/a, Ndndri-srdddh

and Punydha-vdchana. Then the person who causes the cere-

mony to be performed gives the tilak or frontal-mark to the

purokit also the orgha, flowers, rice, sandal and presents of coin,

ornaments and wearing apparel and requests him to preside at the

ceremony.' The parents of the child, with the celebrant and

the assembled friends then march round the yajna-sdla to the

sound of conches and other instruments and enter by the western

door, when the ceremony of purifying the hall with the pancka-

gavya is again performed. To the south-west of the grahahedi a

small homa-bedi or altar for burnt sacrifice is built and a fire is

lighted thereon.

The celebrant then performs the Kalasa-sthdpana and ap-

_ ,
points the pradhdn-dip or guafdian of the

The worship. f , . , ,
lamp to stand in the east and prevent the

> Already described. ' The lowest step is two finger-breadths high and
broad, the next is of the same -height but four finger breadths broad, and the last

is four finger breadths higher than the second and one cabit square at the top.
' Arrangements are made in the ritual for the presence of the AohSrya.
Brahmsn, Bitwik or prompterand Sadas;^a, but as a rule all these offices are per-
formed by one person. The riiual for this ceremony extends over eighty pages
of my manuscript and is said to occupy three days in recital.
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lamps going out, lest the ceremony should be interrupted by sprites

and goblins. The worship commences by the celebrant presenting

to each leaf of the lotus on the graha-bedi, a piece of metal stamped

with the Conventional image of the particular planet to which the

leaf is sacred. (Then the greatness of each planet is praised and

litanies are read and each is invited to be present in the place

assigned to it on the graJia-bedi.) All face towards the sua and

the figure of the sun towards the east. These are then addressed

in the AgnyuUdranam-mantra and then washed with the five

amrita, each ingredieint as it is applied being accompanied by a

separate mantra. Then cold-water is offered and the dedication

made with the hymn of praise to :—Om kar, Brahmarishi, Gayatri,

Ohhandah and the supreme deities ; the Vydhriti-maatra, Visva-- •

mitra, Jamadagni, the' metres known as the gdyatri, iS/shnih and

anuohtubh and the deities Agni, Vayu and Suryyd, who are asked

to assist in the ceremony. Then the 'y2/'^Anii-mantra is recited

separately and together thus -.-^Om hh'A I invite and set up the

gun ; om bhuvah I invite, &c. -fOm svah I, &c. ; om bM/rhhuvahsvah,

I, &c., and the figure of the sun is placed on a small circular altar

erected in the middle of the graka-bedi, then the invitation is made

with the mantra ;— Om akrishne, &Ci Next Agni is addressed as

adhideva of the sun and invited to be seated on his right hand

with the vydhriti-mnntra, separately and together as in the case of

the sun and also a special mantra for the invitation :—^' Om Agnim
d-&tam,' &c. Next on the left side Rudra is invited as the pratyor-

dhi deva in the same manner and the invitation mantra com-" •

menoes ;
—

' Om tryambakam,' &c. Next in the south-east corner

the figure of Soma is set up with a similar ceremony on a small

square altar. Next comes Ang^raka or Bhauma on a triangular

altar, Budh on an arrow-shaped altar, four finger-breadths long,

Guru or Vrihaspati on an altar six finger-breadths square, Sukra

on a five-cornered altar, nine finger-breadths across, Sani on a

bow-shaped altar two finger-breadths broad, Rahu on a sword-

shaped altar, and Ketu on one like a standard. Then the other

deities are invited : first the protecting deities, Ganesha, Durga,

Kshetrap41, Vayu, Akasha, and Aswini. Then the guardians of

the rite, Indra on the east, Agni on the south-east, Yama on the

south, Nirriti on the south-west, Varuna on the west, Vayu oa
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the north-westj Kuvera on the north and Isa on the north-ea&t.

Next Brahma is invited to take his place in the upper part of the

central space on the graha-hedi and Ananta in the lower portion.

Next in the north-eastern corner already sacred to Isa, the Kalasa-

sthdpana is made and the figure of Varuna is placed on the cover

over the mouth of the vessel. All th#*is done with the same

tedious ceremony.

The thread from which the bracelet is made {rakshd-s^tra)

„, ,. . is now tied round the neck of the vessel
The meditation.

/r j v mi • i • i
{/calasa). 1 hen rice is taken m the hand

and sprinkled over all the figures whilst they are asked to come

and take their place in the vessel and in the bracelet. Then fol-

lows the dedication of the rite to the ceremony about to be per-

formed on behalf of the boy. Next the dhydna or meditation is

given :
—" Om who sittest in the position called padmdsana {i. e.,

with thighs crossed, one hand resting on the left thigh and the

thumb of the other on the heart and the eyes looking towards the

nose), with hand like a lotus, sprung from a lotus, who driveth the

chariot yoked with seven steeds, two-armed, ever present Ravi.

Om thou whoart white clothed in white garments, driving white

horses, adorned with white, bearing a club, two-armed, ready to

do what is right, Sasi Om thou with the reddish garland and

-clothes, bearing a pike, lance, and club, four-armed, moving like a

goat, granter.of requests, Dhard-suta. Om thou clothed in yellow

garments encircled with yellow garlands, sprung from the pericarp

of the lotus, club-holder, two-armed, seated on a lion, grantor of

requests, Budha. Om Guru of the Devas and Daityas, clothed in

white and yellow, four-armed, who grantest the wishes of ascetics,

with rosary, thread and alms-dish. Om thou who shinest like a

sapphire, holding a lance, grantor of requests, vulture-borne, arrow-

discharger, .4r/ca-suia. Om thou that art clad in blue, whose body

js blue, crested with a diadem, bright, seated on a blue lion, such

a Rdhu is praised here. Om thou who art of a brown colour, two-

armed, club-wielder, with distorted face, always mounted on a vul-

ture, grantor of desire, Ketu." A second meditation to the same

import is then prescribed and others for Varuna, &c. Then to all

the deities named the dsana, &c., as far as the flower-offering are

given and Vy6sa is quoted in praise of the nine planets. When
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procurable, cocoanuts should now be offered vvith fruit, flowers,

and goods as well as the food supposed to be agreeable to each

deity : thus for the sun, balls of xice and molasses are provided :

the moon receives a bali of rice, clarified butter and milk ; Bhauma,

one made of rice, molasses, clarified butter and milk [utkarika);

Budh, one made of milk and rice; Vrihaspati, simply clarified

butter and rice ; Sukra, curds and rice ; Sani obtains a mixture of

rice, clarified butter and vegetables ; Rahu has goat's flesh ; Ketu,

rice of various colours ; whilst the remainder obtain milk and rice.

If these different ingredients are not procurable an offering of

milk and rice is made to all.

The celebrant then approaches the homa-bedi and looking

Consecration of the towards the east makes the usual rinsing

materials for sacrifice. ^f ^^6 mouth and then proceeds through

the whole ceremony of conseoratiog the materials for the sacrifice

from the appointment of the Brahman (brahmopavesana) to the

general aspersion (paryukshana), after which gifts are made ~to

the celebrant. A kind of preface is then "read giving the namas

of the several deities and the materials with which they should

be worshipped. This is followed by the Ag iii-sthdpana by which

Agni is invited in the different forms in which he is present on

the altar as each of the nine planets receives worship and the throne,

&c., are presented to him. Lines which represent the tongues of

flame on the altar are then drawn and adored and the father of

the boy receives fire from the celebrant and bending the right knee

so as to allow the" thigh to lie flat on the ground before the altar,

meditates on Prajapati, and commences the burnt-sacrifices by the

offer of the dghdrdv-homa with clarified butter. Fuel* (samidk)

for the altar is supplied from the wood of the following trees and

plants ;

—

Arka {Galatropis gigantea), Palds (Butea frondosa), khair

{^Acacia catechu), Apdmdrg (Achyranthes aspera); pipal {Ficiia

religiosd) and Udambar {Ficus glomerata), sami {Acacia suma), dub

{Gynodon Dactylon) and husJia {Eragrostis cyriosuroides). These

pieces of wood and plants must not be crooked, broken, worm-eaten,

&c., and must be steeped in curds, honey and clarified butter

before they are offered to the nine planets as a homa. If the wood

' The wood of these tTces is supposed to be cut up into pieces measuring a
span of the hand of the buy who is the subject of the rite. Three stalks of diib

or Avska make one samidh.
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of the other trees mentioned is not procurable that of the palds

or khair may he used alone. There are three positions for the

hand during the homa:— (1) the mrigi (doe), (2) the hansi (female

swan) and (3) s^kari (sow). In the s4kan the hand is closed and

the fingers lie in the palm of the hand ; the mrigi extends the

little-finger whilst the remaining fingers continue within the palm

of the hand, and the hansi extends the fore-finger whilst the hand

is closed. The mrigi-mudra comes into use in all ceremonies

undertaken in order to avoid threatened dangers or the retribution

due to evil deeds : the hansi-mudra in the rites observed for in-

crease in health, wealth or prosperity, and the sdlcari-mudra in

spells for malevolent purposes, in incantations against an enemy

and for causing any mental or bodily misfortune to him. If the

homa takes place without its proper spell {mudra) the offering is

fruitless and misfortune shall assuredly occur to both the celebrant

and his client.

The homa is then offered in the name of each deity with a

short dedication and mantra whilst the name of the presiding

„, , .
Rishi supposed to be present is given as

The oblation. °

well as the form of Agni. As this cere-

mony is gone through forty-two times, the result may be tabulated

as follows :

—

The nine planets.

•So.
Kame of

deity.

Sun
Moon

IBhanma ...

Budha

Vrihaspati,

Sukra

Sani

Bahu
Eetu

Material
employed in

the homa.

Arfta

Palds .,

Khair
Apdmdrg.

Pipal .,

Udambar..

Sami

Dab
KusKa

Initial words of
mantra.

Om Akrishne, &c.
Om imam dev&h asa
patna gvan, &o.

\

Om agnimurddhd, &c.
Om udbudhyasvdgne,

&o.
_Om vrihaspate, &c

Om anndt parisrutora
earn, &c.

Om sannodevtrabhish-
tayah, &c.

Om kaydnaichitra, &c,
Om ketum, &c.
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Presiding
Bisbi.

Hiranyastfipa.
Gautama.

VirfipSksha.
FaTameshthi.

Giitsamada.
Fraj&pati, Asvi,

SarasTati and
India.

Dadhyangathar-
van.

Vamadera.
Madhlichhanda.

Form of

-Agni.

Kapila.
Pingala,

Dhflmraketu.
Jatliara.

Sikhi.

H&taka.

Mahfiteja,

Hutasana.
Rohita.
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The Adhidevatds.

For these and the succeeding deities palds is the wood pre^

scribed and no particular form of Agni is mentioned.

Number. I Name of deity.

10
11

12
IS

]4
IS

16
17

18

19
20
21

22
23
24
26
S6
27

S8
29
30
SI

32

Agm
Apai

Prithivi

Vishnu

Indra
Indrani
Frajapati
Sarpa
Brahm^

Budra
Uma
Skanda

Purusha
Brahma
Indra
Yama
Eala
Cbitragiipta

VinSyaka
Durga
Vayu
Akasha

Initial words of mantra. Presiding Riahi.

Om agnim hAtam, &c.
Om apovantara, &c. ...

Om syondprithivi, &c. ...

Om idamvishnurvichakrama,
&o.

Om sajoshdh, &o.
Om aditya, &G. ...

Om prajdpdie, Sec.

Om namostu sarpebhyo, &c....

Om brahmayajnanam, &c, ...

The Pratyadhidevatds.

Om tryambakam, &c. .•

Om srischate lakahmi, &c. ...

Om yaddkrandah prathamam,
&c.

Om sahasra sirsAapurushah,&c,

As in IS ...

Om trdtdram indram, &c. ...

Om asiyamok, &c. ...

Om kdrshiraai, &c. ...

Om chilrdvaso, &c. ..,

Other deities^

Om gandnditwd, &o. ...

Omjdtavedase, &c.
Om vdtovd, Sec. ...

Om urddhvdh, &c. ».

Om ydvdnhusa, &c.

Kanva and Medhdtithi.

Vrihaspati.
MedhStithi.

As in 10.

As in 4.

Ditto 7.

Hiranyagarhha.
Devarlshisi

Prajipati.

Vasishtha.
Uttaranarlyana.
Bhargava, Jamadagai
and irghatamasa>

Asyanarayana, ,

As ia 18.

Grargya.

As in 21.

Ditto 15.

Ditto 4.

As in IS,

Gandharvaff.
As in 1 8.

Medhatitbi>

Dikpaids.

Sesamum and clarified butter are here added to the

ofEering of patds.

33
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The position assigned to each deity on the graha-bedi will better

be understood from the following diagram. In the petals of the
lotus, the letter 'A' stands for 'Adhideva': the letters 'Pradh*
for ' Pradhandeva' and the letters 'Pr.' for ' Pratyadhideva/ the
titles given to each triad ;

—

Tndrot

% /xrun.jnO/1

We have next a Tioma of clarified butter with the vt/dlmH-

mantra repeated nine times : hence the name navahuti-homa.

Another offering of clarified butter is made with the mantra :—

.

' Om to Agni who causeth a good sacrifice svdM.' Then a piirna-

p4(ra, or vessel, is presented to the celebrant with a dedication that
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all imperfections in the ceremony may be forgiven and the rite be

completed. The baliyaddn follows and com-
Baliyadin,

. ™ . „ .,, . i j j.

prises offerings of rnilk or rice and curds to

the north of the graha-bedi or near the homa-bedi. A portion of

the mixture is taken and placed on a brazen platter or stone in the

name of the sun with the address :
—

' BM bh6 Sun accept this offer-

ing; be thou the bestower of long life, the giver of forgiveness, the

alleviator of trouble, the giver of good fortune and the increaser

of prosperity to thy worshipper.' Above this an offering is placed

for the moon with the same address and so on for each of the

forty-two deities assembled and to whom a homa has been offered.

It will be noticed that a homa is not offered either to Kshetrapal or

Vatoshpati. To the former, however, a ball is presented with consi-

derable ceremony ; a mixture of clarified butter and rice known as

khichri is placed on a platter of leaves and on it four lamps of

wheaten dough with clarified butter for oil and a few coins. Then

an ignorant Brahman or a Sudra is honoured with an offering of

sandal which, as a rule, is smeared over his face to make him look

hideous. The dhydna or meditation on Kshetrapal follows, after

which the offering is taken and presented with the mantra.* " Om
glory to the venerable KshetrapMa * * * to all sprites, gob-

lins, demons and their followers, glory to this offering of clarified

butter and rice with its lights, gifts and betel. Hail Kshetrap^la

* * filled with the howling of the fierce-mouth protect me, eat

this offering of khichri with its light prepared for thee. Protect the

person who causes this ceremony to be made, be for him and his

child and those belonging to him the bestower of long life," &c.

After this follows the ptjurndhuti-homa in which Bharadvdja ia

„ ,
the Rishi and the deity is Mahavaisv^nara,

Furndhuh-Aoma. „ . .

The offering is prefaced by the usual dedi-

cation of time, place, person and object, followed by the hymn in

four verses beginning:— ' Om murddhdnam divo,' &c., and ending

with 'Om p'Arnd,' &c., whence the name. The Agni p'&ja cornea

> Om namo bhagavate hshetrapdldya ^f ^ ^ % ^T ^* bhitapretapisd-

cha-^dhiniidhini heidlddi parivdrayutdya esha sadipah sadakshiij.a'h satdmbul(th
hriaardnna, btilirnamah bho bho kiheirapdla mam maru, turn turn laid lata shaih'a
ahaaha phenkdrapArica din-mukha r ahsha rakilia grahamahhakarmman,i amuBaadipak
krisardanabalim bhaksha bhakshu yajamdnanpahi (bis) mamavd saputra lapari-
virasya yajamdnasyavd, Sfc.
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next in which Agni is addressed on behalf of the boy :—
' Om

Agni thou that protectest the body, protect my body ; Om Agni

that grantest long life grant me long life
;

Om Agni that bestowest energy bestow on

me energy ; complete whatever is deficient in my oblation ; Om
holy Savit^ accept my sacrifice, holy Sarasvati accept my sacrifice

;

ye twin Asvins, crowned with lotuses accept my sacrifice.' Then

warming his hands in the flame of the altar he applies them in

succession to the various parts of his body saying:—"May each

member of my body increase in condition." Similarly the mouth,

nostrils, eyes, ears and arms are separately addressed to the same

intent. After this the rite called trydyusha is celebrated. It

„ •

,

consists in the application of the tilak or
Tryat/uaha,

frontal mark to the head and throat of

both the boy for whom the ceremony is performed and his father.

The material for the tilak is taken from the ashes of the homa and

then mixed with clarified butter and applied by the celebrant.

This is followed by the distribution of gifts which are divided

amongst all the Brahmans present. But in addition to the ordi-

nary presents suitable to the occasion, the wealthy and devout are

instructed that the following are specially acceptable to each of the

nine planets :—to the sun, a brown cow; to the moon, a conch ; to

Bhauma, a red bullock; to Budh, gold; to Vrihaspati, yellow clothes

and gold ; to Sukra, a white horse; to Sani, a black cow; toRahu, a

sword, and to Ketu, a goat. These subsequently become the pro-

perty of the ofiiciating priests, but it is allowed to commute these

gifts in detail for a sum of money which is made over to the

priests with the usual dedication of place, time, person and object,

and that tl^e money is in lieu of the gifts due to each of the nine

planets. All then march around the altar singing :
—" Om, go, go,

bpst of gods, omnipotent in thy own home, where Brahma and
the other gods are, there go thou Hutdsana." The planets are then

worshipped and afterwards the celebrant and his assistants as-

perges the assembly with water taken from the kalasa whilst

chaunting a hymn^ This is followed by a mantra^ in which all

the deities are invoked that the aspersion may be fructuous and

1 This is called a Vaidik hymn and cominencea ;—' Om sarvvesamudrdh aaritaa
tirthdni jaladdnaddh,' &c. : it contains thirty-four verses. ' Called Paura-
nika-mantra.
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their protection be extended to all. The tilak of sandal is then

given by the celebrant to the men of the assembly with the

mantra^ ;
—

" Om, may it be well with thee, be thou fortunate; may
Mahalakshml be pleased with thee ; may the gods always protect

thee ; may good fortune be always with thee everywhere ; may evil

planets, sins, impurities and causes of quarrel seeing the mark on

thy forehead be powerless to harm thee." The rice is applied

with the mantra :
—

' Om may this rice protect thee.' The tilak is

given to women merely as an ornament without any mantra,

but the rice is applied with the mantra used for men. The

iaa.ntra.-pdthah follows, of which twenty-one verses are for the men

and three for the women whose husbands are alive at the time

;

when finished, flowers are distributed to all present. After this

the ceremony of fastening on the bracelet (rakshdbandhan) takes

place as described and the bk&yasi-danam with its gifts in which

all the dancers and the musicians share. The worship of the

planets concludes as usual with a feast to Brahmans.

The rite known as ch'&rdkarana or shaving of the head is also

„ , , included amongst those preparatory to the
Churakarana. .

° r c j

assumption of the sacrificial thread. The

favourable moment is fixed by the family astrologer and when
arranged for, the father of the boy commences the rite the ni^ht

before by going through the Ganesha-piy'a. He then takes ten

small bags of cloth and wrapping up in them portions of turmeric,

dub-grsss, mustard and a coin, ties them in the hair of the boy

with the mantra :
—

' To-morrow you will be cut off,' &c. Three are

tied on the right side of the head, three on the left side, three at

the back ,of the head and one on the top. The next morning all

proceed to the yajnasdla in which the graha-hedi of the previous

ceremony was erected. The duties of the day are opened with

the rinsing of the mouth, next the argha is set up and consecrated

and the prdndydm is gone through followed by the dedication.

In the last rite, the celebrant defines the object by stating that

the ceremony is performed for the cMrd-karana and upanayana
of so and so, the son of so and so, &c. Next follow the whole of

the usual preparatory ceremonies as far as the Punydha-vdchanam.
The celebrant now approaches the cMrd-kamna-bedi and again

' Om bhadramastu, &c.
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consecrates the argha and makes a dedication to Agni and then

lights a fire upon the hedi or altar. The father now takes the boy

in his arms and the mother seats herself to his left and all assist

in the installation of the altar and the invitation, &c., is gone

through as before. Then an offering of clarified butter is thrown

on the fire with the mantra :
—

' Om prajdpataye' &c., and gifts are

bestowed on the celebrant. The hair of the child, except the top-

knot, is now cut off whilst an appropriate service is read. The hair

is then buried with cow-dung near some water and the boy is

bathed and clothed in his best and placed near the celebrant and

is held to be entitled to the name mdnavak or religious student.

The ceremony as usual winds up with gifts to the celebrant and

assembled Brahmans, replied to by a mantra and the gift of a

flower [asisham).

According to the Pdraslcarasiitra, the son of a Brahman may

Assumes the garb of a assume the janeo at seven or eight years of

student.
j^gg^ ^jjg g^Q q£ g^ Kshatriya at eleven years

of age and the son of a Vaisya at twelve years. These limits can

be doubled where necessity exists, but the ceremony cannot take

place after the second limit has expired. The father and son now

approach the upanayana-iedi and the boy presents the tilpd-

tra to the altar. This tilpdtra is an iron pot containing sesamum

oil in which coins have been placed and which form a portion of

the honorarium of the celebrant. The invitation, &c., is again

recited and the dedication is made to ensuring the success of the

young student in his studies. Next follows a formal burnt-sacri-

fice of clarified butter. The celebrant then receives from the

father of the boy a loin-cloth, belt, sacrificial-thread, waist-thread,

walking-stick and bason for receiving alms and gives them one by

one to the boy with a mantra for each. Separate woods are pre-

scribed for the walking-stick according to caste ; for the Brahman,

palds ; for the Kshatriya, bel ; and for the Vaisya, gular. The cele-

brant then asperges the head and breas^t of the boy and accepts

him as one duly prepared and fit to be raised to the degree of a

religious student. The boy next seats himself to the north of the

celebrant and his father goes through the Agni-piija and offers a

sacrifice of clarified butter and presents gifts to the Brahmans.

The title bat is given to the student who has assumed the sacrificial
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thread. The astrologer fixes the lagnaddn or propitious moment
for repeating the gdyatri, and when it comes the boy seats

Saluting the religious himself in front of the celebrant and tiirn-

p receptor.
jjjg jj^g f^^^ towards the north-east salutes

the celebrant and presents gifts to his purohit. He then crosses

his arms and places his right hand on the right foot and his left

hand on the left foot of the purohit and bows his head down until

it touches his hands. The purohit then gives the asisham and for

a Brahman reads the gdyatri three times, thus :

—

(1) Om bhiirhhuvah svah tat sahiturbarenyam,

(2) Eepeat first line adding bhargodevasya dMmahi.

(3) Repeat both preceding and add dhiyo yo nah praehodaydt.

The Kshatriya gdyatri is as follows :

—

Om devasya savitur matimd sarvam visvadevyam dhiyd

bhagam mandmahe.

The Vaisya gdyatri is as follows :

—

Om visvdnj^dnipratimunchate kavih prdsd bidhhadram dwi-

padechatushpade bindkamuahyat savitd barenyo nufraydna mushaso

virdjati.

The boy again brings presents and falls at the feet of his

purohit and prays that with his teacher's aid he may become a

learned man. The purohit then instructs his pupil in the Sandhya
already described. Next the samidha or small faggot of sticks

from five trees previously mentioned is taken by the boy and with

one of the pieces he touches his eyes and then dips one end of it

in clarified, butter and again the other and then places it on the

fire on the altar. Similarly the ears, nose, hands, arms, forehead,

lips, and breasts are touched in order and the sticks are burned.

The celebrant then applies the trydyusham or frontal and throat-

marks with the ashes of the homa and clarified butter. The boy

then goes through the dandawat or salutation as already described

and again receives the asisham. He then addresses Agni, stating

his name, caste, parentage, &c., and asks the deity to take him under

his protection and again prostrates himself before his purohit, who

usually delivers a homily on general conduct. The boy then begs

from his friends and presents the results to his purohit saying :

" Mahar&ja accept these alms which I have received."
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Then commeTices the rite connected with the first study of the

Vedas, the Veddrambha. Gautama has sai'

I

^ *''''™
that the Veda of the division to which the-

student belongs should first be read by him. The celebrant prepares-,

the altar called the Veddrambh-bedi, for which the usual Ganesha-

p^ja is performed and a fife is lighted thereon. The flame is then

Ted with the numerous offerings made in the names of the deities-

invoked to be present and assist, for whom the whole invitation, &c.,

is repeated, followed with the usual gifts and dedication. Thea.

comes the worship of the Vedas themselves with invitation, &c.„

followed by the worship of Ganesha, Sarasvati, Lakshmi and Katya-

yani, accompanied with the usual installation address ^ratishthc^,

invitation, &c. Then the boy looking towards the north-east perform;^

the prdndyetm and recites the gdyatri and mantras in honour of the-

four Vedas, commencing with that belonging to his own division. 'K^

next recites the mahd-vydhriti with- the gdyatri three times, i. e.,

the gdyatri with the namaskdr:—" Om bh'A, Om bhuvah, Om svaL"'

He is then told.to go to Benares and study there and for form's saka-

actually advances a short distance on the road and then returnsj

when the ceremony is closed with the usual distribution of gifts.

Next comes the samdvarttana, which commences with the gift

of a cow to the celebrant. The boy takes-
Samavarttana. ,-,, r , > •<

hold 01 the cows tail with one hand.and-

holding water in the other repeats a short formula and gives the

eow to the celebrant. There is in this rite also an altar or bedi, the

consecration of which takes place exactly as in the previous rite..

The father, son and celebrant approach the altar and the sdib

coming forward and laying hold of his right ear with his left hand
and with his left ear with his right hand says he has ceased to

do evil and wishes to learn to do well (vyastupdni). The cele-

brant answers "may you have long life." The celebrant then asper-

ges the boy and his relatives from the water of the uda-lcwmbh or

small vessel for holy-water usually placed near the halasa, and

s-ubsequently takes whatever water remains and pours it throm^li..

&, metal sieve called sahasradhdra on the head of the boy, Theia

operations are each accompanied by a mantra, as also the taking oi!:"

of the belt {melchala) and the applying of the tilak to the twelve

parts of the body :— (1) the head in which Kesho resides; (2) the

114.
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belly with Ndr&yan; (3) the heart with M4dho; (4) the right wda
with Vishnu; (5) the left side with Vfiman ; (6) the hollow.below

the throat with Gobind
; (7) the right arm with Madbusudan

; (8)

the left arm with Sridhara
; (9) the root of the ears with Trivikrama

;

(10) the back with Padmanabha
; (11) the naval with Dimodar,

and (12) top of the head with V4sudeva.

The boy then clothes himself, and the celebrant repeating appro-

priate mantras directs the boy to remain pui-e for three whole da3-s,

i.e., not touching a Sudra or a dead body, &o. On the fourth day

they again assemble, and the homa known as ptirndhuti is made^

and again the entire ceremony of consecrating the graha-bedi is gone

through as well as the worship of the nine planets and jivarndtris,

and the boy's sister or mother performs the mahdnirdj^ana before

him, and all winds up with the usual gifts and a feast.

The ceremonies connected with marriage come next and occupy

„. „ ,
no inconsiderable place in the services.

They include those arranged in the follow-

ing live divisions :

—

(1) Agni-p&ja; clothing, perfuming and anointing the body;

the purohit of the boy shall then ask Itie other the nama

and caste of the girl and communicate the same inform-

ation regarding the boy.

(2) Presentation of a cow and coin in honor of the girl : pro-

cession from the house to the Agni-bedi.

(3) Invitation to the father of the bride and formal conclusion

of the arrangements ; then circumambulation of the jfire-

altar and performing the Kusa-kandika.

(4) The bride sits to the right, and the bridegroom, sits to'tha

left close together, while a homa is made.

(5) Next follows the sanoravaprdsanam^p'Arnapdtra, gifts to

Brahmans, and the verses suited to the ceremony.

Commencing with the first group we have the Vdgdd^a-bidhi
or rules for the preliminaries to a marriage.

Some days before the wedding takes place

the father of the girl performs the Ganesha-pii/o. and the dedica-

tion declaring the object to be the correct and successful issue of

the Vdgddna, with detail of his own caste, name, race, and that of

the boy to whom he has given his girl. The girl then performs
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the Inir&Qi-p'&ja before a likeness of that deity drawn on gold or

other metal. Next day the sarvvdrambha or the beginning to

collect the materials necessary for the wedding commences. The
father of the bride takes a mixture of turmeric and Idhi with water

and anoints the body of the girl and performs the Ga.nesha-p^d.

The same is done by the father of the boy to the boy, and in addition

he takes three small bags {potah) of cloth containing coin, betel,

turmeric, roli, and rice,* one of which is buried within the hearth

where the food is cooked ; a second is suspended from a handle of

the kardhi or iron-pan in which the food is cooked, and the third is

attached to the handle of the spoon. The object of these proceed-

ings is to keep ofif ghosts and demons from the feast. Thin cakes

are prepared of wheaten flour (^sunivdla) and thicker cakes {pliri)

of the same, which, with sesamum and balls of a mixture of rice-

flour, ghi, and molasses {laddu and chhol) are made by the women.

Next comes the piirvdnga which takes place on the day before

or on the morning of the wedding. The
First Tisit. n , .1. , .,j , . ,, .

parents ot both children, each in their own
house, commence with the Ganesha-p-ii/a, followed by the Mdtri-

p&ja, Nandi srdddh, PunydJiavdchana, Kalasa-sthdpana and

Navagraha-p'Aja as already described. The parents of the girl

seldom perform more than the first two, and remain fasting until

the Kanyaddn has taken place. The father of the girl then

through his daughter adores Gauri, Maheswari, andlndr^ni, and ties

a potali on her left hand. The father of the boy binds a similar

bag on the right wrist of the boy, and also on the left hand of the

boy's mother. Four days afterwards the bags are removed. On
the morning of the wedding day the family astrologer sends a

water-clock to mark the exact moment with other presents to the

father of the girl, and declares his intention of being present with

the marriage procession at a certain hour. The boy is then dressed

in his best, perfumed, anointed, and painted and placed in a palan-

quin, and, accompanied by the friends of the family and musicians, he

sets out for the bride's house. He is met on the road by a deputa-

tion from the bride's father, conveying some presents for the bride-

groom, and near the village by a relative of the bride, who inter-

changes further presents. The procession then halts for rest whilst

> These are the contents of the potali commonl7 used, though a much more
tlaborate inventor/ is giren in the ritual.
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dancers and musicians exercise their craft. All then proceed to

the house of the bride, where a cleaa-swept place opposite the

principal entrance has been decorated by the women of the family

with rice-flour and red sanders. On -this place the celebrant and par-

ties to the ceremony with their fathers and principal relations take

their place whilst the remainder of the procession stand at a res-

pectful distance. Next comes the dhMyargha which commences

with the consecration of the argha. Then the father of the bride

recites the barana sankalpam, dedicating the rite to the giving

-of his daughter to the bridegroom, after which he offers the water

of the argha^ the celebrant who accompanies the bridegroom,. as

well as water for washing his feet, the tilalc, with flowers and

rice, and the materials necessary for the ensuing ceremonie^.

Similar offerings are made to the bridegroom ; and his father is

honoured with flowers and the asisAcwn, and all sit down to a

feast.

The near relatives of the parties then assemble in the marriage-

hall. The bride is placed looking towards the
The marriage-hall. 1,1-1 i 1

west and the bridegroom towards the east

with a curtain between them, whilst the fathers of each perform the

'Gaaesha-p'ii?*' The bridegroom's father sends a tray of sweetmeats

{laddu) to the girl's father, on which the latter places flowers and

returns the tray to the boy's father. The bride's father then

washes the bridegroom's feet and fixes the tilah on his forehead.

Again the girl's father sends a tray of sweetmeats which is accepted

and returned adorned with flowers. The bridegroom then performs

thedchamanam and receives from his father-in-law a tray of sweet-

meats (madhuparka) made from honey, &c. He should then taste

a portion of them, and say that they are good and express hig

thanks for the present. He then washes his hands and rinsing

his mouth performs the prdndydm and sprinkling of his body with

the right hand merely and the usual mantra. The bride's father

takes a bundle of kusha grass in the form of a sword and calls out

"bring the calf:" the bridegroom says, "it is present."! Then
water is sprinkled over the figure of the calf and several mantras

are read, and as in the Kali-Yuga the slaughter of cows is prohibit

ted, the figure is put aside and gifts are substituted.

' As a rule in Kumaon, tbe figure of a calf made in dough or Btamped on
metal is produced.
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In the meantime, a Brahman of the bridegroom's party prepares

^ ., ,. ^ ^ .,
tbe altar, consecrates it, and lights the fire,

venflcatxon of family. „,,,.,,
The bride s father then gives four pieces of

cloth to the bridegroom and he returns two for his bride. The bride's

father then raises the curtain and allows the parties to see each

other. Then the celebrant on the girl's side, after reading the

asirbdda verse\ asks the celebrant on the boy's side ihegotra,pra'

vara, sdkha, heda, ancestors for three generations, and name of the

boy. The celebrant on the boy's side recites a similar verse and

replies to the questions asked, winding up with a request for like

information as to the girl's family, which is given. The questions

and answers are repeated three times, the verses alone being

changed. This section of the rite winds up with -ihe usual gifts,

and dedicatory prayers and a homa of four sweetmeets, two from

the bride's house ofi^red by the bridegroom and two from the

bridegroom's house offered by the bride.

At the exact time fixed for giving away the girl, the bride's

_, . . father turns his face to the north, whilst the
The giving away. , . i i •.

bride looks towards the west. The father

then extends his hand and the girl places her hand (palm up-

wards) in her father's hand with fingers closed and thumb extended,

and holding in the palm iwsAa-grass, sesamum, barley, and gold.

The boy takes hold of the girl's thumb, whilst the mother of the girl

pours water on the three hands during the recital of the dedication

by the celebrant. This portion of the rite concludes with the for-

mal bestowal of the girl generally called the kanydddn. When
this is concluded the girl leaves her father's side of the hall and

joins her husband, when the ddnavdkya^ is read, and the father of

the bride addresses her and prays that if any error has been com-

mitted in bringing her up he may be forgiven. Next an address with

offerings is made by the bridegroom to his father-in-law, thanking

him for the gift of his well- cared-for daughter. In return the

father declares the girl's dowry, and the clothes of the two are

knotted together. Then come the usual gifts, aspersion, and offering

of flowers. The bride and bridegroom then proceed to a second altar^-

* In praise of Har and Hari. ' Containing four verses from the
Furanas. ^ This altar is about a cubit square and is eurrounded by a
hedge of branches of the sacred trees connected together with twine, outside

'

which the circumambulation takes place either three, five, or seven times.
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which is usually erected outside the marriage hall, and whilst man-

„. . , ^ tras are recited by the celebrant circumambu-
The circumambulation.

• , rtn • i • i
late the outer circle. This being done the

dghdrdv-homa follows which comprises twelve offerinfjs conjointly

made by bride and bridegroom, the former of whom holds her hus-

band's arm whilst he places each offering on the altar and the cele-

brant recites the prescribed prayers. Next come the usual gifts

and return in flowers and rice. Then follows the Rdshtrahhrit-

homa, which also consists of twelve offerings, conjointlj' made, wind-

ing up with presents as before. Also the Jayd-homa with its thir-

teen offerings, the Abhydtdna-homa with its eighteen offerings, the

Fanchaka-homa with its five offerings and the Ldjd-homa with

its offerings of flowers and* fruit. Then the altar is again circum-

ambulated and parched rice sprinkled from a sieve on the pair

as they move slowly around. The bridegroom then lifts the bride

and places her a short distance apart, when her brother approaches

and gives her some parched rice with which she makes a homa.

The bridegroom then asperges his bride with water from the kalasa

whilst repeating the mantra :
—

" Om dpah Siva sivUttama," &c., and

also touches her chest and head with appropriate mantras. She

then goes to the left of her husband and lays hold of his garments,

whilst another mantra is read and the Brahma-homa is made by the

bridegroom. The bride then washes her husband's feet, who in

return makes her a present, and each applies the tilak to the other

and eat curds and molasses together. After washing of hands the

Pti/rnapdtra takes place, in which forgiveness is craved for all

defects in the ceremony or in the amount of gifts, &c., and the

mantra-pdt or leaf is placed on the bridegroom's head by the cele-

brant with the prayer that he may be well and have long life, and

for this the celebrant is again rewarded. Then follows aspersion,

the giving and receiving of the tUak, &c., and the bridegroom ia

told to look well at his bride. A homily is now given regarding'

their conduct, the one towards the other, that they should abovft

every thing keep themselves pure for three nights or until tha

chaturtM-harm had taken place.

Theparty then proceed indoors and the Gan6sha-pi/a, Jivamdtri

jind basodhara rites are performed ; the mahdnirdjana, also takes

place by the bride's mother, who presents sweetmeats and openingf
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the knot in their garments gives a portion of the sweetmeats to both

bride and bridegroom, who then retire. Next morning the young

married couple arise early and after domestic worship again tie

, . .
their garments together and perform the

Dwaftt-THatfi^piijctM
Dwdra-mdtri-piija at the brides fathers

home. The door-leaf is cleaned with rice flour and on it figures of

the Matris are drawn and reverenced conjointly, the bride assisting

by holding her husband's arm. Again she alone prepares the thresh-

hold and performs the dehliya-pdja, by sprinkling rice and flowers.

After breakfast both proceed to the bridegroom's house, where in

the presence of a child who bears on his head a small lota of water

with a green branch on it, indicative of prosperitj', he formally

commits his wife and her dowry to the^afe keeping of his mother.

The Dwdra-mdtri-piija again takes place and after entering

the house the Gsbnesha-piija is performed with the dedication that

the moment may be propitious and the usual gifts, &c,, winding

up with the mahdnirdjana by the sister of the bridegroom and the

aspersion of the assembly by the celebrant. After this gifts are dis--

tributed and all the attendants are permitted to disperse. On
the fourth day the chaturtM-karm takes

Chaturthi-karm. • . r xi. i
place, which consists oi the usual prepara-

tory ceremonies followed by the removal of the potali or small bags

from the wrists of the bride and bridegroom preceded by a homa

and followed by the piirnapdtra which concludes the ceremony.

The next ceremony is the dwirdgamana or 'second-coming'

commonly known in these Provinces as the
Dwirdgamana.

, rm
gauna. Ihe instructions direct that on a

propitious day the boy's parents shall cook certain cakes called

phenika and placing them in a basket, the boy proceeds with them

to his father-in-law's house, where he salutes all the family and

presents the food. Early in the morning he performs the Ganesha-

piUja and at a favourable time places his wife near him. The

tilaJc is then interchanged between him and the relatives of his

wife and, formal salutations take place. He then takes his wife and

whatever portion of the dowry that is now given to his own house,

and on arriving at the threshhold the garments of both are

again knotted together. Both are then seated together and the

husband rinses his mouth, consecrates the argha and performs the
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prdndydm and dedication to the dwirdgamana and the dwdra-

rndtri-psd^a. Ganesha and the Matris are then worshipped and

the fixing of the favourable tinae is aigaingone through that th&

whole rite may be undertaken at the anspicious moment and be

free from defects. Gifts are then- made t& the family puroMt and

astrologer as if to the deity and the couple go within while the

Svasti-vdcJiana is read. On entering the inner apartments the

young couple worship the Jiva~mdtri» whose figures ar« drawn

on the walls. The kalasa is then consecrated and the couple cir-

cumambulate the vessel and the usual oflferings and dedication,

are made ; winding up with the aspersion, after which the knots oa

the garments are untied and the couple feast and retire to rest.

Should any one desire t& marry a third time, whether his other

v/ives are alive or not, he must go through
Arka-vivaAa.

the ceremony known as arka-vivdha or

marriage to the cerha plant {Galatropis g.iffantea). The aspirant

for a third- marriage either builds a small altar near a plant of the

arka or brings a branch home and places it in the ground near an

altar. He then goes through all the preparatory ceremonies and

also the Siiryya-pw^'a with its invitation, &c., and prdrthana or ado-

ration with hands clasped and appropriate mantras. He then cir-

cumambulates the altar and asks the caste, &c., as in the regular

ceremony ; a purohit answers on the part of the arka that it is of

the Kasyapa gotri, the great-grand-daughter of Aditya, the grand-

daughter of Sav4 and the daughter of Arka; then follows the caste,,

name, &c., of the real bride. A thread is then wound ten times

around the arka accompanied each time by a mantra and again

around the neck of the kalasa. To the north of the arka, a fire-altar

is raised and the dghdrdv-homa is made to Agni with gifts and
dedication. Next comes the pradhdn-homa with the mantVas,
" Om sangohhi" and "Om yasmaitriKt" ; the Vydhriti-homa with its

own mantra and the Bhlirdd'o navdkuti-homa with its nine mantras
closing with the pii^ndpdtra and dedication. After this a second

circumambulation follows and a pr-ayer and hymn. Four days the
arka remains where it has been planted and on the fifth day the
person is entitled to commence the marriage ceremonies with his-

third wife. If, however, she be already a widow he can take her
to his home without any further ceremony.
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The Kumhh-vivdha or marriage to an earthen vessel takes

place when from some conjunction of the
Kumbli-vivdha, , , „ ,

planets the omens for a happy union are

wanting, or when from some mental or bodily defect no one is will-

ing to take the boy or girl/ The ceremony is similar to the preced-

ing, but the dedication enumerates the defects in the position of the

planets in the worshipper's horoscope and states that the ceremony

is undertaken to avoid the malign influences of the conjunctions of

the adverse planets or of the bodily or mental defects of the native

as the case may be. The nine planets are honoured and also

Vishnu and Varuna, whose forms stamped on a piece of metal are

amongst the furniture of the ceremonial. The anchala or knot-

tying is made by connecting the neck of the girl or boy with the

neck of the vessel, when the aspersion is made from the water of

the kalasa with a brush made of the five leaves.

Several ceremonies are prescribed for alleviating {sdnti) the

evil effects of accidents, bad omens, por-
Casual ceremonies.

, , , a i,
• i, u

tents, unlucky acts, &c., which may be

briefly noticed here. Thus, if in ploughing, the share injures or

kills a snake, a short ritual is prescribed to appease the lord

of the snakes. Ganesha, the Matris and Kshetrpal are first

worshipped on the spot : then the figure of Mrityunjaya is drawn

on cloth and with it that of the snake-god,

and both are worshipped with the invita-

tion, &c., and the sar^-mantra is recited and a homa made. One-

sixteenth of the value of the cattle should be paid as a deodand to

Death of a plough-bul- Brahmans. Another ceremony known as

^°'^^- the vrishabhapatana takes place when a

bullock dies while ploughing or is injured. It is believed that

if the Megha-sankrdnt comes within the conjunction of the planets

noted in the horoscope, the native will die
Unlucky conjunctions. . ,. j • -i i -r xiwithm SIX months, and similarly ii the

T^la-sankrdnt come within the horoscope the native dies before

the next Megha-sanhrdnt : to avert these evils a special ritual is

prescribed in which Gobind is the principal deity invoked. 4-

more elaborate service takes place on the occasion of an eclipse

' The Vishnu pratimd-vivdh Is similar to the Kumbh-vivdh. The girl is first

married to a picture of Vishnu when the conjunction of the planets would
show her to become a widow or a had character in order to avert their iuflueuce.
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when numerous articles are placed in the kalasa and the image

of the snake-god stamped on metal ia worshipped and the usual

gifts are made. The ceremony of being born again from the

Born again from a cow's mouth {gomukhapraaava) takes place

cow's mouth. when the horoscope foretells some crime

on the part of the native or some deadly calamity to him. The

child is clothed in scarlet and tied on a new sieve which is passed

between the hind-legs of a cow forward through the fore-legs to

the mouth and again in the reverse direction signifying the new

birth. The usual worship, aspersion, &c., takes place and the

father smells his son as the cow smells her calf. This is followed

by various burnt offerings and the usual gifts, &c. Ceremonies are

also prescribed when the teeth are cut
Eentition, &e.

irregularly, when the father and son are

born in the same lunar mansion, when three children are born at

the same time or in the same lunar mansion, when snakes are

seen in coitu, when a dog is seen during a ceremony, when a crow

evacuates on one's clothes, on seeing a white crow, when gifts of

land, money or grain are made and v/hen building a house, &o.

The misfortunes that are supposed to follow any one born in

the rmibla-nakahatra, which is presided over
Mala nakshatra. . . « .,

by Nirriti, the goddess of evil, are such that

the parents are advised to abandon such a child, whether boy or

girl, or if not to go through the ritual prescribed for the occasion

with great care and circumspection. The mMa-sdnti commences

with the Ganesha-piiyd followed by the setting up of the argha and

the dedication. Then sesamum, kusha, barley and water are taken

and the pradhdn-sankalpam is recited and also the Mdtri-p&ja,

Punydha-vdohana and Ndndi-srdddh are gone through. The
celebrants are then appointed and duly reverenced and the person

who causes the ceremony to be performed stands before them with

the palms of his hands joined together in a submissive attitude and

asks them to perform the rite according to rule. The celebrants

consent and proceed to the grihasdla, or as usual in Kumaon to

the place where the cows are tied up. A place is selected and

purified either with holy-water (i. e., water which has been conse-

crated by using the names of the sacred places of pilgrimage) or

the mixture called panoh-gavya. To the south-west a hollow is
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made and a fire is lighted therein, and this is followed by the ritual

contained in the formal appointment of theBrahman to the aspersion.

An altar is then made and on the top a lotus of twenty-four petals

is drawn and coloured and named as in the following diagram* :

—

^fypy /o/ns

> The name on the petals is that of the initial letters of the nakshatri or
lanar-mansion, above which is the name of the regent of the mansion and below
the colour which should he given to it. The names in order commencing with
the mansion over which the Visvedevas preside are as follows :

—

1. tJttara-Asharh&.

2. Sravana.
3. Dhanishtha.
4. Sata-bhishaj.

6. Purva-bhadrapadfi.
6. TTttara-bh^drapad&.

7. Eerati.

8. Asvini-
9. Bharaui.

10. Krittika.

11. Bohini.
12. Mriga-siraa.

13. Ardra.
14. PunarvasQ.
15. Tishyas.

16. Apleshi,
17. Hagha;
18. PtJrva-phalgreni.

19. Uttara-phalguni,
20. Hasta.
21. Chitra.

32. Svjtti.

23. Visdkha,
21. Anuradha.
25. Jyeshthd.
26. Mdla.
27. Furrasbarba. Y'

the
middle.
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A handsome metal vessel is then placed in the midst of tfee

figure and four other vessels are placed one at each corner of the

principal altar. A figure of Nirriti stamped on metal is placed in

the centre of the altar on its vessel and small pieces of gold, silver

and copper on the other vessels after having been washed with the

five nectars applied with the usual mantras. Next comes the ad-

dress to Nirriti prefaced by the vydhriti-mantra

:

—
' Come hither

and remain here o Nirriti mistress of the mMa-naJcskatra, grant

GV'.r requests and accept our reverence.' Her companions and the

twenty-four deities residing in the petals of the lotus are similarly

invited with the same formula.

Three of the vessels are dedicated to Brahma, Varuna and the

nine planets who are invited to attend. Then the meditation on

Nirriti and the deities to whom the altar is dedicated follows :

—

' Nirriti, black in colour, of beautiful face, having a man as thy

vehicle, protectress, having a sword in thy hand, clad in shining

robes adorned with jewels.' A similar short meditation on Indra

and Toya is given and for the remaining deities, the recital of

their names is held sufficient. Nirriti then receives the formal

invitation, &c., with the mantra :
—

' Om mosM,na,' &c., whilst the

others are merely named. Then those deities invited to occupy

the three vessels above named receive the invitation, &c., and com-

mencing with Nirriti all are in order worshipped with flowers,

Bandal and water. The vessel placed to the north-east of the al-

tar is dedicated to Rudra and on it are laid the five, varieties of

evascika and below it, a drona of grain. On the covered mouth
of the vessel the image of Rudra stamped in metal is plaeed after

being washed in the five nectars as before followed by the

dedication, meditation, hymn of praise and invitation, &c. Then
the anganyds to Rudra is repeated six times and the Rudra-

dhydya, eleven times, &c., &c. Next incense formed from the burnt

horns of goats is offered to Nirriti and also wine, barley-cakes,

flesh and the yellow pigment from the head of a cow {gorochand);

flesh, fish, and wine, however, should not be used by|Brahmans,

who should substitute milk with salt for wine and curds with salt

for flesh. Lamps are now waved to and fro before all the deities

and a fire is lighted on the altar and a homa .made. Next the

dghdrdv-homa, the krisara-homa, the fifteen-verse homa, fuel.
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ficfl, &c., with the Sri-sAlda mantra, the pdyasa-lioma, the 'piirnd-

huti-homa, and the Agni-homa, are made, after which the fire on

the altar is extinguished and Agoi is dismissed. The vessel on the

principal altar sacred to Nirriti is now filled with various materials

and whilst these are stirred round several mantras are recited. The

parents of the child and the child then hathe outside in a place

prepared for the purpose and ornamented with svastikas and all are

sprinkled with holy-water. Some hundred verses are then repeated

with the prayer that the evil influences due to birth in the M'Ala-

nakshatra may be effectually prevented. A similar ceremony is

performed on account of any person born in the Aslesha-nqJcshatra.

The ceremonies to be observed at funerals are found in the

Preta-manjari, the authority on this subject
Funeral ceremonies. ,.,,..„ _, . ,

which obtams in Kumaon. Ihis work opens

with the direction that when a person is in extremis his purohit

should cause him to repeat the hymn to Basudeva and the smarana

in which the names of Eama and Siva occur, and after these make

ihedasddn or bestowal of ten things in accordance with the sMra^:—
' The learned have said that cattle, land, sesamum, gold, clarified

butter, apparel, grain, molasses, silver and salt are included in the

ten gifts.' In bestowing the dasddn, the sick man or in his stead

the purohit first rinses his mouth and consecrates the argha and then

repeats the prdndydm as already described. The meditation or

dhydna appropriate is that known as the Sriparameswaransmritwa

or meditation on the Supreme being as distinguished from and

above his particular manifestations as Siva and Vishnu, This is

followed by the sankalpam or dedication of the gifts with the same

mantra as used in the Ganesha-pii?'^ {Om Bishnu, &c.), ending with

the prayers that there may be a removal of all sins committed wit-

tingly or unwittingly by the dying man during his life-time and

that he may obtain the fruit of the good act. For this purpose

on the part of the moribund each of the gifts and the Brahmans

concerned are reverenced and the gifts are then presented. First

the kapildddn or a gift of a cow of a yel-

lowish-brown colour with the five mantras*

beginning with •.—Idam vishnurvichakrame tredhdnidadhe padam

1 Go bh'i iilahiranydjyam hdaodhdnya gurdnicha raupyam lavanamitydhur dtaa-

ddndnipanditd. _ . ' The manuscript consulted is evidently very carelessly

transcribed, but I hare retained the readings as I found them.
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sam&rhamasya pa gvan sure—and in practice this alone is recited.

Then the argha is presented to the Brahman with a mantra^ praying

him as best of men to be present at the sacrifice and accept the

argha. Then sandal-wood is given with a mantra^ and rice with

another mantra.^ Flowers are then presented with the mantra :

—

' Glory to thee; Brahman.' Next the cow should receive vene-

ration with the appropriate mantra :
—

' Glory to thee O Kapila/

and each of its members, the fore-feet, mouth, horns, shoulder,

back, hind-feet, and tail with a salutation and the gift of sandal,

•rice and flowers. A covering is then presented with food, incense,

light, and the installation hymn :

—

Yd Lakshmi sarvalohdndn, &c.

Then the moribund takes sesamum, kusha-grass, barley, and gold in

a pot of clarified butter and with them the cow's tail in his hand

over which water is poured and all are dedicated to the removal of

the guilt of his sins and for this purpose are given to so and so Brah-

man in the name of Rudra. The cow is first addressed, however,

with the mantra :

—

Kapilesarvva-barndndm,&c. The cow and Brah-

man then circumambulate the moribund, who with clasped hands

repeats a verse* in praise of the cow.

Next comes the STi'&mi-ddn or gift of land. The installation

hymn (prdrthana) beginning:

—

SarvabhiA,-

tasraydohumi, 8fc., is first addressed to'^the

earth. Then a ball of clay is made from the soil of the land which

is intended to be given away and is worshipped and dedicated as

in the previous gift and then after consecration, is given away for

Basudeva's sake to the Brahman. The TUd-ddn or gift of sesa-

mum follows with the mantra :— Tildh svarna samdyuktd, &c., and
the usual consecration and dedication in the name of Vishnu and
the hymn of praise :

—

Tildh pdpahard nityam, 8fc.

Next comes the Hiranya-ddn or gift of gold with a mantra^-—
and the usual dedication, &o., in the name of Agnii The Ajya-
ddn or gift of clarified butter is next made with the mantra :

' Sprung from Kdmadhenu, &c.,' and the dedication in the name of

1 Bkimidevagrajavmdd twam vipra purushottama pratyaksho yaina purmhah
arghayam pratigrihyaidm.

^ ^
» Gandhadwdran durddkarshdn nityapmhtdn Aari-

shinlm Isvarln sarvabhiianan tamyaho (?) pahvayesriyam. s Namobrahm
anya devdya go hrdhmanahitdyacha jagathitdya KrUhndya govinddya namonamah
* Om gavah surabhayo nityam gavo guggula gandhikd^ §-c. o Hiramagarbha
garbhatittam hemabljam vibha vaso ananta punya phaladamatah adntim pramch-
chhame, "^ •'
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Mrityunjaya. The procedure is the same all through, the mantras

used alone being different. For the Bastra-ddn or gift of apparel we

have the mantra :
—

' Pita bastram, &c.,' and the dedication in the

name of Vrihaspati. The Dhdnydni-ddn or gift of grain of seven

kinds has the mantra :
—

' Dhanyam karoti ddtdram, &c.,' and is';pre-

sented in the name of Prajdpati. The Gur-ddn or gift of molasses

has the mantra :
—

' Gnramanmathachdpotha, &o.,' and is given in^the

name of Rudra. The Rawpya-ddn or gift of silver has the man-

tra :

—
' Rudranetra samudhMta, &c,,' and is offered for the sake of

Soma, the moon, with the prayer that any laxity in morals may be

forgiven. The Lavanu-ddn or gift of salt follows with the man-

tra :
—

' Yasmd-ddn rasdh sarve,&c.,' and is presented on behalf of all

the gods.

The moribund next presents the fruit of all the ceremonial

Last service for the observances that he has undertaken during

^y'°S" his life to plead on his behalf with Isvara.

He also dedicates sesamum, kusha, barley and water and enume-

rates all the penance that he has performed during his life and

commits it with an oblation to the mercy-seat in the name of Agni

to plead on his behalf. He then prays that for the sake of the

good Basudeva whatever errors he may have committed in cere-

monial or other observances knowingly or in ignorance, in eating

or drinking and in his conduct towards women or men may be for-

given, for which purpose he offers gold. A similar gift of a cow is

sometimes made to clear off all debts due to friends and others, but

the practice has fallen into disuse, as the heir, according to the usage

of the British law-courts, must pay his father's debts if sufiScient

assets fall into his hands.

Another cow should be presented in Govind's name to prevent

the retribution due on account of evil acta
Vaitarani-dan.

of the body, evil speech in words and evil

thoughts in the heart, and again another cow in the hope of final

liberation (moksha-ddm) through the loving-kindness of Eudra

and in his name- As a rule, however, but one cow is given, and this

only in the Vaitarani-ddn which now takes place. For this rite a

cow of a black colour is selected and worshipped as prescribed in the

ka^ild-ddn, and the gift is dedicated to help the spirit of the

moribund after death in its passage across the Vaitarani river,
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and with this object it is formally delivered over to a Brahman,

The installation verse for the cow is
—'Glory to thee, o cow, be

thou ready to assist at the very terrible door of Yama this person

desirous to cross the Vaitarani,' and for the river is the verse :

—

" Approaching the awful entrance to the realms of Yama and

the dreadful Vaitarani, I desire to give this black cow to 'thee,

o Vaitarani, of my own free-will so that I may cross ihy flood

flowing with corruption and blood, I give this black cow." Selec-

tions from the Bhagavad-gtta are then read to the sick man and

the thousand names of Vishnu are recited. His feet and

hands are bathed in water taken from the Ganges or some other

sacred stream whilst the frontal mark is renewed and garlands of

the sacred tulsi are thrown around his neck. The ground is

plastered with cow-dung and the dying man is laid on it with his

head to the north-east and if still able to understand, verses in

praise of Vishnu should be recited in a low, clear voice suited

to the solemn occasion. The priestly instinct is even now alive

and the family astrologer appears on the scene to claim another

cow that the moribund may die easily and at an auspicious

moment.

When the breath has departed, the body of the deceased is

Preparing the body for washed with earth, water and the fruit of

the pyre. the Emhlica officinalis and then anointed

with clarified butter whilst the following mantra^ is repeated :

—

" May the places of pilgrimage, Gya and the rest, the holy sum-

mits of mountains, the sacred tract of Kurukshetra, the holy

rivers Ganges, Jumna, Sarasvati, Kosi, Chandrabhdga which

removeth the stains of all sins, the Nandabhadra the river of

Benares, the Gandak and Sarju as well as the Bhairava and

Var^ha places of pilgrimage and the Pindar river, as many places

of pilgrimage as there are in the world as well as the four oceans

enter into this matter used for the ablution of this body for its

purification." The body is then adorned with gopichandan, the

sacrificial thread, yellow clothes and garlands. Gold or clarified

1 Gyddinicha tirthdni yecha punydh sitochchayd kurukshetramcha gangdcha

yamundcha sarasvati kausihi chandra-bhdgdcha sarvapdpaprandsini nanddbha-

drdcha kdshicha gandahi sarayd, tathd bhairavancha vardhancha ilrtham pindara-

kam tathd prithivgdm ydni tirthdni chalwdrah sdgaras tathd aavasydsya visudh

dhartham asminstoye visantuvai.
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butter is tlien placed on the seven orifices of the face and the

body is wrapped in a shroud and carried to the burning-ghat,

^he body is placed with its head to the east and the face upwards

whilst the near male relatives are shaved. In the meantime

pindas or small balls of barley-flour and water are offered accord*

ing to the rule ;

—

Mritasthdne tathd dwdre visrdmeshu chitopari

kujcshawpinddh praddtavyd pretapindd praUrtitdh—' When the

man dies, at the door (of his village), where the bearers rest, at

the pyre when ready to be lighted, these (five) pindas should be

offered by rule j if they are not offeredj the spirit of the deceased

becomes a Bakshasa.' Each pinda should have its proper dedica-

tion with definition of time, place, and person {mritasthdn, dwdra,

inc.) First some water is thrown on the ground with a dedication,

and then the pinda is taken in the hand and after the recital of

the dedication, it, too, is thrown on the ground and again water

IS sprinkled on the same place with a third dedication. This is

repeated at each of the five places. The wood of sandal; cedar,

hel, or dlidk, mixed with ghi, are laid on the body, which is placed

on the pyre with the head to the south. The son or nearest male

relative bathes and dedicates the rite to the release of the soul

of the deceased from the company and region of sprites and its

exaltation to the heaven of the good, after which the kukska^

pinda is offered.

The fire is next applied by the nearest male relative to the

,,„ „ ,
wood at the feet of the corpse, if the

Office for cremation. tip,
deceased be a female, and to the wood at

the head, if a male^ with the mantra :
—" Om mayest thou arrive

at the blissful abodes, thou with thy deeds whether done ill

purposely or unwittingly have become an inhabitant of another

world, thy body encompassed with its load of desire, weighted

with its deeds of right and wrong has been completely resolved

into its five elements." Then comes the Tilamisra-ajydhuti or

homa with sesamum mingled with clarified butter accompanied

by the mantra :— Om lomdbhyah svdhd twache svdhd lohitdya svdJid

om md gvan sebhyah svdhd om medobhyah svdhd' om tvagbhyah
' svdhd om majjdbhyah svdM om retase svdhd om roditavyah svdhd.-^-

' Hail salutation to the hair, epidermis, blood, * * marroWy

akin, the essential element of the body, the semen, and to him
116
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who is bewailed.' Then follows the s4tra directing the.circiimara-

bulation of the pyre whilst sesamum^ is sprinkled over the burn-

ing body with the mantra :
—

' Om, glory to the fire of the funeral

pyre.' When the body has been almost entirely consumed, a

small portion of the flesh, about the size of a pigeon's egg, should

be taken and tied up in a piece of cloth, and flung into a deep

pool. Then the person who conducted the ceremony puts out the

fire and bathes, anointing himself with the pancha-gavya and

places a seat of Aits/ia-grass for the spirit of the deceased with a

dedication followed by water, a pinda and again water, each

accompanied by its proper dedication.

Next the bali-ddn, consisting of rice, sandal, &c., is offered to

the goblins and sprites of the burning-ghat
J3aH-dan, ...

with the prayer that they will accept it, eat

it and be appeased. Whoever wishes to preserve a portioa of

the bones to cast them into the sacred stream of the Ganges at

Ha,rdwfi,r (pMZ syavauna) will collect them between his thumb

and little finger and wash them in the pancha gavya and clarified

butter and placing them in a cloth bury them for a year before

he attempts to carry out his purpose. All ceremonies performed

for an ancestor must be carried through with the sacrificial thread

over the right shoulder, all worship of the gods with the thread

as usual over the left shoulder. The pyre is then cleaned and

smeared with cow-dung whilst the dedication is made and water

and Sk pinda are given followed by water as before. Then the

mantra is recited ;

—

Anddi nidhano deva sankha chakra gadhddar

akshayah pundarikaksha preta moksha pradohhdva.—An address to

the deity praying for the liberation of the soul of the deceased.

A Brahman repeats this mantra with his face towards the south

a Kshatriya looking towards the north ; a Yaisya to the east and a

Sudra to the west, whilst the knot of the hair on the top of the

head is unloosed. The sacrificial thread is then replaced and the

dchamanams made. The thread is again put on the right shoul-

der {avdsavyd) whilst water is offered in the hollow of both hands

to the manes of the deceased. The person who performs the rites

bathes again before returning home and fasts for the rest of the day.

* The rich throw sandal, tuUi, sesamum an3 clarified butter on the pyre
whilst the relatives cry out with a loud voice so as to attract the nv)tice of the

dwelleis in paradise.
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Lampfs are kept lighting for the benefit of the manes for ten

Ceremonies after ere- ^^y^ ^^^^^ cremation either in a temple or
™^''°°' under a pipdl tree or where the obsequial

ceremonies are performed, according to the rule ;

—

Tildhpradeyd

pdniyam dipodeyah sivdlaye jndtibhih sahabhoJdabyam etat pre-

tasya durlabham.—" The relatives of the deceased should in his

name provide sesamum, water and lights for the temple since

these necessary duties are impossible for a spirit.'

The place where the obsequial ceremonies (Jciriya-harm) sub-

sequent to cremation take place is called ghdt. It is chosen, as a

rule, near running water, but must not lie to the west of the house

where the person for whom the rite is performed died. On the

day following the cremation, the person who performed the princi-

pal part at the funeral pyre proceeds to the ghdt and selecting a

place, clears it and plasters it with mud and cow-dung. A fire-

place is then built towards the northern part and on one side, an

altar of white clay smeared with cow-dung. The lamp is next

lighted with the dedication to enlightening the manes now in dark-

ness so as to alleviate its sufferings. Then with top-knot unloosed

the celebrant bathes on behalf of the manes with the usual definition,

of place, time, person and object which is the performance of the

ceremonies of the first day.

Next the top-knot is tied up and the mouth is rinsed, after

which he takes sesamum, water, /cMsAa-grass and barley and with

his face towards the south offers them in the palms of both hands

on behalf of the manes with the usual dedication. The object

declared is to allay the extremes of heat and thirst which the spirit

must undergo and to perform the rites of the first day on its

behalf. The ceremony known as the Tila^

toydnjali must be performed either thrice

or once each day for the next ten days. Then rice^ is boiled in a

copper vessel and in it sesamum, ndgkesar, honey and milk

are placed and afterwards made into balls about the size of a bel

fruit ; these are offered with a dedication in the name of the

deceased and the object that the spirit should obtain liberation

and reach the abodes of the blessed after crossing the hell called

1 Kshatriyas and all other than Brahmans make the pindas of harley-flouc

and also the illegitimate children of Brahmans.
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Baurab and also that the head of the new body of the spirit

may be formed correctly. Before actually offering the pinda tb©

celebrant should stand in silence to the left of the fire-place,

and place a pavitra'- on the ground and on it a karvi-pdtra or

sacrificial vessel and on the latter again a pavitra. The vessel

should then be filled with water, sesamum and perfumes whilst

the altar is covered with /caaha-grass. The celebrant next takes a

pavitra and water in his hand and repeats the dedication as to

laying the kasha on the altar in the name of so and so deceased

as a seat for his spirit. After this, water (avanejana) is poured

on the altar with a similar dedication and then the pinda is offer-

ed whilst the celebrant drops on his left knee and repeats the de-

dication already given. As already noticed the object of thepindce

presented on the first day is to enable the spirit to cross the hell

called Raurab and have a head for its new body. This is followed

by an offering of water, one of very cold water, and one of sandal,

rice, hhinga-rdjcfi {Eclipta prostrata), flowers, incense, lamps and

balls of rice and honey, each with its owa proper dedication in

the name of the manes. The thirteenth dedication is concerned

with the consecration of the kavm-pdtra already mentioned. On
the first day one pinda is offered : on the second, two pindas, &c.,

• so that in ten days, fifty-five pindas are ofPered each with the

same ceremony as here given. Then co-mes the prayer that the

pindas already given may reach the manes, and the kavm-pdtra is

turned upside down. The mouth is theu rinsed with the usual

formula and all the materials are thrown into the water with

the mantra' :
—

' Thou hast been burned in the fire of the pyre

aaid hast become separate from thy brethren, bathe in thia

water and drink this milk thou that dwellest in the ether with-

out stay or support, traubled by stornvs and malignant spirits,

bathe'and drink here and having done so be happy.'

To the south of the fire-place a small earthen vessel known

as a karuwa is filled with water in which kusha, sesamum, barley

and milk are placed and suspended from a tree, or if there be no.

tree, from a stake fixed in the ground with a tooth-brush of nim

' See before. ''' In Kumaon the Cinnamomum Tamala or tejpit is usedi

^Chitdnala pradagdhose paritt/aktosi bdnclhivai idam niram idaam hshiram manira-

andhim idam piva dkisaslho nirdlambo vdi/ubhuta sramdrditah atra sniitwa idam
pltuia sndlwapUiea sulihi bhavah.
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{Melia indica). Then batbiag and putting on clean clothes, the

celebrant returns home and when eating puts a portion of the

food on a leaf-platter and leaves it with water either where four

roads meet or on that side of the village which is nearest to the

burning-ghdt, both places being the favourite resorts of disembo-

died spirits. This portion called the preta-grds or spirits' mouth-

ful is offered with the usual dedication to the name of the deceased.

The proceedings of each day are the same, the only difference

Ceremonies of the first 'being the object oHhe pinda. The foUow-
ten days.

jjjg ]jg^ Qf ^j^g bells crossed before reaching

paradise and the different parts of the new body of the spirit

affected by each day's ceremony will suffice ;—
Day.

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

Eighth

Ninth

Tenth

^Bell met with,

Baurava

Yonipunsaka

Maharaurava

Tamisra

AndhatamJara

Sambbrama

Amedhya krinai purna

Purisha bhakshana

Svamansa bhakshana

Kumbhipaka

Portion of the new bodyformed.

Head.

Eyes, ears and nose.

Arms, chest, neck and mem-
bers of the mouth.

Pubic region, penis, void and
parts around.

Thighs and legs.

Feet and toes.

Bones, marrow and brain.

Nails and hair.

Testes and semen.

To avoid the wants of the senses.

Tenth day.

The new body having been formed the natural wants of a liv-

ing body are presupposed and the ceremo-

ny of the tenth day is devoted to removing

the sensation of hunger, thirst, &c., from the new body. On the

same day the clothes of the celebrant are steeped in cow's urine

with soapnuts and washed, the walls of the house are plastered, all

metal vessels are thoroughly cleaned, the fire-place at the ghat is

broken and an anjali of water offered to the ether for the sake of

the manes and to assuage its thirst. The celebrant then moves

up the stream above the ghdt and with his near relatives shaves

and bathes and all present an anjali of water as before. Bathing

again all proceed homewards,^ having been sprinkled with the

I Most of these names of hell occur in the law-books or the Pur^nas. The
first, third, fourth and fifth in Mann, IV. 88 : the tenth in the BhagaTata-purana,

and the remainder in the Skanda-purana. ' It is the custom to offer

one more pinda on the road homewards called the pdtheyasrdddh, Ijut ihis is

usually made of uucQoked flour and water,
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pancha-gavya. The following rule lays down the period necessary

for purification ;

—

Brdhmano dasa^dtrena dwddasdhena hhSbmipdh

vaisyah panchadasdhena s^dro mdsend suddhyati. The Brahman
becomes pure in ten days, the Kshatriya in twelve days, the Vai-

sya in fifteen days and the Sudra in a month.

After the usual domestic prayers, on the eleventh day,

Ceremonies of the t^® figures of Lakshmi and Ndr&yan are
eleventh day. worshipped and a covering spread for them

on the charp4i of the deceased and a cow offered in his name

as kapild-ddn. Next vessels of water ( Udaka-kumhh) are filled

and food prepared in the name of the deceased. A bullock is

also branded on the flanks with the trident and discus and

struck three times with the hand and then let go,^ followed by

the ekddasdka srdddh. The palm of the hand represents three

tirihas: the Brahma-tirthais the hollow at the wrist through Which

the rinsing of the mouth is effected, the Deo-tirtha is between

the fingers sloping downwards and is used in offering water to

the gods, and the Fitri-tirtha is the hollow between the thumb and

first finger through which the water flows when offered to an-

cestors. For instance in the worship of Lakshmi-narayan, the

water is presented through the Deo-tirtha. First the covering is

placed on the charpdi and on it the images with a dedication

to the sure admission into paradise of the manes, and for this

purpose the figures of the deities Lakshmi and Nardyan are wor-

shipped. The installation hymn to the deities then follows and

offerings of rice, water, sandal, flowers, incense, lamps and wearing

apparel are made. To this succeeds the dhydna or meditation in

honour of Vishnu, who has in his right hand the lotus, in his

left the conch, &c. ; then come appropriate gifts, according to the

ability of the donor, which eventually become the property of a

Brahman with the prayer that as Siva and Krishna live in happiness

and comfort so may the deceased abide, and for this purpose all

these good things have been provided. The purohit tiien lies

down on the couch for a short time and so sanctifies the gifts that

have been made whilst the verse is read;

—

Tasya smritydcha

ndmoMyd tapo yajnakriyddishu ny&nam sampdmatdm ydtu

sadyovande tarn achyutam.—'May whatever errors that I have

> As a rule, bowerer, this is a mere form and the irous are not heated.
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committed in my reJigious observances be forgiven and the result

be made complete, o Achyuta.'

Next comes the kapild-ddn as before with the dedication :
—

'O
Kapila worshipped of all the four castes,

best, containing all places of pilgrimages and

deities alleviate my trouble.' The water vessels are next presented

and there should be one for every day in the year and each

should be accompanied by food and lights for the same period for

the benefit of the spirit of the deceased^ and then given to Brah-

mans with the verse :
—

' Yasya, &c.,' as in the preceding para-

graph.

The loosing of the scape-bullock (vrishotsarga) is seldom ob-

served in Kumaon, though the ritual for it
The scape-bullock. . . . ,

IS given. First an altar is erected ot earth

and the fire is lighted thereon and Agni is installed and worshipped.

The altar is then dedicated to the rite of the pradhdn-homa. This

homa is begun by throwing clarified butter into the fire with the

mantra :
—

' Om iharati svdhd idam agnaye om iharamadhvam

svdhd idam agnaye om ihaghriti svdhd idam agnaye om ihamasva

svdhd idam agnaye ; and again Om prajdpntaye, indrdya, agnaye

somdya svdhd. Next curdled milk is thrown on the fire and the

nine gods are saluted :—Agni, Rudra, Sarva, Pasupati, Ugra, Asana,

Bhava, Mahadeo and Is^ua, all old names. Then comes the

Faushnacharu-homa or oblation of rice, barley and pulse boiled in

milk and clarified butter and presented with the mantra :

—

Om
p^shd anvetunah piishd rakshasva sarvatah pAshd vdjdnmanotu-

nah svdhd ; and again Om. agnaye svishta krite svdhd om bhu svdhd

om bhuvah svdhd om svah svdhd. In these mantras the ancient

deities Piishan and Agni are invoked. A bell is then suspended

from the neck of the bullock and small bells are tied round its

feet, and it is told that it is to be let go in order to save the spirit

of the deceased from the torments of hell. The following mantra

is then whispered in its ear:— Vrishohi bhagwdndharma chatush-

pddah praUrtitah vrinomi tarn aham bhaktyd samdn rakshatu sar-

vadd. Then follows the verse :
—

' Om ritanoha,&c.,' as in the sandhya.

The bullock is addressed as the four-footed representative of the

Supreme and asked to preserve for ever his votary. The bailgdyatri

• Ab a rule the poor can only afford one.
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is then recited :

—

Om Ulcshna sringdya vidmahe vedapdsdpet

dhimahi tanno vrishabhah prachodaydt. Sesamum, kusha, barley

and water are^ taken in the hand and also the btillock's tail,

whilst water is poured over all with the mantra }—' To fathers,

mothers and relations both by the mother's and father's side, to the

purohit, wife's relations and those who have died without rites

and who have not had the subsequent obsequial ceremonies per-

formed, may salvation arise by means of the unloosing of this bul-

lock.' The bullock will then be loosed with a dedication. The right

quarter is sometimes branded with a trident and the left with a

discus and the animal becomes the property of some of the low-

caste people in the village.

The eJcddasdha-srdddh commences with a bathing and dedication,

„ ,, „ , ,
to the first srdddh in honour of the deceased.

Ekaaasaha-sraddh.
Hitherto only the ceremonies known as

hiriya-harm have been performed whilst the spirit of the deceased

remained a pret, but now in order that he may be numbered

amongst the pitris or ancestors, the formal srdddh is undertaken

in his honour and for his benefit. Dry, clean clothes are worn and

the celebrant proceeds to the gJidt and rinses his mouth with the'

usual formula. Then rice is cooked and five small bundles of kusha

are washed and anointed with oil and set up to represent the Brah-

man on the part of the deceased with the nimantran or invitation :

—

Gatosi divyalolcetwam kritdnta vildtdyacha manasd vdyubkdtena vipre-

twdham nimantrayet.—'You have reached the blessed abodes having

finished your course,be present though invisible at this rite.' Similar

bundles are consecrated to represent the spirit of the deceased and.

water and the argha are offered with the prayer that they may be

accepted. In silence the karm-pdtra is placed on the ground and

offerings of sandal, &c,, made as before.^ The dedication is then

made for the purpose of performing the ceremony as if it were the

ekodishia-srdddh.^ For this purpose a seat is placed and the argha

' Om avadhd pitrihhyo mdtribhyo bandhubhyascho, triptaye mdtri paTcshdscha
ye leechii yeheehit pitripahshdjah guru svasur bandkundn ye chdnye Ma aambhavah
ye preia bhdvand panndh ye chdnye srdddha barjitdh vrishotsargena te sarvve labha-
tdn tripiimvttamdm. ' See previous page. ^ The ekodishta or tithi'

srdddh is that performed on the anniversary of a father's death, whilst the
general ceremony which takes place during the dark half of Knar is called the
parvan or Tmnydngat-srdddh. If the father dies during this part of KuSr the
ceremony is called Ehya-sraddh. In the pdrvan the usual fifty-fire pindas ar^
offered ; in the ekodishta only one.
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is consecrated and dedicated to the spirit of the deceased. Gifts

are then presented to both the symbolised Brahman and Preta and

both are reverenced, A brazen platter is then smeared with clarified

butter and the rice placed on it and dedicated to the accept-

ance of the spirit. A circular altar a span in diameter is next

made and smeared with cow-dung. Rice is also mixed with milk,

sesamum, clarified butter, and honey and made into round balls

about the size of a lei fruit and with kusha, sesamum and water

are taken in the hand and dedicated to the first srdddh. The altar

is covered with kusha and on it a single pinda is placed, then water,

sandal, rice, flowers, incense, lamps, sweetmeats and woollen thread

are each presented with a dedication as offerings to the spirit of

the deceased. The bundles of kusha which represent the Brahman

are then addressed and told that the preceding offerings have been

made to the Preta and to grant that they may be accepted and for

this purpose water is offered to him. Gifts are then made to the

symbolised Brahman which are kept until the next day, as gifts

made during the first eleven days cannot be accepted by a purohit.

The water in the karm-pdtra is then poured out at the feet of the-

Brahman and the janeo is changed to the left shoulder. This is

followed by the usual rinsing of the mouth, after which the verse

commencing :—' Yasya, &c., ' is recited.

On the twelfth day the ceremony known as Sapindiisk&s place.

Ceremony of the twelfth ^he celebrant goes to the ghat as before and
^*y- commences with bathing and dedication to

the day's rite. He then makes three altars of the same dimensions

as before: to the north, a square altar called the Visvadeva-hedi

:

to the south, a triangular altar called Preta-bedi, and to the east a

circular altar called the Pitdmahddi-bedi. Rice is then cooked and

whilst it is being made ready, two Brahmans are formed from

Jeusha-grass and placed at the northern altar as in the preceding

ceremony with a formal invitation, during which barley is sprinkled

over them whilst they are asked to take part in the sapindi. The

following verse is then repeated .-

—

Akrcdlianai savchaparai satatam

hrahmachdribkih hhamtavyam havadbhischa maydaha srdddhakdrind

sarvdydsavinirmukte hdmakrhhamvarjite. Then the southern altar

is approached and there the bundles of kusha representing the

deceased are placed. These are addressed as above with the

117
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verse
—

' Gatosi, &c.' to which is added the line :

—

Piijayishydmi

thogena eva vipram nimantrayet. Then follows the changing of the

sacrificial thread to the left shoujder and purification by rinsing the

mouth before approaching the eastern altar. This is consecrated

to the ancestors of the deceased for three generations in the male

line, all of whom are named and represented by blades of Jcusha-

grass. If a mother is the subject of the ceremony the names of

the father's mother, grandfather's mother, &c., are given here.

Next the wife's ancestors for three generations in the male line are

invited and some one accepts on behalf of all and their feet are

washed with the mantra:

—

' Akrodhanai, &c.' This also takes place

at the other two altars and is followed by the celebrant taking the

pavitra or knotof kusha and sticking it into the foldsof hiswaist-cloth.

{fdli-bandhari). Each of the altars in order are again visited and

a dedication is made to the husha representatives at each with the

argha, seat, invitation, sandal, rice, flowers, incense, lights, apparel,

betel and a stone on which the rice is placed for making the pindas.

The placing the stone and rice at the northern altar has the special

mantra :

—

Om agnaye havyavdhandya svdhd idam agnaye om somdya

pitrimdte svdhd idam soindya. At the southern altar the "celebrant

merely mentions the name of the deceased and that for him the

food has been prepared, and at the eastern altar the stone and food

are dedicated to the pitris who are named as before. The remain-

ing rice is placed on another stone and mixed with honey, clarified

butter and sesamum is divided into four pindas. A small portion

of rice is then taken with a blade of kusha in the right hand and

the hand is closed over the rice whilst this verse is recited :—
Asanshrita 'pranitdndm tydgindm kulabhdgindm uchchhishta hhdga-

dheydndm darbheshu hikardsanam. It is then cast on the ground

near the pindas and is called the bikara-ddn.

Then kneeling on the left knee with janeo reversed a pinda is

taken with kusha, sesamum and water in the name of the father

of the deceased with the prayer that the earth here may be holy

as Gya, the water like that of the Ganges, and the pinda be like

amrita, and is placed on the altar. Similarly a pinda is taken and

dedicated to the grandfather and great-grandfather of the deceased

respectively. The last i.s dedicated to the spirit of the deceased that

he may cease to be a disembodied spirit and become enrolled amongst
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the ancestors. Next follows the usual gifts with dedication. The

celebrant next divides the pinda of the deceased into three parts

with a golden skewer and attaches one part to each of the pindas

of the ancestors with the mantra :— Ye samdndh samanasah pitaro

yamardjye teshdm lokah svadhd namo deveshu Jcalpatdm ye samdndh

samanaso jivd jiveshu mdmakdh teshdm srimayi Jcalpatdm asmin

loke sata gvan samdh. The spirit thus becomes an ancestor and

ousts his great-grandfather in the line of the pitris. Water is

then presented and the pavitra is thrown away ; rice is next

sprinkled over the three pindas with the mantra :

—

Om, namovah

pitaro rasdya namovah pitaro jivdya namovah pitaro sokhdya

namovah pitarah pitaro namovo grihdn pitaro datta sadovah

pitaro dweshmaitadvah pitaro vdsah. The same mantra is

repeated whilst laying three threads on the pindas to represent

their yaweos. Next water, sesamum and fcusha are presented with

a dedication. Milk is then poured through the hand over the

pindas whilst the preceding mantra is repeated. All now march

round the altar whilst the celebrant recites the mantra :

—

Amdvd-

jasya prasavojagamydm deve dydvd prithm visvar&pe dmdn

gautdm pitardmdtard chdrnd some amritatve jagamydm. Then

the celebrant gives himself the tilak with the mantra :--Oot

pitribhyah svadhd ibhyah svadhd namdh pitdmaJie hhyah svadhd

ibhyah svadhd namah prapitdmahe hhyah svadhd ibhyah svadhd

namah ahshanna pitaro mCmadanto pitaro titrimanta pitarah

pitarah sundadhvam. Next the dsisam or benediction occurs in

which with hands clasped the celebrant prays for the increase in

prosperity of his family, their defence in time of trouble, &c. The

pinda of the father is then removed from the altar and in its

place the figures of a conch, discus, &c., are drawn with sandal

and on them a lighted lamp is placed and saluted whilst rice is

sprinkled over it. The mantra used is :

—

Om vasanfdya namah

om grishmaya namah om varshahhyo namah om sarade namah om

hemdntaya namah om sisirdya nameh—forming an address to the

seasons. The pinda is then restored to its place on the altar and

the bundle of kusha which represents the Brahmans at the

northern altar is opened out and one stalk is thrown towards the

heavens whilst saying :
—

' Praise to the ancestors in paradise.

Then follow the verses :
—

' Saptwvyddhd dasdrneshu, ^c.,' as in the
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termination of the Nandi-srdddh, a,ttei which the materials for

the ceremony are removed and gifts again made to Brahmans,

Next the celebrant proceeds to a pipal tree, or if no such tree be

near a branch is brought from a tree and a dedication is made ia

the name of Vishnu of the water of three hundred and sixty vessels

of water which are poured over the tree and then the tree is tied

round with thread three times and whilst moving round, the

following mantra is repeated :
—

" Glory to thee o king of trees

whose root is like Brahma, trunk 'lite Vishnu and top like Siva."

The ceremony concludes with the usual gifts and dedication.

On every monthly return of the date on which a father dies

„ ,,, a single pinda is offered to his manes as
Monthly ceremony.

, ,. - i

before with a vessel of water to the pipal

tree. This continues for eleven months and in the twelfth month

the Hdrshika-srdddh takes place which is in all respects the same

as the ehodishtd-srdddh already described. The ndrdyana-hali is

offered when a father dies in a strange land and his relatives

cannot find his body to perform the usual rites. A figure of the

deceased is made of the reed kang and placed on a funeral

pyre and burned with the dedication that the deceased may
not be without the benefit of funeral rites. Then the kalasa

is consecrated and the forms of Brahma, Vishnu, Siva and Yama
stamped on pieces of metal are placed on the covering of the

kalasa and are worshipped with the puruslia-sukta mantra. Then
sixteen homas and ten pindas are offered with the usual dedi-

cation and the latter are thrown into the water. Sixteen offer-

ings of water from both hands (an/a?i) conclude the ceremony.

A separate ritual is prescribed for a woman dying whilst in her

courses or dying in child-birth. The body is anointed with the

panclia-gavya and sprinkled with water whilst the mantra :

—

' Apohishta, &g.' is recited. The body is then taken and a small

quantity of fire placed on the chest after which it is either buried

or thrown into flowing water. For eight days nothiug is done,

but on the ninth day, forty-five pindas are given and the

ceremonies of the remaining three days as already described are

carried through if the people can afford it. There is also a

separate ritual for persons who have joined a celibate fraternity

as a Jogi, Goshain, &c, His staff and clothes are placed on the
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chdrpdi as in the case of an ordinary person and the arltarvivdha

or marriage with the plant maddr takes place, after which a pinda
is ofifered in his name. Fakirs, lepers and women who die in

child-birth are buried in Kumaon. It is believed that if any one

dies during the Dhanishta, Satabhish4, Pdrvabhdd^, Uttar^bhad^

or Rewati nakshatras or lunar-mansions, four others of his family

will certainly die, and for the avoidance of this evil a sdnti or

preventive service is prescribed which must be held by the relatives

and be accompanied by numerous gifts.

The observances connected with the preparation and cooking

_, . , of food are classed amongst the domestic
Bnojana-karm.

,

°

ceremonies and are known as Balivaisvadeva.

After the food has been cooked and before it is eaten the person

takes a small portion of it in his right hand and offers it as a homa

on the fire whilst repeating the mantra^ :

—

Om salutation to Agni,

the vital air prdna; om salutation to Vdyu, the vital air apdna ; om
salutation to Aditya, the vital air vydna ; salutation to the same

three deities, the same three vital airs ; salutation to him who is fire

produced from water, juicy nectar, Brahma, &c. The gdyatri-ma,n-

tra* with the addition of the term svdhd after each section is then

repeated as often as the person wishes. The homa or burnt-offer-

ing can only be made where the person can procure some clarified

butter, where it cannot be obtained the homa must be omitted.

Water is then taken in the hand and poured on the ground whilst

the mantra^ is repeated :—' If whoever eats remembers that Brah-

ma, Vishnu and Siva are present in the food impurity cannot ac-

crue from eating.' Where the water has fallen four small portions*

of the food are thrown one after the other with the following

' Om hhAr agnaye prdndye svdhd om hhuvarvdyave apdndye svdhd om svnr adit-

ydya vydndye svdhd om bhurbhuvahsvah agnivayuvadltyebhyah prdndpdnavyanebyah
svdhd om apojyotl raso'mrilam brahma bhir bhuvah »vah om sarvan, vai pHrna gvan
svdhd. Here the three kinds of vital airs are mentioned

;
prdna, that which issues

from the lungs ; apdna, from the anus and vydna that which circuliites through the
body. The usual number is, howerer, five and hereafter we have added, samdna,
that which is common to the whole body, and uddna, that which rises though the
throat to the head. Svahd has the meaning probably of a good oblation or
offering, and is here used with the mystical vydhriti mantra. 'See previous

page, ' The learned use the mantra: — Om ndbhyd asldantariksha gvan
sirshnau dyau samavartiatah padbhydm bhdmirdisah srotrdt tathd lokdn akalpayan.

The verse translated above is, however, far more common and runs :

—

Annam
brahmd raso vishnu bhuhid devo mahesvarah evam dhydtivddi yo bhunkte annadosho
nadiyale. The ordinary cultivator seldom uses more than the three last words^
'annadosho nadiyale.' ^ Om bhUpataye namah om bhuvanapataye namah om
bhuldttdnpalaye namah om sarvebli^o bhitebhyo balanawah.
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mantra :— ' Om, glory to the lord of the earth; om, glory to the lord

of created things ; om, glory to the lord of sprites ; om, glory to all

beings.' Water is again taken in the hand whilst a mystical mantra*

is recited. The water is then drank. Next about a mouthful of the

food is taken in the hand and thrown away as the portion of dogs,

low-caste persons, lepers, diseased, crows and ants.^ The correct

custom is to make one offering for each of these six classes whilst

repeating the mantra, but in practice a very small portion is placed

on the ground with the ejaculation :
—

' Om, glory to Vishnu.'

The food is then eaten whilst with the first five mouthfuls {pan-

cha-grdsi) the following mantra is recited mentally :
—

' Om, salu-

tation to the five kinds of vital air, viz., prdna, apdna, samdna,

vydna and uddna.' Then a little water is poured over the bali

with the mantra :— .* Om salutation to the bali,' and at the end of

the meal the same is repeated with the verse' :
' May the giver of

the meal have long-life and the eater thereof ever be happy.'

^ Om aniascharasi bhUteshu guhdi/dm visvato muhhah iwam yajnatwam vashal-

hira apnjyolli a»o'niTitam svdhd. The word vashat is aa exclamation used in

making oblations and vashatkdra is the making it. ' Sundmchapantitd
ndncha svapachdm pdparogindn vdyasdndn krimindncha aanahuir nirvapetbhuvih.
^ Aunaddld chiranjivi annabhokta sudd suklii.
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Abars, tribe of ... .,, 360
AbhidhaTma-pitakaof the Buddhists,

on ritual ... 747,750-1
Abliiiiava Gupta, P&upata teacher . . . 773
Abhiras tribe 353, 357, 360, 373, 384
Abhisira ... ... 359, 378
Abjapani, avalotiteswara 808, 816

,
Aoeaines river . .

.

273, 312
Achala, a goddess ... ... 889
Aoham, in Nepal ... 607, 608, 609
Acherid, fairies ... ... 833
Achyflta, deity ... ... 887
Ad-badri, temple 784, 786, 788, 814
Adhidevatas ... 886, 898
Adhokshaja, deity ... ... 887
Adi-Buddha, idea of ... 758, 761, 808
Aditi, Krishna, son of ... 716, 718
AdityAs, deities 297, 299, 716, 726, 804,

[886, 912
Agastya Muni, sage . . . 348, 786, 806, 814
Aghan, the month ... ... 847
Agni, tha deity, 281, 302, 705, 717, 720

(asRudra), 773, 777, 780-1, 783, 788:
consort of, 790, 802, 894, et seq.

Aguris of Kumaon ... ... 370
AhirsinWepal ... ... 364
Aihole grant ... ... 418
Aindri, Sakti of Indra... ... 801
Ain-i-MharijOn'K-amAon 372,548:

on the Palas, 487 : Jhusi ... 505
Airavata, elephant of Indra 320, 801
Airavati river ... 273,294
Airi, a local sylvsm deity ... 825
Airya of the Zend books ... 275
Aitariya-Brdhmana ... 273, 277, 773
Aja, title of Vishnu ... ... 789
Ajit Chand, Raja ... ...582-4

Ajmer, capital of Doti... 544, 570
AkasabhSiini, form of Sakti, 797, 812, 848,

[894
Akdsa-yogini, Bauddha Sakti ... 797
Ailul-tarini, a female deity ... 800
Alaknanda river, 292, 294, 307, 321. 347,

[357, 471

Al Biruni on the Katormans of

Kabul, 382, 433 : on the Indian

eras ... ... 413, 423, 448

Alexander the Great ... 352, 385, 450

Ali Muhammad Khan, RohiUa ... 585

Almora, site of, held by Katyfiris,

534 : founded, 539 : fort built,

550 : palace built, S70 : taken by
' Eohiltes^ 587 :. by Gorkhalis, 609'::

by British ... 662-65, 851

Fttge.

Amar Singh Kaji, Gorfchali General, 619
Amar Siagh Th4pa, Gorkh&U Ge-

neral, 619, 635, 641, 665 : sur-
renders ... 670-72, 674, 677

Amara Siuha, lexicographer ... 413
Amaravana or Jageswar, 362, 36S, 368
Amazonian kingdom of Tibet . . . 457
Ambastai tribe . . . 357, 361
Ambika, sister of Eudra, 791, 793, 801,

[812'
Ajmgachhi, copper plate grant ... 489
Amitabha, the Dhyfini Buddha, 753, 759

[761
Anala, title of Krishna ... 716
Anandagiri, author of Digvijaya . . . 767'

Anasfiya, mother of Dattatreja ... 805
Ananta, sada (lotus) 295 : Naga, 298, 801,

[303, 319, 895.
Anderson, J., papers on Zoology ... 47, 79
Andhakas, sprung from Krishna ... 716-
Andhrabhritya kings ... ... 384
Andhras, a tribe ... ... 485
Androgynous, form of Siva, 736-8

:

hence the Unga and the yonj ... 739.
Angas, a tribe ... ... 274
.dnp-TM/as, formula for the ... 859
Animism in the Himalaya ... 702
Aniruddha, husband of XJsha, 729-30, 887
Anjani, a form of Nirriti ... 799
An-sik or Parthia, 393, 401, 402r
Antaranga or duab of the AJak-

nanda ... ... ... 484
Antelope, four-horned, Indian, 32

:

Tibetan ... ...35, 45
Antigonus, the Greek ... 352, 388, 396;
Antiochus, the Greek ... 352, 387-8
Ants ... ... ... 243
Anu, descendants of ... , , . 279
Anuka Bhairava, temple of ... 777
Apara Gaudaki river . .

.

289, 295
Aparajita, goddess .... . . , 801
Apama, daughter of Himachal ... 785.

Aphides ... ... ... 259
Aphsar inscription ... ... 425
ApoUodotus, the Greek 390-1, 396
Apsaras, gen^t 299, 300, 320, 722
Araohnida, spiders ... ... 90'

Araohosia ... ...386,388,392,432
Aranyakas... ... ... 370
Arattas, tribe- ... 280, 376
Aravalli, range, part of SiwSjrks ... 52*
Arbadas, tribe ... 857,' 360
Ardhanariswara, andi-ogynous form

of Siva, ... ... 736>

118
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Argeia, old name of Greece ... 276
Arhat, Buddhist priest ... 749
Aria ... ... ...386-7

Arian alphabet ... ... 389
Ariana 275 ; satrapy of 386, 396, 490
Arioi of the Caucasus ... ... 276
Arishta, the huU demon ... 718
-Arjikiya river ... ... 273
Aiiuna, deity, 281, 283, 710, 712, 714, 728,

[773, 777, 795
Airian on Upper India... 392, 397
Articulata ... ... ... 90
Arunodalake ... 289,294
Aryabhatta, astronomer ... 419
Aryadeva, a Buddhist teacher . . . 753
Aryaka (Irak) of iuscriptiona ... 276
Aiyas, 272-9, 283, 732: class of

Buddhist priests ... ... 749
Aryasanga, a Buddhist teacher, 753-4, 760
Asan, the month ... ... 847
Asfirh, festivals during... ... 849
Asiani, Skythians ... ...396-7

Asjkni river ... 273,312
Asitoda lake, 289, see ' Sitoda lake,

Askot, Rajis of, 365, 449 ; Katyiiris

of 455, 494-6 : belongs to Doti,

496, S27 : pedigree of Eajas of, 531,

[537, 553, 797
Asoj, festival of the month of ... 853
Asoka, edict of, at Ealsi, 351 ; visit

to Nepal, 364 : employs Yakshas,
376 conquest, 377, 394; date

of 407, 751 : grove of, trees ... 315
Ass, wild, or kyang ... 35,47
Astor, races of ... 355, 381, 436
A.stronomers, Indian, borrowed much

from the Greeks, 394 : on the

local eras ... 419,422,425
Asuras, genii, 280, 304, 748, 782, 787,

[795, 807
A.svins, genii, sprang from Krishna, 716,

[843, 894, 901
Attacori, tribe ... ... 353
Atharva Teda, 273-4, 700, 707, 734, 887
Atma Chand Baja ... ... 509
Atri, father of DattStreya ... 805
Avaloldteswara Bodhisattwa, the

Buddhist deity, 505, 752-3, 759, 761,

[771, 808
Avartta, same as Heorta (?) ... 354
Aves, see 'Birds'

B.

Baber in Kabul ... ... 434
Babbler ... ... 59
Bacon-beetle ... ... 105
Badami inscription ... 418,424
Badauni on Husain Khan, 544, 546
Badardyana, astronomer ... 413

Page.

Badari or Badri, in Garhwal, 269 :

in the Brahmanas, 273-4; other

writings, 283-4, 307, 331, 357

:

place in history of religion, 269,

703 : temples at, 466, 710, 715,

728, 768, 776, 788, 813 : copper-

plate grants from, 471, 484

:

grants to, 566, 573, 585, 591, 604

Badhdn, a local deity ... ... 830
Badhangarh, attacked by Knmaon, 553,

[566, 572, 580

Badger ... ... ••• 12

Badgujars of -Anfipshahr ... 558

Badi, rope-dancer ... '... 834
Badrinith temple at Bageswar ... 520
Bageswar, at confluence of Saiju and

Gomati in Kumaon, 305 : origin

of name, 317 : inscriptions at

409 : grants to and repairs of

temples at, 541, 556, 566, 572,

591, 604, 782, 811, 849, 859,

872: old tombs at ... ... 512
Bagwdli festival, 823, 870;. action

'near, Pokhar .'.. 577,601
Bahadur Sfth of Nepal ... 613

Bahat, coins found at ... ... 444
Bahawalpur inscriptions . . . 405
Bihikas tribe, 274, 280, 358, 361, 376,

[781
BahUkas or Vahlikas, tribe, 274, 373, 384
Bahu, 279 : conquered by Haihayas, 279
Baijnath or VaidyanSth on Gumti in

Katyur, 305, 311, 468, 519, 537,

580, 810: grants to and repairs

of temple,. 620, 572 : inscriptions

by GangoKs, 540 : action near ... 55'4

Bairagis, as priests, 788, 802, 805, 855
Bairat or Vairat in Jaipur, 361 : in

Kumaon, 443, 453-4: fort of,

above Kslsi : surrender of ... 640
Bais&kh, festivals during ... 84&
Baitarani, river and pool, 788, 925
Bakshi in the Tarfi ... ... 549
Baktria ... ... 270, 241
Baktrian Greeks in the Hiinaraya,

341, 384 J brief sketch of history :

decline of their power, 386, 403, 43&
BalarSina avatar as, 708, 718 : aids

Aniruddha ... ... 729
Balakhilyas, tribe ... 328, 349
Balbhadra, temple to ... ... 805
Balbhadra Singh, defence of Kalanga,

636: death .., ...640-1
Balchan, a local deity ... ... 831
Bald-coot ... ' ... ... To
BSleawar temple, in KSli Kumaon,

inscriptions at, 471, 516, 528,
810, 871 : grants to and repairs
of the temple, 527, 534, 542, 566, 58S

Baleswar at Thai, 310, 313, 569, 872:
Bee ' Thai'
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Bali, the Daitya ESja, 284, 299, 301, 322,

[719,729, 775,855
Bali, Saka era in island of ... 418
Ballablia or Vallabti ... 410,491
B&lo Ealy&n Chand, Baji, 539; set

up ... ... ...483-4

Balti ... ... ... 296
Bamian ... ... ... 430
Bam Sah, ohautara. Governor of Ku-

maon nnder the Gorkhalis, 614,

616, 618, 624-5 ; correspondence
with, 641, 646 : defence of Almora
ty, 660-64: peace negotiations

through ... 668, 672, 676
Bam Sahi, family in Sor, 529 ; his-

tory of the family ... 532-3, 541
Bamsu, origin of name... ... 730
Bana, the Daitya, son of Bali ... 729
Baneswar, a title of Siva ... 730
Bangaras from Garhwal ... 568
Bangas, of Bengal ... ... 732
Banpa-Nag ... ... 335
Bariditya, temple of ... 315, 804
Barahat in Bhagirathi valley 453, 512
Barahmandal annexed ... 534-5
Barikheri, hot-weather residence of

Tarai officers, 565, 586, 588, 611:

occupied by British ... 658
Barbaras, a tribe ... 279,358,364
Barbet ... ... ... 55
Bardesanes, Indika of . .

.

... 736
Barhal or blue-sheep ... 17,34,48
Barhipura, rums in Bijnor, 453 ; mer-

cenaries of ... 591, 604
Barking deer ... ••• 30

Barmdeo, on the Kali, 645, 568, 570, 797

Barwaiks of the Bhabar, 589, 591

Barwiag ... ••• 59

Basahr or Bisahr, 269, 353 : annexed

to Garhwal ... 527, 682

Basant-panohami festival ... 857

Basantpur in Dehra Diin, ^ 545, 563

Basava, founder of the Lingayats ... 862

Basdeo, the king, 382, 403, 467;

of coins, 405-7, 426: divinity

466-7 : see ' Vasudeva'

Basuk, see ' Vasuki' ...

Batesar in the Duab ... ... 356

Bats ... 6, 44, 46

Batten J. H. in Kumaon, 683, 689-91

Bauddhamargis of Nepal ... 465

Biz Bahadur Chand, Raja, 559, 561-9

:

[606
Bazpur in the TarSi 549 ; founded, 562

Bears, 9: brown-bear, black bear,

sloth bear ... 9-11,47

Beavan, on fishes of India ... 86

Bedling division of Namburis ... 775

Bee-eater ... ••• 53

Beckett's list of Garhwfil Rajas ... 445

Bees ... .•• 244

Page.

Beetles, 101 : classification and ana-

tomy of ... ... 102
Ben Raja ... ... 800
Benares, rebuilt by Krishna, 719,

905: captured by Musalmdns,
505: see •Kishf ... ... .

Benfey, on the route of the Arjas, 277
Beni Tdl, near Adbadri ... 313
Beni Madhab, temple to ... 813
Bems of Ladak ... ... 370
Ber, tree at Badari ... ... 783
Betaleswar, title of Siva, 810-11
B etals of Kashmir ... ... 370
Bhabar, at foot of the hills, 459

:

annexed by Gyin Chand 522

:

542, 548 : action in Doti 571, 594
Bhadon, observances during . . . 850
Bhado-samikrdni, festivals of ... 871
Bhadraj(Bharadvaj)nearMussooree, 805
Bhadrikili, epithet of Durga, 794, 797,

[891
Bhadra river, 292, 295 : Soma forest,

295: goddess ... ... 304
Bhadras, scribes of the Katyuris,

471, 482, 516 : and Palas ... 487
Bhadrfiswa river, 289-90, 293-5 ...

Bhigulpur inscription of the Palas, 481,

[486
Bhagavata-Purana, 286, 291, 393, 707,

[713, 726, 786
Bhagavati, goddess, 760, 802, 814
BhSgirathi river, 292, 341, 357, 788
Bhag-ling temple ... 810,853
Bhagwan or Bhagawat, idea of ... 758
Bhairava Jhamp at Kedar ... 773
Bhairava temples in Almora, grants

to ... ... 604
Bhairava worship in the Himalaya,

701-2, 762: sanctioned by San-
kara, 770 : oath temple, 777, 783, 797,

[808, 810, 818, 849, 866-9, 920
Bhairavi, sakti of Bhairava . . . 797
Bhaironath at Benares ... 763
Bhau Daji, 393, 410, 419-20
Bharadvaja, a physician . . . 274
Bharat, sou of Kaikeyi . . . 708
Bharata, country, 289-90, 292-5, 806
Bharatas, tribe 277, 357
Bhirati Chand, Raja ... 528
Bhargas, a tribe 358, 361
Bhaskarachirya, astronomer, 293, 419
Bhatneswar temple in Borarau, grant

to 591, 598
Bhats of Jumla, submit to Chands... 530
Bhattarakas, priests favoured by the

Katyiiris, 471-2, 480, 516, and
Palas, ... ... 487

Bhattas, officers of the Katyuris, 471, 516
Bhattot pala, astronomer, ... 419
Bhauma, Mars, ... 886, 893
Bhaun^ditya temple, ... 569, 804
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Bhava, a title of Siva, 304, 727, 781, 927
Bhavalohfiti's drama, 395, 860, 867
JBhavishya-'badri, temple of 786, 814
Bharialiya Fur&na ' ... 286
Bhawani, consort of Siva, 304, 322
Bhikal-Nag ... ... 335
Bhikam Chand, Raja ... ... 539
Bhiksliiis, Buddhist monks, 465, 749
Bhillang valley, 328, 342, 446, 524
BhillaB, trite ... 280, 328, 777
Bhilwa-Kedir temple, 339, 715, 777, 811
BWmi, a goddess ... ... 798
Bhima Sena or Bhislima, 281-2, 327,

506, 710, 716, 718, title of Siva 721,

[807
BWma Sena Thapa, of Nepal, 618, 670,

[674
BMmeswar temple, 782, 810, 858:

grants .., ... 591
BMm-ghora ... ... 282
BlumTal,lake, 317 : fort, 519, 586 :

action near, 605, 611, 871
Bhislima, see ' Bhima' ...

Bhiskma Chand, Baja ... ... 589
Bhojas, 358, 361 : Kansa, king of the

718-19
Bhoksas, SOToerers ... ... 833
BholaJfath, local deity ... 817
Bhot, the inter-alpine region, 267,

270 ! name of Tihet, 368, 373,

459,492,537: conquest of ... 566
Bhotiyas, people of Bhot, 36, 378 :

a trihe in Puranas (Bhotas), 485-6,

[492
Bhramarshis, sons of Brahma ... 320
Bhramari temple in Katyiir, 572:

title of Durga, 796, 812 : grant to 582
Bhrigu, the sage \.. ... 727
Bhnhaneswar, in Orissa, 858 : see

' Patala' : temple in Gangoli, in

Manasa-khanda, 3lO, 318-22

:

grants to and repairs of temple, 572,

[585, 598
Bhuksfir in the TarSi , .

.

270, 549
Bhiiksas or Bhoksas tribe, 270, 371, fi49

[591, 600
Shnmiya, a local deity, ... 825
Bhutapati, title of Pasnpati ... 773
Bhotas, attendants on Siva, 299, 702

[722, 773, 818
Bhutesa, a title of Siva, 702, 727, 782
Bias river ... ... 294
Bibhandeswar temple ... 314, 810
Bijaya Chand, Baja ... ... 558
BUch-sanhrdnt, festivals of ... 869
BiMya-ke-sain tempel... ... 315
Bahari seized hy Oudh, 585, 589

:

withPathans ... ... 599
Bindusarovara, lake ... ... 289
Bineswar, a title of Siva, 776, 811
Bin! TSig, temple to ... 835, 853

Page.

Binsar or Bineswar, temple b*ilt by
Kalvan Chand, 685 : title of

Siva ... ... 776,811

Bira Chand, Raja ... ... 519
Birbal, puTohit of the Chands y. 546

Birds of the tract between the Kali

and the Tons ... ... 48
Bir Sinha Deva, Katyuri R&jft ... 534
Bimpakaha, story of ... ... 772
Bisaud, captured by Chands, 527, 534

Bishts employed by Som Chand, 508, 550,

from S&bali, 568: with Debi

Chand ... ...581-4

Bisi, established as unit of measure, 555,
[612

Bithaura, action at, with Rohillaa... 612
Bittern ... ... ... 71
Black-bird... ... ... 58-9

Blaok-buok ... ... 33
Blaokwall on spiders ... ... 93
Blanford, W. on geographical distri-

bution, 2; papers on Zoology, 47-8, 73,

[78, 90
Blankets, manufacture of ... 43
Blue chat ... ... ...58, 60
Blue sheep, 17, 34 : blue cow ... 32
Blue throat ... ... 61
Blyth, E., papers on mammalia, 45,

47: on birds, 73: on fishes ... 86
Bod: see 'Bhot' ... ... ...

Bodhisattwas, 752-3, 758, 761, 764,

860 : Avalokiteswara, 505, 752-3,

759, 771 : Manjusri, 752, 764:
Yajrapani ... 753,759

Bolor or ChitrSl ... 427,430,431
iBombardier beetles ... ... 105
Bon religion in Tibet ... - ... 764
Borarau, captureand colonisation of 535
Borer fly ... ... ... 246
Bradshaw, Col., negotiates with Ne-

pal, 631-2 : throngh Gajraj Misr, 672-3
Brahma, unknown in the Vedas, 706-

7 ; one vrith Krishna, 717 : praises

Krishna, 718 ; as umpire be-

tween Siva and Vishnu, 724 ; at

Dakshas sacrifice, 725-8 : inferior

to other gods, 771 : cause thereof

772 : his dream ... 733, 790, 88S
Brahma Gupta, astronomer ... 419
Brahmanas ... 271, 274, 747
Brahmanda Purana ... 286,291,294-5
Brahman, Sakti of Brahma, 801, 819
Brahmanism absorbed Buddhism, 700, 723
Brahmapura ... 359, 362, 452
Brahma Purana ...286, 295, 384, 800
Brahmaputra river ... ... 292
Brahma-Vaivartta-PurSna quoted, 286,

[735, 798, 803
Brahm-KapSl, 301, 311, 332, 784, 787
Brahuis of Sind ... ... 280
Briddh-badri temple ... 784-5,788
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Briddh Jageswar temple, 779, 811

;

giants to ... •• 691
Briddh KedSr temple, 314, 560, 566

:

grants to 585 : festivals, 785, 810, 869
Brindaban in Mutiira .., ... 798
Broad-bill ... ... 53
Brooke, pmithologioal papers . . . 48, 73
Brysari, tribe ... ... 353
Buddal inscription ... ... 487
Buddba, Avatar of Vishnn, 708 : life

and teaching of, 743-50: Chris-

tianity and Buddhism, 750 : Gan-
tama, 753 : in later times name
alone used, 761, 886 ... 890

Budda palita, Buddhist teacher ... 754
Buddhism subdued by Brahmamsm,

723, 738: Weber on, 742: life and
teaching of Buddha, 743-50 : fur-

ther developments 750-1, 773:
magical rites and formula intro-

duced, 755 : farther assimilation

to Saiva practice, 761 : in Nepal,

768 : Maha-yaua school, 738, 752 :

M&dhyamika school, 753, Yogi,-

ch&rya school, 753: developed

755 : Hina-yana school ... 752
Buddhist scriptures, 746 ; Sdtra,

747 : Vinaya, 74^ : Abhidharma
or three pitahas, 750 : Tantras ... 750

Budh, mercury ... ... 893
Bnlbul ... ... 60
Bullfinch ... ... 66
BuUooks ... ... 37
Buffaloes ... ... 37
Bugs ... ... 160
Biihler on local eras ... ... 421
Bujiiu, list of fiajas of, 530 : occupied

b;^ the Gorkhalis ... ... 649

Buntmg ... _ ... 65

B (irhas orheadmen in early times . . . 508

Bush-galis of Kafiristin ... 437
BOrisho of Hanza and Nagar
Burmeister, on insects ... 101

BumeU, on local eras, 420 : on San-

kara Acharya ». ... 463

Bumouf on Buddhism, 743, 745,

750, 756 ... ... 760
Bush chat ... _ ... 60
Butler on spiders, 96 : on lepidoptera,

205 : on myriapoda ... 266

Butterflies ... ^
... 186

Butwalparganah, attack by Nepalese

on the ... 630-34

Buzzard ... .»• 51

By4ns, 310: held by Jumla, 527, 553:

aDnexed 668 : boundary withNepal 679

c.

Caddis-flies ... ... 181

Calcutta, Kin of ... ... 797
Calendars in use in Kumaon .., 843

Page,

Calinga, a tribe ... ... 854
Cambridge on spiders ... ... 96
Campbell, on the Limbus 364, 365

(note)

.

Cantharides ... ... Ill
Cantor, on snakes, 78 ; on fishes ... 86
Capricorn beetles ... ... 112
Carpenter-bee ... ... 244
Carps ... ... ... 83
Casiri, atribe ... 299,353-4,362
Caste, origin of term (iaran), 276:

barriers broken by Saivas and
by Buddhists ... ... 744

Cat, tiger-cat, leopard-cat, jungle-cat,

bay-cat, 17: civet-cat, tiger-

spotted civet-cat, Tarai tree-cat, 19,

[45, 47
Cattle, domestic, 26 : diseases ... 37
Caucasus, Indian ... 377, 396
Centipedes... ... ... 245
Cesi, a tribe ... ... -355

Ceylon, Baka era in ... ... 417
Chachait jdgir ... ,,, 612
Chachak-devi, goddess,.. ... 274
Chait, festivals during... ... 847
Chakshu or Oxus, river, 289, 292, 401, 428
Chalukya inscriptions in the Dakhin 418,

[421, 424, 492
Chamois or gural ... ... 33
Champiwat, in Kumaon, 314, 498, 506-7,

509, 519, 528, 534, 539: aban-
doned, 540, 570 : occupied by
British ... 654; 667; 821, 830

Chamunda, form of Nirriti 798-9, 813,

[819, 867
Ohanda, a goddess, 322, 331, 794, 798, 867
Chand dynasty in Kumaon, 494

:

story of Som Chand, 497: date

of, 499: Chand rulers, lists of
500 : restoration of 519 : war
with Doti ... ... 529

Chandalas, tribe ... 279, 282
Chandika, goddess in the Himalaya, 702,

[736, 798-9, 801, 813, 869
Chandi tatluka, Hearsey's claim to ... 680
ChandpuT, an old capital of Garhwal 524,

[526, 570
Chandraban ... 340, 781
Chandrabansis of Kumaon 497, 503, 518
Chandrabhagi river ... 296, 302
Chandreswar, a title of Shiva ... 781
Chandxaghant&, a female deity 800, 848
Chandragupta of Fatna 387, 394
OhandrasHa in Garhwfil ... 774
Chang (Djaug) Kien, marquis of

Po-wang on the Yueh-ti 398, 403
Chaugarkha held by Padyar Rajputs 496,

[508, 529
Charaka, medical writer . . , 274
Qh&rauas, genii ... ,., 290
Chashtana... ... ,,, 410
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Chatriaioi, a tribe .,, ... 356
ChattiTbuj, ruins called ... 444
Chaubisi, Eajas of Nepal ... 609
Chaudans, 310 : held by Jxunla, 527, 553
Cbaudhris from Jwalamukhi ... 550
Chaumu, a local deity ... 828
CbaumvikliLia or Cbatmma occupied

by the British ... ... 650
Chauras, a tribe ... ... 279
Chaurasi-mal or Tarai, 546, 549, 562, 565
Chauri, tail of wild yak ... 771
Chautara Brahmans, ofiiceholders,

508, 540j party in Nepfil, 613, 641
[668-70

Chepang, a Nepal tribe ... 367
Ghhakh&ta annexed by Ghands, 519 :

occupied by British ... 658
Chharaimj Dyan, a local deity ... 832
Chhipula mount worshiped, 832, 853
Chhurmal, a local deity ... 831
China, Tibetan name of, 288 : map of,

289, 292 : silkworm introduced
from, 509 : see ' Chinese'

Chinas, a tribe, 282, 356, 358-9, 365,436
Chinab river ... 273,293,294
Chinese, names of Tibetan rivers in,

292 : historians on Baktria and
Kabul, 398 : travellers, 429 : Ama-
zonian kingdom, 458 : on Tibet,

459: invade Nepal ... ... 610
Chitrakali in Mysore ... ... 775
Chitral, Kators of, 381, Kafirsof, 384:

Bolor, ... 427, 430, 435
Cho Konkyu, lake ... 289, 312
Cho Lagan, lake ... 289, 312
Cho Mapiin, lake ... 289, 312, 362
Cho Moriri, lake ... ... 289
Chough ... ... 64
Chukam occupied by the British, 648—

9

Churakarana, ritual for 465,902
Cicadas, insects ... ... 161
Cicoues, tribe ... ... 303
Civet, cat ... ...19,45

Cobra ... ... 76
Cockchafers ... 108,127
Cockroach ... ,.. 150
Coel ... ... 55
Coins of Baktrians, 389 : Sakas, and

Skythians, 403 : Kanishka group, 405-8

[737-8
Colebrooke on the date of Sankara

Aoharya ... ... 464
Coleoptera or beetles ... ... 101
Colubrine snakes ... ... 76
Comorin, cape, from Kumari ... 772
Conae Or Ciconae, a tribe ... 353
Coorg record on Saka era ... 418
Coot ... ... ... 70
Corbie ... ... ... 64
Cormorant ... ... 72
Cosmogony ... ... 288

Cosmos on the Huns . .

.
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Dirma belongs to Doti, 496, 527;
annexed, 653 : taken by GorkM-
lis ... ... ... 609

Darogha or Chamberlain, duties of, 560
Daruu near Almora, 301—3, 313, 317,

[858, 362
Darvas, a tribe ... ... 279
Dasa, see ' Dasyas.'

Dasaratha, Raja of Ayodbyd, story

of^ ... ... ... 708
Das-nami. Dandins, ascetics, 768, 775,

[778, 783, 805
Dasyas of the Vedas, 272, z75, 279, 283,

[364, 439, 732
Datiobse tribe ... ... 356
Dattatreya avatar . .

.

706, 805
D4ud Khan with Debi Chand, 581

:

his death ... 682, 685
Da-wan or Yarkand ... ... 401- 2
Day, on the fishes of India ... 86
Da-yue-ti, countiy of the great

Yueh-ti ... ... 401
Deaths from wild animals ... 14
Debi Chand, Raja ... ...580-2
Deer, swamp, 28 : Sambhar, spotted,

29 : hog, barking, 30, 45 : musk, 31
Dehra Dun, early history of, 337,

523: Timur'e campaign, 524-6:
annexed to GarhwAl, 527 : iavad-

ed by Husain Khin, 545 : by
KhaliluUah Khan, 562, 573—8 :

RohUks, Gujars and Sikhs, 576-

80 : by Gorkhalis, 616, 619 ; ad-

ministration by Gorkhalis, 620

:

invasion of the Dun by the Bri-

tish, 634-41 : annexed, 680 : Pi-

tam Sah's claim to the DQn, 682

:

Hearsay's ditto ... ... 680
Demetrius, king of the Indians, 388,

392, 397: of Syria ... 589
Deo-dhura in Kumaon ... 281-2

Deoprayig ... ... 342
Devaki', mother of Krishna ... 712
Deva Kuta mountain ... ... 296
Devasringa mountains ... 294
Devika river (Ghagra) ... 294
Devikota, in the Camatio ... 730
Dewalgarh, an old capital of Garh-

wil ... ... 524, 526, 608
Dhalip Chand, Raja ... ... 557
Dhanadfi, a goddess ... ... 889
Dhananjaya, 299 : form of Krishna, 716
Dhani, in Nej>Sl, 609 : near the In-

dus ...

"

•• , .
•• ^^^

Dhaniya Kot held by K4thi Rfij-

puts ...' ... ... 496
DhSranis, magical formulee ... 755-7
Dharma, title of Krishna, 716, 728, 789
Dharma avatar ... ... 707
Dharmadatta, story of ... 772
DhStri, 299 : title of Krishna ... 716

Page.

Dhaula, form of K41i ... 797
Dhikuli ruins on the Kosi, 454 : eva-

cuated by Gorkhalis ... 648
Dhiyirs of Jammu ... ... 370
DhritarSshtra, the Kuru, 710, 732
Dhriti, a goddess ... ... 884
Dhulek in JiTepSl ... ... 609
Dhntpapa river (Kaggar) ... 294
Dhvajpatikeswar in Askot, 310, 851
Dhvaj peak ... ... 810
Dhydnas, or stages towards Nirvana,

753, 755: in ritual ... 895
Dhyani-Buddhas ... 753, 758, 760—1
Dhy^nirau, early Chand possession, 508,

[537, 587
Digambara Jainas ... ... 420
Dikpalas, genii ... 886, 898
Diodotus of Baktria ... ... 387
Dimri Brahmans ... 788, 802
Dipa, formof Durga ... 796, 850
Dip Chand, Raja ... 589-97, 643
DJp Chandeswar, temple of ... 810
DipailiuDoti ... 548, 571
Diptera, order of insects 100, 255
Distribution, law of ... ... 267
Diti, mother of Daityas 299, 801
Diving-beetles ... 105, 120
Diwali, festival ... ... 851
Dobbal Brahmans ... ... 788
Dobson, papers on bats ... 46
Dog, wild iu Kumaon and Kash-

mir, 21, 45: domestic ... 43
Domestic ritcal in use in Kumaon... 872
Domkot, Khasiya Rajas of 494, 498, 507,

[510, 516
Doms of Kumaon, 368 ; on

the Indos and in Kashmir,
&c. ... 370-1 : 486, 489, 819

Dor-beetles ... ... 108, 127
Doti, possessions of, iu Kumaon,

496, 503, 508, 527, 528: war
with Chauds, 329, 530 : list of
Rajas of, 531 : war again, 533,
539, 541 ; Musalman invasion
of, 544 : loses Kimiaon, 553,
568, 570 : war again, 582, 586 :

intervenes in Kumaon, 601,
607—9 : Prithipat Sah, Raja of,

647 ; killed in action 656-7 :

Bam Sah's designs on, 669, 674
Dove, turtle, ring, spotted 67, 72
Dowson, on Mathura inscriptions ... 406
Dragon-flies ... .,„ X80
Draupadi and the Pandavas . . . 281
Draviras, people ... 279, 282, 485
Drishadvati or Kaggar river, 272, 294
Drona, preceptor of the Pandavas,

282 : mountain, 813, 314, 520, 781
Droneswar, a title of Siva . . . 781
Drongo, shrike ... ,., 57
Druhyu, descendants of ,,, 279
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Duck ... ... ^ ... n
Dull Chand or Himmat Gosain ... 585

[60r, 609
Dulu R&ja's inscriptions, 503, 516, 519 :

Dunagiri, mountain, 313-14 : above
Dwara, 313-14, 520, 570, 587, 832

Dnncan, on ineects ... ... 101
Duncker, on Taidik dates , . . 271
Dnngari, head village of Phartiyils, 508
Dungariya, a sorcerer ... 820, 824, 826
Dong-beetles ... 107, 125
Du/rbdnhtami, observance ... 852
Dnrga, 304, 322, 710, 736, 764 :

temple to 794-5 : 800, 872, 894
Dnrga-rija, mountain ... ... 295
Durvasas, tbe sage ... ... 805

[721, 732
Duryodhana, the Kum... 713, 715, 716-17,

[570, 782, 789
Dwara Hat in Kumaon, 512, 520, 550,

[789
DwSraka in Gujrat, 281, 719, 730, 768,

Dwipas of the world ... ... 288

E.
Eagle ... ... ... 50
Egret ... ... ..- 70
Ekadasi or eleventh, festivals of the,

848 et seq.

Ekapada ... ... 362, 376
Ekap&tala, daughter of Him&chal ... 785
Bkapama, daughter of Himaohal ... 785
Ek&sur, title of Siva ... 782,811
Ekvirya, a divinemother . . 762
Elephant, 26 : mode of capturing the, 27
Elliot, H. M. on Katyuris ... 381

Emodus ... ... 279, 353, 396
Emosha, boar incarnation ... 707
Entomology ••• • 96
Ephthalites or white Huns ... 427

Epic period 272 : poems ... 722
Eras, Parthian, 387, Seleukidan, 387,

406: Kashmiri, 406: of Vikramidi-

ty&, 406,410-25, 581: Saka 406,

410—25 ; of Kanishka, 408 : of

Asoka, 407: of Buddha's Nirvana,

408: of Hansin China, 409: Balla-

bha, 414 : . Gupta, 414 : of Sri Har-

ahi, 414 : Nepal 845 : Kali, 413,

505 : Tezdegird, 414 : in Java,

Siam, .Tibet, 418: Jaina, 420:

Julian, 425 : of -the Vijaya-rdjya,

491—2 : dating from accession of

the monarch, 491 ; of TikramS-

ditya, follows luni-solai year, of

Saka, Bolaryear ... ... 845

Eran inscription ... ... 417

Erin name of Ireland ,., ... 276

Ermine ... ••• •• 12
Ethnography of Vedas, 274: of Pura-

nas •.* ... ... "57

Ftige:

... 389
388, 39&

Eukratides of Baktria ..

Euthydemaa of Magnesia,

F.

i"ah-Hian, Chinese traveller^ 399, 408, 429,
[430, 75S

Falcons ... ... ...60,.72

Fantail' ... ... ... 57"

Fateh Sah, Raja of Garhwfil ... 573
Fayrer, on snakes .. ... 78
Fergusson on Mathura inscriptions,

406 : Vikrama erai ... ... 425
Finch ... ... ... 66
Fire crest ... ... ... 62
Firishta on Kumaon ... 450, £142

Fishes, 79, 86 : in the Dfin, 80 : poison-

ing ... ... ... 82
Fleet on the- Sanvat dates, 420, 491
Flies ... ... ... 259
Flbriken ... ... ... 68
Flower-picker ,., 56, 63
Fly-catcher ... ...57, 58
Flying-fox ... ... ft

Food, ceremonies connected with the
preparation d ... ... 933'

Forests, insects destructive to, 109, US'
Forkfail ... ... ... 62
Fox, hm, Indian ... ... 22
Fraser, J. B., on Garhwal, 621 : the

Dan, 621: Gorkhalis, 626: on
Kalanga ... 636, 638i

Funeral ceremonies (see 'Sraddha') :

917 : last service for the dying,

919 : preparing the body for the
pyre, 920: the crranation, 921

:

subsequent ceremonies 923-32

G.

Gabhastimat, part of Bharata ... 2QS
Gadadhar, title of Krishna ... 887"

Gadflies .„ ... ... 258;
Gadwall ... ... ... 71
Gagar, range of hills, 316 : Khasiya

Raja of, ... ... 539
GSg&s river ... ... 314
Gaja-saila mountain ... ... 297
Gajawa, last of the Khasiya Eijas ... 539;
Gajrai Misr negotiates peaee -with

Nipal ... 670,672,674
Gall-gnats ,,. ... 258;
Gall-insects ... ... 246
Ganai, Katyuri inseriptioii, 520:

pass to Ga*hwal ... ... 570
Gananath temple m Boraran, 303,

591: action at, death of Hasti-
dal ... ... 660,848,856

Gandak river 281, 289, 294-5, 310
Gtandhamadana mountain ,283, 289, 294-5,

[312 332, 728, V76, 78S
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Gandhara (Peshawar), 274, 853, 359,

373, 386, 405, 427, 430 : capital of,

431: people of ... ^ 274,280,719
Gandharva, portion of Bharata, ... 293
Gandharvas genii, 290, 297, 299, 300, 716,

[748
Gandhavati, title of Viyu ... '292

Ganesh, 702-4, 724, 738, 762-3: tem-
ples, 799, 803 : grant?> 585 : eano-

tioned by Sankara, 770, 784,
850-7 : ritual for service of, 877

:

names ... ... ... 883
Ganga, sister of Parva.ti ... 802
Ganga-dwara ... ... 338
Ganga-nlth, a local deity 819, 850
Ganges, 272, 292, 294:, valley iji

Puranas ... ... 338
Gang-gu country ... ... 401
Gangoli, Eajas of, 496, 527, 537,

540, 797 1. temple. at Hat ... 866
Gangri mount ... 289,311
Gardevis, water-sprites ... 832
Gardner, Honorable B., appointed to

cliarge of negotiations with Ku-
maan, 642, 646 > in charge of

political relations, 648, 659 >

Commissioner of Kujna^n, 667,

672 : political officer ... 678
Gardner, Lieutenapt-.Colonel, ap-

pointed to command force intend-

ed for the invasion of Kumaon, 645
[648-59

Gardhabhilla tribe ... 384, 419, 423

Garga, astronomer ... ... 394
Garhwal Kajas, list of . .

.

445, 626

Garhwal conquered by Palaa of Ben-

gal, 4S2; Mallas of Nepal, 512,

515, 523 : seat of Government,

transferred to Dewalgarh, 524,

543, 549: attacked by Kumaon,
553, 556, 562, 566 : attacked by
Mnsalmans, 562-4: Baz Bahadur-

Captures Srinagar, 566 : alliance

with Doti, 570 ^ successive inva-

sions, 571 : Jhoshiyana raid, 577,

603 : annexed by Gorkhalis, 615,

619 : slavery, 620'22 : annexed'

by the British, 667 : arrangements

withRajaof ... ... 680

GaribJi4th Siddh, local deity, ... 817
Garuda-asrama, a name of Badrinath, 471

Garuras tribe of genii, 296, 299, 748,

[-784

Garur Gyan Chand RSja, 803, 519, 521, -

[548, 817
'

Garuri river ... ... 305

Garura purana, 286: temple to 804 :-

story of ... 804-5,836, 887

Gatera, action with Gorkhilis at ... 609

Gkiuras, a tribe ... ... 485

Page.

Gauri mountain, 310, 312: consort
of Siva, 304, 327, 790, 793, 797, SO©,

[813, 869, 884, 907
Gauri-kund ... 311, 327, 345
Gautama, the present Buddha, ... 7,53

Gaya, PaJa inscriptions ... 489
Gayatri verse ... 849,875,
Gazelle, Tibetan ... ... 35.

Geogi-aphical distribution- of animals-

and insects, 2 :- binds, 48 : fishes,

79 :; spiders, 93 J beetles ... 96
Gerard's travels ... ... 293
Gervais on spiders ... ... 96
Ghigra river ... ... 294
Ghantakarn, deity, 340, 842, 784, 816, 853

824

festival. 854
,. 754
. 871
.. 872
578-80

507

429

Ghantuwa, or astrologer,

Ghatku debta, see ' Ghatot kacha

'

Gkatotkacha, 506, 807 : temple,

807-8, 810 : grant, 585 "' "

Ghazni, school of magic
Ghi-Sankrdnt
Ohiigutiya-featiya,\

Ghulam Kadir in the Dun,
Gidhiya or Gandaki river,

Gilgit, races of, 355, 381, 404, 431,
435 : river of

Gillespie, General, defeat and death
at Kalanga in the Dfln ... 637

Girbau-judha.VikramaSahNepal, 614, 619
Girisa, title of Rudra
Glass-making introduced
Glow-worm
Gnats
Goat, forest or thdr, 33, 45^ 47

;

wilder tehr, 33,45: dt)mestic ...

Gobardhan, title of Krishna
Godwin-Austen on birds ":

.

.

Gokarna in the.Bombay Presidency,

720
428-

265-

25a;

40-1.

8S7-
73-

804,

[781-
781-

609>.

Gokarneswar, a title of Siva

Gplam, in Nep41-
Gold-digging ants of Herodotus, 376,

458: washing in Kumaon ... 543'
Golden beetles ... 116, 14&-
Golden finch ... ... 66'
GoUas, king of the Huns . . . 428
Goldstiipker on Apsaras, 229: on

Mahabharata ... ... 723-
Gomal ri-ver ... ... 273.

Gom^ti river (G omal) , 273 : (Gumti) 294,

[304, 317, 468.:

Gondophares, the Pa.rthian ... 406.

Goose ...
_

_

.. ... 71
GopeswaP) 330 : inscription, 511 :.tri-

sul ^ 830, 513, 776, 810
Gorakhnath, a religious reformer, ... 505

[808, 811
Gorakhpur district, attack by Nepal-

ese on the, 630-31 : force from,

destined for Kathmandu ... 634,670

119
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Goril, a popular local deity, 520, 821, 854
GorkhaliB, origiu of the name, 607

:

invade Ktunaon 609 : admiuistra-
tiou of, in Kumaon, 612 : annex
Garhwal, 615: Dehra Dun, 616 :

administration of Garhwal, 618,
619 : of Dehra Dun, 620-22 : in

Kumaon, 623-5, 654: of justice,

626 : causes of the war with the,

630-4 : opening operations, 635 :

erpulsion from the Dun, 635-41

:

from Kumaon and GarhwSl, 664

:

their account of the war, 665,

692: treaty ... ... 679
Gorresio on the Rakshasas ... 735
Gosaiu, title in Kumaon, 532, 536,

550 : see Dasnami.
Goshawk ... ... ... 50
Govinda, name of Krishna, 712, 717, 887,

[906, 913
Govisana, visited by Hwen Thsang ... 461
Gowan, Colonel, Coramiaaioner of

Kumauu ... ... 687
Grasshoppers ... ... 143
Gray, papers on mammalia ... 44-5

Grebe ... ... ... 72
Greeks in India, brief sketch of Bac-

trian history, use of the Greek
language, decline of their power, 385,

[400
Green shanks ... ... 69
Greig, G., local notes on mammals 4
Gross beak ... ... 65
Grouse, sand ... ... 67
Guha, name of KSrttikeya 299, 802
Guhjeswari, Nepalese goddess 465, 764
Gujars in Dehra Dun ... 576-80, 616
Gunadhya, retires to Badari ... 284
Gunas, the, or quahties 735, 742
Cfum beetles ... ... 110
Gunther, on Tibetan fauna ... 47
Guptas Damodara, 362, 394, 409-10, 425

Gupt-kashi 337,348,775
CfiirtiZ or chamois ... ...33,45

Guravag, a priestly caste at Saiva

shrines . . . 487, 491, 734, 739
Gurjara-grant of Jayabhata . . . 421
Gur-La mountain 308, 311

Gushan tribe of the Yueh-ti 400, 403
Gutima in Nipal ... ... 609
G-wai-shiu or Oxus ... ... 401-2

Gwala dynasty in Nepal ... 772
Gwaldam, action near ... 554
GyanOhand Raja, 571, 582

Gymnosophoi, sages ... ... 356

H.
Haan on spiders ... ... 96
HafizBahmatKhdn invadesKumaon, 586,

[590, 593-95, 735

Page

Haihayas, tribe ... ... 279
Haimavati ... ... 790
Hairis, brought in by BAz Bahadur,

565, 589 : in the Tarfi ... 645
Halahaia poison ... ... 820
Halduwa, action near, in the Bhabar,

597: festival ... ... 869
Hamilton-Buchanan, fishes of the

Ganges ... ... 86
Hang on Vaidik dates... ... 276
Hanley on shells ... ... 90
HanumSn, the monkey god, 763

:

temples ... ... 804
Hara, a title of Mahadeo, 714, 727,

729, 733 : a local deity ... 83P
Harakdeb Joshi on the Ghand chro-

nology, 503 : his apprenticeship,

590 : services, 594-7, 601 ; de-

feated and flies to the plains,

604-6 : intriguess vrith Gorkhalis,
609-11 : retires to Hardwar,
616 : with British, described,

646, 654, 657, 667 : death, 647
(note)

.

Hardwioke's list of Garhwal Rajas, . . . 445
Hardwar, 281, 338, 358: Timur

at, 524 : NigarDas, chief of, 563

:

Rohilla raids ... ... 577-8
Hare, 25, 45, 47 : mouse-hare ... 26
Hari, a title of Vishnu, 298, 714, 716,

[728, 733, 747, 789, 849, 856.
Haridtmgari hill near Almora occu-

pied by British troops . . . 663
Hari Ram Joshi of Jhijar, 590, 592-

593: death of ... ... 594
Hariti, a goddess ... 763,800
Harivansa ...384, 785, 794, 800
Harivarsha ... 278, 289, 293
Hariyili, a female deity . . . 800
Harkiyas of Kumaon 370, 869
Hamanda, a female deity ... 801
Harrier ... ... ... 51
Harsewak Bam, mahant at Dehra. . . 619
Hastidal Sah, Chautara, Gorkhali

General, 619, 620,642, 645, 656:
death in action at'GananSth ... 601

Hastinapur in Meerut ... 280, 281, 297
Harela festival ... ... 870
Hawalbagh, action between Harak Deb

and Mohan Sing near, 604 i Bri-

tish occupy ... 652,661
Hawk-moths ... 188, 214
Hayasmanas tribe ... ... 296i

Hearsey on the Gorkhfilis, 625 : aids

in the invasion of Kumaon, 645,
648 ; early operations -successful,

655 : defeat and capture at Khil-
pati, 656 : advice to Gorkhalis,

666: claim to Dehra Dun ... 680
Hedge-hog ... ...9,4^
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Hema Mta, 289, 294 ;—Sringa ... 295
Heiniptera,Homoptera, andHeterop-

tera ... 100, 158
Hepthalites, see ' Epthalitea.'

Heraus the Saka ... ... 403
Herbert quoted ... ... 292
Hens : see ' Hairi.'

Hermann, German name ... 276
Herodotua and the gold-digging anta 32,6

Heron ... ... ... 70
Hidim'b&, the Rakahaai 506, 807

Himaohal, father of Parrati, 271, 294, 304,

[306
Himadri kh*nd» ... ... 304
Hima-kadphises ... 401,404,405
Himalaya of the North-Western Pro-

vinoes not an isolated tract, 268 :

, in the Tedas, 270 : in the Brah-

manas, 273 : in Puranas, 285, 287, 289,

[294, 301

HimSvat, 273, 289, 354, 832 : see

Himmat Gosain, insurrection hy, 385, 386

Hina-yana school of Buddhiam : see

' Buddhism.'

Hinduism, definition of ... 700

Hindu-kush ... 275, 296, 297

Hiranmaya •.. 285, 289, 393

Hiranvat, son of Agnidhra . . . 293

Hiranyagarhha ... ••• 706

Hiranyakaaipu the Daitya, 299, 786,

l787

History 267

Hiung-nuof the Chinese writer, 369:

drive out the Tueh-ti ... 398

Hladini river ... •• 292

Hoang-ho river ... '"
kn

Hobby ... •.
. ,. „„••• ""

Hodgson, B. H., on the Kirantia, 365

:

on Nepalese Buddhism, 764 :
on

Zoology ^
- 44,47,72

Hog, 28, 45 : deer ... - 30

Holi festival - - T^l
Holtzmann on Vikrama era ... ^45

Honey-bee in the hills. .

.

Honey-sucker
Hoopoe

Kkesh;: title of Krishna, 709,7^17,

Human sacrifioea •
,

'"

Hume, A. 0., paper on a new sheep,

47 : ornithological papers — 73

Hunas tribe, 270, 356, 358, 360, 362

(note), 365, 369, 384: at Man-

Bhari, 425: white Huns, 427. 428

in inscriptions, ... ^°'
|°^

Hum>a .•;; ,
;^70,360,362,369

Husain Khan, Tukriyah ... 543

245
55
56
53

Page.

Hutfi Kotu, brother of the Tibetan
L&ma ... ... ... 610

Huvishka or Hushka, 405, 407, 737 :

worshipped ... ... 832
Hwui SengonTe-Tha... ... 437
Hwen Thaang on Snighna, 352 : Ka-

bul valley, 400, 408 : on Vikrama,
423 : on Kananj, 424 ; travels,

431 : in Kumaon, 451, 461 : Ne-
pAl ... 514, 753, 754

Hyaena ... ... ... 18
Hybernation of beara ... ... 9
Hydaspes river ... ,,. 273
Hymeuoptera order of insects 100, 239
Hyperboreans of the Greeks ... 279

Ibia ... ... ... 71
Ibn Haukal on Kabul „. 432
Ibn KhallikSu on Kibul ... 433
Ice supply to Abnora, 555 : to Delhi, 561
Ijikas tribe ... 354, 364
Ikshu river ... ... 292
Ilivrita country ... 289, 29e
Imaus mountain ... ... 354
Im-tsai, a city ... 401, 402
India, Tibetan name of, 288 : Chinese

names of ... ... 403
Indians of Kabul .„ ... 433
Indo-skythiaua, 280, 300, 373, 384, 392,

(note), 396, et seq. 420, 426
Indra, 275, 276 : dwipa of, 293 : in the

Vedas, 705, 748, 790, 806, 886, 894
Indrani, female deity ... ... 907
Indrapraatha 281, 411, 443, 450
Indus in the "Vedas 272, 292, 297, 353
Inscription at Bageewar ... 459
Insects, their study, anatomy, classifi-

cation, 96 : deatmctive to timber
and grain 109, 112

Ira, mother of vegetable kingdom ... 299
Iran, name of Persia ... ... 276
Iravati river ... ... 273
laa, the deity ... ... §95
Isamua ... .... 313,391
Isana deity, 292, 717, 780 : as Siva, 802,

T, .,
I^^^?

Iskardo ... ... 431^ 435
Isldm Shilh aud Kumaon 537 533
Istakhri on Kabul ... ... 431
ItihSsa period . .

.

272 278

J.

Jacana ... . .

,

Jackal ... ...

Jsesohke on the Bons of Tibet
Jagannath, temple to ...

Jagariya astrologer

Jagat Chand, Baja

71
20

767
810
824
572
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Page.

^ftgeswar in Kumaun, 301-3, 362-,

492, 511, 530, 552, 587-8: grants,

666, 589, 582, 585, 590-1, 598,
770: temples at 778-80, 811, 859-60

Jai Kishan Joshi of JHjar, 590-92 :

minister, 594 : murdered ,.. 597
JS.ina legends 384, 419, 420, 422
jainas in. the iHIs ... ... 842
jainda, Kiral, story of, the Sor settle-

ment offioei? ... ... &32
JAithak, surrender of ... 640-1,665, S'fO-1

jamtavati, story of ... 710. 72i
JamadagDi, sage ... ... 894
Jambha, the demon ... ... 718
Jamhu dwipa ... 288, 293
Jammu, Baja of, huilds temple in the

Dun, mercenaries ... ... 591
Janaka, king, of Mithila ... 724
Janamejaya, 297 : in the Mahahharata, 723
Janardana, title of Vishnn, 727, 747, 887
Jangalas, tribe ... 358, 364
Jahgamas serve at Madh, 775 : des-

cendants at Jagdsar, 780: thmr
tenets and teaching ...862-4

Jdnmdshidmi observances ... 850
Jdnmotsava, ritTialior ... 891
Jdrasandha of Magadha, ally of

Kansa... ... 718-19,732
Jaspnr, in the Tarai, 649 : in Pali... 592
Jassa of Kamleth, story of ... 523
,/at-Iiarma, rifaiaJ for ... ... 887
Jatndhi mountain ... ... 295
Jauntgarh, defence of ... ... 640
Java, Saka era in ... ..• 418
Jay ... . — ... 64
Jaya, epithet of Durga 794, 795, 891
Jayakrit Sah of Garhwal 577, 602
Jayanti, a form of Durga, 796, 8S8
Jerdon on mammals, 4 : birds, 49, 72

:

ants, 246: fishes ... 86
Jeth, festivals dnring ... ... 859
Jhalrapatan, sanvat inscription . . . 420
Jhanankdr, a local deity 801, 811
Jhansi, founding of ... ... 504

Jhelum river ... 273,294
Jhijar Joshis, 559, 567, 585 : see ' Sib

Deo Joshi.'

jMsi, near AUahabad, story of, 498,

503, S06 : inscription ... 504

.Tileswar, temple to Siva, as ... 811

Jinas, deities of Nepal ... . 518

Jivani, name of Agni . . . 292

Jodha Singh, Katehiri iaterveues, 594, 643

Joginis, nymphs ... ... 796

Jogis, sect of, as priests 773, 783, 815,

[818
Jokhai, a local deity ... ... 819
jDshiraath, 332, 382, 451, 457 : Kat-

yiiris of, 467 : Eainka's customs-

post 515, 739, 768, 786

Page.

Joshis employed by the Chands, 508

:

dome to Almora, 540, 550 : of

GalK and Jhijar, 559, 560, 567 :

Birbhadra and the Biahts, 583 :

Of Duniya, 5^3 : the Joshyal ... 605
Joshi-yana-raid into Garhwal 577, 60S
Jubu, cross with a yak ... 38
Juhar cdiintry, 318^ 567 : the coloni-

sation of, 455, 527, 553, 609, are
' Phartiyals,' 611: oppose Harak
Dfeb ... ... ... 61^

jumla. Raja trf, held BySns, 527, 530>

[553, 606, 608-9
Jumna river, 275, 294, 326, 337, 341, 349>

[354
Juniyagarh captured by Knmaonis, 566, 572
Jwalpa, form of Durga, 796, 812, 863
Jwala-mukhi 295, 311, 555
Jyotishmat, Baja of Knsa ... 29ff

K.
Kabir, the teacher ... 80S
K4bal river, 273 : valley, 273, 297,

377: histoiyof townsof 385,431,430-37
Kadaphes ... 403-4
Kadphises, 403—5: coins of ... 737
Kadruveyas, g8nii, 297, 299, 804, 83$
Kafi Khan on Sulaiman Shikdh ... 564
Kafirs of KSfiristan, Entn division,

358 : Wai and Bush division^, 437

:

inhabitants 386, 435-=40

Kaggar river ... ... 294
Kaikeyi, mother of Eharata ... 708
Kailakila Yavanas ... 384, 393t

Kailas, the abode of the gods 285, 294,
[301—2, 304, 308, 567, 802

Kaira ran captured and colonised ... 535
Kaitabha demon 298, 716, 795
K kachalin Tihri ... 340,357
Kdla chahra, B-tiidhmt work ... 760
Kalachtris of Kalyana ... 863
Kalajit, title of Siva ... ... 783
KSlaka, legend of Sakas 406, 419
Kalakanjas, tribe ... ... 299
Kalaloti Kajputs ... .., 496
Kalanabha Danava ... ... 299
Kalangain DehraDon, first attack on,

635 : Second attaek and capture . . . 637
Kalar, Brahman ruler of Kabul 382, 43g;
Kalasa-sthSpana, ritual for .,. 885
Kal-Bhairav at TuugnSth ... 763
Kal-bisht, alooal deity... ... 828
KSlchanbhausi, a local d^fey ... 831
Kali, a goddess, 305, 322, 506, 736,

794: temples to 797-8,819,881
Kalika ... ... ... 340
Kalik*, Purana quoted, 730: Devi,

temple to, 813 : Sftala temple
Dwara, grant, 585, 591 : temple
in Gangoli, grant ... 691, 697
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Page,

Kill Kumaon, or along the Kali ..• 506
feslinig, temple to ... 813,835
Kalingas tribe, 294, 359-61, 485, 492,

[719
fcalki avat&r of Vishnu ... 707
Kalmatiya (Kalimath) hill neat Al-

moia, 315, 336^ action near ... 662
^Salpeawar 330, 770, 775, 785, 811
Kal Sain, a local deity ... 831
Kalsi, in Dehra Dun ... 251
Kalyan Chand, Eija, 539, 584-9, 643
Kalyani Devi, temple to 812, 891
Kamadeva's birth ... 305
£!amadhena, cow of the gods, 314,

[318, 320, 363, 771, 918
Kamadki, local deity ... 801
Kamaleswar, temple in Srinagar, 346, 575

[778,.811, 856, 858
tamarupa ... 357,360
fedmbojas, tribe, 274, 279, 282, 358, 418
Kamdars or courtiers appointed ... 508
Kamin or headman ... ... 537
fcanadeo ... 310, 313, 506
feanak or Kank of Kabul, 382, 433, 448
Kanana, country ... ... 296
Kanauj, 356, 361, 373, 497-8, 504

:

Bathors of

Kauchi or Conjeveram 772
feanerki ... 403, 405-6, 436
Kanka, Vaidfirya mountain 294
&!ankeswar, temple to Sira, as 811
Sankhal ... ... 804, 339
Kanishka, 403, 405-6-8 : 420, 432, 449

:

[coins of, 737-8
Kanphata Jogis, 773, 802, 808, 817 :

tenets and teaching ... 865
Sansa, slain by Krishna, 712, 718, 794
Kans-Mardini Devi ... 346, 794
Kantha (Shahjah&npur), 313, 542, 545

fcantipur in Nepal 515, 516, 607
Kan-to-lo or Gandhara, 427 : see ' Gind-

hara.'

^anya-SankrantfteaUvala of ... 871

Kaofu or Kabul, 400, 409 : see ' Ki-
bul.'

Kap&li, epithet of Durga ... 794

itapardin, title of Rudra 720, 737

Kapisa, in the Kabul valley ... 431

Kapila, epithet of Durga .. 794
Kapila Muni, philosopher, 299, 741,

748, 754 ! temples to, 575, 806, 811

Kapileswar, temple to Siva as in

Dfig, 810 : grant to 598, 806

Kapinjala mountain, 295 ; king, 297

Karoja mountains ... 296

Karait, venomous snake ... 77

KaraU, epithet of Durga 794, 798

Karbirpur in Kumaon ... ... 468

Karkotak the Naga, 299, 374: tem-

ple ts... ... 832,851

Page.

Karh-Sanlcrdnt, festivals of ... 870
Karle cave in Bombay ... ... 762
Karmajit, title of Siva ... 782
Kama, king of Madras 713, 807
Kama-bedh, ritual for ... 892
Karnali river ... 292,311,313
Kamataka (Carnatio) ... 511, 515
Karnatas, a tribe ... 486, 611
Kamavati Rani in the Dun, 526 ; in

Garhwal ... ... 776
Kamprayag . .

.

297, 313, 336, 792
Kar-nyds, formula for the 859, 875
Kartchu or Khie-pan-to ... 429
Kirttik, festivals of the month of . . . 855
Karttikeya's birth, 297, 802, 313,

469, 729 : on coins, 737-8, 761,
799, 801 : temples of 802, 850

KarttikeyapuT in Kumaon, founding
of, 357, 468, 471-2, 483, 50.', 519, 553

Kfcushas tribe ... 357,360
Kaserumat, part of Bh&rata ... 293
KashgEr ... 377, 399, 401,426
Kashi ... 304, 307, 856, 719, 731, 775
Kashipur, trading factory at, 642

;

force destined to invade Kumaon
formed at, near Govisana, found-
ed by Kashi Nftth, 462, 549, 581,
586, 589: Hari Ram governor,
590, 582: SibDeo murdered, 594:
Siromani DSs, governor, 390, 596

Kasherus, tribe ... 353, 378
Kashka in Nepal ... ... 609
Kashkiira, Doms of, 370, 377 : Kafirs

of, 386, 426, 435-41 : valley of

^
[295-7, 379, 381

Kashmir, 273, 289, 295, 297, 353
370, 377-8, 423 : school of ma-
gi"^ •• • 754,760, 768

Kashmiras tribe, 275, 278, 353, 358, 400
Kasia regio ... ... 37/7
Kasyapa Rishi, 299, 304, 804, 912
Katar or dagger sign-manual 557^ 566
Katarmal, 315: occupied by the

British... ... 652,665
Kalehir, Rajputs of, 468, 494 : coun-

try of, 521, 546-7, 561 : rija
of

_ .
... 582,588

Kath-ki-nau, occupied by the British,
649: Kathi Rajputs of Phaldatot

^ .,. ^ . • XT- ^,
^^^^' ^^^' 52V, 536

Kathmandu m Nipal ... 516,607-8
Katolgarh or Kotalgarh, on the KSli,

507-8: action vrith Gorkhalia
near, 609 : unsuccessful siege of,

by Hearsey, 657 : origin of names', 730
Katorm&ns of Kabul 382
Kators of Kabul, 381-82, 425, 434-5 :

of Kumaon
. . . ^gg

Katuris: ' see Katyfiras'.

KatySyani, epithet of Durga, 794, 848, 90S
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Page.

Katyiiris of Kumaou, 365, 381, 439-
41, 449: founder of the, 467,
V79 : Bisaud, 527, 534 : of Pali,

454, 536 1 Sui, 494: Askot, 455,
631 : Bacahmandal, 494 : Doti,

455, 530 : Syunara, 527, 535 :

Daupur, 537 : decline of the,

493, 519 : last reigning family of

the, 553, 568 : worship of the ... 831
Katyiir Patti in Kuniaon, 468 et sec[,

Kanheri inscription ... 410
Kaulagarb, old capital of the Dun,

[526, 562-3
Kaurma-Purina, 286, 304, 776 : ava-

tar
^

... 299, 708
Kauaalya, mother of Rftma ... 708
Kaushitaki, Brahmana ... 273
Kausiki river, 294, 315, 365 : goddess, 794
Kauveri, Sakti of Kuvera ... 801
Kechara, tirtha on the KarnSli ... 811
Kedar, captured by the Palae of Ben-

gal, 482: by the Mallas of Nepal,

512, 515 : see 'Kedirnath.'

Kedara-Khanda, 287, 304, 823
KedamSth, 269, 282, 284, 326, 348,

466, 492, 561 : grants, 585, 591

:

place in history of religion, 703

:

origin of name, 739: death of

Sankara,768: Saiva worrhip, 770

:

temple of, 773, 798, 806, 811, 858

Kekaya, king of ... 358-9,373
Kelu Pir, festival of ... ... 850

Eeshava, name of Krishna, 712, 714, 887
[905

Kestril ... ... .• 50
Ketu, comet ... 299, 886, 893

Ketumaia, country ... 289, 292-98, 295

Khabish, a local deity ... 820
Khagmara,. Katyuri fort on Almora

hiU ... ... 534-5, 538

Khaguna dialect ... ... 437
Khandaparasu, a title of Rudra ,,. 728
Khaudava forest near Dehli ... 281

Khandoba affiliated to Siva ... 738
Khanjar or dagger sign-marraal, 557, 566
Kharkhu revolt ... ... 558
Khasa, mother of the Takshas ... 299
Khasas or Khaaiyas, a Hindu tribe

in Kumaon, 268-70, 280, 282,

29-^, 293, 299, 353, 355, 359, 362,

371 : summary, 375-81, 439-42,

485, 496 : revolt of the, 509 : list

of Khasiya rajas in Kumaon, 510,

518-19, 527; revolt, 528, 539,

553 : name given to Thapas in

Nepfil ... ... 668, 756
Khasiras tribe ... 353,358,362
Khasiyas see ' Khasas.'

Khasiya Brahmans in Kumaon, 734,

775, 783, 788, 802, 806, 816, 818

Page.

KhatakwSli, caste of courtesans ... 52&
Khataruwa festival ... ... 871
Khawas Khan in Kumaon ... 537-S
Khilpati, defeat of Hearsey at, 657, 80O.
Khimal, a female deity ... 801
Khingalatohi, the Eakshasi ... 756
Khiu-tsi-hi of the Gushan tribe, 400, 404
KhoB of Chitral ... 435,439-41
Khosas of Sind, Khasas, '

379, 449
Khoten ... 401,428-9,452,458
Khurbura, actionwith Gorkhalis near,

in Dehra Diin ... ... 617
Kikatas tribe ... ... 274
Kiligarh or Kaulagarb, old capital of

the Dun ... 526, 562-9
Kilpuri in the Tarsi, 549, 599 : an-

nexed by Gorkh&ljs, 612 : by
Oudh ... ... ... 612

Kimpurusha country . ,. 289, 293
Kingiisher ... ... 53
Kinnarao, genii ... 295-7, 74S
Kipin in Kabul, 295, 297, 353, 399, 430
Kirant-desa in Nepal ... 364-65
Kiranteswar, a title of Siva ... 77S
Kiratas tribe, 279, 282,354, 357, 363,

365, 485 : list of rajas in Nepal,
[510, 518-19, 607, 732, 772, 777-9

Kirati Chand, Kaja ... ... 533
Kiratipur in the low country . ,. 537
Kirby and Spence on insects ... 101
Kirtipur in Nepal ... ... 60S
Kishan Singh, Baotela, 695, 597
Kissia of Herodotus or Susa ... 377
Kite ... ... ... 51
Kitolo, king of the Tueh-ti, 427, 430
Klapioth ... ... ... 292
Koch, on spiders ... ... QQ
Koel ... ... ... ,55

Kohala ... ^ ... 358,370
Kohistanis of K4bul ... ... 433
Kohlis of Kunaor ... ... 3^0
Kohrur, battle of ... ... 425
Kokarasi, a local deity ... 833
Kokla pigeon ... ... 67
Kokonor in Tibet ... ... 292
Konvasiras tribe ... ... 270
Kophenes river, 273, 377, 385, 400'

Kosssei, in employ of Darius ... 377
Kosi river ... 294, 315, 365
Kota Garhi evacuated by the Gor-

khalis ... ^ ... ... 648i.

Kota, Khasiya Kaja of 527: annexed,
537, 549, 565, 571 : Chand resi-

dence ... ... 682, 586
Kotauli annexed by Chands ... 537
Kotavi, mystical goddess, 729-30
Koteswar, temple toSiva as, 777, 810-11,

Kotgari Devi, temple to

Kotivarsha, city of Bfina
812
730
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Page.

Lataa, tribe, .„ ,., 279
Latham on the RSjis ... ,., 3,66

Lata, a local deity ... .... ^SX
Leaf-inseota _ ... .... 149
Leopard, two varieties, 16 : snow, 17 H

eat, 17 : clouded, 35 :

Lepidoptera, order of insects, lOftj 18^5

Lhasa founded, 466 ; Chinese occu-

pation of ... ... 610
Lichchhavis of TaisaU, opponents of

Buddha, founded a Tib,etan dy-

nasty, 460, 765 : of Nepal, 5D5, 514
Linibus of Nepal 364-5 (notp).

Linga, emblem of Siva, 301-39, 722,

728 : unkno-wrn in the Vedas, 706,

721, 734 : great at Jageswar, 303,

779 : worship in Himalaya an4
Bouthem India, 739 : by Buddhists,

[75.9, 771.3, 775, 862-5.

Lizards ... ... 74-5, 78,

Lob -nor lake ... ... 292
Localities, hox not3d, 3 j in, old

works misleading ... . . , 1

Locusts ... ... ... 149
Lohas, a tribe .... . • , 279
Lohba, action neai:, 566, 570, 572 :

surrender to, British . .

.

666, 792
L.ohjta river .... ... 294
Lohughat, river, 310 : valley in K^u-

maon, scene of Bana:s contest, ... 730
Loka-lokas mountains... ... 290
Lokapalas, genii, ... 291, 886
Lok-matris, deities ... ...

' 884
Lola, a hill state, .... 359, 368
Long-horned beetles, ... 112-3,140
Lopamudra, wife of Agastya, ... 806

Lugrub, Tibetan name, of Nagarjuna, 409

Luis of KaU Kumaon . .

.

368, 589

Lunar year in Kumaon ... 843

Luni-solar year in Kumiaoa . ... 843
Luni-Sot, ruins near, ... ... 443
Lyddeker, papers on Zoology^ ... 47-8

Lynx, red, 18 : Tibetan ... 35^46

M,
Maohchhindra, a Nepalese sage, . . . 505

Maddyavanta, ... .... 294
Madhava Aoharya, author of San-

karaVijaya, ... ... 767
Madhavas, a tribe, ... ... 378

Madh Maheswar river, 327, 329, 77-0, 775,

[811
Madho, title of Krishna ... 906

Madhu, the Daitya, ... 298, 716..7,' 795
Madhusudana, title of Kriahna, 709, 789,

[887, 906
Madhyamika school of Buddhism, 409,

[753, 762

Madras, ... 280, 357-8, 713, 807

Magh or Man, festivals of the month, 857

Page.

Magadhas, country and tribe, 274, 357j

[360, 394, 486, 488, 492, 511, 718,, 732
Magadhika Kalinga ... ... 354
Msiga Kalingas, tribe ... 354, 383

Magift practised notably in Indo-

Skythia, Rabulj &c., ... 754
Magpie ... ... ... 64
Mahabhadra lake. ... ... 289
Mahabharata, 272, 279-81., 2(83, 36]„

376, 393, 707, 715: Weber an, 723--3i

[725, 776, 802, 807
Mahadeva or Siva, 382, %^l; See

' Siva'.

Maha devi, hopored by Buddhistp, 755,. 889
Mahaiala, honored by Tantrists, 759

;

her Tantra, 759-60, 763, 794, 797, 819,

[858
Mahanetras, tribe. ... ... 296
Mahapanth ... 327, 773
Maharatri, goddess ... ... 322
Mahasu, a local deity ... ... 836
Mahatmyas, legends ... ... 287
Mahavaipulya Sutras ... 747,754
Mahavira, tjie Jaina ... 420,422
Mah.ivrishas, tribe ... ... 274
Mahayana or great v:ehiele, 409, 736, 752
Ma.hendra mountains ... ... 293
Mahendra Singh, son of Mohan

Singh, takes refuge in Rampur,
605 : returns to Kumaon, 606, de-

feated by Gorkhali^, 609 : claims

disallovfed at Kilpuri ... 611
Mahesvara, title of Siva ... 717
Mahesvari Sakti of Maha.deo, 801, 819,

[890, 907
Mahisha-Mardini, 337, 348^.9: temple

to ... ... 795-6,812,851
Mahodaya, deity ... ... 292
Mahoragas, a trib^of genii ... 748
Mahryfiri, captured by Chands ... 527
Maitreya, the future Buddha ... 753
Jfa/car Sa«.Jtrdn.i, festivals. of ... 872
Makwajipur, action at, against Ne-

palese ... ... ... 678
Mai or Malas, name of Tarai, 519, 537, 548
Malas of«Chhatisgarh ... ... 361
Malati, rescue of ... ... 867
Malavas, tribe ... 357-60, 485
Malaya mountains ... ... 293
Malla-Narayanj ^ N^ga chief, 318:
form of... ... ... 788

Mallard. ... ... ... 71_

Mallas, erect a,, tris&l at B&rahat,
453, 512 : inscription on, at Gopes-
war, 511 : trisul of the, at Gopes-
war, 513 : dynasty in Nepal, 514.:

Doti, 529-30 : of Sor and Siva ... 551
Mallika near Mala ... 311, 794^
Mallit-Arjuna in Askot, 313, 794, 810,
temple to Mallika ... 812,856,858;
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Page.

MalU tribe, ... ... 354
Mammalia, 4 ; references to works on, 44
Manapass ... ... ... ?83
Manasa-JOianda, ... 287^297-8
Manft-sarovara, 285, 289, 294, 297,

306, 308, 312, 362 ; grants for pU-
grims to, ... 506-7

MandakinJ river, 307, 327, 347-8, 362,

[770
Mandalas or magical circles ... 755
Mandaliks of Kali Kumaon,. 503, 516
Mandara, mountain ... 289, 294, 794
Maudhatagiri, mountain ... 311
Mandhatri, story of, 809, 348 : ava-
tar ... ... 707,806
Mandi in the hiUs ... ... 358
Mandur (Jodpur) a SiWalik fort ... 526
Mangala, a goddess ... 889,891
Marten .... ,.. ... 12
Martin ... ... ... 52
Marudvrilia river ... ... 273
Marundai tribe ... 354,356,384
Maruts or wind-gods ... 705,716
Marwir dialect of, 379 : king of ... 391
Masan, a local deity ... ... 820
Massagetse tribe ... ... 396
Maatuj, Kators of ... ... 381
Mata-murti, temple-to... ... 783
Matri-pfija, 802 : ritual for, 883, 886, 889,

[911, 913
Matris, goddesses, ... 785, 801
Matsya, a kingdom. ... ... 361
Matsya-Purana 286, 384, 707, 726, 796
Matsyendra or Macbcbhuidra, 505, 808
Ma-twan-lin, Chinese historian, 400, 403,

[409, 424
Manles, coins of ... ... 392
Manna-insect ... ... f63
Mannas, tribe .... ... 384
Maurya dynasty ... ... 394
Maushari,' battle of, 362 : (note)- ...425-6

Maya, goddess of illusion, 298, 735, 795
Mayflies ... ... 180
Maylira mountain ... ... 295
McClelland, on fishes ... ... 86
MoMaster, paper on birds ... 73
Medas, a tribe ... ... 485
Medha, a goddess ... ... 884
Mangsir, festivals of the month ... 856
Mani ... ... 294, 299
M^Inik Chand Baja ... ... 537
Manikyila inscriptions, 403, 405, 408
ManU, Katyfiris retires to. 535, 568
Mankoti Bajas in Grangoli, 496, 527,.

537, expelled, ... ... 540
Manorath Joshi at Kashipnr, 596 :

murdered by Nand Bam ... 599
Mantis or praying insect . . . 149
Mantras or charms, 860, 890

Manu, 282, et seq.

Page,

MSnural Rajputs, 496, 535-6, 568
Mauushi Buddhas ... 753, 758-
(Mara) ... ... ... 424
Ma<ris, faction in Kali Kumaon,

507, 519 : (Nalus case) 523, 537,
559

i Bisht case, 583, 611 : mva.
sion aided by, ... 647,657

Marathas in the Dun, 578, 90: at

Panipat ... ... 590
Marka, priest of the Asuras . . . 784
Markandeya Purana, 286, 298, 317,

362, 376, 795, 801-2: Eishi ... 733
Marmot ... ... ...23,45
Marriage ceremonies, first visit,,

marriage hall, verification of tjje

pedigrees, givingaway, &o., 906-12 :

to the arAa plant, 912: to a water-

vessel ... ... ... 913'

Marshall, G—onthe birds of Kumaon
and Garhwal, &c. ... ... 48

Meds or Mers, tribe ... ... 392,.

Mehtas or Mewatis of the Tarai,

[521, 548, 564, 589, 645
Mekalas, tribe ... 279,711.
Melch-Sankrdait, festivals ... 869
Mena, wife of Himichal, 304, 785-

Menander the Greek ... 390, 394, 396
Merganser... ... ... 72.

Merlin ... ... ... 50
Mem, the Indian Eden, 284, 289-93, 806-

Merumandara mountain ... 289--

Merutunga, author of Theravali, 423, 491
Metallic beetles ... 109,132
Mewatis or Mehtas of the Tarai, 521, 548

[564-
Mhasoba, a local deity . , . 819
Mihirakula of Kashmir ... 431
MUam in Juhar ... 369,455,
Milinda, king of Bagal, 394, 409
Millipedes ... ... 265,
Mimic- beetles. ... 106, 123..

Minivet ... ... ... 57"
Mingeswar, temple to Siva as, ... 811
Ml-/i-Sanhrdnt, festivals of ... 869
Mites ... ... ... 9Q»
Mithridates.of Parthia, 389, 396-7
Mitra,BajendraLala, on theYavanae,

395 : on the Paljis, ... ... 420'
Mlechchhas, 276,, 279-80, 282, 303, 356,

[362, 378, 419, 424^
Moha.9 pass into, the Dun, ... 525,
Mohan Singh, usurper, 577, 594

:

his family, 606 :. murders Parma-
nand Bisht.and Bani Sringarman-
jari, 595 : murders Jaikishan Joshi

,

and'Baja Dip Chand; 567; usurps
the gaddi, 598 : murder of Lakshmi-
pati. Joshi, 601 : retires to Bampur,
602; restored, 604 ; death, 604,644,
(note.)

12.0.
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Mole, 8, 44 ; rat, 23 : motha ... 185
Mollusoa ... ... ... 87
Mongols in the Himilaya ... 512
Moi^eya ... ... ... 4, 44
Months, names of, in Kumaon ... 844
Moorcroft's Travels ... 292, 645
Moradabad founded ... ... 562
Mountains of Jamhu-dwipa ... 293
Mouse, tree, hill, field, 24, 44-45 :

hare ... ... ... 26
Mriga Brahmans of Sata. dwipa, 354, 383
Mrityunjaya on Yikramaditya, 412,

~ deity ... 449, 779, 782, 913, 919
Mndras or mystical signs, 755, 897 :

see 'Kar-nyas,' 'Ang-nySs.'

Mughals in the Himalaya ... 512
Muglis of Hanza and Nagar . . . 512
Muhuras of Byuni, 507 (note) : of

Bujan and Thai ... ... 530
Muir, J., Sanskrit texts, 275,280,

705, 711 : on Nara, 715, on ila-

hShharata ... 722, 732
Mujavats, tribe ... ... 274
Mukha,r Bind temple in Nepal 770, 775
Mukuta-Krishna, mountain ... 295
Muld-nakshatra, ceremonies for the, 914
Mulberry cultivation in the hiHa ... 201
Muller, Max, on Vaidik dates ... 271
Multan, battle near ... ... 424-5

Mundan-debta, form of Nirriti ... 798
Mungir insoription of the Palas, 481, 486

Mungoose ... ... • 20
Muniya ... ... •• 65
Munja Keshavat, title of Vishnu . . . 789
Mura, fly of Kumaon ... ... 259

Mura, the asura ... . • 718
Murlimanohar, title of Vishnu, 788, 813^

[14

Miirmis, tribe of ... ... 765
Musalman, historians in Kumaon,

450, 530^6, 537, 542-6, 557, 56a,

581 : on Kabul valley, 431 : odonies,

565: in Kumaon ... ... 842
Musk rat, 8 : musk deor ...31,48

Muthra, 298, 354, 361, 394, 405, 712

Muztagh range ... ... 290
Myna ... ... 64
Myriapoda ...

" ...264-6

Myxmeleons ... ... 181

Myiore, origin of name . . . 795

N.

Nabhi, son of Agnidhra . .

.

293
Nacra Somtou of D'Anville, 382, 458
Nagaohal ... ... 340
Naga-dwipa, ... ... 293
Naga monks, attack Almora ... 602
Nagantaka, title of Garara ... 805
Nagarahara in the Kabul valley ... 431

Page.

Nagarjuna, employs Naga artists,

376: vrith Miliuda, 394, 409: in

Kashmir, 407, 738: Buddhist

writings of, 752, 760 : temple of, 810
Nagarjun temple ... 314,569
Nagarkot, records, 433, 438 : mer-

cenaries, ... 591, 594
Nagas, 270,281, 295, 297, 299, 318,

352, 364: summary, 373, 382,

748, 752, 756, 805 : worship in

the hills ... ... 835
Naga-saila ... ... 295
Naga-sena, same as Nagarjuna ... 409
Nagdeo Padamgir, ... 848,856
Nagina attacked by Knmaonis ... 568
Nagudth, the seer of Champawat,

533 ! temple in Charal, 572, 585, 591,

[598, 809
Nag-panohami, festival of, 848, 851

Nagraia in the Him lays., 297» 701-2, 723,

[783, 810
Nagrasuni, a goddess ... 801
Nag siddh hiU, in Dun,

_
338, 5261

Nahan, held by Gorkhalis, 635

:

occupied by British, 641, 665
Nahapana of Gujrat, 392, 410
Nah-Thi, Tsanpoof Tibet ... 765
Naini, a goddess, ... 798,812
Naini-Tal ... ... ... 316i

Naithana fort in Pali, defeat of

Harak Deb near, 604 : surrender

to British ... ... 666.

Najib Khan Eohilla in theDun, 575

:

at Panipat ... ... 590
NaVula, the Pandava ... ... 281

Nala and Dan>ayanti ... ... 776.

Nalanda temple ... ... 488
Nalesvfar, title of Siva 776, 811

Nalini river ... ... 292
Nalu KathSyat, story of 522, 560
Nambiiri Brahmans in Travankor, 768,

[775
yam-lcarana, ritual for, ... 890
Nana, a Maratha title ... 4(.4

Nanakmatha, in the Tarai, 549 : with

the Pathans ... ... 5£9
Nanda, mountain, 297 : goddess in

the Himalaya, legend of, 397, 313,

703 : temples to, in Almora, 566

:

Krur, 576, 792, 812-i3, 851, 888
Nanda, foster father of Krishna ... 71^
Nandakini river ... ... 792.

Nand-ashtami, festival on ... 851
Nandi, the buH of Siva, 737, 799, 862
Ndndi-Srdddha, ritxtsii for ... 885
Nandprayag ... 331, 785
Nandram, governor of Ka^ipur,

596 : intrigues with Mohan Singh,

597 : becomes a feudatory of Oudh,
598 : aids Mohan Singh ... 60*
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Kau Diirga, nine Durgas, 812, 848
Nirada, Muni, 283, 338: pnr^na,

286 : avatar, 708, 715, 722,776, 784, 868
Naraka, the Asura city jaf Asam, 718, iTSO

Nar-Sinha legend of, 467, 493, 784 :

temples, 813-14: grants 582 : ava-

tdr ... ... 707,786,887
Nara-Sinhi, Sakti of 'Vishnu ... 801
Nfiriyana, Brahma fcrtn of, 707-8,

789
J Krishna, form of, 714, 717

:

strnck by Siva's trident, 728:
occurs in Buddhist Sutras, 747,

784, 788 : temples, 814, 869, 906 :

grants ... ... 591;
Narayan Chand retires to Doti, his

descendants ... ... 583
Narayan Dyal, form of Vishnu ... 788
Narbhupala Sah, Eaja of Gorkha... 607
Nari-khorsum in Tihet, 862, 369, 376, 458
Narmadeswar, title of Siva, 782, 869
Nar-NArayan, 283, 307, 332, 707, 710,

[714, 728, 776, 784
Nar Sahi, Gorkhali Governor of

Kumaon ... ... 613
Nasik inscriptions ... ... 410
Naukuohiya Tal, lake ... ... 317
Naulakhiya Mai or TarSi, 549, 561, 572
Naulo, a local deity ... ... 831
Nawada, old capital of the Diin 526, 576
Nepal annals, 364, 373, 374, 378 : on

Vikrama, 423 : on Sankara, 464

:

Kir&ti dynasty, 510 : Thakuri re-

volt, 511 : trisil of Pasupati, 514:
on Krachalla, 516 : history of the
Gorkhali state, 607-9 : Chinese
invasion of Nepal, 610: local poli-

tics ... ... 613-614, 618, 867
Nepal war, causes of the, 629 : peace

with Nepal, 667 : boundary ques-

tions, 668 : treaty concluded ... 677-9
'

Neuroptera order of insects 100, 180
Nevill, on Indian moUusca ... 90
Newars of Nepal ... ... 371
NicoUs, J., Col., takes command of

Kumaon forces ... 659, 678
Nicholson, on snakes ... ... 78
Nidra-kalarupini bom of Yasoda . . . 794
Night-jar ... ... ... 53

Ntla mountain ... 289,295
Nilagriva, title of Siva... 721, 781
Nilakas, tribe ... ... 296
Nileswar, temple to Siva as, ... 810
Nilkantha, title of Siva ... 781
Nirmochana, the Asura city ... 718
Nirriti, goddess of evil, 790, 79*, 797, 848,

[894, 914
NirvSna, ... 752-3, 755
Nirvira river ... ... 294
Nishidaa, a race of aborigines, 282, 300,

[372

Page.

Nishidha mountains, 289, 294, 385 :

a tribe, 300, 358, 361, 719
Nitja-karm, ritual for 874
Noakot, Rajas of, in Nepal ... 608
Nono, a title in Spiti ... ... 404
Nut-hatoh, 56! nut-cracker ...64,72

o.

Obi river ... ... ... 292
Ochterlony, General,—operations on

the Satlaj, 641, 670 : prepares to
invade Nepal, 676 : peace of Mak-
wanpur concluded by him

, , . 678
Odras, a tribe ... ... 282
Ogha, the Eakshasa ... ... 718
Oil-beetles ... Ill, 136
Om, mystic syllable ... 860, 894
Onkdmith en the Nerbudda ... 858
Ooemo Kadaphes, ... ... 404
Ooerki or Huvishka ... 403-4, 737
Ordeal, trial by, in Kumaon ... 627
Oriole ... ... ... 60
Ornithology ... ..T 4,8

Orthoptera order of insects 100, 149
Otter ... ... ,..13j 44
OttorokorrtB, 279 : see ' Uttara kums'
Ou-chang or Swftt ... ...429-30
Ondh Nawab seizes Sarbna, 585 : war

with Kumaon ... ... 589
Ounce ... ... ... 17
Ousung of Wu-eun ... ... 400
Ouzel ... ... ... 58-9
Owl, 51-2 : Owlet ... ...52,72
Oxus river, 289, 292, 401, 428

Pabana or Baleswar, 310, 313
Pabaneswar, temple to Siva, as, 810 :

grants to ... ... 604
Pacbeswar, title of Siva, 782, 810
Padam Singh ... ... 611
Padma a goddess ... 884, 889
Padmanibha, deity ... ... 906
PadmapSni, avaloMteswara 505, 808, 890
Padma-Purana, 286, 299, 704, 726, 795,

[798, 855
Padyar Rajputs of Chaugarkha, 496, 537,

[554
Pahlavas, tribe, ... 280, 282, 423
Paisachaka mountains, 294, 297
Paisachi, a dialect spoken by Pisi-

ohas
^ ... ... (299) 378, 748

Pakasasini conquers the Dasyus . . . 279
P»la Eajas of Bengal, 481 ; in Ku-
maon ... ... 483, 486-92

Palibothra, 353, 378, 387, 391, 394r
Pali Katyiiri Rajas, 454, 494-6, 536

;

capture of ... ,535,689
Pamir range ... 289,429
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Pamkhanda in GaAwal ... 786
Panoha-cliuli mountains, 294, 313
Panchajana, a marine demon ... 719
i'ancAa-fcrama, Tantrii work ... 766
Pancliak6ta motlntains 294, 313
Paaoliala, the Dual), 354, 357, 360, 394
Pandas of Jageswar ... 303, 780
Pftudavas, 279, 281, 283, 355, 373, 443>

[770, 807
Paudes employed by tlie Cliands,

508, 550: of Bairti near Dwara,
585: of Patiya ... ... 598

Pandukeswar, .282, 332, 357: cop-
per-plate grants from, 471, 785, 811

Pandura monntain . .

.

295, 297
Panduwala, ruins near ... ... 443
Pandya, a prince of the Dakhin ... 719
Pandya country ... 362,373
Finini ... 274> 394
Panipat, Isattle of, a Kumaooi con-

tingent there ... ... 590
Panjtar inscription ... ... 403
Pannagas, a tribe ... ... 297
Pannaga-kshana, title of Garura ... 805
Panther, variety of leopard ... 16
Pants of Gangoli

^ ... 540, 5S1, 557
Panwars in Garhwal ... ... 446
Parachas of Kabul ... ... 434
Paradas tribe ... 280,282
Parakram Sih of Garhwal, 577, 603^5;

[615
Parisara Sishi, temple to ... 806
Parasikas ... ... 203, 357-8, 361
ParasnrSma, 312, 378 : avatir, 707, 709,

722 : contest with Bama, 724, 776, 803
Parbatiyas, a people . . . 792
Pariiata mountain, 295 : tree, 396, 320,

[71&
Parikshit, Raja of Hastinapur ... 281
PSripi'tra moutitains, 293, 357
Parkhu Pant of Gangoli, exploit of, 551, 554
ParopanigadsB mountains, 362, 372, 385,

[387-8, 396
Parroquet ... ... 54
Partab Singh, claim to Tarai dis-

allowed ... ... 644
Partap Ctaud ESja ... , ... 537
Parthian rervolt, 387 : ArsakeS; 388 :

Mithridates, 389 : coinage, edlonies, 280
392, 397, 410, 439

Partridge, snow, chukor, black, grey,

kyah, Hodgson's hill ...68, 73
Parnshaka country ... ... 295
Parushni river ... ... 273
Parvati, birth of, 303-4: known also

as TJm&, Gauri, Durga, Kalika,
Bhadra : her worship, 718, 722, 739,
[781, 785, 788, 791-2, 802, 884, 889, 891

Pasupatas, followers of Pasupati, 773, 860
[868-9

Page,

Paaupateswar, title of Siva ... 770
Pasupati, form of Siva, 407 : ac-

knowledged by Buddhists, 465:

weapon, 714, 773, 734, 738, 761,

763 : in Nepal 770-2 : in Kedar,

773: priests of ... 808,927
Patala, 303-4, 319 (note), 719, 794:

list of ... ... 925
Fatala-Bhnbaneswara, 310, 318, 782,

[810
Patau in NepSl ... ... 515
Patanjali, philosopher, 394, 742, 754
Pathan inscription ... ... 421
Pattis tribe 353, 358, 362, 373
Pathya-Svasti ... ... 27*
Paundrakas tribe, 282 : V&sudeva of

the ... ... 731,779
Pavani rxv* . .

.

293
Peacock ... ... ... 67
Pelican ... ... 71, 72
Peunbo in Tibet ... ... 766
Periplus of the Brythnen sea 391-2:

Personified energy, worship of -..• 736
Peters, on scorpions ... ... 96
Phagun, festivals of the mouth ... 858
Phaldakot held by Kathi Eajputs,

496, 527: annexed ... ... 535
Phalguna or Arjona ... 315,715
Phartiyal faction in Kdli Kumaon,

507-8, 519, 559, 583, 591, 593,

Sib Deo murdered, 594, 604 : in

Juhar, 611 : invasion aided by,

647 : defeat at Khilpati, attributed

to ... 957
Phatepat Sah of Garhwal 573-5
Phaimas, a tribe ... ... 399
Pheasant, mondl Mr koklas, IcaKj

. homed 67, 72
Phrahatea of Parthia ... 397, 410
Phruri tribe ... 353,399
rMl-Sankrdni ... 872
Pioulet ... ... ... 55
Pig, w2d ... ... ... 28
Pigeon, green, wood, stock, rook ... 67
Pilgrimages to Kedar and Badari ... 704
Piiibhit, HearSey's force starts from,

for operations in the Kali valley 655
Pffl-beeties ... ... 105
Pinakisa or Pinftth, 315, 782, 848,

. [856 : grants to, 566, 569, 591
Pindar river ... 297,313,335
Pindas for obsequial observances, 853, 921
Piuiara mountains ... ... 294
Pipit ... ... ... 63
Pisces ... ... ... 82
Pitamaha ... ... 715-16, 747, 771
Pittra, the Asurft ... ... 718
Plaksha-dwipa ... ... 288
Planet-worship, ritual for ... 893
Pliny ... 352, 384, 396
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Eama, avatar as, 708 : as Vishnu,

703, 716, 720: notices of, in

MaMbliarata, 732 : contest witli

Parasurama, 724 : reconciliation

with Siva, 733 ; at Kamaleswar,
778: at RSmeawar, 303, 782, 858

:

temples to ... 789, 814, 869
Kama Chandra, temple to ... 813
Rimapadak, form of Vishnn, 789, 813,

[848
Ramaa, trihe ... 357, 361
Bama-sera ... .. 311
Ram&yana, 272, 278, 707, 724-5, 802, 806
Eimeswar temple in Bel, grant to, 569,

[782, 810, 858
Eamganga (western), 313, 391, 521, 547,

[559
R&mgar, Khasiya Raja erf ... 527
Ramjani, form of Tishnn . . . 789
Rammohan Roy on the date of Sank-

ara Acharya ... ... 464
Ramnagar on the Kosi ... ... 543
RAmnaumi festival, ... ... 848
Ram R4i, Qxmx, of Dehra, 840, 848

Ramsay in Kumaon ... ... 683
Ramyaka country ... 289, 293

Ran Bahadur Sah of Nepal, 608,

613: restored killed ... 618
Ranohfila in Katyur, 866 : action

near ... ... ... 580
R4nikhet (see Eumpur).
Ranjor Singh Thipa in Nahan, 935, 641,

Rao inscriptions, 404, 410 : titles in

use ... ... ... 404
Raotelas, cadets of the Chand house, 542,

[553, 606

Raper on the Gorkhalia ... 620
Rasa river ... ... ... 273

Rasalu, deified hero ... 352, 438

Rat, mole, hrown, 23 ; tree, house,

bamhu, 24, 44-5 : snake ... 76

Ratanchand Raja ... 529,829
RatgalUs ofacials ... S50, 560

Rathahahini or Rimganga ... 313

Rathors of Kanauj ... ... 491

Ratneswar, temple to Siva, as ... 809

Ratu, story of, head man of Kat-

yur 554

Rivana, the Rakshasa, 284, 299, 708, 763

Raven ... ••• 64

Ravi river ... 273, 294

Rawain in Tihri ...
^

... 680-1

Bawal, chief priest of Kedar and

Badrinath ... 472, 775, 787

Rawan-hrad ... 289, 312

Rawats of Kumaon, 494, 503, 507,

510, 516, 553 : see also ' Rajya-

Viratas : of Milam ... ... 457
Redbreast ... ... 58

Redshanks ... ' ... 70
Redstart ... ... 60
Regions of distribution of local fauna, 2
Eeligion in the Himalaya ... 699
Reptiles ... 73, 78
Rig-Veda ... 272, 274, 27S
Rikheswar, temple to Siva, as 810, 851
Rikhikes, in the Dun ... 284, 338, 872
Rikh-tarpan, worship of the Eishis... 850
Riksha mountains ... ... 233
Rinmoohana ... ... 311
Rishabha mountain ... ... 294
Rishikas, tribe ... ... 279
Rishis, consteUation of the, 299, 302, 320
Ritter on the Rajis ... ... 366
River-hymn in the Vedas, 272 :

rivers of Meru, 292, 878 : of the

Himavat ... 294, 313
Robin, 60 : water ... ... 61
Rook temples, forms of Siva, in, 737, 762
Rohillas employed by Debi Chand,

581 ; invasion of Kumaon, 586-7 :

disturbances, 611 : aid in invasion

of Kumaon, 645, 652 : retires to

Benares ... ... 614
Roller ... ... 53
Romakas, tribe ... 296, 437
Romanas, tribe ... ... 358
Ronos of the Hindu-Kush 404, 435-37
Rose-beetles ... 109, 130
Bose-finch ... ... 66
Rot, a species of tenure 622, 529
Ruby-throat ... ... 61
Rue, eggs of the, 402 (?) legend ... 804
Ruchaka, country ... ... 294
Rndra, 299, 322 : in the Vedas, 705,

734 : title of Krishna, 716 :

inferior to Krishna, 717 : the
older and the later, 720 : Siva as,

721, 781 : bow of, 725 : at Dak-
sha's sacrifice, 725, 734 ; contest

with Krishna, 728 : considered

one with Siva, who is reconciled

with Vishnu, 733 : Pasupati form
of, 773 : Himalaya, 775 : consort

of, 790 : his sister, Ambika, 793 :

festival, 854-5 : in ritual, 890
et seq.

Rudra Chand ESja, 542, ordeal of

battle, obtains Tarai, 546, 643
Eudradatta Pant, Brahman ... 499, 531
Rndranath 330, 770, 775-6, 811, 869
Rudras, Genii ... ... 297, 323
Rndrbir Sah, Gorkhali Governor of

Kumaon ... 614, 619, 674
RudrprySg ... 334, 347
Rudrpur in the Tarfii, 549, 581,

586, 589, 596 : falls to Oudh, 599 :

occupied by Knmaonis, 609: Shah-
Wali, farmer ... ... 645
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Euff ... ... ... 69
Rukmini and Erisbna ... 712,719
Evun-gallis of Kafirst&u ... 437
Bfiniya, a local deitjr ... ... 831
Bupeswar, temple to Siva, as, 810, 851
Bussell, on snakes ... ... 78
Enssell's viper ... ... 77
Kussia, Tiljetan name of ... 288
Eutherford, Dr., attached to Knmaon

force ... 642, 645
Eyfitti, occupied \>j British, 653 :

temple ... ... 828

S.

Sabari dialect ... S60, 373
Babir Sh&h, the pseudo prince in

Xnmaon ... ... 581
Bachipati, a title of Indra 748, 884
Bacrifices and oblations ... 866
Sadanira river ... ... 281
Sadasiu form of Siva ... 770, 773, 864
Sadhyas, sprung from Krishna ... 716
Sagara, sage ... 280, 309
Bagaraukffi of Ptolemy ... 397, 399
Sab or Bbab, title of Vasudeva 405,

426 : in Kalaka legend, '<06, 419,

426, 738 : on Allahabad piUar, 406, 426
Babadeva, the Pindava ... 281
Bab Eajas of Loharu, 378, 438 : of

Ujain ... ... 384,419
Bahasraksba, the thonsand^eyed ... 778
Bahasranika of Kausambhi ... 284
Sabus of Dwara Hat ... 550, 560, 570
Babya mountains ... ... 393
gaim, a local deity ... 825, 830
Baindbavas tribe ... 857,358,360
Baineya, charioteer of Krishna . . . 279
Baiva, Purana, 286: worship in the

Hinialaya, 701, 704 : absorbed

Buddhism, 723 : contest with
Vaishnavas, 724 : opposed to sac-

erdotalism, 727 : contest at Bena-
res, 731 : reconciliation with
Vaishnavas, 733 : union with
Buddhism, 738, 759, 772: shrines

in Kumaon, 770, 781 : list ... 809
gakadatta ... ... 411,449
Bakaditya of Kumaon ..

.

... 411
Baka-dwipa 288, 297, 354, 383
Bakaera ... Jb06, 410-25

Sikala or Sangala 361, 394, 409, 4 8

Bakarauli tribes ... 396-7,399
B^kari dialect, 360, 373 : title ... 412
Bakas, tribe of, 270, 279-80, 282,

297, 352, 358, 364: summary,
372, 378, 382-403: era, 410-26, 846

Bakasena at Kanheri ... ... 410
Bakasene in Armenia ... ... 426
Sakastene , ... 897, 448

Page.

Sfiketa ot Oudh, ... ... 394
Saksea, festival of ... ... 426
Sakra or Vasava occurs in Buddhist

Sutras ... ... ...747-8
Sakti, worship in the Himalaya,
701-2 : popular, 723-4 : origin of,

735-8, 758-60 : idea borrowed by
Buddhists, 761-2 : alUed to the
Bonpo deities, 764 : sanctioned by
Sankara, 770 : forms commonly
worshipped, 790-802, 884: teaching
of priests, 865 : son of Vasisbtha, 805

Sakuni, slain ... 711, 719
Sakya Muni : See 'Buddha'
Salivahana, 352, 378, 410-1, 421, 438,

[448-9, 530-1, 779
Sdlmali-dwipa ... 288, 296
Salwas of Sakala, tribe... 357, 359-60, 372
Salya, king of the Madras, 713, 719
Samad/(i or trance ... ... 755
Sama-Veda, quoted ... ... ,736
Sambhar deer ... ,.. 29
Sambhu (' progenitor') title of Siva, 299,

[716-7, 808
Sampaba ... ... 452, 457
Samvaradya Tantra, Buddhist work, 759
Sandhya or ofiioe for domestic wor-

slup - ... ... 874
Sandpiper .. ... __. gg
Sangal Nag, temple to ... 835
Sangha or Buddhist assembly ... 744
SamAitns or collections... 271 287
Sani, the god Saturn ... 803, 886*, 893
Sanjaya, the charioteer... 732, 789, 815
Sankara, a, synonym of Siva, 296, 299,

[706, 747
Sankara Acbarya, apostle of the hflle,

his age, 463 : in Nepal. 465, 735

:

in Kumaon, 466, 735 : appears to
Katyiiri Raja, 468 : his writings,
767 : life and work, 768-70, 779-80

„ , „ [782-3,790
Sanke Somtou of D'AuvUle, 382, 458
Sankha-Kuta, mountain ... 295
Sankhya system of philosophy, 740-1, 754
Sanhrant, passage of sun from one

'

constellation to another
, . , qqq

Sanyasini, a goddess ... .,. §01
Sansdra or suffering, ... „ 755
Santaura, local deity ... ... gQi
Sannyasis in Baleswar... ... 542
Saptrikhi, constellation of the ... 302
Saran, encroachments of the Nepalese

„
i"! ••• •• ...631-4

Barancffi tnbe ... 396-7 399
SSrnga, title of Krishna ..." 709
Siirasvati rjver, 272-3, 278, 294

:

goddess, 274, 736, 759, 768, 857, 901, 950
Sarayu or Sarju river ... 294, 308, 310,

[355
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Sarteswar, title of Siva, ?81, 8X1, 92!!

Sarbna in the Tarai, 549 ; seiieci,

585, 587, 589 : with OwJii ... 5i99

Barira or relics of Btiddha , ,. 749
Bar Nath, Pala inaoriptian. ... 489
Satadru river, 273, 293-4, 308, 312, 859
Satapatta Brahmana, 707, 771, 778, 781
SoMrudrM/o hymn ... 720,773
Satasringa, mountain ... ... 297
Satavahana, ... 409, 421

Sati, the wife of Siva ... 302A 726

Satlaj river _
... 272-3, 293, 359

Satrapies of Baktria ... .... 886

Satrughna, 298 : hirth of ... 708
SatTallalies ... ... 317
Sattvata, form of Krishna ... 789

Satya Narayan, form of Yishnn,, 788, 815

Batyanath, a sage ... 534, 537, 815

Satyavrata, sage ... ... 279
Saumya, portion of Bharata ... 293

Saun, festivals during ... ... 849

Saundikas, tribe ... ... 279
Bauviras, tribe ... 357-60

Savaras, tribe 279, 364, 795, 800, 867

Savitri, the personified gdyatri 299, 736,

[849, 87S, 901

Sawan or Sann, festivals during ... 849

Saw flies ... ... 245

BaySnas or elders appointed, 508, 537,. 568

Sayyid Ali Mnrtaza date of ... 505
SoarabaBus beetle ... ... 106

Scavenger beetles ... ... 105

Schlegel on the Mahabharata ... 722

Scorpion-flies ... ... 180

Scorpions ... 90, 92, 96

Selenkos Nikator ... ... 387

Senas of Bengal ... 491-2,511

Sericulture, 200 : introduced from

China through Tibet ... 509.

Serika or China ... ... 279.

Seshnag, the Niga, 298-9, 315, 319,

375 : temple to ... ... 835

Setse of the Silver oountiy 854-5, 358

Settlement of SSktiGosiin ... 555

SevertzofE, mammals of TurMstan ... 47
Sexton-beetles, ... ... 106
Shahjahdn-namah in Kumaon ... 562

Shah Wali, farmer of .Eudrpur ... S45

BhaK or Suwal river ... ... 315
Shama ... ... 60
Shashthi Mahotsava, ritual for ... 888
Shawl-wool ... ... 41

Sheep, bins, 17, 34, 45, 46, 47 : do
mestic, 38: Tibetan... ... 39

Sheldrake ... ... 71
Shells, terrestrial and fluviatile ... 87
Sheshachal or Abu mountain ... 306
Shield-beetles ... 106, 122
Shikra ... ... 50
Shinduh, India of the Chinese 493, 409

Page.

Shins of the Upper Indus ... 435-6

ShiurS]^ Singh, Eija of Kashipur ... 606-.

Shiuratri festival .... ... 858
Shor or Sor : Sae Sor.'

Shoveller ... .... 71
Shrike, 56: tit ... ... 63
Shrews . ... 8, 44, 47
Siam, era in ... ... 418
Sib Deo Joshi in the TarSd, 585-6 :

as principal minister, 587-93:,

death .... ... 594
SQ)kk ... ... 59
Sib Lai, Governor- of the TarSi 599,600
Sib Singh Eaotela, set up as Raja of

Kumaon ... ... 605
Siddhas, genii, 290, 296-7, 300, 319, 358,

[813, 815
Siddhasrama or Badari ... 284
Siddha Seniini, epithet of Durga ... 794
Siddhi or state oi perfection 755, 759
Sigal, eity of the Sakas, 397, 448
Sikhi mountains ... 294-5
Si-Khiang, people of Tibet, 430, 459, 486
Sikhs, some amongst Bhuksas, 872 :

Gurus of Dehra shrine, 573 ; in

the Dun, 574, 578-80: Mahants,
619 : raids, 620 : temples of ... 840

Siladityaof Kanauj ... ... 424
Sifeswar, a title of Siva, 776, 811
Silk moths ... ... 188
Silk worms ... ... 200
Sindhu river,,

^ 272, 292, 294, 359, 429
Sindhu Sauviras, a tribe ... 280
Sinha, title, of GarhwaU Eijas 507

(note)

Sintu. river ... ... 429
Sira belonged to Doti, 496, 527, 529,

537, 541 : capture of, 550-2, Eajaa
of , 553 : prison in ... ... 597

Sirikol ... .... ... 439
Sirkur ... ... ... 55
SirmorEaja intervenes inDehraDun, 578
Siromani Das, governor of Kashipur, 590,

[596
Siskin ... ... ... 66
SisupMa, lord of Chhedi, 711-12, 719,

[732
Sita, ordeal of, 708, 761 : temple of, 802,

[813-4
Sita river, 292, 429: in Kumaon ... 315
Sitaban, in Kota Dfln ... ... 316
Sitala, a goddess •• 763, 858
Sitala Devi, temple, 80Or, grants, 585, 598
SitSnta mountain ... 294 396
Siteajrear, title of Siva ... 782, 849, 856,

Sitoda lake- ... ...294-5
Sitoli ridge near Hawalhagh, 604 :

occupied by British, 653 : base-

against Almora ... ... 662
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Page,

Siva (the ' auspicious') unknown in

the Vedas, 706 : first occurs in

the Brahmanas, 706, 747 : as

Mah&deva is superior to Krishna,

710 : inferior to Krishna, 717 t

the great god, 721 : bow of, 724 :

at Daksha's sacrifice, 725-8 : aids

Bana, 719 : contest in, Kashi,
731 : reconciliation with Vishnu,
733 : the modem is a pre-Brah-
manicaldeity^733-5: Androgynous
fo.'m of, 736-8 : linga emblem :

see ' Linga :' sanctioned by San-
kara,. 770 : see ' Pasupati,' ' Ru-
dra :' names of, 780, 861 : tem-
ples to, 781-3 : father of Kartti-

keya, 802 -. of Ganesha, 803 :

great festivals, 846, 860 : great

temples, in India ... ... 858
Siva-trimukhi in coins, 737-8 : tem-

ples ... ... ... 781
Siwfilik hills, 450 : use of the term
by Musalman historians- ... 524-6, 544

Siyahi Devi, mountain, 315 : occu-

pied by British ... 662, 665
Siyah-Poshes of Kabul. .

.

434-5, 437
SiySlas tribe ... ... 295u

SIfambha, the supporter
. . . 707

Skanda, or Karttikeya, 302, 469,

729, 738 : temples of ... 802, 888
Skanda-Purana, 286-7, 297 : con-

tains nine Khandas ... 304, 726
Sky lark ... ... 66
Skythians, 396, et seq., 399, 406,

426 : Gujrat, 410 ; of CWtri],

435 : of Garhwal, 445, 507 (note) :

of Sor, 529 : of Doti ; list of ... 530-1

Slavery in Garhwdl ... 615,. 618, 620
Slesh-mantA forest in Nepali... 772, 870
Smriti periods ... ... 272
Snails ... ... 88
Snakes, harmless and venomous ...75, 78
Snake-bird ... ... 72
Snipe, jack, solitary, painted, com-
mon ... ...69,72

Snow-laopard, 17 : oook, 67 : par-

tridge ... ... ST
Bogdiana ... 386, 396.7, 400, 436
Sokpas of Milam... ... 369; 457
Solar year ... ... 843,869
Soma, 297, BOO, : title of Krishna, 716:

:

[791, 805, 886, 919
Sombansia of Kumaon, 497, 503::

of Oudh, 504 : of Jhusi, 505 ^

Nepil ... ... 772'

SomChandEfija ... 498,500,504
Someswar temple, 315, 388, 810 :

grants to ... ... 666
Somnath, (PrabhSga), 719 : school

of magic ... ...764,858

Page.

Sonvwdti amdwas ... ... 850
Bona river ... • . 372,

Sonitpura, city of BAnas . . . 730
Sor beltonged to Doti, 496, 527,

529 : attacked, 530, 537 : an-

nexed, 541 : Rajas of ... 553, 568, 570
Spanish-fiy ... ... HI
Sparrow ..,. •.• 6ffi

Sparrow-hawk ... ... 6Q
Sphinx-moths ... ...188,214.

Spiders ... • ^^
Spiti 353,404
Spotted deer ... ... 29
Springing-beetles ... ...110, 13i
Squirrel, striped,, flying ... 22, 44

Sraddha observances, 850, 863 ; see

further ' funeral ceremonies.'

Sramanas, Buddhist ascetics ... 74^
Sri produced from the ocean, 320, 717, 857

SrlChand, Guirathi, story of ...534, 539,.

[567

Sridhara> title of Vishnu ...887, 906.

Sri Harsha, his era, 414, 424

:

king ... •• 488;

Sri-Jantra, an amulet altar ... 756
SrtfcamtAa sectarial mark ... 72S.

Sri-Kshetra ... - 344
Srinagar, Garhwal, founded, 446,

526
': temples near, 346, 453 :

Raja of, 549, 562, 564 : peace-

of, 568, 572 : captured 577, 580,

603 : threatened by RohiUas,

587: occupied by British^ ... 667

Srinatheswar temple in Giwar ... 583

Sringeri math, in Madras, 463 : in

Mysore •• ...768, 862.

Sringin range ... ...289,295

Srivatsa seotarial mark • • 728

Srughna ... 352,, 359, 45],

Stag-beetles. ... •107, 124

Staj-e . • 65
Starling • e*

Stevenson on Sivaism ... ••. 734.

Stewart on the Bhuksas, 371 (note)

Sthiviraa, Buddhist clergy, 749, 7S1

:

as opposed toJangamas. ... 863-

Stipk-insects ... — ^'^

Stilt
7a

stint 69

Stoat •• • 1*

Stoliczka, on birdB, 73 :. on snakes,

78: on spiders ... • f°
Stork ". _,70

Strftbo, the. geographer, 391, 396, 426

Strachey, B.,. Lieutenant, on the

R4jis ... , 368.

Stracheyi Sir J., Skanda Purana,

271 : Bajis, 367 : history ... 499

Strepsiptera _
• 1^0

Stri-r&jya or Amazonian kingdom ... 458

121
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Page.

Subakeha mountain ... ... 294-7
Subhavati, title of Varuna . . , 292
SuohisravaB, title of Vishnu ... 789
Budarshana or discus, weapon of

Vislcnu ... 299, 729
Sudarshan Bah of Garhwal, 616, 680,

[823, 833
Sugriva, form of Garura . . . 296
Sui, dynasty in Kali Kumaon, 494,

507, 508, 510 : town ... 730
Sukeswar, temple to Siva, as ... 810
Sukra's curse, 707, 797 • Venus, 886, 893
Suktimat mountain ... ... 293

, Sukuta, mountain ... ... 297
Sulaiman SHkoh, extradition and
murder of ... ... 563-4

Sumanjasa mountain ... ... 293
Bumanta mountain ... ... 294
Samegha mountain ... ... 297
Sumitra, wife of Dasaratha ... 708
Sunablia, son of Graruda ... 297
Sunaga mountain ... ... 295
Sunaman, brother of Kanaa, 718-19
HuudarPrayag ... 338,350
Sung-y\m, Chinese traveller, 429-30
Sunwars, Iribs of ... ... 764
Suparswa mountain 289, 295
Surabhi, mother of Hue ... 299
Suradevi, goddess of wine 304, 795
Surajbansis in Nepal ... ... 514
Suras, tribe . . .304, 320, 357, 360
Surasa, mother of the serpents . . . 299
Surasenas, tribe, 354, 358, 361, 394, 719
Surdshtra or Gujrat 357, 360
Surya, or sun-worship in the

Himalaya, 722, 704, 724 ; title

of Kishna, 716 : one with Siva,

726 : sanctioned by Sankara,7 70 :

in Knmaon, 804 : see ' Aditya,'

[850, 858, 886, 894
Surya deva dynasty in Khie-pan-

to ^
^

... 429, 439
Surya-Narayan, the Bun-god ... 804
Surya Siddhauta in use ... 845
Sas tribe of, 360, 397, 399., 403
Su-Sanyama, title of Tama ... 292
Sashoma river ... ... 273
Buswa river ... ... 338
Siita relates the Puranas ,^. 297
Butra period ... ... 271
Butra-pitaka of the Buddhists ... 747
Sutudri river, 273, 359 : see ' Satadru.'

Buvama-bhumi, 285, 290, 359, 362, 376,

[458
Suvarna-gotra in Tibet, 452, 455
Buvama-priihhdsa, Buddhist work... 759
Buvarna river of Wilford ... 313
Bvaha, deity ... 302, 884
Bvaatika, emblem of the Lichohhavis

and used by Bona ... ,., 765

Svasti Vichana, ritual of,

Svetambara Jainaa

Sveti river

Swadha, a, goddess.

Swallow ...

Swamp deer

Swarga or paradise

Page.

873, 877
... 420

27i

798, 884
52, 72

... 28

... 290
Swat" or Ouchang, 296-7, 429-31 :

river ... 273, 385
Swayambhunath of Nepal, 773 :

ling ... 775, 825
Sweta mountains ... 289,294,297
Swetodara mountains ... 294, 297
Swift ... ... 53
Swinhoe, on birds ... ... 73
Syamd, a name of Kali 798, 812
Syamakas, tribe ... 295, 359
Sykes, fishes of the Deecan ... 76
Syunara, Katyuris of, 527, 535, 539
Szema-tsien, Chinese historian 398, 401

Tadasur, title of Siva ... ... 782
Ta-hia (BaJttria) in Chinese authors, 397,

[399, 400
Tahora or Attak ... ... 358
Tailor-bird _ ... ... 61
Taittiriya Brahmana ... 793-4

Takht-Bahi inscription ... 406
Takla Khar, fort of, capture . . . 567
Takman deity ... ... 274
Takoraioi of }>tolemy, 356-7, 511
Ta-koue name of Yueh-ti kingdom, 428
Takshak, the Naga, 281, 297, 299, 315, 373
Talajbanga tribe ... ... 280
Tallades Bh&bar annexed ... 522
T&madhaun in Kumaon, inscription at, 536
Tamasas, a tribe ... 358,364
Tamravarna, part of Bharata . . . 293
Tanba-Dhond, action with Gor-

khalis at ... ... 592
Tandi, the Rishi, ... 721, 780
Tanganapura of the grants ... 472
Tanganoi of Ptolemy, 354-7, 359,

362, 378 (note).

Tanguia Ghat, occupiedbythe British, 649
Tankara mar Jageswar, 301-2, 310, 315,

[317, 825
Tantras, 723, 740: Buddhist, 465

518, 750, 758: Saiva, 758, 761,
797 : teaching, 860, 865 : a fifth

veda to Saktas, 736 : objects of,

759 : translated into Tibetan by
Indian teachers, 761 : certain ad-
mixture with the Bon religion, 764,

[876
Taotse, sect in China ... ... 767
Tapkeswar, a title of Siva ... 781
Tapubanin the Dhauli vaUey,284, 471,786
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Page.

Tara, a goddess ... ... 761
Taragis of Kali Kumaon, 508; aid

in invasion, ... ... 647
Tarai, ancient rtiins in the, 443 : rulers

of the, 495 : annexed hj Gyan
Chand, 522, 542, 545-50, 565-6,
590-4 ; usurped by Nand KhSn,
596-7 : falls to Oudh, 598 : Batten
on the Tarai, 599, 600 : Nepdl.

Taraka, am Asura, 299, 304, 310, 713
Taranath on Asoka, 351, 377 : on

the Turushkas, 392 (note) : Yava-
nas, 395 : on Vasuhandhu, 423-4 :

on the Palas ... ... 488
Tdrikh-i-Dduda on Kumaon . . . 537
Tarini, title of Durga... ... 794
Tarkshya, (garura), ... 790,805
Taxila inscription ... ... 406
Taylor oil the date of Sankara
Acharya ... ... 464

Teal ... ... ... 71
TeAr or wild goat ... ... 33
Temple statistics of Kumaon, 701,

809-12: GarhwSl, 701, 811 : Dehra
Dun ... ... 701, 812

Teru ... ... ... 72
Thakurdwara in Kishipur 582, 588
Thakuri Eajas of Nepal 496, 511, 515
Thai Baleswar in Sira . .

.

310,313
Tha-li-lo or Darel .., 429,431
Thai kedar, temple of ... 810, 851
Thapa party in Nepal 613, 641, 668-70
Thar or forest goat ... 33,45
Tharus of the Tarii, 270, 371, 591, 600
Theohald on snakes, 78 : on shells... 90
Thohar Chand, Baja ... ... 503
Thomas on the' Katyuris, 381 : Bak-

trian coins, 389, 738: inscriptions, 406
Thorell on scorpions ... ... 96
Thrush, 58, 72: tit ... ... 63
Thysanura ... ... 100
Tiaou-chi or Sarangia ... ... 402
Tibet, 267 : local names of rivers in,

292 : little Tueh-ti take refuge in,

402 : history of, 459 : sUkwork
introduced, 509 : invasion, 573 :

gold mines in, 877 : Chinese occu-

pation, 610 : trade with, an object

of interest to the British, 643,

668 : Buddhism in, " see Bud-
dhism : pre-Buddhistio religion of, 764

Tibetan fauna ... 35, 47
Tiele Prof, on animism, ... 702
Tiger, 13, 45, 540 : deaths from the

attacks of, and other wild animals, 14
Tiger-beetles ... 104-5, 117
Tiger-cat, 17 j Tiger-spotted civet

cat ... ... ' ... 19
Tihri, places in, 839-41, 527 ; formed, 680
Timla forts occupied by the British, 655

I'age.

Timfir in Kabul, 434 : in Siwaliks, 524
Tirthakas, sect of ... 765, 767
Tit, 63 : lark ... ... 63
KMi or lunar day ... ... 846
Titles of the Pandukeawar grants ... 479
Toohari, tribe, 353, 396-7, 401, 405
Tolas or sprites ... ... 833
To-li or Darel
Tons river

Toramana a Kaja
Tortoise-beetles,

Trade in shawl- wool
Tiaill, G. W.—Assistant to the Com-

missioner of Kumaon, 667 : in

Garhw&l, 681 ; Commissioner, 678, 683-5,

[833
Traill, on the Rajis, ...

Tree-cat, 19 : tree-rat, tree mouse .

Tree-creeper, 56 : warbler
Trees in the sacred Badari .

.

Trident of iron at Gopeswar, 330
Barahat, 453 : in local worship .

.

... 429
337, 362
... 417
116, 146
... 41

365
24
62

295

326,

Trigartta or Kangra ... ...358-9

Triicanda-Sesha ... ... 754
Trimal Chand, Baja ... ... 560
Trinetra, three-eyed, title of Siva, 303,

[781
Trinity, notion of a, unknown to the

Vedas ... ... 706
Tripura-Sundari, epithet of Durga, 796
Trisanku, epithet of Satyavrata ... 279
Trishi- sarovara, name of Naini Tal, 317
Trisul, mountain, 294, 792 : of the

Mallas at B rahat, 453, 512 : at

Gopeswar, 330, 513, 776 : at Kath-
maudu, 514, 825, 868: Tarai, 673-4

[676-9

Trivikrama, deity ... ... 906
Triyugi-Narayan, 305, 327-8, 788, 813-14

Trogus Pompeius, epitome of, 391, 396
Tryambaka, title of Siva . . . 793
Tunganath in Garhwal, 229, 770, 774, 811,

[869
Turks of the early middle age, 427, 432
Turnip-fly ... ... 116
Turushkas, tribe, 353, 403, 407, 410, 416

[427, 433, 467, 738
Turvasu, descendants of ... 279
Tusharas or Tukhdras of the Puranas, 384,

[393, 397, 426, 431, 438
Tushti, 299: a goddess ... 884
Tytler on Paradoxurus, 47 : on snakes, 78

u.

TJda title amongst Kators ... 434
Udayana Acharya, reformer ... 466
Udeswar temple in Salam, 811

:

grant to ... ... 591
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Page

UdjAna or Swat ... ... 431
Udyin Chand, ESja ... 527, 534, 548
TJdyot Chand, RSja ... 567, 569, 605
Udyot Chandeswar, temple erf ... 810
TTgrasena, father of Eansa ... 719
TJgratara, title of Siva ... 322
Ugresa, title of Siva, 322, 721 : on

coins, 737 : his Saktt, 798 : Ugm
Rudra ... ... 811-, 927

tJgyira Mahamdra, festival of ... 851
TJgyari, temple to ... ... 812
TJkhimath in Garhwal . . . 730, 776-6, 806
Ulakas, tribe ... ... 286
Ulka, a title of KSli ... ... 798
Ulkagarh, ^xjtion near, in Gafhwal... 605
TJlupi, the Nagini ... ... 281
TIma, wife of Siva, 304, 322, 725, 761,

[771, 785, 790, 793-4, 813, 849, 869
TJpagupta, Buddhist teacher ... 751
Upaaanyu, the sage ... 283, 710, 721
lJpa7iai/a»«, ritual for ..

.

... 893
Upanishads ... 271, 768-9, 790
Uparde, local deity, ... 801, 849
TJp&aakas or Suddhist laity ... 749
Upendra, the younger Indra, 709, 748, 887
Uphami, a name of Nanda, 793, 813
Uphrayini, a gpddess ... ... 801
TJpretia of Gangoli ... 540, 557
TJragas, a, Naga trihe, 395 : in Ur-
gam ... ... 775, 785
Urga in Nepal ... ... 609
tJrundhati, wife of Yasishtha ... 302
TTrupa, country ... ... 296
Usha, the wife of Aniruddha, 729-30, 813
XTshavana, city of B4na . . . 730
Usinara, country .. 313, 359
Utkala khanda of Skanda purana ... 287
Utsavasankatas ... ... 279
Uttara-kurus,. 273, 278-9, 285, 289, 292,

[353
TJttara-madras ... ... 273
Uttarayini festival ... .,, 872

V.

Vaoh, a goddess ... 273, 299
Vaibhojas, a tribe ... ... 279
Vaibhraja, forests of ... ... 294
Vaidyanath 3r Baijnath temple, 520:

Siddh, ... 832, 859
Vaikanka, country ... 294, 296
Vaikuutha, title of Vishnu ... 789
Vairatnagar ... ... 443
Vairoohana, the Buddhist deity ... 753
Vaishnava temples in the Himalaya,

701 : tenets, 723 : contest with
' Saivas ... 724,731
Vaishnavi, Saktiof Vishnu, 801, 819,
871 ! Pur&na ... ... 286

Vaia Thakurs of Nepfil, 496, 511, 516, 606

Page.

Vaivaswata, 299: Tama, 292,297
Vajrakd mountain ... .... 296
Vajra-pani, Buddhist deity, 753, 759, 890
Vak&taka, a Greek state, 384, 393, 491
Vakeswar or Bageawar in Kumaon . . . 469
Vallabhis of Gujrat, 410 : see Balla-

bha.

Valerian's capture by Shfihpur ... 426
Vamaohiris, the S4kta ... 865
Vamana, avatar of Vishnu, 708, 906
Varaha, avatir of Vishnu, 288, 708, 784,

[855-6, 887, 920
Varaha-mihira, astronomSr, 394, 413, 419
Varaha Pur4na, 286 : country . . . 293
Varahi devi, goddesa, 760, 801, 812, 819,

[850
Vararuchi, vmtar ... ... 283
Varavamini, epithet of Durga ... 794
Varshneya, title of Krishna ... 716
Vamna, portion of Bh&rata, 293 :

deity, 292, 299, 300, 747, 773, 886,

[894-5
Varuni, goddess of wine, 3o4, 319, 320
Varvaras, tribe ... 279, 795
Vaaati near the Indna, 358, 376: peo-

ple ... ... ... 280
Vasiahtha, sage, 277, 279-80, 298, 302,

[217, 320, 803
Vassilief on Buddhism, translated

by LaOomme ... 488,755
Vasubandhn, the Buddhist sage, 408, 423,

[753
Vfisudeva of the coins, 405-7 : the

deity, 706, 711, 714-15, 718 : true

and false, 731-2: in GarhwSl, 732, 785,
[814, 887, 906, 919

VaaudhSra, mountaros 294, 296
VSsuki, the N^a, 281, 299, 318, 782,

[835-7, 845, 856i

Vaaumati, coctatry ... ... 296
Vaaus, 295 : sprung from Krishna, 716,

[732, 886
Vatadhanas, atribe ... 358,361
Vatoshpati, deaty ... ... 90O
Vfiyn, deity, 292, 297, 705 : title of

Krishna, ... 716-7, 790, 894
VSyu-Pnrana, 286, 288, 292, 319, 357,

[384, 393, 458, 726, 806, 836
VedSngas •••

... 271
Veddnta-Sdra, system of philosophy, 768
Veddrambka, cefrermonial of ... 905
Vedaa, Himalaya in the, 271 : geo-

graphy of the, 272 : not a bible to

the masses in India, 280, 700 : re-

viled by the Saivas, 727, 732 ; con-

sidered insuffident by Buddha, 744, 761,

[863
VedavySsa avatar of Vishun . . . 708
Vena or Ben Raja ... ... 300
Vemumat, country ... ... 296
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Videha or Tirhfit, ... 361,372
Vidhyamantramayi, goddeBa ... 730
Vidisa, a state ... ... 3dS
Vidyfidharas genii, 296-7, 300, 320-9, 754
Vijaya, epithet of Durga 794, 801
^ijaya-rdjya, of the grants, 472, 491, 516
Vikhpati, festival ... ... 869
Vikrama Chand, Rija ... ... B28
Vinata, mother of Gar\i*a ... 804
V inaya-pitaka of the BudhliiBts On

discipline ... 747-50
Vindhjras, hills, ... 298, 305, 806
Vipasa river ... ... 294
Viperine snakes ... ... 77-8
V ipula, a goddess ... " ... 889
Vipula mountain ... ... 289
Virabhadra at Daksha's sacrifice ... 725
Viroohana, the Deity ... 299, 729
Virupaksha ... ... 292
Visakacha monntain ... ... 297
Vishnu, an Aditya, 299 : worship of,

in the Himalaya, 701 : in the Ve-
das, 704 : in the Itihasa and epic

periods, 70? : avatars of, 298, 332,

707: as E4ma, 708: as Krishna,

709-20 : interpolation in epic poems
i'egarding, 722 : bow of, 724 : at

Daksha's sacrifice, 725-8 ; the con-

test with B6na, 729-30 : with Sai-

Vas at Benares and the false Vasu-

deva, 731 : reconciliation with Si-

Va, 733 : tomst have been less po-

pular with the masses, 738, 758 :

sanctioned by Sankara, 770 : curses

Brahma, 771 : temples to, 763-8:

dames of, 789-90 : birth of G-ane-

sha. 803 : list of temples, 813-14:

festivals ^ ... 851, 886

Vishnu pray&g ... 832, 860

Vishnu pur4na, 286, 288, 292, 319, 357,

384, 393, 458, 707, 713, 731, 786, 805,

[805-6, 836

Vishuddhd,, mountain ... ... 295

Visvakarma 706, 718, 747, 779

Visvamitra, sage, 274, 2^7, 279, 894

Visvanath, title Of Siva, !?76, 811, 858

Vitasta river, ... 273,294

Vithoba affiliated to Siva ... 738

Vole, Himalayan, ... ...24,47

Vratyas outcastes, ... ... 280

Vrihaspati, sa,ge 295, 320, 487, 797 :

Jtipiter ... 898, 919

Vrtnda a name of Kali ... 797, 812

Vrishalas, outcaste ... 279, 282, 381

Vrisha bhanka Sankara, title of Siva, 296

Vrishbhekshana, title of Vishnu ... 789

Vrisha vatsa, country ... ... 295

Vrishnis ... ••• ?16

Vritiya river ... • 294

Vultures ... ...49,72

Page.

VyaghresWarorBSgeswar in Kumaun, 469
Vyfihriti mantra ... ... 875
Vyasa, sftge, 281, 297, 310, 345, 752

w.

Wagtail ... ... 62-3
Waigalis of Kafiristan, ,.. 437
Walokenaar, on spiderB, ... 96
Walden, on birds ... ... 78
Wallace, on geographical distribu-

tion of animals ... ... 2
Warbler ... ... 61
Wardak inscription ... ... 405
Wasps ... ... 244
Water-hen, 70, beetles ... 105
Wax-bill ... ... 65
Weasel ... ...12,47

Weaver-bird ... ... 65
Weber on Charaka, 274 : route of

the Aryas, 977 : date of Sankara,
464: Vaidik trijiity, 706: Sata-

rlidriya, 720 : oil Buddhism, 742,

749: OnUtoa ... ... 791
Weevils ... 112, 138
Westwood, on insects ... ... 101
Wheeler, on the Nagas... ... 374
Whirligigs, beetles ... 105, 121
White-ants ... ... 180
White Huns of the Kabul valley, 427 8
Whitney, Prof., on the Pasupati form

of Siva ^ ... ^ ... 734
WiUord on tie Skanda purana, 288:

Mount Caucasus, 377 : VikramS-
ditya, 412 : Fala inscription ... 489

Williams, G., list of Garhw&l Bajas, 447
Williams, M., on Vedantism, 768, on

village deities ... ... 480
Wilson, on Entomology ... lOl
Wilson, H. H., on the Furanas, 287,

394 : on Sankara Aoiiarya, 463-4

on Mahibhirata, 722-3 : on Bana,

730 : NepaleseBuddliism ... 763
Wolf , 20 : Tibetan ... ...35,4?

Wood chat ... ... 6l
Woodcock ... ... 69
Woodpecker ... ...54,72

Wool, shawl, and Bhotiya, "41
; ma-

nufactures ... ... 42
Wren, 85 : Warbler ... ... 61
Wry-neck ... ... 55
Wurshik of Hanssa and Nagar ... 437
Wu-BUn ... ... 400-1

Yadu, Krishna's tribe, 712, 718
Yageswar : see Jageswar.

Yajnavalkya, story of ... ... 832
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Yaksliani, a goddess, ... 798,812
Takslms, tribe of Himalaya, 290, 296-9,

[353, 876, 409, 716, 748, 756, 759
Yak, or ban chaur, 35, 77 ; tame, 35

:

domestic and crosses, ... 38
Tama, 292 : title of Krislina, 716, 795,

[855, 894
Tamtmi, river, 294 : a mountain, 358, 361,

[364, 372
Yaudheya, Jud district ... 359
Tarkand river, 292, 401, 429, 512
Yaaka, grammarian ... 274
Yasoda, foster mother of Krislina, 712, 794
Yassan, Doms of, 300: Kators of 381, 435
Yavanas, Baktrian Greeks, 270, 279-

83, 282, 341, 356-8, 361, 385, 400, 409,

[422
Yesh kun of Hanza and Nagar
Yetha, tribe, 428-30 : 437 : .See 'Yneh-ti

'

Yita, tribe, 428 : See ' Yueh-ti ' ...

Yoga, Sati dies by, 726 : school, 742-4

:

[759-60, 808, 860
Yogaohirja school of B addhism, 753-4:

Bhuini adstra of Aryasanga, 754, 760,

[762

tage.

Yogi-nidra, sleep of meditation . . . 795
Yog badri, temple, 784, 787, 814
Yoni: See 'Linga'
Yudhishthira the Pandava, 281, 711, 713,

[716,732
Yueh-ti, a branch of Toohari, 353,

397 : from Chinese sources, 398,
400 : history of their expulsion by
the Hinng-nu, 401 : the little take

refugewith the Tibetans, 402, 428 :

in Kashmir, ... 409, 426
Yule on the Bons ... ... 766
Yun drttn, the svastika used by Bons, 765
Yusufzai inscription ... ... 405
Yuyutsu, Baja of Indrapastha ... 281

Zariaspa ... ...

Zoology, vertebrata, 1 : invertebrata,

87 : references to works on local,

will be found after each section

:

lists given neither exhaustive nor
on a level with the present state

of our knowledge
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